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Preface 

Present Your Research to the World! 

The World Congress 2009 on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering – the triennial scientific meeting of the IUPESM 
- is the world’s leading forum for presenting the results of current scientific work in health-related physics and technologies 
to an international audience. With more than 2,800 presentations it will be the biggest conference in the fields of Medical 
Physics and Biomedical Engineering in 2009! 

Medical physics, biomedical engineering and bioengineering have been driving forces of innovation and progress in 
medicine and healthcare over the past two decades. As new key technologies arise with significant potential to open new 
options in diagnostics and therapeutics, it is a multidisciplinary task to evaluate their benefit for medicine and healthcare 
with respect to the quality of performance and therapeutic output.  

Covering key aspects such as information and communication technologies, micro- and nanosystems, optics and 
biotechnology, the congress will serve as an inter- and multidisciplinary platform that brings together people from basic 
research, R&D, industry and medical application to discuss these issues.  

As a major event for science, medicine and technology the congress provides a comprehensive overview and in–depth, 
first-hand information on new developments, advanced technologies and current and future applications.  

With this Final Program we would like to give you an overview of the dimension of the congress and invite you to join us  
in Munich! 

 
    Olaf Dössel 

Congress President 
 

Wolfgang C. Schlegel 
Congress President 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Preface 

Welcome to World Congress 2009! 

Since the first World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering convened in 1982, medically and 
biologically oriented engineers and physicists from all continents have gathered every three years to discuss how physics and 
engineering can advance medicine, health and health care and to assess the clinical, scientific, technical and professional 
progress in their fields. In the tradition and the mission of our professions, which are the only ones involved in the whole 
loop of health and health care from basic research to the development, assessment, production, management and application 
of medical technologies, the theme of WC 2009 is "For the Benefit of the Patient". Thus, in addition to scientific aspects, the 
Congress will focus on all aspects of safe and efficient health technology in both industrialized and developing countries, 
including economic issues, the perspectives that advanced technologies and innovations in medicine and healthcare offer for 
the patients and the development of societies, the progress of MBE and MP, including health policy and educational issues 
as well as the need for the regulation and classification as health professionals of those biomedical/clinical engineers and 
medical physicists who are working in the health care systems.  

The World Congress as the most important meeting of our professions, bringing together physicists, engineers and 
physicians from all over the world, including the delegates of the 138 constituent organizations of the IUPESM representing 
some 140,000 individual members, is the best place to discuss these issues, thereby contributing to the advancement of the 
physical and engineering sciences, our professions and thus to global health.   

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this important event. I wish you a rewarding and enjoyable congress and a 
most pleasant time in Munich, the ‘metropolis with heart’ that has so much to offer. 

 
Joachim H. Nagel 

President of the IUPESM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Preface 

Let's talk! 
Is our level of communication between Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering, Clinical Engineering, Medical 
Informatics, Tissue Engineering, etc. and Medicine good enough? We would like to answer: yes, we are quite good, but not 
good enough! There is a lot of room for improvement. Let' start right on the spot - on the World Congress on Medical 
Physics and Biomedical Engineering 2009. And please remember: communication is 50% talking and 50% listening. 

 
Let's work together! 
Do we have a perfect level of collaboration in our field? OK, we are quite good, but we can do better. Just to give an 
example: there should be no funded project in Medical Physics or Biomedical Engineering where there is no medical partner. 
And vice versa: medical doctors should join their forces with physicists and engineers if they are aiming at improvements on 
medical devices or healthcare systems. Let's start right here in Munich, September 2009, with innovative projects and 
innovative ways of cooperation. 
 
Let's get to know each other! 
It's known for more than thousand years: people who know each other personally and from face to face can talk with better 
mutual understanding, collaborate with less friction losses, are much more successful ...... and have much more fun. Plenty 
of chances to make new friends and to refresh old relations on World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical 
Engineering 2009! 

 

And here are the numbers: 
More than 3000 scientists working in the field of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering meet in September 2009 in 
Munich. They come from more than 100 nations. They submitted about 2800 contributions. 10 plenary talks and 46 keynote 
lectures bring us to the top level of science in our field. 75 companies show their latest achievements in the industrial 
exhibition. It's definitely the largest market place of ideas and innovations in Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering 
of the year 2009.  

 
 
 

August 2009 
 

Olaf Dössel 
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A comparison of two phase measurement techniques for Magnetic Impedance 
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Abstract—Magnetic induction tomography (MIT) allows the 
reconstruction of conductivity distributions inside a given 
volume for a wide variety of industrial and medical applica-
tions. Philips is interested in using the MIT technique for ac-
quiring information of conductivity distribution and conduc-
tivity changes in human tissue. The advantage of this 
technique is the contactless and non-invasive way of collecting 
information on the tissue. An MIT system consists of excitation 
coils that produce a primary magnetic field that causes eddy 
currents in a conductive object. The eddy current produces a 
secondary magnetic field that can be detected by an array of 
receiving coils. Improved Philips MIT setups based on IF 
down-conversion and high-speed sampling are compared. MIT 
demands an accurate measure of phase and the new setups are 
found to offer improvements in noise, linearity and drift over 
our previous system. 

Keywords— MIT, Magnetic induction tomography, high-speed 
sampling, medical instrumentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic Impedance Tomography (MIT) is a non-
contact impedance measurement based imaging technique. 
The technique uses a set of radio frequency coils to measure 
the conductance of a body of interest. The coils are used to 
both create and induce an eddy current into tissue and 
measure the resulting, secondary magnetic field.  This field 
is many orders of magnitude smaller than the primary field 
and hence various techniques have been proposed to sepa-
rate the two fields, such as coils arrangements i.e. gradiom-
eters or electronic cancellation etc.  We have elected to 
measure the phase change caused by changes in the conduc-
tivity of the sample as the most straightforward technique 
[1] which is less sensitive to mechanical sources of error 
[2].  This paper compares two schemes for phase measure-
ment, direct high-speed sampling and down-conversion to 
an intermediate frequency. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 
A common technique for the measurement of radio fre-

quency signals is down-conversion to an intermediate fre-
quency (IF) such as the widely used heterodyne in commu-
nications. This method has been traditionally used as it 
allows the use of higher resolutions analogue to digital 
converters which operate at lower sampling rates. For ex-
ample in our current MIT system we are able to use a 24bit, 
192kS/s analogue to digital converter (manufacturer: 
MOTU, device: MOTU HD 192) by down-converting our 
10MHz signal of interest to 10kHz. However, this technique 
requires the use of a mixer and distributed local oscillator 
signal which introduce errors into the phase signal we are 
seeking to measure [3]. One way to use less components is 
via a high-speed sampling card, such as the National In-
struments NI PXI-5105 [4] which is able to sample the 
10MHz signal directly at 60MS/s with 12 bit resolution. 
Once this signal is sampled its phase can be calculated on a 
PC. 

 

III. METHODS 

 
In the first setup labeled “MOTU”, the Philips MIT sys-

tem (as described by Hamsch et al 2007 [3]) has been modi-
fied to reduce noise and drift by using a combination of 
AD8332 amplifier and AD8333 mixer, recommended by 
Analog Devices for ultra low-noise medical imaging. Un-
fortunately due to the large dynamic range seen by the MIT 
receiver channels, the low-noise amplifier (LNA) compo-
nent of the AD8332 had to be bypassed to avoid saturation.  
The local oscillator signal at the mixer was set to down-
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convert the RF signal to 10kHz. This signal is sampled by 
the MOTU HD 192 ADC. 

 
   

 

Fig. 1 The two setups, (a) MOTU setup (IF down-conversion.), (b) NI 
setup, (high-speed sampling). 

 
In the second setup labeled NI, a National Instruments 

PXI-5105 high-speed data acquisition system was used to 
acquire the received signal following a single stage AD8099 
amplifier with a fixed gain of 20dB.  The NI PXI-5105 
includes pre-amplifiers and these were set to maximize the 
range of the ADC for different channel magnitudes. 

 
In both setups, an excitation signal of 200mA at 10MHz 

was used to energize one excitation coil. Data samples were 
collected from the remaining 15 channels during a time 
window of 100ms. The phase and amplitude of the digitised 
signal was computed using the Chirp-Z transform in Lab-
view. 

 
For the measurement of noise the standard deviation of 

100 data samples was taken.  Drift was measured as the 
largest deviation over 30 minutes.  The linearity of the two 
setups was also estimated by measuring the phase change 
due to introducing eight saline phantoms of 10 l and in-
creasing conductivity following [5]. The sensitivity of the 
setups was estimated by measuring the rate of change of the 
imaginary component over the eight measurements in the 
most distant channel to the excitation (channel 8) which was 
the channel with the smallest signal magnitude. In the line-
arity experiment the NI card was used with the AD8332 
amplifier so that the two setups could be measured quickly 
to reduce changes in the environment which might intro-
duce some bias. 

IV. RESULTS:  

 
A. Noise: 
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Fig. 2 Noise comparison of the two setups. 

 
B. Drift:  

 The drift measured using the MOTU and NI setup was 
102m° and 55m° respectively. 

 
C. Linearity: 
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Fig. 3 Linearity of the most distant channel (channel 8) in each setup. 

 
The imaginary slope fort the MOTU and NI setups were 

0.2mV/ S/m and 0.8mV/ S/m and the amplitude standard 
deviations were 0.35uV and 1.98uV leading to a sensitivity 
of 52.11dB and 55.14dB respectively. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS  

Both MOTU and NI results show similar drift, noise and 
linearity performance. Both are an improvement over our 
previously reported results and are comparable to the results 
reported in [6] when taking into account different coils, 
setup dimensions and excitation amplitudes. The most 
dominant source of noise in the presented results is the first 
amplifier, either AD8099 or AD8332. Both setups would 
benefit from a reduced dynamic range to enable the use of 
the AD8332 LNA. Down-conversion to IF or high-speed 
sampling produce similar results because of limitations 
from amplifiers or high noise due to the large dynamic 
range. Encouragingly we have recently found that the use of 
a stronger excitation source leads to a reduction of the stan-
dard deviation of the phase from 8 to 3 millidegrees. We 
plan to perform imaging with this setup. This setup will 
have a larger drift due to temperature effects but may be 
corrected by temperature sensors or the active/passive tech-
nique proposed in [7]. 

 
Significant advantages of the NI setup are the ability to 

measure large voltage signals and the ability to provide the 
amplitude and phase information at many frequencies (spec-
troscopy) by performing an FFT on the PC after digitiza-
tion. Spectroscopy is likely to be important in many applica-
tions including the differentiation of acute stroke as there is 
no opportunity to take a measurement before stroke onset.  
However the method of IF down-conversion is real time 
whereas the NI setup comes with high data communication 
and PC processing overheads which may constrict its use in 
real time applications without a significant investment in 
additional equipment. 
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Abstract— High concentration barium sulfate has been de-
veloped and used in mass screening for gastric cancer. Howev-
er, high concentration barium sulfate flows out from the sto-
mach faster than moderate concentration one, which often 
interferes with diagnosis. The speed of flow is seemed to de-
pend on the viscosity of barium sulfate. Previously, the authors 
reported viscosity changes of high concentration barium sul-
fate with pH and temperature changes. In this study, it is ex-
amined that the viscosity of barium sulfate also changes with 
artificial gastric juice volume. The results indicate that the 
viscosity of high concentration barium sulfate is more stable 
than that of moderate concentration one and the image of 
gastric phantom with high concentration barium sulfate is 
evaluated to be better than that with moderate concentration 
one. The study on characteristics of barium sulfate may im-
prove radiography technology in mass screening for gastric 
cancer. 

Keywords— High concentration barium sulfate, viscosity, 
volume of artificial gastric juice, gastric cancer 
screening, 

I. INTRODUCTION  

As contrast media used in mass screening for gastric can-
cer, high concentration barium sulfate has been developed 
and indicated to be effective in many reports [1 - 4]. Osaka 
Cancer Prevention and Detection Center has started to adopt 
high concentration barium sulfate since 2004 and confirmed 
that it is superior in adhesion to gastric mucosa and satisfac-
tory for mucosal visualization ability [5]. Although high 
concentration barium sulfate is hypo in viscosity and good 
on gastric fluidity, it flows out fast from the stomach, which 
might result in inaccurate diagnosis. The flow speed is 
usually influenced by gastric form, physical position on 
radiography and the viscosity of barium sulfate. The authors 
already reported viscosity changes with pH of artificial 
gastric juice and temperature on recently used high concen-
tration barium sulfate and past used moderate concentration 
one [6]. X-ray radiographs of gastric phantoms applied by 

these barium sulfates were also evaluated in quality [6]. 
Other reports [7, 8] indicated the viscosity change of barium 
sulfate with temperature and pH. However, there is little 
study on the relation between the viscosity of barium sulfate 
and the volume of gastric juice. 

   The aim of this study is to examine the viscosity 
change of barium sulfate with the volume change of gastric 
juice. Practically, viscosity changes of three types of barium 
sulfate, two types of high concentration ones and one type 
of moderate concentration one, are studied with volume 
changes of artificial gastric juice, and x-ray radiographs of 
gastric phantoms applied by three types of barium sulfate 
are visually evaluated. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Contrast media  

Barytgen Sol 145w/v% sol (FUSHIMI Pharmaceutical 
Co., Ltd. Marukame, Japan) was used as a moderate con-
centration barium sulfate and abbreviated to 145A barium. 
Baribright P 185w/v% powder (Kaigen Co., Ltd. Osaka, 
Japan) and Barytgen HD 200w/v% powder (FUSHIMI 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Marukame, Japan) were used as 
high concentration barium sulfate and abbreviated to 185B 
barium and 200C barium, respectively. 

B. Artificial gastric juice and viscosity measurements 

Artificial gastric juice was made of HCl and distilled wa-
ter. Certain volume (20 ml, 30 ml, 40 ml, 50 ml and 60 ml) 
of artificial gastric juice was mixed with 150 ml of each 
barium sulfate. Every mixture was 25.0 C and pH 1.2. The 
viscosity was measured at 30 rpm by type B viscometer 
(BH type, TOKIMEC Co., Ltd. Osaka, Japan) with NO.1 
rotor in the cases of 185B barium and 200C barium and 
with NO.2 rotor in the case of 145A barium. 
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C. Radiographs of gastric phantom 

Gastric phantom BMU-1 (Kyoto Chemistry Specimen 
Co., Ltd. Kyoto, Japan) was used and three types of barium 
sulfate containing artificial gastric juice of 20 ml, 30 ml, 40 
ml, 50 ml, 60 ml and 70 ml were applied to the phantom. 
Radiographs of these phantoms were taken using x-ray film 
/ IP combination type cassette-less fluorography device ZS-
40 (abbreviated to TV fluorography device, Shimadzu Co., 
Ltd. Kyoto, Japan). The radiographs (PFH-T FILM Eastman 
Kodak Co., Ltd. Rochester, N.Y. U.S.A.) of gastric phan-
tom were visually evaluated by seven examiners, five radio-
logical technologists and two doctors. 

D. Statistical analyses  

The results were compared among groups by one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA). If significant, they were 
examined by Bonferroni-Dunn multiple comparisons post-
hoc test, with the level of statistical significance taken as p 
< 0.05. Pearson's correlation was used. Statistical analyses 
were performed using SPSS 15.0 J (SPSS Japan Inc. Tokyo, 
Japan) for Windows. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Viscosity 

Viscosity changes of 145A barium, 185B barium and 
200C barium by respective volume of artificial gastric juice 
are shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows that on two types of 
high concentration barium sulfate, 185B barium and 200C 
barium, viscosity slightly decreases with the volume in-
crease of artificial gastric juice. However, the viscosity of 
moderate concentration one, 145A barium, tends to increase 
with the volume increase of artificial gastric juice until 50 
ml and to decrease beyond that. The viscosity of 145A ba-
rium is generally high, especially on 40 ml and 50 ml of 
artificial gastric juice, compared with those of 185B barium 
and 200C barium which inversely correlate with the volume 
of artificial gastric juice (185B barium : r= – 0.967, 200C 
barium : r=  0.950).  

   The viscosity changes of 185B barium and 200C ba-
rium are smaller than that of 145A barium (p < 0.05), and 
the viscosity of 200C barium is rather stable than that of 
185B barium. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1  Viscosity change of barium sulfate dependent 
 on the volume of artificial gastric juice 

 
 

B. Radiographs 

Radiographs of gastric phantom are shown in Fig.2 on 
145A barium, in Fig.3 on 185B barium and in Fig. 4 on 
200C barium. The visual evaluation of these radiographs by 
seven examiners is that the mucosa adhesion of 200C ba-
rium is better than those of 145A barium and 185B barium 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2  Radiographs of gastric phantom (145A barium) 
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Fig. 3  Radiographs of gastric phantom (185B barium) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4  Radiographs of gastric phantom (200C barium) 
 
 
 
 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

When the viscosity of barium sulfate is too low, barium 
sulfate flows out fast from the stomach before satisfactory 
radiography. When the viscosity is too high, barium sulfate 
stagnates and condenses in the stomach [5]. The authors 
examined viscosity changes of barium sulfate with pH and 
temperature changes on two types of high concentration one, 
185B barium and 200C barium, and one type of moderate 
concentration one, 145A barium and reported that the vis-
cosity decreased with pH and temperature increases and 
inversely correlated with pH for three types of barium sul-
fate [6]. For gastric radiography, 185B barium was the best 
among three types of barium sulfate [6].  

   In this study, viscosity changes of three types of barium 
sulfate were examined on the correlation with volume of 
artificial gastric juice and radiographs of phantom applied 
by three types of barium sulfate were visually evaluated. 
The results showed that viscosity slightly decreased with 
volume increase of artificial gastric juice on two types of 
high concentration barium sulfate, 185B barium and 200C 
barium, but the viscosity of 145A barium at first increased 
and then decreased with volume increase of artificial gastric 
juice. Compared to 145A barium, 185B barium and 200C 
barium were stable in viscosity for volume changes of ar-
tificial gastric juice (p < 0.05). The viscosity of 200C ba-
rium was rather stable between the two. The visual evalua-
tion of phantom radiographs indicated that the mucosa 
adhesion of 200C barium was better than those of 145A 
barium and 185B barium.  

   The previous report [6] showed that the mucosa adhe-
sion of 185B barium was the best among three types of 
barium sulfate with pH and temperature changes. Anyway, 
high concentration barium sulfate is a useful contrast me-
dium for gastric cancer mass screening and a good com-
mand is seemed to choice either 185B barium or 200C ba-
rium according to the gastric condition of medical examinee. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The viscosity of high concentration barium sulfate, 185B 
barium or 200C barium, is more stable than that of a mod-
erate concentration one, 145A barium, on volume change of 
artificial gastric juice. Between 185B barium and 200C 
barium, the latter is stable on viscosity and good on mucosa 
adhesion shown in radiographs. 
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Abstract  Physical mechanisms of appearance of
-flow" artefact consisting in image liquid

colouring during ultrasound dopplerography are
investigated. This artifact caused by real liquid
movement under ultrasound influence due to streaming
effect. Experiments are made on the modeling
environment (liquid with gas bubbles). The
fundamental laws of artefact "pseudo-stream"
occurrence under the influence of radiating pressure
forces are shown. The investigated physical mechanisms
allow to predict artefact parametres for any
composition of liquid and gas environments with any
bubble sizes at various intensity levels of and working
frequencies of ultrasound sensors. Studying of physics
of artefact appearance gives the possibility of its
elimination and reception of more true echogram and
hence reduces a diagnostic error. The knowledge of
occurrence laws of artefact "pseudo-stream" which is a
diagnostic disease sign allows to raise the information
parameters about a blood-groove and other moving
structures.

Key words - a -
dopplerography, radiation force, gas-liquid medium.

Introduction 

Ultrasound dopplerography is a method of 
diagnostics that makes possible to learn the dynamics 
of a number of physiological processes in an 
organism by assessing the velocities and directions of 
blood flow, the motion of cardio-structures and blood 

in cardiology, midwifery and other areas of medicine 
[1]. 

In practical activity during the examination 
physicians of ultrasound dopplerography often face 
various echo-graphic artifacts [2], and it becomes 
necessary to define whether the signal on the screen 
is true or false. On the one hand, wrong artifact 
interpretation may result in erroneous diagnostics. On 
the other hand, understanding the physical reasons of 
false images appearing gives additional diagnostic 
information and furthers the successful analysis of 
acquired data, thus, increasing the ultrasound 
examination effectiveness [3]. 

Investigation results 

Artifact in ultrasound diagnostics is the images 
and effects that do not figure the real representation 
of anatomic structures and distorts their actual 
location, dimensions and properties [2]. The artifacts 
can be divided into two basic groups: instrument 
artifacts that appear due to the technical reasons 

(imperfection of equipment) and artifacts concerning 
the physical processes of the ultrasound passing 
through biological tissues [1]. 

The streaming- -
under the exposure of ultrasound wave is one of the 
physical artifacts [3]. Indicated artifact takes place 
then dispersible particles suspended in a liquid move 
under the ultrasound wave influence. In some cases 

-
properties of an examined object. On the other hand, 
the impossibility of true streaming-effect 
interpretation results in false bloodstream revelation 
and, as a consequence, in false diagnosis. 

Owing to abovementioned, the study of physics of 
indicated artifact origin is a relevant task. 

The convenient model for studying the factors that 
-  is 

liquid with gas bubbles those acoustic resistance 
. 

This artifact was detected on MyLab15 ultrasound 
scanner (Energy Doppler mapping mode, linear 
ultrasound sensor; the frequency for B-scan is 12.5 
MHz and 5 MHz for energy Doppler mode; space-
peak time-average intensity m ISPTA=300 mW/cm2). 

appearance of acoustic streams in ultrasound field 
that originates from the radiation pressure, heat 
effects and cavitation [4]. 

The major reason of bubbles motion in water into 
the field of diagnostic ultrasound radiation is the 
radiation pressure. The physical mechanisms of 
ultrasound influence on air-containing liquids by the 
radiation pressure in considered. 

Radiation pressure (sound pressure) is a time-
average redundant pressure on the obstacle placed 
into the sound field [5]. The following equation for 
radiation pressure exposure on air bubble in the 
ultrasound wave direction is obtained (for air bubble 
radius r ,  is an ultrasound wavelength) [4]: 

2226
0

42

3

4

krkrC

krIrFR , (1) 

where 2k  is a wave number, fC0 , 

0 , 0CC ,  and 0   the densities of 
liquid medium and a gas bubble, 0C  and C   
velicity of sound in liquid medium and in gas of a 
bubble. 

Radiation force RF  is increase significant while 
influencing resonance-sized bubbles ( resr s 
consider the main regularities of an air bubble motion 
in water during interaction with ultrasound wave field 
under radiation pressure. 
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Initial values were taken as follows: frequency f=5 
MHz, water density 0 =1000 kg/m3, velocity of 
ultrasound in water 0C =1500 m/s, wavelength in 
water =0.3 mm. 

 

Fig. 1. Dependence of the radiation forces RF  
acting on the air bubble in water on the bubble radius 

r. 1  radiation force; 2  buoyancy force 

Fig. 1 shows the dependence calculated according 
to the formula (1) of radiation force on the bubble 
radius (curve 1). Approaching the resonance radius 
( resr  = 0.67 m) we see the quick rise of the radiation 
force up to RF  8 N.  

Besides the radiation force RF  the gas bubble in 
liquid is exposed by an opposite buoyancy force VF  
(Archimedean force) that is the resultant force of 
hydrostatic pressure applied to a bubble immersed 
into water [6]: 

,
3
4

0
3 grFV  (2) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration and equals 
9.8 m/s2. 

The dependence of buoyancy force from the 
bubble radius drawn according to the formula (2) is 
shown on Fig. 1 (curve 2). According to the graph the 
buoyancy force grows proportionally bubble size r3. 

It is apparent from Fig. 1 that radiation force 
exceeds the buoyancy force in a hundred times, and 
in the resonance region in 105-107 times. Radiation 
and buoyancy forces have the same order ( VR FF ~ ) 
when bubble radius r m. The larger bubble 
dimensions lead to the prevalence buoyancy force on 
radiation one. 

The net force VR FFF  makes the bubble 
move in water in a particular direction inside the 
sound field with a definite speed v. Bubble motion 
speed can be calculated according to the Stokes 
formula [6]: 

r
Fv

6
, (3) 

where  is a medium malleability (  = 0,001 
. 

Bubble motion speed calculation results are shown 
on Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Speed of a gas bubble in water moving in a 

sound field 

The bubble motion speed curve form (Fig. 2) is 
analogous to the radiation force curve with a bubble 
size r  smaller than . Approaching to the resonance 
radius we see a sudden rise of a bubble speed in 
ultrasound wave direction, up to maximum value of ~ 
8 cm/s, then it starts decreasing with leaving the 
resonance point. In the bubble radius range of 10 to 
100 agrees 
the experimental research results. 

The curves of bubble motion in the direction to the 
ultrasound sensor when the buoyancy force exceeds 
the radiation force is shown on Fig. 2 with a dotted 
line. Substantially smaller velocities in small bubble 
sizes area cannot be rendered due to a limited 
sensitiveness of ultrasound sensor in a energy 

the bubbles movement directed to the sensor of is not 
seen due to the small large-sized bubbles 
concentration and their emergence before the 
examination starts. 

ecessary to note that abovementioned 
radiation forces action upon a single gas bubble in 
liquid under sound field does not fully describe the 

- act appearance process. In the 
presence of a huge number of gas bubbles in liquid 
additional hydrodynamic forces of interaction 
between vibrating in liquid particles appear that are 
the radiation pressure forces and originate because of 
sound dissipation. That is why, the force acting upon 
the bubble is a interference result of a sound field 
falling upon the bubbles and the dissipation field of 
other bubbles [5]. 

Conclusions

Thus the physical mechanisms of ultrasound 
- igination 

due to radiation pressure forces investigated in the 
article allow to predict the artifact parameters in a 
gas-liquid medium of arbitrary contents with 
heterogeneities of any size on any level of intensity 
and working frequencies of ultrasound sensors. The 
study of artifact appearance physics gives an 
opportunity to eliminate its influence and receive a 
true echogram and, therefore, to reduce a diagnostic 
error. On the other hand, the knowledge of a 

-  origination regularities that is 
a diagnostic sign of a disease may heighten the 
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information value of blood-flow and other moving 
structures. 
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Abstract— The aim of the present study was to quantify 

both perfusion and extravasation in the prostate to discrimi-

nate tumor from healthy tissue, which might be achieved by 

dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging 

(DCE-MRI) using a nonspecific low-molecular-weight contrast 

medium (CM).  

To determine extravasation as well as tissue perfusion an 

inversion-prepared dual-contrast sequence employing a paral-

lel acquisition technique (PAT) was designed for interleaved 

acquisition of T1-weighted images for extravasation measure-

ment and T2*-weighted images for determination of the highly 

concentrated bolus with a sufficiently high temporal and spa-

tial resolution at an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. Thirteen 

patients with proven prostate cancer were examined with the 

sequence using a combined body-array prostate coil. Before 

pharmacokinetic evaluation the images were intensity-

corrected and, if required, motion-corrected. The pharma-

cokinetic model used to calculate perfusion, permeability, 

blood volume, interstitial volume, transit time, and vessel size 

index included two compartments and a correction of delay 

and dispersion of the arterial input function. 

The information provided by the dual-contrast sequence al-

lowed application of a more elaborate model for evaluation 

and enabled quantification of all parameters. Peripheral pros-

tate tumors were found to differ from peripheral healthy pros-

tate tissue in perfusion (1.38 ml/(min·cm3) vs. 0.23 

ml/(min·cm3), P=0.001), blood volume approximately two 

times higher, 1.9 % vs. 0.7 %; and mean transit time in tumors 

approximately half that of normal prostate tissue, 2.88±2.30 s 

vs. 4.88±3.21 s. 

A inversion-prepared dual-contrast sequence acquiring T1- 

and T2*-weighted images with sufficient temporal resolution 

and signal-to-noise ratio was successfully applied in patients 

with prostate cancer to quantify all pharmacokinetic parame-

ters of inflow and extravasation of a low-molecular-weight 

inert tracer. 

 

Keywords— DCE-MRI, prostate, dual contrast 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Contrast enhancement of the prostate in dynamic MR 

imaging can be used to assess perfusion and permeability 

using a low-molecular-weight con-trast medium (CM). The 

arterial input function (AIF) is subject to delay and disper-

sion during its passage from the point of measurement to the 

tar-get voxel [1]. The dispersion is inherently coupled to the 

delay. Whereas the delay can easily assessed the bolus dis-

persion is caused by two proc-esses, the dispersion during 

its passage from the point of measurement to the tissue and 

the dispersion by the tissue passage expressed by the mean 

transit time (MTT). 

II.  MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A sequence was designed for the dynamic acquisition of 

two FLASH images (  = 30°, matrix size: 128 90, FoV: 

228 228 mm) every 1.65 sec: first a T1-weighted image 

(TE1 = 2.1 ms) using global inversion preparation (TI = 

280 ms) and then a T2*-weighted image (TE2 = 27 ms). The 

echo time of the first image was chosen as short as possible 

and the echo time of the second image was adjusted to de-

pict the passage of the contrast medium (CM) bolus. Non-

slice-selective inversion preparation was used to improve 

the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and was adjusted to sup-

press signal contributions from unenhanced arterial blood. 

For dynamic MRI a transverse 5-mm slice through the pros-

tate was chosen. A bolus of 24 ml gadopentetate dimeglu-

mine was infused intravenously at a flow rate of 6 ml s
1
 

followed by a 20-ml saline flush. Retrospective signal inten-

sity homogenization of the dynamic MRI data sets was per-

formed in order to eliminate signal inhomogeneities caused 

by the use of multiple surface coils for data acquisition. 

The AIF was quantitatively determined in the external il-

iac artery from the signal intensity time courses of both, the 

T1- and T2*-weighted images, and modeled as a gamma 

variate function. The estimated AIF ( Ca
(est ) ) is subject to 

delay and dispersion during its passage from the point of 

meas-urement (external iliac artery) to the target voxel [1]. 

A delay can be introduced by increasing the arrival time 

( t0 ) by replacing with ( t0 + t0 ). Dispersion can be de-

scribed mathematically as a convolution with a vascular 
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transport function h(t)  from the site of measurement to the

target voxel, i.e.: Ca (t) =Ca
(est ) (t + t0 ) h(t) . The transport

function is given by: h(t) = e t .  

The quantification of perfusion is based on the indicator

dilution theory, and requires determination of the AIF (Ca )

for deconvolution of the blood concentration-time curve in

tissue capillaries, Cb (t) : Cb (t) = F Ca (t) R(t) , where F

is perfusion and R(t) = e t /MTT  the residue function, MTT  is

the meant transit time through the tissue. Perfusion can be

calculated from mean transit time MTT  and blood volume

vb , F = vb /MTT . The resulting tissue concentration can

therefore be expressed as [1]:

Cb (t) = F Ca (t) R(t) = F (Ca
(est ) (t + t0 ) h(t)) R(t)  

Tracer uptake was described by a mixed flow- and per-

meability-limited [2]: 
dCe

dt
=
EF

ve
(1 Hct)(C p Ce ) , where

Ce  is the contrast medium concentration in the extravascu-

lar extracellular space, C p =Ca /(1 Hct) tracer concentra-

tion in arterial blood plasma, Hct  hematocrit fraction in

whole blood, ve  fractional extravascular extracellular

volume per unit volume of tissue,  density of tissue, and E
extraction fraction. The extraction fraction is the fractional

reduction of the capillary blood concentration as it passes

through tissue: E = 1 e PS /F(1 Hct ) , where PS  is the per-

meability surface area. The tissue signal I t  consists of two

contributions, the vascular I b  and the extravascular I ev :

I t = vbIb + (ve + vc )I ev , where vc  is the fractional cellular

volume.  

13 patients with a histological defined prostate tumor

were imaged. A tumor and a healthy prostate ROI were

evaluated by using the above described model with and

without dispersion correction. All parameters were calcu-

lated and the F-test applied to decide which model is more

appropriate. Statistical significance was tested using the

paired Wilcoxon signed rank test 

III.  RESULTS 

The F-test yielded a mean value over all ROIs of 44.7

with P=0.02, indicating that dispersion correction signifi-

cantly improves fitting accuracy. Additionally, the methodi-

cal difference is significant for all parameters. Both statisti-

cal evaluations yielded similar P-values for most

parameters but the differences between tumor and prostate

were generally more significant using dispersion correc-

tion. Ca
(est )  was significantly delayed and dispersed on the 

way from the iliac artery to the prostate before entering the 

tissue, resulting in a local AIF, Ca
. Ca

(est )  was delayed by a 

median of 13.1 s in prostate tissue and by 9.2 s in prostate 

tumor. The dispersion coefficients were 14.8 s for prostate 

tissue and 9.6 s for prostate tumor. The mean transit time 

was significantly different between tumor and prostate with 

dispersion correction while it was not without 

(P(MTT)=0.039 with dispersion correction and 

P(MTT)=0.311 without). The blood volume and perfusion 

differed significantly between tumor and prostate for both 

models (P(vb)=0.019/ P(F)=0.004 with dispersion correc-

tion and P(vb)=0.011/ P(F)=0.016 without). Tumor perfu-

sion was more than five times higher than tissue perfusion, 

1.38 ml/(min·cm
3
) vs. 0.23 ml/(min·cm

3
); blood volume 

approximately two times higher, 1.9 % vs. 0.7 %; and mean 

transit time in tumors approximately half that of normal 

prostate tissue, 2.88±2.30 s vs. 4.88±3.21 s.

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

Delay and dispersion are so large that they must be 

taken into account to accurately estimate perfusion and 

extravasation in the prostate. 
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Abstract—Over the last years functional MRI has become 
the primary method for non-invasive assessment of brain 
activity. Its application in deep brain structures, however, is 
still limited. Here we report on two studies showing that the 
use of optimum sequence parameters combined with physio-
logical artefact correction allow activation in human amygdala 
and hypothalamus to be robustly detected. 

Study I (focused on the amygdala region) included 50 heal-
thy subjects (25 females) who were asked to identify facial 
emotions in validated visual stimuli. FMRI was performed 
using high-resolution gradient-recalled EPI. Analysis in SPM 
aimed at assessing brain activation to all five emotions (happy, 
sad, fear, anger, disgust) and neutral expressions. Study II was 
aimed at revealing arousal-specific modulation of hypotha-
lamic activation using visual stimuli containing funny, neutral 
or sad scenes, respectively, in a group of 20 participants (4 
females). Analysis was also performed in SPM. 

Application of the optimized, high-resolution protocol en-
abled reliable measurement of bilateral amygdala activation 
during the processing of all basic emotions and neutral expres-
sions. ANOVA of hypothalamic fMRI revealed significant 
modulation of activation over stimulus valence, and post-hoc 
testing showed significantly higher activation in both sad and 
funny as compared to neutrally valenced stimuli. 

Robust and reliable bilateral amygdala and hypothalamus 
activation was detected in our studies, reflecting the impor-
tance of applying optimized protocols when imaging ventral 
brain function. To improve sensitivity and specificity to enable 
individual diagnosis, further advances are needed, requiring 
more sensitive coils and higher field strength. Potential clinical 
applications include sleep, eating and emotional disorders. 

 
Keywords—fMRI, high-field, optimization, emotions, amyg-

dala, hypothalamus. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent developments in MRI and, in particular, func-
tional MRI allow for non-invasive assessment of brain ac-
tivity. Its application in deep brain structures, however, is 
still limited as intra-voxel dephasing effects due to suscepti-
bility differences between brain tissue and adjacent air-filled 
sinuses cause severe signal dropouts. Here we report on two 

studies showing that the use of optimum sequence parame-
ters combined with physiological artefact correction allow 
activation in the human amygdala and hypothalamus to be 
robustly detected. 

Amygdala. Functional neuroimaging studies focusing on 
the association of the human amygdala with emotions, es-
pecially of its role in facial emotion processing in healthy 
subjects, have revealed activity related to several emotions, 
albeit with considerable inconsistence (for a review see [1]). 
Divergent results on the laterality of amygdala responses 
and emotional valence have been reported by Britton et al. 
[2]. The influence of stimulus material on amygdala activa-
tion has been demonstrated by Hariri et al. [3] who ob-
served stronger right-sided amygdala activation for emo-
tional expressions (angry or afraid), whereas emotional 
scenes elicited stronger left-sided amygdala response. So 
far, few studies observed amygdala response to positive 
emotions, i.e., happy [4] and, in particular, a bilateral 
amygdala response to all basic emotions presented [5-7]. 
These results point to amygdala involvement in more neural 
pathways than just those responsible for fearful or threat 
related expressions, albeit with findings being extremely 
heterogeneous both in the emotions to which response is 
demonstrated and in laterality of activation. Given the tech-
nical difficulty of amygdala fMRI and the range of experi-
ment designs employed, it seems likely that a number of 
methodological factors are responsible for the disparities 
between previous studies. The anterior ventral brain region, 
where the amygdala is located, is affected by susceptibility 
artifacts, especially in low-resolution measurements and at 
high magnetic field. This can lead to low signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR), and may account for failures to observe amyg-
dala activation in single subjects [8,9]. 

Hypothalamus: Due to the limited spatial resolution of 
standard fMRI and the challenges from signal-dropout in 
ventral brain areas caused by intra-voxel dephasing effects 
around nasal cavities, echo-planar images are distorted. 
Detecting significant BOLD-changes in such small and 
heterogeneous structures as the hypothalamus is even more 
challenging than fMRI of the amygdala. However, recent 
functional MRI studies have indeed revealed hypothalamic 
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activation (albeit limited to the right hypothalamus) in re-
sponse to humorous over neutral stimuli [10,11]. Based on 
very recent technical and methodological improvements [5-
7,12,13] we aimed at detecting significant BOLD-changes 
also in the hypothalamus following passive viewing of pic-
tures with strong positive and negative valence in a high-
field MRI scanner.  

II. METHODS  

Study I 

Sample. Twenty-five right-handed healthy Caucasian fe-
males (mean age 24.5 years, SD = 3.8) and 25 right-handed 
healthy Caucasian males (mean age 25.6 years, SD = 3.9) 
participated in the study. Females and males were of similar 
age (p = 0.347) and years of education (p = 0.851).  

fMRI task. Seventy-two colour photographs of facial ex-
pressions portraying an equal number of the five basic emo-
tions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness and sadness) and neu-
tral expressions were presented. Subjects were instructed to 
choose the correct emotion from two possibilities presented 
on the left and right of the image as accurately and as 
quickly as possible, by pressing the corresponding button of 
a response box using the right hand. Emotional facial ex-
pressions were presented for a maximum of 5s with a ran-
domized, variable inter-stimulus interval (ISI) ranging from 
12s to 18s (during which subjects viewed a scrambled face 
with a central crosshair). Manual responses triggered imme-
diate progression to the next ISI. 

Functional MRI was performed at 3 Tesla (Bruker Med-
spec, Ettlingen, Germany) using a CP-head coil and high-
resolution gradient-recalled EPI (TE/TR=31/1000ms) spe-
cifically optimized for measuring amygdala activation at 3 
T (Robinson et al., 2004, 2005) enabling detection of robust 
amygdala activation (Derntl et al., 2008, 2009a,b; Habel et 
al., 2007; Moser et al., 2007). Analysis of functional data 
with SPM 2 was aimed at assessing brain activation to all 
five emotions (happy, sad, fear, anger, disgust) and neutral 
expressions.  

 Study II 

Our second study, using newly installed MR-equipment, 
was aimed at revealing arousal-specific modulation of hy-
pothalamic activation using visual stimuli containing funny, 
neutral or sad scenes, respectively, in a group of 20 healthy 
Caucasian subjects (16 male and 4 female; mean age 26 
years, SD = 2.9) while undergoing an fMRI session. Both 
studies were performed in accordance with local ethics 
regulations and the declaration of Helsinki. Written in-
formed consent was obtained prior to MRI scanning. 

fMRI task. Twenty stimuli from each group, with highest 
inter-rater agreement in a test outside the scanner (funny: 
2.4±0.04; neutral: 3.9±0.01; sad: 6.1±0.03; values are mean 
± SE on a 7-point Likert scale with 1 representing “very 
funny” and 7 “very sad”) were used in the fMRI experi-
ment. The effectiveness of the stimuli to influence emo-
tional state was assessed in a separate fMRI session (n=6). 
During the fMRI session stimulus presentation order was 
randomized and each stimulus was passively viewed for 
four seconds, with an inter-stimulus interval ranging from 8 
to 12 seconds. A white cross on black background served as 
a baseline.  

Functional imaging was performed on a Tim Trio Scan-
ner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-
channel head coil and high-resolution gradient-recalled EPI. 
Twenty axial slices centered at the hypothalamus and 
aligned along ac-pc were acquired, with a slice thickness of 
1.9 mm, a slice gap of 0.9 mm and matrix size of 128x128 
(inplane voxel size 1.7 x 1.7 mm²). This high spatial resolu-
tion acquisition scheme significantly reduces signal drop-
out in the amygdala-hypothalamus region [14,15]. Parallel 
imaging with a grappa factor of two was used to enable both 
a TE of 40ms and a TR of 2000ms.  

Participants rated the stimuli immediately after the fMRI 
session using the same Likert scale as described above. 
Based on these subject-specific ratings the ten most posi-
tively rated stimuli (referred to as “very funny”) and the ten 
most negatively rated stimuli (“very sad”) were obtained 
and used to form regressors for the SPM5 analysis. A third 
regressor was constructed based on all 20 neutral stimuli. In 
addition, realignment parameters were added as nuisance 
regressors to model residual motion effects. Functional MRI 
time series data was analyzed using SPM5 
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) after standard preprocessing proce-
dures.  For second level analysis a repeated-measures 
ANOVA with the conditions “very funny”, “neutral” and 
“very sad” was computed over the study group.  Post-hoc 
paired t-tests were performed comparing activation levels 
during “very funny” and “very sad” against neutral stimuli. 
All p-values reported were corrected for multiple compari-
sons using the FDR approach as implemented in SPM5. 

III. RESULTS 

Study I 

Application of the optimized, high-resolution protocol 
enabled reliable measurement of bilateral amygdala activa-
tion during the processing of all basic emotions and neutral 
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expressions in females and males at a statistical threshold of 
p<.05 (FDR corrected, see Figure 1).  

 

Fig. 1 Results of whole slab random effects analysis separately for each 
emotion across all subjects on one coronal slice (y = 0) passing through the 
amygdala (p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Analysis revealed bilateral amygdala 
response to all emotions and neutral expressions across female and male 
subjects 

Results of an ANOVA with emotion as within-subjects 
factor revealed no significant difference between emotions 
and neutral expressions in the amygdala activation. This 
result was further corroborated by an additional region-of-
interest analysis of amygdala activation. Also, no differ-
ences between males and females or left and right hemi-
sphere was detected. 

 Study II 

 

Fig. 2 Brain regions (in red) that show significant activation modulation 
over stimulus categories. The area encompassing hypothalamus (top) and 
amygdala (bottom) is enlarged (zoom region) for better viewing. Statistical 
maps are thresholded at p<0.05 (FDR-corrected) 

ANOVA of hypothalamic fMRI revealed significant 
modulation of activation over stimulus valence. Post-hoc 
testing showed significantly higher activation in both sad 
and funny stimuli as compared to neutrally valenced pic-
tures (see Fig. 2). 

IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 

Amygdala: Applying the specifically optimized fmri-
protocol, we demonstrate strong bilateral amygdala re-
sponse during the explicit identification of all applied basic 
emotions and neutral facial expressions, never shown before 
in studies addressing emotion identification. These findings 
support the hypothesis that all facial expressions of emo-
tions – irrespective of valence – would elicit amygdala 
activation when there is an explicit requirement to identify 
the emotion. Together with previous results demonstrating 
amygdala activation during incidental emotional face proc-
essing [12], our data support the theory that the amygdala 
serves an appraisal role and prioritizes a fast and raw evalu-
ation mechanism for emotionally salient cues [17,18]. Ro-
bust amygdala responses occurred also during happy and 
neutral face processing, consolidating the conclusion that 
responses of the amygdala are not limited to the processing 
of negative stimuli. Sander, Grafman and Zalla [19] consid-
ered the amygdala as a 'relevance detector' which not only 
explains responsiveness to fearful and negative stimuli but 
also to positive and even neutral stimuli, hence a broader 
spectrum of biologically relevant stimuli. 

Hypothalamus: Brain regions at the precise anatomical 
level of Hcrt neurons are activated while viewing stimuli 
that are rated as “very funny” or “very sad” as opposed to 
neutral. The current findings are, thus, consistent with the 
notion that Hcrt neurons are activated following positive 
emotional arousal. However, also negative arousal activates 
in a similar region, although other cells may respond in this 
case. The findings are particularly striking due to the chal-
lenging neuroanatomy of the target area as Hcrt neurons are 
estimated to be only 50.000 – 70.000 in total, occupying an 
extremely small percentage of the total brain volume 
[20,21], and they are located deep in the brain on either side 
of the 3rd ventricle. If the BOLD signal is indeed generated 
by Hcrt neurons our findings indicate that their activity 
profiles are highly and strongly modulated by emotionally 
relevant stimuli. Note also, that due to the increased coil 
sensitivity (study II =12-channel vs. study I = CP) and the 
faster data acquisition in study II (Grappa factor of 2) clear 
improvement in the amygdala resolution, as compared to 
previous studies, is seen [12,13,15]. Moreover, the opti-
mized EPI protocol used here could be of value when study-
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ing other diseases with hypothalamic underpinnings e.g. 
sleeping and circadian disorders and eating disorders [11]. 
Currently, however, it is only possible to detect significant 
changes in hypothalamus activation in grouped data. In 
order to enable detection of the signal in single individuals, 
sensitivity has to be further increased.  

Outlook: In summary, robust and reliable bilateral 
amygdala and hypothalamus activation was detected in the 
two studies presented, reflecting the importance of applying 
optimized protocols when imaging ventral brain function. 
At 3 Tesla, however, data from about 20 subjects have to be 
averaged to obtain significant differences between emotion 
or valence. To further improve sensitivity and specificity to 
enable single-subject diagnosis, further advances are 
needed, requiring more sensitive rf-coils (e.g. 24- or 32-
channel), parallel imaging techniques and higher field 
strength (e.g. 7 Tesla [22]). Also protocol validation against 
the above data is mandatory as no linear gain may be as-
sumed (another presentation from our group provides first 
results from the motor system [23,24]). Potential clinical 
applications of improved high-field fMRI protocols include 
sleep, eating and emotional disorders. 
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Abstract — Oral and skin cancers constitute a major glob-
al health problem that cause great impact in patients. The 
most common screening method for oral cancer is visual in-
spection and palpation of the mouth. Visual examination relies 
heavily on the experience and skills of the physician to identify 
and delineate early premalignant and cancer changes, which is 
not simple due to the similar characteristics of early stage 
cancers and benign lesions. Optical imaging has the potential 
to address these clinical challenges. Contrast between normal 
and neoplastic areas can be increased, beyond that which is 
available with standard white light, when using distinct illumi-
nation and detection conditions.  Reflectance imaging can 
detect local changes in tissue scattering and absorption and 
fluorescence imaging can probe changes in the biochemical 
composition. These changes have shown to be indicatives of 
malignant progression. Widefield optical imaging systems are 
interesting because they may enhance the screening ability in 
large regions allowing the discrimination and the delineation 
of neoplastic and potentially of occult lesions. Digital image 
processing allows the combination of autofluorescence and 
reflectance images in order to objectively identify and deli-
neate the peripheral extent of neoplastic lesions in the skin and 
oral cavity. Combining information from different imaging 
modalities has the potential of increasing diagnostic perfor-
mance, due to distinct their provided information. A widefiled 
imaging device based on fluorescence and reflectance modes 
was assembled and its performance tested in an in vivo study. 
The characterization of the imaging device and the prelimi-
nary results of the in vivo study using the proposed combined 
fluorescence and reflectance image processing are presented. 

 

Keywords— fluorescence; reflectance; image; cancer; skin; 
oral 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Fluorescence and reflectance imaging has been consi-
dered as an optical technique for cancer diagnosis due to its 
potential for biochemical and structural tissue discrimina-
tion. Optical techniques are attractive clinical tools because 
they can be performed through a safe and non-invasive 
procedure with real-time response, and less inter-operator 
variance. Oral and skin cancers constitute a major global 
health problem that causes great impact in patients. Early 

diagnosis is one of the most important factors that influence 
patient prognosis. Widefield optical imaging systems are 
also interesting because they may enhance the screening 
capacity of large regions allowing the discrimination and 
the delineation of neoplastic and potentially of occult le-
sions. [1,2,3] 

During neoplastic progression, the optical properties of 
both superficial epithelium and underlying stroma are al-
tered. This perceived loss of fluorescence in dysplatic and 
malignant tissues compared to normal oral tissue has been 
mainly attributed to decreasing collagen signal from the 
stroma, due to crosslink breakdown. Reflectance imaging 
can detect local tissue changes in scattering and absorption 
properties. Absorption is affected by changes in blood con-
tent and oxygenation, which are related to altered tissue 
metabolism and neovascularization induced by a disease. 

Digital image processing allows the combination of au-
tofluorescence and reflectance images in order to objective-
ly identify and delineate the peripheral extent of neoplastic 
lesions in the skin and oral cavity. Combining information 
from different imaging modalities has the potential of in-
creasing diagnostic performance, due to their distinct pro-
vided information.[4,5,6] 

A widefield imaging device based on fluorescence and 
reflectance modes was assembled and its performance 
tested. The characterization of the imaging device and the 
preliminary results of the in vivo study using the proposed 
combined fluorescence and reflectance image processing 
are presented. 

 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The developed optical imaging system is based on 

fluorescence (FL) and reflectance (RL) modes using LEDs 
(Light Emitting Diodes). To acquire the FL images, a UV 
LED (Ultraviolet Edixeon by Edison Opto Corporation) 
with maximum emission (ME) at 400nn was used combined 
to an long-pass emission filter at 475nm (Schott GG475). 
For narrowband RL images, LEDs emitting at region of Red 
(ME at 630nm), Green (ME at 530nm), Blue (ME at 
470nm), and White light were used (Luxeon III Emiter by 
Philips) as light sources. The LEDs, other than the white 
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one, have a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 
40nm. Collimation optics is placed for each LED to get a 
uniform irradiance at focus plane. The emission intensity of 
each color can be varied, which allows us to set the best 
parameters for each target tissue. The image acquisition is 
performed using a high resolution color CCD camera (Pix-
elFly qe, by The Cooke Corporation) with a simple objec-
tive lens configuration that provides a field of view (FOV) 
of 24 to 33 mm at a working distance (WD) between 55 and 
85 mm, and a depth of field (DOF) of 20 mm.  The lateral 
resolution at reflectance mode is 100μm. In Figure1 a pic-
ture of the system. 

For initial in vivo evaluation of the system, we used 
an animal model of UV-induced skin lesion at Hairless mice 
(HRS/J hr/+). The animals were irradiated with an UV lamp 
(Philips, model PL-S9W/01/2P) and a delivered dose of 
2kJ/m2 (Gruijl F. R. et al.) [7]. The animals were anesthe-
tized with Ketamine and Xylasine before the optical mea-
surements. For each region of interest, a sequence of RL 
images (R,G,B and White) and a FL image were acquisi-
tioned. The irradiance and exposure time parameters are 
presented at table 1, the software used for acquisition im-
ages was the CamWare V2.20 (by PCO AG).   

 
Table 1: The irradiance and exposure time parameters used. 
 

Image Modality 
Irradiance 
(mW/cm2) 

Typical Exposure 
Time (ms) 

FL ME=400nm 60 175 

RL ME=530nm 15 20 

RL ME=630nm 30 20 

RL ME=470nm 15 20 

RL White Light  25 20 

 
 
The images were registered using MatLab® (by 

MatWorks) platform to correct small movements of the 
animal.  

A multispectral image analysis is proposed where 
the combined information provided by both imaging modes 
are used. To form the multispectral image the analysis was 
based on the FL and RL data. For the FL data, a red-to-
green intensity ratio at each pixel as described by D. Rob-
lyer et al (personal communication 2008); and the whole 
fluorescence intensity were used. For the RL data, the total 
intensity for white, red, blue and green illumination was 
used. The multispectral image is then formed by all infor-
mation available: the fluorescence image, the three reflec-
tance images, the ratio RG, and the white light image. 

The final multispectral image for each region of in-
terest was based on the information described above and the 

processing performed with k-means algorithm. As a result, 
another image is obtained with the pixel clustering using 
false colors. The edges of the partitions are superimposed in 
the white light image, which permits the delimitation of the 
various regions of the image.    

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Widefield imaging system. In details a front view of the illumi-
nation and CCD. 

 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 
Figure 2 shows the images acquired in a mouse with UV-

induced skin lesion at lower back.  All images were norma-
lized at the maximum of the intensity, and here converted to 
gray scale for better visualization in this manuscript. In this 
example the k-means algorithm was performed using four 
clusters. Each gray intensity level represents regions that 
show similar characteristics. In this sense, a classification of 
distinct regions at the multispectral image may be obtained. 
This analysis will be performed for classification of normal, 
dysplastic and neoplastic tissue.   
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Fig.2: a) White RL Image; b) Fluorescence Image; c) Red-to-Green 
fluorescence intensity ratio; d)A four-clustering image; each color 
represents  regions that show the same characteristic.  

 

In figure 3 another example is presented. In this 
case, a two-clustering classification was performed. Figure 
3A shows the white RL image and 3B the calculated edge 
superimposed at the white RL image. This region showed 
an inflammation condition resulted from a healing process. 

This type of image processing may improve the de-
limitation of lesions margins, as well as the detection.  

 
 

 

 
Fig.3: a) The white light image; b) The white light image with superim-

posed of the edges. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A simple and clinically feasible device was developed for 
detection of skin and oral cancer lesions. An image process-
ing procedure based on the fluorescence and reflectance 
data is proposed to enhance normal/abnormal discrimina-
tion. This image system and proposed image processing 
may improve the detection of occult lesions, delimitation of 
lesion margins, evaluation of treatment response, and 
screening of large areas at risk patients. 

The next step of this work is to classify the region based 
on its characteristics (texture, Red to Green ratio, etc) and 
linking this information with the histopathological analysis 
at skin and oral cancer clinical studies. This procedure in 
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the future will be also applied to acquire and process clini-
cal images. 
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Estimation of Semi Automatic versus Automatic Choice Methods on Breast Dose  
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Abstract—In order to improve the image quality, the proto-
col for semi automatic choice of technical parameters on 
SIEMENS Mamomat 3 was optimized.  The radiographers 
chose kVp parameter depending on breast size and type. At 
the same time, in clinical use was another mammography 
machine, HOLOGIC Affinity, with automatic selection of 
beam quality and the same film/screen combination. An oppor-
tunity was used to estimate the impact of the beam quality 
choice of dose. Dose Surveys were done for 199 exposures 
performed with semi automatic, and for other 295 exposures 
performed with automatic selection of technical parameters. A 
correlation was found between ESAK - breast thickness and 
ESAK-kVp, ESAK-mAs for both mammography machines. 
Correlations between MGD and thickness, MGD -kVp and 
MGD-mAs were done as well. The results show that there are 
higher correlations ESAK – breast thickness and ESAK – kVp 
for semi automatic than for the automatic selection of the 
technical parameters. The same conclusion is valid for MGD – 
breast thickness and MGD-kVp correlation.  

Usually, automatic choice method provides ESAK correla-
tion to breast thickness and kVp higher than semi automatic 
method. It is expected that MGD correlation to breast thick-
ness and kVp parameter for automatic method will be higher, 
also. But, this work does not confirm this statment  for our 
machines, although fact that the mammography machine with 
automatic choice of parameters met all QC criteria. 

Keywords—bream quality, breast dose, parameters  
correlation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The main issue in mammography routinely considered is 
image quality to be considered in choosing a particular set 
of exposure parameters.  Radiation dose to the breast, 
MGD, although imprtmant is normally there received in 
adjective attention.  

As regards image quality, the choice of beam quality 
mainly affects the radiographic contrast. There is a smaller 
effect on the noise and the image unhappiness is little 
changed. By modeling and experimental measurement, it is 
possible to estimate the impact of beam quality choices on 
dose, contrast and exposure time. [1]  

Only, optimal selection of beam quality will provide the 
breast dose/image quality ratio for whole range of breasts 
size and type. 

Choosing the beam quality for a particular breast on a 
particular system is considered mainly by the breast  

thickness and composition. The radiation dose to the glan-
dular tissues of the breast is determined by many factors. As 
known, more glandular breasts require higher doses than 
fatty breasts. Thin breasts usually have higher proportion of 
glandular tissue, while thick breasts have a higher propor-
tion of fat.  

The purpose of this work is to estimate semi automatic 
versus automatic choice methods on breast dose. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The mammography units used were A. MAMMOMAT3 
(Siemens), with an Mo anode and Mo filter with manual 
selection of kVp and B. HOLOGIC Affinity (LORAD) with 
Mo anode and Mo or Rh filters with automatic selection of 
kVp and mAs. Full Quality Control tests were performed on 
both of mammography units. 

Using NHSBSP Equipment Report 0704 (Guidance on 
beam quality selection in the NHS Breast Screening Pro-
gramme, 2007) and European Protocol for the Quality Con-
trol of the Physical and Technical Aspects of Mammogra-
phy Screening (2005) exposure parameters criteria for kVp 
choice for appropriate breast thickness were set the as is 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Set criteria for semi automatic method  

Breast thickness 
(mm) 

Voltage (kVp) 
Type 1(1), Type2                         Type3, Type 4 

< 30 24, 25 26 
30 - 39 26 27 
40 - 49 27 28 
50 - 59 28 29 
60 - 69 29 30 
71  - 80 30 31 

1 Type 1(100% fat), Type2 (75% fat, 25% gland), Type 3 (50% fat, 25% 
gland) and Type 4 (25% fat, 75% gland) 

Using the corresponding kVp exposure parameters crite-
ria, ESAK were measured by Magna ionization chamber 
(RTI electronics) for equivalent PMMA thicknesses, and 
radiation outputs were calculated for 2 – 7 cm PMMA 
plates. Average MGD were calculated for both mammogra-
phy machines. 
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Compressed breast thickness, kVp and mAs were noted 
for 199 exposures performed on SIEMENS Mammomat 3 
by semi automatic methods. For 295 exposures performed 
on HOLOGIC Affinity, compressed breast thickness, kVp 
and mAs were noted, also. ESAK values were calculated by 
patients exposure parameters (compressed breast thickness, 
kVp and mAs) and preview determined radiation output 
values.  

Mean Glandular Dose were calculated Using Breast Dose 
Calculator (NHS Breast Screening Programme, UK) for 
both mammography rooms. 

III. RESULTS 

Results from Quality Control tests shown all parameters 
met European Criteria. The HVLs for whole kVp range and 
radiation output were determined. OD was set at 1.43 and 
1.53 for Siemens Mamomat 3 and Hologic Affinity  
respectly.  

 
A. Semi Automatic Method 

The ESAK values for 2 - 7 cm PMMA were below limit-
ing values. The calculated MGD values were below Euro-
pean referent levels. 

On the Figure 1 is shown histogram of manually chosen 
kVps according to criteria from Table 1. 

  

Histogram manual kVp choice 
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Fig. 1 Histogram of manual kVp choice 

Dose survey was performed and minimal, maximal and 
average MGD shown in the Table 2. 

Table 2 Minimal, Maximal and average MGD per film 

Views Films Minimal Maximal Average Average 
  MGD 

(mGy) 
MGD 
(mGy) 

MGD 
(mGy) 

Thickness. 
(mm) 

CC 81 0.83 3.23 1.51 44 
MLO 118 0.90 3.79 1.90 50 

B. Full Automatic Method 

On the Figure 2 is shown histogram of the kVps chosen 
automatically by the machine.  
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Fig. 2 Histogram of manual kVp choice 

In 256 exposures machine choose Mo-Mo combination   
and 28 kVp in 72.27%. Another anode – filter combination 
Mo-Rh was chosen in 39 cases, where 28 kVp was chosen 
in 80.05% of exposures. Calculated minimanl, maximal and 
average MGD are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Minimal, Maximal and average MGD per film 

Views Films Mininal Maximal Average Average 
  MGD 

(mGy) 
MGD 
(mGy) 

MGD 
(mGy) 

Thickness. 
(mm) 

CC 120 0.81 4.13 1.86 49 
MLO 175 0.72 4.99 2.24 54 

In terms to be know  facts with major contribution to dif-
ferences in MGD values between the machines, for both of 
them  were established correlations ESAK - breast thick-
ness, ESAK – kVp and ESAK – mAs. Also, correlations 
were done between MGD –breast thickness, MGD- kVp 
and MGD-mAs. 

 
C. ESAK and  Breast Thickness, kVp, mAs Correlation 

The correlations are shown on the Figure 3, Figure 4 and 
Figure 5.  

The R-squared value for the correlation ESAK - breast 
thickness for semi automatic method (SIEMENS Mamomat 
3 Mo-Mo) is 0.749, while for automatic method 
(HOLOGIC Affinity Mo-Mo) is 0.687. 
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Fig. 3 Delivered ESAK for different breasts thickness 

The correlation values between ESAK – kVp for auto-
matical method selection is R2 = 0.345 and R2 = 0.512       
Mo-Mo and Mo-Rh, respectly. For semi automatic selec-
tion, R2 = 0.6135. 
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Fig. 4 Correlation between ESAK and chosen kVp 

Correlation ESAK – mAs for automatic selection of tech-
nical parameters (HOLOGIC Affinity) is R2 = 0.951 for 
Mo-Mo and R2 = 0.8754 for Mo-Rh. For semi automatic 
selection (SIEMENS 3) correlation is R2 = 0.7184.  
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Fig. 5 Correlation between ESAK and chosen mAs 

D.  MGD and  Breast Thickness, kVp and mAs Correlation 

On the Figure 6 are presented MGD values – breast 
thickness for both mammography units. The correlation 
value for semi automatic methods (R2=0.613) is higher than 
automatic methods (R2=0.4794). 
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Fig. 6 Correlation between MGD and breast thickness 

MGD – kVp correlation for automatic method (Mo-Mo 
anode filter combination) is lowest.  MGD will be more 
increased by increasing kVp on HOLOGIC Affinity. 
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Fig. 7 Correlation between MGD and kVp 

On the Figure 8 are presented correlation MGD – deliv-
ered mAs for both machines.  
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Fig. 8 Correlation between MGD and mAs 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The lowest correlation values between ESAK – kVp is 
for automatical selection (HOLOGIC Affinity, Mo-Mo 
anode-filter combination).  Those correlation agreements 
were expected due to very often choosing of 28 kVp by the 
HOLOGIC Affinity.  

But, there is a better ESAK – mAs correlation for auto-
matic (HOLOGIC Affinity) than semi automatic method 

(SIEMENS 3). One reason for these results is the differ-
ences in type and performances in AEC devices between the 
mammography machines. The second reason is method of 
choice of the other parameter (kVp). 

V. CONCLUSION 

Usually, an automatic choice method provides better 
ESAK correlation to breast thickness and kVp than semi 
automatic method. Also, it is expected that MGD correla-
tion to breast thickness and kVp parameter for automatic 
method will be higher. But, this work does not confirm this 
statment  for our machines, although fact that the mammog-
raphy machine with automatic choice of parameters met all 
QC criteria. 
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Abstract— A great challenge is the non-invasive detection of 

neuronal currents by means of magnetic resonance. A number 
of attempts have been performed by using high field MR scan-
ners without unambiguous results up to now due to physiologi-
cal and technical limitations. Our paper discusses the possibil-
ity to overcome these limitations by using low field MR with 
detection fields below the earth magnetic field. To this end, 
measurements of neuronal activity with magnetoencephalo-
graphy will be used to estimate underlying neuronal current. 
This enables the estimation of expected changes in the MR 
signal during neuronal activation. The proposed DC-
mechanism uses special adapted paradigms, which activate 
neuronal currents for several seconds. That will enable the 
tuning of changes in the MR signal and increase the signal-to-
noise ratio.  

Keywords— low field magnetic resonance, neuronal current, 
dc-mechanism. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Weak currents which flow over complex networks of 
neurons connecting different brain structures are the elec-
trophysiologic correlate of every brain action. Only a lim-
ited number of tools are actually in use that monitor this 
neuronal electrical activity. Magnetoencephalography 
(MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) directly detect 
the biomagnetic or bioelectric signals generated by these 
weak currents. However, their use for a precise localization 
of neuronal activity is limited due to the ambiguity of the 
inverse problem. Other tools monitor the neuronal activity 
in an indirect way by measuring blood oxygenation changes 
due to the neuronal activity. Such tools are, e.g., functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Near Infrared 
Spectroscopy (NIRS). These tools are limited in temporal 
resolution (some 100 ms) and spatial precision because they 
record “only” changes in the blood system which are related 
to the neuronal system.  

 
A new approach for Direct Neuronal Imaging (DNI) 

based on high field nuclear magnetic resonance scanners 
(HF-MR) has been investigated in the last years [1]. But the 
interpretation of these recordings is still a matter of debate 
[2]. A new approach for DNI was made by using magnetic 

resonance at lower detection field by a resonant mechanism 
(LF-MR) [3], using precession fields on the order of a few 
μT [4]. LF-MR seems to be more suitable for DNI because 
all contrast mechanisms are scaling with the precession field 
(BOLD and susceptibility artefacts are approximately ze-
roed), the neuronal evoked magnetic field are only 4 orders 
below the detection field and the compatibility of LF-NMR 
techniques with MEG instrumentation [5]. 

 
Here, we propose a recording mechanism for DNI based 

on long lasting neuronal activations and resulting modifica-
tions of local T2* in LF-MR signals. It was shown in [6] 
that it is possible to evoke e.g. by simple finger tapping 
neuronal activity up to thirty seconds durations. The neu-
ronal magnetic field will be additive to the measurement 
(Larmor) field and this will lead to different local effects on 
T2*. The location of the activated brain area and main fea-
tures of the DC-neuronal currents can be estimated by using 
multi-channel MEG and this enables an estimation of the 
T2* changes. 

II. DC-MEACHNISM FOR LF-MR 

Brain activation evoked by various stimuli usually have 
durations from a few milliseconds up to a few hundred 
milliseconds. This may be too short to generate a detectable 
MR signal change. To overcome this temporal limitation, 
we focus our interest on long lasting brain activities having 
largest energy in the power spectra in the range from DC to 
0.1 Hz [7]. They are expected to occur under several 
physiological and pathophysiological conditions and have 
durations of several seconds or even minutes. Injury cur-
rents due to nerve injuries, spreading depression or anoxic 
depolarization, expected to occur after migraine or brain 
ischemia are pathologic sources of such slowly varying DC 
currents [8, 9]. On the other hand, physiological DC cur-
rents are auditory or motor evoked activity [10]. One tool 
for monitoring such evoked brain responses is MEG. An 
example of a motor evoked DC-MEG is given in figure 1. 

 
The basic idea of the DC-mechanism for the DNI is to 

use brain currents which duration is adapted to the entire 
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NMR response. And secondly, the direction of the detection 
field should be rotated to be in the direction of the evoked 
brain activity. This will be used to tune the resulting change 
to maximum depending to the structure of the underlying 
brain currents. Its homogeneous contribution will cause a 
frequency shift of the MR signal. Its inhomogeneous part 
will result in a decrease of T2*. Only the NMR signals 
coming from the voxels close to the activated region will be 
affected by these effects. Difference images taken during 
activated and inactivated conditions should display the 
activated brain areas. 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1: DC-MEG recording of a movement evoked brain response. 

After 15 seconds of rest, the volunteer started with a finger tapping para-
digm over 30 seconds. A clear brain response with an amplitude step of 
about 300 fT can be seen. After stopping the finger movement, the signal 
returned to the resting level [6].  

 

III. ESTIMATION OF THE CHANGES IN THE MR-SIGNALS 

Position and strength of the underlying neuronal currents 
can be estimated on the basis of multi-channel MEG data by 
solving the inverse problem. The magnetic field patterns of 
short and long lasting brain responses for similar stimuli 
have bipolar structure. This was shown for example by 
auditory evoked field (see Fig. 2). Such a pattern can be 
modelled by a current dipole. Locations of short and long 
auditory evoked responses are in the same brain area with a 
distance of about 1 cm.  

 
Using the results from the DC-MEG, the field strength of 

the MEG was about 300 fT (see Fig. 1) during the period of 
activation (up to 30 seconds). The fitted current dipole mo-
ment amounts 10 nAm corresponding to B=300 pT in the 
vicinity of the activated area. The frequency shift for pro-
tons 1H will be approximately Δf=γ*B = (42.6 Hz/μΤ) * 
0.0003 μT = 13 mHz when assuming a homogeneous struc-
ture of the neuronal field. Gradients of B may lead to a 
decrease of T2

*.  
 

 
 
Figure 2: Auditory evoked magnetic field over the left cortex. Diameter 
of the circular sensor array: 210 mm. Solid (dashed) isofield lines: posi-
tive (negative) magnetic flux density component with respect to the 
sensor plane, isofield step spacing 4 fT.   
a) N100m response to a square wave tone burst.   
b) Reconstructed near-DC magnetic field map derived as the difference 
of music / silence period. (same subject).   
c) Estimated source locations of the near-DC field (black dot) in rela-
tion to the N100m (circle) source position (mean of five subjects ± 
SEM). The image is adapted from [10]. 
 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In [11] we have shown, that with a single channel 
SQUID system the measured natural line width of protons 
in benzene could be estimated to be 118 mHz with an un-
certainty of 3 mHz. This allows the conclusion that the 
existing technology used for low field MR has a sufficient 
resolution for the detection of frequency shifts of a few 
mHz. But, the physiological variability may compromise 
the described effects. Thus, it is difficult to predict whether 
the effects of DC-NC are sufficiently strong to be detectable 
in a low-field MR image. Eventually, experimental studies 
will have to clarify whether this DC-mechanism can cause 
the expected effects in magnetic resonance signals with the 
sufficient intensity.  
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Abstract— Dynamic Contrast Enhanced-Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (DCE-MRI) is widely used in clinical investiga-
tion for assessing angiogenesis evolution of tumors in brain, 
breast and muscle-skeletal system. Anyway, the relationship 
between microvasculature and DCE-MRI parameters seems to 
be still unclear in the case of rectal cancer. The aim of this 
paper is to evaluate several pharmacokinetic models of DCE-
MRI and their relationship with the grading of rectal cancer. 
In this study eleven patients suffering from rectal cancer have 
been subjected to DCE-MRI analysis. Grading of the tumors 
has been evaluated also by means of independent methodolo-
gies currently used in clinical protocols. Statistical analysis has 
been performed in order to investigate the possibility to sepa-
rate groups of patient having similar grading. Preliminary 
results suggest that an opportune subset of pharmacokinetic 
parameters could be of help in tumor grading.  

Keywords— DCE-MRI, tracer kinetic modeling. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The diagnosis, grading and classification of tumors has 
benefited considerably from the development of DCE-MRI 
which is now essential to the adequate clinical management 
of many tumor types. 

Tumor microvasculature in general will tend to show in-
creased proportional vascularity, perfusion, and higher the 
endothelial permeability to the contrast molecules than do 
normal or less aggressive malignant tissues.  

As a consequence, injected contrast agents are absorbed 
faster than in normal tissues. Moreover the rapidity of ab-
sorption is an indicator of the malignancy of the tumor [1]. 
Numerous studies using DCE-MRI have demonstrated that 
malignant tumors generally shows faster and higher levels 
of enhancement that is seen in normal tissue [11][12]. 

DCE-MRI involves the acquisition of a temporal se-
quence of several T1-weighted slices before and after the 
injection of adequate contrast agent (e.g. Gd-DTPA) and, 
subsequently, the assessment of signal intensity changes 
over time [1]. 

Routine visual inspection of DCE-MRI curves does not 
provide insight into the underlying physiology; therefore a 
number of pharmacokinetic-models have been developed in 
order to summarise contrast enhancements in terms of pa-
rameters (e.g. Ktrans, kep, ve) strictly related to vascular anat-
omy 0. DCE-MRI technique requires the measurement of 
the contrast concentration changes in the plasma over time, 
which is referred to as the arterial (AIF) or vascular input 
function (VIF) [1]. This is used in many analysis techniques 

to represent the contrast changes occurring in the blood 
vessels within the tumor and allow calculation of the con-
trast concentration gradient between blood and the tumor 
extravascular-extracellular space (EES). 

In patients with colorectal cancer T1-weighted DCE-MRI 
can be used to differentiate fibrosis from recurrent malig-
nant disease and to monitor the response of primary rectal 
cancer to neo-adjuvant treatment. Anyway, no clear rela-
tionship between microvasculature and DCE-MRI parame-
ters has yet been proven in rectal cancer. 

The aim of this paper is to explore the difference between 
different tracer kinetic models’ parameters before and after 
the neo-adjuvant treatment. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Tracer kinetic models 

All the models considered here make some basic assump-
tions related to concepts in tracer kinetics. These include the 
following (see table 1 for the meaning of the symbols): 
1. Compartments exist that contain the well-mixed 

tracer in a uniform concentration that cannot cross the 
cell membrane and enter the cells. The contrast agent 
diffuses between the vascular plasma space and the ex-
travascular extracellular space (Fig. 1.) . 

 
Fig. 1 Major compartments and functional variables involved in the dis-

tribution of a contrast agent tracer (small circles) in tissue. 
 

2. Linear intercompartment flux. The flux between 
compartments is proportional to the difference of con-
centrations in two compartments. 

3. Time invariance. The parameters describing the 
compartments are constant during the time that data are 
acquired. 

4. The increase in MRI of relaxation rate 1/T1 is propor-
tional to the concentration of Gd-DPTA  tracer:  
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5. The rate of accumulation and wash-out of extracellular 
contrast medium in the EES can be described by a modi-
fied general rate equation: 
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6. The concentration of contrast agent in the tissue is equal 
to: 
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Using this relationship and the equation (2) we  have: 
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7. Generally the concentration of contrast agent in the 
plasma is represented as the sum of n decaying exponen-
tials (typically two or three): 
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8. A linear relationship between signal intensity S(t) and 
Gd-DTPA concentration can be assumed, using oppor-
tune parameters of the acquisition sequence [13]. 

 
 In the following a brief description of the models con-
sidered is reported. 

Brix et al. [4] [5]. The signal enhancement is assumed to 
be proportional to the concentration of Gd-DTPA in the 
tissue, and plasma concentration is not modeled. During the 
infusion of contrast material the signal intensity S(t) is equal 
to: 
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where A is the initial slope of the curve. 
 
 

Table 1 Definition of the quantities used 

Quantity Definition of quantity  
T1 Relaxation time 
1/T1 Relaxation rate 
T10 Initial relaxation time 
R1 Relaxivity constant 
ve Volume fraction of EES 
vi Volume fraction of intracellular space 
vp Volume fraction of vascular plasma space 
Ce Contrast agent concentration in ve 

Cp Contrast agent concentration in vp 

Ct Contrast agent concentration in the tissue 
Kin Volume transfer constant in entry to vp  
kel Rate constant in out to vp 

Ktrans Volume transfer constant from vp to ve 

kep Rate constant from ve  to vp 
F Flux per unit mass of tissue  
D Dose of injected contrast agent  

 
Tofts and Kermode.[2] In this model the plasma concen-

tration after the injection of a bolus of Gd-DTPA is fitted to 
a biexponential decay which is expected from the compart-
mental theory: 
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Where ai and mi are opportune coefficients. Using this  
expression for plasma concentration, and  solving equation 
(4), yields the tissue concentration: 
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For a spin-echo sequence the signal enhancement is equal 
to: 
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If in this model we neglect the first contribute of equation 
(4)  vpCp(t), the signal intensity becomes: 
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Lawrence and Lee. [9] Also in this model the plasma 
concentration is considered the sum of two decaying expo-
nentials like the Tofts and Kermode Model, but the tissue 
concentration is estimated with following equation: 
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Resolving this relationship with the equation (10) and us-
ing the equation (9) we obtained the signal intensity func-
tion. 

 
Larsson et al. [3] [6]The signal is assumed to be linearly 

related to the Gd concentration. The plasma concentration is 
considered the sum of three decaying exponentials. 

Then the signal intensity becomes: 
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where S&  that is the initial slope of the signal. 
 
Simpson et.al. [8] In this model the AIF curve (Cp time 

curse) is generated using: 
tEtDtB
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where A, B, C, D, E are opportune coefficients. 
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Using this plasma concentration and solving this equa-
tion: 
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Using the concentration of contrast agent in the tissue and 
the equation (9) we obtained the signal intensity depends on 
kep, Ktrans. 

B. Implementation of Models 

Each tracer kinetic model uses the intensity signal func-
tion S(ti, x

r
), where the vector x

r
 contain the free parameters 

( x
r

=[Ktrans, kel, F, ve, vp,]). The free parameters are generally 
computed through an optimization method.  

Furthermore, it is assumed that the measured n-point s(ti) 
are a realization of the theoretical model and a stochastic 
noise component: 
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where ε  can be assumed to have a Gaussian distribution 
[14]. 

The optimization method is generally based on minimi-
zation of  quadratic errors with the Least Squares Method: 
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Fig. 2 Comparison among all models

 

C. Histological parameters 

For each patients are also available the following histologi-
cal parameters:  
 
1. The level T and N of histological rectal carcinoma 

classification, that was determined according to the 
histopathology or post-surgery classification (pTNM). 
This classification involves the removal of the primary 
tumor or biopsy. T describes the size of the tumor and 
whether it has invaded nearby tissue, N describes re-
gional lymph nodes involved, and M describes distant 
metastasis. 

2. The level T, N and M of clinical rectal carcinoma 
classification, that was determined according to the 
clinical or pre-treatment classification (cTNM or 
TNM).  

3. Circumferential Resection Margin (CRM) that 
represents the distance of the tumor from mesorectal 
fascia: in general, a shorter distance is associated to a 
major recurrence probability. 

4. CEA and CA19 that are tumoral markers obtained 
via  blood examination. In general, a high value of 
these markers is associated to a tumor in the intestinal 
tract. 

D. Patients examination protocol 

Two-dimensional DCE-MRI has been performed for 11 
patients (5 females, 7 males) with histologically-confirmed 
rectal adenocarcinoma.  

MRI is performed with a 1.5-T system (Magnetom Sym-
phony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and phased-array 
coils and. The axial, sagittal, and coronal dynamic images 
have been acquired  with spin-echo sequences T1-weighted 
(TE=4.76, TR=9.8, flip angle=25o).  

Injection System is a Spectris Solaris EP MR 
(MEDRAD, Inc., Indianola, Pennsylvania); injection rate 
2ml/sec plus 10 ml saline solution at the same rate. 

Twenty-four slices spanning the inferior abdomen vol-
ume are acquired to monitor the passage of the bolus of 2 
mL/kg of body weight of a positive para-magnetic contrast 
medium (dimeglumine gadopentate, Magnevist, Schering, 
Berlin, Germany). Each slice is acquired in eleven subse-
quent equally spaced time instants.  

For all patients the DCE-MRI examination have been ex-
ecuted before and after a neo-adjuvant  treatment.  

E. Statistical Analysis 

Differences of quantitative parameters before and after 
neo-adjuvant treatment, for homogeneous groups of patients 
according to the TNM staging, were compared using t-test 
and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).  
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III. RESULTS 

Preliminary results indicate a statistically significant dif-
ference (p<0.05) between the quantitative parameters before 
and after the neo-adjuvant treatment (table 2). 

The statistical analysis shows that, through the quantita-
tive parameters, the patients with a different TNM staging, 
belong to different populations.  

Through the parameters of the models of Brix, Tofts, 
Simpson is possible to discriminate the population of pa-
tients with T2 staging by the population of patients with 
staging T3. Through the parameters of models of Brix, 
Larsson, Lawrence is possible to discriminate the popula-
tion of patients with T2 or T3 staging from the population 
of patients with T4 staging. 

 
Table 2: The null hypothesis is that the two samples belong to the same population. The tests return the p-value or the probability that the null hypothesis 

is true. If p-value is > 0.05 the null hypothesis  is accepted; if p-value is < 0.05 the null hypothesis  is rejected. 
Brix Larsson Tofts Simpson Lawrence 

 
Ktrans Kep ve Ktrans Kep ve Ktrans Kep ve Ktrans Kep ve Ktrans Kep ve 

Anova 0 0.026 0 0 0.7823 0 0 0 0.0032 0 0 0 0 0.7054 0 Between T2 
and T3 T Test 0.5769 0.0278 0.5617 0.2552 0.7699 0.1274 0.2207 0.2888 0.4061 0.7477 0.5421 0.4696 0.2333 0.2137 0.4025 

Anova 0 0 0 0.0615 0.0285 0.3403 0.0038 0.0001 0.1842 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0.1544 Between T2 
and T4 T Test 0.0018 0.4292 0.0898 0 0 0.0014 0.1672 0.0168 0.1794 0.9647 0.8293 0.544 0.0002 0.2136 0.0005 

Anova 0 0 0 0 0.0235 0 0 0.0002 0 0.136 0 0 0.1783 0 0.197 Between T3 
and T4 T Test 0.0214 0.2092 0.0549 0.0007 0 0.001 0.2899 0.8453 0.3177 0.6724 0.4401 0.4682 0 0.0444 0.0009 
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Abstract— Dynamic Contrast Enhanced-Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (DCE-MRI) is a functional modality which 
involves the administration of an adequate contrast agent 
(typically Gadolinium DTPA) and, subsequently, the assess-
ment of signal intensities changes over time. The signal inten-
sity on T1-weighted images can be considered proportional to 
the concentration of contrast agent. 

The intensity-time curve can be studied trough semi-
quantitative parameters. Time intensity curve (TIC) is influ-
enced by the differences in tuning and scaling factors between 
scanners or even between sessions on the same scanner. There-
fore, for comparing the semi-quantitative parameters of dif-
ferent patients or for the same patient before, during and after 
the neo-adjuvant treatment, or for performing multicentre 
studies, it is necessary the normalization of the signal intensity 
curve.  

In this study a procedure for reference based normalization 
is investigated. 

     
Keywords— DCE-MRI, Time Intensity Curve, Reference based 

quantification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DCE-MRI is the acquisition of serial MRI images before, 
during and after the administration of an intravenous para-
magnetic contrast agent (Gd-DTPA). As it passes through 
tissues, the contrast agent (CA), diffuses out of the blood 
vessel into the extracellular extravascular space (EES).  

The inhomogeneous distribution of paramagnetic Gd-
DTPA produces local magnetic field variations, which de-
termines changes of the longitudinal and transversal relaxa-
tion time  (T1, T2).  This effect can be monitored with T2-
weighted and T1-weighted sequences. 

While T2-weighted sequences tend to take more time to 
collect and the effect of contrast agent on signal intensity is 
negative (thus reducing the signal to noise ratio, SNR [1]),  
vice versa the signal intensity on T1-weighted images can be 
considered proportional to the concentration of CA in EES; 
in this study only T1 – weighted images have been consid-
ered. 

The T1 – weighted DCE-MRI analysis can be compli-
cated because of a non linear relationship between signal 
intensity and Gd-DTPA concentration. Such a relationship 
is influenced by sequence parameters (in particular flip 
angle and TR). However, the uncertainty due to non-
linearity can be neglected even if the flip angle is signifi-
cantly less than 90° when TR is significantly short [10]. 

The signal intensity is influenced from the differences in 
tuning and scaling factors between scanners or even be-
tween sessions on the same scanner [1].  

Therefore is necessary to use a normalization method of 
the signal intensity in order to: obtain valid estimates of 
tumor response before, during and after the neo-adjuvant 
treatment; to compare DCE-MRI examination of same pa-
tient in different sessions; to compare DCE-MRI examina-
tion of different patients with the same or different scanner; 
to perform multicentre studies.  

Some authors, for normalizing the signal enhancement, 
suggest to refer the lesions’ signal intensity to the signal of 
fatty tissue [11]. A problem of this technique is the possible 
change in the physiologic characteristic of fatty tissue.  

In this study a tube filled with an uniform, fixed and 
well-known Gd-DTPA concentration is used as a reference 
for the signal intensity of the tissue of interest.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Time Intensity curve semi-quantitative parameters 

In this study DCE-MRI data have been acquired before, 
during and after the injection of the contrast agent for a 
period of time lower one minute.  

The analysis of DCE-MRI data is usually carried out on 
time intensity curves (TICs) that describe how the inspected 
tissues absorb and release the CA over the period of time 
that coincides with the MRI examination.  

A wide range of techniques have been applied to the 
analysis of the TIC observed in DCE-MRI ranging from 
simple visual inspection to complex quantification using 
application of pharmacokinetic models.  

In current diagnostic routine, a functional semi-
quantitative analysis is carried out  on a region of interest 
(ROI) on the examined lesion to obtain the corresponding 
TIC [2-[7]. 

It is important, for a reliable estimation of semi-
quantitative parameters, to reduce the influence of motion 
artifacts. To this aim in this study images have been care-
fully visual inspected in order to  include only adequate 
images in the analysis. 
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B. Semi-quantitative parameters 

The following semi-quantitative parameters have been 
calculated to study the TIC [2-7] (see table 1 and fig. 1): 
1. Time between the beginning of dynamic acquisition and 

onset of enhancement (time of arrival T0);  
2. Time between onset of enhancement and maximum 

enhancement (time to peak Tp);  
3. Difference between peak and baseline intensity (maxi-

mum enhancement ME);   
4. Increase in signal intensity between enhancement onset 

and maximum enhancement divided by time to peak 
(wash-in WI);  

5. The decay of  signal intensity divided the time interval 
(wash-out WO);  

6. Maximum  positive slope  (MPS);   
7. Maximum negative slope (MNS);  
8. Area under the curve (AUC). 

 

 
Fig. 1 Parameters used 

 
Table 1 Definition of the parameters used 

Parameters Definition 

T0 
Time between the beginning of dynamic 
acquisition and onset of enhancement 

Tp 
Time between onset of enhancement and 
maximum enhancement 

ME SM-SB 
wash-in (SM-SB)/ Tp 
wash-out (SM-SF)/ Tf 
MPS Max(S(i)-S(i-1)) 
MNS Min|(S(i)-S(i-1)| 
AUC Area under the curve 

Tf 
Time between maximum enhancement and 
minimum of wash-out phase 

SM Maximum signal intensity of the TIC 
SB Baseline signal intensity 

SF 
Minimum signal intensity of the wash-out 
phase  

St(i) Signal intensity of the tissue at time i   
Sp(i) Signal intensity of the tube  at time i   
Sn(i) Normalized ratio at time i  

C. Patients examination protocol 

Two-dimensional DCE-MRI has been performed for 11 
patients (5 females, 6 males) with histologically-confirmed 
rectal adenocarcinoma.  

MRI is performed with a 1.5-T system (Magnetom Sym-
phony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and phased-array 
coils and. The axial, sagittal, and coronal dynamic images 
have been acquired  with spin-echo sequences T1-weighted 
(TE=4.76, TR=9.8, flip angle=25o).  

Injection System is a Spectris Solaris® EP MR 
(MEDRAD, Inc., Indianola, Pennsylvania); injection rate 
2ml/sec plus 10 ml saline solution at the same rate. 

Twenty-four slices spanning the inferior abdomen vol-
ume are acquired to monitor the passage of the bolus of 2 
mL/kg of body weight of a positive para-magnetic contrast 
medium (dimeglumine gadopentate, Magnevist, Schering, 
Berlin, Germany). Each slice is acquired in eleven subse-
quent equally spaced time instants.  

For all patients the DCE-MRI examination have been ex-
ecuted before and after a neo-adjuvant  treatment.  

D. Normalization procedure 

In the following it is described the normalization proce-
dure proposed. 

The signal intensity of the tissue is related to the signal 
intensity of a tube containing an uniform, fixed and well-
known contrast agent concentration.  

The diluted solution, 1.0 M Dimeglumine Gadopentate 
(Gd-DTPA), is placed in 20-cm-length plastic cylindric jar, 
fixed between the upper patient’s abdomen surface and the 
body coil (or under m. gluteus). 

The proposed normalization procedure is divided in the 
following steps. 

The first step consists in the selection of a ROI of oppor-
tune size in the tube. The size of the ROI was chosen so that 
signal intensity variance is the smallest.  

In the second step the TIC of selected ROI on the tube 
and on the lesion are computed.  

In the last step the normalized ratio Sn between the signal 
intensity of the tissue St and the signal intensity of the test 
tube Sp is computed: 

100
)(

)(
)( ×=

iS

iS
iS

p

t
n .                 (1)  
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Fig. 2 TICs of the tissue and of the test tube  

 

 
Fig. 3 TIC with normalization 

 

E. Statistical Analysis 

Differences of semi-quantitative parameters before and 
after neo-adjuvant treatment, for homogeneous groups of 
patients according to the TNM staging, were compared 
using t-test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

III. RESULTS 

Preliminary results indicate a statistically significant 
(p<0.05) difference between the semi-quantitative parame-
ters before and after the neo-adjuvant treatment. The statis-
tical analysis shows that, using the semi-quantitative pa-
rameters, the patients with a different TNM staging belong 
to different populations. 

The normalized parameters wash-out, ME, MPS, MNS 
can discriminate the population of patients with T2 staging 
by the population of patients with T3 staging, and the popu-
lation of patients with T3 staging by the population of pa-
tients with T4 staging except MNS. The normalized pa-
rameter wash-out permits to discriminate the population of 
patients with T2 staging by the population of patients with 
T4 staging. Vice versa, among the parameters without nor-
malization only AUC allow to discriminate the population 

of the patient with T2 staging from that with staging T3 or 
T4, while MPS allows to discriminate the population of 
patients with T3 staging from that with staging T4 (see table 
2).   

 
Table 2: The null hypothesis is that the two samples belong to the same 

population. The test return the p-value or probability that the null hypothe-
sis is true. If p-value is >0.05 the null hypothesis is accepted; If p-value is 
<0.05 the null hypothesis is rejected.  

Parameters Normalized 

 AUC MPS MNS ME WI WO 

Anova 0.0893 0.0005 0 0 0.0359 0 Between 
T2 and T3 
population T test 0.0854 0.1343 0.0587 0.1256 0.3306 0.0176 

Anova 0.0004 0.0063 0.3432 0 0.2445 0.0076 Between 
T3 and T4 
population T test 0.0624 0.0064 0.0349 0.2066 0.0399 0.1068 

Anova 0.0001 0.3955 0.0005 0.1175 0.3582 0.0003 Between 
T2 and T4 
population T test 0.661 0.5545 0.6077 0.9751 0.5441 0.2501 

Parameters  No Normalized 

 AUC MPS MNS ME WI WO 

Anova 0.0003 0.0682 0.0312 0.1353 0.9953 0.0007 Between 
T2 and T3 
population T test 0.0109 0.6553 0.3891 0.2089 0.988 0.1339 

Anova 0.0965 0.0067 0.1112 0.0016 0.3038 0.8376 Between 
T3 and T4 
population T test 0.0001 0.0241 0.2709 0.1043 0.1017 0.4454 

Anova 0.0232 0.5941 0.0013 0.0004 0.4218 0.0019 Between 
T2 and T4 
population T test 0.1113 0.2181 0.927 0.6239 0.1932 0.3901 
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Abstract— The electric conductivity of human tissue could 
be used as an additional diagnostic parameter or might be 
helpful for the prediction of the local SAR during MR mea-
surements. In this study, the approach “Electric Properties 
Tomography” (MR-EPT) is applied, which derives the pa-
tient’s electric conductivity using a standard MR system. To 
this goal, the spatial transmit sensitivity distribution of the 
applied RF coil is measured. This sensitivity distribution 
represents the positive circularly polarized component of the 
magnetic field. It can be post-processed utilizing Faraday’s 
and Ampere’s law, yielding an estimation of the spatial distri-
bution of the patient’s electric conductivity. Thus, MR-EPT 
does not apply externally mounted electrodes, currents, or RF 
probes. In this study, phantom experiments underline the 
principle feasibility of MR-EPT. Furthermore, initial conduc-
tivity measurements in the brain allow distinguishing cerebro-
spinal fluid from the surrounding grey and white matter. 

Keywords— Electric Conductivity, Magnetic Resonance 
Tomography, B1 mapping. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The electric properties of the human body, i.e., the elec-
tric conductivity σ and permittivity ε, characterize various 
kinds of healthy (see, e.g., [1,2]) as well as pathologic tis-
sue. The most prominent example in this framework might 
be the pathological alteration of σ and ε in tumours [3-7]. 
Besides diagnosis, σ is a key factor for the Specific energy 
Absorption Rate (SAR), which is a major problem in to-
day’s high-field MR. 

A well-known method of measuring electric properties in 
vivo is Electric Impedance Tomography (EIT) (see, e.g., [8-
13]). EIT is based on low-frequency currents, which are 
applied to the human body via external electrodes [11] or 
induced by suitable RF coils [12]. A different method is 
given by measuring the applied currents via MR phase im-
aging yielding “current density imaging” [14,15] or “MR-
EIT” [16,17]. 

The approach of the current paper, called Electric Proper-
ties Tomography (EPT) [18,19], differs from the presented 
approaches substantially. It is based on standard B1-
mapping, i.e. measuring the active magnetic component of 
the applied RF field (see, e.g., [20-23]). Hence, no electrode 
mounting is required, and the energy deposited in the hu-
man body is the same as for standard MR imaging. No in-
verse problem has to be solved, and the spatial resolution is 
given by the resolution of the MR image and the quality of 
the applied B1-mapping technique. In opposite to an earlier 
version of MR-EPT [18,19], the explicit calculation of the 

electric field is not required due to the introduction of cer-
tain model assumptions. Instead, an estimation of the elec-
tric field is obtained as an additional output of MR-EPT. 

The electric conductivity depends on the frequency of the 
applied RF field. With MR-EPT, the conductivity is deter-
mined at the Larmor frequency corresponding to the main 
field of the MR system used, which in this study is 64 MHz. 

The paper first derives the central equation of EPT. Then, 
the steps necessary to solve this equation are discussed. 
Corresponding phantom experiments are performed investi-
gating different conductivities reflecting the range of human 
tissue conductivities. Finally, initial in vivo results are 
shown. 

II. THEORY 

A. Derivation of central equation 

Faraday’s law in integral form is given by 
 

∫∫ ∂
⋅=⋅−

AA
i lrEarH d)(d)(ωμ           (1) 

 
with ω  the Larmor frequency, μ the (assumed to be con-
stant) permeability, A the integration area, and ∂A the curve 
around the integration area. The magnetic field strength H 
and the electric field E are assumed to be time-harmonic 
H,E ~ exp(iω t). On the other hand, Ampere's law in differ-
ential form for time-harmonic fields can be written as  
 

)()(/)( rErrH κω =×∇ i  .          (2) 

 
Here, κ = ε − iσ/ω  denotes the (assumed to be isotropic) 
complex permittivity, ε the real permittivity, and σ the elec-
tric conductivity. To estimate κ, (2) is integrated around ∂A 
and divided by (1) 
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This estimation is valid in regions, where the spatial varia-
tion of κ along ∂A is significantly smaller than the variation 
of E 
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which is fulfilled, e.g., inside compartments with constant κ. 
Equation (3) provides an estimation of κ, which requires 
only the knowledge of the three spatial components of the 
magnetic field. Due to assumption (4), the knowledge of the 
electric field is not required explicitly in contrast to earlier 
versions of MR-EPT [18,19]. However, regarding the mag-
netic RF field, only the components perpendicular to the 
main field Bo influence MR images. Thus, in principle, only 
the perpendicular components seem to be detectable with 
MR, but not the component parallel to Bo (usually called z-
direction). This feature makes it advantageous to choose a 
non-transverse integration area A to avoid the division by Hz 
in (3). For instance, (3) reads for a coronal area A=Axz 
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A coronal integration area suggests the imaging of coronal 
slices to facilitate numerics, however, it can also be imple-
mented for non-coronal imaging slices. 
Please note that (5) provides absolute values of κ even in 
the case that only relative values of the magnetic field are 
measured. 
 

B. Determination of the magnetic field 

For MR-EPT, Eq. (5) is applied to a transmit/receive RF 
coil of a standard MR system. Thus, the quantities Hx, Hy, 
and Hz of the involved RF coil have to be determined. 

During RF transmission in MRI, only the positive circu-
larly polarized magnetic field component H+ = (Hx+iHy)/2 
is active. It can be measured with so-called B1 mapping 
techniques (see, e.g., [20-23]). For a standard quadrature 
body coil for RF transmission, H+ is the dominant compo-
nent, i.e., H-

 = (Hx - iHy)/2 << H+ and Hz << H+ . Thus, this 

study assumes H
-
 ≡ Hz ≡ 0, and Eq. (5) can be re-written 
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which turns out to be the central equation of this study. 

III. METHODS 

MR-EPT was applied to an iso-centric, bi-cylindrical 
phantom (diameters = 7.5cm, height = 13cm, cylinder axis 
distance = 12.5 cm) with different electric conductivities in 
a quadrature body coil at 64 MHz (see Fig. 1). The phantom 

was filled with different saline solutions between 0.05 S/m 
to 5.0 S/m, covering the physiological range [1,2]. The 
conductivities were checked prior to the MRI experiment 
using a 4-ring potentiometric probe (HI8733, Hanna In-
struments, USA). To enhance the MR signal, 2 ml Magne-
vist (Bayer Schering Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany) was 
added per liter saline solution. Experiments were performed 
on a Philips Achieva 1.5T system (Philips Medical Systems, 
Best, The Netherlands). B1 maps were acquired using “Ac-
tual Flip angle Imaging” (AFI) [22,23]. A 3D sequence with 
TR1 = 32 ms, TR2 = 160 ms, TE = 2.5 ms, a spatial resolu-
tion=1.15×1.15×8 mm, coronal slice orientation, and a 
nominal flip angle of α = 60° was used. The same sequence 
was used to image the head of a volunteer. To reconstruct σ 
via Eq. (6), a coronal integration area was chosen. The re-
quired differentiations were performed via Savitzky-Golay 
filtering [24]. 

 

Fig. 1 Set up of the phantom experiments. Blue: RF body coil, orange: bi-
cylindrical phantom, green: coronal imaging slice. 

IV. RESULTS / DISCUSSION 

First, the phantom was investigated with saline concen-
trations yielding conductivities of 0.47 S/m and 2.14 S/m. 
Fig. 2 shows the obtained experimental reconstruction re-
sults yielding mean conductivities in the two cylinders of 
0.45±0.038 S/m and 1.92±0.059 S/m. 

Second, the experiment was repeated using 10 different 
conductivities between 0.05 S/m and 5.0 S/m in one of the 
cylinders, reflecting the physiological range of conductivi-
ties [1,2]. A high correlation of 99.6% was found between 
conductivities measured a priori and with MR-EPT (see 
Fig. 3). 

Finally, MR-EPT was applied to the head of the volun-
teer (Fig. 4). Here, a significant contrast between the cere-
bro-spinal fluid (CSF) in the central ventricles and the sur-
rounding white matter is visible. Accordingly, the sub-
cranial CSF yields a significant image contrast. The recon-
structed mean conductivity in the different CSF compart-
ments is roughly 3.3 S/m, which is comparable to the litera-
ture value of 2.1 S/m [1,2]. In the brain, the reconstructed 
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mean value is roughly 0.34 S/m, which aga
to literature values (0.51 S/m for grey an
white matter [1,2]). 
 

Fig. 2 Reconstructed phantom conductivity. The m
0.45±0.038 S/m in the left cylinder (a priori measurem
1.92±0.059 S/m in the right cylinder (a priori measur
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Fig. 4 Initial in vivo results. Left: anatomic MR imag
head. Right: reconstructed conductivity. A significan
ventricular / sub-cranial CSF (blue / orange arrows) a

gray / white matter is visible. 
 

V. Summary / CONCLUSI

The presented results of the MR-EPT exp
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of oncology. 
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Abstract—High-density objects, especially metal parts, gen-
erate streak-like artifacts in cone-beam computed tomography 
(CBCT) images much like in computed tomography images. 
We present a novel method for metal artifact reduction in 
cone-beam computed tomography images via virtual replace-
ment of the metal objects in the 3D volume with objects of 
identical geometry but water like x-ray attenuation coefficient. 
As the 3D scan procedure for CBCT of mobile C-arm systems 
is not completely reproducible in its projection geometry and 
computed forward projections are elementary for this method 
an additional correction based on mutual information must 
account for these misalignments. A reconstruction of the 
adapted 2D projection images generates a second 3D volume, 
where the originally metal objects now have a density like 
water and the streak-like artifacts are clearly reduced. Last 
step is to transfer the segmented metal parts of the first 3D 
volume into the metal and artifact free 3D volume of the 
second reconstruction. The proposed method is applied to 
clinical images and shows superior performance. The resulting 
reconstructed images show much reduced streak-like artifacts 
and related shadows. 

Keywords— computed tomography, metal artifact, cone beam, 
C-arm, flat-panel. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Similar to computed tomography (CT) images, cone-
beam computed tomography (CBCT) images are corrupted 
with metal artifacts caused by high-density objects such as 
metal implants, dental fillings or surgical. Such high-density 
objects generate prominent streak-like artifacts and shadows 
in CT and CBCT images[1] and hamper clinical applica-
tions, e.g. radiation therapy treatment planning  

In the past, several methods have been studied to correct 
images corrupted by streak artifacts. Some methods treat 
beams passing through high-density objects as missing [2]. 
Corrective methods, in which defective segments in the 
sinogram of CT images are substituted with interpolated or 
tissue-class modeled information, were published by Ka-
lender et al. [3], Wei et al. [4], Yazdia et al. [5] and Bal and 
Spies [2]. 

The interpolated substitution method reduces streak arti-
facts thereby accepting a loss of information from the struc-
tures surrounding high-density objects. The result is an 
overall loss of image quality and it can even lead to addi-
tional artifacts in the whole image.  

Bal and Spies [2] introduced a method of reducing metal 
artifacts by interpolating missing information derived from 
a tissue-class model extracted from the corrupted image via 
clustering and adaptive filtering. This approach suppresses 
metal artifacts without inducing additional artifacts. 

In this paper, we present a new approach to reduce metal 
artifacts by amending additional information to the 2D pro-
jection images acquired with a C-arm CBCT. As a result of 
the non reproducible projection geometry of the C-arm 
system during scanning, the corrected pixel information, 
which is derived from the primary 3D volume, must be 
realigned. This is done by a realign algorithm using mutual 
information. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The novel method for metal artifact reduction is subdi-
vided into six major steps, see figure 1: 

1. Reconstruction and segmentation 

2. Metal replacement in 3D  

3. 3D to 2D forward projection  

4. Alignment 

5. Metal area replacement in 2D 

6. Second reconstruction and metal transfer 

In this paper the novel method is only used on data, col-
lected with a CBCT prototype based on a mobile C-arm 
system from Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen. As detector a 
30x40 cm² X-ray flat-panel detector (FD) is used. The size 
of the 2D images is 1024x768 pixels and the reconstructed 
Volume encompasses 512x512x384 voxels. During an or-
bital scan of 180 degree about 200 up to 400 2D images are 
acquired. 
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A. Reconstruction and segmentation 

A first 3D volume is reconstructed from the original ac-
quired 2D projection images, using a filtered back projec-
tion. Before 3D reconstruction the 2D images have been 
pre-processed to correct different artifacts (offset, gain, 
defect, temperature and lag correction) [6, 7]. 

After that all metal objects have to be segmented. The 
contrast within the 3D volume is sufficient to use a global 
threshold method for segmentation. But in some cases the 
artifacts corrupt the contrast severely and the global thre-
shold failed. 

In this case a variable local thresholding [9], using the 
Otsu-method [8] to estimate the threshold value, enhances 
the segmentation quality considerably. A drawback of this 
method is the computational complexity of the algorithm.  

B. Metal replacement in 3D 

The second step is the replacement of the corrupted vox-
els. The primary exchange is very easy; the segmented met-
al voxels are replaced by the attenuation coefficients of 
water. Next it is necessary to classify all voxels inside the 
examined body, whose attenuation coefficients deviate from 
straightforward extrapolations because of their position 
behind or even worse between high-density objects. These 
'object shadows', which could be interpreted falsely as air 
inclusions inside the examined body, were replaced by the 
attenuation coefficient of tissue.  

The last artifacts to be removed from the 3D volume are 
the streaks. They can be reduced by means of a Gaussian 
smoothing or an adaptive filter. In this paper a truncated 3D 
Gauss filter   (size 7x7x7 voxels) is used, with (see also 
Fig. 2): 

 45,120,210,252,210,120,45   (1)  , , · ·  (2) 

 
This filter smoothes the volume well enough and most of 

the streak artifacts disappear by this operation. It is impor-

Fig. 1: Flow diagram. In step A, the reconstructed volume metal objects are segmented. The defective voxels are replaced and denoised in step B, 
using the information obtained during the segmentation. The forward projected images (step C) of the processed 3D volume must be realigned  

(step D), before the corrected information is combined with the original 2D x-ray series, using the forward projected position information derived 
from the segmentation (step E). Afterwards the corrected 2D series is reconstructed using a filtered backprojection algorithm and the metal objects 

are transferred from the primary volume (step F). 

Fig. 2: Gauss filter  for one dimension, the dotted line 
indicates a continuous gauss function. To obtain the 3D filter 
matrix (actually it is a tensor of rank 3) you multiply the 1D 
filter with itself to gain a 7x7 matrix and then multiply each 

entry again with the 1D filter (see equation 1 and 2). 
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Fig. 4: Part of clinical data, showing a vertebral body. The window is set 
between -200HU and 300 HU. The presented image is a cut through the 

thoracic plane. On the left side, the streak-like artifacts corrupt the scene; 
the right side is corrected with the presented method. 

tant to remove the streak artifacts, because they are extend-
ing along the projection lines. This means a forward projec-
tion of streak artifacts will generate pseudo metal objects 
back into the 2D projections images, even if the metal ob-
jects themselves were removed. 

C. 3D to 2D forward projection 

To insert the corrected information into the 2D image se-
ries, it is necessary to compute a forward projection of the 
3D volume. To accelerate the algorithm only metal sections 
and the surrounding area must be projected forward into the 
original 2D images. 

D. Alignment  

The forward projected images must be aligned to match 
with the original series. This is achieved via mutual infor-
mation maximization between high-contrast parts of the 
original 2D series and the forward projected uncorrected 3D 
volume. To optimize this maximization the corresponding 
parts of each series were filter with an edge filter matrix 
composed of a sum of 2D Gabor filters (see Fig. 3).  

To find a useful part of each picture a forward projection 
of the metal objects, segmented in step 1, is used. The area 
around the metal objects features inevitably high-contrast.  

 

E. Metal area replacement in 2D 

In the next step, this corrected 2D image parts must be 
implemented in the original 2D x-ray series. All pixels 
marked as metal - the marking is available from the forward 
projected metal segmentation - will be replaced with the 

corrected values. To prevent sharp contrast edges, the boun-
daries must be smoothed anisotropically. This has been 
done by a 3 pixel Gaussian smoothing along the edge. 

F. Second reconstruction and metal transfer 

As last step another reconstruction of the now corrected 
2D series is computed. Finally, the originally segmented 
metal objects need to be transferred from the first to the 
second volume. 

III. RESULTS 

Because of the preliminary nature of the proposed me-
thod, only few results achieved with clinical data are cur-
rently available. The clinical data shown here is a thorax 
image showing a patient with a metal implant to support his 
vertebral column. 

In figure 4 a vertebral body is displayed (windowed be-
tween -200 Hounsfield units (HU) and 300 HU). The left 
image is obtained without a metal artifact reduction; the 
right image is the result of the reduction algorithm de-
scribed in this paper. A distinct improvement is seen. The 
streaks coming from the implant are noticeably reduced. It 
is important, that the true contour of the vertebral body is 
not affected by the algorithm, in contrast to streak reducing 
algorithms using smoothing filters.  

In Figure 5 the area of the superior articular process, ver-
tebral laminae and pedicle is displayed (windowed between 
400 HU and 600 HU). The shadow artifact between the two 
metal objects is clearly seen on the left side. In this image 
the information between the high-density areas is almost 
completely eradicated. In the right image the shadow is 
highly narrowed. Similar to Fig. 4 the streaks surrounding 
the metal objects were reduced.  

 
Fig. 3: This image shows a 2D edge filter with a size of 

20x20 pixels. Obtained from the addition of 180 Gabor filter 
with the same variances but differing orientation with an 

interval of 1°. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The quality of the metal artifact reduction method de-
pends crucially on the accuracy of the segmentation, re-
placement, realignment and forward projection algorithm. 
Though slight new streak-like artifacts emerge around iso-
lated voxels (see Fig. 4), resulting from insufficient correc-
tions of the original 2D series, overall a substantial artifact 
reduction has been achieved. Each insufficient corrected 
pixel in the 2D series forms a new source of streak-like 
artifact (as in [2]).  

Also it can be seen that the segmentation algorithm af-
fects the metal transfer, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 on the 
right side. There the metal objects have small fluffs protrud-
ing, especially from the left object. To further improve the 
method the segmentation algorithm must be enhanced and 
automated. The research for a better algorithm is one of the 
still open issues in this project. 

A next step concerns a modification of the replacement. 
For example it could be beneficial to use a tissue-class 
modeling to replace the artificial air gaps, analog to Bal and 
Spies [2]. 

A further open issue takes care of the so called trunca-
tion. Most of time the objects, which should be examined 
via CBCT, are greater than the volume that can be recon-
structed completely. Due to the protruding, a truncation 
correction, which is part of the current research, is needed. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes a novel method for metal artifact 
reduction in CBCT images based on replacing missing in-

formation into corrupted 2D X-ray series via a substitution 
of high-density tissue in the 3D volume through normal-
density attenuation coefficients. Though the method is in an 
early stage of development, we showed that a significant 
reduction of shadow and streak-like artifacts in a CBCT can 
be obtained without losing resolution.  

In summary, the method reduced metal artifacts in a truly 
comparable modality to CT metal reductions like presented 
by Bal and Spies [2], in addition this method can deal with 
the non reproducible projection geometry and the cone 
beam of mobile C-arm CBCT systems. 

Future work will automate the method and measure the 
quality using different phantoms to scan the same phantom 
under comparable conditions with and without metal ob-
jects. 
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Fig. 5: Part of clinical data, showing the area of the superior articular 
process, vertebral laminae and pedicle. The window is set between -

400HU and 600 HU. The presented image is a cut through the thoracic 
plane. On the left side, the shadow between the metal implant corrupts 

the scene, the right side is corrected with the presented method. 
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Abstract— Both cardiac MR (CMR) and real-time 3D echo-
cardiography (3DE) are used to assess left ventricular func-
tion. Patients may benefit when results from both examina-
tions can be directly compared to each other. Results in 
literature suggest an overall agreement, but are not specific on 
a patient-to-patient base. 

 In order to determine the intrinsic variability of both me-
thods, multiple analyses of multiple datasets of both techniques 
were performed on two healthy subjects. Conformity was 
checked on the basis of acquisition technique, user interaction 
and postprocessing software package. In addition, findings 
were checked by including 20 patients that underwent 3DE 
and CMR examinations. 

Results show CMR software packages to be very precise 
(high reproducibility; better than 4%) in contrast with 3DE 
packages (at least 7%). Left ventricular volumes appear to be 
dissimilar in CMR and 3DE, suggesting that at least one of the 
modalities produces inaccurate volumes. 

Both in the repeated measurements in healthy subjects and 
in the patient group it appeared impossible to directly relate 
left ventricular volumes from CMR and 3DE examinations.  

Keywords— Cardiac MRI, Real-time 3D echocardiography, 
software, comparison, ejection fraction. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Patients diagnosed with cardiac pathology may benefit 
from readily available follow-up examinations. A common-
ly used parameter to describe cardiac function is the left 
ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF). After initial diagno-
sis with cardiac MRI (CMR), which is considered the gol-
den standard, real time 3D echocardiography (3DE) could 
be used as a follow-up, provided its results prove to be both 
reproducible and directly comparable with CMR.  

Recent literature [1,2,3,4] reports similar EF values, 
while 3DE underestimates both end-diastolic (EDV) and 
end-systolic (ESV) LV volumes. However, all these studies 
report large total error margins of more than 25% due to 
inhomogeneous patient groups, as shown in figure 1. Paired 
data from individual patients is needed to determine the 
sources of error. 

Therefore, the goals of this study were to determine the 
intrinsic reproducibility of CMR and 3DE and to test the 

comparability of EF and LV volumes yielded by various 
dedicated software packages. 

II. METHODS 

A. Two consecutive studies 

     Intrinsic reproducibility was determined by acquiring 
multiple ECG-gated CMR and 3DE datasets from two 
healthy volunteers. They underwent ECG-gated CMR ex-
amination (Philips Intera Nova 1.5T) and consecutive 3DE 
follow-up (Philips iE33) in which three datasets were ac-
quired. Each acquisition contained 3 radial long axis (LA) 
cine images and a stack of 12 short axis (SAx) cine images, 
matrix size 256x256 and a FOV of 40cm. One slice was 
acquired per end-exhalation breath hold. All examinations 
and planning were performed by the same technician to 
minimize variability. All 3DE data was acquired with the 
volunteers in the left lateral decubitus position and a stan-
dard breath hold protocol, and all acquisitions were per-
formed by one sonographer as well. Typical image quality 
is shown in figure 2. 
 
      Twenty patients (14 men and 6 women, mean age 53 
years, range 26-73) with no known serious cardiac function 
impairment (cardiomyopathy or arrhythmia) were included 
into a second study to confirm results from the volunteer 
study using the same study design. 

Fig. 1 Typical ejection fraction values including reported standard deviations 
from ten previous, recent studies reported in literature 

1        2        3          4        5          6       7        8        9       10 
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Fig. 2 Long axis 4 chamber view, typical 3DE dataset and a cor-
responding CMR image of the same patient 

 
B. Data analysis 

CMR data was analyzed by two observers with CAAS 
MRV v3.2 semi-automatic method (PieMedical Imaging) 
and 4D-LV MR Analysis 1.0 (TomTec GmBH, volunteers 
only). All 3DE data was analyzed twice by the same ob-
servers with 4DLV Analysis v2.6 (TomTec GmBH) and 
3DQLab Advanced v6 (Philips Healthcare). The volunteer 
data was analyzed multiple times (5+) with the four soft-
ware packages.  

Table 1 - Results from volunteer study. Displayed value is the mean of all 
observations of both observers (up to 80 observations), the standard 

deviation and the relative error as a percentage. 

 3DQlab (3DE) 
EDV (ml) 127 ± 10 (8,0%) 
ESV (ml) 46 ± 6 (11,8%) 
EF (%) 47 ± 4 (8,0%) 

 Tomtec (3DE) 
EDV (ml) 133 ± 10 (6,5%) 
ESV (ml) 64 ± 8 (11,1%) 
EF (%) 51 ± 3 (6,6%) 

 Tomtec (CMR) 
EDV (ml) 167 ± 4 (2,5%) 
ESV (ml) 57 ± 2 (3,9%) 
EF (%) 66 ± 1 (1,9%) 

 CAAS (CMR) 
EDV (ml) 190 ± 5 (2,5%) 
ESV (ml) 73 ± 3 (4,0%) 
 EF (%) 61 ± 2 (2,8%) 

III. RESULTS  

Results from the patient study are shown in figure 3. For 
all patients, EDV and ESV were significantly higher for 
CMR (167±28 mL and 68±22 mL) than for 3DE (123±31 

mL and 63±20 mL), which as macro-result corresponds to 
current literature (total error margins of at least 25%). The 
EF was also higher; 60% for CMR and 49% for 3DE, also 
in agreement with literature, although somewhat more pro-
nounced. Intrinsic reproducibility was much better than 
group results; for 3DE on average an 8% relative error in 
EDV, 10,8% error in ESV and 7,6% error in EF and for 
CMR 5,6% in EDV, 8% in ESV and 5,8% in EF.  

 
For observer 1, mean 3DE EDV was 42 mL lower than 

CMR EDV (26% percent) and mean 3DE ESV was 14 mL 
lower than CMR ESV (18%). Observer 2 had mean 3DE 

Fig. 3(A) EDV results from the group of 20 patients (CMR datasets
3-20 were useable), with CMR EDV  being significantly higher in 

every instance. (B) ESV values were also higher for CMR (C) As an 
effect, EF was mostly higher in CMR, but not in every instance. 
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EDV 52 mL lower than CMR EDV (30% percent) and 
mean 3DE ESV was 6 mL lower than CMR ESV (6%). 

 
ANOVA analysis of the data indicated results for CMR 

are only influenced significantly by the software package 
and the observer that uses it (systematic errors), while for 
3DE results depend on the acquisition as well. CMR soft-
ware packages are very precise and reproducible, but their 
accuracy is not yet confirmed, since Tomtec MR and CAAS 
produce different results. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Although reproducibility of 3DE is lower than CMR, this 
study confirms it can be used as a follow-up to CMR. 3DE 
variability is lower than conventional 2D echocardiography 
and, as such, it provides an valuable assessment of cardiac 
function performance. 

Error margins from the group of patients as a whole 
(about 25% relative error for EF) are huge compared to the 
intrinsic error margins from both the volunteer study (>4% 
for CMR and >7% for 3DE and the patient study (5,8% for 
CMR and 7,6% for 3DE). 

It is noted that the choice of CMR/3DE software package 
impacts the results, so at this moment the results from both 
modalities are not directly comparable. Also, observer-
related differences may occur as the software algorithms 

allow interpretations made by the observer on the choice of 
LV boundaries. 

Future work will be the addition of multislice CT and/or 
SPECT as extra comparison or the calibration of all modali-
ties with a multimodality phantom study. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this work was to develop a novel 
test object suitable for quality assurance, performance tests 
and observer studies in both 3D (computed tomography) and 
quasi-3D (tomosynthesis) x-ray imaging of the female breast. 
We propose two separate breast simulating phantoms com-
posed of BR12 to mimic 50% water and 50% adipose tissue 
which can hold common inserts in arbitrary arrangements. 
The breast phantoms’ outer shape varies for the two imaging 
modalities: a cylinder to mimic the pendant breast in dedicated 
breast CT and a mammographic phantom simulating a com-
pressed breast for tomosynthesis. Spatial resolution objects 
(spheres to measure edge spread functions) and cylinders 
made of reference materials serve for technical, objective 
performance tests. Further test object inserts are proposed for 
observer studies: spheres of low density material to represent 

tumors, calcification clusters and fibrils to represent connec-
tive tissue. All parts are modeled approximating natural at-
tenuation properties and geometrical shapes. Inserts are em-
bedded in 1 cm3 cubes that can be placed randomly in layers of 
cubic inserts and overlayed by layers of obscuring structures. 
The flexible design of the inserts allows testing the specific 
aspects in several locations and with or without overlaying 
inserts or structures; the variable outer shape allows perform-
ing all evaluations in dedicated breast CT and tomosynthesis. 

Keywords—Breast, CT, Tomosynthesis, Image Quality, 
Phantom. 

Fig. 1 (a) Tomosynthesis phantom imitating a compressed breast. (b) Breast CT phantom imitating a pendant breast. (c) Common cubic inserts 
with structural details made up of plates or cubes of variable size and thickness to allow inserting arbitrary test structures and obscuring details 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mammography faces limitations, such as the insufficient 
specificity and sensitivity, which are mostly due to the im-
aging of overlaying tissue structures. Still film-screen and 
digital mammography are the gold standard in breast cancer 
screening today with well established quality control  
methods. 

In recent years the research on and development of tomo-
synthesis and tomographic x-ray imaging modalities for the 
female breast have been of high interest. For tomosynthesis 
most manufactures are working on product solutions [1,2]. 
For breast CT a number of research sites, especially in the 
US, are currently working on the development of a true 3D 
imaging modality [3,4]. 

Until now there is no agreement among manufacturers 
and researchers on which tests and test objects are to be 
used for quality assurance and performance tests for these 
imaging modalities. We here propose a test object with 
which a series of selected tests can be performed for breast 
CT as well as for tomosynthesis with the same inserts in the 
particular dedicated phantom. This shall also ensure direct 
comparability between the imaging modalities, e.g. with 
respect to spatial resolution and lesion detectability. 

II. PHANTOM DESIGN 

The general concept of the phantom design is illustrated 
in figure 1. Two different breast phantoms, one imitating a 
compressed breast (Fig. 1(a)) for mammography and tomo-
synthesis and another one imitating a pendant breast (Fig. 
1(b)) for breast CT. Both phantoms have a cavity of 4×4×4 
cm3 into which various cubic inserts and plates (Fig. 1(c)) 
are fitted. The inserts contain all various structural details. 
A complete description and explanation on the necessary 
inserts, the outer shape of the phantoms and the objects’ 
compositions are given in the following sections. 

A. Necessary Inserts, Their Shape, Function and 
Attenuation Properties 

We distinguish between inserts for objective measures of 
image quality and for observer performance studies. Objec-
tive image quality evaluation is performed on technical test 
patterns. For observer studies, inserted objects shall simu-
late clinically relevant malignant and benign structures of 
the female breast. It should be possible to check their de-
tectability for different parameters such as tube voltage, 
noise, mean glandular dose, etc. For the first category of 

inserts an object to measure the spatial resolution and refer-
ence materials are used, in the second category tumors, 
calcifications and fibrils are selected. Here follows their 
description in detail.  

 
Tumors: 
Tumors have very different appearances and sizes, with 

the smallest size of detectable tumor for a given contrast 
with respect to background tissue considered a relevant 
performance indicator of a modality. We simplified their 
contours to those of a sphere with diameters from 2 to 
8 mm. 

The attenuation properties of malignant breast lesions are 
not well known. Some sources [5,6] assume the same at-
tenuation coefficient as skeletal muscle, others talk about an 
almost energy-independent constant contrast due to a den-
sity difference to the surrounding tissue and others predict 
that no contrast at all can be seen between glandular tissue 
and lesions assuming that only the infiltration into the adi-
pose tissue makes the tumor visible [7].  

We decided on using an energy-independent contrast of 
100 HU in our model of the tumors. The almost constant 
contrast is achieved by reducing the density of the material 
by 10%. The mass attenuation coefficient therefore remains 
the same, the linear attenuation coefficient and the CT val-
ues are reduced, respectively.  

 
Calcifications: 
For mammography it is known that numerous breast tu-

mors first become visible by small calcifications, which are 
suspected to be early breast cancer indicators. The shape 
and composition of the calcification clusters allow drawing 
conclusions on the malignancy of the lesion. Attenuation of 
micro-calcification is very high, in micro-CT imaging we 
observed values of several thousand Hounsfield Units (HU). 
Similar attenuation properties are achieved with CaCO3 at a 
density of   ρ=2.7 g/cm3. 

 

Fig. 2 Proposed test for the detection of micro-calcification clusters: 
CaCO3 spheres of various diameters with a distance of 1×, 2×, 3× and 4× 
the spheres’ diameters 
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To evaluate the performance of each imaging modality in 
the separation of different calcifications, single spheres of 
CaCO3 are positioned one-time, two-times, three-times and 
four-times the distance of their diameter apart from one 
another (Fig. 2). Each cluster contains spheres of one size; 
diameters are 50, 100, 150 and 200 µm for the spheres in 
one cluster.  

 
Fibrils: 
Fibrils mimic the connective tissue in the female breast. 

In addition to that they can be positioned to represent a bar 
pattern in the test object. These bar patterns do not charac-
terize the spatial resolution of high contrast objects, but they 
give an impression of low-contrast resolution as their at-
tenuation properties do not result in a high contrast to breast 
tissue. Nylon is used to mimic the attenuation properties of 
connective tissue. Fibril patterns (Fig. 3) are designed by 10 
cylinders where the diameter is equal to their distance. In 
each pattern the diameter of the 10 fibrils is constant; 5 
fibrils are placed in x-y plane and 5 are shifted by 90° into 
the z direction. From one pattern to the next the diameter of 
the cylinders changes between 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1 mm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Fibril clusters consisting of a pattern of 10 cylindrical fibrils, 5 in x-
y plane and 5 in z direction 

Spatial resolution object: 
For CT imaging, spatial resolution, defined for example 

by the 10% MTF value and given in line pairs per mm, can 
be measured on edges, wires and spheres. Depending on the 
kind of object the attenuation properties must be chosen. 
Wires and edges must be made of high attenuating material, 
such as metals, e.g. aluminum, gold etc. To measure the 
spatial resolution on the edges of a sphere in any desired 
direction, this sphere needs to be about 1 cm in diameter 
and therefore is made of a lower attenuating material than 
wires. Bone-equivalent mixtures are possible components of 
such spheres. In tomosynthesis the spatial resolution can be 
defined in the same way with a much higher variation of 

resolution for 3 perpendicular spatial directions and for 
various positions of the spheres in the object.  

To define the spatial resolution in any desired direction 
without having to place the object in different orientations 
our choice is a 1 cm diameter spatial resolution sphere made 
of bone-equivalent material.  

 
Reference materials: 
To check the grey scale or HU calibration and the con-

stancy of the detector system of the imaging modalities 
several reference materials are inserted in the phantom. 
Small cylinders, 1 cm in diameter and 1 cm in height, made 
of water-, adipose-, glandular-, bone- and muscle-equivalent 
resins are placed within the test object. 

B. Outer Shape of the Phantoms  

Two different outer shapes were defined: a flat test object 
to mimic a compressed breast for breast tomosynthesis tests 
(Fig. 1(a)) and a pendant breast for breast CT (Fig. 1(b)). 
Compressed breast models exist for mammography since 
decades. We decided to stay with this well known shape; 
the tomosynthesis phantom is 4.5 cm thick, 24 cm long and 
at the deepest point 18 cm in width. It consists of BR12, a 
breast tissue-equivalent resin with attenuation properties 
comparable to a mixture of 50% water and 50% adipose 
tissue [9]. Additional layers of adipose tissue with a thick-
ness of 0.5 cm can be added on top of and beneath the phan-
tom to mimic a less compressed or thicker breast resulting 
in a 5.5 cm thickness of the phantom. For breast CT the 
pendant breast is approximated by a cylinder, 10 cm in 
diameter and 10 cm in height, consisting of BR12. Exten-
sion rings of adipose tissue allow for an enlargement of the 
phantom diameters to 12, 14, 16 and 18 cm to match largely 
the distribution of the natural breast sizes according to [8].  

C. Object Composition 

The composition of the test object with the given outer 
shapes should mimic real breasts in terms of attenuation. 
Moreover, it should allow the use of the various inserts to 
assure quality and test the performance of the imaging mo-
dalities and allow for observer studies.  

To fulfill all requirements we decided on a 4×4×4 cm3 
cavity in both phantoms. Fig 1(c) illustrates various kinds of 
inserts to fill this cavity. It can either be filled with 64 single 
cubes each 1×1×1 cm3 including all necessary inserts, or 
layers of theses cubes can be separated by layers of obscur-
ing, structured material of various thicknesses.  

In breast tomosynthesis the cavity shall be in a com-
pressed breast-shaped phantom with a distance 30 mm from 
the chest wall. A localization target for imaging the edge of 
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the beam is used for determining the distance to the chest 
wall. For breast CT the cavity is placed centrally in the 
cylindrical phantom. 

Each of the 64 single cubes either contains an insert, such 
as a single tumor or a cluster of calcifications or fibrils, or is 
left homogeneous. Reference materials and objects to meas-
ure the spatial resolution are just the same placed inside a 
1×1×1 cm3 cube and positioned in the cavity. The cubes 
without inserts allow testing the observer. This is especially 
important for low-contrast detectability studies and in breast 
tomosynthesis where artifacts can spread from one slice to 
other slices. 

The advantages of this design are that the inserts can be 
placed arbitrarily inside the phantoms cavity which allows 
for blinded observer studies, measurement of the spatial 
resolution in various sites and position-independent evalua-
tion. 

III. CONCLUSIONS  

The proposed outer shape of the tomosynthesis and the 
tomographic phantoms meet the specific demands of imag-
ing a compressed and an uncompressed pendant female 
breast. Cubic cavities in both designs allow for studying the 
same parameters using the same cubic inserts. Components 
of the breast, such as fibrils, tumors and micro-
calcifications, can be inserted randomly for both imaging 
modalities to permit blinded observer studies. Especially in 
tomosynthesis it will be of interest to perform measure-
ments of the spatial resolution in arbitrary positions inside 
the object. For this application, the MTF can be measured 
with spheres positioned by the user. To check for grey scale 
calibration and HU constancy, reference materials are avail-
able.  

This very flexible breast phantom design allows for ob-
server studies, performance tests and quality assurance in 
breast tomosynthesis and dedicated breast CT. It is a first 
test object for comparative performance tests of breast im-
aging modalities. 
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Abstract— On three SPECT/CT systems, manufactured by 
General Electrics, S iemens and Philips, all of them installed 
recently, a SPECT acquisition (360°, 6°/step, 40sec./frame) of a 
resolution and the NEMA NU2-2001 image quality phantom 
was performed. Reconstructions were done using Evolution for 
bone (GE), Flash3D (Siemens) and Astonish (Philips). The 
reconstructed slices were either analyzed directly or after 
additional post-filtering according to the manufacturers rec-
ommendation using in-house developed analysis tools. FWHM 
was 13.1/9.5 mm (filter/no filter) for GE, 11.4/9.0 for S iemens 
and 16.0/10.6 mm for Philips. If the OSEM/MLEM 
reconstruction is taken as gold standard we found a relative 
improvement in resolution of 9.0/34% (fi lter/no filter) for GE, 
0/21% for S iemens and 0/29% for Philips. FWTM was 
22.4/19.9 mm (filter/no filter) for GE, 20.9/17 mm for Siemens 
and 32.0/22 mm for Philips. Corresponding reference values 
were higher by 21.0/29% (filter/no filter) for GE, 0/18% for  
Siemens, 0/24% for Philips. We measured approximately the 
same percent contrast applying Evolution/Flash3D and 
Astonish and OSEM/MLEM for the two largest spheres (37 
and 28mm) but found a significant improvement if the size of 
the spheres is decreased. Spatial resolution and percent 
contrast significantly improves using the nowadays-
commercial available advanced reconstruction technology in a 
realistic clinical setting. Great care must be taken to avoid 
unnecessary filtering which might be the default setting in 
some protocols.   

 
Keywords— SPECT/CT, image reconstruction, resolution 

recovery. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

After acquiring a  SPECT/CT study the projection data of 
the emission scan are used to calculate transaxial slices. In 
the past, the filtered  back projection method based the 
Radon transformation was used but nowadays usually 
iterative reconstruction methods are used. The schematic 
procedure of iterative algorithms is simple: after an init ial 
guess how the voxel distribution of a transaxial slice may 
look, an acquisition is mathemat ically simulated. The result 
of the simulation is then compared with the measured 

projection data and the initial guess is updated in a way that 
the difference between measurement and simulation is 
minimized. This process is repeated for a number of updates 
[1]. Since a co llimator of a gamma camera only accepts 
photons that impinge within a cone with some acceptance 
angle the resolution of the measuring system depends on the 
distance from the collimator. Developments to model 
corrective image  reconstruction methods provide 
reconstructed images with a  simultaneous improved spatial 
resolution and decreased noise level [2]. Although the basic 
principles of three-dimensional collimator beam modelling 
are known since many years only recently the use of this 
methods become commercially available.  

The aim of this study was to compare  three co mmercial 
available  reconstruction algorithms: General Electrics (GE) 
Evolution fo r bone, Siemens Flash3D and Philips Astonish. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Two different phantoms were used for evaluation: a 
special designed phantom to measure the resolution and the 
image quality phantom according the NEMA 2001-NU2 
standard. The resolution phantom consists of the trunk of 
the IEC/NEMA body phantom into which three  line sources 
were inserted after removal of the spheres, one in the phan-
tom's central axis, the other two  at peripheral positions, all 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the tomograph. The lines of 
the resolution phantom were  filled with 99mTc  (197 
MBq/cc). To  simulate patient conditions both phantoms 
were filled with a 99mTc solution, resulting in an activity 
concentration of 5.20 kBq/cc. The image quality phantom 
measurements were performed according to the NEMA 
2001-NU2 standard with two lesion/background ratios (8:1 
and 4:1). The tomographic acquisitions were  done on three 
SPECT/CT systems from three  different vendors, the Infinia  
(GE), the Symbia  T6 (Siemens) and the Precedence 
(Philips). For all acquisitions the same protocol was used: 
128x128 matrix, 360° SPECT  with 6° steps, 30sec./frame. 
After the SPECT  acquisition an additional x-ray CT  scan 
was used to calculate the attenuation map. The 
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reconstruction was done on the image processing 
workstations that are used routinely for SPECT  
reconstruction: GE’s Xeleris, Siemens Syngo and Philips
JetStream. Reconstruction was done with iterat ive 
reconstruction algorithms incorporating the modelling of 
spatial variable resolution (GE’s Evolution, 2 iterat ions 10 
subsets; Siemens Flash3D 12 iterations, 4 subsets; Philips 
Astonish 2 iterations 15 subsets) and for comparison, for 
GE and Siemens with the Ordered Subset Expectation 
Maximization (OSEM) algorithm using the already 
mentioned reconstruction parameters. Astonish was 
compared with the Maximum Likelihood Expectation 
Maximisation (MLEM) algorithm apply ing 12 iterations. 
After reconstruction the transaxial slices were analysed 
directly  or after using an additional post filter (GE: 
Butterworth 0.48 cut-off order 10, Philips: Hanning: 0.7, 
Siemens: Gauss: 7 mm). For the MLEM  algorithm the data 
were post filtered using the standard Butterworth filter (0.5 
cut-off, order 5.0). The analysis of representative transaxial 
slices was done with a self-developed analysis tools to 
measure the tomographic resolution (full width half 
maximum (FWHM), full width tenth maximum (FWTM)). 
Transaxial slices of the image quality phantom were  used to 
analyse the contrast of the cold and hot spheres [3].  

III. RESULTS  

FWHM was measured 13.1/9.5 mm (filter/no filter) for 
GE, 11.4/9.0 for Siemens and 16.0/10.6 mm for Philips. If 
the OSEM/MLEM reconstruction is taken as gold standard 
we found a relative improvement in resolution of 9.0/34%  
(filter/no filter) for GE, 0/21% for Siemens and 0/29% for 
Philips. The calculation of the FWTM showed a similar 
situation: 22.4/19.9 mm (filter/no filter) for GE, 20.9/17 mm 
for Siemens and 32.0/22 mm for Philips. Corresponding 
reference values were higher by 21.0/29% (filter/no filter) 
for GE, 0/18%  for Siemens, 0/24%  for Philips. The analysis 
of the contrast was done for the new reconstruction 
algorithms clearly  show the advantage of the new 
reconstruction algorithm over OSEM/MLEM if s maller 
structures are imaged. We measured approximately the 
same percent contrast applying resolution recovery and 
OSEM/MLEM for the two largest spheres (28 and 37 mm) 
but found a significant improvement if the size of the 
spheres is decreased (Fig. 1,2).     

 

 
a)     b) 

      
        c)                 
Fig. 1 Percent contrast  measurement, lesion/background ratio 8:1 a) GE’s

Evolution for bone, b) Siemens Flash3D, c) Philips Astonish   

 
a)     b) 

  
c) 
Fig. 2 Percent contrast  measurement, lesion/background ratio 4:1 a) GE’s

Evolution for bone, b) Siemens Flash3D, c) Philips Astonish   

 

IV. DISCUSSION  

In this work we  evaluated the performance  of three 
commercial available  reconstruction algorithm that uses an 
advanced iterative reconstruction incorporating the 
modelling of spatially variable resolution: GE’s Evolution
for bone, Siemens Flash3D and Philips Astonish. 
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Evaluation was done with measurement of a resolution and 
the NEMA NU2-2001 image quality phantom. Although 
very different reconstruction parameters (# of subsets and 
iterations) significant improvement in resolution is found 
only if no  post-filtering is applied. This is only  for Philips 
the standard setup and both, GE and Siemens use a post-
filter in their standard settings to reconstruct bone 
SPECT/CT studies. The additional use of a  post-filter might 
improve the resolution and/or the contrast if very noisy 
projection (such as half-time acquisitions) data are 
reconstructed. Our results indicate, that this strategy might 
be misleading if the new reconstruction algorithms are used 
to reconstruct the standard full-t ime bone acquisitions. 
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Abstract—In the last decade micro-CT has become an im-
portant modality in pre-clinical research of biological proc-
esses. Micro-CT perfusion implicates long exposure times  and 
high spatial resolution, leading to increased radiation doses in 
order to achieve reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Highly 
constrained backprojection (HYPR) allows for dose-efficient 
reconstruction of serial images. A modified version of the 
algorithm, HYPR Local Reconstruction (HYPR LR) has been 
introduced recently for MR applications. We applied the 
HYPR LR algorithm to micro-CT perfusion data of a dedi-
cated perfusion phantom and evaluated its performance with 
respect to image noise, temporal resolution and spatial resolu-
tion. In our study the image noise was reduced by 43.5% with-
out compromising temporal resolution. Reference and HYPR 
LR images resulted in the same perfusion values within to 
1.25%. Spatial resolution was reduced by HYPR LR by 4.75%. 
HYPR LR appears to be a promising method to increase dose 
efficiency in perfusion CT. However, further research is re-
quired to evaluate improved filter kernels and the algorithm’s 
dependence on spatio-temporal correlation in the dataset.  

Keywords—HYPR, Perfusion-CT, Micro-CT. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Small animal imaging has become an important part in 
research of biological processes. In pre-clinical investiga-
tions, mice and rats provide convenient models for in-vivo 
studies, leading to a better understanding of human diseases 
and potential therapies [1,2]. 

Modern imaging techniques, including CT, MRI and 
PET, have been well established in clinical use, but are less 
suitable for small animal imaging, where increased spatial 
resolution in the order of 50-100 µm is desired. Therefore 
modern systems have been adapted to dedicated smaller 
scanners such as micro-CT, micro-MR and micro-PET. 
Recent micro-CT scanners use slip-ring technology for 
continuous gantry rotation and flat panel detectors for in-
creased spatial coverage, allowing for an application to 
dynamic imaging in small-animal studies [3]. 

However, radiation dose increases linearly with the expo-
sure time and by the 4th power with the increase in spatial 

resolution [4]. Hence, dose is increased in dynamic micro-
CT and high dose efficiency and dedicated dose reduction 
methods are desired for in-vivo small animal imaging. 

HighlY constrained backPRojection (HYPR) has been 
introduced for reconstruction of serial images in magnetic 
resonance imaging [5]. It was developed to increase tempo-
ral resolution in MR, but it is also applicable to CT applica-
tions to increase dose efficiency [6, 7].  

Modified algorithms have been recently announced to 
further improve temporal resolution of this method [8, 9]. 

Our goal was to apply the HYPR LR algorithm to dy-
namic micro-CT perfusion measurements and evaluate the 
results with respect to spatial resolution, temporal resolution 
and image noise. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data Acquisition 

Datasets were acquired using a dual-source micro-CT 
scanner (Tomoscope 30s Duo, VAMP GmbH, Erlangen, 
Germany). A 60 second continuous axial scan was acquired 
with a rotation time of 4 seconds and 100 projections per 
full rotation, resulting in a series of 15 full-scans with 1500 
projections in total. As scan parameters we used a tube 
current of 0.8 mA at 40 kV tube voltage. The collimation 
was 25 mm. 

Validation was performed on a dedicated perfusion phan-
tom, which was developed in our group [10]. Figure 1 
shows an axial slice of the phantom, which consists of four 
arteries of diameters 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm and 1 mm, a 
vein of 2 mm diameter and surrounding tissue-equivalent 
material, which is polyethylene filter with 10 µm pores and 
a porosity of 25%. The phantom was attached to a peristal-
tic pump with a continuous water flow of 40 ml per minute. 
Contrast agent injection was triggered manually with scan 
start. We used 0.4 ml of iodinated contrast agent Imeron 
300, with an injection rate of 1 ml per second. 
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Fig. 1 Axial view of the perfusion phantom: Embedded in a plexiglass 
cylinder the phantom holds four arteries of different sizes (1), a vein (2), 
two inserts for water and iodine reference (3) and tissue-like filter material 
(4).The dashed circles indicate the two regions of interest (ROI) for tissue 
and arterial input 

B. Image Reconstruction 

Full-scans were reconstructed by a conventional Feld-
kamp algorithm at steps of 1 second, resulting in a series of 
57 images, which were used as reference dataset IRef(t). The 
reference dataset was post processed using the HYPR LR 
[9] algorithm. The basic idea of HYPR LR includes a gen-
eration of a composite image, which is a temporal average 
over all scans with reduced noise content, and a weight 
image to recover temporal resolution with respect to a de-
sired timeframe. The resulting HYPR LR image IH(t) com-
bines both, reduced noise content and good temporal resolu-
tion. Mathematically HYPR LR can be expressed as 
follows: 
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⋅=                                (1) 

where IC  is the composite image, an average image of all 
images IRef(t). IT(t) is the timeframe image containing the 
temporal information and ⊗ is the convolution operator.  
In our experiments the filter kernel K was a 2D Gaussian 
kernel.  

The fraction of convolved timeframe image IT(t) and 
convolved composite image IC generates a weighting image, 
which corrects for the temporal differences between time-
frame and composite image. The multiplication of compos-
ite image and weighting image implies a noise multiplica-
tion, hence the convolution process in the weighting image 
is essential for the generation of a low-noise weighting 
image and decreased noise in HYPR LR image. 

C. Evaluation 

For evaluation we compared the HYPR LR dataset to the 
reference dataset with respect to temporal resolution, image 
noise and spatial resolution.  

Image Noise: Two ROIs (see Fig 1) were used for noise 
measurements. The smaller ROI covers the arterial input 
and is denoted ROI1, the bigger ROI covers tissue and is 
denoted ROI2. For quantification of image noise, standard 
deviation of both ROIs in all timeframes was combined into 
a resulting average noise level and compared for reference 
and HYPR LR reconstructions.  

Temporal Resolution: Temporal resolution of HYPR LR 
was evaluated by time-density curves (TDC). We generated 
TDCs for both, ROI1 and ROI2 (see Fig 1), using the refer-
ence dataset IRef(t) and the HYPR LR dataset IH(t). Based on 
the TDCs we calculated perfusion values by the maximum 
slope method: 
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Perfusion =                               (2) 

A(t) is the function of the arterial input (ROI1), T(t) denotes 
the time-density function of tissue, assessed by ROI2. 

Spatial Resolution: Spatial resolution in plane was evalu-
ated by simulation data of a dedicated noise-free dynamic 
phantom. A central cylinder was embedded in tissue-
equivalent background, where the cylinders CT-value 
changed over time. Reconstruction and filter parameters 
were chosen similar to the measurements described above. 
Based on the profile shown in figure 2a, we calculated the 
modulation transfer function (MTF) using the edge spread 
function. The MTF10% values were compared for reference 
and HYPR LR reconstructions. The MTF was measured at 
an edge with dynamic contrast behavior (Figure 2b) to as-
sure that HYPR LR affects spatial resolution. For temporal 
constant structures, composite and timeframe images are 
identical. Thus, nominator and denominator of the weight-
ing image (Equation 1) cancel down.  

 

                    a)                                                                 b) 

Fig. 2 Axial view of a dynamic noise-free phantom simulation (a). The 
central cylinders CT-value changes over time (b). The dashed line indicates 
the profile we used for MTF evaluation 
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III. RESULTS 

D. Image Noise 

Image noise was significantly reduced by HYPR LR 
processing. Figure 3 shows the noise of the tissue ROI for 
both filtered backprojection and HYPR LR images. The 
noise level in the reference image was in average 145 HU 
and was reduced by 43.5% to 82 HU in the HYPR LR im-
ages. Both noise curves show a maximum, correlating with 
the maximal perfusion. This is mainly caused by inhomoge-
neous perfusion of the filter material.  

 

Fig. 3 Image noise was significantly reduced by the HYPR LR reconstruc-
tions over all timeframes 

Figure 4 shows a comparison of reference image and 
HYPR LR image. The noise reduction of 43.5% signifi-
cantly improves the image quality, in particular the low 
contrast resolution.  

 

                         a)                              b)  

Fig. 4 The HYPR LR image (b) shows 43.5% less image noise compared 
to the reference reconstruction (a). Both images show the reconstruction at 
t = 23 seconds. [C 450 W 700] 

E. Temporal Resolution 

Temporal resolution was in good agreement for HYPR 
LR and reference reconstructions (see Fig. 5). Both ROIs 
show equivalent curves for HYPR LR and reference im-
ages. The calculated perfusion in the reference reconstruc-
tion was 717.32 ml / min / 100 ml, the perfusion in the 

HYPR LR reconstruction was slightly increased to 726.65 
ml / min / 100 ml, which is an overestimation by 1.25%.  

 

Fig. 5 Time density curves for the artery input (ROI1) and tissue material 
(ROI2). Reference and HYPR LR reconstruction are in good agreement 

F. Spatial Resolution 

The profiles for HYPR LR and reference reconstruction 
show nearly identical characteristics (Fig 6a). However, the 
MTF measurements showed a slight reduction in spatial 
resolution of HYPR LR images compared to reference fil-
tered backprojection images (see Fig. 6b). The MTF10% 
value was 5.81 Lp/mm for the reference and 5.48 Lp/mm 
for the HYPR LR reconstruction, which is a reduction by 
4.75%. Note that temporal constant structures are not af-
fected by reduced spatial resolution.  

 
                                      a) 

 
                                      b) 

Fig. 6 Based on the edge profile (a) the MTF was calculated (b) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

We showed that image noise can be significantly reduced 
by the HYPR LR algorithm. However, the algorithm also 
affects spatial resolution. There is a tradeoff between noise 
reduction and reduction in spatial resolution, which can be 
adjusted by the filter kernel. In our study we used a  
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Gaussian kernel; other kernels or different kernel parame-
ters might generate improved results and need further inves-
tigation.  

Reduced image noise with decreased spatial resolution is 
a typical low-pass behavior in image processing. We com-
pared the HYPR LR results (43 percent reduced image 
noise, 4.8 percent reduced spatial resolution) to a direct  2D 
low-pass filter, where we used the same Gaussian filter 
kernel as for HYPR LR, but applied it directly on the refer-
ence dataset. Results showed that noise was reduced by 47 
percent, while spatial resolution was significantly reduced 
by 20 percent. This showed that HYPR LR preserved spatial 
resolution more effectively than conventional image filter-
ing and still provides good noise reduction factors.  

Especially small structures are affected by the reduction 
of spatial resolution. where temporal dynamics might be 
over- or underestimated. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

HYPR LR was introduced for reconstruction of under-
sampled MR datasets. We applied the algorithm to micro-
CT perfusion data in order to increase dose efficiency. 
HYPR LR reduces image noise significantly while main-
taining temporal resolution. Spatial resolution is slightly 
reduced for structures showing temporal dynamics. Overall, 
HYPR LR is a promising tool for noise reduction in micro-
CT perfusion and therefore allows for increased dose  
efficiency. 
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Abstract  Imaging properties of magnification 
mammography with a computed radiography (CR) system 
were measured to investigate the potential utility under the 
conditions of a matched average glandular dose (AGD). The 
AGD in each magnification mammography was matched to 
that of conventional contact mammography with 4 cm breast 
thickness. A dedicated mammographic unit with nominal focal 
spot sizes of 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm, molybdenum anode and 0.03 
mm molybdenum filter, was used in this study. The 
magnification factor varied from 1.2 to 1.8, including contact 
radiography. The basic physical imaging parameters were 
evaluated by measuring scatter fraction, modulation transfer 
function (MTF) including geometric unsharpness of focal spot 
and presampled MTF of detector, and noise power spectrum 
(NPS) for the various magnification factors. In the no grid 
technique, the scatter fraction of the magnification 
radiography decreases considerably with increasing 
magnification factor, and was comparable to magnification 
radiography in the grid technique. The MTF of magnification 
mammography improved with an increasing magnification 
factor. The resolution properties of the digital magnification 
mammography depend upon focal spot size, pixel size, and 
magnification factor. The noise level for the digital 
magnification radiography was significantly increased. This 
result was caused by the reduced entrance exposure to the 
phantom, and thus reduced incident radiation to the detector. 

Keywords  Digital mammography, magnification factor, 
average glandular dose, imaging properties, 
computed radiography 

. INTRODUCTION 

Digital mammography has been used widely in clinical 
practice with the potential to replace conventional 
screen-film systems1, 2). Digital mammography has the 
potential to eliminate the limited latitude of the output curve, 
which reduces contrast in overexposed or underexposed 
screen-film images. 

Our aim in this study was to investigate the potential 
clinical usefulness of digital magnification mammography 
with matched average glandular dose (AGD) by evaluating 
their basic imaging parameters, namely, scatter fractions, 
modulation transfer function (MTF), and noise power 
spectrum (NPS) for various magnification factors.  

. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The computed radiography (CR) system used in this 
study was the FCR PROFECT CS (Fuji Film Co., Ltd., 
Tokyo, Japan). The imaging plate (IP: HR-BD) with a 
transparent support and dual-sided reading system was used 
to record the radiographic image. The CR system produces 
digital images with a pixel size of 0.05 mm for a 18 x 24 
cm2 field size and a 10-bit depth. 

The mammographic unit (MGU-100B, Toshiba Medical 
Systems Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with nominal focal 
spot sizes of 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm, molybdenum anode and 
0.03 mm molybdenum filter, mammographic grid (ratio, 
5:1), and a focal spot to IP distance of 65 cm was used. 

The digital magnification mammography with factors of 
1.2 to 1.8 in addition to contact mammography was 
performed. In the magnification radiography, the entrance 
dose to the breast increases, because the distance between 
the focal spot and the object shortens. In this study, AGD 
for all magnification techniques were performed under the 
same conditions with contact mammography (Table 1)3). A 
tube voltage of 28 kV was employed in all measurements, 
and the AGD was adjusted to about 3 mGy in the grid 
technique and about 1 mGy in the no grid technique 
according to the guidance levels of medical irradiation from 
the IAEA4) (International Atomic Energy Agency). 

The resolution, the scatter fraction, and the noise 
characteristics were measured as physical imaging 
properties. The resolution properties for magnification 
factors of 1.0 to 1.8 were evaluated using the MTF. The 

Table 1 Comparison of average glandular dose (AGD) of contact and 
magnification techniques. 
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Fig.1 Comparison of MTFs measured with various magnification factors combined with (a) 0.1 mm and (b) 0.3 mm focal spots, respectively.

MTF was calculated by means of the Fourier transform of 
the line spread function obtained from the edge images and 
characteristic curve of the CR system5). In magnification 
radiography, the resolution property is influenced by the 
geometrical unsharpness of the focal spot and the pixel size 
at each magnification factor. Therefore, MTFs including the 
effect of unsharpness of the focal spot and the pixel size 
were measured in this study6, 7). All of the MTFs were 
derived for the object plane rather than the image plane to 
facilitate the comparison of imaging performance for the 
techniques with different focal spot sizes and magnification 
factors8). Scatter fractions were measured by using a lucite 
phantom of 4 cm thickness in all measurements9). The 
physical properties of radiographic mottle were quantified 
by means of the NPS10).

. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the MTFs at the objective plane for the 
contact and magnification radiography techniques measured 
in combination with 0.1 mm (a) and 0.3 mm (b) focal spot 
sizes. The MTF improved with the magnification 
radiography compared with the conventional contact 
radiography. The MTF with 0.1 mm focal spot improved 
more than the MTF with 0.3 mm focal spot. 

The result of the scatter fractions of the contact and the 
magnification radiographies are shown in Fig.2. The scatter 
fraction decreased considerably as the magnification factor 

increased for the no grid technique. In the grid technique, 
scatter fraction for all magnification techniques were 
comparable. The removal of the scattered radiation by the 
grid was more effective than the air gap technique.  

Figure 3 shows the result of the NPSs measured with 
various magnification factors with no grid. The noise 
characteristic has degraded with an increase at the 
magnification factor, compared with contact radiography. 
This is because the incident dose to the detector decreases 
as the magnification factor increases under the constant 
condition of the average glandular dose. 

. DISCUSSION

In this study, the imaging properties of the digital 
magnification mammography with matched AGD were 
examined. Results indicate that digital magnification 
radiography can potentially improve the resolution 
properties of digital images. The resolution properties of the 
digital magnification radiography depend upon focal spot 
size, pixel size, and magnification factor. 

The scattered radiation influences the contrast of the 
images. The scatter fraction of the magnification 
radiography with air gap technique improved by increasing 
magnification factors, and was comparable to all 
magnification radiography in the grid technique. 

The noise level for the digital magnification radiography 
was increased significantly. This result was caused by the 
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Fig.2 Relationship between scatter fraction and magnification factor with 
and without grid.  

matched AGD. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a 
trade-off of these physical imaging properties for digital 
magnification radiography. 

.CONCLUSIONS

The imaging properties of the digital magnification 
mammography with matched AGD are influenced by the 
focal spot size and the pixel size of the detector. Therefore, 
it is necessary to consider a trade-off of these physical 
imaging properties for digital magnification radiography. 
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A NEW FAST MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING USING QUADATIC 
PHASE SCRAMBLING  
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new fast scan tech-
nique using the phase-scrambling Fourier imaging technique 
(PSFT) in which strategy of data acquisition is the almost the 
same of standard Fourier imaging technique. The Fourier 
transformed image in PSFT has the phase modulation of which 
the local spatial frequency is increased as the position from 
center. Therefore, signal length of PSFT signal can be ex-
panded by using the restraint that reconstructed image is a 
real-value object in the super-resolution algorithm. 

Simulation and experimental studies using 0.0187T MR 
scanner were performed for the new improving image resolu-
tion method. It was shown that spatial resolution could be 
improved in proportion to the distance from the center of the 
quadratic phase modulation function, irrespective of noise 
amount, and the maximum of resolution improvement is 2.0 
times compared to standard imaging method. 

The proposed method has two advantages compared to Half 
Fourier imaging method. One is no need for additional data 
acquisition to obtain phase mapping. The second is that two 
kind of image data are obtained, i.e., standard resolution with 
phase information and high resolution image without phase 
information 

Keywords— MRI, super-resolution, Fourier transform, phase-
modulation 

I. INTRODUCTION  

One of the major issues of magnetic resonance imaging is 
the speed-up the data acquisition. Half phase encoding me-
thod[1] has been widely used as a practical fast imaging 
method, because of the simplicity in data acquisition and in 
image reconstruction. Half phase encoding method suppos-
es that the object function is a real-valued function; howev-
er the actual object function is complex-valued function due 
to the inhomogeneous static field or susceptibility effect and 
so on. To correct the phase error on the image, phase distri-
bution map is necessary in the reconstruction procedure 
which means the additional data acquisition more than half 
of the signal space is required.  

In this study, we describe a new fast imaging strategy in 
which spatial resolution can be improved after the data 
acquisition even though the signal sampling trajectory is 
symmetry for the origin of k-space like the standard Fourier 
imaging technique. The process for the improvement of 

spatial resolution is different from half-phase encoding 
method but the principle of frequency-band extrapolation is 
almost the same as the half-phase encoding method. The 
spatial resolution is improved using the iterative procedure 
based on the Gerchberg’s super-resolution algorithm[2]. 
The advantages of proposed method are firstly no need for 
additional data acquisition for obtaining the phase distribu-
tion of the object. Secondly, two-kind of image can be ob-
tained with single data; one is a standard resolution image 
with phase distribution and the second is high resolution 
image with no phase variation.  

II. METHOD 

Phase Scrambling Fourier Transform (PSFT) imaging[3,4] 
is a technique whereby a quadratic field gradient 

B=b(x2+y2) is added to the pulse sequence of conventional 
FT imaging. The signal obtained in PSFT is given by Eq. 
(1), 

dxdyykxkjyxbj
yx

yxeeyxkkv  22

,),(     (1) 

where (x,y) represents the spin density distribution in the 
subject,  is the gyromagnetic ratio, and b and  are the 
coefficient and impressing time, respectively, of the qua-
dratic field gradient.  Like the standard Fourier Imaging 
technique, spin density distribution (x,y) can be obtained 
by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the signal and 
multiplying the quadratic phase term exp[j b x2+y2 . 

III. BAND EXTRAPORATION OF  PSFT SIGNAL 

A. Frequency-band restoration of amplitude-modulated 
signal 

Consider the image reconstruction when the Fourier trans-
formed signal of amplitude modulated object is given sup-
posing the constraint that the object is real-valued function. 
For simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional case.  Let 
the spin density distribution and its Fourier transformed 
function be (x), R(k), respectively. Then amplitude modu 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of frequency bandwidth expansion 

lated object by the frequency k0 and its Fourier transformed 
function can be described as (x)exp(j k0 x) and R(k -k0). 
Here, the rectangular function rect(k/kw) which has the 
width of kw is applied  to R(k -k0) to induce the effect of 
finite sampling length in the data acquisition procedure. The 
Fourier transformed image (x)band of the signal rect(k/kw) 
R(k -k0) is written as Eq.(2). 
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The real part of the (x)band  is described as Eq (3),  
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To recalculate the signal using the a pri ori information that 
the object is real-valued function, the real-part of the image 

(x)band is Fourier transformed after amplitude modulation 
with frequency exp(j k0 x). 
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The first term of Eq.(4) is just the half of the obtained signal 
and the second term is the extrapolated signal. Eq.(4) means 
that the band-width of the signal is expanded to kw+2k0. 

When k0= kw/2, the resulting bandwidth is just the same as 
half-phase encoding method. Figure 1 shows the schematic 
of frequency band extrapolation. 

B. Frequency-band expansion of PSFT signal 

Because the phase on the object shifts quadratically in the x- 
and y- direction, the spatio-temporal frequency on the im-
age function is increased as the position from the center,  

,)()( )()()( 22 yyxxjyxbj xex                      (5) 
where (x)= b x, (y)= b y. Therefore, the principle of 

band expansion prescribed in sec.3.1 can be applied to the 
signal obtained by taking Fourier transform of object func-
tion shown in Eq.(5). Since the spatio-temporal frequency 
increases as the position from the center, it can be predicted 
from Eq.(2) to (4) that the spatial resolution will be im-
proved in proportion to the distance from the center. 
  Figure 2 shows the schematic for resolution improvement 
procedure based on the Gerchberg’s iterative algorithm[2]. 
Acquired PSFT signal (a) with N data point is zero-filled to 
be 2N data point and then inversely Fourier transformed to 
obtain image. Second stage is the phase correction step. 
Since the quadratic phase modulation is given on the ob-
tained image (b), demodulation of quadratic phase is ap-
plied to cancel it ( (b) to (c) ). The phase variation due to the 
inhomogeneous static magnetic field or susceptibility effect 
is also corrected in this step. The third stage is recalculation 
of PSFT signal using a pri ori knowledge that the image is a 
real-value function.  Real part of the obtained image (c) is 
modulated by quadratic phase exp(-j b  x2)and then Fourier 
transformed to calculated the PSFT signal (e). Since the  
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Fig. 2 Schematic of iteration algorithm for obtaining high-resolution image. 
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frequency-band of the signal expanding from –N/2 to N/2 is 
obtained experimentally, that frequency band in the signal 
(e) is replaced by the acquired signal (a) as true data. The 
updated signal (f) is inversely Fourier transformed to obtain 
image (f), and the procedure is performed iteratively. 

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

Computer simulations were performed to examine the im-
provement of reconstructed images using circular numerical 
phantoms. Imaging parameters were set as follows: number 
of signal data (N)=128x128, number of image data = 2N, 
coefficient of quadratic phase modulation b 0.49 rad/cm2, 

x= y=0.2 cm,  Figure 3 shows the results. Part (a) shows 
the real part of the PSFT signal shown in logarithm scale, 
and (b) shows the band-expanded signal after 10-times of 
iterations. Part (c) shows the extrapolated signal compared 
with the true wide-band signal. 
  Figure 4 shows the improvement of resolution as a para-
meter of b The position index on the horizontal axis 
shows the distance from the center on the image. 
 To examine more practical case, proposed method was 

applied to the MR image numerical phantom. Figure 
5shows the results of the simulation experiment. The  
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Fig. 3 Simulation results of band expansion by iterative algorithm, (a) 
initial PSFT signal data, (b) PSFT signal after band expansion, (c) compar-
ison of band-expanded signal and true wide-band signal 

parameters of simulation experiments are the same as Fig.3. 
Similar simulation experiments using noise contaminated 
signal were performed and it was shown that almost the 
same improvement of resolution could be obtained. 

The MRI system used in the experiments generates a 
static magnetic field of B0=0.0187 T. The number of data 
was set to 64x64. The parameters of the experiments were 
as follows: b 10 rad/cm2, x= y=0.07 cm. Part (a) show 
the structure of water phantom and (b) shows the band-
expanded signal. The area inside the white dashed-line is 
the original signal obtained in the experiment and outside 
that line is an extrapolated signal. Part (c) and (d) show the 
images before and after the application of proposed method. 
Part (e) shows the phase variation that was calculated from 
image (c), which is used in the proposed method for phase 
correction. Part (f) shows the image obtained in the standard 
Fourier imaging technique using the same size of data for 
comparison. 

It was shown in Fig.3 (a) and (b) that the signal was fairly 
and smoothly extrapolated beyond the sampling length of 
the signal. Figure 3(c) indicates that the extrapolated signal 
is closely resemble to the true wide-band signal, which 
means that extrapolated signal is accurate enough. In super-
resolution algorithm, the obtained images sometimes suffer 
from artifacts or amplified noises. Proposed method uses an 
algorithm similar to the super-resolution iterative procedure, 
however the principle of recovering the unacquired signal is 
the same as Half Fourier imaging; therefore, the behavior of 
image update in the iteration step is stable. 

The improvement of spatial resolution is shift-variant is 
proportion to the distance from center of image, which is 
predicted from the spatio-temporal frequency on the phase 
modulated object (x)exp(-j b x2) increases as the distance 
from the center to the position increases. Fig.4 also suggests 
that the improvement of resolution depends on the parame-
ter b  and the improvement factor is 2.0 at maximum As 
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6, the details of the image were 
fairly improved by proposed algorithm, especially in the 
surrounding region of the image. Even though the phase 
perturbation exists due to the B0 inhomogeneity, the phase 
distribution can be obtained by the reconstructed image by 
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(a) (b)  
Fig. 5 Simulation results using an MR image model. (a) reconstructed 
image using PSFT signal, (b) reconstructed image after 10-times of itera-
tion in proposed method. 

(a)                             (b)

(c)                     (d)

(e)                         (f)
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Fig. 6 Experimental results using water phantom. (a) structure of water-
phantom, (b) band-expanded PSFT signal, (c) reconstructed image using 
PSFT signal (a), (d) reconstructed image using PSFT band-expanded 
signal (b), (e) Real part of smoothed image (c) which was used for phase 
map on the image, (f) reconstructed image using Fourier method. 

inverse Fourier transform observed signal data as shown in 
Fig.6 (e). One of the major advantages of proposed method 
is no need for additional data acquisition to obtain phase 
mapping, since sampling trajectory of acquired signal is 
symmetric about the origin of the k-space which is the same 
as standard Fourier imaging. The second advantage is that 
two kind of image data are obtained, i.e., standard resolu-
tion with phase information and high resolution image 
without phase information. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

A new resolution improvement technique using the sig-
nal obtained by the phase-scrambling Fourier imaging tech-
nique is presented and demonstrated. The algorithm uses an 
iterative algorithm to improve the spatial resolution. It was 
shown that the improvement of spatial resolution depends 
on the coefficient of the quadratic phase modulation and 
position on the image. The improvement of the resolution at 
maximum is 2.0 times compared to the image obtained by 
the standard Fourier imaging and is obtained in the sur-
rounding region of the reconstructed image. Proposed me-
thod has the potential to be a fast imaging, because it allows 
the high-resolution observation in the sense of same acquisi-
tion time compared to the standard Fourier imaging. 
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Abstract  We have tried to estimate the power of the ma-
terial discrimination by performing the radiographs and CT 
images with using the diffracted monochromatic x rays. More-
over these images were applied to energy subtraction method 
and high material discriminations were shown. Therefore, it is 
indicated that the diffracted monochromatic x rays have high 
material discriminations in the clinical situations although 
their exposure is low. So we attempt to perform the new co-
lored material discrimination images by using the multi-
monochromatic x rays. When white x rays are incident on the 
diffraction single crystal, only the photons of energy followed 

law can be obtained as monochromatic x rays.  At this 
time, since the photons with this energy and photons with 
integral multiples of this energy simultaneously satisfies this 
law, the two or more peaks of monochromatic x rays at equal 
intervals (i.e. multi-monochromatic x rays) can be observed by 
increasing the maximum energy of incident white x rays. Each 
material has peculiar mass attenuation coefficients dependent 
on the incident-photon energies. The gradient between the two 
values of these attenuation coefficients are also intrinsic. In 
this study the two attenuation coefficients of 30 and 50 keV 
were selected, and this gradient of two values was named the 

attenuation gradient(s)  The effective atomic number can be 
specified by comparing these attenuation gradients to the 
values of the measured-spectral absorption data. Moreover, 
these estimated effective atomic numbers were converted to 
the hue (RGB color) values. The various color images com-
pared with their gray-scaled radiographs were shown the high 
power of the material discriminations. 

 

Keywords  Monochromatic x rays, Photon diffraction, 
RGB-colored radiography, Material discrimina-
tion 

I. INTRODUCTION  

X-ray diagnostic radiology, i.e. radiography, fluoroscopy, 
computed tomography, mammography etc., is a major 
widespread activity. These radiographs are usually per-
formed by the total amount of white x rays. Because the 
white x rays include from low to high energy x-ray photons, 
it is therefore difficult to know accurately the attenuation 
rate of each organs in a body. 

On the other hand, by measuring the photon spectrum be-
fore and after penetration of a material by using a spectro-
meter, the effective atomic number and the characteristics of 
the material can be known precisely from the photon-
attenuation rate in each energy region. 

However, since the x rays used in clinical conditions are 
energy-spread white x rays, the accurate photon-attenuation 
rate is not able to be known owing to the influence of the 
photon scattering.  The photons scattered and energy sifted 
are not discriminated with the originally primary photons. 
Therefore, it is needless to say that it is suitable to use mo-
nochrome x rays for the measurement of photon spectra. 

Monochromatic x rays can be obtained by several me-
thods, e.g. using gamma rays from the radioisotopes or 
diffractions of white x rays.  Although the exposure rate is 
decreased, the diffraction method with clinical x-ray equip-
ment and a single crystal is the most suitable method in 
clinical situations. 

So we tried to estimate the power of the material discrim-
ination by performing the radiographs and CT images with 
using the diffracted monochromatic x rays. Moreover these 
images were applied to energy subtraction method and high 
material discriminations were shown. Therefore, it is indi-
cated that the diffracted monochromatic x rays have high 
material discriminations although their exposure is low. 

When white x rays are incident on the diffraction single 
crystal, only the photon of energy law can 
be obtained as monochromatic x rays.  At this time, since 
the photons with this energy and photons with integral mul-
tiples of this energy were simultaneously satisfied this law, 
the two or more peaks of monochromatic x rays at equal 
intervals (i.e. multi-monochromatic x rays) can be observed 
by increasing the maximum energy of incident white x rays. 

When these multi-monochromatic x rays penetrate to the 
material, each peak is decreased corresponding to the ener-
gy.  The relation among the attenuation rates in these peaks 
is peculiar in each material, and as a result, we attempt to 
specify the effective atomic number of the materials. 

Moreover, we attempt to modify an x-ray image to co-
lored-information radiography by corresponding to the 
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effective atomic number presumed from the value of the 
attenuation gradients required from the photon-attenuation 
rates.  Then, it aims to try making RGB color x-ray image 
with higher material discrimination. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Generation and measurement of diffracted multi-
monochromatic x rays 

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for generating and 
measuring the multi-monochromatic x rays.  An x-ray tube 
(Hitachi, U-6CE-55TB) and a high voltage generator (Hita-
chi, DHF-153II) are generally used in a clinical situation.  A 
monochromator is a Si {111} single crystal wafer.  Varying 
a photon-incident angle to lattice plane of Si crystal, the 
energy of diffracted photons satisfied 
be selected optionally.  In this work, the angle of incident 
photons to Si {111} atomic layer was 11.5 degrees and the 
minimum energy of diffracted photon was 10.0 keV in this 
condition.  The photons of this 10-keV energy and their N 
(= integer)-times-keV photons were satisfied law 
coincidentally.  So, we attempt to select the tube voltage to 
70 kV, and coincidentally 30, 40 and 50 keV peaks named 
multi-monochrome can be measured.  The multi-
monochromatic x-ray spectra were measured by high reso-
lution Schottky CdTe spectrometer (Toyo medic. inc. 
RAMTEC 413) before and after penetrating the objects. 
Figure 2 shows a spectrum of the multi-monochromatic x 
rays measured and corrected by stripping procedure. 

Aluminum attenuators of 0.0-4.0 mm at intervals of  0.50
mm and copper attenuators of 0.0-0.20 mm at intervals of 
0.025 mm were set in front of the spectrometer and meas-
ured the penetrated spectra. Moreover, various materials, i.e. 
water, Teflon, glass, 1M-MnCl2aq, 1M-CoCl2aq, 2M-
MnCl2aq and 2M-CoCl2aq, which are varied their thickness 
and have almost same density in the white-black radio-
graphs, were combined to the phantom and their penetrated 
spectra were measured. 

B. Estimating the effective atomic numbers and converting 
to the colored radiographs 

Each material has peculiar mass (or linear) attenuation 
coefficients dependent on the incident-photon energies as 
for examples shown in Table 1. The gradient between the 
two values of these attenuation coefficients were also intrin-
sic as shown in Fig. 3. In this study the two attenuation 
coefficients of 30 and 50 keV were selected, and this gra-

attenuation gradient(s)  

This attenuation gradient of each material is constant and is 
independent of their thickness. 

The effective atomic number can be specified by compar-
ing these above-mentioned attenuation gradients to the 
values of the measured-spectral absorption data, because 
these are constant even if the thickness of the material 
changes this inclination. Moreover, these estimated effec-
tive atomic numbers were converted to the hue (RGB color) 
values. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Experimental setup for generating and measuring the multi-

monochromatic x rays 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Spectra of diffracted multi-monochromatic x rays penetrated the 

copper filters of various thickness 
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Table 1 Examples of mass attenuation coefficients with energies of 30, 
40 and 50 keV 

30 40 50
H 0.3570 0.3458 0.3355
Li 0.1644 0.1551 0.1488
Be 0.1792 0.1640 0.1554
B 0.2063 0.1793 0.1665

Energy of photons (keV)

 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 Examples of the gradient curves by plotting the attenuation coeffi-

cients for a few materials 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the attenuation-gradient val-
ues obtained from the aluminum and the copper of various 
thicknesses. The gradient values of both metals are almost 
constant regardless of their thickness. The presumed atomic 
numbers were decreased compared with their originally 
atomic number, Al = 13 and Cu = 29. These reasons were 
estimated by the influences of air attenuations, purity of 
metal filters, scattered photons. 

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the measured spectral 
absorption gradients of the various materials to the theoreti-
cal values. Estimated atomic numbers have different values, 
and it is possible to convert the various hue data. Although 
RGB-colored images cannot be shown for want of space, 
the various color images compared with their gray-scaled 
radiographs were shown the high power of the material 
discriminations. 

In this work, since the exposure rates of the diffracted 
photons were very small, the measurements of the spectra 
were performed in a rough spatial resolution. This low-dose 
problem is improved by using high-heat-unit x-ray tubes. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

We attempted to perform the new colored material dis-
crimination images by using the multi-monochromatic x 
rays. Each material has unique mass attenuation coefficients 
dependent on the incident-photon energies. The gradient 
between the two values of these attenuation coefficients 
were also intrinsic. In this study, the attenuation coefficients 
of 30 and 50 keV were selected and this gradient by plotted 
two values was named the attenuation gradient. The effec-
tive atomic number can be specified by comparing these 
attenuation gradients to the values of the measured-spectral 
absorption data. Moreover, these estimated effective atomic 
numbers were converted to the hue (RGB color) values. The 
various color images compared with their gray-scaled radi-
ographs were shown the high power of the material discrim-
inations. 

 

 
(a) Aluminum 

 

 
(b) Copper 

Fig. 4 Attenuation-gradient values calculated from the photon-absorbed 
ratios on the energy of 30 keV and 50 keV with using the several thick-

nesses of (a) aluminum and (b) copper 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the absorption gradient values of various materials 

measured by penetrated multi-monochromatic x-ray spectra to the theoreti-
cal attenuation gradients 
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Abstract— Patients with mild traumatic brain injury
(MTBI) pose an important dilemma to daily radiological prac-
tice  because  of  a  negative  conventional  brain  MRI.  The  aim
was to analyze the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) findings in
the sub-acute stage (3 weeks from onset)  in 10 MTBI patients
and in 10 control subjects using a brain MRI (1.5 Tesla) and a
novel DTI Task Card software. Average fractional anisotropy
and apparent diffusion coefficient values were abnormal
(FA=0.628 and ADC=7.298) and tractography images revealed
discontinuation in long white matter tracts. The findings were
significantly correlated to neuropsychological findings. Our
findings suggest that cellular disturbance and breakdown is
demonstrated in the white matter tracts in the sub-acute stage
of TBI using DTI software and MRI.

Keywords— MTBI, CT, MRI, DTI, FA, ADC

I. INTRODUCTION

Following mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI), there may
be persistent functional or psychological deficits despite the
presence of normal conventional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) [1]. Because the majority of MTBI patients have
normal computerized tomography (CT) and MRI scans,
there is an increasing attention directed at finding objective
physiological correlates of persistent cognitive and neuro-
psychiatric symptoms through several experimental neuro-
imaging techniques. One of these techniques include diffu-
sion  tensor  imaging  (DTI).  DTI  is  a  fairly  new  MRI  tech-
nique to study white matter tracts of the central nervous
system in MTBI. It allows the observation of molecular
diffusion of the tissues in vivo. Anisotropic diffusion can be
seen in brain tissue due to the bundles of myelinated axons
in which the diffusion is faster in the direction of the fibers
than in perpendicular direction. Several diffusion indices are
derived from the tensor matrix which characterizes the size
shape and orientation of the diffusion tensor. Two of these
indices measured with DTI include apparent diffusion coef-
ficient (ADC) and fractional anisotropy (FA) values which
have been found to differ between MTBI patients and nor-
mal controls. ADC presents the average diffusion of the

media and has low values in white matter. FA is a measure
of the portion of magnitude of the diffusion tensor and has
high values in white matter. The changes are subtle but are
present in the areas that are frequent site for traumatic in-
jury. DTI tractography is a method to visualize and segment
the white matter tracts in the central nervous system. Our
study is a pilot study with ten patients suffering from MTBI
where we performed MRI at week three from the onset of
symptoms. Using DTI sequence on a 1.5 Tesla machine and
novel experimental DTI tractography software the early
molecular changes in the white matter tracts are analyzed.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Patients

Ten consecutive patients (4 males and 6 females; mean ±
SD age, 39.5 ± 16.7 years; age range, 16 to 55 years) with
mild TBI (GCS score 13-15) were recruited from the emer-
gency room of  the  Tampere  University  Hospital  during  the
period 2005-2006. They all underwent a detailed clinical
examination on admission and a CT examination within few
hours of the happening. Neuropsychological test battery was
administered up to 6 weeks after injury and MRI was per-
formed  within  three  weeks  from  the  day  of  admission.  In-
clusion criteria were history of head and facial trauma or
high energy traffic accident with loss of consciousness,
amnesia or alterations in mental state [2]. Exclusion criteria
were severe traumatic brain injury, history of major alcohol
or drug abuse, previous brain trauma or other major cogni-
tive disorder. To compare the data to normalized values we
also performed brain MRI examination in ten normal sub-
jects who were controlled for age, sex and level of educa-
tion. All patients and controls gave their written consent and
the  study  was  approved  by  the  Ethics  Committee  of  Tam-
pere University Hospital. The clinical findings are depicted
in Table 1.
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Table 1. The age range, mechanism of injury, GCS scale data and three different neuropsychological tests of the ten patients can be seen

Patient
number

Age Mechanism of injury First
GCS

PTA min WAIS III CANTAB RAVLT
Total

1 20 Falling 15 1200 0.33 -0.41 -0.74
2 19 Traffic accident 14 1440 0.33 0 0.73
3 55 Falling 15 60 -1.67 -1.4 -2.42
4 52 Falling 15 0 2.67 -0.16 -0.24
5 55 Traffic accident 15 10 -0.67 -3.87 -0.84
6 52 Falling 15 0 -0.33 0.33 -0.89
7 55 falling 15 0 2.67 0 -0.05
8 29 Traffic accident 15 3600 -0.67 -0.52 -1.59
9 42 Falling 15 480 0 -1.16 0.06
10 16 Falling 15 5 0.33 0 -1.19

GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale
WAIS III = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third edition
CANTAB =Cambridge Neuropsychological test Automated Battery
RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
PTA= Posttraumatic amnesia ( minutes)

B. MRI  examinations

All ten patients were studied within three weeks after the
onset of injury on a 1.5 Tesla MRI machine (Magnetom
Avanto A TIM system Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlan-
gen, Germany). The MRI protocol included sagittal T1 3D
Turbo flash (TR=1910, TE=3.1, TI=1100, slice/gap 1.0/0,
matrix=256x256, FOV=250, Flip angle 15 degrees), axial
T2 Turbo Spin Echo (TR=44860, TE=96, TI=0, slice/gap
5,0/1,5, matrix 293x448, FOV=230), axial FLAIR
(TR=9000, TE=109, TI=2500, slice/gap 5,0/1,5, ma-
trix=256x256, FOV=230), axial T2 HEMO (TR=800,
TE=26, TI=0, slice/gap 7.0/2.0, matrix 256x256, FOV=230,
flip angle=20),  axial SE EPI 3 scan diff (b=0, b=500,
b=1000) (TR=3400, TE=89, TI=0, slice/gap 5,0/1.5, ma-
trix=192x192, FOV=230), sagittal FLAIR (TR=8860,
TE=116, TI=2500, slice/gap 2,0/2,0, matrix 256x256,
FOV= 230), axial SE MDDW 12dir (b=0, b=1000)
(TR=3600, TE=96, TI=0, slice/gap 5,0/1.5, ma-
trix=128x128, FOV=230) and axial SWI 3D (TR=15,
TE=49, TI=40, TI=0, slice/gap 2,0/0, matrix 177x256,
FOV=230, flip angle=15). For DTI analyses the DTI images
were transferred from the operator console to a Leonardo
console. Similar analysis was performed in all 10 control
subjects.

C. DTI and Tractography Analyses

All diffusion parameter analyses and white matter fiber
tracking was performed with an experimental software DTI
Task Card (version 1.70) which has been developed at Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital (United States) in cooperation

With Siemens. This card operates on Siemens NUMARIS 4
satellite consoles but not as an official commercial release.
Diffusion Tensor Data can be visualized as Tensor and
Tractography viewing modes. In the Tensor mode FA,
ADC, DWI, eigenvalue and low b maps can be visualized.
In our study the following parameters were measured: ap-
parent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values, and FA (frac-
tional anisotropy). These values were measured symmetri-
cally from the brain stem (at the level of pons), corpus
callosum (rostrum, corpus and splenium), corona radiate,
centrum semiovale and amygdohippocampal complex. The
diffusion values were compared with those on the other
side. In the Tractography mode DTI data can be visualized
as  FA color,  FA grey  scale  and low b  maps.  Region of  in-
terest  (ROI)  are  drawn on selected  maps  for  measuring  the
exact diffusion parameter values and for using the area
under ROI as the seed region for tractography. We selected
three different seeding regions i.e. pons, corpus callosum
and cortical area and these were combined to get the final
3D color tractography image. Several fiber tracking and
rendering parameters were adjusted such as angle threshold,
FA threshold, step length and tube radius. A significant
difference in the values of FA and ADC values between the
different anatomical structures between the right and left
hemispheres was considered as positive results. For the FA
values they were measured in a decreasing order and for
ADC values in an increasing order

III. RESULTS

A. Technical results

The software DTI Taskcard performed well both in the
patient and control groups. The average time to analyze the
DTI results varied from 7-10 minutes. The time needed to
reconstruct adequate 3D tractography images in all three
subplanes ranged from 3-5 minutes.
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Fig. 1 Axial (A) and (B) coronal color coded fractional anisotropy  maps show asymmetry in the white matter tracts between the two hemispheres (the white
matter tract in the area of right thalamus is focally distorted)

B. DTI and Tractography Analyses

The average values for FA was 0.628 and that for ADC
was 7.298. FA and ADC values varied between the hemi-
spheres in 8/10 patients. The average values for FA and
ADC in control subjects was 0.636 and 7.118. Compared to
the normal subjects FA values were decreased and ADC
values increased in the suspected anatomic area of contu-
sions. The reconstructed 3D tractography images were ex-
cellent. The results of the tractography imaging are pre-
sented in Figure 1 (A, B).

C. Correlations between DTI analyses and Clinical Results

No correlations were found between DTI analyses results
and age, sex and GCS scores in our ten patients. Significant
positive correlations were seen between the PTA and
neuropsychological disorders (p=0.02531 r=0.8131). Sig-
nificant correlations were found between DTI analysis pa-
rameters and neuropsychological disorders. A significant
correlation was found between ADC values in the area of
mesencephalon (p= 0.02626 r=0.8128) and CANTAB test
results. A significant negative correlation was found be-
tween FA values in the thalamus (p= 0.04539 r=-0.64194)
and  a  tendency  to  correlation  between  the  ADC  values  in

the area of corpus callosum and corpus callosum (p=0.0585
r=0.61489) and RAVLT results. A significant negative
correlation was found between FA values in the area of
corpus callosum (p=0.00856 r=-0.7743) and a positive cor-
relation between ADC values (p=0.00395 r=0.81654) and
WAIS test results. Similar significant correlations were
found between FA values and ADC values in the area of
mesencephalon and WAIS results (p=0.07282 r=-0.58962
and p=0.0064 r=0.7913 respectively).

IV. DISCUSSION

Subacute MTBI signs and symptoms have a real organic
basis which can be detected by selected new MRI modali-
ties [3]. In our study we selected new DTI technique, DTI
Task Card, to prove this theory. DTI was successfully used
in  10  patients  with  MTBI and in  all  10  control  subjects.  In
all patients the ADC, MD and FA values at selected ana-
tomical areas significantly differed from the normal values
which suggested that some changes do occur in the white
matter of MTBI patients.
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V. CONCLUSION

All analyses helped the clinician to start a proper reha-
bilitation therapy in the early stage of cerebral trauma. We
believe that DTI analyses in the early stage of mild TBI
helps one to understand what is happening at the molecular
level in the traumatized brain and thus help in the initial
clinical evaluation of these patients.
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Abstract  The energy subtraction (ES) method is a tech-
nique that eliminates one tissue with the same attenuation 
coefficient by subtraction between two kinds of images ob-
tained for x rays with different energy. Recently, the develop-
ment of the dual source CT has made possible to acquire si-
multaneously two kinds of images for different x-ray energy 
and to perform the ES processing. Since the attenuation coeffi-
cient of a material, however, varies with position in a body on 
using white x rays, even the same material shows a different 
value of the coefficient and is hard to be eliminated. If x rays 
are monochromatic, an arbitrary tissue image can be eliminat-
ed by the ES processing and be discriminated from the other 
tissues. 

We attempted to use diffracted monochromatic x rays for 
CT. Single crystal wafer of Si with the surface orientation 
{111} was used as a monochromator for x-ray diffraction. A 
cylindrical phantom was made of water and iodine contrast 
media. X-ray projection data were acquired with an imaging 
plate for high- and low-energy x rays. CT images were ob-
tained by reconstructing the projection data. 

In the profile of the monochromatic x-ray CT images, pixel 
values of water and iodine contrast media were constant, and 
the influence of beam hardening (or cupping artifact) was not 
observed. On the other hand, in white x-ray CT images, the 
more a pixel approached the center region of the cylindrical 
phantom, the more the pixel value of water and iodine contrast 
media decreased, and the cupping artifact appeared. Therefore, 
it was confirmed that it was essential for a CT image to use 
monochromatic x rays causing no beam hardening. 

Keywords  energy subtraction, beam hardening, diffracted x 
rays, monochromatic x rays CT, cupping artifact 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The energy subtraction (ES) method is a technique that 
eliminates one tissue with the same attenuation coefficient 
by subtraction between two kinds of images obtained for 
high- and low-energy x rays. As for all the elements, the 
mass attenuation coefficients have the energy-dependent 
characteristics. Therefore, if x rays are monochromatic, an 
arbitrary tissue image can be eliminated by the ES 
processing and be discriminated from the other tissues. 

Recently, two kinds of CT images for different x-ray 
energy are simultaneously obtained by the dual source CT 
and the ES processing is attempted. However, when white x 
rays are used for CT images, the beam hardening effect 
occurs during their transmission. Since the attenuation coef-
ficient of a material varies with a position in a body, even 
the same material will have different values of the coeffi-
cient and be hard to be eliminated. 

In general, monochromatic photons can be obtained by 
gamma rays from radioisotopes and diffraction of white x 
rays. Radioisotopes have problems such as unsharpness due 
to the source size or the difficult control of high dose rate. 
Since intensity is decreased remarkably by using the x-ray 
diffraction, investigations that use SOR facilities are per-
formed. However, these practices are unsuitable for general 
clinical use. Therefore, the diffraction with x-ray equip-
ments in clinical use is suitable for clinical diagnosis; al-
though the diffraction has the problem of low intensity. 

In the present study, CT images with the diffracted mo-
nochromatic x rays generated from a usual x-ray tube in 
clinical use are evaluated for the beam hardening effect 
(showing the cupping artifact or not). In addition, these ES-
CT images acquired by two kinds of energy of monochro-
matic x rays are compared with those by two kinds of ener-
gy of white x rays. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

When white x rays are incident on the material with crys-
tal structure, monochromatic x rays of energy wavelength 

can be generated selectively under the Bragg condition. 
 

nd sin2  
 

ere  d is lattice spacing,  is x-ray incident angle for lat-
tice plane, n is a positive integer, and  is x-ray wavelength. 

An x-ray generator was combined with an x-ray tube (Hi-
tachi, U-6CE-55TB) and an inverter high-voltage generator 
(Hitachi, HF-153HII) in usual clinical use. A monochroma-
tor for x-ray diffraction was a Si single crystal wafer with 
the surface orientation {111}. 
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Fig. 1 Phantom 

A phantom as shown in Fig.1 consisted of water and 
iodine contrast media. This phantom consisted of 15 mg/ml 
diluted iodine contrast media in a cylindrical tube of 25 mm 
diameter at the center of a 35 mm diameter cylindrical tube 
which was made of polypropylene and filled with water. 

An imaging plate (IP) was used for acquisition of the 
projection data to get CT images at each angle. Energy 
spectrum of diffracted monochromatic x rays was measured 
with a high resolution Schottky CdTe semiconductor detec-
tor.  

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for CT using mo-
nochromatic x rays. X rays irradiated from an x-ray tube are 
diffracted by the Si wafer, and diffracted monochromatic x 
rays are penetrated through the phantom. A pair of 1-mm Pb 
slits were set to remove scattered x rays before and after the 
Si wafer. The low-energy monochromatic x rays of 27.8 
keV (tube voltage: 55 kV and x-ray incident angle: 4.1 
degree) and the high-energy monochromatic x rays of 49.0 
keV (tube voltage: 80 kV and x-ray incident angle: 2.3 
degree) were selected. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Experimental setup for CT using monochromatic x rays 

Figure 3 shows the spectra of the diffracted x rays from 
the Si single crystal wafer. 

CT images were reconstructed from the projection data 
using the Shepp-Logan filter. In addition, the CT images 
acquired for high-energy x rays and low-energy x rays were 
ES processed, and the discrimination ability of materials 
was evaluated. 
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Fig. 3 Spectra of diffracted monochromatic x rays 

 
 
 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show profiles of the relative pixel 
value along the straight line via the center of the CT images 
acquired by monochromatic x rays. The profile in Fig.4 (a) 
is drown from the low-energy CT image, and the profile of 
Fig.4 (b) from the high-energy CT image. These profiles 
were obtained by using an imaginary slit 30 pixels in width. 
The pixel values of water and iodine contrast media are 
constant and the influence of beam hardening (or the cup-
ping artifact) is not observed in these profiles. 

Figures 5 (a) and (b) show profiles of the relative pixel 
value along the straight line via the center of the CT images 
acquired by white x rays. The more it approached the center 
region of the cylindrical tube, the more the pixel values of 
water and iodine contrast media decreased and the cupping 
artifact appeared in these profiles. 

The ES images, from which the image of water was elim-
inated, were made by using each of the CT images obtained 
by monochromatic x rays and white x rays. 
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(b) High energy CT 

Fig. 4 Profiles acquired from the monochromatic x-ray CT images 

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the ES-CT images for (a) mo-
nochromatic x rays and (b) white x rays.  The ES-CT image 
by monochromatic x rays was possible to eliminate only the 
surrounding water, and the central image of iodine contrast 
media was shown clearly. On the other hand, the images of 
water and iodine contrast media were simultaneously elimi-
nated out from the ES-CT image for white x rays. 

Figures 7 (a) and (b) show the central profiles of the ES-
CT images in Figs. 6 (a) and (b). In the case of the monoch-
romatic x rays, the contrast of the iodine contrast media 
could reach a relative pixel value of about 160. On the other 
hand, in the case of the white x rays, the contrast of the 
iodine contrast media could get only a relative pixel value 
of about 20. 

When white x rays are used, the effective energy of the x 
rays are increased during penetrating through the phantom 
(i.e. beam hardening). Then, the attenuation coefficient of 
the central iodine media was estimated to be especially low 
because of its position, and the contrast of the iodine image 
of the white x-ray ES-CT was eliminated by the ES 
processing. Therefore, it was confirmed that it was essential 
for a CT image to use monochromatic x rays causing no 
beam hardening. 

The exposure dose can be reduced by using monochro-
matic x rays. Moreover, as an example, the diagnosis of an 
infant green stick fracture which is difficult by means of the 
white x-ray CT is expected to be improved by the monoch-
romatic x-ray CT. In this experiment, however, CT images 
using monochromatic x rays were noisy because of the 
weak intensity of the diffracted x rays compared with that of 
white x rays. This problem will be resolved by using an x-
ray tube that has the large maximum input load. Further, it 
is necessary to examine the monochromatic x-ray CT image 
on a phantom close to a structure of real biomedical tissues. 
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Fig. 5 Profiles acquired from the white x-ray CT images 

 

 
(a) Monochromatic x-ray CT                (b) White x-ray CT 

Fig. 6 CT images after the ES processing 
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(a) Monochromatic x rays 
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(b) White x rays 

Fig. 7 Profiles after the ES processing 

IV. CONCLSION  

In this study, CT images with diffracted monochromatic 
x rays generated from a usual x-ray tube in clinical use were 
evaluated for the beam hardening effect (or the cupping 
artifact). In addition, the energy-subtraction CT images 
acquired for two kinds of energy of monochromatic x rays 
were compared with those for two kinds of energy of white 
x rays. It was confirmed that it was essential for a CT image 
to use monochromatic x rays causing no beam hardening. 
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Abstract—The aim was to provide an assessment of tempo-
ral resolution based on the temporal modulation transfer func-
tion (t-MTF). The t-MTF was generated by an edge spread 
function in the temporal direction (t-ESF). Therefore, a rod 
was moved on a linear path using a dedicated 3D cardiac mo-
tion robot; this resulted in a rectangular trajectory when plot-
ted versus time. Phase-correlated images were reconstructed 
for different phase points covering the complete motion cycle. 
The maximal CT value of each image (i.e. each phase point) 
was assessed for the same region-of-interest (ROI). The mov-
ing rod was covered by the ROI only for half of the complete 
motion cycle and was outside the ROI for the other half of the 
motion cycle. Partial derivation of the maximal CT value over 
the reconstruction phase corresponded to the t-PSF. Fre-
quency-based analysis allowed for the assessment of the 10%- 
and 50%-value of the t-MTF commonly used in MTF analysis. 
For validation the temporal resolution of a dual–source CT 
scanner was assessed for 1-segment reconstruction. Data were 
acquired with 0.33 s rotation time and 2•32×0.6 mm colli-
mation. Phase-correlated image reconstruction was performed 
using a standard cardiac kernel and a phase increment of 
Δc=2%. The t-MTF generated by the t-ESF approach allowed 
assessing the temporal resolution of the CT system even for 
high frequency values. Reproducible t-MTF curves were pro-
vided for different initial motion rates indicated by a mean 
10%-value and 50%-value of 651 bpm and 376 bpm, respec-
tively. Results were in excellent agreement with the corre-
sponding effective scan time of the reconstruction algorithm 
published previously. Our approach based on a t-ESF provides 
a reliable and reproducible validation of temporal resolution. 
Common quantitative MTF values (e.g. the 10%-value) known 
from the spatial domain can be assessed.  

Keywords—Dual-Source CT, Cardiac CT, Temporal Reso-
lution, Temporal MTF, Edge Spread Function. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Image quality in cardiac CT angiography (CTA) is highly 
dependent on the temporal resolution of the imaging sys-
tem. For CT systems with improved temporal resolution 
motion artefacts and motion blurring can be mostly elimi-
nated due to a reduced effective scan time. The aim of this 
study was to provide a reproducible and intuitive quantifica-
tion of temporal resolution for cardiac CTA.  

Conventional cardiac CT imaging is based on phase-
correlated imaging using dedicated half scan data. The  

Effective scan time Teff of a single slice is directly propor-
tional to the rotation time Trot of the gantry and the number 
of tube-detector systems NT 

T

rot
eff 2 N

TT
⋅

≈                                      (1) 

meaning 83 ms for a modern dual-source CT system 
(DSCT) with 330 ms rotation time [1, 2]. Dedicated acquisi-
tion schemes (i.e. multi–segment reconstruction algorithms) 
can further increase temporal resolution even for equivalent 
rotation times. Nevertheless, these modes show a complex 
relation on the heart rate of the patient. 

Reliable validation methods for the assessment of spatial 
resolution are well known. But, temporal resolution valida-
tion is either based on visual assessment studies or mathe-
matical descriptors (e.g. phase contribution profile [3], tem-
poral sensitivity profile [4]). A method to validate temporal 
resolution based on the temporal modulation transfer func-
tion (t-MTF) was already published [2]. But only validation 
for low frequencies was possible and the established 10% 
value of the MTF could not be assessed. 

The aim of our method was to provide a t-MTF for an 
independent performance evaluation of clinical CT imaging 
systems. The validation was performed on reconstructed CT 
images. Hence, no system or vendor specific information 
was required and finally we were able to provide a “black 
box” validation. Quantitative validation was performed on 
values known for the spatial domain. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Temporal Edge Spread Function 

We assessed the t-MTF of a CT imaging system by the 
derivative of the temporal edge spread function (t-ESF). 
Therefore, phase-correlated images were reconstructed 
showing an object underlying a periodic motion. First, the 
maximal CT value of each phase-correlated image f(r,c) 
was assessed in dependence on the the reconstruction phase 
c. Assessment was performed for the same region-of-
interest (ROI) for all images. Whereas, the moving object 
was inside the ROI only for half of the complete motion 
cycle and was outside the ROI for the other half of the mo-
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tion cycle. A partial derivation was applied to the corre-
sponding maximal CT value with respect to the reconstruc-
tion phase c 

c

cf
ck

∂

∂
= ∈

)),((max
)( ROI

r
r  (2) 

Here, k(c) is identical to the temporal point spread func-
tion (t-PSF) with respect to the reconstruction phase 
c=n·Δc, where n is the number of reconstruction and Δc the 
phase increment. For frequency-based analysis k(c) has to 
be transformed to the time domain 

Hwith)()( Tcntcktk ⋅Δ==  (3) 

With respect to the motion rate fH=1/TH of the object, 
each reconstruction phase c=n·Δc can be matched to a cor-
responding time value t. Thereby, k(t) represents the t-PSF 
with respect to time and can be transformed to the fre-
quency domain by Fourier transformation. But only dedi-
cated samples of the t-PSF covering 50% of the motion 
cycle can be used, as a second edge occurs when the mov-
ing object is leaving the ROI again. An overview of the 
different steps required for the assessment is given in Fig. 1. 

The number of samples in the temporal domain used for 
analysis is determined by the total number of phase-
correlated images N covering the 50% of the motion cycle 
used for Fourier transformation. Hence, K(f) is represented 
by N equidistant sample values of the t-MTF up to the dou-
ble Nyquist frequency and therewith 

HNyq 2
1 fNf ⋅= .  (4) 

B. t-ESF Assessment 

A dedicated 3D cardiac motion robot (QRM, Moehren-
dorf, Germany; cp. Fig. 3) was used to assess the temporal 
resolution according to t-ESF introduced previously. A 
retrospective phase-correlated image reconstruction was 
enabled by a corresponding ECG signal generated by the 
robot and recorded by the ECG monitor of the CT scanner. 
A rod was attached to the robot and moved periodically on a 
linear path; this resulted in a rectangular trajectory when 
plotted versus time 

)
mm0
mm0
mm10

)2(rect()( Hc
⎟
⎟
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⎞

⎜
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⎝

⎛
⋅⋅= fttr  (5) 

with a motion frequency fH. The rod had a density of 
1.38 g/cm3 and a diameter of 5 mm. All measurements were 
performed in 10 cm water.  

The t-ESF was assessed for a quadratic ROI with a area 
of (10 mm)2. For our study the t-ESF was assessed for dif-
ferent motion frequencies (i.e. fH=50 bpm, 70 bpm, 90 bpm 
and 110 bpm). For each motion frequency 10 measurements 
were performed. Validation was performed with respect to 
the 10%- and 50%-value of the t-MTF. Corresponding 
mean values and standard deviation was used for reliability 
assessment. 

 

Fig. 1 Different steps in the acquisition of a t-MTF: maximal CT value for 
the ROI over the reconstruction phase (top), corresponding partial deriva-
tion with respect to the reconstruction phase, i.e. temporal edge spread 
function (center) and the Fourier transformed of the t-PSF, i.e. the corre-
sponding normalized t-MTF 

C. Data Acquisition 

We used a dual–source CT scanner (DSCT) 
(SOMATOM Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions, 
Forchheim, Germany) with 0.33 s rotation time and 
2·32×0.6 mm collimation. Data sets for phase-correlated 
reconstruction were acquired in dual-source mode with 1-
segment reconstruction providing an effective scan time in-
plane of 83 ms.  

An effective slice width Seff=0.6 mm and a standard car-
diac reconstruction kernel (B26f) were used for reconstruc-
tion. Data were acquired with a cardiac protocol at 120 kV 

50% 
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and 400 mAs. The field of view (FOV) was determined by a 
5122 matrix with a size of 100 mm × 100 mm. The phase 
increment was chosen to be Δc=2%.  

 

Fig. 2 3D cardiac motion robot attached to the water tank and the anthro-
pomorphic thorax phantom 

III. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the t-MTF curves for the different motion 
frequencies normalized to the t-MTF value for f=0. All 
curves show a similar behavior indicating a reduction of 
resolution for increasing frequency. The standard deviation 
averaged over all sample points of the four t-MTF curves 
was 5.1%. For fH=50 bpm with Δc=2% assessment of the t-
MTF was affected by aliasing artefacts in the frequency 
spectra. Here, the corresponding Nyquist frequency of the 
provided analysis fNyq(fH=50 bpm, Δc=2%)=1250 bpm 
seemed to be beyond the cut-off frequency of the t-MTF of 
the CT system.  

Table 1 shows the 10%-value and 50%-value of the aver-
aged t-MTF for different motion frequencies using a single 
segment reconstruction. For the motion frequencies of 70, 
90 and 110 bpm same results are provided by mean values 
of 651±10 bpm (10%-value) and 376±8 bpm (50%-value). 
For a motion frequency of 50 bpm the analysis is affected 
by aliasing effects mentioned previously. Therefore, this 
10%- and 50%-value show a difference to the other motion 
frequencies.  

 
                         a)                          b) 

 

                        c)                         d) 

Fig. 3 Normalized t-MTF for different motion frequencies: a) fH=50 bpm 
b) fH=70 bpm c) fH=90 bpm and d) fH=110 bpm. Blue solid line indicates 
the mean value, red line indicates the corresponding standard deviation 
over 10 measurements and dashed blue line indicates the 10%-value 

Table 1 10%-and 50%-value of the t-MTF for a single segment  
reconstruction 

fH [bpm] 10%-value [bpm] 50%-value [bpm] 
50 787 335 
70 659 366 
90 653 379 
110 640 382 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

We provided an approach for the assessment of the com-
plete spectra of a temporal MTF. This allows for a system- 
and vendor-independent validation of the temporal resolu-
tion of CT imaging systems. The method was applied to a 
DSCT system with an effective scan time of 83 ms. The 
10%- and 50%-value was identified to be 651±10 bpm and 
376±8 bpm, respectively. The inverse of the 10%-value of 
92 ms is in excellent agreement with the corresponding 
effective scan time of 83 ms. The standard deviation aver-
aged over all sample points of the t-MTF was 5.1% indicat-
ing high reliability of this method.  

For a motion frequency of 50 bpm analysis was affected 
by aliasing effects. This was due to a reduced Nyquist fre-
quency as images were based on a phase increment of 2%. 
A smaller phase increment would increase the Nyquist fre-
quency and eliminated these effects but may not be practi-
cal. This has to be taken into account in further studies. 
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Assessment of the t-MTF for low frequency values is not 
possible with this approach. A combination with the method 
published by Ertel et al. [2] would overcome these limita-
tions. Thereby, two t-MTFs could be combined providing 
high resolution in the low frequency spectra and a high 
Nyquist frequency with a reduced resolution for the upper 
frequency spectra. 

Our approach provides a reliable and reproducible vali-
dation of temporal resolution. Common quantitative MTF 
values (e.g. the 10%-value) known from the spatial domain 
were assessed and validated for a DSCT system. Future 
studies will apply the t-MTF to new acquisition modes [5] 
or dedicated CT systems and will utilize it for the assess-
ment of temporal resolution over the z-direction.  
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Abstract—The aim of this study was to detect the optimal 
data window used for respiratory-gated micro-CT imaging 
improving image quality with respect to motion blurring. A 
dedicated algorithm was adapted to the micro-CT system 
providing retrospective phase-correlated image reconstruction 
for respiratory gating. We applied a rawdata-based motion 
function (kymogram) to micro-CT projection data identifying 
the respiratory motion cycle. The kymogram function was 
used for synchronization purposes and for the identification of 
the optimal data window used for phase-correlated image 
reconstruction. A motion index was assessed using the ky-
mogram function indicating phase intervals of increased and 
decreased motion and allowing for the detection of the optimal 
reconstruction phase. Measurements were performed on a 
dual-source micro-CT scanner. Projection data were acquired 
over ten rotations for multi-segment phase-correlated recon-
struction. Visual assessment was performed on datasets of ten 
free-breathing subjects. The kymogram function provides a 
synchronization signal correlated to the respiratory motion 
and enables application to phase-correlated image reconstruc-
tion. Phase-correlated images showed a strong improvement 
with respect to motion blurring compared to standard image 
reconstruction. A reconstruction for the predicted optimal 
data window provided least amount of motion blurring and 
even allowed for the assessment of small structures in the lung. 
The dedicated retrospective phase-correlated image recon-
struction procedure for respiratory gating is a feasible ap-
proach for motion-free imaging. The subject-specific optimal 
reconstruction phase can minimize motion blurring and has 
the potential to further improve image quality. 

Keywords—CT, Micro-CT, Small Animal Imaging, Respira-
tory Gating, Optimal Reconstruction Window. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) systems have 
been developed for small animal imaging in preclinical 
research. These dedicated micro-CT systems typically pro-
vide higher spatial resolution than clinical CT systems. But 
temporal resolution is reduced and motion artefacts may be 
induced in images of in-vivo studies, e.g. in the diaphragm 
region. Phase-correlated micro-CT imaging for respiratory 
gating might overcome these aspects. But, due to slower 
rotation times of the micro-CT gantry, phase-correlated 
reconstruction techniques known for clinical cardiac CT 

cannot be adopted. Some dedicated prospective data acqui-
sition schemes and retrospective gating procedures for small 
animal imaging were developed and can be found in the 
literature [1, 2].  

Since the respiratory motion is a non–uniform quasi–
periodic motion, some phase intervals in the respiratory 
cycle might be still affected by motion blurring and reduced 
image quality even for respiratory-gated images (cp. Fig. 1).  

However, the optimal reconstruction phase with respect 
to image quality cannot be defined in a mandatory way and 
case specific adaptation is required. The same problem is 
known from cardiac CT imaging where commonly optimal 
image quality is adaptively approached by multiple image 
reconstructions at different phase points. Though, automatic 
procedures to identify the optimal reconstruction phase in 
cardiac CT imaging have been introduced [3, 4, 5]. 

We here introduce a retrospective phase-correlated image 
reconstruction for respiratory gating in micro-CT imaging 
of free-breathing rodents. The gating procedure includes a 
fully automatic detection of the optimal data window (i.e. 
reconstruction phase) used for respiratory gating improving 
image quality by providing least amount of motion blurring. 
A subject-specific optimal reconstruction phase is identified 
and no more than the final image reconstruction is needed. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Phase-Correlated Imaging 

A dedicated phase-correlated image reconstruction algo-
rithm [6] was adapted to the micro-CT system. A perspec-
tive backprojection method of the Feldkamp–type was used. 
Projection data of multiple rotations were acquired covering 
several respiratory motion cycles. Only those projection 
data p(αt) corresponding to the same respiratory motion 
phase were used for image reconstruction with the time-
dependent projection angle αt. These dedicated projection 
data are used to provide a fully sampled CT scan by refer-
encing them to a single rotation. 

Identification of relevant projection data is based on a 
synchronization signal representing the respiratory motion. 
Relevant projection data are identified by the window func-
tion w(αt,c) for a reconstruction phase c indicated by the 
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synchronization signal. The function is set to w(αt,c)=1 
when the time value t of the projection angle α corresponds 
to the reconstruction phase c chosen for imaging. Other-
wise, the function is set to w(αt,c)=0. For a fully sampled 
CT scan of N2π projections per 360° rotation the window 
function has to fulfill: 

πα 2),( Ncw
t

t =∑ .    (1) 

 

  
c=0%  c=10% 

  
c=20%  c=30% 

  
c=40%  c=50% 

  
c=60%  c=70% 

  
c=80%  c=90% 

Fig. 1 Respiratory-gated mico-CT images for different reconstruction 
phases covering the complete respiratory cycle. Some phase intervals are 
still affected by motion blurring and corresponding image quality is re-
duced. Arrows indicate the diaphragm region; for c=0-10% and 70-90% 
respiratory motion is very prominent; for c=20-60% respiratory-gated 
images show an improved behavior in the diaphragm region 

Due to the resonance effects of scanner rotation time and 
motion rate the size of the data windows w(αt,c) may 
change for different respiratory cycles c as shown in Figure 
1. The size of the separate windows has to be adapted with 

respect to the reconstruction phase to assure the requirement 
indicated by equation 1.  

B. Kymogram Function 

We applied a modified version of the kymogram function 
[7] to micro-CT projection data in order to identify the res-
piratory motion cycle and the corresponding synchroniza-
tion points. Caused by the respiratory motion the mass dis-
tribution of the object changes with respect to time. 
Thereby, corresponding projection data change with time 
and a tracking of the center-of-mass (COM) of the projec-
tion data on the flat-detector provide the kymogram func-
tion. Therewith, the kymogram function represents the real 
motion of the object. Figure 2 shows the kymogram func-
tion covering a short time frame and the corresponding 
windows used for phase-correlated image reconstruction. 

 
Fig. 2 Example of the kymogram function sKymo (t) (red) and data windows 
w(αt,c) used for phase-correlated imaging (blue); windows have different 
size due to resonance effects of scanner rotation time and respiration rate 

C. Detection of the Optimal Reconstruction Window 

Detection of the optimal reconstruction phase is based on 
a motion index assessed using the kymogram function sKy-

mo(t) for each reconstruction phase c:  

),(
Kymo ))((std)(

cwt
t

tscQ
α

= .   (2) 

The standard deviation of sKymo(t) for all data windows 
w(αt,c) is used as an index of motion. Thereby, the standard 
deviation of the kymogram function is validated only for the 
data window actually used for reconstruction. Further, the 
motion index is minimized with respect to the reconstruc-
tion phase: 

))(min(argalgo cQc =                (3) 
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to identify the optimal reconstruction phase calgo for respira-
tory gating providing least amount of motion artefacts. 

D. Data Acquisition 

Measurements were performed using a dual-source mi-
cro-CT scanner (TomoScope® 30s DUO, VAMP GmbH, 
Erlangen, Germany) with a 50×50 mm² detector for a tube 
voltage Utube=65 kV. The micro-CT system provides a sam-
pling rate of fframe=25 frames per second and N2π=720 pro-
jections per 360° rotation. For phase-correlated image re-
construction projection data of Nrot=10 consecutive rotations 
were acquired.  

Ten consecutive rodent datasets were used for image 
quality validation. The animals were freely breathing with-
out any external respiratory system or additional ventilation 
system. Qualitative validation of motion artefacts was per-
formed by visual assessment. All the data were collected 
retrospectively. 

III. RESULTS 

The kymogram function provided a synchronization sig-
nal correlated to the respiratory motion of the freely breath-
ing rodents. Thereby, application to phase-correlated image 
reconstruction was possible. The mean respiration rate over 
ten rodents detected by the kymogram signal was 154 bpm 
± 61 bpm (breaths-per-minute). 

Figure 3 shows the motion index Q(c) for two different 
subjects. Highest and lowest values of the motion index can 
be easily detected. Thereby, for both subjects phase inter-
vals of increased and reduced motion can be identified. Fig. 
1 represents the complete respiratory cycle of the specimen 
corresponding to the motion index visualized in Fig. 3a).  
Here, phase intervals of increased and decreased motion 
identified by Q(c) are in good concordance with the corre-
sponding phase-correlated images shown in Fig. 1.  

 
a)                                                           b) 

Fig. 3 Two examples for the normalized quality index Q(c) over the recon-
struction phase. Here, optimal image quality is predicted for a reconstruc-
tion phase of calgo=41% with a respiration rate of 74 bpm (a) and calgo=55% 
with a respiration rate of 150 bpm (b) 

Fig. 4 gives an impression of the image quality provided 
by different image reconstruction procedures. Both, an 
image of the complete FOM (cp. Fig. 4a-c) and a zoomed 
image for the lung region (cp. Fig. 4d-f) are shown. For 
orientation the zoomed image is indicated by a dashed line 
in the complete image. Standard image reconstruction suf-
fers of motion blurring and double contours in the dia-
phragm region (cp. Fig. 4a and d). The phase-correlated 
image for c=80% shows a strong improvement with respect 
to motion blurring (cp. Fig. 4b and e). The diaphragm 
shows a sharp delineation and an improved contrast in the 
lung region. Nevertheless, small structures in the lung re-
gion are still affected by the respiratory motion. A recon-
struction for the predicted optimal phase calgo=55% (cp. Fig. 
3b) provides least amount of motion blurring. Even small 
structures in the lung are visible which were not assessable 
for both of the other images (cp. Fig. 4c and f). 
  

 
a)  b)  c) 

 
d)  e)  f) 

Fig. 4 Example of different images in coronal view of the same object: 
standard reconstruction (a +d), phase-correlated image reconstruction for a 
phase of c=80% (b+e) and for a phase of calgo=55% identified by the pro-
posed algorithm (c+f). Images of the complete FOM are shown for a-c and 
dedicated images showing the lung region are shown for d-f. Arrows 
indicate the mention improvements with respect to motion artefacts 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

We presented a stand-alone retrospective phase-
correlated image reconstruction procedure providing respi-
ratory gating in micro-CT imaging. Further, a fully  
automatic identification of the subject-specific optimal data 
window used for respiratory gating was introduced. We 
have shown that the subject-specific optimal reconstruction 
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phase can minimize motion blurring and has the potential to 
further improve image quality. This detection method for 
the optimal reconstruction phase for respiratory gating can 
be also applied to any other external synchronization signal.  
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Reproducibility of Dopamine and Serotonin Transporter Binding Measured with 
Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography 
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Abstract—Alterations in dopaminergic and serotonergic sys-
tems have been observed in many neuropsychiatric disorders. 
We evaluated the reproducibility of dopamine (DAT) and 
serotonin transporter (SERT) binding measured with single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Two re-
peated SPECT studies with nor-β-CIT were performed within 
one year interval in 11 healthy control subjects. The intraclass 
correlation coefficient was 0.79 (p < 0.01) for DAT and 0.82 (p 
< 0.01) for SERT, respectively. The agreements between two 
measurements were good. Therefore we considered acceptable 
to use SPECT with nor-β-CIT in measurements of DAT and 
SERT binding in various neuropsychiatric disorders. 

Keywords—Dopamine, reproducibility, serotonin, single-
photon emission computed tomography, transporter. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Dopamine (DAT) and serotonin transporters (SERT) 
regulate dopaminergic and serotonergic transmission 
through reuptake and removal of dopamine and serotonin 
from the synaptic cleft in the brain. [123I] nor-β-CIT has 
been reported as a sensitive but not completely selective for 
DAT and SERT visualization using SPECT [1]. [123I] nor-β-
CIT has been successfully applied in several studies con-
cerning neuropsychiatric disorders [1-4]. 

Single-photon emission computed tomography data in-
clude the noise originating from a variety of factors such as 
the kinetics of the tracer, scatter, partial volume effects, 
scan protocol including the collimators, and sensitivity of 
the SPECT camera. Moreover, the results depend among 
other things on the analysis method employed; number of 
data points and reference region used (or blood samples). 

 In this study, we present and discuss the reproducibility 
of DAT and SERT specific binding in human brain meas-
ured by SPECT with [123I] nor-β-CIT. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Eleven healthy subjects (5 males and 6 females; age 
range 20-39 y) were studied twice with 12 month interval. 
The dose was 185 MBq of [123I] nor-β-CIT and it was sup-
plied by MAP Medical Technologies Oy (Tikkakoski, 
Finland). The specific activity was higher than 1.8 x 1011 

Bq/µmol [1]. The dose was slowly injected into the right 
antecubital vein. Four SPECT scans were performed 5 min, 
3 h, 6 h and 24 h after injection of tracer using the Siemens 
MultiSPECT3 gamma camera with fan-beam collimator 
(Siemens Medical Systems; Hoffman Estates, IL, USA). 
The scan duration was 25 min and the radius of rotation was 
13.9 cm.  

The SPECT data were decay-corrected and reconstructed 
with Butterworth-filtered backprojection in a 128 x 128 
matrix with a pixel size of 3 x 3 mm, and were attenuation-
corrected with Chang’s algorithm (µ = 0.11 cm-1). The im-
aging resolution was 8-9 mm. The SPECT slices were con-
secutively summarized to the total slice thickness of 6 mm 
and realigned using a Siemens semi-automatic brain quanti-
fication program and the Talairach coordinates [5]. 

Region of interest (ROI) placement was based on a Sie-
mens semiautomatic brain quantification program. The 
ROIs were the striatum rich in DATs, and the midbrain rich 
in SERTs. To avoid scatter and overlapping of the 
neighbourhood compartments the lower threshold of 60 % 
of the image maximum count was used to reduce of the 
volume averaging, scatter and partial volume errors (Fig. 1). 
The cerebellum served as a reference region because the 
densities of SERTs and DATs are known to be extremely 
low in this area [6]. It was assumed that the cerebellum 
corresponds to unbound tracer in arterial blood and free plus 
non-specifically bound tracer in the tissue [7].  Blood flow 
to the all ROIs and cerebellum was assumed to be same.  

The specific binding in ml/ml for DAT and SERT was 
calculated using the Logan graphical method for reversible 
tracer model [8]. The basic parameter is the distribution 
volume ratio (VD). The slope of the Logan plot is equal to 
VD minus 1:  

 

11
Cerebellum

Region
Cerebellum

Cerebellum -Region  binding Specific

−=−=

=

DV
      (1) 

 
The concept of equilibrium (steady state) is essential. 

This means that the amount of tracer on the reuptake sites is 
constant when also the concentration of the reference region 
is constant [9]. 
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Fig. 1 3D -representation of striatal [123I] nor-β-CIT uptake 24 hours after 
injection of tracer. X- and Z-axes indicate the 128 x 128 image matrix and 
Y-axis count density (counts / voxel / 25 minutes). Note relatively high 
scatter and partial volume effects up to the count level of 70. The lower 
threshold for ROI analysis was thus selected to be 60 % of the maximal 
count 

 

Fig. 2 Reproducibility of striatal DAT and midbrain SERT specific binding 
in 11 healthy control subjects. Two repeated SPECT measurements were 
performed within 1 year interval. Results consist of both the physiological 
and methodological variation of data. The intraclass correlation coefficient 
is 0.82 for SERT and 0.79 for DAT binding 

III. RESULTS 

The correspondence between the two repetitive studies 
was good, with the mean difference (± standard deviation, 
SD) being 0.00 ± 0.08 for SERT (mean ± SD: 1.27 ± 0.11 
and 1.27 ± 0.14, respectively) and 0.04 ± 0.18 for DAT (the 
striatal uptake was pooled; mean ± SD: 2.49 ± 0.28 and 2.45 
± 0.27, respectively). The intraclass correlation coefficient 
was 0.82 (p < 0.01) for SERT and 0.79 (p < 0.01) for DAT 
(Fig. 2). 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

There are several radioactive ligands that can be used in 
vivo studies of DAT and SERT systems. SPECT technology 
is generally considered inferior to positron emission tomo-
graphy (PET) because of the cruder spatial resolution, much 
lower sensitivity and being able to study iodine labelled 
compounds only.  On the other hand lower cost, less heavy 
technology and iodine-123 has a physical half-life of 13 
hours, i.e. 40 times longer than 11C or 7 times longer than 
18F, make SPECT in these respects superior to PET. This 
means that one can extend SPECT measurements even up to 
48 hours [9]. SPECT allows adequate quantitation of the 
wash-out phase (reversible bound ligand) while with PET 
the same ligand would be classified being essentially bound 
irreversible and hence useless. 

Many methods have been developed to quantify DAT 
and SERT binding from PET and SPECT data [9, 10]. 
There are both advantages and disadvantages to each 
method. The estimated parameters are sensitive to the noise 
and the fitting procedure is computationally very expensive. 
Graphical analysis of Logan is simple, stable and the esti-
mation process is rapid, but it can yield only VD [10]. How-
ever, in clinical practice it is appropriate. 

The results confirmed that the agreement between the 
two SPECT measurements with [123I] nor-β-CIT was good. 
Therefore we considered that the SPECT method with VD 
analysis is acceptable in daily routine. 
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Abstract—New quantitative ultrasound techniques have 
been introduced for the assessment of bone quality. The aim of 
this study was to investigate the sensitivity of current clinically 
used ultrasound parameters and novel backscatter parameters 
on discrimination of osteoporotic-like human trabecular bone 
samples from normal samples. Moreover, the effect of ultra-
sound (US) frequency on measured parameters was investi-
gated. In this study, 16 human trabecular samples were meas-
ured in transmission and pulse-echo geometry in vitro. 
Moreover, structural characteristics (microCT measurements) 
and mechanical properties (destructive compressive testing) 
were determined. The samples were divided into two groups 
(osteoporotic-like, normal) based on the porosity of the sam-
ples. Mechanical properties between selected groups differed 
significantly (p<0.001). At all US frequencies, broadband ul-
trasound backscattering discriminated osteoporotic-like and 
normal group (p < 0.005). On the other hand, nBUA failed to 
separate osteoporotic-like and normal sample groups at high 
US frequencies. Ultrasound backscattering measurements are, 
at least in theory, possible to conduct from typical osteoporotic 
sites. This feature further enhances the clinical potential of 
backscattering parameters in the future. 

Keywords—Osteoporosis, Ultrasound, Pulse-echo, Backscat-
tering, Discrimination. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Osteoporosis is a widespread, constantly increasing 
health problem especially among elderly people. In osteopo-
rosis bone density decreases, microstructure is deteriorated 
and, thus, bone mechanical properties are impaired. There-
fore, osteoporotic bone is more prone to fractures. 

Currently, the dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)-
technique is a “gold-standard” in osteoporosis diagnostics. 
However, as the DXA- technique provides information on 
bone mineral density only, the important characteristics of 
bone, i.e. microstructure and composition, are not included 
in DXA- based diagnosis. However, all these characteristics 
determine the mechanical properties of bone tissue to which 
bone fracture susceptibility is strongly related. Ultrasound 
has been introduced as an alternative technique for osteopo-
rosis diagnosis [1]. Ultrasound has been shown to provide 

information on bone mineral density but also on bone mi-
crostructure, mechanical properties and composition [2,3,4]. 
The first devices were based on through-transmission (TT) 
measurement where two transducers were situated at the 
opposite sides of the measured object (typically heel). Most 
of the current clinical quantitative ultrasound instruments 
are still based on this measurement principle. However, this 
technique is impaired by its ability to measure only the 
peripheral anatomical locations. Certainly, peripheral meas-
urements of e.g. bone characteristics of heel do not serve as 
the best reference for lumbar spine or hip fracture suscepti-
bility. Therefore, a growing interest is focused on alterna-
tive ultrasound measurement geometry, i.e. pulse-echo (PE) 
and measurement of ultrasound backscattering. In PE- tech-
nique, one ultrasound transducer emits and receives the 
ultrasound signal. Thus, the ultrasound signal transmission 
through the whole measured object is not required. This 
feature may enable the measurement of more relevant skele-
tal sites (e.g. lumbar spine or hip). The aim of the study was 
to investigate the ability of traditional clinically used ultra-
sound parameters in comparison to the new backscattering 
parameters to discriminate osteoporotic-like human trabecu-
lar bone samples from normal. Moreover, the significance 
of the US frequency on diagnostics was investigated over a 
wide frequency range (from 0.7 MHz to 6.7 MHz). 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Materials 

Sixteen cylindrical samples (diameter = 16 mm, height = 
8 mm) were taken from femoral medical condyle (n = 8) 
and tibial medial plateau (n = 8) of human cadaver knees 
with the permission from the national authority (National 
Authority for Medicolegal Affairs, Helsinki, Finland, per-
mission 1781/32/200/01). The protocols for sample prepara-
tions have been described in detail in our previous paper 
[3]. The samples were cut in the direction perpendicular to 
articular surface. The samples were immersed in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) after the sample preparation and 
stored in a freezer (-20oC) until measurements. 
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The samples were divided into two groups based on their 
porosity (bone volume fraction, BV/TV). High porosity sam-
ples are referred as low density, osteoporotic-like samples 
and low porosity as high density, normal samples (fig 1). 

B. Ultrasound Measurements 

After vacuum degassing, the samples were acoustically 
tested using an ultrasound system (UltraPAC, Physical 
Acoustic Co., NJ, USA) that included a 500 MHz A/D- 
board, a 0.2-100 MHz pulser -receiver and a tank equipped 
with scanning drivers. Acoustic measurements were done 
with four focused ultrasound transducer pairs (Panametrics 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA.) to cover wide frequency range 
(center frequencies 1, 2.25, 3.5 and 5 MHz, respectively). 
The transducer-transducer distance was kept constant and 
the samples were measured in focal plane of the transducers 
in a PBS- bath which was maintained at room temperature. 

Normalized ultrasound broadband attenuation (nBUA) 
was determined by using the substitution method [5] in the 
TT- geometry. Transmitted signal were recorded with and 
without the sample between the transducers. The attenuation 
spectrum was calculated as a logarithmic difference of these 
spectra. BUA was calculated as a slope of linear fit on the 
linear part of the spectrum. Subsequently, nBUA was de-
termined by normalizing calculated BUA with correspond-
ing sample thickness. Average attenuation was calculated 
by integrating attenuation spectrum in the frequency range 
corresponding to the transducer effective frequency band (-
6dB, determined from the reference spectrum). Speed of 
Sound (SOS) was calculated using the time-of-flight 
method [6]. Pulse arrival time was determined with the 
threshold method [7] by using 20% threshold value. 

Apparent integrated backscattering (AIB) and broadband 
ultrasound backscattering (BUB) were measured as de-
scribed by Cherin et al (1998) and Roux et al (2001) [8,10]. 
Both of the methods include two separate measurements: 1) 
measurement of reference signal, reflected ultrasound signal 
from standard reflector (i.e. stainless steel plate) placed at a 
distance corresponding to the center of the bone sample, 2) 
measurement of the bone sample in the same PE- geometry. 
Backscatter coefficient was calculated by performing log 
spectral subtraction of the reference spectra from the back-
scattered spectra, respectively. Finally, AIB and BUB were 
determined by integrating the backscatter coefficients over 
the effective frequency range of the transducers. BUB pa-
rameter was compensated for the attenuation in the trabecu-
lar bone by using the method presented by O’Donnell and 
Miller (1981) [9]. AIB was determined without compensa-
tion of attenuation. Integrated reflection coefficient (IRC) 
was determined using the method described by Cherin et al 
(1998) [10]. 

The TT- and PE- measurements were recorded with each 
transducer across scan are of 16 mm x 16 mm. Scanning 
step length was 2.5, 1.5, 1.0 and 0.6 mm for frequencies 0.5, 
1, 2.25, 3.5 and 5 MHz, respectively. A region of interest 
(ROI) was selected at the center of the sample (circle area of 
56, 92, 97 and 84 mm2 for 0.5, 1, 2.25, 3.5 and 5 MHz, 
respectively). The final values of the acoustic parameters 
were calculated as a mean value within the selected ROI. 

C. Mechanical Testing 

Mechanical, destructive compressive tests were per-
formed with a 200 kN material testing device (Zwick 1484, 
Zwick GmbH & Co., KG, Ulm, Germany) equipped with a 
10 kN transducer. Teflon foil was used between the sample 
surfaces and the testing platens to ensure frictionless con-
tact. The mechanical testing protocol is described in detail 
in our earlier paper [3]. The ultimate strength was obtained 
as the maximum stress detected during compression.  

D. MicroCT- Measurement 

The structural properties of the samples were determined 
using a high-resolution desktop microCT system (SkyScan 
1072, SkyScan, Aartselaar, Belgium) with isotropic voxel 
resolution of 18 µm. The local threshold method [11] was 
used for segmentation. The trabecular bone volume fraction 
(BV/TV) was quantified. Other structural parameters, i.e. 
structure model index (SMI) and mean trabecular bone 
spacing (TbSp), were calculated according to our previous 
paper [2] without model assumption on trabeculae shape. 

E. Statistical Analyses 

The statistical differences in the acoustic parameters, 
structural and mechanical properties between normal and 
osteoporotic-like samples were tested with the Mann-
Whitney U- test. 

III. RESULTS 

The comparison between the normal and osteoporotic-
like human trabecular bone samples indicated a clear and 
statistically significant difference in porosity (12.7 % vs. 
20.7 %, table 1) and mean trabecular spacing (799 µm vs. 
633 µm, table 1). Moreover, osteoporotic-like bone samples 
had more rod-like trabeculae shape (SMI = 1.15, table 1) as 
compared to normal bone samples (SMI = 0.67, table 1). 
Most importantly, mechanical properties of these two 
groups differed significantly. Nearly two times higher ulti-
mate strength values were observed for the normal group 
(table 1, fig 1). 
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Table 1 The structural and mechanical properties (mean ± SD) for normal, 
high density (n = 8) and for osteoporotic-like, low density (n = 8) bone 
samples. Statistically significant differences were observed in all measured 
parameters between high and low density bone samples 

Parameter Mean ± SD 

BV/TV (%) 
 Low density 
 High density 

 
12.7 ± 1.8            ***
20.7 ± 3.8 

SMI (-) 
 Low density 
 High density 

 
1.15 ± 0.26          ***
0.67 ± 0.28 

TbSp (µm) 
 Low density 
 High density 

 
799 ± 49                **
633 ± 100 

Ultimate Strength (MPa)
 Low density 
 High density 

 
7.1 ± 2.3              ***
13.3 ± 4.1 

            **p<0.005, ***p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U- test 

LOW DENSITY SAMPLE HIGH DENSITY SAMPLE

BV/TV = 9.4 %
SMI = 1.52
TbSp = 808 µm
Ultimate strength = 4.2 MPa

SOS = 2716 m/s
nBUA = 9.2 dB/MHz/cm
BUB = -9.5 dB

SOS = 1436 m/s
nBUA = 6.7 dB/MHz/cm
BUB = -17.2 dB

BV/TV = 24 %
SMI = 0.27
TbSp = 527 µm
Ultimate strength = 17.6 MPa

 

Fig. 1 3-D microstructure of typical low (osteoporotic-like) and high 
(normal) density human trabecular bone sample. Experimentally deter-
mined structural, mechanical and acoustic parameters are presented 

Absolute values of the acoustic parameters show similar 
behavior between the low and high density sample groups. 
A small increase in SOS was observed between 1 MHz 
(osteoporotic-like / normal) (1692 / 2354 m/s, table 2) and 
other US frequencies (e.g. 1867 / 2636 m/s, 3.5 MHz, table 
2). A constant increase in average attenuation was found as 
a function of US frequency (from 17.6 / 31.0 dB/cm to 41.8 
/ 59.2 dB/cm, respectively).  Moreover, clear increase in 
backscattering was observed as a function of frequency 
(from -22.4/-16.6 dB to -17.3/-11.6 dB, table 2). Similar 
behavior was seen in AIB. Ultrasound reflection increased 
also as a function of frequency (from -22.7/-17.9 dB to -
13.9/-9.7 dB, table 2). 

 

Importantly, the acoustic parameters discriminated the 
normal and osteoporotic-like bone sample groups (table 2. 
figure 2). nBUA failed to separate the groups at higher 
frequencies (i.e. 3.5 MHz and 5 MHz. table 2. figure 2) 
whereas SOS, average attenuation, IRC, AIB and BUB 
discriminated the two groups at all US frequencies. 

Table 2 Mean (± SD) of ultrasound parameters at different transducer 
center frequencies for low (n = 8) and high (n = 8) density bone samples. 
Statistically significant differences were observed between low and high 
density bone samples in all acoustic parameters 

Parameter 1 MHz 2.25 
MHz 3.5 MHz 5 MHz 

SOS (m/s) 
   Low density 
   High density 

 
* 
1692±594
2354±148

 
*** 
1908±354 
2625±217 

 
** 
1867±447  
2636±221 

 
* 
1894±584
2579±308 

nBUA 
(dB/MHz/cm) 
 Low density 
 High density

 
* 
8.3±6.5      
19.4±11.0

 
*** 
7.9±1.9      
12.3±1.5 

 
 
9.3±2.3 
10.5±2.9 

 
 
8.7±1.9 
9.6±1.4 

Avg. Att. (dB/cm) 
 Low density 
 High density

 
** 
17.6±6.2    
31.0±7.2 

 
*** 
30.0±6.2    
46.8±6.9 

 
**    
33.2±4.9    
47.7±7.9 

 
** 
41.8±6.0           
59.2±9.6 

IRC (dB) 
 Low density 
 High density

 
** 
-22.7±1.7   
-17.9±3.1 

 
** 
-15.7±1.9   
-11.3±2.6 

 
* 
-17.2±2.0   
-13.2±2.4 

 
* 
-13.9±2.7           
-9.7±1.9 

BUB (dB) 
 Low density 
 High density

 
** 
-22.4±2.4   
-16.6±2.6 

 
*** 
-16.8±2.1   
-11.3±1.9 

 
** 
-18.0±1.9   
-12.7±2.3 

 
** 
-17.3±2.7         
-11.6±2.6 

AIB (dB) 
 Low density 
 High density

 
*** 
-27.2±1.3  
-24.0±2.1 

 
** 
-23.5±1.2   
-21.1±1.1 

 
** 
-24.6±0.9   
-22.5±1.5 

 
* 
-25.0±1.8           
-22.4±1.9 

*p<0.05. **p<0.005. ***p<0.001. Mann-Whitney U- test 
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Fig. 2 The acoustic parameters as a function of bone volume fraction. 
Symbols refer to low (▲) and high (■) density bone samples measured at 
center frequency of 1 MHz and corresponding values for low (◊) and high 
(○) density samples measured at 5 MHz center frequency 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In the present study, ability of ultrasound parameters to 
reveal differences in osteoporotic-like and high density 
trabecular bone sample groups were experimentally investi-
gated.  

The results indicated clear and statistically significant 
differences between the groups in the structural and me-
chanical properties. Low density samples were more po-
rous, trabeculae were more separated, trabeculae showed 
more rod-like structure and most importantly had mechani-
cal strength (ultimate strength) a half the value of the nor-
mal group. These features are commonly present in osteo-
porosis progression. 

Statistical analyses indicated that the ultrasound parame-
ters were able to discriminate the osteoporotic-like and 
normal groups. Only nBUA at high frequencies, showed no 
statistically significant changes in the low and high density 
sample groups. From ultrasound parameters, BUB was 
found to be the most insensitive to the frequency variation - 
statistical significance between the groups was constantly 
very high (p < 0.005) at different frequencies. 

Ultrasound backscatter parameters, BUB and AIB, can 
be determined by using only one transducer in the PE- ge-
ometry. Therefore, this technique can, in principle, be ap-
plied to measure several anatomical locations (e.g. typical 
osteoporotic fracture sites). Importantly AIB, which is de-
termined without attenuation correction, showed a constant 
statistical difference between the osteoporotic -like and 
normal bone samples. The attenuation correction requires a 
prior knowledge on attenuation coefficient and speed of 
sound of bone and these parameters are normally measured 
in the TT- geometry.  In some cases this is challenging, e.g. 
in hip, and thus, it would be more feasible to use AIB in 
diagnostics. However, the US measurements at these loca-
tions are undermined by the attenuation in soft tissue 
layer.On the other hand, a novel method has been recently 
introduced that may overcome this challenge in the future 
[12, 13].  

V. CONCLUSION 

Quantitative ultrasound parameters discriminated statisti-
cally significantly low density, osteoporotic-like samples 
from high density human trabecular bone samples. Only 
parameter that failed to separate these two sample groups was 
clinically widely used nBUA. In contrast, AIB, that can be 

measured in the PE- geometry, could discriminate osteopotic-
like samples at all frequencies. Importantly, the PE- meas-
urements may be conducted from typical osteoporotic sites 
which further emphasize the clinical applicability of AIB. 
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Abstract—The Inverse Problems Project at Simula Research 
Laboratory has during the last five years analyzed and solved 
inverse problems arising in connection with ECG (electrocar-
diogram) recordings. In this paper we discuss a framework 
involving multi-channel ECG data along with advanced ma-
thematical models for identifying ischemic regions in the hu-
man heart. More precisely, the ischemic region is identified by 
minimizing an objective function measuring the difference 
between recorded and simulated multi-channel ECG signals. 
Based on this, the functional condition of the heart is visualized 
in terms of an image. 

Keywords—Ischemia, Inverse Problems, ECG, Imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ischemic heart disease is caused by a narrowing of the 
lumen of the small blood vessels that supply blood to the 
heart muscle. Exercise ECG testing is a well established 
technique for diagnosing ischemia (Fig. 1). With increased 
workload, a supply/demand imbalance in the blood flow 
will occur in the region supplied by these vessels, causing 
the electrical activity in this zone to be altered. This effect 
may enable us to identify the ischemic areas from the ECG.   

However, standard exercise ECG only offers a qualitative 
assessment of the size of the ischemic area, little or no in-
formation about the location and has poor sensitivity. Our 
approach to this problem has been to use multi-channel 
exercise ECGs together with an advanced mathematical 
model of the electrical activity in the heart. 

Throughout the last three decades many researchers have 
studied inverse problems arising in connection with ECG 
recordings. In particular, the challenge of computing the 
potential distribution at the heart surface has received a lot 
of attention [1,2,3,4].  

In this paper we will consider a somewhat different ap-
proach to this problem: Instead of computing indirect indi-
cators of ischemic heart disease, such as the potential distri-
bution on the heart surface, we aim at determining the 
geometrical properties of the damaged tissue directly. 
Moreover, we focus on the entire heart domain, our solution 
is not restricted to the epicardium. 

 

Fig. 1 Exercise ECG testing using a stationary bicycle 

In the following we will give a brief introduction to the 
mathematical model and the connection between this model 
and exercise ECGs. Thereafter, some results obtained using 
patient specific grids are shown, and in the end we give 
some concluding remarks.  

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Let  denote the domain occupied by the heart and con-
sider the bidomain equations [5,6,7]:        , · ·     ,          1        ·  · 0         ,          2  

where  and  represent the transmembrane and extra-
cellular potentials, respectively. The tensors  and  are 
the intra- and extra-cellular conductivities, and the function 
 incorporates the ionic currents into the model. More pre-

cisely,  is a function of both the transmembrane potential  
and the ionic concentrations . In addition to (1)-(2), an 
equation governing the potential distribution outside the 
heart, i.e. in the torso , is needed: 
                                 · 0    ,                              3  

O. Dössel and .  (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/  2009. 
www.springerlink.com 
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along with suitable interface and boundary conditions at the 
heart and body surfaces, respectively. Further details can be 
found in [6,7]. In (3), represents the conductivity in . 

Solving the bidomain equations, in its full complexity, 
require hours of computations.  It is therefore not practical 
to use (1)-(2) in our framework, we need a simplified mod-
el. In the present project this has been accomplished by 
combining (2) with medical knowledge. More specifically, 
we exploit the observation that the transmembrane potential 

 is approximately piecewise constant during the PR seg-
ment and ST segment of the heart cycle. Furthermore, the 
properties of , i.e. the piecewise constant values, are de-
pending upon whether or not ischemic tissue is present.  

Let and be time instances during the PR and ST seg-
ments, respectively. The PR segment is the period right 
before the onset of the QRS complex, and the ST segment is 
the period immediately after the offset of the QRS complex, 
see Fig 2.  According to lab measurements   
           , 96 ,       \ ,60 ,       ,                4  

          , 0 ,       \ ,20 ,       ,                 5  

 
where denotes the ischemic region, see [8]. From (4) and 
(5) we conclude that the shift  in transmembrane potential 

 is 
          , ,                            
                                96 ,       \ ,40 ,       .              6  

  
Moreover, the linearity of (2) and (3) implies that the ST 
shift , ,   in the potential  must 
obey the equations 
             ·  · 0   ,          7                                   · 0    ,                              8  
 
along with suitable interface and boundary conditions at the 
heart and body surfaces, respectively. See [9] for further 
details. 

From (6) it follows that the shift  in the transmembrane 
potential depends on . That is,  and consequently 
(7) implies that the ST shift also is a function of ;

. In the following, we will use an implicit representa-
tion for , i.e. let 
 

      ,                    ,                       0                                        ,             9  ,                      ,               
 
where ,  is the Euclidean distance between the 
surface  of the ischemic region and . Then we may 
express the shift   in the transmembrane potential in terms 
of ; 
               40 1 96 ,                      10   
 
where  denote the Heaviside function, i.e. 0, for 0  and 1  for 0.  Further details can be 
found in [10]. 

Thereby, if the ischemic region is known, we can easily 
incorporate the effect of this disease on the simulated ST 
shift on the body surface by applying formula (10) and 
solving (7) and (8) for . However, we are mainly 
concerned with its inverse counterpart - to determine the 
ischemic region, if any, from multi-channel exercise ECGs. 
Our scheme for doing so is based on the output least squares 
approach. Let Γ denote the  electrode,  Γ ;  denote 
the simulated ST shift at the   electrode, and  denote 
the observed ECG ST shift at the  electrode. Please note 
that details concerning the observed ECG ST shifts are 
treated in the next section. With this notation at hand, we 
may write our model for identifying ischemic heart disease 
on the form; 
                   min  Γ ,#              11  

 
subject to   satisfying  
 
    · ·      ,     12                            · 0    .                                  13  
 
Here  is a small positive parameter, and  denotes a 
regularization term [11].  

III. ECG ST-SHIFT ESTIMATION 

In the exercise testing performed at Riskhospitalet, each 
patient pedaled stationary bicycle while the electrical activi-
ty of the heart was measured with a multi-channel ECG 
vest, see Fig. 1. In total 64 (+3 Wilson Central Terminal) 
electrodes were used in this study. The sampling rate was  
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2048 Hz. As discussed above, the PR and ST segments are 
of special interest to us. More specifically, we need to de-
termine the ECG ST shifts based on the ECG recordings 
during these intervals. Examples of ECG recordings meas-
ured from the same individual, at two different electrodes, 
are given in Fig. 2. In the figure to the left, the PR segment 
values are approximately at the same level as the ST seg-
ment values. This means that electrical activity observed at 
this lead is “normal”.  However, in the figure to the right, 
there is a notable change, i.e. depression, in the ST segment 
compared with the PR segment. This might indicate an 
ischemia.  

 

Fig. 2 Exercise ECG recordings at different electrodes (same individual) 

Based on the exercise test recording, we want to find the 
ST shift at each electrode in the multi-channel ECG vest. 
Unfortunately, real recordings are often disturbed by 
movements, noise and other artifacts, see Fig 3. We, of 
course, are only interested in the electrical signals that are 
generated by the heart. Therefore, signal processing of the 
raw data must be done. In short, the following steps are 
performed: 
 

1. Remove 50 Hz components 
2. Detect each beat  
3. Remove drift, noise and other artifacts 
4. Identify PR and ST segments 
5. Estimate ST shifts 

 
Please note that the exercise ECG recordings visualized 

in Fig. 2 have been processed according to steps 1-3.  

 

Fig. 3 Example of a raw data ECG recording during exercise testing  

IV. PATIENT SPECIFIC GEOMETRICAL MODELS 

The equations presented in Section II are solved on rea-
listic 3-D grids using a finite element method. Each grid is 
constructed from MR images of a real person (the same 
person that went through the exercise testing). Based on 
manual segmentation of these MR images, 3-D surfaces of 
the separate body parts are generated. Thereafter, these 
surface models are turned into a tetrahedrazation as shown 
in Fig 4. Moreover, we also construct fiber orientations in 
the heart geometry. The fibers are oriented in the tangential 
plane of the ventricles with an angle to the horizontal plane 
(of the heart) that varies linearly, from -60 degrees on the 
endocardial surface to +60 degrees on the epicardium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 4 Geometrical model; torso, ventricles and lungs 

Note that we only model the ventricles and the lungs, i.e. 
the remaining part of the body is treated as a homogeneous 
medium.  Currently, 15 patient specific grids are included in 
our database. Typically, these grids consist of 350 000 ele-
ments, of which roughly half of the elements are in the 
heart.    
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V. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH PATIENT DATA 

A simple example of a result generated with our frame-
work is shown in Fig. 5 (the same heart at two different 
angels of view). The blue color indicates healthy tissue, 
while the yellow color indicates ischemic tissue. In this 
specific case the ischemic region was located in the apex, 
which is in accordance with the diagnosis based on perfu-
sion scintigraphy.   

  

Fig. 5 The ischemic region is located in apex  

This result is obtained by solving the optimization prob-
lem (11)-(13). Recall that the grids consist of roughly 
350 000 elements, a result like this typically takes 30 mi-
nutes to generate on a standard laptop.  

This framework has also been tested on a healthy indi-
vidual, and the output of this test did not produce any false 
positives. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper we discuss a framework involving real mul-
ti-channel ECG recordings along with advanced mathemati-
cal models for identifying ischemic regions in the human 
heart. More precisely, the ischemic region is identified by 
minimizing an objective function measuring the difference 
between the recorded and simulated multi-channel ECG 
signals. Software to generate geometrical models, filtering 
of ECG data, and solving an optimization problem have 
been developed and tested. This methodology is non-
invasive, repeatable, relatively fast, cheap and the functional 
condition of the heart is visualized in terms of an image. 

Our results are promising, but a more thorough validation 
study must be carried out before we can draw any final 

conclusions. Therefore, during 2009 we will include new 
patient data on a regular basis.  
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Abstract— Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 
(SPECT) is an established method of studying physiological 
functions.  However, novel gamma-ray Compton camera sys-
tems which provide electronic collimation have the potential to 
greatly improve the sensitivity of this technique.  Compton 
cameras have been employed in high energy applications but 
have not yet been fully implemented for clinical applications at 
low energies.  This paper describes the optimization of imaging 
efficiency for the ProSPECTus medical imaging Compton 
camera system with 99mTc.  Experimental factors which de-
grade the image quality will also be assessed and quantified.   

Keywords— Compton camera, SPECT, Geant4, Optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 
(SPECT) is commonly used in diagnostic imaging for neu-
rology and oncology.  This technique is used to investigate 
physiological functions by using radioisotopes labeled with 
a biological marker to trace biological behavior.  This type 
of functional imaging complements the structural informa-
tion obtained from anatomical imaging systems such as 
MRI and CT.   

Commonly used radioisotopes in SPECT are 99mTc and 
123I which emit gamma-rays of energies 141keV and 
159keV respectively.  These gamma-rays are emitted from 
the organ of interest and are detected outside the body by 
detectors, providing an image of the distributed radiation.  
In current systems the imaging technique is inherently inef-
ficient due to the mechanical collimation device required to 
define the gamma-ray path.  The image quality in SPECT is 
deemed a compromise between imaging efficiency and 
image resolution which are both limited by the collimator.   

However, novel techniques are being applied to develop 
a Compton camera [1] for medical imaging of SPECT radi-
opharmaceuticals which will exploit electronic collimation 
to potentially improve the imaging efficiency of SPECT by 
a factor of 100 [2].  The ProSPECTus project aims to em-
ploy Compton kinematics to reconstruct gamma-ray paths 
utilizing the precisely known interaction positions and ener-
gy depositions within two detectors, as shown in Fig 1.   

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a dual head Compton camera: E0 is initial 
gamma-ray energy, E1 and E2 are deposited energies in the scatter and 

analyser detector and  is scattering angle 
 
Images can be generated using analytical cone beam re-

construction techniques [3], where the overlap in cones 
reveals the location of the source of radiation. 

II. OPTIMISATION OF IMAGING EFFICIENCY 

Imaging efficiency is defined as the fraction of events 
which can be used to create an image.  These events can be 
categorized according to their efficacy: 

 single Compton scattering in the first detector and sin-
gle site absorption in the second detector (% sin-
gle/single) 

 all coincident events which lead to full energy 
absorption (% absorbed) 

 all coincident events (% coincident) 

Throughout this paper, these quantities are described as a 
percentage of gamma-rays incident on the scatter detector.  
The optimum Compton camera geometry is that which 
produces the highest value of % single/single events which 
are the most simple to process.  The optimization of imag-
ing efficiency has been carried out using a validated Geant4 
[4] package for gamma-ray energies of 141keV [5].  The 
optimization of geometry involves determining the best 
material for both detectors and their optimum thicknesses.  
During this analysis, infinitely good position and energy 
resolution is implied and Doppler broadening is not imple-
mented in Geant4.   
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A. Scatter Detector 

The purpose of the scatter detector is to produce a high 
fraction of single site Compton scatters at 141keV.  Mate-
rials investigated were High Purity Germanium (HPGe) and 
Lithium drifted Silicon (Si(Li)) because they have low 
atomic number, Z and low electronic noise levels.  Simula-
tions were carried out using constant dimensions of 60mm x 
60mm and the thickness varied for each material.  A 20mm 
thickness HPGe detector was selected as the absorber detec-
tor in order to obtain coincident Compton camera data. 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 2 % Incident events as a function of scatter detector thickness for 

Si(Li) (a) and HPGe (b) 
 

 It can be seen from Fig. 2a that all event types increase 
with Si(Li) detector thickness.  Due to current manufactur-
ing limitations, the thickest Si(Li) detector which can be 
produced is 10mm.  It can be concluded that for Si(Li) the 
ideal scatter detector is a 10mm thick Si(Li) producing 1.3% 
single/single and 3% coincident events.  If a HPGe scatter 
detector is selected, the ideal thickness for 141keV gamma-
rays is shown to be 5mm in Fig. 2b, where maximum values 
of 1.1% single/single and 2% coincident events occur.  
Beyond 5mm, the fraction of events decreases with increas-
ing thickness due to the increased possibility of full absorp-
tion in the scatter detector. 

B. Absorber Detector 

The optimum absorber detector will have high photoelec-
tric absorption cross section at 141keV thus HPGe, CZT 
and CsI were investigated.  Simulations to investigate the 
optimum absorber were carried out using a 5mm HPGe 
scatter detector. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 % Incident events as a function of absorber detector thickness for 
HPGe (a), CZT (b) and CsI (c) 

 
The % incident events for CsI and CZT are comparable, 

reaching a maximum of 1.6% single/single at 10mm.  The 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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performance of HPGe is not as good, as a maximum of 
1.2% at 20mm is observed. 

C. Complete  System 

An examination of the performance of the various scat-
ter/absorber material combinations has been carried out 
using the thicknesses found in the optimization. It is was 
concluded that a 10mm Si(Li) scatter detector combined 
with a 10mm CsI or CZT absorber detector are the two most 
promising configurations producing 2.3% single/single and 
3.5% coincident events [5]. 

III. OPTIMISATION OF IMAGE RESOLUTION 

In order to fully optimize an imaging system it is impera-
tive to assess the quality of the image produced. The ability 
of an imaging system to identify the location of a source can 
be quantified by the image resolution.  The image resolution 
is defined as the FWHM of the point spread function of the 
image produced.  There are many contributing factors to the 
resolution, including the reconstruction algorithm used.  An 
existing analytical cone beam reconstruction algorithm has 
been tested using both simulated and experimental data 
acquired by the SmartPET [6] detectors in Compton camera 
configuration [7].  By processing simulated Compton cam-
era data through the algorithm with no added experimental 
effects, the raw image resolution can be inferred. 

However, this process is naive as there are many experi-
mental factors which will not be considered in raw Geant4 
output, such as detector properties.  It is possible to apply a 
level of uncertainty on the data to observe how the image 
quality deteriorates and to quantify this degradation.  The 
main factors which were assessed include (a) Doppler broa-
dening, (b) energy resolution and (c) position resolution. 

A point source image has been produced for the "opti-
mum" setup of a 10mm Si(Li) scatter detector and 10mm 
CZT absorber detector and the corresponding image resolu-
tion has been calculated.  This value shows the limitations 
of the cone beam reconstruction algorithm for this geome-
try, not any experimental limitations.  The FWHM was 
found to be 19mm for a point source situated 5cm from the 
front of the scatter detector.  This value of image resolution 
will be the reference point to observe how experimental 
factors increase this analytical value, thus deteriorating the 
image.  In future, high quality images will be assessed using 
iterative reconstruction codes [7] which are less susceptible 
to deterioration through experimental factors. 

A. Doppler Broadening 

All previous analysis has been carried out using Geant4 
9.0 which does not consider Doppler Broadening in the 
Compton scattering process.  However, the Geant4 collabo-
ration released version 9.2 which does account for this phe-
nomenon.  Therefore, an analysis of the contribution of this 
to image quality can be assessed by directly comparing data 
output from the two different versions.  This was done for 
all configurations, and the results confirm expectations that 
configurations which include a HPGe scatter detector have 
worse image resolution than those which include a Si scatter 
detector [8]. 

B. Energy Resolution 

The energy resolution of the detectors will produce an 
uncertainty in the ability to identify the energy deposited 
within that detector.  This uncertainty will be transferred in 
the cone beam reconstruction technique and cause a blurring 
of the image.  Simulated data from Geant4 was smeared 
using a Gaussian function which accurately describes the 
effects of energy resolution.  The FWHM was varied in the 
function and images produced for each smeared data set.   

The energy depositions were smeared with energy reso-
lution for one detector, keeping the other unaltered, thus 
allowing an independent comparison of how the energy 
resolution of each detector contributes to the final image 
resolution.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Image resolution as a function of detector energy resolution for a 
10mm Si and 10mm CZT Compton camera 

 
It is clear that adding energy resolution to the scatter de-

tector significantly degrades the image.  It is therefore im-
perative to obtain a detector with excellent energy resolu-
tion (< 3keV) in order to acquire a good quality image.  The 
effect of adding energy resolution to the absorber detector is 
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less significant, however it is still ideal to use a detector 
which can determine the energy as accurately as possible. 

C. Position Resolution 

In order to model the experimental effect of position 
resolution on image quality, Geant4 simulated data sets 
have been packed and smeared.  Packing the interactions 
involves summing the interactions which occur within a set 
distance together into one interaction.  This reflects how the 
detector cannot distinguish between two interactions very 
close together.  Packing was shown to not alter the image 
resolution.  Packing the interactions will however affect the 
fraction of % single/single events, as multiple interactions 
are packed into single interactions.  If packing values of 
1mm and 5mm are applied, the % single/single events in-
creases from 2.2% to 2.5% and 2.9% respectively. 

A Gaussian function was applied to the data in order to 
smear the results with detector position resolution.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Image resolution as a function of detector position resolution 
 
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that it is essential to have good 

lateral position resolution, in particular for the scatter detec-
tor. 

D. Images 

Simulated point source images have been produced with 
various experimental factors included, shown in Fig. 6.  It 
can be seen that the quality of the image degrades as it be-
comes more realistic by gradually adding experimental 
factors until the expected scenario shown in Fig. 6(d).  More 
complicated source geometries are currently being exam-
ined and it has been shown that it is possible to discriminate 
2 point sources 1cm apart using an analytical algorithm.  It 
is anticipated that the use of iterative reconstruction meth-
ods will improve the imaging performance substantially [7]. 

  

  
Fig. 6 Point source images and their FWHM values for Geant4 data un-

altered (a), with Doppler broadening (b), with 1mm position resolution (c) 
and with 2keV energy resolution (d) 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY 

ProSPECTus is a medical Compton camera device which 
will potentially increase the efficiency of conventional 
SPECT systems by a factor of 100.  The system has been 
geometrically optimised and an assessment of experimental 
contributions to image quality carried out.  Future work in 
the ProSPECTus project includes acquiring high statistic 
experimental Compton camera data with existing equipment 
and the building and testing of ProSPECTus equipment. 
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Abstract—Tissue simulators (or phantoms) are often used in 
radiology diagnostic services to evaluate images quality. This 
work deals with the development of a prototype of breast sta-
tistic phantom that allows to change the image density – by 
varying the phantom thickness – as well as to distribute ran-
domly the structures. The purpose is obtaining an image so 
that tumor masses, microcalcifications and fibers can be de-
tected by visual inspection similarly to a mammography exam. 
The main advantage of this prototype is that it can avoid (or, 
at least, minimize) the subjectivity usually associated to the use 
of phantoms based on fixed structure distribution. Tests have 
shown quite similarity between regions of interest extracted 
from this phantom images and extracted from actual mammo-
grams. In addition, it is useful to improve quality assurance 
tests sensitivity, since the random variation of inserted struc-
tures minimizes the probability of systematic errors in the 
images evaluation. 

Keywords—mammography, statistics analysis, detectability, 
quality control, phantom. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Among the methods available for images quality evalua-
tion, the use of the tissue simulators can be highlighted. 
These are defined as structures with one or more similar 
tissues, e.g., any material that simulates a body or tissue 
with chemical and physical properties whose attenuation 
characteristics are similar to those of the simulated tissue 
[1]. These simulators are different for each specific field of 
image diagnoses, such as mammography, MRI, computed 
tomography, ultrasound and conventional radiography.   

Quality assurance programs for mammography propose, 
by means of reliability tests, to guarantee a quality standard 
for the image, capable of assuring the detection of objects of 
clinical interest, similar to those found on mammographic 
images [2]. Phantoms simulating structures of interest in a 
mammographic test, as microcalcifications, tumor masses 
and fibers [3], allow to evaluate the performance and behav-
ior of an image acquisition process, responsible for small 
differences in the radiologic standard, possible causes of 
masking the clinical findings required by radiologists [4, 5].  

The detectability evaluation of structures of interest by 
means of images from mammographic phantoms can be 
performed by comparing the true positive and the false 
positive rates as resulting from the image analysis by spe-
cialists [6]. A more adequate evaluation on this issue can be 
performed by phantoms that allow a random distribution of 
the simulated objects. Therefore, this work aims to discuss 
the development of a new prototype for breast phantom to 
provide, besides the thickness variation, a random distribu-
tion of the simulated structures of interest in such a way that 
the test result would become closer to the reality. The pur-
pose is to qualify this prototype as a statistic simulator that 
allows a better analysis of the detection of structures of 
interest in order to reduce the systematic errors in the sub-
jectivity evaluation. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Several materials that could be used to simulate breast 
tissue as well as some breast structures of interest were 
studied to built this prototype. For the development of the 
mammographic phantom the chosen materials were acrylic, 
which is an organic polymer that can be molded at tempera-
tures close to 400 K, nylon, which is defined as a synthetic 
polyamide, polycarbonate, which is considered a particular 
type of long chain polymer and also known as a thermoplas-
tic material, and finally cortical bone for the breast tissue 
simulation as well as the structures of interest: microcalcifi-
cations, tumor masses and fibers. 

The acrylic used to simulate the breast tissue was built on 
7 moving plates with dimensions of 10 mm x 150 mm x 
150mm. It was then possible to vary the prototype thickness 
from 1.0 to 7.0cm, depending on the number of plates used 
for each image, simulating different breast sizes (small, 
medium or large).  

In order to simulate the breast fibers, the polycarbonate 
was cut in several small slices, whose thicknesses ranged 
from 2.0 to 6.0 mm. In order to simulate the  microcalcifica-
tions, the cortical bone was granulated and its diameter 
varied from 0.15 to 0.55mm. The nylon used in the tumor 
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masses simulation was built in a calottes shape, with diame-
ter varying from 2.0 to 7.0mm. 

Table 1 shows the specific dimensions of each structure 
available for the simulation of these test objects. 

Table 1 Specification of the dimensions of the materials used to simulate 
the structures of interest in mammography 

Nylon 

mm – diameter 

Polycarbonate 

mm – width 

Cortical Bone 

mm – diameter

2.00 2.00 0.15 

3.00 3.00 0.20 

4.00 4.00 0.25 

5.00 5.00 0.35 

6.00 6.00 0.40 

7.00 ---- 0.50 

---- ---- 0.55 

For the simulated structures to be randomly distributed in 
the mammography phantom for each image generated, par-
affin in gel was used. It is composed of a saturated hydro-
carbon gel, providing a density of about 0.84 g/cm3, which 
is close to the value of fat (approximately 0.92 g/cm3). 

In order to build the prototype, the paraffin in gel was 
shaped in the same format and thickness of the acrylic plate. 
A cut was also made in the central area in one of the plates, 
so that the borders could be used as a mounting bracket. 
Therefore, for each mammographic image acquired by the 
phantom, the structures could be distributed in different 
locations on the paraffin gel. 

Figure 1 illustrates one possible arrangement of the pro-
totype developed, representing schematically the moving 
acrylic plates, and enabling, for instance, an array of 4 
plates. It corresponds to a breast of 4.0cm in thickness, with 
the paraffin gel inserted in the first plate properly made for 
the random distribution of the simulated structures. As a 
result, one possible random distribution of the structures is 
represented on the paraffin gel.  

 

Fig. 1 Representative scheme of the breast statistical phantom prototype 
showing one of the possible random distributions of the structures as well 
as the breast thickness 

III. RESULTS 

The prototype developed has allowed obtaining a set of 
mammographic images that can be compared with each 
other in different ways, depending on the conditions pre-
established at the time of their acquisition, especially in 
relation to the thickness of the phantom, type, quantity and 
size of structures of interest in each simulated mammo-
graphic image and the changes of positioning. 

The prototype images were obtained in the Lorad MIII 
mammography unit of the Imaging Diagnostic Integrated 
Center from Santa Casa of São Carlos/SP, in different con-
ditions of numbers of acrylic plates as well as the location 
of breast structures distribution. Moreover, the voltage (kV) 
and current (mA) applied to the mammographic tube were 
varied.  

Images acquired were close to those from a real mam-
mogram for both dense and non-dense breast, as can be seen 
in Figure 2, which compares some clippings from the actual 
images (left) and from the mammographic phantom (right) . 
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(a)                                           (b) 

      
(c)                                           (d) 

Fig. 2 Comparison between clippings from actual mammograms (a, c) and 
from the developed phantom (b, d), where the images b and d correspond 
to the phantom images in similar conditions to real breasts that generated 
the interest regions of the left 

Figure 3 shows images obtained keeping constant the 
voltage and current applied to the mammography unit (27 
kV, 144 mAs), as well as the number of structures of inter-
est and thickness of the phantom (5cm). Only the distribu-
tion of simulated objects was varied in such a case. Hence 
images corresponding to microcalcifications, fibers and 
tumor masses are highlighted in the figure by circumfer-
ences, rectangles and triangles, respectively. 

Images in Figure 4 illustrate two possible changes in the 
positioning of the simulated structures of interest (8 micro-
calcifications and 1 tumor mass) for a thickness of 5cm, 
without changes in the other parameters used in the images 
acquisition (30kV, 168 mAs). 

Typical images from a dense breast can be seen in Figure 
5, where simulated microcalcifications (a) and tumor 
masses (b) were highlighted as previously described for Fig. 
3 and 4. 

In order to make easier the analysis of images acquired 
from the phantom imaging, a matrix using a database from 
Microsoft Access was developed. This allows obtaining 
specifications from the image under analysis, such as the 
technique of acquisition, type, quantity, size and location of 

the simulated structures, according to the code given to the 
saved image. 

   

(a)                                           (b) 

Fig.  3 Comparison of the phantom images (a, b) acquired varying only the 
distribution of the test objects (1 fiber, 2 tumor masses and 4 microcalcifi-
cations) and keeping invariable the other parameters (27kV, 144mAs and 
5cm tick) 

   

(a)                                           (b) 

Fig. 4 Comparison of two possible changes (a, b) of the simulated struc-
tures of interest (8 microcalcifications and 1 tumor mass) acquired for 
thickness of 5cm, applying 30kV and 168mAs to the tube 

   
(a)                                           (b) 

Fig. 5 Typical images from a simulated dense breast containing only (a) 
microcalcifications (10) and (b) tumor masses (4), considering the simula-
tion of a 6cm thick breast (26 kV, 168 mAs) 
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Tests were performed also to investigate how this phan-
tom can aid in sensitivity tests addressed to evaluate the 
structures detection. The set of images obtained from the 
phantom exposures was visually inspected by 5 volunteers 
searching by signals of clinical interest. Table 2 shows the 
result obtained for such an evaluation regarding the struc-
tures distributed throughout the images. 

Table 2 Results from phantom images visual inspections by 5 volunteers. 
Data consider the type and number of detected signals in the images. (True-
positive rates: from right detection of structures which were actually em-
bedded in the phantom; False-positive rates: from the signals wrongly  
indicated in phantom images) 

 True Positive 

Rate (%) 

False Positive   

Rate (%) 

Microcalcification 93 3 

Tumor Mass 97 2 

Fiber 100 1 

IV. DISCUSSION  

As can be seen in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, the materials 
used for the development of the breast statistical phantom 
showed satisfactory results for both the tissue and the simu-
lated objects, which can be demonstrated by the intensity of 
gray scales measured from the respective images.   

The granulations of cortical bone, the polycarbonate and 
the calottes of nylon, respectively simulators of microcalci-
fications, fibers and tumor masses, have presented attenua-
tion properties similar to real structures, and thus they can 
be considered tissue equivalents. 

The simulation of breasts of different densities can be 
performed by using acrylic plates to simulate breast tissues. 
It allows the variation of breast thickness from 1 to 7cm. 

The use of paraffin gel in the development of the simula-
tor allowed to randomize breast structures distribution in the 
prototype, which can characterize it as a statistical phantom. 

The developed matrix has information about existence, 
type and location of the simulated objects. Therefore it is 
the reference for evaluating the images acquired by the 
prototype exposure, i.e., it is a guide to check the true and 
false detections in the image inspection. Hence tests regard-
ing evaluation by visual inspection of the images set ob-
tained from the phantom exposures allowed to determine 

the sensitivity rate corresponding to the mammography 
system under investigation. Table 2 exemplifies such a 
sensitivity test, showing the rates calculated from the volun-
teers information during the evaluation, which indicate a 
high sensitive system with very low error rate. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This breast statistical phantom prototype allowed the 
randomization of simulated structures distribution (fibers, 
microcalcifications and tumor masses), which is useful for 
minimizing the subjectivity in visual inspection with pur-
poses of mammography system quality evaluation. In addi-
tion, among other applications, it enables a statistical 
evaluation of the sensitivity of simulated objects detection, 
thus reducing the chances of occurrence of systematic errors 
during the interpretation of mammographic images, result-
ing in a possible improvement in the compliance of a qual-
ity assurance program in mammography. 
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Abstract—Many reasons, such as traffic accident, abdomen 
post-operation, etc., may cause intraperitoneal bleeding. To 
further demonstrate the feasibility of non-invasive monitoring of 
EIT for intraperitoneal bleeding, pig’s bleeding model of liver 
injury was made. The pig’s liver was hurt by puncture needle 
manually so that the internal autobleeding process is continuous 
and nature, which resembles the clinical bleeding process of 
abdominal organ injuries. 

Totally 5 cases of 3 month old pig’s bleeding of liver injury 
were monitored by EIT. In the experiments, 16 electrodes were 
placed around the skin-prepared abdomen, an alternating cur-
rent (1mA, 50KHz) was applied on polar driven pattern, and the 
improved back-projection algorithm was used for image recon-
struction. The EIT system imaged at 1 frame per second. The 
monitor time lasted about 40~120 minutes till the subject was 
dying or dead of hemorrhoea. After paunching each pig, the 
total bleeding volume was measured and it ranged from 
450~870ml. 

The imaging results show that after liver injury, the bleeding 
area in EIT images become redder and larger gradually with the 
bleeding process going on, indicating EIT could monitor the 
development of the pig’s liver bleeding dynamically and non-
invasively. 

Keywords—electrical impedance tomography; monitoring; 
bleeding; liver injury 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Many reasons, such as traffic accident, working injuries, 
abdomen post-operation, etc., may cause intraperitoneal 
bleeding. Because intraperitoneal bleeding hides inside the 
abdomen, only after critical amounts of bleeding and showing 
serious signs such as high pulse rate and low blood pressure, 
it may be recognized. But it is too late to operate and the 
patient is therefore at significant risk. When the loss of blood 
is not much, unfortunately, the common used methods such 
as observing physical signs, abdomen puncture, ultrasound 
and other image techniques are almost impossible to continu-
ously monitor the bleeding development at the bedside over 
time periods, nor to evaluate the timely effects of some thera-
peutic interventions [1], [2]. Ultrasound is frequently applied 
as the first imaging option for screening patients with ab-
dominal emergencies [3]. However, it’s difficult to continu-
ously monitor the patients for a long time and its detection 
efficiency depends much on the expertise of operators. Com-

puted tomography (CT) is the imaging study of choice for 
evaluating the abdomen in hemodynamically stable patients 
following blunt abdominal trauma [4]. But CT can not be 
repeatedly used in a short period. Thus, it is dangerous for 
patients suffering from active, ongoing, and potentially life-
threatening hemorrhage. So the development of new tech-
nique that can rapidly and continuously detect and monitor 
the process of intraperitoneal bleeding is critically important. 

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), as a new func-
tional imaging technique, can provide electric properties 
inside the human body related to the functional activities of 
tissues or organs. EIT systems have been reported to be used 
as research devices to investigate lung function, brain func-
tion, heart function, breast cancer, etc [5]-[12]. In the case of 
abdominal applications, gastric function has been studied and 
assessed using EIT [13], [14]. Sadleir has reported that in-
traperitoneal conductive fluid can be detected by EIT, with 
the assistance of patients undergoing continuous ambulatory 
peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) [15]. 

The aim of the study was to monitor and evaluate the de-
velopment of the intraperitoneal bleeding caused by liver 
injury using EIT. The bleeding model of injecting anticoagu-
lated blood into renal or liver region of piglet has been re-
ported [16], the reported models have the advantages that the  
bleeding volume and speed can be controlled easily, and its 
obvious disadvantage is that the bleeding processes don’t fit 
the actual autobleeding processes. So in this study, a internal 
autobleeding model was made and monitored by EIT. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Animal preparation 

Experiment subjects: Under the approval of the animal eth-
ics committee of our university, 5 piglets of either gender 
(labeled as A, B, C, D, and E, mixed Chinese domestic breed, 
main individual parameters shown in Table 1) were used as 
subjects in this study. 12 h before the experiment, the pigs 
were prohibited from eating and drinking. The pigs were 
initially sedated by intramuscular (i.m.) injection of 
SuMianxin (Changchun, China) (0.1 ml /kg body weight). 
Anesthesia was performed with an intermittent i.m. injection 
of pentobarbital (15 mg/kg body weight). Their abdomens 
were shaved and cleaned so that their skin would be smooth 
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and dry. In order to prevent the electrodes from getting wet 
by incontinent urine, urethral catheterizations were used. 
During the monitoring, the pigs were laid on their left sides, 
and their heart and respiratory rates were intermittently 
measured.  

Bleeding model of liver injury: The intraperitoneal bleed-
ing model of pigs was made as followed. A puncture needle 
with a length of 4 cm, located at 4 cm below the xiphisternum 
and 3 cm away from the right of abdomen middle line, 
stabbed into the abdomen and reached the liver surface. Then 
moving the needle-point to cut a cross-wound on the liver so 
as to simulate intraperitoneal bleeding of liver injuries.  

B. Methods 

Experimental procedures: In the experiments, 16 elec-
trodes were placed around the skin-prepared abdomen, an 
alternating current (1mA, 50KHz) was applied on polar 
driven pattern, and the improved back-projection algorithm 
was used for image reconstruction. The EIT system imaged at 
1 frame per second.  

There were two phases in data acquisition. The first phase 
lasted 10 minutes or so and was performed as controlled 
measurements before liver injuried. In this phase, the average 
surface potentials, referred to as the ‘reference data’, were 
determined. The second phase followed after liver injury. The 
‘imaging data’ was then measured and the two sets of data 
were used for reconstruction dynamic image. During this 
phase, a sequence of single images for regional intraperito-
neal impedance changes between the imaging data and the 
reference data were generated and displayed. The second 
phase lasted till the pig was dying or acute dead of hemor-
rhoea. 

Total bleeding volume measurement: To execute and then 
paunch the pig so as to observe the injury status of liver and 
measure the total weight of bleeding caused by liver injuries. 
To absorb all the blood inside the abdomen of the pig using 
the toilet paper wrapped by gauze. The weights of toilet paper 
and the  gauze were weighed by an electrical balance 
(1000±0.01g) before and after absorbing the blood, and the 
total weight of blood was estimated by calculating the weight 
difference before and after absorbing. As the density of pig’s 
blood is very near 1g/ml, the total volume of bleeding is al-
most the same as its weight. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Imaging results for all subjects 

The EIT monitor time lasted about 40~120 minutes till the 
subject was dying or dead of bleeding, and the total bleeding 
volume of 5 pigs ranged from 450~870ml (See Table 1). 

Fig.1 shows the reconstructed images of all subjects (ABCDE) 
with an interval of 5min. Any impedance change shown in 
the images is relative to the initial impedance distribution in 
the peritoneum. In the image, the red represents a regional 
decrease in resistivity due to locally augmented bleeding, the 
blue represents a increase, and the green represents a baseline. 
The images are displayed on the unified range of (±1.0). It 
can be seen in Fig.1 that the position of red region represent-
ing bleeding in each reconstructed image nearly corresponds 
to the liver region. Moreover, it can be also seen from the 
images of each subject that with time going on after liver 
injury the corresponding region becomes redder and larger 
gradually. These results are repetitive for the five subjects.  

Table 1 Total bleeding volume and time of each subject 

Subject Weight 
(kg) 

Girth 
(cm) 

Bleeding 
Volume 

(ml) 

Bleeding 
Time 
(min) 

Last 
Status 

A 25 68 570 40 Dying 
B 30 68 870 70 Dead 
C 19 63 760 95 Dead 
D 20 60 770 115 Dying 
E 21 60 450 120 Dying 

 

 
Fig.1 EIT monitoring results of each subject(ABCDE) after liver injury 

(Time interval between 2 images of each row is 5min.) 
 

 
Fig.2 The first 20min’s monitoring results of each subject(ABCDE) after 

liver injury (Time interval between 2 images of each row is 1min.) 

B.  The first 20min’s monitoring results  

Fig.2 shows consecutive images of the impedance distribu-
tion changes with 1 minute interval for each subject in the 
first 20min’s bleeding. The images displayed on the unified 
range of (±0.5). From Fig.2, it can be seen that the color of 
the bleeding region in the images from each subject darkens 
and the area becomes gradually larger with time going on. It 
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can be also seen from the images that after 3~10min of liver 
injury  EIT can sensitively detect the bleeding in time. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONLUSIONS 

In clinical conditions, intraperitoneal bleeding process is a  
internal autobleeding. So the pig’s nature bleeding model 
after liver injury was made. The results shown that the liver 
was continuously bleeding after it injuried by needle point, 
and the amount of bleeding was more and more with time 
passed till the pig was dying or dead of hemorrhoea. So the 
pig’s autobleeding model almost resembles the patient’s 
bleeding process after liver injury. 

The image results shown EIT can continuously and dy-
namically monitor the whole processes of liver bleeding. As 
the resistivity of blood is about 1/3 of the average resistivity 
of abdomen. So if there is bleeding inside abdomen, the resis-
tivity of bleeding region will become lower. In the EIT moni-
tor process, with time going on the corresponding region in 
EIT images become redder and the region become larger, 
which means that the resistivity of the region become lower, 
and indicates that the bleeding was going on and the bleeding 
volume was increasing. 

By monitoring the bleeding process as soon as possible, 
EIT can also detect whether there are active and ongoing 
bleeding at the very beginning of  bleeding. For subject B and 
C, about 3 minutes after liver injuried their EIT images (Fig.2) 
had shown a continual decrease of resistivity in the corre-
sponding region, which give a obvious sign that there is ac-
tive bleeding. 

In conclusion, the autobleeding model of pig’s liver injury 
provide a useful model which resembles patient’s intraperito-
neal bleeding, and EIT can dynamically and sensitively moni-
tor the process of bleeding. However, in clinical conditions, 
both the movement of patient and the treatments to patient 
will influence the EIT image results. How to avoid or reduce 
such influences should be studied in the future. 
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Abstract—This paper presents the study of techniques for 
evaluation of digitizers quality. The evaluation parameters 
include characteristic curve and noise power spectrum (NPS). 
The most of white light source + CCD technology scanners 
have presented such a characteristic curve indicating an 
increase in intensity in their digitized images compared to the 
original ones. A procedure was developed to compensate the 
shift of each digitizer characteristic curves relative to the 
film’s, as a function of such responses, based on digitization 
process inaccuracy in pixel gray levels relative to the respective 
image optical densities (OD). For these cases, the proposed 
algorithm automatically has adjusted the digitized images pixel 
gray scale. As a consequence, such images could be displayed 
with a more accurate value of gray scale, closer to the original 
image. The Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) was also determined. 
It allowed a qualitative study of the digitizers noise level from 
the fluctuation in pixels values. The NPS curve was obtained 
by a comparative analysis between regions of interest (ROIs) 
of uniform images. From the developed algorithm results 
indicated that the laser scanner has the least noise level among 
all the tested equipment. 

Keywords—Scanner, digital mammography image, 
characteristic curve, noise power spectrum. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The process of digital radiographic image acquisition is 
the most important stage for computational image 
processing, mainly for computer-aided-detection (CAD) 
schemes. The main purpose of such schemes is the 
improvement of the mammographic exam efficiency by 
reducing the number of detection errors, like false positive 
rates [1].  

Most groups developing CAD schemes in mammography 
have often used scanners with laser technology in the 
scanning process ([2], [3]). However, such scanners are 
very expensive, which is their main disadvantage. 
Alternatively, other groups have used scanners based on 
white light sources + CCD technology ([4], [5] , [6], [7]). 
Thus this research intends to perform a comparative 

investigation among systems which use different acquisition 
technologies for yielding a digital mammographic image.  

The current quality investigation of different digitizers, 
two main parameters were used: 1- scanner characteristic 
curve – representing the ratio between the optical density in 
the radiography and the pixel gray scale in the digital 
image; 2- NPS (Noise Power Spectrum) – a spectral 
decomposition of the variance. This parameter provides an 
estimate of the spatial frequency dependence of the pixel-to-
pixel fluctuation in the image. The NPS is the best generic 
describer of an image system noise [8]. The noise 
measurement is very important since it is used in 
preprocessing algorithms which search for the uniformity of 
digital images. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Test films were digitized by one laser scanner (Lumiscan 
75) and 3 conventional “optical” scanners – using CCD 
sensor + white light source technology (Epson Perfection 
V750 Pro; Vidar Diagnostic Pro, and Umax 
Powerlook1120). Although the Vidar scanner also uses a 
CCD sensor, its cost is higher than other scanners using 
such a technology. 

The first step of the investigation consisted of 
comparative tests to evaluate the digitization features 
regarding the scanners. Therefore, the digitizer’s 
characteristic curves had to be determined to check each 
system behavior in terms of the response to the film optical 
density variation. Such a determination was performed by 
using a calibrated sensitometer (Dual Flash Dual Color 
mod. 07-419, Nuclear Associates) and a densitometer (Mod. 
X-Rite 334, Nuclear Associates). The sensitometer provided 
21 regions with different darkness levels during the film 
exposure, each one corresponding to a given optical density 
(OD) value. The densitometer was used to accurately 
measure the value of the OD corresponding to the 21 steps 
(regions) of the film. The film characteristic curve could be 
determined, showing the relation between the log of 
Relative Exposure and the OD.  
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Once the film ODs were measured, the film was digitized 
by each scanner, providing information about each system 
accuracy in reproducing the original film OD. The scanners 
were supposed to linearly convert the OD read in the film 
into a gray scale ranging from the fog up to the darker 
regions in the image.  

Based on this information, the film reading was extracted 
by the calibrated densitometer. A graph illustrating the 
digitizers response relative to the original film ODs is 
shown in Figure 1.  

Considering that digitizers can often present a differential 
in the pixel values, an algorithm that automatically adjusts 
the pixel gray scale of the digitized images has been 
proposed.  
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Fig. 1 Graph illustrating the digitizer response in terms of film ODs 

The second important factor in the digitizers quality 
evaluation is the noise level calculation. The NPS consists 
in the potential spectrum of the signal density fluctuation 
[8]. In an image, these fluctuations are presented by 
variations in the pixels values on the numerical matrix 
image when it is digitized, in agreement with the noise of 
the scanner under investigation. 

The methodology used here is based on the Fourier 
transform of the autocorrelation function [9], which 
corresponds to a self correlation of an image given by the 
relative temporal position between two neighboring points’ 
m and n of the sampling, according to the relation [10]: 
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where: 
10 −+<≤ MbMai , 10 −+<≤ NbNaj ,  being (Ma, 

Na) and (Mb, Nb) the dimensions of matrices A and B, 
respectively, of which one intends to obtain the correlation. 

This process was implemented by the digitization of a 
blade (transparency) with maximum contrast and spatial 
resolutions without interpolation, obtaining uniform images. 
By using Matlab Software, regions of interest (ROIs), which 
correspond to the same percentage for each image, were 
isolated, beginning at the center of the images. Next, the 
xcorr2(x) function, a Matlab command, was applied. 

The graph obtained in this procedure has resulted in a 
two-dimensional NPS for each scanner, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional NPS of (a) Lumiscan 75; (b)  UMAX PowerLook 
1120-; (c) Epson Perfection V750 PRO; and, (d) VIDAR's DiagnosticPRO 

III. RESULTS 

The graph illustrated in Figure 1 displays the digitizers´ 
curves and the film sensitometric curve. The standard film 
was scanned by all equipment with 16 bits of contrast 
resolution (65,536 gray levels). Fig. 1 shows that the laser 
scanner curve is the closest to the reference (from the  
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standard film). Also the Diagnost Pro scanner curve is close 
to it for the higher values range, corresponding to clearer 
parts of image, which is more important than the darker 
ones in mammography. The worst result was registered for 
the Powerlook 1120 scanner: its characteristic curve was 
able of showing less than 40,000 gray intensities besides a 
great saturation.  

In practice, shifts observed in characteristic curves 
relative to the reference indicate an increase in the overall 
image intensity (pixels gray scale) for the most of “optical” 
scanners under evaluation in this work. Therefore, it means 
that when such digitizers scan film regions with low ODs – 
as for the main regions of interest in mammograms from 
dense breasts – the value associated with the pixel will not 
be accurate since that region will be darker than the original. 
For the Lumiscan and Diagnost Pro, there is also a shift 
relative to the film characteristic curve, but it is much 
smaller than the one registered for the other equipment.  

Figure 2 shows images representing the two-dimensional 
NPS obtained for each evaluated scanner. As in the Fourier 
spectrum, the origin of these spectra is at the center, and the 
spatial frequencies increase with radial symmetry as it 
moves away from the center. There is a direct relation 
between the images brightness and the spatial frequencies 
amplitudes in the spectrum. Thus, the greater the images 
uniformity, the lower the noise generated by the equipment. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The computer algorithm described in this paper has 
demonstrated to be efficient in daily use, since it calculates 
the characteristic curve and all required parameters 
automatically. However, the laser technology is quite 
expensive in comparison to the one that uses white light 
source with CCD sensors, which could limit the 
applications of processing schemes in a large scale for 
mammography. 

Knowing that the noise is associated with the fluctuation 
in the gray scale, the noise level can be interpreted as the 
amount of uniformity of the NPS obtained by each scanner. 
The “optical” scanner Umax PowerLook 1120 has revealed 
noisier than the other digitizers. Furthermore, Epson 
Perfection V750 PRO and VIDAR's DiagnosticPRO 
scanners did not show perceivable differences regarding the 
noise level. Even choosing spatial resolution for the VIDAR 
DiagnosticPRO higher than for Epson Perfection V750 

PRO, the results obtained for both digitizers can be 
considered similar and the most accurate among all 
equipment under investigation here. This consideration 
could be verified by analyzing the differences among the 
spectra scales that are due to the space resolutions chosen 
for each scanner during the digitization. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed software is an alternative to evaluate the 
processing quality of the digitizers’ characteristic curves. 
These results can be useful for the discussion on the use of 
such digitizer equipment, since, with an appropriate 
correction embedded in the computational scheme, a 
reduction in the cost could also be obtained without 
impairing its detection efficacy. 

In an analysis of the noise, the proposed methodology 
revealed to be easily applicable. However, the identification 
of the noise produced by each scanner can only be obtained 
when it is compared with the one of the equipment, giving a 
comparative but not quantitative character to the algorithm.  
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Abstract—Current sources for bio-impedance measurements 
are limited by insufficient output impedance above 100 kHz. 
This paper presents a new current source, which achieves high 
output impedance (>1 MΩ at 1 MHz in simulation) to address 
this limitation. The current source has been designed in a 0.35-
µm CMOS process and uses ±2.5 V power supplies. The circuit 
performance has been verified in simulation. 

Keywords—Bioimpedance, current source, integrated 
circuits. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of bio-impedance measurements as an analysis 
tool in medical applications such as imaging and cell 
characterization has been an active research area for many 
years [1]. Bioimpedance applications includes electrical 
impedance tomography (EIT) [1] and lab-on-a-chip for 
bioassays [2]. Typically bio-impedance of tissues is 
measured by injecting an AC current and measuring the 
resulting voltage developed over a wide frequency range, 
mostly in the range of 10 kHz to 1 MHz. However, current 
sources for these applications, have limited precision, 
particularly above 100 kHz. 

A number of techniques have been reported in the 
literature to enhance the output impedance of current 
sources using discrete components at high frequencies for 
bio-impedance measurements. These include the 
generalized impedance converter (GIC) [3] and the negative 
impedance converter [4]. With the GIC compensation 
circuit, output impedance of current source for bio-
impedance measurements can be adjusted for a particular 
frequency to be in the 10 MΩ region. In another design [5], 
an output impedances in excess of 2 GΩ in wideband was 
reported but for a single frequency only. Neither of these 
techniques is suitable for providing high output impedance 
over a wide range of frequencies. 

A bipolar technology was employed in [6] to achieve an 
output impedance of 5.2 MΩ at 1 MHz. However, a 

common limiting factor is stray capacitors due to pads and 
cables, which can significantly reduce the output impedance 
of the circuit to the 100 kΩ range.  

In this paper, we report an operational transconductance 
amplifier (OTA) based current source, which achieves more 
than 1 MΩ output impedance in the range of 100 kHz to 
1 M Hz. To compensate for the presence of cable and stray 
capacitance at the output nodes, a negative capacitor circuit 
is employed, which can compensate for parasitic 
capacitance up to about 10 pF. 

II.  DESIGN OF HIGH OUTPUT IMPEDANCE CURRENT SOURCE 

The proposed OTA based current source is shown in  
Fig 1. Transistors M1AB and M2AB form the voltage to 
current converter. Transistors M0AB, M3AB, M4AB, and 
M5AB form an inductive load, which extends the 
bandwidth of the current source, compared with Howland 
circuits or an OTA using cascade active load [8]. 
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Fig 1 Proposed OTA based current source 
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Fig 2 Negative capacitor circuit 

However, stray capacitors at the output nodes of the 
circuit can significantly reduce the output impedance to the 
100 kΩ range. A negative capacitor (NC) circuit is designed 
to re-extend the bandwidth of the current source. The circuit 
is shown in Fig 2. Transistors M6AB, M7AB, M8AB, and 
capacitors are designed for two basic NCs. This topology is 
very sensitive to current mirror mismatches. Transistors 
M9AB and M10AB are designed for compensation of 
current mirror mismatches. Vcmc_pos and Vcmc_neg are 
used for off chip DC voltage control. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The circuit was designed in a 0.35-μm CMOS process. The 
simulations were performed using Cadence software. Stray 
capacitors at the output nodes were set to 10 pF. The sumulated 
output impedance of the current source and the uncompensated 
current source are shown in Fig 3. Output impedance of the 
current source is sustained in the level higher than 1 MΩ in the 
range of 100 kHz to 1 MHz. Fig 4 shows the current source 
layout which has been sent for fabrication. 

IV. CONSLUSION 

A new current source which has output impedance in 
excess of 1 MΩ in the frequency range of 100 kHz to 
1 MHz is presented for bioimpedance measurements. In 
addition, the current source can compensate about 10 pF 
stray capacitors. 
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Fig 3  Simulated output impedance of current source with/without stray 
capacitor compensation 

 
Fig 4 Layout of the current source in 0.35-µm CMOS technology (active 
area is 4 mm2) 
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Abstract—The use of diffusion weighted magnetic reso-
nance imaging (DWI) has been more and more extended to  
abdominal organs. In comparison to the human brain the 
tissue of the kidney shows considerably different microscopic 
structure, which must be considered in the calculating of the 
apparent diffusion constant (ADC). In most studies ADC is 
determined using a mono-exponential model. Due to the high 
vascularization in the kidney a bi-exponential approach is 
reasonable to allow for a differentiation between pure diffu-
sion fraction and a fraction influenced by perfusion effects. 

In our work we analyzed whether the mono- or bi-expo-
nential approach is more accurate from statistical point of 
view for in-vivo DWI of the kidney. For this purpose we ac-
quired DWI in five healthy subjects. Further we simulated a 
DWI signal varying the value of the perfusion fraction to in-
vestigate the relation between the results of mono- and bi-
exponential analysis. Besides we simulated a DWI signal at 
different signal to noise ratios to analyze the influence of noise 
on the ADC resulting from the mono- and bi-exponential  
approach. 

The statistical analysis of F-test, Akaike’s information crite-
rion (AIC) and Schwarz criterion (FC) of the in-vivo data 
shows that the bi-exponential approach represents the “best 
regression” to determine ADC. In five in-vivo investigations 
87% (F-test), 95 % (AIC) and 92% (SC) of the pixels possessed 
bi-exponential characteristics. The simulation of the DWI 
signal asserts increasing mono-exponential calculated ADC 
values with rising perfusion fraction within the tissue. Further 
our simulation shows that the variations of the mono-
exponential results with increasing noise are less than that of 
bi-exponential approach. 

Keywords—diffusion, MRI, kidney, bi-exponential, ADC. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) 
has been used in investigations of the human brain exten-
sively in the past. Due to the structure of the brain tissue 
and the commonly used diffusion weighting factors (b) 
between b=0 sec/mm2 and b=1000 sec/mm2 the calculation 
of the apparent diffusion constant (ADC) is performed by a 
mono-exponential model in most studies.  

Recently, DWI has been used increasingly in investiga-
tions of abdominal organs. Here the deviation of the signal 
from mono-exponential behavior is more apparent than 

within the brain tissue. This characteristic is caused by the 
different microscopic structure of the kidney. Le Bihan et 
al. [1] established a bi-exponential model to consider for 
two different fractions contributing to the diffusion 
weighted signal: A pure diffusion fraction caused by the 
free motion of water molecules and a portion that is strongly 
affected by perfusion effects.  

Nowadays, the calculation of the ADC of abdominal or-
gans is inconsistent. While many recent studies of abdomi-
nal organs use the mono-exponential approach primarily 
introduced for studies of brain tissue, for example Thoeny et 
al. [2] used the bi-exponential model to determine func-
tional information in patients with renal allografts. To our 
knowledge, no study exists up to now that analyzed from a 
statistical point of view whether the in-vivo measured data 
really show a mono- or bi-exponential characteristics. 

Therefore, in our work we determined if in-vivo acquired 
DWI of the kidney is best fitted by a mono- or a bi-
exponential model. Further we performed simulations to get 
information about the “best regression” in dependency of 
different noise levels. Furthermore we analyzed  the relation 
between the fraction of perfusion resulting from the bi-
exponential approach and the mono-exponential ADCmono. 

II. METHODS 

A. Diffusion Weighted MRI 

All measurements were performed on a 3T whole body 
clinical MRI scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens Medical 
Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Imaging was conducted with 
a diffusion-weighted single-shot spin-echo echo-planar 
sequence, using the following imaging parameters: Repeti-
tion time TR=3000ms, echo time TE= 75ms, field of view 
FOV=400mm, matrix = 192x192, parallel imaging factor of 
2 using GRAPPA scheme, 16 b-values 
b=0,50,100,…,700,750 sec/mm2, number of averages = 3, 
total scan time = 4:45 min. Image orientation was chosen  in 
coronal orientation. Diffusion weighting was applied in x, y 
and z direction. To determine the trace off diffusion the 
geometric mean of the signal in the three spatial directions 
was built. 
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Measurements were performed in five healthy subjects (3 
male, 2 female, mean age 28.8 +- 3.7 y). Subjects were 
instructed to breathe smooth and regularly to minimize 
motion artifacts. Subjects gave written informed consent to 
participate in the study. 

B. Data Modeling to Determine ADC 

In the case of one single fraction within an image voxel, 
the relation between the MRI signal S(b) and the b-value 
shows mono-exponential behavior: 

bADCmono

eSbS −= 0)( ,                           (1) 

where ADCmono is the apparent diffusion constant. 
If there exist two fractions, where water molecules com-

prise different mobility, a bi-exponential approach should 
describe the two components correctly. In tissue exhibiting 
large microvascular fractions a bi-exponential model char-
acterizing the fraction of perfusion is reasonable: 

 
( )bADC

p
bADC

p
PD eFeFSbS −− +−= )1()( 0 ,       (2) 

 
where S0 is the signal intensity at b=0 sec/mm2, Fp is the 
fraction of perfusion, ADCD the diffusion constant of pure 
diffusion and ADCP the diffusion constant of the perfusion 
proportion [1]. 

C. Statistical Estimations 

To fit models (1) and (2) to the MRI signal S(b) on a 
pixel by pixel base we performed nonlinear fitting using the 
Levenberg-Marquard algorithm. 

To estimate the “best regression” whether equation (1) or 
(2) represents the superior model for DWI in the tissue of 
the human kidney, we used different information criterions 
and statistical tests as follows in detail. 

As simplest test for the goodness of fit we used the value 
R2 from nonlinear regression. The calculation of R2 in the 
case of nonlinear regression is: 

t

r

SS
SSR −=12 , 

where SSr is the sum of squares of the distances between the 
data points and the best-fit curve and SSt is the sum of 
squares of the distances of the data points from the mean 
value of all data points. At this point it should be mentioned 
that R2 is not convenient as main criterion whether a fit is 
reasonable. A high R2 only points out that the fitted curve 
comes very close to the measured points. For example, 
fitting a polynomial of Nth degree to N data points will re-
sult in a R2=1 because all points will lay on the curve. 

Therefore this would be the “best regression” but at the 
same time meaningless. 

As second parameter for the estimation of the “best re-
gression” Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) was used 
[3]. In general form AIC is: 

mmm kLAIC 2)ln(2 +−= , 

where Lm is the sample logarithmic likelihood for the mth of 
M alternative models and km is the number of independent 
parameters estimated for the mth model. The term 2km may 
be viewed as a penalty for over-parameterization. 

In the discrete version AIC is: 

pSSNAIC 2)ln( += , 

where N is the number of data points, SS the sum of 
squared deviance and p the number of estimated parameters. 

Using this AIC definition the model for which AIC is 
smallest represents the “best” approximation to the true 
model. 

As third statistical parameter we used the Schwarz crite-
rion (SC) [4]. SC is given by: 

)ln()ln( NpSSNSC += . 

Again the model showing the smallest SC represents the 
“best” regression. 

As last criterion for the “best regression” we used F sta-
tistics. To test whether or not the weighted sums of squared 
deviations have been sufficiently reduced to justify fitting 
with additional parameters, the F ratio test may be used [5]: 

kj
kj

k

k

kj
ratio dfdfwith

dfdf
df

SS
SSSS

F >
−

−
= , . 

The subscripts j and k represent the simpler and more 
complex models, respectively. dfi = N – p are the degrees of 
freedom. The calculated F may be compared to the critical 
value derived from a table (numerator has (dfj-dfk) degrees 
of freedom and denominator has dfk degrees of freedom; 5% 
level of significance). If the calculated Fratio value is less 
than the value from the table, it may be concluded that the 
weighted sums of squared deviations are not significantly 
different. In this case the model with the smaller number of 
free parameters represents the “best regression”. For the 
differentiation between model (1) and (2) and the use of 16 
b-values as described before the critical value for Fratio is 
3.89. 

The decision whether the diffusion weighted signal S(b) 
is mono- or bi-exponential will strongly depend on the qual-
ity of image data and the signal to noise that is obtained in 
measurements. Therefore we used our in-vivo measure-
ments of the five subjects to estimate parameter images of 
AIC, SC, Fratio and R2 of the kidneys using a home built 
software. Before the real calculation the kidneys were  
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extracted manually from the data sets and a 3x3 gaussian 
smoothing filter was applied. Within the resulting statistical 
parameter images the number of pixels were counted, where 
AIC and SC were smallest within the two models, R2 was 
closest to 1 and Fratio was greater than 3.89. That way the 
number of pixels showing bi- and mono-exponential behav-
ior in diffusion were selected. 

 
D. Simulations 

To analyze the dependency of model (1) and (2) against 
the noise ratio a typical in-vivo signal was simulated at 
different noise values. Here we used ADCP=0.012 mm2/sec, 
ADCD=0,0014mm2/sec, Fp=0.3 and S0=1000 guided by the 
results of the in-vivo measurements. The same set of b-
values was used as in the in-vivo measurements. “White 
noise” was added to the signal in a range of 1% to 50% in 
comparison to S0. For all noise values AIC, SC, Fratio and R2 
were calculated. Further ADCmono, ADCP, ADCD and FP 
were determined from the simulated signals. 

In a further simulation we investigated the relation be-
tween ADCmono from mono-exponential modeling and FP 
resulting from bi-exponential fitting. Here we used the same 
parameters as described above, but the noise value was 
fixed to 8% and FP was varied between 0 and 1. 

III. RESULTS 

Typical parameter images resulting from the statistical 
analysis of the in-vivo data are shown in figure 1. 
 

  

Fig. 1 Typical parameter images resulting from in-vivo measurements. 
Only one image section is displayed. The yellow (bright) pixels within the 
parameter images assign regions showing mono-exponential diffusion 
characteristics, red (dark) pixels show bi-exponential behavior 

The mean signal noise measured over a homogenous re-
gion of more than 10 pixels within the cortex of the kidneys 
showed a value of 8% in the image with b=0 sec/mm2 for all 
subjects. 

The statistical analysis of AIC for all five subjects 
showed 94,7% of the pixels to be of bi-exponential behav-
ior, with 92,0 % for SC, 87,4% for Fratio and 99,4% for R2.  

In table 1 the mean results of the statistical parameters  
as well as the fitting results are listed for the in-vivo  
measurements. 

Table 1  Results of five healthy subjects: Statistical parameters and diffu-
sion constants 

Parameter Mean over all pixels Standard deviation 

ADCmono [10-6s/mm2] 
ADCD [10-6s/mm2] 
ADCP [10-6s/mm2] 
FP 
R2 

R2
bi 

AIC 
AICbi 
SC 
SCbi 
Fratio 

2252.8 
1362.4 
12717.4 

0.44 
0.905 
0.971 
126.5 
109.2 
128.1 
112.3 
24.78 

89.7 
275.2 
3150.3 

0.14 
0.041 
0.021 
13.6 
17.7 
13.5 
17.7 
7.9 

The analysis of all pixels of the in-vivo DWI investiga-
tions shows that the bi-exponential approach is the globally 
preferred model for the analysis. AICbi and SCbi are smaller 
than their corresponding mono-exponential parameters, R2

bi 
is larger than R2. However, the standard deviation of AD-
Cmono is less than those of ADCP and ADCD. 

The results of the noise dependency to the statistical pa-
rameters AIC, SC, Fratio and R2 are shown in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 Statistical parameters AIC, SC, Fratio and R2 against noise 

The analysis of the noise dependency shows that all sta-
tistical parameters confirm the bi-exponential characteristics 
of the simulated signal definitely up to a noise value of 
15%. The parameter R2 is least critical in the selection of bi-
exponential behavior, Fratio is the most rigorous of all. If 
noise exceeds 20% Fratio is smaller than 3.89 and therefore 
model (1) would be preferred. 

In figure 3 the noise dependency of ADCmono, ADCP, 
ADCD and FP is displayed. 
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Fig. 3 ADCmono, ADCP, ADCD and FP against noise of simulated signal 

The analysis of the resulting parameters of the fitting of 
model (1) and (2) shows that ADCmono is more stable against 
signal noise than the bi-exponential parameters are. If signal 
noise exceeds 10% of the signal with b=0 sec/mm2, the 
results of ADCP, ADCD and FP tend to fluctuate.  

Figure 4 shows the relation between ADCmono and FP. 
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Fig. 4 ADCmono against fraction of perfusion FP 

ADCmono possesses an obvious dependency from FP. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

To determine correct diffusion constants from in-vivo 
DWI data, the analysis must account for the microscopic 
assembly of the measured tissue. For human kidneys our 
statistical analysis suggests that two microscopic fractions 
are separable by in-vivo DWI measurements using 16 b-
values. Because the goodness of fit described by R2 is not 
adequate for the decision of the accurate model, we used 
statistical information criterions to get an independent selec-
tion. In in-vivo measurements the R2 analysis showed that 
over 99% of the pixels exhibit a bi-exponential diffusion 
characteristics. In the case of AIC and SC less than 8% of 
the pixels are of mono-exponential behavior. The strongest 
criterion Fratio shows 87% bi-exponential pixels. This result 
demonstrates the existence of two fractions as introduced by 

Le Bihan [1] and others. Furthermore it proves that two 
fractions are separable by in-vivo measurements as arranged 
in this study. 

The simulation of in-vivo-like diffusion signals con-
firmed the results of in-vivo measurements. Up to a signal 
noise of 15% the two-fraction model (2) constitutes the 
“best regression”. Our in-vivo measurements showed a 
noise level of 8%. Interestingly even though the bi-
exponential model is preferred from statistical point of 
view, the results of ADCmono are more stable than those of 
ADCP, ADCD and FP with increasing noise. For in-vivo 
investigations this leads to the requirement of DWI meas-
urements with signal noise of less than 10%. Otherwise the 
additionally obtained information about the two fractions of 
pure diffusion and perfusion may be disturbed through noise 
related fluctuations. 

Our analysis disclosed, that the calculated ADCmono de-
pends on the fraction of perfusion FP. In low signal to noise 
in-vivo measurements, the influence of possibly altered 
fractions of perfusion within different  pathologies will 
therefore impact  ADCmono, too. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The analysis of diffusion constants of the human kidney 
should be performed using a bi-exponential model. A pre-
condition for this purpose is a sufficient signal to noise. 
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Abstract— A hardware concept of an optical fluorescence 
tomography (OFT) system for imaging of small animals is 
described. The automated system features epi- and transillu-
mination image acquisition capability over 360° using a step-
per-motor driven double-ring mechanism for independent 
positioning of the imaging components around the object lo-
cated in the rotation center. During the imaging procedure the 
object remains in a natural and fixed position on a removable 
object tray. This layout could facilitate the OFT system to be 
used in multi-modality imaging concepts.  

Keywords— optical tomography, fluorescence imaging, in-
strumentation, small animal imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Optical Fluorescence Tomography (OFT) is based on 
multi-projection fluorescence imaging with the aim to re-
construct a 3-dimensional map of the fluorophore distribu-
tion in biological tissue [1]. Commonly, the volume of in-
terest is therefore excited with near-infrared (NIR) light at 
multiple spatially varying locations and the corresponding 
fluorescence is collected at the surface of the object. Early 
instrumentations of optical tomography systems were built 
on low spatial sampling concepts using fiber optics for 
illumination and detection, and use matching fluids to im-
prove boundary conditions [2,3]. Recent non-contact sys-
tems emphasize the use of lens-coupled CCD cameras and 
free-space illumination to increase spatial sampling of the 
object and to allow imaging of complex object geometries 
[4-6].   

In here, the hardware concept of an automated optical 
fluorescence tomography platform is shown, which uses a 
NIR-enhanced CCD camera for non-contact detection and a 
halogen light source for continuous excitation of fluores-
cence in free-space. The system is intended for tomographic 
imaging of small animals in vivo and shall be used in multi-
modality imaging projects to combine OFT with X-ray 
micro computed tomography (micro-CT). Therefore, the 
system design is oriented at the architecture of a commonly 
available micro-CT gantry (e.g. TomoScope, Vamp GmbH, 
Erlangen, Germany), in which the object is placed on a 

centered object tray and the scanning components rotate 
concentrically around the object.  

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. On-bench setup 

To study the characteristics of the imaging components 
and to check the feasibility to use these components in opti-
cal tomography, an on-bench laboratory setup was assem-
bled as shown in Fig. 1. The setup, basically distinguished 
in a detection unit and an excitation unit, is arranged in a 
way that the illuminating light source optics (LSO) can be 
rotated around a centrally placed measurement phantom. 
The CCD camera and the LSO are mounted on linear stages 
and can be distance adjusted relative to the measured object. 

B. Detection Unit 

The central element of the detection unit is a 1024 x 1024 
pixel cooled 16-bit slow-scan CCD camera (DU-934N-
BRD, Andor Technology, Belfast, Ireland) coupled to a 28 
mm f/2.8 C-mount lens (Xenoplan, Jos. Schneider GmbH, 
Kreuznach, Germany). For fluorescence detection a band-
pass interference filter (Chroma Technology Corp., Rock-
ingham, VT, USA) with a band center at 810 nm and a 
spectral bandwidth of 80 nm (FWHM) was used. The CCD 
is connected to a common personal computer via USB 2.0 
and image acquisition was done with the software Andor 
SOLIS 4.7.3 provided by the manufacturer of the CCD.   

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the on-bench laboratory setup show-

ing the main functional imaging components. 
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C. Excitation Unit 

The excitation unit consists basically of a light source, a 
heat protection filter, an excitation filter, a fiber coupler, a 
liquid light guide, and a collimating light source optics. The 
light source is a 100 W halogen lamp (model 66881, New-
port Corp., CT, USA), which is filtered by the interference 
bandpass excitation filter with a center wavelength of 715 
nm and a spectral bandwidth of 60 nm (FWHM). The exci-
tation light is coupled into a liquid light guide with a length 
of 2 m and a core diameter of 5 mm. A collimation lens 
optics is used to direct the excitation light on the surface of 
the object.  

D. Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of the detection unit under 
low light conditions the readout noise (RON) and the detec-
tion limit were specified. RON was measured using the 
photon transfer method [7]. The detection limit was esti-
mated as the lowest signal exceeding three times the RON 
level assuming negligible dark current and a constant quan-
tum efficiency of the sensor of 0.85 for the emission wave-
length band. Additionally, the dynamic range was deter-
mined as the ratio of the single pixel full well capacity 
(FWC) of the sensor to the RON. The excitation unit was 
evaluated by characterizing the excitation beam provided by 
the LSO. Characterization was done in terms of beam pow-
er, beam diameter and the illumination distance for best 
illumination homogeneity.  

E. Phantom measurement and comparison with simulation 

For demonstrating the ability of the imaging components 
to capture fluorescence signals in tissue-like media, phan-
tom measurements have been performed. The phantom (Fig. 
2) was built from a 4 x 4 cm square-shaped acrylic glass 
cuvette with a height of 8 cm, which was filled with a solu-
tion of Intralipid and black ink resembling the optical tissue 
properties of μa= 0.17 cm-1 and μs’= 5.5 cm-1. A 6 mm di-
ameter glass vial was placed asymmetrically in the phan-
tom, which was filled with 1 μM of the fluorophore DY-752 
(Dyomics GmbH, Germany). Static excitation was per-
formed from one side and projection measurements were 
done from the remaining three sides of the cuvette (Fig. 2). 
To verify the obtained results the measurements were com-
pared to corresponding 2-D simulations of the light distribu-
tion inside the phantom. The simulation, as described by 
Janunts et. al. [8], considers the excitation and the emission 
light propagation as a set of two coupled diffusion equa-
tions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Phantom cross-section with fluorophore vial 
 

III. RESULTS 

A. Performance evaluation and system settings 

The results of the performance evaluation are summa-
rized in Table 1 for the detection unit and in Table 2 for the 
excitation unit. The camera specific values, except for 
FWC, were obtained for a gain factor of 1.0 e-/ADU and a 
readout rate of 2.5 MHz. The system components of the 
detection unit were adjusted to image a field of view of 40 x 
40 mm in a distance of 80 mm relative to the object. The 
LSO provides an illumination spot of 22 mm in diameter on 
the object surface at a distance of 120 mm.  

Table 1 Specification of the detection unit.  

Parameter Value 
Readout Noise  9.5 e- (rms) 
Full Well Capacity 92000 e-  
Detection Limit ~ 40 photons / pixel  
Dynamic Range ~ 80 dB (13.2 bit)  
Field of View  40 x 40 mm  
Imaging Distance (lens – object) 80 mm 
  

 Table 2 Specification of the excitation unit 

Parameter Value 
Illumination Power (max.) ~ 90 mW 
Illumination Distance 120 mm  
Beam diameter 22 mm 
  

 
B. Phantom Measurement 

Figure 3 shows the result of the projection measurements 
in comparison to the simulation obtained by the 2-D model. 
As expected from tissue-like media, the graphs show diffuse 
intensity profiles with maxima depending on the measure- 
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Fig. 3 Results of the projection measurement (left column) compared to the simulation (right column). All graphs are 

normalized to the maximum intensity, which was obtained in 90° relative to the excitation side of the cuvette.  
 
 
ment position relative to the fluorophore inclusion. The 
qualitative profile behavior of the measurement exhibits a 
good accordance with the simulation results. To assess the 
relative intensity levels the ratio between the maximum 
intensity at the 90°-position and the 180°-position was de-
termined. The intensity ratios, given in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), 
respectively, indicate a comparable quantitative intensity 
distribution of the experiment with the simulation.  

 
 

C. Overall layout of the OFT system 

Based on the preliminary studies of the imaging compo-
nents and the imaging situation an automated optical fluo-
rescence tomography system was designed and imple-
mented. The system is designed to perform 2-D multi-
projection imaging of continuously excited fluorophore 
accumulations in small animals. Figure 4(a) shows a general 
overview on the OFT system layout. The system is basically 
composed of an imaging chamber, a system gantry, a host 
computer work station, a system electricity unit, an excita-
tion light source, and a manual control panel. The imaging 
chamber, which contains the system gantry, protects the 

measurement room from ambient light. The system gantry, 
shown in Figure 4(b), bears a stepper-motor driven concen-
tric double-ring mechanism for the positioning of the CCD 
camera and the LSO over a full 360° geometry around the 
measurement object located in the rotation center. The ob-
ject is bedded on an optically transparent object tray in 
horizontal position, where it remains unchanged in a fixed 
position throughout the imaging process. The object tray is 
motorized as well. The CCD and the LSO can be positioned 
independently relative to the object allowing projections to 
be acquired in both trans-illumination and epi-illumination 
mode. Operation and image acquisition is done by the ex-
ternal host computer work station providing a graphical user 
interface for manual and automatic control of the imaging 
procedure. Additionally, a control panel attached to the 
system giving manual access to the system control. To use 
OFT imaging as a complementary modality in multi-modal 
imaging concepts, the object tray integrated in the system 
can be exchanged. This allows the animal to be put in and 
out of the imaging chamber without rearranging the object, 
e.g. to prepare the animal for measurement outside the im-
aging chamber or to transfer it into another imaging system.  
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Fig. 4 (a) Optical fluorescence tomography system composed of (i) imaging chamber, (ii) gantry, (iii) work station, (iv) 

electricity unit, (v) excitation light source, and (vi) control panel. (b) System gantry consisting of (i) the double-ring mechan-
ics, (ii) light source optics, (iii) CCD camera, and (iv) object tray.    

 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

An optical fluorescence tomography system for small an-
imal imaging has been developed. The system is designed 
for non-contact acquisition of multiple projections in free 
space and is intended to be used within multi-modality 
imaging concepts. The system therefore offers horizontal 
bedding of the object under physiological condition on an 
exchangeable and optically transparent object tray. The 
scanning procedure can be automated using individually 
designed scanning protocols. Automatic system control is 
done by an external host computer. The design and devel-
opment of the OFT system was preceded by preliminary 
studies in order to evaluate and to characterize the basic 
imaging components. The functionality of the imaging 
components to image fluorescence within tissue-like media 
was demonstrated by phantom measurements. The compari-
son of the projection measurements with respective simula-
tions of a 2-D model verifies the obtained fluorescence 
signals and indicates the use of the components for tomo-
graphic imaging.  
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A Non-Local Means Approach for PET Image Denoising 
YinYong1 Lu Jie1 

           1 Shandong Tumor Hospital 

            

Abstract  Objective To explore a new method for removing the noise in PET images efficiently 

with the important diagnosis structures preserved. Method The Non-local means algorithm 

appeared recently was adapted for PET image denoising, one synthetic test image with poisson 

noise added and two real clinical PET images were used to validate the denoising results. Then the 

results were compared with those of traditional median filter and wiener filter. Results  

Experimental results for a test image and two real PET images show that Non-local means method 

is superior to median filtering and wiener filtering methods. For the test image with poisson noise 

added, the peak signal to noise ratio was increased by 10.9dB; For clinical PET images, the 

obtained images have more clearer boundaries and more visible diagnosis structures. Conclusions 

The Non-local means algorithm can suppress noise in PET images effectively with important 

structure details for diagnosis preserved and provide a new approach for denoising PET images.     

Keywords PET image; Poisson noise; Non-local Means ; De-noising 
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Abstract—The authors are developing electromagnetic 
measurement that can be applied to biomedical imaging. Dis-
tribution of permittivity in the living body is measured by the 
method. Experiments were performed by using weak electro-
magnetic wave in VHF band. A loop or a copper plate dipole 
antenna whose dimensions were in a few centimeters was 
driven by weak radio frequency (RF) power, and the gener-
ated electric field was measured by the same type of antenna 
that was located from 30 to 50 centimeter apart from the 
transmitting antenna. When dielectric material was placed 
between two antennas, electric field intensity at the receiving 
point changed. Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) and 
Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) are simple and cost-
effective methods to measure resistivity inside the human body 
utilizing electricity and magnetism. The authors' method is 
complementary to these methods because it can measure signal 
changes caused by dielectric material. Some problems should 
be settled that related to the principle and technology. One of 
the most important technical themes is improvement of meas-
urement stability. Improvement of signal-to-noise ratio con-
tributes to the stability that is significance of signal strength 
changes for this system. In this paper, improvement of the 
signal strength changes is discussed according to results of 
experiment and simulation. 

Keywords— Radio Imaging Method, electric field intensity, 
biomedical measurement, FDTD. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The authors are developing electromagnetic measure-
ment that can be applied to biomedical imaging [1-3]. A 
loop antenna or a copper plate dipole antenna whose dimen-
sions were in a few centimeters was driven by weak radio 
frequency (RF) power, and the generated electric field was 
measured by the same type of antenna, from 30 to 50 centi-
meter apart from the transmitting antenna. When dielectric 
material existed between two antennas, electric field inten-
sity at the receiving point changed. 

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) [4] and Mag-
netic Induction Tomography (MIT) [5] are simple and cost-
effective methods to measure resistivity inside the human 
body utilizing electricity and magnetism. The authors' 
method is complementary to these methods because it can 
measure signal changes caused by dielectric material. 

At the early stage of the authors’ study, small loop an-
tennas were used for both of transmitting and receiving [3] 
that excited magnetic field as well as electric field. As the 
authors' recent papers reported [6], results of a numerical 
electromagnetic simulation, the Finite-Difference Time-
Domain (FDTD) method [7], where only electric field ex-
cited corresponded to results of the experiments. It suggests 
only electric field was influenced by the dielectric material. 

Because the changes of the signal strength provided by 
dielectric material were generally not significant, stability of 
transmitting signal, signal detection and antenna system was 
important. 

Figure 1 and 2 show overview and the results of a pre-
liminary experiment where the body of an adult male was 
scanned one-dimensionally at height of the breast, respec-
tively. Two types of antennas were used for the measure-
ment. One was a copper wire loop antenna that had 10 turns 
by 4cm diameter. The other was an electric field dipole 
antenna (EDP) that consisted of copper plates whose sides 
were 3cm, and the pair of plates was set face-to-face with a 
4cm gap [6]. The same type of antenna was used for trans-
mitting and receiving and the pair of antennas was set 35cm 
apart. The subject stood on the moving table and had 20 
scans for each antenna pair. The transmitting power was 
10mW at 47MHz. 
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Figure 2(a) shows the averages of signal strength for the 
two types of antennas. Scanned width of the subject body 
was approximately 35cm; however, the signal had wider 
responses for all over the subject positions. The wider re-
sponses would be compensated by the later signal process-
ing. In the figure, signals measured by EDP had greater 
changes than signals measured by the loop antenna. This 
suggests the loop had magnetic linkage between transmit-
ting and receiving antennas that was not affected by dielec-
tric material. Figure 2(b) shows signal strength of each 
measurement by EDP. EDP provided better signal changes 
than loop antenna but it had obvious instability. It should 
have unwanted linkage that was one of the factors of the 
instability. 

To improve the stability, stable RF generator, detector, 
antenna system and optimized frequency were important. 
Generally, the greater signal changes provide the better 
stability. In this paper, improvement of the signal strength 
changes is discussed according to results of experiment and 
simulation. 

II. METHODS 

Unwanted linkage between transmitting and receiving 
systems caused lower signal changes and instability. Ex-
periment to investigate the unwanted linkage was per-
formed. Frequency response of the measurement system 
was also measured to discuss optimum frequency of the 
measurement. Numerical simulation was employed for the 
reference signal changes and to back the measurement prin-
ciple. 

 
A. Experiment 

Figure 3 shows overview of the experiment. An acrylic 
water tank filled with water was used as phantom of a hu-
man organ. The inside dimension of the water tank was 20 
(W) x 60 (D) x 250 (H) mm and was fully filled with water 
of room temperature. The relative permittivity of water at 
room temperature and pressure was approximately 70 that 
was as high as some human organs, for example, muscles 
and internal organs. The relative permittivity of acrylic was 
approximately 4 and the wall of the tank was 5mm thick. 
The effect to the electric field was negligible. 

The water tank was put on the acrylic table that was 
driven by motor mechanism. The water tank was traveling 
along a 650mm-long line that was perpendicular to the 
centerline of transmitting and receiving antennas. Signal 
strength was measured every one centimeter along the line. 
The measurement repeated 40 times for each line. 
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In the experiment, only electric field dipole antenna 
(EDP) was used. It was made of thin copper plates whose 
sides were 30 x 30mm. The two plates were set parallel and 
40mm apart. Antennas of the same type were used for both 
transmitting and receiving, and they were set 300mm apart. 
Water tank was traveled along the line close to transmitting 
antenna and the line on the center of the two antennas. 

Two types of RF power source were used. One was the 
sweep generator (wired RF generator=WG) which was 
built-in the spectrum analyzer that measured receiving sig-
nal strength. Because characteristic impedance of the an-
tenna did not match to that of the coaxial cables, 50ohm, the 
cables for transmitting and receiving had standing waves 
and common mode currents that could cause unwanted link 
between the power source and the spectrum analyzer. The 
power source output 10mW of power from 5 to 55MHz for 
the experiment. 

The other type of RF source was a battery powered palm-
size oscillator (stand alone generator=SG) which did not 
need any physical connection to power source or other in-
strument. The output was directly connected to the transmit-
ting antenna by 10cm long coaxial cable. The power of 
5mW was generated at 47MHz. 

B. Simulation 

The Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method (FDTD) 
was employed to confirm the electromagnetic field changes 
[7]. A Python script [8, 9] was used that implemented the 
Uniaxial Perfectly Matched Layer (UPML) Method [7, 9], a 
boundary condition for FDTD, to prevent unnecessary re-
flections. The dimension of the simulation space was 860 x 
560 x 560 mm and it was meshed in 86 x 56 x 56 square 
elements so that each element had 10mm long sides. The 
simulated water tank had the same dimension as the ex-
periment, 20 x 60 x 250mm; however, it had no wall for 
simplification. The region occupied by the water tank had 
the relative permittivity of 70. Electric field of square ele-
ments at transmitting antenna position was excited by sinu-
soidal wave at 47MHz. The water tank was moved in the 
simulation space according to the experimental conditions, 
and electric field intensity of the position of receiving an-
tenna was calculated. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show results of the experiment and 
the simulation. Relations between X position of water tank 
and signal increments from the reference level were shown. 
Figure 4(a) shows the signal increments where water tank 
moved along the line nearest to the transmitting antenna. 

The shortest distance from the water inside of the water tank 
to the transmitting antenna was 50mm. In Figure 4(b) water 
tank moved along the line whose distances from the two 
antennas were equal. The shortest distances from the two 
antennas to water were 120mm. In the figures, blue, green 
and red lines indicated the wired RF generator (WG), the 
stand alone generator (SG) and FDTD simulation (SIM) 
results, respectively. The transmitting and receiving fre-
quencies were 47MHz in all cases.  

In Figure 4(a), SIM and WG corresponded to each other. 
The signal increment of SG was 70 percent greater than that 
of SIM and WG. In Figure 4(b), SIM and SG corresponded 
to each other, and WG was 40 percent smaller than SIM and 
SG.  

SIM and WG matched in Figure 4(a), on the other hand, 
so did SIM and SG in Figure 4(b). These results didn't bring 
clear conclusion. The electric field dipole antenna used in 
the study did not have stable characteristic impedance and 
had reactive and higher impedance at the measurement 
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frequency than the coaxial cable. Because of the unstable 
characteristics, antenna efficiency was remarkably increased 
when dielectric material, water, was located close to the 
transmitting antenna. In Figure 4(a), measured signal 
strength was additionally increased by approximately 70% 
with this effect. On the other hand, Figure 4(b) was inter-
preted that effect of close dielectric material was insignifi-
cant when water passed 120mm away from the antennas.  

These results suggest isolated oscillator (SG) provided 
better signal changes than the built-in generator (WG), and 
that results of simulation (SIM) and isolated oscillator cor-
respond each other by eliminating changes of the antenna 
efficiency. 

Figure 5 shows ratios of maximum and minimum signal 
strengths at each frequency where WG was used for power 
source. The blue and red lines were the results for the water 
tank path closest to the transmitting antenna, and the path 
on the center of the two antennas, respectively. 

The blue line had sharp dips at 8, 25 and 41MHz. As de-
scribed earlier, characteristic impedance of the antennas 
didn't match that of the coaxial cable, so that these dips 
appeared in accordance with the length of the cable. Beside 
these singular points, the difference between the blue and 
red lines was approximately 0.7dB at 20MHz and lower 
frequencies. The higher became the frequency, the smaller 
was the difference. Because this method couldn’t provide 
resolution for distance axis, large sensitivity difference by 
the distance caused distortion to image reconstruction.  

Around 50MHz, the difference became 0.2 to 0.3dB. In 
the frequency range shown in the Figure 5, frequency from 
45MHz to 50MHz was suitable for the measurement be-
cause there was no singular point and difference between 
two water tank paths was small. 

The results suggest the experimental system provided 
signal changes as greater as FDTD simulation when isolate 
oscillator was used as the transmission RF generator to 
avoid unwanted link between transmitting and receiving 
systems. Efficiency and stability of the antenna system 
should be improved, considering the frequency response. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Results of the experiment suggest greater signal changes 
were provided by eliminating unwanted linkages between 
transmitting and receiving systems. Frequency for the mea-
surement and frequency response of the antenna system 
were important as well. 

The authors plan to measure human body with improved 
antenna, transmitting and receiving systems. Application of 
the method would be surveyed to build proper prototype of 
the method. 
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Abstract—A number of works have been suggested that 
extravascular (EV) component of large vessels contribute only 
from GE fMRI, not form spin-echo (SE) fMRI. And the neural 
activation site often in capillaries and small venules, to 
improve temporal resolution and reduce the signal arise from 
larger draining vein both the IV and EV. ER-fMRI studies 
have successfully demonstrated that with proper experiment 
designs and data processing, subsecond temporal resolution 
can be achieved. .In this study, we evaluated the temporal 
variability of BOLD signals measured within the same cortical 
area, using SE and GE EPI.. 
Keywords— fMRI  BOLD, temporal resolution, spin echo, 

gradient echo  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Over the past decade, blood oxygenation level-dependent 
(BOLD) functional MRI (fMRI) has been widely employed 
in the mapping of human brain activation [1]. With modern 
MRI scanners, fMRI is considered to provide more 
dynamic information with improved temporal resolution. 
The blurred temporal components of the superimposed 
hemodynamic responses can be separated by a 
mathematical deconvolution method, based on the linear 
model [2], which further improves the temporal resolution.  
ER-fMRI studies have successfully demonstrated that with 
proper experiment designs and data processing, subsecond 
temporal resolution can be achieved [3]. A number of 
works have been suggested that extravascular (EV) 
component of large vessels contribute only from GE fMRI, 
not form spin-echo (SE) fMRI [4] , because the 180 RF 
pulse refocus the spin in the static field inhomogeneity 
surrounding the large vessels. In this study, we resolving 
temporal differences of hemodynamic response with 
event-related spin-echo BOLD fMRI and also comparing to 
gradient-echo BOLD. 

II. METHODS  

All the experiments were performed on a 3.0T Trio MRI 
scanner. Three ER-fMRI conditions with temporally 
delayed (0, 250 and 500 ms) brief visual stimulations 
between two hemifields, were examined on five subjects. 
Six runs were contained, each run consisted 40 trials, each 
trial consisted of brief visual stimulation followed by  

 
 
random order fixation (3 to 8s), the mean ITI = 7s. The  
paradigm design were shown in Fig.1.  The GE images 
were acquired by using a single-shot echo planar 
image(EPI) sequence, with TR/TE/FA= 1000ms/35ms/64 
and TR/TE/FA= 500ms/35ms/50 another SE-EPI sequences 
were used to SE BOLD-fMRI signals with 
TR/TE=1000ms/72ms and TR/TE=500ms/72ms. In-plane 
resolution = 3.3×3.3 mm2. Eight slices with thickness 5 mm 
and 1 mm gap .The slices cover the visual cortex.  For 
image data were processed using SPM ( Statistical 
Parametric Mapping ) software. Pre-processing included 
motion correction, slice time correction and smoothing with 
5mm. The significantly activated voxels in right and left 
hemisphere (p<0.05,p<0.005) were detected by correlating 
with SPM hemodynamic response. After selecting the 
regions-of-interest(ROI) within the visual cortex, the time 
series were extracted by General Linear Model(GLM) 
which is a deconvolution method for each pixel and 
averaged single trials.[2]  By employing curve fitting 
method using two gamma variate function, the onset times 
were determined at the time to first half maximum. Our 
study compare to standard deviation (std.) of measured time 
delay in three different sequences within subjects. The flow 
chart as follow.(Fig .2) 
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Fig.1 The paradigm design of this study. Three conditions 
with temporally delayed (0, 250 and 500 ms) brief visual 
stimulations that followed by random order fixation (3 to 
8s), the mean ITI = 7s. between two hemifields.  
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Fig.2  Show the flow chart of this experiment.  

III. RESULTS  

Fig. 3 illustrates the mean time courses of conventional 
BOLD with TR=1000ms and TR=500ms and SE BOLD 
with temporal delay(500ms). It clearly shows that no matter 
which sequences the Time courses were separately 
extracted from the right (blue line) and the left (pink line) 
visual cortical areas. Fig. 4 there is no significant different 
between the accuracy of GRE-BOLD and SE-BOLD, after 
averaging five subjects result, even if TR equal to 500ms. 
Fig.5 Display the histogram of temporal delay v.s std.of 
sequences. In general, the std. of SE is smaller than GRE 
except delay time equal 0ms. It means that the variant of 
SE-BOLD smaller than GE-BOLD. All thought there is no 
significant different between the accuracy of GRE-BOLD 
and SE-BOLD, the variance of GRE-BOLD is larger than 
SE-BOLD. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

There is no significant the accuracy of SE-BOLD and 
GRE-BOLD with different temporal resolution of 1000ms 
and 500ms.From Fig.5 we have demonstrated that the 
SE-BOLD less variant than GRE-BOLD even if GRE with 
high temporal resolution of TR=500ms.  
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Fig.3  There are time courses 
in three different sequences 
with two ROI which are visual 
cortex in right and left side, SE 
TR=1000ms,GRETR=1000ms 
and TR=500ms,respectivitity. 

 

 
Fig.4  There is no significant different between the 
accuracy of GRE-BOLD and SE-BOLD, after averaging 
five subjects result 

 
 
Fig.5  Display the measured delay time v.s. std. in 
different sequences. In general, the std. of SE is smaller 
than GRE. It means that the variant of SE-BOLD smaller 
than GE-BOLD. 
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Abstract—We demonstrate the potential of PCXI in achiev-
ing a non-invasive measure of airway health, for the assess-
ment of new therapies for cystic fibrosis (CF).  In particular, 
the advantages to an increased transverse coherence length are 
studied, revealing sharper and more detailed phase contrast 
fringes, well-suited to phase retrieval algorithms.  Through the 
application of these algorithms, the depth of the ASL, a key 
measure of airway health, may be revealed.  This will enable 
medical researchers at the Women’s and Children’s Hospital 
in Adelaide, Australia, to immediately receive feedback from 
the CF treatment delivery site in the airways, rather than 
waiting for the disease to develop in the lungs, as required 
previously. 

Keywords—Phase contrast imaging, synchrotron, x-rays. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a recessive genetic condition, 
caused by the CFTR gene defect [1].  This is seen in many 
ways, the most debilitating of which is associated airway 
disease.  Mucus retention, airway obstruction and inflam-
mation continually degrade the health of the airways and 
lungs, resulting in a decreased quality of life for sufferers 
and almost always death early in adulthood.  Current treat-
ment options, such as antibiotics to control the infection and 
physiotherapy to clear the chest, are short-term.  The condi-
tion of the lungs continually worsens, requiring regular 
visits to hospital.  However, work done by Dr David Par-
sons and collaborators from the Women’s and Children’s 
Hospital in Adelaide offers potential for a cure, using an 
airway gene transfer method [2].   

In order to develop this treatment, a good measure of 
airway health is required.  Previous assessment of airway 
health has been indirect, commonly by observation of defi-
cits in lung function [3], hence requiring months or years 
for changes due to treatment to propagate and to develop in 
the biological system.  The aim is to measure the airway 
health in a more direct way, through observation of the 
actual treatment site, so that real-time feedback may be 
achieved.  

A key concept in our assessment of therapies is the air-
way surface liquid (ASL).  This is a salty water coating on 
the inside of an airway, a sufficient depth of which is criti-
cal in maintaining clear airways.  The ASL allows cilia 
along the airway surface to be active in clearing debris to 
protect the lungs.  Dr Parsons has already observed a de-
creased depth in ASL as a result of an airway cell ion im-
balance, as produced by the CFTR gene defect [4].  An 
effective treatment for CF airway disease should result in an 
increase in ASL depth, restoring the ability of the cilia to 
clear debris.  

The aim of the present work is to image mouse airways 
before, during and after treatment in a time sequence, to 
continually observe the ASL depth.  Preliminary testing can 
use short-term, well-known treatments, such as hypertonic 
saline, to observe changes in ASL depth.  Mouse models 
include C57 (normal) mice, Fabp mice who have the CFTR 
gene deficiency and BetaENaC mice who show CF-like 
symptoms. 

The challenge is then to image airways in a way so that 
changes of around 3μm may be measured in both the upper 
airway 7-10μm ASL depth and the tracheal 50μm ASL 
depth of mice [5]. 

II. PHASE CONTRAST IMAGING OF THE AIRWAYS 

Phase contrast x-ray imaging (PCXI) is a novel, non-
invasive technique which uses not only the absorption of x-
rays through different materials, but also the relative refrac-
tive indices of materials to give enhanced image contrast 
over using absorption information alone [6, 7].  As an inci-
dent wave passes through a material, the amplitude de-
creases according to the attenuation coefficient of the mate-
rial.  The intensity of the transmitted wave will be observed 
as the squared magnitude of the complex amplitude, so 
different regions of material will transmit waves of different 
intensities, and at boundaries between these regions phase  
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Fig. 1 Computer simulation of x-ray phase contrast imaging of a 1mm 
wide airway with 45/50μm ASL, showing both the air/ASL and the 
ASL/tissue interfaces, with 0.45 micron pixels 

 
Fig. 2 Phase contrast image of 1mm wide perspex airway model,  
showing both interfaces, as in simulation results. Imaged with 0.45 micron 
pixels 

 
Fig. 3 Phase contrast image of a mouse trachea, with only the air/ASL 
interface seen clearly.  Skin texture is seen overlying the image, and hair-
less mice are used to prevent images of hair, confounding the visibility of 
the ASL. Imaged with 0.45 micron pixels 

shift will occur.  Although regions with different refractive 
indices will incur different phase changes, these will not be 
directly observable.  In order to use the extra information 
given by phase variations, they must be converted into in-
tensity variations.  In this case, this is done using propaga-
tion based phase contrast [6, 7, 8].   

In this coherent x-ray imaging technique, a significant 
(centimeters to meters) distance is introduced between the 
imaged object and the detector.  This allows the modified 
diffracted [9] wave at the boundaries to interfere during 
propagation, causing a bright/dark fringe pattern in the 
image where the boundary occurs between two material of 
different refractive indices. 

This makes PCXI particularly suited to imaging soft tis-
sue, where the absorption of adjoining tissues may be simi-
lar, but the real part of the refractive indices are different.  
The phase contrast fringe at a boundary between air and 
liquid is particularly visible in phase contrast images, rec-
ommending the technique for this application.  The fine 
resolution in real time required to detect ASL changes of 
only a few micron in a 1mm diameter airway is enabled 
through phase contrast imaging with synchrotron x-rays.  
Imaging was performed using medical imaging beamline 
20XU at the SPring-8 synchrotron in Japan [10, 11].  A 1m 
propagation distance between the airway and the detector is 
chosen.  This balances the need for highly visible fringes 
(seen with longer propagation) with sufficiently narrow 
fringes (seen with shorter propagation) so that fine detail 
may be observed and the two sets of fringes do not overlap. 

Figure 1 shows a simulated airway image, used in deter-
mining the optimal propagation distance.  It can be seen in 
the simulation that the interface between the airway and 
ASL is of higher visibility than that between ASL and tis-
sue.  This is because the difference in refractive index is 
greater between air and ASL than between ASL and tissue. 

The two interfaces are also seen in phantom imaging 
(Fig. 2), where a simple perspex model of an airway is im-
aged using the synchrotron source.  A block of Perspex 
models the tissue, with a 1mm diameter hole interiorly 
coated with Vaseline as the airway.  From this image, the 
ASL depth should simply be given by the distance between 
the airway/ASL fringe set and the ASL/tissue fringe set. 

However, when imaging a live mouse airway, the 
ASL/tissue interfaces are not clearly visible, as in Fig 3.  
This is due to both the additional overlying tissue textures 
and a more complicated interface, which means that the step 
in refractive index is not as sharp.    

In order to bring out this interface and enable measure-
ment of the ASL, a highly coherent source is desired.  A 
long coherence length is important in producing strong, 
sharp phase contrast fringes.  Light with a short coherence 
length, such as that produced by an extended source, will 
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effectively blur the image.  While it is not probable that an 
ASL/tissue fringe set will be revealed with the same clarity 
as in phantom imaging, optimization of the imaging condi-
tions, in particular the coherence, offers promise in reveal-
ing sufficient information for the ASL depth to be recov-
ered. 

During imaging, a field of view of around 2mm by 
1.5mm is required to observe a sufficient image of the air-
way.  This is enabled through selection of the collimating 
slits through which the source is seen and through the use of 
a diffuser.  A diffuser is a spinning piece of paper which is 
placed in front of the beam to even out the field, reducing 
fluctuations due to movement in the electron beam of the 
synchrotron.  It also blurs out phase gradients introduced by 
beamline elements such as the beryllium window.   

The use of the diffuser, effectively a random phase 
screen, means that the degree of transverse coherence of the 
beam is decreased [12].  The effective source size also af-
fects the coherence of the beam, where a small source (or 
narrow collimating slits) results in a longer transverse co-
herence length.  However, moving the collimating slits 
closer together will decrease the field of view.  Less flux 
also results in the need for longer exposure times, which can 
become a problem in live imaging, introducing blur due to 
animal movement.  There must therefore be a balance be-
tween a large imaging field of view and a high degree of 
coherence.   

Figure 4 shows that the removal of the diffuser from the 
imaging set-up (increasing the degree of transverse coher-
ence) results in a significant increase in the number of ob-
servable fringes at each boundary.  While only two bright 
fringes are seen with the diffuser present (Fig. 4 (a)), when 
it is removed up to ten bright fringes are visible (Fig. 4 (b)).  

 

Fig. 4 (a) Mouse trachea edge imaged with a diffuser present, showing a 
single light/dark fringe ate the interface, (b) Mouse trachea edge imaged 
without a diffuser present, with more detailed fringes seen, imaged with 
0.18 micron pixels 

The addition of detailed fringes means that an interface is 
more easily identified within the surrounding speckle. The 

information provided by the detailed fringes in Fig. 4 (b) is 
valuable in techniques such as phase retrieval.  Phase re-
trieval algorithms take information about the intensity of a 
wave and apply constraints such as the refractive index and 
position of the sample to reconstruct an image of the wave 
phase at the exit surface of the sample.  This can then reveal 
the projected thickness of the imaged object. 

Preliminary application of a single-material phase re-
trieval algorithm [13] to an intensity image (eg. Fig. 4(b)) 
suggests that a region may be identified in the expected 
position of the ASL, as in Fig. 5.  A bright stripe, which has 
a width approximately equal to that expected of the ASL, is 
seen in the image at the airway edge, whereas the phase 
contrast fringe which was running in the opposite diagonal 
direction, most probably due to a skin fold, shows a simple 
step.  The stripe, which is not obvious in the phase contrast 
image, may be seen in this phase retrieval, resulting in a 
more readily interpretable image. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Phase retrieved from an expanded region of Fig 4 (b), showing a 
possible ASL region, imaged with 0.18 micron pixels 

The ability to quantify this ASL depth will enable ex-
amination of the airway changes in response to treatment 
over time.  There are challenges arising from in-vivo imag-
ing, such as the reduction of exposures times to minimize 
blur due to movement.  Also, the imaging of different air-
ways, high in the nasal passages or lower towards the lung, 
will change the overlying tissue textures.   Nevertheless, 
PCXI lends itself to this application, with promising results 
regarding the observation of the airway surface liquid.  
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III. CONCLUSIONS  

Through optimization of the synchrotron imaging set-up 
to increase coherence, and use of specialized image analysis 
techniques such as phase retrieval, information about the 
airway surface may be revealed.  This will be of immense 
value if it permits the non-invasive, real-time observation of 
the effectiveness of treatments for CF and other airway 
diseases. 
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Abstract—The aim of this work was to obtain a predictive 
statistical model for pixel noise on water phantom CT images, 
with appropriate physical meaning of model parameters. A 
statistical model was obtained using images from the head and 
abdominal sections of a physical phantom, which includes as 
independent variables: peak kilo voltage, tube current per 
scanning time, phantom diameter, collimation, reconstruction 
diameter, reconstruction mode, reconstruction filters and post 
processing filters, interaction between scanned object diameter 
and reconstruction diameter was also taken into consideration. 
The adjusted coefficient of multiple determination for noise 
model was 0.98 (p-value < 0.001). The model also described 
correctly the influence of each experimental factor, from which 
weighting functions were developed. A reference noise can be 
computed from model in order to test appropriateness of sys-
tem state for noise predictions. The present predictive image-
noise model provides quantitative estimation of effect on noise 
according to several setting strategies. 

Keywords—image-noise modeling, noise weighting  
functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Collective dose due to CT examinations are increasing 
worldwide [1, 2], and pediatric applications deserve special 
attention on this matter [3, 4]. Pediatric patients are ap-
proximately 10 times more sensitive to radiation exposure 
than adults for two of the most common routine CT exami-
nations, head and abdomen CT [5]. An optimization prob-
lem arises in practice: the lower the dose, the worse the 
image quality. The relationship between operational factors 
used and the image quality descriptors has to be found for 
practical optimization purposes, with great concern for 
neuroradiology applications to devise appropriate low dose 
protocols [6]. 

Image-noise must be taken into account in several opti-
mization strategies when operational factors like tube cur-
rent and voltage are modulated [7-10]. Noise is considered a 
critical factor in Computed Tomography (CT) because es-
tablishes an inferior limit to the contrast detectable by the 
observer. The standard deviation of image pixel had been 
used as a reference level for image noise when evaluating 
image quality criteria of different examination protocols, 
including the use of automatic z-axis tube current  

modulation [11]. It is not usual to find an equation of noise 
on patient images in association with several scanning fac-
tors, although some had been devised associated with object 
diameter using Single Detector CT (SDCT) [12], and Multi 
detector CT (MDCT) and with dose index [13]. Generally, 
separate tables or graphs for noise versus scanning parame-
ters are reported. Patient-specific CT scan factors setting 
can be approached systemically, considering four basic 
components: (1) Attributes of the patient, (2) Modulation of 
scanning factors, (3) Advances in technology and (4) Re-
quired clinical image quality (AMAR approach), that affect 
both dose to patient and image quality. The availability of a 
image-noise predictive model should contribute to identify 
optimization strategies for pediatric low-dose protocols with 
desired noise level. The aim of this work was to obtain a 
predictive statistical model for pixel noise from CT images, 
with appropriate physical meaning of model parameters. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Operational factors were considered for models presented 
taking into account the mentioned AMAR approach. 

A SHIMADZU SCT-7800TC unit was used [14], which 
is dedicated to pediatric applications. The following inde-
pendent variables were selected for experimental design: 
nominal kVp (f1), mAs (f2), phantom diameter (f3), colli-
mation (f4), Field of View -FOV- (f5), reconstruction mode 
(f6), reconstruction kernel (f7) and Smart filter (f8). Quanti-
tative factors (f1 - f5) were transformed into variables X1-X5 
according to eq. (1); f6 - f8 are categorical factors which 
were transformed into binary variables X6-X16 for its inclu-
sion into the model, all levels of binary variables were con-
sidered for experimental design except “3segs”, “RF6” and 
“SF3” [14], which were dropped to avoid computational 
difficulties leading to linear dependence among columns of 
factors matrix [15]. 

Noise was calculated as the standard deviation of pixel 
values )(m

kσ  from a region of interest (ROI, with 10% of the 
phantom’s area) in image corresponding to factors combina-
tion k, each ROI was located at the center of phantom’s 
image because generally, the highest levels of image noise 
and lowest level of image contrast are found at this location, 
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which limits the use of these images for diagnostic purposes 
(on images with FOV=50 mm and phantom’s diameter 230 
mm, ROI’s area was defined for 5% of axial phantom’s 
area). 
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Noise values were transformed by logarithms to satisfy 
normality according with Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, at a 
significance level = 0.05, see model in eq (2). 
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and *

iia  are parameters of linear, inter-
action and pure quadratic terms respectively. 

The experimental design was based on a V-optimal crite-
rion for n = 72 combinations of factor levels. Two or three 
images are reconstructed automatically for level “2segs” or 
“3segs” respectively [14], average noise was calculated for 
these cases. Phantom images were acquired with scanning 
times of 1-3.2 s, tube rotation of 360º and gantry tilt of 0º. 
Head (Ø160mm) and abdomen (Ø230mm) sections were 
used, belonging to the water filled phantom delivered with 
the CT unit. The phantom was positioned using the CT 
unit’s laser positioning system and ensuring an exact center-
ing within 1mm of tolerance.  

Variance homogeneity of ( ))(ln m
kσ  was achieved accord-

ing to Levene’s test. Randomness respect to mean and me-
dian values was achieved according to runs test.  

From eq. (2) it can be easily shown that phantom’s noise 
model is composed by exponential weighting functions and 
therefore can be presented as eq. (3). 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mmmmm
k QILRN ⋅⋅⋅=σ̂  

(3) 

where ( ) ∑= =
v
i ii Xam eL 1 , ( ) ∑ ∑=

−
= +=

1
1 1

*v
i

v
ij jiij XXam eI  and 

( ) ∑= =
v
i iii Xam eQ 1

2*

 are linear, interaction and quadratic term 
weighting functions respectively. Given weighting functions 
will provide coefficients for image-noise reduction or in-
crement in water phantoms according to different factor 

settings. The ( ) 0am eRN =  in HU is a phantom’s “Reference 
Noise”, i.e. the expected noise if all factors are selected to 
satisfy ( ) ( ) ( )mmm QIL ⋅⋅ =1. The ( )mRN  value accounts the 
influence of factors not considered in phantom’s noise 
model, this value could provide a quality control reference 
of system state to perform predictions using phantom’s 

noise model, with confidence intervals according to signifi-
cance level for estimation of 0a . 

III. RESULTS 

This model was estimated using the backward stepwise 
method. Multiple linear regression analysis of ( )( )m

kσln  
achieved an adjusted coefficient of multiple determination 

2
amR =0.98 (p-value < 0.001). Model predictors and parame-

ters are presented in table 1. Results shown in table 1 sug-
gest that it is reasonable the model association of pixel noise 
to scanning factors using multiple exponential weighting 
functions. Weighting functions of linear terms were simu-
lated according to quantitative predictors (see Fig 1). A 

( )mRN  =9.05 HU [95% CI: 8.09-10.12 HU] is obtained, 
several scanning factor combinations could be set to satisfy 
condition ( ) ( ) ( )mmm QIL ⋅⋅ =1 and perform noise measure-
ments, afterward fixing diameter’s weighting function ac-
cording to phantom used for measurements and comparing 
measured noise against ( )mRN  in order to test appropriate-
ness of system state for predictions from phantom’s noise 
model. Interaction and quadratic term weighting functions 
were calculated to analyze its effects on noise (see Fig 2).  

Table 1 Predictors and parameters of phantom’s noise model 

Predictors Parameters 
a  p-value Lower b Upper b 

Const. 2.203 1.6 x 10-42 2.091 2.315 
X1 -0.127 5.6 x 10-08 -0.168 -0.087 
X2 -0.801 6.2 x 10-42 -0.842 -0.759 
X3 0.846 1.9 x 10-19 0.722 0.970 
X4 -0.678 5.7 x 10-37 -0.722 -0.634 
X5 -0.713 1.2 x 10-02 -1.263 -0.164 
X6 -0.416 3.7 x 10-10 -0.525 -0.306 
X7 1.234 8.6 x 10-27 1.108 1.360 
X8 -0.426 8.2 x 10-10 -0.541 -0.310 
X10 -0.904 2.1 x 10-21 -1.024 -0.784 
X11 -0.621 1.4 x 10-14 -0.741 -0.500 
X12 -0.433 8.0 x 10-09 -0.561 -0.305 
X14 0.203 1.3 x 10-03 0.083 0.322 
X15 0.080 6.8 x 10-02 -0.006 0.166 
X3X5 -0.927 3.5 x 10-07 -1.248 -0.605 
X52 1.544 3.1 x 10-08 1.062 2.025 

a Dependent variable: ( ) ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ m

kσln . 

b Respective 95% Confidence Interval bounds for model parameters. 
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Net FOV effect in noise includes corresponding linear, 
interaction and quadratic terms; simulated results are pre-
sented as FOV’s weighting function Nwf in Fig 3 for differ-
ent diameters. The noise weighting function Nwf keeps 
inversely proportional to FOV for all diameters up to a 
minimum value of Nwf. When decreasing noise by FOV 
effect (Nwf<1) is of interest, this can be obtained if condi-
tion of 02

5
*
5553

*
3555 <⋅+⋅⋅+⋅ XaXXaXa  is satisfied, e.g. 

for diameters of 100, 165 or 176 mm, FOV selected must 
fall into ranges 80-309, 60-417 or 57-435 mm respectively 
(see Fig 3).  

 

Fig 1 Noise weighting functions from linear terms of phantom’s model 
according to predictors: Nwk for tube kVp (X1), Nwm for mAs (X2), Nwp 
for phantom diameter (X3), Nws for collimation (X4) and LinNwf for FOV 
(X5). Higher values of kVp, mAs, collimation, and linear term of FOV 
contribute toward noise reduction and higher phantom diameter (X3) 
increments pixel noise 

Use of reconstruction modes STD (X6) and MAC (X8) 
decrease noise with weighting values of 0.66 [95% CI: 
0.59-0.74] and 0.65 [95% CI: 0.58-0.73] respectively, but 
HR (X7) increases noise with a weighting value of 3.43 
[95% CI: 3.03-3.90]. 

It was confirmed that noise reduction kernels  decrease 
image-noise in a similar manner than for abdomen CT [16] 
with weighting values of 0.40 [95% CI: 0.36-0.46], 0.54 
[95% CI: 0.48-0.61] and 0.65 [95% CI: 0.57-0.74] for RF1 
(X10), RF2 (X11) and RF3 (X12) respectively; kernel RF5 
(X14) increases noise with a weighting value of 1.23 [95% 
CI: 1.09-1.38]. Without SF1, all combinations of kernels 
with HR will contribute to increase noise, with highest 
weighting value of 4.21 [95% CI: 3.30-5.38] when com-
bined with RF5. Kernels with modes STD or MAC will 
decrease noise, with the lowest weighting value 0.26 [95% 
CI: 0.21-0.34] for MAC and RF1.  With mode “2segs” or 
“3segs” and any kernel, weighting values are those esti-
mated for kernels alone. 

IV. DISCUSION 

Since the setting of CT factors is a major contributor to 
the radiation dose received during a non-enhanced head CT 
study [6], quantitative factors of phantom’s noise model can  
 

 

Fig 2 Noise weighting functions of FOV from quadratic (curve Q effect) 
and interaction terms (curves I effect) for three diameters: 100 (minimum 
for coding), 120 and 230 mm (maximum water phantom’s diameter). 
Diameter and FOV interact contributing to lower noise when FOV in-
creases with fixed diameter and the weight of interaction effect is above 
one for diameters ≤ 120 mm. The quadratic term of FOV contributes with 
noise reduction when FOV ≤ 355 mm 

 

Fig 3 Net effect of FOV terms in noise weighting function Nwf for diame-
ters: 100mm (minimum considered for coding), 165 mm (diameter for 
median setting), 176 mm (maximum equivalent diameter found in group of 
pediatric patients) and 230 mm (maximum water phantom’s diameter). A 
reference line (RL) is indicated for Nwf=1. Wider FOV range is available 
for higher diameters to reach lower noise 

be arranged by descending p-value to identify appropriate 
modulation of scanning factors to optimize image quality 
with low dose strategies (refer to table 1), i.e.: mAs, colli-
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mation, phantom diameter, kVp and FOV; this confirms 
mAs as the most influencing factor on noise. With fixed 
diameter, the most influencing weighting curves in descen-
dent order are the following: Nwm, Nws, Nwk (these three 
in Fig 1) and Nwf (see Fig 3), accordingly with physical 
meaning of model parameters. It is well known that an in-
crement of mAs is on detriment of patient, quantified by 
absorbed dose descriptors [17-19]. Otherwise, if low mAs 
values are set, with fixed diameter at 165 mm, higher colli-
mation over median values (>5 mm) will contribute to im-
age-noise reduction up to Nws x 100%=51.0% [95% 
CI:49.6-53.0%] with collimation of 10 mm, and appropriate 
FOV setting (at least into the range of 80-409 mm to satisfy 
Nwf<1, e.g. with FOV=244 mm) will reduce noise up to 
Nwf x 100%=66.9% [95% CI:49.1-27.5% with 500 and 50 
mm respectively] (see figure 2), further reductions of im-
age-noise of Nwk x 100%=88% [95% CI: 84.5-91.7%] can 
be achieved with 135 kVp, totaling an overall noise reduc-
tion up to 30.0% (Nws x Nwf x Nwk x 100%). Although 
differences in radiation doses had been reported, attributable 
to differences in tube voltaje [20],  additional alternatives 
exist for low mAs and minimum kVp to further image-noise 
reduction using appropriate reconstruction mode, kernel and 
Smart Filter combinations to obtain low weighting values as 
described in results from phantom’s model. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The present predictive image-noise model provides quan-
titative estimation of effect on noise according to several 
setting strategies. An inverse estimation of setting is needed 
to obtain desired image-noise level, allowing quantitative 
estimation of initial scan settings. 
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  Abstract 
ABSTRACTS- A new anti-MUC1 monoclonal antibody (PR81) 
and its F(ab')2 fragment, radiolabeled with 99mTc, were 
compared for tumor targeting in BALB/c mice with breast 
tumor xenografts. Radiolabeling of PR81 and F(ab')2 fragment 
were performed using the HYNIC as a chelator and tricine as 
a co-ligand. The tumors were visualized with high sensitivity 
after 4 and 24 hrs injections of radiolabeled PR81 and its 
fragment respectively.  
 
                                             INTRODUCTION 
Monoclonal antibodies and fragments have been used in the 
diagnosis and therapy of hematopoietic and 
nonhematopoietic tumors in the humans [1, 2]. Compared to 
intact IgG, F(ab')2 and Fab exhibit significantly improved 
tumor specificity and intratumor penetration in animal 
models. Generally, lower molecular-weight agents provide 
better target to nontarget ratios due to their rapid 
background clearance. Moreover the use of monoclonal 
antibody fragments is an important strategy to avoid human  
antimouse antibody response (HAMA). In this study we 
compared the biodistribution and localization characteristics 
of 99mTc labeled intact PR81 and its F(ab')2  fragment to 
identify potentially more useful radiopharmaceutical for 
diagnosis of human breast cancer. 
 
                                      MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The antibody PR81 is an anti-MUC1 murine MAb of IgG1 
class and subclass. PR81 exhibited good and similar 
affinities (2.19 × 108 M-1) towards TSA-P1-24 and A-P1-
15, which are mainly shared in the hydrophilic sequence of 
PDTRPAP. This antibody was provided by M. Paknejad, et 
al [3]. 
Purified monoclonal antibody PR81 was digested with 5% 
(w/w) pepsin for 28 hours at 37ºC in 0.1 M sodium acetate 
buffer Ph 4.2. The F(ab')2  fragments were purified by 
protein A column chromatography followed by elution with 
PBS. The purity of F(ab')2  preparation was evaluated by 
SDS-PAGE under nonreducing conditions and proved to be 
more than 95%. 99mTc Radiolabeling of PR81 and F(ab')2 

fragment were performed using the HYNIC as a chelator 
and tricine as a co-ligand. The immunoreactivity of the 
complexes was assessed by radioimmunoassay using MCF7 
cells. Biodistribution and imaging studies were performed 
in female BALB/c mice with breast tumor xenograft after 4 
and 24 hs after the preparations injection. 
                                                      RESULTS 
Labeling of PR81 and F(ab')2 fragment with 99mTc resulted 
in a specific activity of 89.2%±4.7 and 70.1%±5.2 
respectively. The immunoreactivity of the 99mTc-HYNIC-
PR81 was 83.2%±4.7 and the immunoreactivity of its 99mTc 
labeled fragment was 65.2%±5.1. Tumor to liver ratio at 4 
hrs was 0.73 for PR81 and 3.67 for F(ab')2  and reached at 
24 hr to 1.30 and 0.64 respectively. The tumors were 
visualized with high sensitivity after 4 (figure A) and 24 
(figure B) hrs injections of radiolabeled PR81 and its 
fragment respectively.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                
Figure A. Anterior whole-body scintigraphic image of a 
representative female BALB/c mouse with breast tumor 
xenograft in the right flank. The image wAS acquired at 4 
hr after intravenous injection of 99mTc-HYNIC-F(ab')2.  
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Figure B. Anterior whole-body scintigraphic image of a 
representative female BALB/c mouse with breast tumor 
xenograft in the right flank. The image was acquired at 24 
hr after intravenous injection of 99mTc-HYNIC-PR81.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Our comparative study showed that F(ab')2 fragment of 
PR81 is much more suitable, rapid and reliable than intact 
PR81 for diagnosis of breast tumors. 
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Abstract— Diagnostic ultrasound is used as a tool in many 
different fields. The image quality is a vital part of the exami-
nation method, and it is crucial for a correct diagnostic as-
sessment. The image quality depends to a large extent on the 
ultrasound probes’ acoustic ability to send out and to pick up 
signals. In the clinical usage an image with deteriorated quality 
is often difficult to assess. A successive deterioration and wear 
in an ultrasound probe is hard to discover with the naked eye. 
Thus there is a need for efficient assessments and in this re-
gard the Department of Biomedical Engineering (DBE) lacks 
an appropriate test method. At the Sahlgrenska University 
Hospital (SU) there are a great number of ultrasound probes. 
Today there is a lack of an objective test method that in a 
quick and easy way verifies the technical performance of the 
probe. The DBE decided to evaluate the test method First Call 
2000TM in order to find out if this method could be a replace-
ment or complement to the current methods. 

During three days 115 tests were performed at SU. The col-
lected data were studied and were evaluated by DBE. Out of 
115 tests performed with First Call 2000TM 43 probes were free 
from remarks, 45 had some kind of remark and 27 were ex-
cluded for various reasons. 

The results show that with this test method it is possible to 
quickly and easily obtain a prognosis for the technical per-
formance of the probe. Many tests pointed at technical defects 
for probes used in daily operation. By collecting reference data 
with recurrent First Call 2000TM tests, you could have a better 
outline of the technical performance of the probes. Thus the 
test results could be the basis for the fact if the probe should be 
exchanged. 

Keywords— Ultrasound, probe, First Call 2000TM. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

There are a great number of ultrasound systems with be-
longing ultrasonic sensors at the Sahlgrenska University 
Hospital (SU). The Department of Biomedical Engineering 
(DBE) at SU and the suppliers need an objective method to 
apply in functional maintenance of the ultrasound systems.  
The majority of the departments that on the daily basis carry 
out ultrasound activities have signed a full service agree-
ment for their ultrasound systems. It is necessary that their 
ultrasound systems have high performance and are in opera-
tion as often as possible. The image quality methods, which 
DBE has at its disposal, are time consuming, ineffective and 
partly subjective. They need to be improved, so that the 

scope for subjective assessment decreases. The current 
methods applied by DBE at SU are visual inspection,   leak-
age current test, phantom measurement, mechanical control 
of the crystal function, and image comparison with two 
probes of the same model and embedded test programs.  

The image and flow information collected through the 
probe is an important tool and its performance affects the 
image quality. A defective probe has limited ability to send 
and receive acoustic signals, which can negatively influence 
the diagnostic information. It is difficult to know, what the 
acceptable limit in an impaired probe is. Different types of 
examinations have various demands for the image informa-
tion. Some of them demand good resolution and dynamics 
in the 2D-image in order to be able to distinguish small 
details. Some others have high demands on the content in 
the flow information. The reasons why an ultrasound probe 
can be damaged and gets deteriorated acoustical properties, 
are various [1].  The crystals could get mechanical damages 
through external influences.  An Electrostatic Discharge 
(ESD) or high temperatures in sterilization can lead to elec-
trical damages as well as to depolarization of the crystals. 

It is generally difficult for users to discover a successive 
deterioration of a probe, especially for the fresh and inexpe-
rienced ultrasound users. A cable breakdown or a crystal 
malfunction is hard to detect in the 2D image. In our experi-
ence, there is a higher risk that several crystals in the same 
area stop functioning in a probe with occasional crystal 
malfunction. A successive deterioration of the image quality 
is always difficult to detect. Consequently it is important to 
have an objective measurement method to early localize 
slight errors. It is also important to estimate, where the dete-
rioration occurs, in the probe or in the scanner.  Probably 
several ultrasound systems are exchanged due to the quality 
issues of the probe.  

The goal of this study was to evaluate the test method 
First Call 2000TM [2] developed by Sonora Medical Sys-
tems, Inc, Colorado, USA. We wanted to compare First Call 
2000TM with the current methods used in the hospitals. 

II. METHOD 

The clinical departments with a large number of ultra-
sound systems were the most appropriate to participate in 
the tests. The purpose was to test a great number of probes 
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in order to be able to evaluate the test instrument First Call 
2000TM. The evaluation results would be then compared to 
the methods which currently are used by DBE. We hired an 
external company to carry out the tests.  115 tests were 
performed and were later on evaluated by DBE. The test 
setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: First CallTM consists of a computer with the belonging software, 

cable connections between the computer and the adapter socket, a universal 
holder for the probe and an adapter socket. 

A test with First Call 2000TM can reveal a great deal 
about the function of the probe [3]. The test files are spe-
cific for every manufacturer and model. For a reliable result 
it is important that the test file follows the specific probe’s 
condition. The crystals’ sensitivity, bandwidth, and -20 dB 
pulse width as well as the capacitance of the crystals and of 
the pathway are subject to the tests. The centre frequency 
and the bandwidth of the crystals are then calculated from 
the results. Each individual crystal and pathway is tested, 
and each crystal is presented separately. It can be under-
stood from the report where the damage is located (Fig. 4). 
Each method has different sources of error, which should be 
considered when the results are interpreted. If a divergent 
test result with First Call 2000TM was observed, the possible 
sources of error were eliminated. Afterwards the test was 
repeated in order to secure the result.  A condition for a 
correct measurement result is that the test file follows the 
probe’s requirement [3]. 

Following sources of error were encountered during the 
tests: 

 non valid test files, 
 incorrect choice of test files,  
 inadequate competence and accuracy in the interpre-

tation process,  
 divergent shape of the reflector in proportion to the 

probe surface, 
 air bubbles on the probe surface and/or on the reflec-

tor, 
 poor contact between the probe and the adapter, 
 incorrect placing of the probe in the probe holder. 

 

The received signal is analyzed and is graphically pre-
sented. The acoustic measurement parameters are sensitiv-
ity, bandwidth, crystal malfunction, capacitance and pro-
longed -20 dB, which can be read from the crystal’s 
electrical signal (Fig. 2). 

The software in First Call 2000TM makes a FFT (Fast 
Fourier Transform) analysis (Fig. 3), which calculates fol-
lowing parameters: centre frequency and bandwidth.   

 
Fig. 2: The signal response of a single crystal. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3: The frequency spectrum of the signal. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Example of a graphical test report. 

 
 

III. RESULT  

A total of 115 tests were performed on probes of differ-
ent manufacturer and model, (Table 1 & Chart 1). Most of 
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the manufacturers on the Swedish market are represented. 
27 tests, of 115, were excluded from the evaluation, where 
the majority of these were erroneous and therefore could not 
be used for the analysis of the probe. The reasons for this 
are that some of the tests were carried out with incorrect 
probe file delivered by an external subcontractor, some 
results had measurement error and there were a number of 
duplicates. The remaining 88 results were thoroughly ana-
lyzed by DBE and it could be concluded that 43 probes did 
not have any remarks, 45 probes had some kind of remarks 
of different types (Table 2 & Chart 2). The results from the 
test batch, with First Call 2000TM spring 2006, showed that 
more than half of the tested probes had some sort of re-
marks, despite of regular functional check made by DBE 
and the suppliers. 

Chart 1: Probe Test 

Probe Test

3 1%

17 %

14 %

3 5 %

3 %

Passed probes

Probes with remarks

Incorrect probe file

Measurement error

Duplicates

 

Table 1: Probe Test 

Probe Test 

Number of tests 115 
Probes without remarks  43 
Probes with remarks 45 
Tested with incorrect probe or beta file 16 
Measurement error 7 
Duplicates 4 

 

Chart 2: Remarks 

Remarks

26%

4%

10%

23%

15%

22%

Uneven sensitivity

Cable breakdown

Crystal
malfunction
Long –20db

Centre frequency

Fractional
bandwidth

 
 

Table 2: Remarks 

 
Probes with remarks 

Only cable breakdown  2 

Only crystal malfunction  3 

Crystal malfunction /cable breakdown with 
other remarks 

19 

Other remarks 21 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

First Call 2000TM can be an excellent complement to the 
other methods we currently use. Most of the probes with 
remarks were those with both crystal malfunction, cable 
breakdown and other remarks. The decision about which 
probes should be exchanged, was made based on the results 
of this study, DBE’s recommendations and how the users 
seem to experience the image quality.  The discarded probes 
were impaired by several remarks such as multiple cable 
breakdown, multiple crystal malfunction and low sensitivity 
scattered all over major parts of the crystal row. Axial and 
lateral resolution, time resolution, flow precision and the 
signal-to-noise ratio are the important components, which 
are relevant for the image quality.   

The tests were carried out by an external subcontractor. 
The DBE’s demands were to only use validated test files 
from the supplier. Every single test result was thoroughly 
studied by DBE. Probes that were either tested with beta 
files or had measurement error of another type were ex-
cluded from the evaluation. Beta files are non-validated 
files (for example with the extension HP-260(B)). Making 
your own test files signifies the need for good knowledge of 
the specific probe. In the group “Probes without remarks” 
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no probe was accepted that was impaired by cable break-
down, crystal malfunction or a divergent pattern in any of 
the graphs.  Probes with one or more crystal malfunction, 
one or more cable breakdown, and other divergent pattern in 
several graphs in the same test series were included in the 
group “Probes with remarks”.   

By collecting reference data and by regular and recurrent 
tests with First Call 2000TM, a better outline of the technical 
performance of the probes can be attained. New probes are 
tested at delivery. The reference measurement will then be 
the basis of regular assessment of the probe’s performance 
during its durability. The test basis as well as the increased 
knowledge about how different defects affect the image and 
flow information, will help the clinical departments to de-
cide whether the probe still has satisfactory diagnostic func-
tion, or whether it should be exchanged. Various defects in 
a probe can influence the image and flow information dif-
ferently in different examination modes, according to our 
observations. The defects perhaps do not affect the exam-
iner at all in his or her assessment of the 2D image; however 
the assessment of the flow information with the same defect 
might negatively influence the diagnostic result. From an 
economic point of view the clinical departments can moti-
vate and plan the exchange of defect probes on more objec-
tive basis than today. They also obtain a better basis for 
decision on budgeting new purchases of probes. The control 
possibilities increase at delivery, guarantee follow-up, ser-
vice agreement and maintenance. The departments with a 
full service agreement are lulled into false safety. With the 
current methods there are no guarantees that a defect probe 
is detected in a standard maintenance routine.  

It can be seen from the results that deteriorated sensitiv-
ity, prolonged -20 dB and altered bandwidth were the major 
part of the remarks. This is exactly the type of defect which 
the users remark about and which DBE and the suppliers 
have difficulties to verify, due to the lack of an objective 
test method. These defects lead to a gradual deterioration in 
image quality. 

Different defects in probes cause different quality im-
pairment. A defect in the probe can hardly be noticeable in 
one mode. The same defect at the same time can be found to 
be very clear in another mode and can directly contribute to 
a misleading diagnosis. The knowledge about how different 
technical defects in probes affect the diagnostics needs to be 
improved in order to more distinctly be able to separate the 
probes that are unserviceable for the departments. 

Next step in the evaluation of this method would be to 
more closely investigate how the probe becomes defect, 
detected by First Call 2000TM, and influences the diagnostic 
results. Theoretically it is known how the different defects 
could affect the image information. However we need to 
more thoroughly study how the user practically is affected 
in his/her way of assessing the information from a defect 
probe, and when this defect should be basis for an ex-
change. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

 The First Call 2000TM method is easy-to-assess, 
quick, simple and effective. 

 The First Call 2000TM method can significantly 
increase the quality of the ultrasound probes and 
the diagnostic results so that the medical safety is 
improved. 

 With increased knowledge about the probes and the 
image quality we could become better at having 
right demands in purchasing new ultrasound 
systems,  

 First Call 2000TM provides quantitative 
measurements of probes, which results in better 
possibilities in classification of the probes into 
various groups. 
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Abstract The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
optimal anti-scatter grid (grid) selection for digital 
radiography with a computed radiography (CR) system. 
Anterior-posterior lumbar spine radiographies were 
performed with no grid and grid ratios of 5, 8, 10, 12 and 14 
under the same exposure conditions. An x-ray tube voltage of 
80 kV and 20 mAs were used in all radiographies. 
Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for all radiographic technique was 
measured as an image quality index. To consider the effect of 
image quality, scatter fractions, incident doses to imaging plate 
(IP) were also measured. The use of grid ratios of 10, 12 and 14 
provided higher SNR than those of the images with grid ratios 
of 5 and 8 when same exposure conditions were used. Phantom 
radiographs also indicated that the images with 10, 12 and 14 
grid ratios improved image quality over that obtainable with 
images of lower grid ratios although the images look noisy. 

Key words  digital system, computed radiography, x-ray 
imaging conditions, anti-scatter grid, SNR 

. INTRODUCTION

Digital storage phosphor radiography, commonly known
as computed radiography (CR) has been used widely in
clinical practice. For screen-film systems, because of the
limited latitude of the film, the incident exposure has to be
increased when a grid technique is employed so that the
proper optical densities of the film are maintained. This
increase results in a corresponding increase in patient
exposure. However, for digital radiography system, it is not
necessary to increase the incident exposure when a grid is
employed because the detected signal may be amplified by
electronic adjustment of the system gain. Thus the use of a
grid in digital imaging system need not cause an increase in
patient exposure. In this study, we investigated the effect of
grids on the image quality in digital radiography by
measuring the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the low
contrast object.

. MATERIALS AND METHODS

An x-ray generator system (UD150L-3, Shimadzu
Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) was employed for our

experimental studies. An x-ray tube having a 0.6 mm focal
spot size was used in this study.

The CR system (FCR PROFECT CS, Fuji Film Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) produces digital images with a pixel
size of 0.1 mm for a 33×28 cm2 field size and a 10 bit depth.
To simulate the anterior-posterior (A-P) lumbar spine
radiography, a lucite phantom of a thickness of 20 cm was
used in all measurements. Five grid (Mitaya Factory, Tokyo,
Japan) ratios of 5, 8, 10, 12 and 14 were employed. The
geometric parameters of the five grids examined in this
study are listed in Table 1. The same exposure conditions
with an x-ray tube voltage of 80 kV and 20 mAs were used
for all grid radiographies. In all experiments, we used a
fixed-beam area of a 33×28 cm2. Physical imaging
parameters including scatter fractions, incident doses to
imaging a plate (IP) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were
measured. Phantom images obtained with various grids
were also evaluated qualitatively.

A. Measurement of scatter fraction

The scatter fraction was measured by using a lead disk
method. Total and scattered radiations were measured and
the scatter fraction was calculated from equation (1).

B. Measurement of relative incident dose to IP

The relative incident dose was defined as the ratio of the
incident dose to the IP with a grid ratio to those without the
grid. The incident dose to the IP was measured by use of the
semiconductor detector (DOSIMAX plus, Scanditronix
Wellhöfer, Germany). The detector was placed between the
phantom and the IP.

C. Measurement of signal-to-noise ratio

For the measurement of signal to noise ratio (SNR), a
low contrast-object of a 2×2 cm2 aluminum plate of 2 mm
thickness was put on the 20 cm lucite phantom. The average
pixel value and standard deviation (SD) in 100×100 pixels
of aluminum plate and background were measured as a

(1)scatter fraction
total radiations

scatter radiation  
=
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Table 1 Parameters of grids used in tht e experiments.

signal and noise, respectively. These pixel values were
transfoff rmed to relative incident exposure by using a
characteristic curve. The SNR was obtained by measured
frff om the foff llowing equation (2).

. RESULTLL S

A. Scatter frff action

The measured scatter frff actions foff r the fiff ve grids and foff r
no grid are shown in Fig.1. The highest value of scatter
frff action was 0.86 without grid. The scatter frff action
decreased as the grid ratio was increased. The lowest value
of scatter frff actions was 0.38 when the highest grid ratio of
14 was used.

B. Relative incident dose to IP

Relative incident doses to IP with various grids are
shown in Fig.2. In the grapa h, the incident dose foff r no grid
technique is shown as 1.0. Relative incident exposures of
the grid technique are reduced by about 80 % to 95 %. The
reducing incident exposures of grid techniques compmm ared
with the no grid technique were caused by decreasing a
large amount of scattered radiation rather than primary
radiation.

C. Signal-to-noise ratio

Figure 3 shows SNRs of various grid techniques and the
no grid technique. The SNRs of the grid techniques were
considerably greater than that of no grid technique. The
SNR of grid technique increases with an increase of the grid
ratio.

D. Phantom images

Phantom images obtained with the various grid ratios and

the no grid are shown in Fig.4. The radiograpaa hic contrast
and detail visibility of bone trabeculae are impmm roved
considerably with the grid ratios of 10, 12 and 14, although
the images look noisy.

Fig.1 Relationship between scatter frff actions anaa d grid ratio.

Fig.2 Relationship between relative incident exposure to IP and grid ratio.

(2)

0.049

14 60 1.68 0.049 Aluminunn m 0.12

8 60 0.96 0.049 Aluminunn m 0.12

(lines/cm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

10 60 1.20 0.049 Aluminunn m 0.12

Aluminunn m 0.1212 60 1.44

5 34 1.25 0.049 Aluminunn m 0.25

GrGG id ratio Stripe density Height of lead leaf Thickness of lead leaf Material of inter space Thickness of the material inter space
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Fig.3 Relationship between signal-to-noise ratio anaa d grid ratio.

(a) no grid (b) 5:1

(c) 8:1 (d) 10:1

(e) 12:1 (f)ff 14:1

Fig.4 Comparison of tht e lumbm ar spine images obtained witht (a) no grid
and (b-f)ff various grids.

. DISCUSSION

In a radiograpaa hic procedure, the image contrast was
degraded signififf cantly by scattered radiation increasing due
to interaction of the x-ray photons with the objb ect to be
imaged. To impmm rove the image contrast, the grid technique
has been used widely in general radiograpaa hic procedures. A
disadvantage of the grid technique is the increasing of
patient exposure with the absorprr tion of a large amount of
scattered radiation and certain primary radiation. However,
in digital radiograpaa hy,yy unlike conventional radiograpaa hy with
a screen-fiff lm system, it is not necessary to increase the
incident exposure.

In this study,yy we investigated the effff eff ct of grids on the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) foff r images obtained with various
grids exposed under the same radiograpa hic conditions. WeWW
foff und that the SNR of radiograpaa hic images depends on the
grid used, therefoff re the selection of an optimal grid is
impmm ortant. Further work will be needed foff r a quantitative
analysis.

V.VV CONCLULL SIONS

The use of 10, 12 and 14 grid ratios provided a higher
SNR than those of the images with 5 and 8 grid ratios.
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A New Method to Improve the Accuracy in EIS Diagnosis 
Fu Feng, Dong Xiu Zhen, Liu Rui Gang, Shi Xue Tao, You Fu Sheng, and Ji Zhen Yu 

The Fourth Military Medical University 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical impedance scanning (EIS) has been 
demonstrated a valuable noninvasive adjunctive technology 
for breast cancer diagnosis. Although EIS is a successful 
impedance-imaging technology for breast cancer diagnosis, 
the clinical studies showed a high false-positive rate limited 
its application. The reasons are mainly concluded as 
following: (1) EIS result depends critically on the experience 
of the operator. (2) For a typical hyperplasia, EIS result in 
some cases shows a high positive finding ratio. So for EIS 
examination, how to decrease the dependence on the operator 
and how to decrease the false positive ratio induced by a 
hyperplasia are all important. Now, our group is trying to 
improve the accuracy of EIS diagnosis for breast diseases. In 
our study, three main improving technologies were used, 
which were real-time imaging technology, multi-frequency 
parameter analysis technology and imaging characteristic 
recognition algorithm.  

II. METHOD 

The high speed real-time sampling system mainly includes 
the control module, stimulator source, signal sampling part. 
The control module is completed by an ARM chip and a 
FPGA chip. Stimulator source is based on the digital 
frequency synthesis technique. The output is voltage signal 
with the amplitude from 0.1V to 2.5V, and the step is 0.2V. 
Four A/D chips with 800kHz sampling rate and 16-bit 
precision were used to sample 4 channels of measuring 
signals from the measuring probe in this system. We use 
multi-period under-sampling techniques to finish the 
high-frequency signal sampling. The sampled data were read 
by ARM and demodulated into real part (conductance) and 

imaginary part (capacitance) in the ARM. At last, the 
demodulated data are transmitted to PC by a USB1.1 
interface.  

The multi-frequency impedance information of the tissue 
is very important to the bio-impedance measurement. 
Besides the traditional mapping method used in TS2000 
(conductance and capacitance mapping at a single 
frequency), our group developed a novel mapping method 
based on multi-frequency measurement data using the 
Cole-Cole model. After the multi-frequency measurement 
for one region, the Cole-Cole plot and the parameters (G0, Cp, 
α, fyc) gray scale maps can be displayed as an adjunctive 
analyzing method for the traditional EIS map. 

A nonuser-dependent imaging characteristic recognition 
algorithm for EIS was developed. The filter algorithm first 
traverses the measuring date and finds the abnormal 
influencing data. Then the abnormal data are replaced by the 
average value of the surrounding date. The processes of the 
recognition algorithm are described as following: (1) 
Recognizing the center of the light region. (2) Recognizing 
the border of the light region. The data satisfied the criterion 
constitutes the border of the ‘light region. This process is 
repeated until all the data which satisfied the criterion are 
marked. And the recognition process of a light region is 
finished. 

III. RESULT 

The performance of the hardware system was assessed on 
a physical phantom. The SNR of the stimulating source is up 
to 75dB on the amplitude of 1.0V. The precision of the 
sampling is 16-bit. The measuring data on each measuring 
electrode has better repetition and coherence. 1% difference 
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of impedance can be detected on the resistor network. In the 
phantom experiment, a 2*2*2mm3-target can be detected 
within 8 mm depth. 

The preliminary clinical experiment based on 20 positive 
results of 10 patients with a typical hyperplasia (TH) and 10 
patients with invasive carcinoma (CA) was done to test the 
multi-frequency parameter analysis technology. The results 
showed that in the α mapping mode a CA exhibited a black 
spot but a TH exhibited a bright spot. This suggests the 
multi-frequency parameter analysis technology was possible 
to distinguish a TH from a CA. 

The characteristic recognition algorithm was verified on a 
test group including 90 EIS clinical maps which were the 
non-processed EIS original recorded maps. The original EIS 
diagnosis results of the group provided 69% accuracy. In the 
test, the processed images were performed by 3 experienced 
radiologists who did not analyze the original images before. 
The accuracies from the 3 radiologists are 78%, 75% and 

80%, respectively. The statistic test initially indicated the 
algorithm can improve the accuracy, and the average 
improving level is about 8%. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Basing on the real-time imaging technology, the operator 
pressed the measuring probe on the breast and moved the 
probe to the interesting region until acquired high quality 
imaging and froze it. The real-time imaging can induce the 
artifacts generated by the operator. And according to the 
preliminary clinical data, it is feasible to distinguish a cancer 
and a hyperplasia by using the multi-frequency analysis 
technology. Additionally, using imaging characteristic 
recognition algorithm, the radiologist can have an obvious 
and objective EIS result. So our new study appeared to be 
promising to decrease the false-positive rate of EIS and 
improve the accuracy based on the preliminary experiments. 

 



Micro-CT performance testing 
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Abstract— The rapid proliferation of micro-CT scanners in 
preclinical small animal studies has created a need for a 
method on scanner performance evaluation and scan parame-
ter optimization. The purpose of this study was to develop and 
manufacture a micro-CT phantom that enables to measure 
both scanner performance and long term stability. The phan-
tom was developed with different independent sections that 
allow to measure major scanner characteristics such as uni-
formity, linearity, contrast response, dosimetry and resolution. 
The results of a thorough investigation of scanner characteris-
tics and scan parameter optimization are discussed.  

Keywords— Micro-CT, quality control, image quality, small-
animal. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Micro-CT is a diagnostic tool that provides non-invasive 
anatomic evaluation of small animals, measurements of 
tumour size and distribution of therapeutic effects. Since 
more human diseases can be modelled in transgenic and 
knockout rodents, small animal imaging has become an area 
of increased interest. As a result, micro-CT systems are 
becoming more common in research laboratories. These 
systems promise to deliver precise and accurate high-
resolution measurements, yet often there is only few infor-
mation available about the image quality and the delivered 
dose. During recent years scan speed has improved, which 
opened the diagnostic use of micro-CT systems towards in-
vivo animal cancer studies. However, in-vivo scanning is 
not a trivial task as it requires a careful trade-off between 
image quality and dose. In-vivo studies are usually associ-
ated with extended serial X-ray exposures and high organ 
doses in the range of several hundreds of milliGrays [I]. 
Dose is a major issue because experimental outcomes such 
as animal survival or tumour growth may be altered due to 
radiation-induced health effects. There is a need for a 
method on scanner performance evaluation, scan parameter 
optimization and a quality assurance system that enables to 
monitor scanner stability. The goal of this study was to 
develop and manufacture a micro-CT phantom for this pur-
pose and investigate scanner characteristics to be able to 
optimize the scanning parameters in relationship to the 
delivered dose. 

 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. QA-phantom 

The phantom was developed with 6 different sections 
(table 1) in order to allow a separate evaluation of the per-
formance parameters. The tree first sections consist of a 3 
cm diameter x 4 cm long acrylic (C5H8O2) base. The linear-
ity and resolution sections were manufactured based on 
existing guidelines for human CT [II]. Linearity inserts 
were selected to cover a broad range of electron densities 
and can be easily interchanged. The data of the linearity 
section is not only used for image quality purposes but also 
used for the attenuation correction of PET scans that are 
often complementary performed in small animal cancer 
studies. A dosimetry section with an extended base was 
added to measure dose distribution in the periphery and 
centre of the phantom over a length of 8cm. A wire section 
was added, which contains two tungsten wires, placed in air 
cavities perpendicular to each other in order, to allow a 3-D 
MTF evaluation. Wire diameters can be easily changed to 
cope with scanner types of different resolution properties. 
Figure 1 shows the design of the wire-, linearity- and do-
simetry-sections. 

Table 1 Phantom composition  

Section name Inserts Purpose 

Blanc section None Uniformity, noise 

Linearity section Air, C2F4, C6H11NO, 
C16H14O3, H2O, C2H3Cl, 
C16H8O4 

Linearity, CNR, PET-
scan attenuation 
correction 

Contrast media 
section 

5 x 6 mm diameter vials  CNR, contrast media 
density 

Wire section 2 x 50 µm or 5µm tungsten 
wires 

3-D MTF Resolution 

Resolution section Drilled patterns  2-D Resolution 

Dosimetry section 39 TLD positions 3-D Dose distribution 
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Figure 1  Micro-CT phantom: (a) wire-, (b) linearity- and  

(c) dosimetry-sections (not to scale) 

 

B. Micro-CT system 

The quality assessment phantom was applied to a dual 
source micro-CT scanner (Skyscan 1178, Skyscan, Bel-
gium). The scanner specifications are shown in table 2. At 
our laboratory rodents are scanned with following technical 
parameters: scan resolution of 83 µm, 50 kV, 0.615 mA, 
180° scan, step and shoot method with 1.08° angle incre-
ment and 1.2 s per rotation step.  

Table 2  Micro-CT scanner specifications 

Source Two X-ray tubes, 20-65 kV, 40 W 

Detector Two digital cameras, 1280x1024, 12 bit

Field of measurement 82 mm diameter, 85 mm single scan 
length 

Voxel size (isotropic) 83 µm (1024³) or 166 µm (512³) 

Tube current 0-0.615 mA 

Rotation angle increment variable 

Scan time per rotation step Variable 

 
 

C. Phantom measurements 

Measurements were made from the reconstructed images 
of each section of the QA phantom, as well as from an addi-
tional water-filled phantom. NRecon (Skyscan, Belgium) 
was used to reconstruct the scans.  

All measurements for determination of the image quality 
parameters were done in Image J and/or Matlab over a ROI 
of 1 cm at the centre of the phantom. The size of the ROI in 
the x-y plane depended on the phantom section. For uni-
formity measurement, the signal intensity (in HU) was cal-
culated in 4 peripheral ROIs and 1 central ROI.  

The vials in the contrast media section were filled with 
different concentrations of Ultravist 370 (NV Schering SA, 
Belgium), a iodinated contrast agent, or with water. 

For dosimetry measurements, 39 lithium fluoride ther-
moluminiscent dosimeters (TLD-100 LiF:Mg, Ti; dimen-
sions: 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm x 0.9 mm; Harshaw-Bicron, Ger-
many) were used in the dosimetry section of the phantom 
and 5 were used as background measurement. 

Fig 1b

 
Fig 1a Fig 1c

III. RESULTS 

 
All parameters were investigated for the standard scan-

ning protocol of the Skyscan 1178.  
 

A. Uniformity and noise 

As figure 2 shows, the inter-plane uniformity was very 
good with only 8 HU of deviation. The in-plane uniformity, 
shown in figure 3, was quite poor due to a high noise level. 
Measured in 1 central and 4 peripheral ROIs, the variation 
between centre and periphery was 28.7%. Some artefacts 
could be noticed in most images, such as ring artefacts, 
beam hardening artefacts and streak artefacts. The uniform-
ity couldn’t be guaranteed with kVp lower than 35, due to 
noise. Figure 4 shows the noise behaviour as a function of 
dose or mAs. 
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Figure 2  Inter-slice uniformity: mean CT-number of a central ROI through 

the slices of the blanc section of the QA phantom. 
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Figure 3  In-plane uniformity. Variation between the ROIs is 28.7%. 
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Figure 4  Noise behaviour: Noise (in gray values) as a  

function of mAs or dose. 

 

B. Linearity and CNR 

 
The C2H3Cl- and C2F4-inserts caused great artefacts in 

the images and therefore were left out of the linearity sec-
tion for further measurements. The CT number accuracy 
evaluation seemed extremely dependent on the reconstruc-
tion kernel and window. The low contrast visibility was 
determined at a minimum dose of 170 mGy. The scanner 
linearity was tested with the contrast media section and 
appeared to be very good. The contrast-to-noise ratio as a 
function of kVp was measured with the same section of the 
phantom and is shown in figure 5. The maximum CNR was 
reached at 60 kVp.  
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Figure 5  CNR, measured with different concentrations of  

contrast agent, as a function of kVp. 

 

C. Resolution 

 
The optical 2D-resolution assessment indicated that the 

true system resolution was not better than 750µm.  
 

D. Dosimetry 

 
Figure 6 shows the dose distribution of a 360° scan. This 

figure also shows that dose distribution is not homogeneous 
through the phantom, unlike what is seen with human CT. 
Earlier presented work showed high organ doses in the 
range of several hundreds of milliGrays [I]. Our phantom 
studies confirm these data, with doses ranging from 280 
mGy up to 1.2 Gy for different scan parameters.  

 

 
Figure 6  Contour plot of the dose distribution in the phantom.  

Dose is given in mGy. 
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Material Identification from X-ray Images Made by  
Energy-Differentiation Type X-ray Line Sensor 

Masao Matsumoto  and Naoki Takayama  

Division of Health Science, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University  
1-7 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan  

Abstract— It was confirmed that linear attenuation coeffi-
cient and effective atomic number of objects could be identi-
fied by X-ray 2D and CT images discriminated by different 
energy.   The differences between theoretical and experimental 
values of linear attenuation coefficient of each object from X-
ray images were 0.01-22.6  for carbon, 0.01%-23.1% for 
acrylic resin, and 0.07-22.1% for aluminum.   The effective 
atomic number of each object from X-ray images was obtained 
6.0±0.3 for carbon, 6.48±1.38 for acrylic resin, and 13.0±0.3 for 
aluminum.   But, these differences are large relatively, and it is 
necessary to perform a further examination for the improve-
ment for practical use of the material identification from X-ray 
images. 

Keywords— X-ray line sensor, X-ray image, energy differentia-
tion, linear attenuation coefficient, effective atom-
ic number  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Generally, X-ray images are made by acquiring the in-
tensity of transmitted X ray through objects.  But, if we 
acquire the linear attenuation coefficients of them at differ-
ent energy regions, we can obtain the material information 
of objects in addition.  The material identification of objects 
by X-ray subtraction images made with two different ener-
gies is expected to be useful for medical radiography and 
industrial non-destructive testing.  In this study, we ex-
amined the capability of material identification of some 
objects by X-ray 2D and CT subtraction images made by 
using energy-differentiation type 64ch CdTe X-ray line 
sensor.  This X-ray line sensor simultaneously measures the 
number of X-ray photons in 5 different energy regions to 
acquire their images.  By using the information of the 
transmitted X-ray energy through the object, this X-ray line 
sensor identifies the material of object and measures the 
material information that includes the object thickness, 
density and concentration. 

II. THEORY 

Employing a formula proposed by Jackson and Hawkes1), 
a linear attenuation coefficient  of a material for an X-ray 
of an energy E is described in terms of a photoelectric ab-
sorption cross section, a coherent scattering cross section 
and an incoherent scattering cross section as follows: 

 

  
 where , NA , A and Z are mass density, Avogadro’s num-
ber, an atomic mass and an effective atomic number, respec-
tively.  The first term in a parenthesis is an atomic cross 
section of photoelectric absorption.   is a fine structure 
constant (1/137).  This main term is as the K-shell effect 
and fnll’ is the correction term of the effects of high order 
shell than K-shell. The second and the third terms are atom-
ic cross sections of scattering.  An incoherent cross section 
for an atom with Z is described by the sum of a Klein–
Nishina cross section multiplied by Z and a correction term, 
which is described by a coherent cross section multiplied by 
minus Z b-1 and the parameter b is 0.5.  A coherent cross 
section for the atom with Z is described by using the cohe-
rent cross section for a standard element Z as which oxygen 
(Z =8) was used by Jackson and Hawkes1).  The oxygen 
cross section was quoted from the calculations made by 
Hubbell et al.2).  This method is available for low Z ele-
ments, but not for high Z elements that have the absorption 
edges at the energy of a few 10 keV or more.  

Here, it can be thought that the photoelectric absorption 
cross section is proportional to the 5th power of Z and the 
scattering cross section is proportional to Z.  Then (NA/A)Z  
can be restated the electron density e.  It is convenient to 
simplify the notation of Eq.1 by using e as follows: 

where eZ4F(E,Z) and eG(E,Z) denote a photoelectric term 
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and a scattering term of the linear attenuation coefficient, 
respectively 3,4).  

Here, we can obtain two equations for X rays of two 
different energies E1 and E2 in an imaging. Assuming that 
F(E,Z) and G(E,Z) don’t strongly depend on Z, we solve the 
simultaneous equations with respect to Z4.  

That is, 

 
  This equation can be solved iteratively3,4). 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The geometry of experimental system was shown in Fig-
ure 1. The distances between the X-ray focus and the X-ray 
line sensor, between the object and the X-ray line sensor, 
and between the X-ray focus and Al added filter were 90cm, 
8cm, and 30cm, respectively.  The diagnostic X-ray system 
that consisted of a three-phase 12-peak high-voltage genera-
tor DH-157 (Hitachi Medical, Tokyo) and a rotating anode 
X-ray tube CIRCLEX1/2U13CN-25(Shimadzu, Kyoto) 
(Figure 2) and an energy-differentiation type 64ch CdTe X-
ray line sensor EMF164 (EMF Japan, Osaka) (Figure 3) 
with tungsten 64-hole 64-mm collimator (0.5 mm,  0.4 mm  
and 0.3 mm diameters) (Figure 4) were used in this experi-
ment.  The irradiation condition was set at tube voltage of 
100 kV, tube currents of 0.25, 1.00 and 2.00 mA.  A carbon 
column (1 cm diameter), an PMMA column (1 cm diame-
ter) and an aluminum column (1 cm diameter) were used as 
the objects (Figure 5).  The X-ray 2D images were acquired 
moving objects up or down, and the X-ray CT images were 
acquired 256 projections between rotating objects to 180°. 
If X-ray photons hit the CdTe detector elements, electron-
hole pairs were generated and transformed to signal pulses 
by amplifiers, and the signal pulses were differentiated by 
the five comparators according to their energy levels.  This 
X-ray line sensor could set 5 different energy thresholds and 
acquire the number of photons of each threshold and over.  
And we obtained the number of photons between two thre-
sholds by subtraction. 

Image J (NIH was used as an image processing soft-
ware, and the filtered back projection 711 (FBP711) that 
was provided by Professor Toyofuku (Kyushu University) 
was used as a reconfiguration software of X-ray CT image.  
We compared experimental values with theoretical values of 
the linear attenuation coefficients and the effective atomic 
numbers of the objects (carbon, PMMA and aluminum) 
which were obtained from the X-ray 2D and CT subtraction 
images at seven 5 keV energy regions discriminated from 
30-100 keV energy regions. 

 

 Fig. 1 Geometry of the experimental system 

 
Fig. 2 Rotating anode X-ray tube CIRCLEX1/2U13CN-25  
(Shimadzu, Kyoto) 

 
Fig. 3 Energy-differentiation type 64ch CdTe X-ray line  
sensor EMF164 (EMF Japan, Osaka)  

 
Fig. 4 Tungsten 64-hole 64-mm collimator (upper: 0.5 mm 
diameter, center: 0.4 mm diameter, under: 0.3 mm diameter). 
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Fig. 5 Objects (left: carbon column (1 cm diameter),  
center : PMMA column (1 cm diameter ) and   
right: aluminum column (1 cm diameter) ) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The X-ray 2D subtraction images of a carbon column, a 
PMMA column and an aluminum column at seven 5 keV 
width energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV ener-
gy regions were shown in Figure 6.  The natural logarithms 
of ratios of transmitted X-ray photons through the objects to 
incident X-ray photons in the objects were displayed.  As 
the energy was higher, the number of photons was de-
creased, the quantum noise of the images increased and 
their image quality degraded.  

The X-ray CT subtraction images of a carbon column, a 
PMMA column and an aluminum column at seven 5 keV 
width energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV ener-
gy regions were shown in Figure 7.  The CT images were 
calculated by the reconstructions of the scanograms which 
were acquired 256 projections between rotating objects to 
180°. The X-ray CT subtraction images at higher energy 
were, in the same way, the number of photons was de-
creased, the quantum noise of the images increased and 
their image quality degraded.  

The comparison of theoretical values with experimental 
values of the linear attenuation coefficients of the objects 
((a) carbon, (b) PMMA, (c) aluminum) which were calcu-
lated from the X-ray 2D subtraction images at seven 5 keV 
energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV energy re-
gions by using Eq.2 was shown in Figure 8.  

The differences between theoretical and experimental 
values of the linear attenuation coefficients of the objects 
became small as energy regions went up for both X-ray 2D 
and CT subtraction images.  The linear attenuation coeffi-
cients of the X-ray 2D subtraction images and those of the 
X-ray CT subtraction images were almost corresponding.  

Fig. 6 X-ray 2D subtraction images at seven 5 keV width 
energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV energy re-
gions.  The objects are carbon column (left), PMMA col-
umn (center) and aluminum column (right). 

 

 
Fig. 7 X-ray CT subtraction images at seven 5 keV width 
 energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV energy 
 regions. (left: carbon column, center: PMMA column, 
right: aluminum column )  

 
                                      (a)  carbon 
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                                 (b)  PMMA 

                                   
(c)  aluminum 

Fig. 8 Comparison of theoretical values with experimen-
tal values of the linear attenuation coefficients of the objects 
((a) carbon, (b) PMMA, (c) aluminum) which were calcu-
lated from the X-ray 2D subtraction images at seven 5 keV 
energy regions discriminated from 30-100 keV energy re-
gions by using Eq.2. 

 
 
The differences between theoretical and experimental 

values of the linear attenuation coefficients of the objects 
which were obtained from the X-ray 2D and CT subtraction 
images were 0.01-20.2  for carbon, 0.01-23.12 % for 
PMMA and 0.07-22.08 % for aluminum. 

The experimental values of the effective atomic numbers 
of the objects which were obtained from the X-ray 2D and 
CT subtraction images by using Eq.3 were 6.0±1.5 for car-
bon, 6.48±2.88 for acrylic resin, and 13.0±1.5 for alumi-
num were shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Differences between theoretical and experimental 
values of the effective atomic numbers. 
(C, PMMA:50-55, 75-80keV  Al:60-65, 90-95keV) 

 0.25mA 1.00mA 2.00mA

C 
(Z =6) 

2D
Z 5.9 6.2 5.7 

difference -1.67% 3.33% -5.00%

CT
Z 6.0 6.0 5.9 

difference 0.00% 0.00% -1.67%

PMMA
(Z =6.48)

2D
Z 6.4 6.2 6.3 

difference 1.23% -4.32% -2.78%

CT
Z 7.5 5.1 6.6 

difference 15.74% -21.30% 1.85%

Al 
(Z =13)

2D
Z 13.3 13.1 12.7

difference 2.31% 0.77% -2.31%

CT
Z 12.9 12.9 12.8

difference -0.77% -0.77% -1.54%

 

V. CONCLUSION 

It was confirmed that the effective atomic numbers of 
the objects could be identified by the X-ray 2D and CT 
subtraction images made with two different energies.   The 
differences between theoretical and experimental values of 
the linear attenuation coefficients of the objects calculated 
from the X-ray 2D and CT subtraction images were 0.01-
20.2  for carbon, 0.01-23.12 % for PMMA and 0.07-
22.08 % for aluminum.   The effective atomic numbers of 
the objects calculated from the X-ray 2D and CT subtrac-
tion images were obtained 6.0±0.3 for carbon, 6.48±1.38 for 
PMMA, and 13.0±0.3 for aluminum.    But, these differenc-
es are large relatively, and it is necessary to perform a fur-
ther examination for the improvement for practical use of 
the material identification from X-ray images. 
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Abstract  We present a method to determine separately 
and automatically the individual cardiac rest phases of the 
right coronary artery (RCA), left anterior descending artery 
(LAD), and circumflex artery (LCX) for optimal image quality 
in retrospectively ECG-gated coronary CTA. We reconstruct a 
series of low resolution 3D images over the cardiac cycle to 
represent the different motion states of the heart. An average 
surface model of the heart is then automatically adapted to one 
of these images. The model contains labeled mesh regions 
corresponding to the typical locations of the three main coro-
nary arteries. From the starting point, the model adaptation 
propagates over the image series for the entire cardiac cycle 
and follows the location of the arteries. Optimal phase points 
for diagnostic image reconstruction are determined as the 
points of minimal motion calculated from the 4D heart shape 
model on a per-artery basis. In an initial study of clinical cases, 
we determined cardiac rest phases individually for the RCA, 
LAD and LCX, and performed ECG-gated image reconstruc-
tion in the artery specific rest phase instead of a default rest 
phase of the whole heart. In cases where the rest phases differ 
between the three arteries, image quality is significantly im-
proved using the presented approach. Motion artifacts are 
reduced and vessels appear less disrupted.  

Keywords  Coronary computed tomography, image quality, 
rest phase determination, model based segmenta-
tion. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In retrospectively ECG-gated cardiac computed tomo-
graphy angiography (CTA), raw data is collected over the 
full cardiac cycle, and three-dimensional images can be 
reconstructed at arbitrary cardiac phase points. The selec-
tion of a rest phase is crucial in order to obtain images of 
high quality which allow optimal assessment of coronary 
artery disease, e.g. stenoses (cf. [1], [2], for example).  

In clinical routine, a default rest phase is chosen for all 
patients, for example 75% of the R-R cycle for the mid-
diastolic rest phase. However, it is well known that for 
many patients better image quality can be reached at differ-
ent phase points. Moreover, the optimal phase point for 
image reconstruction may even differ from one coronary 
artery to the other in the same patient (see [3], [4]). 

Therefore, we present an image reconstruction and 
processing framework which separately and automatically 
determines the individual rest phases of the right coronary 
artery (RCA), left anterior descending artery (LAD), and 
circumflex artery (LCX) on a patient specific basis. 

II. METHOD 

In this section, we describe the processing steps of the 
presented method which includes reconstruction of a low 
resolution 3D image series, model based heart segmentation 
and motion tracking, and motion analysis and determination 
of artery-specific rest phases.   

 
A. Initial reconstruction of a 3D image series 

Low resolution 3D images are reconstructed from CT 
raw data at intervals of 2% R-R cycle using standard retros-
pectively ECG gated image reconstruction [5]. This results 
in a series of 50 images covering the full heart cycle. The 
images are of lower spatial resolution than normal diagnos-
tic images. We use an in-plane resolution of 2562 pixels for 
a field of view of 220 mm, and a slice spacing of 2 mm.  

The reconstruction and storage of this image series can 
be performed quickly using dedicated reconstruction hard-
ware which is part of some commercially available CT 
scanners. In a typical clinical environment, this processing 
step takes approximately 20 min. The images are then trans-
ferred from the CT scanner to the workstation on which the 
subsequent processing is performed. 

B. Heart segmentation and motion tracking 

The segmentation method and heart motion tracking 
framework is described in detail in [6]. It will be briefly 
recapitulated here to facilitate understanding. 

In order to segment the heart, we adapt a shape-
constrained deformable surface model to one of the images 
of the low resolution image series. The surface model com-
prises the endocardium of the four cardiac chambers, the 
epicardium of the left ventricle, and truncated parts of the 
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major vessels connected to the heart. The model is a trian-
gulated surface mesh consisting of 7285 vertices and 14768 
triangles. 

 

Fig. 1 Cross section of the surface model adapted to one low resolution 
image. The endocardium of the heart chambers and the epicardium of the 

left ventricle are detected, as well as parts of the connecting vessels. 

The model is deformed such that the surface of the model 
fits detected boundary features in the 3D image. Fig. 1 
shows an example of an adapted surface model.  

We apply this segmentation procedure to one of the low 
resolution images, usually to the one reconstructed at car-
diac phase point 70% R-R because only few motion arti-
facts can be expected in the mid-diastolic phase. Our expe-
riments have shown that the presented method provides 
consistent results independent from the starting phase point. 

After segmentation of the starting phase point image, the 
same model adaptation algorithm is applied to subsequent 
phase point images, using the previous adaptation as initia-
lization. This procedure is repeated until the whole low 
resolution image series is segmented and a sequence of 
adapted surface models is obtained. Thus, we get a dynamic 
surface model of the whole heart covering a full heart cycle. 

For the calculation of the motion of coronary arteries, we 
define three subsets of the surface model triangles which are 
typically in close proximity of the three main coronary 
arteries. Fig. 2 shows one of these subsets. In the dynamic 
sequence of adapted surface meshes, the vertices of the 
triangles in the subsets undergo certain displacements be-
tween adjacent cardiac phase points. The mean displace-
ment of the vertices in one subset per cardiac phase point 
provides a spatially resolved motion curve for one coronary 
artery. 

 

Fig. 2 Triangulated surface model of the heart with the typical location of 
the RCA labeled in red. 

C. Determination of artery specific rest phases 

Since image reconstruction in cardiac computed tomo-
graphy integrates raw data from a window of the cardiac 
cycle, we convolve the artery specific motion curve with a 
cos2-shaped kernel which has a width of 16% of the R-R 
cycle. This is a typical gating window width for retrospec-
tively gated multi-cycle image reconstruction. Fig. 3 shows 
an example of artery specific motion curves after convolu-
tion. 

 

Fig. 3 Typical artery specific motion curves for one patient. The local 
minima for the different vessels are at different phase points in the cardiac 

cycle. 

We define the optimal phase point for image reconstruc-
tion, i.e. the phase point with minimal motion artifacts, as 
the minimum of the convolved artery specific motion 
curves. For the mid-diastolic minimum, we limit the search 
space to the interval between 60% and 90% R-R. For the 
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end-systolic minimum, we consider the interval between 
25% and 55% R-R. 

The motion tracking and rest phase determination proce-
dure takes approximately 10 min on a standard desktop 
computer. 

High-resolution images with 5122 in-plane pixel resolu-
tion and 0.6 mm slice spacing are then reconstructed for the 
suggested optimal phase points and compared with the im-
ages reconstructed at default phase points (40% R-R for end 
systole, 75% R-R for mid diastole). 

III. RESULTS 

In an initial study of clinical cases, we applied the pre-
sented method and compared image quality by visual in-
spection. All patients underwent routine cardiac CTA with 
retrospective ECG gating. 

 

Fig. 4 Volume rendered anterior-posterior view of the heart of a patient, 
reconstructed at the default end-systolic rest phase point (40% R-R). 

Fig. 4 shows an example of a volume rendered view of 
the heart of a 50 year old patient with a heart rate of 82 bpm 
during the examination. At the default end-systolic phase 
point of 40% R-R, the RCA is displayed in sufficient diag-
nostic image quality, whereas the LAD is blurred due to 
motion artifacts.  

The rest phase determination algorithm introduced in this 
work calculates an optimal end-systolic rest phase for the 
RCA at 40% R-R and of 34% R-R for the LAD. Fig. 5 illu-
strates the difference in image quality for the LAD which is 
obtained when the image is reconstructed at the suggested 
phase point. 

  

Fig. 5 Zoomed anterior-posterior view of the LAD region at the default 
phase point (left) and the suggested optimal phase point (right). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

We introduce a fully automatic method for the determi-
nation of the individual rest phases of the main three coro-
nary arteries. Since rest phases may differ, this method is 
helpful in identifying on an artery specific basis the phase 
points which deliver optimal image quality. Our initial ex-
perience shows that image quality can be significantly im-
proved especially for the end-systolic rest phases in patients 
with high heart rates (>60 bpm). 

Further clinical studies will be carried out to investigate 
the flexibility of the presented framework with regard to 
functional analysis of the heart. 
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Abstract— This paper describes a theoretical model for the 
light propagation and the image reconstruction in a homoge-
neous turbid medium. The specificity of the model is the use of 
an analytical approach for the 3D light transport calculations 
using Green’s function and a linear optimization method for 
an image reconstruction. The forward model is based on the 
diffusion approximation of the radiative transport equation 
(RTE) and considers the excitation light propagation, absorp-
tion by fluorophore inclusions and re-emission propagation. 
The excitation light is considered to be a collimated conti-
nuous-wave broad beam with an arbitrary profile in cross 
section. The stability of the reconstruction method based on 
linear optimization method is demonstrated and comparison is 
done with the least squares optimization method. 

Keywords—Optical fluorescence tomography; image recon-
struction; analytical light transport; linear opti-
mization method. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Non-contact optical fluorescence tomography (OFT) 
[1-4] is used for imaging of fluorescence inclusions in tissue 
or tissue like phantoms on the basis of projection measure-
ments. In OFT the planar measurements are performed 
around the object detecting the emission light originating 
from the fluorescent inclusions. 

Full determination of the unique solutions of the optical 
tomographic problem for biological tissue suffers from 
being ill-posed due to the diffusive nature of light in tissue. 
To guarantee a well-determined problem it is important to 
take sufficient amount of measurements. This is usually 
done by taking images of an object from multiple projec-
tions. In case the number of projections is limited due to 
technical reasons the problem becomes under-determined 
and therefore instable. We present an approach for solving 
an under-determined inverse problem for OFT based on a 
linear optimization method by restricting the model to cer-
tain conditions. 

Optical image reconstruction techniques require a sophis-
ticated model of photon transport, as the fluorescence signal 
strength is proportional to the absorbed excitation light. In 

this paper we focused on the analytical modeling of light 
propagation in a 3D diffusion medium. The source function 
is expressed analytically with an arbitrary intensity distribu-
tion in a cross section. The final transport equation is ob-
tained by convoluting the arbitrary source function with the 
solution of the point source which is provided by the 
Green’s function. Green's functions provide analytical 
access to the problem which could be used to find better 
approximations for generalized problems. 

The improvement of the quantitative accuracy of the light 
transport can essentially improve the imaging quality. In 
spite of widely used numerical methods, analytical methods 
still pose significant challenges for developing and improv-
ing existing solutions for OFT. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Theoretical model: Analytical light transport 

The propagation of diffuse light intensity ( dI ) is de-

scribed by the RTE (Eq. 1) [5,6]: 
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∫ Ω⋅⋅⋅+∇⋅−=
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)1( gss −=′ μμ  refers to the reduced scattering coefficient, 

g  to the anisotropy factor, and )(3/1 saD μμ ′+= to the 

diffusion coefficient. 

B. Boundary conditions 

The boundary condition for the diffusion equation in 
terms of dU  at the surface srr =  is expressed as: 
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Due to the boundary condition (4) the flux )(rJ d  is ex-

pressed in case it is perpendicular both to the surface of the 
phantom and to the incident beam (when ns ˆˆ −=  and 

0ˆˆ
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C. Green’s function – Eigenfuction expansion 

According to Green’s second identity the solution of the 
diffusion equation (2) for homogeneous media in a time 
invariant mode (CW) is described by [7]: 
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),( 21 rrG  is the corresponding Green’s function, which 

satisfies the boundary condition (4). By using collimated 
incident CW light, in Cartesian coordinates system 

),( 21 rrG  is expressed by the following: 
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D. Inverse model 

The following linear reconstruction method is applied to 
determine the fluorescent marker distribution in a homoge-
neous phantom: 
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[ ]NM

j yxM ,  are the measurements at the surface element 

( )NM yx ,  during the thj projection, [ ]NM yxyxJ ,;,det  are the 

predictions of the fluorescence light at the detector, and 
[ ]yxA ,  is the unknown. As [ ]yxA ,  refers to a distribution 

of the fluorescent marker in the medium, it is non-negative 
and should range in between 0 and 1, indicating the weight 
of the fluorophore participating in each pixel. 

A mesh with a square-shaped pixel elements was intro-
duced into the medium. The flux density is calculated at the 
boundaries of the phantom emitting from a single pixel, 
considering as fluorescing point sources, as follows: 

[ ] [ ]NMlkFlFllkininExNM yxyxJQyxyxJyxyxJ ,;,],;,[,;,det ⋅⋅= (14) 

FlQ  refers to the quantum efficiency of the fluorophore.  

Optimization methods were necessary to solve the 
Eq. (13) as it is a highly ill-posed problem. For this reason a 
linear optimization method (L1) was implemented (Eq.15). 
The results of the reconstructions were compared with a 
least squares optimization method (L2) [8]. 
 

1detminargˆ AJMx
x

−= , where 10 ≤≤ A  (15)  

III. RESULTS 

The results are performed for the phantoms with optical 
properties of μa=0.1 cm-1, μ's=10 cm-1, anisotropy factor 
g=0.75, and reflection factor R=0.5. Rotational projections 
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were done each time by exciting from one side of the phan-
tom and by detecting from other sides respectively. The 
intensities were taken as relative units corresponding to the 
intensity of the excitation light. 

In figure 1 reconstructions of under-determined system 
for multiple point sources are presented. In case the number 
of projections (source-detector pairs) is decreased (Fig.1 d) 
and e) ), the reconstruction obtained with the L2 method 
fails, while L1 shows stable results. The influence of noise 
was not considered in this model. 

 
 

 

  

 

e)

 

Fig. 1. Reconstructed images of a) multiple embedded point sources in 
a diffusion medium (μa=0.1, μ's=10) by least squares ( b) and d) ) and  
linear optimization methods ( c) and e) ). Number of source-detector pairs 
in b) and  c) was 1428 and in d) and  e) was reduced to 228 for 1600 mesh 
elements. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The algorithm presented in this paper yields promising 
results for the image reconstruction in the optical fluores-
cence tomography. The algorithm was demonstrated for the 
reconstruction of multiple point sources embedded in a 
diffusion medium. L2 localization failed in highly un-
der-determined system while the L1 still gives quite good 
results. The light transport was calculated for a fully 3D 
homogeneous turbid medium considering a broad beam 
collimation light of arbitrary profile in a cross section. By 
using certain simplifications and appropriate boundary con-
ditions for the forward modeling can approximate the light 
transport in homogeneous turbid media. Due to the com-
plexity of the analytical calculations for the arbitrary do-
main, the finite cylindrical domain with rectangular cross 
section was considered as a proof of concept for the model. 
Though, it was noticed that further improvement of this 
analytical approach will enable its use as a starting point for 
modeling the light transport in homogeneous media with 
more complex shapes. 
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Abstract—In several applications like ultrasound based reg-
istration in navigated surgery, geometrically correct recon-
structed ultrasound images are crucial for diagnostic and 
therapeutic success. The spatial information in ultrasound 
images is derived from the round trip propagation delay and 
an assumed speed-of-sound, which is 1540m/s for most ultra-
sound systems. Since different tissue types have different 
speeds-of-sound, geometrical information can be incorrect and 
spatial deformation in the resulting B-mode image might ac-
count for up to 5 mm. 

To solve that problem, an algorithm has been developed to 
estimate local speed-of-sound variations in compound images 
by speckle analysis employing three different criteria: signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), entropy and contrast. For the evaluation 
of this method, B-mode images of a speckle phantom with a 
cylindrical inclusion with a differing speed-of-sound are ac-
quired from different directions and segmented. In order to 
estimate the optimal speed-of-sound combination, the speed-of-
sound for each image segment is varied between 1435 m/s and 
1615 m/s. That creates image deformation due to stretching 
and refraction. Deformed images are then superpositioned to 
generate a compound image. Speckle regions in the compound 
image are subsequently evaluated by the criteria. The speed-
of-sound combination with minimal SNR, maximal  
entropy and maximal contrast are interpreted as the optimal 
parameters. 

The best estimation result for the phantom body is accom-
plished by the SNR criterion with an error of 0.04%. Best 
estimation for both phantom segments generated the contrast 
criterion with a mean error of 0.46%. Combining all criteria, 
the mean error is reduced by the factor of 6 for the phantom 
body and the mean factor of 1.5 for the total phantom, com-
pared to the assumed speed-of-sound 1540 m/s.  

This geometrical correction improves compound imaging 
and therefore registration accuracy in navigated surgery and 
has a positive impact on therapeutic success. 

Keywords—ultrasound, compounding, speed-of-sound esti-
mation, speckle analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During ultrasound based registration in navigated sur-
gery, preoperative image data (e.g., computer tomography 
volume data) are aligned with intraoperatively acquired 
ultrasound volume data. The ultrasound volume can be 
reconstructed by tracking the ultrasound transducer during 

the acquisition of B-mode images employing an optical 
tracking system. Subsequently, the images are superposi-
tioned according to the transducer’s positions during the 
acquisition of each frame and registered with the preopera-
tive data [1]. In this procedure, geometrically correct con-
structed ultrasound image data are crucial for registration 
accuracy.  

The spatial information in ultrasound images is derived 
from the round trip propagation delay and an assumed 
speed-of-sound, which is 1540 m/s for most ultrasound 
systems. In reality, the speed-of-sound in human soft tissue 
varies between 1420 m/s for fat and 1610 m/s for muscle 
[2]. Depending on the imaged tissue types and sizes, spatial 
deformation in the resulting B-mode image might account 
for up to 5 mm (e.g., for 50 mm fat), what inhibits the adop-
tion of navigated surgery. The knowledge of the local 
speed-of-sound prevents image deformation and therefore 
improves the accuracy of ultrasound based registration for 
navigated surgery. 

To solve that problem, an algorithm has been developed 
to estimate local speed-of-sound variations in compound 
images by speckle analysis [3]. Speckle are interference 
patterns of ultrasound waves due to sub-resolution sized 
scatterers. Speckle regions can be described by statistical 
means e.g., for tracking, since imaging an object from vari-
ous directions results in correlated speckle patterns. 

Compound images are superpositioned B-mode images 
showing an object from various directions. This technique is 
implemented as a real time imaging mode on many medical 
ultrasound systems to reduce speckle noise. There, various 
directions are accomplished by beam steering. For other 
applications of compound imaging, these speckle patterns 
are utilized for statistical analysis. It is possible to estimate 
relative temperature changes during HIFU therapy [4], to 
correct B-mode image displacement in freehand 3D Ultra-
sound [5] or to correct probe pressure artifacts in freehand 
3D Ultrasound [6]. 

In this paper, the algorithm for absolute speed-of-sound 
estimation in compound images by speckle analysis is ex-
tended to three different criteria: signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), entropy and contrast. The criterias’ performances 
are evaluated on compound images of a phantom consisting 
of two tissue types with different speeds-of-sound. 
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II. METHODS 

A. Experimental Setup  

A Polyvinyl alcohol cube with silica gel (approximately 
40 mm edge length) with a cylindrical inclusion (10 mm 
diameter) is used as a speckle phantom and placed in a 
water tank. The speed-of-sound distribution in the phantom 
is measured by two confocally placed single element trans-
ducers (C360, Panametrics, 3.5 MHz center frequency, 
focal depth 75 mm). In this setup, a signal generator (AFG 
3102, Tektronix) excites the transmission transducer with a 
broadband pulse and a digital oscilloscope (TDS 1012, 
Tektronix) is employed to record the waveform, which is 
detected by the receiving transducer. The phantom is posi-
tioned in the focus of both transducers, so that the ultra-
sound beam travels through water, through the phantom 
with and without the inclusion, respectively. The pulse 
delay is measured for each path. Thus, the speed-of-sound 
of the water and the two different phantom tissue types can 
be determined. 

Ultrasound B-mode images are recorded by a medical ul-
trasound imaging system (Voluson 730, GE Healthcare) 
employing a linear array (SP10-16, GE Healthcare), assum-
ing the global speed-of-sound to be 1540 m/s. To image the 
phantom with its inclusion from different directions, a posi-
tioning system consisting of a rotary and three linear stages is 
applied (DMT 65.DM6-HSM and LTM 80-150 HSM, PS 90, 
Owis) (cf. Fig. 1). The phantom is imaged from different 
directions, with the angles -12°, -7°, -3°, 0°, 3°, 7° and 12°. 

B. Algorithm 

Each B-mode image is segmented by a semiautomatic al-
gorithm. The segments are defined to be water, phantom 
body and phantom inclusion. In order to estimate the opti-
mal speed-of-sound combination for the image, the speed-
of-sound is varied between 1435 m/s and 1615 m/s in steps 
of 15 m/s for each phantom segment. Thus, images are 
partly stretched and compressed. For the water segment, the 
speed-of-sound is set to 1480 m/s.  

Additionally, possible refraction at the water-phantom in-
terface is taken into account. For that, Snell’s law  

( )
( )

W W

P P

sin
sin

c
c

θ
=

θ                                     
(1) 

is employed to correct the ray path when entering the phan-
tom. Wc  and Pc  are the speeds of the sound in water and 
phantom body, respectively. Wθ  is the incident angle of the 
ray, Pθ  is the emergent angle. 

The refraction correction at the phantom surface in this 
setup corresponds to the correction of the beam steering 
angle of phased arrays in compound mode and should there-
fore be included in the algorithm [1].  

The deformed B-mode images are then rotated, summed 
up and normalized to create the compound image. 

Axial

Lateral
Transducer

B-mode 
image plane

Phantom
body

Phantom
inclusion

Transducer
rotationElevational

 
Fig.  1 Setup for ultrasound image acquisition 

C. Criteria 

For this setup, correct B-mode image deformation and 
superposition results in fully developed speckle patterns in 
the compound image. Therefore, three criteria based on 
speckle analysis are implemented: SNR, entropy and con-
trast. 

The SNR is the ratio of the region’s mean μ  and its 
standard deviation σ  

SNR μ=
σ

.                                               (2) 

For fully developed speckle of intensity images, the SNR is 
constant and equals 1 [7]. Thus, for speckle analysis, the  
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B-mode image ( )B x, y  has to be decompressed to obtain 

an intensity image ( )I x, y : 

( )
( )

10
B x,y

LI x, y = .                                   (3) 

The linearization parameter L  is set to 51 according to [8]. 
Incorrectly deformed and superpositioned B-mode images 
result in speckle reduction and therefore an increased the 
SNR. Thus, the speed-of-sound combination revealing 
minimal SNR is interpreted as the best estimation of the 
parameters. 

The entropy H  is defined by 

 ( ) ( )( )2log
i , j

H p i, j | d p i, j | d= −∑  (4) 

and is a measure of the disorder of an image [9]. There, 
( )p i, j | d  is the probability of the pixel with the grey-level 

value i  having the distance d  towards a pixel of the grey-
level value j . Inhomogenous regions like speckle result in 
high entropy values. Therefore, the speed-of-sound combi-
nation with the maximum entropy is interpreted as the best 
estimation of the parameters. 

The contrast C  of an image is defined by 
 ( )2

i , j
C | i j | p i, j | d= −∑ , (5) 

which is derived from the spatial gray-level dependency 
matrix, also called co-occurance matrix [10]. The contrast is 
a measure for local variations in a region, which results in a 
large value for speckle patterns. The speed-of-sound combi-
nation with the maximum contrast is interpreted as the best 
estimation of the parameters. 

For the usage of these criteria, a region of interest (ROI) 
has to be defined in the image. This ROI should exclusively 
consist of speckle to avoid corruption of the criteria. Fur-
thermore, it has to be located within or below the segments, 
whose parameters are estimated. Thus, for this phantom, the 
ROIs are located below the inclusion (cf. Fig. 2).  

Each ROI is scaled and repositioned according to the de-
formation of the compound image. Since the estimation 
result strongly depends on the chosen image data, initial 
location and size of the ROI are varied, so a total of 100 
ROIs are evaluated. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The measurements give a speed-of-sound of 1521 m/s for 
the phantom body and 1534 m/s for the phantom inclusion. 
Regarding the conventionally assumed speed-of-sound of 
1540 m/s, this results in errors of 1.23 % for the phantom 
body and 0.39 % for the inclusion.  

 

Fig. 2 Compound image with a typical position and size of ROI 

Fig. 3 shows typical distributions of the SNR for the dif-
ferent speed-of-sound combinations in an ROI. The strong 
dependency on the speed-of-sound of the phantom body Pc  
rather than the inclusion Ic  is depicted. That might account 
for the larger size of the phantom body segment.  

The estimated values for the speeds-of-sound of the 
phantom body and inclusion employing the three different 
criteria for all ROIs are displayed in Fig. 4. 

Best estimation is accomplished by the SNR criterion for 
the phantom body with an error of 0.04%, the estimation for 
the inclusion on the other hand fails.  

Best estimation for both phantom segments generates the 
contrast criterion with a mean error of 0.46%. This parame-
ter reveals spatial grey-level dependencies. Others are corre-
lation and homogeneity, which generate similar results like 
contrast in this study (data not shown). Depending on the 
application and the image data, a classification approach 
with the inclusion of training data might optimize the choice 
and weight of a criterion. 

Averaging the estimated values from all criteria reveals 
1518.1 m/s for the phantom body and 1548.5 m/s for the 
inclusion, an error of 0.19 % and 0.89 %, respectively. 
Compared to the assumed speed-of-sound 1540 m/s, the 
error is reduced by the factor of 6 for the phantom body, but 
on the other hand increased by the factor of 2 for the inclu-
sion. Still, the mean error in speed-of-sound estimation is 
reduced by the factor of 1.5, thus improving the geometrical 
reconstruction of the image data of this speckle phantom.  

Investigating larger objects with larger differences in the 
speed-of-sound, as it is the case in the application of ultra-
sound based registration for navigated surgery, larger im-
provement factors are expected. 

The speed-of-sound estimation results strongly depend 
on the position and size of the ROI in the compound image, 
which generates large varieties of optimal parameter combi-
nations. Therefore, a great number of ROIs with variable 
positions and sizes needs to be defined to obtain a reliable 
mean value. 
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Fig. 3 Typical distributions of the SNR for the different speeds-of-
sound for the phantom body Bc  and the inclusion Ic  in a ROI 

Smaller errors are expected for compound image genera-
tion by electrical beam steering. The mechanical positioning 
of the transducer might shift the B-mode image plane and 
therefore decorrelate speckle patterns. This especially ac-
counts for in vivo application, where motion artifacts have 
to be taken into account. 

For more complicated structures in in vivo application, a 
speckle detector algorithm should be implemented to detect 
fully developed speckle regions before compounding. That 
prevents structure signals being included in a ROI and thus 
corrupting the result. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The estimation of local speed-of-sound varieties for the 
correction of ultrasound compound imaging by speckle 
analysis reduces the mean error by the factor of 1.5. Thus, 
the geometrical reconstruction of the image data of this 
speckle phantom is improved. 

This geometrical correction of compound images can 
improve registration accuracy of ultrasound based registra-
tion in navigated surgery and therefore have a positive im-
pact on diagnostic and therapeutic success. 
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Fig 4 Speed-of-sound estimation result for phantom body Bc  (left) and 
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Abstract— In this work the usage of a composite right/left-
handed (CRLH) metamaterial transmission line resonator as a 
transmit/receive coil for 7 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) is investigated. On the basis of zeroth-order resonant 
antennas (ZORAs) a zeroth-order resonant coil (ZORC) was 
designed. Due to a constant current distribution along the 
element, a homogenous magnetic field is achieved in a larger 
area compared to a conventional microstrip transmission line 
(MTL) element. Numerical and experimental results are 
presented. 

Keywords— metamaterial, CRLH, MRI, ZORA, ZORC 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Ultra-high field magnetic resonance imaging (3.0 Tesla 
and above) promises better signal-to-noise ratio compared 
to lower strengths of the DC magnetic field. A challenging 
issue, especially for 7 Tesla and more, is the homogeneity 
of the RF magnetic field. This RF field can be excited and 
detected by birdcage resonators as well as by arrays of coils 
for the use with parallel transmit and receive techniques.  

Microstrip transmission line (MTL) resonators are often 
used as basic elements for such transmit/receive arrays (e.g. 
[1]). In contrast to a conventional MTL in this work studies 
of a composite right/left handed (CRLH) metamaterial 
transmission line resonator [2], with respect to the usage as 
a transmit/receive coil, are presented. According to CRLH 
zeroth-order resonant antennas (ZORAs) [3] a zeroth-order 
resonant coil (ZORC) [4] was designed for the usage at 7 
Tesla, corresponding to a frequency of 297.2 MHz. The 
zeroth-order resonance provides an infinite wavelength. 
Therefore a constant current distribution along the element 
can be realized utilizing the series mode resonance. 

II. DESIGN OF THE ZORC ELEMENT 

The ZORC element is a periodic structure and consists of 
cascaded CRLH metamaterial unit cells. The equivalent 
circuit of one unit cell is shown in Fig. 1. The ZORC  

 

LR

2

LR

2
2C L 2C L

LL CR

l  

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit of a T-symmetric CRLH unit cell 

element is implemented in a double-layer substrate 
assembly (Fig. 2), realizing the discrete elements of the 
equivalent circuit as distributed elements. 

A. Layout of a single CRLH unit cell 

The layout of one unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2. The 
series inductances LR and the shunt capacitance CR arise 
both parasitic from the whole unit cell topology, whereas 
the other elements of the corresponding equivalent circuit 
are explicitly realized. The series capacitances CL are 
implemented as metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, 
and the shunt inductance LL is realized by a stub, shorted by 
a via to the ground metallization. The top metallization is 
separated from the bottom metallization by a 
tRogers = 250 µm thick Rogers 3010 substrate (εr = 10.2, 
tan(δ) = 0.0035). The overlapping areas of these two 
metallization layers compose the MIM capacitors. A 
tPoly = 2 mm thick Polystyrol (εr = 2.7, tan(δ) = 0.0003) 
substrate layer is positioned between the bottom and ground 
metallization. The unit cell is l = 61.1 mm long, and the 
MIM capacitors are w = 30 mm wide. The stubs are 
22.5 mm long and 1.5 mm wide. This design was optimized 
to realize the series mode zeroth-order resonance [3] with 
the resonant frequency se R L1/ /(2 ) 297.2 MHzf L C π= ⋅ = . 
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Fig. 2 Layout of the unit cell, showing a perspective view of the top and 
bottom metallization (a) and the multilayer stack (b) 

B. Composition of the complete ZORC element 

The complete ZORC element (Fig. 3) is 250 mm long 
and 100 mm wide. It consists of 4 unit cells, but as the 
zeroth-order resonance is independent of the number of unit 
cells, the ZORC element could be easily extended. At one 
end the element is terminated by a short to the ground 
metallization. This enforces the required series mode 
zeroth-order resonance. At the other end of the ZORC 
element a feeding network is positioned on the backside of 
the element to match the purely resistive and very small 
input impedance to 50 Ω. 

feeding network 
on the backside

short to
ground

x
z

y

 

Fig. 3 Model of the ZORC element 

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ZORC ELEMENT 

A. Simulation setup 

The characteristics of the ZORC element are compared to 
a conventional MTL coil element, similar to the one in [5]. 
This MTL element has the same substrate configuration as 
the presented ZORC element, and a 30 mm wide strip line 
on the top metallization. All simulations were done using 
the commercially available software package EMPIRETM. A 
flat phantom (εr = 43.4, σ = 0.8 1/Ω/m) was positioned in x-
direction 20 mm above the elements. To determine the 
mutual coupling, two elements with a gap of 5 mm were 
investigated for each case. 

B. Numerical Results 

The penetration depth is the distance at which the 
magnetic field falls to the 1/e of the field at the surface of 
the phantom. The distribution of the magnetic field along 
the perpendicular x-direction is shown in Fig. 4. Both 
elements show a similar characteristic in the distribution of 
the magnetic field, and the calculated penetration depth into 
the phantom is about 22 mm for both elements. 

In Fig. 5 (a) and (b) respectively, the magnetic field 
along the longitudinal, and the transverse direction, 30 mm 
above the element (10 mm inside the phantom) is shown. In 
both directions the field of the MTL element is more 
concentrated around the center of the element ( y = 0 mm, 
z = 125 mm) than the field of the ZORC element. 
Therefore, the ZORC element can be used to examine a 
larger field of view, while the size of the element is the 
same as the MTL element. 

The homogeneous magnetic field along the longitudinal 
z-direction results from the constant current distribution of 
the series mode zeroth-order resonance. The simulated 
current density in the top metallization layer is shown in 
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Fig. 4 Normalized magnetic field perpendicular to the element (along the x-
axis). Starting from 20 mm above the element, where the phantom is 
positioned 
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Fig. 6. At the positions along the longitudinal z-direction, 
where this distribution shows the discontinuities, the current 
is guided in the bottom metallization. Apart from these 
discontinuities, the current distribution is nearly constant 
along the element. 

Another parameter for the characterization of a coil 
element to be used for a transmit/receive array is the mutual 
coupling of neighboring elements. The smaller the coupling 
between the elements the better results can be produced. 
The ZORC element produces a homogeneous magnetic 
field in a larger area compared to the conventional MTL 
element. Although showing a significant larger field 
strength adjacent to the element (Fig. 5 (b)), where the 
second element is positioned, the mutual coupling between 
two elements increases only slightly to – 13 dB for the 
ZORC element, compared to – 14 dB for the MTL element. 

C. Experimental Results 

A first prototype of the ZORC element was build and is 
shown in Fig. 7. Since the used materials are not 
transparent, only the top metallization and a part of the 
feeding cable are visible. First measurements of the 

magnetic field were done 20 mm above the ZORC element 
without a phantom. 

These results are depicted in Fig. 8 (a), whereas in 
Fig. 8 (b) the numerical result for the same setup is shown. 
Good agreement is observed between measured and 
simulated values. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A CRLH metamaterial coil element for the usage at 7 
Tesla ultra-high field MRI was designed and numerically 
investigated with respect to near-field characteristics and the 
mutual coupling of two neighboring elements. Compared to 
a conventional MTL element, the ZORC element produces 
a homogeneous magnetic field in a larger area and offers 
therefore the possibility to investigate a larger field of view 
with the same physical size of a single element. A prototype 
of the presented ZORC element was build and first 
measurements were done. Detailed experimental 
investigations will follow. 
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(b) Along the transversal y-axis 

Fig. 5 Normalized magnetic fields 30 mm above the element (10 mm inside 
the phantom) 

 

Fig. 6 Simulated current density distribution in the top metallization layer 

 

Fig. 7 Prototype of the ZORC element 
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(a) Measured field 

 

(b) Simulated field 

Fig. 8 Absolute magnetic fields in air, 20 mm above the element and 
normalized to each maximum value 
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Abstract—Proton MR Spectroscopy without water suppres-
sion has the advantage of the availability of intact water signal 
which can be used as an internal reference in quantitative 
analysis and for baseline correction. Moreover spectra ob-
tained with this technique do not need phase correction. How-
ever, spectroscopy without water suppression is  hampered by 
the sideband artifacts. These artifacts seriously complicates the 
quantitative analysis and therefore it is necessary to remove 
them.  

The aim of this study was to develop a method that will en-
able to reduce the influence of the sideband artifacts on the 
spectra and will gain all the advantages of spectroscopy with-
out water suppression.  

Spectra from six healthy volunteers were acquired on 3T 
(TimTrio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) scanner with a 
PRESS sequence for volume selection. Postprocessing was 
performed in three steps: correcting the water peak position in 
all spectra (frequency correction), subtracting the Gaussian 
convolution of all FID’s (water signal reduction) and subtract-
ing the FID of a water phantom from the volunteer’s FID 
signal (reduction of sidebands). For the postprocessing a cus-
tomized software was developed with Matlab 2007b (Math-
Works Inc. Natick,  MA, USA).  

The described technique provides spectra with reduced wa-
ter signal and sidebands. Moreover since all acquired spectra 
do not need phase correction, it is possible to calculate a mean 
spectrum from a few voxels which lies within the particular 
region of interest. With this averaging procedure an additional 
gain in Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)  can be obtained. 

Keywords—hi-res CSI, water suppression, average spec-
trum, phase correction, sidebands. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (1HMRS) can 
be realized with two approaches: Single Voxel Spectros-
copy (SVS) and Chemical Shift Imaging (CSI). SVS is a 
single shot method, where only one voxel is excited and 
only one spectrum in obtained. Second approach, CSI con-
sist of exciting extended region with multiple voxels. As a 
result a spectra matrix is obtained, where one voxel is repre-
sented by one spectra. CSI is more sensitive to the magnetic 
field inhomogeneities, but offers a spatial information about 
metabolite distribution. 

The main problem in proton MRS is the amplitude of the 
water signal, which may be about 4 orders higher from the 
amplitude of the metabolite resonances. Therefore water 
signal must be suppressed for quantitative analysis. The 
most accepted method for water suppression is to use water 
suppressing pulses. However when magnetic field ihno-
mogeneities occurs, water suppressing pulses may miss the 
main part of the water signal and suppress it partially. This 
leads to the complications in the baseline and hampers the 
quantitative analysis. Water suppressing pulses can affect 
the amplitude of metabolite resonances due to the magneti-
zation transfer effects [1, 2]. 

CSI without water suppression is free from these prob-
lems. Additionally it offers the advantage of availability of 
the intact water signal. It may be used as a reference for 
quantitative analysis and baseline corrections [2, 3]. More-
over spectra acquired without water suppression do not need 
phase correction [4]. The drawbacks of spectroscopy with-
out water suppression are the necessity to suppress water 
signal in postprocessing and the presence of the sideband 
artifacts caused by the vibrations of the gradient coils [5, 6]. 

The most frequently used postprocessing algorithms of 
suppressing the water signal are based on decomposition. 
These methods, like Singular Value Decomposition, (SVD) 
[1, 7] or Matrix Pencil Method (MPM) [2, 8, 9, 10], decom-
poses FID signal into a group of exponentially damped 
sinusoids. Water signal is reconstructed from sinusoids with 
lowest frequencies and then subtracted for the original FID. 
This suppressing algorithms offers almost complete removal 
of the water signal. However in case of magnetic field in-
homogeneities the FID may contain non-exponential com-
ponents. Decomposition of such data with for example  
MPM method leads to the situation when non-exponential 
signal is reconstructed with exponential functions and this 
reduces the efficiency of the MPM method [10]. Possible 
solution for this problem is additional preprocessing of 
these data, but this will result in prolongation of the total 
processing time [10]. 

In the proposed method reduction of the water signal was 
performed with Gaussian convolution. It is not as robust as 
SVS or MPM however offers sufficient reduction of the 
water signal. Moreover it is not as sensitive to the occur-
rence of the non-exponential components of the FID signal. 
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The sideband artifacts caused by the gradient coil vibra-
tions consist of a group of spurious peaks which overlap 
with the metabolite resonances and need therefore to be 
suppressed. The most effective methods to do this are those 
based on the compensation of the sideband artifacts by the 
usage of the opposite gradients [1, 9] or the B0 field modu-
lations [6]. Both methods require however hardware modi-
fications which are usually not possible in conventional 
whole body systems. 

Proposed method uses the FID signal measured for the 
water phantom for reduction of the sidebands. Sideband 
artifacts are considered to be not related with the load of the 
patient's bed [6] and thus it is possible to reconstruct them 
with water phantom and subtract from the original data. 

Since spectra obtained with the new method do not need 
phase corrections it is possible to use a few voxels which 
lies within the particular region of interest and calculate the 
mean spectrum [4]. With this procedure and additional gain 
in SNR may be obtained and measurements with smaller 
voxelsize can be performed. 

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of 
high resolution CSI without water suppression with the 
proposed postprocessing technique in the areas such as 
Substantia Nigra (SN) and Nucleus Dentatus (DN) which 
are known to introduce magnetic field inhomogeneities and 
therefore are difficult for MRS. 

II. MATHERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Volunteers 

Six healthy volunteers participated in this study (one fe-
male, five males). Ages ranged from 25 to 30 years old 
(mean age 29.2 ± 3.5). All volunteers were free form neuro-
logical diseases. Three of them were examined at the level 
of Substantia Nigra (SN) and the rest at the level of Nucleus 
Dentatus (DN). In accordance with institutional standards 
written informed consent was obtained from each volunteer 
prior the examination.  

B. Data Acquisition 

CSI measurements were performed at 3T scanner (Tim-
Trio Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with 32 chan-
nel head coil. A Point RESolved Spectroscopy (PRESS) 
sequence was used for volume selection.  

Parameters of the MR acquisition were: TR = 1350 ms, 
TE = 144 ms, field of view: 120 x 120 x 10 mm3 (DN) and 
140 x 140 x 10 mm3 (SN) , excited volume: 50 x 50 x 10 
mm3 (DN) and 30 x 40 x 10 mm3 (SN), voxelsize 3.75 x 
3.75 x 10 mm3 (DN) and 4.38 x 4.38 x 10 mm3 (SN), vec-
torsize: 1024 data points, weighted phase encoding scheme, 

automatic shimming for DN and manual shimming in case 
of SN, total acquisition time: ~16 min. 

For the reference measurements a spherical water phan-
tom (per 1000g of  distilled water 1.25g NiSO4 x 6H2O) 
with a diameter of 16 cm was used. Unsuppressed spectra 
from the phantom were collected with the same sequence 
and the same parameters as used for in-vivo measurements. 
For further postprocessing a mean FID signal for the water 
phantom was defined as a mean value over the whole ex-
cited volume (mean from the 64 FIDs). 

C. Postprocessing 

The whole postprocessing was done in four steps: zero-
filling of all the unsuppressed FID signals, correction of the 
water peak position in unsuppressed phantom and volunteer 
datasets, reduction of the water signal by Gaussian convolu-
tion and reduction of the sideband artifacts by subtracting 
the FID acquired for water phantom from the volunteer's 
FID. First step was performed in the frequency domain and 
the rest of postprocessing was done in the time domain. 

All data were zerofilled to 2048 points. Then water signal 
was shifted to the centre of the spectrum (zero frequency). 
This was done by evaluating the position of the water signal 
in frequency domain and applying this correction in the 
time domain. After this step maxima of the water signal in 
volunteer and phantom datasets were at the same positions. 
Reduction of the water signal amplitude was done by ap-
proximating the shape of the water peak with Gaussian 
convolution: 

( ) ( ) ( )∑ −⋅=
j

conv jkgaussjFIDkFID
          

(1) 

where FIDconv(k) denotes the k-th element of the convoluted 
FID, FID(j) is the j-th element of the unsuppressed FID and 
gauss denotes the Gaussian function, given by: 

( )
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−= 2

2

exp
σ
xxgauss

                         
(2) 

where σ is the kernel of the Gaussian function (here σ = 5). 
The fitting efficiency was improved by the extension of the 
data prior to the convolution. This was done by adding 40 
data points to the original FID. Points added before the start 
(20 data points) were extrapolated along the straight line 
fitted to the first 10 points of the original data while point at 
the end (20 data points) were set to zero. Next to this ma-
nipulation the Gaussian convolution was performed. The 
convoluted line was calculated for the original data only 
(2048 data points) and it was subtracted from the unsup-
pressed FID. As a result a FID signal without lowest  
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frequency components associated with the water signal was 
obtained. Sideband artifacts were reduced by a subtraction 
the FID signal measured with the water phantom from the 
in-vivo FID. Prior to this reduction both datasets had to be 
normalized regarding to the amplitude of the water signal. 
The normalization factor, defined as a ratio between the 
amplitude of the first point of unsuppressed FID obtained 
with the water phantom and  unsuppressed FID for  
volunteer was calculated and applied to the water phantom 
dataset.  

Averaging procedure was applied to the postprocessed 
spectra for improving the SNR. The average spectrum was 
calculated as a mean from 9 spectra acquired for one central 
voxel and 8 nearest neighbors. All voxels were situated next 
to each other. The central voxel was situated directly in the 
middle of the measured structure (SN or DN). 

III. RESULTS  

Presented spectra and metabolite maps were acquired at 
the two different regions of the brain: Nucleus Dentatus 
(DN) and Substantia Nigra (SN). 

On Fig. 1 spectra and the metabolite map for N-acetyl 
aspartate (NAA) from DN are presented:  

 

Fig. 1 Results of the high resolution CSI acquisition at the level of DN 

Localization of the excited volume is shown at the localizer 
image and is marked with the blue square (Fig. 1a). The 
smallest red square denotes the localization of the single 
spectrum (Fig. 2c), while bigger red square marks the local-
ization of all spectra used for calculating the average spec-
trum (Fig. 1d). Metabolite map (Fig. 2b) show almost sym-
metrical distribution of NAA within the excited volume. 

This means, that all obtained spectra are in phase. It can be 
noticed that spectrum obtained without averaging proce-
dure, offers good quality, however some noise is present 
(Fig. 1c). This noise was minimized with the averaging 
procedure, as shown on Fig. 1d.  

Fig. 2 shows spectra and again the metabolite map for N-
acetyl aspartate from SN:  

 

Fig. 2 Results of the high resolution CSI acquisition at the level of SN 

The excited volume is shown on the localizer image and 
again marked with the blue square (Fig. 2a). The region 
where the single spectrum (Fig. 2c) came from is denoted 
with the smallest red square, while bigger red square indi-
cates the localization of voxels used to calculate the average 
spectrum (Fig. 2d). Metabolite map (Fig. 2b) also in this 
case demonstrate symmetrical distribution of NAA inside of 
the excited volume. Consequently this means that all spectra 
were free form phase distortions. Once more the gain in 
SNR in the case of average spectrum was obtained (Fig 2d). 

Metabolite maps presented on Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b were 
calculated within whole field of view and corresponds with 
the size of the localizer images shown on Fig. 1a and Fig. 
2a. Red color denotes the higher amplitude of the NAA 
signal and corresponds with the excited volume marked 
with blue square on localizer images (Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a). 

All figures with the spectra uses the same scale. Smaller 
amplitude of the spectra from DN (Fig. 1c and d) is caused 
by smaller voxelsize (3.75 x3.75 x 10 mm3). Voxel size of 
spectra from SN (Fig. 2c and d) was 4.38 x 4.38 x 10 mm3.  

The region of SN is more demanding in acquisition of 
the spectra than the DN because of bigger inhomogenities 
of B0 field. This is reflected in the baseline shape of the 
spectra from SN (Fig. 2c and d). This problem may be par-
tially overcome by performing manual shimming. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The described method offers effective reduction of the 
water signal and the sideband artifact.  

Suppressing of the water signal is based on the usage of 
the low pass Gaussian filter. This was proposed previously 
for solid state samples [11]. Here Gaussian convolution was 
used for reduction of the water signal in iv-vivo CSI data-
sets. This is not as effective as the decomposition-based 
algorithms (MPM or SVD) [1, 2, 7, 9, 10]. Form the other 
hand proposed method is less sensitive to the non-
exponential components of the FID which are caused by B0 
field inhomogeneities [10] and offers sufficient water sup-
pression. 

The usage of the FID from the water phantom for reduc-
tion of the sidebands do not require additional hardware 
modifications as described in [1, 6, 9]. Furthermore side-
band artifacts are supposed to be not related with the pa-
tients' bed load [6]. It is therefore reasonable to use the 
sidebands generated in the water phantom to reduce those in 
the patients. This phantom measurements has to be per-
formed only once for the certain geometrical conditions, 
therefore it is not as time consuming and could be more 
feasible for clinical examinations. 

Since the described postprocessing method offers spectra 
free from phase problems [4] it is possible to apply the 
averaging procedure and calculate the average spectrum. 
This spectrum offers higher SNR than single one. The gain 
in SNR was noticed for all volunteers. 

The proposed method has however one limitation. It can 
be applied only for long echo times (TE = 144 ms), because 
the amplitude of the sideband artifacts at short TE (30 ms) 
is too high. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

CSI without water suppression combined with the de-
scribed postprocessing method may be feasible for acquisi-
tion in difficult and inhomogeneous areas such as Substantia 
Nigra or Nucleus Dentatus.  

Lack of the phase problems in acquired CSI spectra al-
lows to perform local frequency corrections even for a small 
voxelsize. With this correction application of the averaging 
procedure to acquired CSI data is possible. Moreover the 
average spectra may also be calculated for an asymmetric 
areas which can better correspond with certain anatomical 
structures. 
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Abstract— Currently it is customary to use the CAD 
scheme to get better results in the early detection of breast 
cancer. The objective of this work is to evaluate whether such 
scheme can be useful in the image qualification process associ-
ated with the quality control tests. Phantom images generated 
in some diagnosis centers were analyzed using the CAD 
through contrast, the quality control test results and entrance 
skin air kerma values. It was possible to conclude that some 
attributes of the CAD scheme can contribute for image qualifi-
cation based on signal-to-noise ratio and pixel intensity varia-
tion. These parameters can be useful for a detailed analysis of 
different density tissues shown in the simulated image. 

 
Keywords— Image standardization, Image contrast analysis, 

Quality control, Image processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Efforts have been made in order to allow for the early 
detection of breast cancer for this is the most effective way 
of reducing the mortality rate associated with this disease. 
The early diagnosis has become possible because of the 
mammographic exam, which is considered the most sensi-
tive exam for screening breast cancer while it is still not 
palpable. To help the diagnosis, some computer schemes 
were developed to allow for the analysis of digitized mam-
mograms – CAD (Computer-Aided Diagnosis). They pro-
vide the specialist with a “second opinion” about the mam-
mogram findings. Among the analysis techniques used, 
there is a particular interest in those that aim at the detection 
and classification of microcalcifications [1-7] and nodules 
[8-13]. 

In order for the CAD scheme to be applied successfully 
and for the goals of the mammographic examination to be 
met, it is necessary that the mammographic images be of 
good quality for an optimized cost/benefit ratio. The evalua-
tion of the quality of the images may be done by means of 
mammographic simulators and, in general, they are related 
to the radiation dose used in the generation process. The 
performance verification of the mammographic equipment 
and also of the radiation dose delivered to the patient con-
tribute for the identification of technical factors that eventu-

ally might not be in agreement with those required by the 
national and international guidelines [14], and this informa-
tion must generate corrective actions that contribute for the 
capturing of good quality images with acceptable radiation 
doses.  

The processing and analysis resources of digital images 
can contribute for the assessment of the quality of the im-
ages and help in the choice of the best operational use of the 
mammographic equipment in order to allow for the optimi-
zation of the ratio between the quality of the image and the 
dose delivered to the patient. 

The objective of this work is to apply a computer method 
to evaluate the quality of the mammographic images in 
several public hospitals in the city of São Paulo-Brazil by 
means of pixel intensity attributes of simulated digitized 
images.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The images used in the present study were obtained when 
the quality control tests of the equipment were performed in 
the hospitals under dilligence in the city of São Paulo. 

The equipment perfomance was evaluated according to 
criteria required by Brazilian law. The tests performed were 
the following: reproducibility and accuracy of tube voltage, 
HVL, AEC performance, compression force, screen-film 
contact and processing conditions. For the image quality 
evaluation, a breast phantom (CIRS 011) 
(www.cirsinc.com) was used. This phantom has microcalci-
fication groups and fibers, in addition to a resolution chart 
and optical density scale to evaluate spatial and contrast 
resolution. The CIRS phantom was used to generate simu-
lated images of 4.5 cm breast thickness and the phantom 
with an additional 2cm acrylic plate was used to simulate 
6.5 cm breast thickness. The simulated images were ob-
tained in 7 Siemens Mammomat 1000 mammographs and 2 
General Eletric Sennographe 700 T mammographs.  The 
phantom was imaged using the semi-automatic mode in the 
Siemens equipment as well as another operational mode:  
STD (Standard), CNT (Contrast) and DOSE in General 
Eletric equipment. 
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For each image, the air kerma was measured with ioni-
zation camara without backscattering and the Entrance Skin 
Air Kerma (ESAK) was calculated by applying the formula: 

 
ESAK = K . f . Kpt . BSF 

 
Where K is air kerma measured, f is ionization camara 

calibration factor, Kpt is temperature and pressure correc-
tion factor and BSF is backscattering factor [14-16]. 

The mammographic images were digitized with a Lu-
miscan 75 scanner (12 bits contrast resolution and 70 µm of 
pixel size) and a computational procedure was used to ver-
ify the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and gray level variation 
(%) [16]. 

The ROIs were selected and extracted from 6 different 
phantom image locations, as illustrated in Figure 1. The 
intensity average histogram of ROI (R6) was used as a ref-
erence value in order to calculate the SNR. The SNR gives a 
quantitative measurement of the mammographic image 
quality which indicates the signal-to-noise ratio in the image 
[17]. 

 
SNR = 10 log10  ( ∑M 2/ ∑(I-M 2 )) 

 
Where M is the sum of average gray level of pixels and I 

is the pixel gray value.  
An automatic procedure of intensity attributes extraction 

was used to quantify the intensity variation in the ROIs. The 
intensity range between 1800 and 2500 is associated with 
the optical density values for images that present an accept-
able contrast resolution.  

For the calculation of the intensity variation (R6) the 
equation was used [16]. 

 
Variation   = (mean pixel value – pixel value offset) . 100 / 
    (standard derivation in pixel value) 
 

The extracted features for each ROI obtained from 
the images were:   

- Average intensity histogram; 
- Highest peak intensity value of the histogram; 
- Lowest value of intensity histogram; 
- Highest intensity value histogram;  
- Number of gray levels. 

 
Fig. 1. Phantom CIRS with ROIs of  100% glandular  tissue (R1), 70% 

glandular  tissue (R2), 50% glandular tissue (R3), 30% glandular tissue 
(R4),  100 % adipose tissue (R5) and reference area (R6).  

III. RESULTS  

The results of the equipment performance tests were 
within the acceptable limits required by Brazilian law and 
the European Guidelines for quality assurance in breast 
cancer screening and diagnosis [14-16].  

The technical condition operation mode, mAs, ESAK 
(mGy), breast thickness, optical density in the reference 
area  and  contrast shown in Table 1. 

ID OM kV mAs ESAK thickness  O D  Contrast 
        (mGy) ( cm)     
E AEC 28 56,5 4,6 4,5 2,1 0,63 
E AEC 30 132 13,0 6,5 1,85 0,52 
F STD 27 63 4,8 4,5 1,03 0,48 
F DOSE  29 38 3,8 4,5 1,75 0,64 
F CNT 25 117 7,2 4,5 2,0 0,63 
F STD 30 116 11,6 6,5 1,79 0,5 
F DOSE  31 91 10,5 6,5 1,60 0,51 
F CNT 29 142 13,3 6,5 1,01 0,4 
I STD 27 78 4,3 4,5 1,1 0,47 
I DOSE 29 52 3,7 4,5 2,03 0,63 
I CNT 25 121 5,1 4,5 1,65 0,7 
I STD 30 159 13,2 6,5 1,32 0,45 
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I DOSE 31 127 10,6 6,5 1,92 0,5 
I CNT 29 204 12,1 6,5 1,04 0,38 
L AEC 28 68,8 6,3 4,5 2,09 0,42 
L AEC 30 181 20,5 6,5 1,95 0,52 
M AEC 28 53,8 5,4 4,5 0,89 0,36 
M AEC 30 131 17,0 6,5 0,91 0,29 
N AEC 28 53,8 4,7 4,5 1,52 0,59 
N AEC 30 137 16,7 6,5 1,63 0,49 
Q AEC 28 45,3 3,7 4,5 1,30 0,54 
Q AEC 30 110 12,0 6,5 1,22 0,39 
S AEC 28 60,3 5,2 4,5 2,26 0,75 
S AEC 30 161 14,7 6,5 1,98 0,69 
T AEC 28 44,1 4,8 4,5 1,98 0,66 
T AEC 30 113 11,9 6,5 1,79 0,48 

 ID -equipment identification code, OM – operation mode 
OD – optical density 

 
The SNR values calculated for the glandular tissue, ref-

erence area and adipose tissue are shown in Figures 2a and 
2b, applying 4.5 cm and 6.5 cm breast thicknesses.   
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Figure 2.  SNR (dB) calculated for the glandular tissue, reference area and 
adipose tissue. Figure 2.a (above) for 4.5 cm breast thickness and figure 2.b 

(bellow) for 6.5 cm breast thickness. 
 

The intensity variation in the reference area was shown 
in Figures 3 and 4 indicating non uniformity of pixel inten-
sity in regions of uniform density.   
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Fig.  3.   Intensity variation  (%) in the reference area of  4.5 cm breast 

thickness images generated in 9 diagnostic centres 
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Fig. 4.  Intensity variation (%) in the reference area of 6.5 cm breast 

thickness images generated in 9 diagnostic centres 
 
  Correlations between mAs and ESAK results are 

shown in figures 5 and 6. 
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Fig. 5.  Entrance Skin Air  Kerma  calculated to 4.5 cm breast thickness  
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Fig. 6.  Entrance Skin Air  Kerma  calculated to 6.5 cm breast thickness  
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Based on the European Protocol of quality guarantee for 
the screening and mammographic diagnosis, it is acceptable 
that in regions of the same mammographic density the im-
ages present a standard deviation of pixel intensity variation 
of less than 10% [14]. 

It is known that the intensity variation in the reference 
area was caused by the low pixel intensity uniformity due to 
a lack of standardization of film processing and digitization 
processing.[18] 

In several images the SNR in the glandular tissue was not 
higher than that of the SNR of the reference area and of the 
adipose tissues showing data inconsistency. 

Even using the same operational conditions in the semi-
automatic exposure mode, of 28 kV for 4.5 cm breast thick-
ness and 30 kV for 6.5 cm breast thickness, the variation of 
the mAs did not present a linear correlation with ESAK 
suggesting that there is not a proper calibration for the set of 
screen-films used. A great amount of screen-film models of 
different manufactors has been used in clinical routine that 
makes impossible to establish an image quality standard. It 
is known that screen-selection is a very important factor 
affecting the radiation dose [19] 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

It was possible to conclude that some attributes of the 
CAD scheme can contribute to a better image qualification 
process based on signal-to-noise ratio and pixel intensity 
variation. These parameters can be useful for a detailed 
analysis of different density tissues shown in the simulated 
image. 
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Abstract  The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
potential benefits of additional x-rays in detecting gastric can-
cer during x-ray screening.  We analyzed 151 gastric cancer 
cases among 136,450 individuals who underwent x-ray screen-
ing for gastric cancer.  X-rays were performed by 10 radio-
graphers at a single screening center in Japan from 2000 to 
2002.  Additional x-rays were taken based on the radiograph-

 in cases of suspected cancer lesions.  During re-
interpretation of the x-rays of cancer cases by 2 radiologists, 
we determined the number of cancer cases that were detected 
by standard x-rays alone.  We next determined the number of 
cancer cases detected using both standard x-rays and addi-
tional x-rays.  We then investigated whether additional x-rays 
increased the rate of cancer detection.  The number of cancer 
cases detected by standard x-rays alone was 122 and the num-
ber of cancer cases detected by standard x-rays and additional 
x-rays was 151.  We observed a significant increase in cancer 
detection with the use of additional x-rays when judged neces-
sary by the radiographer (29 cases, P  0.007, Wilcoxon 
signed ranks test).  No statistically significant correlation was 
observed between the number of additional x-rays performed 
and the increased rate of cancer detection due to additional x-
rays taken arbitrarily (rs =  0.38, P = 0.28, Spearman  rank 
correlation).  We found that additional x-rays, performed 
when judged to be necessary by the radiographer during 
screening, can identify cases of cancer which are not detectable 
with the standard x-rays alone. 

Keywords  radiographer, additional photography, x-ray 
examination, gastric cancer screening 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Gastric cancer is common in Japan, Central Europe, 
Scandinavia, Hong Kong, South and Central America, Chi-
na, Korea [1].  Particularly in Japan, gastric cancer screen-
ing using x-ray radiography is used for early detection and 
treatment.  Although the value of gastric cancer screening is 
well recognized [2], the 10 40% rate of false negatives [2] 
demonstrates the need for increased screening accuracy. 

Gastric cancer screening using x-ray radiography is per-
formed following standard radiographic methods [3-5].  
However, cancer lesions cannot always be identified from 
standard x-rays, even when abnormal findings suggest the 
presence of cancer [6]. The radiographer is able to observe 
the stomach through the fluoroscope during screening and 
in the event of an abnormal finding during this observation, 
the radiographer may decide to perform additional x-rays.  
Additional x-rays may be taken while the patient is in a 
body position that enables better observation of the area in 
question or under conditions that increase barium flow over 
the cancer.  Although the usefulness of taking additional x-
rays has previously been reported [7, 8], it has not been 
determined whether additional x-rays improve the diagnosis 
of gastric cancer.  The high false negative rate during 
screening may be due to insufficient use of additional x-rays, 

 
In this study, we investigated whether taking x-rays in 

addition to standard x-
judgment during screening, increases the detection of gas-
tric cancer, thus clarifying the diagnostic value of additional 
x-rays during gastric cancer screening.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

A. Case study 

The Institutional Review Board approved the present 
study and informed consent was not required because im-
ages were used retrospectively. 

The screening was performed at a screening center in 
Osaka, Japan between April 2000 and March 2002. A total 
of 136,450 individuals underwent x-ray screening (65,612 
males and 70,838 females; mean age 55 years; range 19 92 
years; 221 cases of cancer).  X-rays were performed by 10 
radiographers using 10 gastric cancer screening cars and 2 
fluoroscopic devices on site. 
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Table 1 shows the number of patients assessed by each 
radiographer.  Of these, we analyzed 151 cases (98 cases of 
early stage gastric cancer) for which films could be viewed.  

B. Materials 

Gastric cancer screening was performed using 10 screen-
ing cars and 2 fluoroscopic devices on site with indirect 
radiographic equipment (U-MA5N; Hitachi Medical, Tokyo, 
Japan).  Two types of indirect radiographic film (MI-FA or 
MI-FG; Fujifilm Medical, Tokyo, Japan) and two kinds of 
barium sulfate formulation (200 mL barium sulfate, 145% 
w/v; Barytgen Sol 145; Fushimi Pharmaceutical, Osaka, 
Japan; and 200 mL barium sulfate, 150% w/v; Baritop Sol 
150; Sakai Chemical Industry, Osaka, Japan) were used.  

C. Radiographic and interpretation methods 

A series of 7 films was used as a standardized method for 
gastric cancer screening (Table 2), as recommended by the 
1984 Japanese Society of Gastroenterological Mass Survey 
[4].  

For cases in which cancer was suspected during screening, 
additional x-rays were 
judgment.  Because the optimal number of additional x-rays 
is not specified in the radiographic method proposed by the 
Japanese Society of Gastroenterological Mass Survey, we 
set the maximum number at 5 to prevent the additional 
number of x-rays per case from becoming too large. 

Ten radiographers took the x-rays.  All participating ra-
diographers were male, aged 30 52 years (median 36), and 
were certified as technologists in gastric cancer screening 
by the Japanese Society of Gastroenterological Cancer 
Screening. The radiographers had 8 25 years (median 13) 
of experience in gastric cancer screening using x-ray ex-
amination.  X-ray interpretation was performed by 19  

Table 1 Subjects 

Radiographer Subjects (male, female) 

1 14139 (6721, 7418) 
2 16257 (7796, 8461) 
3 12893 (5562, 7331) 
4 13085 (6511, 6574) 
5 12407 (6568, 5839) 
6 10392 (5505, 4887) 
7 13071 (7670, 5401) 
8 14434 (6092, 8342) 
9 13837 (5957, 7889) 
10 15935 (7230, 8705) 

total 136450 (65612, 70838) 

physicians certified by the Japanese Society of Gastroente-
rological Cancer Screening conducting dual reading of x-
rays. 

D. Investigation of the number of cancer cases which 
became extractable by additional x-rays  

Two radiologists (years of experience, 30 and 27; age, 57 
and 55 years) certified by the Japanese Society of Gastroen-
terological Cancer Screening performed a blinded re-
interpretation of x-rays for cancer cases. 

Re-interpretation was first conducted using standard x-
rays alone, and the number of cancer cases detected was 
determined separately for each radiographer.  Next, re-
interpretation was performed with both standard x-rays and 
additional x-rays, and the number of detected cancer cases 
was determined separately for each radiographer.  The two 
numbers of cancer detection were compared and the differ-
ence was tested with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. 

E. Investigation of differences between radiographers in 
cancer detection by additional x-rays  

We defined the rate of cancer detection increase due to 
additional x-rays as the ratio of the number of cancer cases 
detected with both standard x-rays and additional x-rays to 
the number of cancer cases detected with standard x-rays 

difference existed between radiographers in the rate of can-
cer detection increase due to additional x-rays.  We further 
investigated whether the rate of cancer detection increase 
due to additional x-rays was increased by arbitrarily taking 

Table 2 Standard method of radiography in the gastric cancer screening 

Method 

 �xaminee is asked to take effervescent granules before examination 

 
�xaminer is to make � exposures in the following positions� and to 

use a roll of film ��-l�� mm in  width� and 2��-��� ml barium� 
     l�� w�v�� as contrast medium 

 �osition 

 � �ouble-contrast study in prone position 

 2 �illing method in prone position 

 � �ouble-contrast radiograph in supine position 

 � �ouble-contrast radiograph in supine and right anterior 
obli�ue position 

 � �ouble-contrast radiograph in supine and left anterior 
obli�ue positions 

 � �ouble-contrast radiograph in semiupright and left ante-
rior obli�ue positions 

 � �illing method in upright sagittal pro�ection 
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additional x-rays even when abnormalities were not ob-
served by the radiographer.  To investigate this possibility, 
we randomly sampled x-rays from 100 subjects of each 
radiographer of the 136,229 normal cases and determined 
the mean number of additional x-rays taken.  Next, we pro-
duced a scatter plot and calculated Sp a-
tion to determine the relationship between the mean number 
of additional x-rays taken for normal cases and the rate of 
cancer detection increase associated with these additional x-
rays for each radiographer. 

F. Statistical tests 

To test for significance, we used the - Statis-
tical Software for Microsoft Excel (version 2.05; Analyse-it 
Software, Leeds, United Kingdom).  A p-value less than 
0.05 was considered significant.  

III. RESULT  

A. Investigation of the number of cancer cases identified 
with additional x-rays  

cases detected with standard x-rays alone (total, 122; me-
dian, 11; range, 8 23), the number of cancer cases detected 
with bo th st andard and add it iona l x - rays (tot al: 

 

Fig. 1 The number of cancer cases detected by standard radiography alone, 
the number of cancer cases detected by standard x-rays and addition-
al x-rays, and the rate of cancer detection increase due to additional 
x-rays, by radiographer  

151, median: 15, range 9 29) significantly increased (P = 
0.007, Wilcoxon signed rank test) (Fig. 1). 

B. 
ability to identify cancer using additional x-rays  

The median rate of cancer detection increase due to addi-
tional x-rays for all radiographers was 1.2 (range 1.0 2.0) 
(Fig. 1).  A significant difference in rates of detection using 
additional x-rays was observed between radiographers with 
the highest (2.0) and lowest (1.0) rates of detection (P = 
0.038, Fi  

No statistically significant correlation was observed be-
tween the mean number of additional x-rays for normal 
cases (median, 1.9; range, 1.6 2.8) and the rate of cancer 
detection increase due to additional x-rays. (Fig. 2) (rs =  
-0.38, P = 0  

IV. DISCUSSION  

We found that the number of cancer cases not detected 
by standard x-rays alone was extremely high.  We also 
observed a significant increase in gastric cancer detection 
when comparing the number of cancer cases detected with 
both standard and additional x-rays to the number of cancer 
cases detected with standard x-rays alone.  These results  

 

Fig. 2 Relationship between mean number of additional x-rays in normal 
cases and the rate of cancer detection increase due to additional x-
rays for each radiographer  
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demonstrated that when cancer lesions cannot be identified 
with standard x-rays, they may be detected by performing 
additional x-rays when judged necessary by the radiograph-
ers based on abnormal findings in an observation. 

As a result of examining the rate of cancer detection in-
crease due to additional x-rays separately for each radio-
grapher, large differences were observed in the conditions 
that enabled cancer detection among the radiographers.  
This raises the possibility that detection of cancer may de-
pend on the radiographer performing the x-rays and unders-

h-
niques. 

We did not observe a correlation between the mean num-
ber of additional x-rays for normal cases for each radio-
grapher and the rate of increased cancer detection.  This 
suggests that the greater number of cancer cases being de-
tected was not due to unnecessary additional x-rays.  It is 
important to take additional x-rays only for cases in which 
an abnormal finding suggests cancer. 

There is a limitation worth noting in this study.  While we 
set the upper limit for the number of additional x-rays at 5, 
we have not determined the validity of this number.  The 
maximum number of 5 was determined by considering that 
approximately 2 additional x-rays would be required in 
cases in which a blind area existed, and approximately 3 
additional x-rays would be needed in cases of abnormal 
findings.  However, the upper limit for the number of addi-
tional x-rays should be determined by also considering the 
risks associated with radiation exposure that accompanies 
an increase in the number of x-rays.  

V. CONCLUSIONS   

In this study, we found that additional x-rays in gastric 
cancer screening, when determined to be necessary by the 
radiographer, significantly increases the number of detected 
cancer cases which cannot be diagnosed with standard x-
rays alone.  We also found that the ability to extract cancer 

lesions with additional x-rays varied significantly among 
radiographers.  These results demonstrate the value of addi-
tional x-rays in cases of abnormal findings, as well as the 
need to improve radiographer techniques. 
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Abstract— Aim of this study is to compare four CT devices 
as regards the current modulation supplied by their Automatic 
Exposure Control (AEC) systems. How the current modulation 
is influenced by the presence of contrast medium (injected in 
vena after basal phase images acquisition or given per os) and 
of high atomic number materials (for example: surgical clips) 
is also under study. The considered scanners and the imple-
mented AEC systems are: GE Light Speed VCT (AutomA and 
SmartmA), Philips Brilliance 64 (Dose Right ACS and D-
DOM), Siemens Somatom Sensation 64 (CARE Dose 4D) and 
Toshiba Aquilion 64 (Sure Exposure). Abdomen standard 
protocols have been investigated. The CT examinations of ten 
adult standard patients have been considered. Investigated CT 
devices show that the implementation by AEC systems of dif-
ferent technical approaches leads to different current modula-
tion curves. The presence of contrast medium injected in vena 
after basal phase image acquisition does not modify signifi-
cantly current modulation. In some cases, the presence of 
contrast medium given per os and of high atomic number 
materials could effectively affect current modulation. 

Keywords— CT, Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) system, 
tube current modulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the vast diffusion of more complex and 
powerful multi-detector CT devices has increased the num-
ber of patient referred to CT examinations, with a conse-
quent increase of radiation dose release to the population 
from diagnostic radiology. 

Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) systems have been 
primarily developed and implemented on CT devices with 
the aim of increasing image quality consistency [1]. When 
appropriately used, they have been proved to contribute to 
dose reduction and hence to the optimization of the whole 
diagnostic procedure [2-4]. 

Aim of this work is to compare four 64-multislice CT 
devices present on the market as regards the current modu-
lation supplied by their AEC systems. How the current 
modulation is influenced by the presence of contrast me-
dium (injected in vena after basal phase images acquisition 

or given per os) and of high atomic number materials (for 
example: surgical clips) is also under study. 

Finally, a possible correlation between the patient weight 
and the mean current value during CT examination has been 
searched for. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The four CT devices considered for this study and their 
corresponding AEC systems are (in alphabetical order): GE 
Light Speed VCT (AutomA and SmartmA), Philips Bril-
liance 64 (Dose Right ACS and D-DOM), Siemens Soma-
tom Sensation 64 (CARE Dose 4D) and Toshiba Aquilion 
64 (Sure Exposure). Abdomen protocols have been chosen 
for the comparison (voltage 120 kV, rotation time 0.5 s, 
helical acquisition); more details are shown in Table 1. 
Images have been reconstructed with slice thickness 5 mm. 

Table 1 Abdomen protocol details 

CT device pitch collimation (mm) 
reconstruction 

kernel 

GE 0.984 40 standard 

Philips 0.984 40 B 

Siemens 1 38.4 B41f 

Toshiba 0.828 32 FC13 

 
AEC systems can operate at three levels. Firstly, adjust-

ing the current taking into account for the overall patient 
size and using the same current for the entire scan in order 
to reduce image quality differences from patient to patient. 
Secondly, adjusting the current for each tube rotation, to 
take into account for the variations of the attenuation along 
the patient z-axis, with the aim of diminishing image quality 
differences among images of the same series. Thirdly, ad-
justing the current during the course of each rotation, to take 
into account variations of attenuation between AP and LL 
projections, in order to reduce noise differences within a 
single image and photon starvation artifacts. These three 
levels can be combined for exposure optimization. 
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Table 2 AEC system setting details 

level of current adjustment 
CT device name 

patient size z-axis rotational 
method approach 

GE 
AutomA 
SmartmA 

AutomA AutomA SmartmA standard deviation AP and LL scouts 

Philips 
Dose Right 

ACS and D-DOM 
ACS  D-DOM reference image 

single scout 
feedback scan data 

Siemens CARE Dose 4D x x x reference mAs 
single scout 

feedback scan data 

Toshiba Sure Exposure x x x standard deviation AP and LL scouts 

 
CT devices employ different methods to obtain current 

adjustments. In standard deviation based AEC systems, the 
current is adjusted to achieve a constant image noise value 
specified by the user. In Reference mAs based AEC sys-
tems, the user chooses the “reference” current value which 
would be used for an average sized patient. In Reference 
Image based AEC system, current adjustments are estab-
lished to match the noise in a “reference image” which has 
been judged of appropriate quality for the considered clini-
cal requirement. 

CT devices utilize different approaches to assess current 
adjustments. Patient size and z-axis adjustments are usually 
calculated on the basis of a single scout view. Rotational 
current variations can be calculated by means of data in-
ferred from both AP and LL scout views or using feedback 
scan data from measurements during the scan itself. 

The details of the AEC system settings implemented on 
the considered devices are reported in Table 2 [1, 5, 6]. As 
regards Philips Brilliance 64, alternative DoseRight Z-DOM 
is not used on this CT device for abdomen examinations and 
hence it has not been considered for this study. 

Ten adult patients referred to CT examinations have been 
selected for each device. Average sized patients have been 
chosen (weight 70-80 kg, height 165-175 cm). Scan lengths 
extending from lung basis to ischial tuberosity have been 
considered. For all patient scan series, the tube current val-
ues have been extracted from image DICOM headers by 
means of a self-developed software (plugin of ImageJ) and 
then averaged. This value is important because directly 
related to radiation dose to the patient. 

Abdomen examinations almost always consist in at least 
two scan series. Iodine contrast medium is injected in vena 
after basal phase images acquisition. Hence, it has been 
investigated whether AEC systems provide different current 
adjustments for the different acquisition phases. Basal and 

portal phase current modulations have been investigated, 
limiting the comparison to their common parts. 

The presence of high atomic number materials in patients 
referred to CT abdomen examinations is fairly frequent. 
Often patients had undergone surgical intervention and 
therefore have surgical clips. Moreover, a few hours before 
the examination, some patients are given iodine contrast 
medium per os for gastrointestinal metastasis search. The 
influence of the presence of high atomic number material on 
current modulations is also under study. 

Finally, a possible linear correlation between the patient 
weight and the mean current value during CT examination 
has been searched for. 

III. RESULTS 

The current values of a patient examination during basal 
and portal phases provided by the four investigated CT 
devices are reported in Figure 1: (a) GE Light Speed VCT, 
(b) Philips Brilliance 64, (c) Siemens Somatom Sensation 
64, (d) Toshiba Aquilion 64. Data refer to a different patient 
for each device. The zero position in the graphs corresponds 
to the lung basis. 

The current modulations for the ten considered patients 
during the portal phase provided by the four investigated 
CT devices are reported in Figure 2. Black lines indicate 
absence of contrast medium given per os and of high atomic 
number material, grey lines indicate its presence. The zero 
position in the graphs corresponds to the lung basis. 

The linear correlation coefficients (r2) between patient 
weights and the mean current values of patient examinations 
are reported in Table 3. 
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(b) Philips Brilliance 64  
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(c) Siemens Somatom 64  
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(d) Toshiba Aquilion 64 

Fig. 1 Current modulation during basal and portal phase for the four investigated CT devices
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(a) GE Light Speed VCT 
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(b) Philips Brilliance 64 
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(c) Siemens Somatom 64 
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(d) Toshiba Aquilion 64

Fig. 2 Current modulation during the portal phase of ten different patients for the four investigated CT devices. Black lines indicate absence of high 
atomic number material, grey lines indicate its presence
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Table 3 Linear correlation coefficient (r2) between patient weights and the 
mean current values of patient examinations 

CT device linear correlation coefficient (r2) 

GE Light Speed VCT 0.8696 

Philips Brilliance 64 0.0850 

Siemens Somatom 64 0.2477 

Toshiba Aquilion 64 0.4847 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Data reported in Figure 1 show that the investigated ab-
domen protocols do not provide different current adjust-
ments for the basal and the portal phases. This reasonably 
remains valid also for other scan series. 

Current modulation are identical for AEC systems which 
refer to AP and LL scout views in order to calculate current 
modulations. Little differences are introduced by AEC sys-
tems using feedback data, as could be expected, which are 
probably related to breath motion and little differences in 
patient position. The presence of iodine medium contrast 
injected in vena after basal phase image acquisition does not  
modify significantly current modulation. Moreover, ob-
served differences are very small and hence could not cause 
important dose variations between the various scan series. 

The investigated AEC systems provide different current 
modulations. 

As regards Philips Brilliance 64, no significant difference 
can be observed among patients. In particular, there is no 
correlation (r2 = 0.0850) between patient weights and mean 
current values. This can be explained considering that this 
CT device provides different abdomen protocols for differ-
ent patient sizes and all the chosen patients have approxi-
mately the same weight. Moreover, it has been observed 
that the presence of contrast medium given per os and of 
high atomic number materials does not affect current modu-
lations. 

Toshiba Aquilion 64 and Siemens Somatom Sensation 64 
provide more marked current modulation differences among 
patients, but not clearly connected to their weights. For a 
few patients, the presence of contrast medium given per os 
and of high atomic number material seems to affect current 
modulation. 

GE Light Speed VCT supplies the highest differences 
among patients, probably related to their weights 
(r2 = 0.8696), but it can not be excluded that this differentia-
tion is influenced also by the presence of contrast medium 
given per os and of high atomic number materials. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Investigated CT devices show that the implementation of 
different methods and technical approaches leads to differ-
ent current modulation curves. The presence of contrast 
medium injected in vena after basal phase image acquisition 
does not modify significantly current modulation. In some 
cases, the presence of contrast medium given per os and of 
high atomic number materials could effectively affect cur-
rent modulation. 
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Detection of fMRI Activations after Acoustic Stimulation by Correlation Analysis  
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Abstract—The purpose of the study was to develop a meas-
uring technique, which allows the investigation of brainstem 
and auditory cortex activation after application of auditory 
stimuli by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In 
addition to the conventional t-test analysis, a correlation analy-
sis using, the signal in the acoustical cortex was applied. Eight 
healthy volunteers were examined on 3T scanner (Trio Tim, 
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with pure tones and music 
stimulation. Cortical and subcortical auditory structures were 
successfully visualized. Such investigation showed similar 
behavior comparing the both kind of created maps T and 
correlation. Maps of correlation demonstrated additional 
localization of brainstem structures which were not able to 
obtain after statistical analysis. These results demonstrate a 
tight functional relation between subcortical and cortical areas 
in the human brain.  

Keywords—Functional magnetic resonance imaging, brain-
stem, auditory cortex, correlation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a 
powerful method which can detect discrete areas of slight 
perfusion changes within the brain resulting from neural 
activity. 

Functional activation has been observed e.g. in the visual 
cortex, in the primary and associated motor, somatosensory 
cortices or in auditory cortex. However visualization of 
subcortical structures using standard fMRI paradigms is still 
great challenge and the reliability of the functional maps 
topics to discussion [1]. fMRI results within the brainstem 
after acoustic stimulation are expected, but difficult to 
achieve. Thus far, studies showed activation in cochlear 
nucleus (CN), super olivary complex (SOC), inferior col-
liculi (IC) and the medial geniculate bodies (MGB). 

The first study which was able to visualize some subcor-
tical structures like inferior colliculi and the medial genicu-
late bodies showed the important role of cardiac gating in 
relation to heartbeat motion [1]. Large vessel pulsatility and 
cerebrospinal fluid movements are related to the cardiac 
cycle and may have interference on the detection of neural 
activity in the areas closet to the vessels [2]. Using cardiac 
gating images are collected at the same phase of the cardiac 
cycle. One consequence of this method is a variable TR due 
to the heart rate variability. It means if the TR is in the 
range of T1 of the tissue, then large signal variations  

appeared and TR must be corrected before statistical com-
parison [1,3]. A number of corrections with different car-
diac-gated fMRI strategies have been suggested [1,3-5]. 
Most of the studies used cardiac gating but also some others 
did not. They showed activation in IC, in a few cases in CN 
and SOC. The activations in brainstem are difficult to visu-
alize together what showed other researcher [6-8]. 

The goal of this study was to investigate the human sub-
cortical and cortical areas after acoustical stimulation and to 
consider relations between the time courses of these  
localizations.  

II. MATERIALS AND MATHODS 

A. Subjects 

A total of eight (seven females, one male) right handed 
volunteers participated in these experiments. They ranged in 
age from 22-36 years (27.5±5.4 years). They were all free of 
neurological disease and did not report a history of major 
hearing problems. In accordance with institutional stan-
dards, written informed consent was obtained from each 
subject prior the testing. 

B. Data Acquisition 

A whole body scanner (3 T Trio Tim, Siemens, Erlangen, 
Germany) was used for the examinations. 

Neural activation was detected by BOLD differences us-
ing T2*- weighted EPI. fMRI data were collected using an 
echo time (TE) of 30 ms, repetition time (TR) dependent of 
the cardiac cycle which was measured with finger tip pulse 
oxymeter. The volumes consisted of 10 slices with slice 
thickness 2.5mm, field of view (FoV) 192mm and a base 
resolution 64.  

A total of 93 or 153 images per slice were acquired. Dur-
ing data analysis first three images were ignored. Functional 
imaging was performed using a cardiac gating method to 
improve the detection of brainstem nuclei. Image acquisi-
tions were synchronized every second or third heart beat, 
and the interval (TR) was recorded. The measured variable 
TRs were used through data analysis. All of functional 
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scans were positioned in an oblique coronal orientation 
along the brainstem. 

T1- weighted anatomical spin-echo images were acquired 
after fMRI data with technical parameters as follows: TR= 
2300ms, TE= 3.03ms, flip angle= 8 degrees, slice thick-
ness= 1mm, FoV= 256mm, voxel size 1.0x1.0x1.0mm, and 
base resolution 256.   

C. Paradigm 

Sessions consisted of the stimulus with different fre-
quency (750, 3000 Hz), rock or classical music which were 
consisted of 4 or 7 stimulation cycles of 10 scans duration 
“ON” epochs alternating with 5 or 8 “OFF” epochs of no 
stimulation of 10 scans length. Each of conditions “ON” 
with different frequency consisted of the number of the 
beeps dependent of cardiac rhythm. Each beep consisted of 
900msec duration of the sound and the rest period of 1100 
msec. Music was continuous sound with the length depend-
ent of cardiac rhythm. Overall 23 sessions with cardiac 
gating were carried out in 8 volunteers. 

D. Auditory Stimulation 

Auditory stimuli consisted of single tones with frequen-
cies 750 and 3000 Hz and rock and classical music pre-
sented directly in the subject’s ears. All stimuli were  
presented binaurally. The difficulty with the cardiac-related, 
pulsatile brainstem motion was reduced by using cardiac 
gating. The sound output was interfaced with a stereo inte-
grated amplifier (Technics SU-VZ 320, Panasonic, Matsu-
shita Electric Industrial CO. Osaka, Japan). The amplified 
sounds were delivered to the headphones (SENNHEISER 
HD 590-prestige, Wennebostel, Germany).  

E. Data Analysis 

All data was analyzed and modified by the software 
package SPM5 (http.//www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) and home-
written routines in MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, 
MA, USA). SPM5 was used to display functional images 
and activations maps, and to inspect the data sets from mo-
tion artifacts. The functional images were corrected and 
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6-mm full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) for purpose of single 
subject analysis. 

First –level statistical data analysis in individual subjects 
consisted of modeling different conditions. Measured vari-
able repetition times were used in fMRI model specification 
as a regressor.  Analysis without TRs as a regressor was 
also obtained to show the differences. Afterwards using 
SPM software package positions of maxima with the  

highest value of T parameter corresponding regions of audi-
tory cortex and brainstem were registered.  

In the next step the localization of auditory cortex with 
the highest value of T was identified and the time course of 
signal intensity used to obtain the analysis of correlation. 
Data was corrected with the spatial and temporal smoothing 
by home-written routines in MatLab. With this analysis it 
was possible to create correlation maps which show posi-
tions of voxels with time courses similar to the selected 
point in the acoustical cortex.  

 

Fig. 1 T maps : auditory cortex (a), brainstem (b). Correlation maps: for 
auditory cortex(c) and brainstem (d) 

III. RESULTS  

 . Conventional SPM Analysis 

The subcortical and cortical auditory structures were 
identified using threshold P<0.001 uncorrected. In total of 
23 experiments activation in response to binaural tones with 
frequencies 750, 3000 Hz or continuous music was detected 
in all individuals in the right and left auditory cortex 
(AC).The example of statistical analysis (T map) for audi-
tory cortex is shown in Figure 1a. The auditory structures in 
brainstem were identified in 14 experiments, 9 experiments 
did not showed activation in brainstem by reason of move-
ment artifacts. Illustration of T map with the slice appropri-
ate for the brainstem is shown in Fig. 1b. The locations of 
subcortical structures were identified on the basis of ana-
tomical atlases. Inferior colliculi (IC) in right and left  
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hemispheres was detected in 4 and 3 experiments respec-
tively. Nuclei of lateral lemniscus (LL) were found in 1 
(right side) and 2 (left side) tests, super olivary complex 
(SOC) only for one right hemisphere. Cochlear nucleus 
(CN) was detected in 3 (right) and 3 (left) experiments.  
The structure of medial geniculate body was identified for 
the right side in 2 examinations. Numbers of the positions  
in both hemispheres for SPM analysis are presented in  
Table 1. 

F. Correlation Analysis 

Figure 1c and d show the correlation maps for the slices 
selected in Fig. 1a and b. The differences in the MR re-
sponses of the condition with presented stimuli (“ON”) and 
condition without it (“OFF”) were modeled using home-
written routines in MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, 
MA, US). Results of correlation for the slice with the audi-
tory cortex (Fig.1c) and slice with the brainstem (Fig.1d) 
demonstrated similar behavior. However results of correla-
tion displayed also the activation in other nuclei in area of 
brainstem for 10 from 14 of the experiments. The 9 experi-
ments with motion artifacts were not taken into considera-
tion. With the threshold of correlation coefficients 0.5, lo-
calizations in the brainstem were found. Positions were 
correlated with the auditory coordinates with the highest 
value of T. This focus was not established in standard SPM 
analysis. Inferior colliculi (IC) in right and left hemispheres 
was detected in 10 and 9 experiments respectively. Nuclei 
of lateral lemniscus (LL) and super olivary complex (SOC) 
were found in 4 (right side) and 5 (left side) tests. Cochlear 
nucleus (CN) was detected in 5 (right) and 7 (left) experi-
ments. The structure of medial geniculate body was identi-
fied bilaterally in 5 examinations. The results of numbers of 
positions found in correlation analysis are demonstrated in 
Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates the additional areas in the 
brainstem like inferior colliculi, nuclei of lateral lemniscus, 
super olivary complexes, cochlear nuclei and the position of 
medial geniculate bodies. 

Table 1 Numbers of  activated localizations which were found in conven-
tional analysis and in correlation analysis 

Structures SPM 
R   L 

Correlation 
R    L 

IC 4   3 10   9 
LL 1   2 4    5 

SOC          1    - 4   5 
CN 3   3 5   7  

MGB          2    - 5   5 

 

Fig. 2  Position of activations in brainstem: inferior colliculi (1), nuclei of 
lateral lemniscus (2), super olivary complex (3), cochlear nucleus (4), 
medial geniculate body (5) found in correlation analysis 

IV. DISCUSSION  

Functional MR imaging has been used to study cortical 
and subcortical activation in response to specific stimuli. 
Analysis of obtained data in this study revealed BOLD 
response to pure tone stimuli and music within both of the 
regions. Cardiac gating in fMRI acquisitions is an alterna-
tive approach commonly used to minimize the pulsatile 
movement artifact in auditory fMRI studies [1, 4, and 5]. 
The presented and previous studies showed higher activity 
in brainstem and auditory cortex for gated methods. How-
ever in cardiac gating technique, signal fluctuations in the 
image were observed due to the effect of variations in TR. 
The influence of TR was reduced by introducing the meas-
urements TR as an additional regressor. A number of stud-
ies used other corrections involving T1 correction [1, 5]. 
Correction could be not necessary if long TRs e.g. 8-10s 
because of the full T1 relaxation in each measurement time 
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[9]. Cardiac gating and correction improved the reliability 
of measurements in brainstem.  

Presented fMRI acquisition technique allows visualizing 
the auditory cortex, inferior colliculi, nuclei of the lateral 
lemniscus, super olivary complex, cochlear nucleus and 
medial geniculate body. These structures in brainstem were 
also found in other fMRI studies [1, 4-10, 11] using differ-
ent types of the stimulus and different paradigms. In our 
study, a high number of brainstem nuclei could be identi-
fied. The visible difference may be explained by the differ-
ence in methodology between the studies like experimental 
paradigm, stimulus, cardiac gating as well as type of correc-
tion. 

Optimization of the difference between the stimulation 
and baseline conditions can be facilitated by following 
mapping of the hemodynamic response function within the 
auditory cortex and brainstem.  

Acquired maps of T-values and values of correlation co-
efficients between time courses from auditory cortex and 
the whole brain showed similar behavior. The highest val-
ues of correlation were located in the areas of the auditory 
cortex (both hemispheres). This was expected as the refer-
ence signal which was taken from auditory cortex. On the 
other hand the positions in the brainstem also showed high 
coefficient values. The comparison presents a significant 
relation between auditory cortex and brainstem. Using func-
tion of correlation the additional areas in brainstem with 
higher correlation coefficients were found. The number of 
activated localizations was larger than in standard SPM.   

V. CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, these results demonstrated visualization 
both cortical and subcortical structures of the auditory neu-
roma system by the functional magnetic resonance imaging. 
Conventional analysis and analysis of correlation coeffi-
cients were used in this study. The presented results provide 
a significant improvement in the analysis of SPM about 

location of activated areas within the brainstem by correla-
tion analysis. 
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Abstract— Aim of this work is to quantitatively compare the 
performances of four CT devices as regards both radiation 
dose and image quality. The considered scanners are: GE 
Light Speed VCT, Philips Brilliance 64, Siemens Somatom 
Sensation 64 and Toshiba Aquilion 64. Abdomen acquisition 
protocols have been compared. Effective dose and doses to 
main organs have been evaluated with TLDs placed in an 
Alderson Rando®®®® phantom. Measured doses have been com-
pared to doses calculated with ImPACT CT Patient Dosimetry 
Calculator (version 0.99x). The Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) 
has been measured in a Catphan®®®®600 phantom. The Figure of 
Merit (FoM) defined as the ratio of squared CNR to effective 
dose has been evaluated. Measured effective doses are substan-
tially comparable for the four CT devices; measured effective 
dose and organ doses are slightly higher than the calculated 
ones. CNR values reflect effective dose differences. The pro-
posed FoM is adequate for a quantitative and simple CT per-
formance evaluation. 

Keywords— CT, image quality, radiation dose. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The optimization and the evaluation of the entire CT im-
ages acquisition process, including image quality and dose 
released to the patient, is a very complex task. To this aim, 
some Figures of Merit (FoMs) have been proposed [1, 2]. 
FoMs take contemporary into account parameters which 
describe both image quality (noise, CNR, spatial resolution) 
and acquisition parameters (acquisition slice thickness, 
dose) and hence represent a useful comparison tool. 

Aim of this work is to quantitatively evaluate and com-
pare the performances of four 64-slice CT devices present 
on the market, as regards image quality and radiation dose. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

For this study, the four 64-slice CT devices listed below 
(in alphabetical order) have been considered. Abdomen 
acquisition protocols have been chosen and acquisition 
parameters have been previously selected to deliver ap-
proximately the same dose. The characteristics of the im-

plemented Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) systems and 
the details of the considered protocols are described. 

The first CT device is a GE Light Speed VCT. The im-
plemented AEC systems are AutomA, providing patient size 
and z-axis current adjustments, and SmartmA, for rotational 
current adjustments. The system is based on standard devia-
tion control which is related to a “Noise Index” (NI) chosen 
by the user. Exposure have been performed following this 
protocol: voltage 120 kV, rotation time 0.5 s, helical acqui-
sition, pitch 0.984, collimation 40 mm, NI 11.57, standard 
reconstruction kernel; AP and LL scout views. 

The second is a Philips Brilliance 64. The implemented 
AEC system is DoseRight, and consists of two elements. 
DoseRightACS utilizes a “reference image” to establish 
patient size current adjustments. DoseRightD-DOM pro-
vides rotational AEC. The alternative DoseRightZ-DOM is 
not clinically used on this CT device for abdomen examina-
tions and hence it has not been considered for this study. 
The used protocol is: voltage 120 kV, rotation time 0.5 s, 
helical acquisition, pitch 0.984, collimation 40 mm, recon-
struction kernel B; AP scout view. 

The third is a Siemens Somatom Sensation 64. The im-
plemented AEC system is CARE Dose 4D and provides 
patient size, z-axis and rotational current adjustments con-
sidering a “reference mAs” value. The used protocol is: 
voltage 120 kV, rotation time 0.5 s, helical acquisition, 
pitch 1, collimation 38.4 mm, reference mAs 200, recon-
struction kernel B30f; AP scout view. 

The fourth is a Toshiba Aquilion 64. The implemented 
AEC system is SureExposure, is based on standard devia-
tion control and provides patient size, z-axis and rotational 
current modulation. The used protocol is: voltage 120 kV, 
rotation time 0.5 s, helical acquisition, pitch 0.828, colli-
mation 32 mm, standard deviation 13, reconstruction kernel 
FC13; AP and LL scout views. 

The FoM chosen for the comparison of the devices is de-
duced from Rose model and is defined as: 

E

CNR
  Q

2

=  (1) 
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The effective dose E has been estimated in an anthropo-
morphic Alderson Rando® phantom; the CNR has been 
measured in a Catphan®600 phantom. 

The effective dose E has been evaluated by measure-
ments in 149 points, in correspondence of the most impor-
tant organs, by means of 3 TLDs per point. Axial sections 
from 14 to 34 have been used. Scout views extended from 
section 16 to section 34, scans from section 18 to section 
33. The considered organs are reported in Table 1 with their 
corresponding tissue weighting factors wT as proposed in 
ICRP 103 [3] and the number of measurement points. Dose 
contribution due to scout view(s) has been added to the dose 
imparted during the scan. 

Table 1 Considered organs, their weighting factors and number of 
measurement points 

organ / tissue wT number of points 

red bone marrow 0.12 35 

colon 0.12 17 

lungs 0.12 32 

stomach 0.12 9 

breasts 0.12 4 

gonads 0.08 6 

bladder 0.04 3 

esophagus 0.04 5 

liver 0.04 15 

heart 3 

kidneys 6 

pancreas 2 

prostate 2 

small intestine 5 

spleen 3 

uterus 

0.12 

2 

 
For each phantom section, organ positions and dimen-

sions have been established with the help of a radiologist. 
Since organs extend to more than one section, their doses 
have been calculated as volumetric weighted means. The 
weighting factors are given by the ratio of the organ volume 
contained in a section to the whole organ volume. In par-
ticular, the dose to the red bone marrow has been estimated 
considering its distribution within bones throughout the 
entire body, as described in ICRP 70 [4]. At last, the effec-
tive dose E to the whole body has been evaluated as a 
weighted mean of the organ doses. 

For all the Alderson Rando® phantom scans, the tube 
current values have been extracted from image DICOM 
headers by means of a self-developed software (plugin of 
ImageJ) and the mean current value has been calculated. 

Lithium fluoride TLDs have been used (LiF:Mg,Cu,P 
GR-200A, discs, 3 mm in diameter, 0.8 mm thick). Each 
TLD has been individually calibrated with a 137Cs source 
(mean energy 662 keV). Assuming that the mean energy of 
the investigated CT beams is 70 keV, the dependence on 
energy of TLD response has been estimated within 1% [5, 
6] and hence no corrective factor has been introduced. The 
overall intrinsic dose measurement uncertainty is within 
5%. Calibration has been performed in air. The multiplica-
tive factor 1.07 has been introduced to take into account the 
difference between air and tissue mass energy absorption 
coefficients [7]. 

Measured doses have been compared to doses calculated 
with ImPACT CT Patient Dosimetry Calculator (version 
0.99x) [8, 9]. The software has been implemented to take 
into account the actual tube current modulation along the 
patient z-axis during the scans. Calculated organ doses have 
been weighted in order to calculate the effective dose E 
according to ICRP 103. 

Both measured and calculated effective doses refer to a 
hermaphrodite phantom. 

The CNR has been evaluated in a Catphan®600 phantom, 
considering the section containing cylindrical inserts of 
various materials, drawing two Regions Of Interest (ROIs) 
in correspondence of the acrylic and LDPE inserts. 

The Catphan®600 phantom has been scanned following 
the protocols listed before, but without AEC system in-
serted, at a fixed current value and equal to the mean current 
obtained for the Alderson Rando® phantom scans. 

The images of the Alderson Rando® phantom and of the 
Catphan®600 phantom have been reconstructed with slice 
thickness 5 mm. 

III. RESULTS 

In Figure 1 the organ doses and the effective dose to the 
whole body, measured with TLDs and calculated with Im-
PACT CT Patient Dosimetry Calculator, are shown for the 
four investigated CT devices: (a) GE Light Speed VCT, (b) 
Philips Brilliance 64, (c) Siemens Somatom Sensation 64, 
(d) Toshiba Aquilion 64. 

In Table 2 all these values are reported together with 
doses to remainder organs. 

In Table 3 data for a comprehensive evaluation are re-
ported: in the second column the effective dose E estimated 
in the Alderson Rando® phantom, in the third column the 
CNR measured in the Catphan®600 phantom and in the 
fourth column the calculated value of the proposed FoM, Q. 
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(a) GE Light Speed VCT 
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(b) Philips Brilliance 64 
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(c) Siemens Somatom 64 
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(d) Toshiba Aquilion 64

Fig. 1 Measured and calculated doses for  the four investigated CT devices 

Table 2 Organ and effective doses: measured (TLD) and calculated (ImPACT) values 

organ doses (mGy) 

GE Light Speed VCT Philips Brilliance 64 Siemens Somatom 64 Toshiba Aquilion 64 organ / tissue 

TLD ImPACT TLD ImPACT TLD ImPACT TLD ImPACT 

red marrow 5.6 5.7 9.5 8.0 6.8 5.9 8.8 6.5 

colon 14.2 11.8 24.2 16.6 16.9 12.1 20.5 13.1 

lungs 4.4 4.1 8.9 5.7 5.0 4.0 8.3 5.2 

stomach 12.8 11.9 21.8 18.1 15.3 12.4 17.7 13.4 

breasts 5.1 0.7 8.3 1.1 4.9 0.8 8.7 0.9 

gonads 15.5 7.9 17.6 9.6 15.4 7.6 23.7 8.8 

bladder 13.3 17.8 17.6 18.0 14.8 15.3 20.2 20.9 

esophagus 3.3 0.6 6.6 0.9 4.0 0.7 6.2 0.7 

liver 12.3 11.3 21.4 17.2 14.6 11.5 19.4 13.0 

heart 7.8 6.0 14.9 8.0 9.0 5.9 14.3 7.6 

kidneys 11.4 12.6 21.4 19.1 14.8 13.1 16.1 13.9 

pancreas 12.5 10.5 21.8 15.9 15.2 10.8 17.4 12.0 

prostate 13.0 - 15.9 - 14.2 - 20.1 - 

small intestine 14.4 11.4 25.0 17.2 17.5 12.0 20.5 12.3 

spleen 11.9 11.1 21.0 17.0 14.4 11.3 16.1 12.6 

uterus 13.2 14.0 16.3 17.1 14.3 13.3 20.1 15.6 

E (mSv) 8.9 7.1 14.3 9.9 10.1 7.1 13.5 8.2 
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Table 3 Effective dose E estimated in the Alderson Rando® phantom, 
CNR measured in the Catphan®600 phantom and calculated value of the 

proposed Figure of Merit, Q 

CT device E (mSv) CNR Q 

GE Light Speed VCT 8.9 34.0 130 

Philips Brilliance 64 14.3 52.4 193 

Siemens Somatom 64 10.1 35.2 122 

Toshiba Aquilion 64 13.5 44.1 144 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Effective doses estimated with TLDs in the Alderson 
Rando® phantom are substantially comparable for all the 
investigated devices, as expected. Measured doses are 
slightly higher than doses evaluated with ImPACT CT Pa-
tient Dosimetry Calculator for all the investigated CT de-
vices. This result confirms a previous analogous study [10]. 

Measured doses are higher than calculated ones also for 
the majority of organ and tissue (with the exception of blad-
der, kidneys and uterus). 

The discrepancy between measured and calculated doses 
is relevant for breasts, esophagus and gonads (the difference 
is mainly due to testis), which are organs lying near the 
beginning and the end of the scan. This fact can be ex-
plained considering that the software does not take into 
account dose contributions due to scout view(s) and over-
scanning. For these organs, the dose evaluated by the soft-
ware should be considered with attention. 

CNR values measured in the Catphan®600 phantom ex-
actly reflect effective dose differences (at lower doses cor-
respond lower CNR values and viceversa). 

The proposed FoM emphasizes CNR differences more 
than effective dose variations and hence Q value differences 
are more marked. Results show that the introduction of a 
FoM allows a quantitative and simple evaluation of the 
entire CT image acquisition process, contemporary taking 
into account both image quality and radiation dose. 

Finally, it has to be underlined that, although dosimetric 
and quantitative image quality assessment is an important 
tool for CT performances comparison, diagnostic image 
quality evaluation is also necessary. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Measured effective doses are substantially comparable 
for the four CT devices; measured effective and organ doses 
are slightly higher than calculated ones. CNR values reflect 
effective dose differences. The proposed FoM is adequate 
for a quantitative and simple CT performances evaluation, 
which include image quality and dose released to the pa-

tient. Nevertheless, for an exhaustive CT performances 
comparison, clinical evaluation of diagnostic image quality 
is also necessary. 
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Abstract—Hypofractionated high dose radiotherapy of 
small lung tumors is very effective and was based on stereo-
taxy until now. It has recently become possible to achieve a 
high patient positioning precision based on on-line imaging 
with cone-beam CT (CBCT) and breath-hold techniques. The 
CBCT acquisition time of roughly 60 seconds, however, is too 
long for one breath-hold, resulting in image degradation by 
respiratory motion artifacts. By using megavoltage (MV) an 
kilovoltage (kV) photon source (mounted perpendicularly on 
the Linac gantry) for volume reconstruction, we could reduce 
the acquisition time to 15 seconds. 

An Elekta Synergy 6MV linear accelerator, iViewGT as an 
MV- and XVI as a kV-imaging device were used. In 'movie 
mode' both systems were used for continuous image acquisi-
tion passing the angle interval of 90° in 15 seconds. In total, the 
MV frames needed 8.25 Monitor Units. The kV dose was neg-
ligible herein. In order to deduce the missing angle informa-
tion, a marble with high absorption coefficient was put next to 
the thorax phantom. After preprocessing the data a GPU was 
used for the reconstruction of 100 projections generating a 512 
x 512 x 512 volume in 6 seconds. 

The full acquisition and reconstruction workflow was 
automated. Structures with high contrast interfaces can be 
recognized easily in the reconstructed volume. These results 
show that fast on-board imaging based on combined kV-MV 
CBCT is promising for patient positioning. The scan duration 
of 15 seconds is short enough to perform single rotation 
breath-hold imaging for most patients. 

Keywords— image guided radiotherapy, treatment verification, 
Cone-beam CT, kilovoltage/megavoltage imaging, 
fast tomographic reconstruction 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Hypofractionated high dose radiotherapy of small lung 
tumors is very effective and was based on stereotaxy until 
now [1]. In order to reduce patient setup errors in radiation 
therapy different imaging techniques such as portal images, 
ultrasound or 4D CT are applied [2-4]. It has recently be-
come possible to achieve a high patient positioning preci-
sion based on on-line imaging with cone-beam CT (CBCT) 
and breath-hold techniques [5-7]. The CBCT acquisition 
time of roughly 60 seconds, however, is too long for imag-
ing within a single breath-hold, resulting in image degrada-

tion by respiratory motion artifacts. By combining mega-
voltage (MV) and kilovoltage (kV) photon source (mounted 
perpendicularly on the Linac gantry) for volume reconstruc-
tion, we reduced the acquisition time to 15 seconds. In a 
feasibility study in 2005 it was shown that kV and MV 
imaging technologies with 'step and shoot' produce accept-
able results [8]. However, kV and MV projections could not 
be acquired during gantry rotation which results in an im-
moderate acquisition time. 

The objective of this project was to determine, whether 
for a continuous image acquisition on a given treatment 
system kV-MV CBCT produces acceptable results for de-
termining correct tumor location within 2-3 mm. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Data acquisition 

For data acquisition, a linear accelerator (Elekta Synergy 
with 6MV) equipped with a fold-out MV detector was used 
(iview GT system). Orthogonally mounted to the gantry, 
there was a kV on-board imager with CBCT capability 
(XVI system). This setup is shown in figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1 Elekta Synergy with a fold-out MV detector (iviewGT) and a kVon-
board imager (XVI). 
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Fig. 2 Original MV projection with underexposed thick stripes (left) and 

the same image after correction with the described method (right). 

 Since the treatment system has not been intended to be 
used for combined kV-MV imaging, the readout of the MV 
detector is not synchronized with the pulsing of the Linac. 
Consequently, radiation pulses are still applied during the 
readout phase of the detector. Since the irradiation is pulsed, 
parts of the image are irradiated with an additional pulse 
compared to other regions. Due to the readout schematic, 
this leads to stripes in the 512 x 1024 image, as can be seen 
on the left side in figure 2. Since we have scatter contribu-
tions, the stripes are not sharp but blurred. Stripes occurring 
in the projection data have to be corrected because other-
wise an acceptable quality of the reconstructed image is not 
achievable.  
 
B. Stripe correction 

 For stripe correction, we have subdivided the algorithm 
in two steps, stripe detection and stripe compensation. 

In the stripe detection phase we observe that stripes are 
visually easily tractable. Due to noise and local structures, a 
local detection, however, is not feasible. Therefore, we used 
statistics on accumulated column data. As good indicator 
for stripes, the variance of the gradient in row-direction was 
selected. This indicator should be able to differentiate 
stripes from other column-wise oriented structures in the 
image. Due to scatter, the peaks, however, are not only 
single pixels but are widened. Therefore, we applied non-
maximum-suppression, a technique that leaves only the 
peak values unchanged and suppresses neighboring values. 
Since we were not interested in being detector specific, we 
generated the histogram of the peak amplitudes and found 
that those amplitudes that belong to stripes have a large gap 
to those smaller amplitudes that belong to other structures in 
the image. The largest gap found in this histogram defines 
thus the threshold for differentiating stripes from back-
ground information.  

In the stripe compensation phase, we applied an affine 
correction scheme. This takes into consideration that we 
have an intensity drop on one hand side and a blurring of 

the borders by scatter, on the other hand side. It can be seen 
that the first two elements of a Taylor-series-based compen-
sation strategy. The corrected result is printed on the right 
side in figure 2. 

  
C. kV-MV Synchronization 

Furthermore, the manufacturer does not provide a basis 
for the synchronization between the kV and MV system, i.e. 
to a given MV projection the angle information is missing. 
The database only provides the angle information for kV 
projections. In order to find corresponding images, we used 
a marker that is dense enough to be easily seen in all kV and 
MV projections. Since the marble, which was used as 
marker, has a high gradient magnitude, we thresholded thus 
a gradient magnitude image. Four times the mean value in 
the gradient image was used as a threshold. From all high 
gradient objects, the marble has the characteristic that it is 
of circular shape of a defined radius. All such shapes are 
determined by Hough-transform and the most probable 
position was indicated. A sub-pixel estimation of the marble 
center in the projection using center of mass follows to 
increase the positioning accuracy. Nevertheless, other struc-
tures being of similar shape or due to high noise, incorrect 
assignments could occur. These are then compensated by 
observing that the marble position follows a sine-curve in 
the projection data assuming constant angle velocity. Out-
liers are thus easily found and the position is corrected. 

Due to the mechanical properties of the treatment system, 
the distance source-detector and the position of these ele-
ments versus the iso-center are not fixed during the rotation, 
which modify the assumption of a sine function for the 
marble center location over the projections. Instead of using 
a constant angle velocity, we used one that has minimum 
speed at start and end position, which is in the sense of 
Taylor-series expansion modeled by the smallest contribu-
tion, i.e. the second order term. Experiments show that our 
fitting function sin(2πf(1+α(i-i0)

2)( i-i0)) coincides very well 
with the measurement data. Hereby f is the reciprocal of the 
total number of projections for a 360° scan, α is the second 
order Taylor coefficient with α << 1, and i0 is the projection 
in the 0° position of the respective source. The letter i repre-
sents the projection number. This fitting function provides 
relative angle information separately for both data sets. 
Numerical comparison of function values for kV and MV 
contains the synchronization information. 

 
D. Acquisition time, Dose considerations, Reconstruction 

The machine was run in an accelerated mode such that it 
took 15 seconds for a 90° rotation. While the gantry passed  
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Fig. 3 Four different tumor shapes were observed: a ball, two stars and a 
cylinder with spikes. 

 
the angle interval of 90° the XVI system and the iview GT 
system acquired 96 and 40 projections, respectively. 

Different Monitor Unit (MU) settings were tested. The 
lowest MU setting that still provided acceptable contrast in 
the resulting MV projections was 8.25 MU for 40 frames 
acquired in a 90° scan. Accordingly, 0.2 MU per projection 
were applied and the patient would be exposed to 82.5 mGy 
per 90° scan. Compared to that, the dose delivered by the 
kV system is very low. It can be estimated that 96 images 
taken by the kV system in a 90° scan cause a dose in the 
range of less than 10 mGy in every depth [9]. 
 Before reconstruction the MV data was adjusted to kV 
data by matching the histograms of both modalities. The CT 
reconstruction was accomplished with the Filtered Backpro-
jection algorithm [10]. It was implemented on a GPU using 
CUDA technology. Reconstruction of 100 projections gen-
erating a 512 x 512 x 512 volume took 6 seconds.  

III. RESULTS 

Four data sets with different tumor shapes (a ball, a cyl-
inder with spikes and two different stars) in a thorax phan-
tom were acquired, preprocessed and reconstructed as it was 
described. The shapes are depicted in figure 3. In total, for a 
90° scan a dose of 82.5 mGy was delivered. The reconstruc-
tion results for an exemplary star are printed in figures 4-6. 
Figure 4 shows a reconstruction of a 90° kV data set (left 
image) and the corresponding 90° MV reconstruction with a 
90° phase difference (right image).  

 

Fig. 4  Reconstruction results of the star with 15mm diameter and 3mm 
spikes: 90° kV reconstruction (left) and 90° MV reconstruction (right). 

 

Fig. 5 Reconstruction results of the star with 15mm diameter and 3mm 
spikes: 90°+90° kV-MV reconstruction. 

 

Fig. 6 Magnification of the tumor region in figure 5 (star with 15mm 
diameter and 3mm spikes). 

The superposition of these images and a magnification of 
the tumor region can be seen in figure 5 and figure 6. 

The characteristic shape of each tumor could be recog-
nized easily. To show this quantitatively, the spatial accu-
racy of each tumor reconstruction was measured by deter-
mining its diameters. For this purpose the voxels in a 
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reconstructed slice were counted, whereas the voxel size 
was 0.8 mm. The diameters were converted into millimeters 
and compared to the specifications given by the manufac-
turer. An uncertainty of up to two voxels had to be taken 
into account. Within these error limits our measurements 
were in accordance with the nominal specifications in all up 
to two cases (Star 1, Cylinder, see Table 1).  
 

Table 1 Accuracy of the reconstruction: size of the tumors in the 
reconstructed volume compared to the nominal values in mm. 

 

 Body  nominal Spikes nominal 

Ball 13.6 ± 1.6 15 - - 

Star 1 8.0 ± 1.6 10 5.6 5 

Star 2 15.2 ± 1.6 15 2.4 3 

Cylinder 4.0 ± 1.6 6 3.2 3 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results show that our kV-MV reconstruction applica-
tion is able to provide volumetric information about the 
shape and position of a lung tumor with an accuracy of 2 
mm. The main advantage of this application is a very short 
acquisition and reconstruction time of 15 seconds and 6 
seconds, respectively. In this application a rotation of 90° 
corresponds to a 180° scan since both kV and MV imaging 
devices were used. The short acquisition time was achieved 
by acquiring kV-MV images simultaneously during gantry 
rotation. The conventional 'step and shoot' method was not 
used anymore. Furthermore, the Linac operated in the ac-
celerated mode in order to halve the scan time. In total, 
these characteristics correspond to an eight times faster 
image acquisition compared with a conventional 360° kV 
scan. The current preprocessing is implemented on Matlab 
but could be easily ported to GPUs to accelerate it to real-
time. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The scan duration of 15 seconds is short enough to per-
form single rotation breath-hold imaging for most patients. 
The presented kV-MV CBCT application is promising for 
patient positioning and potentially could be used for image 
guidance in radiation therapy of lung patients in the near 
future. 
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Abstract— Dual energy CT (DECT) measures the object of 
interest using two different x–ray spectra in order to provide 
energy–selective CT images or in order to get the material 
decomposition of the object. Today, two decomposition tech-
niques are known. Image–based DECT treats the rawdata sets 
as being independent until they are reconstructed. Prior to 
reconstruction the rawdata undergoes the typical water pre-
correction. The reconstructed images are then linearly com-
bined to obtain material–selective DECT images. 

The second decomposition technique is rawdata–based. 
Rawdata–based DECT is passing the rawdata through a de-
composition function ( )21, qqD  followed by image reconstruc-
tion. Rawdata–based decomposition is exact and the final 
image will not show beam hardening artifacts. However, ra-
wadata–based decomposition requires consistent rawdata sets. 

Our new imaged-based method uses generalized precorrec-
tion functions ( )j

c

j qP  that do not aim at delivering cupping 
artifact–free single energy images but that aim at delivering an 
improved DECT image by using the linear combination 

( ) ( )2211 qPqP + , which can also be carried out in image do-
main. 

This work compares the ability of the three methods to per-
form material decomposition and to provide energy–selective 
monochromatic CT images. Due to its increased degrees of 
freedom the generalized precorrection functions significantly 
outperform the image quality achievable with conventional 
image–based DECT decomposition. Nevertheless, the artifact 
content is still higher than when using rawdata–based decom-
position techniques. Since our method can be realized as a 
polynomial function or as a look–up table, it can easily be used 
to substitute the water precorrection functions built into to-
day’s scanners. Thereby the approach is a practicable way to 
improve image–based DECT without changing the scanner 
software or hardware. 

 
Keywords— Dual energy CT, Dual source CT, Material de-
composition, Beam–hardening artifacts, 
Image quality 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The aim of DECT is to use the rawdata 1q  and 2q  that 
were acquired at spectrum 1=j  and 2=j  to reconstruct 
one or more material-specific and/or energy-selective im-
ages. 

The decomposition of the data into energy-selective data 
sets is either done in rawdata domain or in image domain. 
Rawdata-based decomposition, which we will also refer to 

as the Alvarez method [1] computes new rawdata by pass-
ing 1q  and 2q  detector pixel-wise through a decomposition 
function ( )21, qqD . Then, the new data ( )21,qqD  are recon-
structed. 

If the decomposition is done in image domain the two 
rawdata sets undergo a water precorrection followed by 
filtered backprojection. The two resulting single energy 
images are then linearly combined to obtain the desired 
material-specific images. We refer to this technique as the 
Brooks method [4]. Image-based DECT is an approximative 
technique; beam hardening artifacts remain and the result-
ing images are less quantitative than with rawdata-based 
techniques. 

Our new decomposition technique replaces the water 
precorrection functions, by generalized precorrection func-
tions that aim at producing artifact-free dual energy images. 
The increased flexibility that is available due to allowing for 
new classes of functions will then yield DECT images supe-
rior to the classical Brooks method. 

We will refer to the new method as the Coleman method 
since he used a similar decomposition in reference [3], but 
without realizing that an implementation in image domain 
was possible. 

In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of DECT 
for convenience. Our algorithm and our findings can be 
easily extended to three or more independent spectra. This 
may be of interest if K-edge imaging shall be combined 
with the classical material decomposition or if x-rays of 
very high energies play a role. 

Following to this investigation a more detailed study 
about this topic was done [7]. 

II. DECT 

Dual energy CT relies on the assumption that the linear 
attenuation coefficient can be decomposed as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ErfErfEr 2211, Ψ+Ψ=
rrr

μ  with two independent 
energy dependencies ( )EΨ  and the two material-selective 
images ( )rf

r
1  and ( )rf

r
2 . 

The DECT measurements, yield the projection values 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Ψ−Ψ−−= LpELpE

jj eEwdELq 2211ln   ( )1  

where the ( )Ewi  are the two detected spectra used during 
the scan, normalized to unit area. ( )Lpi  denote the line 
integrals over ( )rfi

r
. For convenience, we will drop the 

parameter L  and keep in mind that all operations on the 
rawdata are meant to be done separately for each measured 
line L . 
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Equations ( )2  can be numerically inverted to solve for 
ip  with 2,1=i  given that jq  with 2,1=j , ( )Ewj  and 
( )EíΨ  are well known. Alternatively, one can use methods 

based on calibration processes. 
In general, we can express the decomposition as

( )21,qqDp ii = , where the decomposition functions iD  are 
well known. In the following, let us drop the basis material 
index i  for convenience. 

III. DECOMPOSITION METHODS 

A. Conventional Imaged-Based DECT (Brooks) 

Image-based DECT consists of reconstructing two water 
precorrected images, one for the soft and one for the hard 
spectrum, followed by a linear combination. Let ( )qPb  be 
the precorrection functions for spectrum j . Thereby, the 
conventional image-based method corresponds to perform-
ing 

( ) ( )22011110 qPcqPcp bbbbb +=    ( )2  
with linear combination coefficients bc10  and bc01  to be de-
termined either analytically or by calibration. Brooks was 
the first to use linear combinations of single energy images 
[4]. 

B. Enhanced Image-Based DECT (Coleman) 

Instead of using water precorrection functions followed 
by reconstruction and linear combination, our new method 
uses generalized precorrection functions ( )qPc

j
 that are 

dedicated to producing improved material-selective images. 
After the rawdata have been passed through ( )qPc

j
 they are 

reconstructed and the images are added. In rawdata domain 
this corresponds to performing 

( ) ( )2211 qPqPp ccbc +=     ( )3  
A Taylor expansion of this type of decomposition was al-

ready used by Coleman in reference [3]. However, the au-
thors did not realize that their method can be carried out in 
image domain. In fact, they were aware of using completely 
inconsistent rays { }=∩ 21 LL  and argued that the “correc-
tion relies on the assumption that adjacent projections are 
identical”. 

C. Rawdata-Based (Alvarez) 

Ideally, the dual energy rawdata 1q  and 2q  are decom-
posed in rawdata domain 

( )21, qqDpa =      ( )4  
followed by an image reconstruction of the material-
selective rawdata p . This allows to account for the exact 
relationship of equations ( )2 . 

Rawdata based DECT requires consistent rawdata, i.e. 
that the line integrals 1Ll ∈  measured with spectrum 1 ex-
actly match the line integrals 2Ll ∈  measured with spec-
trum 2. 

IV. CALIBRATION 

To allow for a fair comparison of the three techniques  
now available we need a consistent way to determine the 
open parameters or functions. 

In order to determine the open parameters we use a Tay-
lor expansion of ( )j

b

jj qPp = . This choice of basis functions 
is possible since b

jP  defines a one-to-one mapping between 
jq  and jp . The three methods can now be formulated more 

consistent, namely all functions are functions of water pre-
corrected rawdata, now. For the three methods we thus 
obtain 

 
201110 pcpcp bbb +=     ( )5  
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with χ

klc  being unknown coefficients, and 5== LK  being 
the order of the expansion. 

A consistent method to determine those coefficients is 
the empirical dual energy calibration (EDEC) method [5]. It 
should be emphasized, that the names Alvarez, Brooks and 
Coleman refer to the authors that initially proposed decom-
positions of the type we are using. The way the unknown 
coefficients are determined, and the way the corrections are 
carried out, in particular the Coleman method which was 
originally carried out in rawdata domain and that we carry 
out in image domain, differ from these original publications. 

V. SCANNER IMPLEMENTATION 

Today's scanners usually implement some water precor-
rection that basically boils down to calculate a function 

( )qp  that we referred to in this paper by the Brooks precor-
rection function ( )j

b

j qP . The proposed method uses a gene-
ralized precorrection function ( )j

c

j qP . Thus, the proposed 
method can easily be implemented in today's scanners by 
replacing the water precorrection ( )j

b

j qP  that takes place 
anyway with a dedicated function ( )j

c

j qP . In some cases the 
scanner does not allow to manipulate the precorrections that 
are done and access is only granted to precorrected rawdata. 
Then, the proposed method works as well by simply using 
these precorrected data for both calibration of the open 
parameters and calculation of material specific rawdata, like 
equation ( )5  indicates. 

VI. SIMULATIONS 

Scatter-free simulations of a CT dose index like (CTDI-
like) phantom and the FORBILD thorax phantom were 
performed to compare the three decomposition methods. 
For polychromatic simulations the semi-empirical Tucker 
spectrum [6] was used with the tube voltages kV1401 =U  
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and kV802 =U . The projection data were obtained by the 
projection simulator RayConStruct-PS. 

After simulation of the polychromatic projections we ap-
plied the three decomposition methods described above to 
obtain material selective rawdata. 

The material selective rawdata were reconstructed using 
the Feldkamp-type reconstruction algorithm of the Ray-
ConStruct-IR high performance image reconstruction soft-
ware. 

The CTDI-like test phantom was composed of water and 
aluminum, simulated without noise, and reconstructed. 
Density images of the basis materials water and aluminum 
and monoenergetic images of the phantom at 100 keV are 
presented. To compare the methods in a clinical use case, a 
simulation using the FORBILD thorax phantom with water 
and bone as basis materials has been performed. Density 
images of the basis materials and monoenergetic images at 
70 keV are presented. 

Quantitative evaluation of the decomposition results is 
done by determination of the mean value and the standard 
deviation of the vertebra and the water equivalent soft tissue 
in the density images and the monoenergetic image. For 
these statistical evaluations noise-free simulations were 
performed and reconstructed. 

 

Fig. 1: Decomposition of a CTDI-like phantom. The left and center 
columns are  - images using C/W = 100%/10%. The right column depicts 

a monoenergetic –image at 100 keV. The error in the basis material 
decomposition images decreases with increasing number of open parame-

ters. 

VII. RESULTS 

A. CTDI-like phantom 

Figure 1 shows the decomposition results comparing the  
three methods. It is remarkable that the image quality - 
especially the ability of a method to deal with beam harden-
ing artifacts - increases with the number of open parameters 
that are used for combination of the rawdata. 

The Brooks method is able to provide cupping-free im-
ages for the material that its precorrection was calibrated 

for. The aluminum image still suffers from cupping arti-
facts. In addition, this method shows the strongest beam 
hardening artifacts. The Coleman method, that we propose 
to use in the case of inconsistent rawdata, is superior to the 
Brooks method regarding the ability to deal with cupping 
and beam hardening. The Alvarez method proves that in the 
case of consistent rawdata it is possible to eliminate nega-
tive polychromatic effects on the image. 

B. FORBILD thorax phantom 

Figure 2 shows the decomposition results of the 
FORBILD thorax phantom. The results of the Brooks me-
thod show remarkable beam hardening artifacts in the soft 
tissue density image and the monoenergetic μ -image. The 
bone density image fails to provide constant values for the 
vertebra and the mean values of different bones are very 
different. In the monoenergetic image the vertebra is not 
separated from the soft tissue satisfactory. 

The results of the Coleman method show basically the 
same beam hardening artifacts in the soft tissue image, but 
here the amplitude of the error is considerably lower and no  

 

Fig. 2: Decomposition of the FORBILD thorax phantom. The left and 
center columns are  - images using C/W = 100%/20%. The right column 

depicts a monoenergetic –image at 70 keV (C/W=0 HU/200 HU). 

 
beam hardening artifacts appear in the monoenergetic im-
age. In the bone image the densities of all bones are more 
homogeneous, however, the bones appear too bright as there 
is a small offset in bone densities. The monoenergetic image 
allows for clear distinction between bone and soft tissue, 
which is an important issue for the separation of vessels 
from bones or for quantitative measurement of calcification 
size. The images obtained by the Alvarez suffer neither 
from beam hardening nor from homogeneity errors and are 
in good agreement with the expected density and CT value 
level. Thus, these images are considered as standard for 
comparison with the Coleman and Brooks methods. 
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Fig. 3: Larger view of the bone image of the vertebra in the FORBILD 
thorax phantom using C/W = 100%/40% 

 
Difference images enhance the results discussed above. 

The improvement of the cone beam artifacts emerging at the 
sternum and the ribs when using the Coleman method are 
remarkable and the blurring around the vertebra is reduced 
as well. Additionally, the difference images clearly visual-
ize the overall offset in the Coleman method reconstructions 
and the inhomogeneity of the bone densities in the Brooks 
method reconstructions. In the monochromatic and bone 
density difference images Alvarez − Brooks the vertebra 
appears bright while the ribs and the sternum appear dark. 
This depicts the homogeneity problems that the Brooks 
method suffers from. The difference images Alvarez −
Coleman, however, visualizes that the Coleman method 
models the bone density homogeneous, but too high. The 
offset in the Coleman image is about 7%. 

Figure 3 gives a large view on the vertebra reconstruction 
for each separation method. Figure 4 lists the results of the 
quantitative evaluation for the vertebra ROI and the soft 
tissue ROI, respectively. Like in figure 2 and figure 3 the 
Alvarez method is superior. However, among the image-
based methods the Coleman method outruns the Brooks 
method especially noticeably standard deviation of the μ -
images. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

We introduced a new image-based method to perform 
basis material decomposition in DECT (Coleman method). 
The new method is compared with today's standard image-
based decomposition method and a rawdata-based decom-
position method. Best results are obtained by the rawdata-
based Alvarez method. However, this method raises the 
requirement that completely consistent projection data are 
acquired by the CT scanner. Among the image-based me- 
thods, the proposed method is superior to the standard me-
thod in its ability to deal with beam hardening artifacts. 

The theory of the three methods is compared using con-
sistent notation and reconstruction results prove that the 
image quality increases with the number of free parameters. 
A clever implementation using today's scanners precorrec-
tion functionality is encouraged. In conclusion, the modified 
Coleman method is a practical way to improve DECT for 

those cone-beam CT scanners that provide only inconsistent 
rawdata sets for both energies, as it is the case for dual 
source spiral CT scans, for example. For scanners that allow 

 

Fig. 4: Evaluation of the vertebra and thorax ROI. 

 
to acquire a pair of consistent rawdata, the rawdata-based 
Alvarez method is to be preferred. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this work is to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of a training methodology developed in the Medical 
Image Qualification Laboratory - QualIM to assist in the com-
plex learning process of reading mammography images. A 
dedicated software was used by residents and specialists for 
image manipulation (contrast, brightness, zoom, inversion) 
and also to analyze the readings performance. Sixty images of 
statistical phantom (Alvim®) were acquired with mammo-
graphic equipment using different techniques and presented in 
monitors and a specific view box (screen film). The readings’ 
performance was evaluated by statistical parameters: prob-
ability of detectability (Pdet), kappa (K), true positive results 
(TP), false positive results (FP) and the area under the ROC 
curve, considering different objects (fibers and microcalcifica-
tions) and their different dimensions. The residents’ detection 
performance was superior in monitors (softcopy) for both 
objects (fibers and microcalcifications) suggesting that digital 
tools were useful since they promoted higher contrast resolu-
tion. The ROC analysis show a higher performance in the 
digital system (Az=0.808) than in the screen film system (Az= 
0.707). Also the experts got better results in the digital system 
(Az=0.841) than with another reading system (Az=0.803). The 
methodology allowed to quantify and compare the readings 
performance among different groups based on Signal Detec-
tion Theory. 

Keywords—learn-teaching, digital mammography, peda-
gogic tool, phantom, Softcopy reading /Hardcopy reading. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The imaging professionals are frequently required to  
develop new abilities because of the technological devel-
opments in their specialities. These technological develop-
ments also demand training with new pedagogic models. 

Digital mammography was approved for clinical use for 
early breast cancer detection. The experienced mammogra-
phers now have other challenges. It is uncertain if their 
experience at hardcopy readings can be extended to the 
softcopy readings without losses (1). It is considered that 
the experience acquired at softcopy readings can qualify the 
specialist to take advantage of the digital system (2). 

The breast image analysis is so important that it com-
prises a specific program of learning and teaching in the 
Society of Breast Image (3).   

In order to assist in the complex learning process of the 
specialists at this transitional phase, a new methodology 
was developed by the use of specific software. It is a tool 
that can be used by beginners or specialists. They are ex-
pected to have a better performance in image interpretation 
by the end of the residence program. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effective-
ness of this training methodology on the detection perform-
ance of objects in phantom’s mammographic images ac-
quired in screen film and digital systems. 

 

II.   METHODOLOGY 

The training system contains educational lectures includ-
ing: digital imaging, mammographic digital systems, image 
processing tools and monitor quality. The practical activities 
were developed in the Medical Image Qualification Labora-
tory - QualIM and include softcopy readings (monitor) and 
hardcopy readings (screen film) in a controlled environ-
ment. In this laboratory a dedicated software was developed 
for training (4) with high resolution monitors (LCD Clin-
ton® 3Mpixel and LCD Barco® 5 Mpixel) and specific 
view box (Planilux®) with appropriate luminance (5).   

Sixty images of statistical phantom (Alvim®) (6) were 
acquired with mammographic equipment using different 
techniques. This phantom allows the evaluation of the de-
tection performance of microcalcifications and fibers of 
different sizes. These structures are randomly distributed in 
it and through the analysis of 100 image regions in which 
these objects may be present or not. 

Resident radiologists were invited to read the phantom 
images in the view box and after that they read the same 
images in the two monitors. A maximum of 10 images were 
read in the same day and a total of 1615 reading results 
were computed in the database. This number results from 3 
years of collected data from residents and represents an 
average of 35 readings for each one.  The reading time in 
the monitors varied from 5 to 7 minutes per image. 

The images displayed in the monitor were digitized by a 
Lumiscan 75 scanner – Lumisys with 12 bits contrast reso-
lution and 70 µm of spatial resolution. 
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In order to detect each simulated object in a phantom, the 
professionals classified their findings in 5 confidence levels: 
100% (the object is surely there), 75% (the object is likely 
to be there), 50% (the presence of the object is uncertain), 
25% (the presence of the object is unlikely) and 0% (there is 
surely no object there). 

A dedicated software was used for image manipulation 
(contrast, brightness, zoom, inversion) and also to analyze 
the readings performance. 

The readings performance was evaluated by statistical 
parameters, such as: probability of detectability (Pdet), 
kappa (K), true positive results (TP), false positive results 
(FP) and the area under the ROC curve (7). The reading 
performance of the different structures (fibers and microcal-
cifications) and their different dimensions was evaluated. In 
addition to that, screen film (hardcopy) and digital (moni-
tor) readings were compared. 

Statistical results from 847 readings of the phantom im-
ages in screen film and monitors made by specialists were 
used as reference.  

III.   RESULTS 

The table 1 shows the readings results for residents and 
experts.    

Table 1 Statistical data of 2462 hardcopy and softcopy readings obtained 
from residents and experts 

  Experts Residents 

  hardcopy softcopy hardcopy softcopy 

n 143 704 677 938 

Kappa 0.712 0.685 0.569 0.660 

KM 0.702 0.668 0.589 0.654 

KF 0.802 0.736 0.579 0.715 

AUC 0,803 0.841 0.707 0.808 

TP 0.71 0.74 0.66 0.69 

FP 0.01 0.06 0.07 0.04 

TP(max) 0.86 0.94 0.88 0.90 
n: number of readings; KM: Kappa for microcalcifications; KF: Kappa for 
fibers; AUC: area under ROC curve; TP: true positive results; FP: false 
positive results; TP (max) = maximum true positive results  
 

 
Figures 1 and 2 show the fibers and microcalcifications 

detection results for hardcopy image readings. Figures 3 and 
4 show these results in the monitors. 
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Fig. 1 Fibers' detection in hardcopy readings 
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Fig. 2 Microcalcifications' detection in hardcopy readings 
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Fig. 3 Fibers' detection in softcopy readings 
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Fig. 4 Microcalcifications’ detection in softcopy readings 

Figures 5 and 6 show the Kappa value histograms from 
residents and experts in hardcopy readings.  

 

Fig. 5 Kappa value histogram from residents’ hardcopy readings 

 

Fig. 6 Kappa value histogram from experts’ hardcopy readings 

Figures 7 and 8 show the Kappa value histograms from 
residents and experts in softcopy readings.  

 
Fig. 7 Kappa value histogram from residents’ softcopy readings 

 

Fig. 8 Kappa value histogram from experts’ softcopy readings  

IV.   DISCUSSION 

Training and experience are the main factors which in-
fluence the experienced mammographers’ performance (8). 
As expected, the general analysis of the results showed that 
the residents’ performance was inferior to the specialists’s 
in both systems. Frequently, inexperienced professionals 
present higher false-positive results due to the less efficient 
mechanism of image perception (9). Their lower accuracy at 
readings and higher uncertainty at responses can be ob-
served comparing the histograms of both groups.  

The residents’ performance was superior in digital sys-
tem (softcopy) for both objects (fibers and microcalcifica-
tions) suggesting that digital tools were mainly useful to get 
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higher contrast resolution. Even the experts got better re-
sults in this reading system (10,11). 

This methodology allows readings’ performance quanti-
tative comparisons and can be useful in residence programs 
through dedicated software which permits an automatic 
analysis of the reader’s results. 

V.   CONCLUSIONS 

The methodology applied in this training program 
showed effectiveness in measuring the performance of ex-
perts or inexperienced professionals. Thus, it was possible 
to evaluate the residents’ and the experts’ results, which 
were superior in the digital system (softcopy) for both 
groups. 

This dedicated software allows to quantify and compare 
the readings performance among different groups based on 
the Signal Detection Theory. 

It is important to emphasize that this conclusion is based 
on readings of phantom images and they cannot be directly 
extended to mammographic images. 
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Abstract— A comparative fMRI study was performed be-
tween a 32-channel phased-array head coil and a 12-channel 
head matrix coil, with and without a signal homogenizing 
filter, for a complex motor paradigm. The SNR was increased 
for the 32-channel coil in the cortex and even in the center of 
the brain after filtering. Regarding the BOLD-magnitude 
parameter t-value an increased effect for the 32-channel coil 
could only be marginally demonstrated for cortical regions, 
whereas subcortical ones showed no differences. As regards 
the -value the 32-channel coil showed no improvement for the 
cortical regions and even a decreased effect size for the subcor-
tical areas. The application of a signal homogenizing filter was 
advantageous for the subcortical BOLD-signal magnitude but 
derogatory for the cortical locations.  

Keywords— 32-channel, fMRI, SNR, BOLD  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Recent developments in RF coil design allow the con-
struction of receiving head coils with an increased number 
of individual coil elements. A 32-channel phased-array head 
coil is reported to exhibit substantial gains in signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) [1] and an increase of blood oxygenation level 
dependent (BOLD)-signal magnitude for high-resolution 
functional brain imaging [2]. Since 32-channel head coils 
are now commercially available, we investigated to which 
extent their increased number of channels and close-fitting 
design have a positive effect in detecting the BOLD re-
sponse in different brain regions, by comparing it to a 12-
channel head coil on a typical functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) motor paradigm. We also investi-
gated how a signal homogenization filter affects the SNR 
and the detected activation in these regions. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

A commercially available 12-channel head matrix coil 
and a commercially available 32-channel phased-array head 
coil were compared on a Siemens Verio 3.0 T whole body 
system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). 
The same 36 healthy volunteers were imaged with both 

coils in random order. Written informed consent was ob-
tained by all subjects. 

 Motor task during scanning: All subjects performed in 
supine position with their right hand a sequential finger-
tapping task of 12 visually presented numbers indicating 
button presses, which they had trained prior to scanning for 
errorless maximum tapping velocity. Conditions were per-
formed in a block design alternating rest and performance 6 
times of 25 s duration each, on an MR-suitable 4-button 
keyboard. The keyboard was optically connected to the 
task-presenting computer, allowing recording of the sub-
jects’s button press responses. 

fMRI scanning parameters: For each coil, a 2-
dimensional echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was ap-
plied, with repetition time (TR) = 2.5 s, echo time (TE) = 30 
ms, flip angle = 90º, field-of-view (FOV) = 192 mm and 
matrix size = 64 x 64. 120 images, each comprising 34 
slices of 3 mm thickness with 1 mm gap in between, were 
recorded over 5 min. The same EPI was applied for a sec-
ond time, introducing a scanner available prescan normali-
zation filter to account for image intensity inhomogeneities. 
Additionally, a T1-weighted three-dimensional image 
(MPRAGE) was acquired for each head coil, with parame-
ters: TR = 1.9 s, TE = 2.52 ms, 176 sagittal slices, each 
1mm thick.  

fMRI data analysis: Spatial preprocessing and data 
analysis were performed with SPM5 (Wellcome Centre for 
Cognitive Neuroscience, London, UK). Each time series 
was realigned after unwarping in the phase encoding direc-
tion to account for movement and susceptibility artifacts. 
The EPI-data were subsequently coregistered to the T1-
weighted anatomical image, segmented, spatially normal-
ized, smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 6 mm full width at 
half maximum and high-pass filtered (128 s). Preprocessed 
data were statistically evaluated for each individual using 
the general linear model. A design matrix was created using 
a canonical hemodynamic response function. A regions of 
interest (ROI) analysis was conducted for the primary motor 
cortex (M1), an area comprising the primary visual cortex 
V1 and the prestriate cortex V2 (V1-V2), the contralateral 
thalamus and the ipsilateral cerebellum, by using masks 
from ANATOMY [3]. For each of these four ROIs a t-test 
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was performed and the contrast estimates  were calculated 
for the highest activated voxel.  

SNR analysis: The signal was computed for each ROI as 
the mean over the realigned, unwarped, segmented and 
normalized time series of the mean signal in a 3x3x3 voxel 
sized volume around the highest activated voxel, as found 
by SPM5. An equally big volume was defined in the white 
matter of the frontal lobe, around the voxel [28 20 20] 
(mm), and its mean signal was calculated for the same EPI 
images. The standard deviation of this signal over the time 
series, corrected for any time drifts by a linear regression, 
represents an estimate of the physiological noise in the 
white matter. The ratio of each of the four ROI signals to 
this noise was considered as the SNR for this ROI. A multi-
variate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for 
each parameter (SNR, t-value, ) with main factors coil (12-
channel, 32-channel), filter (no, prescan) and ROI (M1, V1-
V2, thalamus, cerebellum), followed by post-hoc t-tests 
corrected for multiple comparisons. 

III. RESULTS  

A. BOLD effect 

t-values: The ANOVA of the obtained t-values indicated 
no significant difference for filtering but a main effect for 
the factors ROI (F(1,35) = 117.74, p<0.001) and coil (F(1,35) = 
4.74, p<0.05) as well as the ROI*coil interaction (F(1,35) = 
3.52, p<0.05). 

Post-hoc analysis revealed on average 51% higher 
BOLD-signal magnitude for V1-V2 than for M1 (T(143) = 
13.85,  p<0.001) and 100% higher for the cerebellum com-
pared to the thalamus (T(143) = 23.49,  p<0.001). The post-
hoc t-tests for the coils showed on average 7% better results 
for the 32-channel coil (T(287) = 3.70, p<0.001). Regarding 
the ROI*coil interaction, only the V1-V2 profited signifi-
cantly from using the 32-channel coil (T(71) = 3.06,  p<0.05), 
but M1 showed a positive trend also (T(71) = 1.86; n.s.). The 
averaged t-values over all subjects are shown in Fig. 1.  

 
-values: The ANOVA for the BOLD-parameter  re-

vealed a main effect for ROI  (F(1,35) = 90.33, p<0.001) and 
for the coil used (F(1,35) = 12.94, p<0.001). ROI*filter (F(1,35) 
= 22.56, p<0.001) and ROI*coil*filter (F(1,35) = 3.26, 
p<0.05) showed significant interactions.  

Post-hoc t-tests confirmed the BOLD-effect differences 
within the various cortical and subcortical ROIs, also re-
vealing a 72% increase of effect size for the M1 if compared 
to the cerebellum (T(143) = 8.76, p<0.001). Such tests for the 
factor coil indicated that the 12-channel coil yielded on 
average a 15% higher  than the 32-channel coil (T(287) = 

4.16, p<0.001). However, more detailed analysis by investi-
gating the ROI*coil*filter interaction showed no significant 
difference without filtering between head coils for the corti-
cal regions but only for the subcortical ones (thalamus: 
45%, T(35) = 3.77, p<0.01; cerebellum: 61%, T(35) = 8.95,  
p<0.001). The application of a prescan normalization filter 
improved the -values for the subcortical ROIs (cerebellum: 
28%, T(71) = 6.12,  p<0.001; thalamus: 25%, T(71) = 3.47,  
p<0.01), but deteriorated them for M1 (-20%, T(71) = 3.75,  
p<0.001) and V1-V2 (15%, T(71) = 3.53,  p<0.01). An over-
view of the averaged contrast estimates is shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 1: Mean t-values and their standard error over all 36 subjects for each 
coil, filtering condition and ROI location.  
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Fig. 2: Averaged contrast estimates and their standard error over all 36 
subjects for head coils, filtering conditions and ROI locations 

B. SNR 

The calculated ratio of each ROI signal to the physio-
logical noise in white matter is depicted in Fig. 3 as a mean 
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over all participants. An ANOVA showed that the ROI 
location and the filtering condition were highly significant 
(F(1,35) = 48.44, p<0.001 and F(1,35) = 62.74, p<0.001, respec-
tively), whilst the coil selection was insignificant. More-
over, the interactions: coil*filter, coil*ROI and filter*ROI 
were of importance (F(1,35) = 13.38, p<0.01; F(1,35) = 32.87, 
p<0.001 and F(1,35) = 50.49, p<0.001, respectively).  

 Post-hoc t-tests for coil*ROI showed better SNR in the 
M1 and V1-V2 for the 32-channel coil (T(71) = 5.48, 
p<0.001 and T(71) = 3.37, p<0.01 respectively), while in the 
thalamus and cerebellum the 12-channel coil yielded better 
results (T(71) = 2.79, p<0.05 and T(71) = 3.34, p<0.01, respec-
tively). There was no significant difference between the two 
head coils without filtering, but prescan normalization fa-
vored the 32-channel coil (T(143) = 4.30, p<0.001), according 
to the coil*filter interaction.  

Investigating the filter*ROI interaction revealed that the 
SNR in the cortical regions was not affected by filtering. It 
was improved, however, for the thalamus and cerebellum 
(T(71) = 120.75, p<0.001 and T(71) = 105.92, p<0.001, re-
spectively). The improvement of the mean SNR by filtering 
amounted to 24% and 31% for the thalamus and cerebellum, 
respectively, for the 12-channel coil. These regions showed 
a 66% and 65% mean SNR increase, respectively, for ap-
plying the prescan normalization filter on the 32-channel 
coil.     
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Fig. 3 Mean SNR relative to the white matter and its standard error over all 
36 subjects for each head coil, filtering condition and ROI location in the 

brain 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

For a selection of the same sequence parameters using 
the standard Siemens EPI-Bold sequence, the 32-channel 
coil exhibited a higher SNR in the cortical brain regions, 

while the 12-channel coil was better in this respect for the 
subcortical ones. Theory predicts an increased sensitivity 
closer to the array with a higher number of receiving ele-
ments, without sensitivity losses at larger distances [4]. In 
this experiment the two head coils showed a comparable 
SNR at such distances only after the application of a pre-
scan normalization filter. This filter accounts for intensity 
inhomogeneities, which were more pronounced for the 
higher number of receiving channels.   

The investigation of the BOLD effect, according to the 
parameter , suggested no differences between the two head 
coils near the coil elements and underlined the suitability of 
the 12-channel coil for studying central brain areas. Filter-
ing slightly increased the detected BOLD-signal magnitude 
for these areas but is not recommended for the cortical 
ROIs. Regarding the t-values, the 32-channel head coil 
demonstrated slightly better results near its surface but there 
was no evidence of improvement for the more distant brain 
areas.  

Overall, the detected BOLD effect magnitude did not 
convincingly seem to benefit from the increased signal 
sensitivity. It has been reported already, that an increase of 
SNR does not necessarily translate into improvements in 
fMRI sensitivity, due to high physiological noise [5]. Fur-
thermore, it has to be mentioned that the results obtained 
here have to be interpreted for the spatial resolution used, 
which is the most common spatial resolution used for fMRI-
measurements. For a higher image resolution, the ratio of 
physiological to thermal noise could be decreased [6], lead-
ing to a higher BOLD-signal magnitude. 

In the present work we restricted ourselves to the stan-
dard settings of both coils. Parallel imaging may yield better 
results for the 32-channel than for the 12-channel coil, as it 
has been reported for other MRI-sequences such as diffu-
sion tensor imaging (DTI) [7].  
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Abstract— In photoacoustics (PA) ultrasound is generated 
by laser irradiation of tissue. Commonly, Nd:YAG lasers are 
used as PA sources but it would be desirable to use less expen-
sive laser diodes instead, which can be used for multispectral 
applications. Laser diodes combine low pulse energy with high 
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) compared to Nd:YAG lasers, 
averaging procedures can be employed to increase the SNR. In 
order to prevent range ambiguities the PRF of the laser diodes 
must be limited to the inverse of the acoustical propagation 
time. We propose to use coded excitation for pulsed PA imag-
ing to increase the PRF beyond this limit, leading to higher 
SNR. In particular, by using orthogonal unipolar Golay codes 
(OUGC) it would be possible to acquire photoacoustic data 
generated by two laser diodes at two different wavelengths 
simultaneously and separate them afterwards. Thus, we derive 
an estimation of the SNR gain and coding gain compared to 
averaging for multispectral photoacoustic coded excitation 
(MS-PACE) using OUGC. The SNR gains range from 6.0dB to 
30.1dB for code lengths between 4bit and 1024bit, respectively. 
A coding gain of 9.8dB, compared to a time equivalent averag-
ing procedure, can be achieved for realistic parameters (ab-
sorber depth: 3cm, code length: 512bit, laser PRF: 1MHz). In 
a second step, we evaluate the feasibility of MS-PACE by simu-
lations based on experimental data. Using a reconfigured clini-
cal ultrasound system with a 128 element linear array, we 
acquire single channel data of photoacoustic signals generated 
by irradiating a metal slab with pulsed laser diodes emitting 
light at 850nm and 905nm. The acquired data are rearranged 
according to the OUGC sequences and decoded. The resulting 
data are used for image reconstruction employing synthetic 
aperture focusing techniques. These images allow a clear dis-
crimination of both wavelengths, suggesting the feasibility of 
MS-PACE using OUGC. 

Keywords— photoacoustics, optoacoustics, Golay codes. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Photoacoustics (PAs) is based on the generation of ultra-
sound in matter by electromagnetic irradiation [1]. When 
biological tissue is irradiated by short laser pulses, ultra-
sound pulses are generated due to thermo-elastic expansion. 
Since conventional piezoelectric ultrasound transducers are 
capable of receiving the PA signals, this modality combines 
the resolution of diagnostic ultrasound imaging with the 

contrast of optical imaging [2]. PA imaging has shown great 
potential for functional and molecular imaging, particularly 
if multispectral irradiation is employed. For example, PAs 
allows monitoring the blood oxygenation by analyzing the 
received PA signals [3]. PA in conjunction with contrast 
agents, e.g. gold nanorods, can be used for PA molecular 
imaging [4, 5], which enables e.g. imaging the overexpres-
sion of certain molecular markers on the tumor-cell surface, 
if the gold nanorods are targeting these markers.  

Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers in combination with optical 
parametric oscillators are usually used as tunable light 
sources for multispectral PA imaging. In order to achieve 
maximal penetration depth in biological tissue, these laser 
systems are typically operated at light wavelengths in the 
near infrared (600-1200 nm). They exhibit pulse energies of 
several tens of Millijoule, pulse durations of several Nano-
seconds, and pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) of some 
tens of Hertz. However, these laser systems are not widely 
used in clinical environments since they are bulky, expen-
sive, and need constant realignment [6]. Consequently, 
alternative light sources for PA imaging have been ex-
plored, leading to the usage of pulsed laser diodes for PAs 
[6-8]. Laser diodes offer several advantages compared to Q-
switched lasers: they are less expensive and more compact. 
Since several laser diodes exist that emit light at several 
different wavelengths in the NIR spectrum, they can also be 
employed for spectroscopic measurements. A drawback of 
using laser diodes for PAs is that they exhibit pulse energies 
in the Microjoule range, compared to pulse energies in the 
Milijoule range for Q-switched lasers. However, since laser 
diodes are specified for PRFs in the Kilohertz-Megahertz 
range, the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of laser diodes 
can be increased by averaging multiple acquired wave-
forms, without reducing the imaging frame rate compared to 
Q-switched lasers. A high imaging frame rate combined 
with a high SNR gain requires maximum PRF for averag-
ing. Besides technological issues, the echo time, i.e. the 
time difference between the laser shot and the latest arrival 
of ultrasound signals, restricts the maximal PRF of the laser 
diodes. Range ambiguities occur if the PRF limit is violated. 
In order to increase the PRF beyond this limit and conse-
quently to gain SNR, we recently proposed photoacoustic 
coded excitation (PACE) [9, 10]. So far the coding proce-
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dures using unipolar Golay codes [10] and Simplex codes 
[9] have been monospectral. In order to leverage the multi-
spectral advantage of pulsed laser diodes, we propose the 
usage of orthogonal unipolar Golay codes (OUGC) for 
multispectral photoacoustic coded excitation (MS-PACE). 
This procedure would allow acquiring PA data generated at 
two different light wavelengths simultaneously, consequent-
ly doubling the frame rate of the PA imaging system. We 
investigate this concept by first deriving a theoretical esti-
mation of the coding gain using OUGC. Then we simulate 
MS-PACE imaging based on experimental data acquired by 
a modified commercial ultrasound system, which receives 
the PA signals generated by two laser diodes irradiating a 
metal slab at 850 nm and 905 nm. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Properties of Golay Codes 

Golay codes are used for coded excitation schemes in di-
agnostic ultrasound imaging [11]. Conventional Golay 
codes require sequentially transmitting two code sequences 
A k  and B k : 

N 1 N 1

m m
m 0 m 0

A k a k mT , B k b k mT , (1) 

where m ma ,b 1,1 , T a discrete time delay between 

sending two pulses, and the code length LN 2 , L with 
the property of perfect range sidelobe cancellation due to 
their complementarity, i.e. 

A k *A k B k *B k 2N k . (2) 

Orthogonal Golay codes consist of four code se-
quences 1 1 2A k ,B k ,A k , and 2B k  with the follow-
ing properties:  

1 2 1 2

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

A k *A k B k *B k 0

A k *A k B k *B k 2N k

A k *A k B k *B k 2N k

. (3) 

The orthogonality of the sequences allows sending 1A  
and 2A , as well as 1B  and 2B  simultaneously and perfect-
ly reconstructing the responses to the sequences 1 and 2. In 
diagnostic ultrasound imaging this allows acquiring data 
from two different focal zones nearly simultaneously.  

In order to use Golay codes for photoacoustic coded ex-
citation these bipolar sequences have to be transformed into 

unipolar sequences since the photoacoustic effect is based 
on the incident light fluence and it is not possible to emit 
negative light intensities. Thus, each coding sequence is 
split into two unipolar sequences, with 1,2 :  

p, n,

p, n,

A t A t 1 / 2 , A t A t 1 / 2

B t B t 1 / 2 , B t B t 1 / 2
. (4) 

Each ‘1’of these unipolar sequences can be interpreted as 
one laser shot trigger.  

B. Estimation of Coding Gain 

For the estimation of the coding gain, we assume that a 
photoacoustic source is located in a distance az from an 
ultrasound array. Assuming a speed of sound 

0c 1500 m / s of the surrounding medium, subsequent to 
each laser shot an ultrasonic wave arrives at the ultrasound 
detector after an echo-time E , given by 

a
E

0

z
c

.  (5) 

The inverse of the PRF of the laser diodes defines the 
time between two consecutive laser shots L. Each ultrasonic 
response to a laser shot at the wavelength 1 and 2 is mod-
eled as a time discrete impulse response PA,1h k  and 

PA,2h k , respectively. 
Based on these assumptions, the timing diagram for fir-

ing two laser diodes of different wavelengths simultaneous-
ly according to the coding scheme of unipolar orthogonal 
Golay codes is depicted in Fig. 1. Waiting for a time inter-
val of E after sending each sequence is mandatory in order 
to prevent range ambiguities.  

Consequently, the coding and decoding procedure can be 
modeled as displayed in Fig. 2. The decoding process is 
shown for diode 1. It is assumed that each receiving process 
is superimposed by stochastically independent, additive, 
white noise 1 4n ,..., n , having the variance 2 . Based on (6) 
and assuming an infinite bandwidth of the receiver, the 
resulting noise power can be calculated as 2

NP 4N  and 
the signal power is given by 2

S hP 4N P , where hP  
represents the power of the photoacoustic impulse response. 
Consequently, the root mean square error (MSE) for OUGC 
is derived as: 

1 1 1 1 2 1

3 1 4 1

y 2Nh k n *A k n *A k

n *B k n *B k
 (6) 
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OUGCMSE
N

.  (7) 
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Fig. 1 Timing diagram for MS-PACE using OUGC 
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Fig. 2 Modeling of MS-PACE using OUGC for 1 

 

The performance of the coding procedure can be assessed 
by comparing the MSE of OUGC with the MSE of pure 
averaging for an equivalent acquisition time. The number of 
averaging procedures is limited by the time necessary to 
send the code, given by OUGC L ET 4 N 1 . How-
ever, since OUGC acquires the responses to two wave-
lengths simultaneously, the number of averaging procedures 
is halved, leading to 

AVG

L E E

MSE
2 N 1 /

. (8) 

Thus, based on (7) and (8), the total coding gain of 
OUGC compared to averaging can be analytically derived 
as 

AVG
OUGC

OUGC 0
L

a

MSE NG
MSE c2 N 1 1

z

. (9) 

C. Simulation of OUGC Based on Experimental Data 

The feasibility of MS-PACE using OUGC is further eva-
luated by simulating the coding and decoding procedure 
using experimental data. Stochastic independent measure-
ments of the photoacoustic impulse responses to all possible 
excitation configurations need to be acquired. As can be 
seen in Fig. 1, four combinations of 1  and 2 being either 
off or on exist. The measurement set-up for acquiring sig-
nals associated with these configurations consists of the 
following components: two laser diode modules (Diode 1: 
wavelength 850 nm, pulse energy 3.2 μJ; Diode 2: 905 nm, 
8.2 μJ; both: pulse duration 100 ns, PRF 1 kHz) irradiate a 
copper slab positioned in a water tank. The centers of the 
laser spots hitting the slab are 7 mm apart, allowing a diffe-
rentiation of the laser diodes for evaluation based on the 
photoacoustic image. A commercial ultrasound machine 
(Ultrasonix Sonix RP) is reconfigured such that single 
channel data of a linear ultrasound transducer array (L 14-
5/38, 128 elements) are acquired in sync with the trigger of 
the laser diode modules. Multiple, stochastically indepen-
dent single channel data sets (consisting of 128 A-lines) are 
acquired for each of the four possible excitation configura-
tions, including simultaneous irradiation with two wave-
lengths. The data sets are rearranged to form the photoac-
oustic response to an excitation based on OUGC sequences, 
yielding p,r n,rA ,..., B . Consequently, these simulated signals 
are further processed as shown in Fig. 2 for both wave-
lengths, resulting in two decoded single channel data sets. 
Finally, photoacoustic images are reconstructed for both 
wavelengths using a pixel driven synthetic aperture focus-
ing technique. Additionally, single channel data sets based 
on image acquisition without any coding are reconstructed 
as a reference.  

III. RESULTS 

Based on (7), the SNR gain of OUGC can be calculated 
as a function of code length. The SNR gains range from 
6.0 dB to 30.1 dB for code lengths between 4 bit and 
1024 bit, respectively. The coding gain of OUGC, given by 
(9), is shown as a function of code length and laser PRF in 
Fig. 3, for an absorber depth of 3 cm. These parameters are 
realistic since state of the art laser diode driver allow a PRF 
up to 1 MHz at pulse durations below 30 ns, and pulsed 
laser diodes with duty cycles higher than 10% exist. Assum-
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ing a laser PRF of 1 MHz a coding gain of 9.8 dB can be 
achieved at a code length of 512 bit. However, for laser 
PRFs lower than 100 kHz no positive coding gain is possi-
ble for this configuration. Fig. 4 displays the reconstructed 
photoacoustic image of the laser diodes firing simultaneous-
ly at the metal slab. In Fig. 5 the results of the simulated 
coding and decoding process are shown: the laser spots are 
well separated, indicating that the orthogonality of the cod-
ing procedure allows to separate signals coded by the se-
quences 1 1,A B  and 2 2,A B  and that MS-PACE using 
laser diodes can be potentially used in conjunction with 
modified clinical ultrasound scanners. 
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Fig. 3 Coding of OUGC as function of code length and laser PRF 
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Fig. 4 Reconstructed PA image of simultaneous irradiation. No averaging. 
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed PA image after simulating a 128 bit OUGC coding 

procedure based on acquired data. Equivalent dynamic range. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We proposed the usage of orthogonal unipolar Golay 
codes for multispectral photoacoustic coded excitation. For 
this procedure, we derived an estimation of the coding gain 
compared to time equivalent averaging and showed that for 
realistic parameters MS-PACE using OUGC outperforms 
averaging by 9.81 dB. Furthermore, we validated the con-
cept by simulating multispectral imaging of a metal slab 
irradiated by two laser diodes. 
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The Passive Infrared Thermography as Addition to Diagnostics of Diseases in the 
Head Region of the Horse - First Results 
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Abstract—With the aid of passive infrared thermography 
the distribution pattern of the temperature of healthy horses is 
contrasted to horses with pathological processes in the head 
region to identify a possible correlation with inflammatory and 
neoplastic processes. Use is made of the fact that a horse offers 
a bilateral symmetry similar to humans and that a high degree 
of right-to-left symmetry to the emitted heat radiation of the 
body exists.  

Within this incompleted study 4 horses with a secondary 
sinusitis, 3 horses with a progressive ethmoid hematoma, 1 
horse with a neoplasm at the ethmoid, 1 horse with a 
neoplastic process in the nasal meatus and a foal with a 
malformation in the area of the choana are compared with a 
healthy control group of 9 horses. 

Furthermore, for all horses with pathological processes 
other examination methods, for example endoscopy, 
radiography or computed tomography are used to assure 
diagnosis quality.  

The first results of the study indicate that passive infrared 
thermography is suitable for complementing diagnostics of 
inflammatory and neoplastic processes in the head region of 
the horse. 

Keywords— Veterinary medicine, infrared thermography, 
asymmetry analysis, neoplastic process,  inflammation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Passive infrared thermography is a method to illustrate 
the distribution pattern of the skin surface temperature. It 
concerns a non-invasive method which measures heat 
radiation emitted from the skin. It has gained increasing 
acceptance as a diagnostic method in humans as well as in 
veterinary medicine in recent years [8,10]. 

In equine medicine infrared thermography was noted in 
1965 for the first time as a diagnostic method by Delahanty 
and Georgi [1]. At that time thermographic images required 
at least 6 min to produce a thermogram. Further, the 
examined animal’s local increases of temperature indicated 
several diseases. 

In 1990 Pick examined several horses’ heads 
thermographically from a dorsal direction, reaching the 
conclusion that the distribution pattern of the temperature in 
the region of the maxillary and frontal sinus could be 

illustrated. In cases of acute sinusitis warm zones were 
identifiable while chronic diseases could not be clearly 
identified [7].  

Through non-invasive use and fast treatment of the 
patients infrared thermography provides the veterinarian 
with information about lesions of different genesis and their 
location, especially interesting for veterinarians of 
competition horses. One advantage of infrared 
thermography is the possibility to detect changes early on, 
for example to diagnose inflammatory changes of 
superficial tendons 1-2 weeks prior to detecting lameness 
using clinical examination [8].    

II. METHODS  

Until now the study has included 10 horses, inpatients or 
outpatients in the Clinic for Horses, University of 
Veterinary Medicine Hannover between September 2008 
and January 2009. 

For the control group 10 horses from the Police Force 
Hannover having no diseases in the areas of the nose, 
paranasal sinuses or teeth were thermographically 
examined. To ensure that no pathological processes in the 
head region existed only horses were selected with healthy 
results after an endoscopy of the respiratory system.  One 
horse of the control group was excluded from the study 
because of nasal hydrorrhea. 

First of all a clinical examination was performed on all 
horses consisting of: evaluation of the behaviour, 
measurement of heart rate, pulse, breathing rate and core 
body temperature as well as observation, palpation and 
percussion of the horse’ head. 

Thermographic examinations were carried out with the 
infrared thermography camera “IR Flex Cam R2”. The 
emission value of the camera was adjusted to 0.95. The IR- 
microbolometer array of the camera was 160 x 120 pixel and 
was interpolated internally up to 320 x 240 pixel. The thermal 
sensitivity of the camera is, according to the manufacturer, 70 
mK @ 30 ºC. Thermographic examinations were carried out 
in the stables of the Clinic for Horses, University of 
Veterinary Medicine Hannover. The horses were investigated 
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in their stalls where they had been standing for more than 
several hours. During the thermographic examination air draft 
and direct solar radiation were avoided. Outside influences 
such as humidity ambient air temperature, existence of light 
source (fluorescent lamp), heat source and windows were 
documented. 

The thermographic images were taken at a distance of 
1.5 m to the surface area whereas the camera was held in 
the hand to be as flexible as possible. The frontal images 
were developed at 0° angle and the lateral images of the 
right and left head side at 90° angle. After taking the 
thermal images digital photos were taken of each patient. 

For analysing the thermal images 10 reference point pairs 
(reference values) on anatomical relevant regions, which 
come into consideration with the pathological processes of 
the probands, were defined on the basis of anatomical 
preparation of the horse’s head in the Institute of Anatomy, 
University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover (see Fig.1). 

 

Fig. 1 A) Frontal view of the reference points 1-7 at the anatomical 
preparation, B) Associated lateral view of the reference points 8-10 

 

 
Table. 1 Definition of the anatomical reference point pairs 

 

Anatomical reference 
point pairs 

Associated anatomical relevant 
region 

1 Frontal sinus 
2 Ethmoidal sinuses 

(underneath the frontal sinus) 
3 Conchofrontal sinus  
4 Dorsal conchal sinus 

5 and 6 Maxillary sinuses beneath Septum 
sinuum maxillarium 

7 Dorsal nasal meatus 
8 Rostral maxillary sinus   
9 Caudal maxillary sinus 
10 Caudal maxillary sinus 

With the aid of the software “Goratec iReport Basic” the 
temperature of the reference point pairs was determined and 
the temperature differences between the two points of each 
reference point pairs were generated.  

For a reproducible analysis a standardised temperature 
scaling was defined for all probands in the range of 20°C - 
38°C to adapt to outside influences.  

CT images were scanned using the system Tomoscan 
M/EG Compact (Philips Medical Systems, Hamburg, 
Germany). Its a single slice scanner of 3td generation 
(aperture of gantry 600 mm). Scans were performed at 3 
mm slice thickness (bony and soft tissue window). 
Exposure settings: 130 kV, range 120 to 130 kV; 30 mA, 
range 10 to 50 mA; total scan time per slice: 5 s. The 
radiographic images were taken with a generator, type 
MAXIMUS CM 120. Exposure settings: 76 kV, 40 mA, 
0.24 s. The detector-focus-distance was approx. 60 cm. The 
detector was a digital system type PCR AC3 (Fa. Philips). 

III. RESULTS  

Altogether 4 horses with a secondary sinusitis, 3 horses 
with a progressive ethmoid hematoma, 1 horse with a 
neoplasm at the ethmoid, 1 horse with a neoplastic process 
in the ventral and in part in the middle nasal meatus and a 
foal with a malformation in the area of the choana were 
thermographically examined. 

In the case of the 4 horses with secondary sinusitis 
temperature differences in the range of 1.7°C - 4.7°C were 
detected between the two points of the reference point pairs. 
The proband “Horse A” offered the greatest asymmetry in 
relation to the reference point pairs (see Tab.2). 

Table. 2 Measurement results of the proband “Horse A” 

Anatomical  
reference  

point pairs 

Point left 
head side 

[°C] 

Point right 
head side 

[°C] 

Difference of 
the points 

[°C] 
1 31.6 28.9 2.7 
2 31.2 31.1 0.1 
3 31.7 29.6 2.1 
4 30.5 29.4 1.1 
5 30.8 31.1 -0.3 
6 33.0 30.0 3.0 
7 31.7 28.4 3.3 
8 34.2 32.4 1.8 
9 35.2 30.5 4.7 
10 33.9 31.6 2.3 

The gelding “Horse A” was admitted to the Clinic for 
Horses, University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover 
because of one-sided purulent nasal hydrorrhea and a 
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distension of the craniofacial underneath the left eye with 
fistulation. 

Furthermore, the comparison with the produced CT 
images and radiographs at this proband reveal that the 
pathological processes regarding their localisation and 
propagation could be well represented on the thermograms 
(see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).  

The horses with the progressive ethmoid hematoma and 
the horse with a neoplasm at the ethmoid do not indicate 
such an explicit right-to left asymmetry as the patients with 
secondary sinusitis. 

The largest temperature differences of the reference point 
pairs of the 2 horses with a one-side progressive ethmoid 
hematoma and the horse with a neoplasm at the ethmoid are 
found in the range of 1.1°C up to 1.3°C. 

Two patients offer a bilateral progressive ethmoid 
hematoma. Due to the left and right head side being affected 
to the same degree no temperature difference was offered 
between the reference point pairs. One of these patients at 
the lateral thermographic image represented a temperature 
difference of 3.2 °C between the reference point pair 9 of 
the left head side to the right head side in the range of the 
caudal maxillary sinus. At the prepared CT-images an 
extended rostral maxillary sinus and caudal maxillary sinus 
on the left head side could be detected. 

When examining the foal with the nasal respiratory 
sound the thermography of the head could not contribute to 
the diagnosis. The CT-images and the endoscopy depicted a 
distinct symmetrical malformation (constriction) in the 
region of the choana. The associated temperature 
differences of the reference point pairs ranged from 0.1°C to 
1.0°. 

 
 

“Horse A”; 16 years  
Heart rate: 36 beats/min; breathing rate:12 /min; core body 
temperature: 37.2°C;  
Ambient air temperature: 15°C; humidity: 65%RH; Time: 07:30  
 

 
A 

 

 
B 

 

 
C 

 

D 
Fig. 2 Examination results 1 of the patient “Horse A”: 

 (A) Frontal view with purulent exsudative fistula at the left head side (←) 
(B) IR-Image with the reference point pairs 1, 2 and 7 (grey converted 

rainbow colour scale (GCRCS)) 
(C) Temperature scaling of the IR-Image with GCRCS 

(D) X-ray (0°) of 15.09.2008 with completely filled rostral and caudal 
maxillary sinuses and frontal sinus of the left side (←) 

“Horse A”;  16 years  
Heart rate: 36 beats/min; breathing rate:12 /min; core body 
temperature: 37.2°C;  
Ambient air temperature: 15°C; humidity: 65%RH; Time: 07:30 
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Fig. 3  Examination results 2 of  the patient “Horse A”: 
 (A) Lateral view of the left head side with purulent exsudative fistula 
(B) IR-Image with the reference point pairs 8-10 of the left side (grey 

converted rainbow colour scale) 
(C, G) Temperature scaling of the IR-Image (grey converted rainbow 

colour scale) 
(D) Lateral X-ray (90°) of 15.09.2008 with completely filled rostral and 

caudal maxillary sinuses and frontal sinus (left side) 
(E) Lateral view of the right head side 

(F) IR-Image with the reference point pairs 8-10 of the right side (grey 
converted rainbow colour scale) 

(H) CT-Image of  22.09.2008 (130 kV, 30 mA) with profound filling of the 
paranasal sinuses at the left head side with dense material, several air 

pockets and lytic modified bone (←) 
 
 

As another patient the mare “Horse B” was examined, 
exhibiting a neoplastic process in the left ventral nasal 
meatus and partially in the left middle nasal meatus. The 
greatest temperature differences of the reference point pairs 
were found in the range of 1.0°C to 3.5°C (see Tab. 3 and 
Fig. 4). 

 

Table 3 Measurement results of the proband “Horse B” 

Anatomical 
reference 

point pairs 

Point left 
head side 

[°C] 

Point right 
head side  

[°C] 

Difference of 
the points 

[°C] 
1 29.6  29.6 0.0 
2 29.4 29.0 0.4 
3 31.2 30.2 1.0 
4 30.2 29.4 0.8 
5 30.4 29.7 0.7 
6 33.1 33.3 -0.2 
7 31.9 28.4 3.5 
8 33.7 32.5 1.2 
9 34.0 32.5 1.5 
10 33.3 32.7 0.6 
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“Horse B”; 15 years  
Heart rate: 36 beats/min; breathing rate:12 /min; core body 
temperature: 37.9°C;  
ambient air temperature: 13.2°C; humidity: 62.4%RH; Time: 
08:00 

 

 
D 
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Fig. 4 Examination result of the patient “Horse B”: 
 (A) Frontal view, 

(B) IR-Image with the reference point pairs 3, 4 and 7 (grey converted 
rainbow colour scale) 

(C) Temperature scaling of the IR-Image (grey converted rainbow colour 
scale) 

(D, E) CT-Image of 11.11.2008 (130 kV, 30 mA) 
 

 
The analysis of the thermograms of the horses of the 

control group offered no significant temperature differences 
between the reference point pairs of the left and right head 
side. The temperature difference in the horses from the 
Police Force ranged from 0.0°C to 0.9°C. At one horse a 
temperature difference of 2.1 °C at one reference point pair 
was detected. The temperature difference could not be 
defined because a scar occurred exactly in the area of the 
reference point. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

All in all the preliminary results of this study are in 
compliance with several human medical studies 
demonstrating that a temperature difference of more than 1 
°C between the reference point pairs of the left and right 
head side can indicate a pathological process [4, 8, 10]. 

The temperature difference in the 9 horses from the 
control group ranged from 0.0°C to 0.9°C. 

Through variances in the domain of the circulatory 
system and the incidence of inflammatory processes the 
heat emission of the patients changes. This effect results in 
temperature differences of the reference point pairs in one-
sided pathological processes. The first results of this study 
indicate that inflammatory processes in the regions of the 

nose, paranasal sinuses and nasal meatuses of the horse can 
be well illustrated by infrared thermography. One-sided 
occurring neoplastic alterations in the region of the nose, 
paranasal sinuses and nasal meatuses can be probably 
detected by infrared thermography. 

However, it must be stated that the question of the 
relevance of infrared thermography for diagnosing ethmoid 
hematoma in this study has not yet been adequately 
resolved since the number of patients with a one-sided 
pathology is currently too small. 

The first results of this study indicate that the passive 
infrared thermography should be suitable as a 
complementary method to diagnose inflammatory and 
neoplastic diseases in the head region of the horse. 
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Comparison of the performance of FCR-Profect systems with different  
mammographic equipment 
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Abstract— Currently, in Brazil, from all computed radio-
graphy (CR) systems to mammography exams, there are 160 
Fujifilm Computed Radiography Mammography System 
(FCR-Profect) used with different mammographic equipment. 
Until now, this CR is the unique approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration to use in mammograms. Considering this 
accreditation, the image quality from 25 mammographic 
equipment GE and 9 Lorad-Hologic were evaluated using the 
Fujifilm FCR Mammography QC-Software methodology. This 
software requires a dedicate phantom named One Shot Phan-
tom M Plus which permits to evaluate the image quality 
through a single exposure. The results have shown that there 
are no significant differences of the quality image acquired 
with GE and Lorad-Hologic equipment based on the following 
parameters: missed tissue on chest; system sensitivity; geome-
tric distortion, artifacts, uniformity; dynamic range; spatial 
resolution (SR); SR on magnification condition; low contrast 
delectability; linearity; additive lag effects; sensibility and 
multiplicative lag effects (Ghost). From the dose optimizing 
process the results of relative contrast to noise ratio (CNR) to 
20, 40, 60 and 70mm breast PMMA equivalent were similar 
but, the average glandular dose (AGD) to Lorad-Hologic 
equipment was bigger than to GE, as follow: 14% to 20mm 
breast PMMA equivalent; 35% to 40 and 60mm breast PMMA 
equivalent and 38% to 70mm breast PMMA equivalent. The 
use of the Fujifilm FCR Mammography QC-Software pro-
motes agility to obtain the experimental data and to analyze 
the results based on European guidelines for quality assurance 
in breast cancer screening and diagnosis, fourth edition. 

Keywords— mammography image quality, computed radio-
graphy, average glandular dose 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 Statistics data show that, in Brazil, there are 28 million 

of women with more than 40 years old, which are included 

in screening mammography program and, 3200 mammo-

graphy centers.  Among them, 1170 are public and are re-

sponsible by 7.5 million of mammograms per year [1].  

 The transition to filmeless mammography, in Brazil,  has 

slowly been done in the public centers. Today, digital radi-

ography (DR) and Computed Radiography systems  (CR) for 

mammography have frequently been installed in the private 

services. 

 Considering the CR systems  to mammographic exams , 

there are 160 Fuji Computed Radiography Mammography 

System (FCR-Profect) being used with different mammo-

graphic equipment. Currently, this  CR system is the unique 

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to 

use in mammography. 

 In order to ensure that mammography image quality is 

optimized and to support an effective Quality Control (QC) 

program, are required routine QC and acceptance test [2, 3].  

Routine QC is essential to ensure that the equipment is 

performing as expected and meets the standards. In 2006, 

European protocol for the QC of the physical and technical 

aspects of mammography was proposed, recommending 

routine QC tests of digital mammography systems  and, 

another recommendation was published, in 2007, by the 

International Eletrotechnical Commission (IEC), document  

IEC61223-3-2 [4, 5, 6].   

  The Brazilian regulamentation of image’s  quality and 

radiation absorbed dose do not requires an evaluation of 

digital systems . The Brazilian College of Radiology (CBR) 

use to certify the quality of digital mammography systems 

based on international standards. In this way, the CBR ap-

proved the dedicate phantom named One Shot Phantom-M-

Plus for use with Fujifilm FCR Mammography QC-

Software. This  methodology has permitted to evaluate the 

image quality through a single exposure [7]. 

 The purpose of this work is evaluate the QC of the dif-

ferent mammographic equipment with FCR-Profetm sys-

tems  using the methodology given by the Fujifilm FCR 

Mammography QC-Software associated with One Shot 

Phantom M Plus.  

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The mammography image quality was evaluated in 27 

diagnostic image centers distributed through out the Brazil, 

as show the figure 1. In some services there are more than 

one equipment resulting in 34 equipment evaluated. At all 

of the service are instaled CR, FCR-Profec, Fujifilm. 

The mammographic equipment are: 9 Lorad-Hologic  

model M-IV with HTC grid and 25 GE. The mo dels of GE 

equipment are: DMR (6 units); Alfa ST (5 units); Performa 

O. Dössel and .  (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/  2009. 
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(2 units);  600T  (6 units) ;  800T (3 units);  700T (2units) and  

Diamond (1 unit).  

  
: Diagnostic  image centers 

 
Fig. 1 Mmammograms image quality evaluation at 27 diagnostic 

image centers in Brazil. 

 

 The image quality parameters were evaluated using the 

Fujifilm, FCR Mammography QC-Software methodology. 

This program uses the exclusive phantom named One Shot 

Phantom M Plus. Using this phantom is possible to produce 

the image quality test results on 10 items by single exp o-

sure, enabling wide-ranging analysis of the system in a short 

time. These tests were: missed tissue at chest wall edge; 

system sensitivity; CNR, system sensitivity; geometric 

distortion, system artifacts on the whole image, uniformity; 

dynamic range; SR; low contrast delectability and linearity. 

The exposure conditions used for all the mammographic 

equipment were: 28 kV, 50 mAs, Molibidenium’  target and 

filter.  

 Considering the intenational recommendations [4, 5], 

the semi-annual and anual tests, to analyse the performance 

verification tests of the components of the mammography 

equipment was executed using a dosimeter Unfors Xi, 

PMMA phantom with  thickness between 10 an 70 mm and 

the QC Software. The software allowed the auto-calculation 

of the additive lag effects; sensibility of the system, ghost, 

relative CNR and AGD. The CNR and AGD  were per-

formed at exposure automatic condition after the calibration 

of mammographic equipment by the manufacturers. 

III.  RESULTS 

 The statistic results of the QC tests of the GE equip-

ment were similar suggesting that they generate equivalent 

X ray spectrun and X ray output.  The relative errors for 

half–value-layer (HVL) and X ray output were 1% and 3%, 

respectively. 

The table 1 and  2 present the results of the following  

parameters: missed tissue on chest wall edge; CNR; system 

sensitivity; geometric distortion; artifacts system; dynamic 

range; SR; SR on magnification condition; low contrast 

delectability; linearity; S value confirmation; additive lag 

effects and ghost to GE and Lorad-Hologic equipments, 

respectively. 
 

Table 1: Results of the image quality control parameters for GE  

equipment. 

Test   average           s 
Missed tissue at  chest 

wall edge (mm) 

left  4.04 0.15 

right 4.48 0.15 

CNR (%) 10.83 0.32 

System sensitivity 113.73 6.74 

Geometric distortion 
(mm) 

Scan direction 103.60 0.11 
Subscan direction 103.88 0.11 

Art ifact  system N  

Dynamic range (QL)  3175.84 28.97 

Spatial Resolution 
(%) 

2 lp/mm 52.23 0.54 
4 lp/mm 20.04 0.35 

Spatial Resolution on 
Magnification (%) 

4 lp/mm 32.53 1.55 
8 lp/mm 7.39 0.67 

Low Contrast 
Detectability (%) 

Light 63.19 1.01 
Dark 65.66 0.80 

Linearity -Beam quality 

Constancy (QL gap) 
 

1step-2step 650.32 3.74 
2step-3step 498.60 5.77 

3step-4step 742.56 6.36 
4step-5step 642.76 4.69 

S value confirmation   11.18 0.10 

Additive Lag effects (QL) 0.0 0.0 

Multiplicative Lag effects (Ghost) 0.00297 0.00054 

N: no identificated; CNR : relative contrast to noise ratio  
  

Table 2: Results of the image qualit y control parameters to Lorad-

Hologic equipment. 

Test   average           s 

Missed tissue at  chest 
wall edge (mm) 

left  4.06 0.23 
right 4.42 0.23 

CNR (%) 11.77 0.61 

System sensitivity 89.75 6.18 

Geometric distortion 
(mm) 

Scan direction 103.59 0.04 
Subscan direction 103.73 0.05 

Art ifact  system N  

Dynamic range (QL)  3299.9 48.75 

Spatial Resolution 
(%) 

2 lp/mm 52.83 0.41 
4 lp/mm 20.27 0.24 

Spatial Resolution on 

Magnification (%) 

4 lp/mm 36.17 0.51 

8 lp/mm 8.56 0.37 

Low Contrast 
Detectability (%) 

Light 68.63 1.25 
Dark 70.03 1.26 

Linearity -Beam quality 
Constancy (QL gap) 
 

 

1step-2step 671.80 7.73 
2st ep-3step 505.60 8.49 
3step-4step 755.40 9.71 

4step-5step 621.93 77.22 

S value confirmation   12.03 0.31 

Additive Lag effects (QL) 0.0 0.0 

Multiplicative Lag effects (Ghost) 0.00569 0.00039 

N: no identificated; CNR : relative contrast to noise ratio.  
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The figure 2 shows the results  of the uniformity meas-

ured of the top on the right and left side and, near of the 

chest wall on the right and left position of the X ray field as 

function of the sinal to noise ratio (SNR).  

 

 

Fig. 2 Uniformity of the top on the rigth and left side and, near of the chest 
wall on the right and left position of the X ray field. 

 

The figure 3 shows the results of relative CNR to 20, 40, 

60 and 70mm breast PMMA equivalent to GE and Lorad-

Hologic  equipment and, in the figure 4 the results of the 

AGD respectively. 

 

  

 

Fig. 3 Relative CNR  to 20, 40, 60 and 70mm breast PMMA equivalent to 

GE and Lorad-Hologic equipment. 

 

Fig. 4 AGD t  o 20, 40, 60 and 70mm breast PMMA equivalents to GE and 
Lorad-Hologic equipment. 

From the dose optimizing process the results of relative 

CNR to 20, 40, 60 and 70mm breast PMMA equivalent 

were similar but, the AGD to Lorad-Hologic equipment 

were higher than to GE equipment, as follow: 14% to 20mm 

breast PMMA equivalent; 35% to 40 and 60mm breast 

PMMA equivalent and 38% to 70mm breast PMMA 

equivalent. 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

In this study, the results shown that all model of the GE 

equipment can be considered as uniform sample. It was 

confirmed by the values of the error of the AGD to breast 

PMMA equivalent higher than 40 mm, in figure 4. In this 

situation, some models, like the DMR, use Rhodium at 

target and filter automatically set, resulting in lowest AGD 

[6].  

Analysing the results of figure 3 and 4 is possible to see 

that the CNR is the same for the Lorad-Hologic and GE 

equipment suggesting that the increase of the AGD in the 

Lorad-Hologic  equipment to the largest breast PMMA 

equivalent came from the use of the HTC grid. 

The routine QC for Full Field Digital Mammography 

Systems is essential to ensure that the equipment is per-

forming as expected and meets international standards [2, 3, 

4, 5, 7]. The difficulties to apply the international QC proto-

cols , in Brazil, are based in the large territorial area, acquis i-

tion of the QC instruments for the tests and the time con-

suming to perform the QC tests. The use of the FCR 

Mammography QC-Software was a solution as dedicated 

method for implementing QC of the FCR mammography 

system.  
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V. CONCLUSIONS  

 The results have shown that there are no significant dif-

ferences of the quality image acquired with GE and Lorad-

Hologic equipment based on the following parameters: 

missed tissue at chest wall edge; system sensitivity; geome-

tric distortion, artifacts, uniformity; dynamic range; SR; SR 

on magnification condition; low contrast delectability; li-

nearity; additive lag effects; sensibility and Ghost.  

 The use of the Fujifilm FCR Mammography QC-

Software promotes agility to obtain the exp erimental data 

and to analyze the results based on European guidelines for 

quality assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis, 

fourth edition. 
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Abstract—To research the application of perspective 
imaging of intense laser proton beam in cytology, experiments 
are carried out on an ultra-short, ultra-intense picosecond 
pulsed laser facility, and the results of perspective imaging on 
biological samples by high energy proton beam, which is 
excitated among the interaction of picosecond laser with solid 
target, is showed. The ant is taken as the sample, a high energy 
proton beam, which is excitated as above on the rear surface of 
target, makes a 2-dimensional perspective imaging of an ant 
with high contrast, nanometer spatial resolution and density 
resolution. The result provided possibility of the application of 
perspective imaging of intense laser proton beam in cytology. 

Keywords—perspective imaging, intense laser proton beam, 
cytology. 

I.   METHOD 

The experiment was carried out on an ultra-short, 
ultra-intense picosecond pulsed laser facility which was 
made in Russia. The layout of the experiment is showed in 
Fig 1. 

The laser energy is 12J, the pulse width of laser is 1.5 ps, 
the laser focal spot diameter is 15μm, the coefficient F of the 
off-axis paraboloid lens is 1.5. The target used in the 
experiment is made by coating a CH film with 1μm on the 
back of the 15μm-thick Cu. The distance between the proton 
source (laser spot) and the ant sample is 7mm (i.e. the object 
distance), the distance between the sample and the RC film is 
63mm (i.e. the image distance). The detector is a stack of 
RCF or CR-39 films.  

II.   RESULTS 

The perspective image of the ant made by intense laser 
proton beam is showed in Fig 2 a and b. 

The two characteristics of the perspective imaging are: (1) 
high spatial resolution and sensitivity, clear imaging (the 
chaeta diameter on the ant cauda is less than 1μm). (2) 
density resolution. The interface between the. horniness. 

 

 

Fig 1 Layout of the Experiment 
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and the “bones” of the ant’s head can be discriminated very 
easily. Because of the high atypia of the malignancy cells, 
provided that we put the job we had did as above into the 
quantitative research on malignancy atypia, it will provide 
some magnitude basis for the precise identification, analysis, 
and diagnosis of the tumor cells atypia ,and even for the early 
discovery, early diagnosis and early treatment of the 
malignancy. 
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City: Chengdu 
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Fig. 2 The perspective image of the ant 
(a) the negative of the image 

(b) magnified image of the chaeta on the cauda. (The 
erect filament in Fig 2 is a Ф5μm nickel filament.) 

(a) (b) 
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Abstract- The analysis of the x-ray spectrum is important 
for quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) of a 
radiographic system such as mammography. In the case of 
mammography, the direct measurement of the primary x-ray 
spectra under clinical conditions is very difficult and 
time-consuming mainly because it is almost impossible to 
increase the longitudinal distance between the focal spot and 
x-ray detector in order to make the photon counting 
measurement possible. An alternative way of measuring the 
primary spectra is to correct the 90 degree scattered x-ray 
spectra which can be measured without photon pile-up since 
the intensity of the scattered x-rays is significantly lowered. 
The scattered x-ray spectrum is composed of two components, 
Compton scattered photons and Rayleigh scattered photons. 
We have developed a new method of reconstructing the 
primary x-ray spectrum from the scattered x-ray spectrum 
taking into account both Rayleigh and Compton scattered 
photons .  

The 90 degree scattered x-ray spectrum from a 28 kV 
mammography x-ray unit was measured at a tube voltage by 
using a CdTe semiconductor detector. The reconstructed 
spectrum agreed fairly well with a directly measured primary 
x-ray spectrum. The Rayleigh and Compton scattering 
correction method could be suitable for measuring the 
mammography x-ray spectra under clinical conditions and 
useful for QA and QC of the mammography x-ray units.   

Key words- 90-degree scattered x-ray spectrum, Rayleigh 
scattering, Compton scattering, Monte Carlo 
simulation 

.INTRODUCTION 

The medical examination of breast cancer is becoming  
more and more important with the rise of women's breast 
cancer morbidity rate, and the importance of quality 
assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) of the
mammogram has greatly increased in recent years. The  
energy spectrum of x-rays is one of the most important  
factors which influence the image quality of the 
mammogram. If it could be possible to measure the x-ray 

spectra simply and easily, it would be quite useful for the 
QA and QC1). However, the direct measurement of the 
primary x-ray spectra under clinical conditions is 
demanding and laborious mainly because it could not be 
possible to increase the distance between the focal spot and 
x-ray detector in order to make the photon counting 
measurement possible. An alternative way of measuring the 
primary spectra is to correct the 90 degree scattered x-ray 
spectra which can be measured without photon pile-up 
since the intensity of the scattered x-rays is significantly 
decreased. The method of obtaining the primary x-ray 
spectrum by the Compton scattering correction has been 
almost established for relatively high x-ray tube voltages2). 
However, for mammography, the tube voltages are less than 
30 to 35 kV and there exists a characteristic x-ray peak at 
17.5 keV from a molybdenum target. The influence of 
Rayleigh scattering can not be neglected,  especially at 
the photon energy range below 20 keV, and there has been 
no established method of correcting a scattered x-ray 
spectrum.  

. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

We measured the primary x-rays and 90 degree scattered 
x-rays at a tube voltage of 28 kV from a mammography 
x-ray unit (Mermaid, Konica-Minolta MG, Japan). The 
detector system is composed of a high-resolution CdTe 
semiconductor detector (MCA8000A, Amptek, USA) and a 
multi channel pulse height analyzer system (RAMTEC413, 
Toyo Medic, Japan). A channel width of 0.2 keV/channel 
was chosen for the spectral measurements. The 
experimental setup for primary and scattered x-ray spectra 
is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The primary 
x-ray incident on a Lucite sphere scatterer with a diameter 
of 6 mm was scattered at 90 degrees from the scatterer and 
detected by a CdTe detector2). The primary x-ray spectra 
were acquired under a focal spot to detector distance of 95 
cm using two tungsten collimators of 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm 
in diameter in front of the CdTe detector.  The 90 degree 
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scattered x-ray spectra were also acquired under a focal spot 
to detector distance of 60 cm using two tungsten collimators 
of 3.2 mm in diameter. The measured x-ray spectra are 
distorted by the response of the detector. Therefore, they 
were all corrected for the response of the CdTe detector. 
The x-ray spectrum is composed of bremsstrahlung x-rays 
and characteristic x-ray peaks.  

The energy spectrum was separated into three regions, 
the characteristic x-ray peak region, the continuous spectral 
region lower than the peak region, and the continuous 
spectral region higher than the peak region. The peak region 
of the scattered x-ray spectrum, which consists of 
bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-ray components, was 
separated into two components by using a curve fitting 
technique. The characteristic x-ray peaks were fitted by 
using two Gaussian functions with the center of the peaks at 
corresponding characteristic x-ray energies. The 
bremsstrahlung x-ray component was fitted by a quadratic 
function. 

The energy shift corrections of the Compton and 
Rayleigh components were made at each photon energy 
channel of the spectrum, dividing the number of photons at 
each channel into the two processes using the cross sections 
for the Compton and Rayleigh scattering3-5) methods. 
Furthermore, the average attenuation correction at the 
Lucite sphere was made. The spectrum reconstructed by 
these corrections was compared to the measured primary 
x-ray spectrum.  

The Monte Carlo simulation of the 90 degree scattered 
x-ray spectra were calculated using the EGS5 code6,7). 
Using the measured primary x-ray spectrum and the 
reconstructed primary spectrum as an incident x-ray onto 
the scatterer, (Lucite sphere, 6 mm in the diameter). 
Calculated 90 degree scattered x-ray spectra for the two 
incident x-ray spectra were compared.  
 
 

. RESULTS 

The measured primary and scattered x-ray spectra and 
the reconstructed spectrum are shown in Fig. 3. The peak 
positions and shape of the molybdenum K x-ray peaks were 
in good agreement. However, the difference of the primary 
and the reconstructed spectrum was larger at photon 

-rays (17.5 keV). 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, the scattered radiation 

spectrum calculated for the incidence of the reconstructed 
spectrum showed better agreement to the measured 
scattered x-ray spectrum than that for the incidence of the 
measured primary x-ray spectrum Fig. 4 . They agreed 

characteristic x- ray peak. 

 
Fig. 3  Comparison of the reconstructed x-ray spectrum from the  
scattered x-ray spectrum by using Rayleigh-Compton scatter 
corrections with the measured primary x-ray spectrum. 

 
Fig. 1  The geometry for t measurement of the primary x-ray 
spectrum. 

 
Fig. 2  Experimental set up for measurement of  90 degree 
scattered x-ray spectrum. 
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. DISCUSSION 

The method of reconstructing mammography x-ray 
spectra from the scattered x-ray spectra was practically 
established by separating the scattered x-ray spectrum to 
characteristic x-ray peaks and bremsstrahlung x-rays, and 
unfolding the two components by an energy shift for the 
Compton component x-rays. The differential cross sections 
for the Rayleigh and Compton scattering with corrections of 
the scattering function and the atomic form factor were used 
for dividing the number of photons at each spectral channel 
into Rayleigh and Compton components. The accuracy of 
these cross section data should be further investigated by 
comparing the theoretical and experimental values. The 
existence of the lower energy tails of the characteristic 
x-ray peaks in the scattered x-ray spectra strongly suggested 
the occurrence of multiple-scattering process.  

In the Monte Carlo simulation, the scattered x-ray 
spectrum calculated for the incidence of the reconstructed 
spectrum showed better agreement with the measured 
scattered x-ray spectrum compared to that for the incidence 
of the measured primary x-ray spectrum. The primary x-ray 
spectrum is usually measured without any scattered x-rays 
from the filter, the air between the focal spot and the
detector with a narrow beam geometry, while the
measurements of scattered x-rays from the scatterer with 
finite dimension involve scattered x-rays from the 
surrounding materials. This may be the reason of the 
differences between the reconstructed x-ray spectrum and 
the measured primary x-ray spectrum.  

. CONCLUSION 

The primary x-ray spectra were obtained by correcting 
the 90 degree scattered spectra for both the Rayleigh and 
the Compton scatter using an energy shift, the coherent 
(Rayleigh) and Klein-Nishina (Compton) cross section 
formula and unfolding of the K characteristic peaks and 
bremsstrahlung x-rays. The attenuation in the scatterer was 
also taken into account.  
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Fig. 4  Comparison of the scattered x-ray spectra calculated y 
Monte Carlo simulation with the scattered spectrum measured 
with a Cd e detector. 
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Abstract- The method of obtaining the primary x-ray 
spectrum by the Compton scattering correction has been 
practically established for relatively high x-ray tube voltages. 
However, for mammography, the tube voltages are less than 30 
to 35 kV and there exists an intense characteristic x-ray peak 
at 17.5 keV from the molybdenum target. The influence of 
Rayleigh scattering can not be neglected in this mammography 
energy range. Accurate data of Rayleigh and Compton cross 
sections for the scatterer material are required for obtaining 
the primary x-ray spectrum by correcting the scattered x-ray 
spectrum of mammography. The purpose of this study is to 
investigate the Rayleigh and Compton scattering cross sections 
for PMMA scatterer material in the mammography energy 
range theoretically and experimentally. Fluorescent x-rays of 
15 to 25 keV were generated by exciting four metal targets 
including molybdenum by synchrotron radiation. The 
produced fluorescent x-rays were incident on a sphere of 
PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate), and scattered x-rays at 90, 
120, 150, and 165 degrees, respectively, were measured with a 
CdTe detector. The scattered fluorescent x-ray spectrum was 
separated into the Rayleigh and Compton scattering peaks by 
using a curve fitting technique with two Gaussian functions. 
We compared the measured cross section data to those 
obtained from theoretical values. In addition, we calculated 
the scattered fluorescent x-ray spectra using the Monte Carlo 
simulation and compared them to the measured spectra. As a 
result, the ratio of the Rayleigh to the total scattering ratio 
agreed to theoretical value within 10%. The shapes of the 
scattered spectra calculated by Monte Carlo simulation agreed 
fairly well with those of measured spectra. 

Keywords- Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering, 
fluorescent x-rays, synchrotron radiation, Monte 
Carlo simulation 

.INTRODUCTION 

The x-ray spectrum is the ideal information to express 
quality of radiation and one of the most important factors 
which influences the image quality of radiography. 
However, it is difficult to measure the primary x-ray 

spectrum under clinical situations because it is, especially in 
mammography, very difficult to increase the distance 
between an x-ray focal spot and a detector, and to adjust the 
alignment of the x-ray beam. If it could be possible to 
measure the x-ray spectra simply and easily, it would be 
quite useful for quality assurance (QA) and quality control 
(QC). A method of obtaining the primary x-ray spectrum is 
the Compton scattering correction method. In this method, 
primary x-ray spectra can be obtained by correcting the 90 
degree scattered spectra for the Compton scatter using an 
energy shift. This method is practically established for 
tungsten target x-ray tubes of higher than 50 kV 2). However, 
in the case of mammography, the tube voltages are less than 
30 to 35 kV and there exists an intense characteristic x-ray 
peak at 17.5 keV from the molybdenum target. The 
influence of Rayleigh scattering can not be neglected at the 
photon energy range less than 25 keV, and there has been no 
established method of correcting scattered x-ray spectrum 
which takes into account both Rayleigh and Compton 
processes. Therefore, accurate data of the Rayleigh and 
Compton cross sections for the scatterer material such as 
PMMA are required for obtaining the primary x-ray 
spectrum. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
Rayleigh and Compton scattering cross sections for PMMA 
material in the mammography energy range theoretically 
and experimentally.  Fluorescent x-rays of 15 to 25 keV, 
which were generated by exciting four metal targets by 
synchrotron radiation, were incident on a PMMA sphere 
scatterer. We measured and analyzed the scattered x-ray 
spectrum of fluorescent x-rays and compared the 
experimental and theoretical values of the Rayleigh to total 
scattering ratio.  
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. METHOD 

The differential cross section of the Rayleigh scattering 
method is given by multiplying the square of the atomic 
form F(x,z) factor by the formula of the differential cross 
section of the Thomson scattering method as follows 
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Where r0 is the classical electron radius,  is the 
scattering angle, , and  is the wave length, and 
Z is the atomic number. The differential cross section of the 
Compton scattering method is given by multiplying the 
incoherent scattering function by the Klein-Nishina formula 
as follows 
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Where , r0 is the classical electron radius, 
F(x,Z) is the atomic form factor, S(x,Z) is the incoherent 
scattering function  

The PMMA, or acrylic resin, which is used as a scatterer 
material, is a composite which consists mainly of hydrogen, 
oxygen and carbon. The atomic form factor F(x, Z) and the 
incoherent scattering function S(x, Z) for PMMA were 
calculated by weighed summation for each element. 

The scattering cross sections can be calculated from the 
two equations mentioned above and the ratio of the 
Rayleigh to total scattering is obtained2-4). 

Figure 1 shows an experimental set up for measuring 
scattered fluorescent x-rays excited by synchrotron 
radiation. The synchrotron radiation from a 6.5 GeV storage 
ring (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 
Tsukuba, Japan) was incident on the metal targets (Mo, Pd, 
Ge, Zr). The fluorescent x-rays of 10 to 25 keV incidents on 
a sphere of PMMA with a diameter of 15 mm were 
scattered at an angle of 90, 120, 150, and 165 degrees 
respectively. The scattered x-ray spectra were measured 
with a CdTe semiconductor detector1). The measured x-ray 
spectra are corrected for the response of the CdTe detector.  
The scattered fluorescent x-ray spectrum is composed of 
Rayleigh and Compton peaks. The energy of the Compton 
peak decreases as the scattering angle increases, while the 
energy of the Rayleigh peak does no change. Therefore, the 
scattered fluorescent x-ray spectrum was separated into two 
peaks by using a curve fitting technique with two Gaussian
functions, and the area of the peaks were measured as 
shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the scattered fluorescent x-ray 
spectrum from the scatterer was calculated by using the 

Monte Carlo simulation (EGS5: electron gamma shower 5) 
for the same geometry as the experiment and compared 
with the measured scattered x-ray spectrum5, 6). 

 

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For 90 degree scattering, a theoretical ratio of Rayleigh 
to total scattering at the molybdenum K  x-ray energy (17.5 
keV) is about 20%. 

For photon energies lower than 17.5 keV, the ratio 
becomes larger and reaches about 40% at 10 keV. Therefore, 
it is shown that the correction of the Rayleigh scattering is 
important to reconstruct the primary x-ray spectrum by 

 
Fig. 1  Experimental set up for measuring scattered fluorescent 
x-rays excited by synchrotron radiation. 

 
Fig. 2  Scattered x-ray spectrum of Mo K fluorescent x-rays. 
Compton and Rayleigh peaks were separated into two peaks by 
using a curve fitting technique with two Gaussian functions, 
and the area of the peaks were measured. 
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correcting the scattered x-ray spectrum.  
The ratio of the Rayleigh to total scattering cross section 

as a function of photon energy at 120 degree scattering 
angle is shown in Fig. 3. The theoretical and experimental 
values show a good agreement at the photon energy range 
of 15 to 25 keV.  For scattering angles of 90, 120, 150, and 
165 degrees, experimental values show a tendency 
approximately similar to theoretical values (Table 1). In 
addition, the experimental value of the ratio of the Rayleigh 
to total scattering cross section increases as the scattering 
angle increases. This tendency is explained by the 
attenuation of the photons within the scatterer. In other 
words, the Compton scattering peak, which has lower 
energy than the Rayleigh peak, is affected by the attenuation 
than a Rayleigh peak. In addition, the energy of the 
Compton scattering peak shifts to the low energy side as a 
scattering angle increases.  

The maximum discrepancy of the measured and 
theoretically calculated values of the Rayleigh to total 
scattering cross section ratio was around 30% as shown in 
Table 1. This deviation may come from both the curve 
fitting errors and photon attenuation effects within the 
scatterer. At smaller angles, the separation of the Rayleigh 
and Compton peaks becomes difficult, and the tail of the 
Rayleigh peak is added to the Compton peak, and thus the 
ratio decreases. As the scattering angle increases, the 
attenuation within the scatterer of the Compton peak 
becomes larger compared with the Rayleigh peak, and thus 
the ratio increases. At an angle of 120 degrees, both effects 
are moderate. As a result, the experimental and theoretically 
results agreed well.  

We chose the PMMA as a scatterer material. The PMMA 
is suitable for Rayleigh-Compton scattering method, 
because the scattering cross section of PMMA is large 
compared with carbon, which means the data acquisition 
time can be short. The other reason is that it is easy to 
obtain various sizes and shapes of PMMA commercially. 

. CONCLUSIONS 

The scattered x-ray spectra from a PMMA sphere were 
measured for the scattering angle of 90 to 165 degrees at the 
photon energy range of 15 to 25 keV using the fluorescent 
x-rays generated by synchrotron radiation. The 
experimental values of the Rayleigh to total cross section 
showed good agreement with theoretical values. The 
discrepancy of the measured and theoretically calculated 
values of Rayleigh to total scattering cross section was 
around 10% for the scattering angle of 90 to 165 degrees. 
However, at the angle of 120 degrees where the overall 
error might be minimum, the theoretical and experimental 
values agreed within 2%. These results suggest that the 
theoretical values are reliable within about 10% at the 
photon energy range of 15 to 25 keV. In order to improve 
the calculation of the primary mammography x-ray 
spectrum from the scattered x-ray spectrum, experimental 
values for the actual scatterer material should be used. 
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Abstract—  Quantitative  MR  imaging  techniques  are  of 

increasing interest in the diagnostic work-up of dementia. In 

this  study  we  address  the  question,  if  disease  related 

quantitative magnetization transfer effects  (qMT) within the 

intra- and extracellular matrix of hippocampal structures may 

aid in the differentiation of patients  with Alzheimer Disease 

(AD)  and  mild  cognitive  impairment  (MCI).  In  order  to 

quantify these effects, the absorption spectrum was sampled at 

relevant  off-resonance  frequencies.  The  post-processing 

algorithm of Sled et al.  assumes a two-pool spin-bath model 

and a separate quantification of the T1- and T2 parameters of 

the free protons. Histograms (fixed bin-size) of the normalized 

qMT-parameter  values  (z-scores)  within  the  anatomically 

relevant  regions  were  subjected  to  a  fuzzy-c-means 

classification algorithm with down streamed PCA projection. 

The  within-cluster  sums  of  point-to-centroid  distances  were 

used  to  examine  the  effects  of  qMT-parameters  on  the 

discrimination of healthy volunteers, patients with Alzheimer 

and  MCIs.  The  qMT-parameters  T2r (T2  of  the  restricted 

pool)  and F (fractional  pool  size)  were  able  to  significantly 

differentiate  between  the  three  groups  with  respect  to  the 

hippocampus anterior region (Duvernoy et al). The clinically 

often used MT ratio appeared not to be able to significantly 

differentiate among MCI and dementia or control and MCI 

but just between control and dementia.

Keywords—  Magnetization-transfer,  amyloid-β ,  MCI, 

classification.

INTRODUCTION 

In Alzheimer’s  disease (AD), neurodegeneration of the 
mediotemporal  lobe  (MTL)  starts  many  years  before  the 
clinical onset of dementia. Neuropathological research has 
demonstrated  a  topographically  characteristic  course  of 
infestation of MTL structures, that strongly correlates with 
the progression of disease.  Early and preclinical diagnosis 
and  staging  of  AD  is  mandatory  for  causal 
pharmacotherapeutic  interventions.  Multimodal  MRI 
assessment offers a non-invasive and repeatable diagnostic 
tool to detect  and monitor patients who may benefit from 
early  and/or  prophylactic  therapy  against  AD. The 
formation  of  extracellular  amyloid-β plaques  and 

intracellular neurofibrillary tangles is known to be a crucial 
event in AD pathogenesis and starts several years before the 
onset of clinical symptoms. 

The hypothesis for the study was therefore to assume that 
the  presence  of  extracellular  amyloid  plaques and 
intracellular  neurofibrillary tangles,  the demyelination and 
axonal  loss  will  lead  to  MT  induced  signal  changes, 
measurable by means of quantitative magnetization transfer 
(qMT) MR imaging. The post-processing algorithm and the 
calculation  of  the  qMT  parameters  are  based  on  a 
sophisticated  spin-bath  model  [1,2].  This  approach  is  in 
particular  different  from  the  approach  of  using  the 
magnetization  transfer  ratio,  which  is  often  mentioned  in 
literature  -  especially  the  precise  mechanism  for  the 
reduction of the MTR in the hippocampus of AD patients is 
not  yet  clear.  Moreover  the  MTR is  a  phenomenological 
measure that has been shown to depend on the amount of 
magnetization transfer and also on the direct saturation of 
free water by the rf pulse and therefore sometimes was the 
reason for misleading results [3]. It is examined, to which 
degree  the  quantified  magnetization  transfer  parameters 
enable  the  classification  of  MCI,  control  and  Alzheimer 
groups.  This  classification  will  be  compared  with  the 
diagnostics  from  standard  MR  imaging  and 
neuropsychological  tests.  The  anatomically  correct 
delineation  of  the  anterior  and  posterior  hippocampal 
subregions  has  been  interactively  performed  according  to 
Duvernoy [4].

METHODS AND RESULTS

A.Magnetization transfer

For  a  detailed  description  the  reader  is  referred  to  the 
articles of Sled et al [1] and Kiefer et al [2].

B.Numerical parameter estimation

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was used for 
the  nonlinear  fitting  procedure  of  the  measured  signal  in 
dependence of the off-resonance frequency distribution Δω 
(= [16,8,4,2,1,0.5,0.25] kHz). The fitting parameter set is m 
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= [kf, kr, T2,r] ([1/s,1/s,ms]) where kf and kr are the exchange 
values for the free and restricted pool respectively and T2,r is 
the  T2 relaxation  time of  the  restricted  pool.  In  order  to 
examine  the  potential  correlation  between  the  various 
quantitative parameters, a bootstrap analysis was performed. 
Histograms  are  used  in  a  pre-processing  step  prior  to 
classification,  because  the  regional  mean  would  not 
consider small samples of amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques within a 
few  voxels.  The  size  W  of  the  parameter  range  to  be 
summarized  (bin-size)  is  important  not  to  falsify  the 
statistics  and  the  underlying  continuous  distribution: 
according  to  [5]  the number  of  bins  for  the histogram is 
calculated  by  W =  2(IQR)N−1/3,  where  IQR  is  the 
interquartile  range,  the  difference  between  percentile  p75 
and p25 and N is the number of voxels per volume. As a 
compromise  due  to  the  restrictions  of  the  classification 
algorithm, W was set constantly to W=12. This is justified 
however when using z-scores, because the parameters IQR 
and W are then independent  of parameter  scaling. In this 
way, IQRmax can be arbitrarily set to any value IQRmax < 1, 
such that even for Nmax = 1000, the parameter is always W 
<= 12. So all histograms are described by a set of parameter 
values  hv =  [p1,p2,..,pW]  and  their  frequencies  hf = 
[fp1,fp2,..,fpW].  According  to  the  findings  in  [6],  where  the 
volumetric  changes  were  not  statistically  significant  in 
comparing healthy and MCI persons and due to the focus on 
non-volumetric informations, the sum of the frequencies hf 

for each dataset  and region were normalized to one. It  is 
expected  that  in  the  early  states  of  dementia  the 
concentration  of  amyloid  plaques  is  very  low  and 
considered  this  by  an  inverse  statistical  weighting  of  the 
frequencies – thus the normalized set hf is replaced by the 
normalized set hf ≡ max(hf) - hf. In the next pre-processing 
step the k-th parameter related histogram hv is replaced by 
the  their  statistically  weighted  scalar  value  ck =  hf *  hT

v 

(vector  multiplication,  k=1,..,N  parameters)  –  so  for 
classification  just  the  region  (r)  and  patient  (p)  specific 
vectors cr,p = [c1, c2,..,cN]r,p will be considered. Replacing the 
column values (dimension p) by their z-scores finally avoids 
scaling effects, so for classification purposes cr,p is replaced 
by  cr,p ≡ (cr,p –  μ)/σ, where  μ and  σ are the mean and the 
standard deviation over the p-dimension respectively.  The 
entire parameter set, used for classification, is given by p = 
[T1f,  T2f,  SDf,  kf,  kr,  T2r,  F,  R],  where  SD is  the  spin 
density, F = kf /  kr ,  R =  ⏐MMTC - M0⏐/  M0 and f and r 
denote the free and the restricted pool respectively. Given 
the entire parameter  set  p,  the influence of  each of these 
parameters on the classification with respect  to a given a-
priori diagnostic classification is examined. Two cases were 

differentiated:  all  datasets were  sorted either  according  to 
the  decade  of  birth  (seven  groups  1920,1930,..,1980)  or 
sorted  according  to  three  diagnostic  groups  (healthy 
control,dementia,MCI)  based  on  a  standard  clinical  MR 
head  protocol  and  the  neuropsychological  test  battery 
described later. 

C.Classification of MRI data

For  classification  purposes  a  fuzzy-C-means  [7] 
algorithm  (fuzziness  m=2.3)  with  proceeding  principal 
component  analysis  (PCA)  for  the  projection  on  two 
dimensions  were  used.  The  main  reason  to  focus  on 
classification techniques is based on the later application in 
clinical  routine:  for  each  patient  an  individual  diagnostic 
statement must be available and this is possible including a 
sort of a validated database of already classified patients. 
The classification algorithm finally associates each patient 
ID  with  a  certain  cluster  which  is  representative  for  a 
specific pathological alteration. The control parameter  Ecc,std 

was  introduced,  which  is  defined  as  follows:  Ecc,std =  1  - 
<[[ σ1,  σ2, …, σNc]// σmax> (<> mean, σmax= max(<[[ σ1,  σ2, 
…,  σNc]),  standard  deviation  σi:  if  the  classification  is 
perfect, then  σi for class  i is zero and Ecc,std would be one. 
The choice of the maximal number of classes NC=15 results 
from the grouping as  stated here:  seven  decades  of  birth 
(20-80),  MCI,  dementia,  memory  loss,  cognitive  decline, 
two  buffer  classes  (containing  problematic  data  sets  and 
unexpected cases)

D.Subjects

Thirty-six  right  handed  subjects  were  included  in  the 
study.  Divided  into  groups  of  twelve  individuals,  the 
following  study  groups  were  investigated:  patients  with 
Alzheimer’s  disease,  patients  with  mild  cognitive 
impairment (MCI) and normal aged matched controls. All 
clinical  examinations  have  been  performed  at  the 
„Psychiatrische Universitätspoliklinik“ of the University of 
Berne  by  a  board  certified  psychiatrist  (KC)  and 
neuropsychologist (YB). All patients were outpatients of the 
University Hospital of Psychiatry in Bern, Switzerland. The 
groups  did  not  differ  significantly  in  demographic  data 
considering age, education or handedness. Patients inclusion 
criteria  were  unexplained  progressive  memory  deficits 
according to the criteria of the International Classification 
of  Diseases  Based  on  medical  history  and  neurological 
examination only patients, who did not present any further 
physical  or  psychiatric  disorder  than  the  one  of 
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investigation, were included. None of the subjects reported 
substance  abuse  before  investigation.  Routine  blood  tests 
have  been  performed  to  exclude  other  treatable  causes, 
including  Vitamin  B12,  folic  acid,  thyroid-stimulating 
hormone, C-reactive protein, blood count, electrolytes, renal 
function,  and  liver  function.  A  structural  MRI  was 
performed  to  exclude  other  treatable  causes  of  cognitive 
decline (vascular dementia, normal pressure hydrocephalus 
or  brain  tumor).  To  differentiate  healthy  controls  from 
patients,  the  German  Version  of  the  test  battery  for 
dementia (CERAD) had been used. 

According  to  the  neuropsychological  evaluation,  the 
patients  have  been  discriminated  into  the  following 
subgroups: 

i) AD: CERAD score mean 49.3, range 17.7
ii) MCI: CERAD score 66.0; range 13.3
iii) normal  controls:  CERAD  score  mean  81.7, 

range 10.0 

E.Results

All  neuropsychological  subtests  revealed  significant 
differences in the test performance between AD and healthy 
controls, AD and MCI and MCI and healthy controls. The 
evaluation  of  the  Hamilton  depression  scale  for  the  22 
patients and 12 controls included into the study showed no 
comorbidity  that  influenced  the  test  results.  The 
classification of the regional MR histogram data using the 
normalized  (volume  independent)  inverse  histogram 
weighting technique is better (mean 7%, up to 17%) than 
normal  weighting  (averaging).  In  the  following  the 
classification  of  “Alzheimer  versus  non-Alzheimer”  is 
denoted  by  the  shortcut  dAnA,  “Alzheimer  versus  MCI 
versus healthy controls” by dAMC and related to age by the 
shortcut  dAge.  The  summarized  effects  of  the  most 
important MT-parameter on the classification is as follows: 
the best classification degrees with respect  to the anterior 
hippocampal  region  and  the  parameter  are:  Ecc,std (dAnA, 
(kr,F,T2r  ))  =  0.884,  Ecc,std (dAMC,T2r)  =  0.828  , Ecc,std 

(dAge,T2r)  =  0.763.  The  influence  of  the  different 
parameters on the classification of healthy, MCI, Alzheimer 
related to the hippocampal regions is summarized in table 1 
(anterior), and table 2 (posterior). Only the significant MR-
parameters are shown (mean values, standard deviations and 
the p-values from the paired t-tests). Most important to note 
is the fact that only the qMT-parameters T2r and F enable us 
to differentiate  between the MCI and the dementia group 
even if the diagnostics are complicated by age-related tissue 

alterations.  In  summary:  T2r (Ctrl)  > T2r (MCI)  > T2r 

(Alzheimer),   F  (Ctrl)  < F (MCI)  < F(Alzheimer)  and  R 
(Ctrl)  > R (MCI)  > R (Alzheimer). Moreover it is evident 
that most MR parameter values of the MCI group are more 
closed to the dementia group than to the control group.

Table 1 a) The influence of the different parameters on the classification of 
healthy, MCI, Alzheimer related to the anterior hippocampal region. Only 
the significant MR-parameters are shown (mean values, standard 
deviations (a) and the p-values of the paired t-tests (b)).

Group Parameter Mean/Std

DEM

T2r

F
R

T2f

kf

5.06 / 0.160
0.49 / 0.006
0.15 / 0.021
140.50 / 10.7
2.92 / 0.30

MCI

T2r

F
R

T2f

kf

5.79 / 0.130
0.46 / 0.029
0.16 / 0.018
135.08 / 5.2
2.92 / 0.41

CTR

T2r

F
R

T2f

kf

8.25 / 0.183
0.39 / 0.015
0.17 / 0.027
86.83 / 4.8
3.26 / 0.34

Table 2 b)

Group Parameter Paired t-test, p-value

MCI-DEM T2r

F
0.024
0.023

MCI-CTR

T2r

F
T2f

kf

0.006
0.008
0.027
0.038

DEM-CTR

T2r
F
R
kf

0.007
0.000
0.025
0.015

Table 2 a) The influence of the different parameters on the classification of 
healthy, MCI, Alzheimer related to the posterior hippocampal region. Only 
the significant MR-parameters are shown (mean values, standard 
deviations (a) and the p-values of the paired t-tests (b)).

Group Parameter Mean/Std

DEM

T1f
T2f
kf
kr

T2r
F

1368 / 14
83 / 19

3.94 / 0.76
50 / 1.8

8.38 / 0.23
0.49 / 0.05
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MCI

T1f
T2f
kf
kr

T2r
F

1357 / 28
113 / 56

3.83 / 0.94
50 / 1.8

8.76 / 0.23
0.43 / 0.16

CTR

T1f
T2f
kf
kr

T2r
F

1132 / 25
61 / 20

4.82 / 0.58
53 / 3.6

10.63 / 0.13
0.29 / 0.02

Table 2 b)

Group Parameter Paired t-test, p-value

MCI-CTR
T1f
kf

T2r

0.049
0.005
0.024

DEM-CTR

T1f
T2f
kf
kr

T2r
F
R

0.008
0.013
0.004
0.010
0.008
0.007
0.022

CONCLUSIONS 

Most important for the classification of healthy subjects, 
MCIs and Alzheimer patients are the anterior hippocampal 
region and the qMT-parameters T2r, F, R, kf, kr with respect 
to  this  region.  In  AD additionally  the  demyelination  and 
axonal  loss  introduces  a  further  reduction  of  the 
magnetization  transfer  effect.   Because  of  the  inverse 
histogram weighting this effect dominates the classification 
and  contributes  to  a  very  sensitive  differentiation  of 
different grades of dementia as the results exhibit: 

T2r(Alzheimer)  =  5.06±0.16,   T2r(MCI)  =  5.79±0.13, 
T2r(Healthy) = 8.25±0.18 as an expression for the very short 
T2r of Aβ peptides compared to other tissue compartments, 
F (Healthy) < F (MCI) < F(Alzheimer) as an expression for 
the increased surfaces and a greater reservoir of restricted 
protons induced by the plaques. 

Although  the  relation  (R  (Healthy)  >  R  (MCI)  >  R 
(Alzheimer)) coincides with the results in [8], it is important 
to note that the phenomenological R-parameter depends on 
MT as well as direct T2f-effects [3] – the similar sensitivity 
of  T2f and  R  on  age  within  the  hippocampus  posterior 

supports  this  fact  [9].  Important  to  note  is,  that  the 
parameter  T2r is  not  correlated  with  the  T2f (bootstrap 
analysis:  cc=-0.07),  which  is  on  the  one  side  reasonable, 
because  of  the different  physical  meanings.  On the other 
side it means that T2r is not sensitive to free tissue water 
which  is  typical  for  aging  and  thus  T2r is  not  simply  a 
measure for aging but an interesting diagnostic parameter in 
order to differentiate different degrees of dementia.
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Abstract— Subject of this work is the relevance of diffusion 

weighted  magnetic  resonance  techniques  in  the  clinical 

environment  in  view of  the  choice  of  the  measurement  and 

post-processing  parameters,  if  the  reconstruction  of  micro-

structural details, fiber networks and connectivity is of highest 

priority.  Starting  with  typical  clinical  basic  conditions,  a 

proposal for the choice and the parameterization of the MR-

sequence  and  the  post-processing  algorithms  are  delivered. 

The  success  of  the  presented  approach  will  in  principal  be 

tested  by  suitable  simulations  and  potential  clinical 

applications are presented.

Keywords— diffusion, q-ball, odf, compartment, connectivity

INTRODUCTION 

Diffusion  weighted  MR  imaging  meanwhile  plays  an 
important role in the medical diagnosis especially for stroke 
[1].  Applications  related  to  the  examination  of 
microstructural anisotropy however are ranked critically up 
to  now:  the  reasons  are  the  long  measurement  times  of 
sometimes more than 30 minutes and the interpretation of 
the results and the anisotropy parameter. So first of all the 
essential question is the right balance of measurement time 
with relation to the benefit for the patient and in a second 
step the requirements in measurement and post-processing 
techniques can be formulated. Because MR scanners with a 
field-strength of 3T are meanwhile available in the clinical 
environment,  the  following  reflections  may  assist:  if,  in 
view  of  standard  examination  times  of  1h  /  patient,  20 
minutes  are  considered  to  be  acceptable  for  a  diffusion 
weighted   MR  sequence,  then  the  following  parameter 
settings in the context of diffusion tensor [2, 3, 4] and q-ball 
imaging  [5,  6]  proved  of  value:  b=0,1300  s/mm2,  N=42 
directions,  NEX=2  averages,  iPAT  2  (GRAPPA  parallel 
acquisition),  N=55  slices,  pixel  resolution  2.2mm  iso, 
TR/TE  =  7600/95  ms,  bandwidth  1346  Hz/Px.  The 
measurement  time  would  be  12  minutes  which  is  in  the 
order of a typical anatomical 3D-sequence. The motivation 
for this parameter setting is given below. In order to answer 

the question which is the right sequence and post-processing 
technique,  it  has  to be clarified  what  is  more relevant  in 
view  of  the  diagnosis  of  a  certain  pathology:  the 
information  about  the  compartments  and  their  fractional 
volumes and distribution or the information concerning the 
orientation of nerve fibers. Latter is especially important, if 
the anatomical and effective connectivity [7] between brain 
regions is important. Examples are the network analysis in 
the  context  of  combined  EEG  and  functional  MR-
examinations  [8]  of  epileptic  or  schizophrenic  patients  or 
the analysis of the circuits  of basal  ganglia and electrode 
positioning in the context of deep brain stimulation [9, 10]. 

The  necessity  for  so  called  high-resolution-angular-
diffusion  (HARD)  techniques  [5]  in  order  to  resolve 
complex fiber networks within a voxel is supported by the 
fact that at least for 1/3 of the white matter the intravoxel 
orientational  heterogeneity  (IVOH)  situation   is  present 
[11]. In order to reconstruct and resolve the fiber networks 
it  could  be  shown,  that  is  not  necessary  to  explicitly 
measure each point in q-space, as it is the case for diffusion 
spectrum imaging [12]. In fact, it is adequate to restrict the 
problem to radial projections of the diffusivity profile and 
solely  to  measure  the  probability,  that  an  ensemble  of 
particles  diffuses  into  a  certain  angular  zone  [5].  This 
reduction of information in the run-up to the measurements 
provides the advantage,  that the given parameterization of 
the  sequence  combined  with  a  suitable  post-processing 
technique principally suffice to resolve crossings of about 
15-20° - in order to provide better resolutions of less then 
5°,  the b-value had to be switched to values  above 3000 
s/mm2 [6].  In  the  range  of  b-values  above  3000  s/mm2 

however  the  situation  and  related  post-processing 
techniques  are  more  complicated,  because  coupling  of 
diffusion, exchange and surface relaxation phenomena have 
to be considered [13, 14]. These coupling effects complicate 
the  interpretation  of  the  anisotropy  because  under  these 
circumstances  in  fact  an  anisotropy  of  the  correlation  of 
diffusion  and  T2-relaxation  would  be  measured  [13].  A 
further complicating fact in this range is, that usually it is 
assumed,  that  there  is  no  exchange  between  the 
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compartments during typical echo time periods so that the 
signal  of  one  voxel  is  the  sum  of  independent  signal 
components of each component. This is in fact  not really 
true because exchange phenomena occur above echo times 
on the order of 60 ms, but remain unobservable under the 
limit  of  b  <=  2000s/mm2 [14].  Therefore  the  given 
parameter  setting  is  a  good  choice  to  avoid  these 
complications  and  to  simplify  the  interpretation  of 
anisotropy values.

METHODS AND RESULTS

A.Anisotropy, compartments and connectivity

This part is dedicated to the different sequence and post-
processing methods. Concerning the sequence type used for 
diffusion weighted imaging, the gradient echo and double 
spin-echo (DSE) variants are favored. In the further course 
the  discussions  are  restricted  on DSE-sequences  with  the 
given  parameter  settings  due  to  advantages  related  to 
minimal eddy current sensitivity [15] and some theoretical 
aspects [16]. 

Among  the  post-processing  algorithms  the  model  free 
(MF) approaches [5, 6, 17] are selected, because this avoids 
several problems related to the model dependent methods: 
the appropriate  model  selection,  unsatisfying convergence 
properties  of  non-linear  fitting  if  more  than  two  fiber 
orientations  are  present,  misinterpretation  of  measured 
signal  changes  in  the  presence  of  restricted  diffusion  - 
which  is  however  the  dominant  situation in  human brain 
[18] - and principal errors in estimating the intravoxel fiber 
distribution using the tensor approach [2, 3]. 

One of the key features of the MF-techniques is a proved 
theorem [5,  6]  that  shows the relation between the radial 
projection  of  the  diffusion  probability  density  function 
(PDF, propagator) and the orientation distribution function 
(ODF) of the fibers. This relation is called the Funk-Radon-
Transform and is often referenced in the context of q-ball 
imaging [5].  Whereas  the ODF in the original  version of 
Tuch is still modulated by a zeroth-order Bessel function, 
which  leads  to  a  broadening  of  the  diffusion  peaks, 
Descoteaux [6] could demonstrate how to compensate this 
effect by a spherical deconvolution [17]. The computation 
of the ODF however is a so-called inverse problem, which 
means, that the ratio of the number of known to unknown 
parameters  is  ill-conditioned.  This  is  currently  solved  by 
using  regularization  techniques  [19],  especially  the 
meanwhile  golden  standards  of  Tikhonov  and  Laplace-
Beltrami [6]. 

Based on the exact timing and pulse characteristics of the 
DSE-sequence  and  the  parameter  setting  given  above, 
Monte-Carlo simulations of intra-voxel diffusion processes 
along three  orthogonal  artificial  fibers  were  performed in 
order  to  validate the  ability  to  principally  reconstruct  the 
true ODF from the signal distribution and to validate the 
reproducibility of the results. This fiber network could be 
exactly  reconstructed  (consistency:  direction/peak 
localization  100%,  shape:  95%)  if  the  sharp-fiber  ODF 
algorithm of  Descoteaux  [6]  was  used  for  the  following 
parameter setting: N=1000 spins/direction, Rician noise, an 
axially symmetric diffusion tensor as deconvolution kernel, 
Laplace-Beltrami  based  regularization,  order  l=10, 
regularization factor λ= 0.00017).

The experimental part of diffusion weighted imaging also 
includes considering the macroscopic bulk motion and its 
correction [20]. It is important to note in this context, that 
this necessitates transformations in k- as well as in q-space 
in order to preserve the properties of the diffusivity profile 
[21]. Distortions, which occur mainly in the low-bandwidth 
direction  of  EPI  sequences,  can  also  be  corrected  by 
appropriate  techniques  as  e.g.  those  measuring  the  Point 
Spread Function [22]. These methods however necessitate 
an additional scan – together with the 12 minutes used for 
the diffusion experiment there results a measurement time 
of maximal 20 minutes.

Up to this point it could be shown that on the base of the 
proposed  techniques  it  is  possible  to  reconstruct  even 
complex intra-voxel fiber networks. It remains the question 
how  to  bring  the  notion  of  connectivity  [23,  7]  in  this 
context  into  play  and  how it  is  coupled  to  the  diffusion 
probability distribution. The essential aspect in this context 
concerns the transmission of electrical impulses as the main 
base for information handling and management in our brain. 
At  this  point  an  important  linear  relation  between  the 
diffusion and the conductivity tensor comes into play [24] 
which  provides  the  wanted  connecting  link.  The 
functionality  of  the  impulse  transmission  is  strongly 
coupled to a concrete arrangement of myelin and Ranvier-
nodes along the axons.  Each pathological  modification of 
the myelination comes along with a simultaneous distortion 
of the impulse transmission as well as an alteration of the 
ratio of diffusivities orthogonal and parallel to the direction 
of transmission. As a consequence of this, the knowledge of 
the  spatial  distribution  of  diffusivities  would  enable  to 
derive  the  Information  about  the  impulse  transmission 
respectively the ability to communicate or with other words 
-  the connectivity.  Because  both,  the PDF as  well  as  the 
ODF can be calculated from the same measured data set, 
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connectivity  measures  can  be  determined.  One  possible 
probability  measure  for  connectivity  can  be  derived 
according  Tuch  (called  Wpath in  the  following)  using  the 
Bayes rules and mechanical properties of the brain [23].  

But what is about the connectivity in the circuits of the 
basal  ganglia,  that include components as the putamen or 
the thalamic  region exhibiting anisotropy values  of  about 
0.4 [5]. The problem is, that on a macroscopic level (pixel 
size  of  2.2mm3 )  the  micro-branching  of  white  matter 
between the myelinated and unmyelinated neurons occur as 
a  pseudo-randomized  non-directed  diffusion  and  will  be 
interpreted  as  almost  isotropic  diffusion.  Typical 
tractography  approaches  would  breakdown  in  such 
situations  [3].  To  circumvent  this  problem,  a  method  is 
favored in this work, that connects two spatially separated 
points by a virtual, initially continuous fiber. This fiber will 
be  successively  adapted  to  the  underlying  architecture 
within  the  framework  of  a  Monte-Carlo  procedure  by 
including the knowledge of the ODF and minimizing a cost-
function which is related to 1 / Wpath. This has the advantage 
that  even  in  the presence  of  pathological  alterations  of  a 
connection  an  associated  connectivity  value  is  provided. 
The  voxel  with  values  below a  certain  threshold  can  be 
localized  and  visualized  in  this  way.  The  connectivity 
values  afterwards  can  be  exported  to  a  co-registrated, 
distortion corrected anatomical 3D-dataset in order to use it 
for further diagnostic purposes or pre-surgical planning. The 
ability however to distinguish between lesions and naturally 
decreased anisotropy values (e.g. the thalamus) necessitates 
the  inclusion  of  anatomical  probability  maps,  which  are 
available as SPM-toolbox [25]. 

B.Potential clinical applications

I) Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS)
The described linear relationship between the tensors of 

the diffusion and the electrical conductivity of the medium 
provides the base for the application of DTI or QBI in the 
context  of  ideal  positioning  DBS-electrodes  [9,  10].  The 
tensor for conductivity however is directly used in order to 
estimate the real  spatial  electromagnetic  field  distribution 
within the immediate environment of the active electrode. 
The assessment of the effectively activated brain volume in 
the  end  necessitates  the  calculation  of  the  spatial 
distribution  of  the  voltage  potentials  (solutions  of  the 
Poisson equation using Fourier FEM) under consideration 
of the neuronal thresholds for the activation (cable model). 
If  the impedance  and geometry  of  the electrodes  and the 
capacity  of  the  electrode-tissue-interface  are  known,  this 

method would principally  provide a pre-surgical  planning 
module for optimal electrode positioning.  

II) Epilepsy, Schizophrenia 
The EEG source localization as a typical inverse problem 

also is  a  candidate  for  the application of  diffusion based 
conductivity  tensors.  The  high  spatial  resolution  of  the 
diffusion  data  enables  to  localize  the  sources  with  an 
accuracy of 2-3 mm instead of the usual 15mm [26]. 

The  most  attractive  currently  available  model  for  the 
estimation of connectivity derived from functional (BOLD, 
EEG)  and  structural  data  (DTI,  QBI)  is  referenced  in 
literature  as  Dynamic  Causal  Modeling  (DCM) [7].  It  is 
based  on a  solid  fundament  of  preparatory  works  on the 
fields  of  neurobiology,  biophysics,  physiology  and 
electrophysiology. Signals, measured during the course of 
EEG or MR-experiments will not be processed directly but 
within  the  framework  of  this  DCM  model.  The  state 
equations of DCM couple the dynamics and activity of the 
neuronal assemblies with the BOLD and/or EEG responses. 
Important  applications  [27]  are  e.g.  epilepsy  and 
schizophrenia (synaptic plasticity) or the examination of the 
effects of drugs, which influence the functional coupling of 
neurons.   

  
III) Reorganization after stroke
A further important field of application of the DTI/QBI 

technology  considers  the  question  of  reorganization  after 
stroke.  The  heterogeneity  of  the  localization  of  lesions 
advises  the  following  strategy  for  the  evaluation  of 
DTI/QBI-data:  1) calculation of the generalized fractional 
anisotropy  (GFA)  values  for  patients  and  controls,  2) 
transformation of the GFA-maps by means of VBM5 [28] 
into  the  MNI-space  and  individual  comparison  of  the 
transformed GFA-maps of each patient  with the averaged 
transformed GFA-maps of the controls (aspect of principal 
reorganization)  or  3)  individual  comparisons  of  co-
registrated GFA-maps of a longitudinal study of one patient 
(aspect of development).

CONCLUSIONS 

In view of standard examination times of 1h / patient, 20 
minutes  are  considered  to  be  acceptable  for  a  diffusion 
weighted  MR sequence. Under this condition the following 
parameter settings in the context of diffusion tensor and q-
ball imaging are proved of value:  b=0,1300 s/mm2, N=42 
directions,  NEX=2  averages,  iPAT  2  (GRAPPA  parallel 
acquisition),  N=55  slices,  pixel  resolution  2.2mm  iso, 
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TR/TE  =  7600/95  ms,  bandwidth  1346  Hz/Px.  The 
measurement  time  would  be  12  minutes  which  is  in  the 
order  of  a  typical  anatomical  3D-sequence.  The  given 
parameterization of the sequence combined with a suitable 
post-processing technique, described in the context of this 
work,  principally  suffice  to  resolve  crossings  of  about 
15-20°.
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Abstract— The work presents a comparison between seven-
teen clinical protocols of multi-slice CT scanners from two 
different institutions, regarding the image quality factor (Q2) 
used by the Impact Scan Group as a comparison tool between  
them. The greater Q2 the better result from CT scanners, that 
produces image with lower noise at a set spatial resolution. 

Keywords— Computed Tomography, CTDIvol, Signal Noise 
Ratio, and Image Quality Factor. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Since the introduction of helical computed tomography 
(CT) in the early 1990s, the technology and capabilities of 
CT scanners have changed tremendously [1]. Improvements 
in CT technology have resulted in decreases in scanning and 
image reconstruction time, principally regarding 16, 32 and 
64 slices CT systems, which are mostly available. 

The purpose of the present work was to characterize and 
to compare the performance of seven multi-slice CT sys-
tems from two hospitals which have implemented Quality 
Assurance Programs in Diagnostic Departments including 
CT scanners. 

This study was based on image noise, scan plane spatial 
resolution and imaged slice width which are fundamental 
parameters describing the amount of object information 
retrievable from an image, or its image quality. Radiation 
dose can be regarded as a 'cost' of this information [2, 3]. 
The Impact Scan Group has developed the value Q2, which 
is a quantity that incorporates dose, noise, spatial resolution 
and slice width into one number, using a formula derived 
from relationships between image quality and dose. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. CT Dosimetry 

To take into account the geometry and principle of CT 
acquisitions, several dose indicators have been defined to 
assess the irradiation of the patient [4]. The first is the 
weighted computed tomography dose index (CTDIw). This 

quantity is based on CTDI definition that represents the 
absorbed dose integrated along the axial direction for a 360° 
tube rotation, divided by the irradiated width. The CTDIw is 
the result of an appropriate combination of CTDI measure-
ments made centrally (CTDIc) and peripherally (CTDIp) in 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cylinders (dosimetric 
phantoms), related as Eq (1): 

 

pcW CTDICTDICTDI 3
2

3
1 +=   (1) 

where the CTDIp represents the average of measurements 
performed at four different locations around the periphery 
of the phantom. According to its definition, the CTDIw 
represents the average dose that is delivered in a slice of the 
PMMA cylinder in which the measurement is performed. 

The head and the body phantom are a PMMA cylinder of 
16 cm and 32 cm of diameter, respectively. The radiation 
dose was measured with a pencil ionization chamber with 
an active length of 100 mm and 3 cc3 of volume and a 9015 
electrometer model, both made by Radcal Co, USA. 

The CTDIvol represents the average dose delivered in a 
slice acquired in helical mode and is closely linked to the 
image noise level of the reconstructed images. The volume 
CTDI, CTDIvol, is defined as CTDIw divided by the pitch 
factor. 

B. Noise and SNR Evaluation 

The noise in CT is easily measured from a ROI selected 
in a phantom made by uniform material. The Catphan Phan-
tom, model 500 has the CTP 486 module which is designed 
to be within 2% (20 HU) of water’s density at standard 
protocols [5]. The Standard Deviation (σ) is associated with 
the noise. Another quantity which is related with image 
quality in all digital modalities is the Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR). It is measured dividing the Average of CT number 
(Signal) by σ. 
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Table 1 Acquisition parameters for helical modes of the seven CT scanners evaluated  

Equipment Protocols # kVp mAs Slice Width 
(mm) Collimation Filter Resolution 

GE BrightSpeed 4 Skull 1 120 200 5.00 4 x 2.5 mm STD STD 
Skull 2 120 175 5.00  8 x 2.5 mm STD STD 

GE LightSpeed 8 
Abdomen 3 120 292 3.75 8 x 2.5 mm STD STD 
Abdomen 4 120 300 2.00  64 x 0.625 mm STD B 

Philips - Brilliance 64 
Skull 5 120 300 1.50  64 x 0.625 mm STD Brain 

STD 

6 3.00 
7 5.00 

16 x 0.5 mm 

8 3.00 
Toshiba Aquilion 16 (A) Skull 

9 

120 225 

5.00 
16 x 1.0 mm 

FC21 STD 

10 3.00 
11 5.00 

16 x 0.5 mm 

12 3.00 
Toshiba Aquilion 16 (B) Skull 

13 

120 225 

5.00 
16 x 1.0 mm 

FC21 STD 

14 3.00 
Toshiba Aquilion 64 (A) Skull 

15 
120 225 

5.00 
64 x 0.5 mm FC21 STD 

16 3.00 
Toshiba Aquilion 64 (B) Skull 

17 
120 225 

5.00 
64 x 0.5 mm FC21 STD 

C. Spatial Resolution 

Spatial resolution is the ability of the scanners to re-
produce fine detail within an image. The CTP 528 mod-
ule of the Catphan Phantom, model 500 has a 1 through 
21 line pair per centimeter high resolution test gauge - 
which permits visual evaluation - and two impulse 
sources which are cast in a uniform material. In this 
study, the method presented by Droege and Morin [6], 
which consists on the measurements of the standard de-
viation of the pixel values within the image of the cyclic 
bar patterns; was used in the evaluation of the MTF 
curve. From that curve the spatial frequencies where the 
modulation transfer function reached 50% and 10 % 
(know as MTF50 and MTF10) were obtained. Then, a 
mean spatial resolution (fav) was calculated as (MTF50 + 
MTF10)/2; this value will be used in the Q2 evaluation. 

 

D. Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) 

The CTP 401 module of the Catphan Phantom contains 
four wire ramps which rise at 23o angles from the base to 
the top of the module. To evaluate the slice width (z1), the 
FWHM were measured on each ramp image; after that the 
mean value of the FWHM was calculated given a precise 
measurement of the slice width. 

E. Image quality value Q2 

The Impact Scan Group presented an imaging quality 
value (Q2) defined as Eq (2), using the theory bases pre-
sented by Brooks and Di Chiro [7] and Riederer, Pelc and 
Chelser [8]: 

vol

av

CTDIz
fQ
⋅⋅

=
1

2

3

2 σ
  (2) 

where: fav is the spatial resolution defined on item C 
presented in lp/cm; σ is the image noise (expressed as a 
percentage, measured on the air target of CTP 401 of 
Catphan Phantom 500); z1 is the FWHM (in mm) as item 
D and CTDIvol was obtained using the methodology de-
scribed on A. 

The greater Q2 the better result from CT scanners, that 
produces image with lower noise at a set spatial resolu-
tion. This is a nice tool that can be used for comparison 
between CT scanners and as a reference number for com-
parison in protocols optimization concerning low dose 
delivered for patients and good image quality. 
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F. Scanners evaluated 

The CT equipments evaluated in this study were from 
two different institutions. From the first one, a General 
Electric BrightSpeed (4 slices), a General Electric 
LightSpeed (8 slices) and a Philips Brilliance (64 slices) 
and from the second one, two Toshiba Aquilion (16 
slices) and two Toshiba Aquilion (64 slices) were evalu-
ated for head and abdomen protocols. 

Table 1 lists the protocols analyzed for each equip-
ment, presenting the helical mode acquisition parameters. 
In order to help the comprehension of the results, the 
protocols were classified from 1 to 17. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. CT Dosimetry 

The reference levels for Abdomen and Skull are 
35 and 60 mGy, respectively, following the European 
Guidelines on Quality Criteria for Computed Tomogra-
phy (EUR 16262) [9]. In Brazil, these levels are 25 and 
50 mGy, respectively, according to Brazilian regulation 
(MS 453/98) [10]. Table 2 presents the results for the 
CTDIw and CTDIvol for all protocols evaluated in the 
present work.  

The results showed the CTDIw below the reference 
level considering skull and abdomen for both the EUR 
16262 [9] and MS 453/98 [10]. The CTDIvol values were 
calculated dividing the CTDIw by the pitch and were used 
in the Q2 analysis. 

B. Noise and SNR Evaluation 

Table 3 shows the results for Noise (σ) and SNR for 
all protocols. The abdomen protocols are on lines #3 and 
#4 in Table 3, as can be compared, GE LightSpeed (Line 
3) showed better SNR than Philips Brilliance 64 (Line 4), 
even with lower mAs. The skull protocol showed a 
maximum difference of 100% between the results for 
SNR obtained. The better SNR was reached by Philips 
Brilliance 64 (Line 5) and the worse by Toshiba Aquilion 
64 (Line 16), the main difference between these two pro-
tocols was the slice width, which was 1.50 mm and 3.00 
mm, respectively. 

C. Image quality value Q2 

The parameters used to calculate Q2 are presented on 
Table 4. The slice width (z1) results agreed with the 

nominal declared by the vendors, in all slice width ana-
lyzed.  

Table 2 Results for CTDIw and CTDIvol , comparison with 
EUR 16262 [9] and MS 453/98 [10] 

# CTDIw (mGy) CTDIvol (mGy) Reference level 
accordance 

1 37.76 50.35 Yes 
2 42.25 42.25 Yes 
3 22.55 16.70 Yes 
4 17.29 14.75 Yes 
5 31.89 48.62 Yes 
6 
7 

44.19 64.24 Yes 

8 
9 

38.29 55.65 Yes 

10 
11 

43.79 63.65 Yes 

12 
13 

38.54 56.02 Yes 

14 
15 

38.01 59.03 Yes 

16 
17 

36.38 56.76 Yes 

Table 3 Results for Noise (σ) and Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) 

# Signal Noise SNR 
1 9.48 5.39 1.76 
2 8.79 3.44 2.56 
3 11.73 4.76 2.46 
4 8.58 5.46 1.57 
5 15.66 5.48 2.86 
6 5.94 3.95 1.50 
7 6.03 2.93 2.06 
8 6.26 3.32 1.89 
9 6.27 2.70 2.32 

10 6.82 3.65 1.87 
11 6.80 2.83 2.40 
12 7.17 3.55 2.02 
13 7.02 2.84 2.47 
14 7.38 4.30 1.72 
15 7.36 3.50 2.10 
16 3.84 4.04 0.95 
17 3.91 3.20 1.22 

 
The noise presented on this table was measured on the 

air target of CTP 401 of Catphan Phantom 500. For ab-
domen protocols, the result for GE LightSpeed (#3) was 
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better than for Philips Brilliance (#4), since a lower noise 
was measured. For skull protocols, both slice widths 
showed similar noise quantities. 

The MTF50 and MTF10 values were obtained from a 
MTF curve plotted at Origin® 8.0 as described on item 
II.C., finding the spatial resolution of 50% and 10% re-
spectively. 

Finally, the Q2 values were calculated using Eq. (2) for 
each protocol, except for GE LightSpeed (#2) whose 
images could not be acquired in usual time dispended for 
QA tests at that institution. 

As can be seen on Table 4, the best dose optimized ab-
domen protocol was GE LigthSpeed (#3) concerning Q2 
factor. In addition, for skull protocols of 3.00 mm and 
5.00 mm slice widths, the best results of Q2 factors were 
given by Toshiba Aquilion 64 (#14) and Toshiba Aquil-
ion 16 (#13), respectively. 

Table 4 Parameters found for CTDIvol, Slice width (z1), Noise (σ) 
MTF50 and MTF10, which were used to obtain Q2 

# Filter CTDIvol 
(mGy) 

z1 
(mm) 

σ  
(HU) 

MTF50 
(lp/cm) 

MTF10 
(lp/cm) Q2 

1 STD   50.35 4.8 5.00 1.97 5.94 3.21 
2 STD 42.25 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 
3 STD 16.7 3.4 4.94 3.14 6.49 8.96 
4 STD B  14.75 2.1 7.07 1.37 5.63 5.24 
5 STD Brain 48.62 1.6 4.20 2.07 5.68 6.59 
6 FC21 64.24 2.7 5.47 3.99 7.12 5.70 
7 FC21 64.24 4.7 5.81 2.50 6.65 3.05 
8 FC21 55.65 3.0 4.69 3.45 6.68 5.99 
9 FC21 55.65 4.6 4.50 2.17 6.22 3.77 
10 FC21 63.65 2.9 6.35 2.97 6.84 3.97 
11 FC21 63.65 4.8 4.89 2.46 6.63 3.58 
12 FC21 56.02 2.9 5.15 2.00 5.98 3.82 
13 FC21 56.02 4.7 3.36 2.51 6.63 5.68 
14 FC21 59.03 3.0 5.67 4.60 7.26 6.08 
15 FC21 59.03 5.0 5.50 2.81 6.45 3.34 
16 FC21 56.76 2.9 5.06 3.01 6.16 4.82 
17 FC21 56.76 5.0 5.39 2.93 6.31 3.46 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In order to evaluate clinical protocols from different 
institutions and equipments, 17 protocols were analyzed, 
considering two for abdomen and the others for skull. 
This comparison was based on Q2 value analysis pro-

posed by Impact Scan Group. It was shown that this tool 
can be used for comparison between CT scanners. 

Other application for Q2 value was as a reference num-
ber for comparison in clinical protocols optimization 
concerning low dose delivered for patients and good 
image quality. Verifying results for Toshiba Aquilion 16 
(A) and (B), changing collimation from 16 x 0.5 mm to 
16 x 1.0 mm for both slice widths, a reduction of 13.4% 
was found for (A) and 12.0 % for (B). 

The relative percentage variation for Q2, from 16 x 
0.5 mm to 16 x 1.0 mm for 3.00 mm slice widths for both 
equipments, was 5.1 % and 3.8 % for (A) and (B), respec-
tively. The same comparison was done for 5.00 mm slice 
width; finding variations of 23.6 % and 58.7 % for (A) 
and (B), respectively. The result shows, changing colli-
mation from 16 x 0.5 mm to 16 x 1.0 mm, a more signifi-
cant variation for 5.00 mm than for 3.00 mm slice width. 
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Background: The diagnosis of basal cell carcinoma 
(BCC) at an early stage is an important challenge for clini-
cians. The confocal laser scanning microscopy (ClSM) is a 
high-resolution, noninvasive technology that may facilitate 
improved diagnostic accuracy over clinical examination.  

 
Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate 

the diagnostic accuracy of in vivo CLSM compared with the 
golden standard diagnostic technology-histopathology.  

 
Methods: 62 patients with suspicious lesions of BCC 

were prospectively recruited to undergo clinical, CSLM 
(VivaScope 1500 Plus, Lucid Inc, Henrietta, NY) examina-
tions, and biopsies. A diagnosis was made preoperatively 
with CLSM technique, and the lesion was then excised and 
diagnosed using histopathology. The diagnostic criteria with 
CLSM were presence of elongated monomorphic basaloid 
nuclei, polarization of these nuclei along the same axis of 
orientation, prominent inflammatory infiltrate, increased 

dermal vasculature, and pleomorphism of the overlying 
epidermis indicative of actinic changes, which had been 
reported elsewhere.  

 
Results: 62 patients with 62 lesions were determined 

with histopathology, comprising 40 BCC, 5 Squamous cell 
carcinoma (SCC), 3 Actinic Keratosis and 14 others. The 
CLSM had a sensitivity of 95.23%, specificity of 91.30% in 
BCC imaging. 

 
Conclusions: This is the first study in China mainland to 

investigate the accuracy of CLSM in BCC imaging. Non-
invasive CLSM offered a sensitive and specific tool in di-
agnosis of BCC, which was essential screening tool in BCC 
diagnosis. 

 
Keywords––Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy, 

CLSM, in vivo, Basal Cell Carcinoma. 
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Abstract—The aim of this research was to optimise the 
Computed Radiography (CR) system at Universitas Hospital 
by establishing baseline exposure levels for an Automatic Ex- 
posure Control (AEC) system and to investigate the relation- 
ship  between  the  CR  reader  system  generated  logarithmic 
mean (lgM) value and the corresponding quality of the radio- 
graphic image. 

Perspex plates (2.5mm thick), placed over a NORMI 4 test 
object®, were used as a scatter medium and exposures using 
X-ray tube potentials of 70, 81, 100 and 121 kVp were 
investigated. The effect of scatter thickness was investigated 
by varying the number of plates and using AEC for all kVp 
values used.  Subsequently, the  relationship  between  image  
quality and lgM value was investigated using a set of ten 
images of a NORMI 4 test object® acquired at different 
exposures resulting in a range of lgM values. The image set 
was analyzed by 11 medical physicist observers of different 
ages and varying clinical experience. The observers who were 
blinded to the exposure information ordered the image set 
according to image quality. 

At a constant kVp the lgM value decreased as scatter thick- 
ness  increased.  This  was  more  pronounced  at  higher  kVp 
settings. At constant scatter thickness the lgM value decreased 
non-linearly as kVp increased. This was more pronounced at 
greater thicknesses. On average the observers were  able to 
consistently rank images over the range of lgM achieved. This 
demonstrated that the change in image quality resulting from 
a change in lgM of 0.1 could reproducibly be observed. 

The absorption efficacy of the photo-stimulable phosphor 
material used in the CR cassettes decreases with increasing 

kVp. If kVp settings are varied to maintain constant and 
acceptable exit exposure levels in CR the radiation dose will 
be minimized while maintaining image quality. This will 
minimize patient dose without compromising image quality. 

Keywords—Exposure factors, Image quality, lgM, 
Computed radiography. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The large dynamic exposure range (latitude) in Com- 
puted Radiography (CR) provides a great advantage over film 
screen radiology in that there can be a reduction of radiation 
dose to patients in diagnostic X-ray imaging [1]. This is due 
to the fact that incorrect exposures in film screen radiology 

lead to repetition of imaging. The large exposure latitude 
allows accommodation of these errors, reducing patient dose 
as fewer repeats are required. A subtle and potentially 
unnoticed increase in exposure can occur when using a CR 
System and this poses a challenge since an unnecessarily high 
radiation dose may be given to the patient resulting  in  
excellent,  but  unnecessary,  image  quality  at high X-ray 
exposure levels. To address this we need to optimize our CR 
system, so as to not exceed the desired or target exposure 
range without loss in clinical detail i.e. to reduce the dose to 
patients without compromising image quality [2]. In order to 
assess the exposure given to the patient, we need an exposure 
indicator that quantifies the exposure per X-ray image taken. 

In film-screen imaging, automatic exposure control is 
used to ensure that the exposure to the film, and thus the 
optical density is kept constant, and in a meaningful 
range, independent of the energy of the X-ray beam and the 
size of the patient. As the detector used in CR does not have 
the same response curve, the Automatic Exposure Control 
(AEC) should be adjusted to match the CR detector. 
As there is no measure of optical density on an image 
acquired using a CR cassette some other measure of  
signal strength must be used. Thus CR manufacturers  
have developed various measures of exposure or signal 
strength. 

The Agfa CR system provides an exposure index 
referred to as the Logarithmic Mean (lgM) [1]. The lgM 
is defined by Agfa as: 

lgM = 2×log (SAL) - 3.9478              (1) 

where SAL (Scanning Average Level) is the mean output 
pixel value or mean digital signal [1]. 

It can therefore be expected that the lgM value should al- 
so be approximately constant with changes in X-ray 
beam energy and patient size if AEC is applied correctly. 

As the lgM is related to the amount of signal on the im- 
age, a higher lgM value will indicate a higher signal; the 
higher the signal the higher the exposure to the detector and 
therefore there will be an increased dose to the patient. This 
may result in a better image quality, but it is anticipated that 
there should be no discernable improvement of image quali- 
ty above a certain level [3]. To better control the exposures 
given to patients in diagnostic X-ray imaging, the lgM  
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value, when using AEC, should be independent of the tube 
voltage (kVp), tube current (mAs) and the patient 
thickness, and that an optimal balance between dose and 
image quality should be obtained. 

The aim of this research was to determine the variation 
of the lgM value under different conditions using AEC 
and to investigate the effect of possible changes in lgM 
on the resulting image quality of the radiograph by 
analysing changes in image noise. This was done during the 
routine acceptance testing of the CR system after 
installation in our institution [4]. 

II.   METHODS 

A.   Dependence of lgM on kV and thickness 

Perspex plates of dimensions 40×40×2.5 cm3  were used to 
model the scatter from a patient for the purpose of general  
X-ray imaging. The images were acquired with the use of an 
AEC system, which varies the mAs based on the amount of 
signal received by an ionisation detector behind the detector 
plate. The scattering plates were placed on top of the NORMI 
4 test object® [5], so as to create meaningful image 
information. The CR cassette was placed in the Bucky and 
the lgM values were obtained from the processed images. The 
size of the CR cassette used was 35×43 cm2, and only one CR 
cassette was used for all the measurements to minimize 
variation in CR plate sensitivity. The X-ray field size used in 
these measurements was 43×43 cm2. 

The Perspex thickness was varied from 0 to 25 cm (in 
steps of 2.5 cm) at 70, 81, 100 and 121 kVp settings in 
order to determine the influence of object thickness on the 
lgM value resulting in 11 measurements at each kVp. All 
measurements were done without changing the position of 
the scattering plates or the NORMI 4 test object® relative 
to the imaging plate in order to avoid possible changes in 
the AEC response. Exposures for 70 kVp were stopped at a 
thickness of 15 cm because tube current was higher than 
400 mAs; for the  same  reason,  exposures for 81 kVp 
were stopped at 20 cm. The mAs value selected by means 
of the AEC were noted as control values to assist in the 
possible clarification of unexpected results. 

B.   Image Quality and lgM 

After  investigating  the  factors  that  influence  lgM  and 
their effect on the lgM value, the influence of these effects on 
image quality (IQ) was established. The relationship between 
image quality and the lgM value was investigated using an 
image set of ten images of a NORMI 4 test object® at 
different lgM values ranging from approximately 1.0 to 2.0. 
The image set was acquired using a constant tube potential,  

100 kVp,  throughout the  set and  changing the tube current 
(25 – 200 mAs). This was done for the same constant 
phantom setup of the NORMI 4 test object® on the unit bed 
with 20 cm of scattering plates on top of it. The image set 
was analyzed by 11 Medical Physicist observers of different 
ages (23 – 63 years) and different degrees of experience in 
ranking images. The observers were asked to order the image 
set according to image quality. The exposure  information  
was  masked  from  the  observers.  They were instructed to 
use any visual evaluation of image quality they preferred; e.g. 
resolution, contrast or noise, to best evaluate image quality. 
Only prescription visual aids were allowed, and no 
magnifying glass was available. 

Higher lgM values are expected to coincide with better 
image quality or lower image noise, therefore the highest 
lgM was assigned rank 1 and the lowest lgM was assigned 
rank 10 [3]. An error score was calculated as the absolute 
difference between the expected rank according to the lgM 
value and the rank given to each image by each observer 
according  to  image  quality.  For  example,  if  an  observer 
gave the image with the highest lgM a rank of 4 the error 
score would be 3, because the image acquisition rank ac- 
cording to lgM value is set at 1. A high error score for a 
specific lgM image indicates that the observers were incon- 
sistent in ordering the specific image according to image 
quality, and a low error score indicates the opposite. The 
average order of image quality of all the observers was 
plotted against the lgM of the images. The average error 
rate was computed for each of the images in the set and 
illustrated on the abovementioned graph as error bars. 

It was expected that it would be more difficult to correct- 
ly rank the images as the lgM increased, but the results of 
the images with an lgM range between 1.18 and 2.09 did 
not confirm this. The range of lgM values were therefore 
extended to increase the possibility of indicating the true IQ 
dependence. In this extended set the mAs was increased to 
achieve higher lgM values. The image set contained 6 im- 
ages and the lgM values ranged from 1.79 to 2.46. The same 
observers were used with the exception of two who were 
replaced due to logistical difficulties. The observers re- 
ceived the same instructions before. The data in this set was 
evaluated similarly to the initial set. Higher lgM values are 
expected to coincide with better image quality, therefore for 
this set the highest lgM was assigned rank 1 and the lowest 
lgM was assigned rank 6. Error scores were calculated simi- 
larly to the initial image set. Similarly as in the initial set the 
average order of image quality of all the observers was 
plotted against the lgM of the images. The average error 
rate was computed for each of the images in the set. 

All images were also analysed in their digital form, to 
obtain image noise from each. A region of interest 
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(ROI) was drawn on a uniform region of the image and the 
standard deviation of the pixels in the drawn ROI was 
recorded as image noise. The relationship between image 
noise and lgM was then investigated. 

III.   RESULTS 

The entrance exposures in terms of mAs for the range of 
kVp values used is tabulated in Table 1. Analysis of the 
data demonstrates a single exponential relationship between 
the mAs and thickness. This agreed with previously 
published results for mammography [6]. This indicates that 
the output of the tube is controlled correctly by the AEC. 

Table 1 Entrance exposure values in terms of mAs as a function of scatter 
material thickness and X-ray tube potential 

Thickness [cm] 70 kVp 81 kVp 100 kVp 121 kVp

0.0 19.4 7.6 3.0 1.7
2.5 31.4 11.9 4.3 2.2
5.0 52.5 19.5 6.6 3.1
7.5 88.9 32.4 10.2 4.4

10.0 150.0 53.9 15.8 6.6
12.5 256.0 91.3 24.7 9.9
15.0 426.0 149.0 39.3 15.3
17.5  248.0 63.2 23.3
20.0  421.0 102.0 36.4
22.5  159.0 55.4
25.0  257.0 86.9

The data in Figure 1 are the lgM values as a function of 
tube potential and Perspex thickness. The lgM values with- 
out any Perspex were closely related ranging from 1.99 
to 1.95, but the mean values at the different kV’s changes 
from 1.78 to 1.97. 
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Fig 1 The graph illustrating the relationship between lgM and kVp 
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Fig 2 The graph illustrating the relationship between lgM and Perspex 
thickness 

Although the differences in the lgM values were not sta- 
tistically significant at a 95% confidence level, the zero 
thickness values may be regarded as outliers as this was 
the reference point used for setting the AEC base values. In 
omitting  these values  a  significant dependence on kV 
is demonstrated. 

The data in Figure 2 clearly indicate that there is a sub- 
stantial decrease in lgM values with thickness (from 1.95 
to 1.71 at 121 kVp) at higher kVp settings, while the 
corresponding change in lgM values at lower kVp’s is 
less, ranging from 1.97 to 1.95. 

In Figure 3, observer image quality observation vs. 
lgM is shown. A linear fit was done on the data with a R2 

value of 0.99; this indicates a good fit and shows that the 
observers as a group could reliably rank the images 
according to image quality. The absolute error scores for 
all images (1-10) and for each observer (1-11) were 
analyzed. The average error scores between observers for 
each image are plotted on the graph. They indicate in most 
cases an average error of less than one in the ranking of the 
image. This linear relationship was also observed for the 
ranking of the images over the extended set of 6 lgM 
values used. 

The relationship between image noise and lgM was in- 
vestigated by relating image noise to lgM over the entire 
extended range of lgM values. 

The noise showed a quadratic relationship to lgM 
and remained  effectively  constant  over  the  clinically  
useful range of lgM values, that is those over 1.6 and  
below 2.3. 
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Fig. 3 Observer image quality (IQ) observation vs. lgM. Error bars show 
the average error score for all observers for each image. The scale indicates 
the worst score as 10 and the best score as 1. The formula for the regres- 
sion line is given on the graph 

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

The lgM baseline values have been successfully deter- 
mined as ranging from 1.7 to 2.0, for thicknesses ranging 
from 0 to 25 cm and tube potentials ranging from 70 to 121 
kVp. The results suggest that 70 kVp may be used for pa- 
tient thicknesses of less than 8 cm; 81 kVp may be used for 
patient thicknesses of 7 to 13 cm; 100 kVp may be used for 
patient thicknesses of 13 to 18 cm; and 121 kVp may 
be used for all patient thicknesses above 18 cm. With these 
settings the dose to the patients will be reduced without 
compromising image quality and patient care will be opti- 
mised. These settings can be used effectively when the 
AEC systems are properly calibrated for the use of CR 
cassettes. This calibration will help change the response of 
the detector and better regulate the exposure time which 
will reduce the lgM values to level specified by Agfa. 
This calibration is essential to ensure that optimal image 
quality for a minimized dose can be achieved. 

The AEC system automatically sets the exposure time 
depending on the patient thickness and the  set kVp. 
An increase in the thickness, with the kVp kept constant, 
results in increased  mAs  due  to  increased  exposure  
time.  This change determines the dependence of lgM on 
the patient thickness. Keeping the scatter thickness the same 
and increasing the kVp results in the decrease of the mAs 
due to decreased exposure time, therefore there is a 
significant dependence of the lgM on the kVp. The lgM 
decreases with increasing kVp. 

Image noise decreased considerably with increasing lgM 
as expected and stabilised at high lgM values, which sug- 
gests image quality has a threshold at higher lgM values 
where it will not improve further. Over the entire 
spectrum of lgM values used to evaluate image quality, the 
observers as a group had no difficulty in ranking the image 
quality, even though the noise remained effectively 
constant over the higher range of lgM values. This 
demonstrates that even a small change in lgM (± 0.1) can be 
detected as an improvement  or  deterioration  in  image  
quality.  This  is  not what was anticipated from published 
experience in CT imaging [3]. The lgM should therefore 
stay effectively constant to ensure consistent image quality 
and reporting as a result of the effect of image quality. 
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Abstract—Purpose: In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

the diffusion-weighted image (DWI) is an important technique 

for diagnosis of acute infarction; however, in a 1.0 Tesla low-

performance MR unit, chronic ischemia is often detected as a 

high signal and misdiagnosed as acute infarction.  Fluid-

attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)–DWI was used in an 

attempt to solve this problem, and the availability is discussed. 

Materials and methods: MR imaging was performed in 35 

patients, after acute infarction (n = 19), and with chronic 

ischemia (n = 16).  Conventional-DWI (C-DWI) and FLAIR-

DWI were used for all patients.  The echo time (TE) was 140 

ms. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNRs) and apparent diffusion 

coefficient (ADC) map in the region of acute infarction or 

chronic ischemia and contralateral normal brain were 

estimated. Results: In all regions, ADC was not significantly 

different between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI (p >0.05). In 

chronic ischemia and acute infarction, the SNR of ischemic 

regions using FLAIR-DWI was significantly lower than that of 

C-DWI (p <0.05). Furthermore, the SNR of acute infarction 

regions was significantly higher than that in chronic ischemic 

regions (p <0.05). Conclusion: In a low-performance MR unit, 

the discrimination between chronic ischemia and acute 

infarction was improved by using FLAIR-DWI. 

Keywords—FLAIR-diffusion weighted imaging, chronic 

ischemic infarction, magnetic resonance image, 1.0Tesla 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The diffusion-weighted image (DWI) is an important 

technique for diagnosis of acute infarction
1 - 4)

. In a 1.0 

Tesla low-performance MR unit, the maximum gradient 

strength is low and rising is slow. For these reasons, the 

echo time (TE) is prolonged, which has an influence on the 

contrast of DWI. The contrast of DWI consisted of the 

narrowly defined diffusion contrast, T2 contrast (T2 shine-

through), proton density, magnetic susceptibility etc
3)

. 

Above all, diffusion contrast and T2 shine-through are the 

critical factors influencing the imaging. In particular, the 

prolongation of TE affects T2 shine-through. Tissue 

contrast, other than diffusion contrast, in chronic ischemia 

depends on the increased tissue water contrast due to 

edema.  Short TE depresses the water contrast in a high-

performance MR unit; however, that contrast is not 

depressed in a low-performance unit. In the narrow window 

of the display monitor, the high-intensity region of chronic 

ischemia can be misdiagnosed as acute infarction
2)

. Usually, 

the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is computed to 

reduce the influence of T2 shine-through. However, it is not 

necessarily the case that the ADC is suitable for human 

visual characterisation
2)

 because it is computed by a natural 

logarithmic function after the division between images that 

have different b values. In this study, fluid-attenuated 

inversion recovery (FLAIR)-DWI was used to reduce the 

T2 shine-through wherever possible, and the availability is 

discussed 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Study population 

The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee, 

and written informed consent was obtained from all patients 

or families. The study population consisted of 35 patients 

(23 male, 12 female; age range 53–94 years; mean age 75 

years).  Nineteen patients (14 male, 5 female; age range 53–

85 years; mean age 74 years) underwent imaging at one 

month or later (chronic ischemia), and16 patients (9 male, 7 

female; age range 59–94 years; mean age 77 years) 

underwent imaging within one week (acute infarction).  

 

Sequence  

All patients underwent MR examinations with a 1.0T 

imager (Gyro scan, T10-NT INTERA, Philips, The 

Netherlands) equipped with resonant EPI hardware, with a 

maximum gradient strength of 15 mT/m and a rise time of 

60 s.  

A single-shot echo-planar C-DWI sequence was 

performed with the following parameters: repetition time 

3050 ms, echo time 140 ms, one signal acquisition, field of 

view 30 cm, acquisition matrix 112 x 112, and section 
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thickness 6 mm with a 2 mm intersection gap. Gradient 

strengths corresponding to b values of 0 and 900 s/mm
2
 

were used. The commercially available diffusion imaging 

software produced 18 axial images, covering the entire 

brain in 55 s. In FLAIR-DWI, the inversion time was fixed 

to TI = 1900 ms, with a repetition time of 6053 ms. Other 

parameters were the same as those used with C-DWI.  

 
Image acquisition and analysis 

C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI was performed for all patients. 

The regions of cerebral infarction were grouped under 

chronic ischemia (or one month later onset cerebral 

infarction) and acute infarction (within one week onset 

cerebral infarction). In the images in which cerebral 

infarction or ischemic regions were detected, the signal 

intensities (SIs) of the region-of-interest (ROI) were set in 

the core of the ischemic region and within the normal 

contralateral brain by a radiologist (M.M). ADC maps were 

produced from two b values of 0 and 900 s/mm
2
 with the 

software supplied with the MR unit.  

In chronic ischemia, the SNR and ADC value (mean ± 

standard deviation: SD) of the ischemic region and within 

the normal contralateral brain were computed, respectively. 

The SNR and ADC value of acute infarction were computed 

along with chronic ischemia. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Chronic ischemia: The Wilcoxon rank sum test 

(software: Stat View ver.4.1 for Mac) was used to compare 

the SNRs or ADC values of the ischemic region or normal 

contralateral brain between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI. A 

non-parametric test was used because the data were few.  

Acute infarction: The Wilcoxon rank sum test of acute 

infarction was also used along with the chronic phase. 

A forecast was made of when the signal intensity of acute 

infarction with FLAIR-DWI was decreased too much, but 

discrimination between acute and chronic was difficult. For 

that reason, the SNRs of the ischemic region were compared 

between chronic ischemia and acute infarction. 

 

III. RESULTS 

Chronic ischemia 

 Table 1 gives the SNRs of the ischemic region and the 

normal contralateral brain using C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI, 

respectively, in chronic ischemia, and the results are shown 

in Figure 1. In chronic ischemia, the SNR of only the 

ischemic region was decreased significantly by using 

FLAIR-DWI (p <0.05).  The SNRs of normal contralateral 

brain and ADC values were not significantly different 

between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI (p >0.05).   

  
Table 1     SNRs and ADC value between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI on 

ischemic region or normal contralateral brain in chronic ischemia 

 
Note: Values are mean ± SD (n = 19).  

C-DWI: conventional diffusion weighted image, FLAIR-DWI: fluid 

attenuated inversion recovery diffusion weighted image.  

 

 Figure 1.     C-DWI: conventional diffusion weighted image, FLAIR-

DWI: fluid attenuated inversion recovery diffusion weighted image. In 

chronic ischemia, differences in the means between C-DWI and FLAIR-

DWI for each parameter.  In ischemic region, SNR of FLAIR-DWI is 

statistically significantly lower than that of C-DWI (Wilcoxon rank sum 

test, p <0.05).  

Acute infarction 

Table 2 gives the SNRs of the ischemic region and the 

normal contralateral brain using C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI, 

respectively, in acute infarction, and the results are shown 

in Figure 2. In acute infarction, the SNR of only the 

ischemic region was decreased significantly by using 

FLAIR-DWI (p <0.05).  SNRs of normal contralateral brain 

and ADC value were not significantly different between C-

DWI and FLAIR-DWI (p >0.05). 

 Figure 3 shows that the ischemic region of acute 

infarction was significantly higher than that for chronic 

ischemia (p <0.05) when FLAIR-DWI was used.  
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Table 2     SNRs and ADC value between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI on 

ischemic region or normal contralateral brain in acute infarction 

 
Note: Values are mean ± SD (n = 19). 

C-DWI: conventional diffusion weighted image, FLAIR-DWI: fluid 

attenuated inversion recovery diffusion weighted image. 

 

 
Figure 2.     C-DWI: conventional diffusion weighted image, FLAIR-DWI: 

fluid attenuated inversion recovery diffusion weighted image. In acute 

infarction, differences in the means between C-DWI and FLAIR-DWI for 

each parameter.  In the ischemic region, the SNR of FLAIR-DWI is 

statistically significantly lower than that of C-DWI (Wilcoxon rank sum 

test, p <0.05). 

 

 
Figure 3.     When FLAIR-DWI was used, the signal intensity of the 

ischemic region with acute infarction was significantly higher than that for 

chronic ischemia. 

Case presentation 

In chronic ischemia, the signal intensity of the ischemic 

region with FLAIR-DWI was significantly lower than that 

for C-DWI (Fig. 4). In acute infarction, it was possible to 

recognize an acute infarction region without too much 

decrease of the signal intensity of the infarction regions. 

(Fig. 5). 

 

 
Figure 4.     MR images in a 67-year-old man with a 1-year-old chronic 

ischemia (arrow). (a) C-DWI, (b) ADC image, (c) FLAIR-DWI, and (d) 

ADC of FLAIR-DWI. In C-DWI, the region of ischemia was very clear. 

On the contrary, the signal intensity was decreased in FLAIR-DWI.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.     MR images in a 71-year-old man with a 3-h-old acute 

infarction (arrow). (a) C-DWI, (b) ADC image, (c) FLAIR-DWI, and (d) 

ADC of FLAIR-DWI. The intensity of the ischemic region was not 

maintained in C-DWI or FLAIR-DWI. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In this study, the use of FLAIR-DWI with a 1.0 T low-

performance MR unit made it possible to reduce the signal 

intensity of only the ischemic region without reducing the 

signal intensity or ADC value of the normal contralateral 

brain. This result allowed discrimination between chronic 

ischemia and acute infarction. The study of FLAIR-DWI 

has been reported by many investigators 
5-7)

. According to 

these reports, the signal intensity and ADC value with 

FLAIR-DWI are slightly lower than those obtained with C-

DWI because of the partial volume effect between 

cerebrospinal fluid and water
6, 7)

. However, those studies 

were used in conditions that are almost never influenced by 

T2 shine-through (b > 1000 and TE < 70 ms) with 1.5T
5, 6)

 

or 3.0T
7)

. Consequently, the effect with 1.0T was not 

addressed. In this study, 140 ms of TE was used; in other 

words, the cause of the high intensity was both the T2 

shine-through and the partial volume effect, and the purpose 

of this study was to address these difficulties. However, 

FLAIR-DWI was shown to be useful in preventing the 

misdiagnosis of chronic ischemia as acute infarction. 

Further investigations will be necessary because the number 

of cases in this study was small.  

In this study, TR was different between C-DWI and 

FLAIR-DWI. However, the diffusion contrast does not 

depend on TR
8)

, and it was considered that this difference 

could be ignored.  

It was shown that the decreasing rate of SNR with acute 

infarction was higher than that with chronic ischemia. 

However, the signal from the ischemic region of acute 

infarction was significantly higher than that of chronic 

ischemia (p <0.05). Consequently, it was recommended that 

FLAIR-DWI is used for routine study. 

In acute infarction, the main cause of the high signal 

from the ischemic region within two days from onset 

depended on the decrease of the ADC value. Furthermore, 

the main cause of the high signal from the ischemic region 

from onset or four days later depended on prolongation of 

the T2 relaxation time
3, 9, 10)

. From this result, it was 

considered that the clear distinction of signal intensity in the 

ischemic region will occur from onset or four days later 

when FLAIR-DWI is used. However, this was not 

demonstrated, because cases were classified as acute 

infarction within one week from onset and as chronic 

ischemia at one month or later in this study. This is an issue 

for future study; a clear distinction of signal intensity in the 

ischemic region related to the time of onset requires tighter 

classification.   

V. CONCLUSION 

 FLAIR-DWI with a 1.0 T low-performance MR unit 

allowed degradation of the signal intensity of only the 

chronic ischemic region by reducing T2 shine-through. 

FLAIR-DWI was shown to be a helpful technique for 

discrimination between chronic ischemia and acute 

infarction.  
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Statistics of digital x-ray image brightness histograms  

L. Bumbure, Y. Dekhtyar, T. Kirsanova 
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Abstract An x-ray digital imaging technology in use in x-
ray diagnostics makes it possible to achieve a digital evaluation 
of image quality. Histograms on image brightness over the 
pixels were processed. Variance and an average of the 
histograms correlated to a contrast. This approach 
demonstrates a simple, fast method for evaluating the quality 
of a digital x-ray image. 

Keywords Digital x-ray image, quality, brightness 
histogram. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Digital radiology is the greatest technological advance in 
medical imaging for the last few decades. Images may be 
taken immediately after exposure, examined, sent to a 
network of computers; etc. The analogue approach which is 
still in use to estimate image quality employs a visual 
evaluation of the test object s displayed features [1]. Such 
an approach is rather subjective and depends on the skill of 
the evaluator. 

This present article focuses on the use of image 
digitalization in order to achieve a digital quality evaluation. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The x-ray machine: The x-ray machine Bucky 
Diagnost  was employed to supply a flow of radiation. The 
digital images were acquired in manual mode. The voltage 
was equal to 50 and 70 kV and the milliampere seconds 
were selected from the 0.5-15 and 20-130 mAs range 
respectively. 

Radiated object: The test plate ETR-1  from the set 
QC Kit Roland 8  was applied as the test object. 

 X-ray detector: The digital cassette Kodak  (medium 
sensitivity) was supplied as the x-ray detector  
 The digital x-ray images: Images were provided by a 
digitizer Kodak direct view 500  and were afterwards 
burned onto a CD in the DICOM format. 
  The brightness distribution histograms: Black and white 
areas from the images (Fig.1) were analyzed. A sum of 
27556 (166 x 166) pixels composed each area. Histograms 
(Fig.2) of pixel distribution over brightness were constructed 
using software designed for that purpose. For this the 

DICOM image was transferred to JPG format, where pixel 
brightness was then digitalized to construct the histograms.  
 Average (M(x)), mode (max(x)) and variance (D(x)) as 
the parameters of the histograms were calculated. F-test was 
employed to verify differences between the obtained 
statistics (confidence 0.99).  
 

 

Fig. 1 The analyzed areas of the test object image.  

 

Fig. 2 A typical brightness histogram  
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Fig. 3 Behavior of M(x) and max(x) at mAs 

 

Fig. 4 Behavior of D(x) at mAs 
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III. RESULTS  

All above parameters of the histograms correlate to 
mAs, voltage and brightness (Fig. 3 and 4). The greatest 
influences of mAs on M(x), max(x) and D(x) are 
provided by mAs < 4 and 50 values for 70 and 50 kV 
respectively. This means that uniformity of the image 
brightness does not depend on mAs > 4 and 50 values for 
70 and 50 kV respectively.  

The parameter D(x) is smaller for the lower brightness, 
which means that its uniformity is higher.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

  1. The results demonstrate that image brightness 
digitalization could become the starting point for 
achieving a quality assessment of x-ray diagnostic 
equipment. Average, mode and variance of the brightness 
statistics are the parameters which characterize the 
quality of the x-ray beam. 

2. A threshold exists for the increase of mAs when 
improving the uniformity of image brightness (mAs > 4 
and 50 values for 70 and 50 kV respectively). 

3. A decrease of image brightness improves its 
uniformity. 
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Abstract— Here we present our recent progress in the field 
of x-ray dark-field and phase-contrast imaging using a grating 
interferometer. We describe the basic imaging principles of 
grating-based phase-contrast and dark-field radiography and 
present some exemplary results obtained for simple test ob-
jects and biological specimens. Exemplary results obtained 
with standard x-ray tube sources. 

Keywords— phase-contrast imaging, x-ray phase contrast, 
dark-field imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Visible light microscopy is a standard and widely utilized 
tool with a broad range of applications in science, industry 
and everyday life. Besides standard bright-field imaging, 
many more contrast mechanisms have been developed, and 
dark-field imaging, phase-contrast, confocal and fluores-
cence microscopy are routine methods in today’s light mi-
croscopy applications [1]. It is not surprising that this de-
velopment has stimulated a similar progress in imaging 
applications with other forms of radiation. In electron mi-
croscopy, for example, where the initial electron micro-
scope image was produced in the early thirties, dark-field 
imaging was introduced in the late thirties [2], and imaging 
based on phase contrast in the fourties [3]. 

In x-ray microscopy, or more generally, x-ray imaging, 
the development of a similar range of contrast modalities 
proceeded much more slowly and is still a very active field 
of research. Despite the early pioneering work on x-ray 
interferometry by Bonse et al. in the sixties [4], the majority 
of phase-contrast imaging [5,6] and dark-field imaging 
[7,8,9,10] methods were introduced in the late nineties. The 
development of such advanced imaging methods is particu-
larly difficult for hard x-rays (with energies in the multi-
keV range), because of the lack of efficient x-ray optics. 
Most existing hard x-ray dark-field and phase-contrast im-
aging methods, for example, rely on the use of crystal optics 
that can only accept a very narrow energy band-width 
(~0.01 %) and angular divergence (~1 arcsec) 
[4,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14], and this effectively restricts their 
use to highly brilliant and well-collimated x-ray synchrotron 

sources. Good results have also been achieved with partially 
coherent micro-focus x-ray tube sources [15,16,17,18], but 
difficult to implement with medical x-ray diagnostics appli-
cations due to the limited field of view (typically a few 
millimeters) and the low power (typically a few Watts) of 
micro-focus x-ray tubes. This is why phase-contrast or dark-
field x-ray imaging has, until recently, not been available 
for widespread and routine applications that require a 
method applicable to standard, high-power x-ray tubes, e.g. 
as used in x-ray diagnostics applications. In the following 
we review our recent progress [27,28,29,30,31,32,33] in the 
development of a new device for x-ray dark-field and phase-
contrast imaging that can overcome the above mentioned 
limitations and may be used with conventional x-ray 
sources, as used in clinical practice. 

II. PRINCIPLES 

Figure 1 shows our experimental arrangement. It consists 
of a source grating G0, a phase grating G1, and an analyzer 
absorption grating G2 (Fig. 1a). The source grating (G0), 
typically placed close to the x-ray tube, is an aperture mask 
with transmitting slits. It creates an array of periodically 
repeating line sources and effectively allows the use of 
relatively large, i.e., square-millimeter-sized x-ray sources, 
without compromising the coherence requirements of the 
arrangement formed by G1 and G2 [27,31]. The image 
contrast itself is formed via the combined effect of the two 
gratings G1 and G2. The second grating (G1) acts as phase 
mask, and imprints periodic phase modulations onto the 
incoming wave field. Through the Talbot effect 
[19,21,22,26], the phase modulation is transformed into an 
intensity modulation in the plane of G2, forming a linear 
periodic fringe pattern perpendicular to the optical axis and 
parallel to the lines of G1 (Fig. 1b). The third grating (G2) 
with absorbing lines and the same periodicity and orienta-
tion as the fringes created by G1 is placed in the detection 
plane, immediately in front of the detector. When one of the 
gratings is scanned along the transverse direction xg, the 
intensity signal I(m,n) in each pixel (m,n) in the detector 
plane oscillates as a function of xg (Fig. 1c) [22]. 
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Fig. 1: X-ray grating interferometer. (a) Setup with a source grating G0, 
a phase grating G1, and an analyzer absorption grating G2. (b) Through the 
Talbot effect a linear periodic fringe pattern is created behind G1 in the 
plane of G2. (c) Intensity modulation detected in a detector pixel when one 
of the gratings is scanned along xg. A loss in the amplitude of the oscilla-
tion due to the scattering of x-rays in the specimen (degradation of the 
coherent wave front) can be used to extract images with dark-field contrast. 

The fundamental idea of the method presented here is to 
evaluate the local changes of the oscillation I(m,n,xg) in-
duced by an object and determine from these several imag-
ing signals, including the dark-field and phase contrast. To 
analyze these changes quantitatively, we write the intensity 
oscillation for each detector pixel in a Fourier series, ex-
panded to first order: 

 
I(m,n,xg) = a0(m,n) + a1(m,n) cos[kxg + 1(m, n)], (1) 
 
where ai are the amplitude coefficients, i the corre-

sponding phase coefficients, k = 2 /p2, and p2 is the period 
of G2. Based on this expression, the conventional x-ray 
transmission image (radiograph) of the specimen is repre-
sented by the value a0, normalized to the incident beam [31]. 
A differential phase-contrast image is based on a compo-
nent of the gradient of the projected wave-front phase pro-
file (m,n) of the object and is related to the phase of the  
intensity oscillations in each pixel, 1(m,n), by [27] 

 

(m, n) = p2 1(m,n)/ d,    (2) 
 
where  is the x-ray wavelength and d between the two 

gratings. Dark-field images are based on the local scattering 
power of the sample and can also be obtained with such a 
setup [31]. In terms of visible-light Fourier optics, dark-
field illumination removes the zeroth order (unscattered 
light) from the diffraction pattern formed at the rear focal 
plane of the objective. This results in an image formed ex-
clusively from higher angle diffraction intensities scattered 
by the specimen. Quite similarly, information about the 
scattering power of the specimen is contained in our case in 
the higher order, i.e., the first Fourier component of 
I(m,n,xg). More precisely, the amplitude of the first Fourier 
component, a1, is decreased when x-rays are scattered or 
reflected at internal inhomogeneities or interfaces on their 
passage through the specimen (Fig. 1c). For a quantitative 
description of the dark-field signal, we define the normal-
ized oscillation amplitude, the visibility of the intensity 
modulation of by the ratio 

 
V(m,n) = a1

s/a1
r,    (3) 

 
where the superscripts s and r denote the values meas-

ured with the specimen in place (s) and as a reference with-
out (r). For homogeneous specimens, i.e., for samples with 
negligible small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) contribu-
tion, the value for the visibility remains unchanged, and 
V(m,n) = 1. But specimens which, e.g., exhibit strong inter-
nal density fluctuations on micrometer length scales and 
thus produce a strong SAXS signal, show a significant de-
crease of the visibility and yield values of V < 1 [31]. More 
generally, we note that the quantity V(m,n) is an inverse 
measure for the effective integrated local small- (and ultra-
small) angle scattering power of the sample. Most simply 
this can be understood by considering that the amplitude of 
the oscillations in I(m,n,xg) is most effectively reduced by x-
rays scattered from the object at wave vectors correspond-
ing to diffraction angles defined by the ratio of half the 
period of G2 over the distance between the object and G2 
(see also Fig. 1b). 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The x-ray experiments were carried out at the Paul Scherrer 
Institut using a Seifert ID 3000 x-ray generator operated at 
40 kV/ 25 mA. We used a tungsten (W) line focus tube 
(DX-W8×0.4-L) with a focus size of 8 (horizontal)×0.4 
(vertical) mm2. Due to the inclination of the target with 
respect to the optical axis of 6 deg, the effective source size 
was 0.8 (h) x 0.4 (v) mm2. The gratings were fabricated by a 
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process involving photolithography, deep etching into sili-
con and electro plating of gold [25]. The size of the active 
area was limited in the present study by the processing 
technology (100 mm wafers) to 64 × 64 mm2. The gratings 
had periods of: p0 = 14 µm, p1 = 3.5 µm, and p2 = 2.0 µm. 
The height of the grating structures, which were optimized 
for a mean x-ray energy of 28 keV, was 42 µm (G0), 35 µm 
(G1), and 26 µm (G2). The distance between G0 and G1 
was 1.4 m and between G1 and G2 0.2 m, corresponding to 
the fifth fractional Talbot distance. The images were re-

corded using a PILATUS 100K pixel detector [24]. The 
module consists of an array of 487 x 195 pixels, with a pixel 
size of 0.172 x 0.172 mm2. For the results displayed in Fig. 
2, several images were stitched together to increase the 
effective field of view. The quantum detection efficiency is 
determined by the probability of absorbing an x-ray in the 
320 µm thick Si sensor and is ~ 10% (at 28 keV). For one 
projection image, typically a series of eight individual im-
ages with exposure times of 10 seconds each were recorded. 

 

Fig. 2: Post-mortem images obtained for a biological specimen (a chicken wing). (a) Conventional transmission image. (b) Differential phase-contrast 
image. (c) Dark-field image [18]. 
 
Figure 2 displays results of imaging a biological specimen, 
i.e., a chicken wing (post mortem). The conventional ab-
sorption-contrast image is shown in Fig. 2a, the phase-
contrast image in Fig. 2b, and the dark-field image in Fig. 
2c. We find that in this biological specimen the boundaries 
and interfaces produce a strong signal in the phase-contrast 
and dark-field images (see Figs. 2b and 2c). We observe 
that the chicken bones obviously consist of a highly porous 
and strongly scattering micro-structure, since they are 
clearly visible in the dark-field contrast (Fig. 2c). However, 
it is surprising that the differences in the gray scale values 
of the bone and the tissue are significantly different in Fig. 
2a and Fig. 2c.  
While dark-field imaging obviously enhances the contrast 
for the bony parts of the sample, we observe that phase-
contrast imaging (Fig. 2b) can yield a much better contrast 
for the soft-tissue matrix in the specimen. We therefore 
believe that the combination of all three imaging modalities, 
namely conventional absorption contrast, phase contrast, 
and dark-field contrast will significantly improve the 

amount of information that is available from images ac-
quired in diagnostic x-ray radiology. Note that, since all 
three images were obtained from the same data set, the 
radiation dose was identical in all three cases. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have presented our recent progress in the 
field of x-ray dark-field and phase-contrast imaging using a 
grating interferometer. We have describe the basic imaging 
principles of grating-based phase-contrast and dark-field 
radiography and presented some exemplary results obtained 
for test objects and biological specimens. Furthermore, we 
have discussed how grating-based phase-contrast radiogra-
phy can be combined with the concept of computed tomo-
graphy, and yield highly detailed three-dimensional insights 
into the investigated object. Exemplary results obtained 
with standard x-ray tube sources and highly brilliant syn-
chrotron sources were presented. Generally, we believe that 
our method is of particular interest for challenging x-ray 
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imaging applications, because it simultaneously provides 
dark-field, transmission and differential phase-contrast, thus 
providing maximum information about the specimen. 
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Abstract—Variable resolution x-ray (VRX) CT scanner is a 
new type of CT that provides high spatial resolution. Because 
of varying spatial resolution of VRX CT the optimum magnifi-
cation is different at each incident angle. A theoretical study of 
optimizing the magnification at each incident angle and its 
effect on the spatial resolution and the FOV of on an actual 
VRX CT is presented in this paper. The optimization of magni-
fication greatly increased the spatial resolution of the system 
but at the cost of reduction in the FOV of the system for inci-
dent angles of 90º to 10º. So for these incident angles the trade-
off between the spatial resolution and the FOV of the system 
must be considered. At incident angles of smaller than 10º the 
optimization of magnification increased both the FOV and the 
spatial resolution of the system so is completely profitable at 
these incident angles. 

Keywords—Variable Resolution X-ray (VRX) CT, Spatial 
resolution, Field of view (FOV), Magnification. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Conventional CT is a proven method of diagnostic x-ray 
imaging. It provides high quality anatomical images of the 
body that has made it a useful instrument in medicine. Gen-
erally we have two types of CT: clinical CT and micro-CT 
Since for the whole body imaging large field of view (FOV) 
is preferable, so clinical CT scanners have comparatively 
large FOV of 40-50 cm. However, the spatial resolution of 
clinical CT is about 2-4 cycles/mm [1]. A disadvantage of 
the clinical CT is that, a decrease in the object size cannot 
improve the spatial resolution of the system. On the other 
hand micro-CT provides the spatial resolution up to 100 
cycles/mm but with only a few centimeters of FOV [2]. 
Micro-CT scanners are more appropriate for imaging the 
small objects. 

Despite great progress in the imaging quality of CT 
scanners, the demand for higher image quality is still grow-
ing. A CT scanner with the advantage of the both clinical 
CT and micro-CT can be a new generation of the CTs. 
Variable resolution x-ray (VRX) CT scanner introduces a 
method that can increase spatial resolution of the system by 
decreasing the object size [3]. In a typical VRX CT scanner, 
the two detector arms rotate around a common pivotal point. 
The angulation of the detectors with respect to the incident 
x-ray beam, leads to a decrease in the apparent cell size 
thereby improving the spatial resolution of the detector at 

the cost of reduction in the FOV [4].  High spatial resolu-
tion, variable FOV according to the object size and its vari-
able one-dimensional resolution are the advantages of VRX 
CT scanners [3-5-6]. 

One of the limiting factors in a VRX CT scanner is the 
effect of the focal spot [4-5].  

It is hypothesized that at small incident angles, the focal 
spot greatly limits the spatial resolution of the system. And 
also because of varying spatial resolution in a VRX CT the 
optimum magnification is deferent at each incident angle. 

In this paper, a theoretical study on the optimization of 
magnification at each incident angle on a practical VRX CT 
scanner was conducted. 

The study concludes the effect of optimizing magnifica-
tion on the spatial resolution and the FOV of a practical 
VRX CT scanner. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. VRX CT Scanner 

A typical VRX CT included a dual-arm VRX detector 
that can rotate around a common pivotal point (vertex). 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a VRX CT scanner. 
Since the dual-arm detector provides lower magnification 
non-uniformity and left-right symmetry is preferable [8]. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a VRX CT scanner: SVD source-vertex 
distance, SOD source-object distance, θ incident angle [4] 

By changing the angle of the detector with respect to the 
incident x-ray beam, the apparent detector cell size changes. 

O. Dössel and .  (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/  2009. 
www.springerlink.com 
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So the spatial resolution of the system varies as a function 
of incident angle (θ). At very small incident angles the ap-
parent detector cell size is very smaller than its physical size 
thus the spatial resolution of the system reaches to its  
maximum. And consequently the FOV decreases to its 
minimum. 

The x-ray source is placed at a SVD (source-object dis-
tance) from the vertex of the detector. The object is placed 
at a SOD (source-object distance) from the x-ray source. 

B. Theory & Method 

The system magnification affects the projected size of the 
focal spot and the detector resolution in the object plane. 

To evaluate the effect of the system magnification on the 
spatial resolution of the system, the effect of magnification 
can be considered separately on the focal spot and the detec-
tor resolution respectively. 

Formula (1) shows the Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF) cutoff frequency of the system due to the detector 
resolution only. 

B
MU D =       [7]    (1) 

Where B is the cells width of the detector and M is the 
system magnification. 

Similarly, formula (2) determines the MTF cutoff fre-
quency of the system due to the focal spot size: 

)1( −
=

MA
MUs    [7]    (2) 

Where A is the focal spot size. 
From formulae (1) and (2), it has been concluded that the 

detector resolution rises by increasing the system magnifi-
cation. On the contrary, focal spot size reduces the spatial 
resolution of the system by increasing the magnification so 
there is optimum magnification that leads to maximum 
cutoff frequency of the system. 

The trade-off between UD and Us with the increasing sys-
tem magnification can be investigated by graphing them as 
a function of system magnification. 

FOV is another important factor in a VRX CT scanner. 
From the fig. 1 the diameter of the object circle is the FOV 
of the system. The FOV in a VRX CT scanner is a function 
of the incident angle (θ). 

M
SINLFOV )(2 θ××=     (3) 

In formula (3) L is the length of the each detector arm 
and M is the magnification of the system and θ is the inci-
dent angle. 

From these three formulae it is clear that the spatial reso-
lution and the FOV of the system depend on the system 
magnification. So changing the system magnification can 
affect the two main parameters of a VRX CT scanner, the 
spatial resolution and the FOV. 

In this paper we theoretically studied the effect of opti-
mization of the magnification on the spatial resolution and 
the FOV of a VRX CT scanner. Our model is based on an 
actual VRX CT scanner designed and built by R. Melnyk 
and F.A. Dibianca [4].  

The numerical values of parameters of the model are giv-
en in Table 1. 

Table 1 The numerical values of parameters of the model [4] 

Number of cells in each arm    288  

Number of active cells    256 
Cell width    0.79 mm 
Inner separator width    0.10 mm 
Reflective paint width    0.05 mm 
Source-vertex distance    150 cm 
Source-object distance    106 cm 
Active arm length    25.617 cm 
Focal spot size    0.6 mm 

 
Previous results and our theoretical results are given in 

Table 2 for reference. 

Table 2  Practical [4] and our results 

Angle Practical results 
Spatial resolution  

(cycle/mm) 

Our results  
Spatial resolution 

(cycle/mm)  

62.09º 
(Cell 256) 1.40 1.45  

26.22º 
(Cell 256) 2.7 2.8  

21.91º 
(cell 1) 3.4 3.6  

12.76º 
(Cell 256) 5..3 5.4  

6..34º 
(Cell 256) 11 11.02  
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III. RESULTS 

In a VRX CT scanner the optimum magnification 
changes at each incident angle. 

For obtaining the maximum spatial resolution at each in-
cident angle the system magnification must be optimized. In 
the practical VRX CT scanner that our study is based on it, 
the object is placed at constant distance from the source and 
the vertex of the detector so the magnification of the system 
is constant at all incident angles. 

 Figure 2 shows the practical magnification of the system 
and the optimum magnification at each incident angle for 
middle active cell of each detector arm (Cell 128). 
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Fig. 2 The practical magnification of the VRX CT scanner and optimum 
magnification at each incident angle for middle active cell (Cell 128) 

The slight variation in the practical magnification of the 
system is for angulation of the VRX detector arm. 

The calculation of the spatial resolution of the VRX CT 
at its constant magnification shows that at small incident 
angles the focal spot size greatly limits the spatial resolution 
of the system (figure 3).  
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Fig. 3 The spatial resolution of the VRX CT at its practical constant mag-
nification and after optimization of the magnification for cell 128 

Figure 3 shows that optimization of the magnification 
can significantly improve the spatial resolution of the sys-
tem and also can decrease the effect of the focal spot size. 

The optimization of magnification has positive effect on 
the spatial resolution of the system but according to formula 
(3), increase in the magnification of the system causes re-
duction in the FOV. 

Figure 4 shows the FOV of the system at its practical 
magnification and at optimum magnification.  
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Fig. 4 Practical FOV of the VRX CT and its FOV at optimum  
magnification 

Optimizing the magnification at each incident angle sig-
nificantly reduced the FOV of the system. Optimization of 
the magnification improves the spatial resolution of the 
system at the cost of reduction in the FOV.  

Figure 5 depicts the percentage of the changes in the spa-
tial resolution and the FOV of VRX CT after optimization 
of the magnification at each incident angle. 

IV. DISCUSION 

Because the practical magnification of the system at the 
incident angles of 90º to 10º was smaller than optimum 
magnification so the FOV at optimum magnification de-
creased compared with practical FOV. On the contrary, the 
optimum magnification was below the practical one at inci-
dent angles of smaller than 10º so the FOV of the system 
increased at optimum magnification. Since the maximum 
spatial resolution of the system occurs at optimum magnifi-
cation so at all incident angles the spatial resolution im-
proved significantly. 

At incident angles of smaller than 10º the optimization of 
magnification could greatly reduce the effect of the focal 
spot. 
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Fig. 5 The percentage of spatial resolution improvement by equation: 100*(spatial resolution at optimum magnification-practical)/ practical and the  
percentage of the FOV changes using equation: 100*(FOV at optimum magnification-practical)/ practical 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the practical VRX CT scanner that our model was 
based on it, the magnification was almost constant at all 
incident angles. Our theoretical study showed that the spa-
tial resolution of the system was greatly limited by the ef-
fect of focal spot at small incident angles. After optimiza-
tion of the magnification at each incident angle the spatial 
resolution of the system increased significantly but in cost 
of reduction in the FOV of the system (Fig.5). For  
incident angles of smaller than 10º, optimization of magni-
fication increased both the spatial resolution and the FOV of 
the system. So optimization of the magnification is com-
pletely profitable at these angles. At other incident angles 
(90º to 10º) the tradeoff between the spatial resolution and 
FOV of the system must be considered in optimization of 
the magnification. 
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Abstract— We report on a novel mutli-spectral tomographic 
method that allows the 3D visualization of fluorescence protein 
activity in small animals. The method makes use of a novel 
spectral inversion scheme that integrates three-dimensional 
image reconstruction and auto-fluorescence correction that 
works seamlessly in the steep absorption transition from visi-
ble to near-infrared and yields an accurate whole-body red-
shifted FP tomography platform for small animals. We dem-
onstrate the method imaging mCherry fluorescent protein 
labeled glioma tumors in animal brains operating with two-
orders of magnitude better sensitivity compared to visualizing 
GFP. The method developed offers a new visualization dimen-
sion for functional genomics and proteomics, stem cell re-
search and related modern biology trends in need of in-vivo 
longitudinal visualization of cellular and sub-cellular activity. 

Keywords— Fluorescent Proteins, Tomography, Molecular 
Imaging, multispectral, autofluorescence. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Imaging fluorescence protein (FP) activity in-vivo intro-
duces constraints with respect to the invasiveness, the reso-
lution, and the imaging depth, mainly due to light scattering 
and absorption in tissue. In microscopy this problem is 
surpassed by isolating the light coming from the particular 
area of interest with the use of optical means, such as, con-
focal and multiphoton microscopy. However in organ and 
whole body imaging level, similar techniques are not appli-
cable, and as a result, the lateral resolution of simple epil-
luminescence imaging systems drops significantly while 
they inherently cannot provide any depth information.  

So far, both transmission and reflectance imaging geome-
tries[1-6] have been utilized to image Green FP (GFP) in 
mice, offering complementary advantages and disadvan-
tages. In transmission mode mice are compressed in a 
chamber, which is filled with matching fluid, scanned with 
a laser beam exciting the protein in deep tissue and the 
emerging fluorescence is recorded with a CCD camera from 
the opposite side. Simple transillumination imaging does 
not provide any depth information, while in planar tomo-
graphy the depth resolution limited. Finally, due to the low 
signal intensity, the exposure time can be more than 1 min. 
On the other hand, planar reflectance imaging is simpler, 

yet has very low penetration depth and doesn’t offer any 
depth resolution. The major disadvantage of the reflectance 
geometry is that the signal to autofluorescence ratio drops 
significantly with the depth of the fluorescence activity.  

Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) [7] has 
emerged as a powerful technique to visualize the 3D distri-
bution of fluorescence activity, which is based on the use of 
normalized fluorescence photon field. It combines meas-
urements acquired with multiple illumination and detection 
points on the tissue boundaries and utilizes model based 
tomographic inversion schemes. FMT was designed to work 
with fluorochromes bound to externally administered mo-
lecular imaging agents[8,9] that work in the low tissue ab-
sorption range between 650-850 nm. GFP, and its color 
variants Cyan FP and Yellow FP [10,11], are laying well 
inside the high absorption spectral area (<600 nm), and as a 
result, fluorescence signals are very weak. However the  
advancing development of red-shifted fluorescent pro-
teins[12-16] opens up the ability for whole-body small ani-
mal tomography of virtually any cellular or sub-cellular 
process with unparalleled sensitivity. 

Fluorescent protein tomography faces four improvement 
challenges regarding a) sensitivity, b) acquisition speed c) 
spatial resolution, especially in deep tissue, and d) signal to 
autofluorescence ratio. In this work we demonstrate that the 
combination of the recently developed non-contact free-
space transillumination FMT[17], with the use of  red-
shifted FPs, along with selection of the optimum excitation, 
autofluorescence removal and multispectral reconstraction 
methodology provides high accuracy 3D images of deep 
tissue fluorescence activity in vivo. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Experimental system 

The measurements were performed in custom build 
system (Fig. 1), which is described in detail in Ref. [17]. 
The mouse is illuminated from one side with three lasers: a 
70 mW diode laser at 593 nm (Shanghai Dream Lasers, 
Shanghai, PR China), a 100mW 532 nm NdYAG laser 
(B&W Tek Inc., Newark DE), and a 635 nm 3.5 mW diode 
laser (Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH, Vienna, Austria). The 
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593 nm laser is used to excite the red-shifted FPs, the 
532nm is used for autofluorescence correction and the 635 
nm is used for the normalization of the fluorescence images. 
The beams are focused at 0.4 mm spot on its surface and the 
transmitted light from the opposite site are imaged  are 
imaged with the use of a 50mm lens (f/1.2, Nikon Corp. 
Japan) and a -70 C cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instru-
ments Inc. Trenton, NJ). The images are recorded multis-
pectrally with five 10nm bandpass filters at the 610-650 nm 
spectral range. The mouse was imaged in free space, with-
out the use of surrounding matching fluid, and rotated with 
a spep motor rotating stage (Newport Corp., Irvine CA) to 
acquire images from 19 different projections. At each pro-
jection the mouse is scanned with a 3x5 source pattern cre-
ated to cover the area of the head. For each source position 
and each projection 4 images were acquired, five for the 
fluorescence emission of mCherry fluorescent protein using 
a 5 bandpass filters centered at 610, 620, 630, 640, and 650 
nm and one with an auxiliary wavelength in the non absorb-
ing region, using a laser diode at 635 nm. The mouse sur-
face was extracted in the same setup by rotating it against a 
white background and imaging its silhouette in various 
projections. The total raw data acquisition for all wave-
lengths takes less than 45 minutes. Each acquired image is 
sampled at a rectangular grid of points which can be as-
sumed as virtual detectors. The fluorescence measurements 
are normalized with the corresponding measurements ob-
tained when illuminating the mouse with the 635 nm laser. 

 
Fig. 1 Imaging system 

B. Multispectral reconstruction 

The forward problem for each wavelength 
i
is described 

by k equations: 
 ( ) ( ) 1...

i i i

n m n mU W C i k  (1) 

where ( )

i

nU  are the experimental data, (the normalized fluo-

rescent intensity) , ( )

i

m nW is the weight matrix, which is a 

function of the assumed optical properties at each particular 
wavelength, and 

i

mC  is the unknown concentration of the 

fluorophore inside the object. ( )

i

nU  is a vector with n 
source-detector pair experimental data, the unknown con-
centration 

i

mC  is descritized in m mesh points and the 
weight matrix has m n elements. The reconstructions are 
performed with the use of the random algebraic reconstruc-
tion algorithm resulting one concentration vector for each 
wavelength. 

However, in multispectral imaging there is only one 
equation describing the forward problem in which an extra 
dimension is added to include the multiple wavelength data. 
The “flattened” forward problem equation is:  
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The U vector has n k elements, the weight matrix has  
m n k elements and the C vector has still m elements. 
The known spectral profile of the optical properties over the 
different wavelengths is taken into account for the calcula-
tion of the elements of the weight matrix. The inversion is 
performed simultaneously with all the wavelengths for the 
unknown concentration C. The random ART algorithm has 
been implemented in two variations. In the first one the 
rows of each wavelength are separated into different classes 
and the ART accesses the all the rows of each class in ran-
dom order, before proceeding to the next class. In the sec-
ond scheme all the rows are included in a single class which 
is accessed in random order. There was no significant dif-
ference in the results between the two approaches. Finally, 
an extra dimension has been added to include the different 
projections, which is accessed in a sequential order outside 
the two access schemes described before. 

 
C. Cell lines and mouse model 

Glioma36 and U87 cells were infected lentivirus vector 
of GFP  (Clontech), and mCherry, (from Dr. Roger Tsien, 
UCSD, CA) under the CMV promoter, in order to produce 
Gli36-GFP, Gli36-mCherry, as well as the U87 variants, 
respectively. For the tube experiment a total of 106 cells was 
placed into glass capillary tubes of 0.9 mm inner diameter 
and centrifuged to create a pellet of constant cell density 
occupying a volume of approximately 3 L at the bottom of 
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the tube. For experimental brain tumors, 4-5 week old nude 
mice were anesthetized with i.p. injection of ketamine and 
xylazine and then mounted on a stereotaxic frame using a 
specially made mould to orient the head. Two L containing 
2 x 105 U87-Fluc-mCherry cells was injected into the brain 
(3 mm lateral and 1.5 mm caudal to bregma; depth 3.5 mm 
from dura). The mice were imaged 7 days later.  

III. RESULTS  

A. Optical Properties and Autofluorescence Subtraction 

The improvement in signal intensity in transillumination 
was measured by inserting tubes with 106 glioma cells ex-
pressing GFP and mCherry as well as wild-type (WT) 
glioma cells in the esophagous of a euthanized mouse and 
exciting them at 488 and 593 nm. It was observed (Fig. 2) 
that the mCherry fluorescence signal excited at 593 nm is 
20-300 brighter than GFP and the intensity depends on two 
factors: a) the wavelength – the longer the wavelength the 
less the attenuation of signals from the tissue, and b) the 
location of the fluorescence activity – the signal is higher 
when the mCherry cells are closer to the source because for 
a given tissue thickness the average excitation path, which 
is more attenuated, is less than the emission path. The GFP 
signal is independent of the location since the optical prop-
erties are similar in excitation and emission wavelengths. 

 
Fig. 2 Fluorescecnce and autofluorescence signals through mouse tissue 

Additionally, the tissue autofluorescence was measured 
by replacing the tubes with the FP cells with a tube contain-
ing only wild type cells, and exciting it at 593 and 488 nm. 
This baseline autofluorescence measurements is presented 
in Fig. 2, and for the current imaging geometry the signal to 
autofluorescence ratio is 5 for GFP and is ranging from 6 to 
21 depending on the wavelength and the location of the 
fluorescence activity. The most striking feature is that auto-

flurescence increases for longer wavelengths, which is in 
direct contrast to the established notion that it autofluores-
cence decreases with the longer excitation and emission 
wavelength. The reason is that the spectral attenuation pro-
file masks the autofluorescence emission in transmission. It 
was also observed that autofluorescence spatial and spectral 
profiles excited at 593 and at 532 nm are very similar. This 
means that autofluorescence background can be subtracted 
from the raw fluorescence images prior to the normaliza-
tion. After the autofluorescence subtraction the normalized 
images UnB are 

 0fl au

nB
n

U aU
U

U
 (2) 

where, Un, Ufl, and Uau, , are the normalization, fluores-
cence, and autofluorescence images.   is a fixed scalling 
parameter empirically defined so that approximately 20% of 
the pixels become negative and their values are set to zero. 

 
B. In vivo brain tumor imaging 

In Fig. 3 the results of the reconstructed fluorescence of 
the mCherry-tumor are presented.. In Fig. 3a the surface of 
the head and the location of a selected axial plane are de-
picted. In Fig. 3b the axial slices of the single- and multi- 
spectral reconstructions are presented for the selected axial 
slice. The tumor is accurately reconstructed in the left hemi-
sphere of the brain its location accuracy is verified with 
from cryosections of the brain. From the comparative re-
constructions of the multiple wavelengths, it is observed 
that the multispectral reconstruction improves localization 
and size accuracy and reduces the artifacts.  

 
Fig. 3.  3D rendering (a) and axial slices (b) of the mCherry brain tumor. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Comparing to GFP, switching to the new red-shifted 
FPs and utilizing optimum excitation wavelengths has in-
creased the signal intensity up to 1-2 orders of magnitude, 
depending on the particular geometry of the problem. Using 
a brighter fluorescent protein, like Katushka would be an 
improvement of a factor of 4 (Ref. [18]). But similarly with 
GFP, the background that the signal is compared against, is 
not the intrinsic electronic noise of the measuring system, 
but rather the level of autofluorescence, which eventually 
becomes the major limiting factor for the sensitivity. The 
key-solution in this problem is the effective removal of the 
autofluorescence, using spectral subtraction/unmixing either 
in the excitation or emission wavelength domain. Techni-
cally, this is much easier to achieve with the new RFPs, 
since the overall acquisition duration for multispectral data 
sets in the red part of the spectrum is a 1-2 orders of magni-
tude faster that in the visible. 

In this paper, we demonstrated a multi-spectral fluores-
cence tomography method that allows the accurate recon-
struction of FP activity located deeply inside tissue, utiliz-
ing optimum illumination and efficient autofluorescence 
subtraction techniques. The palette of FPs working in the 
590-630 nm excitation-emission peak range is already com-
plete and the development of new FPs that would work in 
the near IR is expected to boost the detected signal intensity 
two orders of magnitude more. Further efforts should be 
directed on the autofluorescence subtraction/unmixing that 
would be benefitial for the near-IR tomographic imaging as 
well. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer  aided diagnosis has  become useful  and  feasi
ble  during  the  last  ten  years.  This  is  mainly  due  to  new
radiological workstations (supporting various  image analy
sis  tools),  PACS  systems,  and  research  projects  reporting
the usefulness of quantitative  image analysis. Our research
team has done lots of basic research in this field, and pub
lished papers mostly on volumetric analysis, and its feasibil
ity  among  the  diagnosis  and  followup  of  many  diseases  /
patient  states.  However,  there  are  still  several  issues  to
tackle  in order  to  include,  e.g.,  volumetric  analysis  among
clinical practice.

Our  research  team  constructed  segmentation/volumetric
analysis  software  in  the  late 1990’s, called  the Anatomatic
[1]. Since those days, Anatomatic has been a central tool in
our  clinical  research  studies,  as  well  as  several  theoretical
studies  focused  to  volume  conductors  and  electric  simula
tions  [3].  Anatomatic  was  mostly  based  on  region  based
segmentation tools, such as amplitude segmentation, region
growing,  etc.  It  also  utilized  different  rules  and  decision
trees  in  integrating  segmented  objects,  which  made  the

software  user  friendly  and  efficient  in  certain  applications
[2].  Even  if  the  software  operated  with  the  segmented  re
gions, it didn’t utilize the grey scale histograms or textures
in any analysis. In order to improve the diagnostic perform
ance of the software, our research team started to study the
texture  analysis  of  the  medical  images.  The  goal  was  to
integrate  the  texture  analysis  in  the  Anatomatic,  and  start
analyzing if it provides additional diagnostic information. It
was soon noted, that region based segmentation tools were
efficient  only  in  segmenting  relatively  homogenous  struc
tures,  while  the  inhomogeneous  structures  represent  the
textures. For this reason, we decided to implement boundary
based segmentation tools to the Anatomatic software, capa
ble  of  detecting  complex  structures  to  be  analyzed  further
with texture analysis tools.

A  new  version  of  Anatomatic,  called  Anatomatic+,  has
been  constructed  utilizing  modern  software  architecture
methods. Anatomatic+ is implemented in Java utilizing the
Eclipse  Rich  Client  Platform  (RCP).  The  software  is  built
on top of Segmentator [4], which is a segmentation software
built using the Segmentator Framework (SF) that is a com
prehensive  image  processing platform  for  medical  images.
Anatomatic+ and Segmentator are actual desktop programs
utilizing the Segmentator Framework, and Anatomatic+ can
be  considered  to  be  a  replacement  user  interface  for  Seg
mentator. Anatomatic+ itself adds no significant new func
tionality  to  Segmentator  or  the  underlying  Segmentation
Framework. The purpose is to provide a reduced set of well
working and tested segmentation methods for physicians.

Since  the  new  Anatomatic+  was  targeted  especially  for
physicians,  usability  and  straightforward  UI  were  in  high
priority in the development.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The basis of the new Anatomatic+ is on our segmentation
program  for  medical  image  data  called  Segmentator.  Seg
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mentator  is  built  by  utilizing  the  Segmentator  Framework.
The framework implements functionality that enables mod
ern medical  image processing, visualization and segmenta
tion.  Various  classes  are  available  for  DICOM  reading,
filtering, segmentation and 2D and 3D visualization [5]. The
SF  is  not  a  complete  program but more  of  a  collection  of
enabling libraries.

Segmentator,  from  which  Anatomatic+  is  extended,  is
built on Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP). Eclipse RCP is
a modern  desktop  application  platform.  It  provides  a  large
base of utilities and modules especially for desktop applica
tions. It includes various user interface classes as well as the
Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) that is used to build cross
platform,  native  looking  user  interfaces.  Programmed  in
Java, Anatomatic+ can be run on Windows XP/Vista, Mac
intosh OS, and on Linux systems without recompilation.  It
supports also 64bit operating systems.

Anatomatic+  was  created  from  Segmentator  by  exploit
ing  the  modular  structure  of  Eclipse  RCP  based  products.
The  user  interface  plugins  have  been  rewritten  and  the
original  plugins  have  been  replaced  to  create  a  friendlier
user  interface  for  physicians.  The  whole  platform  can  be
easily  translated  to various  languages and new  translations
can be provided in a modular way as Fragment Plugins.

In addition to the standard Eclipse RCP extension points,
Anatomatic+  provides  its  own  extension  points  where  the
plugin  developers  can  attach  their  modules  such  as  new
tools,  segmentation methods,  language  resources, etc.. The
plugins are coded according to the Eclipse RCP convention
and can provide additional functionality and user interfaces.
It  is  also  possible  to  extend  the  underlying  SF  by  object
oriented methods such as subclassing.

RESULTS

The new Anatomatic+ supports basic segmentation tools
and algorithms  in 2D and 3D, which are listed  in Table 1.
The  software  logic  follows  an  idea  where  all  segmented
structures are independent, and can be accessed via different
methods; the structures can be modified with the segmenta
tion tools, their label and visuals can be changed (i.e., which
tissue, organ, or structure they represent), they can be inte
grated; subtracted, or added together. The segmented struc
tures  will  remain  separate  objects,  and  are not  integrated  /
marked  to  the  original  source  images,  but  drawn  as  over
lays. They can be selected, moved, deleted, etc. In general,
the  tool  is  very  versatile  and  intuitive.  The  software  also
provides  handy  tools  for  manual  and  semiautomatic  seg
mentation. Special attention has been paid to  facile editing
of drawn and segmented contours.

The main focus in the user interface design has been on
easiness of operation. The user interface should be easy for
physicians and other nontechnical persons who do not have
deeper  knowledge  on  various  segmentation  methods,  their
limitations and applicability. The UI should offer  the most
used, simple tools with a good usability.

Anatomatic+ UI has been designed to be extensible such
that new features can be added without a need to reorganize
the layout. This enables users to install and use new features
easily  while  preserving  the  old  features  the  user  is  accus
tomed to.

Table 1 Supported Segmentation Algorithms and Tools

Algorithm 2D 3D
Region Growing X X
Thresholding X X
Boundary Tracing X
Line drawing X
Contour drawing X

Contour manipulation X

Following figure illustrates the UI of the new Anatomatic+:

Fig. 1 The new Anatomatic+ running in Windows XP. A user creates
segmentations by utilizing easy manual and semiautomatic tools. The

selections are separate objects that can be added, subtracted and intersected
with each others. There is a listing of the most common tissues but new

ones can be created should the user need one.

Anatomatic+, Segmentator, and the Segmentator Frame
work are still under development, and new features will be
added, while existing functions are improved, and the over
all  software  is  tested.  As  the  software  is  based  on  Open
Source,  the software will be published once  in appropriate
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condition.  The  software  license  will  be  a  GPL  styled  and
permit a non profit use of any kind.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Even if the software is not yet completed, we have util
ized it in our internal studies, in order to decide the direction
where to focus the development, and also test the diagnostic
performance and properties of  the  texture analysis.  In gen
eral, the overall texture analysis performance with planar X
ray, CT, and MRimages is very blurry in many ways; what
kind of  source data describes a  texture  rather  than a  struc
ture?  Homogenous  gray  scales  do  not  represent  a  texture.
What is the optimal dynamic range [6]? What is the optimal
combination  of  slice  thickness  and  resolution  vs.  imaging
noise levels? What the texture parameters actually describe,
and  are  the  parameters  comparable  between  1)  different
imaging  devices,  2)  different  imaging  parameters,  3)  be
tween test objects, etc. These are the questions we are trying
to tackle based on our own tests and research.

The software tool that we have developed forms a versa
tile  platform  to  select  regionsofinterests  (ROI),  store  the
ROI’s,  implement arbitrary  texture analysis  to  be executed
for  the  ROI’s,  and  produce  corresponding  statistical  infor
mation.

If  the diagnostic value of  texture analysis  is proved,  the
next stage is to build an expert database to the Anatomatic+.
This  corresponds  to  a  learning  system,  where  segmented
structures and textures are linked with the clinical or patho
logical  diagnosis  of  the  ROI.  This  approach  will  enable
statistical  comparisons  between  the  ROI  properties  (e.g.,
shape,  volume,  location,  target),  Texture  parameters,  and
separate patient cases. If the texture analysis provides addi
tional  information  to  aid  the  diagnosis,  the  system  should
learn and support the diagnosis in several techniques.
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Abstract––On twelve healthy horses and on six horses with 
clinical symptoms of pain a basic clinical examination was 
carried out, followed by infrared thermography of the horses´s 
heads. Afterwards measurements of the temperature of the 
body surface over some selected measurement-points were 
accomplished. The aim of this study was to detect a special 
distribution pattern of the temperature of the head between 
the healthy horses and those showing symptoms of pain. In the 
group of horses with symptoms of pain it was noticeable that 
over the arteria and vena labialis superior, the arteria and 
vena angularis oculi and over the musculus levator nasolabialis 
and nervus infraorbitalis the highest mean and maximum 
differences in temperature were measured. These first results 
lead to the conclusion that a difference in the distribution 
pattern of temperature between the two groups of horses could 
be possible. 

Keywords––Infrared thermography, infrared imaging, 
asymmetry analysis, pain assessment, horse. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Thermography is the pictorial representation of the su-
perficial temperature of an object. It is a noninvasive tech-
nique measuring heat which is emitted from the body. Heat, 
constantly being generated by the body, is dissipated 
through the skin by radiation, heat conduction or evapora-
tion. The skin derives its heat from the local blood circula-
tion and tissue metabolism [4]. A change in the local  
surface temperature of the skin can have its origin in a vas-
cular disorder or a different vascular tone [13, 7]. Also ex-
tern parameters such as ambient air temperature, relative 
atmospheric humidity or over-excitement of the horse can 
influence the skin temperature.  

The vascular system of the head is mainly innervated by 
the sympathetic nerve system. Severe pain leads to an in-
creased output of the neurotransmitters adrenaline and 
noradrenaline. Both hormones, being second messengers of 
the sympathicus, can either lead to regionalised hypother-
mia from vasoconstriction or to regionalised hyperthermia 
from vasodilatation, depending on the predominant type of 
receptors (α1 or β2) in the affected area [11,12]. Vasocon-
striction and vasodilatation show up in thermal imaging as 

so called “hot spots” or “cold spots” [9, 13]. Moreover, it is 
important to conceive that the responsiveness of adrenaline 
for the α and β receptors can vary. High distribution of 
adrenaline can lead to vasoconstriction, whereas a low dis-
tribution of adrenaline can lead to vasodilatation. This also 
could be confirmed in a study in human medicine on pa-
tients with migraine [3]. Skin overlying muscles can also 
increase in temperature during muscle activity or during 
muscle constriction caused by pain [13], as irritation of 
visceral or somatic pain receptors can lead to an elevated 
muscle tonus or even to muscle tension [8]. Thermography 
was first used in veterinary medicine 35 years ago and is 
now mainly used as a diagnostic aid to identify lameness or 
back pain in horses [9, 13]. Infrared imaging can especially 
show up “hot spots” or “cold spots” caused by vascular 
disorders e.g. inflammation, swelling, tissue infarction, 
nerve disorders and neoplasms [7]. 

The aim of this study is whether horses suffering from 
pain and therefore having an increased sympathetic nervous 
tone have an altered perfusion in the head leading to a dif-
ferent distribution pattern of the temperature and whether 
this could be used as a diagnostic tool for recognising pain 
in horses.  

II.   METHODS 

All images were taken with the radiometric infrared cam-
era “IR Flex Cam R2”. The emission value of the camera 
was adjusted to 0.95. The IR-image matrix of the camera 
was 160 x 120 pixels, which are interpolated internally to 
320 x 240 pixels. The thermal sensitivity of the camera is, 
according to the manufacturer’s information 70 mK, with 
reference to a temperature of the measured object of 30°C. 
A camera-internal repeated calibration ensures that any 
inhomogeneities on the microbolometer array on account of 
the manufacturing process or the ambient temperature are 
continuously balanced. The measured temperature values 
were rainbow colour-coded, crimson red standing for high 
temperatures and dark blue for low temperatures [5]. The 
thermographic images were taken at a distance of approx. 
1.5 m. Thermal imaging was carried out in a draught-free 
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environment either in stocks or in the stables indoors, using 
a qualified handler. Thermal imaging was performed with-
out solar irritation, the only sources of light being fluores-
cent lamps. All images of the horses with clinical symptoms 
were taken in the University of Veterinary Medicine, Clinic 
for Horses, Hannover. All images of the healthy horses 
were taken at the Riding Police Academy, Hannover. The 
horses were divided into two groups: 

Group 1: Control group. Twelve healthy horses from the 
Riding Police Academy Hannover. On these horses a char-
acteristic distribution pattern of the temperature of the head 
had to be established. 

Group 2: Six horses with clinical symptoms and symptoms 
of pain. The horses had different case histories, being com-
posed of: 

a) three horses with colic symptoms 
b) one horse with a fracture of the right Corpus man-

dibulae 
c) one horse with ongoing laminitis 
d) one horse with periodontosis and gingivitis and 

four extracted incisors 

The horses were of a mixed population of warmbloods 
and ponies, all differing in age (5-20 years), sex and living 
conditions. Thermal imaging was carried out in September 
with an average ambient air temperature of 20°C and an 
average relative atmospheric humidity of 59% RH. The 
average ambient air temperature during winter from No-
vember until February was about 9°C and the average rela-
tive atmospheric humidity about 60% RH. Frontal and lat-
eral thermal images of each horse were taken. On each 
horse a basic clinical examination was performed and pa-
rameters such as heart rate, breathing rate, core body tem-
perature, case history, medication, possible diseases of the 
previous three months, behaviour etc. were reported [6,2]. 
The head was examined for scars, bone or soft tissue 
asymmetries, the sinuses were palpated per percussion for 
acoustically detectable pathologies and the air flow of both 
nostrils was checked and the hair length at the head meas-
ured. Frontal and lateral pictures of the head were taken 
with a standard digital camera to conclude the examination 
procedure.  

Anatomical relevant measuring points, overlying arteries, 
veins, muscles and sinuses, were labelled with pins on a 
dead head (s. Fig. 1). Pictures of the location of the pins 
were taken with a standard digital camera. These labels 
were transferred onto the thermal images using a raster 
model. 18 points were chosen, whereas two points always 
formed a pair, lying directly opposite to each other (see  
Tab. 1). As horses are bilaterally symmetrical, by compar-
ing the temperature of the two opposite points conclusions 

could be made regarding the rate of perfusion on the left 
and the right side of the horses´ head over the two measur-
ing points [7, 4]. 

Table 1 Arrangement of reference points over anatomically relevant  
structures 

Anatomical reference 
points 

Anatomical  structures 

Pair 1 Meatus nasi dorsalis 
Pair 2 Sinus conchae dorsalis 
Pair 3 Sinus frontalis 
Pair 4 Bulla conchalis dorsalis et cellulae 
Pair 5 Sinus maxillaris  
Pair 6 Arteria and vena labialis superior  
Pair 7 Arteria and vena angularis oculi  
Pair 8 Musculus levator nasolabialis and nervus 

infraorbitalis 
Pair 9 Vena profunda faciei 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Arrangement of the measuring points on a horse´s head 

After taking the pictures the thermal images were evalu-
ated with the software “Goratec iReport”. Therefore, the 
reference points were transferred to the thermal images 
using a raster model and were recorded. For each pair of 
reference points the difference in temperature was recorded 
and could be compared with the difference in temperature of 
the other horses (see Tab. 2 and 3). 

III.   RESULTS 

The normal thermographic pattern of the frontal and lat-
eral aspects of the head showed that the eyes and nostrils 
equally were the warmest areas on the head. Around the 
eyes and nostrils the temperature values continually de-
creased towards the middle and towards both sides of the 
head.  Comparing the thermal images taken by different 
ambient air temperatures TA (see Fig. 2A and 2B), during 
winter the maximum temperature values of the eyes and the 
nostrils dropped more steeply than the temperature values 
during the summer. On both sides of the midline the low 
temperatures in the area of the nasal passages and sinuses 
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during winter were noticeable. During summer all tempera-
ture values on the head were about 10°C higher than those 
measured during winter (see Fig. 2A and 2B). 

 
Proband Horse A, 19 years 
Heart rate: 36/min 
Breathing rate: 12/min  
Core body temperature: 37.3°C 
TA = 5.7°C, humidity = 63% RH 

Proband Horse B, 5 years 
Heart rate: 38/min  
Breathing rate: 18/min 
Core body temperature: 37.7°C 
TA = 20°C, humidity 56% RH 

  
Temperature values of the frontal 
measurement pairs: 
Pair 1: L 19.55°C, R 19.55°C  
∆υ: 0.00°C 
Pair 2: L 20.83°C, R 20.83°C 
∆υ: 0.00°C 
Pair 3: L 23.29°C, R 22.88°C 
∆υ: 0.41°C 
Pair 4: L 19.22°C R 18.88°C 
∆υ: 0.34°C 

Temperature values of the frontal 
measurement pairs: 
Pair 1: L 32.79°C, R 32.57°C 
∆υ: 0.22°C 
Pair 2: L 31.55°C, R 31.88°C 
∆υ: 0.33°C 
Pair 3: L 30.30°C, R 30.82°C  
∆υ: 0.52°C 
Pair 4: L 32.32°C R 31.93°C 
∆υ: 0.39°C 

Fig. 2 Frontal thermographic images und measurement results of two 
horses of the healthy control group 

(A) Typical thermographic image by an ambient air temperature of  6 °C 
(B) Typical thermographic image by an ambient air temperature of  20 °C 

 
For evaluating the differences of the temperature values 

with the defined reference pairs, first the twelve healthy 
horses (group 1) were compared with each other. All 
physiological parameters such as heart rate, breathing rate 
and core body temperature were all within normal limits 
[10]. The behaviour of the horses was watched intently 
during examination and picture taking [6] and no unphysi-
ological behaviour or any sign of pain was found. One ex-
ample is Horse Ain Fig.3.    
 

Proband Horse A, control group, 19 years (race: warmblood) 
Heart rate 36/min 
Breathing rate 12/min 
Core body temperature 37.3°C 
TA = 5.7°C, humidity 62.7% RH 

  

Fig. 3 Frontal and lateral thermographic images of a horse in the healthy 
control group 

The measured temperature differences ∆υ of the healthy 
horses are found in Tab. 2. 

Table 2 Mean, minimal and maximal temperature differences ∆υ of the 12 
healthy horses 

Anatomical reference point 
pairs 

∆υmean  [°C] ∆υmin  [°C] ∆υmax [°C] 

1) Meatus nasi dorsalis  0.26 0.00 0.66 
2) Sinus conchae dorsalis  0.39 0.00 1.00 
3) Sinus frontalis  0.49 0.14 0.99 
4) Bulla conchalis dorsalis 
et cellulae  

0.42 0.05 1.12 

5) Sinus maxillaris  0.39 0.00 0.72 
6) Arteria (A.) + Vena (V.) 
labialis superior  

0.33 0.04 0.91 

7) A.+V. Angularis oculi 0.39 0.05 0.73 
8) Musculus levator naso-
labialis et nervus infraorbi-
talis 

0.46 0.01 0.93 

9) V. Profunda faciei 0.43 0.01 0.99 
 

In group two, consisting of horses with clinical symp-
toms, six horses were evaluated. The physiological parame-
ters were within normal limits [2], but some horses showed 
an unphysiological behaviour suggesting that they were in 
pain: three horses seemed droopy, their head position was 
below the withers and they did not show any spontaneous 
locomotion. 

 
Proband Horse C, Colic symptoms since two days 
Behavior: droopy, looking at the flanks, abdominal muscles tensed 
13 years (race: warmblood), heart rate 38/min, breathing rate 12/min, 
body core temperature 37.8°C, TA = 12.6°C , humidity 51% RH 
Diagnosis: obstipation and meteorism 
Medication: Buscopan, Metamizol, Flunixin, Dexamethason 

 

 
Fig. 4a,b,c (top): Frontal and lateral thermographic images of Horse C with 

clinical symptoms and signs of pain 
Fig. 4d,e (bottom): Processed lateral IR-images (grey converted rainbow 
colour scale) after applying relief-method according to [10], 4d mirrored 

Fig. 4f (bottom): Anatomy of the horse head [1] 
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Tab. 3 shows measured temperature differences ∆υ of the 
horses with signs of pain. Two of theses horses grinded 
their teeth regularly during the examination procedure, but 
responded to talking and handling [6,8]. One horse with 
colic symptoms was very nervous and anxious, while two 
other horses did not exhibit any unphysiological behaviour. 
Fig. 4 shows IR images of a horse with signs of pain. More 
anatomical details become visible (cf. Fig. 4d,e, circle) after 
applying the relief-method [10] to the IR-images Fig. 4a,c. 

Table 3 Mean, minimal and maximal temperature differences ∆υ of the six 
horses with clinical symptoms and signs of pain 

Anatomical reference 
point pairs 

∆υmean  [°C] ∆υmin  [°C] ∆υmax  
[°C] 

1) Meatus nasi dorsalis  0.52 0.13 1.37 
2) Sinus conchae dorsalis  0.50 0.10 1.88 
3) Sinus frontalis  0.40 0.04 0.85 
4) Bulla conchalis dorsa-
lis et cellulae  

0.77 0.20 1.86 

5) Sinus maxillaris  0.94 0.13 1.78 
6) Arteria (A.) + Vena 
(V.) labialis superior  

1.30 0.17 2.67 

7) A.+V. Angularis oculi 1.15 0.22 2.18 
8) Musculus levator 
nasolabialis et nervus 
infraorbitalis 

1.34 0.37 2.42 

9) Vena profunda faciei 1.17 0.30 2.60 

Comparing the results of both groups showed that the 
mean temperature  differences  of  the  control  group  were  
∆υ < 0.50°C.  The  highest  maximal  temperature  differ-
ence was 1.12°C (cf. Tab. 2). In group two, consisting of the 
horses with clinical symptoms, the mean temperature differ-
ences were between ∆υ 0.40 and 1.34°C. The highest 
maximal temperature differences were > 2°C (cf. Tab. 3). 
The results of group two made obvious that over the Arteria 
and Vena labialis superior and the Arteria and Vena angu-
laris oculi the highest mean and maximal temperature dif-
ferences were evaluated. Over the Musculus levator na-
solabialis and the Nervus infraorbitalis also a high 
temperature difference was measured.  

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

At the outset of this study it was assumed that horses 
with symptoms of pain could have an increased sympathetic 
nervous tone. This increased sympathetic nervous tone 
could cause vasoconstriction of superficial arteries and 
veins or vasoconstriction could be the result of muscle ten-
sion, which again could be caused by pain [1]. However, as 
in general these affects led to an altered blood perfusion, a 
different temperature distribution pattern in comparison 
with healthy horses was assumed.  

First results of this study led to the conclusion that at 
temperature differences ∆υ > 1.5 – 2°C the horse could be 

in a condition of pain and that due to a possible muscle 
tension or change in the vascular tone an asymmetry in 
blood perfusion could exist on the horse´s head. This as-
sumption is valid provided that the horse shows no patholo-
gies of the head, nasal passages or sinuses. 

To give a more profound conclusion a wider range of 
horses should be examined. Furthermore, the effects of the 
administered analgetica and spasmolytica on the blood 
perfusion in the head have to be clarified and whether these 
drugs could lead to misleading measurement results [13]. 
Also the effects of various factors such as ambient air tem-
perature, humidity or transpiration on the surface tempera-
ture of the skin should be examined more precisely.  
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Preeclampsia Amplitude-time Characteristics for Z/ t Curve  
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Abstract— The paper presents the application of electrical 
impedance technique  for calculation of some of the heart 
action and circulation indicators. The article describes the 
assessment of systolic and diastolic functions that gives useful 
diagnostic information. Impedance cardiography is a method 
of choice in functional diagnostics of cardiovascular system 
state of pregnant women. 

Keywords— Electrical Impedance Cardiography, Cardiac 
Output, Preeclampsia. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The course of preeclampsia the pregnant suffer from is 
accompanied by the progression of myocardium malfunc-
tion and heart’s pumping ability depression (1). The imped-
ance cardiography is a noninvasive, not expensive and a 
convenient method for calculation of some of the heart 
action and circulation indicators, such as systolic discharge 
and cardiac output. Calculation of these parameters is criti-
cal for cardiac function assessment for the pregnant and is 
applied for preeclampsia diagnostics (2, 3). Experimental 
and clinic data, although, have shown that systolic discharge 
measurement by means of the impedance method is not 
accurate enough, and the error may exceed 20% (4). Never-
theless, the impedance method is rather sensitive to changes 
in cardiac output. Combination of Z/ t curve with other 
diagnostic techniques data (invasive methods of measure-
ment of pressure and blood flow in the aortic ventricle and 
aorta, Doppler velocimetry, electrocardiogram, and phono-
cardiogram) enabled us to identify on the curve the points 
referring to the cardiac cycle phases (5,6). Good reproduci-
bility of Z/ t curve with a patient gives an opportunity to 
calculate the curve amplitude-time characteristics during the 
cardiac cycle. Measurement of the amplitude-time charac-
teristics for Z/ t curve, in other words – impedance car-
diogram, lets us assess systolic and diastolic functions. This 
can be used for early preeclampsia detection. This research 
is aimed at identifying particular impedance cardiographic 
measurements for the pregnant with preeclampsia. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Descriptive rules 

Amplitude-time characteristics were calculated after 
Z/ t curve registration. We calculated average values for 

parameters for 4 successive cardiac cycles. Amplitude val-
ues were measured relative to the zero line (Figure 1): max-

imum systolic amplitude (A1), minimum amplitude in iso-
volumic relaxation time (A3) and maximum amplitude in 
early diastole period (A2, fast diastolic filling). The time 
values were measured relative to phonocardiogram with 
identification of representative points on Z/ t curve (Fig-
ure 1): isovolumic contraction phase (T1), blood expulsion 
period (T2), isovolumic relaxation time (T3+T4), fast blood 
filling period (T5), slow blood filling period (T6). 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Impedance cardiogram amplitude-time characteristics 

III. METHOD 

Impedance cardiograms were obtained by means of -5 
electro-impedance analyzer (1 mA, 70 kHz), with applica-
tion of disc electrocardiogram electrodes. Measure elec-
trodes were placed in accordance with Sramek scheme. Two 
current electrodes were placed on the mastoid process and 
iliac crest in line with the two measure electrodes, which 
were placed on the lateral surface of the neck and chest (at 
the level of xiphoid appendix). The parameters were studied 
and registered in standard conditions, from 9 to 12 a.m., the 
pregnant was lying on her left side, after a 15-minute rest 
before the tests. The results were processed by means of 
descriptive statistics methods. In order to check the differ-
ence significance we used Student’s test and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov criterion. For indicators informativity calculation 
purposes we used the S.Kulback  information  measure (J).  
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IV. MATHERIAL 

We studied 195 pregnant women of 29-34 weeks of ges-
tation. The control group included 150 pregnant women (at 
the age of 26 5, 72 12 kg of weight, and 164 6 m tall) 
with non-complicated pregnancy. The basic group was 
formed by 45 pregnant women (27 6 years of age, 73 11 
kg of weight, and 163 6 m tall) with a serious preeclamp-
sia in accordance with the World Health Organization clas-
sification.  

V. RESULT T

A. Amplitude-time Characteristics 

Figure 2 shows generalized Z/ t curves for the control 
and basic groups of the pregnant. We identified significant 
differences in the values of maximum systolic amplitude 
(A1) and amplitude in late diastole (A3). A1 average ampli-
tude amounted to 2.555 0.729 in the control group and 
1.336 0.481 in the basic group, with the difference signifi-
cance identified by means of Student’s test (p<0.001). We 
also discovered significant differences of A3 average ampli-
tude in the control and basic groups: 0.963 0.261 and 
0.379 0.166 respectively ( <0.001). No significant differ-
ence in A2 average amplitude was identified in the two 
experimental groups (0.580 0.261 and 0.535 0.209, 

>0.05). When assessing the amplitude characteristics in-
formativity we established that A1 and A3 amplitudes are 
highly informative for preeclampsia diagnostics (J=4.91). 

 

 
Fig. 2 Generalized Z/ t curves for the pregnant of control and basic 

groups 

B. Time Characteristics  

When analyzing time characteristics, significant differ-
ences in the values were identified only for expulsion time 
(T2) and mechanical systole time duration ( 1+ 2). T2 
average time amounted to 248 1.67 ms and 1+ 2 - 
316 1.81 ms in the control group. In the basic group T2 
average duration amounted to 261 6.32 ms and 1+ 2 - 
334 7.02 ms (p<0.001). Informativity of time characteris-
tics for preeclampsia diagnostics proved to be low 
(J=1.369). When studying correlation relationship of the 
time characteristics ( 1- 6) for cardiac cycle, although, the 

following specifics were discovered (Figure 3). The dura-
tion of times 1+ 2 and 6 depend on the heart rate (r=-
0.9). When cardiac rhythm is accelerated from 60 to 110 
beats per minute the times get shortened from 379 to 263 
ms and from 583 to 153 ms respectively. In this connection, 
the ratio of T6 time in the cardiac cycle structure decreases 
from 54% to 27%. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Generalized time characteristics of cardiac cycle phases duration for 

different cardiac rates 

Duration of 3, 4 and 5 intervals (Figure 4) does not 
depend on the heart rate (r=0.02), but has a moderate corre-
lation with average arterial tension (r = from 0.4 to 0.6).   

 

 
Fig. 4 Generalized time characteristics of 3, 4, 5 intervals duration for 

different cardiac rates  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The described above assessment of systolic function 
gives useful diagnostic information. Contraction of maxi-
mum systolic amplitude and amplitude in the isovolumic 
relaxation time reflects depression of left ventricle myocar-
dial contractivity, which is faced by pregnant women with a 
serious preeclampsia. High informativity of amplitude char-
acteristics of impedance cardiogram proves to be useful in 
making up diagnostic charts to be used for early detection of 
preeclampsia. Isovolumic relaxation time is one of time 
characteristics of an impedance cardiogram, which shows 
no dependence on cardiac rate, but correlates with arterial 
tension. For the pregnant with non-complicated pregnancy 
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this period lasts 103±5.8 ms (confidence interval of 91–
115 ms). Duration of 3+ 4 period as longer than 115 ms 
may prove disorder of diastolic myocardium relaxation, 
which is connected with the increased preload the pregnant 
with preeclampsia experience. This indicator can be used 
for assessment of compensation abilities of a myocardium, 
as it reflects the most energy consuming period of diastole 
(6). Impedance cardiography is a method of choice in func-
tional diagnostics of cardiovascular system state of pregnant 
women.  
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Abstract—The results discussed in the article demonstrate 
that the electric impedance mammography technique is highly 
reliable in the detection of various skin abnormalities and 
damages.  The status of the patient’s skin integuments may 
influence the electric impedance images, but this influence is of 
local significance. Further research may shed more light upon 
the specific features of the electric impedance images in cir-
cumstances of skin tumors, both benign and malignant, as well 
as inflammatory processes and injuries. 

Keywords— Electrical Impedance Tomography,  Computer 
Mammography, Mammary Gland, Electric Im-
pedance Mammography. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Electric impedance scanning of the mammary gland is a 
complex process, many aspects of which are still not fully 
understood.  Electric charges are faced by biological tissues 
with the opposite electric properties.  Creating a “blank 
wall” of the cell mass (1) skin integuments form a barrier 
hard enough for the charges to penetrate.  However, this 
barrier is threaded by numerous excretory ducts of the ec-
crine perspiratory glands (200 ducts per 1cm2) containing 
electroconductive secreta, which is expected to facilitate the 
passage of the electric current through the epidermis and the 
inner skin.  The tissues under examination are moistened as 
well.  The structural uniformity and continuity of the skin 
integument provide for the accurate electric impedance 
image of the mamma.  Yet, patients, both in health and 
disease, may suffer from skin abnormalities or damages 
which often distort the image of the mammary gland.  These 
involve nevi, warts, cicatrices, etc. (2).  The research in 
hand aims to reveal the peculiar features of the mammary 
gland electric impedance image in circumstances of various 
skin abnormalities. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

We have conducted an examination of 20 patients with 
various types of breast skin abnormality or damage.  They 
fell into the following groups: patients with nevi, warts, 
cicatrices, sun tan and acne after-effects.  The examination 
was carried out on the “MEIK” (version 5) electric imped-
ance computer mammograph.  The weighted reciprocal 
projection method was employed to reconstruct the 3-D 
electric conductivity distribution of the examined organ.  

The results obtained in the course of calculating the surface 
intensity of a homogeneous object served as referential 
measurements.   We also made a visual and quantitative 
evaluation of the image which involved the calculation of 
the electric conductivity index (IC) as well as the assess-
ment of the local electric conductivity changes (4). 

III. RESULTS 

A. Electric impedance imaging of the mammary gland + 
nevus. 

The intracutaneous nevus or mole is the most widespread 
skin abnormality.  This is a sharply marginated round spot, 
tawny- or brown-tinted, of about 1cm in diameter.  From the 
histological point of view it presents a number of bands and 
clusters of melanin-containing nevus cells located in the 
derma center.  Fibrous sheets are to be found between the 
cell groups (2).  The peculiar features of the mammary 
gland image in circumstances of a nevus are conditioned by 
the absence of structural changes in the layers of the epi-
dermis and the inner skin as well as the absence of the per-
spiratory glands in the nevus itself. 

The electric impedance mammogram (Fig.1) shows the 
nevus as a well-defined round hyperimpedance spot 
(IC=0.15 – 0.20) of about 7mm in diameter.  The specific 
character of the survey technique – breast compression – 
accounts for the 18mm extension depth. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan planes).  
A hyperimpedance spot at 10 on the clock dial, corresponding with the 
location of the nevus. 
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B. Electric impedance imaging of the mammary gland + 
wart. 

Warts are benign skin tumors.  They are well-defined 
semispherical indurated brown papules of about 5 – 20cm in 
diameter.  The papule surface is covered with sebum.  As 
far as histology is concerned, this is a focal epidermal hy-
perplasia with acanthosis, hyperkeratosis and papillomato-
sis.  The skin has abnormal papillary structure (2).  The 
peculiar features of the mammary gland image in circum-
stances of a seborrheic wart are conditioned by the struc-
tural changes in the layers of the epidermis and the inner 
skin as well as the presence of a large amount of loose 
keratic mass impregnated with sebum.  The electric imped-
ance image (Fig.2) displays the wart as a well-defined round 
isoimpedance spot (IC=0.7 – 0.8) measuring 30x20mm with 
a hyperimpedance contour (IC=0.20) in the circumferential 
direction. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan planes).  
In the upper area to the right of the center one observes a hypoimpedance 
spot with a hyperimpedance contour, corresponding with the location of the 
seborrheic wart. 

C. Electric impedance imaging of the mammary gland + 
scars. 

Scar is the final (terminal) stage of the inflammatory 
process.  Infiltrate regresses and is replaced by the connec-
tive tissue, which results in the restoration of the affected 
tissue electric properties.  When the tissue has suffered a 
significant damage it may heal in two possible ways (3).  In 
case the defect heals by first intension, the scar formed in its 
place consists of smooth epidermis and derma, the latter 
being made up of collagen fibers and devoid of any skin 
adjuncts (hairs, perspiratory or oil glands).  When the defect 
heals by second intension, the point of damage is separated 
from the rest of the tissue by collagen fibers, the focus itself 
being filled with the amorphous substance of the connective 
tissue.  The peculiarities of the mammary gland electric 
impedance image in circumstances of a scar with the 1st 
type of healing are determined by the formation of numer-
ous collagen fibers which act as dielectrics.  The mammo-

gram (Fig.3) images the scar as a hyperimpedance linear 
zone (IC=0.1 – 0.2) which corresponds with the real scar in 
shape and size. 

 
 
Fig. 3 Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan 

planes). In the central upper area one observes a hyperimpedance linear 
zone which corresponds with the real scar in shape and size. 

 
The peculiarities of the mammary gland electric imped-

ance image in circumstances of a cicatrix with the 2nd type 
of healing are conditioned by the separation of the damaged 
spot from the rest of the tissue by collagen fibers as well as 
the filling of the focus by the connective tissue amorphous 
substance, whose basic component is the hyaluronic acid 
(fig.4). Thus the zone of recovery will display both hyper-
impedance areas typical of collagen an1d hypoimpedance 
areas characteristic of the connective tissue amorphous 
substance. In this case the scar is visualized in the form of a 
few hyperimpedance strips (IC=0,1-0,2) with an isoim-
pedance area located between them (IC=0,3-0,4).    

    
 

 
Fig. 4 Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan planes). 
In the central upper area one observes a hyperimpedance linear zone which 
corresponds with the real scar in shape and size. 
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D. Electric impedance imaging of the mammary gland + 
sunburn. 

Ultraviolet rays affect the skin in the way that causes the 
aseptic inflammation type processes.  At first the exposure 
zone suffers the arterial hyperemia accompanied by the 
increase of the vessel wall permeability and formation of 
edema.   It manifests itself as erythema.  Arterial hyperemia 
is followed by venous hyperemia which is attended by leu-
kocyte migration and declares itself as infiltration (3). The 
accumulation of the cell substrate in the inflammatory zone 
results in the electric conductivity fall-off. The electric 
impedance mammograms (Fig.5) image the infiltrate as a 
well-defined hyperimpedance area (IC<0.1) of homogene-
ous structure. 

 

 
Fig 5.  Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan 

planes). Between 9 and 11 on the clock dial one observes a well-defined 
hyperimpedance area of homogeneous structure which corresponds with 
the location of the sunburn area 

E. Electric impedance imaging of the mammary gland + 
acne (oil gland inflammation) after-effects. 

Oil gland inflammation is provoked by staphylococcus 
and manifests itself by a pink inflammatory boss of up to 
5mm in diameter.  This process terminates with the forma-
tion in the affected zone of a light sharply marginated spot. 
From the histological point of view the inflammatory tissue 
is replaced by the connective tissue, mostly its amorphous 
substance (2). These processes result in lowering the elec-
tric impedance of the affected skin zone. The electric im-
pedance mammogram (Fig.6) images the zone as a well-
defined isoimpedance spot (IC=0,6-0,7) of homogeneous 
structure. 

 

 
Fig 6.   Electric impedance images of the mammary gland (5 scan 

planes).  At 11 on the clock dial there is a well-defined isoimpedance spot 
(measuring 7 7mm) of homogeneous structure corresponding with the 
location of the affected skin zone. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus, the examination results discussed above demon-
strate that the electric impedance mammography technique 
is highly reliable in the revelation of various skin abnor-
malities and damages.  The status of the patient’s skin in-
teguments may influence the electric impedance images, but 
this influence is of local significance.  This must be taken 
into consideration when analyzing the electric impedance 
images.  The peculiarities of the local electric conductivity 
changes depend upon the histological structure of the tissue.  
Structures causing a rise of the tissue electric impedance 
include collagen fibers and epithelium affected by hyperk-
eratosis.  The structure providing for a fall of the tissue 
electric impedance is the amorphous substance of the con-
nective tissue.  The same effect is observed when large 
amounts of secreta are accumulated in the oil gland ducts.  
Further research may shed more light upon the specific 
features of the electric impedance images in circumstances 
of skin tumors, both benign and malignant, as well as in-
flammatory processes and injuries.  This will enable to 
employ electric impedance scanning in oncologists’ and 
dermatologists’ daily practice as well as use it for dynamic 
monitoring and control of treatment quality. 
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Abstract –    Active microwave imaging methods are 
explored and reviewed as imaging modalities to detect early 
signs of cancerous tumors in the breasts. The physical basis for 
microwave imaging lies in the significant contrast in the 
dielectric properties between the normal breast tissue and the 
malignant tissue at microwave frequencies [1]-[5]. These 
imaging methods are described to suggest improvements on 
early signs of breast cancer detection on subjects by using 
various microwave methods to examine the dielectric responses 
and properties of breast tissues and to construct images from 
the information gathered. The methods researched allow for 
earlier detection of cancerous tumors than the current methods 
that detect cancers symptomatically. Results of the research 
will aid the hypothesis that microwave breast cancer detection 
can become a flourishing clinical complement to the 
conventional methods of mammography. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is a serious medical issue that has 
overwhelmed many families and lives. Breast 
cancer is the second leading cause of cancer 
death in women, exceeded by lung cancer [6]. 
Early detection is the best protection and key to 
defeating breast cancer. From this, one can 
propose that breast cancers detected using 
screening methods will tend to have better 
prognoses.  

Currently, the most integral component of 
screening methods is mammography. This 
method consists of X-ray imaging of a 
compressed breast. Although this widely used 
method for screening and diagnosing has 

significantly progressed, it still has several 
undesirable flaws. According to a report from 
[8], limitations of mammography include 
missing up to 15% of breast cancers, difficulty 
in imaging women with dense breasts, and 
inconclusive results. The issue of inconclusive 
results is also evident in a recent report on 
breast screening programs in Canada [9]. Also, 
mammography reported high false-negative 
rates (4%-34%) [10] and high false-positive 
rates (70%) [11], particularly in patients with 
radiographically dense breast tissue [12]. In 
addition to the statistics, another downfall to 
mammography is attributed by the discomfort 
due to the breast compressions that occur 
during the procedure. The limitations of the X-
ray mammography are great reasons to explore 
other methods for reliable and consistent 
detection of malignant tumors.  

Microwave breast cancer detection has the 
ability to offer many desirable characteristics 
outlined in a report published by [7]. The report 
lists what an ideal breast screening tool would 
offer such as: having low health risk; sensitive 
to tumors and specific to malignancies; detects 
breast cancer detection at a curable stage; is 
noninvasive and simple to perform; is cost 
effective and widely available; involves 
minimal discomfort, so the procedure is 
acceptable to women; and provides easy to 
interpret, objective, and consistent results.  
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2. MICROWAVE IMAGING: 

The microwave imaging methods are appealing 
to patients because it avoids ionizing radiation 
and breast compression, resulting in safer and 
more comfortable exams. Microwave imaging 
also has the potential for good ROC 
characteristics such as sensitivity (TPF) and 
specificity (TNF), to detect small tumors. It can 
be less expensive than MRSI’s and nuclear 
medicine. Also, the process is anticipated to be 
quite rapid. This is because it is anticipated that 
the contrast between normal tissues and 
malignancies are more significant than the 
density contrast imaged by X-rays. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Single-pole Debye curve fits of measured baseline dielectric-

properties data for normal and malignant breast tissue at radio and 
microwave frequencies 

The malignant breast tissues exhibit 
considerable increase in bound water content 
compared to the normal tissues and hence a 
high value of dielectric permittivity. When 
exposed to microwaves, the high water content 
of malignant breast tissues cause significant 
microwave scattering than normal fatty breast 

tissues that have low water content [13]. Breast 
tissue dielectric properties above 3 GHz can be 
estimated by extrapolating the results of [1], 
[2], [4], and others, in manners that follows the  
frequency dependence for general tissues report 
by other researchers (Figure 1). 

During the past several decades, there have 
been numerous modalities of microwave 
imaging that have been considered, including 
passive, hybrid, and active approaches. Passive 
methods incorporate radiometers to measure  

Figure 2: (a) Passive approaches involve detecting areas of increased 
temperature, which correspond to tumors. (b) Hybrid methods heat with 
microwaves. Ultrasound transducers detect the pressure waves 
generated by tissue expansion. (c) Active approaches involve 
illuminating the breast with microwave and then forming images with 
energy transmitted through or reflected from the breast. 

the temperature differences in the breast, 
detecting tumors based on increased 
temperature when compared to normal tissues. 
Hybrid methods use microwave energy to 
selectively heat tumors and then uses 
ultrasound transducers to detect pressure waves 
generated by the expansion of the heated 
tissues. Active methods use tomography image 
reconstruction and ultra-wideband confocal 
microwave imaging methods. This involves 
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illuminating the breast with microwaves and 
then measuring transmitted or reflected 
microwave signals. The 3 different microwave 
imaging methods are exhibited in Figure 2. 

CONCLUSION 

The studies presented in this investigation 
analyze two main approaches using active 
microwave imaging methods to detect 
cancerous tumors at early stages. The details of 
the two methods are gathered through multiple 
research papers that discuss active microwave 
imaging. The first method consists of 
microwave tomographic imaging with 
measured scattered signals to quantitatively 
compute the spatial distributions of the 
dielectric constant and conductivity. The 
second method consists of confocal microwave 
imaging (CMI) with reflected signals. 
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Abstract—An objective procedure for optimisation of expo-
sure parameters with digital equipment in conventional radi-
ology is proposed. A method for image quality assessment 
based on contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) evaluation has been 
worked out and compared to the methodology of contrast-
detail analysis. The correspondence between these two meth-
ods is shown. Experimental setups for chest and abdomen 
examinations on CR and DR equipment have been considered. 
Image quality has been related to effective dose in order to find 
optimal high voltage settings. For CNR evaluation a study to 
identify adequate contrast materials has been carried out. For 
contrast-detail study the CDRAD 2.0 phantom  has been used. 
Image evaluation has been performed automatically with the 
commercial software CDRAD Analyser Ver. 1.1, considering 
the  overall image quality index IQFinv. CNR and IQFinv were 
well correlated throughout all the clinical and subclinical ex-
posure range, hence justifying the use of CNR as “working” 
parameter for equipment optimisation. In all investigated 
setups, images taken at lower high voltage settings scored 
better CNR values at comparable dose levels, making out a 
case for kV reduction with respect to clinical habit.  

Keywords—digital radiography, optimisation, CNR, con-
trast-detail-curve, image quality. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the last decade conventional radiological systems are  
being replaced on large scale by new digital equipment, 
mostly computed radiography (CR) systems with photo-
stimulable phosphors plates and digitisers. In recent years  
integrated digital detectors, so called direct radiography 
(DR) systems, have gained diffusion, too. These digital 
technologies use either phosphors as image receptors, but 
with different spectral characteristics with respect to the 
phosphor layers of the intensifying screens in screen-film 
systems (SFS), or active matrix flat-panel imagers 
(AMFPI). Furthermore the high voltage choice is not lim-
ited any more by the constraint of correct tissue contrast 
representation on the film because monitors for medical soft 
copy display permit nearly unlimited contrast adjustment. 
Therefore the x-ray spectrum of the incident radiation 
should be modified in order to optimise receptor response. 
Besides, the readout software automatically displays all 
radiological images with a similar gray level, independently 

of the radiation amount used for their production: hence the 
possibility of checking correct patient exposure directly on 
behalf of correct film blackening does not exist any more.  

In the daily routine the switch to digital technology often 
has to occur in the shortest time interval. Particularly for CR 
systems, where the radiological equipment does not change, 
exposure settings are often simply copied from the previous 
system, without any critical review.  

This means that accurate exposure settings optimisation 
with respect to image quality and patient dose is an even 
more pressing challenge with digital technology. There 
arises the need for image quality assessment. 

To describe image quality several phantoms have been 
proposed, featuring a series of small details with different 
diameters and background contrasts. For each diameter the 
identification of the lowest detectable contrast gives a con-
trast-detail-curve. This methodology is suitable for system 
comparisons, but in absence of any minimal contrast detec-
tion requirement no absolute image quality evaluation is 
possible on the base of a mere contrast-detail-curve. Addi-
tionally, if contrast-detail images are analysed by human 
observers, the problem of inter- and intra-observer variabil-
ity has to be solved. Only automated image analysis can 
provide reproducible  observer independent results [1]. 

On the other hand it  is generally acknowledged that in 
radiological images signal detectability by human observers 
is contrast driven [2], in other words, that contrast-to-noise 
ratio (CNR) is linked to image quality. CNR is an objec-
tively measurable quantity. However there are two major 
drawbacks using CNR. First, up till now there is no official 
protocol describing how to execute CNR measurements, 
with the exception of mammography equipment. Second, 
the calculated CNR value depends on dynamic range of the 
detector and manufacturer processing of the raw data. 
Therefore it is a relative quantity, which has significance 
only if compared to values of the same system. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A method for image  quality assessment  based on  CNR 
evaluation has been worked out and compared to the well 
known methodology of contrast-detail analysis [3, 4, 5].  
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Two different examination types have been simulated: 
chest and abdomen. Experimental setups corresponded to 
clinical use (grid and dose-area-product-chamber in place, 
focus 0.6 mm) and are summarized in Table1. For each 
investigated high voltage value, the tube load was varied 
from approximately 0.2 to 2.0 times the current standard 
exposure settings. All exposures were carried out in manual 
mode. For evaluation dicom images “for processing” with-
out any postprocessing (only preprocessed with bad pixel 
and flat field correction) have been considered.  

Table 1 Experimental setups 

Examination 
type 

System type; 
x-ray  

direction 

FDD* 
[cm] 

Additional PMMA  
block  thickness [cm]  

(detector side, tube side) 

kV 
range 

Chest CR, DR; 
horizontal 180 11 (6, 5) 75 - 125

Abdomen DR; vertical 110 15 (8, 7)  50 - 100

*FDD = focus-detector-distance. 

A.  CNR evaluation 

A  suitable material for adequate image contrast in the 
exposure range from 50 kV to 125 kV has been investi-
gated. Squares of different materials (area: 4 cm2; Al: 0.8 
mm, 1.0 mm, 1.3 mm, 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm thick; PMMA: 5 
mm thick) have been arranged around an empty square for 
background measurement (Fig. 1) in the central region of a 
1 cm thick PMMA “plate”, in order to minimize exposure 
differences due to the heel effect. The PMMA plate with the 
filters was always put on top of a PMMA “block” with  

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Filter materials and air kerma detector were arranged on a 1 cm thick 
PMMA plate placed on top of a PMMA block 

different thicknesses, depending on the examination type 
(Table 1).  For every exposure setting one image was taken. 
Entrance air kerma was measured next to the background 
region with solid state dose detector (PMX III + R100, RTI 
Electronics). Error on the CNR value was estimated as stan-
dard deviation of 10 repeated exposures. 

CNR was calculated as 

22
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(1) 

where MPV and SD are the mean pixel value and the stan-
dard deviation of 1 cm2 regions of interest in the  filter ma-
terial (ROIi) under study and in the background region 
(BKG), respectively. 

B. Contrast-detail evaluation 

The phantom CDRAD (Artinis Medical Systems, type 
2.0) has been used for the contrast-detail analysis. It con-
sists of a Plexiglas tablet (square 265 x 265 mm, 10 mm 
thick) with cylindrical holes of exact diameter and depth. 
Within a row the hole-diameter is constant, with expo-
nentially increasing depth, and within a column the hole-
depth is constant, with exponentially increasing diameter. 
The details are arranged in 225 squares. Generally each 
square contains two details, one in the center and one in a 
randomly chosen corner, which has to be correctly detected. 
Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of the phantom.  

During exposure the CDRAD plate has been embedded 
between additional PMMA layers, symmetrically positioned 
on detector side and tube side.  

Image evaluation has been carried out automatically with 
the software CDRAD Analyser (Artinis, ver.1.1). For each 
exposure  setting  8  images  have  been acquired   to reduce 
 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the contrast-detail phantom CDRAD 
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variability [1]; the CDRAD plate was slightly moved be-
tween subsequent exposures. Results are expressed in terms 
of an overall image quality index, the IQFinv, defined as  

.
*

10015

1
∑

=

=
i ii

inv DepthDiameter
IQF

             
(2) 

Exposures of the phantom for contrast-detail analysis 
were conducted on a subset of exposure settings used for 
CNR calculation. 

III. RESULTS  

CNR evaluation: Filter thicknesses ≤1.0 mm Al resulted 
in only small variations in CNR values and high  uncer-
tainty. Increasing filter thickness expanded the CNR value 
range. For thicknesses ≥ 1.3 mm Al error on CNR value 
reduced to 5% in CR systems and < 3% in DR systems. Fig. 
3 shows an example for 109 kV, CR system, chest examina-
tion setup. Fig. 1  

 

Fig. 3 Study for filter thickness for CNR evaluation. Error: 5% on CNR  

 

Fig. 4  Calculated CNR values for chest examination setup and 1.5 mm Al 
filter material on CR system. Error: 5% on CNR 

 

Fig. 5 Calculated CNR values for chest examination setup and 1.5 mm Al 
filter material on DR system. Error: 3% on CNR  

Fig. 6 Calculated CNR values for abdomen examination setup and 1.5 mm 
Al filter material on DR system. The circles indicate standard exposure 
setting. Error: 2% on CNR  

Fig. 7 Contrast-detail study with CDRAD phantom for chest examination 
setup on DR system. Evaluation in terms of the overall image quality index 
IQFinv  (automatic evaluation software CDRAD Analyser Ver. 1.1). Error: 
5 % on IQFinv 
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Fig. 8  Correspondence between CNR evaluation and contrast-detail 
analysis in terms of the overall image quality index . Error: 5 % on IQFinv, 
< 3% on CNR 

At a given effective dose (E) level, CNR values increased 
as kV decreased in all setups. Fig. 4, 5 and 6 represent some 
typical results for 3 different experimental setups.  

Contrast-detail evaluation: For every investigated kV 
setting, the overall image quality index IQFinv increased 
with effective dose, as expected. Fig. 7 reports the results 
for chest set-up on DR system. For a given E, images at 
lower kVs resulted in higher IQFinv.  

Correspondence CNR-IQFinv: As can be seen from Fig. 8 
a very good correlation resulted between the CNR evalua-
tion method proposed in this paper and the contrast-detail 
evaluation performed by the automated image analysis 
software CDRAD Analyser, Ver. 1.1, summarized in the 
overall image quality index IQFinv. The squared correlation 
index for second order polinomial interpolation was gener-
ally r2 > 0.95. In the exposure range from low dose to stan-
dard exposure the correlation could be considered linear for 
all practical purpose. At dose levels well above the standard 
exposure settings IQFinv increase was limited. The effect 
was more pronounced when high kV were used. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

When filter material thickness was ≥ 1.3 mm Al, the cal-
culated CNR value range was sufficiently wide and uncer-
tainty was correspondingly reduced, so that the proposed 
CNR could be considered a reliable parameter for image 
quality assessment. A filter thickness of 1.5 mm Al or 2.0 
mm Al suited best for the whole investigated high voltage 
range from 60 kV to 125 kV. 

When considering comparable phantom exposure, in all 
experimental setups lower kV settings led to better image 
quality in terms of higher CNR value, as expected. For the 

DR system, chest setup, this result was confirmed by higher 
IQFinv score, too. Thus, reducing high voltage in patient 
exposures (with respect to standard voltage settings) should 
permit dose savings with an equal image quality.  

When kVs are reduced the exposure time increase has to 
be taken into account, thus limiting the parameter settings in 
practice. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

For CNR evaluation a thickness of 1.5mm Al has been 
shown to be an adequate filter material for examinations in 
the range of 60 – 120 kV. CNR measurements turned out to 
be very reliable, with an uncertainty < 2.0% in DR systems.  

The overall image quality index IQFinv proposed by the 
automatic evaluation software CDRAD Analyser Ver 1.1. 
showed to be a suitable parameter for absolute image qual-
ity evaluation and equipment comparisons. CNR and IQFinv 
were well correlated throughout all the clinical and sub-
clinical exposure range, hence justifying the use of CNR as 
“working” parameter for equipment optimisation.  

In all investigated setups, images taken at lower high 
voltage settings scored better CNR values at comparable 
dose levels, making out a case for kV reduction with respect 
to clinical habit. A good compromise might be 100-110 kV 
and 65-70 kV for chest and abdomen examinations, respec-
tively. 
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Abstract—Magnetic resonance imaging based texture 
analysis has been shown effective on classifying multiple 
sclerosis lesions.  Quantitative analysis of images contains 
several manual and automatic steps. Results of subtle changes 
between tissues may suffer from errors in analysis protocol.  
For the development of clinical analysis protocol we evaluate 
the potential of non-specialized medics to carry out image slice 
selection and manual segmentation of brain tissue for texture 
analysis purposes as an assistant for a specialist.

Our results indicate manual region of interest definition 
performed by non-specialists requires sufficient education with 
practical training to achieve successful textural data.  

Keywords— Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), texture 
analysis (TA), multiple sclerosis (MS), region of 
interest (ROI), segmentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Quantitative image analysis constitutes a wide field of 
interest from spatial registration of images to surface and 
slice models of the anatomy and of pathological stages for 
2D and 3D image atlases; volumetric, shape and texture 
analyses of specific tissues and abnormalities; functional 
measures of cell activity, blood perfusion and oxygen 
concentration. The most common quantitative method in 
clinical use in analyzing radiological image data is 
measurement of dimensions of lesions. 

Quantitative image analysis may provide new clinically 
relevant information on the target tissue of interest, this 
representing a great advantage in clinical work as well as in 
research.  

 One significant objective of quantitative image analysis 
is to find tissue-characterizing features which have 
biological significance and correlate with pathophysiology 
detected by other methods, i.e. clinical examination, other 
imaging modalities and pathological-anatomical diagnosis. 
Other objective is provide this new information on the 
properties of tissues to be used alone or in combination with 
other clinical information allowing more reliable detection 
of disease and sophisticated tissue classification as a clinical 

diagnostic and follow-up tool.  Quantitative study results 
are less dependent on the examiner than in qualitative 
analysis and thus provide better reproducibility, accuracy, 
precision and quality.  

Texture is an important pattern property of the two-
dimensional pictorial and the three-dimensional volumetric 
description of a tissue or pathological process. 
Quantitatively texture may be defined and analyzed by 
numerous parameters arising from different methods of 
calculation. Texture methods are divided into four major 
categories: statistical, structural, model-based and transform 
methods. The major objective in texture analysis (TA) 
studies is to define and select the features which provide the 
best discrimination properties among the wide range of 
texture parameters and find accurate methods for 
classification of tissues in interest.  

Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based 
TA as means of representing fine changes in tissues has 
been reported to success in Multiple Sclerosis (MS) related 
studies [1-5]. The foundation of quantitative texture analysis 
protocol consist of image acquisition, image processing and 
necessitates towards results obtained from fine structure 
changes between tissues through several manual, semi-
automatic or automatic steps. Especially non-standardized 
manual phases of the process may cause immeasurable 
sources of error.  

There are several methods of setting the region of 
interest (ROI) of target tissue for further TA phases. The 
whole tissue area in two dimensional analyses or volume in 
three dimensional analyses may be segmented and labelled 
with manual, semi-automated or automated applications. 
The segmentation methods can be divided into several 
categories such as thresholding, region growing, edge-
detection, supervised and unsupervised classification, 
artificial neural networks, deformable models, model fitting 
and atlas-guided approaches.[6-7]. 

 It depends on the study questions and materials as well 
as the algorithm, if automated methods can perform the 
segmentation task accurately and successfully; despite the 
substantial advances in automated methods there is still 
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need for the radiologist’s learned professional skill in 
visually evaluating normal and abnormal findings present in 
the image. When tissue samples of standardized size or a 
specific part of the tissue instead of the whole homogenous 
appearing tissue present in the image is needed for sample, 
manual or semi-automated ROI setting may outperform the 
automated methods. It should taken into consideration that 
manual segmentation or ROI drawing is driven by expertise 
of the performer, there may be less repeatability compared 
to automated methods  and inter and intra observer 
variability may excist. For the development of texture 
analysis to a clinical tool in MS diagnostics and follow-up 
in the future it should be studied which parts of analysis are 
sensitive for small changes in textural data analysis 
protocol, and which steps tolerate interferences in data 
acquisition.  In this study we evaluate the potential of a non-
specialized medic to carry out image slice selection and 
manual segmentation of brain tissue for TA purposes as an 
assistant for a specialist. 

 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Patients 

MRI data of 30 patients with definite diagnosis of MS 
based on neurological and neuroradiological examination 
was included the study. The Ethics Committee of the 
hospital approved the study and participants provided 
written informed consent. Neuroradiological examination 
on MR images performed by senior neuroradiologist 
confirmed visible focal multiple sclerosis lesions on patients 
cerebral hemispheres. 

 
B. MR image acquisition 

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on a 1.5 T 
MRI device (Siemens, Avanto, Syngo, Erlangen, Germany).

Fig. 1. T2 TIRM images representing MS disease burden brain. Original image on left and image with ROIs on right. ROIs presented in colours: 
 1) Red: white matter(WM); 2) Pink: normal appearing white matter (NAWM); 3) Aquamarine: cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); 
 4) Green: cortex apart from lesions (NAGM); 5) Yellow: cortex near lesion, (NAGM); 6) Violet: MS plaque.
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MR imaging protocol included two standardized axial 
examinations: 1)T2-weighted turbo spin echo (TSE) 
volumetric examination (TR 750ms, TE 115ms, Slice 
thickness 3mm, Pixel size 0.90x0.90, Echo train length 23, 
Flip angle 170o, Matrix 256x212), 2) T2-weighted 
Inversion Recovery Turbo Spin Echo (TIRM) 
examination (TR 8500 ms, TE 100ms, TI 2500 Slice 
thickness 5mm, Spacing Between Slices 5mm, Pixel size 
0.45x0.45, Echo train length 17, Flip angle 150o, Matrix 
512x448).  

 
C. Segmentation 

DICOM format images were analysed in a Microsoft 
Windows XP environment. Stand-alone DICOM viewer 
Osiris (4.19) (The Digital Imaging Unit of the Service for 
Medical Computing of the University Hospitals of Geneva, 
Switzerland) was used to select slices from every image 
series for analysis. Texture analysis application MaZda 
(3.20) (The Institute of Electronics in the Technical 
University of Lodz, Poland, within European Cooperation 
in the field of Scientific and Technical Research ( COST ) 
action B11: Quantitation of Magnetic Resonance Image 
Texture [8-10]) was used for manual segmentation of 
tissues in interest by setting ROIs for further texture 
analysis.  
Two sixth year and one fifth year medical students were 
involved in this study. The students were asked to repeat 
their study books of neurology and radiology with special 
attention on multiple sclerosis. Fifth year student had 
private and sixth year students had small group half day 
education containing  neuroradiological anatomy and  
special findings in multiple sclerosis patients’ MRI images 
offered by specialized and experienced neuroradiologist. 
Furthermore they had basic teaching on using computer 
programs to be used in their study tutored by licentiate of 
medicine, engineer of medical technology with special 
interest in developing quantitative radiology methods in 
clinical use. The students were offered MRI images of 
patients with confirmed visible focal multiple sclerosis 
lesions on cerebral hemispheres. After the education given 
each of them were asked to 1) select ten patients from a 
patient list of MRI studies, 2) examine their MRI images 
(one imaging time point) with DICOM viewer, 3) select two 
images best representing MS lesions from twodistinct image 
series (T2-weighted TIRM and TSE 3D) and save image 
files for further use, 4) draw regions of interest (ROIs) on 
MS patients’ MRI image slices with MaZda program. They 
were asked to draw the ROIs with free hand with different 
colors defined in a written instruction. Each ROI should be 

a representative sample of tissue or lesion in question, all 
visible lesions not required if several exist in image slice. 
The ROI areas were a) MS focal lesions/plaques, b) WM 
apart from lesions c) WM near lesion (NAWM), c) cortex 
apart from lesions (NAGM), d) cortex near lesion (NAGM), 
e) cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). 

Students were asked to draw ROIs only on tissue they 
were certain about. During this procedure, they had 
assistance of using computer applications and basic 
assistance on neuroradiological findings. They made their 
own conclusions where to draw ROIs. The application used 
for ROI drawing has extensive selection of drawing tools 
and tools for image size scaling – zoom tool up to 16:1 and 
image brightness adjustment for preparing the image in 
question for viewing and ROI –drawing procedures.  

Senior neuroradiologist analyzed the ROI-drawings by 
viewing original images and combination images with ROIs 
drawn on.  

III. RESULTS 

 
All students became fast familiar with the applications 

used for the analysis, when considering their initial skills in 
basic control of personal computer with Microsoft Windows 
environment (i.e. saving and loading files in applications). 
After about five patients’ images per student, all students 
could perform the application routines certainly and without 
delays in process. 

The texture analysis software proved to be stable. The 
usage of the program was logical, and actions in the 
program soon become familiar with use.  

Experienced neuroradiologist analyzed the images and 
ROI-drawings students had done. Students were asked to 
identify basic elements of brain: white and grey matter, and 
sections of these next to focal lesions. They identified the 
regions successfully, but free-hand ROI –drawing was not 
so exact although instructions for the procedure accentuated 
not to draw ROI on anything you can’t confirm. Two of 
three students had drawn both white and grey matter ROIs 
overlapping adjacent tissues. Especially this seemed to be 
problematic in narrow ROIs of cortex. One student had 
notable difficulties in drawing cortex-ROIs in TSE 3D –
images, these were not drawn on almost all this image series 
slices because of uncertainty of tissue anatomy in this type 
images. All three students found focal lesions, but they all 
seemed to describe the lesion smaller than specialist would.  
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
Qualitative evaluation on three medical students’ 

capability to manually segment brain tissue for TA purposes 
showed the half day education for neuroradiological 
anatomy and findings in MS to be insufficient. Students 
described focal lesions smaller than specialist would. In this 
case, it is probable students followed the instructions to 
draw only on lesions they could be sure of, this leading to 
reduced area of single lesions. Often the lesions spread out 
diffusively, and there is no clear line between lesion and 
surrounding tissue. Contrary to lesion marking, there were 
problems to draw fine anatomical structure ROIs not 
overlapping on other structures, even small overrun of for 
example cortex lead to significant amount of pixels 
representing cerebrospinal fluid or white matter on 
subcortex, this leading to remarkable partial volume effect 
if quantitative analyses were used. 

On the whole, for the clinical specialist the use of MaZda 
and making quantitative measures between conventional 
procedures would seem time-consuming. Non-specialized 
medics interested in image analysis could offer assistance in 
manual or semi-automate quantitative analyses if sufficient 
instruction and supervised training is given. 

 
In conclusion, manual ROI definition performed by non-

specialists requires sufficient education with practical 
training to achieve successful textural data.  
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Laser-driven particle acceleration utilizing nm-thin diamond foils: Improved ion
acceleration for cancer therapy, improved electron acceleration and potentially

ultra-brilliant X-ray beams for medical diagnostics
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Abstract— Compared to former laser ion acceleration
schemes like target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [1] , the
laser acceleration from ultra-thin diamond-like carbon (DLC)
foils is more efficient and for the high-power short-pulse laser
ATLAS proton energies up to 100 MeV are expected [2]. Also
for the generation of very dense relativistic electron bunches the
use of ultra-thin diamond foils leads to much better results [3]
than for laser bubble acceleration [4]. By reflection of coherent
electromagnetic fields from these relativistic electron bunches it
seems possible to generate brilliant, intense X-ray beams [5]. In
the longer term we plan to use the laser-driven ion beams for
cancer therapy and the X-ray beams in medical diagnostics. We
describe the present status and the expected beam properties for
the upgraded ATLAS laser at MPQ (Garching) and the setup of
our medical beam line.

Keywords— Laser acceleration, DLC foils, brilliant X-ray
beams, cancer therapy, medical diagnostics.

I. INTRODUCTION

With ultra-thin targets very efficient schemes of laser ac-
celeration of ions [2] and electrons [3] have been observed re-
cently. The high-power, short-pulse lasers require ultra-high
contrast to avoid preionization of the target by the prepulse
before the arrival of the main pulse. Using the new accelera-
tion scheme, very dense relativistic electron bunches can be
used as a mirror for the electromagnetic fields of a magnetic
undulator or a second laser. With the reflection we hope to
obtain intense high energy X-ray beams in the keV range by
relativistic Doppler energy upshift [5, 6, 7].

We want to use these proton and carbon ion beams for can-
cer therapy and the brilliant intense X-rays for medical diag-
nostics. The rather compact and cost effective laser accelera-

tion allows to build systems very competitively compared to
systems using classical accelerator technology. In this paper
we describe the present status and our plans and visions using
laser accelerated beams from ultra-thin foils in medicine.

Fig. 1: Efficient new acceleration mechanism to accelerate ions and
electrons from ultra-thin targets. If one measures the target thickness by a

normalized areal electron density σ and the laser intensity by a normalized
vector potenial aL , the optimum ion acceleration occurs for aL ≈ σ and the

optimum electron acceleration is predicted for aL ≥ σ ·2π. For a typical
value aL = 7 an optimum thickness D for diamond-like carbon foils of

Dion = 8 nm is expected for ion acceleration and for electron acceleration a
target thickness Delec ∼ 1.2 nm is expected.

II. LASER ION ACCELERATION WITH

ULTRA-THIN (DLC) FOILS

Fig. 1 shows schematically a light pressure based scheme
for electron and ion acceleration from ultra-thin DLC targets.
The short pulse laser pushes the electrons of the foil into
the target and the ions are accelerated by the rectified elec-
trostatic dipole field between the ion and electron layer. To
characterize the target foil properties, we introduce a dimen-
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sionless normalized areal electron density σ :

σ =
ne

nc
·

D
λL

(1)

where ne is the electron density of the target, nc = ω2
L · ε0 ·

me/e2 is the critical density, D is the target thickness and λL =
2π · c/ωL is the wavelength of the laser.

Furthermore we introduce the dimensionless normalized
vector potential of the laser:

aL =
e ·EL ·λL

2π ·mc2 =

√
IL

1.37 ·1018 W/cm2 ·
λ 2

L

µm2 (2)

where IL is the laser peak intensity and EL the laser field
strength. For aL = 1 an electron gains the energy mc2 in a
half-cycle of the laser and the electron becomes relativistic. In
Ref. [8] was shown by 1D Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations
that the highest proton energies are obtained when aL ≈ σ .
This prediction was recently confirmed by us experimentally
for ultra-short laser pulses (40 fs)[2].

The ATLAS laser at MPQ is currently upgraded to im-
prove parameters based on our newly gained understanding
of the acceleration processes. For this 10 Hz repetition rate
system we expect a normalized vector potential of aL = 7
with a laser pulse duration of 20–25 fs, a pulse energy of 1.4 J
after our double plasma mirror and a contrast of better than
10−11. In this paper we will quote all expected properties like
ion energies, electron energies or target thicknesses for the
projected ATLAS laser. From the scaling law for the opti-
mum target thickness we expect a target thickness D = 8 nm
and a maximum proton energy of 40 MeV, where we assume
for circular polarized light a scaling with a1.8

L in between the
theoretically predicted scaling of a2

L from 1D simulations and
a1.6

L for 2D simulations [2].
This shows that we need rather small target thicknesses in

the nm range. Later we will see that we need even smaller
target thickness of about 1 nm to produce relativistic electron
beams from the ultra-thin DLC targets. Presently we are the
only group world-wide which can produce these ultra-thin
free-standing DLC foils. Diamond is of interest as target ma-
terial due to: its exceptional hardness, mechanical strength,
high tensile strength, extreme heat resistance (sublimation
temperature 3653◦ C), transparency down to 220 nm and high
resistance to radiation damage.

Ultra-thin targets require lasers with ultra-high contrast,
because otherwise the prepulse of the laser already destroys
the very thin foils. We are preparing a double plasma mir-
ror to improve the contrast of ATLAS and are building a 3rd
order autocorrelator to measure the contrast in the 1 ps time
range. Certainly it is also decisive how good the contrast of

the laser is already in front of the plasma mirrors. Here we
have invested in better amplifiers with less formation of a pre-
pulse.

The new ion acceleration scheme is shown schematically
on the left side of Fig. 1. The idea is to accelerate a small
area of the target as a neutral foil, where the laser pushes
the electrons and the electrons pull the ions. It is advanta-
geous to use laser pulses with rapid rise time to prevent any
possible heating of the target. This cold, collective coherent
motion of electrons in the ultra-thin foils under laser short-
pulse interaction is very different from the thermal, hot elec-
tron motion used in former laser ion acceleration schemes,
like target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [1]. We are
diagnosing the electron dynamics within the ultra-thin DLC
foil during the very intense laser interaction by looking at the
emitted high harmonics. The relevance of these discrete or
continous harmonics for attosecond physics has been studied
theoretically in Ref.[9]. Theoretical simulations show that it
is advantageous to use circular polarized laser light, where the
electrons are continously pushed forward instead of linear po-
larized light, where the electrons in addition to the transverse
oscillation with ωL also perform a heating forward–backward
oscillation with 2 ·ωL. For ion acceleration we are develop-
ing more elaborately shaped DLC-targets, where theoretical
2D (PIC) simulations show, that we will gain another fac-
tor of 2–3 in maximum ion energy. A starting point for this
new technical development was Ref. [10]. Thus we have good
hope reaching with our high-power, high-repetition rate AT-
LAS laser maximum proton energies of about 100 MeV in a
continous spectrum, which are in the range of medical appli-
cations. The next task is to reach more monochromatic proton
and carbon spectra. Here we see already for circular polar-
ized light structured energy spectra and we are looking into
methods to achieve more monochromatic spectra by a more
elaborate target design.

III. LASER ELECTRON ACCELERATION AND

X-RAY PRODUCTION WITH ULTRA-THIN

(DLC) FOILS

Besides laser ion acceleration we are also strongly inter-
ested in electron acceleration from DLC foils. Requiring that
all electrons breakout from the target leads via the Poisson
equation to the condition:

aL ≥ 2π ·σ (3)

Thus even thinner targets in the range of 1nm are required
for ATLAS to achieve electron breakout. This is quite a tech-
nological challenge, but it seems possible. In a first step we
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worked at the TRIDENT laser (Los Alamos) with a larger
aL ≈ 12 und thus less stringent requirements on the target
thickness. Here we observed for the first time the breakout of
electrons [3]. Presently we are performing more detailed 2D
simulations to gain a better understanding of the underlying
electron acceleration mechanisms. We work with tightly fo-
cused lasers and it is also of interest to move the DLC target
out of the laser focus. Comparing electron bunch densities of
∼ 1018/cm3 observed in many experiments with bubble or
wakefield acceleration [4] –i.e. densities similar to the used
gas density – our solid DLC targets start with much higher
electron densities of ∼ 1024/cm3 and rather good energy res-
olution. Parallel to the detailed simulations we have sched-
uled beam times, where we want to investigate the acceler-
ated electron bunches and ions in more detail.

By reflecting coherent electromagnetic fields from these
very dense electron bunches, FEL-like coherent, brilliant,
Doppler-upshifted photon beams can be produced, and hope-
fully be used as X-ray beams in medical diagnostics. We
avoid the Coulomb expansion of these electron bunches by
confining them with laser trapping between the acceleration
driving laser and the decelerating electromagnetic fields from
the magnetic or optical undulator. The prospects are here
to reach even higher electron densities by compression[11].
This Doppler up-conversion of the photon beam should oc-
cur immediately after accelerating the electron bunch, thus
avoiding flight paths where a dilution of the electron density
occurs. Here two ways of photon reflection are immediately
at hand: (1) a magnetic undulator with typical wavelength λu

of 10 mm corresponding to photon energies of 10−4 eV or
(2) laser light (an optical undulator) with a wavelength λopt

of 1 µm corresponding to photon energies of 1 eV. In the fu-
ture coherent light sources with in-between wavelengths may
be of interest also. For the magnetic undulator the final wave-
length λ f after reflection is given by:

λ f =
λu

2γ2 (1 +
a2

u

2
) (4)

and for the optical undulator by:

λ f =
λopt

4γ2 (1 +
a2

opt

2
) (5)

where au and aopt measure the field intensity. Many proper-
ties of the FEL-like reflection can be understood within the
1D theory by the dimensionless so-called Pierce parameter ρ
[6, 7]:

ρ =
1
γ
(

I
IAlv

(
λuau

2πσB
)2)1/3 (6)

where γ characterizes the electron beam energy, I is the elec-
tron current, IAlv = 27kA and σB is the electron beam diame-
ter. For FEL operation the energy spread of the electron beam
∆γ
γ has to fulfil the relation:

ρ ≥
∆γ
γ

(7)

Thus large Pierce parameters are advantageous. Since the
electron bunch density ne = I

σ 2
Bc

occurs in the Pierce param-

eter with n1/3
e , the new acceleration scheme with large elec-

tron densities is much better. With a magnetic undulator a
first demonstration of a laser-driven FEL appears to be eas-
ily in reach, because of the coherence condition requires that
the scattered photon wavelength in the inner restframe of the
electron bunch is much larger than the electron distance [5].
In a real experiment the dumping of the driver laser light af-
ter target interaction and the reduction of radiation damage of
the magnetic undulator are technically feasible.

Fig. 2: Schematic drawing illustrating the production of X-rays using a
relativistic electron mirror. A production laser drives the electrons out of an
ultra-thin DLC target and accelerates them in vacuum to typical energies of
50 MeV, while a second production laser is reflected from the electron sheet

coherently and produces an intense X-ray beam.

With the optical undulator higher photon energies in the
keV range come into reach more easily. Here by the Doppler
boost not only the photon energy is increased by 4γ2, but also
the pulse duration is shortened typically by 1/(4γ2). These
beams have many applications in physics [13, 14], but here
we are interested in the medical diagnostic application. This
is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A driver laser produces the
relativistic electron mirror from the ultra-thin DLC foil with
typically rather small electron energies of 50 MeV, corre-
sponding to a relativistic γ factor of γ = 100. A second optical
production laser with photon energy E0 ≈ 1 eV is reflected
from the electron mirror and coherently produces photons
with energy Eγ = 4γ2 ·E0, which are in the energy range of
40 keV [5]. Using coherent instead of incoherent reflection
makes this process orders of magnitude more efficient, since
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then the cross section scales with the number of electrons N2
e .

A difficulty of this approach is the accurate temporal and spa-
cial overlap of the two lasers and the target foil. The normal
reflection of the laser light with respect to the electron ve-
locity can be solved by tilting the target foil somewhat [3];
for magnetic undulators this problem does not occur. Simu-
lations show that the relativistic mirror can be shaped into a
focusing mirror, allowing to match the beam size of the co-
herent, brilliant X-ray beam to the object size of medical in-
vestigations. The produced 50 MeV dense electron bunches
probably can be decelerated very efficiently in a small gas
volume, by driving collective plasma modes, without gener-
ating bremsstrahlung or showers. In this way shielding can be
strongly reduced. We plan to perform phase contrast imag-
ing [12], where we expect to get high resolution X-ray im-
ages at much less dose compared to classical absorption tech-
niques. Within our Cluster of Excellence ”Munich-Centre for
Advanced Photonics” (MAP) we explore the possibilities of
such imaging in mammography and diagnostics of cartilage.

IV. THE MEDICAL BEAM LINE AT THE ATLAS
LASER OF MPQ

Presently we have ordered all major components of a med-
ical beam line at the ATLAS laser of the MPQ (Garching) to
perform first experiments with laser driven proton and carbon
beams and X-ray beams. The technical layout of this beam
line is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Technical drawing showing the medical beam line under
construction at the ATLAS laser of the MPQ Garching. In the octagonal
chamber either the ion beam or the X-ray beam will be produced from
ultra-thin DLC foils. Via delay lines the driver laser and the production

laser are overlapped at the DLC target temporally and spatially. The
extension chamber contains the delay line for the production laser and
further diagnostics. The chicane chamber with four large permanent

magnets is used to select a certain ion species and to select the narrow
energy range of these ions.

In the octagonal chamber the DLC targets are irradiated.
In the extension chamber and the cubes for the driver laser
the temporal overlap of both laser beams for X-ray genera-
tion by relativistic reflection will be adjusted. We then hope
to extract intense X-ray beams. In the chicane chamber with
four large permanent dipole magnets special ion species like
proton or carbon beams are selected and slits define rather
monoenergetic beams.

V. CONCLUSION

We find that laser accelerated particle beams from ultra-
thin diamont foils open a new world of medical applications
in diagnostics and cancer therapy. Besides laser technology
also target technology becomes an important key technology.

This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft through the DFG-Cluster of Excellence
Munich-Centre for Advanced Photonics (MAP) and SFB
Transregio TR18.
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Abstract— Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance To-
mography (MREIT) reconstructs true conductivity images by 
using current density distribution and surface potential meas-
urements. In this study, equipotential projection [1] and J-
substitution image reconstruction [2] algorithms for MREIT 
are compared. A novel reconstruction method, J-substitution 
and filtered equipotential-projection based hybrid reconstruc-
tion algorithm, is proposed. In this method, the image recon-
structed with equipotential projection algorithm is filtered and 
then assigned as the starting conductivity distribution for J-
substitution algorithm. True conductivity distribution can also 
be reconstructed with two surface potential measurements. 
Methods are simulated on a thorax phantom and results show 
that the proposed method has an improved performance in 
some regions. 

Keywords— Magnetic resonance, imaging, tomography, 
MREIT. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an imaging 
modality which reconstructs images of cross-sectional con-
ductivity distribution. It uses internal current distribution 
and surface potential measurements induced by current 
applied on the surface of a conductor body. This method is 
vulnerable to measurement errors and noise. Moreover, 
inverse problem of EIT is ill-conditioned due to several 
reasons [3]. All of these result in low spatial resolution. On 
the other hand, in MREIT, internal current density is meas-
ured by Magnetic Resonance Current Density Imaging 
(MRCDI). So, high resolution conductivity images can be 
reconstructed with MREIT. There are two types of recon-
struction algorithms used in MREIT: current density (J) and 
magnetic field (B) based algorithms [3].  

In this study, two J based algorithms, J-substitution and 
equipotential-projection are compared and a novel hybrid 
reconstruction algorithm is proposed for MREIT. In this 
method, conductivity image is initially reconstructed with 
equipotential-projection algorithm and filtered with a low-
pass filter. Then, it is assigned as the initial conductivity 
distribution for J-substitution algorithm. Methods are evalu-
ated using simulated measurements on a thorax phantom 
based on true conductivity values. 

II. METHODS 

A. Forward Problem of MREIT 

MREIT forward problem is calculation of internal cur-
rent density distribution and surface potentials of a conduc-
tor whose conductivity distribution and boundary conditions 
are known when current is applied to the surface of the 
conductor. Formulation is done by Laplace’s equation and 
Neumann boundary conditions (1-2) in 2-dimension.. 

( ) ( , ) 0 ( , )x y x y Sσ φ∇ ⋅ ∇ = ∈  

on positive electrode

on negative electrode

elsewhere0

J

J
n

φ
σ

∂
= −

∂

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

 
(1-2) 

Here, ( , )x yσ , φ , S , n and J define conductivity distri-

bution, electric potential, two-dimensional cross section, 
outward unit vector and applied current, respectively. Finite 
element method (FEM) is employed for forward problem 
solution. Current density distribution required for simula-
tions is calculated from MREIT forward problem solution 
with FEM.  

B. Inverse Problem of MREIT 

MREIT inverse problem is reconstruction of conductivity 
distribution of a conductor whose internal current density 
distribution and surface potentials are known for an applied 
current on the surface. 

In equipotential-projection algorithm [1], surface poten-
tials are projected inside the field of view (FOV) along 
equipotential lines. Also, surface potentials are calculated 
with equation (3) and the assumption that conductivities 
around the body and potential at a point are known. 

J σ φ= − ∇   (3) 

Equipotential lines are projected orthogonally to current 
lines inside the FOV. From potential distribution inside the 
FOV, potential gradient is calculated and conductivity dis-
tribution is reconstructed with equation (3). 
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J-substitution algorithm [2] differs from equipotential-
projection algorithm in using at least two current injection 
patterns, being iterative and solving MREIT forward prob-
lem twice in each iteration. As a first step, MREIT forward 
problem is solved with one of the current injection patterns 
for a homogeneous conductivity distribution. Potential gra-
dient is calculated and conductivity distribution is updated 
with equation (4). 

2

*2 1 :
p q

q q
pp q

q q

V u

J u
ρ

ρ

ρ
+

+ +
∇

=   (4) 

Here p, q, u and J define the current injection pattern, it-
eration number, potential difference between two current 
injection electrodes and current density distribution meas-

ured with MRCDI. Also, *
quρ  is the measured potential 

difference between two electrodes. In every update equa-
tion, the ratio of measured and calculated potential differ-
ence between two electrodes is used to guarantee recon-
struction of true conductivity distribution. MREIT forward 
problem is solved once more with updated conductivity 
distribution and the other current injection pattern. First 
iteration is finished with updating conductivity distribution 
again with equation (4). Second iteration continues with 
updated conductivity distribution and the first current injec-
tion pattern.   

Stopping criteria for iterations of J-substitution algorithm 
is a precision error ( ε ) between calculated conductivity 
distributions of two current injection patterns. When equa-
tion (5) is satisfied for a specificε , iterations are stopped. 

2 1 2p q p qρ ρ ε+ + +− <   (5) 

J-substitution algorithm converges to a minimum error 
solution quickly with an intelligent selection of initial con-
ductivity [2] and equipotential-projection algorithm is rela-
tively much faster than J-substitution algorithm. Regarding 
that, conductivity distribution is reconstructed with equipo-
tential-projection algorithm and then assigned as the starting 
conductivity for J-substitution algorithm to benefit from 
both algorithms. The new algorithm is referred to as the 
hybrid algorithm. Due to reasons stated in discussion sec-
tion, J-substitution and filtered equipotential-projection 
hybrid reconstruction algorithm is designed with a low-pass 
filter in addition to the hybrid algorithm. In filtered hybrid 
algorithm, a low-pass filter is applied to the image which is 
reconstructed with equipotential-projection algorithm. Then, 
the filtered image is processed with J-substitution algorithm. 

III. RESULTS 

J-substitution, equipotential-projection, hybrid and fil-
tered hybrid algorithms are compared with simulated meas-
urements. A two-dimensional thorax phantom is designed to 
simulate measurement data. Thorax phantom is based on 
true tissue conductivity values [4-5] and illustrated in Figure 
1. Also, conductivity values of regions and corresponding 
tissues are shown in Table 1. Size of thorax phantom, size 
of electrodes and applied current are 0.4x0.4 m2, 0.04 m and 
20 mA, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Thorax phantom 

Table 1: Conductivity values of thorax phantom 

Region Tissue type Conductivity (S/m) 

1 Skeletal muscle 0.2 

2 Lung 0.0667 

3 Heart 0.6667 

4 Bone 0.006 

5 Spinal cord  (CSF) 1.5625 

6 Aorta 0.6667 

 
Reconstructed images with four simulated algorithms are 

shown in Fig.ure 2 and Figure 3. Results of J-substitution, 
hybrid and filtered hybrid algorithms are reconstructed 
images after 3 iterations where minimum errors occur. 

Percentage error calculated with the below equation is 
used to evaluate performance of simulated algorithms. 

2
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Here N, irσ  and icσ are pixel number, real and calculated 

conductivity values, respectively. Moreover, regional per-
centage errors are calculated. Results are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: General and regional percentage errors 

 
Equipotential-

projection 
algorithm 

J-
substitution 
algorithm 

Hybrid 
algorithm 

Filtered 
hybrid 

algorithm 
General 

error 
67.63 21.02 27.54 20.59 

Region 
1 error 

70.41 19.77 33.78 20.8 

Region 
2 error 

59.76 10.19 13.79 17.55 

Region 
3 error 

76.6 40.49 11.45 20.5 

Region 
4 error 

63.32 39.85 33.52 35.67 

Region 
5 error 

96.66 96.63 96.41 96.72 

Region 
6 error 

51.56 42.59 32.1 21.55 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this study, current density based J-substitution and 
equipotential-projection algorithms are compared. A novel 
reconstruction technique, J-substitution and filtered equipo-
tential-projection based reconstruction algorithm is pro-
posed considering the results of these algorithms. 

Equipotential-projection algorithm is the fastest algo-
rithm among the four algorithms. Since it is not iterative 
and does not require forward problem solution, images can 
be reconstructed in approximately one minute. On the other 
hand, J-substitution algorithm has almost one hour recon-
struction time for an 80x80 image at each iteration, due to 
forward problem solution. Image reconstruction time is 
highly dependent on hardware and image size. Hybrid algo-
rithms need the same amount of time to reconstruct images 
as J-substitution algorithm.  
As shown in Table 2, equipotential-projection algorithm has 
the worst performance among all algorithms regarding gen-
eral and regional errors because errors in the calculation of 
surface potentials are projected inside the body along equi-
potential lines. In Figure 2(a), image artifacts in the form of 
lines close to the boundary are an example of those errors. 
Moreover, in experimental realization, the biggest current 
density errors are expected to occur at regions with the 
lowest current density (i.e. at corners of the FOV). Thus, 
these errors are reflected to the calculated surface potential 
values to be projected into the FOV. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2 Reconstructed images with 
a) Equipotential-projection algorithm 
b) J-substitution algorithm 

 
In some pixels where no equipotential line passes, poten-

tial cannot be calculated. Potential in that specific pixel is 
calculated by averaging potential values of surrounding 
pixels. Hence, some errors occur. Pixels under sternum are 
examples of these pixels.   
J-substitution algorithm and filtered hybrid algorithm pro-
duced the best results in general and at skeletal muscle er-
rors. Most of the FOV corresponds to skeletal muscle, con-
sequently lower general reconstruction error is obtained. In 
these two algorithms, reconstruction is initiated with a ho-
mogeneous or nearly homogeneous conductivity distribu-
tion which results in little deviations between pixels in 
skeletal muscle regions. Moreover, scaling with potential 
ensures true conductivity distribution and minimum errors 
in skeletal muscle region. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3 Reconstructed images with 
a) Hybrid algorithm 
b) Filtered hybrid algorithm 

 
Hybrid algorithm has a worse performance in general and 

skeletal muscle regions because J-substitution part of hybrid 
algorithm is initiated with an inhomogeneous background. 
Thus, errors projected inside the body with equipotential-
projection cannot be corrected. To smooth error lines and 
make background nearly homogeneous, a low-pass filter is 
applied to images reconstructed with equipotential-
projection. Filtered hybrid algorithm produces better results 
than hybrid algorithm in general and skeletal muscle region.  

Hybrid algorithm produced better results in heart, bone 
and aorta regions than J-substitution and equipotential-
projection algorithm. Especially in heart, there is a big dif-
ference because inner regions of the image are reconstructed 
better with equipotential-projection algorithm than outer 
ones. Thus, heart is separated from other regions and has a 
good contrast with equipotential-projection. Although errors 
are relatively high in the heart, conductivity distribution 

converges to true values by scaling with potential in J-
substitution part. On the other hand, filtered hybrid algo-
rithm produced slightly worse results than hybrid algorithm 
in the heart, the lung and the bone regions since the bounda-
ries are blurred by low-pass filtering. Nevertheless, deterio-
ration in these areas is insignificant considering the better 
performance in general errors. 

J-substitution and filtered hybrid reconstruction algo-
rithm has similar general error and better performance in 
small regions at the centre of the FOV than J-substitution 
algorithm. 
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Abstract— There are various elements in visual images, 
such as luminance, edge, color, movement, and shape, that 
may affect mental activity. In an attempt to explore the neural 
processes associated with image features, we extracted the edge 
and spatial frequency characteristics from images of two mov-
ies having completely differential features. Using the fMRI 
technique, we measured the effects of the movies on the physi-
ology of subjects viewing them. It was found that an outdoor 
movie contains higher-frequency components than an indoor 
movie. Further, the outdoor movie activates the frontal regions, 
and this may affect higher-order brain functions such as dis-
play of emotions and conscious awareness. 

Keywords— Visual image, Image analysis, fMRI, Neural activ-
ity, Emotion 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Visual images are characterized by various elements such 
as luminance, edge, color, movement, spatiotemporal fre-
quency, and shape, and these elements can affect an ob-
server’s mental activity. 

Several studies have been conducted to clarify how phys-
ical properties of visual images are related to the display of 
emotions and mental activity. An EEG (Electroencephalo-
gram) study has shown the relationship between emotional 
content and the spatial frequency of visual stimuli [1]. An 
fMRI study has investigated the use of distinct spatial fre-
quency sensitivities for processing faces and emotional 
expressions [2]. The relation between the energy in different 
spatial frequencies and the emotional features of pictures 
has also been investigated to examine whether affection is 
strongly influenced by spatial frequency contents [3]. 

In an attempt to explore the neural processes associated 
with image features, we measured neural activations using 
the fMRI technique during subjects viewing two movies 
having completely differential features. We employed im-
age analysis for the extraction of the edge and spatial fre-
quency characteristics from the two movies. In the fMRI 
measurements, we tried to find the effects of the movies on 
the physiology of the subjects based on the difference of the 
neural activations. 

II. METHOD 

Figure 1 shows the two color movies used in this study. 
One of the movies was shot indoors and the other was shot 
outdoors; a digital video camera was used for the shooting. 
The size of the images in the movie corresponded to 352  
240 pixels, and the duration of the movie and its frame rate 
were 25 s and 30 fps, respectively. 

The FFT (Fast Fourier transform) technique was used for 
the analysis of frequency characteristics. The technique was 
applied to a particular circular area with a radius of 120 
pixels (FFT was applied to a data length of 120 pix-
els/degree and for 1 to 360°), and the slope of the regression 
curve fitted to the power spectrum density of each frame 
was determined. Edges were determined by applying a 
second-order Laplacian filter to a square area of 240 pixels 
and summing the filtered data over the entire area. 

Neural activations were measured using 3T fMRI equip-
ment (SIEMENS, Trio) and a block design paradigm. The 
subjects alternately rested for 20 s, viewed indoor movie for 
20 s, rested for 20 s and viewed outdoor movie for 20 s; 
thus, one set of actions was of 80 s. Measurements were 
performed for a total of five sets. The fMRI data were ana-
lyzed in SPM2 [4]. The visual angle of the presented movie 
was 7.3°  9.7 , 10 cd/m2 which corresponded to 127 step in 
8 bit luminance. Eight healthy subjects (age: 22–38, 8 
males) participated in the experiment. 

 

Fig. 1 Images from the two color movies used in the experiment 
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III. RESULTS 

The slopes of the power spectrum density curves showed 
a larger amount of variations for the outdoor movie as com-
pared to the indoor movie, as shown Figure 2. The ampli-
tude and the changes in the edges were also larger for the 
outdoor movie than for the indoor movie, as shown Figure 3. 

The time-averaged slopes were –1.8  0.09 for the indoor 
movie and –1.6  0.18 for the outdoor movie, and the time-
averaged edges were (3.4  0.16)  106 and (5.5  0.74)  
106, respectively. 

Figure 4 and Table 1 show the neural activations corre-
sponding to the two movies; the neural activations are ob-
tained by group analysis (d.f. = 7, p < 0.005, uncorrected, 
cluster size > 300). The results indicate that the activated 
regions for the indoor movie are the left cuneus, middle 
occipital gyrus in both hemisphere (BA18), while the acti-
vated regions for the outdoor movie are the cingulate gyrus 
in both hemisphere, left anterior cingulate (BA32), left 
caudate head, right middle frontal gyrus (BA8, BA46), right 
lingual gyrus, and right middle occipital gyrus (BA18). It 
was observed that the activated regions were restricted 
mainly to the occipital region in the case of the indoor mov-
ie, while in the case of the outdoor movie, the frontal re-
gions were also activated in addition to the occipital region. 
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Fig. 2 Slopes of power spectrum densities for the two movies 
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Fig. 3 Edges for the two movies 

 
(a) Indoor movie 

 
(b) Outdoor movie 

Fig. 4 Neural activations for the indoor and outdoor movies 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

Figures 2 and 3 show the differences in the slopes and 
edges between the two movies. Since edges can be regarded 
as a high-spatial-frequency component, the slopes and edges 
in the figures indicate spatiotemporal frequency changes. 
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Baddeley et al. have stated that the fixation probability is 
dominated by high-frequency edge information [5]. There-
fore, the results obtained in the present study suggest that 
the outdoor movie may contain many elements to hold the 
attention of or to be of interest to the subjects. This could be 
the reason for the averaged edge data in the case of the 
outdoor movie showing higher values than those in the case 
of the indoor movie (Figure 3). 

The fMRI measurement confirmed that the activated re-
gions inferred for the indoor movie were restricted to the 
occipital region, but that the regions in the frontal regions 
were also activated in addition to the occipital region in the 
case of the outdoor movie. By using the fMRI technique [7], 
Banks et al. showed that the activity in specific regions of 
the frontal cortex, including the anterior cingulate, varies 
with the amygdala activity, which is known to be strongly 
related to the display of emotions [6]. Luo et al. observed an 
increase in gamma band ERS in the prefrontal-anterior 
cingulate to stimuli available to conscious awareness [8]. 
Therefore, the fMRI results in this study suggest that high-
frequency components in the outdoor movie may affect 
higher-order brain functions such as display of emotions 
and conscious awareness. 

 

Table 1 Activated regions 
Hemisphere Regions x y z t

Indoor
Left Cuneus -16 -102 4 15.05
Left Middle occipital gyrus -32 -92 14 15.76
Right Middle occipital gyrus 26 -100 2 22.32

Outdoor
Left Anterior cingulate -2 50 0 8.17
Left Cingulate gyrus -2 4 44 3.68
Left Caudate head -4 8 -4 5.99
Right Middle frontal gyrus 52 18 42 11.98
Right Cingulate gyrus 14 2 36 4.09
Right Lingual gyrus 26 -74 -4 15.32
Right Middle occipital gyrus 32 -94 10 17.36

p < 0.005, uncorrected  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In an attempt to clarify the neural processes related to 
image features, we extracted the edge and frequency charac-
teristics by employing image analysis from two movies that 
have completely differential features. Using the fMRI tech-
nique, we explored the effects of the movies on the physiol-
ogy of subjects viewing them. We conclude that outdoor 
movies contain higher-frequency components than indoor 
movies and that they activate the frontal regions. Outdoor 
movies may also affect higher-order brain functions such as 
display of emotions and conscious awareness. 
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Anisotropic Conductivity Imaging with MREIT 
Using J-substitution and Hybrid J-substitution Algorithms  
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Abstract— Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance 
Tomography (MREIT) is a tomographical imaging technique 
which uses measurements of magnetic flux density induced by 
a probing current to reconstruct electrical conductivity 
distribution within a conductor object with magnetic 
resonance active nuclei. In this study, two novel anisotropic 
conductivity reconstruction algorithms for MREIT are 
proposed. The technique is evaluated with simulated 
measurements. 

Keywords— Magnetic resonance, MREIT, anisotropic 
conductivity, imaging, tomography. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography 
(MREIT) is a tomographic technique that images 
conductivities of tissues or objects with high resolution. 
Imaging the conductivity of tissues has the capability of 
obtaining essential pathological and physiological 
information [1]. Despite the fact that most biological tissues 
have anisotropic conductivity values [2], most MREIT 
algorithms assume isotropic conductivity to simplify 
solution of the image reconstruction problem [3]. This 
assumption decreases accuracy of the reconstructed 
information and narrows the application spectrum of the 
technique. 

In this study, J-substitution algorithm proposed by Kwon 
et al [4] is extended for anisotropic conductivity 
reconstruction using a similar technique proposed by 
Değirmenci and Eyüboğlu [5]. The difference between 
measured current density distribution and calculated current 
density distribution for anisotropic conductivity is 
minimized iteratively in both techniques. The main 
difference between the two techniques is that, potential 
distribution in the field of view (FOV) is calculated using 
equipotential lines in [5], while it is calculated via finite 
element method (FEM) in the proposed algorithm. Iterations 
start with homogeneous conductivity distribution. Another 
study is performed by using the reconstructed conductivity 
distribution of the technique in [5] as initial distribution to 
the proposed algorithm. The aim is decreasing the 
reconstruction errors and reducing the convergence time. 
The new technique is called as the hybrid J-substitution 

algorithm. Both studies are tested with computer models 
and obtained results are given. 

II. METHOD 

A. Forward Problem 

MREIT forward problem is defined as determining 
current density distribution and boundary potential values in 
the FOV for a known conductivity distribution and 
boundary conditions. Laplace’s equation with the Neumann 
boundary conditions relates the conductivity and potential 
distribution as  
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Here, xJ , yJ  and xφ∇ , yφ∇  are the x and y components 

of current density and potential gradient, respectively. 
 

B. Reconstruction of anisotropic conductivity using J-
substitution algorithm 

In the proposed algorithm, anisotropic conductivity is 
calculated iteratively, minimizing the difference between 
measured and calculated current density distributions as: 
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Here ⋅  shows 2L  norm. In order to calculate the 

potential gradient in the FOV, potential distribution in the 
FOV is needed. Proposed algorithm calculates this potential 
distribution using FEM for a known conductivity 
distribution and boundary conditions. Iterations start with a 
homogeneous conductivity distribution and continue with 
the resulting conductivity distribution of the previous 
iteration. Potential gradient is calculated from potential 
distribution using 3×3 Sobel operators. For the calculation 
of anisotropic conductivity distribution, residual function in 

(5) is minimized with respect to σ  and the following 
equation system is obtained: 
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Here, j
..σ  shows the anisotropic conductivity components 

of the jth element and j
xJ  and j

yJ  show the measured current 

density components. As seen from (6), two equations are 
obtained with four unknowns for only one current injection 
pattern. Therefore, at least two independent current injection 
patterns are required to solve this equation system, 
uniquely. For N different current injection patterns, 
equation (6) is written as in the following: 
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Anisotropic conductivity values are then calculated as: 
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All steps up to here are repeated at each iteration. When the 
difference between two consecutive results decreases below 
a predefined value ε , iterations are terminated. 

Finally, obtained conductivity distribution is a relative 
distribution. If the true distribution is required, then a scale 
is calculated by dividing the measured potential difference 
of two boundary points to the calculated potential difference 
of the same points and the calculated potential distribution 
is scaled with this value. Also true conductivity distribution 
can be obtained by means of a known conductivity value at 
one point (pixel). 

 
C. Reconstruction of anisotropic conductivity using hybrid 
J-substitution algorithm 

This technique is in fact an integration of the anisotropic 
equipotential projection algorithm (EPP) [5] and the J-
substitution algorithm. A similar hybrid algorithm is 
proposed by Boyacıoğlu and Eyüboğlu [6] for the 
reconstruction of isotropic conductivity. Details of the 
anisotropic EPP algorithm can be found in [5], so it is 
skipped here. In the newly proposed hybrid technique, 
anisotropic conductivity is first reconstructed with 
anisotropic EPP algorithm and then this conductivity 
distribution is given to the J-substitution algorithm as the 
initial distribution. By doing so, it is expected to decrease 
the errors of anisotropic EPP algorithm and obtain a faster 
convergence. 

III. RESULTS 

In order to test the proposed algorithms, a 2-D computer 
model is designed to simulate MREIT measurements. xx 
and yy components of the model are seen in figure 1. Model 
consists of one object having anisotropic conductivity 
distribution placed in a isotropic background having 1 S.m-1 
conductivity value. Anisotropic object has a 2 S.m-1 circular 
conductivity in x direction while a 3 S.m-1 square 
conductivity in y direction. Other components of the 
anisotropic conductivity are taken as zero.  
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Fig. 1 Designed 2D computer model, (a) xxσ , (b) yyσ . 
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Four different current injection patterns are provided via 
eight electrodes placed on the model boundary. Electrode 
positions and current injection patterns are seen in figure 2 
and table 1, respectively.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Eight electrodes placed on the model boundary. 
 

 
Table 1 Current amplitudes applied to the electrodes for current injection 

patterns I1, I2, I3 and I4. Values are in mA. 
 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 

I1 0 +20 0 0 0 -20 0 0 
I2 0 0 0 -20 0 0 0 +20 
I3 +20 0 0 0 -20 0 0 0 
I4 0 0 +20 0 0 0 -20 0 

 
Following error formula is used for quantitative 

evaluation of the technique: 
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Here, u is the anisotropic conductivity index, 
jtσ  and jrσ  

are the true and the reconstructed conductivity values of the 
jth element, respectively and N is the total number of pixels 
in the grid. Similar error calculation is also performed for 
isotropic regions. True conductivity distribution is 
calculated, using the scaling explained in the previous 
section, before calculation of these error figures. This model 
is first used to test the performance of the anisotropic J-
substitution algorithm. Figure 3 shows the results after 5 
iterations starting from homogeneous conductivity and table 
2 shows the corresponding errors. Then the same simulated 
measurements are used to reconstruct images with the 
hybrid J-substitution algorithm. Figure 4 and table 3 shows 
results and errors of the anisotropic EPP algorithm (10 
iterations) and figure 5 and table 4 shows results and errors 
of the hybrid J-substitution algorithm (10 iterations EPP + 3 
iterations J-sub.), respectively.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this study, two novel anisotropic conductivity 
reconstruction algorithms are proposed and tested with 
simulated measurements. The first technique, anisotropic J-

substitution algorithm, reconstructs conductivity iteratively 
and based on minimizing the difference between measured 
and calculated current densities at each iteration. Obtained 
results show that proposed algorithm reconstructs 
anisotropic conductivities with errors below 45%. Second 
technique uses both anisotropic EPP and anisotropic J-
substitution algorithms. Conductivity distribution is first 
obtained by anisotropic EPP algorithm and this distribution 
is given to the anisotropic J-substitution algorithm as an 
initial distribution. In figure 4 and 5, the anisotropic EPP 
algorithm reconstructs with errors less than 35 %, while the 
hybrid J-substitution reconstructs with less than 30 % 
errors. The main drawback of the anisotropic J-substitution 
algorithm is its reconstruction time. Each iteration takes 
about 15 minutes for a 50 by 50 image and accuracy of 
reconstructed conductivity values is poor. On the other 
hand, anisotropic EPP algorithm reconstructs 10 iterations 
in 5 minutes for the same conductivity distribution with 
better accuracy. Hybrid J-substitution algorithm decreases 
the reconstruction error and increases the time and memory 
consumption compared to anisotropic EPP algorithm. As a 
result, anisotropic J-substitution algorithm has poor 
accuracy with more time consumption, while anisotropic 
EPP algorithm has a better accuracy and speed. Hybrid J-
substitution is the second in speed but it is the best in 
accuracy among the three algorithms.  
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Fig. 3 Reconstructed anisotropic conductivity images using J-

substitution algorithm: (a) xxσ , (b) yyσ , (c) xyσ , (d) yxσ  

 
Table 2 Reconstruction errors for the images in figure 3. 

 
xxσε  (%) 

yyσε  (%) 

Object 29.1 45.1 
Background 6.4 11.5 
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Fig. 4 Reconstructed anisotropic conductivity images using anisotropic 

EPP algorithm: (a) xxσ , (b) yyσ , (c) xyσ , (d) yxσ  

 
Table 3 Reconstruction errors for the images in figure 4. 

 
xxσε  (%) 

yyσε  (%) 

Object 20.2 34.3 
Background 16.5 17.1 
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed anisotropic conductivity images using hybrid J-

substitution algorithm: (a) xxσ , (b) yyσ , (c) xyσ , (d) yxσ  

 
Table 4 Reconstruction errors for the images in figure 5. 

 
xxσε  (%) 

yyσε  (%) 

Object 17.8 30.4 
Background 7.2 7.5 

 
In order to reconstruct the anisotropic conductivity 

uniquely with the proposed algorithms, two current 
injection patterns are sufficient. But, since the 
reconstruction error is high at the regions with low current 
values, four different current injection patterns which cover 
the entire FOV are used in this study. In fact, using 
increased number of current injection patterns complicates 
the practical implementation of the technique. Therefore, 
using currents patterns which are optimized to cover the 
entire FOV will ease the usage of the technique without 
increasing the reconstruction error. Moreover, the amount 
of applied current for in-vivo conductivity imaging is 
limited by the patient safety regulations. 
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Abstract— Dementia with Lewy bodies (LBD) is the second 
most frequent dementia after Alzheimer’s disease (AD). It is 
very important to diagnose LBD and AD distinguishably as 
early as possible, because of adequate treatment. However, it is 
very difficult to diagnose them. Therefore, the purpose of this 
study is to develop a computer-aided diagnosis system for 
classification of LBD and AD on brain MRI. We obtained 71 
cases, which are all cases taken in a hospital from 2008: 10 
cases with LBD (2 male, 8 female; mean age, 65.2 years), 36 
cases with AD (10 male, 26 female; mean age, 66.3 years), and 
25 control cases (8 male, 17 female; mean age, 62.2 years). 
There are no statistical significance with age and gender 
among groups. For distinguishing AD and LBD, the cerebral 
parenchyma was automatically extracted from MRI coronal 
section, and evaluated by use of a texture analysis. We calcu-
lated 14 feature values from a co-occurrence matrix and five 
feature values from a run-length matrix, and selected seven 
feature values by use of a step-wise feature selection method. A 
discriminant analysis was applied to distinguish AD and LBD. 
The performance of our computerized method was evaluated 
by a round-robin test. 87.3% (62/71) of cases, which were 
91.7% (33/36) of AD cases, 70.0% (7/10) of LBD cases, and 
88.0% (22/25) of control cases, were correctly detected by our 
computerized method. We developed a computerized scheme 
for classification of LBD and AD. Our results indicate that 
LBD and AD can be distinguished by computer. 
 
Keywords— Texture analysis, Alzheimer’s disease, Dementia 

with Lavy Bodies, MRI 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Dementia is a progressive decline in intellectual function 
that interferes with normal social and economic activity.  It 
may be caused by a variety of acquired organic diseases of 
the brain.  Two major causes are dementia with Lewy bod-
ies (DLB) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD).  DLB is the sec-
ond most frequent dementia after AD.  Although no effec-
tive prevention or treatment has been established for AD, 
some drugs are known to be markedly effective for a limited 
time in the early stage, and progression of the dementia can 
be delayed with brain function reactivating programs and 
other methods.  It is very important to diagnose LBD and 

AD distinguishably as early as possible, because of ade-
quate treatment.  

A long-term follow-up of healthy individuals with MRI 
findings obtained from a brain checkup or dock will allow 
the early diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment and mild 
AD [1].  A brain checkup service is provided increasingly 
by local governments and medical institutions based on the 
recent high public interest in dementia-related diseases and 
brain dysfunction.  However, large-scale time-series data 
analyses need much labor and time.  It is difficult to extract 
images of the hippocampus and the medial entorhinal cortex, 
which become atrophic specifically in AD patients, from 
MR images of the head automatically.  At present, skilled 
neurologists and radiologists extract the images manually.  
The development of a system that can express the time 
course of morphology of the brain numerically has been 
awaited to establish an objective automatic technique for 
making a diagnosis of AD. 

We have studied and reported the image-based diagnosis 
of AD with texture features [2],[3].  Quantitative texture 
feature measurements allow not only numerical expression 
of morphological changes in the brain but also automatic 
calculation of the changes with a computer.  The purpose of 
this study is to develop a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) 
system for classification of LBD and AD on brain MRI. 

II. SUBJECTS AND METHODS 

A. Subjects 

We obtained 71 cases, which are all cases taken in a hos-
pital from 2008: 10 cases with LBD (2 male, 8 female; 
mean age, 65.2 years), 36 cases with AD (10 male, 26 fe-
male; mean age, 66.3 years), and 25 control cases (8 male, 
17 female; mean age, 62.2 years), with no statistically sig-
nificant difference in age or sex between the three popula-
tions.  Furthermore we have excluded depression patients 
from the study who have scored more than 50 points on the 
self depression scale (SDS). We have also excluded patients 
who have developed dementia as a result of lacunar strokes 
located in certain strategic areas of the brain as shown on 
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MRI imaging. Written informed consent was obtained from 
all the patients and their family. 

 
B. Image processing 

MR image processing procedures are illustrated in Figure 
1.  An original MR image (Fig. 2) of the head was entered 
in a computer to perform binary operation.  After 4-nearest-
neighbor erosion operation was performed twice, the image 
was labeled to extract information on the maximum area.  
Four-nearest-neighbor dilation operation was performed 
twice to extract an image of the cerebral parenchyma (Fig. 
3).   
 

 
Fig.1 Procedures to extract an image of the cerebral parenchyma 

 

 
Fig.2 Original MR image 

 
Fig.3 Extracted image of the cerebral parenchyma 

C. Texture features 

Texture analysis was performed on cerebral parenchyma 
images extracted from MRI of the head for all the subjects 
[4], [5].  We calculated 14 feature values from a co-
occurrence matrix and five feature values from a run-length 
matrix.  The texture features were selected with the stepwise 
method to differentiate the two types of dementia.  Prior to 
the calculation, each MRI was expressed in a 64-grayscale 
mode.  When no minor variations in gray levels were taken 
into consideration for the calculation, more stable results 
were expected to be obtained.  A discriminant analysis was 
applied to distinguish AD and LBD.  The performance of 
our computerized method was evaluated by a round-robin 
test. 

III. RESULTS  

The texture features selected seven feature values by use 
of a step-wise feature selection method.  A discriminant 
analysis was applied to distinguish AD and LBD.  The per-
formance of our computerized method was evaluated by a 
round-robin test.  The texture analysis confirmed DLB in 7 
(70.0%) of the 10 patients with the dementia, AD in 33 
(91.7%) of the 36 patients with the disease, and the normal 
brain in 22 (88.0%) of the 25 healthy individuals.  The 
overall differential rate was 87.3% (62/71).  Table 1 lists 
results of round-robin test.     

 

Original MR Images of the head 

Segmentation of parenchymal pattern 

Removal of false positives by erosion operation

Extraction of brain parenchymal images 

Texture analysis 
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Table 1   Results of round-robin test  

 AD DLB Control 

AD 33 3 0 

DLB 2 7 1 

Control 2 1 22 
AD=Alzheimer’s disease.  DLB=Dementia with Lewy bodies.   
 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

To determine a hippocampal volume or area, neurologists 
or radiologists extract hippocampal images from the MR 
image of the head manually.  This means that the volume 
and area depend on physician’s skill and experience in ex-
tracting hippocampal images.  The ill-defined hippocampal 
region should be traced accurately from multiple MRI im-
ages in hippocampal volumetry.  This needs much labor and 
time.  Measurement of a hippocampal volume or area is 
thus impractical at clinical settings.  The development of a 
system that can express the time course of morphology of 
the brain numerically has been awaited to establish an ob-
jective, automatic, practical technique for making a diagno-
sis of AD. 

In the present study, we determined seven texture fea-
tures to express morphological changes in the brain.  Tex-
ture features can detect morphological changes and changes 
in local gray level distribution accurately.  The applications 
of the features to medical images include a mammogram 
CAD system to reduce false-positive candidates for nodular 
densities [6], run-length analyses used in the computer 
analysis of interstitial pneumonia [7], and texture analyses 
of ultrasonographs [8].  The determination of texture fea-
tures seems to allow the quantitative assessment of morpho-
logical changes in the brain associated with cerebral atrophy 
in AD and DLB patients. 

The use of the seven texture features allows automatic, 
objective, easy, rapid extraction of cerebral parenchyma 
images from MR images of the head.  A series of process 
from the input of original MR images to the measurement of 
the features can be automated fully and takes only a few 
seconds.  This automatic system could be applied to a 
screening system for AD or DLB.  

We developed a computerized scheme for classification 
of LBD and AD.  Our results indicate that LBD and AD can 
be distinguished by computer.   
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Abstract— The need for a simple and precise method of 

evaluating bone density in the clinical and research environ-
ment is clear and the advent of digital radiography offers new 
opportunities in the use of X-ray to provide this information. 
In this paper the use of an Aluminium step wedge in digital 
radiography to evaluate bone density in decalcified sheep 
femur specimens is evaluated. Ten specimens were decalcified 
over 26 days in Ethylene Diaminetetra Acetic Acid 
(EDTA). X-rays of the samples were corrected for imaging 
inhomogeneities and calibrated using an aluminum step wedge 
to obtain an Aluminium-equivalent thickness. Their mineral 
density was also assessed using micron-level Computed Tomo-
graphy (CT) and ash-weight as a gold standard. Comparison 
of the results show the correlation between X-ray Aluminium-
equivalent thickness and ash-weight to be significant (R2 = 0.9) 
and superior to other techniques. We conclude that calibrated 
digital X-ray offers the potential to provide accurate, quantita-
tive density information. 
Keywords— Digital, X-ray, Step-Wedge, Decalcification. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Assessing the mineral content and density of bone is a 
commonly performed and important task in both the clinical 
and research environments, particular with studies involving 
osteoporosis and osteopaenia. Whilst methods such as Dual 
Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) and Quantitative 
Computed Tomography (QCT) are widely regarded as the 
most accurate to assess bone density, their limited availabil-
ity, cost and relatively long scan times restrict their use in 
the clinical and research, environments [1].  

Because of its affordability, familiarity and availability, 
X-ray imaging is widely used by both clinicians and re-
searchers to gain an impression of the density of bones 
across a range of species. However, it has been shown by 
several authors that plain X-ray imaging is unreliable as a 
measure of density or strength of bones [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] 
Two studies show explicitly that the evaluation of X-ray 
images compared to mechanical and histological tests is not 
a sensitive or reliable method for measuring small changes 
in bone density or strength.[2, 8] 

Previous authors have attempted to improve the quantita-
tive information available from X-ray by including an Alu-
minium step wedge as a calibration tool. Some refining of 
step wedge calibration methods has occurred since its first 

use in 1901, however, the generally followed protocol has 
remained the same [9]. More recently, the introduction of 
Digital or Computed Radiography (CR) has offered more 
possibilities in terms of digital output, detector response and 
image analysis options. Authors in the field of dentistry 
have performed some analyses of step wedge techniques 
using digital X-ray [10, 11, 12, 13]. However, despite some 
updates in methods, they fail to correct for image inho-
mogeneities or utilise the full capabilities of the digital 
output.  

In this study, two types of animal bones were extricated 
and decalcified. They were imaged with an Aluminium step 
wedge at various stages of decalcification using a CR sys-
tem. Image analysis techniques were applied to the X-rays 
to obtain an Aluminium Equivalent density and this was 
compared to the ash-weight density of the samples.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 The selection of bone samples and the decalcification 
technique were based on the methods of Shah et al. (1995) 
[14]. The samples consisted of ten extricated sheep femurs 
from five sheep. These were stripped of all soft tissue. The 
central point of each femur was found and a twenty milli-
metre section marked on either side. The two sections from 
each right femur formed a group of ten test bones, the two 
sections from each left femur formed a group of ten control 
bones matched to the corresponding sections of the right 
bones. 

In their study on feline femurs, Shah et al. (1995) [14] 
describe the benefits of using Ethylene Diaminetetra Acetic 
Acid (EDTA) to externally control the decalcification of 
bones, without altering the structural properties. Following 
their protocol, the samples were fixed in 10% buffered for-
malin solution for 12 hours to preserve the tissues. The test 
bones were then placed in 20 times their volume of 14% 
EDTA solution and placed in a shaker bath at 37°C to aid 
decalcification. The control bones were placed in distilled 
water. The solutions were changed every 24 hours to main-
tain chemical concentration for decalcification. All the sam-
ples were X-rayed at the beginning of the experiment and 
again at 24 – 72 hour intervals, at which point one sample 
was removed. The final bone was removed at 26 days.  
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The X-ray images were taken using a Fuji CR cassette 
system with all automatic processing removed. A ten, 5mm 
step aluminium wedge was placed in the centre of each 
image. The images were analysed using algorithms devel-
oped in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., USA).. Background 
correction for the anode heel effect was performed by se-
lecting an ‘empty’ (i.e fully exposed) portion of the X-ray 
and fitting a double exponential curve to the resulting pro-
file. The inverse of this function was then applied to the 
entire image to correct for heel effect inhomogenieties. 
Automatic step detection on the aluminium wedge was 
performed using Canny Edge Detection and the Hough 
Transform and produced a calibration graph of grey level to 
step thickness which was fitted with an exponential curve. 
Thresholding was used to identify the mean grey level of 
each bone sample and this was mapped to the calibration 
graph to provide an equivalent thickness in millimetres of 
Aluminium (mmAl). 

The samples were also imaged on micron-level CT 
(iCAT 125micron Cone Beam Scanner) after decalcifica-
tion. The resulting transverse images were analysed 
throughout the length of each sample to give a percentage 
calcification for each test bone and two controls. 

The ash weight (mineral content) of each test bone and 
two controls was then found. The samples were weighed, 
volume measured and placed in crucibles. They were dehy-
drated at 105°C for 48 hours and then placed in a furnace at 
600°C for 24 hours. The remaining content was weighed to 
give the ash weight. 

III. RESULTS 

The ash weight was used as the ‘gold standard’ measure 
of the mineral content of the samples. This was compared to 
the commonly used and well regarded micron-level CT 
measuring system. Both systems were compared to alumin-

ium step wedge calibration of digital X-ray images. 
A maximum decalcification of 70% measured by ash 

weight was achieved. Results show a good correlation be-
tween ash weight and equivalent Aluminium thickness (R2 
= 0.9) as shown in Figure 1 below.  

 
This is an improvement on the correlation of micron-

level CT with ash weight (R2 = 0.6). Analyses correlating 
uncalibrated grey level show the correlation with ash weight 
to be much lower (R2 = 0.7) which is similar to the results 
obtained if heel effect correction is not used (R2 = 0.7).  

In order to compare the agreement of all three measure-
ment techniques, results were obtained as a percentage of 
the non-decalcified control sample. The resulting graph 
shows a good agreement with ash weight. Although X-ray 
gives readings between 5% and 15% higher than ash weight 
for up to 50% decalcification, it follows an almost identical 
trend to ash weight in measuring changes in calcium con-
tent.. This graph is shown below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 Correlation between Ash Weight and X-ray Aluminium thickness is 
R-squared = 0.9 
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Figure 2 Xray, micron-level CT and ash-weight measurements of Decalcification over  time. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In the study of Shah et al. (1995) [14] it took 12.5 days to 
reach 100% decalcification of their 6cm feline samples. In 
this study in the same conditions using sheep femurs of a 
third that length, only 70% decalcification had been reached 
in more than twice this time. The reason for this is unclear, 
and reaching full decalcification would have allowed a 
wider variety of densities to be analysed using X-ray. A 
possible explanation is that leaving the central bone marrow 
portion in the bone may have reduced the flow of EDTA 
into the bone surface thus reducing the surface area avail-
able for chemical decalcification. Future studies should 
ensure this is removed in order to maximise the surface area 
exposed to the acid. 

Comparison amongst the three techniques shows that 
careful digital X-ray analysis using background correction 
and Aluminium step wedge calibration provides superior 
results to grey level analysis alone, and even to micron-level 
CT results. The correlation with ash-weight is significant 
which illustrates the possibility of using this method as a 
simple and accurate way to track density changes in bone 
samples. The results could have been improved further by 
using orthogonal X-rays to take bone thickness into ac-
count. Inconsistencies in the X-ray imaging source may 
have contributed some errors. 

The difference between X-ray and ash-weight measure-
ments might be due to the fact that X-ray takes into account 
the non-mineral constituents of bone when assessing density 
whereas ash-weight is purely a measure of the mineral con-
tent. The result is a constant over-evaluation of bone density 
when using X-ray analysis. This reasoning appears to be 
confirmed by the fact that the percentage error increases as 
the bone mineral density decreases. This is because the non-
mineral constituents are contributing a larger proportion to 
the X-ray calculated density. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This study has shown the accuracy and usefulness of a 
digital X-ray method of Aluminium step wedge calibration, 
taking into account background inhomogeneities, to provide 
Aluminium thickness equivalent density measures in extri-
cated animal bone samples. The method is accurate for 
tracking changes in density, although further investigation 
and refinement of the X-ray and analysis technique is re-

quired to show its potential for providing quantitative ash- 
weight equivalent measures of bone density. 
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Abstract— Deposition of nonheme iron in the brain is linked 
with the process of normal ageing and with a variety of neuro-
logical disorders including Multiple Sclerosis, Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s disease. Although different MRI approaches for 
the in vivo assessment of iron concentration exist, they alto-
gether lack validation by histopathological correlation which 
renders their evaluation and comparison challenging. 

In this work, we therefore propose a two-pool model based 
on bovine serum albumin (BSA) to mimic MR relaxation 
properties of brain tissue. Prior to cross-linking of the BSA, 
different concentrations of iron loaded storage proteins (fer-
ritin) were added. Furthermore, for the assessment of the iron 
concentration a direct saturation imaging (DSI) technique is 
proposed that is based on iron related changes of the water 
saturation line shape.  

Results from DSI demonstrate a sensitive and linear rela-
tionship between iron concentration and line shape parame-
ters. DSI thus appears to be a potential technique for the as-
sessment of iron concentration. 

Keywords — Brain Iron, Ferritin, Direct Saturation Imaging, 
Magnetization Transfer 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Iron is essential for the transport of oxygen and cellular 
metabolism. Non-hemoglobin bound iron occurs in form of 
transferrin myoglobin, and ferritin, which represents the 
main fraction of iron storage in the brain [1]. Elevated lev-
els of ferritin in various grey matter structures of the brain 
have been reported for several neurological disorders [2]. 
Current approaches of quantifying iron content are mainly 
based on relaxivity effects of iron, providing relaxation 
rates which are assumed to correlate with the iron content. 
So far, validation of these methods has been limited to 
phantoms containing iron compounds other than the brain 
tissue storage protein ferritin or by referring to the findings 
of one single excellent histopathological correlation study 
[3]. However, the latter approach does not allow studying 
the effects of age, gender, and disease on iron accumulation. 

The direct saturation imaging technique proposed here 
was originally intended for contrast generation with super-
paramagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles (SPIO) [4] and it was 
adapted to consider the effect of off- and on-resonance 

saturation with preparation pulses. We investigated the 
saturation line shape of water and its changes due to varying 
concentrations of iron. We particularly focused on relaxa-
tion characteristics expected for brain gray matter in this 
two-pool model. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bovine serum albumin (diluted to 0.2 BSA per weight) 
was cross-linked after adding Ferritin from horse spleen 
(Fluka, Switzerland, Product-No. 96701) as proposed in [5] 
to obtain samples of variable ferritin concentration (0, 1, 
2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 mgFe/100g sample). The phantom 
covered the range of ferritin values published for brain 
tissue [6] and allowed to consider magnetization transfer 
(MT) effects in white and gray matter [7]. The resulting 
bound pool fraction was approximately 7%. All measure-
ments were carried out on a 3T scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). T1 was determined by 
using an inversion recovery sequence with multiple inver-
sion times and a three parameter fit.  

Direct saturation images were acquired with a spoiled 
FLASH sequence (TR/TE/FA=70ms/5.44ms/70°), per-
formed with a Gaussian saturation pulse. To investigate the 
impact of MT and T1 related effects, identical measurements 
were performed with a TR of 5s where we assumed MT to 
be negligible. The saturation pulse had a variable duration 
(4, 8, 16 and 32ms) and a flip angle of 90°. Following the 
sweep over 25 different resonance offsets linearly spaced 
around the resonance frequency of water (step width 30Hz, 
-360Hz to 360Hz), we also acquired a reference image 
without the saturation pulse. The saturation measurements 
were normalized by dividing the off-resonant images by the 
reference image (Fig. 1). A Lorentzian line shape was fitted 
into the saturation profile yielding the susceptibility induced 
shift of the resonance frequency, the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) and a direct saturation ratio (DSR), i.e. 
the maximum saturation effect. 
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Fig. 1 Spectra of different iron loaded probes after applying a saturation 
pulse with ts=8ms. 

III. RESULTS 

The relaxation time measurement yielded a T1 of 1120 
ms for the native BSA. Together with the bound pool frac-
tion, this closely resembles gray matter values reported for 
3T [8].  

DSI measurements with the short TR scaled with the iron 
concentration, but demonstrated a non-linear relationship 
for concentrations lower than 5mgFe/100g tissue (Fig. 2). 
This effect has been related to MT recently [4]. In contrast, 
saturation measurements with long TR revealed a linear 
relation over the entire range of iron concentrations, with 
longer saturation pulses resulting in higher sensitivity. The 
FWHM yielded only small dependency on iron concentra-
tion. 
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Fig. 2 Iron concentration vs. DSR at varying pre-pulse durations (dotted 
lines are measurements with TR=70ms) 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In the presence of MT and susceptibility effects, a condi-
tion more realistic for in-vivo conditions, the DSR seems to 
represent a sensitive, linear measure for iron deposition in 
tissue. Our results emphasize the importance of an appro-
priate model for mimicking brain tissue. Future efforts will 
be dedicated to further optimization of this method and 
subsequent application in vivo. 
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Abstract—  
Objective: To evaluate diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in 

the response monitoring of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
treated with the oral multikinase inhibitor Sorafenib.  

Materials and Methods: 10 patients with histologically 
proven advanced HCC were examined on a 1.5 T whole-body-
unit before and during Sorafenib therapy. Navigator-
respiratory triggered echoplanar imaging (EPI) DWI with b-
values of 50/400/800 s/mm2 was performed in addition to the 
standard liver protocol. Size, location and ADC were recorded 
for designated target lesions before and during Sorafenib 
therapy. ADC changes were analyzed with regard to potential 
diagnostic information for treatment monitoring 

Results: Mean time-to-progression was 6.6 months. All 
lesions showed an initial ADC decrease in the first MR scan 4 
weeks after onset of Sorafenib. Areas of ADC reduction could 
be attributed to focal hyperintensities in the non-enhanced T1 
images, suggesting intralesional hemorrhage. In the second 
MR scan 10 weeks after treatment onset, the majority of 
lesions showed re-increasing ADC values. In the long-term 
follow-up, constant ADC decline was observed in the majority 
of lesions.  

Conclusion: HCC lesions exhibit characteristic but unusual 
ADC changes during Sorafenib therapy. The ADC changes 
reflect pathophysiologic mechanisms in the tumor (most 
probably hemorrhagic necrosis) induced by this novel targeted 
agent early after therapy onset. In the long-term follow-up, 
changes in DWI may indicate tumor progression. 

Keywords— magnetic resonance imaging, diffusion-weighted 
imaging, liver, HCC, treatment monitoring 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently novel molecularly targeted and specific 
anticancer agents are being developed with new principles 
of action. In this context, the oral multikinase inhibitor 
Sorafenib (Nexavar, Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals–
Onyx Pharmaceuticals) has proven effective in patients with 
advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [1]. Sorafenib 
blocks tumor cell proliferation by targeting serine–threonine 
kinases and has an antiangiogenic effect by inhibiting the 
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptor [2]. 
HCC as a highly vascularized tumor is expressing increased 
levels of VEGF and microvessel density which is assumed 
to account for the effectiveness of this targeted agent in the 
tumor entity [3]. In contrast to conventional 
chemotherapeutic agents, targeted agents do not actively 

destroy tumor, so that traditional response evaluation 
criteria (mainly based on measuring tumor size) may not 
appropriately assess treatment effectiveness or improvement 
for the patient’s outcome [4].  

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique providing 
information about the extent and direction of random water 
motion in tissues. In biological tissue, this movement is 
modified by interactions with hydrophobic cellular membranes, 
intracellular organelles and macromolecules. Usually, the 
‘apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) [5] is referred to as a 
measure for diffusion in tissue. Tumor has lower ADC 
compared with healthy tissue because the high number of intact 
cellular membranes within the tumor hinder free movement of 
water molecules [6]. Therefore, DWI technique seems a 
suitable tool in the assessment of therapy-related changes in 
tissue architecture and metabolism within tumors. 

The aim of the study was to investigate DWI in 
monitoring response to treatment in advanced HCC patients 
treated with the oral multikinase inhibitor Sorafenib. 

II.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Ten patients with histologically proven multifocal HCC 
who were administered Sorafenib per os were included in 
the study. All patients underwent DW imaging in addition 
to a standard liver protocol before onset of Sorafenib 
treatment and at regular follow-up intervals until 
progression of disease was diagnosed according to the 
revised Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 
(RECIST) 1.1 [7]. Axial DW images were acquired using a 
navigator respiratory-triggered single shot echoplanar (EPI) 
sequence with b-values of 50, 400 and 1000 s/mm2. Further 
sequence parameters were: TR 2100 ms, TE 90 ms, slice 
thickness 4 mm, bandwidth 1736 Hz/pixel with echo 
spacing of 0.69 ms, FoVread 380 mm, FoVphase 100 %, matrix 
size 192 x 192, resulting in a voxel size of 2.0 x 2.0 x 4.0 
mm3. Using generalized auto calibrating partially parallel 
acquisition (GRAPPA) with an acceleration factor of two, 
net acquisition time was 2.5 minutes. Depending on the 
individual breathing frequency effective acquisition time 
varied between 4-8 minutes. ADC maps were calculated 
using the manufacturers’ software (SYNGO, Siemens 
Medical Solutions).  
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MR images were reviewed in consensus by two 
radiologists experienced in clinical liver MRI. For each 
patient, one target lesion was chosen. In general, the largest 
lesion which was reproducibly evaluable was assessed. 
Lesion size, location and ADC value of the target lesion 
were recorded. ADC was assessed by drawing a region of 
interest (ROI) around the outlines of the lesion on the 
b = 50 s/mm2 images.  ROIs were pasted into the ADC map 
and the corresponding ADC was registered. 

III. RESULTS 

Mean time-to-progression (TTP) ± standard deviation of all 
patients was 6.6 ± 4.1 months. Patients’ characteristics and 
image findings of the target lesions before (baseline) and in 
the first two follow-up MR scans during Sorafenib 
treatment (MR 1 and MR 2) are detailed in Table 1. Typical 
image series is shown in Figure 1. Mean baseline ADC 
(ADC 0) of all HCC lesions was 1.11 ± 0.16 x 10-3 mm2/s. 
 

Table 1: Patients’ characteristics and image findings. For each patient, 
localization, size and ADC value (indicated in 10-3 mm2/s) of the target 
lesion is given for the baseline MR scan (Baseline) and the first two 
follow-up MR scans (MR1 and MR2). m=male, f=female, TTP=time to 
progression, ADC =apparent diffusion coefficient given in x 10-3 mm2/s, 
n.m.=not measurable, SD=standard deviation 
 

 

 
Mean ADC value obtained in the first control scan 
performed on average 4 weeks after treatment onset was 
1.00 ± 0.17 x 10-3 mm2/s (ADC 1), corresponding to a mean 
initial ADC decrease of 10% (referred to baseline value). In 
the second control scan (MR 2) re-increasing ADC values 
were observed. 

 

Fig. 1: 62 -year old male patient with multifocal HCC lesions. Axial non-
enhanced T1 and DW images (b= 400 s/mm2) together with the 
corresponding ADC maps are shown for baseline (upper line) and first 
follow-up MR (lower line) 4 weeks after treatment onset. In the baseline 
scan, multiple T1 hypointense HCC lesions can be seen within both hepatic 
lobes. The corresponding DW image shows restricted diffusion in the 
lesions (hyperintense signal referred to liver). In the first control scan, 
hyperintense foci were observed within the majority of lesions in the non-
enhanced T1 and DW images (white arrows), suggesting therapy-related 
intratumoral hemorrhage. Corresponding ADC maps revealed focal areas 
of decreased ADC values (black arrows). 

In Figure 2 ADC curves for all patients obtained during the 
entire individual follow-up period are shown. In the long-
term follow-up (ca. >100 days after treatment onset), a 
continuous decline in ADC was observed in the majority of 
lesions. 

 

 

Fig. 2: ADC changes in HCC lesions during Sorafenib treatment.  
The diagram summarizes all ADC values obtained at baseline and during 
the entire follow-up period in reference lesions during Sorafenib therapy. 
In each patient, follow-up MR was performed until disease progression was 
diagnosed. A characteristic pattern of ADC changes with an initial decrease 
in the first MR and a re-increase in ADC in second MR was detected. In 
the long-term follow-up, decline of ADC was observed in the majority of 
patients. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Previous DWI studies focusing on monitoring response 
to oncological treatment, such as chemotherapy or radiation, 
have uniformly reported an increase of ADC during 
therapy, which has been ascribed to an increasing rate of 
tumor necrosis [8]. In contrast to those reports, in the 
present study, decreasing ADC values were observed in 
HCC lesions after the initiation of Sorafenib.  

An ADC decrease usually represents higher diffusion 
restriction as it can be observed in ischemic conditions. 
Ischemia leads to a breakdown of the adenosine 
triphosphate ion pump function in the cell membranes, so 
that a large fraction of extracellular ions and water flow into 
the cell, where diffusion is restricted by the cell organelles. 
In addition, the extracellular volume fraction which 
contributes most to the DW signal is reduced [9]. As 
inhibition of angiogenesis results in tumor ischemia, this 
model could explain the initial ADC decrease observed after 
Sorafenib onset. However, it is not clear, why, the decrease 
in ADC values was still present weeks after starting the 
Sorafenib treatment, whereas, ischemia-related processes 
such as cell swelling are expected to manifest within days or 
even hours after treatment initiation. This suggests that 
different underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms need to 
be considered. 

Comparison to the corresponding conventional images 
revealed, that most lesions simultaneously exhibited signal 
alterations characteristic for therapy-induced intralesional 
hemorrhage (see Figure 1). This raises the question, how 
residual blood products affect ADC measurements. Only 
few studies have analyzed the influence of blood products 
on DWI, mainly in the human brain. Atlas et al. found 
restricted diffusion in early intracranial hematoma caused 
by presence of intact red blood cell membranes and 
increased diffusion later on due to lysis of those red cell 
membranes [10]. Silvera et al. reports on a reduction of 
ADC in all stages of hematoma [11]. It is assumed that 
shrinkage of extracellular space due to resorption of plasma 
and changes in the conformation of the hemoglobin 
molecule could explain the persistence of decreased ADC 
values in hematomas for weeks. In view of these findings, 
DW images should always be interpreted in correlation with 
the conventional images to consider possible spill over 
effects caused by therapy-induced hemorrhage.  

The re-increasing ADC values in the second follow-up 
scan are in accordance with the ADC changes of different 
tumors reported during chemotherapy [12]. The 
antiproliferative and antiangiogenetic treatment induces cell 
necrosis and cell collapse which leads to an enlargement of 
the extracellular space and thus a loss of diffusion 
restriction.  

The slow-going constant decline in ADC which was 
observed in the majority of lesions in the long-term follow-
up examinations (Figure 2) most probably reflects diffusion 
restriction caused by increasing cellularity in progressive 

tumor lesions. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that 
- in contrast to the initial ADC decrease, no signal 
alterations indicative for hemorrhage could be observed in 
the later follow-up scans. It is possible, that both the time 
until re-decrease in ADC and the slope of the decreasing 
ADC curve may be useful in the evaluation of treatment 
response, because a sharp decline could indicate rapid 
tumor progression. However, this needs to be validated in a 
larger number of patients.  

The presented DW sequence technique is restricted by 
the limited spatial resolution which does not allow separate 
analysis of necrotic and viable tumor fractions in smaller 
lesions. Advances in sequence technique will permit 
comparison of ADC values with contrast-enhancement 
characteristics within the different tumor fractions. 
Moreover, histopathology would be desirable in order to 
correlate therapy-induced MR signal changes with 
histology. However, histological validation is not feasible 
because Sorafenib-therapy is related to an elevated risk of 
bleeding so that interventions such as liver biopsy imply 
inacceptable risks for the patients [13]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

HCC lesions treated with the multikinase inhibitor 
Sorafenib show characteristic ADC changes which initially 
are contrary to those previously reported under conventional 
chemotherapeutic agents. The measured ADC changes seem 
to reflect the underlying pathophysiologic changes that can 
be observed in HCC lesions during multitargeted tyrosine-
kinase inhibitor therapy with Sorafenib. In the early phase, 
the temporary decrease in ADC most probably reflects 
hemorrhagic necrosis, whereas in the long term follow-up 
(> 3 months) the constant decrease in ADC seems to 
indicate tumor progression.  
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Abstract— X-ray field phase differences caused by an object 
can induce enhancement of the object edges in a radiological 
image, thus facilitating its visualization. We present numerical 
simulations and experimental data for the enhancement of 
weakly attenuating test object edges, imaged in-line, under 
magnification conditions, with a digital mammography unit 
(Mo/Mo anode/filter, 0.1 mm focal spot size, 25 kV, source-to-
detector distance equal to 0.66 m, 70 m pixel size). Images 
show increased illumination at the edges of TOR[MAM] phan-
tom filaments and air bubble packaging film structures. The 
enhancement is about 1-3% over the background, thus requir-
ing low noise conditions for visualization.  

Keywords— Edge-enhancement; phase contrast; mammogra-
phy. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

X-ray images are two-dimensional attenuation projec-
tions of the object of interest. However, the irradiated me-
dium modifies not only the intensity of the incident radia-
tion field but also its phase, each of these effects directly 
related to the imaginary and real part of the complex index 
of refraction. The fast changes of the phase lead to the dif-
fraction of the X-ray radiation which can be observed at a 
certain distance from the object. These dark and bright 
fringes enhance the edge presence, facilitating the visualiza-
tion of details which could be invisible in a purely attenua-
tion image. It is argued that phase contrast can supply addi-
tional information to a clinical image and improve its 
diagnostic value, particularly in cases where the contrast 
caused by attenuation is low [1]. Since the visualization of 
low-attenuation contrast and speculated masses are central 
to clinical mammography, the development of phase con-
trast techniques is of special interest for this medical appli-
cation. 

At least two technical requirements hinder the visualiza-
tion of phase contrast in radiological images. First, the ra-
diation field must be sufficiently coherent (spatially) at the 
object plane in order to cause interference. Since X-ray tube 
anodes are extended incoherent sources of radiation, this 

difficulty has been partially solved either using microfocus 
tubes, which illuminate from a relatively small focal spot 
typically smaller than 0.1 mm [2], or/and separating the 
object from the X-ray source. Both actions increase the 
lateral coherence length. Second, the interference fringes 
have a fine structure and their observation by a detector 
requires, either ideal spatial resolution, or a large distance 
between object and image receptor for the interference to be 
recorded by different pixels in the detector.  

Recent publications have reported the visualization of 
phase effects of interest for radiology. Synchrotrons provide 
the most advantageous conditions with relation to the two 
aforementioned difficulties [3] however, their setting in a 
laboratory environment does not facilitate their use as a 
practical clinical alternative. As for the use of X-ray tubes, 
Wilkins et al. [2] reported increased contrast in the image of 
thin objects obtained with a polychromatic microfocus tube 
(20 m focal spot), and Han et al. [4] have shown increased 
quality for images of small live samples obtained with par-
tially coherent X-rays (using a conventional X-ray tube 
coupled to a polycapillary to restrict the source size to 30 

m).  
In mammography, studies carried out in synchrotron fa-

cilities have reported strong enhancement of the contour of 
different tissues in breast samples [3,5]. For clinical mam-
mography with X-rays tubes, a design study [6] reported a 
strong improvement of image quality due to edge-
enhancement and discussed conditions for practical imple-
mentation. Phantom images of edges and fibres obtained 
with modified clinical mammography units (moving the 
detector some 60 cm away from the breast support plate) 
have revealed edge-enhancement which has been inter-
preted as caused by X-ray reflection and refraction [7,8], 
and clinical evaluation of these images by radiologists sug-
gest a better lesion visibility [9]. A special unit for phase-
contrast imaging has been developed as an instrument that 
can be brought to clinical use [10]. 

This work presents first results from a study aimed at 
evaluating and interpreting the observation of phase contrast 
in images obtained using current mammography equipment, 
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under the experimental arrangement known as “in-line” or 
propagation contrast imaging [11].  

II. METHODS 

A. Geometrical arrangement 

The in-line arrangement consists of a linear sequence of 
X-ray source, object of interest and image receptor. Radia-
tion emitted from the source traverses the object of interest 
and its projected intensity is recorded by the image detector. 
In this study, the radiation source is a typical mammography 
X-ray tube with Mo/Mo anode/filter and 0.66 m source-to-
detector distance. An object can be located between source 
and image receptor. The detector is digital, with pixel size 
typical of those found in present mammography equipment 
(about 50-100 m) [12]. 

 
B. Diffraction model 

As a first-order description of the diffraction effects un-
der study, an algorithm has been designed to analyze the 
basic parameters that determine phase contrast, among oth-
ers, radiation energy and polychromaticity, focal spot size, 
relative distances between source, object and detector, de-
tector resolution and alignment. The radiation complex field  
amplitude Eo(r) after the object is expressed as 
Eo(r)=Ei(r)T(r), where Ei(r) is the field amplitude before 
the object and T(r) is the object transmittance function 

 

0
1 2( ) ( )exp( ( )) exp ( , ) exp ( , ) ,
2

T A i T z dz i z dzr r r r r  

 
where  is the lineal attenuation coefficient,  is the wave-
length and =1-n, being n the real part of the index of re-
fraction. A(r) and (r) are real functions. Propagation from 
source-to-object and object-to-detector plane is described by 
the paraxial approximation via a Fresnel transform. Simula-
tions have been made using MATLAB for a 2D (x,z) case, 
where x is a coordinate in the detection plane and z is the 
propagation direction. In this simple diffraction model, the 
test object is an edge which induces changes in amplitude, 
phase, or both. An extended radiation source is simulated by 
addition of point sources. 

 
C. Experimental method 

Digital images were obtained in a Selenia (Hologic) digi-
tal mammography unit under the following conditions: Mo 
anode, 0.030 mm Mo filter, 25 kV, 0.1 mm (small) focal 
spot size, no antiscatter grid, manual exposure between 40 
and 100 mAs, and magnification platform always on. Detec-

tion is TFT-based, direct conversion by amorphous sele-
nium, with 70 m pixel size. Analysis of “for processing” 
(raw) images was performed using ImageJ software. Test 
objects were an acrylic step phantom, filament groups B-F 
(0.35 to 0.20 mm dia) in a TOR[MAM] mammographic 
phantom, and a piece of air bubble packaging film. Test 
objects were located either directly on top of the compres-
sion base at 0.39 m from the source (magnification M=1.7), 
or on top of a second base over it, 0.34 m from the source 
(M=1.9). 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Model results 

Model calculations confirm previous observations and 
predictions [2,11] that phase-related effects in in-line ar-
rangements are very much independent of the radiation 
wavelength (for energies between 15 and 22 keV). A fortu-
nate practical consequence of this result is that polyener-
getic X-rays from tubes may indeed induce a visible effect, 
in spite of the temporal incoherence associated with an 
extended energy spectrum. Once this result was obtained, 
the rest of simulations have assumed 20 keV X-rays. A 
uniform focal spot, with size typical for mammography, has 
been simulated by the (incoherent) superposition of intensi-
ties from point sources separated about 0.2 m. Results 
indicate the advantage of weak attenuation contrast in order 
to observe phase contrast. The interference amplitude at the 
border can be 2% greater than the illuminated background 
for an object phase difference of  and smaller for other 
values, as shown in Fig. 1. This model predicts that, for our 
geometrical arrangement and the object approximately lo-
cated halfway between source and detector, the maximum 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Calculated relative intensity at the detector, 20 keV X-rays, focal 
spot size = 0.1 mm, source-detector distance = 0.66 m, magnification  2, 
diffracted by edge at x = 0, transmission = 0.81, phase difference = 0, /2 

and . Left corresponds to the illuminated side. 
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intensity increase is located within a narrow band outside 
the zone of geometrical blurring. As observed in Fig. 1, the 
width of the detector region (coordinates xd) where interfer-
ence might be observed is of the order of 20 m, difficult, 
but not impossible, to achieve with current detectors [12]. 
This effect, to be detected, requires very low noise levels in 
the image. 

 
B. Experimental results 

Enhanced edges are visualized in many of the test ob-
jects. In the wedge phantom, the step corresponding to the 
minimum (15%) contrast shows a weak but consistent effect 
(1% increase in the bright side and a similar decrease in the 
dark side, not shown). All filaments in the TOR[MAM] 
phantom display bright fringes, as observed in Fig. 2 (top), 
which shows a C filament (0.30 mm diameter) and the 
bright enhancement of its borders. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows 
the pixel profile averaged over the total filament length 
(about 1 cm). The air bubble film image shows in many of 
the bubble edges a visible enhancement, as observed in the 
profile shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 2.  Image of a C filament in the TOR[MAM] phantom, taken with 
magnification M=1.9. The top figure shows the filament image, and the 
bottom displays the profile obtained as an average over the total length. 
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Fig. 3.  Edge of an air bubble structure in the image of plastic package 
film, obtained with M=1.9. The data correspond to a single profile of a 

randomly chosen enhanced border. 

These results indicate that the chosen setup, arranged 
within the geometrical restrictions of a clinical mammogra-
phy unit do permit phase effects to become visible. The 
magnitude of the effect is relatively weak, about 1-3% in 
the cases shown in Figs. 2 and 3, but probably noticeable in 
a clinical image. In this respect, Ref. [13] reported an in-
creased phantom scoring during Quality Control tests in 
screen/film mammography using magnification geometry. 

 Our simple model simulations have, apparently, pre-
dicted the correct magnitude for the effect. However, the 
calculated diffraction fringes appear within a detector plane 
distance of 20 m, narrower than the present pixel size. In 
principle, the pixel value should correspond to an average of 
the intensity over 70 m, less intense than the quoted maxi-
mum. The observations of a stronger effect indicate, proba-
bly, the influence of the object shape in the resulting en-
hancement and, possibly, the presence of reflection in the 
object surface. These questions must be properly addressed 
before concluding about the clinical relevance of these 
phantom object observations. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have observed edge enhancement in the images of 
weakly attenuating test objects using a geometrical ar-
rangement which includes distances and focal spot of a 
current clinical mammography unit. Effects are relatively 
weak, fringes are about 1-3% brighter than the illuminated 
background, requiring low noise conditions to be visualized. 
Further investigations, both experiments and numerical 
simulations, are planned to better understand the origin of 
these effects, as well as to assess their clinical relevance.  
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Abstract—Brain MR imaging at 3T has been increasingly 
used in clinical practice since a great deal of effort has been 
invested in research into high magnetic fields to overcome the 
difficulties of successively working with stronger fields. Theo-
retically the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of a 3T MR scanner 
will be double that of a 1.5T one which is advantageous for MR 
spectroscopy as this technique has always required the strong-
est possible magnetic field strength. However, the relationship 
between the magnetic field used and the spectra obtained is 
very complex depended on several other data acquisition pa-
rameters not only field strength. Single-voxel at short echo 
time (TE=35msec) and multivoxel at long echo time 
(TE=144msec) spectra were recorded for 46 patients with 
several brain lesions using PRESS pulse sequence. Spectra 
were compared in terms of resolution as it varies among 
changes of data acquisition parameters such as NEX (Number 
of Excitations), NSA (Number of Signals Averaging) and field 
homogeneity. Spectra exhibited significantly improved resolu-
tion as field homogeneity was improved and NEX as well as 
NSA were increased. MRS metabolic profiles at 3T gave valu-
able clinical information when differentiating among brain 
lesions and tumour stages. However, in some cases, differences 
among tumour grade and lesion type were subtle, rendering 
tumour classification a difficult issue. 

Keywords—MRS, 3T, Metabolic profile, brain lesions. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy is a non-invasive di-
agnostic tool, using non-ionizing radiation that provides 
greater information than MRI techniques alone, regarding 
the evaluation, and quantification of metabolic compounds 
in soft tissue. Although proton spectroscopy has been dem-
onstrated in a number of organ systems (in particular, recent 
studies show promise for the use of proton spectroscopy in 
the diagnosis of prostate and breast cancer), the overwhelm-
ing number of applications have been implemented in brain 
lesions, as it is a relatively easy region regarding good 
shimming and lacks motion artifacts. 

A prerequisite for the MRS procedure is MR imaging 
which enables the choice of the position of the Volume of 
Interest (VOI) from which spectra are going to be extracted. 
Higher fields offer the potential of higher MR imaging reso-
lution leading to a more accurate choice of VOI’s positioning, 

since the exact match to the anatomy of interest is of para-
mount importance for a high quality spectroscopic data [1,2]. 
The resulting MR spectrum is a set of peaks corresponding to 
signals from several cerebral metabolites such as amino N-
acetylaspartate (NAA), Choline Compounds (Cho), 
Creatine/Phosphocreatine (Cr), myo-Inositole (mI), and Lip-
ids+Lactate that are quantified automatically by the MR 
Units. Via post processing techniques (MRUI, LCmodel) [3], 
it is possible to quantify several other metabolites such as Glx 
complex and GABA neurotransmitters, Alanine, Taurine etc . 
Details in quantification are elaborately described by Helms 
(2008). [4]. Metabolites presence is described by two axes 
demonstrated in Fig.1. Vertical axis provides signal intensity 
information whereas the horizontal one serves to describe the 
signal position in the spectrum (in ppm) for qualitative de-
scription of metabolite signals. Spectrum quality in terms of 
resolution is affected by several data acquisition parameters 
with the most important to be the Field Homogeneity ac-
quired, Number of Excitations (NEX) and Number of Signals 
Averaging (NSA) chosen prior to spectroscopic  data collec-
tion. However a compromise has to be done in the choice of 
NEX and NSA as both increases exam’s time. 

 
Fig. 1 1H MR spectrum as measured from a 38 years old healthy volunteer 
using Single-Voxel technique. (PRESS sequence, TE=35msec, 
TR=1500msec) 
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II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A total of 43 consecutive patients (24 women and 19 
men) with several brain lesions (tumors, multiple sclerosis, 
gliosis, leukoencephalopathy, meningiomas etc) were en-
rolled in this study before any surgical biopsy and/or resec-
tion. All patients gave a written informed consent prior to 
the exam. 1H-MR spectroscopy studies were performed on 
our new 3-Tesla MRI whole body unit (GE, Healthcare, 
Signa® HDx) using both automated Single Voxel and mul-
tivoxel (Chemical Shift Imaging) spectroscopy packages 
before contrast administration. Data were acquired using 
point-resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) pulse sequence at 
both short TE (35msec) in single voxel technique and in-
termediate TE (144msec) in chemical shift imaging. Meas-
ured spectra for each patient were concerned healthy and 
pathologic brain regions.  

In cases of pathology we intended to avoid inclusion of 
obvious necrosis, cyst, hemorrhage, edema, calcification 
and normal appearing brain tissue in the voxel, to avoid 
lesion’s underestimation. 

For voxel positioning, fluid attenuated inversion recovery 
(FLAIR, TR=9502msec, TE=128msec) or T2-weighted fast 
spin echo (TR=4420msec, TE=101,5msec) sequences in 
axial, coronal and sagittal planes were preceded. The size 
and location of the voxels were carefully adjusted inside the 
lesion or in healthy brain parenchyma for the best possible 
shimming and spectra accuracy. 

In order to differentiate among brain lesions or classify 
among stages of a disease, especially in tumor cases, spectra 
were evaluated according to peaks related with the main 
brain metabolite concentrations such as [NAA], [Cho], [Cr], 
[mI], [lipids+lactate], [Glx complex] and ratios 
([NAA]/[Cr], [Cho]/[Cr], [mI]/[Cr], [Cho]/[NAA]), as dif-
ferent pathologic states reveal variations among those ratios 
and metabolite concentrations. 

III. RESULTS  

Spectral resolution is strongly depended on high field 
strength B0, high field homogeneity, voxel’s tissue content 
homogeneity and metabolites chemical shift degree at the 
region of interest [5]. In particular, is the higher the strength 
of the external field, the homogeneity and the degree of 
chemical shift, then metabolite peaks are much more distin-
guishable and separated in the spectrum.  

The higher the field homogeneity obtained in the region 
of interest, the more accurately metabolite peaks were sepa-
rated, leading to a good-quality spectrum in both cases of 
Single voxel spectroscopy and Chemical Shift imaging. A 
FWHM of less than 10 in Single Voxel spectroscopy and 

less than 20 in CSI was acceptable for diagnostic spectra. 
The choice of voxel position and size was critical in achiev-
ing high quality spectra. It was of great importance to place 
the voxel in an appropriate area on the pathology. When 
examining focal lesions, such as tumors with obvious re-
gions of necrosis, smaller volumes were studied resulting in 
signal loss. In order to conserve the SNR in acceptable 
levels during spectra acquisition, when VOI was decreased, 
NSA or NEX were increased at the expense of time.   

Spectroscopy may be helpful in the differential diagnosis 
between various lesions such as tumors or tumor grades, 
multiple sclerosis etc. [6,7,8,9,10]. In general, biochemical 
features of tumors are concerned with reduced NAA and Cr, 
elevated Cho and high lipid+lac signal according to the 
extent of necrosis [6]. The most common observations re-
lated to grade of glioma is that Cho/Cr peak area ratio in-
creases with grade [7] and recent short TE data have shown 
a decrease in mI/Cr with grade [8]. Our study demonstrated 
that low-grade tumors and meningiomas show reduced 
NAA and elevated Cho with absent lipid signal. Grade III 
gliomas demonstrated a more prominent Cho peak and 
higher Cho/Cr ratio than in lower grades but again absence 
of lipid signal as presented in figure 2. Metastatic lesions 
and grade IV gliomas (GBM) show resonances correspond-
ing to lipids+lactate at central regions of the tumor and low 
levels of Cr. In compliance with other researchers [10], our 
findings showed that measuring intratumoral Cho/Cr ratio is  
often not useful as measuring the peritumoral Cho/Cr ratio 
to differentiate between GBM and metastasis as centrally 
lipid signal is the predominant peak for both metastasis and 
GBM obscuring all other metabolite peaks. Spectra from  
 

 

Fig. 2 1H MR spectrum of a grade III glioma.(PRESS sequence, 
TE=144msec). Notice elevated Cho, low NAA and Cr peaks 
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multiple sclerosis (MS) plaque showed reduced NAA, vari-
ous concentration of Cho, with Lac appearing occasionally, 
mI/Cr and Cho/Cr can be elevated. Almost the same meta-
bolic profile as MS appeared in cases of leukoencephalopa-
thy with low levels of NAA and high levels of mI. In cases 
of epilepsy, spectra from hippocampal region, showed re-
duced signal of NAA, decreased NAA/Cho and elevated mI 
and Glx. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Depending on the disease or the disease stage, brain pa-
renchyma provides different metabolic profile. For instance, 
metastatic brain tumors are characterized by a high peak of 
lipid signal and low level of Cr concentration. High grade 
astrocytic tumors had lower NAA concentration and higher 
Cho than did low grade astrocytomas.  In good aggreement 
with previous studies, peritumoral Cho/Cr ratios were  sig-
nificantly higher in glioblastomas compared with solitary 
metastasis, suggesting that metabolite maps can be used to 
classify these two tumor types, which are not easily distin-
guished by other means [6]. In addition, tissue adjacent to 
encapsulated tumor that corresponds to metastasis and men-
ingiomas has normal looking spectra in comparison with 
GBM. However, variations among different spectra are 
often very subtle, rendering extremely difficult, for the 
metabolic profiles of several lesions, to be differentiated. 
Although elevated Cho/Cr, reduced NAA and high lipid+lac 
concentration are found in cases of neoplasia, these charac-
teristics must be used cautiously as other lesions may ex-
hibit similar features. Non-neoplastic lesions that may have 
tumour-like spectra include inflammation, stroke, multiples 
sclerosis, radiation necrosis and gliosis. [6] 

A prerequisite for 1H-MRS accuracy comprises the 
proper choice of voxel size and the appropriate positioning 

of it on the ROI as is of critical importance to achieve a 
good-quality diagnostic spectrum. 

In conclusion, proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy is 
an important, non-invasive adjunct to anatomical imaging 
for the evaluation of brain lesion type and grade, for target-
ing and evaluating response to therapy, as well as under-
standing the mechanisms of success or failure of treatments. 
Therefore we suggest that in vivo H-MRS at 3T can im-
prove the high quality of diagnostic level in terms of bio-
chemical and metabolic evaluation in brain pathology.  
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Abstract— Dose from ionizing radiation is a major concern 
for small animal imaging (SAI) with micro computed tomo-
graphy (micro-CT) similar to clinical CT. It is known that 
many micro-CT examinations are associated with relatively 
high dose levels due to the increased resolution levels. Do-
simetry in micro-CT can be difficult due to the small object 
volumes. Therefore, dose evaluations based on Monte Carlo 
(MC) methods appear to be the convenient approach. Dose 
measurements and MC simulations were performed for a 
dual-source micro-CT scanner in cylindrical water equivalent 
phantoms of various diameters (20-40 mm) using tube voltages 
from 40 to 60 kV (0.5 mm Al filtration) and a total collimation 
of 40 mm. Dose profiles were obtained from 3D dose distribu-
tions and compared with corresponding profiles obtained with 
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD). Additional ionization 
chamber measurements were performed for comparison pur-
poses.  Organ dose values were determined for a mathemati-
cally defined mouse phantom and 3D dose distributions were 
computed for a mouse specimen as well.  Depending on the 
scan protocol CTDI values ranging from 0.85 to 2.84 
mGy/mAs were obtained. Organ doses and 3D dose distribu-
tions were consistent compared to measurements and simula-
tions in phantoms. MC-based tools represent the method of 
choice to determine and to optimize the dose levels in micro-
CT.    

Keywords— Micro-CT, Monte Carlo, Dose 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Pre-clinical studies are one of the most important steps in 
the development of new pharmaceuticals substances and in 
the investigation of human diseases [1]. Very often small 
animals such as mice or rats are considered as convenient 
models for in vivo studies that mimic a human condition in 
order to learn more about a disease, its diagnosis and its 
treatment. One of the most utilized techniques for small 
animal imaging (SAI) is represented by the micro computed 
tomography (micro-CT). Originally micro-CT scanners 
were designed for bone structure analysis. However, in the 
last years, the applicability range of micro-CT was extended 
also to anatomical and functional studies of soft tissue based 
on contrast agents such as heart and lung examinations [2].  

Due to the higher resolution (typically 50-100 μm) 
needed when imaging small animals, the number of photons 
that arrives in the detector has to be large enough in order to 
achieve proper signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Thus, relative 

large radiation doses are delivered in SAI. Similar to clini-
cal CT, the dose is a major concern also for SAI. It is im-
portant to know the orders of magnitude of the dose in-
volved to exclude acute radiation detriments and to allow 
for repeated and for longitudinal studies. Depending on the 
micro-CT scanner and scan protocol used, dose levels per 
scan ranging from 17 mGy to 300 mGy have been reported 
[3-4]. 

Dosimetry in micro-CT is difficult due to the small ob-
ject volumes. Ionization chamber measurements are often 
impossible to perform. Is represented by thermoluminescent 
dosimetry (TLD) is more suitable for micro-CT. It is less 
sensitive, however, and requires laborious efforts and time. 
Our goal was to establish and to validate a more convenient 
approach to dose estimation using Monte Carlo (MC) meth-
ods and to apply it to different micro-CT protocols. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Micro-CT Scanner 

All dose measurements and simulations were performed 
for the Tomoscope 30s Duo (see figure 1) micro-CT scan-
ner (VAMP GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). The scanner is 
equipped with two identical X-ray tubes and two corre-
sponding detector arrays mounted orthogonal on a 360° 
rotating gantry. The detector matrix (i.e. flat panel detector) 
has 1024×1024 pixels with a dimension of 50×50 μm2 for 
the detector pixel. In order to obtain images with high spa-
tial resolution the field of measurement (FOV) is reduce to 
4 cm in diameter. Thus, the isotropic spatial resolution 
achieved is in the order of 80 μm. The total collimation of 
the beam in z-direction is 4.0 cm with a maximum scan 
length of 12 cm. The x-ray beam is filtered with a 0.5 mm 
aluminum sheet to reduce the low-energy quanta that will 
increase the dose of the peripheral organs and tissues of 
rodent without contributing effectively to acquired signal.      

 
B. Dose Measurements 

 CTDI-like values and dose profiles were measured free 
in air and in water-equivalent cylinders of 25 and 37 mm 
diameter especially designed for dose measurements in 
micro-CT scanners. The phantom have a central 10 mm 
bore where measuring devices can be accommodated, such 
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as ionization chambers or thermoluminescent dosimeters 
(TLD). Dose profile were measured with TLD (LiF:Mg, Ti 
Harshaw-Bicron Solon, OH) placed in a special holder for 
dose profile measurements. TLDs within a standard devia-
tion of 3% were selected and used for dose profile meas-
urements. The mid-plane of the CTDI phantoms was set to 
coincide with the X-ray cone beam central plane using the 
scout view provided by the scanner. After exposure the 
individual TLDs were read out using the standard procedure 
[5]. The procedure was repeated for all protocols used (see 
table 1). For comparison purposes, ionization chamber 
measurements were performed in air and in phantoms as 
well.   

 
Figure 1: Tomoscope 30s Duo scanner equipped with two X-

ray sources and two corresponding flat panel detector arrays 
mounted orthogonal in a rotating gantry. 

 
C. Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation 

Dose simulations were performed using a previously 
validated MC software package (ImpactMC, VAMP GmbH, 
erlangen, Germany). Details with respect to implementation 
and validation of the tool are reported elsewhere [6]. The 
tool allows dose calculations for arbitrary scanners and scan 
protocols. The user can define the scanner geometry, X-ray 
spectra, filtration, and several other scan parameters. The 
tool uses 3D voxelized data derived either from mathemati-
cally described phantoms or from acquired CT images as 
input volumes. For each voxel in the volume a density value 

and a mass attenuation coefficient is assigned according to a 
material segmentation based on CT value. The interaction 
mechanism of the photon with the medium takes into ac-
count all relevant effects that occur in the energy range used 
in diagnostic radiography.  

 
D. Dose Evaluation 

 All MC dose calculations were performed in accor-
dance with the measured protocols (table 1). In the case of 
CTDI evaluation, 3D dose distributions were computed for 
CTDI-like phantoms of various diameters generated as 
mathematical phantoms consisting of cylinders filled with 
water surrounded by air. Dose simulations were performed 
using single axial scans (i.e. 360° rotation) of 40 mm total 
collimation and tube voltages of 40, 50, and 60 kV (0.5 mm 
aluminum filtration). The CTDI profiles were obtained from 
the 3D dose distributions by evaluating regions of interest 
(ROI) corresponding to the positions where the measure-
ments were performed. Afterwards the computed profiles 
were compared with the corresponding profiles obtained 
with TLDs.  

 
Parameters 
Scan type  single axial scan 
Diameter (mm) 20*, 25, 37, 40* 

Tube voltage (kV) 40, 50, 60 
Current-time product (mAs) 23, 17, 11 
Collimation (mm) 40.0 
Rotation time (s) 28.8 

*simulations only 
Table 1: Micro-CT scan parameters used for dose measurements and 

simulations. 
 

E. Organ Dose Estimation 

 After the validation of the MC outcomes with meas-
urements in phantoms, the tool was employed for organ 
dose calculations in a mathematical defined mouse phantom 
and to compute the dose distribution in a mouse specimen. 
Organ doses were computed for a mouse model described 
by Hindorf et al. [7]. The phantom consists of ten organs 
(e.g. lungs, liver, kidneys, heart, etc.) defined as ellipsoids, 
spheres, or cylinders. From the analytical description of 
model, two 3D voxelized volumes were generated of 
150×150×326 voxels with an isotropic voxel size of 
0.2×0.2×0.2 mm³, one corresponding to organ indexes and 
one containing the density values of the organs as defined in 
the ICRU 46 publication for humans [8]. The voxelized 
volume containing organ density values was used as input 
volume for the MC software tool. Dose simulations were 
performed using the same scan protocols as given in Table 
1. After each simulation dose values were saved in files 
having the same dimension as the input files. The organ 
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doses were determined as a mean value of the doses in vox-
els belonging to a certain organ. The same procedure was 
used to determine the 3D dose distribution for the mouse 
specimen. In both cases the 40 mm scanned region was 
chosen corresponding to a trunk examination.          

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 2 summarizes the CTDI values obtained from 
measurements and simulations for voltages of 40 to 60 kV 
and phantoms of 20 to 40 mm diameter. A very good 
agreement within 6% was achieved between measurements 
and simulations.      

 
 40 kV 50 kV 60 kV 

25 mm 
Measured  1.16 1.89 2.65 
Simulated 1.17 1.86 2.63 
Relative difference (%) 0.9 -1.6 -0.8 

37 mm 
Measured  0.89 1.53 2.22 
Simulated 0.91 1.51 2.12 
Relative difference (%) -2.2 -1.3 -4.5 

20 mm 
Simulated 1.30 2.04 2.84 

40 mm 
Simulated 0.85 1.44 2.12 

Table 2: Measured and simulated CTDI dose values (mGy/mAs) for 
phantoms of 20 to 40 mm diameter using voltages of 40 to 60 kV. 

 
The same good agreement was obtained also found be-

tween measured and simulated dose profiles along the cen-
tral z-axis of the phantom. This is illustrated in figure 2 for 
the 25 mm diameter phantom using a voltage of 40 kV and 
a total collimation of 40 mm. The simulated profile follows 
closely the measured values. Differences between meas-
urements and simulations can be attributed to the idealized 
simulation setup where the penumbra effect of the cone 
beam was neglected yielding lower dose values in the pro-
file tails, and by not considering the scanner tray used in 
measurements, resulting in slightly higher dose values  in 
the profile peak.  

Figure 3 shows the organ dose values normalized to 1 
mAs calculated for the mathematically defined mouse phan-
tom for voltages of 40 to 60 kV. As expected the organ dose 
increases with the increase of tube voltage. Due to different 
tissue types (e.g. bone, lung, and soft tissue), shapes, sizes, 
and positions of the organs with respect to the scanned re-
gion, the organ doses are heterogeneous and follow compli-
cated patterns that can not described analytically. Moreover, 
due to scattered radiation an analytical approach can not be 
applied for organ dose calculation not even for organs that 
are not directly exposed to radiation (e.g. brain, testis). 

Depending on scan protocol (i.e. voltage, current-time 
product), organ dose values for the organs that are directly 
exposed to radiation were between 19 and 57 mGy. These 
finding are in good agreement with organ dose values re-
ported by other authors [9-10].        

Figure 2: Measured and simulated dose profiles in 25 mm phantom for 
40 kV and a total collimation of 40 mm. 

 
Figure 4 illustrates the color-coded dose distribution in-

side the mouse specimen in the middle coronal and sagittal 
planes. The dose images give not only a visual assessment 
of how the dose is distributed, but also a qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of the complexity of the distribution. 

Figure 3: Organ dose values normalized to 1 mAs computed for the 
Hindorf [7] mouse phantom using voltages from 40 to 60 kV. 

 
Our dose results in both phantoms and mouse specimens 

indicate that acceptably low dose levels can be achieved in 
small animal imaging when using micro-CT scanners. Ow-
ing the cumulative effects of radiation dose, the dose levels 
are very important especially when repeated and longitudi-
nal studies are conducted or when several imaging modali-
ties (e.g. micro-CT – PET) are combined. Another aspect 
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where the dose plays a key role is represented by the opti-
mization of the scan protocols with respect to voltage, cur-
rent-time product, spectra, filtration, or image quality.  

 

Figure 4: 3D dose distribution in sagittal and coronal planes of a mouse 
scanned with 50 kV. The dose values are normalized to 1 mGy air kerma at 
the scanner rotation center. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 The results of this study demonstrate that the MC-based 
software tool provides realistic modeling of dose distribu-
tions for micro-CT scanners when information with respect 
to scanner geometry, x-ray spectra, and filtration are known. 
The tool provides qualitative and quantitative information 
with respect to 3D dose distributions and can be used in 
micro-CT scan protocol optimization. This includes the 
evaluation of dynamic studies using contrast media and 
dual-energy examinations which both have high dose de-
mands. 
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A highly customizable ultrasound research platform for clinical use with a software 
architecture for 2d-/3d-reconstruction and processing including closed-loop control 

H.J. Hewener, H.-J. Welsch, C. Günther, H. Fonfara, S.H. Tretbar and R.M. Lemor 

Fraunhofer IBMT / Division Ultrasound, Sankt Ingbert, Germany 

Abstract— The development of new procedures and tech-
niques using ultrasound imaging requires the use of measured 
raw radiofrequent ultrasound data on commercial research 
platform. This is currently only available with limited access to 
system parameters and usability. We present a complete ultra-
sound research package including a software architecture 
based on the scalable DiPhAS multichannel ultrasound re-
search hardware with free access to all system parameters for 
beamforming and signal-/image-processing, including multi-
core and GPU accelerated 2d scanconversion, 3d volume re-
construction and raw channel data reconstruction. The scala-
ble hardware system and the software implementation is used 
in medical products with certification for clinical use and 
utilizes a unique closed loop control for implementation of new 
algorithms and procedures without losing the clinical valida-
tion. 

Keywords— ultrasound, research platform, clinical use, freely 
programmable, development, raw data, 3d 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Working on ultrasound research for 2d-/3d-measurement 
and imaging requires the use of radiofrequent ultrasound 
data and open interfaces for hardware and software includ-
ing free programmability of beamforming parameters and 
scanning modes.  

 

Fig. 1 typical process of ultrasound research  

The process of developing new imaging procedures is an 
iterative process (see figure 1) that requires flexible adapta-
tions to both software implementations of signal processing 
algorithms and hardware setup and features.  New devel-
opments in ultrasound imaging like contrast enhanced imag-
ing using microbubbles or special nanoparticles, optoacous-
tic imaging using optical excitation by laser sources and 
detection of the resulting mechanical wave by ultrasound 
transducers, high frequent imaging like small animal imag-
ing or elastography for the measurement of tissue stiffness 
still make ultrasound the most growing imaging modality 
over the last years. All these new techniques require the use 
of radiofrequent amplitude data during the development 
step. 

Vendors of commercial diagnostic ultrasound systems 
usually do not provide access to measured raw data and 
interfaces in all devices for every buyer but limit the access 
to few research topics and selected research groups (see 
Figure 2). Furthermore the access is only available for the 
top end and pricy models. Research systems like the Axius 
direct interface by Siemens medical [1], the Terason RF-
data interface [2], the custom z-one RF-data access by Zo-
nare [3] and the Hitachi [4] and Esaote [5] Research Inter-
faces only provide storage of few seconds of RF-data for 
offline transfer to a PC using network file transfer or disc 
burning. The Sonix RP research platform by Ultrasonix [5] 
provides online data access using a software development 
kit but limits the control of used parameters to manual ad-
justement on the device itself before transferring data to a 
different analysis PC. Another disadvantage of these sys-
tems is the lack of medical approval as a diagnostic imaging 
system if the devices are used in RF-data research mode. 
Furthermore the image improving techniques like spatial 
compounding or speckle reduction imaging are not availa-
ble in the research mode and result in nearly double the 
workflow and diagnostic time.  A major problem of these 
systems is the integration of new techniques and algorithms 
into the clinical device because no vendor allows modifica-
tions to software or hardware and improvements or adjust-
ments of a device can only be done by the vendor’s devel-
opment department. This results in enormous efforts and 
financial costs for a new system and cannot be achieved by 
the researcher itself. 
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Fig. 2 Ultrasound research systems overview 

The ideal commercial research platform is scalable in 
hardware, can be freely programmed by software, comes 
with a software framework for processing, imaging, recon-
struction, has open interfaces for data export and import and 
can be used as a medical device even with small hardware 
adaptations and software changes like implementations of 
new algorithms for completely new techniques. Existing 
platforms do not offer this flexibility and the need for 
another research platform providing all these possibilities 
arises in order to equip universities and research institutes. 

 
We developed the DiPhAS (“digital phased array sys-

tem”) ultrasound research platform for use in research 
projects and development of custom commercial solutions. 
It is a scalable but compact hardware platform that inte-
grates a computer with an open software framework for 
signal and image processing, online and offline analysis 
designed especially for research and development. Based on 
this design and implementation we worked with and refined 
the research platform on several public funded research 
projects and developed commercial medical products. The 
interface for custom filter algorithms developed by the indi-
vidual researcher is a unique and powerful feature that can 
be used on the medical hardware platform without the need 
of a new certification of the overall system and allows the 
modification of all beamforming parameters like focussing, 
custom transmit and receive delay-times, TGC, used excita-
tion pulse and voltage, depth, apodization, line density and 
channel data or beamformed data acquisition. 

Furthermore a filter has the possibility to change these 
parameters based on the current setting and measured data 
automatically without the interaction of the investigator to 
ensure the best data acquisition setting. 

   

II. THE HARDWARE 

For a diagnostic imaging system the scanning strategy 
and the beamforming process are most important and should 
be controllable and programmable to develop and test new 
techniques. Our „DiPhAS“ digital beamformer hardware 
system provides full access to all major beamforming para-
meters such as apodization, dynamic receive focussing, 
coded pulse excitation, beam steering and multi-beam-
techniques as well as access to channel data of every single 
transducer element before delay-and-sum beamforming 

This digital phased array system is a powerful, scalable 
and open platform that can be adapted easily for new appli-
cations. The following section specifies shortly the hard-
ware configuration of the current standard platform setup. 

 
A. Transmitter: 
 
Number of transmit channels: 64 up to 256 
Maximum output voltage:  160 Vpp, 200 Ohm 
Peak-peak current:  0.4 A 
Signal shape:   rectangle bipolar burst, 

Chirp, Barker 
Digitalization resolution:  8.3 ns 
Transmit voltage steps:  16 
Minimum delay resolution: 8.3 ns 
Max. Transducer mid.-frequency: up to 20MHz 
Number of transmit focus points: up to 16 

 
B. Receiver: 
 
Number of receive channels: 64 up to 256 
Input Bandwidth (-6 dB)  12 MHz (25MHz) 
Gain range:   40 dB 
A/D conversion:   12 Bit, up to 80 MHz 

per channel 
 

C. Ultrasound transducers: 
 
Types:               phased, curved, linear and all custom types 

with known element pitch and geometry 
Number of transducer connectors: 2  
Number of channels per connector: 64, 256 with Multiplexer  

 
D. Data I/O – interfaces, computer system 
 
The ultrasound system component is equipped with a high-
speed USB 2.0 connector for data acquisition and device 
control. The device is attached to a computer with mini-ITX 
form factor, Core2Duo or CoreQuad processor and a hard 
disc to store the image and raw data. Ultrasound data acqui-
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sition can be done from 20 Hz (channel data or RF-data) up 
to 80 Hz (enveloped and compressed amplitude data). 
 
E. General information: 
 
Power supply system:  230 V / 110V 
Case including PC:  240x380x550 mm  

(see fig. 3) 
Weight:     12 kg 

 

Fig. 3 DiPhAS Research Platform with integrated PC 

III. THE SOFTWARE  

Designing a flexible and powerful hardware is only one 
part of a platform for ultrasound research or commercial 
system development. The use of comprehensive software 
components for such hardware is neccessary to help a re-
searcher focus on the development of new techniques and 
not the handling of common problems in ultrasound imag-
ing. 

For this use we designed a portable C++ and C# (Micro-
soft .NET framework) software architecture including imag-
ing and analysis for both online and offline tools. The soft-
ware framework is used not only for this beamformer 
research platform but for all ultrasound data handling and 
research at our institute. Nevertheless the programming of 
the framework and its interfaces is easy to learn and can be 
adapted to all additional tasks. 

Included in the software framework are routines for data 
acquisition via USB, signal processing (i.e. logarithmic 
compressions, envelope detections, bone or tissue detection 
filters, channel-data to delay-and-sum-data reconstruction, 
scanconversion, 3d reconstruction..), image analysis and 
processing (i.e. speckle reduction imaging, measure-
ments,..), data export (i.e. RF-raw data, images, videos, 
DICOM, text output for external analysis,..) and data import 

from different measurement systems in-house and external-
ly (i.e. Siemens Axius direct). These computations support 
multi-core, multi-threaded or GPU accelerated (using 
OpenCL) system architectures and benefit from paralleiza-
tion. Support for 3d tracking systems to acquire and recon-
struct volume datasets is implemented by position and 
orientation measurement for optical, mechanical and elec-
tromagnetical 3d-tracking systems (i.e. NDI Polaris, Spec-
tra, Vicra, Microscribe, Ascension Flock of Birds,..). 

The signal and image processing of this research plat-
form provides a unique feature by the closed-loop device 
control that simplifies the development of new techniques 
and algorithms. Custom filters developed according to the 
filter software interfaces can control the beamforming and 
system parameters automatically conserving the medical 
certification for the important tests at clinical sites. All this 
is implemented using an open filter framework, open data 
structures, a plugin concept and the closed-loop control. 
Programming an implementation of a new filter algorithm 
for both online and offline processing can be developed 
during 5 minutes using templates for RF-based or image-
based processing. 

Figure 4 shows the possibilities of data acquisition using 
the „DiPhAS“ research platform and gives an overview over 
access to channel data, beamformed 16 bit RF-data, 8 bit 
amplitude data after envelope detection and logarithmic 
compression before scanconversion, image data after scan-
conversion and processed imaged data for use in the closed-
loop control. 

 

 

Fig. 4 access to measured data 

 

  

Fig. 5 Device Control UI (left) and offline analysis software (right) 
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IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

The reseach platform is used in several research projects 
and medical products were developed based on the DiPhAS 
hardware and software architecture. 

 
A. SonoPilot thermo: 

 
The SonoPilot-thermo medical device (see fig. 6) is an 

ultrasound based system for 3d-navigation and therapy 
control of interstitial thermal therapy (ITT). It is integrated 
into a trolley with an optical 3d tracking unit and touch-
screen input combined with a therapy systems (i.e. Laser, 
RF, HIFU). The system is non-invasive, fully US based, 
inexpensive solution compared to CT or MR. 

 

Fig. 6 SonoPilot thermo system setup 

The software consists of several modules for visualiza-
tion, 3d-navigation of ablation needles (see fig 7) patient 
management and volume acquisition for progress monitor-
ing. 

 

 

Fig. 7 SonoPilot thermo 3d-navigation module 

B. High frequency Small Animal Imaging, Optoacoustics: 
 
The system was modified and used in the EU project 

“Adonis” [7] for highfrequent acoustic and optoacoustic 
imaging in a combined system with one transducer that 
integrates both 20MHz and 5MHz frequencies. A laser is 
used for optical excitation and both imaging modalities can 
be viewed online in parallel for selective tumor imaging. 

 
C. Custom transducer design for dual transducer imaging: 

 
Using custom transducer designs like two arrays in a T-

arrangement inside one transducer case it is possible to 
image two orthogonal planes simultaneously in a dual B-
Mode live imaging mode with our system and can be used 
in cardiology for viewing bi-plane slices of the heart with-
out the need of using a matrix-shaped transducer. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

We presented an ultrasound research platform that con-
sists of a scalable and freely programmable hardware plat-
form combined with software architecture for 2d and 3d 
imaging and measurement. The free access to channel data, 
RF-data and 8bit amplitude data together with a filter plug-
in system that allows closed-loop control makes this system 
a unique research tool with the possibility of medical certi-
fication to implement and test new algorithms and proce-
dures. The development of a commercial product based on 
the research done can be done easily which has been proven 
in several applications. 
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Abstract— Only few studies have been reported on DTI ap-
plications focused on human kidney. The restriction of these 
studies to a single breath-hold limits the possible spatial resolu-
tion and the precision of the diffusion measurement. The aim 
of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of respira-
tory triggered DTI in the assessment of the fiber architecture 
of the renal medulla in healthy volunteers.  

Four volunteers were examined in a 3 T whole-body MRI 
system, using a diffusion-weighted spin echo (SE)-EPI se-
quence with a monopolar diffusion preparation scheme. Diffu-
sion-sensitizing gradients with b-values of 400 s/mm2 were 
applied along 30 different directions. A modified triggering 
scheme was implemented, allowing for the acquisition of 10 
slices during expiration with a slice thickness of 3 mm. Frac-
tional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), and color-coded 
principal eigenvector maps were calculated. Tractography was 
performed to visualize the fiber architecture of renal medulla. 

On average, FA in medulla was substantially higher than in 
cortex (0.54 0.01 / 0.53 0.02 versus 0.22 0.01 / 0.22 0.01 for 
the right / left kidney), while only slight differences were ob-
served regarding MD. Tractography revealed that in the me-
dullary pyramides, DTI rays were orientated in a radial archi-
tecture, originating at the corticomedullary border and 
terminating in the papilla. 

The current study presents an imaging protocol for DTI 
measurements of the kidneys including 1) respiratory belt 
triggering; 2) acquisition of 30 diffusion gradient directions; 3) 
application of the monopolar diffusion preparation scheme. 
The protocol provides a high SNR and high spatial resolution 
with good discrimination between cortex and medulla in 
healthy volunteers and allows for detailed tractography of 
renal medulla. 

Keywords— diffusion tensor imaging, renal architecture, trac-
tography, respiratory triggering, kidney. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is able to display diffu-
sional anisotropy of tissue. Initially used for neuronal fiber 
tracking [1], DTI has proven to be a powerful non-invasive 
tool for providing information about tissue architecture.  

The kidneys are one of the most interesting extracranial 
organs for DTI applications due to its anisotropic tissue 
organ. Structures like vessels, tubules, and collecting ducts 
are oriented in a radial fashion, resulting in anisotropic 
diffusion properties [2]. Fluid transport is related to the 
specific functions of the kidney, especially located in the 
tubular cells. Flow is controlled either by active or passive 
mechanisms, depending on their location in the nephrons. 

Only few studies have been reported on DTI of the hu-
man kidney [3-5]. Ries et al [3] have demonstrated that in 
healthy volunteers the diffusion anisotropy is significantly 
higher in the medulla than in the cortex. Notohamiprodjo et 
al [4] have reported that DTI measurements of the kidneys 
at 1.5 T allow for discrimination between cortex and me-
dulla in healthy volunteers using single breath-hold parallel 
imaging. They also demonstrated that tractography – a 
technique that maps tissue fiber orientation and connectivity 
in three dimensions based on the principal diffusion direc-
tions – can be used for visualization of the renal diffusion 
properties. These results were confirmed in a recent DTI 
study of the kidney at 3 T [5].   

However, the restriction of these studies to a single 
breath-hold limits the possible spatial resolution and the 
precision of the diffusion measurements: the number of 
directions for the diffusion weighting, the number of slices, 
and the number of averages are limited. 

Commonly, echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequences are 
used for data acquisition in DTI. Although the bipolar 
scheme of diffusion preparation [6] in general has advan-
tages with respect to eddy current induced spatial distor-
tions, current low-eddy-current gradient coil designs open 
the field for usage of the monopolar Stejskal-Tanner [7] 
schemes allowing for higher SNR due to shorter TE. 

Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the 
feasibility of respiratory triggered DTI in the assessment of 
the fiber architecture of the renal medulla in healthy volun-
teers. 
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

A. Experimental setup 

Four volunteers were examined in a 3 T whole-body 
MRI system (Magnetom Trio a Tim System, Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), operating with a maxi-
mum gradient strength of 40 mT/m and a slew rate of 200 
mT/m/s along all three axes. The body coil was used for RF 
transmission and a 6x6-channel anterior-posterior phased 
array coil was applied for signal detection. 

For respiratory triggering, a respiratory belt was used. A 
modified triggering scheme was implemented allowing 
acquisition of all images during expiration. In this scheme 
only a subset of slices is acquired after the trigger pulse. 
The sequence then waits for another trigger pulse before 
collecting the next group of slices. 

B. Diffusion Imaging 

For determination of the diffusion tensor a diffusion-
weighted spin echo (SE)-EPI sequence was applied using a 
monopolar diffusion preparation. Ten slices were acquired 
in two groups with a slice thickness of 3 mm covering both 
kidneys. Each slice group was acquired within TR = 560 
ms. The image matrix was 192 192 and the field of view 
(FOV) 384 384 mm2, leading to a voxel size of 2 2 3 
mm3. The chosen b-value was 400 s/mm2 and the diffusion-
sensitizing gradients were applied along 30 different direc-
tions. Additionally a non-diffusion weighted image was 
acquired (b0-image). Receiver bandwidth of 1638 Hz/Px, 
parallel imaging factor of 2 and partial Fourier mode of 6/8 
were used leading to TE = 66 ms. Whole imaging time 
varied between 4-6 min, depending on the individual respi-
ration rate of the participant. 

Water excitation was used to avoid chemical-shift arti-
facts. The kidneys were imaged in an oblique coronal orien-
tation slightly tilted parallel to the long axis of the organ.  

C. DTI Data Analysis 

The acquired diffusion measurements along 30 directions 
were fitted to a 3x3 symmetric matrix, the diffusion tensor, 
using a 3D ellipsoid model. The properties of this 3D ellip-
soid are determined by the eigenvectors (v1, v2, v3) and 
eigenvalues ( 1, 2, 3) – the orientation and magnitude of 
diffusion along the principal axes.  

Frequently used rotationally invariant parameters are the 
fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD), de-
fined by the trace of the diffusion tensor divided by three. 
FA represents an index of the extent of anisotropy, scaling 

from 0 for isotropic diffusion and approaching 1 for maxi-
mum anisotropy. 

FA, MD and color-coded principal eigenvector maps 
were generated using the DTI task card software from the 
manufacturer. For quantification of FA and MD, cortical 
and medullar regions of interest (ROIs) were manually 
positioned in the b0-images for all acquired slices. For accu-
rate evaluation 3 to 6 ROIs were positioned in each kidney. 

For tractography, the diffusion data were pre-processed 
on a stand-alone PC using the Medinria software [8]. Mo-
tion and eddy current correction was performed. Tensor 
smoothing was performed to remove noise. 

III. RESULTS  

The proposed diffusion-weighted sequence provided im-
ages with sufficient quality in all subjects without substan-
tial spatial distortions induced by eddy currents.  

Figure 1 shows an example of the DTI data of the kid-
neys for one slice. The MD map shows only a low contrast, 
whereas the FA map indicates striking contrast between the 
medulla and the cortex. Results of MD and FA ROI-
analysis for medulla and cortex of the right and left kidneys 
of all examined volunteers are presented in Tables 1 and 2, 
respectively. The errors represent the standard deviation of 
all values obtained for all acquired slices. No difference 
between left and right kidney was found. On average, FA in    
 

  

 

 
Figure 1: DTI data obtained from a healthy volunteer. EPI non-diffusion 
weighted image (b0), trace-weighted image (Tr), mean diffusivity (MD) 
and fractional anisotropy (FA) maps are shown for one para-coronal slice.  

b0 Tr 

MD FA 
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medulla was substantially higher than in cortex (0.54 0.01 / 
0.53 0.02 versus 0.22 0.01 / 0.22 0.01 for the right / left 
kidney), while only slight differences were observed regard-
ing MD. 

A fusion of color-coded principal eigenvector diagrams 
with related anatomical slices (b0-images) is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The diagrams depict the local direction of maximal 
diffusion consistent with the radial orientation of the me-
dullary tubules. 

In Figure 3, tractography of the same kidney as shown in 
Figure 1 is presented, indicating medullary diffusion aniso-
tropy. In the medullary pyramides, DTI rays are orientated 
in a radial architecture, originating at the corticomedullary 
border and terminating in the papilla. However, no specific 
ray architecture could be identified in the cortex. 

Table 1: Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) values 
(mean  SD) for right kidney obtained from DTI data of all measured slices 
in all volunteers. MD indicated in 10-3 mm2/s. 

Medulla CortexVolunteer 
FA MD FA MD 

1 0.53  0.03 2.10  0.13 0.23  0.02 2.36  0.09 
2 0.55  0.02 2.09  0.07 0.23  0.01 2.29  0.09 
3 0.53  0.02 2.03  0.08 0.19  0.02 2.23  0.06 
4 0.56  0.04 2.02  0.10 0.22  0.03 2.33  0.04 

Mean  SD 0.54  0.01 2.06  0.05 0.22  0.01 2.30  0.04 

Table 2: Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) values 
(mean  SD) for left kidney obtained from DTI data of all measured slices 
in all volunteers. MD indicated in 10-3 mm2/s. 

Medulla CortexVolunteer 
FA MD FA MD 

1 0.53  0.03 2.05  0.05 0.25  0.02 2.38  0.11 
2 0.54  0.04 1.96  0.03 0.23  0.02 2.24  0.07 
3 0.52  0.04 1.94  0.06 0.18  0.02 2.21  0.06 
4 0.52  0.05 2.04  0.07 0.21  0.03 2.35  0.07 

Mean  SD 0.53  0.02 2.00  0.03 0.22  0.01 2.30  0.04 

IV. DISCUSSION  

Measurement of the anisotropy of the renal medulla is 
challenging due to respiratory movement, lack of SNR and 
limited spatial resolution. In order to adequately address 
these problems a suitable imaging protocol is required to 
enable a reliable tissue differentiation within kidney.   

The common characteristic of the imaging protocols used 
in previous studies [3-5] for renal DTI was a limited meas-
uring time (only one single breath-hold). For this reason, 
  

 

 
Figure 2: Color-coded principal eigenvectors diagrams showing the local 
direction of maximal diffusion in eight central slices calculated from the 
acquired DTI data. The diagrams are fused with corresponding anatomical 
images (b0-images). For calculation, a FA threshold of 0.25 and a back-
ground removal threshold of 100 were used. 

SNR in the single images was low and did not permit cover-
ing of the whole kidney with an adequate spatial resolution. 
Especially the use of relatively thick slices (5-6 mm) can 
lead to degradation of the corticomedullary contrast due to 
partial volume effects. Furthermore, the number of diffusion 
direction is also limited which hampers the precise detection 
of the fiber directions within a voxel, leading to potentially 
incorrect trajectories [9]. 

In the presented work, an imaging protocol addressing all 
these problems was developed and applied. The most im-
portant feature of this protocol is the use of respiratory trig-
gering, which allows for the acquisition of high resolution 
diffusion weighted images of the entire kidney with a slice 
thickness of 3 mm. Furthermore, it permits acquisition of 30 
diffusion gradient directions, allowing more accurate trac-
tography. Additionally, the monopolar diffusion preparation 
scheme was used, which enables using short TE, thus pro-
viding higher SNR. 

Previous studies have shown that the diffusion properties 
of the kidney are anisotropic [2-5]. They showed that the 
FA is significantly higher in the renal medulla than in the 
cortex. The benefit of the present approach is clearly seen 
when comparing obtained medullar FA values (0.54) to 
published medullar FA values (0.21 - 0.39) [3-5] which is 
one of the most critical points for accurate tractography. 
The higher FA values of the present work can be ascribed to 
less signal contamination between cortical and medullar 
within one voxel due to a reduced partial volume effect by 
assessing thinner imaging slices. 
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Figure 3: Tractography of the same kidney as shown in Figure 1 provides a 
spatial impression of the radial organized diffusion pattern of the renal 
medulla. The DTI rays were calculated using following parameters: FA-
threshold 0.25; background removal threshold, 200. 

In previous studies [3-5], six diffusion gradient directions 
were applied so that the detection of fibre directions within 
one voxel was limited, thus leading to potentially incorrect 
trajectories, particularly in the papillary apex. To overcome 
this problem, measurements with 30 diffusion gradients 
have been performed in the present study.  

Moreover, the implementation of monopolar diffusion 
preparation scheme according to Stejskal-Tanner [7] pro-
vides higher signal yield without significant eddy current 
induced spatial distortions.  

A drawback of this study is that for technical reasons 
double triggering was not possible so that simultaneous 
ECG triggering could not be performed. Cardiac triggering 
could be useful in order to avoid pulsation artifacts [3]. It 
should be mentioned that different methods of data post-
processing can be successfully applied [10]. Especially, 
adjustment of color-coding and segmentation methods with 
respect to the radially symmetric structure of the kidney 
might improve accurate identification of renal substructures. 

The presented study demonstrates that the combination 
of all three presented sequence features allows for opti-
mized DTI characterization of the human kidney's architec-
ture. The specific diagnostic advantage due to better differ-
entiation of anatomical and functional renal structures needs 
to be evaluated in future clinical studies. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

An imaging protocol was proposed for DTI measure-
ments of the kidneys including 1) respiratory belt triggering; 
2) acquisition of 30 diffusion gradient directions; 3) applica-
tion of a monopolar diffusion preparation scheme. The 
protocol provides high SNR and high spatial resolution with 
good discrimination between cortex and medulla in healthy 
volunteers and allows for tractography of renal medullar 
tissue with excellent image quality. 
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FMT-XCT:  
Fluorescence Molecular Tomography and X-Ray CT Reconstruction  

Using a Priori Information 
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Institute for Biological and Medical Imaging, Technische Universität München  and Helmholtz Zentrum München  
Ingolstädter Landstrasse 1, Neuherberg 85764, Germany 

Abstract—We have recently developed a hybrid Fluores-
cence Molecular Tomography – X-ray Computed Tomography 
(FMT-XCT) system that operates with a common gantry using 
free-space implementation of CCD camera measurements. In 
this study several methods were investigated for including 
structural information from X-ray computed tomography in 
the FMT reconstruction problem as a regularization term.  
The performance of these different methods on data obtained 
with the FMT-XCT system from a brain imaging study on 
euthanized mice is showcased and optimal inversion scenarios 
are discussed. 

Keywords—Fluorescence Molecular Tomography, Hybrid 
Imaging, Reconstruction, Regularization. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (FMT) allows the 
non-invasive three-dimensional image reconstruction of 
fluorescence bio-distribution in vivo. Over the past few 
years, technological and methodological improvements 
have allowed significant progress in imaging performance 
[1]. Yet macroscopic fluorescence imaging is confronted by 
reduced resolution due to the highly scattering nature of 
photons propagating in tissues. The recent development of a 
hybrid FMT and X-ray computed tomography (XCT) sys-
tem [2] opens up new possibilities for further improving the 
FMT image quality using data from both modalities. This is 
achieved by 1) utilizing structural a priori information ex-
tracted from XCT data to improve the performance of the 
FMT inversion and 2) by allowing the superposition of 
FMT images on anatomical XCT images to offer highly 
informative imaging.  

While many methods have been suggested for the use of 
priors [3-5], it is important to utilize methods that do not 
bias the result. This is particularly important in fluorescence 
tomography where no accurate prior knowledge exists on 
the fluorescence bio-distribution. The general approach for 
including priors is based on a division of the reconstructed 
volume in a number of regions, a definition of the relation 
between regions, and a relation between points belonging to 
the same region. The regularization matrices described 

herein are variations of previously published methods [3-5]. 
Results are shown from an ex-vivo mouse experiment.  

II. METHODS 

The diffusion approximation is used to model light 
propagation in tissue. The system of equations is solved 
using the normalized Born approximation and a finite ele-
ment solver. This leads to a linear system Wx=y with for-
ward model W transforming a discrete fluorescence distri-
bution x into discrete detector readings y [2]. The unknown 
fluorescence distribution is found by minimizing: 

2 22Q λ= − +Wx y Lx ,                      (1) 

where L is a regularization matrix and λ the regularization 
parameter. The volume is discretized into a number of vox-
els Nvoxels and segmented in a number of regions M. Each 
voxel is assigned to one or more regions, represented in the 
structure of L as described below. Eq. (1) has to be solved 
for many values of λ to find the optimal solution.  
 
A. Regularization Matrices 

Four different regularization types were evaluated, com-
prising Tikhonov regularization, Laplace regularization, 
weighted segment regularization and smoothed Laplace 
regularization, which is a combination of the last two.  
Tikhonov regularization employs the identity matrix L=I, 
resulting in smoothing over the complete volume. Laplace 
regularization [3] essentially smoothes within individual 
regions, using  

1
i and j in the same region

1 i = j
0 otherwise

mN

ijL

⎧−
⎪⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

,              (2)  

with Nm  the total number of voxels in region m. In weighted 
segments regularization [5], the resolution of the XCT data 
is taken into account, by assigning voxels to potentially 
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several neighboring regions through a segmentation matrix 
C=(ci,m), where ci,m is the volume percentage of voxel i that 
is contained in region m. Each segment can also be assigned 
a certain weight αm, enforcing stronger or weaker regulari-
zation. The segmentation matrix and weights are placed  
on the diagonal of the regularization matrix, diag( )=L Cα . 
Additionally, segments can be forced towards a predeter-
mined mean value µm per region, for which Eq. (1)  
changes to 

( ) 22 2Q λ= − + −Wx y L x Cμ .               (3)  

Combining Laplace regularization and smoothed seg-
ments leads to smoothed Laplace regularization, with the 
segmentation matrix C and weights αm added to Eq. (2):  

1

1

i and j in the same region
i = j
otherwise0

im jm

m

M c c
m Nm

M
ij m imm

L c

α

α

=

=

⎧−⎪
⎪⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩

∑
∑ .  (4)  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data acquisition was performed on a proprietary hybrid 
FMT / XCT system [2].  In the brain of a euthanized nude 
mouse, a mixture of 1μMol/l Alexa 750 fluorochrome and 
clinical CT contrast agent was stereotactically implanted at 
a depth of 4mm in the right brain lobe and imaged.  

A slice of the reconstructed volume showing the segmen-
tation is displayed in Fig. 1. The result of the reconstruction 
without using any regularization is displayed in Fig. 1b, 
showing a large number of artefacts. A Tikhonov recon-
structed slice is shown in Fig. 1c, showing less artefacts and 
a more pronounced signal from the inclusion. The Laplace 
regularized result in Fig. 1d shows improved co-localization 
and shape registration of the inclusion. Figures 1e-f show 
that using the segment matrix and weights further improve 
shape registration. The values used for the mean and 
weights are displayed in Table 1. From the reconstructed 
images it is seen that the background signal in the tissue is 
forced to the predetermined mean value of zero when the 
inversion is regularized with weighted segments with mean, 
while in the smoothed Laplace regularized reconstruction 
some background signal remains. 

Based on the above comparison, we conclude that the de-
scribed methods for including structural information in the 
FMT reconstruction, in particular the weighted methods, 
can significantly improve image quality. 

Table 1 Parameters used for reconstruction  

 Tissue Bone Inclusion 

Mean - μm 0 0 4 
Weight - αm 3.3 3.3 1 

 
Fig. 1 Results from ex-vivo brain study. (a) Segmentation of XCT volume 
into tissue, bone and inclusion. (b) Reconstruction without regularization. 
(c) Tikhonov regularization. (d) Laplace regularization (e) Weighted 
segments with mean. (f) Smoothed Laplace regularization 
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High-contrast real-time optoacoustic imaging of subcutaneous blood vessels  
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Abstract— In optoacoustic imaging, acoustical signals are 
generated when short light pulses are absorbed in tissue. Thus, 
the higher the absorption coefficient of the investigated tissue 
is, the stronger the optoacoustic signals will be. The absorption 
of blood in the NIR is several orders of magnitude higher than 
of other tissue types, so that it can be imaged with very high 
contrast. We developed a hardware platform based on our 
multichannel ultrasound beamformer DiPhAS which supports 
optoacoustic techniques and allows to image subcutaneous 
vessels with high signal to noise ratio in real time. A light 
weight handheld probe which integrates acoustic signal 
detection and laser light delivery allows convenient handling. 
Optimized reconstruction algorithms and a hardware with 128 
channels allow data acquisition, processing and display at a 
repetition rate only limited by the laser PRF of 20Hz. The 
imaging performance of our system was characterized on 
optoacoustic phantoms. Further, 2D and 3D in-vivo data sets of 
human blood vessels were acquired and different 
reconstruction algorithms were applied in order to maximize 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the images. Using laser energies of 
about 10% of the maximum permissible energy, vessels could 
be imaged with a SNR in the range of 25 to 35dB.  

Keywords— optoacoustics, laser-induced ultrasound, blood 
vessel, vasculature imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

An imaging platform was developed which allows fast 
acquisition of optoacoustic data sets. This imaging modality 
is very sensitive to changes in absorption properties of 
different tissues. Blood is known to have extremely high 
absorption of light in the visible and near-infrared spectral 
domain [1]. Its absorption coefficient μa exceeds the one of 
other biological media or tissue types by up to orders of 
magnitude. In optoacoustic imaging, tissue is irradiated by 
nanosecond laser pulses and the light is absorbed according 
to the local optical properties and a pressure wave is 
generated [2]. This modality has shown to be very 
promising for breast cancer imaging [3], investigation of 
skin [4] and imaging of microvasculature [5] and tumor 
angiogenesis [6]. Further, the detection of biologically 
functionalized contrast agents with optoacoustic techniques 
is the subject of intense research activities [7, 8]. When 
compared with existing research platforms, the 
characteristics of our system lie in the very high number of 

128 available channels for simultaneous data acquisition 
which prevents all kinds of motion artifacts within one 
frame. Further, the high frame repetition rate prevents from 
having motion artifacts between consecutive frames. 
Finally, our handheld transducer with integrated laser light 
delivery allows fast and user-friendly positioning of the 
probe. For reconstruction of the data, different beamforming 
algorithms with dynamic apodization and coherence weight 
are used. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Optoacoustic hardware platform 

The hardware platform is based on the last generation of 
DiPhAS (Digital Phased Array System, Fraunhofer IBMT), 
a multichannel ultrasound beamformer with 128 
independent digitizing and preprocessing channels [9]. With 
its sampling rate of up to 80 MSamples, even high 
frequency optoacoustic signals can be acquired. For data 
acquisition, a commercial 5 MHz linear transducer array 
(Vermon, S.A., France) or our 20 MHz linear PZT array 
transducer [10] were used depending on the desired 
resolution and sensitivity.  

 

 

Fig. 1:  Multichannel hardware platform DiPhAS for real-time 
optoacoustic imaging 

The 5 MHz has a pitch of 300μm and our 20 MHz array 
for high resolution imaging has a pitch of only 150μm. For 
generation of the optoacoustic signals, a q-switched 
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Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Systems, H7000) delivering pulses 
with energies up to 200mJ and pulse durations between 10  

 
 

  

Fig. 2: Handheld probe for optoacoustic imaging with a 20 MHz linear 
array transducer 

and 30 ns with a maximum pulse repetition rate of 20Hz is 
used. The light is coupled into a fibre bundle with beam 
profile converter which delivers the light with an incidence 
angle of 20° onto the tissue surface [11]. 

 
B. Image reconstruction 

The channel data is amplified and digitized by DiPhAS 
and then transferred by USB connection as 16bit short 
values to a personal computer for further processing. A 
beamforming algorithm is used in order to get an image of 
the spatial distribution of absorbed light out of the raw data. 
For this purpose, intensity values i(x,z) for each image pixel 
are obtained by summation of signal samples with time 
delays corresponding to the propagation time of the signal 
between the source location (x,z)  and the receiver location 
(xk ,0) according to 
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∑
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Dynamic apodization with Gaussian angular profile and 

coherence weight filtering are applied optionally for 
enhancement of SNR and PSF. Since the data of all 
channels are acquired simultaneously, electromagnetic noise 
radiation from the laser which couples into the transducer 
can alter the image quality by producing bright horizontal 
lines. Median filtering along the horizontal dimension (for 
constant depth z) can remove these artifacts. After 
reconstruction, the data is enveloped filtered, down sampled 

to 8bit and converted into a gray-scale image for display in 
our custom software for hardware driving, data processing 
and display.    

III. RESULTS 

The resolution of the system was characterized with a 
phantom consisting of 2 crossed human hairs. By translating 
the array along the elevational dimension of the transducer 
and acquiring optoacoustic B-scans at each position, a 3D 
data set of the phantom was acquired. A maximum intensity 
C-scan projection of the phantom is shown in Fig. 4. The 
actual resolution of the system when using a 7,5MHz 
transducer is shown in Fig. 3 where a line through the C-
scan is plotted and targets in a distance of 675μm can be 
distinguished as two separate peaks by -3dB. The FWHM at 
-6dB was in the range of 800 μm which could be decrease 
down to about 500-600 μm using additional coherence 
weight in the reconstruction [12]. 

  

 

Fig. 3: Line across the C-scan projection. Pixel brightness is plotted 
against position 

 

Fig. 4: C-scan maximum amplitude projection of crossed human hair. Data 
was acquired with 7,5MHz  transducer 
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The system was then used for photoacoustic imaging of 
blood vessels in a human forearm. For getting a 
homogeneous illumination of the investigated tissue area, a 
10mm thick transparent gel pad was placed between the 
skin surface and the active area of the transducer. The skin 
was then irradiated with 1064 nm laser pulses having an 
energy of approximately 30mJ. The profile converter of the 
fibre bundle generates two line-shaped beams located on 
both sides of the transducer, each of them having 
dimensions of 2 x 20 mm which widen to ~8 x 20 mm 
before hitting the skin surface. Accordingly, the fluence on 
the tissue surface is in the range of 10 mJ/cm2, which is far 
below the ANSI safety threshold of 100 mJ/cm2 at this 
wavelength. With our multichannel system, we were able to 
get a complete optoacoustic B-scan out of one single laser 
pulse. For the detection of the optoacoustic signals, a 7,5 
MHz and a 20 MHz transducer were used. According to 
theoretical predictions, the 7,5 MHz provided a much higher 
signal-to-noise ratio than the 20 MHz array. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Optoacoustic B-scan images of blood vessels in a human forearm. 
Data is reconstructed without coherence weight in the upper image and 

with in the lower one. Grayscale is in dB in both images. 

This is partly due to it the bigger array element size but 
also to the fact that the spectrum of optoacousic signals of 
such large blood vessels matches better the bandwidth of 
the 7,5 MHz transducer than of the 20 MHz one.  Figure 5 
shows the in-vivo optoacoustic images of 3 blood vessels in 
a forearm reconstructed with and without additional 
coherence weight in the upper and lower image 
respectively. For the reconstruction, the value of 128 is 
taken for the summation aperture N in equation (1.1) and a 
Gaussian profile with 30° FWHM is used for taking into 

account dynamic apodization. Further, the data is median-
filtered along the horizontal dimension for each depth.  Both 
images are generated with the same logarithmic 
compression. The upper and lower vascular walls of the 
vessels can be recognized easily. While the SNR was in the 
range of 25 to 35 dB (without and with coherence weight 
respectively) using the 7,5 MHz transducer and a single 
laser pulse, 20 times averaging was necessary to obtain 
images having a  reasonable SNR  with the 20 MHz 
transducer (Fig. 6).  

 

 

Fig. 6: Optoacoustic B-scan and envelope filtered signal trace of a vessel 
acquired with 20 MHz transducer (20 times averaging). Grayscale is in dB  

Using the 7,5 MHz transducer, a 3D dataset was acquired 
by scanning on the lower side of a forearm along the 
elevational dimension of the array. At each position, one 
optoacoustic data set consisting of 128 lines having each 
4094 samples was recorded. Each B-scan was reconstructed 
with 128 elements summation aperture, Gaussian dynamic 
apodization, median and coherence filtering. Figure 7 shows 
a 3D reconstruction of 53 reconstructed optoacoustic 
images. The total time for acquisition and reconstruction of 
the signals was 4 seconds and 10 seconds respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: 3D representation of blood vessels in a human forearm generated 
with 53 optoacoustic B-scans. Data set dimensions: 40 x 70 x 15mm 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we investigated the possibility of imaging 
blood vessels with optoacoustic techniques in real-time with 
our hardware platform DiPhAS. Using irradiation fluencies 
in the range of 10% of the MPE (maximum permissible 
exposure, ANSI standard) at 1064nm, vessels in a human 
forearm were imaged with a contrast of about 25dB against 
the surrounding tissue. By using enhanced reconstruction 
features such as coherence weight filtering, the contrast 
could be increased up to 35dB. Our multichannel 
electronics provide the advantage of not having any motion 
artifacts within one image, since all 128 signals are acquired 
simultaneously. Further, the high frame rate of up to 23 Hz 
allows acquisition of 3D data sets within seconds.  
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Abstract— Susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) is a new 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique that uses the 
susceptibility differences (e.g. between venous blood and the 
surrounding tissue) to provide the tissue contrast. To obtain 
the susceptibility-related contrast, magnitude and phase MR 
images are subjected to a series of processing steps. The phase 
image is firstly high-pass filtered to remove the background 
field effects. Then, a phase mask is created and multiplied a 
define number of times by the magnitude image to generate 
the SWI image. These processing steps are regulated by two 
main parameters: the window size of the filter and the multi-
plication factor of the phase mask. Currently, both these pa-
rameters are properly chosen by visually inspecting the ap-
pearance of the SWI image. In this paper a new semi-
automatic method for determining the optimal parameters for 
SWI processing is presented. This method is based on the 
maximization of the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between 
venous blood and its surroundings. The influence of the proc-
essing parameters on the CNR of the final SWI image is dis-
cussed. Results on real data demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the proposed method in enhancing the visualization of the 
venous vasculature in the brain. 

 
Keywords— susceptibility, phase, venography. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) is a new mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) technique that exploits a 
contrast mechanism based on the susceptibility of tissues. 
This magnetic property characterizes the response to an 
external magnetic field. Paramagnetic substances, like de-
oxygenated blood and iron-loaded tissues,  have a positive, 
larger value of susceptibility compared with diamagnetic 
substances, like oxygenated blood and calcium [1]. The 
susceptibility difference between the venous blood and its 
surroundings causes a different bulk magnetization. This 
local field inhomogeneity has two main effects on the MR 
signal  that can be observed in magnitude and phase images 
[2]. The first effect, observed in magnitude images, is the 
signal loss due to the reduced T2* relaxation time. The 

second effect is the local frequency variation of the protons 
inside the vessel that results in a  phase angle  of the ve-
nous blood signal. This information can be extracted by the 
analysis of the phase image. These two types of information 
can be combined for obtaining an image with susceptibility-
related contrast. This method is referred to as susceptibility 
weighted imaging (SWI) [3]. 

The first and the most common field of application of the 
SWI technique was the imaging of the venous vasculature 
of the human brain [4]. However, a large variety of neuro-
logical disorders can benefit from SWI for its sensitivity to 
changes of deoxyemoglobin, iron and calcium. A complete 
review on the clinical applications of SWI in adults and 
children can be found respectively in [5] and [6]. 

To obtain a susceptibility-weighted image, a series of 
post-processing steps of the MR complex images are re-
quired. Firstly, the phase image need to be high-pass filtered 
in order to remove low-frequency variations due to the 
background field inhomogeneities. This step is usually per-
formed by filtering the original k-space data. The second 
step is the design of a so-called phase mask, that is properly 
applied to original magnitude image to generate a novel 
contrast. This step is done by a proper normalization be-
tween 0 and 1 of the filtered phase image. Then, the phase 
mask is raised to the mth power and applied to the corre-
sponding magnitude image, thus yielding the SWI image. 
Finally, a minimum intensity projection (mIP) is computed 
over several adjacent slices. 

These post-processing steps are regulated by various pa-
rameters. In particular the choices of the filter size and the 
number m of multiplications of the phase mask determine 
the visibility of the veins and the amount of noise in the 
SWI image. Actually, these choices are generally based on 
the appearance on visual inspection of the SWI image [2]. 
The purpose of this paper is to propose a semi-automatic 
method for defining the optimal parameters involved in 
SWI processing. This method aims at maximizing the con-
trast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between venous blood and its 
surroundings, where the noise is estimated in a homogene-
ous region without vessels. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. SWI acquisition  

The SWI acquisition was performed on a normal volun-
teer with a whole-body Philips 3T Achieva MR scanner. 
The sequence used was a 3D gradient echo with flip angle 
30°, TE 17 ms, TR 46 ms. acquisition matrix 400 x 400 x 
80, FOV 200 x 200 x 80 mm3. First-order flow compensa-
tion was applied in all three orthogonal directions. Magni-
tude and phase images were stored and processed offline 
using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). 

B. High-pass filtering of the phase  

The complex MR image 0 subjected to SWI processing 
can be expressed as follows: 

KSFexx xxj vf 1
00  (1) 

where f(x) and v(x) denote respectively the phase compo-
nents due to the background static field and the local field 
inhomogeneities of the veins. In the spatial domain, the 
complex image 0(x) is given by the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the k-space data S(K). To remove the slow varia-
tions of the phase due to the background field inhomogenei-
ties, a high-pass (HP) filtering stage is required.  

Firstly, a low-pass version LP(x) of 0(x) was computed 
as follows [1]:  

KHKSFexx xj
LPLP

f 1  (2) 

where H(·) was a k x k smoothing function centered in the k-
space. In this study H(·) was a 2D circular low-pass Ham-
ming window with kernel size k.  

Then, the complex division between the original image 
0(x) and LP(x) yielded the high-pass filtered image HP(x) 

 xj
HPxj

LP

xxj

HP v
f

vf

ex
ex

ex
x 0  (3) 

where the effects of the background fields inhomogeneities 
on the phase are removed. The angle of HP(x) was then 
used to create the phase mask. 

Notably, as the kernel size increases, the static field in-
homogeneities completely vanish. However, the choice of a 
too large kernel may lead to a loss of information about the 
venous vessels.  

C. Phase mask and SWI image   

The purpose of the creation of the phase mask g(x) is to 
to generate a novel contrast in the original magnitude image 
| 0(x)|. The underlying idea is to suppress the signal of the 
pixels having certain phase values [3]. The phase mask used 
is given by the following normalization between 0 and 1 of 
the phase values: 

otherwise1
0if/1 xx

xg vv . (4) 

To enhance the contrast, the phase mask was raised to the 
mth power before being applied to the corresponding mag-
nitude image. Finally, the SWI image SWI(x) was obtained 
by the following product:  

xxgx m
SWI 0 .  (5) 

The multiplication factor m can be adjusted to achieve a 
desired contrast between veins and brain parenchyma. High 
values of m can further enhance the visibility of the vessels 
at the expense of an increased noise in the SWI image. 

Lastly, to better visualize the venous vasculature, SWI 
images are usually displayed by using a minimum intensity 
projection (mIP) over contiguous slices. 

D. Parameters optimization  

The choice of the kernel size k and the number m of mul-
tiplication is generally made by visually inspecting the qual-
ity of the SWI image. In this paper we propose a semi-
automatic method for the optimization of k and m. This 
approach is based on the maximization of the contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) in the SWI image. The CNR was esti-
mated as a function of k and m as follows: 

mk
mkSmkSmkCNR INOUT

,
,,,  (6) 

where and SIN(k,m) and SOUT(k,m) represent the pixel value 
in the center of the vessel and in its surroundings respec-
tively, while (k,m) is the standard deviation calculated over 
a homogeneous region of interest (ROI) not containing 
venous vessels. To obtain a more robust estimation of the 
CNR, we considered a global index mkCNR ,  given by 
the average value of the normalized CNR, computed for a 
set of Nv venous vessels as follows: 

vN

i i
mk

i

v CNR
mkCNR

N
mkCNR

1 ,
max

,1, . (7) 
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The a priori information used to estimate the CNR as 
function of the SWI processing parameters were the posi-
tion of a few veins and the region without vessels. This 
information can be easily extracted by a SWI image proc-
essed with default parameters k and m. 

III. RESULTS 

Fig. 1 (a) depicts the SWI image obtained with default 
parameters (k=64, m=15), together with the selected veins 
and the region of interest used to estimate the CNR. The 
course of the vessel profiles, as a function of the kernel size 
(k) and multiplication factor (m) are shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Selected veins (red lines) and noise region (blue rectangle) used 
for the CNR calculation. (b) Vessel profiles (red lines) n°5 and estimated 

noise (blue bars) as function of k and m.  

 
Fig. 2 Normalized contrast-to-noise ratio averaged across the selected 

venous vessels. 

As expected, both k and m affect the contrast between the 
veins and the surroundings, and the estimated noise over the 
selected region. 

To compute the CNR defined in Eq. (6), the minimum of 
the vessel profile was taken as the SIN value, while SOUT was 
calculated as the mean value of Np pixels with a distance 
greater than d pixels from the vessel center (with Np set to 6 
and d set to 4), to ensure the selection of pixels outside the 
vessel. 

 
Fig. 3 SWI processing steps. (a) Original magnitude image. (b) Original 
phase image. (c) Low-pass filtered phase , k=128. (d) High-pass filtered 

phase. (e) Phase mask gm, with m=12. (f) SWI image, mIP over 12 slices. 

The results of the global CNR index defined in Eq. (7) 
calculated as a function of k and m is displayed in Fig. 2. 
Interestingly, as the window size becomes wider the multi-
plication factor must be increased to achieve a reasonable 
CNR. In general, to avoid physiologically phase informa-
tion, it is suggested to use the minimum filter size that al-

(b) (a) 
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lows the removal of background field effects [7]. Accord-
ingly, the optimal parameters returned by the proposed 
method in our dataset were k=128 and m=12. These values 
are rather different from those used in other studies [1,2]. 
Actually, this difference can be explained by the fact that 
the contrast in the SWI data depends on several acquisition 
parameters [7], such as the field strength B0, the echo time 
(TE), the flip angle ( ) and also on geometry parameters 
such as the field of view (FOV), the resolution and the ac-
quisition plane [8]. However, since the proposed approach 
is based on an objective measure (i.e. the CNR) of the qual-
ity of the SWI image, it will provide the optimal SWI proc-
essing parameters for a specific condition. 

An overview of the SWI processing steps using the opti-
mal parameters are summarized in Fig. 3. In particular, Fig. 
3 (d) shows the high pass filtered phase image free from the 
slow variations due to the background field inhomogeneity 
shown in Fig. 3 (c). The venogram obtained by the applica-
tion of the phase mask of Fig. 3 (e) onto the original magni-
tude image is depicted in the mIP SWI image of Fig. 3 (f). 
Visual inspection of Fig. 3 (f) confirms that the proposed 
automatic maximization of the CNR leads to an optimal 
visibility of the brain venous vasculature. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a new semi-automatic method for SWI 
processing applied to study of the venous vasculature in the 
brain is presented. The developed method is based on the 
optimization of the CNR between the venous vessels and 
the parenchyma for determining the best SWI processing 
parameters: the filter size and the multiplication factor. The 
estimated CNR was assessed by evaluating the contrast in a 
set of visible veins and the noise in a region without vessels.  

Our results showed how the choice of these parameters 
influence the CNR in the final SWI image. Furthermore, the 
optimal parameters determined by this method, effectively 
lead to a good compromise between the amount of noise in 
the SWI image and the contrast between veins and the sur-
roundings. 

In addition, because of the objective nature of this ap-
proach, our method can be readily applied regardless of the 
MRI acquisition parameters and geometry, as well as it can 
be useful to manage the intersubject variability in SWI 
processing. Finally, a further potential application of the 
proposed method could be the assessment of optimal MR 
pulse sequence parameters for SWI acquisition.  
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Abstract—This study evaluates Operator-Dependent (OD) 
and Operator-Independent (OI) methods for Partial Volume 
effect Correction (PVC) in PET-CT oncological studies. The 
proposed PVC methods are based on curves of Recovery Coef-
ficients (RC) versus Measured Lesion-to-Background ratios 
(M-L/B). NEMA IQ phantom PET-CT measurements were 
performed for RC curves estimation, for M-L/B from 2 to 30. 
Validation of the PVC methods was performed by 18F-FDG 
PET-CT studies of a Breast Oncological Phantom, miming 
from 1cm to 1.56 cm lesions in breasts, for prepared L/B from 
14 to 54. An OI PVC method based on a threshold-technique 
for the estimation of lesion uptake was found the most accu-
rate method (accuracy >80%). PVC methods were applied to 
the SUV quantification of 11 18F-FDG PET-CT oncological 
studies. Results prove PV strongly affects lesion quantification 
and needs to be corrected.  When a decrement in the PET le-
sion volume is observed, PVC-SUV always decreased well fit-
ting the clinical assessment, as from diagnostic report. When 
an increment in the PET lesion volume is observed, results 
suggest PVC-SUV should be used together with the PET lesion 
volume for a better characterization or therapy response of 
oncological lesions.  

Keywords—PET-CT, quantification, PV, RC. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Metabolic imaging with 18F-FDG PET is clinically used 
for the detection and qualitative characterization of on-
cological diseases. Despite this, an absolute quantitative 
assessment of  PET 18F-FDG uptake in oncological lesions 
can be important to differentiate tumour malignancy, to 
assess the response to therapy and to extract quantitative 
parameters to correlate with other patient data as gene or 
protein profiles.  The severe underestimation of radiotracer 
uptake in oncological lesions, caused by Partial-Volume 
effect (PV) as a consequence of the PET limited spatial 
resolution, strongly affects quantification of tracer uptake 
for lesions of size up to few centimetres. Several PV Cor-
rection (PVC) methods have been developed, including the 
widely-used Recovery Coefficient (RC) technique, propos-
ing PVC-RC factors dependent on hot sphere volumes and 

on PV-free Lesion-to-Background ratios (L/B) [e.g. 1-2]. 
Two problems mainly limit the applicability of t hese RC-
based methods to clinical oncological studies: 1) the diffi-
culty to estimate lesion volumes (notwithstanding CT inte-
grated systems provide them in some cases), 2) the impossi-
bility to estimate PV-free L/B on clinical images. 

The aim of this work was to develop a method for PVC 
in PET-CT oncological lesions, based on curves of RC vs 
Measured L/B ratios (M-L/B). The method was optimized 
considering Operator-Dependent (OD) and Operator-
Independent (OI) techniques to estimate radioactivity within 
lesions volumes on PET-CT images. 

II. MATERIALS   

A. PET/CT Scanner 

PET/CT measurements were performed on an integrated 
PET-CT scanner (Discovery STE, General Electric Medical 
System) cross-calibrated with a dose measurement system. 
STE is a 3D hybrid system that combines an helical 16 slice 
CT scanner with a BGO 47 slice PET scanner. 

B. The NEMA IQ  Phantom 

The NEMA-IQ phantom, consisting of an elliptical cyl-
inder (d1 = 24 cm, d2 = 30 cm) containing six spheres 
(outer diameter = 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm, 23 mm, 29 mm, 
37 mm) was used for the experimental estimation of RC [3]. 

C. The Breast Oncological Phantom 

A home-made breast-like oncological phantom was used 
for the validation of PVC in oncological studies. This phan-
tom consisted of two different parts: a thoracic phantom (d1 
= 20 cm, d2 = 30 cm) and two plastic containers (cylinder 
equivalent radius = 3 cm, h= 10 cm), miming breasts, in 
which three spheres (outer diameter = 9.8 mm, 1.23 mm and 
15.6 mm) were placed, simulating oncological lesions. 
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D. Oncological Patients  

11 oncological patients were selected, presenting one or 
two lesions of diagnostic interest, for a total of 17 lesions in 
brain, abdomen and thorax (not in lungs). Patients under-
went two PET-CT studies for follow up purposes. 

III. METHODS 

A. Radioactivity  Measurement 
18F-FDG was produced by a cyclotron (Siemens RDS 

Eclipse) with a fixed proton beam of 11MeV. 
The radioactivity concentration (administered and resid-

ual) measured by a manual dose measurement system was 
assumed as the true radioactivity (Gold Standard, GS). 

For all the considered hot lesions (phantom spheres and 
patient spots) the measured radioactivity concentration and 
lesion dimensions were obtained by the following OI and  
OD techniques: 

ODmax : radioactivity concentration measured as the 
maximum pixel radioactivity concentration on the PET 
transaxial images including lesion and dimensions defined 
as sphere-equivalent diameter from CT images; 

ODman : radioactivity concentration averaged within the 
region, centered over the lesion PET intensity maximum, 
whose diameter (dman) was defined by the  iso-contour 
manually drawn by the operator. 

OI60% : radioactivity concentration averaged within the 
region, centered on the lesion PET intensity maximum, 
whose diameter (d60%) was defined by the iso-contour of all 
PET pixels having 60% of the maximum pixel; 

B. RC Estimation 

NEMA IQ phantom measurements were performed with 
spheres filled with 18F-FDG dipped into warm 18F-FDG 
background.  True L/B ranged from 4 to 35 (GS) in inde-
pendent experiments. 

RC coefficients were calculated as the ratio between 
measured L/B (M-L/B) on PET images (activity in the le-
sions measured considering the three methods described in 
Section A, activity in the background measured by mean of 
several circular regions surrounding lesions) and true L/B 
(GS).  

RCs curves (RCs vs CT diameter, vs d60% and vs dman) 
were obtained for different M-L/B ratios intervals (2-30) by 
combining the RC values from different phantom experi-
ments. The RC curves were fitted using a three-parameter 
hyperbolic function. 

C. PVC Validation  

Breast phantom measurements were performed with 
spheres filled with 18F-FDG dipped into warm 18F-FDG 
background.  Prepared L/B ranged from 9 to 54 (GS) in 
independent experiments. 

The PVC radioactivity concentration was obtained by di-
viding the measured PV-affected radioactivity concentration 
by the proper RC on the correspondent RC curve.  PVC 
radioactivity values obtained from the three considered 
methods were compared with the expected radioactivity 
values (GS). 

D. PVC Application to Oncological Patients 

PVC methods were applied to the two PET-CT follow up   
studies of the 11 selected oncological patients. Body-
weighted SUV quantification [4] was provided for all the 17 
lesions, PVC according to OImax, OI60% , and ODman as de-
scribed in Section A. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Radioactivity Measurement 

As a general result of the NEMA IQ phantom, PV causes 
an underestimation of radiotracer uptake which was found 
to be from 45% up to 80% for spheres of 10 mm diameter 
and M-L/B from 30 to 2, and from 22% up to 45% for 
spheres of 37 mm diameter and M-L/B from 30 to 2, respec-
tively. 

Table 1 shows results of % difference between the ex-
pected radioactivity (GS) and the radioactivity measured in 
the hot spheres by the three methods  OImax, OI60%, ODman 
for representative M-L/B (2-4). Results for ODman were  
obtained by averaging results of three expert PET-CT  
operators. 

Table 1 NEMA IQ phantom. % difference radioactivity (vs GS) within 
spheres before PVC, M-L/B:2-4 

d 
(mm) 

%diff 
OImax 

%diff 
OI60% 

%diff 
ODman 

10 
13 
17 
23 
29 
37 

62.5 
37.9 
24.1 
22.4 
23.4 
19.6 

70.3 
42.5 
39.0 
37.4 
40.0 
31.9 

78.3 
66.9 
57.3 
51.7 
47.4 
42.4 
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As expected, OImax produces the minimum %difference 
(<25% for lesions with d > 2cm) with respect to GS. OIman 
leads to the maximum % differences (on the order of 80% 
for 1cm lesions). 

B. RC Estimation 

RC curves are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 for OImax,   
OI60%, and ODman, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1 M-L/B: · 3-4, °   4-5, ◊   6-7,  + 18-19 

 

Fig. 2 M-L/B: + 2-3,· 3-4, · 5-6, ^ 6-7,  + 14-15, + 16-17,  · 18-19, + 20-21 

 

Fig. 3 M-L/B: +2-3,· 4-5, ·10-11, ^11-12,  + 13-14, + 15-16,  ·16-17, + 29-30 

For OI60%, and OIman, 8 RC curves were obtained, but at 
different M-L/B intervals as a consequence of the method 

used to build the RC curves combining data from different 
experiments (see Methods-Section A). 

For OImax, only 4 RC curves were obtained, deriving 
from M-L/B <20. For M-L/B >20 RCs were found >1, 
showing that the correction based on the maximum radioac-
tivity concentration produces an additional underestimation 
rather than a compensation. 

The fit was accurate (r square > 0.93) for all the RC 
curves and for all the methods to estimate radioactivity 
within the spheres. 

C. PVC Validation 

Table 2 shows, for the Breast Oncological phantom, re-
sults of PVC with respect to the three methods to estimate 
radioactivity within the lesion-spheres. % Residual error is 
presented, obtained as % difference between the expected 
radioactivity (GS) and the PVC radioactivity. 

Table 2 Breast Oncological Phantom. % Residual errors within lesion-
sphere after PVC 

d (mm) %Res 
OI60% 

%Res 
ODmax 

%Res 
ODman 

9.8 
9.8 
12.3 
15.6 
15.6 
15.6 
15.6 

19.3 
-8.5 
-1.2 
13 

16.4 
8.3 
5.6 

29.9 
19.7 
-2.4 
1.3 
0.5 
7.9 
-1.3 

56.5 
51.9 
23.6 
35.1 
27.1 
6.1 
16.9 

Most accurate results (>81%) were obtained for the OI60% 
method, presenting a % residual error < 20% for the 9.8mm 
sphere and  < 16% for the 15.6 mm sphere, considering also 
the large radioactivity underestimation affecting the two 
spheres (70% for the 9.8mm sphere and 80% for the 15.6 
mm sphere).  

D. PVC Application to Oncological Patients 

M-L/B for the 17 selected lesions ranged from 2 to 15 
with a sphere-equivalent diameter ranging from 3 mm to 30 
mm. All the three PVC methods were applied but OImax only 
for M-L/B<20 and when CT volume was available. In fact, 
even if for 17/17 lesions CT images were used to localize 
lesions accurately, only for 2/17 lesions the volume was 
defined on CT images. For the remaining 15/17 lesions the 
lesion volumes were defined on PET images with the sup-
port of CT images.  
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In all lesions, PVC methods were found to modify both 
the value of SUV and of PVC-SUV variations during pa-
tient follow up (% difference between PV-affected SUV and 
PVC-SUV up to 120 % and % difference in the follow up 
SUV variations > 50% for most of lesions and up to 200 %), 
confirming  SUV needs to be corrected for PV in order to 
represent a quantitative parameter of lesion metabolic activ-
ity both as absolute indexes of lesion malignancy and as 
relative indexes of lesion functional response to therapy.    

As a representative example, the application of the three 
PVC correction methods is shown in Figure 4 for a breast 
lesion (M-L/B = 3, d= 1.3 mm). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 breast lesion. Top (CT): * CT contour. Bottom (PET): __ OI60%, * CT 
contour,  ODman 

60% threshold contour is underestimated with respect to 
manual contour. A similar behaviour was found for most of 
lesions. CT contour, when visible, was found between 60% 
and manual drawn contours as shown in Fig.4. 

Since reports in follow up studies are based on visual 
changes of lesion functional volumes on PET images, the 
influence of PVC-SUV changes was assessed with respect 
to the changes of PET lesion volume. 

In 6/17 lesions PET lesion volume decreased during fol-
low up, as from the clinical report. In these cases PVC-SUV 
was found always decreased considering both OI60% and 
ODman, fitting with the clinical assessment. 

In 11/17 lesions PET lesion volume increased but SUV 
was found to be increased in 3/17 lesions and decreased in 
8/17 lesions, considering both OI60% and ODman. These pre-
liminary results show that, when PET lesion volume in-
creases, a combined analysis of PET lesion volume,  

PVC-SUV and general clinical conditions should be rec-
ommended, because inflammatory effects due to treatments 
during follow up may originate to misleading interpretation.   

V. CONCLUSIONS  

We have developed and assessed some methods for PVC 
of small oncological lesions in PET-CT based on M-L/B 
and both OI and OD estimation of lesion metabolic activity. 
Phantom measurements proved PV strongly affects lesion 
quantitation (up to 80%) and needs to be corrected. Meas-
ured RC curves allowed PVC for lesions of diameter from 
10mm to 40mm and for a M-L/B from 2 to 30, answering 
the need of PET quantification for a large variety of on-
cological lesions. The best estimate of radioactivity within 
lesion was found for OImax, (accuracy > 75% for lesion di-
ameter > 2cm) but PVC based on OImax, leads to enlarge the 
underestimation at high M-L/B (> 20). Phantom validation 
of the PVC methods proved that a PVC based on a thresh-
old-technique (60%) for the estimation of PET lesion uptake 
is more accurate (> 80%).  

Patient studies showed that PVC methods are suitable in 
a clinical environment (OImax, for M-L/B < 20), but PVC-
SUV should be used together with the PET lesion functional 
volume for a good characterization and therapy response of 
oncological lesions. 

Future studies will be devoted to: a) consolidate valida-
tion, including cerebral, and abdomen phantoms with other 
M-L/B and lesion size and shape (also non spherical); b) 
applying PVC to a more exhaustive database of oncological 
patients, and c) optimizing the OI60%  with respect to other 
threshold values. 
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Abstract—To improve spatial resolution of renal magnetic 
resonance (MR) angiography, we attempted to use MR signals 
before reaching steady state in balanced turbo field echo (b-
TFE) sequence. An isotropic protocol (isotropic voxel size; 0.78 
mm) was constructed, but the loss of contrast to noise ratio 
(CNR) was not avoided though we employed the dedicated k-
space scheme. The trade-off of the spatial resolution and CNR 
is difficult to decide by numerical value only, and it is neces-
sary to introduce evaluation of clinical images for the determi-
nation of a flip angle. In this study, we investigated the optimal 
combination of voxel size and flip angle using visual evaluation 
in order to obtain a good balance of the spatial resolution and 
CNR. A paired comparison method was employed as visual 
evaluation. As a result, the highest scale-value of available 
combination of isotropic voxel size and flip angle was 0.67 mm 
and 60 degrees. This isotropic protocol of the highest resolu-
tion for MR angiography of renal arteries using contrast be-
havior during the transient phase of b-TFE sequence will be 
useful in the clinical field. 

Keywords—renal MR angiography, transient phase, spatial 
resolution, isotropic protocol, paired comparison method. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a major medical di-
agnostic tool. The ability to adjust the imaging process in 
the MR imaging system makes it possible to visualize a 
variety of tissue characteristics, blood flow, etc. Each imag-
ing procedure is guided by a protocol which consists of a 
selection of imaging methods, selected values for a large 
number of imaging parameters or factors, and the applica-
tion of a variety of techniques to optimize image quality and 
acquire the images in the shortest time. 

Several MR angiographic techniques have been imple-
mented for noninvasive imaging of the renal arteries. Cur-
rently, many facilities are employing a balanced turbo field 
echo (b-TFE) sequence for the renal arteries during a single 
breath hold without the use of a contrast agent [1-4]. It is 
well-known that signal intensities of the blood and the fat 
tissue are high in the steady state of b-TFE sequence. The 
steady state is the equilibrium situation of water and fat 
magnetization by continuous radio frequency excitation 

pulses (RF pulses) which are applied at intervals of  
repetition time (TR) and sent energy into the “spinning” 
nuclei. Therefore, it is necessary to use a water-selective-
excitation (WATS) sequence which suppresses signals from 
the fat tissue in order to depict only blood vessels. However, 
the WATS needs waiting time to separate the magnetization 
components of water and fat. Therefore, the scan time is 
extended, and the number of slices is limited since a patient 
cannot hold their breath for long. As a result, the thickness 
of the slice is enlarged. The obtained image is evaluated by 
performing maximum intensity projections (MIP) process-
ing for clinical diagnosis. The spatial resolution in slice-
select direction (z direction) of the MIP images is insuffi-
cient because voxel size becomes a rectangle for a thick 
slice. Some researchers reported that high spatial resolution 
is imperative to detect vasculature details [5-10]. Ogura et al 
[11] reported that the voxel size should be considered as a 
cube by the relation between matrix size and slice thickness. 
The voxel of cube is called the isotropic voxel. To improve 
spatial resolution of renal MR angiography, we attempted to 
use MR signals before reaching steady state in b-TFE se-
quence. Therefore, we developed an isotropic protocol [12]. 
The feature of this method is to use effectively contrast 
behavior between fat and water before reaching steady state 
instead of WATS which is an exclusive method for fat sup-
pression. Since this method shortens the scan time, the 
number of slices can increase. Generally, degradation and 
instability of acquired MR signals and artifacts in MR im-
age needed to be overcome. In this protocol, the combina-
tion of a profile order of k-space (“low-high Y”) and flip 
angle of 70 degrees was selected in order to reduce scan 
time. The 4 startup echoes were set in order to reduce the 
ghost artifact of the scan protocol. As a result, an isotropic 
protocol (isotropic voxel size; 0.78 mm) which is useful to 
improve spatial resolution of MR angiography was able to 
be constructed. 

Contrast to noise ratio (CNR) for estimating the fat sup-
pression without WATS was kept to a 40% reduction using 
our profile order of dedicated k-space scheme and flip an-
gle. The CNR was calculated as follows [13]: 

air

oilbabywater

SI
SISI

KCNR
−

=
                         

(1) 
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where K is a factor (π/2)1/2, SIwater is signal intensity of wa-
ter, SIbaby oil is signal intensity of baby oil and SIair is signal 
intensity of air. 

The loss of CNR was not avoided though we employed 
the dedicated k-space scheme. The trade-off of the spatial 
resolution and CNR is difficult to decide by numerical value 
only, and it is necessary to introduce visual evaluation of 
clinical images for the determination of a flip angle. 

In this study, we investigated the optimal combination of 
voxel size and flip angle using visual evaluation in order to 
obtain isotropic protocol of the highest resolution. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All image acquisition and MIP processing were per-
formed with a 1.0 T MR system (Gyroscan Intera 1.0 T 
pulsar R 10.6, Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Nether-
lands). A phased-array SENSE cardiac coil was used as a 
receiver coil.  

In order to improve spatial resolution, we investigated 
the optimal combination of voxel size and flip angle. The 
flip angle was changed at intervals of 10 degrees from 30 to 
90 degrees. For each angle the isotropic voxel size was 
changed at 0.78, 0.67, 0.63 and 0.59 mm, and the number of  

Table The scan time of each combination of flip angle and voxel size 

Flip angles (deg) Isotropic 
voxel size 

(mm) 

Number 
of slices 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

0.78 64 23.1 23.8 24.8 25.7 26.7 27.6 28.6
0.67 54 25.1 25.8 26.7 27.7 28.7 29.7 30.6
0.63 52 25.5 26.5 27.4 28.4 29.4 30.3 30.9
0.59 52 27.5 28.6 29.6 30.6 31.2 32.2 33.2

                                                                                                      (seconds)   

slices was changed at 64, 54, 52 and 52, respectively. The 
scan time was changed by each combination from 23.1 
seconds to 33.2 seconds as shown in Table. 

The study protocol was approved by the local ethics 
committee, and informed consent was obtained from a  
volunteer. The MR image obtained from this volunteer was 
reconstructed to a coronal MIP image. 

For visual evaluation, we used a paired comparison 
method which is one of the ranking methods [14-17]. The 
visual evaluation constitutes the psychological measure of 
sensuous desirability such as “more desirable” and/or “bet-
ter”. Accordingly, the method can quantify (scale-value) the 
grade of the gap between the ranked samples. Then, we set 
“overall visual evaluation” which consists of “high spatial 
resolution”, “image contrast” and “visualization of segmen-
tal arteries” as the psychological measure instead of “desir-
ability”. A paired comparison method calculates the rate of 
judgment that i is better than j, pi>j, when impact i and j are 
compared. Practically, two samples are extracted randomly 
from k samples, such as (i, j), and these are observed and 
compared to evaluate which sample can provide the best 
diagnosis. All samples, k, are evaluated visually by the 
repeated kC2 combinations times of visual evaluation. The 
scale-values of the samples were calculated according to the 
rates of judgments by the situation of Thurstone's case Ⅴ. 

All the images were observed 50 times by 15 radiologists 
on the 20-inch liquid crystal display monitor for diagnostic 
imaging. It took about 30 minutes for the visual evaluation 
process per one observer. 

III. RESULTS  

28 MR images of renal arteries were produced with com-
binations of Table. After pre-visual evaluation to eliminate 
any poor images, 17 images were finally chosen.  

After 50 visual evaluations of these 17 images, goodness 
of fit test was performed to investigate an internal coordina-
tion of observer's variability. The test is given by Mosteller 
as Chi square test [14-17]. This test uses the inverse-sine  
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Fig. 1 The result of visual evaluation of the 17 images 
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transformation on the observed and derived proportions. 
The value of x2 was 135.69. Here the degree of freedom was 
116, so we are interested in the probability p (> 135.7) = 
0.1022 on 116 degrees of freedom. The result indicated that 
the goodness of fit test was high.  

Fig. 1 shows the result of visual evaluation of scale-value 
of the 17 images.  

The highest scale-value of combination of isotropic voxel 
size and flip angle was 0.78 mm and 90 degrees (combina-
tion 0.78-90). The scan time was then 28.6 seconds. On the 
other hand, the lowest one was combination 0.78-40. The 
scan time was then 23.1 seconds. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

The isotropic voxel size using this protocol should be set 
as small as possible for high spatial resolution of MIP im-
age. However, it causes extension of scan time, and increase 
in noise. The scan time is limited since a patient cannot hold 
their breath for long.  

The scan time of each combination was shown in Table 
1. The limit of breath-hold will be about 28 seconds. There-
fore, the available combination of voxel size and flip angle 
was 0.67-60. Under this condition, the scanning length is 
37.5 mm. It is shorter than the conventional one, but enough 
for medical imaging diagnosis. The combination 0.67-60 
had a higher scale value than combination 0.78-70 which 
was sixth in this ranking of visual evaluation.  

The CNRs of conventional protocol, combination 0.78-
70, and combination 0.67-60 were 50.72, 20.34 and 20.11, 
respectively. The combinations 0.67-60 and 0.78-70 were 
almost the same value, and caused the fat suppression effect 
to decrease by 40% from conventional protocol. On the 
other hand, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of combination 
0.67-60 decreased more than combination 0.78-70. The SNR 
was calculated as follows [18, 19]: 

air

oilbabyorwater

SI
SI

KSNR =
                            

(2) 

where K is a factor, (π/2)1/2, SIwater or baby oil is signal intensity 
of water or baby oil and SIair is signal intensity of air. 

In the objective data of CNR and SNR, conventional pro-
tocol was higher than others. Taking into account spatial 
resolution, conventional protocol was not chosen, and com-
bination 0.67-60 became the best choice. As a result, for 
final decisions we recognize visual evaluation to be most 
important.  

Conventional

Combination 0.78-70

Combination 0.67-60

Conventional

Combination 0.78-70

Conventional

Combination 0.78-70

Combination 0.67-60
 

Fig. 2 Three clinical images of renal MR angiography 

Fig. 2 shows three clinical images of renal MR angiogra-
phy with conventional and combinations 0.78-70 and 0.67-
60. Although there was an increase in noise, the clinical 
image of combination 0.67-60 had a higher spatial resolu-
tion than the clinical image of conventional protocol. This 
proves that it is visually superior to other protocols.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The combination of isotropic voxel size and flip angle of 
0.67 mm and 60 degrees was the best choice for MR an-
giography of renal arteries using contrast behavior during 
the transient phase of b-TFE sequence. 
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Abstract—The process of migration and metastasis forma-
tion of tumor cells in the living organism is poorly understood.  
An experimental approach to study metastasis formation is to 
inject labeled cancer cells into research animals and to follow 
the cell migration and invasion pathway over prolonged peri-
ods of time.   This report investigates the use and applicability 
of iron oxide nanoparticles as a magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) contrast agent for long-term cell labeling.  Flame-spray 
pyrolysis γFe2O3 nanoparticles were stabilized and bio-
functionalized by coating them with poly-l-lysine (PLL). Ap-
proximately 10,000 cells were incubated with 1 µg of particles 
for 24 h. PLL-coated particles are readily taken up by cancer 
cells and are stored in intracellular clusters.  During cell divi-
sion, the nanoparticle clusters are divided and split between 
daughter cells. TEM imaging revealed no membrane forma-
tion around the nanoparticle clusters.  Nanoparticles are not 
degraded by the cell and remain stable for at least 3 weeks.  
MRI imaging of cells suspended in 2% agar was used to esti-
mate the detection limit.  The detection limit of the R2* relaxa-
tion rate above the agar background is 25 cells/mm3, and the 
R2 detection limit is 70 cells/mm3. The iron specificity, how-
ever, is higher in the R2 relaxation rate image. These results 
suggest that PLL-coated flame spray pyrolysis γFe2O3 
nanoparticles can be used as a MRI contrast agent for long-
term studies of cancer cell migration in vivo. 

Keywords—molecular imaging, nanoparticles, relaxometry, 
cancer metastasis  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The malignancy of cancer is associated with the ability of 
tumor cells to metastasize in distant organs. The migration 
of tumor cells through connective tissue and into and out of 
the blood or lymph system is a prerequisite for metastasis 
formation. Most methods to study and follow the formation 
and progression of metastases in animal models require that 
animals be sacrificed to collect the data, and therefore the 
data obtained from an animal are limited to a single time 
point.  Noninvasive imaging techniques such as biolumines-

cence imaging, computed tomography or magnetic reso-
nance imaging have the potential to circumvent this prob-
lem but are currently suffering from insufficient resolution 
and other practical constraints which makes them unsuitable 
to follow the migration of a small number of tumor cells.  It 
is only after the secondary tumor has grown to an apprecia-
ble size that it can be monitored and characterized with 
these techniques. 

To circumvent these problems, it has been suggested to 
increase the sensitivity and specificity of MRI for tumor cell 
detection by labeling the cells with iron oxide based con-
trast agents [1].  For the investigation of tumor cell migra-
tion, regional tumor growth and micrometastatic progres-
sion, it would be of particular interest to label in-vitro 
cultures of metastatic tumor cells with iron oxide particles, 
inject these cells into the animal, and follow them over time 
with MRI. This strategy has been recently applied by Foster 
et al. to detect iron oxide labeled metastatic melanoma cells 
within the mouse lymph nodes [2]. In that study, magnetite-
loaded 0.9 µm polystyrene beads were incubated with 
melanoma cells prior to injecting them into the lymph nodes 
of mice. As few as 100 cells could be detected by using a 
proprietary balanced steady-state free precession imaging 
sequence (GE’s FIESTA sequence). As the tumors grew 
over time at the site of injection, the signal gradually faded.  
It was unclear, however, whether the signal loss was attrib-
utable to a dilution of the magnetic particles as the tumor 
cells grew and divided, or whether the cells gradually me-
tabolized or released iron over time.  If the cells were not 
injected into the animal but were further allowed to grow in 
the culture dish, there was a complete loss of detectable iron 
within 5 days after particle incubation, corresponding to 6 
cell division cycles [2].  A similarly rapid loss of iron oxide 
has also been observed in HeLa cancer cells under in-vitro 
culture conditions [3].   

Here we address the question of the long-term stability of 
iron oxide particles in cancer cells.  This is of importance 
for studies in which tumor growth and metastasis progres-
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sion need to be monitored over extended periods of time. 
Because this question cannot be addressed independently of 
the nature of the particles used, we also characterize their 
magnetic behavior and their R2 and R2* proton relaxivities 
during magnetic resonance imaging. 

II. MAGNETIC PARTICLES 

Iron oxide nanoparticles have previously been shown to 
be non-toxic, bio-inert up to concentrations of 100 µg/ml [1-
5], and to act as a strong enhancer of proton spin dephasing 
[1, 6]. Hence, they are extensively used as a contrast agent 
in MRI. A wide range of commercial and non-commercial 
iron oxide particles and a similarly wide range of different 
particle surface functionlizations to enable cell entry have 
been used in these studies. A clear preference or advantage 
of any specific particle or surface functionalization is not 
obvious from the data available in the literature. For no 
other reason than availability, we used γFe2O3 iron oxide 
(maghemite) nanoparticles produced by flame spray pyroly-
sis (FSP).  Particles were either purchased from a commer-
cial distributor (Sigma) or were fabricated using a custom-
made flame spray pyrolysis reactor at the University of New 
South Wales (UNSW) [7].   

Particle size: TEM imaging (JEOL 2100) showed that 
flame spray pyrolysis γFe2O3 particles are hexagonal crys-
tals. The median diameter of Sigma particles was 17 nm, the 
median diameter of UNSW particles was 17.7 nm.  Sigma 
particles showed a wider distribution of particle sizes (inter-
quartile range of 14 nm) compared to UNSW particles (in-
ter-quartile range of 8.6 nm) (Fig. 1).    

 

 
Fig. 1: TEM images of Sigma (left) and UNSW (middle) particles.  Right: 

distribution of particles diameter as defined in the left image. 

Clustering: Both Sigma and UNSW particles formed ag-
gregates, or clusters, of varying sizes.  Volume-weighted 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) revealed a bi-modal, log-
normal distribution of cluster sizes.  In the case of Sigma 
particles, 706 nm clusters formed the majority (80%) of the 
bulk, whereas smaller 63 nm clusters contributed to only 20 
%. In the case of UNSW particles, both larger (159 nm) and 
smaller (36 nm) clusters contributed approximately equally 
to the volume of the bulk. It is not clear from DLS analysis, 
however, whether the smaller size fraction consisted of 
small, clustered nanoparticles or larger-sized, single 
nanoparticle crystals. 

To facility particle uptake by the cell, the particles were 
coated with Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) by incubating them over-

night in a 0.01 % (w/v) PLL solution [8].  Cell experiments 
were conducted on a transformed bronchial epithelial cell 
line (16HBE14o), or on freshly isolated pig tracheal smooth 
muscle cells. Unless noted otherwise, cells were grown in a 
35 mm plastic cell culture dish until confluent, and 50 µg of 
nanoparticles were added and incubated for 24 h.  

III. CELL LABELING 

Both Sigma and UNSW particles or particle clusters 
bound avidly to the cell surface and were readily taken up 
by the cells.  Within the cells, nanoparticle clusters were 
often compartmentalized and formed super-clusters with 
diameters spanning up to 10 µm (Fig. 2). 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: TEM image of Sigma particles (top) and UNSW particles (bottom) 

taken up by bronchial epithelial cells. Bar = 200 nm. 

In the case of UNSW particles, a small fraction of clus-
ters was found extracellularly but associated with the cell 
surface (Fig. 3). The iron oxide content of the lavage fluid, 
or supernatant, aspirated from the cell wells after a particle 
incubation time of 24 h was below the detection limit of 
inductively coupled mass spectrometry, suggesting that 
close to 100% of the particles were either bound or taken up 
by the cells.   
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Fig. 3: TEM image of a bronchial epithelial carcinoma cell in the process 
of UNSW nanoparticle uptake by membrane invagination. Bar = 1 µm. 

To characterize the long-term stability of the particles in 
the cells, we performed two sets of experiments.  In the first 
set of experiments, epithelial cells were incubated with 
Sigma particles for 24 h, and then 200,000 cells were re-
plated in a 75 cm2 cell culture flask. Over the following 
days, bright field microscopy images were recorded at ran-
dom positions.  Particle clusters were clearly visible (Fig. 
4A). The area densities of the particle clusters were quanti-
fied by image segmentation with a threshold set to 50% of 
the maximum brightness. The number of black pixels per 
image was taken as the area density of the (larger) particle 
clusters and was interpreted as a rough, qualitative estimate 
of the particle concentration within the cells. Over the fol-
lowing 9 days after re-seeding the particle-loaded cells, the 
cluster size decreased as the cells divided and multiplied, 
suggesting that the particle clusters can be broken apart 
during cell division and can be distributed among the 
daughter cells.  The area density of the particles also de-
creased (Fig. 4B), which, as shown below, was not caused 
by a loss of iron oxide content but was attributable to the 
fact that this method is biased towards larger clusters be-
cause of their better contrast. Very small clusters that 
emerge as the larger clusters are broken apart over time 
cannot be reliably detected by bright field microscopy. In 
any event, we did not see a total loss of particles as reported 
previously for rapidly dividing cells [2, Arbab, 2003 #14]. 
The experiment was terminated when the cells grew over-
confluent after 9 days and started to round up and detach 
from the substrate. 

In a second set of experiments, freshly isolated pig tra-
cheal smooth muscle cells were loaded with either Sigma or 
UNSW particles for 24 hours (100 µg of particles per 35 
mm dish).  Cells were serum starved for different time peri-
ods of up to 3 weeks, after which their iron content was 
measured.  Airway smooth muscle cells tolerate serum 
starvation but do not proliferate under such conditions. The 
amount of iron oxide as measured with inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometry remained constant over the entire 
time span of the experiments for both Sigma and UNSW 
particles (Fig. 4C). These data suggest that the iron oxide 
particles are not degraded or metabolized by the cells. 

  

 
Fig. 4: A: bright_field images of bronchial epithelial cells during prolonged 
incubation with Sigma nanoparticles.  B: Total area of nanoparticle clusters 
(as a measure of total particle amount) versus incubation time.  Values are 
normalized to total cluster area measured at day 1. Inset: average number-

weighted and area-weighted cluster diameter versus incubation time. 
Values are mean ± se from at least 10 random fields of view. C: Total iron 
oxide content of ~400,000 airway smooth muscle cells loaded at day 0 with 

~100 µg of Sigma or UNSW particles did not decrease over time.   

IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

Magnetic properties of the iron oxide particles were 
measured at a temperature of 300 K in a SQUID magne-
tometer equipped with a 7 T coil.  γFe2O3 iron oxide parti-
cles are ferrimagnetic with a saturation magnetization of 66 
emu/g in Sigma particles and 63 emu/g in UNSW particles. 
Remanent magnetization was 16 emu/g in Sigma particles, 
and 5 emu/g in UNSW particles.   

The spin-spin relaxation rate (R2) of protons surrounding 
the magnetic particles was measured in a 1.4 T relaxometer 
(Bruker Minispec) (Fig. 5). Nanoparticles or cells were 
diluted in a 2% agar solution, and measurements were per-
formed at 25°C or 37°C with a multi-spin-echo pulse se-
quence (inter-echo spacing of 0.4 ms).  Agar was used be-
cause it exhibits a relaxation behavior similar to human 
tissue.   
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Fig. 5: Relaxation rate (R2) versus molar iron concentration for nanoparti-
cles in stock solution (left) and in cells after 24h of incubation.  Cells in a 

35 mm culture dish were incubated with 10µg, 25 µg, 50 µg and 100 µg of 
nanoparticles (see numbers in left diagram). Cell concentration during 

relaxation measurements was approximately 150,000 cells/ml. 

The R2 relaxivity of UNSW particles was 236 s-1mM-1, 
which is approximately 4 times faster than the R2 relaxivity 
induced by the same concentration of Sigma particles (79 s-

1mM-1).  This faster relaxation behavior of UNSW particles, 
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which would lead to stronger MRI contrast, was less pro-
nounced in cells where the R2 relaxivity of cells loaded 
with UNSW particles was reduced to 103 s-1mM-1, while the 
R2 relaxivity from Sigma particles in cells was only mar-
ginally reduced to 64 s-1mM-1.    

According to the static dephasing regime theory, the dif-
ferences in the R2 relaxation behavior between Sigma and 
UNSW particles, and between stock solutions and particles 
internalized by cells, are attributable to the particle aggre-
gate size and the spatial homogeneity of the particle distri-
bution [6]. The smaller UNSW particle clusters form a more 
uniform distribution in the agar hydrogel at the length scale 
over which the local field inhomogeneities surrounding the 
particles persist – hence the spin-spin relaxation of the pro-
tons is faster compared to Sigma particles.  If, however, the 
particles are compartmentalized in cells, the effective parti-
cle distribution is defined predominantly by the average 
distance between the cells, which is independent of the type 
of particles they have internalized – hence the differences 
between Sigma and UNSW particles are less pronounced.     

To estimate the detection limit of magnetically labeled 
cells in an MRI scanner, we suspended the cells in a 2% 
agar solution.  A 1:3 dilution series was filled in 2 ml Ep-
pendorff tubes and placed in a 1.5 T MRI medical scanner 
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) (Fig. 6).  
The R2 and R2* relaxation rates were computed from a 
mono-exponential fit of the signal decay at 7 different spin 
echo or gradient echo delay times, ranging from 4 ms to 100 
ms. The in-plane scan resolution was 1x1 mm, and the slice 
thickness was set to 5 mm. The detection limit of the R2* 
relaxation rate above the agar background was 25 
cells/mm3, and the R2 detection limit was 70 cells/mm3. The 
iron specificity, however, was higher in the spin-echo R2 
image, whereas the gradient-echo R2* image suffered from 
non-iron artefacts and signal distortions at the highest iron 
concentrations (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6: MR imaging of dilution series of cells suspended in 2% agar was 
used to estimate the detection limit.  The R2* (left) and R2 (middle) im-

ages demonstrate that the R2* signal gives a better detection limit, but the 
R2 signal has better iron specificity. The colormap of the images scales 

linearly with the relaxation rate and was cropped at a maximum intensity 
corresponding to a relaxation rate of 65/s. Right: the R2 and R2* relaxation 
rates were computed from the mono-exponential signal decay sampled at 7 

different echo time intervals. Mean and standard deviation within each 
Eppendorff tube are shown.  

Conclusions 

In summary, these results suggest that PLL-coated flame 
spray pyrolysis γFe2O3 nanoparticles are easily internalized 
by the cell and do not become degraded or metabolized for 
at least 3 weeks. The nanoparticles are distributed during 
cell division between the daughter cells and have excellent 
magnetic properties which makes them suitable as an MRI 
contrast agent for long-term studies of cancer cell migration 
in vivo. 
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Abstract— The quality assurance of diagnostic monitors is 
only a small part of the chain required to accomplish an ac-
ceptable standard of diagnostic images in a radiology depart-
ment. It is most unlikely that a Physician will be able to reach 
an accurate medical diagnosis even if he/she is surrounded 
with the most sophisticated diagnostic system, if the quality of 
the monitors is inferior to the relevant standards. Lately with 
the expansion of PACS systems (Picture Archiving and Com-
munication Systems), the importance of monitor quality assur-
ance, is becoming more intense. This paper presents tests per-
formed on monitors throughout various departments of the 
Nicosia General Hospital for the establishment of the neces-
sary quality control protocols. Results are compared with 
existing protocols and standards of various institutions and 
conclusions based on the differences are drawn. 

Keywords— Monitor, Quality Control, Digital Radiography, 
DIGI 13 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The quality assurance of diagnostic monitors is only a 
small part of the chain required to accomplish an acceptable 
standard of diagnostic images in a radiology department. 
For example, tests such as the inspection of X- ray beam 
alignment, automated aperture, tube voltage accuracy, expo-
sure time, mAs dosage as well as assessment of the X-ray 
tube filter are tests that need to be performed regularly by a 
Medical Physicist 

The monitor quality assurance is of great importance, al-
though it is the last part of the quality assurance chain for 
the radiographic chain. Nowadays, it becomes increasingly 
important, since the development of PACS systems (Picture 
Archiving and Communication Systems), where the images 
are sent directly from a radiography system to the PACS 
system. The doctor is capable to review the radiograph and 
make a diagnosis regarding the patient’s physical condition 
from any available monitor connected with the PACS sys-
tem. This is why the monitor quality assurance is so impor-
tant to guarantee that the doctor is viewing a correct image 
without distortion, or any other artifacts masking physio-
logical findings [1]. 

The Medical Physics Department of the Nicosia General 
Hospital has undertaken the task for the first time to apply a 
quality assurance check of the monitors connected to the 

PACS system. The results are compared with each other and 
with international existing protocols in order to determine 
whether they are within the desired limits. In addition to 
that, the frequency of the above tests is defined. 

The methodology, necessary equipment and test results 
are analytically presented in this paper. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Overall, 15 diagnostic monitors were checked in 15 cor-
responding rooms of the Radiology, Urology and Nuclear 
Medicine Departments, the Cath Labs and the MRI exami-
nation room. Out of these 15 monitors, 2 were color with 1 
Mega Pixel (MP) resolution, 3 were grayscale with 1 MP 
resolution, 5 color with 2 MP resolution, and 5 grayscale 
with 2 MP resolution. Due to the small number the 1 MP 
monitors they were compared together (color and grayscale) 
as one group. On the other hand monitors of 2 MP are com-
pared separately. 

In order to perform the necessary tests, the following in-
struments were used: 

 Barco Monitors connected with PACS system (1 & 2 
Mega Pixels) 

 IBA Dosimetry Phantom DIGI-13 (SCANDITRONIX- 
WELLH REF, ember of the  Group) 

 Luminance meter (LX Plus measuring in cd/m2) 
 Luxmeter (MAVOLUX 5032C/B USB measuring in 

lux) 
 Magnifier lens with a magnification of 6 
 Measuring ruler 
 Monitor cleaning materials 

Tests were performed according to DIN V 6868-58, 
which are dedicated for projection radiography systems 
with digital image receptors like semiconductor detectors or 
storage screens. 

The test phantom Digi 13 was placed directly on the de-
tector without anything interfering in the X-ray beam. It was 
positioned at a distance of 110cm from the X-ray source. 
Collimators were restricted to the phantom shape and Au-
tomatic Exposure Control was used to X-ray the phantom 
with appropriate mAs. In all systems 70kVp was selected. 
The image was then sent to the PACS system and viewed 
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on the monitors in the diagnostic rooms. The image quality 
was carefully verified through the following tests: 

1. Ambient light – Room illumination 
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8. Geometrical Distortions 
9. Image Artifacts 
10. Flicker 
11. Pixel Defects [2] 

Results were compared among monitors of the same 
model and resolution (Mega Pixels), in order to observe if 
the image is corrupted during the transmission. Finally a 
comparison was made with the IPEM (Institute of Physics 
and Engineering in Medicine) and the AAPM (American 
Association of Physicist in Medicine) protocols to verify the 
image quality. 

III. RESULTS 

Results from the 5 grayscale diagnostic monitors at 2 MP 
resolution, installed in rooms D4, D5, D6, D8 and D14, are 
presented below, as an example of the results of this study. 
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A. Blackening level 

Table 1 presents the contrast between maximum and 
minimum luminance in cd/m2 with 5% being the accuracy 
of the meter and Figure 1 presents results in a graphical 
form. 

Table 1: Blackening Lmax-Lmin (cd/m2) 

Rooms D4 D5 D6 D8 D14 

Blackening  
±0.05 

(cd/m2) 
321.92 347.29 294.93 198.45 321.27 

 

B. Geometric Distortions 

Table 2 presents the geometrical distortion, based on the 
following formula with the corresponding calculated error 
being 0.35%: 

(2) 7% 1 100%
(14)

D
d

D   (1) 

Where D(2) is the diameter of a square 2 x 2 cm and 
D(14) is the diameter of a square 14 x 14 cm [3] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Blackening  Lmax-Lmin (cd/m2) 

Figure 2 presents the Geometrical Distortion results in a 
graphical form. 

Table 2: Geometrical Distortions d(%) 

Rooms D4 D5 D6 D8 D14 

d (%) 0.90 ± 0.35 1.06 ± 0.35 1.56 ± 0.35 1.27 ± 0.35 2.25 ± 0.35

 

 
Figure 2: Geometrical Distortions d(%) in graphical form 
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C. Low Contrast Resolution 

Table 3, lists the low contrast resolution results, with the 
error being 1 cycle and the figure 3 represents the same data 
in graphical form. 

Table 3: Low Contrast Resolution

Rooms D4 D5 D6 D8 D14 

Low Contrast 
Resolution ± 

1 (cycle)  
5 5 5 5 3-4 
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Figure 3: Low Contrast Resolution 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The contrast was measured with the help of the 7 dy-
namic step wedge, made of copper, embedded in the DIGI 
13 phantom. The 7 steps of, 0.00, 0.30, 0.65, 1.00, 1.40, 
1.85 and 2.30 mm of Cu enabled the measurement of the 
maximum and minimum luminance from each monitor. 
From the results obtained it is obvious that the contrast level 
was smaller in room D8 but more importantly that the Coef-
ficient of Variation (CV) of the measurements, was 19.5% 
and the Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) was as high as 
26%. The Standard Deviation was measured using the non-
biased, n-1 method. Since no international limits were found 
for this particular test, results obtained will be used as refer-
ence values for future measurements [4]. 

The geometrical distortion was found to be outside the 
limits for monitor D14. All the others fall below the accept-
able limit of 2% [4-5]. However differences between moni-
tors for this particular parameter were found to be signifi-
cantly different, using the Wilcoxon signed rank test 
(p<0.05). The CV was found to be 37.86% and the corre-
sponding SEM was 24%. 

For the same monitor (D14), where the geometrical reso-
lution was below the acceptable limits, it was observed that 
the low contrast resolution was less than the other monitors. 
Particularly, 3-4 cycles were observed on D14 monitors in 
contrast with 5 cycles which were easily seen on all the 
other monitors [4]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The quality of the image displayed on a Diagnostic 
Monitor is not easily observed or noticed by the radiologists 
that use them. A degraded image though may lead to wrong 
diagnostic conclusions. 

Differences were found in all the tests that were per-
formed in this study that were outside the acceptable toler-
ance levels. These indicated that a regular quality control 
program must be put in place, which will assure that the 
displayed image is diagnostically acceptable. 

Due to this study it was decided that the tests described 
will be carried out on all diagnostic monitors on three 
monthly intervals. 
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Abstract— We have developed a local spectrum measure-
ment system for 5-Aminolaevulinic acid (5-ALA) induced 
Protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) fluorescence, which consists of a 
semiconductor LASER, a CCD spectrometer, a personal com-
puter and a fluorescence measurement probe. Performance 
evaluation results showed that the probe has sufficient ability 
to measure PpIX fluorescence with a spatial resolution of 
about 0.8mm around the working-distance. We used this probe 
for measurement of resected brain tissues to evaluate dis-
crimination ability of 5-ALA induced PpIX fluorescence. To 
compare spectrums with pathology, we used a tissue holder to 
freeze tissues keeping their shape. This procedure enables 
precise comparison each measured point with pathology. Thir-
teen samples of brain tissue were measured using the devel-
oped system, and the results showed that PpIX fluorescence 
could be detected in tumor lesion even less than 1mm in diame-
ter. Although some samples shrank to about 80% of holder 
size, characterized shape enabled to compare spectrums with 
pathology.  

Keywords— Brain tumor, Protoporphyrin IX, Fluorescence 
spectrum 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Glioma is a kind of brain tumor arising from glial cells in 
a brain. Though higher resection rate of tumor brings good 
patient prognosis, tumor operation is difficult because of  
properties of infiltration of malignant tumor [1]. In other 
words, as there is mixed region of tumor cells and normal 
brain cells, complete resection by conentranal surgery is 
very difficult. 

Recent developments in computerized imaging and  
navigation systems provide great benefit for surgery. Espe-
cially, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) guided naviga-
tion has high advantage of tumor detection and resection. 
However, as a brain moves at craniotomy (Brain shift), 
there are some registration errors between MRI image and 
the actual brain [2]. Although some hospitals equip intraop-
erative MRI, which can take MRI images during surgery, 
clinical utilization is limited because of the large system. 

As an alternative tumor detection method, there is fluo-
rescence guided surgery which uses autofluorescences or 
endogenous fluorescence materials [3,4,5]. In clinical study, 
5-Aminolaevulinic acid (5-ALA) induced Protoporphyrin 
IX (PpIX) fluorescence has begun to be used in the past 
decade. 5-ALA specifically accumulates at malignant 
glioma tissues and PpIX that is a metabolite of 5-ALA emits 
red fluorescence under violet excitation light.  

A recent study showed that PpIX spectrum shape is im-
portant for precise tumor detection and malignancy diagno-
sis [6]. Also, some group revealed that there are differences 
of autofluorescence spectrums between tumor and normal 
brain [5]. Although these studies found characteristic spec-
trums of tumor comparing spectrums with pathological 
results, the comparison method in these studies have the 
following limitations: There is a possibility that a spectrum 
measurement point is different from a pathology assessment 
point.  

In order to solve above the problem, we aimed to develop 
a local spectrum measurement system and create a method 
to precisely compare spectrums with pathological results 
using developed system. 

II. SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

We developed a local spectrum measurement system 
which contains an excitation LASER (VLS405-SA3 Digital 
Stream), a spectrometer (WTC-111E B W TEK Inc.), a 
measurement probe and a computer. The excitation LASER 
emits 405nm violet light and maximal output power is 
15mW. Measurement range of the spectrometer is 300-
850nm. The measurement probe uses a coaxial optical sys-
tem. All light paths are connected with optical fibers (Core 
diameter: 365μm, Multimode), and a dichroic mirror is used 
for separation of excitation light and fluorescence. To insert 
a dichroic mirror on the light path, three collimator lenses 
are mounted to a cubic box. Angles and Positions of all 
collimator lenses and angle of a dichroic mirror can be 
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adjusted to improve coupling efficiency of the light. It is 
also equipped with a long pass filter to remove strong re-
flected excitation light from the fluorescence signal. There 
are two achromatic lenses at the tip of the probe. The focal 
length of the fiber side lens is 19mm, and object side is 
30mm, the working distance is 21.7mm and lens diameter is 
12.5mm. The measurement spot diameter is estimated as 
0.58mm from lens magnification. 

In order to measure spatial changes in fluorescence spec-
tra, we developed a spectrum-scanning system based on the 
developed measurement system. An XY stage (SGSP20-
35XY, SIGMA KOKI) was used to move measuring points, 
and the developed probe was fixed at the bottom of the 
stage. A removable tissue holder, which had a square 5mm 
hole, was set on the stage. One corner of the holder hole is 
cut down for a shape mark. As the holder location is regis-
tered to the XY stage coordinates, it is possible to follow 
measuring position. 

III. EVALUATION OF MEASUREMENT PROBE 

At first, we evaluated the specification of the measure-
ment probe.  

A. Working distance 

The working distance is the distance between probe edge 
and measuring point. To evaluate the working distance, we 
performed evaluation experiment using an optical phantom. 
The optical phantom of agar gel was made as follows: 1.5g 
of agar powder were dissolved in 47.85ml of boiled pure 
water. After the agar was dissolved completely, 1.15ml of 
Intra Lipid was poured into the agar solution. 1ml PpIX 
solution (200μg/ml) was added to the agar solution then 
cooled slightly. Concentration of Intra Lipid was decided so 

that the optical phantom had the same scattering coefficient 
with brain tumor [7].  

This phantom was fixed on a stage and the fluorescence 
measurement probe was fixed to the base of the stage. Then 
we acquired PpIX spectrums moving the phantom away 
from the probe edge with each 0.5mm. The phantom was 
changed at each measuring point to prevent breaching. 

B. Spot diameter 

We also evaluated the measurement spot diameter of the 
probe. In this evaluation, a phantom that has two regions, 
one with PpIX and one without, was fixed on the stage. The 
measurement probe was fixed perpendicular to the phantom 
surface, then measured spectrums each 0.1mm crossing 
border line of the phantom. The difference of average PpIX 

Fig.1 Overview of the system 

Fig.2 Spot diameter evaluation 
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intensity at each region, with PpIX and No PpIX, was calcu-
lated. The measurement spot diameter is defined as the 
distance of between 2% and 98% intensity point. We meas-
ured spot diameters changing the distance between the 
probe edge and the phantom. 

C. Result of working distance evaluation 

Fig.3 shows the result of working distance evaluation. 
Although the designed value of the working distance is 
21.7mm, the evaluation result showed that the maximal 
intensity was acquired at 21.5mm from the probe edge. As 
the resolution of this evaluation experiment is 0.5mm, this 
result is within specification. 

D. Result of spot diameter evaluation 

The result of spot diameter evaluation showed that the 
spot diameter is about 0.8mm around working distance. 
Fig.4 shows alteration of the spot diameter. Experimental 
value of the spot diameter is larger than estimated value. 
Scattering of both excitation light and fluorescence may 
cause this result. 

IV. EX VIVO EXPERIMENT 

A. Method 

We measured resected brain tissues using the developed 
system. The brain tissues were resected during a brain tu-
mor operation at Tokyo Women’s Medical University Pa-
tients received 20mg 5-ALA/kg body weight at 7:30 of 
operation day. Measurement is performed around 14:00 of 
the same day. Experimental protocol was approved by the 
ethical committee of Tokyo Women’s Medical University. 

In order to compare spectra with pathological diagnosis, 
we used the following method. At first, we scanned a re-
sected brain tissue in a removable tissue holder and ob-
tained fluorescence spectra data at measurement points in 
the scanned area. After measurement, the holder was put in 
liquid nitrogen to freeze tissue. Then the tissue was picked 
out from the holder. As the frozen tissue keeps its original 
shape of the holder, it is possible to make “holder-shaped” 
histological preparation. This pathological preparation was 
inspected by a pathologist. This novel procedure makes it 
possible to compare fluorescence spectrum of a certain 
point in a tissue sample with histological diagnosis of the 
corresponding point in the histological preparation. 

B. Result 

Spectrums of 754 points from 13 samples were acquired 
(two glioblastoma multiform, one anaplastic oligodendro-
glioma, one anaplastic oligodendro-astrocytoma and one 
oligodendroglioma). Fig.5 shows an example of a patho-
logical preparation image, with shaded areas meaning: a 
region of tumor. Pathological result showed that this tissue 
was anaplastic oligodendro-astrocytoma, and it was tumor 
margin. Although tissues shrank to about 80% of holder size, 
preparation could keep the holder shape as shown in Fig.5. 
Other samples also could keep the holder shape with some 
shrinkage. 

Fig.6 illustrates intensity distribution of PpIX fluores-
cence acquired by the developed system. As shown in Fig.6, 
PpIX intensity has a similar distribution of tumor. Spectrum 
shapes were completely different from point to point as 
shown in Fig.7. Although the spectrum of “point A” didn’t 
have PpIX fluorescence, the intensity around 585nm was 
higher than the spectrum of “point B”, a tumor region. 

In other samples, there were locally distributed tumor 
cells with less than 1mm lesion, which emit PpIX fluores-
cence.  

Although one of these samples was not tumorous, instead 
including a lot of reactive astrocytes, the tissue had strong 
PpIX fluorescence. PpIX fluorescence intensity of tissues 
including tumors varied widely. However, intensity around 

Fig.4 Result of spot diameter evaluation 

Fig.3 Result of working distance evaluation 
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585nm of the sample was higher than tumor spectrums. This 
result may bring reduction of false negatives. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We developed a spectrum measurement system for PpIX 
fluorescence. Evaluation experiments showed that working 
distance was 21.5mm and spot diameter was 0.8mm around 
working distance. Using the system, we measured local 
spectrums of human brain tissues. This novel method made 
it possible to precisely compare spectrums with pathology. 
As a result, there were distributions of both PpIX fluores-
cence and the intensity of around 585nm in 5mm square 
region. Although one of these samples was not tumorous, 
the intensity around 585nm of the sample was higher than 
tumor spectrums. This result may bring reduction of false 
negatives of PpIX fluorescence guided surgery. 
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Abstract— Recording and analysis of intrinsic optical sig-
nals of the nervous tissue is associated with synchronous re-
cording and analysis of connected action potentials. However, 
there are no acquisition systems enabling those measurements 
using one environment.  Therefore we developed software tool 
for recording and analysis of video data, which is part of soft-
ware providing unified user interface for synchronous electro-
physiological and video acquisition and analysis. The video 
acquisition component, together with other parts of presented 
software, was programmed using Microsoft .NET Framework 
2.0 library and C# programming language. The component 
enables to record from several types of camera; standard web 
and DV cameras and selected high resolution cameras for 
microscopy use. Captured data can be saved in two types of 
file, widely used video file format AVI and BVG file format 
designed for storage of uncompressed high resolution images.  

Keywords— Video recording, video analysis, synchronous 
video and electrophysiological recording, intrinsic 
optical signals  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Imaging of intrinsic optical signals is an imaging tech-
nique which has become an important tool in the neurosci-
ences, owing to its high temporal and spatial resolution. 
Detection of those signals is associated with synchronous 
detection of electrophysiological signals of the tissue. How-
ever, the acquisition systems available nowadays are mostly 
tools specialized in either imaging or electrophysiology 
without possibility to control both components in one envi-
ronment  

The aim of the present study was to develop software 
tool specialized for recording and analysis of image data, 
which is part of a software enabling synchronous image and 
electrophysiological recording and analysis. Exploitation of 
the software is expected not only for recording of intrinsic 
optical signals, but also for other measurements where syn-
chronous imaging and electrophysiology recording is neces-
sary, e.g. long-term EEG-video monitoring.   

II. INRINSIC OPTICAL SIGNALS 

Optical imaging is an imaging technique used for func-
tional brain mapping providing information at high tempo-
ral and spatial resolution.  

Two main forms of brain optical signals have been 
shown. Extrinsic optical imaging is based on the use of 
voltage-sensitive dyes that change their optical properties 
with variations in cellular activity. This approach is used in 
experimental studies only because of toxicity of the dyes.  

In contrast, intrinsic optical imaging is based on signal 
changes associated with tissue properties themselves. In 
spite of the fact that imaging of intrinsic optical signals has 
become a widely applied tool in the neurosciences, the 
processes influencing and underlying the signal changes are 
still indefinite. However, it is clear that the signal change is 
composed of different components in vivo and in vitro.  

Two major components of the signal in vivo depend on 
either changes in blood volume or changes in oxygen con-
sumption. The third component is based on scattered light 
and depends on cell swelling during cell activation. 

 In vitro, only the component based on changes of cell 
volume of the intrinsic optical signal can be recorded. Dur-
ing scattering photons undergo elastic collisions, no energy 
is lost and the photon changes direction. The more light 
scatters, the more light is reflected and the less is transmit-
ted.  

Intrinsic optical signals may be recorded from transmit-
ted or reflected light. These signals give in principle the 
same results though with different polarity [1], [2]. 

Fig. 1 illustrates changes of transmitted light detected on 
rat hippocampal slice after stimulation. Color highlighted 
areas correspond with places, where change of intensity 
caused by increase of light transmittance of the tissue dur-
ing cell activation was detected.  
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Fig. 1 Intrinsic optical signals detected on rat hippocampal slice 

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

The video acquisition component, together with other 
parts of presented software, was programmed using Micro-
soft .NET Framework 2.0 library and C# programming 
language and thus it is suitable for any MS Windows based 
computer.  This component is one of the three main compo-
nents of the software enabling synchronous image and elec-
trophysiological data recording and analysis. The other ones 
are graphical user interface and signal acquisition compo-
nent 

The user interface controls both acquisition components 
using events. User interface contains naturally such compo-
nents as menu and toolbars, however the important parts 
are: control governing electrophysiological data component, 
control governing video component and control called 
Event Manager which can govern both component and is 
also responsible for their synchronization and also manages 
and displays events. Both components are designed so that 
they could also work as two separate units allowing acquir-
ing either only video or only electrophysiological signals. 
During synchronous measurement both components can be 
the master which manages whole measurement.  

IV. VIDEO COMPONENT 

The video component can work in two different modes. 
The first one is an acquisition mode and the second one is a 
playback mode.  

A. Types of cameras 

The component in the acquisition mode can cooperate 
with several different camera devices that can be divided 
into two groups. 

Firstly there are standard web cameras and DV cameras. 
Microsoft application programming interface DirectShow is 
used to control them. Microsoft® DirectShow® is architec-
ture for streaming media on the Microsoft Windows® plat-
form and it simplifies media playback, format conversion, 
and capture tasks [3]. At the same time, it provides access to 
the underlying stream control architecture for applications 
that require custom solutions. Data captured from those 
cameras are stored in commonly used AVI file that can be 
compressed or uncompressed according to user preferences 
and need. 

Secondly there are selected high sensitive cameras for 
microscopy use (UI [4], Q-Imaging [5]) controlled by 
manufacturer’s camera drivers. The drivers enable to per-
form basic camera properties, e.g. resolution, frame rate, 
exposition etc. Those cameras usually perform in high reso-
lution and enable external triggering, whereby provide pos-
sibility of synchronization between image and electro-
physiological signals. Images captured from those cameras 
can be stored in two types of file; in previously mentioned 
AVI file and in our own binary file called BVG (Brain Vi-
sion Graphics). Images saved in BVG file can be captured 
in non-equidistant intervals using external triggering. 

B. Types of video files 

AVI 2.0 File Format Extensions is file format widely 
used with applications that capture, edit, and play back 
audio-video sequences. In general, AVI files contain multi-
ple streams of different types of data [6]. AVI can generally 
use video and audio streams, but in our case we use just the 
video one. 

BVG file type (Table 1) was designed especially for stor-
age of high resolution uncompressed images, which could 
be captured in non-equidistant intervals. File consists of 
three main parts. The first one is main header which is lo-
cated at the beginning of every BVG file and contains in-
formation common to all images, e.g. header sizes 
and camera settings. This part is followed by repetitious 
secondary image header containing period between two 
images and start time of an image and image own data.  
Both headers are designed so that free space is left over and 
it can be filled up with other necessary data in future.  
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Table 1 BVG File Structure 

Main Header 

 File version 

 Main header size 

 Image header size 

 Image resolution 

 Camera settings 

 Synchronization information 

 
. 
. 
. 

Image Header 

 Start time 

 Period 

Image 

 Image resolution 

 Image data 

Image Header 

Image 

Image Header 

Image 

. 

. 

. 

V. SYNCHRONIZATION 

The synchronization between video component and 
electrophysiological data component consequently between 
recorded electrical and video data is camera dependant. 
There are two ways of synchronization. If camera enables 
external triggering (high sensitive cameras for microscopy 
use) , it is realized through its input and output trigger sig-
nals controlled from digital inputs and outputs of data ac-
quisition card and handled as events in electrophysiological 
data component.  

In case that camera does not support external triggering, 
(standard web and DV cameras), synchronization is realized 
using LED controlled from data acquisition card that flick-
ers in exactly defined time sequence.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The video component as a part of the whole acquisition 
software has been successfully tested with standard webcam 
Philips SPC900NC (Royal Philips Electronics, Netherlands) 
and MSI StarCam Racer (Micro-Star International Co., 
Taiwan), industrial cameras UI-2230C and UI-2230M (Im-
aging Development Systems, Germany) and high sensitive 
cooled cameras Retiga 2000R and Retiga 4000R (Q-
Imaging, Canada).  
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Abstract— Imaging of the lung with hyperpolarized 3He be-
came a well known technique in the last decade. Being able to 
image ventilation and the microstructure of the lung an in-
crease of SNR and a shortage of scan time is eligible. By using 
a 32-channel phased array the sensitivity was increased dra-
matically. High resolution 2D-images with a resolution of 1 x 1 
mm2 having a 3 mm slice was realized, showing highly detailed 
images of the lung. By applying parallel imaging techniques 
the SNR could be increased and scan time was reduced drasti-
cally by using a 2D acceleration of R = 4 x 2 with a 3D-protocol 
covering the whole lung.  

Keywords— MRI, helium, lung, parallel imaging, high resolu-
tion  

I. INTRODUCTION  

With standard proton magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
lung imaging is not feasible because of low tissue density 
and hence poor Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Compensat-
ing for this hyperpolarized 3He is a well known contrast 
agent in MRI. With it detailed information about morpholo-
gy, dynamic ventilation and even microstructure of the lung 
is achievable [1-5]. So far there is still a need for improved 
image quality and shortened scan time. Especially patients 
with heavy lung diseases cannot hold there breath for a long 
time. To shorten scan time, parallel imaging is well known 
in proton MRI. Phase encoding steps are skipped to accele-
rate the imaging process. The lost information is recon-
structed using designated algorithms [6, 7] which take the 
different receiver coil sensitivities into account. The only 
drawback of this technique is a certain loss in SNR [7]  

 

Rg

SNR
SNR tedunaccelera

acclerated   (1) 

 
where g is the geometry factor describing the coils’ sen-

sitivity profile and R the acceleration factor. 
In hyperpolarized substances the usable magnetization is 

destroyed with every RF-pulse depending on the height of 
the flip angle. Additionally there is a loss of magnetization 

because of longitudinal relaxation (T1) effects in the lung. 
By using parallel imaging less RF-pulses are applied and 
the scan time is shortened (Fig 1a). Hence more magnetiza-
tion is left for the remaining encoding steps. A first feasibil-
ity study demonstrating the benefit from parallel imaging in 
imaging hyperpolarized 3He has been presented [8]. So far it 
was only reported that the SNR loss from accelerated imag-
ing can be compensated by increasing the flip angle. But by 
using a centric reordering scheme for the k-space filling the 
increased flip angle should not only result in a shortened 
scan time but also to gain extra signal (Fig 1b). 

 
Fig 1: The loss of magnetization for an image series of 10 slices is 

shown in (a). Note that less magnetization is destroyed at the 10th slice for 
acceleration of R = 2. (b) Though the flip angle can be increased for R = 2 

which results in a general gain of SNR using centric reordering. 
 
Therefore the aim of this work was to test the possibili-

ties of a 32-channel phased array for 3He and the benefits of 
parallel imaging in conjunction with hyperpolarized 3He.  

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A designated 32-channel phased array was designed to 
image at an Avanto TIM (Siemens Medical solutions, Er-
langen, Germany) MRI unit. Hyperpolarized 3He (Institute 

a 

b 
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of Physics, Mainz, Germany) with a polarization of P = 65 - 
70% was used for the experiments on healthy volunteers.  

For high resolution 2D imaging a spoiled gradient echo 
(gre) sequence with FOV = 310mm2; 312 x 312, 3mm slice 
thicknes, TR/ TE/  = 8.1ms/ 2.3ms/ 10° was used.  

To show the improvements which can be realized on dy-
namic imaging a series of images with FOV = 294mm2; 84 
x 128, TR/ TE/  = 2.2ms/ 0.9ms/ 4°, R = 4 was acquired. 
This results in a temporal resolution of 8 images per second 
showing a 2.3 x 2.5mm2 resolution. 

3D imaging was applied using 2.5 x 2.5 x 4mm3; 128x 
128 x 52 matrix, TR/ TE = 7.1ms/ 2ms; R = 4 x 2, TA = 
9.6s. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

High resolution 2D images were acquired showing the 
sensitivity gain of the phased array (Fig 2). With a resolu-
tion of 1 x 1 mm2, 3mm slice thickness, even small vessels 
and bronchi in the lung’s periphery can be observed.  

 

 

Fig 2: High resolution (1 x 1 mm2, 3mm slice) 2D image of a dorsal slice 
of the lung. Even small vessels and bronchi can be observed in the peri-

phery of the lungs tissue. 

Acquiring a series with 8 images per second a forced 
breathing maneuver was imaged showing the ventilation of 
trachea and the following bronchi in a resolution of 2.3 x 
2.5mm2 (Fig 3). This combination of high spatial and tem-
poral resolution was not possible in former studies. Physi-
cians may use this to image even forced breathing maneuv-
ers like they are used in common asthma diagnostics. 

 
By using an acceleration factor of R = 4 x 2 the scan time 

of a 3D was reduced to 9.6s. A breath hold over this period 

of time can be easily realized even by patients with heavy 
lung disease. Still images with a resolution of 2.5 x 2.5 x 4 
mm3 covering the whole lung were obtained. The acquired 
data was used in combination with a 3D software imple-
mented in the MRI units software (Fig 4). Thus the radiolo-
gist can easily analyze and quantify defects located any-
where in the lung. 

 

 

Fig 3: A series of images acquired with a speed of 8 images per second 
allows examining even forced maneuvers with high resolution (2.3 x 

2.5mm2). 

 

Fig 4: 3D imaging of the lung acquired in 9.6s. Using the implemented 
software on the scanner, defects located anywhere in the lungs tissue can 

easily be detected and examined. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work we presented first results of a promising ap-
proach for lung imaging with hyperpolarized 3He. Using a 
32-channel phased array dedicated for 3He either highly 
resolved images were acquired or a significant decrease of 
scan time (factor of 5) by applying parallel imaging tech-
niques was realised. Since nowadays commercially avail-
able MRI units can be equipped with both, multichannel and 
X-nucleus capability, these techniques will help improving 
lung imaging in the future. The radiologist may decide ei-
ther to benefit from higher detailed data or reducing the 
amount of contrast gas. This would reduce costs signifi-
cantly and help spreading this diagnostic technique. 
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Abstract-- Incorrect boundary form has been proven to 
produce artifacts in electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 
images. However if information regarding the boundary form 
can be incorporated into the solution of the forward problem, 
major improvements to the final reconstructed image could be 
achieved. This paper presents the development of a new 
wearable device for measurement of boundary form for 
neonate lung function. To achieve this objective a comparative 
study of different bend and flexible stretch sensors that can be 
used for determination of boundary shape has been conducted. 
Three different types of commercially available bend sensors 
from Abrams Gentile Entertainment Inc. (100 mm), Images SI 
Inc. FLX02 (100mm) and Flexpoint Inc. (50 mm) have been 
investigated.  The reliability and accuracy of the bend sensors 
were studied in order to compare their feasibility for boundary 
measurement. Abrams Gentile bend sensors show linear 
characteristic of resistance and bending curvature whereas the 
Flexpoint Inc. bend sensors show exponential relationship 
between resistance and bending curvature. The results of the 
sensors and their incorporation into a sensor net will be 
presented. 

 
Keywords- Electrical Impedance Tomography, bend sensors, 
boundary form, real-time monitoring 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an imaging 
technique that produces images of resistivity or conductivity 
distribution within a domain via measurements obtained 
from resulting voltages following injection of a small 
amount of AC currents. A typical EIT system consists of a 
fixed array of electrodes, data collection hardware and 
software to produce image reconstructions [1]. An overview 
on EIT applications and development can be found in [2]. 
EIT is a non-invasive imaging modality using non-ionizing 
radiation and requires little or no cooperation from patients 
during the imaging process. Therefore, it has the potential to 
image continuously. Of particular interest is the growing 
application of EIT to the monitoring of lung function of pre-
term neonates. Several research groups [3-7] have carried 
out studies in imaging neonatal lung function using EIT. It 
is currently the only method available for continuous 

imaging of lung function of unsedated neonates. This paper 
presents the initial stages of a larger project for developing 
EIT system on-a-chip for this application [7]. An overview 
of the proposed system our group is developing is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

One common challenge facing all EIT image 
reconstruction algorithms is the unknown body boundary 
shape and its variation with time. Brown and Barber [8] and 
Bayford et al. [9] have shown the importance of boundary 
shape information in EIT lung imaging, as the accuracy of 
voltage profiles is hugely dependent on the conformance of 
the forward model geometry with that of the subject 
undergoing monitoring. Many other studies [10-13] have 
also demonstrated the significant effect of inexact forward 
model geometry on the reconstructed image. The rapid 
generation of accurate forward models for EIT still presents 
a challenge [14] and some numerical and mechanical 
methods for measuring body shape have been proposed [15-
17] as well as some computational methods to reduce the 
effect of incompatible model due to unknown boundary 
shape. However, these are either too complicated 
mathematically or not practicably suitable for the pediatric 
clinical environment.  

Photogrammetric methods, which determine the 
geometric or coordinate information through photographic 
images, require line of sight and are thus not practicable for 
pediatric clinical environments. 3D shape modeling using 
fiber optic bend sensors and video camera technologies 
have gained increase popularity especially in virtual reality 
technologies, but the practicability, complexity and cost of 
these require further investigation. At present, there is no 
sensor network available for real-time measurement of the 
boundary shape for EIT.  

Bend sensor technology has received considerable 
attention in robotics and health rehabilitation applications 
and some research groups [18-19] are currently 
investigating their possible incorporation into the design of 
a geometric sensor-net. Very often, conductive ink bend 
sensors are chosen because they are low cost, flexible, light, 
wearable and require simple interfacing circuitry. Both bend 
and stretch sensors have been examined but this paper 
presents an evaluation of bend sensors for real-time 
boundary form measurements for use in construction with a 
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wearable sensor system for neonate lung function 
monitoring. It is possible that bend and stretch sensors may 
be integrated into a wearable band to provide curvature and 
perimeter data of the boundary of the neonates. The number 
of sensors to be used in the wearable device is a topic for 
further investigation.  

 

Fig. 1 Simplified block schematic of the wearable device for neonatal EIT 
under development 

II. METHODS 

Three pairs of bend sensors were studied each from three 
manufacturers for selection of the optimum performance. 
All of the bend sensors were of the conductive ink type 
exhibit increased in resistance with bend curvature and it is 
the repeatability and accuracy which is of particular interest 
of our work. Figure 2 shows the three bend sensors 
investigated from Abrams Gentiles Entertainment Inc. 
(http://www.ageinc.com/tech/index.html), Flexpoint Inc. 
(http://www.flexpoint.com) and Images SI Inc. 
(http://www.images.com). The length of the Gentiles and 
Images bend sensors were 100mm and 50mm for Flexpoint. 
A Wheatstone bridge was constructed using three resistors 
of 10kΩ and supplied with a voltage of +/-5V from a 
Thurlby Thandar PL320 power supply. The fourth element 
in the bridge was the bend sensor. Initial measurements 
were taken with each sensor fixed in a flat position on the 
table. Additional measurements were taken with the full 
length of the sensor wrapped around a mandrel with 
different radii from 10 mm to 65 mm. Each sensor was held 
at the bend position for 30 seconds and two sets of 
measurements were recorded to compare stability and drift 
with time. The flat position values of all sensors were 

measured after performing all the different radius bends in 
order to examine the variation before and after bending.  

 

Fig. 2 The three types of bend sensors used in the measurements 

The voltage outputs from the sensors were sampled at 1 
kHz using National Instruments USB 6212 data acquisition 
system. Labview software was used to convert voltage into 
resistance for data analysis. During the sampling of data, the 
values were confirmed using a digital multimeter. The 
resulting data were analyzed using Matlab R2007a software. 
Figure 3 shows the experimental setup with the mandrel and 
the circuit schematic. 

Fig 3 The experimental setup 

III. RESULTS 

The mean values of each sensor at the beginning and 
after 30 seconds were used for comparison. The values of 
the Images Scientific bend sensors (bi-directional) were not 
able to provide constant and sensible results when they were 
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bent. Therefore only the Abrams Gentile and Flexpoint 
bend sensors were used for their performance comparison.  
The mean resistance versus the curvature radius for both 
Abrams Gentile and Flexpoint Inc. bend sensors are shown 
in Figure 4 and 5. Their relationships of resistance vs. 
curvature were different for each: the Abrams Gentile 
sensor exhibited a linear relationship whilst the Flexpoint 
sensor showed a possible exponential relationship. The bend 
sensors from Abrams Gentile have maximum variation of 
4998.2Ω in their mean values. Sensor 1 of the Abrams 
Gentile showed better performance compared with sensor 2 
where its maximum drift in resistance over time when held 
in a fixed position was 7.4% compared to 18.5% for sensor 
2. It also showed better consistency in value with changes 
of 4.21% when it was returned to a flat position after data 
acquisition. Both Flexpoint bend sensors showed a similar 
pattern but with a 28.18kΩ difference in their mean values. 
The largest drifts over time for each Flexpoint sensor are 
12.4% and 24.7% and 21.4% and 9.2% change respectively 
when returned to the flat position after bending. The 
calculated curvatures and percentage errors from the trend 
line equations of Figure 4 and 5 are shown in Table 1.  The 
maximum and minimum errors of the Abrams Sensor 1 are 
1.0% and 15.77% compared to 2.67% and 43.96% of the 
Flexpoint Sensor 1.  

  

Fig. 4 Abrams Gentile Sensors Resistance vs. curvature radius. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 Both sensor 1 from Abrams Gentile and Flexpoint 
seemed to perform better in terms of drift in resistance when 

they were held at bent position and when returned to flat 
position. Sensor 1 of the Abrams Gentile performed better 
compared to the Flexpoint in giving more reliable results.  
The chest circumference of the pre-term or full-term 
neonates are relatively small, therefore the length and 
number of the sensors have to be taken into consideration 
when designing the sensors network. Although the Abrams 
Gentile seems to provide better results, the length (100 mm) 
would be far less suitable compared to the shorter length of 
the Flexpoint sensors (50 mm).  

 
 

Fig.5 Flexpoint Sensor Resistance vs. curvature radius 

Table 1 Real Curvature and Calculated Curvature with Error 

Real 
Curvature 

Calculated Curvature and Error percentage  

Abrams Gentile Flexpoint 
Sensor 

1 Error % 
Sensor 

1 Error % 
0.0154 0.0131 14.94 0.0086 43.96 

0.0200 0.0198 1.0 0.0159 20.48 

0.0222 0.0257 15.77 0.0206 7.36 

0.0250 0.0244 2.40 0.0278 11.01 

0.0286 0.0276 3.50 0.0291 1.92 

0.0333 0.0289 13.21 0.0392 17.68 

0.0400 0.0414 3.50 0.0411 2.67 

0.0500 0.0547 9.40 0.0579 15.79 

0.0667 0.0646 3.15 0.0592 11.16 
 

Sensor 1
y = 278250x + 9617

R² = 0.979

Sensor 2
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Results show that all sensors increase resistance with 
bending radius. Overall, the Abrams Gentile Sensors 
perform better compared to the other sensors, though their 
length raises concerns regarding suitability within the size 
constraints of pre-term neonates. A sensor network is under 
construction using the bend sensors combined with stretch 
sensors to evaluate their effectiveness for real-time 
measurement of boundary shape.  
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Abstract—Quantitative imaging using large area flat-
detector CT (FD-CT) scanners is mainly disturbed by the high 
fraction of scattered radiation, which results in increased 
scatter artifact content and falsifies the CT values. Pure MC-
based methods for scatter correction need several iterations 
for good results due to insufficient image quality of the initial 
voxel volume used for the calculations. We applied an empiri-
cal cupping correction (ECC) which uses a set of pre-
calculated polynomial correction coefficients for cupping re-
moval. The ECC-corrected raw data were used to improve the 
initial reconstructed volume used for the MC scatter estima-
tion. Detector elements were binned and the angular increment 
between the estimated projections was enlarged to speed up 
the calculation. After spatial and angular interpolation, the 
scatter estimates were subtracted from original data and were 
combined with an analytical beam hardening correction to 
remove remaining beam hardening-induced cupping. The 
correction method was applied to simulated head and body 
datasets of patient CT scans for which scatter was generated 
by MC calculations. For comparison, reference reconstruc-
tions of scatter and beam-hardening-free projections were 
generated. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between 
both the corrected and uncorrected images relative to the 
reference was used to calculate the scatter correction quality 
factor Q (Q=1 for the ideal image, Q=0 for the uncorrected 
image). The method was also applied to anthropomorphic 
phantom data measured on a C-arm FD-CT system (Artis 
zeego, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) using a 
large flat detector of 40×30cm. The proposed correction 
method on the simulated data provided a Q of 0.91 due to 
significant reduction of scatter artifacts. The number of itera-
tions for scatter correction was reduced from 4 to 1 compared 
to a pure iterative MC approach data without ECC for equiva-
lent artifact reduction (15 s per iteration on a standard PC). 
Correction of the measured images of an anthropomorphic 
phantom led to an increase of contrast and to a general reduc-
tion of cupping and streaks. 
 

Keywords— Flat-Panel, Scatter, C-Arm CT 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In order to perform quantitative imaging with FD-CT 
scanners, beam hardening and scatter effects have to be 
taken into account. While the effect of beam hardening is 
equivalent to other x-ray applications, the current trend in 
computed tomography towards more detector rows and thus 

greater volume coverage makes the correction of scatter 
artifacts more important to ensure high imaging quality 
even for large cone angles.  

Many correction approaches are based on scatter models, 
which can provide the necessary information in order to 
prevent scatter artifacts in CT imaging [6, 7, 8] . Most cor-
rection algorithms require the a-priori knowledge of the 
magnitude and spatial distribution of the scatter signal in 
order to perform efficiently. Standard scatter measurements 
include a beam-stop [5, 6] or aperture [1] technique in order 
to get an estimate of the scatter intensity behind the meas-
ured object.  

In this work we investigate the performance of a scatter 
artifact correction algorithm for flat-detector CT (FD-CT) 
based on a fast estimation of the scatter intensity by Monte 
Carlo techniques. Conventional iterative scatter approaches 
[9] use iterative steps since the initial volume which is used 
for simulation of scatter is imperfect and does not provide 
an adequate estimate of the real scatter background. There-
fore additional iterations of the algorithm are necessary. 
Using empirical calibration methods we aim to initialize the 
simulation with an improved 3D volume which provides an 
adequate scatter estimate after only one iteration and thus 
reduces the computational costs.  

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. C-Arm CT System 

All measurements were performed on a robot-driven C-Arm 
CT system (Artis Zeego, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, 
Germany) with a large flat-detector (FD) and a detector size 
of 40.0 x 30.0 cm2 (pixel size of 308 μm, 2×2 binning). 
Measurements were performed at 125 kV using a full rota-
tion of 360° for the acquisition of 597 projections of 
1280×1024 pixels each and not using the pre-installed an-
tiscatter grid. 
 
B. Scatter Model 

We used a hybrid simulation model for the estimation of the 
scatter intensity: an analytical single-scatter model and a 
Monte Carlo simulation of multiple scatter [3, 4]. Mathe-
matical objects or patient datasets can be voxelized and 
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considered as a scatter source. The spatial distribution of 
scatter was shown in [3] to be predominantly determined by 
single scatter Is,1; the total-to-single scatter difference im-
ages show a low frequency distribution which is estimated 
efficiently by a coarse Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of a  
multiple-scatter estimate Is,m. The simulation result is given 
by  

msss III ,1, +=  

where Is is the total-scatter intensity. For more details on the 
parameters and the validation process see reference [3]. 
Although the physical model remains the same, a parallel-
ized version has been implemented for the scatter correction 
proposed in this paper in order to perform optimally on 
multi-core CPUs; we used an Intel Quad Core CPU with 
2.66 GHz and 16 GB of RAM on a 64 bit Windows XP 
(Microsoft, Redmont, WA, USA) operating system. For 
further performance, angular and spatial sub-sampling were 
implemented reducing the number of projections and detec-
tor pixels being used for the calculation of scatter. 
 
C. Data pre and post-processing 

A special focus is set on initial data preparation which is 
a crucial step regarding the scatter signal determination 
since every scatter calculation depends on the quality of the 
input data.  

The general drawback of using FD-CT raw data directly 
for reconstruction of the input volume for the simulation is 
that they are afflicted with beam hardening and scatter arti-
facts. We applied an empirical cupping correction (ECC) 
which uses a set of pre-calculated polynomial correction 
coefficients for first order cupping removal [2]. 

. The polynomial coefficients are determined by a cali-
bration procedure using a cylindrical water phantom (20 cm 
diameter). While the ECC suppresses both beam hardening 
and scatter effects for homogeneous water-like phantoms, it 
is deficient for inhomogeneous objects containing e.g. bone. 
However, the ECC-corrected raw data were suitable to 
improve the initial reconstructed volume which was used 
for the MC scatter estimation. 

FD-CT in general provides fields of measurement which 
are too small to encompass the complete object. However, 
in order to account for multiple scatter more accurately, 
information regarding the object is necessary. Therefore 
advanced detruncation techniques were applied to extend 
for parts of the object which are not contained in the nomi-
nal field of measurement. This holds also for the z-direction 
where the volume is limited to the z-coverage of the detec-
tor. 

 

D. Correction 

A simple subtractive scatter correction can be applied 

)1(t
*
st

*
p swIIII −=−=  

, where *
pI is the estimate of the primary intensity used for 

the reconstruction of the corrected images and *
sI is the 

scatter estimate of the hybrid simulation. ws represents the 
scatter fraction Is/It . 
For some detector pixels, it may happen that the estimated 
value of the scattered radiation highly affected by estima-
tion errors, sometimes even exceeding the measured value 
It, which would cause severe artifacts. Therefore, a soft cut-
off according to [10] has been implemented. 
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In case that the scatter fraction ws exceeds ws,0 it will be 
limited in a way that it never exceeds ws,max. Values of 
ws,0=0.8 and ws,max=0.95 are recommended. Figure 1 shows 
an outline of the method. 

 
Figure 1: flow-chart of the empirical calibration scatter correc-

tion scheme. 
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E. Evaluations 

For the simulations presented in this paper we used homo-
geneous water phantoms and voxel phantoms generated 
from a (low-scatter) clinical CT scan of the hip. The simula-
tion of the primary signal for the same trajectory was per-
formed analytically representing the scatter-free reference 
case.  Subtraction images were generated between the refer-
ence images and the corrected images to assess the effect of 
the algorithm. Additionally, the root-mean-square deviation 
between the reconstruction from uncorrected (U) and scat-
ter-corrected (C) volumes to the reference (R) volume was 
determined using 

∑ −=
v

vUvR
V

2
U ))()((

1
RMSD  

, where V denotes the number of image voxel of each re-
constructed volume and U can be replaced with C for the 
comparison to the corrected images. The quality factor Q 
for the correction is given by 

U

CU

RSMD

RMSDRMSD
Q

−
= . 

Ideally Q = 1 for the reference volume and Q = 0 for the 
uncorrected image which reflects the maximum artifact 
content. 
The measurements were performed on the C-arm system as 
described above. For the determination of the ECC polyno-
mial coefficients an additional scan of a 20 cm water phan-
tom was used. In order to examine the effect of the algo-
rithm in realistic anthropomorphic conditions we used the 
Rando-Alderson phantom for hip and head scans. Regarding 
the measured data, CT-value profiles across the field of 
view enabled a simple evaluation of cupping.  

III. RESULTS  

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the new correction 
scheme (ECSC) and a conventional iterative scatter correc-
tion (ISC). The row below the reconstructed slices depicts 
the difference image between the corrected or uncorrected 
image and the reference. ISC starts with the uncorrected 
image (or volume) as the initial input for the simulation of 
the scatter intensities. Even a single iteration shows a large 
improvement of the image (Q=0.64), more iterations (>4, 
not shown here) were necessary in order to achieve better 
image quality. In the case of the ECSC, the empirical cali-
bration routine improves the initial volume (Q=0.78) such 
that after one iteration a Q of 0.91 can be achieved. The 
result shows an image quality equivalent to the reference 

image without superimposed scatter radiation (right).  This 
is also confirmed by the respective difference images. 
 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of ISC and ECSC for a simulated dataset 

of a FD-CT scan of the hip and pelvis region. 
 

The measured data using the anthropomorphic Rando-
Alderson phantom show a large improvement using only 
one iteration of the correction algorithm (see figure 3). Cup-
ping and streaks are reduced and the image results in a ho-
mogeneous volume in both axial and coronal views.  

 
Figure 3: Results of the scatter correction using an an-

thropomorphic phantom. Note that the dataset is truncated. 
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Figure 4: Axial profiles though the CT images of the an-

thropomorphic phantom (see Figure 2). 
 

Respective axial profiles confirm that the CT-value accu-
racy is largely restored (see figure 4). The average CT num-
ber using a conventional CT investigation for the same slice 
was 21 HU. Using the FD-CT data, the CT values are cor-
rected from -320 HU (at the center) to an average of 32 HU 
which is closely converging to the conventional CT meas-
urement.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The proposed method provides a fast and object-specific 
correction of inhomogeneities in FD-CT. Reduction of scat-
ter artifacts improves image quality which is necessary for a 
quantitative evaluation of FD-CT datasets. 
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Abstract— The aim of this study was an image quality eval-
uation for a state-of-the-art robot-driven C-arm CT system. 
CT values, noise and homogeneity as well as the spacial resolu-
tion in three dimensions were evaluated for different pixel 
binning and acquisition modes. A new feature for imaging 
large volumes (LV scans) which exceed the field of view of 24 
cm in diameter was evaluated and compared in terms of image 
quality and resolution to standard FD-CT imaging with the 
same system. Standard FD-CT imaging achieved a maximum 
resolution of 3.5 lp/mm (10 % MTF value) for 1 x 1 pixel bin-
ning. Spacial resolution for LV scans was reduced by about 10 
%. Mean CT values in water (ideally corresponding to 0 HU) 
were 17 HU with a standard deviation of 22 HU. Homogeneity 
calculated to -11 and -8 HU for 220° partial scans and 360° full 
scans, respectively. Contrast evaluation showed a clear detec-
tability of details of 30 HU contrast and 4 mm diameter (at 
CTDIW = 48.6 mGy, slice thickness of 0.48 mm). LV scans 
showed comparable homogeneity and low-contrast detectabili-
ty. In conclusion, the robot-driven C-arm CT system offered 
the same performance as standard FD-CT. 

Keywords— FD-CT, C-Arm CT, Image Quality, Robot-Driven, 
Low-Contrast. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The introduction of flat-detector computed tomography 
(FD-CT) in clinical routine during the last years has become 
widely accepted for interventional and intraoperative imag-
ing [3]. It’s been used in a number of neuroradiological 
examinations such as rapid assessment of acute intracranial 
hemorrhage, ventricular dilation [5] or during endovascular 
treatment of intracranial aneurysms [1,3]. Furthermore, 
imaging of human coronary arteries, characterizing atheros-
clerotic plaque as well as fine bone structures are promising 
fields of applications using the superior spatial resolution of 
modern flat-panel detectors compared to standard clinical 
CT [3, 4]. Low-contrast imaging applications can further 
enhance the diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities during 
intervention [6]. Conventional ceiling- or floor-mounted C-
arm systems offer great potential in these imaging modali-
ties. One main drawback remains the fixed and less flexible 
installation in the operating room. 

The new state-of-the-art robot-driven C-arm system Artis 
Zeego aims to improve clinical routine and intraoperative 
imaging due to its flexibility. It also enables one to expand 

the usual field of view (FOV) of 25 cm to 45 cm in diameter 
with so called “large-volume scans” (LV scans). To ensure 
the same image quality compared to standard C-arm CT, 
this new imaging modality has to be evaluated in terms of 
image noise, CT value consistency and homogeneity. Fur-
thermore, it is necessary to evaluate the low-contrast detec-
tability at certain dose levels as well as the spacial resolu-
tion that can be achieved. Moreover, an evaluation of the 
LV scans has to be performed to ensure their effectiveness 
in CT imaging. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Robot-Driven C-Arm CT System 

All measurements were performed on a robot-driven C-
Arm CT system (Artis Zeego, Siemens Healthcare, For-
chheim, Germany) with a large flat-detector (FD) and a 
detector size of 40.0 x 30.0 cm2 (pixel size of 154 μm, 1 x 1 
binning, 308 μm, 2 x 2 binning, 616 μm, 4 x 4 binning, 
CsI(Ti) a:Si). Further specifications are listed in Table 1. 
For reconstruction the embedded reconstruction software 
LEONARDO (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) 
using “Sharp”, “Normal”, “Smooth” and “Very Smooth” 
convolution kernels was used. 

A new feature (LV scans) offered the possibility of imag-
ing objects which exceed the usual FOV of 25 cm in diame-
ter. The FOV diameter is expanded to 45 cm by using two 
rotations with a shifted iso-center for each rotation followed 
by a mathematical preprocessing algorithm to create artifi-
cial expanded rawdata which can be reconstructed as usual. 

B. Noise, CT values, homogeneity 

Two water phantoms of 20 and 30 cm in diameter were 
measured with different pixel binnings (1 x 1, 2 x 2 and 4 x 
4 pixel binning) and acquisition modes (220°, 0.4° angular 
increment, 360°, 0.6° angular increment) with UTube = 120 
kV and 1.20 μGy/frame using the Normal reconstruction 
kernel. 

Five different regions of interest were evaluated based on 
IEC 61223-3-5 standard for conventional CT. Differences to 
true CT values as well as standard deviation and homogene-
ity was measured and compared for each acquisition mode 
and pixel binning.
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Best results in terms of CT value consistency, noise and 
homogeneity were always achieved using the standard scan 
protocol with 2 x 2 pixel binning. 

 

B. 2D and 3D spatial resolution 

Evaluation of the tungsten wire phantom in the peripheral 
region for a standard partial scan of 220° and 2 x 2 pixel 
binning showed a 10 % MTF value of 19 lp/cm, 12 lp/cm, 
7.5 lp/cm and 5.8 lp/cm for “Sharp”, “Normal”, “Smooth” 
and “Very Smooth” reconstruction kernels (Fig. 2). The 
central region achieved slightly better values of 21 lp/cm, 
13 lp/cm, 7.4 lp/cm and 6.0 lp/cm for “Sharp”, “Normal”, 
“Smooth” and “Very Smooth” reconstruction kernels.  

To achieve the highest possible resolution for CT recon-
structions, we measured the PSF’s of the tungsten wire 
phantom in the peripheral and central region for different 
pixel binning, reconstructed with the “Sharp” reconstruction 
kernel and calculated the corresponding 10 % MTF value. 

 

Fig. 2 MTF’s in x, y and z-plane for 2 x 2 pixel binning (partial scan) with 
different reconstruction kernels (central position). 

A maximal resolution of 34.7 lp/cm and 34.1 lp/cm for 
central and peripheral regions was calculated for 1 x 1 pixel 
binning. Lowest resolution for 4 x 4 pixel binning calcu-
lated to 11.7 lp/cm and 11.0 lp/cm for central and peripheral 
regions respectively. 

LV scans achieved resolutions in the central region of 
10.6 lp/cm, 8.2 lp/cm, 5.7 lp/cm and 4.6 lp/cm for “Sharp”, 

“Normal”, “Smooth” and “Very Smooth” reconstruction 
kernels. In the peripheral region, 10 % MTF values were 
10.5 lp/cm, 8.5 lp/cm, 5.8 lp/cm and 4.7 lp/cm for the same 
reconstruction kernels. Resolution losses are 4.7 % com-
pared to standard FD-CT reconstruction. 

Evaluation of the PSF’s of the teflon spheres showed 
comparable results in the x-y plane and therefore confirmed 
the results calculated by the 2D spatial resolution evalua-
tion. Evaluation of the maximal achieved spatial resolution 
in the z-plane showed a 10 % MTF value of 22.2 lp/cm and 
20.8 lp/cm in central (see Fig. 2) and peripheral region re-
spectively for the “Sharp” reconstruction kernel using 2 x 2 
pixel binning. 

C. Contrast and dose evaluation 

Fig. 3 shows the standard FD-CT reconstruction and the 
LV-reconstruction of the medium contrast phantom. Ap-
pearing truncation artifacts in the standard FD-CT recon-
struction did not affect the evaluation. 

 

Fig. 3 Medium-contrast phantom embedded in an anthropomorphic thorax 
phantom with standard FD-CT reconstruction (a) and LV-reconstruction 

using 4 x 4 pixel binning (b) and the corresponding magnified ROIs (c) and 
(d). (C0/W1000). 

 
Using the LV-reconstruction, truncation artifacts could 

be excluded. At CTDIW = 48.6 mGy, using a slice thickness 
of 0.48 mm, contrast inserts of 30 HU contrast and 4 mm in 
diameter were clearly detected, both in standard reconstruc-

tion and LV-reconstruction, using a Normal reconstruction 
kernel with 2 x 2 pixel binning and UTube = 120 kV.  
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IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The robot-driven C-arm CT system fulfilled the expecta-
tions in terms of image noise, spacial resolution and CT 
value consistency as compared to standard C-arm CT sys-
tems [2, 3]. The imaging of volumes larger than the FOV 
diameter of 25 cm using the embedded “large-volume” 
protocol is a useful expansion with little impact on spatial 
resolution, low-contrast detectability and image quality.  
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Abstract—In computed tomography (CT) metal objects 
cause nonlinear variations of the acquired Radon data. During 
image reconstruction the inconsistencies introduce star shaped 
artefacts around the metal objects extending over the entire 
image. Due to this data deterioration, the acquired image is 
often unusable for diagnostic assistance or, at worst, causes a 
false diagnosis.  

In this work, metal artefact reduction (MAR) is performed 
in Radon space, in order to reduce the inconsistencies of the 
raw data. One-dimensional MAR-methods are considered, 
where two are based on polynomial interpolation and one uses 
a non-equispaced fast Fourier transform (NFFT) for interpola-
tion. Since the common CT reconstruction, the filtered back-
projection (FBP), is highly susceptible to inconsistent Radon 
data, a weighted, regularized Maximum Likelihood method 
can be used as alternative. The results of this reconstruction 
strategy are presented based on an anthropomorphic torso 
phantom (assigned with two steel markers). A comparison 
concerning the enhancement of the image quality and a discus-
sion of principal limitations of the methods is given by means 
of the relative errors with respect to a ground truth (torso 
phantom without steel markers). 

Keywords—Metal-artefact reduction, interpolation, non 
equispaced Fast Fourier transform, iterative CT-image  
reconstruction. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Metal objects lead to artefacts overlaying the whole re-
constructed CT image. Main causes of this behaviour are 
beam hardening effects and the resulting nonlinear projec-
tion data. Many approaches have been presented concerning 
metal artefact reduction (MAR), e. g. [1, 2, 3]. A common 
MAR-method is based on the elimination of metal influ-
enced data in Radon space and refilling the resulting gaps 
with interpolated values. The interpolation step can be per-
formed in many different ways; common methods are based 
on one-dimensional (1D) polynomial functions [1].  

In this work artefact reduction based on 1D interpolation 
methods and their limitations are considered. The first in-
terpolation is based on linear functions which is classically 
used as MAR [1]. The second interpolation is obtained by 
raising the polynomial dimension, the cubic interpolation 
[4]. Finally, the third interpolation is based on non-
equispaced fast Fourier transforms (NFFT) [5].  

In CT systems of today, image reconstruction is per-
formed using filtered backprojection (FBP). This method is 
very sensitive to inconsistent (in this work metal influenced 
or inaccurately interpolated) Radon data.  

Here, for each MAR strategy a reconstruction is carried 
out using the standard FBP and a weighted, regularized 
Maximum Likelihood approach [2] to evaluate the quality 
enhancement for each method combination.  

In the next section the used data and the construction of 
an optimal ground truth, masking of the inconsistent projec-
tion values inside the acquired Radon data, interpolation 
methods, reconstruction techniques and the used quality 
criterion are introduced. Finally, a comparison of all method 
combinations and the limitations of the 1D interpolation 
approaches are presented. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data 

All results presented in this work are based on data sets 
obtained from an anthropomorphic torso phantom (CIRS 
Inc.), scanned with and without metal markers. The first one 
is the sample data set for all MAR methods and the second 
one serves as ground truth. Figure 1 shows the FBP recon-
structions in the first column and the weighted, regularized 
MLEM (also named λ-MAP, which is described in subsec-
tion II.D) results in the second column for both data sets. 

Based on these data sets a comparison between each re-
constructed MAR result and the ground truth can be per-
formed. Since two CT images always differ due to noise, as 
many original values as possible should be used. A partial 
combination of original and reference data in the metal 
influenced area yields the best possible ground truth. 

B. Masking 

Let pγt(ξd), t = 0,…,Np-1, d = 0,…,D-1 denote the meas-
ured projections in Radon space, where Np is the number of 
projection angles and D the number of detector elements. 
One approach to detect and remove the metal influenced 
Radon data from this data set is masking. By applying a 
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Fig. 1 Reconstructions with FBP (first row) and λ-MAP (second row). 
From left: with metal, without metal and the concerning difference image 

threshold on a preliminary reconstructed image, all metal 
objects can be slightly over-segmented. A forward projec-
tion of this sub-image then yields an adequate mask, 
whereas for each nonzero mask entry the corresponding 
Radon value is removed. Hence, only D'=D-Dmetal uninflu-
enced values pγt(ξ’d) are available. Based on this data subset 
different interpolation strategies can be applied to refill the 
Radon space gaps.   

C. Interpolation 

In this work, three interpolation methods for MAR are 
regarded and compared. The first two methods are defined 
by polynomials  
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for each sinogram column t, the linear case is given for       
n = 2 [1] and the cubic method for n = 4 [4]. The coeffi-
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of equations (see e. g. [6]). 

Within the NFFT-approach the values pγt(ξ’d) are inter-
preted as supporting points for a Fourier transform. After 
the masking step these values are not longer given on a 
Cartesian grid. However, they can be interpreted as arbitrar-
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is, depending on D and Np, underdetermined and can be 
solved for each column as an interpolation. Here, the given 
problem is a damped minimization problem tackled by a 
conjugated gradient method, as presented in [7]. 

D. Reconstruction 

After sinogram restoration the Radon data are trans-
formed into spatial domain. Since the FBP is a standard 
reconstruction method in CT, it is not explained in detail 
here (see for example [8]). The alternative reconstruction 
method used in this work is a statistical approach, a 
weighted Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization 
(MLEM) reconstruction [3]. Here, for regularization an 
edge-preserving generalized Geman prior [9] is used to 
reduce the noisy behavior of a native MLEM reconstruc-
tion. Iteration of 
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leads to the desired (expected) image. The method defined 
by equation (4) is a weighted maximum-a-posterior          
(λ-MAP) algorithm [2]; using a prior ϕ the results become 
comparable to the FBP reconstructions. The parameter β 
adjusts the influence of the regularization term in general 
and w weights the proximity relationship inside a clique C 
of each pixel fr. The system matrix is given by A = {as,r}, 
where s is the projection parameter and r = 0,…,N-1 the 
number of pixels. By weighting with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 the authen-
ticity for each projection value can be defined and may lead 
to an enhancement of the reconstructed MAR image quality. 
The boundary λ = 0 allows for no influence of the data and       
λ = 1 completely includes the value during reconstruction 
(uninfluenced data are always weighted with λ = 1). By 
adapting this weighting parameter λ, an optimal compro-
mise between interpolated values containing residual incon-
sistencies and void data is possible. 
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E. Image Quality Criterion 

To measure the quality enhancement of the reconstructed 
images using phantom data, these data are compared to the 
reconstructed reference data set. This can be done by means 
of the relative errors given by 

2 2Ref MAR Refr f f f= − ,                            (5) 

where fRef represents the reconstructed reference data, fMAR 
the respective MAR reconstruction and || ⋅ ||2 the Euclidean 
norm.  

III. RESULTS  

The reconstruction result for each MAR method is shown 
for FBP and for λ-MAP in figure 2 and figure 3 respec-
tively. For a better visual comparison the difference images 
between the reference data and the reconstructed MAR 
results are shown as well. 

All interpolation and FBP combinations are able to re-
duce metal artefacts. The NFFT and linear interpolation 
results appear similar, whereas the cubic version decreases 
the number of artefacts slightly better. In contrast, for each 
λ-MAP result the occurrence of metal artefacts is reduced 
again. However, unfortunately, each image includes new 
 

  

  

  

Fig. 2 FBP results and difference images concerning the reference data set. 
First row: linear, second row: NFFT, last row: cubic 
 

artefacts, which definitely influence the visual quality im-
pression.  

Due to the visual similarity of the results, a numerical 
comparison leads to quantitative differentiation. Figure 4 
shows graphs of relative errors. Even without any additional 
interpolation the relative errors can be obviously reduced by 
changing the reconstruction method from FBP to the          
λ-MAP (these errors are not depicted due to high difference 
to the interpolation results). Concerning the image quality, 
the combination of all interpolations and the λ-MAP recon-
struction leads to a significant quality enhancement. All 
relative errors are reduced compared to the FBP results. The 
NFFT provides a better quality than the linear interpolation. 
Hence, especially for the NFFT interpolation the reconstruc-
tion strategy seems to be an important choice. 

In table 1 the corresponding errors are listed for all 
method combinations. For λ-MAP in each case the best 
result is selected. Regarding the improvement by taking the 
λ-MAP reconstruction method, for the linear interpolation 
an error reduction about 27.3 % is achieved, for the NFFT 
about 28.8 % and for the cubic about 30.5 %.  

All methods were also tested using clinical data. How-
ever to measure the quality enhancement for clinical data no 
reference set is given. Alternatively, the image entropy may 
be used as a quality measure [10]. First investigations 
showed comparable results. 

  

  

  

Fig. 3 λ-MAP results and difference images concerning the reference data 
set. First row: linear, second row: NFFT, last row: cubic 
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Fig. 4 Relative errors for all methods, the straight lines represent the errors 
for the FBP reconstruction and the convex curves represent the errors of 
the λ-MAP results: a) NFFT, b) linear, c) cubic 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. FBP Versus MLEM 

The combination of different 1D-MAR methods and two 
reconstruction techniques were compared in this work. 
Changing the reconstruction method from the commonly 
used FBP to a more flexible MLEM reconstruction results 
in enhanced image quality for the original metal influenced 
Radon data and, even more, for any of the interpolation 
methods. 

B. Limitations of 1D interpolation-Based MAR 

Concerning the interpolation strategies, especially the 
NFFT approach improves the quality compared to the linear 
method. However, overall, the results are not satisfying. The 
reason lies in the general limitation of the information re-
trieval using 1D interpolation methods. After masking, in 
each projection running through the metal object any infor-
mation about the data behind the metal object is eliminated 
from the raw data as well. If, in this very situation, anatomi-
cal structures lying behind the metal object show a strong 
spatial variation, the masking eliminates this information 
and, consequently, the surrogate data obtained by 1D inter-
polation will be incorrect. Here, incorrect means that new  
 

Table 1 Relative errors of the reconstructed MAR results using FBP and  
λ-MAP 

MAR-method linear NFFT cubic 

Error FBP 0.1090 0.1097 0.0975 

Error λ–MAP 0.0782 (λ=0.4) 0.0781 (λ=0.3) 0.0678 (λ=0.4) 

interpolation-based inconsistencies are introduced, which 
lead to new artefacts within the reconstructed image. As 
expected, these artefacts connect the former metal object 
positions and the objects with strongly varying attenuation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it is definitely advisable to avoid FBP in 
metal artefact reduction applications just as 1D interpola-
tion-based MAR solutions. An alternative MAR method is a 
multi dimensional interpolation. Hence, a next step will be 
the combination of the weighted, regularized MLEM recon-
struction and the increased interpolation dimension of the 
NFFT-based approach. The NFFT obviously benefits from 
the change from FBP to λ-MAP reconstruction and is easily 
extendable to higher interpolation dimension. Therefore, a 
further quality enhancement can be expected by involving 
the second dimension within the NFFT interpolation in 
Radon space.  
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Abstract— The aim of this work is the evaluation of the per-
formance characteristics  of two different PET/CT systems,  
GE Discovery STE, and Philips GEMINI , for 64Cu-ATSM 
(Cu-diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)) a radiophar-
maceutical proposed for hypoxia. 64Cu is a non-pure positron 
emitter. National Electrical Manufactures Association 
(NEMA) NU 2-2001 standards characteristics were measured 
for 64Cu with comparison with more widely used 18F, a pure 
positron emitter.  

Keywords— PET – 64Cu-ATSM – non pure positron emitters -  
NEMA 2-2001 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The classical isotopes  used in  positron emission tomogra-
phy  (PET) are pure positron emitters such as  11C, 13N, 15O 
and 18F. These isotopes are ideal for studying many biologi-
cal processes due to the easy incorporation into biological 
molecules and due to their short half-lives, which result in 
relatively low radiation doses to the patient. However, the 
short half life of these isotope is a drawback in certain ap-
plications that require the study of  prolonged biological 
processes such as the interactions of proteins and peptides 
with cellular targets or dosimetric studies in radionuclide 
theraphy.  Recently several isotopes with longer half time, 
such as 124I, 61Cu, 62Cu, 64Cu and 76Br, have been proposed. 
All of these isotopes are non pure positron emitters: they 
emit gamma radiation in cascade with positron, i.e.  a sig-
nificant proportion of decays give rise to gamma rays which 
complicate quantitative PET imaging.  Furthermore the 
positron decay fraction is low for many of these non-pure 
positron emitters resulting in a reduction of sensitivity of 
the imaging system. The use of radionuclides with longer 
half-lives also requires lower activities to be administered to 
keep patient doses at acceptable levels. This leads to lower 
data rates, which increase image noise. Therefore the per-
formance of PET scanners is greatly influenced  by  the 
radioactive decay scheme and plays a crucial role in the 
definition of clinical protocols. 

Recently Cu-diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) 
(ATSM) has been shown to be an effective marker for de-
lineating hypoxic, viable tissue; it is selectively trapped in 
hypoxic tissue but rapidly washed out from normoxic cells 
[1,2] and it has been proposed  both for imaging and  for 
targeted radiotherapy. 
Aim of this work is the physical characterization of BGO 
and GSO based PET systems with 64Cu following the guide-
lines of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA-01) [3] . The results were compared to the typical 
performance values obtained with 18F-FDG. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. 64Cu characteristics 
64Cu has a half life of 12,7 hours with the following de-

cay scheme: β- 39%, EC 43.13% and β+ 17.4%. During EC 
decay mode there is also a prompt emission of  γ rays at 
1345 keV (0,47%). [4] 

In our institute 64Cu was produced by a cyclotron facility 
(IBA, Cyclone 18/9) by  the 64Ni (p,n) 64Cu  nuclear reac-
tion. The beam incident energy was degraded at 15.1 MeV 
with an aluminum degrader of 500 micron.  

After the production and the subsequent synthesis of the 
64Cu-ATSM a control of the radionuclidic purity was car-
ried out by recording a gamma rays spectrum by a hyper 
pure Germanium multichannel analyzer  (ORTEC GMX 
HPGe MCA, 20% relative efficiency, energy resolution of 
1.90 keV at 1.33  MeV peak).  The radionuclide purity has 
been assessed by repeated measurements for two weeks 
after production to verify the presence of long lived con-
taminants.  

B. Scanners design 

Measurements were performed for  two different 
PET/CT scanners, the GE Discovery STE (hereafter re-
ferred to STE) (GE Medical System) and Gemini GXL 
(hereafter referred to G-GXL) (Philips Medical System). 
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STE is a 3D hybrid system which combines an helical 
CT scanner with 16 slices and a BGO block PET system 
composed with 13440 (4.7x6.3x30mm3) crystals. They are 
arranged in a multiring detector with 88,6 cm of diameter 
and  composed of  24 rings of 280 block,  each block with  
8x6 crystal array . The axial field of view is 15,7 cm. The 
energy window is set at 425-650 keV and the coincidence 
timing window is 9.3 ns. 

 The G-GXL is a 3D hybrid system composed by a con-
tinuous pixelated detector of 17864 (4x6x30mm3) of GSO 
crystals with  88,5 cm of diameter and an axial field of view 
of 18 cm. The helical CT system is composed by 6 slices. 
The low energy threshold is set at 410-650 keV while the 
coincidence timing window is 7.5 ns.  

C. Data acquisition and processing 

The performance tests were executed following the 
NEMA-01 standards. Measurements of sensitivity, spatial 
resolution, scatter fraction, count rate and image quality 
were performed 

Sensitivity: the phantom for this measure consists of a 
70-cm polyethylene line source filled with a radioactivity 
concentration of 2,2 MBq  of 64Cu solution The line source 
is placed in the center of 5 concentric aluminum sleeves 
(IDs: 3.9, 7.0, 10.2, 13.4, and 16.6 mm).  The measurements 
started with all of the aluminum tubes in the phantom. After 
each acquisition (240s each), the most external tube was 
removed, and the acquisition was repeated. The same meas-
urements were repeated at a 10-cm radial offset from the 
center of the transaxial FOV.  

Linear regression was used to fit the total count (R) of 
each acquisition sinogram obtaining an extrapolated value 
for R0,  that  represented  the value obtained in absence of 
attenuating media. 

 Spatial Resolution: three point sources with activity 
concentration of 518 MBq/ml of 64Cu solution, were placed  
at (0,1); (10,0); (0,10) cm in the transaxial plane of the 
FOV. For each position, the images were reconstructed by 
use of the filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm. Spatial 
resolution was calculated for each point source position as 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at 10th 
maximum (FWTM) of the resulting point-spread function. 

Scatter Fraction and Count Rate: the NEMA-01 phan-
tom is composed by a 70 cm plastic line source  that is then 
inserted into a hole at 4,5 cm off the center of the 20 cm 
diameter solid polyethylene cylinder phantom. 

The line source was filled with 384 MBq of 64Cu solution 
for STE system and 311 MBq for G-GXL system. To take 
into account the long half life of 64Cu, the standard data 
collection protocol was modified and the acquisition lasted 
for three days. 

3D sinograms were rebinned by use of the single-slice 
rebinning algorithm. The noise equivalent counts rate  
(NECR)  curves were generated, for k =1 (noiseless random 
correction) and k =2 (noisy random correction).  

Image quality: the NEMA-01 phantom for this meas-
urement is  composed by six spheres with inner diameters of 
1, 1.3, 1.7, 2.2, 2.8,and 3.7 cm. It contains also a cylindrical 
insert filled with sawdust to simulate lung tissue. 

For each scanner the first 4 sphere were filled with a ratio 
4:1 with respect of background while the larger sphere were 
filled with no radioactive solution. The count rate phantom, 
filled with 116 MBq of 64Cu solution, was put directly be-
hind this torso phantom in order to simulate the radioactiv-
ity present out of the field of view as in the case of a patient 
exam. Considering the low positron decay fraction, the 
acquisition time was set at 27,5 minute instead of 5,5 min-
utes as prescribed for 18F. 

 The reconstruction algorithm used for acquisition per-
formed with STE system , was fully 3D  iterative method 
(OSEM) with 2 iteration and 28 subsets. For G-GXL the 
reconstruction algorithm was a fully 3D iterative line of 
response row action maximization –likelihood algorithm 
(LOR RAMLA) with a relaxation parameter 0.04 and a 
“blob” radius of 2.0. 

III. RESULTS  

Radionuclidic purity: in all the samples analyzed from 
the solutions used for the PET measurements the presence 
of contaminants was limited to some traces of 55Co (0.01%), 
57Co (0.003%) and 58Co (4,7x10-4%) at end of synthesis  and 
consequently 64Cu purity was superior to 99.9%.   

The performance characteristics obtained with 64Cu  
compared to 18F were reported in table 1 for STE and in 
table 2 for G-GXL systems 

Sensitivity: the absolute sensitivity obtained for 64Cu-  
resulted at about five times lower than that obtained for 18F.. 

Spatial Resolution: the results obtained were compara-
ble with typical 18F values. For all positions, radial and 
tangential resolution and axial resolution were averaged.  

Scatter fraction and Count Rate:  For  STE scanner the 
scatter fraction was 33.8% for 64Cu-ATSM while 37.6% 
was that found for the 18F-FDG. 

A similar trend was obtained for G-GXL scanner, where 
the scatter fraction for  64Cu was 39.5% and of  38.9% for 
18F.  

With 64Cu activity concentration used in our measure-
ments, the true and NEC peaks were not reached. Therefore 
the results reported for these parameters were the trues 
count rate and NEC  values at the same  activity concentra-
tion of trues and NEC peaks of 18F. In addition The STE 
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true peak  was not reported because the corresponding 18F 
concentration  was not available for 64Cu. For STE scanner 
the 18F NECR peak evaluated with single randoms subtrac-
tion (k=1) was reached at 71.89 kcps corresponding to an 
activity concentration of 13.46 kBq/ml, while NECR with 
delayed randoms subtraction (k=2) was reached at 50.27 
kcps at an activity concentration of 10.13 kBq/ml. The cor-
responding activity concentration for 64Cu at these peaks 
values were respectively 33.37kcps and 25.7 kcps. 

For G-GXL scanner the 18F NECR values were reached 
at 67.28 kcps at 9.7 kBq/cc for k=1, and 47.32 kcps at 8.2 
kBq/cc for k=2. The corresponding activity concentration of 
64Cu at these peak values were respectively 23.63 kcps and 
20.14 kcps. 

In figures 1 and 2 the NECR curves of  64Cu and 18F are 
reported  for the two scanners. 

Image quality: the hot and cold sphere  recovery con-
trast coefficient, background variability and average resid-
ual errors for attenuation and scatter correction are reported 
in tables 3 and 4.  

 
 

Table 1: STE Performance characteristics of NEMA-01 Standard 
Parameter position FWHM/FWTH Value 
   64Cu 18F 
Spatial 
resolution 
(mm) 

1cm  5.01 5.12 

   9.35 9.94 
 10cm FWHM 5.48 5.78 
  FWTH 10.23 11.25 
Axial reso-
lution (mm) 1cm FWHM 5.07 5.78 

  FWTH 10.9 11.32 
 10cm FWHM 5.82 5.98 
  FWTM 11.53 12.02 
Sensitivity 
(cps/kBq) 0cm  1.37 7.45 

 10cm  1.45 7.47 
Scatter 
fraction (%)   33.8 37.6 

Counting 
Rate (kcps; 
kBq/ml) 

    

Peak trues 
rate    284.35;31.57

Peak NEC 
rate (k=1)   33.37  71.89;13.46 

Peak NEC 
rate (k=2)   25,7  50.27;10.13 

   Table 2: G-GXL Performance characteristics of NEMA-01 Standard 
Parameter position FWHM/FWTH Value 
   64Cu 18F 
Spatial 
resolution 
(mm) 

1cm  5.51 5.33 

   11.48 11.2 
 10cm FWHM 6.1 6.01 
  FWTH 12.05 11.85 
Axial resolu-
tion (mm) 1cm FWHM 6.2 6.0 

  FWTH 13.79 13.74 
 10cm FWHM 6.9 6.6 
  FWTM 15.11 14.94 
Sensitivity 
(cps/kBq) 0cm  1.38 7.85 

 10cm  1.47 7.99 
Scatter 
fraction (%)   39.5 38.9 

Counting 
Rate (kcps; 
kBq/ml) 

    

Peak trues 
rate   47.28 180.76;11.2 

Peak NEC 
rate (k=1)   23.63  67.28;9.7 

Peak NEC 
rate (k=2)   20.14; 47.32;8.21 

 

STE scanner NEC curves
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Fig. 1: STE  64Cu and  18F NECR curves 

G-GXL scanner NEC curves
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Fig. 2: G-GXL  64Cu and  18F NECR curves 
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Tab.3 STE      IQ Results 

Sphere Diameter (mm) 64Cu-ATSM  (18F-FDG) 
L/B=4,6 10 13 17 22 28 37  
Hot Sphere recovery Coeff(%) 22(24) 30(33) 48(52) 57(60)    
Cold Sphere  contrast (%)     59(62) 68(70)  
Background variability (%) 4(4) 4(4) 3(3) 3(2) 2(2) 2(2)  
Average Residual (%) over lung insert       30(33) 
 
Tab.3 G-GXL      IQ Results 

Sphere Diameter (mm) 64Cu-ATSM  (18F-FDG) 
L/B=4,6 10 13 17 22 28 37  
Hot Sphere recovery Coeff(%) 11(13) 21(23) 35(36) 36(43)    
Cold Sphere  contrast (%)     75(78) 64(69)  
Background variability (%) 8(9) 8(8) 8(8) 8(8) 7(7) 7(7)  
Average Residual (%) over lung insert       31(35) 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 
Sensitivity: this parameter is influenced by positron 

emission fraction. 64Cu has a positron emission five times 
lower of 18F (17% vs 98%). This difference is reflected in 
the results obtained in the evaluation  of this parameter. 

Spatial Resolution: this parameter depends on the range 
of the positron in the matter. In this case the two compared 
isotopes  have similar positron range: Eβmax=657 keV for 
46Cu and Eβmax=635 keV for 18F. The obtained results mir-
ror this theoretical hypothesis, in fact no differences in the 
values of this parameter are found. . 

Scatter Fraction and Count Rate: the scatter fraction is 
the same for the two different isotopes considered. This 
demonstrates that the presence of the prompt gamma ray at 
1345 keV of 64Cu isotope, emitted together with annihila-
tion photons, doesn’t influence the response of the scanners.  

In the evaluation of the counting performances of the two 
scanners an important role is played by the low positron 
emission fraction and consequently by the low sensitivity of 
the scanners respect to 64Cu isotope as confirned by the low  
growing 64Cu NECR with respet to 18F.   

Image quality: no differences are noticed in this parame-
ter between 64Cu and 18F even if the acquisition time of IQ 
phantom with 64Cu is increased to take into account the low 
positron decay fraction. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The performances of  each of the two different PET/CT 
scanners are comparable concerning the spatial resolution, 
scatter fraction and image quality between 64Cu and 18F.  

Both of them are influenced by the low positron emission 
fraction of the 64Cu which affects their response in sensitiv-
ity and count rate. This leads to lower data rates, which 
increase image noise. To keep patient dose to acceptable 
levels, the increase of administered activity is not  permitted 
due to the long half life of this isotope. Therefore to reach a 
clinical image quality, a dedicated acquisition and recon-
struction protocol has to be implemented. 
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Abstract— Research on neurodegenerative disorders is in-

creasingly important in an aging population. Therefore, non-

invasive detection of local changes in cerebral volume which can

be accomplished by MRI, is in focus of clinical investigations.

Animal models are playing a pivotal role in geriatric research,

but many labs do not have access to dedicated animal MRI scan-

ners. In this study we show that deformation based morphom-

etry of the rat brain can be achieved with data acquired on a

human 3T whole body system using a multi purpose 8-channel

coil with overlapping coil elements of 5 cm diameter for opti-

mized SNR. For the morphometric evaluation a T2-weighted

hyperecho based TSE sequence (SPACE) was employed with an

isotropic resolution of 0.33 mm. Deformation based morphome-

try, a fully automatic intensity based method, was used to detect

the cerebral volume changes on 3 and 26 months old rats. On

animals, a cortical dysplasia was induced on the day of birth

by freeze lesions in the right-hemispheric motor cortex. We

found a volume decrease in the lesion surrounding the primary

somatosensory cortex with progression in aging animals. The

volume changes are in accordance with age-dependent reduced

performance in a dexterity test.

Keywords— MRI, rats, whole body scanner,DBM, morphometry

I. INTRODUCTION

Different MRI-based morphometric methods are frequently
used to detect longitudinal volume changes of the brain in
normal aging as well as neurodegenerative disorders in hu-
mans [1–5]. Especially deformation based methods allow
user independent detection of small local volume changes
in different cerebral areas with poor contrast [4, 6, 7]. Fre-
quently, however, investigations on animal models are re-
stricted to labs which have access to dedicated animal scan-
ners [3] although there is increasing interest in using clini-
cal scanners for small animals [8, 9]. The aim of this study
was to show that volumetric and structural changes in the rat
brain can be detected by using a small, multi-channel, sur-
face coil in a clinical whole body 3T scanner. We show that
rats with cortical dysplasia (induced on the day of birth) de-
velop a progressive loss of cortical substance. The cerebral

volume changes accompany the decline of functional capa-
bilities with advanced age.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. The rat model

For the experiments a rat model was used. On the day of birth
(P0) anaesthesia was performed by hypothermia. A liquid ni-
trogen cooled copper cylinder was placed on the calvaria for
5 seconds above the cortical region of interest using a 3D-
micromanipulator to induce a freeze lesion (see Fig. 1 for
histological localisation). For behavioral analysis the ladder
test was performed on an irregular pattern, and the rats’ per-
formance was rated by using the following foot fault scale: 0
total miss, 1 deep slip, 2 slight slip, 3 replacement, 4 correc-
tion, 5 partial placement, 6 correct placement [10].

Fig. 1 Immunohistochemical staining of the lesion area. The arrows mark
the freeze lesion induced microsulcus at an age of 3 months.

Twenty rats of the same age were divided in a control
group and a group undergoing freeze lesion treatment. Lad-
der walking tests were performed at 3, 17 and 26 months.
MRI experiments were performed at 3 and 26 months.

B. MR scanner and coil

All experiments were performed on a clinical 3 T whole body
scanner (Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany). To optimize SNR and to achieve a
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homogeneous signal over the whole rat brain a two-module
multi function 8-channel coil [11, 12] (CPC coil, Noras MRI
products GmbH, Höchberg, Germany) was used as shown in
Fig. 2. Each module contains four � 5 cm loop coils in a
shamrock configuration with partial overlap. The CPC coil
allows to place the coil elements close to the rat head due
to a very flexible mounting system, allowing for rotation and
tilt of the modules as well as rotation and translation of the
mounting arms. A table was added to provide stable support
for the rat. Since the outer coil loops (left and right of the rat
head) are not contributing significant signal, the coil combi-
nation mode was set to “adaptive combine” which accounts
for coil elements with low receive signal.

Fig. 2 Multi-function 8-channel CPC coil with 4 coil elements of 5 cm diam-
eter in each module. The module above the rat head is lowered to a touching
distance for the measurements.

Anaesthesia was provided by an isoflurane evaporator
(1.7%) which was placed outside the RF cabin of the scan-
ner and directed to the rat via a long tube and a cap enclosing
the snout of the rat (Fig. 2).

C. Deformation-based morphometry

To determine the small, local volume changes in the rat brains
a deformation-based morphometry [3, 13, 14] was used as an
automatic intensity based method to analyze regional volume
changes in the whole brain based on the acquired MRI im-
ages. The method is based on the estimation of deformation
fields using generalized multivariate statistics and does not
use any a priori information or user input. Deformations are
obtained by a nonlinear registration routine, transforming the
brain of each animal onto a reference brain (template). Defor-
mation fields are calculated for each animal and differences
between groups are displayed as morphometric changes.

D. MR Sequences

For successful local image registration inner structures with
a high contrast are necessary. For brain registration mostly
grey and white matter contrast is utilized. Furthermore, se-
quences with high SNR (signal to noise ratio) are necessary
to achieve spatial resolutions of 0.5 mm or higher. Since the
grey and white matter delineation by T1-contrast is reduced
at higher field strengths, two different T2-contrast based se-
quences were compared. While an SSFP-based sequence
achieved higher resolution at a comparable SNR and slightly
better contrast, it suffered from field inhomogeneities and
showed SSFP typical banding artefacts (Fig. 3b).

The SPACE sequence proved to be more robust with suf-
ficient SNR. The SPACE sequence is a TSE based sequence
using hyperechos to reduce the SAR load on the scanned ob-
ject. The images were acquired in transverse slices (relative
to the rat head, coronal for the scanner) with isotropic reso-
lution of 0.33 mm with a matrix size of 192, FoV= 64 mm,
bandwidth of 145 Hz/px, TE = 356ms, TR = 2500ms and a
total acquisition time for two averages of 13 min.

Fig. 3 (a) MRI image of a single repetition of the SPACE sequence at an
isotropic resolution of 0.33 mm, TA=13 min, SNR ≈ 27. (b) Similar slice ac-
quired by a 3D-SSFP sequence, isotropic resolution of 0.27 mm, TA=8 min,
SNR ≈ 29. The arrow marks an SSFP typical banding artefact.

To improve SNR without risking the quality of the com-
plete data set in case of motion, two repetitions were per-
formed. If motion occured, a single repetition data set was
sufficient for post processing, but for most data sets repeti-
tions could be averaged, improving image quality. The total
scan time for each rat was approximately 35 minutes includ-
ing optimized multi slice localizers.
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III. RESULTS

A. MR imaging

The typical image quality with a single repetition and acqui-
sition time of 13 minutes is shown in Fig. 4a. SNR of white
matter was approximately 27 and distortions were very low
and only visible in areas with very high susceptibility gradi-
ents (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 4 (a) MRI image of a single repetition SPACE scan (TA=13 min). (b)
Coronal slice reformatted from the original transverse data set. The distor-
tion (arrows) are the worst case of a typical scan found only in areas of very
steep field gradients (arrows).

B. Morphometry

Fig. 5 Coronal template image with color overlay indicating the local cortical
volume decrease of rats with freeze lesion in comparison to control animals.
The volume reduction in the right-hemispheric primary somatosensory cor-
tex (S1) is significant (p < 0.05) at 3 months and becomes highly significant
(p < 0.001) at 26 months.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the volume change of the S1 cortex region between
the left and right hemisphere and between lesion induced and control ani-
mals (� : p < 0.05, � � � : p < 0.001, FL: freeze lesion, CTRL: control
animals).

The nonlinear image registration onto the template which is
performed for the deformation-based morphometry worked
well with the acquired MRI data. The morphometrics re-
sults show highly significant (p < 0.05) changes in brain
volume signifying atrophy in the right-hemispheric primary
somatosensory cortex (S1, see Fig. 5).

A quantitative comparison of the volume of the left and
right-hemispheric primary somatosensory cortex as well as
between the lesion injured and the control animals is shown
in Fig. 6. This morphometric volume change corresponds to
the decline in the ladder walking test of the rats.

C. Performance test

The ladder walking test was performed for rats with freeze
lesion and the control group. The performance of injured
animals with their left front foot, which corresponds to the
injured right hemisphereical somatosensory cortex, showed a
highly siginificant (p < 0.001) decline in performance. Nei-
ther of the control group animals nor the contralateral, unin-
jured side showed a decline in the ladder test performance.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study MRI imaging of rat brains was successfully and
reliably performed on a clinical 3T whole body scanner by
using an 8-channel surface coil with small loop elements to
achieve the necessary SNR for image registration and mor-
phometric evaluation. The detected morphological changes
between the cortical structure of young and aged rats as well
as injured and control animals are highly significant. The
used SPACE sequence not only provided the necessary high
signal at the high isotropic resolution of 0.33 mm, but was
also sufficiently robust against geometric distortions even in
areas of steep magnetic field gradients at air-tissue bound-
aries.
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Abstract— In MR Mammography (MRM) pathologic vascu-

larisation is utilized for the diagnosis of tumors. In many stan-

dard dynamic MRM protocols a native scan with an acquisition

time on the order of 1 min is acquired followed by a delay of

30 s-35 s during which the contrast agent (CA) is applied. This

delay is often chosen deliberately longer than the necessary time

for the CA injection to avoid first-bolus effects and to allow the

contrast agent to be well mixed in the vasculature. After this

delay multiple post CA acquisitions follow.

This work shows that this injection delay can be efficiently

used to acquire additional dynamic data sets with both high tem-

poral (5.7 s) and spatial resolution of 0.9 × 0.9 × 1.5 mm. A 3D

gradient echo view sharing sequence with stochastic trajectories

(TWIST) was used and a dynamic time series was acquired by a

native scan covering the full k-space (TWIST-keyhole mask) fol-

lowed by six post CA scans, each updating part of the k-space.

The resulting dynamic images resolve the first-pass of the con-

trast agent through the breast. The stochastic k-space trajectory

of the TWIST-sequence reduces the sensitivity to patient motion.

One of the advantages of the proposed approach is that this

fast dynamic scanning is embedded into an otherwise unaffected

standard imaging protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vascularisation is an important marker for the diagnosis of
tumors. MRI is therefore used as a non-invasive, versatile
method to characterize both microvessel density which has
been shown to be specific for different tumor types [1, 2]
and macroscopic vascularity [3–5]. With respect to MR
mammography (MRM) these investigations are convention-
ally conducted with a standard dynamic MRM protocol (see
Fig. 1) consisting of a native scan, with a typical acquisition
time (TA) of 1 min, followed by a delay of approximately 30-
35 s in which the contrast agent (CA) is applied. This delay
is often deliberately longer than the necessary time for the
CA injection to reach a well-mixed state of the the contrast
agent. Subsequently, multiple post CA acquisitions follow
(TA=60 s).

Although there is ample evidence that assessing the over-
all vascularity as an indicator for the tumor type and grade

may help to improve the specificity of the diagnosis [3], sep-
aration of arteries from venous vessels is often hindered due
to the distribution of the contrast agent in the vasculature and
the loss of temporal information about the first-pass. How-
ever, the ability to resolve the first-pass dynamics while still
acquiring contrast-enhanced data following established pro-
tocols might further improve the specificity of tumor diagno-
sis.

In this study we demonstrate that the first-pass of the con-
trast agent can be resolved by inserting a fast 3D-TWIST se-
quence into an established MRM protocol.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. MR Sequences

All scans were performed on a 1.5 T Magnetom Avanto
(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).
Standard protocol: A typical timing of the dynamic contrast
enhanced scans of a breast MRM examination [6] is sum-
marized in Fig. 1. At our institution a 2D FLASH-sequence
is used with the following parameters: matrix of 384 ×
384, 44 slices with a thickness of 3 mm, FoV= 350 mm,
TE = 4.76 ms, TR = 106ms in 4 concatenations, α = 80◦, a
bandwidth of 170 Hz/px, GRAPPA factor 2, phase resolution
80%, partial fourier 7/8, total acquisition time of 60 s. The
protocol starts with a native scan, followed by a waiting pe-
riod of 35 s in which the CA and a saline flush solution are
injected (≈ 15 s). The additional delay is applied to allow the
contrast agent to distribute in the vascular system before the
k-space center of the first post CA scan is acquired.
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Fig. 1 Timing scheme of a routine contrast enhanced breast MRI. The lower
time arrow indicates the time after the start of the protocol, the upper arrow
indicates the time following administration of contrast agent. After the na-
tive scan contrast agent is injected (CA and saline flush solution, duration
≈ 15 s). With this protocol a delay of 35 s between the end of the native
scan and the beginning of the first post CA scan is applied.
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This waiting period of 35 s, during which no scan activity
takes place, can, however, be utilized to acquire additional
dynamic first-pass data. To achieve a high temporal reso-
lution without sacrificing spatial resolution a FLASH-TWIST
sequence [7, 8] was used with a matrix size of 384 × 384, 88
slices of 1.5 mm thickness, FoV= 350 mm, TE = 1.68 ms,
TR = 3.83 ms, α = 20◦, a bandwidth of 380 Hz/px, GRAPPA
factor 2 and partial fourier and phase resolution of 6/8 in both
phase encode (PE) and slice direction (SD). This results in a
total acquisition time for the initial k-space mask of 26.1 s
(24.3 s to k-space center).

After the first complete k-space acquisition one set of im-
ages is reconstructed. The following acquisitions do not ac-
quire the complete k-space but only sample small parts of k-
space. These new data replace afore acquired data in the full
k-space mask and a new set of images is reconstructed. In
its implementation used here, the sequence updates for each
new image set an inner zone containg 15% of the total k-
space lines in an elliptical shape around the k-space center
and 10% of the k-space lines outside the central area. These
outer k-space lines are stochastically distributed in the PE-SD
plane in each of the updated acquisitions to reduce motion ar-
tifacts. During each repetition a different set of outer k-space
lines is acquired. The detailed timing of this modified pro-
tocol is shown in Fig. 2. Since the initial acquisition of the
complete k-space mask takes 26 s before the native data set
can be reconstructed the injection of the contrast agent has
to be delayed by this period of 26 s. With 6 post CA TWIST
acquisitions each with a TA=5.7 s, the time interval ranging
from the start of the injection to the acquisition of the first
standard post-CA dynamic scan was kept to its standard value
of 35 s (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Schematic timing diagram of the routine contrast enhanced breast
MRI protocol with the fast TWIST-sequence inserted during the injection
delay. The lower time arrow indicates the time after the start of the scan
protocol, the upper arrow indicates the time after contrast agent application.
Note that the CA injection is delayed (in comparison to Fig. 1) by additional
26 s to acquire the first complete k-space (native data set) for the TWIST se-
quence. After this native acquisition the partial k-space updates, each taking
5.7 s, are repeated 6 times to fill the 35 s prior to the start of the first standard
dynamic post CA scan.

B. Patients

The TWIST-sequence was tested on 5 patients undergoing
routine breast MRI examinations. The patients were referred
to MRI with previously known lesions, suspicious mammo-
graphic findings or after treatment.

Gd(DTPA-BMA)(Omniscan) was applied as the contrast
agent with a concentration of 0.1 mmol Gd per kg body
weight. The injection was performed with a high pressure
injection system (Medrad Spectris, Volkach, Germany) and a
flow of 3 ml/s. 30 ml of isotonic saline solution was used to
flush the CA from the injection tube system.

III. RESULTS

Overall high image quality was achieved with the 3D-TWIST
sequence without any significant motion artifacts. As can
be seen on Figures 3 and 4 the temporal resolution of 5.7 s
was sufficient to resolve the first-pass passage of the contrast
agent through the breasts of the patients. Figure 3 contrasts
the difference between MIP images acquired with the TWIST
sequence and MIP images reconstructed from the standard
sampled data, ≈ 65 s after CA injection.

Fig. 3 Patient with an invasive carcinoma: (a) MIP of the TWIST images
acquired 26.7 s after CA injection with an acquisition time (TA) of 5.7 s. (b)

MIP image of the first post CA data set acquired with the standard dynamic
sequence (TA=60 s), k-space center was read 65 s after CA injection. (c)-

(d) MIP of sagittal images reconstructed from the transverse data sets. (c)

TWIST-sequence with slice thickness of 1.5 mm. (d) Standard 2D-FLASH-
sequence with slice thickness of 3 mm.
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Fig. 4 MIP images of a patient with an inflammatory carcinoma acquired with the TWIST-sequence at time points (a)
15.3 s, (b) 21 s, (c) 26.7 s and (d) 32.4 s after starting the injection of the contrast agent. Of note is how the larger venous
vessels in (c) and (d) make it difficult to distinguish the arteries which are clearly delineated in (a).

In Fig.3a the supplying artery is clearly delineated 26.7 s
after the CA injection while the tumor area is already dis-
tinctly enhanced and the veins are just starting to be filled
by the contrast agent. Although the TWIST MIP image ap-
pears slightly inhomogeneous, none of the important internal
structures is suppressed or overlayed. On the other hand, the

image in Fig. 3b, acquired in the well-mixed state shows a
multitude of vessels, making it difficult to distinguish arter-
ies from venous vessels. In contrast, the standard image (Fig.
3b) is sharper than the TWIST image (Fig.3a).

Assessing the sagittal images in Fig. 3(c) and (d) which
are reconstructed from the same data set acquired in trans-
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verse orientation the TWIST MIP image (c) is distinctly more
homogeneous and sharper compared to the standard MIP (d).
This is due to the thinner slices of the TWIST-sequence and
also partly due to the differences between 3D (TWIST) and
2D (standard) acquisitions.

As shown in Fig. 4 the high temporal resolution of 5.7 s
made it possible not only to resolve the filling of arterial ves-
sels but also to monitor the passage of the CA through the in-
flammatory carcinoma and drainage into the venous vessels.
The number of dynamic data sets that could be acquired was
limited, since the standard dynamic series starts 35 s after CA
injection.

IV. DISCUSSION

Applying the viewsharing technique of TWIST high temporal
as well as spatial resolution could be achieved in a limited
scan time period by utilizing the waiting period of the in-
jection delay of a routine MRM examination. Although the
current implementation of the TWIST protocol has still some
limitations concerning in-plane resolution and image sharp-
ness due to high undersampling (partial fourier, phase res-
olution), the additional gain in temporal information of the
enhancement dynamics is remarkable. Further studies into
the possibility to replace the standard 60 s dynamic acquisi-
tion by the TWIST technique and to optimize it exclusively for
increased spatial resolution as suggested by [9] are certainly
worthwhile.

So far, improved characterisation of CA inflow into the
arteries and tumor is already clearly possible with the present
data. To extract an arterial input function from the main mam-
mary artery for improved pharmacokinetic evaluation should
be easily possible.

It has to be noted that the current TWIST protocol used
an echo time of 1.68 ms, which is closer to an opposed phase
than an in-phase condition between water and fat at 1.5 T. It
has been previously shown that opposed phase acquisition in
CE dynamic time series may lead to false signals in partially
volumed lesions. This problem can, in principle be avoided
in two ways:

1. Increasing the echo time closer to the in-phase condition
(e.g. 4.5 ms) would in fact reduce the temporal resolution
for each of the partial TWIST repetitons to 10 s and lead
to larger repetiton times TR≈ 6.6 ms, which, however, in
conjunction with a larger flip angle, could lead to SNR im-
provements.

2. Applying a fat saturation pulse before each of the k-space
center acquisitions could alleviate the impact of the fat sig-
nal.

Although this fast dynamic sequence, as presented here,
is certainly not intended to replace standard dynamic scans
which are based on the assessment of signal changes in a le-
sion over several minutes (e.g. wash out effect), the addi-
tional acquisition of fast dynamic information may be bene-
ficial for improving further the specificity of MR mammog-
raphy. The fact that these images require almost no cost in
scan time and do not necessitate any significant change to the
established MRM protocols comes as an added bonus.
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Abstract— In nuclear medicine imaging systems such as 

Gamma camera and SPECT, currently uses a mechanical 
collimator and a scintillation detector to detect distribution of 
gamma emitter radiopharmaceuticals. The detection tech-
nique, however, suffers from spatial resolution and sensitivity 
trade-off because of mechanical collimation. Compton camera 
principle is a suggested alternative which avoids the mentioned 
trade-off. Compton camera consists of one scattering detector 
and one absorber detector. Compton scattering of emitted 
photons from the source is detected in a special scattering 
detector which replaces the mechanical collimator. This re-
search study simulated a Compton camera which is composed 
of a "Si" scattering detector (dimensions: 22.4 × 22.4 × 14 
mm3) in a distance of “D” from an absorber detector (NaI(Tl), 
dimensions: 20 × 20 × 1 cm3). To evaluate the image quality of 
the designed Compton camera in different and inside the 
spread range of energies which uses for nuclear medicine 
studies, the point sources of Tc-99m (140 keV), I-131 (364.4 
keV) and C-11 (511 keV) are assumed to be located in the front 
of the scattering detector and in the distance of " h= 10 mm" 
from it, and important parameters which affects on image 
quality, were calculated, analyzed and the best thickness for 
scattering detector were found. The thickness of absorber 
detector was assumed 10 mm which is about the thickness of 
detectors in SPECT systems.  This study modeled the Compton 
camera realistically with all the details of the Compton camera 
such as Doppler broadening. Our results showed the spatial 
resolution would improve while the sensitivity would decrease 
by increasing the distance between scattering and absorber 
“D”. Also the optimum “D = 20 cm” at "h=1 cm" were found. 
Furthermore our results showed by increasing the photo peak 
energy of isotope the spatial resolution and sensitivity would 
improve significantly. 

Keywords— Compton Camera, Diagnostic imaging, Nuclear 
medicine, Emission imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In nuclear medicine imaging systems such as Gamma 
camera and SPECT, currently uses a mechanical collimator 
and a scintillation detector to detect distribution of gamma 

emitter radiopharmaceuticals. The detection technique, 
however, suffers from spatial resolution and sensitivity 
trade-off because of mechanical collimation. A Compton 
camera is based on the principle of electronic collimation 
which was first proposed by Schonfelder et al. [1]. Elec-
tronic collimation doesn’t need mechanical collimators 
because it is able to decide the incident direction of a 
gamma ray by using a geometrical interpretation of a quan-
tum physical phenomenon known as Compton scattering. 
Therefore, in principle, the Compton camera can overcome 
disadvantages of conventional medical imaging devices, 
such as gamma camera and single-photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT), that use mechanical collima-
tors. The advantages of the Compton camera are, its high 
sensitivity, high resolution, wide field of view, and capacity 
to use the high-energy gamma-ray source. In addition, the 
Compton camera not only provides a 3-dimensional image 
without scanning but also can be applied to a multi-tracer to 
identify the gamma-ray energy. These advantages encour-
age some research group to work on Compton camera [1-4]. 
The only shortcoming of Compton Camera is, its image 
reconstruction is a little more complicate than SPECT sys-
tem.  In this research work a Monte Carlo simulation study 
to examine a new Compton camera was done. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Compton camera consists of one scattering detector and 
one absorber detector. Compton scattering of emitted pho-
tons from the source is detected in a special scattering de-
tector which replaces the mechanical collimator. A sche-
matic diagram of Compton camera has been shown in Fig.1. 
In this Figure t1 and t2 shows the thicknesses of the scatter-
ing and absorber detectors respectively. Also “h” shows the 
distance between point source and the scattering detector, 
and “D” indicates the distance between the scattering and 
absorber detectors. This research study simulated a Comp-
ton camera which is composed of a scattering detector (a 
silicon and or Germanium detector, 22.4 × 22.4 × 14 mm3) 
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in a distance of “D” from an absorber (a NaI(Tl) scintilla-
tion detector, 20 × 20 ×1 cm3 ). In the first step of our re-
search we studied the affect of gamma energy on sensitivity 
and spatial resolution. Then the point sources of Tc-99m 
(E  = 140.5 keV), I-131 (E  = 364.4 keV) and C-11 (Posi-
tron emitter and E =511 keV) were assumed to be located at 
distance “h = 1 cm” from the front of the scattering detector 
and the optimum distance between the scattering and ab-
sorber detectors to achieve the optimum sensitivity and 
spatial resolution was found.  

In the next step of our research to find the best thickness 
of scattering detector and its material the Efficiency of 
Compton camera versus thickness of scattering detector 
when scattering detector is made of Si and or Ge were cal-
culated by simulation. These studies modeled the Compton 
camera realistically with all the details of the Compton 
camera such as Doppler broadening. 

 

 
Figure .1 schematic diagram of Compton camera 

 
 

III. Results 
 
In Table 1 (a) and (b) the results for spatial resolution 

and sensitivity of point sources of Tc-99m (E  = 140.5 
keV), I-131 (E  = 364.4 keV) and C-11 (Positron emitter 
and E =511 keV) at distance “h = 1 cm” from the front of 
the scattering detector when the distance between scattering 
and absorber detectors were changed, have been shown. 
This table shows the distance D = 20 cm is the sweet point 
for sensitivity and spatial resolution when h = 1 cm and also 
could use for all other h parameters. To find the best thick-
ness of scattering detector (t1) and its material Figure 2 
shows the Efficiency of Compton camera versus thickness 
of scattering detector when scattering detector is made of Si 
(a) and Ge (b). These figures show a thickness of about 20 
mm would be the suitable value and also the Si scattering 
detector is better than Ge as scattering detector.    

Table 1 Spatial resolution (a) and sensitivity (b) of point sources of Tc-
99m (E  = 140.5 keV), I-131 (E  = 364.4 keV) and C-11 (Positron emitter 
and E =511 keV) at distance “h = 1 cm” from the front of the scattering 
detector 

(a) 

(b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure .2 Efficiency of Compton camera versus thickness of scattering 
detector when scattering detector is made of Si and Ge  

 
 

Spatial Resolution (mm FWHM)    D 
(cm) 

99mTc 
(E  = 140.5 keV) 

131I 
(E  = 364.4 keV) 

11C 
(E =511 keV) 

 

10.74 10.1 9.9 5 
9.8 9.7 9.6 10 
9.4 8.56 8.25 15 
9.31 8 7.5 20 
8.4 7.2 6.7 30 

Sensitivity (# Counts/μCi/ml) D 
(cm) 

99mTc 
 (E  = 140.5 keV) 

131I  
(E  = 364.4 keV) 

11C  
(E =511 keV) 

 

3.119 × 10-3 3.642 × 10-3 3.826 × 10-3 5 
1.723 × 10-3 2.080 × 10-3 2.214 × 10-3 10 
1.0496 × 10-3 1.287 × 10-3 1.378 × 10-3 15 
6.9111 × 10-4 9.885 × 10-4 1.062 × 10-3 20 
3.558 × 10-4 4.457 × 10-4 4.807 × 10-4 30 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The results show in Compton camera the spatial resolu-
tion would improve while the sensitivity would decrease by 
increasing “D”. Also the optimum distance between scatter-
ing and absorber detectors “D” were found at 20 cm for 
point sources of Tc-99m (E  = 140.5 keV), I-131 (E  = 
364.4 keV) and C-11 (Positron emitter and E =511 keV) at 
distance “h = 1 cm” from the front of the scattering detector. 
Also our results showed the best scattering detector is Si 
with the thickness of 20 mm. Furthermore our results 
showed by increasing the photo peak energy of isotope the 
angular resolution and therefore spatial resolution would 
improve significantly and also the sensitivity will increase. 
Therefore the Compton camera would be suitable for rela-
tively high energy of photo peaks such as PET radioiso-
topes.   
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Abstract—This paper describes the results of national 
survey of mammography systems in Taiwan during the period 
of February to December 2008.  Purpose of the survey was to 
help understanding the equipment performance, radiation 
dose, image quality and current status of quality assurance 
programs of each mammography facility, which served as 
references for the new regulation of mammography quality 
assurance and standards started on July 1, 2008 in Taiwan.  
The scope of the survey covered all mammography units in 
Taiwan, which included 214 units at 205 sites.  Among them, 
127 were screen/film units and 87 were digital units (25 CR).  
The measurements included sensitometry for the screen/film 
units, signal-difference-to-noise ratio (SDNR) for the digital 
units, and phantom scores (using the American College of 
Radiology (ACR) phantom), radiation output, half-value layer 
(HVL), and average glandular dose (AGD) for all units.  The 
results showed varied sensitometric curves, with a mean base + 
fog, mid-density (MD) and density difference (DD) of 0.22 ± 
0.02, 1.49 ± 0.19 and 1.67 ± 0.23 respectively. Phantom image 
total scores for screen / film and digital units were 11.09 ± 1.28 
and 12.16 ± 0.91, respectively, and were significantly higher 
(p<0.001) for digital units.  The mean SDNR obtained from 
digital systems ranged from 1.85 to 1.26, a 38% difference, 
among vendors.  The mean AGD was 1.48 ±±±± 0.47 mGy, with 
the median and third quartile equaled to 1.53 and 1.75 mGy, 
respectively.   There was no significant difference in AGD 
between the digital and the screen/film systems, except for the 
CR systems which exhibited significant higher AGD then the 
screen/film (p<0.001). 

 
Keywords— Mammography, Screen/Film, Digital, Survey, 

Taiwan. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Mammography is regarded as the most important tool 
in early detection of breast cancer. For accurately diagnosis, 
high quality mammographic images are needed to detect 
small lesions or any abnormal structures. However, radia-
tion dose in mammography also has been a big concern. In 
order to obtain high quality mammographic images and 

keep patient dose reasonable low, a quality assurance pro-
gram in mammography must be implemented.  To help the 
initiation of the regulation of mammography quality assur-
ance and standards, a national survey was conducted during 
February and December 2008 in Taiwan.  The survey in-
cluded both questionnaires and on-site measurement for all 
mammography facilities and units in Taiwan.  The results of 
the on-site measurement are presented in this paper.   

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Mammography Units 
For this comprehensive national survey, all 214 clinical 

mammography units in Taiwan were included.  They in-
cluded 127 conventional screen/film units at 124 sites and 
87 digital systems at 81 sites (25 mammography computed 
radiography (CR) units and 62 flat-panel full-field digital 
units).  

 
B. Film Processing  

Film processing test was performed at 115 sites using 
conventional screen/film mammography units for examina-
tions. A film for clinical use at the surveyed site was ex-
posed by a calibrated sensitometer (Invovision model 07-
417) in each surveyed facility’s darkroom and developed 
using the local processor.  This generated a sensitometric 
strip for Hurter & Driffield (H & D) curve evaluation for 
each facility. The optical densities at each step were meas-
ured using a calibrated densitometer (Victoreen model 07-
444) off-site. From the resulted sensitometry curves, base 
plus fog (base+fog), mid-density (MD) and density differ-
ence (DD) were determined using the definitions provided 
in the American College of Radiology ( ACR ) Mammogra-
phy Quality Control Manual in (1). 

 
C. Phantom Image Quality  

Phantom images were obtained and analyzed following 
the protocols of the ACR Mammography Quality Control 
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Manual.  An ACR accreditation phantom (Victoreen N-566 
18-220) was exposed using the technical factors currently in 
use clinically for a 4.2-cm compressed breast of average 
density at each surveyed site.  

For conventional screen/film mammography units, back-
ground density (BD) and density difference (DD) were 
measured from the phantom image  test film. Both conven-
tional screen / film and digital phantom images were scored 
by four qualified medical physicists according to the ACR 
scoring protocols under optimal viewing conditions. Passing 
criteria was given for the visibility of 4 fibers, 3 specks, and 
3 masses for conventional screen / film mammography units. 
For digital mammography units, passing criteria was ac-
cording to each manufacturer’s recommendations.  

 
D. Signal-difference-to-noise Ratio (SDNR) 

For the phantom images obtained from all digital units, 
SDNR was measured from the raw images. Regions of 
interest of equal areas were selected in the image within the 
largest mass and in the background region laterally adjacent 
to the mass. Mean pixel value and standard deviation were 
determined in each ROI region, and SDNR was calculated 
by using the following formula (2): 

 

( )2
mass

2
background

massbackground

SDSD

)MeanMean(
SDNR

+

−
=    (1) 

 
where Meanbackground and Meanmass are the mean pixel 

values of the background and the largest mass ROI regions, 
respectively, and SDbackground and SDmass are the standard 
deviation value of the background and the largest mass ROI 
regions, respectively.  

 
E. Radiation Output 

Radiation output was measured over a 3 second period of 
time when operating at 28 kVp for Mo/Mo target/filter 
combination. The measurements were made according to 
ACR protocol, using an ion chamber placed 4.5 cm above 
the breast support plate and centered 4 cm in from the chest 
wall. A 6 cc ion-chamber (Radcal model 8152) with an 
electrometer (Radcal model 9010) calibrated at mammo-
graphic x-ray beam energies were used.  The surveyed units 
must produce a minimum output of 7.0 mGy air kerma per 
second when measured at this setup. 

 
F. Half Value Layer (HVL) Measurement  

A 6 cc ion-chamber (Radcal model 8152), a electrometer 
(Radcal model 9010) calibrated at mammographic x-ray 
beam energies and type 1145 aluminum alloy (Radcal 
model 8220) were set according to the protocol of ACR 
HVL measurements.  The selected kVp was the one clini-

cally used for 4.2 cm standard breast (the same kVp as 
phantom image quality evaluation and average glandular 
dose measurement illustrated following). The measured 
HVL with compression paddle in place should be equal to 
or greater than kVp / 100 + 0.03 mmAl .  

 
G. Breast Entrance Exposure and Average Glandular 

Dose (AGD)  
Breast entrance exposure was measured using an ion-

chamber ( Radcal model 8152 ) with an electrometer ( Rad-
cal model 9010 ).  An ACR accreditation phantom (Vic-
toreen N-566 18-220) was placed on the breast support plate 
according to ACR standard protocols, with the ion-chamber 
centered 4 cm in from the chest-wall edge of the image 
receptor and the center of the chamber level with the top 
surface of the phantom. The ACR phantom was exposed 
using the technical factors currently in use clinically for a 
4.2-cm compressed breast of average density at each sur-
veyed site and the entrance exposure values were recorded. 
Using the measured breast entrance exposure and the expo-
sure to average glandular dose conversion factor for a 4.2 
cm compressed breast thickness (1), the average glandular 
dose to an average breast for each surveyed site was calcu-
lated. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Film Processor 
From a total of 116 processors at 115 sites, the mean 

base+fog, MD and DD were 0.22 ± 0.02, 1.49 ± 0.19 and 
1.67 ± 0.23, respectively.  Figure 1 showed the mean, 
minimal and maximal ODs obtained at each step (A), and 
all the individual sensitometry curves (B).  

 
B. Phantom Image Quality 
 Clinical technique factors for exposing ACR phantom 
varied among sites.  The most commonly used techniques 
were Mo/Mo and 26 kVp (34 units, 23 % of 148 screen/film 
units) and Mo/Rh and 28 kVp (21 units, 33 % of 68 digital 
units) for the screen/film and the digital units, respectively. 
Table 1 lists BD, DD, number of fibers, specks and masses 
scored of the screen / film units.  93 % of the sites passed 
the phantom image quality test. Table 2 lists SDNR, number 
of fibers, specks and masses scored of the digital units. 98 
% of the sites passed the phantom image quality test. Phan-
tom image total score for digital units (12.16 ± 0.91) was 
significantly higher (p<0.001) than that for screen/film units 
(11.09 ± 1.28). Table 3 lists AGD SDNR and phantom 
total score for digital units of different vendor/model.  Mean 
SDNR for 65 digital units was 1.74 ± 0.36, with the highest 
obtained from the GE 2000D and lowest from GE DS. 
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Fig. 1 Mean, minimal (MIN) and maximal (MAX)  ODs at each sensitom-
try steps obtained from 116 processors (A).  Error bars indicate the stan-
dard deviation.  All the individual sensitometry curves are plotted in (B). 

Table 1 Phantom image results of the screen/film units 

 Mean  STD Min Max 

Background Density (BD) 1.59  0.30 0.89 2.27 

Density Different (DD) 0.42  0.09 0.11 0.67 

Number of Fibers 4.38  0.58 2.0 5.0 

Number of Specks 3.38  0.49 2.0 4.0 

Number of Mass 3.33  0.50 0.5 4.0 

Total Score 11.09  1.28 4.5 13.0 

Table 2 Phantom image results of the digital units 

 Mean ± STD Min Max 

Number of Fibers 4.70 ± 0.47 4.0 6.0 

Number of Specks 3.56 ± 0.41 2.0 4.0 

Number of Mass 3.90 ± 0.29 2.5 4.5 

SDNR 1.74 ± 0.36 0.18 2.44 

Total Score 12.16 ± 0.91 9.5 14.0 

Table 3 AGD, SDNR and phantom scores by vendor/model for digital 
systems 

 AGD SDNR Phantom score 

GE 2000D 1.20 ± 0.26 1.85 ± 0.25 12.28 ± 0.69 

GE DS 0.94 ± 0.11 1.26 ± 0.47 12.11 ± 0.65 

Hologic 1.75 ± 0.46 1.83 ± 0.20 12.43 ± 0.67 

Siemens 1.02 ± 0.20 1.29 ± 0.00 12.63 ± 0.25 

FCR 1.83 ± 0.56 1.71 ± 0.31 11.52 ± 1.11 

 
 
C. Radiation Output and Half Value Layer (HVL) Meas-

urement 
Among all the mammography units, three failed the ra-

diation output test with exposure rates lower than 7 mGy/s. 
Two units failed the HVL test.  

 
D. Breast Entrance Exposure and Average Glandular 

Dose (AGD) 
Figure 2 illustrates the distributions of AGD from this 

survey.  The mean AGD was 1.48 ± 0.47 mGy, with the 
median and third quartile equaled to 1.53 and 1.75 mGy, 
respectively.  71 % of the units have AGD values between 1 
and 2 mGy.  Mean AGD for digital units and for screen/film 
units was 1.47 ± 0.53 and 1.49 ± 0.43 mGy, respectively. 
There was no significance difference in AGD between digi-
tal and screen/film units (p=0.806). When separating the 25 
Fuji CR (FCR) mammography systems from the other 62 
flat-panel units, AGD for FCR and the flat-panel units were 
1.83 ± 0.56 and 1.33 ± 0.44 mGy, respectively.  The AGD 
for Fuji CR in our survey was significantly higher (p<0.001) 
than the screen/film units.  In contrast, the AGD for flat-
panel units was significantly lower (p<0.02) than the 
screen/film units. For further comparing AGD for digital 
units of different vendor/model, the AGD is shown in Table 
3.  Mean AGDs for GE 2000D (29 units), GE DS (9 units), 
Hologic Selenia (20 units), Siemens Novation DR (4 units) 
and Fuji CR (25 units) were 1.20 ± 0.26 mGy, 0.94 ± 0.11 
mGy, 1.75 ± 0.46 mGy, 1.02 ± 0.20 mGy and 1.83 ± 0.56 
mGy, respectively.  Most units in this survey have AGD 
values well below the 3 mGy limit, except one screen / film 
unit has AGD value above 3 mGy (3.22 mGy ). 

 
To compare the phantom score vs. the AGD, scatter plots 

for screen/film and digital systems are demonstrated in Fig. 
3 (A) and (B), respectively.  No significant relationship was 
found between the phantom scores and the AGD in both 
cases (R2=0.003 and 0.032 for screen/film and digital units, 
respectively).  For the digital systems, when comparing 
SDNR vs. AGD, a slight correlation was found for the flat-
panel system (R2=0.241), but not the CR systems 
(R2=0.002). 
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Fig. 2 Distributions of mean glandular dose. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Scatter plots of total phantom score vs. average glandular dose 

for the film/screen (A) and the digital (B) units. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 SDNR vs. average glandular dose for flat-panel (A), CR (B) and 

all (C) systems. 
 

 The ADG and phantom score for all units are plotted vs. 
estimated number of mammography exams per week in Fig. 
5.  There was less dependence between the AGD 
(R2=0.0004) than the phantom score (R2=0.147) and the 
number of exams per week. 

 
Fig. 5 AGD (A) and phantom score (B) vs. number of mammography 

exams per week. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Results of national survey of mammography systems in 
Taiwan for AGD, image quality and equipment perform-
ance are described.  They had served as references for set-
ting up the new regulation of mammography quality assur-
ance and standards in Taiwan.  In addition, the AGD data 
may help establishing the diagnostic reference level in the 
future. 
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Abstract—An innovative method is presented that allows an 
objective and quantitative determination of quality parameters 
in computed tomography (CT). In contrast to projection radi-
ography, the image quality parameters of a CT system is not 
only affected by the performance of the detector alone but 
additionally by the geometrical alignment of source-object-
detector and the combination of numerous single raw exposure 
frames to one image using a specific reconstruction algorithm. 
Our scientific objective is to separate the effects of detector 
and image reconstruction algorithm on the performance of a 
CT. We focus here on the determination of the Modulation 
Transfer Function (MTF) and Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) of 
raw data and CT image. 

Keywords—computed tomography (CT), quality assurance, 
MTF, NPS, image reconstruction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CT has become one of the workhorses in medical  
diagnostics for the recent decade. The strongly increased 
application of CT systems can be explained by technical 
developments that have offered novel imaging facilities, a 
reduction of exposure time, and improved image qualities. 
But this evolution has been bought by a distinctly increased 
exposure dose. The collective effective exposure dose that 
is caused by CT examinations has increased more than a 
factor of two for the recent decade. In Germany, 54% of the 
collective effective dose from artificial sources can be 
traced back to CT scans [1]. In other industrialized countries 
such as the U.S., the radiation exposure from CT examina-
tions has similarly increased [2]. The risks that patients 
suffer from in CT examinations are discussed to be not 
negligible [3]. 

The comparison of quality parameters of different CT 
systems, considering detection procedure, data processing, 
and the performance of the viewing station, induces further 
developments and optimizations of CT systems. However, 
commercial software programs that are used to measure 
these quality parameters are not readily available and re-
search groups are forced to develop their own software. 
Variations in measurement technique, and in the software 
algorithms used, can lead to differences between the results 

of research groups. There is a need for the development of 
standardized programs, therefore.  

Another drawback of quality measurements of CT sys-
tem is the exclusive focus on CT images. But the quality of 
the image is affected by different process steps in the imag-
ing chain of a CT system such as data acquisition and image 
processing. The CT image obscures these interdependences. 
The effects of detection and image processing on image 
quality can only be determined by a separate analysis of CT 
image and raw data that the image is reconstructed from. In 
this study, we present an innovative method to measure 
image quality parameters such as the MTF and NPS of raw 
data and CT image that are obtained from a common CT 
scanner. The international standard IEC 62220-1 [4] about 
the quality control in projection radiography is a guideline 
for our new approach. Difficulties in the quality control of 
CT systems arise from the geometrical configuration, the 
change of the alignment of patient, radiation source, and 
detector during a scan as well as the change of the radiation 
quality within the fan beam.  

II. METHODS 

A. Applied CT System 

For our measurements we apply a common 64-multislice 
CT scanner with a slice thickness of 0.6mm and a field of 
view of 50cm in the isocenter. A tube voltage of U=120kV 
and a current – exposure time product of Q=160mAs are 
used. Source and detector rotate once per second in spiral 
mode. We use the presettings for the abdomen of an adult.  

 
B. Characteristic Filter Curve 

Quality measurements require predefined radiation quali-
ties, i.e., a predefined spectral energy distribution for inci-
dent photons [5]. This energy spectrum depends on the used 
voltage of the X-ray tube as well as the inherent filter of the 
CT system including the bow-tie filter. Generally, the inher-
ent filter of a CT system is not known. The absorption char-
acteristics of the filter system change for different observing 
modes and, moreover, even for different incident irradiation 
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angles within the fan beam. As the radiation quality affects 
the quality parameters of a CT system [6], the characteristic 
curve of the inherent filter has to be analyzed. 

By means of the least squares fitting technique, the com-
bination of materials i with thicknesses di that fit best pre-
ceding dose measurements can finally be found. The result-
ing characteristic filter curve is shown in the Fig. 1. The 
filter that reproduces our dose measurements consist of two 
layers of different material: a titanium layer of constant 
thickness of ~1mm and an aluminum layer with a mono-
tonically increasing thickness. 

 

Fig. 1 The effective filter thickness, i.e., characteristic filter curve is repre-
sented by data points with error bars. A sine function (solid curve) that 
reproduces the characteristic filter curve is additionally plotted 

C. Data Linearization 

The linearization of the detector response to the expo-
sure dose is essential before any linear approach such as the 
determination of Fourier-based quality parameters can be 
applied for analyzing the system performance. The raw 
image data that is extracted from the CT system is lin-
earized considering the conversion function I = I0 × 10(r/c) 
with a constant c and the initial dose I0. The quantity r rep-
resents the measured data points. 

The linearization of the CT image requires to determine 
the number of photons that are absorbed in each pixel of the 
image. Considering the definition of the CT value, i.e., the 
Hounsfield unit and the geometrical property of the CT 
system, the CT image can be linearized by simulation. 

 
D. Determination of  the MTF of  Raw Data and CT Image 

In order to measure the maximum resolution that can be 
reached in a detector system, the discontinuous transition of 
radiative transmittance at a sharp metal edge is spectrally 
analyzed. In order to derive the MTFR from the raw data of 

the CT system we use a method that was presented by Fujita 
et al. [7] and Buhr et al. [8]. An oversampled data set is 
finally obtained where the influence of data sampling is 
repressed. A modification of the edge position on the central 
ray of the fan beam in subsequent CT scans determines the 
geometrical dependence of the MTFR within the beam. 

The maximum resolution is modified in the image recon-
struction procedure. The resolution of the final image is 
affected by the display field of view and the reconstruction 
kernel [9]. Moreover, data points are interpolated to a Car-
tesian grid by the filtered back projection algorithm conven-
tionally used. Considering the origin density distribution of 
the sampling points, the image reveals a lower spatial reso-
lution in outer regions [10, 11]. The maximum resolution of 
the reconstructed image is conventionally derived from the 
point-spread function of the image of a small diameter 
metal wire [12]. However, as the MTFI of the image is also 
limited by the sampling pitch, including detector pitch, pitch 
of reconstruction algorithm and displayed matrix, Boone [9] 
proposes to consider Fujita’s method [7], i.e., to generate an 
oversampled line spread function from the CT image by a 
slit evoked by a metal foil. We follow this approach. 

As several raw exposure frames and CT images are used 
for the analysis we determine the arithmetic mean and cor-
responding standard deviation from all resulting MTFR and 
MTFI. 

 
E. Determination of  the NPS of  Raw Data and CT Image 

As we analyze a void scan the raw data and resulting CT 
image are homogenous and flat. For the NPS determination 
the change of radiation quality within the fan beam has to 
be considered (Fig. 1, Sect. B).  

In order to correct for potential non-uniformities in the 
Nx×Ny–sized raw data frame I(xi,yi) that could be caused by 
the Heel effect [13], we fit a second-order polynomial 
S(xi,yi) to I(xi,yi). The polynomial S(xi,yi) is subtracted from 
I(xi,yi). The two-dimensional NPSR can finally be calculated 
using the formula  
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where i is the imaginary unit [4,14]. The parameters u and v 
are coordinates in Fourier space. We use the rectangular 
window function W(xi,yi). In the two-dimensional NPSR 
seven rows and seven columns on both sides of the coordi-
nate axes are “interlaced” to an one-dimensional, oversam-
pled NPSR vector. Depending on whether 7+7 rows and 7+7 
columns are interlaced, the resulting one-dimensional NPSR 
are called u NPSR and v NPSR, respectively. 

The NPSI of the CT image is correspondingly  
determined.  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Results of Our Measurements of the MTF 

The MTFR is derived from the profile of the edge spread 
function evoked by the edge device. Illers [6] has already 
shown that the tail length of the profile can affect the MTFR. 
A sufficient long tail is obtained if the MTFR does not 
change for an increasing tail length. 

In subsequent scans the edge device is located at differ-
ent distances from the isocenter. With respect to the results 
that are shown in the Fig. 2, the MTFR worsens as long as 
the distance of the edge device from the detector increases. 
The projection of the edge profile on the detector is super-
imposed with penumbra. Penumbra effect that increases for 
an increasing edge distance from the detector smoothes the 
hard transition of radiative transmittance at the metal edge. 

 

Fig. 2 MTFR shown with corresponding mean error bars derived from an 
edge device at different positions in the beam. The MTFR that is repre-
sented by the solid curve is measured at the smallest possible detector 
distance while the dotted MTFR is measured at the largest distance from the 
detector. The dashed MTFR is measured in the isocenter of the CT system 

The MTFI is derived from the line spread function by 
oversampling and Fourier transformation. The CT images 
are reconstructed using three different, commonly used 
reconstruction kernels. Finally, we confirm the findings of 
Kwan et al. [10] that the MTFI depends on the reconstruc-
tion kernel, the field of view and on the distance of the 
metal foil from the isocenter. 

B. Results of Our Measurements of the NPS 

The Fig. 3 shows the NPSR that is obtained from single 
void exposure frames. The u NPSR and v NPSR shown are 

obtained after 14 rows and 14 columns have been interlaced 
in the two-dimensional NPSR, respectively (Sect. E.). The u 
NPSR differs up to 39% from the v NPSR at high spatial 
frequencies. This finding refers to a non-uniform intensity 
distribution that the raw data is afflicted with.  

 

Fig. 3 One-dimensional u NPSR (solid curve) and v NPSR (dashed curve). 
The crosses represent sampling points 

The Fig. 4 shows the NPSI. The CT images are recon-
structed using three different reconstruction kernels. Al-
though the relative differences among the u NPSI and v 
NPSI are not very evident considering the logarithmetic 
scale, such a difference refers to a non-homogenous noise 
distribution in the CT image. 

The NPSI curves that are obtained from images recon-
structed with the hard kernel (2) and medium kernel (3) do 
only slightly differ. Contrarily, the NPSI of the image recon-
structed with the soft kernel (1) deviates by a factor of 
~1/100 at larger spatial frequencies. The much lower NPSI 
compensates the worse MTFI that could be derived from 
images reconstructed with the same hard kernel. 

Because of the linearization of raw data and CT image 
(Sect. A.C.), a quantitative comparison between  
NPSR (Fig. 3) and NPSI (Fig. 4) is feasible. At low spatial 
frequencies NPSI is by a factor of <1/100 smaller than 
NPSR. As desired, the image reconstruction algorithm re-
duces noise. Furthermore, the noise reduction at low spatial 
frequencies results from the combination of several 1000 
single exposure frames. But for images reconstructed with 
the hard kernel (3), noise reduction gets worse for larger 
spatial frequencies where NPSI even approaches the range 
of NPSR. 
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Fig. 4 One-dimensional u NPSI (solid curves) and v NPSI (dashed curves) 
that are derived from void CT images reconstructed using the kernels 1 
(soft kernel, upper panel), 2 (medium kernel, middle panel), and 3 (hard 
kernel, lower panel). Crosses represent sampling points 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this study we have presented an innovative method to 
measure the quality parameters such as the MTF and NPS of 
a common CT scanner. The quality parameters of raw data 
and CT image are separately analyzed. The advantage of the 
proposed method is its easy feasibility. The effort of the 
proposed method using simple test devices is comparable 
with the effort in the quality control in classical projection 
radiography [4]. The method proposed for the quality con-
trol in CT systems would allow to quantitatively compare 
quality parameters of different CT types and manufacturers. 
We finally aim for a comparison with common quality 

measurements conventionally used in tomography [16]. In 
general, quality measurements such as the proposed method 
induce to evolve established tomographic systems. More-
over, such measurements are the justification base for any 
innovative, upcoming CT systems [11]. 
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 Abstract – In order to compare novel CT-geometries 

with existing ones, it is necessary to revise conventional 
quality assurance methods or develop new approaches. 
In a first step, this has been done for a determination of 
the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) and the Noise 
Power Spectrum (NPS) parallel for reconstructed im-
ages and raw data. The analysis of the raw data received 
from a scan of a tungsten wire allowed to calculate the 
MTF of the detecting system independent of the recon-
struction algorithm. Another new approach allowed the 
determination of the NPS out of the raw data independ-
ent of the number of slices of the detector.  

 
Keywords – Modulation Transfer Function, Noise 

Power Spectrum, novel CT-methods 

I. Introduction 

At the Helmholtz Zentrum München novel CT-
geometries are developed to reduce the radiation dose ap-
plied to the patient. One of these new systems is the CT 
d’Or [1], a CT with an additional detector ring, which has 
the potential to reduce the patient dose by a factor of two 
compared to conventional CT methods [2]. After the proof 
of principle has been done, the CT d’Or technology has to 
be compared to existing CT systems now.  

In the course of this, parameters such as image quality, 
deposited dose and artifact characteristics are just as exam-
ined as the performance of the detecting system to exclude 
effects of the reconstruction algorithm. However, as con-
ventional quality assurance methods are probably insuffi-
cient to new CT technologies, new approaches for the 
modulation transfer function (MTF) and the noise power 
spectrum (NPS) were developed to analyze in parallel the 
reconstructed images and the raw data. This study presents 
the results of the new approaches first tested on a conven-
tional 64-slice CT.  

 
 

II. Determination of the MTF 

a) Wire method 

In projection radiography the MTF is determined by ana-
lyzing the image of a well-defined tungsten edge device. 
For CT systems a tungsten edge has the disadvantage that it 
cannot be reconstructed because tungsten absorbs too much 
radiation. Therefore, a tungsten wire of 0.08 mm diameter 
was used, which was spanned parallel to the rotation axis. 
This enables not only to derive the MTF from the raw data, 
but also from the reconstructed image.  

The MTF of the reconstructed image has been analyzed 
according to Fuchs et al. [3]. As expected the calculated 
MTF varied widely with the used reconstruction kernel and 
the reconstructed pixel size. Fig. 1 shows the comparison of 
the MTF reconstructed from the same raw data but with 
different kernels and pixel sizes. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the MTF of two images reconstructed with 

different kernels and pixel sizes from the same raw data.  

In order to determine the MTF of the CT system inde-
pendently of the reconstruction algorithm, the raw data were 
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analyzed. As CT systems vary in their number of slices, the 
sinogram, consisting of the central row of each frame, was 
used to calculate the MTF. Corrections for the changing 
distance between wire and detector and a non-perfect paral-
lel alignment of the wire were applied. By resorting the 
lines of the sinogram, it was possible to get a point spread 
function (PSF) of which the MTF could be calculated as 
described in Fujita et al. [4]. A correction factor by which 
the Fourier transform of the PSF must be multiplied in order 
to correct for the finite thickness of the wire was also im-
plemented. High noise on the raw data led to large fluctua-
tions of the MTF in the range from 0 to 0.5 lp/cm. There-
fore, the MTF was only calculated for spatial frequencies 
higher than 0.5 lp/cm and normalized to unity not at 0 but at 
0.5 lp/cm. 

Fig. 2 shows the MTF measured with a 0.08 mm tung-
sten wire for different distances to the isocenter. Due to the 
bow-tie filter the MTF gets worse as the distance increases.   
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the MTF measured with the wire at different 
distances from the isocenter. 1) wire at the isocenter, 2) wire at 4 cm 
distance, 3) wire at 8 cm distance, and 4) wire at 12 cm distance.  

b) Comparison with edge method 

In order to check the accuracy of the new approach, the 
wire method was compared to another new method for 
determining the MTF, which has also been developed at our 
institute (compare A. Schegerer: Innovative method for 
objective evaluations of the quality of CT systems). In the 
later approach the standardized tungsten edge device de-
fined for projection radiography in IEC norm 62220-1 [5] 
was used to calculate the MTF out of the raw data. Fig. 3 
shows clearly that the MTF is the same for both methods.  

The wire method however has the advantage that the raw 
data can be reconstructed to enable the parallel analysis of 
the image quality. 
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the wire method to the edge method. 

III. Determination of the NPS 

The NPS of the reconstructed images has been analyzed 
according to IEC norm 62220-1 [5]. Fig. 4 shows how much 
the reconstruction kernel affects the NPS since all images 
where reconstructed from the same raw data received from 
an air scan. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the NPS derived from images reconstructed 
with different kernels from the same raw data received from an air 
scan.  

Additionally, a new approach to determine the NPS out 
of the raw data has been developed. As the wire method, it 
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was also intended to be independent of the number of rows 
of the detector. Therefore, the pixel values were averaged 
over all detector slices for every frame to determine the one-
dimensional NPS as it was done in Padgett et al. [6]. Due to 
large fluctuations because of low-frequency noise, the NPS 
was calculated only for spatial frequencies above 0.5 lp/cm, 
corresponding to the determination of the MTF with the 
wire method.  

Fig. 5 presents the NPS derived from the raw data at 
100 kV at different tube currents. As expected the NPS 
decreases with increasing tube current since the relative 
noise decreases with an increasing number of photons.  
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Fig. 5: NPS derived from the raw data of an air scan at a tube volt-

age of 100 kV and different tube currents. 

IV. Outlook 

This study demonstrated that it is possible to calculate 
the MTF and the NPS from the raw data of a CT system 
parallel to an analysis of the reconstructed images. The next 
step is now to apply the new approach on the CT d’Or tech-
nique.  

Furthermore, new methods for determining the other 
quality parameters of CT systems such as deposited dose 
and artifact characteristics have to be developed. This will 
enable the necessary over-all comparison of the new CT 
d’Or technology to conventional CT systems.  
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Abstract—The purpose of this work was to evaluate a  novel 
method for manufacturing test patterns with high spatial reso-
lution to be used for visual inspection of spatial resolution of 
micro-CT systems. High resolution test patterns of less than 50 
µm line widths or point diameter for inspection of the per-
formance of a micro-CT system have not been reported before. 
Test patterns were created on a silicon wafer using a dry-
etching method. For reference spatial resolution measurements 
were carried out on micro-CT systems using thin tungsten 
wires. The modulation transfer function (MTF) subsequently 
derived from a point spread function (PSF) of the wire profile 
was measured to determine spatial resolution at 10% of the 
contrast ratio. The test pattern chip was scanned under the 
same conditions for visual inspection of the spatial resolution. 
The results of the wire-based MTF calculations and visual 
inspection of the test patterns were found in very good agree-
ment. In the manufacturing process some limitations were 
found due to over-etching and maximum etch depth for small-
er patterns (5 µm) adjacent to larger structures (150 µm) on 
one chip. Nevertheless, these circumstances can be solved by 
using choice of pattern sizes for specific scanner setup. The 
novel method of creating high resolution test patterns for 
quick visual inspection offers a very attractive solution, but 
also allows for quantitative evaluation. 

Keywords––Micro-CT, MTF, spatial resolution, bar pattern, 
dry-etching. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Micro-CT systems are a useful tool in preclinical and 
small animal imaging, pharmaceutical research as well as 
material sciences [1, 2]. Setup of a given scan geometry and 
image quality parameters are correlated with each other and 
are verified using dedicated test phantoms. Important geo-
metrical factors affecting the in-plane spatial resolution are: 
the X-ray tube focus size, the scan geometry, the detector 
element spacing and the aperture [3].  

Spatial resolution of a given scanner can be tested using 
direct and indirect methods. Many methods used to evaluate 
spatial resolution by measuring high contrast structures as 
slits or edges have been described in the literature [3, 4] and 
enable indirect calculation of the modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF). 

A direct method of testing spatial resolution is based on 
the use of line patterns, were spatial resolution of a system 
can be analyzed by visual inspection. 

Use of a high contrast thin wire is the most common 
method to explore spatial resolution and has been estab-
lished as a gold standard for measuring in-plane spatial 
resolution. However, this method is not intuitive and com-
plex due to multiple analysis steps until getting a result 
(MTF). 

A favorable method would be direct measurement of test 
pattern phantoms of appropriate size and visual inspection 
of the image to get a quick impression of the spatial resolu-
tion for a specific scanner setup. However, high resolution 
test patterns for micro-CT in the order of magnitude of less 
than 50 µm have not been available so far. 

The novel method introduced here provides line and 
point patterns for visual inspection of spatial resolution with 
high accuracy and contrast in the field of micro-CT. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Design and Manufacturing of the Test Pattern Chip 

Specific bar and point pattern were designed on a 5 x 5 
mm matrix using the software LayoutEditor (Juergen Thies, 
GPL, http://layout.sourceforge.net). Bar and point test pat-
tern were created with line width from 5 µm to 150 µm 
giving patterns of 100 lp/mm to 3.33 lp/mm to cover the 
whole range of typical resolution of currently available 
micro-CT systems. Figure 1 gives an overview of the test 
patterns on the chip. 

The overall size of the chip (5 x 5 mm^2) compromises 
the required resolution (down to 5 µm) with the field of 
measurement (FOM) available in micro-CT scanners. This 
is usually limited to a few millimeters for high resolution 
setups and results form the number of pixels available in the 
detector system and the required spatial sampling. For ex-
ample in a scanner with 2048 x 2048 area detector the total 
FOM does not exceed 10 x 10 mm at 5 µm spatial sampling. 
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Fig. 1  (a) layout of chip design; (b)  photo of chip; (c, d) micro-CT scan of chip in air, whole chip (d) and detail of  the 5, 10 and 15 µm line patterns (c),  in 
plane reconstruction at 5.5 µm pixel size 

The test patterns were etched on a 150 mm silicon wafer. 
The layout was transferred onto the chip from a mask using 
photolithography. Next, a dry etching method, called Bosch 
process [5], generally used to manufacture integrated cir-
cuits for semiconductor devices, was used to create the high 
spatial resolution test pattern chip. This is a step by step 
trench etching method with alternation of trench etching and 
sidewall passivation steps. Etching and passivation are 
achieved by generating ions and radicals in a plasma and 
there acceleration in the electric field. 

Every few steps a quality control of the etch process was 
performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
(Fig. 2). A maximum depth of approximately 100 µm was 
chosen due to the wide range of test patterns on one chip to 
avoid over etching of the smaller patterns. Although this 
might provoke some partial volume effects by scanning the 
chip in scanners with larger voxel sampling (100-200 µm), 
but it is technologically feasible and remains a good techno-
logical compromise between chip pattern quality and etch-
ing depth. 

B. Measurements 

Measurements presented here were carried out on a high 
resolution micro-CT scanner at the Institute of Medical 
Physics, Erlangen, Germany. This scanner, thank to its 
variable geometry (and resolution) enabled testing various 
chip resolution patterns. Additionally scans were performed 
on a TomoScope Duo micro-CT scanner (Vamp-GmbH, 
Erlangen, Germany) with fixed geometry and sampling (40 
µm). In both cases the scanner in-plane spatial resolution 
was determined for reference for every geometry setup 
using a thin (10 µm) tungsten wire phantom embedded in a 
plastic cylinder. The wire was centrally placed in the phan-

tom and aligned orthogonally to the x/y plane of the phan-
tom (QRM GmbH, Moehrendorf, Germany). 

Two test pattern chips were sealed centrally in pure resin 
cylinder, one in axial orientation and one perpendicular to it 
in the x/y plane. 

Scans were performed at 40 kVp, for both the wire and 
the test pattern phantom at a standard Al filtration of 0.5 
mm (high purity aluminum). A few hundred projections (of 
10242 pixels each) of the phantom were acquired. Slice 
images were reconstructed with a 10-fold sub-sampling 
compared to the sampling distance (geometry dependent) in 
order to get smooth wire profiles (PSF). PSF was then gen-
erated in the images of the wire and the MTF was subse-
quently calculated. 

Measurements were carried out for high resolution 15 
µm sampling distance (IMP scanner) as well as for medium 
resolution 40 µm (VAMP scanner).  

C. MTF 

For all MTFs the uf frequency is defined as the fre-
quency, at which the amplitude of the MTF(u) function 
decreases to a given level f of the value zero frequency, i.e. 

).0(
%100

)( MTFfuMTF f ⋅=
                 

(1) 

The value of 2% (MTF2%) is commonly regarded as the 
threshold where in practice high-contrast structures are at 
least “just visible”. For measurements and calculations of 
MTF we chose the 10% level (MTF10%) which is a common 
figure of merit for defining spatial resolution of imaging 
systems. 
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III. RESULTS 

In the images of the chip phantom high contrast was de-
tected between the low (resin) and high (Si) contrast  
structures. 

 

Fig. 2 SEM image of the 10 µm line pattern 

The dry etching method had to be optimized due to the 
problem of under-etching at the rim of the trench. The proc-
ess parameters were selected to achieve an optimal etch 
depth minimizing the under-etching effect. We also found 
that the optimal depth of a trench lays around 100 µm. Etch-
ing of deeper trenches resulted in tapering of the trench 
bottoms at the structures less than 30 µm.  

The 10% MTF of the wire phantom at 40 kVp resulted in 
22 lp/mm for the high resolution setup (15 µm sampling, 
IMP scanner) and 6,5 lp/mm for medium resolution setup 
(40 µm sampling, VAMP scanner). These numbers  

correspond to 23µm and 80 µm respectively of visually 
detectable structures at 10 % of the contrast (Fig. 3). 

For comparison visual inspection of the line patterns in 
the chip phantom as well as the point patterns in the images 
resulted in very good differentiation of the 25 µm and 100 
µm structures respectively and good differentiation of the 
20 µm line patterns. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The chip phantom offers very good contrast in the im-
ages and thereby an easy and intuitive way for quick visual 
inspection of the spatial resolution of micro-CT systems. 
The broad range of line and point pattern sizes, ranging 
from 5 to 150 µm line width, provides flexible conditions 
for different types and ranges of scanners. 

The new method of creating high resolution and contrast 
test pattern provides a comfortable way to quick inspect the 
performance setup of a micro-CT system. 
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Abstract—Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) systems 
with inhomogenous main magnetic fields have been satisfacto-
rily used to explore material properties. So that, imaging of 
biological tissues using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
systems with inhomogenous main magnetic fields could be 
explored . In this work, magnetic resonance (MR) signal devia-
tion due to inhomogeneity in the main magnetic field of a MRI 
system is investigated. This analysis gives the understanding of 
the effect of inhomogeneity in magnetic field to signal decay 
time, energy and peak. Using these parameters, suitability of 
specific MRI hardware designed for inhomogeneous magnetic 
field can be analyzed. In other words, using proposed analysis, 
the inhomogeneity tolerance of a specific hardware can be 
found. Meanwhile, given the inhomogeneity distribution, the 
hardware design parameters can be selected accordingly to 
acquire MR signal. 

Keywords— Magnetic resonance imaging, inhomogenous main 
magnetic field. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Based on the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) phe-
nomenon, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) systems 
have been developed for tomographic imaging. Main mag-
netic fields of conventional MRI systems are specially de-
signed to generate homogenous field which is often gener-
ated by means of superconducting magnets [1]. These 
magnets have high costs and are not portable. On the con-
trary, in some NMR systems portable small sized permanent 
magnets are adopted to generate the main magnetic fields. 
In these systems main magnetic field strength is not uniform 
through out the Field of View (FOV). In first generation 
permanent magnet systems, small FOV is preferred to keep 
the main magnetic field variation small [2]. Second genera-
tion systems used main magnetic field inhomogeneity to 
encode spatial information in one dimension [3]. But to 
overcome the effects of main magnetic field inhomogeneity 
to Magnetic Resonance (MR) signal, special pulse se-
quences are used [2]. Moreover, by adding gradient fields or 
repositioning the system, two and three dimensional images 
are obtained [4, 5]. These systems have been used to inves-
tigate tissues [2, 6]. 

There are other studies for modeling MRI in inhomoge-
nous main magnetic fields for biomedical applications 

which include a numerical model, image reconstruction 
technique and noise model [7, 8].  

In this work, MR signal deviation due to inhomogeneity 
in the main magnetic field of a MRI system is investigated. 
This analysis is performed to understand the effect of inho-
mogeneity in magnetic field to signal decay time, signal 
energy, and peak value of the signal. Using these parame-
ters, suitability of specific MRI hardware designed for in-
homogeneous magnetic field is analyzed. Thus, inhomoge-
neity tolerance of a specific hardware can be found. 
Meanwhile, for a given the inhomogeneity distribution, 
required hardware specifications can be determined accord-
ingly. 

II. MR SIGNAL PARAMETERS USED IN ANALYSIS 

Modulated MR signal received by RF coil is demodu-
lated using quadrature amplitude demodulation. This 
demodulation technique produces two signals and they are 
converted to digital using A/D converters.  Afterwards, 
these outputs are combined to form a complex MR signal. 

A. MR signal peak 

Signal peak,  

{ }max ( )Signal peak S t=   (1) 

carries a significant information about the strength of the 
MR signal (S(t)). Moreover, it affects MRI hardware prop-
erties like receiver gain. MR signal depends on object, MRI 
system and pulse sequence, as the signal peak. 

B. MR signal energy 

Signal energy is an important parameter which has to be 
taken into account during the analysis. Since MR signal is 
complex, the energy of the signal can be defined as 

2
( )

acqT

Signal energy S t dt
< >

= ∫  (2) 

Signal energy is closely related to the signal peak and de-
cay time constant, which are explained in subsections. 
Therefore, the same variables affect the signal energy. 
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C. MR signal decay time constant 

The decay time constant, which indicates how fast the 
MR signal decays in time, is a vital parameter. If signal 
decays very fast compared to sampling period of the MRI 
system, then a signal with sufficient information to recon-
struct an image cannot be acquired. For homogenous main 
magnetic field, the decay in the signal is due to relaxation 
process which is defined by longitudinal and transverse 
relaxation times. The longitudinal relaxation (T1) and the 
transverse relaxation (T2) are due to proton interactions with 
lattice and spin-spin interactions which results in precessing 
of spins at different frequencies, respectively. As a result, 
MR signal magnitude decreases over time. Relaxation times 
of tissues, measured in different main magnetic field 
strengths, are given in Table 1. 

Table 1  Longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation times of normal 
tissues in different main magnetic field strengths are given. This table is 

reproduced from [9]. 

T1 (ms)  T2 (ms) 
Tissue 

0.06 T 0.1 T 1.5 T  0.06 T 0.1 T 1.5 T 

Liver 138 215 340  36 37 30 

Muscle 185 259 740  49 28 38 

Kidney 214 419 685  56 39 56 

 
As seen from Table 1 and Bottomley et. al. findings, T2 

values are not directly related to main magnetic field 
strength [9]. However, T1 values increase as the main mag-
netic field increases. If T1 weighted images are aimed using 
MRI with a large main magnetic field variation, the behav-
ior of T1 has to be taken into account. 

MR signal magnitude decreases also due to inhomogene-
ity in the main magnetic field. This decrease can be repre-
sented with another time constant '

2T , which depends on not 

only inhomogeneity level but also inhomogeneity distribu-
tion. Total time constant ( *

2T ) is equal to 

* '
2 2 2

1 1 1

T T T
= + .  (3) 

Furthermore, signal decrease is more dominant as the in-
homogeneity increases in the main magnetic field. Thus, the 
relation between inhomogeneity level and signal decay has 
to be analyzed. The analysis can be done by finding MR 
signal analytically or numerically, and then processed to 
estimate *

2T   and relate to MRI hardware properties like 

maximum sampling rate and resolution.  
While acquiring data, the signal decays with time, due to 

inhomogeneity in net magnetic field and transverse relaxa-

tion. This *
2T can be estimated from the MR signal. The 

signal can be separated into two parts as, the signal decay 
due to *

2T (A) and the rest of the signal (B). Such that 

{{
*
2/( ) ( ) t T

(A)(B)

S t f t e−≈   (4) 

Assuming (B) variation is low in (4), the signal decay is due 
to part (A). Using the peak value of the signal, total time 
while the signal is larger than half of its peak, ( fwhmt ) is 

found as 

{ } { }*
22

max ( )
( ) max ( )

2 2

fwhmt

fwhm T
S tt

S S t e
−

≈ ≈  (5) 

By dividing both sides with { }max ( )S t , taking natural 

logarithm and rearranging, (5) becomes 

( )
*

2 2 ln 2
fwhmt

T ≈   (6) 

Using (6), *
2T  values can be estimated for different levels 

of inhomogeneity and different distributions After finding 
*

2T estimates, a relation between sampling properties (sam-

pling frequency and resolution) of MRI system and *
2T  can 

be found. 
Assume an MRI system’s receiver part composed of two 

Nbit bit A/D converters with sampling frequency of fs and 
their gain set to cover the analog voltage range  

± { }max ( )S t . Using this A/D converter, the MR signal, 

which decays with time constant *
2T , is sampled. If an image 

of size N is to be reconstructed, then these samples have to 
be taken before the MR signal decays to a level below the 
resolution of the A/D converter. The resolution is equal to  

{ } { }[max ( ) ( max ( ) )]

2 bitN

S t S t
dS

− −
= . (7) 

For taking N samples using A/D converter, total time of (N-
1)dt is required, where dt is sampling period. Assuming (4) 
holds, after a time of (N-1)dt the signal decreases to a value   

*
2( 1) /(( 1) ) max{ ( )} N dt TS N dt S t e− −− ≈ . (8) 

At time instant (N-1)dt, the signal has to be larger than dS to 
detect the signal using the A/D converter.  

*
2( 1) / 2 max{ ( )}

max{ ( )}
2 bit

N dt T
N

S t
S t e− − >  (9) 
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Simplifying (9) and using fs instead of dt, (9) becomes 

*
2

( 1)

ln(2)( 1)
s

bit

N
f

N T

−>
−

  (10) 

Pulse sequences are used to acquire MR data and spin 
echo pulse sequence can recover effects of field inhomoge-
neity on MR signal in some extend [4]. Thus, spin echo 
pulse sequence is preferred in this analysis.  

III. ANALYSIS OF MR SIGNAL  

A. Analysis of MR signal in one-dimension 

For one dimensional analysis of MR signal in inhomoge-
neous main magnetic field some of the MRI hardware prop-
erties are selected as: 

1. Main magnetic field’s direction is z, and magnitude 
varies linearly in x direction, i.e. 0 0 ˆ( )m s zB B x a+ . 

2. Single RF coil, whose magnetic field is in the direction 
of x and uniform, is used for excitation and reception.  

3. Test object is uniform with size of 15 cm. Object’s 
proton density is equal to water’s spin density. T2 and 
T1 are 20 ms and 1 s, respectively. 

4. Spin echo pulse sequence with pulse repetition time 
(TR) of 6 s, echo time of 22 ms and acquisition time of 
20 ms is used. Perfect 90º and 180º pulses are assumed. 

Using these parameters, magnetization vector calculation 
and voltage induction principles described in [8], induced 
voltage in RF coil is found analytically by (11).  
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As discussed earlier, this voltage is demodulated with 
frequency of 0mBγ and complex MR signal S(t) is formed. 

Calculating these signals for different inhomogeneity levels, 
signal peak value, energy, decay time, and minimum sam-
pling frequency are found and shown in Figure 1. 
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             (c)           (d) 

Fig. 1 Magnetic field inhomogeneity level in x direction versus (a) signal 
maximum, (b) signal energy, (c) total decay time constant and (d) mini-
mum sampling frequency, for one-dimensional case.  

B. Analysis of MR signal in two-dimension 

Parameters of two-dimensional case are the same as one-
dimensional case except: 

1. Main magnetic field is ( )0 0 0m sx sy zB B x B y a+ + r
. 

2. Test object is uniform with size of 15 cm × 15 cm.  
3. There is a frequency encoding gradient field. It is in the 

direction of z and linearly varying in x direction.  

Since the problem is two dimensional, analytic formula-
tion of the signal is hard to be found. The numerical results 
are presented in Figure 2 for this case. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

As seen from the obtained results for one and two dimen-
sional cases, inhomogeneity level has an effect on the signal 
peak. There are two reasons for small decrease in the signal 
peak when inhomogeneity level increases. They are the low 
pass demodulation filter which attenuates signal’s high 
frequency content and magnetic field distribution which 
alters the magnetization vector magnitude and precession 
frequency.  

Inhomogeneity level severely affects the energy of the 
signal which is directly related to the decay time and the 
signal peak. 

Measurable 
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             (a)    (b) 

  
             (c)    (d) 

 
Fig. 2 Magnetic field inhomogeneity level in x and y direction versus (a) 
signal maximum, (b) signal energy, (c) total decay time constant and (d) 
minimum sampling frequency, for two-dimensional case.  

 
As seen from Figure 1.c and Figure 2.c, total decay time 

of MR signal is affected rigorously for large inhomogeneity 
levels. As inhomogeneity increases, the effect of the trans-
verse relaxation due to inhomogeneity in the main magnetic 
field increases. The reason of the signal decay is the loss of 
synchronization in magnetization vectors as time passes. 
Furthermore, if the inhomogeneity levels are small, the MR 
signal decay is mainly due to transverse relaxation of the 
sample. These results are compatible with (3). Also for this 
case TR >> T1, T1 values does not have a dominant effect on 
the MR signal. 

Using decay time constant plots and minimum sampling 
frequency requirement, minimum sampling frequency of the 
A/D converter is found. To do that, assume the MRI re-
ceiver part has a 12 bit A/D converter and reconstruction of 
an image with 31 pixels is aimed for one-dimensional, 
31×31 for two-dimensional cases. The results are given in 
Figure 1.d and Figure 2.d. As seen from these figures, for 
high inhomogeneity levels the sampling frequency is di-
rectly related to inhomogeneity level. However, for low 
inhomogeneity levels, sampling frequency is related to 
transverse relaxation. 

It is concluded that, if the sampling frequency of a sys-
tem is larger than the minimum sampling frequency values 
shown in Figure1.d and Figure2.d, then this system should 
be able to acquire the signal at that inhomogeneity level. 
This analysis can be performed for different main magnetic 

distributions and a minimum limit for sampling frequency 
can be obtained for each inhomogeneity level. 
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Radiation risk for women in screening mammography examinations 
in Poland in 2007  
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Abstract—Doses for women undergoing screening mam-
mography examination should be as low as reasonably achiev-
able, but compatible with the image quality necessary for an 
adequate diagnosis. The aim of this study was estimation of 
radiation risk according to “European guidelines for quality 
assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis” 
[1].Material for this study are the data from 250 screening 
mammography facilities. For every mammography facility 
standard average glandular dose for routine exposure were 
calculated. Furthermore, average glandular doses for individ-
ual mammography examination, according to the methods 
proposed by Dance and others [2], were calculated. Estab-
lished average glandular doses in 250 mammography facilities 
range from 0.24 mGy to 15.2 mGy. At only 49 mammography 
facilities all expositions do not exceed acceptable levels of aver-
age glandular dose. At only 25 mammography facilities all 
expositions do not exceed achievable levels of average glandu-
lar dose. Obtained average glandular doses for women under-
going mammography screening examination reach alarming 
high values and they depend on technical parameters of 
mammography equipment. 

Keywords — mammography, screening examination, average 
glandular dose 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Doses for women undergoing screening mammography 
examinations should be as low as reasonably achievable, 
but compatible with the image quality necessary for an 
adequate diagnosis. The aim of this study was estimation of 
radiation risk according to “European guidelines for quality 
assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis” [1] and 
to identify the reasons of possible overdosage.  Poland is 
divided into 16 regions and in each region a selected mam-
mography facility is carrying quality assurance activities for 
other facilities taking part in the screening program, and 
serves as a coordinating centre. The results of the study 
should indicate the areas for improvement in the quality 
assurance system. 
 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Material for this study are the data from 250 screening 
mammography facilities from all over the country. The 
following parameters were collected: the breast thickness 
after compression, the high voltage, the mAs values, mate-
rial of the anode, additional filters used during the exposi-
tion.  At each of the facilities data for 50 women (200 expo-
sitions) were collected.  

For every mammography facility standard average glan-
dular doses for routine exposure were calculated. Further-
more average glandular doses for individual mammography 
examinations, according to the methods proposed by Dance 
and others [2], were calculated. 
 The measurements were carried out with the equipment 
provided by the Ministry of Health to all 16 regional coor-
dinating centres in order to standardize the quality assur-
ance level in the country.  The following equipment was 
used: 

•  multimeter Piranha from RTI Electronics AB typ 305: 
for measurement of exposure in the range 5μGy ÷ 
2000Gy, accuracy ±5%; 

•  densitometer Normscan from Pehamed: for measure-
ment of optical density in the range 0 ÷ 4.5, accuracy 
< ±0.02 for OD ≤1.00, and < ±1.5% for OD >1.00; 

•   acrilic phantoms  of the size 160mm x 240mm and 
thickness of  20mm, 10mm and 5mm; 

•  aluminium filters from Gammex: 6 pieces 10mm 
thick and the Al material purity of  ≥99.9%. 

 
 

III. RESULTS 

In Fig. 1 a histogram of the breast thickness after com-
pression for all investigated patients in 250 facilities is pre-
sented.  

In Fig. 2 a histogram of individual doses for all investi-
gated patients in 250 facilities is presented. 
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Fig. 1 Histogram of the breast thickness after compression for all investi-
gated patients in 250 facilities 
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Fig. 2 Histogram of individual doses for all investigated patients in 250 
facilities 

Established average glandular doses in 250 mammogra-
phy facilities range from 0.24 mGy to 15.02 mGy. At only 
49 mammography facilities all expositions do not exceed 
acceptable levels of average glandular dose of 2.5 mGy. At 
only 25 mammography facilities all expositions do not ex-
ceed achievable levels of average glandular dose of 2.0 
mGy.  
 The results of optical density (OD) measurements are 
presented in Tables 1 and 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 Results of absorbed doses for routine expositions  
 

Absorbed doses for routine exposition 
throughout Poland [mGy] 

Percentage of mammogra-
phy facilities where the dose 

absorbed exceeds 2 mGy 

Minimum 0.65 

Maximum 4.76 

Average 1.97 

40 % 

 
 
  Table 2 Results of optical density and individual doses  
 

 Percentage of mammography facilities where 
optical density for 4.5 cm PMMA phantom is 
lower than 1.3  

16 % 

The increase of individual dose if optical 
density for 4.5 cm PMMA phantom were 1.3 

Min: 0,77 % 
Max: 34,6 % 

 Percentage of mammography facilities where 
optical density for 4.5 cm PMMA phantom is 
higher than 1.8 

6 % 

The increase of individual dose if optical 
density for 4.5 cm PMMA phantom were 1.8 

Min: 1,1 % 
Max: 53,9 % 

 
The results indicate room of improvement of exposition 
parameters which would reduce individual dose values. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Average glandular doses obtained for women undergoing 
mammography screening examinations reach alarming high 
values and they depend on technical parameters of mam-
mography equipment.  In order to reduce the radiation risk 
for women undergoing screening mammography examina-
tions the facilities which do not conform to the standards 
recommended by the European Commission should ur-
gently improve the quality of their examinations or be 
eliminated from the screening programme.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Average thickness: 
5.3 cm 

Average dose: 1.99 mGy 
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The Influence of the Heel Effect on FD-CT Imaging with Shifted Detectors 
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Abstract—For decades, the heel effect has been known to 
cause an angular dependence of the emitted spectrum of an 
x-ray tube. New geometries such as shifted detectors can cause 
the heel effect to influence diagnostic imaging in different ways 
than experienced before. By means of simulations we assessed 
the in-projection and in-reconstruction influence of the heel 
effect to determine its importance in flat-detector cone-beam 
computed tomography (FD-CT) imaging, especially with 
shifted detectors as used e.g. in radiotherapy. We considered 
different tube orientations and different detector shifts. An 
influence of the heel effect can be seen in projections as a de-
viation of projection values in the order of one percent, as well 
as in reconstructed images as either visible in-slice artifacts 
(with the tube’s electron beam in the xy-plane) or a slight shift 
and slope of the CT values (with the tube’s electron beam in z-
direction) in the order of some HU. Hence, orienting the tube 
in z-direction seems advisable if the in-slice homogeneity is of 
prime importance. 

Keywords—computed tomography (CT), heel effect, shifted 
detector, artifact. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The heel effect is known as one of the systematic errors 
caused by the x-ray tube’s geometry and causes a slightly 
varying spectrum over the x-ray cone. 

It has already been shown in various publications that the 
heel effect causes artifacts in 2-dimensional radiography 
(e.g. [1]) and also results in an inhomogeneous dose-
distribution ([2]). 

Some flat-detector CT systems allow for novel geome-
tries such as shifted detectors to compensate for a field of 
view (FOV) smaller than the desired patient size. Designs 
like that are used for example in radiotherapy. 

In this paper we want to assess the influence of the heel 
effect on 3-dimensional imaging depending on the tube’s 
(i.e. the anode’s) orientation. The tube may either be ori-
ented with its electron beam in the xy-plane or with its elec-
tron beam in z-direction. We considered detector shifts with 
constant z-position only. 

Naturally, with the tube’s electron beam in the xy-plane, 
the heel effect only affects the detector rows individually 
(i.e. xy-slices in the reconstruction), while with the electron 
beam in z-direction it only affects the detector columns 
individually (i.e. the z-direction in the reconstruction). 

 
Fig. 1 x-ray tube geometry (not drawn to scale) 
α: anode angle; β: angle between the central ray and the considered ray; c: 
penetration depth of electrons perpendicular to anode surface; l: intersec-
tion length between ray and anode material 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Simulation of the Heel Effect 

The effect originates from the tilt of the anode with re-
spect to the incident electron beam and the fact that x-rays 
are not only produced at the surface of the anode, but also at 
some depth as the electrons penetrate into the anode mate-
rial (Fig. 1). 

The anode angle and the depth of penetration cause a 
length of intersection l between anode material and x-rays 
dependent on β, which is defined as the angle between the 
central ray and the considered ray. 

This varying length of intersection causes the spectra of 
rays under different angles β to be differently prefiltrated. 

A mathematical formulation for the β-dependence of the 
length of intersection can easily be derived to 

( ) ( )( ) ( )βα
c

βα
cβl

+
=

+−°
=

sin90cos
                    (1) 

For the simulation of the heel effect we took the simpli-
fied assumption that x-rays are only generated at a defined 
depth c in the anode material (constant depth of production 
model as presented in [3]). This model has – according to 
[3] – a sufficiently high correlation with measured data. 
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To obtain a realistic estimate of the electron penetration 
depth, we followed the semi-empirical method [4] to calcu-
late the average depth of electron penetration resulting in an 
average depth of penetration of some µm. 

Eight simulations of a water cylinder (Fig. 2) were per-
formed as described in table 1. The simulation assumed a 
tube voltage of 100 kV and an anode angle of 13.5 degrees 
for heel effect simulation. The simulations considered quan-
tum noise but omitted scatter and other influences that 
might constrict the assessment of the heel effect’s influence. 
The obtained raw data were corrected with an analytical 
water linearization prior to reconstruction which did not 
take the heel effect into account. 

B. Assessment of the Heel Effect’s Contribution to 
Projections Prior to Reconstruction (xy-slices) 

To be able to assess the contribution of the heel effect, it 
is necessary to compare the primary ray and the ray that 
went through the object in the opposite direction for each 
detector pixel. This can be achieved by comparing rays 
from various projections (i.e. subtracting their values). To 
find the complementary rays for each ray β of a projection 
of angle ρ we need the projections with angles between 

max2)( βπρ ⋅−+ and max2)( βπρ ⋅++  (Fig. 3), where βmax 
is the maximum cone angle. 

To perform this comparison, we isolated the central de-
tector row of a projection of angle ρ and generated a “virtual 
detector row” consisting of the data of the complementary 
rays found in other projections. For a ray of angle β for 
example, we used the ray -β of projection ρ’ with 

βπρρ ⋅++= 2'  (Fig. 3). 

Table 1 Performed simulations 
#: unique simulation id; heel effect: was heel effect simulated and if yes 
what was the direction of the electron beam; phantom: for medium sized 
phantoms ro=120 mm, for big phantoms ro=163 mm; shift: indicates 
whether the detector was shifted (in percent of the detector’s size) 

Simulation # heel effect phantom shift 

1 no medium none 

2 no big none 

3 no big -25% 

4 no big +25% 

5 yes (z-direction) medium none 

6 yes (xy-plane) big none 

7 yes (xy-plane) big -25% 

8 yes (xy-plane) big +25% 

 

Fig. 2 Simulated water cylinder 
ri: radius of inner cylinder consisting of water; ro: radius of outer cylindri-
cal hull consisting of PMMA 

Of course in a standard scan this evaluation is only pos-
sible in the central detector row as – due to the cone angle – 
only in this row rays from exactly opposite directions are 
measured. This is regarded as the most practical approach as 
this method can also be applied to measurements. 

C. Assessment of the Heel Effect’s Contribution to 
Projections Prior to Reconstruction (z-direction) 

As just mentioned, it is only possible to perform this di-
rect comparison between ray and complementary ray in the 
central detector row, i.e. in the xy-plane. To allow the as-
sessment of the heel effect in z-direction, one has to think of 
other methods as there are no complementary rays present. 

In our case, as we are using simulations, we decided to 
simulate the same phantom and geometry twice, once with 
and once without the heel effect. By then comparing (i.e. 
subtracting) two projections of the same angle we can de-
termine the influence of the heel effect in z-direction as 
well. 

D. Heel Effect in Reconstructed Images 

Of course it is desirable to see if the heel effect also in-
fluences the final reconstructed image. This is done by 
comparing the reconstructions of the simulations with and 
without heel effect. 

For reconstructing the shifted detector simulations, we 
used the shifted detector weight as described in [5] with a 
standard feldkamp-type backprojector. 
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Fig. 3 Assessment of the heel effect’s contribution prior to reconstruction 
ρ: angle of current projection; β: angle between the central ray and the 
considered ray; ρ’: angle of the projection in which the complementary ray 
to the ray β can be found 

III. RESULTS 

A. Heel Effect in xy-plane 

To begin with we assessed the in-projection contribution 
of the heel effect with the tube’s electron beam lying in the 
xy-plane. 

In an ideal scan without heel effect, the subtraction of the 
original detector values and the ones from the complemen-
tary rays should yield 0 for all pixels of the central detector 
row as naturally ray and complementary ray should be iden-
tical (when neglecting noise). 

 
Fig. 4 In-projection evaluation in xy-plane 
ρ(#i): projection of simulation #i; ρ’(#i): virtual projection consisting of 
complementary rays of simulation #2. The comparison between ray and 
complementary ray shows clearly the slope caused by the heel effect in 
simulation #6 while simulation #2 yields a horizontal line. As can be seen 
from the original detector values of simulation #2, the heel effect’s influ-
ence is in the order of 1% 

 

Fig. 5 In-projection evaluation in z-direction 
Subtracting a projection of simulation #5 from the projection of simulation 
#1 at the same angle yields a slope in the order of 1.5% of the original 
detector values 

Figure 4 shows the results of the described evaluation. It 
can be seen that the simulation without heel effect #2 yields 
a straight line at y=0 while the simulation with heel effect 
#6 shows a decreasing developing of values. 

Additionally the original values of the central detector 
row for simulation #2 are also shown in figure 4 as a dotted 
line. Hence the heel effect’s influence is in the order of 1% 
of the original detector values. 

B. Heel Effect in z-Direction 

When applying the analysis described in II.C. to simula-
tions #1 and #5, heel effect can again be clearly seen 
(Fig. 5). 

Also in the z-directions’ case, the magnitude of the heel 
effect’s influence is in the order of some percent of the 
original detector values. 

C. The Influence of the Heel Effect on Reconstructed 
Images 

More important than the in-projection influence is of 
course the heel effect’s influence on reconstructed images. 

Some images of the artifacts caused by the xy-heel effect 
can be seen in Fig. 6. 

By comparing the top row images with the bottom row 
images it is obvious that the heel effect causes a negative 
(with negative detector shift) respectively positive (with 
positive detector shift) “bevel”. Profiles of these images are 
shown in Fig. 7 where averaging over 10 y rows was done. 

For the z-heel effect, the progression of the central HU 
value is illustrated in Fig. 8 and shows a slight slope and 
shift of CT-values in the order of some HU. 
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Fig. 6 Influence of the heel effect on reconstructed images (xy-slices) 
Shown are the central slices of the reconstructions from simulations #3, #4, 
#7, #8 (C=0, W=200). In the images with heel effect, a positive/negative 
“bevel” can be observed. The top row shows the detector shift with respect 
to the object and the approaching electron beam 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We evaluated the influence of the heel effect in shifted 
detector geometries with different anode orientations. To do 
this we carried out several simulations, allowing us to de-
termine the amount of the heel effect’s contribution to pro-
jections and reconstructions. 

The results show, that the heel effect evokes an object-
dependent leverage in the projections and is accountable for 
clearly visible artifacts in the reconstructed images. 

 

Fig. 7 HU-value profile (in x-direction at y=256±5) of images in Fig. 6 
Averaging was done over 10 y pixels and then the arithmetic mean of 
[x-3, …, x+3] was used as the value at x 

 

Fig. 8 HU-value profile (in z-direction) of reconstructions from simulations 
#1 and #5 

With shifted detector geometries, one should be aware of 
the heel effect and its influence on reconstructed images. 
The more severe in-slice artifacts can be avoided by orient-
ing the tube with its electron beam in z-direction. 
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Abstract— The aim of this paper is to investigate how the 
choice of the sampling basis affects the reconstruction results 
of constrained total-variation (TV) minimization algorithms 
used for few-view computed tomography (CT). The recon-
struction results between the algorithm based on frequency 
samples (AFS) and the algorithm based on projection samples 
(APS) are compared using numerical simulated data. Under 
same conditions, AFS exhibits better results compared with 
APS. These experimental results confirm that provided same 
conditions, the more incoherence between the basis for sam-
pling  and the basis of the sparse signal , the better recon-
struction results of the constrained TV minimization algorithm 
can be achieved and better algorithms can be developed with 
the basis pairs ( , ).

Keywords— convex optimization, total-variation minimiza-
tion, sparsity, incoherence, orthogonal basis 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 Recently, some iterative algorithms based on the works 
in compressed sensing have been developed for computed 
tomography (CT) reconstruction. If an image has a sparse 
gradient-magnitude image (GMI), one can reconstruct it 
from only a few measurements by solving a total-variation 
(TV) minimization problem subject to certain constraints.  
 Candes et al. have developed a novel algorithm for 
inversion of the Fourier transform (FT) with sparse fre-
quency samples [1]. They proposed a algorithm based on 
frequency samples (AFS). By minimizing the image’s TV-
norm subject to the constraint that the FT of the image ex-
actly matches the known frequency samples, accurate re-
construction result can be achieved provided the image has 
a sparse GMI. 
 Another algorithm based on projection samples (APS), 
which can be applied directly to CT with divergent beams, 
is proposed by Sidky and Pan [3-6]. The algorithm can also 
find the approximate solution to a constrained TV-norm 
minimization problem. However, the constraint in their 
algorithm is that the X-ray projections of the image must 
match the known projection samples. The algorithm makes 
use of projection onto convex sets (POCS) to images, which 
satisfy the constraints, to narrow the solution space. Mean-

while, the gradient descent is implemented to minimize the 
TV-norm of the image.  
 Obviously, AFS and APS have different sampling bases.
The samples obtained for the AFS are the frequency meas-
urements in Fourier domain. Meanwhile, in APS, the sam-
ples are line integrals of the image from different angles. 
According to Candes and Tao [7], we have the knowledge 
that the relationship between the number of nonzero terms 
in the basis of the sparse signal  and the number of ob-
served coefficients in the basis for sampling  depends 
upon the incoherence between the two bases. The more 
incoherent, the fewer coefficients are needed. 
 In Ref. [8], Donoho has proved that the basis pair 
(spikes, complex sinusoid) has the most mutually incoher-
ence. Let 1, 2 denote the bases for sampling used in AFS 
and APS respectively and  denotes the basis of the im-
age’s GMI which is sparse. Obviously,  is a set of spikes, 

1 is a set of complex sinusoid and 2 is a basis of a non-
orthogonal linear system. Let M( , ) be a measurement of 
the coherence between  and . Then we have 
M( , 2) M( , 1). In other words, compared with AFS, 
more measurements are needed to approach an exact recon-
struction when applying APS. It also means that if we have 
the same number of available measurements, AFS may 
provide better reconstruction result. 
 In this paper, the main purpose is to find how the choice 
of basis for sampling  affects the reconstruction results of 
constrained TV minimization algorithms. The theory of 
recovery from incomplete measurements is briefly intro-
duced in section II. In this section, the two algorithms im-
plemented in the comparison experiments, AFS and APS 
are shown in details and the design of the numerical ex-
periments is also presented. In section III, some reconstruc-
tion results of Shepp-Logan phantom using AFS and APS 
are illustrated and compared with each other. Consequently, 
based on the results of numerical experiments, the ad-
vancements and defects of these two algorithms are dis-
cussed in section IV. Finally, in section V, we find that 
these experimental results confirm that provided same con-
ditions, the more incoherence between the basis for sam-
pling  and the basis of the sparse signal , the better re-
construction results of the constrained TV minimization 
algorithm can be achieved. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Theory of signal recovery from incomplete measurements 

In Ref. [1], the authors have proved that if f CN is a su-
perposition of | |T  spikes obeying 

1| | (log ) | |MT C N ,

where CM >0 is a constant,  is a randomly chosen set of 
frequencies and | | is the cardinality of , then one can 
reconstruct f exactly with probability at least 1-O(N-M) via 
solving the l1-norm minimization problem, 

1

0

ˆˆmin | ( ) |,    . .     ( ) ( ) for all   
N

g t

g t s t g f ,

where ˆ( )g  denotes the Fourier Transform of the estimate 

signal and ˆ( )f  denotes the available frequency samples.    
 Generally speaking, sparsity of medical image in terms 
of pixels is not a widely applicable assumption. However, 
the images we are interested in often have sparse GMI. 
Therefore, minimizing the TV-norm of the image, which 
equals to the l1-norm of image’s GMI, subject to some con-
straints that force the image to match measured data can 
yield an accurate reconstruction result. The TV-norm mini-
mization problem is as follows: 

( ) ( )min ,    . .       for all   TV Q Qg
g g q f qs t A A q Q ,

where || ||TV denotes the TV-norm, Q denotes a randomly 
selected subset of the basis in sampling domain, operator AQ

denotes a certain transform process, g denotes the estimated 
image and f denotes the image to be reconstructed. Obvi-
ously, the main difference of the two algorithms we com-
pare in this paper is that they have different AQ and Q.

B. Few-view CT image reconstruction by constrained TV 
minimization with frequency samples, AFS 

Candes et al. proposed this reconstruction algorithm as 
one of the extensions of their theory of signal recovery from 
incomplete measurements [1]. Exact reconstruction can be 
approached by solving the constrained TV-norm minimiza-
tion

( ) ( )min ,    . .       for all   TVg
g g fs t F F ,

where operator F  denotes partial FT,  is a randomly cho-
sen set of frequencies. [F f]( ) is the available frequency 
samples, which  can be obtained from the Radon Transform 
of the image with central slice theory. In the following ex-
periments, Fourier coefficients are sampled along approxi-

mately radial lines. This sample algorithm is similar to the 
practical condition. 

C. Few-view CT image reconstruction by constrained TV 
minimization with linear integral projection  samples, APS 

Sidky and Pan proposed another algorithm which can be 
applied to divergent beams such as fan beam and cone 
beam[3-6]. The samples are obtained from the X-ray projec-
tions, which is a non-orthogonal linear system. One can get 
approximate reconstruction by solving the following opti-
mal problem, 

( ) ( )min ,    . .       for all   TV P Pg
g g p f ps t X X p P ,

where operator XP denotes the projection system matrix, P is 
a vector consisting the subset of the basis with available 
coefficients. Apparently, [XP f](p) is the projection data 
obtained from a CT system. In our experiment, the projec-
tion data of 2D image are obtained by a simulation program 
that performs linear integrals just as in fan beam CT system.  

D. Numerical experiments  

Numerical experiments are designed as follows. The 2D 
Shepp-Logan phantom, which is shown in Fig.1, is used as 
reconstruction object. The size of the image array is 
256×256. For AFS, Fourier coefficients are sampled along 
Nr approximately radial lines which uniformly cover 360 .
For APS, the data are obtained from fan beam CT simula-
tion program. The number of sampled projections, which 
are also uniformly sampled in 360 , is Np. For fair compari-
son, the conditions of the two algorithms must be the same. 
Thus, we set Nr = Np and the angles of radial lines in Fourier 
domain match the angles of the projections. 

Fig. 1 Shepp-Logan phantom 
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III. RESULTS 

Fig. 2 Reconstruction results of AFS along with that of APS for 
Nr=Np=60, 70, 90 and the iteration number I=60. The three images in the 
upper row are obtained by AFS; the three images in the lower row are 
obtained by APS. The numbers on the top of each column stand for the 
numbers of samples used in both of the algorithms in that column respec-
tively.

Fig.2 shows the reconstruction results of AFS along with 
that of APS for Nr = Np =60,70,90 and the iteration number
I=60. In Fig.2, we can see that under the same iteration 
times and the same number of measurements, the quality of 
the images reconstructed by AFS outweighs that of APS. To 
make the difference more clear, the same parts containing 
three small ellipses are enlarged in Fig. 3 for Nr=Np=70 and 
I=60.

The comparisons of the profiles crossing the three small 
ellipses are shown in Fig.4. Visually, the results of the AFS 
are more close to the phantom. 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the same parts, which contain the three small 
ellipses, in the reconstruction results for Nr=Np=70 and I=60. The image on 
the left side is obtained by AFS. The image on the right side is obtained by 
APS.

Fig. 4 Comparisons of the profiles crossing the three small ellipses of the 
phantom image array and the reconstruction results of AFS and APS, for
Nr=Np=90 and I=60 Solid line stands for the data of the phantom; dotted 
line stands for the data obtained by AFS; dash-dot line stands for the data 
obtained by APS. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

According to the experimental results above, AFS gives 
out better results than APS. These results can show us how 
the choice of basis for sampling  affects the reconstruction 
results. If conditions are the same, the more incoherence 
between the chosen basis pair ( , ), the better reconstruc-
tion results can be achieved.  

Though its reconstruction results are better, AFS has 
many defects especially in considering practical application. 
Firstly, AFS can only be directly applied to parallel beam 
CT with central slice theorem, while APS can be applied to 
divergent beams. Secondly, using central slice theorem, we 
have to face an interpolation in Fourier domain from polar 
coordinate to Cartesian coordinate in AFS, while APS does 
not have such problem. 

In future investigation, the development of new basis 
pairs ( , ) is expected. If a basis pair ( , ) has high inco-
herence and the basis for sampling  is easy to be applied in 
practical work, a better reconstruction algorithm is promis-
ing. For instance, we can still use the basis for sampling 
implemented in APS which can be applied to divergent 
beams, while the basis of sparse signal  is altered. In that 
case, we may find some new sparse representations of the 
image signal whose basis ' and the basis for sampling 
are more incoherent. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS  

According to the numerical experiments described above, 
it is demonstrated that provided same conditions, AFS ex-
hibits better reconstruction results. Our experimental results 
confirm that under the same conditions, the more incoher-
ence between the basis for sampling  and the basis of the 
sparse signal , the better reconstruction results of the con-
strained TV minimization algorithm can be approached and 
better algorithms can be developed with the basis pairs 
( , ).
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Abstract—Fluorochromes are essential biological reporters 
in many areas of biomedical research and, in particular,  
molecular imaging applications. We demonstrate the basic 
performance characteristics of multispectral optoacoustic 
tomography in resolving fluorochromes in tissue-mimicking 
phantoms. The results showcase superb ability to resolve fluo-
rescent and other chromophoric probes and agents with in 
dense tissues.  

Keywords—multispectral optoacoustic tomography, molecu-
lar imaging, fluorescence imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Optoacoustic imaging of tissues has demonstrated the 
ability to resolve optical absorbers at the high spatial resolu-
tion of ultrasound [1-5]. The method is based on ultrasonic 
detection of the photoacoustic effect arising from the ab-
sorption of light pulses by absorbers in the tissue.  The am-
plitude of the generated acoustic wave is determined by the 
local absorption properties of the tissue.  Since the scatter-
ing of ultrasonic waves in tissue is weak compared to the 
scattering of light, optoacoustic imaging combines high 
optical absorption contrast with diffraction-limited resolu-
tion of ultrasonic imaging.   

Hemoglobin-based contrast has been demonstrated by 
imaging blood vessels [1], blood oxygenation [4], and tu-
mor angiogenesis [5].  While hemoglobin-based contrast is 
useful for assessing tissue function, the use of extrinsically 
administered chromophoric probes, and in particular  
fluorescence probes, has recently revolutionized photonic 
imaging by allowing the visualization of key biological 
processes. The use of fluorescent probes that bind to spe-
cific proteins has shown a high potential to differentiate 
several disease biomarkers [6,7].     

We have recently developed Multi-spectral Opto-
acoustic Tomography (MSOT) as a method to perform 
molecular imaging of tissues by resolving the biodistibution 
of fluorochromes and other chromophoric agents with mo-
lecular specificity located deep in biological tissues [3]. 
Herein we examine the performance metrics of the method 
as they relate to the spectral characterization ability of the 

technique and showcase high sensitivity in identifying spec-
tral signatures in tissues yielding high contrast images.   

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup used here consists of a tunable 
optical parametric oscillator laser system (Newport Corp., 
Mountainview, CA).  The laser pulse duration is below 10ns 
and the pulse repetition frequency is 30 Hz. The beam is 
split and expanded to provide uniform illumination from 
two directions on the surface of the object to be imaged.  A 
broadband ultrasonic transducer with a central frequency of 
3.5 MHz (Model V382, Panametrics NDT, Waltam, MA), 
cylindrically focused onto the imaged plane, is used to de-
tect the photoacoustic signals generated in the imaged ob-
ject. The time-resolved signals detected by the transducer 
are amplified, digitized and averaged by an embedded oscil-
loscope card (NI PCI-5122, National Instruments Corp., 
Austin, TX) at 100 Msps and 14 bit digital resolution.  The 
laser beam and the ultrasonic transducer are in a fixed posi-
tion for all data acquisitions, whereas the object being im-
aged is rotated around 360° using a rotation stage.   

B. Phantom Preparation 

Two phantoms were prepared to characterize the multis-
pectral resolving performance of the MSOT system.  The 
phantoms were molded from 1.3% (by weight) of agar 
powder (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) into cylinders of 14 
mm diameter.  The first phantom had a scattering back-
ground, prepared by adding 6% of Intralipid 20% emulsion 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to provide a reduced scat-
tering coefficient of µ´

s ≈ 10 cm-1 [2]. This phantom con-
tained two cylindrical insertions of diameter 3-4 mm, one 
with a solution of black India ink (Higgins, Sanford  
Bellwood, IL) calibrated to provide an optical absorption 
coefficient at 750 nm of  µa ≈ 0.5 cm-1, the other with the 
fluorochrome, Cy7 NHS Ester (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. 
Giles, UK) at a concentration of 1 μM.  The absorption 
spectrum of the fluorochrome, measured using a fiber-optic 
spectrometer (model USB2000, Ocean Optics Inc.,  
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Dunedin, FL), is shown in figure 1. The second phantom 
was prepared to have average background optical properties 
simulating those of mouse tissue at 750 nm.  This was 
achieved by adding black India ink to the background used 
in the first phantom, calibrated to provide an optical absorp-
tion coefficient of µa ≈ 0.2 cm-1.  The phantom contained 
one insertion, filled with the same solution as the back-
ground and additional Cy7 at a concentration of 1 μM.  

 

Fig. 1 Absorption spectrum of Cy7 

C. Optoacoustic Imaging and Reconstruction 

Each phantom was imaged at 8 excitation wavelengths in 
the range from 730 nm to 800 nm, corresponding to the rise 
and fall in the measured absorption spectrum of the fluoro-
chrome (figure 1). The laser fluence on the phantom was 
less than 10 mJ/cm2, well within safety requirements for 
pulsed lasers.  For each wavelength the phantoms were 
rotated around 360˚; 10 measurements were taken and aver-
aged at each of 500 projection angles.  The acquisition time 
was under 3 minutes per wavelength. 

Tomographic inversion was performed separately for 
each wavelength using a filtered backprojection algorithm 
[1].  

Subsequently, a multispectral processing method was ap-
plied to resolve distribution of the fluorochrome.  In this 
scheme, each pixel is considered as a linear combination of 
absorbers with differing spectrums.  This leads to a system 
of linear equations, where each wavelength corresponds to 
one equation, the relative concentrations of each absorber 
are unknowns, and the right-hand-side of each equation is 
set to the pixel value for the appropriate wavelength.   
This set of equations is solved using a least squares method 
and the relative concentration of the fluorochrome is ex-
tracted [8]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.  2 Optoacoustic images 

III. RESULTS 

Figures 2(a)-2(c) show images obtained from the phan-
tom with scattering and absorption-free background.  Fig-
ures 2(a) and 2(b) show single wavelength optoacoustic 
images at 750 nm and 800 nm respectively.  Clearly, the 
pixel values of the insertion with fluorochrome (lowermost 
insertion in the images) are higher at the absorption peak of 
750 nm than at 800 nm.  Figure 2(c) shows the result of the 
multispectral fitting method when applied to the images at 
all 8 wavelengths.  The fluorochrome insertion is clearly 
visible with high contrast-to-noise ratio of 90. 

Figures 2(d)-2(f) show images obtained from the phan-
tom with tissue-mimicking background having both scatter-
ing and optical absorption.  Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show 
single wavelength optoacoustic images at 750 nm and 800 
nm respectively. The insertion containing the fluorochrome 
is not visible in the single wavelength images because the 
ink absorption dominates the absorption contribution of the 
dye.  Figure 2(f) shows the results of multispectral fitting.  
In this case, the resulting image was corrected for the at-
tenuation of light inside the phantom by applying a simple 
model for the light distribution assuming that the boundary 
of the phantom was uniformly illuminated during imaging.  
Again, the fluorochrome insertion is clearly visible in the 
resulting image at a location of approximately 5 mm from 
the phantom surface. The contrast-to-noise ratio in this case 
is estimated to be 15, leading to an estimate on the minimal 
resolvable amount of about 70 nM, given the current ex-
perimental configuration. 

Figure 3 shows a plot of the mean pixel intensity of an 
image region corresponding to the inside of the fluoro-
chrome insertion of the tissue-mimicking phantom for 
wavelengths along the rising and falling slopes of the 

1cm (a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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fluorochrome absorption spectrum.  As can be seen, the 
overall shape of the curve and the maximum at 750 nm 
corresponds to the absorption spectrum of Cy7 in figure 1.  

 

Fig. 3 Mean pixel values in fluorochrome insertion 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

We have shown by experimental measurements on phan-
toms the capability of MSOT to resolve fluorochromes in 
deep tissues with high sensitivity and spatial resolution. 
Specifically, in our experiments, Cy7 dye at a concentration 
of 1 μM was resolved at a depth of approximately 5 mm 
from the surface of a tissue-mimicking turbid phantom. 
From the contrast-to-noise measurements, it is estimated 
that the system can resolve concentrations of molecular 
agents in tens of nM range.  

In addition to the optical absorption contrast provided in 
single wavelength optoacoustic images, the technique ap-
plied herein opens the possibility to take advantage of the 
great availability and selection of fluorochromes and their 
targeting mechanisms.  Acquisition at several wavelengths 
could enable independent resolution of multiple fluoro-
chromes and other absorbers at the expense of higher  
imaging times.  Naturally, the sensitivity of the approach 

can be improved, depending on the particular characteristics 
of the hardware used, for example by using a higher laser 
fluence or averaging more signals.  The use of multi-
element detector arrays could drastically reduce the imaging 
time and make the approach more suitable for high-
throughput applications.  Thus, MSOT is found to be a 
highly promising technique for fluorochrome imaging in 
deep tissues.  
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Abstract— Magnetic Particle Imaging is a new tomographic 
imaging technique detecting the presence of magnetic nano-
particles. This paper introduces the elaborate hardware be-
hind MPI and the technical solutions needed to obtain 3D real-
time images. As an example of the imaging capabilities of MPI, 
results of an in vivo lung perfusion study of a mouse are shown. 

Keywords— Magnetic Particle Imaging, Magnetic Nano-
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a new tomographic 
imaging technique first introduced in 2005 [1]. It detects the 
presence of ferro-magnetic nano-particles, which are ap-
plied intravenously. Tracer materials having the required 
properties are well known as contrast agents in MRI and are 
approved for human applications. 

 
MPI is based on detecting the non-linear magnetic re-

sponse of particles (typical core diameter ~30nm). A per-
manent selection field, generated by opposing NdFeB mag-
nets, saturates nearly all particles except those in the 
vicinity of the very center, where the field vanishes. This 
field-free point (FFP) is essential for spatial encoding. To 
measure the concentration of the particles, a spectrally pure 
sinusoidal magnetic excitation is applied (“drive field”). 
The weak temporal response of the nano-particles, contain-
ing the information-carrying harmonic signals, is sampled 
with very sensitive detectors. A reconstruction algorithm 
finally generates 3D images of the concentration.  

 

II. MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION 

The bore size of the current set-up is 3.2cm in diameter, 
which is suitable for imaging small animals. The static 
magnetic selection field in the center of the bore has a gra-
dient of 5.5 Tμ0

-1m-1 along the vertical Z-axis, and half that 
value in the horizontal X- (bore) and Y-axes. 

Three time-varying orthogonal drive fields of 18mTμ0
-1 

amplitude can independently be generated. The field of 
view is approximately 16.8 x 20.4 x 12 mm3 (X, Y, Z). The 

increase to the theoretical 2*18mT/(5.5T/m) = 6.5mm in Z-
direction (and twice that value in X- and Y-direction) is due 
to the decrease of the selection field gradient when moving 
away from the center. This effect leads to a spatially de-
pendent resolution. 

 
Figure 1 shows the essential front-end components com-

prising three synthesizers, amplifiers and coil pairs. They 
drive the FFP along a 3D Lissajous-like trajectory that per-
mits fast spatial encoding. Each spatial direction is excited 
at a slightly different frequency:  

  fy = 2.5MHz / 96  26.04 kHz    (sagittal) 
  fz = 2.5MHz / 99  25.25 kHz    (coronal, magnets) 
  fx = 2.5MHz / 102  24.51 kHz  (transversal, bore) 

Due to the rational ratio between the frequencies, the tra-
jectory repeats after 21.5ms. The corresponding fast rate of 
46.42 volume samples per second enables real-time exami-
nations of a beating mouse heart [2]. 

 
 
 

 
Fig 1: 3D-MPI set-up including Selection Field Generating Unit (opposing 
Magnets) and 3 Drive Field coil pairs with their respective synthesizers and 

power amplifiers 
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III. HARDWARE 

The principal electronics hardware of an MPI scanner 
shall be described along the simplified signal flow diagram 
for one channel in figure 2. The 3D-scanner features three 
such channels.  

 
 

 
Fig 2: Schematic signal flow diagram 

 
The key components are: 
 

  Synthesizer 
  Power Amplifier (PA) 
  Band-Pass Filter (BPF) 
  Transmit Coil (TxC) 
  Receive Coil (RxC) 
  Band-Stop Filter (BSF) 
  Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) 
  Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) 

 
 
 

 
Fig 3: Signal spectrae at selected points (compare signal flow diagram) 

 
 
Figure 3 schematically shows the spectral content of the 

signal at circuit positions a) to d) as indicated in figure 2. 
On the receive side, one line actually represents several 
nearby frequencies, which are harmonics of the three drive 
frequencies or higher order mixing terms. 

Synthesizer 

The synthesizer is realized as a DA-converter, with high 
time and amplitude resolution. For synchronicity, all syn-
thesizers are referenced to one central 20 MHz clock.  

Power Amplifier 

The power amplifiers need to drive 50-200W at frequen-
cies around 25kHz. Linearity is very essential, as harmonics 
from the drive frequency would interfere with the weak 
nano-particle responses. The better the spectral purity of the 
power amplifier, the weaker the requirements on the follow-
ing band-pass filter. Fig. 3a sketches the spectrum of a PA 
suffering from symmetric clipping, with dominating odd 
harmonics. 

Band-Bass Filter 

The high-order BPF is required to ensure that the passing 
drive signal becomes a pure sinusoid. No other frequency 
shall reach the nano-particles. Whilst attenuation at 50 kHz 
and above shall be very strong, insertion loss at 25 kHz 
needs to be minimal (cf. figure 3b). 

Transmit Coil 

The drive current through the TxC generates the mag-
netic drive field in the surrounded bore. For the bore-axis X, 
the coil is a solenoid, while the other axes have Helmholtz-
like pairs of coils. In order to reduce power dissipation and 
oil cooling effort, low resistance is aimed at. The Q-factor 
of beyond 100 requires a dedicated tuning of the matching 
circuit for each axis. 

Receive Coil 

The RxC detects the change of magnetic flux, both from 
the drive field and from the response of the nano-particles. 
For axis X, the solenoid drive coil is shared for receive 
purposes, whilst the other two axes have dedicated pairs of 
saddle coils. Also for the RxC, low resistance is essential, as 
it directly influences signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 3c exem-
plarily shows the spectrum for the Z-axis and the inevitable 
cross-talk from the other channels’ drive signals. 
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Band-Stop Filter 

The BSF is needed to prevent the captured drive field 
frequencies from over-loading the input of the following 
LNA. Bringing the LNA into saturation would generate 
harmonics that couldn’t be separated from the nano-
particles’ response. The measurement would be spoilt. In 
contrast to the filter on the Tx side, more stop-bandwidth is 
required, as 3 strong frequencies are present at the input.  

There shall be extreme attenuation at these frequencies 
(which don’t carry information) whilst the weak signals 
from the nano-particles at the harmonics (50 kHz and 
above) shall have minimum insertion loss, as shown in 
figure 3d.  

Low-Noise Amplifier 

The LNA amplifies the very weak detected signals in a 
frequency range 50 kHz to 1 MHz. This wide relative 
bandwidth, together with the inductive nature of the signal 
source, makes noise-matching much more challenging than 
in MR. Junction Field-Effect Transistors, liquid cooled to 
10°C, were employed to reach ultra low noise-voltages. 

Analog-to-Digital Converter 

A standard ADC with 20 Msamples/s is used to transfer 
the data into the digital domain. In a first step, the raw data 
are compressed and saved to hard-discs. Then, filtering, 
data processing and reconstruction are performed. 

IV. RESULTS 

In vivo experiments were carried out on mice with a 
clinically approved iron-oxide based MRI contrast agent 
(Resovist, Bayer Schering Pharma). The dosage for the 
presented result was 45 μmol(Fe)/kg, which is slightly 
above the permitted dosage for human applications of 40 
μmol(Fe)/kg [3]. The animal study was approved by the 
local authorities. 20 μl of a 10% dilution were injected into 
the tail vein of an anaesthetized mouse weighing 22.4 g. 
The passage of the bolus could well be observed through the 
cardiac system: vena cava inferior, right atrium, right ven-
tricle, pulmonary vessels, left atrium, and finally left ventri-
cle. A second pass was detected after 5.1 s, corresponding 
to  20 heart cycles [2].  

 
As MPI does not provide natural anatomical reference, 

organ identification is achieved by overlaying MPI data on 
reference MR images of the then sacrificed mouse. MPI 
data, i.e. tracer concentration, is displayed in red colour, 
whilst T1-weighted MR data from a 3T turbo-spin echo 
examination utilising a dedicated mouse coil has the typical 

gray scale. To this end, after interpolating the data to one 
common grid, a 6D-registration was manually performed.  

 
Figures 4a and b show a coronal and a sagittal view of 

the mouse lying in supine position. Heart, pulmonary arter-
ies, lung and diaphragm can well be identified. The perfu-
sion of the lung tissue by the bolus, in intense red, is clearly 
visible. As the MPI field-of-view is less than the MR field-
of-view (90 x 20 x 25 mm3), some bolus-filled vessels, such 
as the vena cava, are only partially visible. 

 

 
Fig 4: Overlay images of MPI data (red) on MRI T1-data (gray).  

    during first pass of bolus through pulmonary vessels. 
c) is native MRI image corresponding to overlay d) 

Left and right pulmonary arteries can be identified in 
coronal and transversal views 4a and d. The apparent inten-
sity around these arteries increases over time, visible in the 
corresponding movies, which can be attributed to the reflux 
via the nearby pulmonary veins. The small vessel size of 
only 0.5mm [4] is below MPI resolution of 1 mm in Z-
direction (anterior-posterior) and 2 mm in the two other di-
rections. Therefore, artery and vein cannot be separated [2]. 
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Figure 5 shows the temporal dynamics of tracer concen-
tration at different locations. The dots on the yellow curve 
for the left ventricle indicate the sampling moments. The 
heart rate of 240 beats/min = 4 beats/s becomes visible due 
to partial volume phenomena. One cycle taking 0.25s, there 
are approximately 12 volume acquisitions of the FOV per 
cycle. 

The lung passage, here taken as right to left ventricle, re-
quires 1.4 s for the anaesthetized mouse having a deceler-
ated heart rate of 240 beats/min. This corresponds to  5.5 
heart beats. As expected, the concentration within a voxel 
representing the lung tissue is at its maximum at approxi-
mately half way through the passage. The concentration 
stays well below the values from the ventricles, which is 
explained by the fact that within the ventricles, the complete 
voxel is filled with blood, whilst within the lung tissue only 
a fraction of the volume is occupied by vessels. The ratio of 
the concentrations 3:1 agrees with findings obtained by 
other techniques [5].  
 

 
Fig 5: Concentration dynamics at selected voxels 

V. CONCLUSION  

MPI has seen tremendous improvements in the past 
years. The instrumental set-up was refined, and individual 
channels for all spatial directions were installed. In this 
paper, various hardware components were presented and 
motivated, before showing new results of a mouse lung 
perfusion measurement. These results permit to validate 
MPI as an imaging technique also for organs with lower 
vessel density and smaller vessel size. 
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Mammography Images Contrast 
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Abstract—The determination of the attenuation properties 
of mammary tissues is important in mammography since it can 
increase the accuracy of lesions diagnosis. However, the num-
ber of variable parameters determining the image contrast, 
which is dependent on those tissues attenuation characteristics, 
is very large. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to deter-
mine the absorption coefficients of mammary tissues by per-
forming a computer simulation, taking into account the energy 
variation commonly used in mammography. In order to verify 
the usefulness of the proposed methodology, this work consid-
ers for now structures simulated by geometrical figures. The 
simulation results were compared to experimental data ob-
tained by a previous research and they were in good agree-
ment. Also the results can indicate the possibility of using such 
a simulation methodology as a tool to aid in predicting the 
existence of a potential breast tumor prior to the mammogra-
phy actual exam.  

Keywords—attenuation coefficient, mammography, compu-
tational simulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In order to help the early detection of breast cancer, 
computational schemes are being developed. Mammogra-
phy is one of the radiological techniques based on the at-
tenuation differences of the different types of mammary 
tissues.  Theoretical and experimental studies about attenua-
tion properties of mammary tissues have been carried out 
giving prominence to methods using breast simulator de-
vices [1], [2], [3], [4] and computational simulation by 
Monte Carlo method [5], [6], [7].  

X-ray photons impinging mammary tissues are distinc-
tively attenuated during the breast exposure. The differences 
in composition and density of the different body tissues 
originate the attenuation differences, resulting in a spatial 
distribution in the transmitted radiation intensity.  

The most significant differences in the attenuation coef-
ficients among adipose tissue, fibers and carcinoma are 
obtained with low energy photons [8]. Due to differences in 
composition and density between the adipose and glandular 
tissues, the absorption and spreading of X-ray photons in 
these tissues have distinct behaviors. However, the attenua-
tion properties regarding glandular tissues and tumor mass 
are similar, which is a hard task to overcome when breasts 
characterized as dense are under investigation. Therefore, 

this research addresses a computational simulation with 
purposes of detecting differences in mammographic images 
contrast which could indicate a possible missed lesion. This 
current work outlines simulation results considering differ-
ent exposure energy levels and taking into account the 
known absorption coefficients of mammary structures – 
simulated in this step as regular geometric figures.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Considering for now that the breast tissues of interest 
have regular shapes, they were simulated by geometrically 
simple figures, such as a circle or a square, with the typical 
characteristics of actual tissues in terms of X-rays absorp-
tion coefficient. These tissues were divided into 3 groups: 
adipose, fibrous and carcinoma. The purpose is providing to 
identify the image behavior when an X-ray beam with a 
specific energy is projected over the simulated structure, 
based on the knowledge of absorption coefficients behavior.  

In order to perform the calculation of the linear attenua-
tion coefficient, the mass attenuation coefficients (µ/ρ) of 
the main chemical elements [8], [9], listed in Table 1, were 
registered. These data connect the linear attenuation coeffi-
cients and the material density. Thus, the mass attenuation 
coefficient of each chemical element was determined con-
sidering the energies in a interval 0 to 40keV, with a calcu-
lation interval of 0.2keV. 

Table 1 Chemical composition and density of the materials used in the 
simulation (mass fraction - cm2/g) 

 

When a beam of monoenergetic photons is projected over 
a material with density x, parts of the projected photons are 
removed from the primary beam. Considering I0 the inten-
sity of the projected beam, it is associated to the intensity I 
of the transmitted beam based on the Lambert-Beer Law 
[10], also known as the exponential attenuation law, which 
quantifies the energy absorbed by the body tissue, and it is 
represented by: 
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Where:   
µ/ρ is the mass attenuation coefficient. 
I0  is the initial intensity of the beam. 
x is the material density. 
 
Considering these data, a program in MATLAB was im-

plemented to simulate computationally the mammary tis-
sues. The algorithm was divided into the following stages: 

 
 

User interface: its purpose is to permit an easy and fast 
access to the options to create “virtual” tissues. Through this 
interface it is possible to: create tissue; simulate image; 
redefine image; request help.  

 
Development of the simulated tissues: in this stage of 

implementation, the step “Create tissue” manages the crea-
tion of the tissue by the user, who can choose among several 
options such as: its geometry; type; and simulation tissue 
parameters.  

 
For the options of tissue geometry, as mentioned before, 

only simple geometric figures as circle, ellipse or square, 
can be chosen. 

After the choices about the tissue type and geometry, the 
algorithm saves the options. Each one of the geometric 
figures needs different access parameters to its characteriza-
tion. Such parameters define the characteristics to be used in 
order to determine the geometric figures, as, for instance, 
radius, and Cartesian coordinates regarding the center or the 
vertices – depending on the type of chosen geometry. Figure 
1 shows a representative scheme of these different access 
parameters. 

 

Fig. 1 Scheme for the step “Geometry” 

The user informs each one of the parameters, and this 
subroutine draws the geometric figure in a 500x500 pixels 
region. 

 
Simulation of the beam absorption: the simulation of 

the X-ray beam absorption is carried out based on Lambert-
Beer equation (eq. 1), and quantifies the amount of energy 
absorbed by the body tissue. The coefficient μ is dependent 
on the tissue and also on the X-ray beam energy. This coef-
ficient is determined from the values provided by previous 
research [11] to the four types of tissues used during the 
simulation. 

III. RESULTS 

In order to validate the current computer simulation, a 
comparison was performed among the results obtained here 
for absorption coefficients of carcinoma and adipose and 
glandular tissues and those described in literature - particu-
larly a previous study from Tomal et al. [11] which deter-
mines these coefficients for breast tissues experimentally. In 
such a work, the experimental results were incorporated to a 
theoretical-analytical model providing information about 
the influence of several parameters on the contrast and dose 
in mammography [11]. 
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Therefore, Table 2 shows such a comparison among the 
coefficients obtained for 18, 20, 25 and 30 keV,  
respectively.  

Table 2 Attenuation coefficient of the mammary tissues 

 

 
A comparison between the absorption curves obtained in 

this work and those determined in the previous study [11] 
can be observed in Figure 2. That figure shows a graph of 
the linear attenuation coefficients as a function of the en-
ergy, investigated in this current work. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison between the absorption curves obtained in this work 
and those determined in the previous study [11] 

Tests considering variations in energy ranging 18 up to 
35keV have also been performed. The thickness has been 
changed from 1 to 5mm for the adipose tissue represented 
by a square, with a carcinoma represented by an ellipse and 
the glandular tissue represented by a circle.  

In Figure 3 some results are presented with density varia-
tion for the adipose and glandular tissues and energy varia-
tion for the tissue with carcinoma. The energy and density 
variations were considered independent from each other. 
Data used for determining the results shown in Figure 3 are 
on Table 3. 

Table 3 Information for obtaining the images in Figure 3 

 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Adipose tissue simulation – density = 4mm, energy = 22keV; (b) 
Adipose tissue simulation – density = 3mm, energy = 22keV; (c) Carci-
noma simulation – density = 4mm, energy = 20keV; (d) Carcinoma  simu-
lation – density = 4mm, energy = 22keV; (e) Glandular tissue simulation – 
density = 3mm, energy = 25keV; and (f) Glandular tissue simulation  – 
density = 2mm, energy = 25keV 

In Figure 3, simulated images show the relation between 
the attenuation and variation of density and energy. The 
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thinner the structure, the smaller the attenuation. In addi-
tion, the higher the energy, also the smaller the attenuation. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The diversity of cases that can be represented by the pre-
senting pattern without the need of exposing any type of 
actual test object is helpful in knowing the tissue absorption 
behavior for each energy level. This means in practice to 
predict the image contrast to be obtained for each case. 

Hence the purpose is to allow the determination of a sta-
tistically large number of variation for the input parameters 
(energy, tissues characteristics, intensity, etc) in order to 
yield also a statistically large number of different images, 
providing the system behavior analysis as well as its imag-
ing contrast investigation. As the images are determined by 
computer simulation, there are no further problems derived 
from excessive system exposures.  

The results from this computer simulation methodology 
for determining the breast tissues attenuation coefficients 
for the considered energy values (18-30 keV) described here 
were compared to experimental data previously presented 
[11] (Table 2 and Fig. 2). The simulation has registered 
small differences for each tissue (6%, 3% and 2%, respec-
tively for fat, glandular tissue and carcinoma) relatively to 
the experimental results. Thus, such data allows to conclude 
that this simulation methodology is adequate for determin-
ing the absorption rates for the simulated breast tissues 
since they were closely to the results from previous research 
[11], mainly for the carcinoma and glandular tissues.  

This gives indication that this methodology can be used 
as a tool to predict the existence of a possible covered tu-
mor, once known the breast tissues characteristics. Its use-
fulness can be stressed mainly for providing information on 
the image characteristics prior to the breast X-ray exposure. 
The overall energy range available for a single equipment 
can be previously tested by the simulation algorithm, which 
can give an indicative on the possibility of a potential tumor 
can be visible or not in the mammography image inspection.  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The computational simulation is important and very use-
ful, because it permits a variety of characteristics changes 

and allows an analysis of behavior of the different mam-
mary structures prior to an actual mammography exam.  

The simulated data were verified closer to the experimen-
tal ones obtained in a previous research [11], which allows 
to address the methodology described in this paper as useful 
to aid in predicting an existence of a potential tumor. This 
can be achieved by knowing the breast main intrinsic  
characteristics and the energy range to be used, which can 
determine the best actual values to be used for the breast  
X-ray exposure. In addition, it can be useful in further re-
searches on mammographic image processing involving  
the detection of lesions by multiple energy parameters 
variation.  
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Abstract—This work aims at comparing, experimentally, the 
image quality performance of two alternative dual-energy 
spectral combinations for the clinical application of contrast-
medium-enhanced digital mammography (CEDM). The first 
option uses standard X-ray spectra and the second, relatively 
energetic hardened beams, all selected from a previous ana-
lytical optimization. Phantom and clinical exposures use a GE 
Senographe DS unit. The clinical protocol includes obtaining 2 
mask images (without contrast medium) followed by admini-
stration of an iodine-based contrast medium and a series of 3 
post-injection images, all under soft breast compression. Re-
sults from the phantom study -which agree with numerical 
predictions- show that, for iodine concentrations less than 
about 4.5 mg cm-3 in the structure of interest and under dose 
constraints, standard spectra offer contrast-to-noise ratios 
higher than the second spectral option. Initial clinical results of 
the procedure with standard spectra have been obtained. Two 
lesions are visually enhanced in the subtracted images of five 
patients with suspicious lesions, confirmed as malignant by 
biopsy after the application of CEDM. Based on these results, 
the technique and the image processing algorithm are cur-
rently under optimization. 

Keywords—Digital mammography, image subtraction, con-
trast medium. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Angiogenesis, the pathologic formation of abnormally 
leaky blood microvessels, represents a means for concen-
trating a contrast agent around a tumor [1]. Contrast-
medium-enhanced digital mammography (CEDM), the 
digital subtraction of two breast images with the administra-
tion of an iodinated dye, aims at contrasting preferentially 
early-forming invasive carcinoma with respect to normal 
tissue [2,3]. The technical and clinical feasibility of this 
procedure has been stated elsewhere [2-6]. 

CEDM relies on the use of relatively energetic, hardened 
X-ray spectra, seldom available in the most common mam-
mographic equipment [1-7]. A possible alternative, the use 
of standard beams (lower energy), has been presented in a 
recent study [7]. 

 

This work has evaluated contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR) 
in CEDM subtracted images after using pairs of spectra 
from two alternative choices. The first option consists of 
standard spectra, available in most commercial units. The 
second option considers more energetic spectra selected 
from a previous optimization analysis [7]. Preliminary re-
sults of the clinical application of the selected spectral 
choice are also included. 

II. PHANTOM EXPERIMENT 

A. Materials and Methods 

The imaging object has been a custom-made 10cm×10cm 
Lucite phantom, consisting of a top 1-cm thick plate, with 
additional plates to add up to 2.75, 3.75 and 5.50 cm thick-
ness. The top plate has 7 mm deep, 7 mm diameter cylindri-
cal wells, filled with 0 (only water), 2, 4, and 8 mg cm-3 
iodine.  

Phantom exposure was performed with a GE Senographe 
DS unit (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) under the dual 
energy – temporal modality: “mask” (without contrast me-
dium) and post-injection (with contrast medium) images 
were acquired with different spectra. Two alternative spec-
tral combinations were analyzed: The first option includes 
Mo/Mo 25 kV (iodinated) and Rh/Rh 40 kV (non-
iodinated), and the second option, Rh/Rh 45 kV + 5 mm Al 
(iodinated) and Rh/Rh 34 kV (non-iodinated). 

Values of the X-ray tube load (mAs) were chosen de-
pending on the spectral combination and the phantom thick-
ness. Considering the acquisition of 2 mask and 3 post-
injection images, total exposure was dose-constrained to 3 
mGy (1st spectral option) and to 6 mGy (2nd spectral option).  
The decision of increasing the dose limit of the latter to 6 
mGy was taken after clinical results obtained with the 1st 
spectral option.  

Once aligned and normalized, individual images were 
subtracted (mask from post-injection) following a weighted 
subtraction method [7]: 

sub 2 1I =I -αI ,                                  (1) 
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In Eq. (1), Isub is the subtracted image, I2 is the image of the 
iodinated object and I1 is the image of the non-iodinated 
object. I1 and I2 correspond to logarithmically-transformed 
normalized individual images. The weighting factor α is 
specifically defined to make zero the background (pure 
Lucite) signal [7]. The inversion of the subtraction order 
(i.e., weighting I2) was also evaluated. 

In the resulting image, regions of interest (ROI) were lo-
calized inside each object of interest (OI, the wells) and a 
respective background (BG) zone. Thus, contrast (C) and 
CNR were defined as: 

sub,OI sub,BG 2 2
OI BG

CC=S -S ,    CNR=
F σ +σ

             (2) 

being sub,OIS , sub,BGS , 2
OIσ , and 2

BGσ the average signal 
values and the variances from OI and BG zones in the re-
sulting image, respectively. The factor F compensates for 
the size of the ROI. 

B. Results 

Contrast was found to depend linearly on the iodine con-
centration, for both spectral choices (1st option: R2=9968, 
2nd option: R2= 9986). The inversion of the subtraction 
order resulted in the rescaling of the contrast values ob-
tained with the original order, the factor being equal to the 
ratio (referred to as r) of the non-iodinated/iodinated back-
ground attenuation, averaged over the detected spectra (1st 
option: r=0.676±0.002, 2nd option: r=1.997±0.011). 

CNR was independent on the subtraction order and de-
creased with phantom thickness due to stronger Lucite at-
tenuation and scatter contributions. Fig. 1 shows CNR as 
function of iodine concentration for both spectral options. 
Contrast and CNR were different from zero for a structure 
with 0 mg cm-3 due to attenuation differences between Lu-
cite and water and their dependence on energy. For the 1st 
spectral option, CNR surpasses Rose’s detection threshold 
(CNR=5) for all concentrations; for the 2nd option, CNR>5 
for concentrations greater than 1.7±0.2 mg cm-3 [8]. 

The advantage of each option, in terms of CNR, depends 
on the iodine concentration. Below 4.5 ± 0.4 mg cm-3, the 
1st spectral option offers higher CNR; while the CNR with 
2nd option dominates for higher concentrations. Estimates 
show no modification of this threshold after doubling the 
1st spectral option glandular dose. Numerical calculations 
according to the formalism presented in Ref. 7 predict ad-
vantage of the 1st option for iodine concentrations below 4.6 
mg cm-3, in excellent agreement with phantom observations. 

  

Fig. 1 Measured CNR vs. iodine concentration for alternative spectral 
combinations 

C. Discussion 

The main purpose of the phantom experiment was to 
identify, by comparing image quality performance, the most 
suitable spectral option for the clinical application of 
CEDM. Previous experimental works and clinical trials, 
based on the presence of the K-edge of iodine at 33.2 keV, 
have used relatively-energetic hardened spectra, similar to 
the 2nd spectral option used in this work [1-6]. 

For clinical conditions found in the human breast, it has 
been proposed that, for an injected iodine concentration of 
320 mg cm-3, the maximum possible concentration at the 
breast would be 4.5 mg cm-3[9]. From these statements and 
the obtained results, the 1st spectral option, Mo/Mo at 25 kV 
(with iodine) and Rh/Rh at 40 kV (without iodine) may 
offer higher CNR than the 2nd option [Rh/Rh + 5 mmAl at 
45 kV with iodine, Rh/Rh at 34 kV without iodine], al-
though the latter may provide higher contrast differences for 
various iodine concentrations. In addition, the 2nd option 
may lead to blurring artifacts because of long exposures 
times due to extra-filtering.  

III. CLINICAL TRIAL 

A. Subjects and Methods 

Approval from the Scientific and Ethics Committees of 
the Mexico National Cancer Institute has been obtained for 
a research protocol with CEDM. Patients with radiologic 
suspicious lesions (BIRADS 4 and 5) and scheduled for 
biopsy have been selected. 

Images are acquired using the 1st spectral option in a 
temporal manner: 2 masks + 3 post-injection (60, 120 and 
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180 s) images, obtained with the same mammography unit 
used in the phantom experiment. For CEDM, a mask image 
is acquired with Rh/Rh at 40 kV and the post-injection im-
ages are obtained with Mo/Mo at 25 kV. The second mask 
(Mo/Mo at 25 kVp) permits to identify false-positive results 
(where subtraction of masks shows contrast enhancement in 
the lesion). Values of mAs are selected considering a limita-
tion of the total mean glandular dose up to 3 mGy. 

Patients receive 100 mL of Optiray 300 (Mallinckrodt, 
Xalostoc, MEX) injected in the contralateral arm antecubital 
vein, using a power injector. Patients remain sitting with 
their breast lightly compressed (4 daN) during the 7 minute 
long study. Radiopaque markers are placed over the breast 
skin for image alignment.  

Individual images are processed in a manner similar to 
the phantom images. First, images are aligned (displace-
ment and rotation) and normalized (with respect to a domi-
nantly adipose zone of the breast, confirmed by the radiolo-
gist) [7].  

Two annular ROI are selected: the lesion ROI (a 1 mm 
thick band inside the lesion border) and the normal-tissue 
ROI (a 1 mm thick ring, 2 mm beyond the border of the 
lesion). Average pixel values and histograms are calculated 
for each of these ROI. Images are subtracted using Eq. (1) 
and average pixel and histograms are also calculated for the 
subtracted image. The weighting factor α is defined as the 
normal-tissue average signal ratio between the iodinated 
image and the non-iodinated image.  

B. Preliminary Results 

The technique has been applied to five patients. All le-
sions were confirmed as malignant (invasive ductal carci-
noma) by biopsy after the application of the CEDM. Com-
pressed breast thicknesses have varied between 4.2 and 4.9 
cm, commonly with mixed composition. Lesion sizes vary 
between 1 and 5.5 cm. Image alignment has required dis-
placements and rotations no greater than 2 mm (22 pixels) 
and 1.2°.  

Fig. 2 shows the normal-tissue ROI histograms obtained 
from the logarithmically-transformed normalized individual 
image and the resulting subtracted image, both correspond-
ing to the 120s post-injection acquisition for Patient 2. As 
observed, the signal of the normal tissue in the individual 
image [Fig. 2(a)] has been properly zeroed in the subtracted 
image [Fig. 2(b), normal distribution around zero]. Regard-
ing the subtracted image, a strong dependence of the final 
results on the selection of the normal-tissue ROI has been 
observed (as this ROI is involved in the computation of the 
weighting factor).  
 

 

Fig. 2 Normal-tissue ROI histograms for Patient 2 120s post-injection 
image. (a) Logarithmically-transformed normalized individual image. (b) 
Subtracted image 

Fig. 3 shows individual and subtracted images for Patient 
2. Fig. 3(a) shows a structure of interest with spiculate bor-
ders embedded in a very dense glandular region. Fig 3(b) 
shows the result of subtracting both mask images (Rh/Rh at 
40 kV and Mo/Mo at 25 kV) and, as expected, the normal 
tissue contrast has been importantly reduced without prefer-
ential enhancement for the lesion. 

Fig 3(c) shows the result of subtracting the Rh/Rh 40 kV 
mask from the Mo/Mo 25 kV, 120s post-injection image. 
The zone of the lesion shows enhanced contrast when com-
pared to its surroundings; however, non-tumoral structures 
also show increased contrast.  

Results for other patients include one faint rimlike en-
hancement around the primary tumor and secondary spot, 
two negatives, and a false-positive (enhancement was also 
obtained in the subtraction of both masks). 
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Fig. 3 Patient 2 images. (a) Individual Rh/Rh  40 kV mask image. (b) 
Subtraction of both mask images. (c) Subtraction of Rh/Rh 40 kV mask 
from Mo/Mo 25 kV, 120s post-injection image. The arrow indicates the 
zone of enhanced contrast corresponding to the lesion 

C.   Discussion 

The complexity of anatomic images, compared to phan-
tom images, has required refinement of the original subtrac-
tion procedure involved in the image processing algorithm. 
Lesion enhancement has been observed in two (out of five) 
cases, and the current procedure is being optimized. Ele-
ments under consideration include the possible influence of 
breast compression or tumor histotype, which directly affect 
the blood flux to the breast [10]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A phantom experiment has compared between two dual-
energy spectral options for the clinical application of con-
trast-medium-enhanced digital mammography. Energetic 
hardened X-ray spectra, similar to those used by other 
groups working with CEDM have been useful to visualize 
structures of interest containing iodine concentrations larger 
than 4.5 ± 0.4 mg cm-3. For lower concentrations, such  
as those possibly obtained under clinical conditions, the use 
of the less-energetic standard spectra promises to be an 
advantage. 

The clinical application of CEDM with standard spectra 
is under investigation. The procedure has been applied to 5 
patients at Mexico National Cancer Institute and first results 
indicate that the present technique must be refined to better 
consider the influence of anatomical and pathological fac-
tors which, in turn, may affect the distribution of the  
contrast medium to the breast. 
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Abstract—The interaction between the presence of a suben-
docardial ischemic region and the anisotropic structure of the 
cardiac muscle is investigated here by means of numerical 
simulations based on the anisotropic Monodomain and Bido-
main models. Extracellular potential distributions during the 
ST and TQ intervals are computed separately using these non-
stationary models. During the ST interval, the extracellular 
potential patterns differ from those simulated with stationary 
models used in the literature. These differences are explained 
by decomposing the cardiac current sources into conormal, 
axial and orthogonal components and determining which 
component is dominant during the ST and TQ intervals. 

Keywords—Monodomain and Bidomain models, myocardial 
ischemia, ST – TQ segment, parallel simulations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the consequences of subendocardial 
ischemia on the body and epicardial surfaces has an impor-
tant clinical interest. One way to locate ischemia in clinical 
electrocardiography is the so-called ST-segment elevation 
in the electrocardiogram (ECG), but both the choice of this 
criterion and the mechanism underlying ST shifts are still 
controversial, see e.g. Janse [9]. 

Several experimental works have studied these phenom-
ena: Samson et al. [18], Prinzmetal et al. [16], Kleber et al. 
[8] and Kjekshus et al. [7] suggested that subendocardial 
ischemia produces ST elevation at the epicardial level, while 
Wolferth et al. [21] and Li et al. [12] found ST depression. 
MacLeod et al. [15] observed depression only under condi-
tions of combined coronary occlusion and elevated heart rate. 
Many simulation studies (e.g. Hopenfeld et al [5], Johnston et 
al. [10,11], MacLachlan [14]) investigated the mechanisms 
behind the ST segment shifts found in experiments as a 
marker for predicting and locating the myocardial injury 
within the first 15-20 minutes of an acute ischemic episode. 

These studies are mainly based on the assumption of a sta-
tionary transmembrane potential distribution with a sharp 
variation across the ischemic boundary during the diastolic or 
systolic phases of the heartbeat. It is shown in [5,14] that for a 
subendocardial ischemic region the epicardial ST elevation is 
associated with the transmural ischemic boundary, while ST 
depression is associated with the lateral ischemic boundaries. 

In this work, we simulate the entire QRST complex of 
the heartbeat by integrating the Monodomain model, cou-
pled with the Luo-Rudy phase 2 (LRd) model for the ionic 
currents [13]. We study the influence of an ischemic suben-
docardial region on the epicardial extracellular potential 
patterns separately during the TQ  and ST intervals. We also 
investigate the pattern of the potential field obtaining by 
subtracting  from the potential a given potential distribution 
at a time within the TQ interval.  

II.   METHODS 

The anisotropic Monodomain model. The evolution of 
the transmembrane potential ),( txv , extracellular / ex-
tracardiac potential ),( txφ , gating variables ),( txw  and 
ionic concentrations ),( txc , is described by the following 
reaction-diffusion system 
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with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and ap-
propriate initial conditions. H  is the cardiac volume, B  is 
the cavitary blood, mc and ioni  denote the capacitance and 

the ionic current of the membrane per unit volume, appi  

represents the applied current per unit volume and 0σ  is the 

blood conductivity. Let ei
n

ei
t

ei
l

,,, ,, σσσ be the conductiv-

ity coefficients along ),(),(),( xaxaxa ntl a triplet of 

orthonormal  principal axes with )(xal parallel to the local 

fiber direction, )(xat  and )(xa n both transversal to the 
fiber axis and,  based on the laminar organization of the 
cardiac tissue, tangent and orthogonal to the laminae,  
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respectively.  The intra- and extracellular conductivity ten-
sors )(xDi  and )(xDe  at any point Hx ∈ are defined as 
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For intra- and extracellular media with unequal anisotropic 
ratio, the  Monodomain conductivity tensor mD  is given by 

ieiem DDDDD 1)( −+= , see [2,3]. The fibers rotate 
counterclockwise linearly with the intramural depth for a 
total amount of o90 proceeding from epicardium to endo-
cardium. The orthotropic conductivity coefficients along the 
principal axis used in the simulations are: 
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all in 11 −−Ω cm . The conductivity coefficient of the ex-
tracardiac medium is 113

0 106 −−− Ω×= cmσ . 
Decomposition of the extracellular/extracardiac potential 

field. In order to study the contribution of the anisotropic 
cardiac sources to the ST and TQ epicardial patterns,  we 
introduce an additive splitting of the intracellular conductiv-
ity tensor oaci DDDD ++=  given by 
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splitting of iD  induces an analogous splitting of the cardiac 
sources into a conormal double layer source equivalent to 
the so called heart surface ( c ) source model (see Ge-
selowitz [4], Simms et al. [19]) and into two residual anisot-
ropic sources, the axial ( a ) and the orthogonal ( o ), taking 
into account the variation of the transmembrane potential 
along and across fibers respectively. Consequently, the 
source term is decomposed as  

vDvDvDvD oaci ∇+∇+∇=∇  

and since the elliptic equation in system (1) is linear, the 
extracellular/extracardiac potential φ  is decomposed as the 
sum of an heart surface and two anisotropic components 

oac φφφφ ++= . 
Subendocardial ischemia. The domain considered is a car-

tesian slab of dimensions 4x4x1.5 cm3 modeling a portion of 
the left ventricle 1 cm deep, in contact through the endocar-
dial surface with the isotropic cavitary blood 0.5 cm deep and 

of conductivity coefficient. A subendocardial severe ischemic 
region of dimensions 0.8x0.8x0.34 cm3 is set at the center of 
the slab. Severe ischemia is modeled in the LRd model [13] 
increasing the value of extracellular potassium oK ][ +  from 
5.4 mM (control) to 18 mM (severe). Acidosis is modeled by 
decreasing the maximum conductances of the NaI and 

CaLI currents to 75 % (severe). Moreover, we simulate an-
oxia by setting in the ATP-sensitive potassium channel 
( )( ATPKI ) the intracellular ATP to 2 mM (severe); see [17]. 
With this choice of parameters, the resting transmembrane 
potentials are -84 mV (control) and -55 mV (severe), while 
the APDs are 260 ms (control) and 70 ms (severe). A stimu-
lus of 200 mA/cm3 strength and 1 ms length is applied at the 
center of the endocardial surface. The model is then run for a 
whole heartbeat, i.e. 500 ms. 

Numerical methods. A computational grid of 
400x400x150 hexahedral isoparametric 1Q  finite elements 
of size h = 0.1 mm is used for discretizing the slab domain. 
The time discretization is based on an Euler Imex method. 
We used the PETSc parallel library 
(http://www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc) in order to ensure the paral-
lelization and portability of our code in solving at each time 
step a linear system by means of the preconditioned conju-
gate gradient method; see e.g. [3] for more details. The 
simulations are performed on a Linux Cluster at the IMATI-
CNR and Department of Mathematics of Pavia.  

III.   RESULTS 

Fig. 1 (first row) reports the contour plots of conormal, ax-
ial, othogonal and full epicardial extracellular potential at a 
time during the TQ interval (i.e. at 500 ms).  The full TQ 
epicardial pattern displays two maxima (elevations) separated 
by a central minimum (depression), similar to the patterns 
simulated by [5,14] in a more realistic cardiac geometry. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Contour plots of conormal, axial, othogonal and full epicardial 
extracellular potential (first, second, third and fourth columns, respectively) 
during the TQ interval at 500 ms (first row) and the ST interval at 130 ms 
(second row). Reported below each panel are the maximum, minimum and 
step in ms of  the displayed map 
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The conormal injury current yields epicardial and mid-
wall positive potentials with a minimum located inside the 
projection of the ischemic region. This pattern has features 
similar to those predicted by the classical solid angle theory, 
i.e. the potential field generated by a uniform normal dipole 
layer on the endocardial ischemic boundary embedded into 
an isotropic conducting medium, see e.g. [20]. Both the 
conormal and orthogonal field components show a central 
epicardial maximum (TQ elevation), contributing to reduce 
the central depression magnitude displayed by the axial 
potential pattern. This fact indicates that the full TQ epicar-
dial pattern (two elevations separated by a central depres-
sion) must be interpreted as an anisotropic pattern resulting 
mainly from the projection of the anisotropic structure of 
the axial injury current component, that acts mainly on the 
lateral ischemic boundary. 

The split form of the injury sources allows us to under-
stand which situations could favor the presence of elevation 
or depression in the epicardial potential distribution. On 
planes not intersecting the ischemic volume, the conormal 
component gives potentials only dependent on the endocar-
dial ischemic rim in contact with cavitary blood and on the 
transmural portion of the ischemic boundary. A large 
ischemic rim emphasizes the elevation in the epicardial 
conormal pattern, thus yielding a reduction of the TQ de-
pression in the full pattern. On the other hand, increasing 
the lateral ischemic boundary emphasizes the elevation of 
the axial component, thus increasing the elevation of the full 
epicardial pattern. This gives a more precise understading of 
the usual exaplanation given in [5,14]. i.e. the epicardial TQ 
depression is associated with the transmural ischemic 
boundary, while ST elevations are associated with the lat-
eral ischemic boundaries. 

Fig. 2 (second row) reports the contour plots of conor-
mal, axial, othogonal and full epicardial extracellular poten-
tial at a time during the ST interval (i.e. at 130 ms). 

It is expected that the full epicardial pattern is similar to 
the TQ pattern but with reverse polarity. Indeed, the epicar-
dial pattern shows negative potentials surrounding entirely 
the positive area with a maximum, but this ST elevation 
does not separate two well-defined depression areas, located 
on the projection of the lateral ischemic boundaries. 

The loss of lateral epicardial ST depressions  seems to be 
due to the presence of distributed repolarizing current 
sources besides those concentrated around the ischemic 
boundary. This is confirmed by inspecting  the epicardial 
patterns of the axial potential component: a central maxi-
mum is surrounded by a negative area without the two 
marked minima as in the TQ pattern of Fig. 1 (first row), 
reversing the polarity. This difference shows that in the ST 
interval a piecewise constant transmembrane potential dis-
tribution is not a good approximation, otherwise one should 

have obtained a TQ pattern with reversed polarity. Thus, we 
have a distributed repolarizing current source throughout 
the healthy tissue. The presence of a distributed source can 
also be seen by comparing the epicardial pattern of the 
conormal component, displaying a minimum separating two 
maxima, with the TQ conormal pattern of Fig. 1 (first row) 
after reversing its polarity: this last one is generated only by 
injury currents and shows only a central minimum.  

Until now we have analyzed simulated DC potentials, i.e. 
measured by direct current amplifiers. Usually, extracellular 
potentials are measured by condenser-coupled amplifiers 
given by ),(),( TQtxtx φφ − , where TQt  is an instant dur-
ing the TQ segment, which we call ST-TQ potentials. Dur-
ing the ST interval, the pattern of the epicardial ST-TQ 
potential exhibits the same features of the DC potential 
pattern displayed in Fig. 1 (second row), without the pres-
ence of clear epicardial minima located on the projections of 
the lateral ischemic boundary. This indicates that the ST 
pattern dominates over the TQ pattern with reverse polarity.  

A different confirmation of the relevance of dynamical 
effects during the ST segment can be obtained by simulat-
ing the epicardial extracellular waveforms, i.e. the electro-
grams (EGs). We have considered a cardiac tissue slab of 
dimensions 2x2x0.5 cm3 with a central subendocardial 
ischemic region of 0.4x0.4x0.16 cm3 and the same calibra-
tion parameters reported in the METHODS section. By 
means of the full Bidomain model, see [2], we have simu-
lated epicardial EGs, related to the ST-TQ potential; see 
Fig. 2. These EGs correspond in reality to a combination of 
a TQ-segment change and a real ST-segment change. At 
epicardial sites around the projections of the intramural 
ischemic boundary the EGs waveforms display evident 
dynamical effects during the ST-segment.     

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

The discrepancy between the TQ and ST patterns leads 
us to the conclusion that the stationary model is appropriate 
in the TQ interval, where the transmembrane potential is 
well approximated by a piecewise constant, but it is not 
adequate during the ST interval, where the presence of a 
time-dependent transmembrane potential distribution gener-
ates distributed repolarizing current sources. On the con-
trary, the non-stationary models used in our study are ap-
propriate also in the ST interval and they allow us to 
evaluate separately the contribution to the spatial changes of 
epicardial potentials caused by a subendocardial ischemia in 
the TQ and ST intervals. For another study of the influence 
of repolarization dynamics on the ST-segment depression, 
see also [6]. 
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Fig. 2 Epicardial ST-TQ extracellular potentials simulated using the Bido-
main model 
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Abstract— The technical aspects and a clinical application 

of 4D Magnetic Resonance angiography with a Time-resolved 

Angiography  With  Interleaved  Stochastic  Trajectories 

(TWIST) sampling scheme is demonstrated. In simulations the 

question of  image quality  is  related  to the  adequate way to 

divide  the  outer  k-space  parts  into  disjoint  sub-divisions. 

Furthermore  the  TWIST  data  of  a  patient  with  a  dural 

arterio-venous fistula is presented which emphasize the power 

of this technique. 

Keywords— TWIST, MRI, 3T.

INTRODUCTION 

Digital  Subtraction Angiography (DSA) units equipped 
with  rotational  acquisitions  and  three-dimensional  (3D) 
reconstructions is meanwhile considered to be the standard 
of  reference  for  the  depiction  of  vascular  anatomy  and 
pathology.  For  some  indications  however,  like  the 
subclavian steal syndrome or dural arterio-venous fistulas, it 
would  be  more  practical  to  have  the  information  about 
certain “missing” connections or a drainage in advance in 
order to plan the intervention. 

Advances  in  Magnetic  Resonance  angiography (MRA) 
acquisition  schemes  meanwhile  enable  to  perform  3D-
measurements with high temporal resolutions in the order of 
sub-seconds  as  well.  In  this  way  the  arterial  and  venous 
phase can be clearly separated. While the central aspect of 
all  these  time-resolved  strategies  (tMRA)  is  similar  -  to 
update the central  k-space at  a much higher rate than the 
peripheral k-space - there are still some subtle but important 
differences with respect to the quality of the post-processed 
images.  In  this  work  primarily  approaches  are  discussed 
which exploit both spatial and temporal correlations. Main 
representatives of this class are  k-t  SENSE [1], UNFOLD-
SENSE  [2],  Noquist  [3],  k-t  GRAPPA  [4],  3D-TRICKS 
[5,6],  TREAT [7]  and  TWIST [8].  These  techniques  are 
briefly  compared  with  respect  to  their  advantages  and 
drawbacks  while  in  the  other  parts  simulations  (B)  and 
measurements (C) on the base of the TWIST approach are 
presented.

METHODS AND RESULTS

A.Comparison of 4D time resolved MRA techniques

Techniques  as  k-t  SENSE provides  an  elegant  way  of 
introducing prior knowledge from a training data set  into 
the  unfolding  process.  UNFOLD-SENSE  combines  the 
advantages  of  SHRUG  (self,  hybrid  referencing  with 
UNFOLD  and  GRAPPA)  for  sensitivity  maps,  variable 
density  SENSE  for  reconstruction  and  UNFOLD  for 
artifact/amplified noise suppression. The most challenging 
task in this context is  to choose the appropriate  temporal 
filter  in  order  to  unfold a wrapped  image -  if  the  region 
containing most of the signal strength (support) is big, then 
artifacts cannot be totally removed. On the other hand, if the 
support is small, then partial signal may be lost and the final 
image may be blurred.  k-t  SENSE therefore uses training 
data to avoid this problem. However, the training data may 
not  provide  accurate  information,  in  case  the  real 
acquisition does not follow the exact same procedure as the 
training  data  acquisition.  Some  patient  motion,  or  non-
periodic dynamic MRI (such as dynamic contrast enhanced 
MRI,  different  stimulations  in  fMRI),  may  cause 
misregistration  between  training  data  and  real  acquisition 
data. A crucial aspect in SENSE is the need of sensitivity 
maps: extra processing is necessary for these SENSE based 
methods (e.g SHRUG). Noquist requires a static region in 
the FOV. In case this static region is only relatively static 
(as in motion due to respiration in CMRI), motion artifacts 
result  in the dynamic region. Even if motion in the static 
region is insignificant, the noise from this region contributes 
to  the  reconstructed  dynamic  fraction.  This  explains  the 
band  observed  along  the  dynamic  region  in  the  images 
reconstructed by Noquist. The reconstruction time is also a 
limitation  for  the  Noquist  technique.  The  purpose  of  k-t 
GRAPPA  is  to  avoid  the  necessity  of  training  data, 
sensitivity  map calculation,  static  region  assumption,  and 
choice  of  filters/parameters,  while  preserving  the 
reconstruction quality with high reduction factors by using 
local correlation. Because the signal correlation is derived 
from  the  acquired  data,  there  is  no  requirement  for 
acquisition of training data, or the calculation of sensitivity 
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maps.  Similar  to  GRAPPA,  there  is  no  special  data 
assumption,  choice  of  filter,  or  any  parameter  in  k-t 
GRAPPA. The only inputs for k-t  GRAPPA are the partial 
k-t  space  data  and  the  positions  of  auto  calibrate  signal 
(ACS) lines.  3D-TRICKS and TREAT are  other  methods 
that  undersample  k-space  to  acquire  high  temporal 
resolution. However, in TRICKS and TREAT the prediction 
of  artifacts  might  be  much  more  challenging,  especially 
with  contrast  injections  using  flow  rates  of  4  ml/s  and 
higher. 

B.TWIST: technique and simulations

The  TWIST  sampling  scheme  is  applied  in  the  kxky- 
plane as follows. First, all points in that plane are sorted by 
their  polar  coordinates  (kr=sqrt(kx

2+ky
2),φ),  first  by 

increasing  radial  distance  (primary  sort  key)  and then  by 
increasing  azimuthal  angle  0≤ φ<2π,  which  is  measured 
counterclockwise  from  the  Ky-axis  (secondary  sort  key). 
The points on the resulting sorted list  are then split  by a 
critical  radial  distance  Kc (fig.1  dashed  line)  into  two 
subsets: a low-frequency subset A containing points with kr 

< Kc and a complementary, high-frequency subset B with kr 

≥Kc . Next, every point in region B is sequentially assigned 
to  one  of  N  disjoint  and  non-overlapping  subsets 
(trajectories) Bj (j = 1,..,N), of approximately equal size. 

During  acquisition  of  dynamic  series,  full  k-space  is 
collected only once,  either for the very first image or the 
last. For all other images, region A is sampled fully every 
time, but only one B trajectory is acquired, and the missing 
points in B are  copied from the previous image (forward 
data-sharing  scheme)  or  from  the  subsequent  image 
(backward sharing). Sampling of k-space starts at the outer 
edge of A (kr~Kc) and proceeds toward the origin via all the 
odd (kr, φ) points from the sorted list.  Upon reaching the 
minimum kr, the sampling direction is reversed and every 
even point is acquired until the edge of A is reached. Then 
in region B the trajectory Bj is sampled by first acquiring 
every odd point on the way toward larger kr and then every 
even point  on the way back toward Kc.  At the next time 
point,  region  A  is  again  sampled  fully  and  only  the 
trajectory  Bj+1 is  acquired.  The  degree  of  TWIST 
undersampling is described by two parameters: pA, which 
specifies  the proportion of  the  central  region A,  and pB, 
which  determines  the  density  of  sampling  of  region  B. 
Therefore the temporal  resolution  Δt  is mainly influenced 
by pA and pB. 

One further major aspect is the way to divide the k-space 
part B in suitable sub-segments because this influences the 

quality of the images. In this work the kmeans method [9] 
was  used  in  conjunction  with  different  distance  metrices 
(Squared Euclidean and cosine options) and initial cluster 
centroid  positions  (preliminary  clustering  phase  on  a 
random 10% subsample of X is performed). kmeans uses a 
two-phase iterative algorithm to minimize the sum of point-
to-centroid  distances,  summed  over  all  k  clusters.  The 
simulations were performed with N=5, Kc=0.085, pA=0.17, 
pB=0.2 and Δt = 0.75 sec (consistent with the settings of the 
TWIST sequence), and FOV 128, matrix 128. The Fourier 
transform of an artificial  object  (denoted as  x true on the 
plots in figure 2 and 3b), is sampled according to the partial 
k-space (A + Bt) schemes cosine (partly shown on the upper 
left  part  of  the  plot  in  figure  2)  and  Squared  Euclidean 
(figures 3a and 3b (inner part of 3a)). The plots with the title 
gridding (A+Bt) denote the reconstructed  images [10,11]. 
Whereas the quality of the cosine related reconstruction is 
the same for all Bt-segments, the squared Euclidean variant 
at least provides one high-quality image with clear visible 
smallest vessels (represented by bright Gaussian bumps in 2 
and 3b).  

Fig. 1 TWIST trajectory

Fig. 2 TWIST cosine B-splitting
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Fig. 3a TWIST Squared Euclidean distance B-splitting: 
k-space segmentation

Fig. 3b TWIST Squared Euclidean distance B-splitting: 
results for the inner part

C.TWIST: clinical application

The measurement parameters were selected as follows: 
View sharing TWIST, sequence dimension 3D, central 
region A 17%, sampling density B 20%, dynamic recon 
mode backward share, temporal resolution 0.75 s, TA: 
0:30, GRAPPA PAT: 2 Voxel size:  1.3×0.9×2.5 mm, 
Phase  oversampling  0  %,  Slice  oversampling  6.7  %, 
Slices per slab 30, FoV read 230 mm, FoV phase 68.8 
%, Slice thickness 2.50 mm, TR 2.57 ms, TE 1.08 ms, 
Filter  Distortion  Corr.(2D),  Elliptical,  12ch-coil,  base 
resolution 256, phase resolution 70 %, slice resolution 
56 %, phase partial Fourier 6/8, slice partial Fourier 6/8, 
interpolation off. All experiments were performed on a 
3T TIM-Trio scanner.

Clinical  application  in  a  patient  with a  dural  arterio-
venous  fistula.  90-year-old  female  patient  with  left-
sided tinnitus. The patient reports that she can suppress 
the tinnitus by pressing firmly with her fingers behind 
her left ear. In figures 4a) and b) the different arterial 
phases are presented. Early arterial phase (fig.4a): there 
is  opacification  in  the proximal  carotid  and vertebral 
arteries (broad arrows). Note that the sigmoid sinus and 
proximal  internal  jugular  vein  on  the  left  side  are 
already partly filled (small arrows). Arterial phase (fig.
4b):  the intracranial  vessels are now fully filled,  note 
contrast in the middle cerebral artery (broad arrow). On 
the right, there is still no venous enhancement. On the 
left, the sigmoid sinus is now fully contrasted and the 
internal jugular vein is filled nearly all the way down to 
the subclavian vein (small arrows).

Fig.4a: Dural arterio-venous fistula: early arterial phase

Fig.4b: Dural arterio-venous fistula: arterial phase
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CONCLUSIONS 

TWIST is a powerful sampling scheme for time resolved 
MR angiography  as  demonstrated  in  this  work  using  the 
example of a Clinical application in a patient with a dural 
arterio-venous fistula (90-year-old female patient with left-
sided tinnitus). Simulated results suggest to further reflect 
on optimizing the way to subdivide the outer k-space parts 
in order to get a higher image quality even for reduced k-
space sampled data. 
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Abstract— Inflammatory rheumatic diseases, such as
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), are leading causes of disability and
constitute a frequent medical disorder, leading to inability to
work, high co-morbidity and increased mortality; RA involves
indirect expenses secondary to disability, loss of productivity
and early retirement. The gold-standard for diagnosing RA
is based on patient conditions and radiographic findings, as
joint erosions or decalcification. Recently, it has been shown
that development of microvessels in the synovia is the earliest
sign of RA, so that identification of prognostic factors such
as persistent synovial hyperaemia is fundamental. By using
immersion contrast-enhanced ultrasound with a steady probe to
analyse the perfusion of those joints that are the most important
for early detection of RA, we propose a quantitative analysis of
the contrast kinetics in the synovial and peri-synovial tissues.
This analysis allows the identification and differentiation of
rheumatoid arthritis from other diseases that involve synovial
activity such as psoriatic arthritis. We show the results of the
proposed immersion-CEUS with a semi-automatic quantifica-
tion procedure of the contrast kinetics in the synovia on a set of
16 metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints of consecutive patients
affected either by RA or psoriatic arthritis. Estimated kinetics
parameters allows an accurate separation of the two classes of
patients, that can be further improved by using serologic data.

Keywords— contrast enhanced ultrasound, small joints, arthri-
tis, rheumatoid arthritis, synovitis

I. INTRODUCTION

RA is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized by sys-
temic inflammation and invalidating local joint destruction,
affecting nearly 1% of the world population [1]. The prox-
imal interphalangeal (PIP) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP)
finger joints are usually the first to be affected and findings in
these joints are considered as markers of overall joint damage
[2]. A crucial event in the pathogenesis of RA is the onset of
pannus [3]: new blood vessel formation is a very early feature
of synovial hyperplasia [4], which promotes the destruction
of cartilage and bone [5]. Synovial neovascularization corre-
lates with the activity and aggressiveness of the rheumatoid

pannus [6]. Hence the need for sensitive imaging techniques
capable of detecting the grade and extent of intra-articular
neovascularization, and to differentiate the microcirculation
patterns of different arthritic diseases.
One method currently available for this purpose is contrast-
enhanced magnetic resonance imaging [7], but this is expen-
sive and time-consuming. Several studies [8, 9, 10, 11] have
already demonstrated the utility of color-Doppler and power-
Doppler ultrasonography (CDUS and PDUS) in assessing
synovitis. The PDUS technique has some drawbacks, how-
ever, in the detection of slow flow in small vessels, as in syn-
ovial proliferation [12].
The advent of new-generation contrast agents using perfluo-
rocarbon or sulfur hexafluoride has prompted important ad-
vances in contrast-specific US techniques, enabling the study
of tissue perfusion at microvascular level. Analyzing such
small, superficial structures as the joints of the fingers poses
some technical problems: in B-mode, the resolution of near-
surface structures is required but the transducer has a very
limited capacity for focusing on ”near fields”; irregular sur-
faces and significant deformities (typical of RA joints) inter-
fere with the examination because the gel can easily move
away from the target area. While ample amounts of ultra-
sound gel can reduce the need for firm transducer contact
with the skin, it is still difficult to achieve a good evalua-
tion without causing motion artifacts during the recording.
The solution we present involves placing the patient’s hand
in a water bath [13] instead of using ultrasound gels or con-
tact between the ultrasound transducer and the patient’s skin.
The image acquisition procedure during contrast enhance-
ment has yet to be standardized and the quality of an exami-
nation depends largely on the use of optimal equipment and
on the operators skill.

II. MATERIALS

A. Patients

16 consecutive patients, 8 diagnosed with active RA, ful-
filling the American College of Rheumatology criteria for
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the diagnosis of RA [14], and 8 diagnosed with active pso-
riatic arthritis (PA), were recruited from the rheumatology
outpatients clinic of the University Hospital in Padova. Two
rheumatologists separately performed all the clinical exam-
inations, and provided the DAS28 score, the levels of CRP
and of the rheumatoid factor RF.

B. Anatomical annotation

An ultrasound device (My Lab25, Esaote, Genova, Italy)
fitted with a high-frequency transducer was used to investi-
gate the MCP joints in a sagittal plane from a dorsal view
with the hand in a neutral position. Gray-scale US was used
to gather information on the joint space. The boundaries of
the synovial tissue were manually outlined by two radiolo-
gists on the gray-scale US images of each patient, as it is
shown on Fig. 1, so that the subsequent analysis could be
performed on the specific region of interest represented by
the synovia, and on the region immediately surrounding the
outlined boundaries (peri-synovial tissue), that we considered
as the non-synovial region laying within 1mm from the syn-
ovial boundaries.

Fig. 1: Typical B-mode anatomical image with the manually annotated
synovia (red line) superimposed.

C. Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound in Small Joints

A contrast-enhanced evaluation using Contrast Tuned
Imaging technology (CnTI, Esaote-Bracco, Italy) was com-
pleted with the patients hand placed in a bedpan filled with
water kept at constant temperature of 28oC. The transducer
was placed in the water and held steady inside a bracket in a
position 10 mm above the joint throughout the procedure. All
patients gave their informed consent to the intravenous ad-
ministration of the contrast agent. A 4.8-mL bolus of contrast
medium composed of sulfur hexafluoride-filled microbubbles
(SonoVue, Bracco International) was injected into a periph-
eral vein, followed by an injection of 10 ml of physiological
saline solution. Immediately afterwards, the selected joints
were scanned in CnTI mode using a low MI (0.06) and with

a frame rate of 15 frames/s, for two minutes. The beam fo-
cus was placed on a level within or immediately below the
synovial tissue being examined and beam gain was set to the
minimum level in all cases. The acoustic pressure was set at
30 kPa. The images obtained were recorded as uncompressed
AVI files. A typical early and late phase of the CEUS exami-
nation of a joint with active RA are shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Video frame of the contrast enhanced phase: in the initial phase (a)
no contrast perfuses the synovia (red line), that is almost entirely filled in a

later phase (b).

III. METHODS

A. Contrast Kinetics Model

In the general case of perfusion problems, we can consider
a bolus of non-diffusible tracer given at time t 0 in a feed-
ing vessel to a volume of interest: The individual particles of
the tracer follow possibly different paths through the volume
and their transit times thus have a distribution characteristic
of the flow and the vascular structure. In the specific case
of CEUS experiment, there is no diffusion of particles out-
side the vascular bed, and no perfusion of any tissue, so that
we can reliably assume that each point in which some tracer
(contrast dye) is detected corresponds to a vessel. Since there
is no diffusion process involved, the kinetics of the tracer can
be described by a Gamma-variate function [15]:

co t

{
0 t < t0

t t0 α e−t/β t ≥ t0
(1)

−
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Fig. 3: Typical kinetics pattern of an active pixel (blue line), for which the
raise, peaking and washout phases are evident. The identified model

superimposed (red line) is able to capture the pattern. .

where t0 represents the contrast arrival time, and α and β
are two parameters that modulate the raise and washout of
the dye from the vascular bed. In order to accomodate the
model for different peak intensity levels and for different
background (or baseline) intensity, two other parameters are
added to the model, so that it becomes:

c t

{
b t < t0

b a · t− t0 α e−t/β t ≥ t0
(2)

B. Video Analysis and Model Identification

As outlined in Sec. II.each examination is composed by an
image Igs obtained with the gray-scale US onto which the
synovia has been manually identified, and by a video Iv imag-
ing the kinetics of the contrast medium. In order to provide a
reliable analysis, at least two conditions have to be met: The
first is that both the US head and the patient’s joint do not
move during the acquisition of Iv, and that the anatomical in-
formation gathered from Igs can be perfectly superimposed
to Iv. While the first condition holds with a good approxima-
tion, given the short duration of the contrast-enhanced acqui-
sition, the second usually does not. It is therefore necessary
to register the gray-scale US Igs image to the US harmonic
images Iv. In order to register the two different acquisition,
we exploit the high reflectivity in both modalities of the su-
perficial tissues of the joint and of the bones. These struc-
tures are identified in Igs and in the mean image Im of the first
1.5s of Iv by segmenting all pixels with intensity greater than
the 95th percentile of the image intensities. The maximum
of the phase-correlation of the two segmented images pro-
vides an estimate of the displacement between the two imag-
ing modalities, making possible the mapping of each position

on one image into the corresponding position in the other.
Then, in order to reduce the computational requirement of
identifying the four parameters a,b,α,β describing the
model of Eq. 2 for each pixel in the synovial and peri-
synovial regions, we chose to estimate the baseline intensity
b as the mean intensity of the first 10 frames (1.5s). A typical
intensity profile for a rheumatic synovial pixel, with super-
imposed the contrast kinetics described by the corresponding
identified model is shown in Fig. 3.
In addition to the model parameters, we also computed

haemodynamics parameters directly linked to the intensity
curves i t observed for each pixel. In particular, given a pixel
at coordinate x,y with its corresponding i t Iv x,y,t we
evaluated its high level ih has the 90th percentile of the values
of the curve, its low level il as the 10th percentile, the time of
appearance ta as the time after which all values are above il ,
its raise time tr has the first time at which the curve is greater
than 0.5 ip il , the washout time as the time tw at which
the curves falls below ip after having peaked, and finally the
washout velocity vw as the mean rate at which the intensity
decrease from ip to il after tw.

Time of appearance [s]

i h
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i l
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Fig. 4: A linear boundary with a classification error of 0.18 for the two
classes can be evaluated using the mean time of appearance of the contrast

and the mean grey level range.

IV. RESULTS

We performed an exhaustive analysis on single, pairs and
triplets of the calculated parameters, using linear discriminant
analysis to test whether the two classes of patients (RA or PA)
could be linearly separated: Linear separation was very poor
yielding a best classification error of 0.18 considering the pair
of features ta and the intensity difference ih − il (Fig. 4). An-
alyzing the features distribution for psoriatic and rheumatic
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joints, an apparent bimodal distribution has been often ob-
served. The non-linear separation can be tackled by using
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) classifier: The results that
could be obtained are shown in Fig. 6: although a training
error of 0.0 can be achieved, the classifier margin is narrow,
so to question the robustness of the classifier. If we consider
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Fig. 5: When analysing together serologic data (CRP) end haemodynamic
parameters, a clear separating boundary exist between psoriatic and

rheumatic arthritis.

the possibilities of integrating the kinetics parameters with
serologic data, we found that the CRP level combined with
the washout velocity vw presents a clearly distinct but non-
linear pattern for the two classes of diseases, as it is shown
in Fig. 6. The classifier boundaries may be approximated by
an hyperbolic function, with wide margins suggesting good
genarlization properties.
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Fig. 6: The haemodynamics parameters distribution allows a separation of
the region characterizing rheumatic arthritis from the region characterizing

psoriatic arthritis, even if the margin between the two zone is narrow.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel approach in the analysis of
small joints for the early detection and differentiation of
arthritic disease. The immersion-CEUS provide an easily
standardizable and repeatable procedure, whereas the quan-
tification of the contrast kinetics of the synovia provides
promising parameters to detect and differentiate the different
types of arthritis.
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The effect of receiver coil orientation on the system performance in magnetic 
induction tomography  
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Abstract—  Magnetic induction tomography (MIT) is a con-
tactless imaging modality which aims at reconstructing the 
conductivity of biological tissue. It uses magnetic induction to 
excite the body and an array of sensor coils to detect the per-
turbations in the magnetic field. Aim of this paper is to analyze 
several receiver designs with different coil orientations with 
respect to reconstruction stability and resolution. The relation-
ship between the conductivity and the data was modeled line-
arly and singular value decomposition of the Jacobian opera-
tor was used as a basis for the analysis. It was found that the 
proper choice of coil orientations significantly influences the 
number of usable singular vectors and thus the stability of 
image reconstruction.  

Keywords— Magnetic induction tomography, design optimiza-
tion, coil orientation, image resolution. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

MIT is an imaging modality which aims at reconstructing 
the conductivity  and the permittivity , of body tissues. 
An eddy current density is generated by magnetic induction 
via transmitter coils and the changes in the magnetic field 
due to the conductivity perturbations within the body are 
recorded by an array of receiver coils.  The inverse problem 
which must be solved for image reconstruction is severely 
ill-posed and the inversion needs regularization. The com-
mon approach for the inversion is to seek the minimum L2-
norm solutions by algorithms which use linearized forward 
operators, i.e. Jacobian or Hessian matrix. The Gauss-
Newton method and the singular value decomposition 
(SVD) are the commonly preferred algorithms for the solu-
tions, however, there are other approaches as well. To stabi-
lize the inversion, different regularization techniques have 
been applied, i.e. Tikhonov regularization of different or-
ders, truncation in SVD, etc. Alternative approaches such as 
the level-set method have also been suggested, for a review 
of numerical methods see, e. g. [1]. A common problem in 
all so-called soft-field imaging methods which include also 
MIT is the fact that the measurement data from different 
channels are not independent and therefore the information 
content is limited. Therefore it is important to optimize the 

coil arrangement such as to maximize independence of the 
data. 

A few different designs were suggested and implemented 
so far and there exists very little systematic analysis of the 
influence of coil orientation on the image quality. Most 
systems so far built employ either solenoids or a mixture of 
solenoids and gradiometers arranged in a circular [2,3,4,5] 
or planar array [6,7]. In this paper, several alternative re-
ceiver array designs with different coil orientations are 
being analyzed.  

II. METHODS 

A. Forward model 

The voltages induced in the receiver coils are modeled by 
solving Maxwell’s equations in the time harmonic case. For 
medical MIT, the contribution of the secondary magnetic 
field to the computation of the induced currents is assumed 
to be negligible. This results in decoupling of the field equa-
tions. Therefore, a first order approximation for the mag-
netic vector potential is used directly [8] as a source term 
for the solution of the electric potential 

nAn

A

j

j
  (1) 

where +j  is the admittivity of the body,  is the oper-
ating frequency of the excitation field and n is the normal 
vector directed outward from the body surface. The voltages 
v in the receiver coils as well as the sensitivity are calcu-
lated by using the reciprocity theorem which requires an 
adjoint electric field Ea assuming a unity excitation in the 
receiver coil as if it was a transmitter: 

dv ad EE   (2) 

where  is the body volume and Ed is the electric field 
generated in the body by the transmitters. Eq. (2) was dis-
cretized with the finite element method and the inverse 
preconditioned quasi minimum residual method was used to 
solve the linear system of equations.  
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B. Image reconstruction 

Linearization of eq. (2) with respect to small changes  
of the conductivity yields a linear system: 

vS   (3) 

with the pseudoinverse solution, 

vS   (4) 

where S denotes the sensitivity matrix, i. e. the derivative of 
the voltage changes with respect to conductivity changes. 
When representing S by its singular value decomposition 
(SVD) S = U VT then the pseudoinverse is simply 
S+=V +U+ where + is the transpose of   with every non-
zero entry replaced by its reciprocal. Due to the ill condi-
tioning of S, a truncation is usually preferred to stabilize the 
inversion by using only the t column vectors of U and V 
corresponding to the t largest singular values. Therefore, the 
solution can be computed from (4) as, 

vUS t
  (5) 

where the subscript t defines the truncation level that deter-
mines the stability of the inversion. By defining,  as the 
largest singular value and k as the kth largest one, the trun-
cation level k was established by choosing the maximum k 
that satisfies: 

krms,n

log
v
vrms

logSNR 1
1010 2020  (6) 

where vrms is the root mean square of the voltage perturba-
tions in all transmit-receive combinations and vn,rms is the 
standard deviation of the receiver noise voltage, respec-
tively. SNR means the signal to noise ratio.  
 
C. Image quality measure 

Design optimization requires a quality measure to be ob-
tained. The most natural way is to assess image resolution 
which can be calculated from the resolution matrix R the 
columns of which represent the point spread functions of 
the corresponding voxels. This matrix is obtained as: 

TVVSSR    (7) 

Therefore, the model resolution is simply VVT considering 
only the singular vectors corresponding to the nonzero sin-
gular values. However, an assessment of the resolution 
matrix is computationally expensive and therefore as an 
alternative, we used the following measure: 

m

k
kq

1
10log   (8) 

where m denotes the number of independent measurements 
(m = 256). Due to the normalization the sensitivity to the 
small singular values which cause instability are empha-
sized. 

 
D. Simulation setup 

Six different designs with a fixed number of coils were 
compared and the goal was to find the setup with the best 
receiver coil orientations. 16 identical solenoid transmit 
coils (labeled as T#, # = 1-16) with 30 mm radius were 
uniformly positioned with their centers on a circular outer 
ring (radius 140 mm) and with their main axes pointing 
towards the ring center (see, Fig. 1). The 16 receiver coils 
(labeled as R#, # = 1-16) with 25 mm radius were placed 
with their centers on an inner ring with radius 130 mm. The 
designs differed by the receiver coil orientations whereas 
the unit vector along the coil axis was allowed to point in 
one of the three cylindrical coordinate directions er, e  or ez. 
The designs are shown in Fig. 2 and are denoted as D1 (er 
only), D2 (e  only), D3 (ez only), D4 (er and ez alternating), 
D5 (er and e  alternating) and D6 (e  and ez alternating).  

As the test object, a cylindrical phantom (radius 100 mm, 
height 300 mm) with three spherical inhomogeneities inside 
was used. They had the comparatively small radius of 10 
mm so as to reflect in the images approximately the point 
spread functions at the locations (-60, 0, 50), (60, 0, 0) and 
(30, 0, -70) mm. The voltage data were simulated by chan-
ging the conductivity of the perturbations from 0.1 S/m to 
0.2 S/m assuming a constant background conductivity of 0.1 
S/m. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Cylindrical simulation pahntom and locations of  the transmit 
coils. All measures are hiven in mm 
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Fig. 2: Receiver coil designs D1 (a) – D6 (f). All measures in mm. 

III. RESULTS  

 

Fig. 3: Logarithmic ratio [dB] between the first and the kth singular 
value as compared to the SNR [dB]. Truncation is carried out where the 
curves reach a certain SNR e. g. 40 dB. When comparing the different 
designs, D1 requires a much lower truncation index k than design D6.   

Fig. 3 shows the logarithmic ratio [dB] between the first 
and the kth singular value as compared to the SNR [dB]. 
According to (6), truncation of the SVD for image recon- 

Table 1 Truncation levels for fig. 4 

Design 20dB 40d 60dB 80dB 100dB 
D1 28 62 102 168 222 
D2 37 105 155 215 253 
D3 44 111 167 227 - 
D4 51 111 177 236 - 
D5 36 88 150 223 - 
D6 56 129 198 253 - 

 
struction is carried out where the curves reach a certain 

SNR e. g. 40 dB. The curve D1 increases faster than for all 
other designs corresponding to a faster drop of the singular 
values.Fig. 4 shows saggital and transversal cross-sectional 
images, whereas three transversal planes were chosen 
through the centers of the perturbations. All images were 
obtained from data after adding white noise according to 20 
dB SNR. The numbers q1 – q6 on top of the columns repre-
sent the image quality measures according to eq. (8). 

IV. DISCUSSION  

Fig. 4 reflects several important image properties: The 
depth sensitivity is comparatively poor for all designs in 
that perturbation 6 is hardly recognizable. Perturbations 
close to the periphery appear as bright spots but are smeared 
out to large blobs according to the broad point spread func-
tion. Moreover, due to the complete symmetry of the coil 
ring with respect to the z-axis the reconstruction cannot 
distinguish between perturbations which lie symmetric with 
respect to the median plane. Thus each perturbation off the 
median plane leads to an artificial mirror image in the oppo-
site half-space. In the design 3 the mirror image has nega-
tive sign because of the anti-symmetric sensitivity of coils 
with their axes in z-direction. As discussed in earlier publi-
cations [9] such coils have nearly the same characteristic as 
planar gradiometers with their main axis pointing toward in 
er and with the two coil halves aligned along the ez. The 
mirror artifacts completely cloak the deepest perturbation in 
all cases. The central slice was fairly well reconstructed in 
almost all designs except D3, which has no sensitivity at all 
to the median plane.  
The designs with alternating coil orientation, especially D4 
and D6 yield better image quality and higher reconstruction 
stability in regions off the median plane (e. g. perturbation 
in the upper plane) than the designs with only one coil ori-
entation. This is also reflected in the quality measures which 
are the highest for D4 and D6. Probably this is due to the 
simultaneous exploitation of two different spatial compo-
nents of the magnetic field instead of just one. With respect 
to the reconstruction in the upper plane D6 outperforms all 
other designs. However, it must be kept in kind that in both 
optimal designs it is impossible to adjust all coils so as to be  
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Fig. 4: Reconstructed images with truncation levels according to table 1. Each column contains a saggital (1st row) and three transversal cross-sections 
at the heights of the three perturbations. From left to right the columns correspond to the designs D1- D6.  

insensitive to the excitation fields. Therefore it is necessary 
in these cases to use ADCs with high resolution (16 bit and 
more) for providing an adequate dynamic range. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In cylindrical coordinates and with cylindrical MIT ar-
rangements sensor combinations with more than a single 
coil orientation yield better image quality than combinations 
with only one single orientation.  
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Abstract—Ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) consist of mi-
crobubbles with mean diameters in the micron range. In ultra-
sound fields, these bubbles oscillate nonlinearly. Moreover, the 
nonlinearity of sound propagation in tissue cannot be ignored. 
Current strategies for UCA detection are designed by employ-
ing simple mathematical models, e. g. nonlinear characteristic 
curves or black box operators. Sophisticated physical models 
based on differential equations are often neglected due to their 
complexity. This contribution suggests the application of 
Volterra series as a well-interpretable, manageable tool with 
sufficient accuracy in the design and optimization of UCA 
detection strategies. A Volterra series describing nonlinear, 
dissipative plane wave propagation outside thermoviscous 
boundary layers according to the Burgers equation is derived 
and validated. It is employed to demonstrate possible optimiza-
tions in pulse subtraction imaging [1]. 

Keywords—UCA detection, Volterra series, nonlinear wave 
propagation, pulse subtraction imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Diagnostic ultrasound imaging (DUSI) is a widely-used, 
real-time imaging modality which features anatomic and, by 
the administration of targeted ultrasound contrast agents 
(UCA), additional molecular imaging capabilities. UCA 
consist of encapsulated gas-filled microbubbles with mean 
diameters in the micron range. In ultrasound fields, their 
volume oscillations give rise to specific nonlinear signatures 
in the scattered sound. These are influenced by nonlinear 
wave propagation in tissue. 

Although sophisticated physical models exist for both, 
microbubble oscillations and nonlinear wave propagation, 
common strategies for UCA detection neglect those and rely 
on characteristic curves or black box operators with general 
properties, e. g. nonlinearity. One major reason for these 
simplifications is the lack of an intuitive, well-interpretable, 
and manageable means to describe nonlinear effects. 

This contribution suggests the application of Volterra se-
ries to substitute nonlinear partial differential equations and 
to describe the nonlinear effects encountered in DUSI with 
sufficient accuracy. A Volterra series for modeling nonlin-
ear, dissipative plane wave propagation outside thermovis-
cous boundary layers according to the Burgers equation [2] 
will be derived. Its region of convergence will be approxi-
mated and results of its experimental validation will be 

presented. An application to pulse subtraction imaging [1] 
will demonstrate the capabilities of Volterra series in UCA 
detection. 

II. VOLTERRA SERIES 

The input-output relations of a huge subset of nonlinear 
systems can be described analytically by Volterra series. 
They were first studied by Vito Volterra in the 1880s as a 
generalization of the Taylor series expansion of a function 
[3]. Let t ∈  denote time in seconds, :x  a real 
input signal and : n

nh , n ∈ , real functions. The 
system with the output signal 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
n

1 1 1

H

, ,
n

n

n n n n

y t x t

h x t x t d dς ς ς ς ς ς

= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

= − −∫ …  (1) 

is then called a time-invariant homogeneous system of de-
gree n  [4]. According to [5], the operator nH  is referred to 
as homogeneous Volterra operator of order n  and nh  is its 
associated Volterra kernel. 

The Volterra series arises by adding the output signals 
( )ny t  of an infinite number of homogeneous systems of 

distinct degrees and describes the input-output relation 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

H x t Hn
n

y t x t
∞

=

= =⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑  (2) 

of a Volterra system [4]. 
The operator H  will be referred to as Volterra operator 

in the sequel. It will also be employed to denote a Volterra 
system with the input-output relation (2). Due to the similar-
ity of the integrals in (1) to n -dimensional convolutions, 
the Volterra series (2) can be interpreted as a power series in 
x  with memory. 

III. NONLINEAR WAVE PROPAGATION 

A widely-used model which is capable of predicting the 
combined influences of nonlinearity and dissipation on the 
propagation of plane progressive sound waves is described 
by the Burgers equation [2]. Its domain of validity excludes 
thermoviscous boundary layers and includes only  
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nonreacting, weakly thermoviscous fluids. Let p  denote the 
acoustic pressure, 0ρ  ambient mass density, 0c  small-
signal sound speed, δ  sound diffusivity, and β  the coeffi-
cient of nonlinearity. The Burgers equation for sound 
propagation along the z -axis is then given by 

 
2

3 2 3
0 0 0

( , ) ( , ) ( , )( , )
2

p z p z p zp z
z c c
τ δ τ β τ

τ
ττ ρ

∂ ∂ ∂− =
∂ ∂∂   

,(3) 

where 1
0t zcτ −= −  indicates the retarded time. 

An innovative solution to a strongly modified version of 
the Burgers equation (3) employing a parameter-dependent 
Volterra operator was introduced in [6] for the special case 
of plane wave propagation in cylindrical ducts. A similar 
approach can also be adopted to solve (3). 

Let ( )H zΔ  denote a parameter-dependent Volterra opera-
tor, which accounts for plane wave propagation according 
to (3) and which maps the acoustic pressure 1( , )p z τ  into 
the acoustic pressure ( , )p z τ  at an arbitrary location 1z z≥ . 
The superscript 1z z zΔ = −  indicates the plane wave’s 
propagation distance. The Burgers equation (3) can also be 
interpreted as a nonlinear interconnection of four linear 
time-invariant (LTI) systems, whose output signal vanishes. 
The input signal to each LTI system is ( ),p z τ . Conse-
quently, the output signal of the serial connection illustrated 
in Figure 1 must vanish, too. For convenience, the physical 
parameters are replaced by ( ) 13

02a cδ
−

=  and 

( ) 13
0 0b cβ ρ

−
= . 
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×

××

0
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Fig. 1 Serial connection of the Volterra system ( )H zΔ  and the nonlinear 
interconnection of four LTI systems derived from the Burgers equation (3) 

Employing interconnection theorems for Volterra opera-
tors [4] and the fact, that ( )0H  is by definition the identity 
operator, yields the set of initial value problems (IVP). 
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with 
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H s s

n
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…  (5) 

for the associated Volterra kernels ( )z
nH Δ  in Laplace do-

main. The arguments i i is jσ ω= + , 1 i n≤ ≤ , indicate the 
complex frequencies. 

It can be proved by induction, that the unique solution to 
the set of IVP (4) and (5) is given by the recurrence relation 
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for 2n ≥ , where ( ) ( ) 2
1

1 1
z as zH s eΔ Δ= . The Volterra operator 

( )zH Δ  is completely determined by the knowledge of (6) and 
( )
1

zH Δ . Note that a recurrence relation in terms of Volterra 
kernels in Laplace domain was not established in [6]. 

For 1n = , the corresponding Volterra kernel in time-
domain can be computed analytically. It is the well-known 
Gauss impulse 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

4
1 1 1

1
4

z z a zh h e
a z

τ

τ τ
π

−Δ Δ Δ= =
Δ

. (7) 

For 2n ≥ , the associated discrete-time Volterra kernels 
( )z
nh Δ  can be computed numerically by inverse multidimen-

sional discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) and by taking into 
account the sampling theorem. 

Normalized versions of the Volterra kernel (7) and the 
symmetric [4], band-limited Volterra kernel ( )

2, sym, l

zh Δ  are illus-
trated in Figure 2 for three propagation distances 

1 5 mmzΔ = , 2 1 cmzΔ = , and 3 5 cmzΔ = . The fluid is 
distilled water at ambient temperature 0 20 °CT =  and am-
bient pressure 0 1013 hPaP =  ( -3

0 998 kg mρ = , 
-1

0 1482.87 m sc = , 6 2 -14.2514 10  m sδ −= × , 3.5β = ). Two-
dimensional 801-samples inverse DFTs at sampling fre-
quency s 10 GHzf =  were employed to compute ( )

2, sym, l

izh Δ . 
The reference values for normalization are 

 
( ) ( )

( ) [ ]{ }
1

1

1 2

8 1
ref , 1 1

10 -1 -2
ref, 2 2, sym, l 1 2400 , 400

0 1.56 10  s ,

max , 2.7 10  Pa s ,

z

z

k k

h h

h h k k

Δ −

Δ

− ≤ ≤

= ≈ ×

= ≈ ×
 (8) 

for the kernels ( )
1

izh Δ  and ( )
2, sym, l

izh Δ  respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Normalized Volterra kernels ( )
1

izh Δ  (a) and normalized Volterra 

kernels ( )
2, sym, l

izh Δ  (b – d) for three propagation distances 1 5 mmzΔ =  (solid, 

b), 2 1 cmzΔ =  (dashed, c), and 3 5 cmzΔ =  (dash-dotted, d) 

In order to employ the derived Volterra operator ( )zH Δ  in 
DUSI, its region of convergence ( )hR zΔ  has to be identi-

fied. Convergence of ( )zH Δ  implies bounded-input, 
bounded-output (BIBO) stability for acoustic pressures 
satisfying 

 ( ) ( ){ } ( )1 1, max , hp z p z R z
τ

τ τ
∞ ∈

= < Δ . (9) 

Again, a similar approach as presented in [6] can be 
adopted. It is assumed, that there exist 0zgΔ > , 0zKΔ >  as 
well as 0n ∈ , such that the associated Volterra kernels 
satisfy 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 11
, ,

n

z z n
n n n n z zh h d d K gτ τ τ τΔ Δ

Δ Δ= ≤∫ … , (10) 

for 0n n≥ . Exploiting the properties of the geometric series 
combined with definition (2) it can then be proved, that 

( ),p z τ < ∞  for ( )1, 1zg p z τΔ ∞
< . The Volterra series 

converges absolutely with region of convergence 
( ) 1

h zR z g −
ΔΔ = . 

Considering that ( )0H  is the identity operator with 
( )0hR → ∞ , the region of convergence ( )hR zΔ  may be 

expected to be greater than 1 Pa for several propagation 

distances 0zΔ > . This implies 0 1zgΔ< < . Due to the 

inequalities ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
, ,z z

n n nH j j hω ωΔ Δ≤…  the asymptotic 

behavior of the Fourier transformed Volterra kernels for 
0n n  is 

 ( ) ( )1, ,z n
n n z zH j j K gω ωΔ

Δ Δ≈… . (11) 

The absolute value of the quotient 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )1

, app

1 1 1

, , 1
, ,

z
n nz

h hz
Zn n

H j j
R n R z

gH j j

ω ω

ω ω

Δ

Δ

Δ
Δ+ +

= ≈ = Δ
…

…
 (12) 

for 0n n  lends itself as an approximation for the region 
of convergence. If assumption (10) is valid, the quotient 
(12) must approach a constant value as n  grows. This be-
havior could be observed in numerical computations. Due to 
the knowledge of the recurrence relation (6), the approxima-
tion (12) can be computed for arbitrary values n ∈ . In [6] 
only the first 9 Volterra kernels were employed. 

The approximation (12) was computed for propagation 
distances zΔ  in the range from 1 mm to 5 cm for 310n = . 
For convenience and to avoid singularities all angular fre-
quencies 1 1, , nω ω +…  were identically set to 0, 0,2j jfω π= . 
Four different values 0, jf  were employed. The correspond-
ing results are illustrated in Figure 3. They differ due to the 
finite order 310n = . Their minimal values (solid line) are 
assumed to indicate the true region of convergence. As 
before, the fluid is distilled water with identical parameters. 
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Fig. 3 Approximation (12) for propagation distances zΔ  in the range from 
1 mm to 5 cm for 310n =  

The derived Volterra series was validated experimen-
tally. The degree-2 Volterra polynomial was combined with 
the angular spectrum approach, which accounts for linear 
diffraction effects, in a second-order fractional steps 
scheme, as presented in [7]. A 1.27 cm  diameter transducer 
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(Panametrics-NDT C306) spherically focused at 45 mm and 
submerged in distilled water at 0 20 °CT =  was employed 
for measurements. Its center frequency was 

c 2.25 MHzf = . After eleven succeeding propagation steps 
of length 5 mm the relative error between the calculated and 
measured waveforms was smaller than 20 % for acoustic 
pressures up to 1 MPa and smaller than 15 % for acoustic 
pressures up to 500 kPa. Only waveforms along the trans-
ducer’s axis were considered. Volterra polynomials of 
higher degrees did not yield different results for propagation 
steps of length 5 mm. 

Consequently, the application of the derived Volterra se-
ries in DUSI is appropriate. The following section will 
demonstrate the advantages of Volterra systems in the inter-
pretation and optimization of pulse subtraction imaging. 

IV. APPLICATION TO PULSE SUBTRACTION IMAGING 

In pulse subtraction imaging three excitation signals 1x , 

2x , and 3x  with the properties 

 
( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 2

2 2 3

3 1 2

0 for ,
0 for ,

for ,

x t t t t t
x t t t t t

x t x t x t t

= ≤ ∧ >
= ≤ ∧ >

= + ∀
 (13) 

are defined, where 1 2 3t t t< <  [1]. 
Employing the Volterra operator G  to model the signal 

chain in a DUSI system, the following operation is per-
formed on the received signals 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 2 1G G Gt x t x t x t= − −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦χ . (14) 
For a Volterra operator G  describing an LTI system 
( 0ng =  for 2n ≥ ) or a memoryless system 
( ( ) ( )1 1, , , ,n n n ng t t t tα δ=… … ) the residual signal χ  van-
ishes. This circumstance was demonstrated in [1]. However, 
for a general Volterra operator G  with the associated sym-
metric kernels , symng  the residual signal results in 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )

1

, sym ,1 , 1 ,
2 1 1

2 , ,1 ,
1

, ,

.

n

n jn
n n n

n j j n j i
n j i

n
n n n

j i j j n
i n j

n
t g x t

j

x t d d

−∞ −

= = =

= − +

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

× −

∑∑ ∏∫

∏

…χ ς ς ς

ς ς ς

 (15) 

Due to (13), the product terms within the integrals (15) are 
nonzero only for certain relationships between the integra-
tion variables ( )

,
n

j iς . Let ( ) { },1 1, ,nI j n j= −…  and 

( ) { },2 1, ,nI j n j n= − + …  for 1 1j n≤ ≤ − , then for each 
order 2n ≥  the 1n −  sets of inequalities 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

, , 2 1 ,1

, , 3 2 ,2

, , 3 1 ,1 ,2

for  , ,

for , ,

0 for j ,

n n
j k j l n

n n
j m j p n

n n
j k j m n n

t t k l I j

t t m p I j

t t k I j m I

ς ς

ς ς

ς ς

− < − ∈

− < − ∈

< − < − ∈ ∧ ∈

 (16) 

must be met for (15) to be nonzero. Note that (16) is not 
satisfied for ( ) ( )

,1 ,
n n

j j nς ς= = . Thus, the residual signal (15) 
vanishes also for Volterra operators, whose associated 
symmetric kernels have support only on their diagonals. 
These kernels arise in serial connections of static nonlinear 
systems and LTI systems. 

As illustrated in Figure 2 the second-order Volterra ker-
nels for nonlinear wave propagation are sparse. They are 
mainly occupied along their diagonals. Mleczko et al. dem-
onstrated in [8] that Volterra kernels identified from a free 
microbubble do not share this property. Consequently, the 
influence of UCA on , symng  could be exploited to maximize 
(15) in the presence of UCA by the clever choice of the 
input signals 1x  and 2x . 

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Volterra series are capable to model nonlinear effects en-
countered in DUSI with sufficient accuracy. A solution to 
the widely-used Burgers equation in terms of a Volterra 
series was derived and its region of convergence was inves-
tigated. Results of the experimental validation were pre-
sented. The application of Volterra series to pulse subtrac-
tion imaging [1] yields well-interpretable results, which 
serve as a starting point for further optimizations. 
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Abstract—Fluorescence optical tomography is an imaging
modality which emerged in the last few years. By injecting
light into an object and measuring the fluorescent light on
the surface, the spatial distribution of a fluorochrome can
be calculated. This paper aims at the computation of the
theoretical limitations of this modality in terms of spatial
resolution and contrast/noise ratio (CNR). The propagation of
light in tissue was modeled by coupling two diffusion equations.
The obtainable spatial resolution was estimated from the full-
width half-maximum of the point-spread function (PSF) for
different source/detector arrangements around a cylindrical
object. The PSF was computed with the finite element method
from the sensitivity matrix which relates the change of the
fluorochrome concentration at a certain location to the changes
in surface measurements. The SNR is calculated from the
PSF as well as the estimated image noise when propagating
the detector noise through the reconstruction algorithm. Both
PSF and SNR depend on the location inside the object and
the chosen regularization strategy when solving the inverse
imaging problem. Close to the surface a 16/16 source/detector
arrangement on two rings around the perimeter allows to
separate two inhomogeneities with a distance of not less than
of 1/5 the cylinder’s diameter. Towards the center the PSF
broadens very quickly due to the exponentially decaying light
intensity, hence decreasing resolution. The CNR also decays
significantly when moving from the periphery towards the axis,
the drop depending on the noise level of the measurements.
Realistically a decay by about one order of magnitude can be
expected when assuming a data noise power of -100 dBW.

Keywords—fluorescence diffusion optical tomography, res-
olution, contrast/noise ratio, detectability

I. INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence imaging is a relatively new imaging tech-
nique in preclinical research and has also potential for
medical applications. It requires fluorescent dyes and their
ability to convert light with a lower wavelength to light of a
higher wavelength with less photon energy. This shift makes
it possible to separate excitation light from emission light
by comparatively simple optical filtering techniques.

Fluorescence diffusion optical tomography (FDOT) aims
at the reconstruction of the distribution of a fluorophore
from a relatively small amount of measurements made on
the sample’s surface. Both the excitation and the emission
light can be coupled into and out of the the tissue on the
surface, respectively, either by means of waveguides or in a

contactless manner by using laser beams and CCD cameras,
for example.

The usability of an imaging modality depends on at
least two important criteria: Either the new method must
provide information which cannot be obtained otherwise or
the image quality must be superior to that of a competing
method. FDOT has high potential for meeting the first
criterion, especially in the context of molecular imaging.
The second criterion is certainly hard to meet because the
diffuse nature of the images leads to comparatively poor
resolution. Aim of this paper is to quantify the theoretical
limits of FDOT systems in terms of spatial resolution and
contrast to noise ratio (CNR), two measures which are of
paramount importance for all imaging methods.

II. METHODS

A. Mathematical modeling

To model light propagation in tissue for static illumina-
tion, two coupled diffusion equations are applied [1], [2]:

−∇ · (κex∇ϕex) + (μa,i,ex + c εex)ϕex = q

−∇ · (κem∇ϕem) + (μa,i,em + c εem)ϕem = Q c εexϕex.
(1)

ϕ is the photon densitiy field and the subscripts ex and em
denote the excitation and emission wavelength, respectively.
c is the fluorescent dye’s concentration, ε its molar extinction
coefficient and Q its quantum efficiency, that is the fraction
of absorbed photons which actually stimulate re-emission.
μa,i denotes the intrinsic absorption and κ = (3μ′

s +3μa,i +
3c ε)−1 the diffusion coefficient of the tissue, with μ′

s being
the reduced scattering coefficient.

The j-th point source located at a point xj inside the
sample is modeled by qj(x) = δ(xj − x), with δ(x) being
a Dirac distribution. Analogously, the k-th point detector
reading is defined as the number of photons leaving the
domain at a given point xk on the boundary ∂Ω:

dk := −
∫

∂Ω

δ(x − xk)κem
∂ϕem

∂n
dx (2)

The formulation above is solved with a finite element
discretisation. The exact representation of the matrix struc-
ture was given by Arridge in reference [1] and Joshi [2], for
example.
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The inverse problem is to reconstruct the fluorophore
concentration c from a vector of measurements d. To do
so a normalized Born approximation can be used [3], which
neglects variations in the excitation field due to a change
in the fluorophore concentration. A more general approach
is to make a first-order Taylor expansion of the forward
problem. The advantage of the latter is that variations in the
fluorophore concentration will be reflected in a change of
the excitation field leading to more reliable results.

Let Fh(c0) denote the Fréchet derivative of the operator
F (c) into direction h. Then the linearization of the forward
problem is

Fh(c0)Δc = d − F (c0) = d − d0 = Δd. (3)

Thus, two measurements need to be made: d0 at a base
state c0 and another one d0 + Δd at a second state c0 +
Δc. Knowing the Fréchet derivative Fh(c0) it is possible to
get the change in the fluorophore concentration. A proper
definition of the derivative Fh can be found in reference [4].

In this paper it is assumed that in the base state no
fluorescent dye is present (i.e. c0(x) ≡ 0) such that the
object only exhibits auto-fluorescence.

From now on we only deal with finite dimensional
approximations of the parameters and operators. The sen-
sitivity Fh will be written in matrix form as S where
an element Sij holds the ratio of a change of the i-th
measurement with a change of the fluorophore concentration
with respect to its j-th ansatz function.

The inverse problem requires the solution of the equation
SΔc = Δd. As the system is ill-posed, it is necessary
to regularize the inversion. An elegant way to do this is
to use a Bayesian formulation. By introducing the a-priori
and covariance matrix CM , the data covariance matrix CD,
and the a-priori fluorphore distribution c0, the reconstructed
concentration c̃ can be written as [5]

c̃ = c0+CMSt
(
SCMSt + CD

)−1
(d−Sc0)

c0≡0
= S†d (4)

together with the a-posteriori covariance matrix C̃M =(
I − S†S

)
CM , where S† denotes the pseudo-inverse.

A frequent choice for the a-priori covariance matrix
is a scaled identity matrix: CM = λ−1I . This enforces
the fluorophore concentration in the elements to be fully
uncorrelated and poses the assumption of a constant con-
centration variance throughout the object. The regularization
parameters λ still needs to be estimated using Morozov’s
discrepancy principle [6], for example.

B. Quality measures

1) Point spread function and spatial resolution: Spatial
resolution can best be characterized by the point-spread

function (PSF) which is defined as the answer of the imaging
system to a theoretically infinitely small point-shaped object.
In the finite element context it was calculated by c̃ = S†Scδ ,
whereby cδ is a discrete Dirac distribution.

By evaluating the diameter of the PSF, it is possible to
determine the spatial resolution of the imaging technique.
In this paper, a full-width half-maximum criterion is used
to quantify the point-spread. Two objects are assumed to be
separable, if their maxima are separated by the half-width
of their point-spread functions. The largest diameter of all
voxels satisfying the FWHM criterion defines the resolution
yielding a worst case estimation.

2) Contrast to noise ratio: Contrast was calculated by
averaging the value of the reconstructed parameter inside
the perturbation. The location, shape and size of the true
perturbation is specified by a mask vector h being one
inside the perturbation and zero elsewhere. Δmpert shall
be the true value of the parameter inside the perturbation.
The reconstructed perturbation will likely be shifted and
distorted with respect to the original which is why we also
define an a-posteriori mask vector h̃. Analogous to to the
a-priori mask vector, h̃ is one for all voxels which satisfy
the FWHM criterion presented in the previous section and
is zero elsewhere. The contrast is then

C =
h̃t

‖h̃‖1

S†S hΔmpert. (5)

The noise n in the reconstruction can be calculated by
taking the square root of the sum of the variances and co-
variances of the voxels inside the reconstructed perturbation:

n =
1

‖h̃‖1

√
h̃tC̃M h̃ . (6)

Putting together equations (5) and (6), one obtains finally
an expression for the contrast to noise ratio:

CNR =
h̃tS†S hΔmpert√

h̃tC̃M h̃

(7)

3) Detectability radius: The detectability radius is the
mimimum radius of a detectable object. It is closely linked to
the CNR as the detection limit is reached when the contrast
to noise ratio is one, i.e. when the reconstructed parameter
value vanishes in the parameter noise.

In a neighbourhood of a small spherical perturbation the
sensitivity will be almost constant meaning that the diameter
of the reconstructed perturbation will scale linearly with
the diameter of the true one. From (5) follows that the
contrast will be constant and independent of the volume.
If all the voxels were independent, the covariance matrix
would be diagonal and the noise would scale inversely
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Fig. 1 Optode configuration used for the simulations. The sensors (red
circles) and detectors (green squares) were arranged on two rings around a
cylinder. A spherical perturbation with a radius of 5 mm was placed inside
the cylinder. All measures are in mm.

with the square root of the number of voxels (eq. (6)) and
with the perturbation’s volume. In case of a full covariance
matrix having a constant inter-element covariance, the noise
would be constant with respect to the volume. Taking those
two considerations together one finds that the CNR is
proportional to the volume of the true perturbation taken
to some exponent that has to be estimated experimentally.

If Vi denotes the volume of a perturbed voxel and CNRi

the resultant contrast to noise ratio, the radius of a sphere
whose volume corresponds to a CNR = 1, i.e. the detection
limit, is given by the detectability radius

rlim,i =

(
3

4π

Vi

CNR
1/α
i

)1/3

. (8)

C. Simulation setup

The simulations were made on a cylinder with a diameter
of 30 mm and the height of 90 mm mimicing a small animal.
The sources and detectors were placed on two rings with
a spacing of 20 mm around the cylinder (see figure 1).
The tissue’s optical properties used are listed in table 1.
Equations and estimates of these parameters can be found in
references [7], [8], [2]. The fluorophore concentration stated
there was used inside the perturbation. The fluorophore
concentration in the background was reduced by a factor of
10−2 which should simulated the tissue’s auto-fluorescence.

The power of the light sources was set to 20 mW.
Gaussian white noise with equal variance was added to the
simulated data of all detectors. The noise power was chosen
in the range -95 dBW – -135 dBW and correspond to values
which can be achieved with modern detectors.

Table 1 Values of optical parameters used for the forward simulation
[7], [8], [2].

μ′
s μa,i c · ε R

mm−1 mm−1 mm−1

excitation 0.275 0.036 84 · 10−3 2.51
emission 0.235 0.029 25 · 10−3 2.51
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Fig. 2 Resolution at z=10 mm (upper ring of optodes) for various noise-
levels.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the theoretically
achievable resolution of fluorescence diffusion optical to-
mography for various noise levels in dependence of the
radial position of the perturbation. To mitigate modeling
errors resulting from the finite element discretization, the
resolution was calculated along 16 radial lines with equi-
angular spacing and the results were averaged afterwards.
The slice was taken at z = 10 mm which is exactly at the
height of the upper optode ring.

The dependence of the contrast to noise ratio on the radial
position and the noise levels can be found in figure 3. Again,
the CNR is a spatially variant measure and was averaged
over 16 radii analogous to the resolution. All curves show
a pronounced decrease of CNR towards the cylinder’s axis.

The detectability radius is plotted in figure 4 in depen-
dence on the three different noise-levels.

IV. DISCUSSION

The resolution decreases with increasing noise from
about 4.5 objects/diameter to 3.5 objects/diameter at the
boundary (figure 2). The increase of resolution near the
cylinder’s axis is an artefact which is due to the fact that
the finite element mesh used in the simulations is much
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Fig. 3 Contrast to noise ratio at z=10 mm (upper optode ring) for various
noise-levels.
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Fig. 4 Minimum detectable radius for an object with c · ε = 84 ·
10−3mm−1 in dependence on the noise-level.

finer near the boundary and quite coarse in the centre of the
cylinder where fluorescence diffusion optical tomography is
not able to produce good results any longer.

The increase of the CNR with the noise level in figure 3
is possible due to the stronger regularization at those noise
levels which in turn is needed to acquire good images.
Stronger regularization goes along with a decrease of noise
in the reconstructions such that the reconstructed model
parameters show a smaller a-posteriori variance.

At this point one important property of the images should
be emphasized: The resolution is inherently limited by the
method itself and cannot be increased beyond a certain
limit even in the case of completely noise-free data. In
fact figure 2 shows only a difference of about 20–30 % in
resolution at the periphery when changing the data noise by
40 dBW. In contrast the CNR depends much stronger on the
noise level.

A significant lack of resolution still does not mean that
an object is not detectable. Detectability depends only on
the CNR and the size of the perturbation. Thus detectability

may also be given on the axis of the cylinder in case that
either the contrast or the size is high enough. This idea
is reflected in the concept of the detectability radius, i. e.
the radius of a spherical perturbation which yields a CNR
of 1 for a certain fluorophore concentration and a certain
data noise. As illustrated in figure 4 this radius drops from
several mm on the axis towards less than 0.5 mm in the
periphery when chosing as fluorophore concentration a value
of c · ε = 84 · 10−3mm−1 (see reference [2]).

V. CONCLUSION

It was shown that the spatial resolution of FDOT is very
poor at realistic data SNR levels. Although the method
will not produce reasonable images close to the axis, the
CNR may still be sufficiently high so as to detect an object
without resolving it spatially. Thus, the detectability radius
of an object with typical optical parameters is comparatively
small, dropping from several mm on the axis to less than
0.5 mm at the periphery.
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Abstract— Autofluorescence of the mandible and femur 
bones taken from newborn rats (7-, 14- and 28-day old) has 
been studied. Endogenous fluorophores were excited with 291, 
340 and 360 nm wavelengths. Modifications in content and 
microenvironment of both noncolagenous and collagenous 
constituents of bone tissue as well as metabolic coenzymes 
during the bone formation are reflected in fluorescence emis-
sion spectra. The biggest changes in fluorescence intensity 
were observed for tryptophan present in noncollagenous pro-
teins. The most significant changes for collagen and metabolic 
coenzymes were blue shifts of emission peak maximum. The 
dependence of the emission spectra on the rat age was found.  

Keywords— endogenous fluorophores, autofluorescence, rat 
mandible, rat femur, bone development. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Diagnostic detection can be based on tissue fluorescence 
that results from endogenous fluorophores or from egzoge-
nous fluorophores selectively accumulated in lesions, espe-
cially in neoplastic tissues. Fluorescence changes related to 
the structure of tissues or metabolic processes are used in 
clinical application. Many scientific reports have demon-
strated differences in fluorescence spectra between the nor-
mal and diseased tissue [1 - 4]. 

Intrinsic fluorescence often called autofluorescence has 
the potential effectively and noninvasively probe biochemi-
cal and biomorphological alternations in precancerous tis-
sue. This phenomenon may give valuable information in 
non-oncological cases also. 

It is known that bone tissue show autofluorescence [5, 6]. 
However, there are no systematic studies on this subject. 
Thus our fluorescence investigation is focused on bone 
tissue development of newborn rats. The spectroscopic 
changes in mandibles and femurs (which are examples of 
flat and long bones, respectively) with rat age are analysed. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The study was performed in female Wistar rats (220-
230g) coming from the Department of Pharmacology of the 
Silesian Medical University in Sosnowiec. 

The bones (mandible and femur) of 7-, 14- and 28-day 
old newborn rats were skeletonized and cleaned from soft 
tissue, brushed in purified water and air-dried before fluo-
rescence measurements. Bones of 5-7 newborns rats in each 
group were studied. 

Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a Hi-
tachi F-2500 Spectrofluorimeter. A special solid sample 
holder was used during the fluorescence study to collect 
emission spectra from compact bone surfaces in the similar 
geometry. The excitation wavelengths were set at 291, 340 
and 360 nm. Each spectrum was collected from three inde-
pendent measurements.  

Results were analysed using Origin 7.5 Pro and Statistica 
8.0 (Kruskal-Wallis test). Differences with a p<0.05 were 
regarded as significant. 

III. RESULTS  

Figure 1 shows fluorescence measurements results for 
flat and long bones of 7-day age rats. Spectra obtained with 
different excitation wavelengths allow to observe spectral 
changes connected with endogenous fluorophores present 
naturally in bone tissue. 

Under excitation 291 nm the highest emission (about 335 
nm) peak originated mainly from Tryptophan (Trp) is ob-
served. It is according with expectation because Trp is one 
of the most widespread amino acid of the proteins. How-
ever, the contribution from hydroxyproline and from 
bilirubin is possible also [7]. Moreover it should be noted 
that this spectrum reveals shoulder peak with maximum at 
450 nm connected with fluorescence of coenzyme NADPH 
(reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate) 
involved in metabolism. 

An excitation of 340 nm induces emission in relatively 
broad wavelength range. Structural protein, collagen I, 
which is the major extracellular matrix component in bone 
seems to be responsible for this emission peak. 

Emission spectrum obtained with excitation at 360 nm 
comes probably from NADH (reduced nicotinamide ade-
nine dinucleotide) as well as from NADPH. The fluores-
cence excitation and emission ranges of these both meta-
bolic coenzymes are similar. 
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Fig. 1 Fluorescence spectra of 7-day age rat bones: femur (f) and mandible (m) at 291, 340 and 360 nm excitation wavelength (indicated in legend). 

It follows from Fig. 1 that fluorescence spectra excited at 
340 and 360 nm overlap. Thus the separation of coenzymes 
and collagen contributions is difficult. 

One can see that the same endogenous fluorophores oc-
cur in the mandible as well as in femur however they differ 
in their intensity levels. Fluorescence intensity of femur are 
markedly lower than that of mandible. It is noteworthy that 
Trp peak is dominating for femur but not for mandible. The 
highest fluorescence peak for mandible is observed from 
NADH. 

Changes of fluorescence intensity with age of newborns 
are illustrated in Fig. 2 Fluorescence of Trp increases with 
age in both bone groups. However for femur bones a ten-
dency to saturation for 28-day is observed unlike mandible. 
The differences in intensity (at 291 nm excitation) between 
tree age group are statistically essential for femur (p = 
0,0014) as well as for mandible (p = 0,0002). The multi-
variate paired comparison tests have indicated essential 
differences between: 1) femur of 7-day and 14-day (p = 
0,002); 7-day and 28-day (p = 0,006) old rats, 2) mandible 
of 14-day and 28-day (p = 0,005); 7-day and 28-day (p = 
0,0005) old newborn rats. 

The age changes in fluorescence of collagen are smaller 
although statistically significant (p = 0,0004 for femur and p 
= 0,03 for mandible). They occur mainly during the first 
two week. No statistically essential differences occur be-
tween 14-day and 28-day old rats.  

The character of spectral changes at 340 and 360 nm ex-
citation is similar but statistically essential differences at 
360 nm excitation are observed only for femur bones (p = 
0,0004) between 7-day and 14-day (p = 0,0002) as well as 
7-day and 28-day (p = 0,04) but not between 14-day and 28-
day old rats. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Comparison of femur and mandible fluorescence intensity (in 

maximum of emission) for 7-, 14- and 28 days old rats.  
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Table 1 Dependence of maximum fluorescence wavelength (mean±SD; in 
nm) on the rat age. 

λexc 
/nm 

Femur Mandible 
7-day 14-day 28-day 7-day 14-day 28-day 

 
291 

 
333±3 

 
338±2 

 
339±2 

 
331±4 

 
335±2 

 
338±2 

340 423±5 411±6 409±5 420±8 410±3 401±5 
360 443±2 441±4 439±3 443±1 440±4 439±4 

 
The results shown in Table 1 point out the shift of emis-

sion peak maximum with age of newborn rats. In the case of 
291 nm excitation maximum of peak is shifted towards the 
red region. On the contrary, under 340 and 360 nm excita-
tion, the distinct blue shift of maximum peak position is 
observed. The biggest shift near 20 nm appears for mandi-
ble excited with 340 nm. Generally, the emission peak 
maxima occur at longer wavelengths for femur than for 
mandible.  

IV. DISCUSSION 

To trigger emission from organic matrix composed of 
noncollagenous proteins and collagen fibrils as well as 
metabolic coenzyms, the following excitation wavelengths: 
291, 340 and 360 nm were used, respectively. 

The proper fluorescence marker of noncollagenous pro-
teins is Trp present in the majority of them. Our studies 
indicate the strong changes in its emission intensity and the 
red shift of peak maximum with age of newborn rats. The 
reason of intensity increase may be connected with increas-
ing amount of noncollagenous proteins. The shift of emis-
sion spectra may be caused by changes in the local envi-
ronment due to progressive mineralization. Recently it was 
shown by us that increasing content of calcium is accompa-
nied by zinc decrease with age of newborn rats [8]. It was 
also reported that content and distribution of noncolla-
genous proteins correlates with speed of bone formation and 
calcification of bone tissue [9]. 

The collagen changes under 340 nm excitation are re-
vealed in fluorescence intensity mainly during the first two 
weeks of rat life. The most important spectral change is 
progressive blue shift of emission peak (Table 1). This ef-
fect can be associated with changing packing density of 
collagen fibrils. 

Metabolic changes observed due to the excitation of co-
enzymes NADH and NADPH correlate with these con-
nected with structural protein - collagen. However the dif-
ferences between age groups in fluorescence intensity of 
mandible are negligible unlike femur. Probably, these re-
sults reflect the differences in two types of bone formation: 
intramembranous, characteristic for flat bones and endo-
chondral, occurring in long bones.  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Fluorescence spectroscopy is able to follow bone devel-
opment in newborn rats. Modifications in content and mi-
croenvironment of both noncolagenous and collagenous 
constituents of bone tissue as well as metabolic coenzymes 
during the first month of rat life in formation of femur and 
mandible bones are reflected in their autofluorescence.  
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Abstract— This work describes an approach to extract 
absolute metabolic concentrations, estimated by proton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy in the brain with respect to 
heterogeneous tissue distributions within the spectroscopic 
volume. Single voxel PRESS 1H MR spectra were acquired on 
a clinical 3 T MR scanner in the anterior insular cortex of five 
healthy volunteers in combination with T1-weighted high 
resolution anatomic 3D-imaging of the whole brain. Spectra 
were reconstructed by a weighted linear combination of multi-
channel data of a head matrix phased array coil. Weighting 
factors were determined by using an SVD (Singular Value 
Decomposition) method. Absolute concentrations of NAA, Cr, 
Cho, mIns and Glu were quantified with the LCModel using 
the internal water reference approach. Concentrations were 
corrected for the individual cortical spinal fluid (CSF) fraction 
within the 1H-MRS voxel by co-registration of the segmented 
anatomic whole brain data with the MRS data. Extracted 
concentrations without CSF correction were found to be lower 
by 10.5±0.1% on average compared to the corrected values for 
all investigated metabolites (p≤≤≤≤0.002). Except for mIns and 
Glu, the corrected concentrations revealed lower variances of 
up to 200% over all volunteers. 

Keywords—1H-MRS, absolute quantitation, MRI, tissue seg-
mentation, LCModel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) per-
mits in vivo detection of biochemical changes in numerous 
pathologic conditions, like cancer, epilepsy or multiple scle-
rosis [1]. In addition to its overall diagnostic relevance spec-
troscopic information also helps to gain a deeper under-
standing of biochemical processes in the brain, induced for 
instance by psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia, 
depression or addiction disease [2]. Quantitative estimation 
of metabolic concentrations is usually based on the normali-
zation of metabolic intensities in the MR spectrum by a 
reference signal with known concentration. Tissue water is 
well suited to serve as a reference as it is relatively insensi-
tive with respect to pathologic changes and can be easily 
measured by performing an additional measurement within 
the same spectroscopic volume [3]. However, due to partial 
volume effects of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), containing 

only water with vanishing metabolic contributions, normali-
zation without correction results in underestimated meta-
bolic concentrations [3]. This may lead to misinterpreta-
tions, especially when comparing results from measure-
ments with different CSF fractions in the MRS voxel. 

In this work we present a fully automatic tool which al-
lows correction of spectroscopically estimated brain meta-
bolic concentrations for individual CSF fractions in the 
voxel by co-registration of tissue segmented high-resolution 
T1-weighted MRI data with MRS data. To validate our ap-
proach, concentrations of N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), crea-
tine (Cr), total choline (tCho), myo-inositol (mIns) and glu-
tamate (Glu), obtained from the anterior insular cortex (aIC) 
of healthy volunteers by using single voxel 1H MRS, were 
analyzed. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. MRI and MRS data acquisition 

Five right-handed, healthy male volunteers (age: 
24.1 ± 1.5 years) were enrolled in this study. Measurements 
were performed with a whole-body 3 T MR scanner (Mag-
netom TIM Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a 
twelve-channel phased-array receive-only head matrix coil. 
The study was approved by the local ethics committee. 

First, a T1-weighted, 3D whole-head data set consisting 
of 192 sagittal slices was acquired by a magnetization pre-
pared rapid gradient echo sequence (MP-RAGE, 
TR/TE/TI = 2300/3.03/900 ms; FOVAP×FH = 256× 256 mm², 
α = 9°, matrix: 256×256, slice thickness: 1 mm). For MRS 
the spectroscopic voxel (VAP×LR×FH: 2.5×10×10 mm³) was 
placed in the left aIC using three orthogonal image slabs 
reconstructed from the MP-RAGE data (see Fig. 1). Zero- 
and first-order shim gradients were adjusted with an auto-
matic B0-field mapping technique, followed by manual fine-
tuning of zero-order shim gradients to achieve suitable wa-
ter line widths of 14.7±1.2 Hz. After frequency adjustment 
the water-selective suppression pulse was manually opti-
mized. Spectroscopic data was obtained by a PRESS se-
quence with single volume selection (TE: 30 ms; 4096 sam-
pled complex FID points, bandwidth: 4 kHz). For each vol-
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unteer three measurement series were performed. The first 
series (128 acquisitions) was acquired with a repetition time 
(TR) of 2000 ms and partial water saturation. The second 
and third series (each with 16 acquisitions) were measured 
without water suppression and TR = 10000 ms and 
TR = 2000 ms, respectively. The third series was used for 
eddy current and phase corrections of the data, sampled 
during the first and second series. During acquisition of the 
water-suppressed spectra (first series), the rf-frequency of 
the transmitter was shifted by -2.2 ppm relative to the water 
resonance. Non-suppressed spectra were acquired without 
this frequency offset. This ensured nearly equally located 
excitation volumes for water and metabolic signals in the 
chemical shift range between 2.0 and 3.0 ppm. 

Fig. 1 Sagittal (a) and transverse (b) MP-RAGE slices showing the lo-
cation of the 2.5 ml MRS voxel in the left anterior insular cortex. 

B. MR spectra reconstruction 

Metabolic and water spectra were reconstructed from the 
12-channel coil data sets by a fully automatic routine im-
plemented in MATLAB®. First, single-channel coil data 
were automatically corrected for zero-order phase and eddy 
current distortions using the water signal of the same coil 
channel [4]. Second, combined signals were calculated as a 
weighted linear combination of the corrected channel data 
for each acquisition. The weighting factors were estimated 
from the 12-channel data matrix of the second water series 
by using the Single Value Decomposition (SVD) approach 
introduced by Sandgren et al. [5]. As validated in recent 
own studies [6], these weighting factors reflect the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of each coil channel. Third, each com-
bined acquisition data set of the first and second measure-
ment series was frequency corrected relative to the water 
peak position (4.7 ppm). Finally, these frequency-corrected 
acquisition signals were Fourier transformed and averaged 
to a mean metabolic and water spectrum, respectively. 

Quantification of metabolic intensities was performed by 
using the LCModel [7] with imported basis sets containing 
15 single in vitro model spectra. Absolute concentrations (in 
mmol/l) were estimated by using the signal of the mean 
water spectrum described above as the internal reference 
and an assumed water concentration of 43.3 mol/l of brain’s 
grey matter [8]. 

C. Extraction of tissue composition within MRS voxel

Fig. 2 shows the workflow implemented in MATLAB®

for extracting the CSF fraction fCSF. 

Fig. 2 Workflow of processing steps to correct metabolic concentra-
tions with respect to the individual CSF fraction within the spectroscopic 
voxel. 

First, the 3D anatomic data was segmented into three 
compartments ‘Grey Matter’ (GM), ‘White Matter’ (WM) 
and ‘CSF’ by using a fully automated routine, included in 
the image processing toolbox ‘Freesurfer’ (Athinoula A. 
Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Bethesda, USA 
[9]). Second, the co-registration matrix M needed for the 
alignment of the 3D MRI data set with the MRS voxel was 
calculated by using the formula: 

  MRSMRI MM=M ⋅−1
.   (1). 

The affine transformation matrices MMRI and MMRS – de-
scribing the translations and rotations of the MRI volume 
and MR spectroscopic voxel with respect to the scanner’s 
origin – were extracted from the header of the correspond-
ing scanner data files. Finally, tissue fractions fGM, fWM and 
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fCSF were calculated based on the GM, WM and CSF com-
position within the MRS voxel whose volume was also ex-
tracted from file header information.  

Estimated metabolic concentrations (C0) were corrected 
for the CSF volume fraction (fCSF) in the selected spectro-
scopic voxel for each volunteer by using the formula: 

  
CSF

corr f
C=C

−
⋅
1

1
0    (2) 

D. Data Analysis 

Mean concentrations estimated from all volunteers with 
and without CSF correction were compared by a two-tailed t-
test for the metabolites NAA, Cr, tCho, mIns, and Glu. 

III.RESULTS 

Fig. 3 shows a representative 1H-MR spectrum acquired 
in the aIC. Averaged over all subjects, spectra yielded high 
SNR and high spectral resolution, as illustrated by the NAA 
resonance at 2.02 ppm: SNRNAA = 17.0±0.7, FWHMNAA = 
3.6±0.2 Hz. This is also reflected by the low mean Cramer-
Rao-Lower-Bounds (CRLB) of the extracted metabolites 
(see Table 1). Averaged over all volunteers, GM, WM and 
CSF volume fractions were 0.67±0.07, 0.23±0.07, 
0.10±0.02, respectively. Concentration distributions for 
NAA, Cr, tCho, mIns and Glu estimated with and without 
CSF correction are presented in Fig. 4, whereas the results 
of the statistical comparison are summarized in Table 1. 

Fig. 3 Representative 1H-MR spectrum extracted from the aIC of a 
healthy volunteer. Glx denotes the sum of glutamate and glutamine signals.

Table 1 Absolute concentrations (mean ± SD in mmol/l) of NAA, Cr, 
tCho, mIns and Glu, extracted without (C0) and with (Ccorr) CSF correction. 

CRLB represents the fit errors estimated by the LCModel. 

Concentration [mmol/l]  CRLB [%] 
C0 Ccorr

p-value 

NAA 3.2±0.5 11.3±0.6 12.5±0.2 0.0007 

Cr 3.4±0.6 8.7±0.6 9.6±0.4 0.0005 
tCho 4.4±0.6 2.2±0.2 2.4±0.2 0.0008 

mIns 6.4±0.6 6.6±0.8 7.2±0.8 0.0017 
Glu 9.4±2.1 10.7±1.2 11.8±1.8 0.0005 

Fig. 4 Variances of concentration of all volunteers, estimated without 
(blue boxes) and with (red boxes) CSF correction. Bold black lines within 
the boxes represent the median values, whereas the upper and low box plot 
limits show the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The error bars in-
clude the values lying outside the 25th and 75th percentile limits. 

IV.DISCUSSION 

The presented method for extracting the CSF volume 
fraction is based on co-registration of segmented high-
resolution MR images with MRS voxels and allows a fully 
automatic partial volume effect correction of metabolic 
concentrations estimated by the LCModel. The tool is not 
limited to the processing of single voxel MRS data (as pre-
sented here), but is currently also validated for the correc-
tion of metabolic spatial distributions, as measured with 2D 
and 3D 1H chemical shift imaging (CSI) techniques. 

We obtained 10.5 ± 0.1% higher metabolic concentra-
tions on average after correcting for the CSF fraction in all 
volunteers, in accordance with results reported by Weber-
Fahr et al. [10]. Moreover, as indicated by the smaller dis-
tance between their lower and upper percentiles, corrected 
concentrations show a more homogenous distribution for all 
metabolites, except for mIns and Glu (see Fig. 4). In con-
trast to NAA, Cr and tCho, the variation of mIns and Glu 
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concentrations is almost unaffected by the correction of 
CSF fraction. However, this may be explained by the gener-
ally larger estimation errors of Glu and mIns, as indicated 
by their considerably larger CRLB values (see Table 1). 

V.CONCLUSIONS  

This work describes a user-independent, automatic ap-
proach to extract absolute concentrations of brain metabo-
lites by taking into account the CSF volume fraction within 
the spectroscopic volume. The improvement by using this 
method has been successfully demonstrated by the in-
creased mean concentrations and reduced variances of sev-
eral brain metabolites (see Fig. 4). 

One limitation of the current study is the restriction to 
only two compartments, GM and CSF. Since brain tissue 
also contains WM (for instance, the composition in the aIC 
voxel investigated here was found to be approximately 10% 
CSF, 70% GM and 20% WM), the next step is to expand 
the method to include all compartments. It is anticipated 
that this would ensure even narrower distributions of meta-
bolic concentrations of increased accuracy. Work in this 
direction is currently underway in our lab. 
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Imaging Alpha Signal Modulation Using an ICA-Based EEG Inverse Approach 
Lin Yang, Zhongming Liu, Cristina Rios, and Bin He 
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Abstract—Dynamic behaviors of coordinated neural activi-
ties often manifest themselves as large-scale modulations of 
rhythmic electrophysiological signals. Although such modu-
lations are sometimes observable in human electroencephalo-
graphy (EEG), it remains technically challenging to pinpoint 
the neural origins of EEG rhythmic modulations. In the 
present study, we propose to use a novel ICA-based spatio-
temporal source imaging approach to image the neural ac-
tivities that give rise to the modulation of alpha-band EEG 
signals during an eye-open-eye-closed task. The results indi-
cate that the alpha signal modulation, due to the alternation 
between two resting states (i.e. eye-open vs. eye-closed), 
originates primarily from extended regions within the occipi-
tal and parietal lobes.  

Keywords—EEG, ICA, alpha rhythmic modulation, eye-
open-eye-closed task. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Since first discovered by Hans Berger [1], the alpha band 
oscillation in human EEG has attracted a lot of research 
interest. Various attempts have been made to investigate the 
neural origins of the EEG alpha rhythm [2]. 

Previous studies have constantly found enhanced alpha 
oscillation with close eyes and attenuated alpha oscillation 
with open eyes, predominantly from occipital channels. The 
neural generators of this posterior alpha rhythm has been 
investigated through a few EEG/MEG [3, 4, 5] and EEG-
fMRI cross-modal [6, 7] studies. However, the electro-
physiological neural correlates of the occipital alpha modu-
lation are still not well understood.   

In the current study, we conduct EEG eye-open-eye-
closed experiments in order to study the underlying neural 
generators of the posterior alpha modulation. Independent 
component analysis (ICA) is used to selectively extract 
spatial and temporal features of the occipital alpha oscilla-
tion [8, 9]. The time series derived by ICA is considered as 
an inference of the neural dynamics. And the scalp potential 
map derived by ICA is used for resolving a cortical source 
distribution. We finally achieve a spatiotemporal brain 
mapping of the alpha modulation by integrating the spatial 
and temporal estimates of the selected independent compo-
nents (ICs).  

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 

Experiments: Two healthy subjects were recruited for the 
experiments according to a protocol approved by IRB at the 
University of Minnesota. During a period of 3-4 minutes, 
subjects were either self-paced or cued by an aural signal to 
alternate between eye-closed and eye-open conditions. Dur-
ing the experiments, 64 channels EEG (BrainProducts, 
Germany) were recorded for all of the subjects. High resolu-
tion structural MRI images were also acquired for the sub-
jects (3T, Siemens, TrioTim, Germany).  

Source Imaging: For each subject, we built an individual 
realistic-shaped boundary element model (BEM) and corti-
cal current density (CCD) model from the anatomical MRI 
images [10]. The source imaging procedure is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. In order to localize the cortical regions that solely 
correspond to the task-related alpha modulation, (1) we first 
performed a blind source separation by ICA to separate 
independent neural responses. (2) We then extracted alpha 
modulation by selecting those components whose 8-12 Hz 
spectral power follows the eye-open-eye-closed behavior 
pattern. (3) We assume that each IC was corresponding to a 
single source with maximal temporal independence with 
other sources. As such, for each IC, the IC alpha spectral 
power reflected the alpha-band temporal dynamics of the 
source, and  the source localization estimated by minimum 
norm algorithm [11] from the IC scalp map reflected the 
cortical distribution of the source. (4) Finally, a spatio-
temporal source imaging was achieved by summing the 
estimated IC source distributions weighted by the corre-
sponding IC alpha spectral power at each time point. This 
provides a spatiotemporal imaging of the modulation of 
alpha oscillation. 

III. RESULTS  

Fig. 2 shows the imaging results from two representative 
subjects. The first subject went through a self-paced eyes-
open-eyes-closed experiment and the other was signaled by 
an aural cue in the experiment. Fig. 2(a) plots the selected 
ICs’ spatial maps and spectrograms derived from the first 
subject. The spectrograms show prominent alpha rhythmic 
modulation following the self-paced eye-open-eye-closed 
behavior pattern. The IC scalp potential maps indicate pos-
terior focus of the alpha band power. The ICA derived scalp 
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maps and temporal dynamics from the other subject shared 
similar patterns and thus are not plotted here. 

  

 
In order to find out the cortical regions involved in the 

alpha modulation, after reconstructing the spatiotemporal 
source imaging, we averaged the instant cortical maps over 
the recording time. The averaged brain mapping estimated 
for the two subjects (Fig. 2 b and c) are consistent with each 
other. Both of them suggested extended regions in occipital 
cortex, parieto-occipital sulcus and part of the parietal  
cortex as the neural origin of this task related alpha  
modulation. 

 

 
IV. DISCUSSION 

In the present study, we have developed a data-driven 
method to image the continuously oscillatory activity re-
corded by the scalp EEG. The present method has the 
unique features of being able to extract and image certain 
rhythmic modulation. Instead of imaging the rhythmic ac-
tivity itself as some other spectral imaging techniques do [5, 
12], our method allows to focus on the rhythmic modulation 

induced by different cognitive tasks, behavior states, and 
attentional loads [6, 13].  

Applying the proposed method, we have investigated the 
neural correlates of the alpha rhythmic modulation evoked 
by the alternation between two resting conditions (eye-open 
and eye-closed conditions). The present results reveal sig-
nificant change of the alpha oscillation within extended 
areas in occipital cortex, parieto-occipital sulcus and parie-
tal cortex. This cortical distribution is generally in line with 
the localization of posterior alpha rhythm found by fMRI [6, 
7] and MEG/EEG studies [3, 4, 5]. At these cortical regions, 
the spectrograms of the source components (Fig. 2a) imply 
a decrease in the alpha amplitude when the resting brain 
changes from the eyes-closed condition to thes eye-open 
condition. A decrease in the alpha power has often served as 
a signature of an increase in neural excitability and an in-
crease in attentional demands [6, 13]. Our reconstruction of 
the parieto-occipital alpha modulation could be further 
interpreted as neuronal response to the modulation of visual 
attention and neural excitability induced by different brain 
states in eyes-closed condition versus eyes-open condition.  

Modulations of oscillatory activity have commonly been 
observed in neural networks correlated with cognitive neu-
ral processing and spontaneous neural activity [13, 14, 15]. 
Here, although we only imaged the alpha modulation, this 
method can be easily generalized to study any neural oscil-
lations, for example, gamma oscillation linked to neural 
interactions. Understanding the cortical origin and temporal 
dynamics of the modulation of oscillatory activity will fa-
cilitate the investigation of neuronal responses and network 
interactions underlying different cognitive tasks and sponta-
neous brain states.  
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Abstract— Scatter directionality of incident ultrasound 
beam depends on scatter size relative to the wavelength. If they 
comparable then complex scattering pattern is expected. There 
are anatomic sites where structural variety could include this 
scenario like kidney tissue or muscle fibers. This paper intro-
duces a novel approach to constructing angular scatter images.  

The approach is to break the echo data into groups based 
on the scattering angle and form an image for each group. This 
scatter angle could also be crossed with transmission angle 
generating twa-dimensional array of angular scatter images.  

The computational approach resulted in a beam forming 
process that is similar and as fast as the conventional method. 
We have used this off-line beam former to reconstruct echo 
data collected from a clinical machine on animal tissue. The 
angular scatter images showed marked difference between the 
case where ultrasound plane is parallel to fiber tissue and the 
case where the plane was crossing the fibers. The promising 
results invite further clinical investigations.  

Keywords— Ultrasound, angular scattering, beam forming 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Although US backscatter is the primary source of con-
trast in US imaging, angular scattering has also been recog-
nized as early as 1970s as a possible source of contrast, 
especially as a potential indicator of the tissue’s microstruc-
ture [1]. Angular scatter measurements were done on tissues 
and phantoms using ultrasound elements [3] or pair of ar-
rays [2].  

In B-mode ultrasound imaging, the scattered ultrasound 
waves are integrated from all receiver elements with proper 
delay profile for localization. This dynamic focusing regime 
integrates across the relative angles between the element 
and the scattering point in the imaged tissue. In this, paper, 
beam forming process is re-written to form new images 
based on by scattering angle. The basis is to break the echo 
data into groups based on the scattering angle and form an 
image for each group.  

The first section discusses the theoretical background of 
the topic introducing the concept of angular utilization fac-
tor. Later, experimental and computational aspects are pre-
sented. Results of applying this method to a life tissue are 
given with some analysis and conclusive remarks.  

II. THEORETICAL 

Generalized ultrasound imaging problem would include 
transmitted beam and received beam 2D angles relative to 
the imaged point as parameters for which image contrast 
could be measured. In practical B-mode imaging geometry, 
limited area of the US probe is used for both transmission 
and scatter detection which integrates scatter energy over 
solid angle that varies in extent from a point to another. The 
collective scatter is called backscatter. The scatter size rela-
tive to wavelength determines whether the scattered energy 
looks like monopole or dipole for Rayleigh scattering or 
follows Snell’s specular reflection or follows complex be-
havior when wavelength is comparable to feature size [4]. 
This paper investigates the last case by measuring scatter at 
different angles using a medical imaging probe. 

Depending on the imaging geometry and method, differ-
ent angular utilization fractions exist. There is a physical 
limitation on where to transmit and where to receive around 
an imaging point. Fig.1 compares pulse-echo to angular 
spatial compounding geometries. Ultrasound tomography 
with ring array is potentially capable of full angular utiliza-
tion in both transmission and reception but is limited to 
breast as anatomical site. Our angular scatter imaging me-
thod is to transmit at different angles and receive at different 
angles for any single transmission.  

We rely on the uniqueness of the 1st order scatter events 
stemming from uniform speed assumption as in any pulse 
echo imaging. The second order scatter events will be 
weaker due to longer path length and will be noise added to 
the image due to their random delay after 1st order events.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL 

Ultrasound data were obtained using a Siemens Antares 
machine (Siemens Medical Solutions USA Inc, Mountain 
view, CA). Pre-beam forming data were recorded then post 
processed using an external off-line beam former built using 
C++ programming language. VFX-9-4 and VFX-9-413-5 
were the linear probes used for this work. They measure 
38mm in array length with 192 channels at 200 m ele-
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ment pitch. The elements are arranged in 3 rows with some 
elevational focusing. The computational development were 
done on a tissue mimicking phantom (Gammex/RMI 403 
GS; Gammex, Middleton, WI).  To simulate realistic tissue 
we have used a chicken thigh with visible muscle fibers. 

 

 

Figure 1 Angular scattering geometries 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL  

In conventional B-mode beam forming, the received in-
dividual channel data associated with a certain transmit 
position are stream-processed in the beam former to gener-
ate a single line in the final image. The time signals from all 
the channels are delayed then apodized and then summed up 
in accordance with a dynamic aperture table (defining ad-
mitted/discarded signals based on the depth to aperture 
ratio).  

Fig.2 shows the geometry used in computing the delayed 
table as well as the relative scatter angle. The pulse path 
length composed of primary pulse path and scattered pulse 
path is computed by the relative separation between the 
transmission pulse assumed source, the scattering/imaged 
point and the detector element. With the assumed ultra-
sound speed the path length determines the delay time. The 
scatter angle is also computed using the relative positions of 
the three points. The computation is done for each transmis-
sion and for lateral and axial positions. The delay table is a 
typical output. 

Tx focus point

Primary path

Transmit center

 detector element considered

depth point considered
Lateral = X(p)
Axial    = Y(p) 

Scatter Angle

Transmission Angle

 

Figure 2 Geometry of computing the delayed address and the scatter 
angle 

In our angular scatter imaging, we classify the scatter an-
gles in a few ranges. Each scattering angle range is inte-
grated to generate an image line. Figure 3 shows a graphical 
account of the method.  

 

Figure 3 Individual channel data are labeled by angular scatter ranges 
or bins (different shades of grey). The horizontal axis is the channel num-

ber and the vertical axis is the depth 

 The beam forming process is changed from the conven-
tional form shown in Eqn.1 to a new form shown in Eqn.2. 
Both equations are an integration/summation of signals 
which are parameterized in transmission position (tx), de-
tector (rx) and time (p) over detectors with proper delay and 
apodization. The new beam former integrates over detectors 
within each angular bin as shown in Fig.3.  

 

Pulse Echo Geometry In-plane Transmit/Recieve Angles

Angular Compounding In-plane Transmit/Recieve Angles

Single Array Angular Scattering In-plane Transmit/Recieve Angles
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beamFormedSignal (tx, p) = 

signals tx, rx, delayTable(p, tx-rx) * ( )
rx

apodization tx rx

        (1) 
   

( , )  & ( , )

beamFormedSignal (tx, p, angularBin) = 

signals tx, rx, delayTable(p, tx-rx) * ( )
rx angularBin rx p p angularBin rx p

apodization tx rx

 

        (2) 
 
The angular scatter imaging method generates additional 

images from the echo data. However, the images do not 
cover the same viewable area as in B-mode images except 
for the middle bin of backscatter; see Figure 4.  

theta= +20

theta= -20

theta= (-170)-190 (B-Mode)

 

Figure 4 Change of viewable area based on the scattering angle for 
downward transmission 

V. RESULTS 

The main focus of this work was in code development. In 
terms of actual images generated, there are several poten-
tially interesting examples to examine including: kidneys, 
thyroids and muscle fibers all include spectrum of structural 
elements that could match in size the ultrasound wave-
length. As an illustration of the method a chicken thigh has 
been imaged with a linear array (VFX 9-4, 5MHz, 2 cm 
depth setting) for two different beam orientations: the first 
was with the linear array image plane transverse to the mus-
cle fibers; the second was with the image plane oriented so 
that the fibers coursed within the image plane. The fibers in 
the chicken’s thigh are visible on B-mode images, and the 
array transducer was aligned along the fiber and across it in 
two imaging cases. The images are shown in Fig 5. 

For the images shown, there are visible effects of direc-
tionality. Consider the case when the fibers are perpendicu-
lar to the acoustic imaging plane. The angular images are 
filled with scatter in almost all the angular bins. This is 
relevant to a strong speckle background. The fibers crossing 
the plane are scattering ultrasound uniformly in multiple 
directions, which is expected as in the case of nylon fibers 
in phantoms. When the array was oriented along the fibers’ 
direction, the scatter is concentrated in a few directions. 
There are several relatively wide areas with dark regions 

relevant to low scatter. This is consistent with specular like 
reflection. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of the angular scatter imaging me-
thod turns out to be quite similar to B-mode beam forming. 
This is positive because it encourages its implementation in 
clinical machines without a need for hardware development 
or significant software modification. It boils down to gene-
rating one more look up tables for angular binning. The 
apodization should be implemented slightly differently and 
the dynamic aperture table is not needed for this setting. 

There is a room for further software development and vi-
sualization research. Suppose in a clinical situation there is 
a lesion that has no clear diagnosis. If the sonographer or 
radiologist could turn on the angular scatter imager to fur-
ther examine the region, additional information could be 
generated. Further, the angular bin size could be modified 
on the fly. Titling the transmission angle could either gener-
ate more images for the same region (more tx-rx combina-
tions) or widen the view area for the same region with ag-
gregation of transmission angles.  

The next stage of research should start with more stan-
dardized phantoms. This removes the speculation about the 
sources of contrast in angular imaging. Examples of possi-
ble efforts include fibers arranged in a specific orientation 
with the imaging plane oriented at various relative angles. 
One line of experimentation is to vary the glass bead sizes 
close to the wavelength of the used ultrasound (Faran re-
gion).  

In the clinical side, the method could be applied to ana-
tomic sites like kidneys or thyroid where there are structures 
of comparable sizes to wavelengths of clinical ultrasound. 
Hard to diagnose regions could be a rich ground for experi-
mentation.   
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Figure 5 B-mode and angular scatter images at different scatter bins of 
20 degrees size; the images’ brightness has been modified to show the 

texture. The angle range sketch in the first column is to scale. 
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Abstract—In vivo single voxel 1H-MR measurements were 
performed in a rat’s brain on a clinical whole-body 3 T MR 
scanner by using a dedicated small animal head RF-coil. 
Spectroscopic experiments were performed with and without 
water suppression as well as with different echo times (TE) by 
placing a 0.5 ml voxel in the rat cerebrum. Absolute 
concentrations of tNAA, tCr, tCho, mIns, Lac and Glu were 
estimated by applying the internal tissue water reference 
technique. In addition, T2 values for tNAA, tCr and tCho were 
determined by mono-exponential fitting of metabolite inten-
sities sampled at the different echo times. 

Keywords—1H-MRS, rat brain, clinical MR scanner, absolute 
quantitation, LCModel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Proton spectroscopic (1H-MRS) measurements of animal 
models are important to study characteristic biochemical 
changes occurring under numerous pathological conditions, 
including cancer or stroke [1]. However, dedicated animal 
MR scanners which are commonly used for this type of 
research are not available ubiquitously in research institu-
tions with a clinical environment. 

The present study describes a feasibility test for in vivo 
1H-MR spectroscopic measurements in the rat’s brain per-
formed on a clinical whole-body 3 T MR scanner in combi-
nation with a dedicated small volume animal head coil. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A.MRI and MRS data acquisition 

All measurements were performed in the brain of a male 
3-months-old rat with a human whole-body 3 T MR scanner 
(Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in 
combination with a 38 mm inner bore diameter trans-
mit/receive linear polarized small volume head coil (Doty 
Scientific Inc., Colombia, USA). Prior to the measurements 
the rf-coil was individually tuned and matched to achieve an 

optimal rf-transmission. The animal was anesthetised by an 
isoflurane-oxygen gas mixture (1.7% isoflurane, flow rate: 
1 l/min) using a home-built MR-compatible respiratory 
mask (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 Illustration of the rat’s head position within the rf-coil together-
with the respiratory mask. 

The 1H MR spectroscopic voxel (0.5 ml) was placed in 
the cerebrum of the rat by means of T1-weighted, spin-echo 
images (TR/TE = 800/9.4 ms, FOV = 60×60 mm², matrix: 
128×128, 5 slices; slice thickness: 2 mm) acquired both in 
sagittal and transverse orientation (Fig. 2). Prior to 1H MRS, 
zero- and first-order shim gradients were manually adjusted 
to obtain a water line width below 40 Hz. After frequency 
adjustment the water-selective suppression pulse 
(BW = 80 Hz) was also manually optimized. The spectro-
scopic voxel was selected by using the PRESS technique 
(TR = 1500 ms, 4096 sampled complex FID points, band-
width: 4 kHz). Overall six acquisition series groups – each 
containing a series of 512 partially water suppressed acqui-
sitions and a series of 16 non-water suppressed acquisitions 
– were measured at six different echo times (TE = 30, 40, 
60, 80, 135 and 270 ms). 
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Fig. 2 Position of the spectroscopic voxel (size: 5x10x10 mm³) in the 
rat’s brain in sagittal (a) and transverse (b) planes.

B.MR spectra reconstruction and quantitation 

For each echo time two spectra (one metabolite and one 
water spectrum) were reconstructed from the raw data using 
a fully automatic, self written MATLAB® program, includ-
ing the following processing steps. First, single acquisition 
data sets measured with reduced water suppression were 
corrected for the zero-order phase and eddy current distor-
tions using the non-suppressed data obtained with the same 
TE [3]. Second, all data sets were Fourier transformed and 
frequency corrected relative to the water peak frequency at 
4.7 ppm. Finally, signals obtained with and without water 
suppression were averaged to a mean metabolic and water 
spectrum, respectively. Quantification of metabolic intensi-
ties was performed for all six mean metabolite spectra by 
using the LCModel [4] with imported basis sets containing 
15 single in vitro model spectra. T2-values were estimated 
for total NAA (tNAA: sum of N-Acetyl-Aspartate and N-
Acetyl-Aspartate-Gluatame), total creatine (tCr: sum of 
creatine and phosphocreatine) and total choline (tCho: sum 
of Phosphorylcholine and Glycerophosphorylcholine) by 
the mono-exponential fitting of the metabolite intensities 
decays (IM(TEi)) determined from the spectra at different 
TE’s: 
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Absolute concentrations (in mmol/l) were extracted for 
tNAA, tCr, tCho, myoInositol (mIns), lactate (Lac) and glu-
tamate (Glu) by referencing the metabolite intensities to the 
intensity of tissue water extracted from the corresponding 
mean water spectrum. The water concentration of the brain 
tissue was taken from the literature with value 43.3 mol/l 
[5]. 

III.RESULTS 

Fig. 3 shows 1H-MR spectra acquired in the rat’s brain at 
six different echo times. All spectra showed high spectral 
resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio (TE = 30 ms: 
SNRNAA of 14 and line width of 6.8 Hz for the NAA-peak at
2.01 ppm). Table 1 summarizes the metabolic concentra-
tions in mmol/l estimated with the LCModel from the spec-
trum at TE = 30 ms. T2 values of 261.8 (±166.9) ms, 138.0 
(±71.83) ms and 220.57 (±143.5) ms were calculated for 
tNAA, tCr and tCho, respectively. 

Fig. 3 1H-MR spectra of the rat’s brain (original data, black) with cor-
responding LCModel fits (red) for echo times (TE) of 30 ms (a), 40 ms (b), 
60 ms (c), 80 ms (d), 135 ms (e) and 270 ms (f). 

Table 1 Concentrations (in mmol/l) of brain metabolites with 
corresponding Cramer-Rao-Low-Bounds (CRLB in %) estimated by the 

LCModel from the rat’s brain spectrum at TE = 30 ms. 

 tNAA tCr tCho Lac mIns Glu 
C 
[mmol/l] 

6.9 6.2 1.1 1.7 2.9 8.4 

CRLB 
[%] 

3 4 5 13 7 6 

IV.DISCUSSION 

Our initial results reveal the feasibility to acquire high 
quality brain 1H-MR spectra in small animals on a conven-
tional clinical 3 T MR scanner. The spectra acquired in the 
small spectroscopic volume of 0.5 ml had an SNR which is 
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comparable with SNR values obtained with much larger 
voxels and using a conventional volume rf-coil. The abso-
lute concentrations of tNAA, tCr, tCho and Glu estimated in 
our study were lower by up to 50% compared to values re-
ported by Herynek et al. [6] who used an 4.7 T animal MR 
scanner with TR/TE = 5000/3 ms. However, this discrep-
ancy may be caused by the influence of T1 and T2 relaxation 
due to the short TR = 1500 ms and relatively long 
TE = 30 ms used in our study. Therefore, relaxation correc-
tion may provide higher accuracy of absolute quantitation 
and should be validated in further studies. The estimated T2-
relaxation times correspond roughly to human values at 3 T 
known from literature [7]. However, since the T2 values 
were obtained here from a single animal they should be 
further validated with more animals. 

V.CONCLUSIONS  

This work demonstrates that in vivo 1H-MRS monitoring 
of different metabolites, including Glu, Lac, NAA and Cho, 
is possible in small animals by using clinical MR scanners 
with dedicated coils. However, further measurements on a 
larger animal population are required to confirm these pre-
liminary results. 
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Abstract—A model for generating x-ray spectra of a diagnostic 
x-ray tube is presented. Electron and Photon transport is 
simulated by means of the general-purpose Monte Carlo code 
PENELOPE, using the standard, detailed simulation scheme. 
Both bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-ray production were 
included in the model. The simulated x-ray spectra were 
compared with spectra generated by Spektr (Spektr is a 
computational tool for x-ray spectral analysis and imaging 
system optimization based on TASMIP program) at different 
kVp and filter thickness and good agreements were observed. 
The Monte Carlo method is a convenient and accurate tool 
allowing the calculation of spectra possessing the essential 
features of real spectra. These and other spectra will be used in 
future work to study the influence of x-ray spectrum on dose 
and image quality for various x-ray CT system configurations. 

 
Keywords— X-ray spectra, Monte Carlo simulation, Spektr, 

PENELOPE 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Knowledge of the x-ray energy spectrum of a diagnostic 
x-ray tube is essential for evaluating image quality and 
absorbed dose to the patient. However, the measurement of 
x-ray spectra is impractical for a clinical x-ray machine and 
specialized equipment is required which is available only in 
some laboratories. The use of the Monte Carlo method to 
simulate radiation transport has become the most accurate 
method for predicting the x-ray spectra even in complex 
geometries owing to more accurate physics modeling. 
Moreover, the method tracks the evolution of all secondary 
particles (and their descendants) generated by primary 
electrons and enables the simulation of interaction of 
electrons and photons within the target and filters.[1] The 
advantages of this method are: firstly, the intuitive way of 
getting the x-ray spectra is easier to understand than the 
analytic computation for obtaining the theoretical spectra. 
Secondly, changes in any of the input values can be easily 
done in the code, making the Monte Carlo method an 
inexpensive way of testing various target and filter 
combinations, and eliminating the actual work of 
redesigning the x-ray tube. Lastly, both the bremsstrahlung 
and characteristic x-ray spectra are superimposed using the 

same code.[2] 
In the present paper, the simulations were performed by 

using the general-purpose MC code system PENELOPE. 
This code simulates coupled electron-photon transport in 
arbitrary materials and in a wide energy range. From a few 
hundred eV up to 1GeV. The reliability of the physical 
interaction models and the tracking algorithms implemented 
in PENELOPE has been demonstrated through an extensive 
set of benchmark comparisons of simulation results with 
experimental data. PENELOPE has used for different 
applications in radiotherapy and other fields, it has also 
been benchmarked with other Monte Carlo codes.[3] 

The aim of this work is to present a model of a 
diagnostic x-ray tube, to calculate practical spectra for 
different anode/filter combinations by using the Monte 
Carlo method and to compare these with the spectra 
generated by Spektr package. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. X-ray spectral analysis using Spektr 
 

In 1997, Boone and Seibert reported on a method for 
computing x-ray spectra based on polynomials interpolation, 
called TASMIP. This model computes tungsten anode x-ray 
spectra in 1keV energy bins between 30 and 140kVp and is 
shown to agree with experimental measurements across a 
wide range of kVp and beam filtration.[4] 

Spektr is a straightforward adaptation of the TASMIP 
model which was written in MatlabTM language and made 
available online at http://www.aip.org/epages/epages.html. 
It was designed to provide a flexible, extensible tool for 
calculation of x-ray spectra, application of x-ray filters, and 
analysis of spectral characteristics. The primary components 
of the tool are a library of MatlabTM functions and a 
database of x-ray attenuation coefficients for elements and 
compounds. The function can be run from MatlabTM 
command line or incorporated within script or other 
functions. The database includes mass and mass-energy 
attenuation coefficients for elements (Z=1-92) and selected 
compounds gathered from the National Institute of Standard 
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and Technology (NIST) tables. The tool operates in the 
energy range 1-150 keV with 1 keV energy bins.[5] 

 
B. The PENELOPE code 
 

As already mentioned, our simulation is based on the 
general-purpose simulation code PENELOPE, which is 
available from the Nuclear Energy Agency Data Bank. 
PENELOPE is a Monte Carlo code for coupled transport of 
electrons, photons, and positrons which has especially 
accurate cross sections and transport of low-energy photons 
and electrons. Photon transport is simulated by using a 
“detailed” method, where each photon is followed 
throughout its history and each of its interactions is 
simulated chronologically. Setting up a model in 
PENELOPE is done by generating the appropriate input 
files and a “MAIN” program. The input files specify the 
geometry, material composition and density of each material 
body in the simulation as well as the energy spectra and 
geometry of the excitation source. The MAIN program is 
the steering program which applies the PENELPE transport 
routines to the simulation setup as specified in the input 
files. It also tallies the outcomes (energy and directions of 
emitted photons, dosages, received within materials) of the 
simulation as it progresses, and outputs the results.[6] 

 
C. The specification of the x-ray tube 

 

The geometry of x-ray tube has been implemented 
accurately in the simulation. The anode is made from 
tungsten with an angle of 4 ° with respect of the incident 
electron beam. When the electron beam with specified 
energy hits the tungsten target, x-ray photons are generated. 
Both the inherent and the added filters are made from 
aluminium. The information of each particle that hits the 
detector is recorded in an output phase-space-file. (Fig.1) 

 
D. Monte Carlo simulation of x-ray spectra  

 

In this work, the procedure of x-ray production consists 
of tracking a large number of incident electrons hitting the 
target until they are absorbed or emitted from it, and 
calculating the number of bremsstrahlung and characteristic 
photons produced during their travel within the target. The 
procedure starts with the definition of an electron source, in 
our case a point source, with energy E. When the electrons 
hit the target, the code transports the electrons inside the 
target material until they are stopped after losing their 
kinetic energy. The x-ray beam generated by electrons is 
attenuated with respect to anode angle, beam direction and 
inherent filter.[7] 

 
 

Fig.1 Monte Carlo simulation model of x-ray tube 

 
A number of simulations were performed varying the 

peak tube voltage and the filter thickness, as described in 
Table 1. For each simulation, 2×108 mono-energy electrons 
were emitted onto the target with an energy corresponding 
to peak voltage. All the simulated x-ray spectra were 
compared with the spectra produced by Spektr package. 

Table 1 Simulation parameters for spectra calculations 

Peak Voltage 
(kVp) 

Inherent Filter  
(mm Al) 

Added Filter 
(mm Al) 

60 1.5 1 

90 1.5 1 

120 1.5 1 

90 1.5 0.5 

90 1.5 1.5 

III. RESULTS 

Fig.2 shows the Monte Carlo simulated x-ray spectra for 
different tube voltages (60, 90 and 120kVp) and their 
comparison with the spectra calculated by the Spektr 
package. 

Fig.3 shows the comparison between spectra calculated 
by PENELOPE at 90 kVp with different added filter. 

Fig.4 shows the comparison between spectra calculated 
by Spektr at 90 kVp with different added filter. 

The x-ray spectra show continuous and characteristic 
x-ray spectra of tungsten. There is a good agreement 
between PENELOPE simulated and Spektr calculated 
results. It provides evidence for the accuracy of the 
simulation algorithm implemented in PENELOPE. 
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Fig.2 Comparison between PENELOPE and Spektr spectra at 60, 90 and 
120kVp 
 

 
 

Fig.3 Comparison between PENELOPE spectra with different added filter 
thickness 

 

 
 
Fig.4 Comparison between Spektr spectra with different added filter 
thickness 

 
One of the most important parameters influencing the 

quality of x-ray spectra is the filter thickness. The produced 
x-ray spectra with different added filter using PENELOPE 
code are shown in Fig.3. The corresponding results of 
Spektr are shown in Fig.4 and similar to the PENELOPE 
results.  

PENELOPE simulation gives two peaks near 60keV, 
while Spektr gives only one peak, this is because the 
different energy bins between them. The height of the 
PENELOPE peaks are greater but narrower than Spektr 
peak, and the area below the spectra curve is nearly the 
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same, this means the nearly same fractional density. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

   The Monte Carlo simulated x-ray spectra obtained in 
this work agreed closer with the spectra generated by Spektr. 
The differences are mainly due to the differences between 
the Monte Carlo x-ray tube model and the Spektr x-ray tube 
model. For example, the thickness of the tungsten target, 
anode target angle, anode target composition, material and 
thickness of the inherent filter, etc.  

It can be demonstrated that when only diagnostic x-ray 
spectra without spatial information are needed, the Spektr 
package can be conveniently benefited from. However, the 
Spektr package cannot be used in the Monte Carlo 
simulation of a CT scanner when high precision on photon 
flow distribution or scatter distribution is required. The 
information of photon positions and directions can be 
obtained only by using full Monte Carlo simulation of entire 
CT scanner geometry, including x-ray tube. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

   This study used the PENELOPE code for the generation 
of x-ray spectra based in the Monte Carlo method. The 
spectra obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation agreed with 
the spectra calculated by Spektr package. The differences 
are mainly due to the model differences between 
PENELOPE and Spektr. This code can be applied to 
different diagnostic x-ray tube with different tube 
parameters. The Monte Carlo generated x-ray spectra 
provides us with a better understanding of the effects of 
target/filter combination and other tube parameters in the 
spectra. The Monte Carlo method also allows us to develop 
new technology to improve the image quality as different 
target/filter combinations can be tested by simulation. Once 
the accuracy of the Monte Carlo method has been verified 
against some benchmarks, it can be used to model other 

theoretical tube parameters. We can study the resulting 
spectra and then calculate the effect of these spectra on 
image quality. This study demonstrated that the Monte 
Carlo method is an accurate model in predicting and 
generating x-ray spectra of a diagnostic x-ray tube. 
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Abstract—The object of electrical bioimpedance measure-
ment is the impedance and the impedance changes of biologic 
tissue. The electrode used in electrical bioimpedance meas-
urement works under AC stimulation, the electrode imped-
ances of both DC and AC, and stabilities of them are much 
important. AC and DC impedance characteristic of four kinds 
of one-off Ag/AgCl ECG electrodes produced by different 
manufactories and the variability of them have been studied in 
this paper. It turns out that the AC and DC impedance and the 
variability of different kinds of electrode are different signifi-
cantly. After stimulated for a long time by AC current, the 
electrode resistance value between positive direction and nega-
tive direction have a notable difference. It suggests that the DC 
resistance character of the measured electrode changes greatly 
when the electrode used in impedance measurement. 

Keywords—Electrode, Electrical bioimpedance measure-
ment, Electrical impedance tomography, AC impedance, DC 
impedance. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Electrical bioimpedance measurement is a noninvasive 
method. According to the electrical characteristic of body 
tissue or organs and their changes, the method extracts bio-
medical information relative to physiology and pathology 
situation of human body. Usually, it applies a small alterna-
tive current or voltage to the measured object, through elec-
trode system on the surface of body, measures relative im-
pedance of the measured tissue or organs, then to obtain 
some physiology or pathology information according to 
different application purposes. Electrical bioimpedance 
method [1] [2] has advantages of noninvasive, inexpensive, 
safe, rich functional information, and easy to operate. Doc-
tors and patients are easy to accept it. 

Electrical bioimpedance measurement sends a small AC 
current into the body by electrodes or electrode system. In 
the measurement the electrodes used in bioelectrical meas-
urement, for instance ECG, EEG, EMG electrode, are usu-
ally used, but the effect is not good enough. Especially in 
the practice of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) 
measurement [3] [4], where electrode array consisted of ten 
or more electrodes are used.  

In bioelectrical measurement, electrode is used only to 
pick up electrical signal and generally, the electrode only 

needs to contact with the tested object all right and has a 
lesser DC resistance (polarized voltage) [5]. But in imped-
ance measurement, the electrodes are used not only to 
measure electrical signal, and also to inject measurement 
current, endure AC signal excitation for a long time. It is 
more important that the target of impedance measurement is 
just the impedance and its change. So the impedance of the 
electrode itself, the impedance between the electrodes and 
tested object, especially AC impedance value and their 
changes with time are very important.  

In this paper the impedance characteristic of the electrode 
used in electrical bioimpedance measurement, especially the 
AC impedance property of the electrode and its change 
regulation are studied. 

II. MEASUREMENT METHOD 

In order to study the impedance and the change regula-
tion of the electrode used in the bioelectricity measurement, 
an electrode impedance measurement and data acquisition 
system has developed [6]. The diagram of the system is 
shown in figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 The diagram of electrode impedance measurement and data 
acquisition system 

A software platform has also been developed to calculate 
electrode impedance value and dynamically monitor the 
impedance change. The software is programmed by Visual 
C++ [7]. This software platform has perfect function, 
friendly interface and simple operation. This system can 
realize real-time data acquisition and preservation, display 
the regulation of data change for a long time. The range of 
the impedance measurement is 0-300Ω。 
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Because one-off ECG electrode is often used in bioelec-
trical impedance measurement, especially in the EIT body 
measurement, four kinds of one-off Ag/AgCl ECG elec-
trodes, numbered with 1, 2, 3 and 4, produced by different 
manufactories are adopted to be studied, the AC and DC 
impedance characteristic of the electrodes and the change 
regulation of them are measured. In order to remove the 
effects of the other factors, two tested electrodes connect 
face to face to form electrode pair in the measurement.  

The conductive adhesive of the electrode 1 is not dry-out 
conductive adhesives, electrode 2 is solid adhesive gel, 
electrode3 and 4 are adult pre-gelled. 5 electrode pairs of 
each kind electrode are measured, and the average result of 
the 5 measurements are used. AC impedance measurement 
of each electrode pair continues for 24 hours. The positive 
and negative DC resistances are also measured before and 
after the AC impedance measurement of the electrode pair.  

The frequency of AC excitation current in the electrode 
impedance measurement of the study is 50 kHz. 

III. RESULT 

Figure2 and Table 1 show the AC impedance and DC re-
sistance measurement results of four kinds of electrodes 
respectively. It can be seen that AC impedance and DC 
resistance and their stability with time of the four kinds of 
electrodes have significant different. 

 

Fig. 2 The AC impedance measurement results of four kinds of ECG 
electrodes 

Table 1 indicates that the DC resistance of the electrodes 
changes largely after the continuous AC impedance meas-
urement compare to that before the measurement. Before 
the AC impedance measurement, the positive and negative 

DC resistance values are basically identical. But after the 
AC impedance measurement, enduring a longer time of AC 
excitation, the difference of the positive and negative DC 
resistance values is significant, up to one order of magni-
tude. This suggests that the DC resistance character of the 
tested electrode pair changes largely during the AC imped-
ance measurement. 

Table 1 The DC resistance measurement results of the four kinds of ECG 
electrodes 

The kind of electrode 1 2 3 4 

forward 276 243 336 356 Before the AC 
impedance 

measurement backward 278 245 338 356 

forward 6.33k 1.12k 2.78k 356 After the AC 
impedance 

measurement backward 274 251 324 356 

IV. DISCUSSION  

According to the literatures, many electrical impedance 
measurement and EIT human experiments use one-off ECG 
electrodes. This paper chooses 4 kinds of one-off Ag/AgCl 
ECG electrodes produced by different manufactories and 
studies their DC and AC impedance characteristics. The 
results indicate that the DC and AC impedance and the 
stability of different kinds of electrodes have large differ-
ence. This suggests that the electrode produced according to 
ECG measurement requirements may not have good effect 
in the impedance measurement, especially in the EIT ex-
periment where an electrode array consisted of more than a 
dozen electrodes are used. In the experiment condition of 
this paper, for electrodes made by different manufactories 
with different production date, the measured AC impedance 
has different values from zero to about 70Ω. And it shows 
an increasing tendency at different degree along with time, 
for instance, it increases from 40 Ω to 64 Ω in a 24 hour 
period. This is mainly due to the different conductive adhe-
sive of the electrode are used by different manufactories and 
the electrical feature of the conductive adhesive changes 
along with time.  

It is also found that the AC impedance of the electrode 
can suddenly decrease after a certain time of AC excitation 
signal and change to zero rapidly. The positive and negative 
DC resistances have also a great difference before and after 
enduring AC excitation for a longer time. These results are 
obviously unfavorable for impedance measurement using 
one-off electrodes of ECG. 

ECG electrode used to pick up ECG signal and not en-
dure long-time AC excitation, so there is no the technical 
requirement of AC impedance. The research results of this 
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paper suggest that the AC impedance property of commer-
cial one-off ECG electrode is different greatly and with 
poor stability. After the AC signal excitation, the positive 
and negative DC resistances display a much large differ-
ence. This suggests that the one-off ECG electrodes are not 
suited to be used in the bioelectrical impedance measure-
ment directly. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The measurement object of bioelectrical impedance is the 
impedance value and the impedance changes of biologic 
tissue. The impedance value between the electrodes and the 
tested body including electrode impedance and contact 
impedance affect the measurement result due to the elec-
trode impedance, considered as the effective information, 
enter the measurement channel directly. In view of the bio-
electrical impedance measurement usually uses AC excita-
tion signal with a certain frequency, the electrode imped-
ance, especially the AC impedance and the stability are very 
important. AC impedance of the electrode is a very impor-
tant technical parameter to be considered in bioelectrical 
impedance measurement.   

The study results of this paper show that AC impedance 
characteristic of some existing commercial ECG electrode 
dissatisfies the requirement of the bioelectrical impedance 
measurement. According to the property of the bioelectrical 
impedance measurement, it is an urgent and initiative task 
to research and develop special electrode of the bioelectrical 
impedance measurement with better DC and AC impedance 
characteristic. To establish the technical standards and cor-
relative evaluation method of bioelectrical measurement 
electrodes is also the important work no time to delay. 
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Abstract—In order to testify the feasibility of early detection 
of acute cerebral ischemic stroke by electrical impedance to-
mography (EIT) technique, an acute cerebral ischemic stroke 
animal model was established by embolizing the animal’s right 
middle cerebral artery through a infusion catheter, and the 
EIT images were recorded thereafter using a newly developed 
EIT system that was optimized for brain imaging. The EIT 
results showed that after 30 minutes calm period, the resistiv-
ity in the target area increased rapidly in the following 4 
hours, and increased continuously with a lower slope in the 
following 11 hours. Those results suggest that EIT is a sensitive 
method for detecting cerebral ischemic stroke, especially on its 
early stage.  

Keywords—stroke; electrical impedance tomography; data 
acquisition; imaging reconstruct algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Stroke is the second leading cause of deaths and the lead-
ing cause of long-term disability worldwide [1]. With a 
mortality of almost 40%, men have half chances to survive 
a stroke. Even among survivors, more than 60% are left 
with a permanent disability and 40% need assistance  
in the activities of daily lives. Therefore, society costs for 
cerebral stroke are by far the largest compared to all disease 
groups [2]. 

Among all of the stroke patients, more than half of them 
are caused by hypoxic brain damage as a result of severe 
cerebral blood circulation failure. Thought it has been 
widely accepted that thrombolytic agents can cause a sig-
nificant reduction in mortality if administered within a few 
hours of onset for this type of stroke [3], the method has the 
practical limitations as there are no effective method (tech-
nique) available in middle or small hospitals to readily de-
tect ischemic tissue in the acute time window (i.e., within 
three hours). In a word, there are no efficient non-invasive 
techniques to monitor clinical situations of impending 
ischemic/ hypoxic brain damage at present. 

As it has been proved that ischemic tissue is character-
ized by anomalously high impedance, is it possible for us to 
find a new method to detect this kind of stroke in its very 
earlier stages based on impedance technique? The goal of 
this study is to explore the feasibility of a non-invasive 

method for earlier detection of ischemic stroke in the 
brain based on electrical impedance tomography (EIT), 
which was fist developed in the early 1980s by Barber and 
Brown at the University of Sheffield [4] to produce images 
of the distribution of resistivity (or conductivity) in the 
target area. Therefore, we have developed a new EIT system 
and designed imaging monitoring experiments based on 
animals with cerebral ischemia. The study was approved by 
the Ethics Committee for Animal and Human Research of 
Fourth Military Medical University.  

II. BRIEF DISCRIPTION OF THE EIT SYSTEM 

The system is mainly consisted by a data acquisition sys-
tem and an imaging reconstruction algorithm. 

A. The Data Acquisition System 

As showed in figure 1, the data acquisition system for 
EIT is mainly consisted by a current source to create stimu-
lation current, an electrode system to pick up the responded 
boundary voltages and a voltage meter to collect those  
voltages. 

electrodeelectrode

target

Driving
source Voltage

meter
Voltage
meter

Image 
reconstruction

Image 
reconstruction

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of EIT system 

It has been proved that the data acquisition system for 
brain EIT should be more sensitive to the boundary voltage 
changes which are related to the impedance changes inside 
the head [5]. Therefore, more consideration has been taken 
to the system, especially in its driving source and voltage 
meter. 

In this system, the driving source was established based 
on digital synthesize technique. It is mainly consisted by a 
FPGA and a 16-bit high speed DAC. The FPGA generates 
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the sampled data of the driving signals periodically and 
sends them to the DAC. The latter converts those digital 
signals into demanded analogue signal. 

As the main clock of the FPGA, which also determines 
the time interval between digital outputs, can be pro-
grammed between 0.5MHz to 100MHz, the frequency of 
driving signal can be swept from 1kHz to 190kHz. 

The voltage meter is mainly consisted by a programma-
ble gain amplifier (PGA) and a 16-bit high speed ADC. It 
was designed to digitalize the boundary voltages with a 
sample rate of 128 points in a single period. The final data 
was send to the controller personal computer to extract the 
amplitude and phase shift of the boundary voltages using 
digital demodulation algorithm. The performance of the 
system is shown in table 1. 

Table 1 Font sizes and styles 

Item performance Size 

Frequency  1kHz∼190kHz 
Imaging speed ≥1 frame/per second 
Relative measurement precision 0.01% of Full-Scale Range 
CMRR ≥75dB 
Reciprocity errors [6] ≤0.11% 

B. The Imaging Reconstruction Algorithm 

The reconstruction algorithm used in this study is filtered 
back projection reconstruction algorithm. Theoretically, it 
can be described as: 

nn gFBBc Δ=Δ −1)(                               (1) 

Where B is back projection matrix, F is forward projection 
matrix, Δcn is the relative changes of conductivity distribu-
tion vector, Δgn is the relative changes of measured bound-
ary voltages vector. 

The vector Δgn is got as:  

n

nn
n Vref

VrefVtarg −=Δ                             (2) 

Where Vtarn is the vector of measured boundary voltages at 
present time, Vrefn is the vector of measured boundary 
voltages at the beginning of experiment. 

By this method, the final reconstructed images exhibit the 
relative conductivity changes inside the target area. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  

Two of rhesus weighting from 6.5kg to 8kg (obtained 
from animal breeding facility of our university) were  

anaesthetized with 40mg/kg of pentobarbital. Then the 
hair in scalp was shaved, and 16 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes 
(10mm in diameter) were pasted on their outer layer of skull 
(as show in figure 2a) to act as electrodes after the anaesthe-
tization. Then, the EIT system which is worked at 50kHz 
with the driving current of 1.25mAp-p was connected with 
electrodes, and the EIT images were generated continuously 
with a refresh rate of 1 frame per second thereafter. 

  

    a                                              b 

Fig. 2 EIT electrode locating (a) and MCA embolizing (b) in animal 
experiment 

Then, the animals’ right common femoral artery was 
punctured using the Seldinger technique and an 18G intro-
ducer sheath was positioned. The right middle cerebral 
artery (MCA) was then catheterized using a Tracker Excel-
14 infusion catheter (Boston Scientific Corporation, Amer-
ica). Angiography confirmed the position of the MCA (as 
show in figure 2b). The MCA was then embolized by inject-
ing 3.5ml of cyanoacrylate glue (Glubran 2) and the cathe-
ter had to be withdrawn promptly after injection. All surgi-
cal procedures were performed with the use of aseptic 
techniques.  

After the operation, the anesthesia was maintained in 
with 10mg/kg of pentobarbital per hour, and the EIT imag-
ing results were recorded continuously.  

After EIT monitor finished 18 hours latter, we had an X-
ray CT (GE Company) scan to validate the model (figure 3), 
and the subjects were sacrificed thereafter by a lethal over-
dose of pentobarbital.  

IV. RESULTS  

A. Acute Cerebral Ischemic Stroke Model 

The subject 1 died shortly after the operation, and the re-
sults from it were eliminated from consideration. The CT 
result of the other one was show in Figure 3. From this 
figure, we can see a large lower density area in right hemi-
sphere of the brain, which denotes the edema area caused by 
the ischemic stroke. 
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Fig. 3 The CT result of the animal model 18 hours latter after the emboliz-
ing of the right MCA 

B. The EIT Images of Experiment  

Figure 4 shows the EIT images in the first 4 hours after 
the embolizing of subject 2’s right MCA. The time under 
each image is the time after the embolizing finished. It can 
be seen from those images that the images remain un-
changed in the first 30 minutes. Then, a blue region, which 
represents the increasing of the resistivity in target area, is 
appeared at the front right of the image, and becomes more 
and more obviously thereafter. The scope of the influenced 
area is also increased as times goes on.  

Figure 5 shows the relationship between time and the 
most significant impedance variation (MSIV) calculated by 
imaging reconstruction algorithm during this process. We 
can see a rapid increase of MSIV in the first 4 hours after 
the embolizing finished. Then the MSIV increasing lastes 
for about 11hours with a lower slope to reach it up most.  

 

Fig. 4 EIT imaging results of the during and after the induce of brain 
ischemia 

  

Fig. 5 MSIV vs. time plot 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

Rapidly detection of ischemic tissue in the acute time 
window is very important in treating ischemic/ hypoxic 
brain damage for tissue may be rescuable by drug interven-
tion during this period. How to detect the ischemic stroke 
readily in this period is a key problem while in treating those 
kinds of patients.  

Electrical impedance tomography is a non-invasive 
method for detecting the functional as well as structural 
changes of biological tissue. The potential application of EIT 
for tissue identification and/or monitoring of structural changes 
have been extensively studied by many authors during the last 
15 years. 

In this study, after the MCA of the subject was embolized, 
an ischemia area will formed inside the animal’s right cere-
bral. The ischemia can reduce the cellular energy production 
thus making the cell membrane lose some of its transport and 
regulation functions. Without these membrane functions the 
intracellular concentration of solute, ions and catabolites in-
crease, an increase accompanied by an isosmotic increment of 
water and resulting in cell swelling, also denominated cellular 
edema [7]. As the resistivity of biological tissue is mainly 
determined by the volume of cells and the gap between them, 
the resistivity of these ischemic tissues will have a significantly 
increase during this process. Therefore, the variations in EIT 
images in this study are caused by the pathological changes of 
the brain tissue in the target area. 

From the experiment results, we can see that after a 30-
minute of calmness stage, the resistivity of ischemic area in-
creased rapidly in the following 4 hours, after the right MCA 
had been embolized. Then, the resistivity increase continued 
with a lower slope for the next 11hours. This phenomenon 
may hint us that the ischemic tissue may try to compensate 
the blood supplies at first half hour. Then, as the condition 
of anoxia continues, the lack of cellular energy makes the cell 
swelling in following 4 hours. After that, the cell volume may 
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reach to its largest and inrescuable damages happen. 
From the EIT imaging results, we can see that EIT tech-

nique is sensitive to the acute ischemic cerebral stroke, 
especially in its very earlier stage. The results testified the 
feasibility of earlier detection of ischemic cerebral stroke by 
EIT method. 
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Abstract—This paper deals with a system for computer as-
sisted characterization of biological tissue using diagnostic 
ultrasound and its application in the differential diagnosis of 
lymph nodes. Using standard diagnostic ultrasound equip-
ment, ultrasound radio frequency (RF) data originating from 
lymph nodes of 24 patients were acquired. 12 patients were 
proven to have malignant alterations of lymph nodes. The 
proposed system aims at an automated differentiation between 
malignant and benign cases. In a first step, spectral ultrasound 
backscatter and attenuation measures were extracted from 
diffraction corrected RF data, yielding spatially resolved pa-
rameter images. A reduced representation of the measures was 
found using first order statistics and used as tissue describing 
features. The features were processed by the classification 
system. An optimal set of features was chosen by a sequential 
forward selection algorithm and included 3 features. Classifi-
cation was performed by total cross validation using a prob-
abilistic neural network. Inputs to the network could be bi-
ased, depending on the target class. Thereby, the classifier 
could be forced to reach an arbitrary sensitivity in detecting 
positive cases. Thus, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) 
curves could be determined. The area under the ROC curve 
was 0.94, proving the potential of the proposed method for 
differentiating malignant and benign lymph nodes.  

Keywords—sonohistology, feature extraction, classification, 
tumors, sonography. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cervical lymph nodes are currently staged, besides bi-
manual palpation, using B-mode, Doppler or power Doppler 
ultrasound [1]. Contrast enhanced ultrasound was also 
evaluated in recent studies, showing significant results [1,2].  

Although advances in common diagnostic modalities 
have been made in the past, preoperative staging of cervical 
lymph nodes is still a challenging task to the physician. In 
addition, the diagnostic quality of the above mentioned 
methods is dependent on operator experience. 

In this paper we present a sonohistologic approach that is 
more objective and less dependent on the user than conven-
tional diagnostic methods. Sonohistology, a method for 
computer assisted characterization of biological tissue using 

1cm 1cm

a b

 

Fig. 1 Examples of B-mode images from clinical study 
a) benign lymph node. b) malignant lymph node. 

diagnostic ultrasound, has been successfully applied to 
tumor diagnostics [3,4], therapy planning [5] and monitor-
ing [6] in the past. In this work, we extend our approach to 
diagnostics of enlarged lymph nodes. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data Acquisition 

The database used in this study was created during a 
clinical study between November 2007 and May 2008. 24 
patients diagnosed with enlarged cervical lymph nodes were 
included in the study. 18 patients had surgery shortly after 
the diagnosis, proving malignancy in 12 cases.  

Ultrasonic radio frequency (RF) data were acquired using 
standard diagnostic equipment. As a diagnostic scanner, a 
Siemens Acuson Antares (VF10-5 linear scanner, 10 MHz 
center frequency), equipped with the optional Siemens Ax-
ius Direct Ultrasound Research Interface (URI), was used. 
The URI provided RF data at 40 MHz sampling rate and 
16 bit resolution. The imaging depth was set to 4 cm with a 
single focus at 1.5 cm. RF data frames along with meta data 
containing information such as patient IDs, diagnostic re-
sults and numerous imaging parameters as well as the digi-
tal time gain compensation (TGC) profile were stored on 
the internal PC. All data were finally transferred to an ex-
ternal PC for offline processing. To assure comparability 
between acquired data, a standardized acquisition protocol 
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was maintained throughout the study. All relevant imaging 
parameters were preset and not modified during the acquisi-
tion. For each data frame, 360 lines consisting of 2076 sam-
ples were recorded. In a first preprocessing step, data were 
compensated for the digital TGC using the stored TGC 
profile. The enlarged lymph nodes were manually contoured 
in B-mode images by an experienced physician to define 
regions of interest (ROI, Fig 1). Thus, it was ensured that 
only signals originating from the lymph nodes and not from 
surrounding tissue have been considered for sonohistologic 
analysis.  

B. Feature Extraction 

RF data contain spectral information that is lost by en-
velop detection in conventional ultrasound imaging. The 
spectral content in RF data can be quantified by signal proc-
essing techniques yielding measures of frequency dependent 
attenuation as well as backscatter. Such measures are 
known to be well suited for tissue characterization [3-9]. 

 To obtain spatially resolved parameter images of spec-
tral measures, RF echo frames were subdivided into 1364 
overlapping rectangular segments (31 in the axial direction, 
44 in the lateral direction). The segment size was set to 128 
samples (2.5 mm) axially and 16 lines laterally (1.7 mm). 
Each segment line was weighted with a hamming window 
and transformed into the spectral domain using the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT). The resulting 16 spectra were 
averaged to reduce the spectral variance. Correction for 
diffraction and system dependent effects was accomplished 
using calibration spectra acquired on a wire phantom for 
numerous depths.  

Estimates of attenuation coefficients were achieved util-
izing the centroid frequency shift method [7]. For each 
segment, the center frequency was estimated from a least 
squares fit to the averaged Gaussian shaped spectrum. An 
estimate for the attenuation coefficient is then determined 
by a least squares fit to the gradient of the estimated center 
frequencies: 
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where k  and l  are the axial and lateral segment indices, n  
is the number of consecutive segments considered for at-
tenuation estimation, z  is the axial position of a segment, 

2σ  is the spectral variance, and 0̂f  is the estimated center 
frequency. 

Backscatter measures can be estimated from calibrated 
spectra after compensating for attenuation effects and an 4f -
dependency assuming Rayleigh scattering. Thus, the loga-
rithm of the remaining backscatter term can be approximated 
by a straight line fit for the effective bandwidth [8,9]: 

( )R f I S f= + ⋅ .                             (2) 

Hence, to characterize the frequency dependent backscat-
ter, the intercept I and the slope S can be estimated in a least 
squares sense: 
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Since the spatially resolved parameter images yet contain 
too much information, they can not be used directly for 
classification. Therefore, a reduced representation using 
statistical measures had to be found. The distributions of 
spectral measures inside the ROIs were therefore quantified 
using first order statistics. Employed measures were mean, 
standard deviation, squared signal to noise ratio, variance, 
kurtosis and skewness. A subset of the resulting features 
was used for the subsequent classification. 

C. Classification 

Datasets were subdivided into two target groups, posΩ  
and negΩ , according to the histological findings. posΩ  con-
tained all malignant cases, whereas negΩ  included all be-
nign cases. A probabilistic neural network (PNN) was de-
signed as a classifier, consisting of a radial basis layer and a 
maximum detection layer. The PNN behaves similar to a k-
nearest-neighbor classifier. A feature vector c  is presented 
to the input of the PNN and compared with all feature  
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vectors in the training data base by calculating the Euclidian 
distances. 

The weighted inputs to the network are calculated as the 
Euclidian distances between the feature vector c  and the 
feature vectors in the training data base. The inputs are 
multiplied by a class dependent bias which can be varied in 
order to alter the output sensitivity. This is important for the 
generation of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) 
curves. The biased inputs are then weighted by a radial 
basis function, yielding as outputs of the radial basis layer 
measures of similarity between feature vector c  and the 
vectors included in the training set. The maximum detection 
layer performs a class wise summation of the radial basis 
layers outputs and a maximum detection to determine the 
target class which is assigned to feature vector c .  

Each case represented by a feature vector was classified 
separately. Classification was performed by leave-one-out 
validation over cases. Therefore, for classification of one 
case, the remaining cases were left out of the training data-
set. The area under the ROC curve ROCA  was used as a 
quality measure of the classification.  

To reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and to 
eliminate features possessing high linear dependencies, a 
correlation analysis was performed.  

An optimal set of features was chosen by a sequential 
forward selection algorithm. To evaluate each feature sepa-
rately, a first classification pass was done using one feature 
at a time. ROCA  was determined for each pass and used as a 
performance criterion for each feature. The features were 
then arranged according to their performance. To find the 
best performing set of features, a second classification pass 
started with the active set consisting of the best feature 
exclusively. After each classification pass the active set was 
updated with the next feature in the queue. If ROCA  in-
creased, the new feature remained in the set, otherwise it 
was removed again. 

III. RESULTS 

Overall, 24 patients were examined during the study. 
Postoperative pathohistological analysis proved malignancy 
in 12 enlarged lymph nodes, while 12 cases were found to 
be benign.  Using common diagnostic modalities as B-mode 
and Doppler imaging as well as palpation, the experienced 
physicians classified 11 cases correctly of each group, re-
sulting in a sensitivity and specificity of 0.92 each. 

The selection of features using the algorithm described in 
section II/C yielded 3 features used for the final classifica-
tion (Tab. 1).  

Table 1 Result of feature selection 

n spectral parameter statistical distribution 
1 backscatter slope squared SNR 
2 backscatter intercept skewness 
3 attenuation coefficient kurtosis 

The training progress of the system is depicted in Fig 2a). 
Using feature 1 exclusively, the area under the ROC curve 
was ROC 0.59A = . Adding feature 2 resulted in an area of 

ROC 0.80A = . Using the final set of 3 features, the PNN-
classifier yielded an area under the ROC curve of 

ROC 0.94A = . The resulting ROC curve is shown in Fig. 2b. 
From the respective point on the ROC curve it can be seen, 
that the classifier matched the result of the physicians. 
However, the system can be adjusted to reach an arbitrary 
sensitivity in detecting positive cases. To detect all malig-
nant cases, a sensitivity of 1 is desired. At a sensitivity of 1, 
the remaining specificity is 0.67, i.e. 67 % of the negative 
cases are classified correctly.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, a sonohistology system for computer as-
sisted characterization of enlarged lymph nodes is pre-
sented. Overall 24 patients were examined during an ongo-
ing clinical study. Although the number of cases is yet too 
small to draw general conclusions, the results presented 
here are promising. The proposed computer assisted method 
achieved classification rates matching those of experienced 
physicians using common diagnostic modalities. Further-
more, several properties of the system might be valuable for 
prospective applications: 

• The system is adjustable to achieve a higher sensitiv-
ity at the expense of specificity. 

• Except for the demarcation of lesions in the B-mode 
image the system is user independent. 

• The classification rates of the system will possibly in-
crease if a larger training data set is available. If so, 
the data set may be subdivided into more than two 
target classes to consider different kinds of benign 
and malignant alterations. In this study, the number of 
classes was constrained to account for the curse of 
dimensionality.  

• The system can be easily expanded by adding other 
suitable features. In this work, we exclusively used 
spectral features and their statistical distributions in-
side the ROIs. Other suitable features may originate 
from textural or geometrical analysis, as for example 
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the well established Solbiati index to indicate the 
roundness of lymph nodes.  
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Fig. 2 Results of the PNN classifier 
a) Training progress during feature selection 

b) Resulting ROC curve 
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Abstract. Contrast detail phantoms for image Quality 

Control in diagnostic radiology has been proved as a powerful 
tool assuming a correct phantom design and a clear scoring 
methodology. For mammography, CDMAM test object is 
widely accepted, however, results are highly dependent from 
observer variability and also a great time effort is required for 
the evaluation task. Automatic readout software is available, 
named CDCOM, but still some limitations are reported in 
scientific literature. A new alternative approach based on the 
use of the perceptual visual algorithm MS-SSIM*, oriented to 
the recognition threshold of different image representations is 
now presented. Our software tool has been implemented on the 
Java platform. Some initial results presented here show a 
promising alternative to CDCOM software.  The correlation 
obtained between our program and the human observers is 
better than 0.998 and the range of useful correlation comprises 
diameters from 0.10 mm to 2.0 mm of the gold disks inside the 
CDMAM. These results remarkably improve some restrictions 
of CDCOM, even with the smoothing and psychometric curve 
fitting technique suggested by CDCOM authors to establish 
correlations between its contrast detail detection algorithm 
and human observers. 
 

Keywords— Human visual system modeling, digital 
mammography, CDMAM phantom, quality control, MS-
SSIM* index 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The European Guidelines for the quality control of 

mammography [1] include minimum standards for the 
image quality of digital mammography systems. These 
standards are based on contrast-detail measurements using 
the CDMAM phantom (version 3.4, Nijmegen) [2]. The 
observer task consists of determining the minimum 
thickness which is able to detect for a series of gold disks 
with various diameters inserted into the phantom that has to 
be compared against the proposed tolerances.  

Scoring CDMAM images by observers has two major 
disadvantages. It is a consuming time task and the results 
are highly dependent from the observer. The most spread 
solution to solve these problems is the use of the CDCOM 
program [3], which automatically scores the CDMAM 
images. The results derived from the use of this software 

have demonstrated a bad correlation with those from human 
observers. Several approaches [4,5] has been proposed to 
overcome this important limitation. The resulting readouts 
could be fitted to psychometric curves and smoothing 
methods (some of them very complex) to adjust the 
CDCOM readouts to the human ones. With this method 
(processed CDCOM, PRCDCOM) and to get statistic 
significance, at least 8 and suggested 16 phantom images 
have to be evaluated. 

To detect the disks in the CDMAM phantom image, 
CDCOM uses a perceptual Non Prewhitening Matched 
Filter model (NPWMF) [6,7] which has been also used in 
other scoring programs [8]. According to this perceptual 
model the human observer cannot prewhiten the correlated 
noise of the image.  

In the perceptual visual theory proposed by Wang et al. 
[9] the Human Visual System (HVS) is considered to be 
highly adapted to extract structural information from the 
scene. Therefore a measure of structural similarity could be 
a good approximation of perceived image quality. A family 
of quality assessment algorithms has been developed based 
on this premise. They evaluate visual quality according to 
the resemblance of a test image’s structural information to 
that of the reference image. This family includes SSIM [10], 
MS-SSIM [11] and MS-SSIM* [12]. SSIM and MS-SSIM 
measure similarity between two images, one of them being 
the reference one. Both algorithms are oriented for the 
supra-threshold problem which invalidates them to be 
applied for the analysis of images with details in the limit of 
visibility. MS-SSIM* avoids this problem since it is 
designed according to the recognition threshold problem. 

CDMAM readout can be interpreted as a comparison 
among the phantom image and a reference image formed by 
a synthetic black background and white disks of different 
diameters. Our approach to perform this comparison is to 
use the MS-SSIM* index as a human perceptual model. 

 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The CDMAM phantom (Fig.1) consists of an aluminum 
base with gold disks of different diameters and thicknesses. 
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The aluminum base is attached to a PMMA cover. The gold 
disks are arranged in a matrix of 16 rows by 16 columns. 
Within a row, the disk diameters are constant, with 
logarithmic increasing thickness. Within each column, the 
thickness of the disks is constant, but there is a logarithmic 
increasing of the diameter. Each cell contains two identical 
disks, one in the center and one in a randomly selected 
corner. The observer’s task is to detect both the eccentric 
and the centered disks.  

 

  
 

Fig. 1. CDMAM image 
 

Fig. 2. Score form. Human expert 
readout after the application of 
the NNC rules 

 
The CDMAM phantom images used in this study have 

been downloaded from the EUREF site [13], section 
CDMAM Readout. The set of 8 pre-processed images was 
acquired with a GE Senograph 2000D system, at 27 kVp, 
125 mAs and with a resolution of 1 pixel for each 100 μm. 
The images were evaluated by four human expert observers 
and their scores are available at the same website (Fig. 2). 
CDMAM images were also scored by using the CDCOM 
program [3]. Finally, CDCOM readouts were fitted to a 
psychometric curve and smoothing methods were also 
applied [4,5] (PRCDCOM readouts). 
 
A. Grid position location. 
 

In order to manage the disk information from the 
phantom images, it is necessary to accurately detect the 
position of the phantom grid. Several methods [7,8] have 
been applied to find the grid. The method used in this work 
has been described in a previous one by the authors [14].  

Using the known disk diameter (d), and the position of 
the phantom grid, we can construct disk templates that fit 
the actual position of the disks at each of the four locations 
in a cell and apply the MS-SSIM* algorithm. 

 
B. Evaluation of the most likely position: MS-SSIM* cross-
correlation index (R*). 
 

Let x = {xi | i = 1, 2,…, } and y = {yi | i = 1, 2,…, } 
be two image patches extracted from the same spatial 
location from two images being compared, X and Y [11]. 
Let σx and σxy be the standard deviation of x and the 
covariance (cross-correlation) of x and y, respectively. σxy 
measures the tendency of x and y to vary together. Thus, 
this parameter is an indication of structural similarity. The 
cross-correlation comparison measure is given as follows: 
 
r(x,y) = σxy /σx σy                                                   (1) 
 

Eq. 1 shows a problem of instability when either σx or σy. 
are equal to zero. This behavior occurs at the recognition 
threshold level (take into account that the CDMAM scoring 
problem is critical at this level). To avoid this problem it is 
defined a new index, r* [12]. Suppose that σx > 0 and the y 
patch is constant. Then, the variance of the patch y is zero. 
Under these conditions, y does not correlate with x, so the 
structure component must be set to zero. When both patches 
have equal variance, the structure component must be set to 
one. The structure component is now defined as: 
 

r*(x,y) = 
σ σ σ σ

σ σ              (2) 

 
for r(x, y) as defined in Eq. (1). The perception of image 

details depends on the sampling density of the image, the 
distance from the image to the observer and the perceptual 
capability of the observer’s visual system. The described 
method may be only appropriate for single-scale. Multi-
scale method is a convenient way to incorporate image 
details at different resolutions. Taking the distorted and 
reference image as inputs of the system, the algorithm 
iteratively applies a low-pass filter and downsamples the 
filtered image by a factor of 2 M-1 times [11]. MS-SSIM* 
cross-correlation index (R*) [12] is obtained by combining 
the measurement at different scales using: 
 
R* =  ∏   (X,Y)                                                        ( 3) 

 
for rj*(x,y) as defined in Eq. (2), pooling its value for the 

image patches over the two images, for each j-th scale. At 
j=1, no downsampling is applied. Rouse and Hemami [12] 
found that R* showed a strong correlation with the 
recognition thresholds. In order to define the maximum 
value of the scale factor M, we take into consideration that 
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information of 20 pixel size disks is missed when 
downsampling is made by more than 4 times. We have to 
add 1 to M to score the image without downsampling it. In 
consequence, M = log2 (maximum size in pixels of disk 
diameter) + 1, that is, M has a maximum value of 5 in our 
case.  

Since the R* index gives a measure of structure, we 
decided to compare structures at their maximum visible 
differences. Therefore, we fix the reference image as a 
white circle with a diameter equal to the disk diameter that 
we are evaluating. There is a black margin of 1 pixel around 
this white disk. (See Fig. 3, element “Test pattern”). 

Due to the geometry of the image acquisition system, 
the cells of the phantom matrix are not “true” squares but 
trapezoids, and the length of their diagonals varies across 
the matrix. Moreover we have found that disk images are 
located out of their expected centres (along the actual 
diagonals) up to 4 or 5 pixels. Therefore, it is necessary to 
fix a safe region around the theoretical position of the 
eccentric discs to find them.  

We estimate R* index inside each cell corner up to 25 
positions around the nominal position of the expected disk 
(Fig. 3). The maximum value of R* for each position inside 
each corner was chosen as the R* value of this corner. The 
corner selected was that with the maximum value of R* 
inside each cell. Following this procedure, we get a matrix 
with the detected disks to be compared with the true disk 
positions. The standard nearest neighbour correction was 
then applied to eliminate those detections made by chance. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Search method 

 
The entire algorithm is developed in Java, as a graphical 

user-friendly plugin inside ImageJ [15], and it will be 

available for all the scientific community as Open Source 
Software. 

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   
The average threshold thicknesses for the different disk 

diameters from this work and from the other three methods 
(Human observers, CDCOM and processed CDCOM 
readouts) are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 4.  

 
Table 1. Average values of threshold thickness from this work (R* 
index), human observers (HUMAN), CDCOM and processed 
CDCOM readouts (PRCDCOM). 

 

Average threshold thickness 
Ø mm R*index HUMA  CDCOM PRCDCOM 
0,10 1,08 1,17 0,71 1,05 
0,13 0,67 0,75 0,50 0,68 
0,16 0,46 0,52 0,25 0,49 
0,20 0,29 0,32 0,16 0,35 
0,25 0,21 0,19 0,20 0,26 
0,31 0,13 0,15 0,08 0,20 
0,40 0,10 0,12 0,06 0,15 
0,50 0,06 0,08 0,06 0,12 
0,63 0,07 0,07 0,04 0,10 
0,80 0,06 0,05 0,04 0,09 
1,00 0,05 0,06 0,03 0,09 
1,25 0,04 0,04 0,03 NA. 
1,60 0,04 0,03 0,03 NA. 
2,00 0,04 0,04 0,03 NA. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Contrast-detail curve for CDMAM images  
Pearson’s coefficient HUMAN/R*=0.999.  
Pearson’s coefficient HUMAN/CDCOM=0.98.  
Pearson’s coefficient HUMAN/PRCDCOM =0.998. 
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As it was expected, R* is less sensitive for detection 
than CDCOM. In addition, R* readouts are closer to the 
human results than PRCDCOM readouts (Table 2). 

 
Table 2.  Deviations (%) from human readouts. 

 

Ø mm R* index CDCOM PRCDCOM 
0,10 -7,7% -39,3% -10,2% 
0,13 -10,7% -33,3% -9,2% 
0,16 -11,5% -51,9% -5,7% 
0,20 -9,4% -50,0% 9,6% 
0,25 10,5% 5,3% 35,5% 
0,31 -13,3% -46,7% 31,3% 
0,40 -16,7% -50,0% 24,9% 
0,50 -25,0% -25,0% 53,9% 
0,63 0,0% -42,9% 49,8% 
0,80 20,0% -20,0% 85,8% 
1,00 -16,7% -50,0% 43,9% 
1,25 0,0% -25,0% NA 
1,60 33,3% 0,0% NA 
2,00 0,0% -25,0% NA 

Average -3,4% -36,7% 28,1% 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Automatic readout of the CDMAM with R* algorithm 

can provide a reliable alternative to human evaluation. 
Figure 4 shows a good correlation for all diameters between 
0.10 up to 2.0 mm. The use of R* index as a perceptual 
algorithm of the HVS introduces the psychometric factor at 
the time of scoring, making unnecessary to develop any 
post-processing of the readouts. 

Deviations among the threshold thickness from human 
observers and the predicted values with both methods (R* 
and PRCDCOM) are similar for the smaller diameter disks. 
Notice than on average R* shows a better correlation but 
discrepancies for each detail diameters are somehow at 
random so that new experiments involving more observers 
and more imaging systems should be developed.  
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Abstract— Magnetic induction tomography (MIT) is a low
resolution imaging modality and attempts to reconstruct the in-
terior conductivity distribution of the body. In MIT, the trans-
mitter coils induce eddy currents in the body and the response
field caused by the conductivity perturbations is sensed by an
array of receiver coils. All the applications that were offered for
electrical impedance tomography (EIT) are also a potential ap-
plication for MIT. However, unlike EIT, MIT can look better
through insulating tissues, e.g. ribcage which is made of bone tis-
sue, and since the method is contactless, it does not suffer from
the poor electrode contact. In this paper, the feasibility of lung
imaging was investigated using a realistic thorax model of which
the tissue boundaries were segmented from MRI images. The
images were reconstructed from different simulated datasets,
i.e. static, temporal and spectral datasets, to cover all the poten-
tial imaging approaches that MIT can offer. It was shown that
the lung imaging is a feasible application for MIT, however, still
some software and hard-ware improvements are essential before
a clinical usage.

Keywords— Magnetic induction tomography, lung imaging, bio-
impedance measurements, image reconstruction, fi-
nite element method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of medical MIT is to image the electri-
cal conductivity within the region of interest. The static, tem-
poral and spectral conductivity differences between the tis-
sues permit imaging of several physiological processes and
physiological disorders using MIT. The methodology is as
follows: The tissues are excited via magnetic induction using
an array of transmitting coils which are positioned around the
region of interest so that an eddy current density is induced
in the desired region. Then, the magnetic field perturbations
due to the changes in the eddy current field are sensed by re-
ceiver coils. The operating frequency range for a typical MIT
system is from several tens of kHz up to several tens of MHz
and covers the β -dispersion region of many biological tissues
of interest. Several systems have been built and most of them
consist of 16 transmitter and 16 receiver channels encircling
the body (For a comprehensive review see, e.g. [1]).

Although lung imaging with EIT has been extensively in-
vestigated [2], there has not yet been a profound investi-
gation for MIT. Unlike EIT, MIT can look better through in-

sulating tissues, e.g. ribcage which is made of bone tissue,
and since the method is contactless, it does not suffer from
the poor electrode contact. In this paper, the feasibility of
lung imaging was investigated by simulations using a realis-
tic thorax model. The thorax model was constructed using the
tissue boundaries segmented from MRI images and consisted
of four different tissue types: muscle, lung, heart and liver.
The conductivity spectrum for each different tissue was as-
signed based on a parameterized Cole equation [3]. Within
each tissue the conductivity was assumed ho-mogenous and
isotropic.

II. METHODS

A. Forward problem

The forward problem of MIT requires the solution of a
nonlinear eddy current problem to find the induced electric
field in the body due to the primary coil excitation. The gov-
erning partial differential equations for the solution of the
electric scalar potential φ , is as follows,

∇ ·κ∇φ = − jwA ·∇κ (1)

∇φ ·n = − jwA ·n (2)

where κ = σ + jwε is the admittivity of the body, w is the
operating frequency of the excitation field and n is the nor-
mal vector directed outward from the body surface. The right
hand side of the equation is the source term and A is the mag-
netic vector potential in free space which was precomputed
analytically.

The equation set was discretisized by finite element
method assuming constant admittivity in each voxel (see, e.g.
[4]). Thus, the source term of (1) vanishes. Once φ was com-
puted, the induced electric field was found from,

E = −∇φ − jwA. (3)

To compute the voltages in the receiver coils, according
to the reciprocity theorem, it suffices to compute the adjoint
electric field Ea assuming a unity excitation in the receiver
coil as if it was a transmitter,

v =
∫

Ω
(κEd) ·EadΩ (4)
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Fig. 1: The demonstration of the modeling process. The thorax model was
constructed using the tissue boundaries segmented from MRI images.

where Ω is the body volume and Ed as the electric field gen-
erated in the body by the transmitters. By using (4), one can
generate a maximum number of m×n complex independent
data assuming n transmitters and m receivers. Although the
voltage signal is complex, the imaginary component (in phase
component of the voltage with the excitation current) suffers
from noise due to some hardware limitations [5]. Therefore,
this paper will only use the real part of the signal which is
dependent on the conductivity distribution.

B. Inverse problem

The inverse problem of MIT is defined as estimating the
conductivity distribution in the body from the voltage data.
The inversion is severely ill-posed due to inaccurate data.
Therefore, the solution needs regularization and an accurate
forward model. The image reconstruction of MIT have com-
monly been realized by assuming a linear relationship be-
tween the data and the conductivity changes,

∂v
∂σ

= SΔσ = Δv (5)

defining S as the Jacobian or so called the sensitivity matrix.
The sensitivity of the pth data to the conductivity perturbation
of the qth voxel was computed from,

Spq =
(
Ed,q ·Ea,q

)
ΔΩ (6)

where Ed and Ea are the direct and adjoint electric fields for
a specific transmit-receive coil pair and ΔΩ denotes the vol-
ume of the corresponding voxel. The least square approxi-
mation, usually with an additional L2-norm penalty term (for
stability), was adopted for image reconstruction [6] and is ex-
pressed as follows,

Δσ = (ST S+λR)−1ST Δv (7)

where ST S is an approximation of the Hessian of the forward
operator for a particular σ , R is the regularization matrix and
λ is the regularization parameter. In this study R was chosen
as the identity matrix.

Reconstruction of static, temporal and spectral conduc-
tivity images is possible by different excitation and record-
ing schemes. To obtain the difference dataset, in principle,
the empirical dataset obtained, let’s say at a specific fre-
quency, is subtracted from a reference dataset. When the ref-
erence dataset was simulated from a specific (usually uni-
form) model, it is called static (or state differential) imaging.
Similarly the reference dataset can be acquired at a different
operating frequency or at different times, which lead to tem-
poral (or time differential) imaging and spectral (or frequency
differential) imaging, respectively.

C. Model

Table 1: The conductivity values of different tissues excited at 100 kHz and
600 kHz. The values were computed based of the parametrized Cole-cole

equation. All units are S/m.

Tissue (σ ) 100 kHz 600 kHz

Lung 0.1074 0.1258

Heart 0.2151 0.2918

Muscle 0.3618 0.4613

Liver 0.0846 0.1581

The model for the simulation was obtained by segment-
ing the thorax MRI images to construct a three dimensional
volume (see, Figure 1). MIT is a low resolution modality
and imaging of small details seems infeasible, therefore, the
model was constructed roughly by considering only the ex-
tended tissue groups. The major tissues: muscle, lung, heart
and liver were used in the model. The conductivity spectrum
for each different tissue was assigned based on a parame-
terized Cole equation and the resulting conductivity values
were listed in Table 1 for different two operating frequen-
cies. The discretization of the volume was established by the
advancing front method using a commercial software (Hy-
permesh, copyrighted by Altair Inc.) and consists of approx-
imately 100 000 elements.

The transmitter and the receiver arrangement are depicted
in Figure 2. 16 transmitter coils of 30 mm radius encircle the
thorax in two rings positioned radial in a zigzag arrangement
and 16 receivers of 30 mm radius were positioned in front of
the transmitters.
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Fig. 2: The simulation arrangement. 32 transmitter coils of 30 mm radius
encircle the thorax in two rings positioned radially in a zigzag arrangement

and 32 receivers of 30 mm radius were positioned in front of each
transmitter.

III. RESULTS

Static image of the central slice at 600 kHz is given in
Figure 3. Using the empty space measurements for the refer-
ence dataset usually engender to poor images, therefore, the
reference dataset were simulated by using a uniform conduct-
ing thorax to which the conductivity of the muscle tissue at
600 kHz was assigned. In the reconstructed image, it was pos-
sible to distinguish both lungs and the right lung was noted to
be larger in magnitude, as expected.

Spectral (frequency differential) image of the central slice
is given in Figure 4. The reference and the measurement
datasets were obtained at 100 kHz and 600 kHz, respectively,
and were used to form the difference dataset. From the image,
it is still possible to differentiate the lungs; and, the image
showed similar characteristics as the static image. The right
lung conductivity estimates was larger than the left lung.

The temporal (time differential) image of the central slice
at 600 kHz is depicted in Figure 5. The conductivity of in-
flated and deflated lungs was chosen to simulate the peaks of
the respiration cycle. From the image, it is still possible to dif-
ferentiate the lungs; however, the static and spectral images
showed better distinguishability. The inversion tends to re-
construct both lungs as a whole; therefore, considering noise
and increased regularization it may not be possible to distin-
guish each lung separately.

The heart was not identified in any of the images. The rea-
son is possibly that the sensitivity is very poor in the cen-
ter regions and the conductivity changes in surfacenear re-
gions cloaked the heart reconstruction. Similarly liver was
not showed up in any of the reconstructions, possibly, due
to its far location according to the excitation and the sensors.

In all images, the artifacts close to the thorax surface ap-
peared near the proximity of the sensor positions which were
noted in most reconstructions regardless whether EIT or MIT

was used. They are present in the images of both modalities
due to similar characteristics of the singular vectors corre-
sponding to the largest singular values of the sensitivity ma-
trix.

Fig. 3: Static image of the central slice. The excitation frequency was 600
kHz. The reference dataset were simulated by assigning the conductivity of
the muscle tissue to the background in order to form a difference dataset.

Fig. 4: Spectral (frequency differential) image of the central slice. The
dataset simulated at 100 kHz and 600 kHz were used to form the difference

dataset.

Fig. 5: Temporal (time difference) image of the central slice. The excitation
frequency was 600 kHz. To simulate temporal dependence, the data

simulated from deflated and inflated lung models were used to form the
time difference dataset.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The linearity assumption for the solution of the inverse
problem may lead to undesired conductivity estimates when
the change of the conductivity distribution is too high. This
seems an important issue especially for thorax imaging where
the lung tissue is distributed extensively and the changes
hardly fulfill the linearity assumption. Applying more iter-
ation may not always solve this problem, since the iterative
algorithm usually converges to a local solution. Therefore,
better prior information should be provided to ensure feasi-
ble solutions.

In this work, the simulations were realized assuming a mo-
tionless model. Considering a realistic setting, the body or the
internal organs can move during data acquisition due to res-
piration, heart beats, etc. and leads to artifacts [7]. In spectral
imaging, the difference datasets are acquired simultaneously
which automatically cancels the motion artifacts arose in the
images. However, static and temporal images usually suffer
from the movement of the patient during data acquisition.

The conductivity of the tissues varies with gender, age and
condition of the patients, which makes it essential to deter-
mine the corresponding statistics to the model and to include
this information as a prior assumption. In this work, a deter-
ministic thorax model was used to explore the basic aspects of
lung imaging and to provide a computational toolbox for the
analysis. The next step would be to investigate the outcomes
of a stochastic thorax model incorporating the conductivity
uncertainties of the tissues.

As a conclusion, the feasibility of lung imaging using MIT
was explored. A realistic thorax model was constructed us-
ing MRI images and used for the analysis. The images were
reconstructed by different datasets, i.e. static, temporal and
spectral to cover all the potential imaging approaches that
MIT can handle. It was shown that the lung imaging is a

potential application for MIT, however, there are still some
software and hardware improvements needed for a clinical
usage.
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Abstract—Photoacoustic imaging (also called optoacoustic 
imaging) is a new hybrid imaging modality which offers tre-
mendous potential for research and clinical applications and 
features main advantages of optical and acoustical techniques. 
It combines ultrasonic resolution with high optical contrast 
since signal generation is due to light absorption depending on 
the physiology of the examined biological tissue. The acoustic 
signal reports tissue-specific information about the local opti-
cal absorption. To increase the intrinsic contrast in tissue, 
plasmon-resonant gold nanostructures are of great interest for 
optical imaging because of their remarkable capacity to absorb 
and scatter light at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. 
Together with optimized nanoscale contrast agents, optoacous-
tic techniques can be used for molecular imaging purposes in 
many application fields in biology and medicine.  

The aim of the work presented here is to establish a scalable 
photoacoustic technology for volume imaging of biological 
samples down to diffraction limited microscopy. For this pur-
pose we developed a photoacoustic microscopy platform allow-
ing generation and detection of laser-induced ultrasound sig-
nals in a frequency range up to 300 MHz. The system based on 
an inverted microscope, a pulsed laser and a focused transduc-
er provides high resolution images on a cellular level. It allows 
characterizing different types of nanoparticles with respect to 
their suitability as optoacoustic contrast agent.  

We characterized the resolution of our system using differ-
ent types of focused transducers and a 1 μm toner particle as 
optoacoustic source. The lateral -6 dB width of the point-
spread-function was found to be in the range of 5 μm. Further, 
we investigated the possibility of optoacoustic imaging of cell 
monolayers incubated with gold nanoshells. The resulting 
optoacoustic image was compared to pure optical microscope 
data and a clear correlation was found.  
 
Keywords—Photoacoustis, Optoacoustics, laser-induced Ultra-

sound, live cell imaging, Nanoparticles 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Photoacoustic imaging is an approach to combine high 
optical contrast with the high observation depth of acoustic 
probing. This mechanism fundamentally diverges from both 
the pure optical mechanism of signal generation (optical 
reflection, fluorescence) and pure acoustic mechanism 
(acoustic reflection, damping) [1]. When biological tissue is 

irradiated with ultrashort laserpulses with durations of a few 
nanoseconds the light is absorbed according to the local 
absorption properties and is converted into heat and pres-
sure by means of the thermoelastic effect. The magnitude of 
the photoacoustic waves is proportional to the local optical 
energy deposition. The low scattering and attenuation of 
propagating acoustic waves permits imaging depth up to 
several centimeters, while pure optical imaging is limited to 
a few millimeters.  

In addition, the possibility of using nanoscaled contrast 
agents with strong optical absorption properties makes op-
toacoustics an ideal candidate for molecular imaging [2,3]. 
This new emerging field combines the tools of molecular 
and cell biology. Previous studies have shown the possibil-
ity of molecular specific binding of bioconjugated gold 
nanoparticles to the cells [4,5].  

Before being able to use the particles as optoacoustic 
contrast agents in vivo their absorption coefficient and the 
efficiency of targeting of the antibody conjugated gold 
nanoparticles have to be characterized. Because of their 
small size and the non-fluorescent character they can hardly 
be detected by optical imaging (confocal laser scanning 
microscopy, two-photon microscopy, fluorescence micros-
copy). 

In order to be usable for characterization of particle suit-
ability for optoacoustics the system should fulfill challeng-
ing requirements in terms of resolution and sensitivity [6-8]. 
For in-vitro measurements of small tissue samples or indi-
vidual cells a high resolution in the range of a few microme-
ters is essential. The lateral resolution of conventional 
photoacoustic imaging systems working in the acoustical 
focusing mode is often limited by the focal width of the 
used ultrasound detector. To overcome this problem, our 
new concept introduces an optically limited resolution 
where the laser spotsize defines the point-spread-function of 
the system.  

In this article, we report on a high-resolution photoacous-
tic microscopy platform based on the SASAM acoustic 
microscope (kibero GmbH, Saarbrücken, Germany) that 
allows high resolution imaging on living cells [9]. This new 
platform can be used for detection of nanoparticles being in 
interaction with living cells without any chemical staining. 
Furthermore, it is possible to attend the development of 
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novel photoacoustic contrast agents by investigating their 
contrast potential. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

We developed a new imaging device for high resolution 
in vitro photoacoustic imaging consisting of an inverted 
optical microscope (Olympus IX 81, Tokyo, Japan), an 
illumination stage for coupling in various laser sources for 
optical multi wavelength excitation, a single element trans-
ducer and an adequate data acquisition electronics. All ex-
periments within this paper were performed using a NIR 
1064 nm Q-switched MicroChip laser (Teem Photonics, 
Meylan, France) which produces sub-nanosecond micro-
Joule pulses at kilohertz repetition rates. Illumination of the 
sample is achieved via coupling the laser light into a 5 μm 
single mode optical fibre. This enables real diffraction li-
mited focusing onto the sample and the resolution is deter-
mined by the size of the optical focus spot. In this system, 
the coupled light supplies incident pulse energy of 350 nJ to 
induce photoacoustic waves within the sample. Also a short 
pass diachronic mirror with a cut-off wavelength of 700 nm 
is inserted into the filter wheel to reflect the excitation light 
to the objective and to transmit light in the visible range for 
monitoring per CCD camera mounted on the side port of the 
microscope. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic setup of the 
system. 

 

Fig. 1 : The setup of the combined optical, acoustical and photoacoustical 
microscope 

An acoustic scanning unit is attached to a rotating col-
umn that allows exchanging of the transillumination con-
denser, which is needed for visualization and adjustment of 
the sample and the acoustic scanning unit. After switching 
to the acoustic scanning unit the acoustic lens is aligned to 
the optical path of the microscope. This enables to image 
the same sample position by different scanning modalities. 
In addition to the photoacoustic imaging mode, all common 
optical and acoustic modalities are implemented. 

The high frequency transducers for signal detection were 
developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Biomedical Engi-
neering, IBMT. Two different spherical lenses were used 
for data acquisition with spectra having centre frequencies 
of 62 MHz and 300 MHz, with a -6 dB bandwidth of 70 % 
each. The soundfield characteristics of the ultrasonic trans-
ducers can be measured by scanning a small spherical target 
in a two dimensional pattern and are listed in the table be-
low (table 1). 

Table 1 Transducer characteristics 

transducer 62 MHz 300 MHz 

Working distance [μm] 3500 300 

Focal width [μm] 45 6 

Focal length [μm] 370 48 

Bandwidth [%] 70 70 

Axial resolution [μm] 35 6 

 
Using a high frequency transducer real confocal pho-

toacoustic imaging is possible. Here optical illumination 
and acoustic detection focal volumes of comparable sizes 
are superimposed. In the optical limited mode, the laserlight 
was highly focused on a spot of a few micrometers in di-
ameter which is in reasonable agreement with the theoreti-
cal calculation using a 0.3 NA objective. 

Read out electronics combined with reconstruction algo-
rithms for photoacoustic imaging allows converting the 
recorded signals into a spatial representation of the absorbed 
energy. 

Also 3D reconstruction is possible based on the pre-
sented 2D imaging data by utilize the acoustic travel time. 

III. RESULTS 

The lateral resolution of the system was experimentally 
measured by imaging a point target realized by a black 
spherical toner particle with approximately 1 μm in diame-
ter embedded in a polystyrene matrix. By projecting the 
peak-to-peak amplitude value of the RF-data of every scan-
ning point, the point spread function (PSF) was constructed 
to measure the -6 dB lateral resolution. In figure 2 the full 
width at half maximum value (FWHM) of the imaged par-
ticle is measured to 5 μm independently of the used trans-
ducer. On the right hand side of the figure below, the raw 
RF-signal and the spectrum of the received signal produced 
by the single particle is visualized. A high frequency signal 
in the frequency range of 300 MHz of a single 1 μm particle 
could be recorded with a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 
47 dB. 
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Fig. 2 : Charcterization of the lateral resolution of the photoacoustic mi-
croscopy system by measuring the point-spread-function, RF-signal and 

frequency spectrum of the received signal 

To test the system suitability to detect nanoparticles be-
ing in interaction with cells, first experiments were carried 
out with Vero cells (African green kidney monkey cells, 
DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany) incubated with gold na-
noshells and pure cell culture medium as a reference. This 
study involves the visualization of nanoparticles being in 
contact with living cells. The used 200 nm goldnanoshells 
were polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) stabilized in water which 
prevents nanoparticles from agglomeration (Nanocomposix, 
San Diego, USA). The absorption spectrum of the used 
goldnanoshells solution was measured and is shown in fig-
ure 3. The strong NIR-absorption above 600 nm makes 
them very suitable for the system laser wavelength. 

 

Fig. 3 : Absorption spectrum of the used PVA stabilized goldnanoshells 

The Vero cells were cultured at 37 °C, 5 % CO2 and 
95 % saturated atmospheric humidity. The cells were plated 
out on day one in two chamber culture slide (BD Bios-
cience, Bedford, USA) at a density of 5x103 cells per cham-

ber and left over night to adhere and obtain their normal 
morphology. The cell lines were treated on day two with 
50 μg/ml goldnanoshells. After the exposure time of 24 h 
photoacoustic images of the cells were taken.  

 
The photoacoustic signal of the cells without any par-

ticles was not higher than the noise level and could not be 
detected, indicating a very low absorption of endogenous 
chromophores. The scanned image of cells incubated with 
particles has a mean signal amplitude 35 dB higher than that 
of the control sample. The planar concentration of the con-
trast agents is 1-2 particles/μm-2, which means less than 20 
particles are involved in signal generation.  

In figure 4, a phase contrast image, a photoacoustic im-
age and a superposition of both are compared to each other. 

 

Fig. 4 : phase contrast, photoacoustic image and superposition of visua-
lized Vero cells exposed with PVA stabilized goldnanoparticles incubated 

for 24 h 
The resulting optoacoustic image was compared to pure 

optical microscope data and a clear correlation was found. 
These results show that the sensitivity and the resolution of 
our new confocal system are high enough to detect the pho-
toacoustic signals produced by gold nanoshells. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work the development and establishment of a 
scalable photoacoustic technology for high quality and high 
resolution volume imaging down to diffraction limited mi-
croscopy is presented.  
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In the widely used acoustical focusing mode, the lateral 
resolution of a system corresponds with the lateral resolu-
tion of the transducer. To overcome these limitations optical 
illumination and acoustic detection focal volumes of com-
parable sizes are superimposed. This allows an optically 
limited scanning mode where the resolution is determined 
by the laser spotsize. The lateral resolution was measured to 
5 μm by recording a 300 MHz photoacoustic signal gener-
ated by a single 1 μm particle with a contrast of about 47 dB 
against the surrounding nonabsorbing material. Further, we 
investigated the possibility of optoacoustic imaging of cell 
monolayers incubated with unspecific gold nanoshells. The 
resulting optoacoustic image corresponds to pure optical 
image.  

The new developed platform can attend the development 
of novel photoacoustic contrast agents and investigate their 
contrast potential on living cells. In our future work the 
specificity of targeting with antibodies will be investigated. 
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Abstract—The application of avalanche photodiodes (APDs) 
for the readout of scintillation crystals offers the possibility of 
using compact detector modules in positron emission tomogra-
phy. Good timing resolution is more challenging with APDs 
due to their lower gain and larger rise time in comparison to 
photomultiplier tubes. This study examined the different fac-
tors influencing time resolution and investigated three ap-
proaches for optimizing the time resolution of a dual layer 
LSO-APD small animal PET scanner. The used PET scanner 
(MADPET-II) features individual readout of LSO scintillation 
crystals (2x2x6mm3 front layer and 2x2x8 mm3 back layer) by 
APD arrays. The system consists of 1152 LSO-APD channels 
arranged in a dual layer detector ring. For the purpose of this 
study different approaches for optimizing the time resolution 
were compared: A) Measurement and correction for ampli-
tude walk in the analog part of the acquisition electronics. B) 
Determination of interchannel delays by two methods: B1) 
Measurement using a timing alignment probe. B2) Software 
approach based on an iterative algorithm.  

Method A: Distinct amplitude walk effects in the analog 
electronics were observed. When correcting for these, the time 
resolution can be reduced by 16%. Method B1: Interchannel 
delays, originating from amplitude- and rise time walk, of up 
to 40 ns were measured. The time resolution can be optimized 
by 40% when these delays are taken into account. Method B2: 
The algorithm does not determine the same interchannel de-
lays as measured with B1 and the time resolution can be re-
duced by 9% when the algorithm is applied.  

Interchannel delays play the predominant role for the time 
resolution of the MADPET-II scanner. The measurement and 
correction of these interchannel delays improves the time 
resolution significantly. Further work is done to reduce the 
time resolution by minimizing jitter. 

Keywords—Small animal positron emission tomography, 
avalanche photodiode (APD), instrumentation, timing  
resolution. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The time resolution of a PET scanner is an important per-
formance parameter because it determines the number of 
detected random coincidence events. A good time resolution 
allows choosing a narrower time coincidence window - this 
reduces the rate of random coincidence events, improves the 

signal-to-background ratio and consequently improves im-
age quality. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are an alterna-
tive photodetector to the traditionally used photomultiplier 
tubes (PMTs). In comparison to PMTs, APDs are consid-
erably smaller, are insensitive to magnetic fields [1] and 
have a lower gain. Their compact size and insensitivity to 
magnetic fields make them especially attractive the use in 
small animal PET imaging and combined PET/MR imaging. 
Good timing resolution, however, is more challenging with 
APDs due to their lower gain and larger rise time in com-
parison to PMTs.  

The accuracy of extracting time information from the de-
tector signal for each event (time pick-off) and thus also the 
time resolution of a PET scanner is significantly influenced 
by two effects: walk and time jitter. Walk effects are appar-
ent, when the extracted time information of two coincident 
events is not the same due to different amplitudes or rise 
times in the detector signal. Accordingly, two types of walk 
effects can be distinguished: amplitude and rise time walk. 
Time jitter, on the other hand, is caused by random fluctua-
tions in the detector signal and can amongst others be 
caused by electronic noise. These random fluctuations also 
affect the extracted time information and deteriorate the 
time resolution. 

An additional consequence of amplitude/rise time walk is 
the creation of interchannel delays: if two channels have 
signals of different amplitudes/rise time for the same 
amount of deposited energy, for example caused by differ-
ent detector gains, this leads to interchannel delays. These 
interchannel delays bias the time information of these two 
(or more) channels, also worsening the system-wide time 
resolution of the scanner.  

MADPET-II is an APD-based high-resolution small 
animal PET scanner developed at the Technische Univer-
sität München. The scanner is based on one-to-one coupling 
of lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) scintillation crystals to 
discrete avalanche photodiode detectors. Signals from each 
crystal are read-out individually by its own dedicated elec-
tronic channel without any light sharing or data reduction. 
Time stamps for each event are stored in list-mode format 
and coincidence sorting is done post-acquisition, allowing a 
high level of flexibility for data processing. 
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For an early prototype of MADPET-II with greatly re-
duced number of APD-LSO channels, a timing alignment 
was tested [2] and an iterative algorithm was examined [3]. 
The aim of this study is to investigate time alignment meth-
ods for the full system of 1152 channels. 

In order to reduce the system wide time resolution of 
MADPET-II, the approach presented in this paper is to first 
quantify the degrading factors of the time resolution and 
subsequently apply correction methods based on the find-
ings. To reduce the effect of amplitude walk, a straight-
forward method is to measure the amplitude walk for each 
channel individually. This approach was realised by feeding 
signals of different amplitudes in the analog acquisition 
electronics and measuring the time delay relative to a refer-
ence channel (method A). In order to reduce the effect of 
interchannel delays, commonly the centroid locations of the 
time difference histograms for each line of response (LOR) 
are iteratively aligned [4]. The need for this iterative process 
arises from the absence of an absolute time reference, rela-
tive to which time difference histograms for each channel 
would need to be acquired. For minimizing interchannel 
delays, two separate methods are compared in this study: 
B1) direct measurement of the interchannel delays using an 
external timing alignment probe, B2) calculation of inter-
channel delays, based on an iterative algorithm.  

All three methods determine correction values for each 
channel individually. As the time information for each sin-
gle event is accessible (list-mode), these correction values 
can easily be included in the time stamp for each event. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

MADPET-II consists of 18 dual layer detector modules 
arranged in a 71mm diameter ring [5]. Each detector mod-
ule consists of a 4x8 array of LSO crystals (2x2x6mm3 front 
layer and 2x2x8mm3 back layer), each optically isolated by 
reflective foil and coupled one-to-one to a monolithic 4x8 
APD array. Each crystal is read out by dedicated charge-
sensitive preamplifiers, peak-hold detectors and leading 
edge discriminators [6]. Analog-to-digital converters digi-
tize the pulse height and time-to-digital converters time 
stamp each event with respect to a system reference clock. 
Single events are then stored in list-mode format. The time 
stamp of each event i is determined by [7]: 

iii TDCpsGSsT ×+×= 3332.3 μ            (1) 

where GSi is a 3.2 μs global clock and TDCi the value of the 
TDC for each event relative to the global sync. 

A. Measurement of Amplitude Walk (Method A) 

A pulse-generator produces a logic pulse that is fed di-
rectly into the analog data acquisition electronics of 
MADPET-II and simulates a detected event. By intercon-
necting an attenuator, events of various amplitudes can be 
induced. For obtaining a reference time information, rela-
tive to which the amplitude walk effect can be measured, 
the signal of the pulse-generator is split and fed into a refer-
ence channel. As this channel must not be subjected to am-
plitude walk, an external constant fraction discriminator 
(Ortec 935) was used for time pick-off, feeding a logic 
output pulse directly into the scanner’s TDC. That way, for 
each pulse, two timestamps are available: the reference time 
information tref and the time information that is subjected to 
amplitude walk twalk. The time delay between the two,  
Δ t = tref – twalk is a measure for the magnitude of the ampli-
tude walk effect. For all 1152 channels, Δ t was determined 
for 17 different signal amplitudes and adequate interpola-
tion was performed between the distinct values. For an 
event in channel i of amplitude j, the timestamp T is cor-
rected by the matrix element tij: Tcorr = Tuncorr - tij.  

B. Measurement of Interchannel Delays Using a Timing 
Alignment Probe (Method B1) 

The timing probe consists of a Na-22 source (activity of 
57 kBq), embedded in a plastic scintillator which is coupled 
to a fast PMT. When the emitted positron slows down in the 
scintillator, its kinetic energy is transformed into scintilla-
tion light, read out by the PMT. The PMT signal is fed into 
a CFD (Ortec 935), generating a logic pulse that is used as a 
time reference. After annihilation of each positron, two 511 
keV photons are emitted that can be detected in the PET 
scanner. Hence, for each positron a reference timing signal 
and the standard time stamp from the data-acquisition are 
generated and therefore the timing probe allows for align-
ment of all channels to a common reference.  

The centroid of the acquired time difference histogram 
for each channel i is approximated by the abscissa ti of the 
maximum, searched for by a simple algorithm implemented 
in C++. The desired delay of channel i is then directly given 
by ti. To correct for the measured interchannel delays, the 
time stamp T of each event i is corrected by this delay value 
ti: Tcorr= Tuncorr - ti. 

C. Calculation of Interchannel Delays Using an Iterative 
Algorithm (Method B2) 

Individual correction terms δi are assigned to the time 
stamp of each channel i: tcorr = tuncorr + δi. In an iterative 
process, these correction terms are chosen in such a way 
that the system-wide time resolution is minimized. The 
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centroid m of an LOR time difference histogram of channel 
i and j is shifted to m’ when these correction terms are ap-
plied:  

jimm δδ −+=´                                
(2) 

This shifting is taken advantage of to align the time differ-
ence histograms for all LORs. By minimizing the following 
function R, given by  

∑ −=
LORs

LOR mmR '
                             

(3) 

the correction terms δi are determined. The minimization 
algorithm was implemented in a C++ program using the 
MINUIT library [8]. To obtain LOR time difference histo-
grams, an F-18 source with an activity of 14.6 MBq was 
placed in the centre of the field of view and coincidences 
were sorted. In order to determine the time resolution of a 
system-wide time histogram, the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) was calculated by fitting a linear combina-
tion of a constant and a Gaussian distribution to the time 
histogram. The fits were performed with the program 
ROOT [9] and are based on a χ2-minimization.  

For examining the performance of the methods, the cor-
rection values are all applied to the same dataset (F-18 
source of 20 MBq in the centre of the field of view, uncor-
rected time resolution of 43 ns). Afterwards, system-wide 
time difference histograms were created and the time reso-
lution was extracted by fitting. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The performance of each method can be evaluated di-
rectly by comparing the time difference histograms after 
applying the correction values to the time stamp of each 
event. Fig. 1 shows the uncorrected and the corrected time 
difference histograms with related FWHM and Table 1 
states the corresponding improvement in time resolution in 
percent. It is obvious that the corrected time resolution var-
ies considerably from method to method (ranging from 26 
to 36 ns). The apparent differences are also reflected in the 
related correction values that vary notably in magnitude – 
see histograms of correction values in Fig. 2. The reasons 
for the observed differences will be discussed in the  
following.  

The amplitude walk behaviour of the analog electronics, 
measured with method A, is depicted in Fig. 3 showing a 
plot of Δ t versus the amplitude of the input pulse. There, 
the arrows indicate the energy window from 400 to 700 
keV. The large absolute values for Δ t are a technical con-
sequence of the measuring setup, but as in PET only 
 

 

Fig. 1 System-wide time difference histograms in comparison 

Table 1 Improvement of the time resolution in percent after correction 
methods were applied 

Method A B1 B2 A & B2 
Improvement in % 16.3 39.5 9.3 25.6 

differences of time stamps (coincidence detection) are im-
portant, the absolute value is not relevant itself. For this 
exemplary channel, amplitude walk of 7 ns is apparent be-
tween the largest and smallest measured amplitude. In the 
commonly used energy window of 400 to 700 keV how-
ever, Δ t only varies by 1 ns. This limited energy window 
thus is the reason for the small correction values as seen in 
Fig. 2. Still, the time resolution can be reduced considerably 
by around 16% with method A.  

The interchannel delays, measured with method B2, 
range up to 40 ns (see Fig. 2). By accounting for these, the 
time resolution can be reduced significantly by almost 40%. 
The advantage of method B1 is that it accounts for effects in 
the complete signal chain. Also rise time walk in the front-
end and signal path lengths between detectors are com-
prised, whilst method A is limited to the analog data-
acquisition electronics. Hence, rise time walk in the front-
end plays a predominant role in MADPET-II.  

When calculating the interchannel delays (method B2), 
the big advantage is that this method can be implemented 
very easily and fast, without the effort for a measurement. 
However, the calculated values are considerably smaller 
than the measured ones (see Fig. 2). The reason for this 
presumably is that also corrupt channels with huge delays 
act as reference for other channels in the minimization 
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Fig. 2 Histogram of correction values 

process. As a consequence, the calculated delays do not 
comply with the actual delays and the improvement in time 
resolution with around 10% is markedly smaller. Applica-
tion of both methods A and B2, i.e. iteratively determining 
the amplitude walk corrected interchannel delays, does 
reduce the time resolution by 26% and hence reduces the 
amplitude walk corrected time resolution by further 6%.  

In summary, it can be stated, that the performance of the 
different methods varies significantly, with method B1 
being best suited for reducing the time resolution of the 
MADPET-II scanner. Although amplitude walk in the  
 

 

Fig. 3 Plot of amplitude walk ∆ t versus amplitude. The arrows indicate the 
energy window from 400 to 700 keV 

analog electronics is present, it is limited within the energy 
window. The iterative algorithm does not calculate the same 
interchannel delays as determined in the measurement and 
future work will exclude corrupted channels which deterio-
rate the performance of the algorithm. 
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Abstract—The aim of this study by performing the devel-
opment of gadolinium(III) oxide(Gd2O3) nanoparticles with 
diethylene glycol polymer (DEG) and also by achievement of 
the contrast enhancement evaluation of Gd loaded nanoparti-
cles in comparison with Magnevist (Gd-DTPA), was to indicate 
that Gd2O3 nanoparticles with diethylene glycol polymer could 
produce a good MR signal and therefore could be a useful 
potential contrast medium for cell tracking in magnetic reso-
nance molecular imaging(MRMI). 

This study would be complicated with nanoparticles com-
posed gadolinium (III) oxide (Gd2O3) with diethylene glycol 
polymer. The size and morphological structure of this Nano 
particle determined by particle size analysis device (zeta sizer) 
and Transmission Electronic Microscope. Proton relaxation 
times were measured with a 1.5-T MRI scanner. The meas-
urements were performed in aqueous solution. 

Other purpose of this study was to assess cytotoxicity of 
gadolinium oxide nanoparticles. The effects of nanoparticles 
on U-87 MG, THP_1 and SK_MEL 3 cell lines were evaluated 
by light microscopy, and by standard cytotoxicity assays.  

The results showed a significantly higher incremental relax-
ivity for Gd2O3 nanoparticles compared to Gd-DTPA. The 
slope of R1 relaxivity (1/T1) vs. concentration curve of Gd-
DTPA and Gd2O3 were 4.33, 13.37 s-1mM-1. The slope of R2 
relaxivity (1/T2) vs. concentration curve of Gd-DTPA and 
Gd2O3 were 5.06, 9.05 s-1mM-1. Viability results indicate that 
U-87 MG, THP_1 and SK_MEL 3 cells endure treatment with 
Gd2O3nanoparticles for an wide-ranging stage of time and it is 
therefore concluded that results in this study are founded on 
viable cells. The study indicates the possibility of obtaining 
high relaxivity compared to Gd–DTPA using Gd2O3 as con-
trast agent.  

Keywords—Gd2O3 Nanoparticle, MRI Contrast agent, Re-
laxivity, Cytotoxicity. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a really important 
imaging modality because it does not employ ionizing ra-
diation, has excellent spatial resolution and can be used to 
image wide areas of interest. Its usefulness can be enhanced 
further by using contrast agents with magnetic susceptibil-
ity. Gadolinium (Gd) is currently the most common MRI 

contrast agent. For MRI to compete with, and to be supe-
rior, molecular imaging techniques such as positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) and single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT), special contrast agents 
consisting of nanometer-scale particles carrying high deliv-
ering of gadolinium will be needed. The development of 
suitable magnetic resonance molecular imaging (MRMI) 
contrast agents is, therefore, a very important and absorbing 
field of research [1-2]. 

Gadolinium (Gd) is a well known paramagnetic contrast 
agent the natural toxicity of which is conventionally coun-
teracted by using it in a chelated form such as diethyl-
enetriamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) or tetraazacyclo-
dodecanetetraacetic acid (Gd-DOTA). It produces enhanced 
MRI images due to its ability to shorten T1 [3]. 

Magnetic nanoparticle probes are emerging as a class of 
novel contrast and tracking agents for medical imaging. 
When used as a contrast agent for magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), allow researchers and clinicians to enhance the 
tissue contrast of an area of interest by increasing the re-
laxation rate of water [4-9]. 

Magnetic nanoparticle probes for biomedical applications 
are comprised of nanoscale superparamagnetization oxide 
(SPIO) cores of magnetite (Fe3O4) and/or maghemite 
(Fe2O3, ã-Fe2O3) encased in polysaccharide, synthetic 
polymer, or monomer coatings [10-12]. 

Negative contrast from the iron oxide particles some-
times extends way beyond their immediate surroundings. 
This can lead to distortions in the background image, or 
large ‘blooming artifacts’ that obscure adjacent anatomy. 
This negative contrast can be confused with local magnetic 
field in-homogeneities resulting from pathologic conditions. 
“This could be a significant drawback to the utilization of 
SPIO-based contrast for tracking stem cells or transplanted 
cells, where the exact location and extent of the cells are 
important parameters,”[13]. 

Development of an ideal paramagnetic nanoparticles 
based contrast agent is a ‘hot topic’ in current research fo-
cused on making MRMI a clinically feasible and superior 
form of diagnostic molecular imaging. Paramagnetic 
nanoparticles such as gadolinium have the potential to 
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greatly enhance the sensitivity, and therefore clinical use-
fulness, of MRI by enabling imaging at cellular and sub 
cellular levels [14-20]. 

This study would be involved with nanoparticles com-
posed gadolinium (III) oxide (Gd2O3) with diethylene glycol 
polymer.  

Our purpose of this study by performing the development 
of gadolinium (III) oxide(Gd2O3) nanoparticles with Di-
ethylene Glycol Polymer (DEG) and also by accomplish-
ment of the contrast enhancement evaluation of Gd loaded 
nanoparticles in comparison with Magnevist (Gd-DTPA), 
was to indicate that Gd2O3 nanoparticles with Diethylene 
Glycol Polymer could produce a good MR signal and there-
fore could be a useful potential contrast medium for cell 
tracking in magnetic resonance molecular imaging(MRMI). 

This could enable it to have an important role in the bet-
ter diagnosis of a variety of disease processes including 
early detection of malignancy. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Synthesis of Gd2O3 Nanoparticles 

Gadolinium oxide nanoparticles were synthesized by the 
polyol method started from Gd2O3 reacting with HCl and 
resulting to GdCl36H2O (2.5 mmol) was dissolved in 12.5 
ml DEG (diethylene glycol) by heating the mixture to 140 
C. Solid NaOH (3.125mmol) was dissolved in 12.5 ml DEG 
and subsequently added to the Gd containing solution. The 
temperature of the mixture was raised to 180 C and held 
constant for 4 h under reflux and magnetic stirring yielding 
a colloid. The concentrations for samples were 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 
0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.5 mM and the volume for each sam-
ple was 5 ml.  

B. Characterization Test 

For particle size determination; particle size analysis de-
vice (zeta sizer) showed Gd2O3 nanoparticles to be 30 nm, 
Fig.1(a), Meanwhile, the size and morphological structure 
of the nanoparticle also determined by Transmission Elec-
tronic Microscope(TEM)(A902 TEM CEM model), 
Fig.1(b). Proton relaxation times were also measured by a 
1.5-T MRI scanner. 

C. Relaxivity Measurements 

The T1 and T2 relaxation times were measured with a 
1.5-T siemens scanner using the head coil. A 32 SE was 
used for the measurements. Imaging time parameters were 
varied to minimize the standard deviations in relaxation 

time calculations: Standard Spin Echo, # of Echoes =32, 
TE=20/40/…/640ms, TR=3000ms, Matrix=512x384, Slice 
Thickness=4mm, Spacing Between Slices=8, FOV=25cm. 
Standard Spin Echo, # of Echoes =1, TE=15ms, TR=100, 
200, 400, 600, 2000 ms, Matrix=512x384, Slice Thick-
ness=4mm, Spacing Between Slices 5.2000, FOV=25cm. 

 
(a)     (b) 

Fig. 1 (a) Size measurement of the Gd2O3-DEG and (b) TEM photomicro-
graph of a single gadolinium nanoparticle 

D. In Vitro Cytotoxicity of Gd2O3 Nanoparticles 

The U87 (Human glioblastoma-astrocytoma, epithelial-
like), Skmel3(malignant melanoma cell line Derived from 
lymph node ) and THP1(Human acute monocytic leuke-
mia ) cell lines obtained from National Cell Bank of Iran, 
Pasteure Institute of Iran were cultured in RPMI 1640 me-
dium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 
0.03% L-Glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco-
BRL, MD, USA) at 37ºC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.  

The inhibitory effect of Gd2O3-DEG on growth and pro-
liferation of U87, Skmel3 and THP1 cell lines was assessed 
at uptake of thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT, 
Sigma) by viable cells. [21] Cells were plated onto 96-well 
plates (Orange Scientific, Brussels, Belgium) at a density of 
1.5*104 cell/100µl/well. After incubation at 37°C for 24 h, 
the medium was replaced with either control medium or 
medium containing specialized concentration Gd2O3-DEG 
for 2, 8 and 24 h. The concentration of Gd2O3-DEG for cell 
culture treatment was 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.5 
mM respectively.50 µl of MTT. 

Solution (0.5 mg/ml) was added to each well and then 
cells incubated at 37ºC for 3 h. Following solubilization of 
precipitated formazan with 100 µl DMSO, the optical densi-
tometry was measured at a wavelength of 570 nm. The 
inhibition rate (IR) of Gd2O3-DEG was evaluated using the 
following equation:  

IR (%) = 1- ODexp/ODcon x100                (1) 

Where ODexp and ODcon are the optical densitometries of 
treated and untreated cells, respectively. The viability rate 
of Gd2O3-DEG was evaluated using the following equation 
[22,23]:  
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Viability (%) = 100 - IR (%)                     (2) 

All experiments were done in triplicate, and the results 
were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical 
significance was accepted at a level of p< 0.05. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Relaxivity Measurement 

The results showed a significantly higher incremental re-
laxivity for Gd2O3 nanoparticles compared to Gd-DTPA. 
The slope of R1 relaxivity (1/T1) vs. concentration curve of 
Gd-DTPA and Gd2O3 were 4.33, 3.37 s-1mM-1 ,respectively, 
Fig. 2(a). The slope of R2 relaxivity (1/T2) vs. concentration 
curve of Gd-DTPA and Gd2O3 were 5.06, 9.05 s-1mM-1 
respectively, Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the signal inten-
sity curves for Gd2O3 samples compared with Gd–DTPA 
using TR/TE=100/15ms. 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2 (a,b,c) Experimentally measured relaxivities (R1&R2) and MRI 
signal intensity for Gd2O3-DEG and Gd-DTPA 

To estimate the signal intensity for a T1-weighted (T1W) 
sequence, the measured relaxation times were inserted into 
the theoretical expression for a spin echo sequence: 

)1(),( 1
0111

T
TR

SE eSTTRSignal
−

−=                (3) 

Figure 3 shows the signal had higher intensity for Gd2O3 

samples compared with Gd–DTPA. 
 

 

Fig. 3 signal intensity for Gd2O3 samples compared with Gd–DTPA 

B.  In Vitro Cytotoxicity of Gd2O3 Nanoparticles 

 The general morphology of the U-87 MG, THP_1 and 
SK_MEL 3 cells incubated with nanoparticles in phase-
contrast microscopy is shown in Figure 4.  
 

 
(a)   (b)   (c) 

Fig. 4 Morphology of the cells after incubation with Gadolinium oxide for 
24 h. a.. THP_1 cells. b. U-87 MG cells. c. SK_MEL 3 cells 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

 
(c ) 

Fig. 5 viability of U-87 MG, THP_1 and SK_MEL 3 cells after 2hr (a), 8hr 
(b), 24 hr(c) incubation with Gadolinium oxide 

The figures show that the cells were well spread, and 
there was no distinct change in morphology after 24 h of 
incubation with any concentration of Gd2O3 nanoparticles 
relative. Figure 5 shows that, Gd2O3 nanoparticles generally 
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considered to be non-hazardous, had no significant cyto-
toxic effect on cell viability up to concentrations of 2.5mM. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

This study indicates the possibility of obtaining high re-
laxivity compared to Gd–DTPA using Gd2O3 Consequently, 
as a positive contrast agent, interesting aspect would be 
obtained for signal increase especially, which is already 
used to be applied for Magnevist as a conventionally extra 
cellular MRI whole body imaging contrast agent and also as 
the FDA approved MRI enhancement material, (Fig 2). 
Therefore, our results indicate that Gd2O3-DEG produces a 
good MR signal even when diluted and due to its size could 
be a useful potential contrast medium for cell tracking in 
MRMI. [24] This could enable it to have an important role 
in the better diagnosis of a variety of disease processes such 
as sentinel lymph node mapping in early detection of ma-
lignancy [8]. Finally and importantly, gadolinium based 
nanoparticles have the potential to greatly enhance the sen-
sitivity, and therefore clinical usefulness of MRI by ena-
bling imaging at cellular and sub cellular levels.  

Cell viability observed in this study did not decrease to 
any significant level. Not even after 24 hr of Gd2O3 treat-
ment did the cell viability decrease for all cell lines. The 
viability results mean that the U-87 MG, THP_1 and 
SK_MEL 3 cells tolerate treatment with Gd2O3-DEG and 
are therefore a proper cell lines for this study. 
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Abstract—Computed tomography has numerous applica-
tions in clinical procedures but its main problem is its high 
radiation dose to the patients compared to other imaging mo-
dalities using x-ray. Since multi-slice scanners increasingly 
employ wide beam, 100 mm ion chambers currently used in 
measuring the CTDI100, are not capable of accurately measur-
ing the total dose profile of slice width. Therefore CT dose is 
underestimated by using them. The purpose of this study is to 
measure the Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) of 
multi-slice CT scanner (64-slice) using polymer gel dosimetry 
based on MRI imaging (MRPD).  

For measuring CTDI, after designing and fabricating the 
phantom and preparing MAGIC gel, MRI imaging was per-
formed. CTDI was measured with a 100 mm ion chamber 
(CTDI100) and also MAGIC gel with MRPD method for 10 mm 
and 40 mm CT scan nominal width. 

With measuring CTDI100 for 10 mm and 40 mm nominal 
slice width of multi-slice scanner with the use of both ion 
chamber and MAGIC gel, the results showed that ion chamber 
underestimates CTDI100 by 28.71% and 14.03% compared to 
gel respectively for 10 mm and 40 mm. 

It was concluded from this study that gel dosimeters have 
the capability to measure CTDI in wide beams of multi-slice 
CT scanners. In addition, due to 3 dimensional nature of gel 
dosimetry, it is possible to obtain a lot of important informa-
tion from the mentioned profiles such as the actual slice thick-
ness and z axis geometric efficiency. The results of this study 
show that MAGIC MRPD can be used as a supplementary 
method in measuring conventional ion chambers dosimetry 
especially in measurements of more than 10 mm slice width. 

Keywords—CTDI, MRI polymer gel dosimetry, 64-slice  
CT scanner. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

By advances and developments of CT scanners it is nec-
essary that medical physicists give more assistance in secu-
rity and efficient use of this powerful tool [1,2]. 

The report of the United Nations Scientific Committee 
on the effects of atomic radiation in the radiation exposures  
 

states that CT constitutes only 5% of the radiological ex-
aminations but contributes to 34% of the cumulative dose in 
England [3].  

CT dose index (CTDI) is a parameter used in diagnostic 
imaging to estimate the average dose to the patient during 
diagnostic examination. Its unit is mGy and in addition to 
the primary radiation and secondary radiation of a single 
slice, adds up the scattered radiation from the adjacent 
slices. 

The applications of CTDI include quality control and ac-
ceptance tests of scanners that estimate the patient dose, 
geometry evaluation and the employed radiation condition 
evaluation [4,5]. It should be mentioned that CTDI depends 
on tube performance, slice width, geometry and quality 
factors of the beam [6]. 

Hill et al (2005) [8] used polymer gels for the first time 
for acceptance test of a spiral CT scanner and compared its 
results with ion chambers. They concluded that polymer gel 
dosimeter is a useful tool for determining CTDI and dose 
distribution for CT scanners. 

The purposes of this study is implementation of this 
technique by measuring CTDI100 of 64 slices CT scanner 
using polymer gel dosimeter and comparing it with the 
results of ionization chamber measurements. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Phantom 

The geometry of the fabricated phantom was similar to 
the standard CTDI phantom with 2mm thick Plexiglas walls 
with diameter of 16 cm and height of 15 cm. In the center of 
this cylindrical phantom there was a 6 cm diameter hole 
with 10 cm height for the gel cylinder and in the peripheries 
there were 8 holes for calibration tubes (fig.1).  

In this study the normoxic MAGIC polymer gel was fab-
ricated according to Fong’s [7] proposed compositions. 
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Fig. 1 Picture of the phantom (top view) 

B. Irradiation 

The 64 slice Light Speed VCT Volume CT Scanner 
(General Electric Healthcare Technology, USA) was em-
ployed for irradiation (scanning). 159 rotations using axial 
mode of multi-slice CT scanner and without table move-
ment was acquired from the central section of the cylindri-
cal vessel containing the gel. CT scanning condition was 
120 kVp, 200 mA, 2 sec rotation time for 2 variable slice 
thicknesses of 10 and 40 mm. It should be mentioned that 
there were 8 tubes one of which was used as background 
sample (without any irradiation). The other 7 tubes had 25, 
50, 75, 100, 125, 150 and 159 rotations. 

The standard CT head phantom (PMMA, PolyMethyl 
MethAcrylate) which is a cylinder with 16 cm diameter and 
15 cm height was placed on the table. The CT ion chamber 
was placed in the central hole so that the center of the 
chamber was in the cut position of the x-ray. Then with the 
same gel scanning condition the mentioned dosimeter was 
scanned. The results in Rcm (cm refers to the section of the 
chamber irradiated) were displayed by the palm of the Bar-
racuda system. 4 measurements (1, 2, 4 and 8 rotations) 
were performed according to the mentioned protocol. 

For evaluation of gel dosimeter the MRI scanner (1.5 T, 
Magnetom Symphony, Siemens Medical solutions, Erlan-
gen, Germany) with multi echo technique was used. All the 
gel vessels were scanned with a head coil and the 2 mm T2-
Weighted images were acquired from the coronal and axial 
sections using 32 spin-echo pulse sequence with protocol 
TR=2000ms; TE=20-640ms; NEX = 1. 

C. Calculation of CTDI100,c 

At first the coronal or sagittal MRI base images were 
transferred to a computer and evaluated using software 
coded in MATLAB. This code can calculate the R2 parame-
ter from the base images. The obtained R2 values from the 
mentioned sample vials were converted to the related  

absorbed dose values using calibration curve. Thereafter the 
dose profiles derived along the z axis of the coronal R2 map 
of gel cylinder. By integrating the dose profile over ± 50 
mm and dividing it by the slice nominal width (multiplica-
tion of the number of tomographic slices acquired simulta-
neously in one tube rotation in the width of a tomographic 
width along the z axis), the CTDI100,c was obtained in the 
multi-slice CT scanner. 

CTDI100,c is calculated as follows for the ionization 
chamber attached to the Barracuda system:  

CTDI100,c = Measured dose /T                    (1) 

CTDI100,c is converted to Gy using the conversion factor 
between Roentgen (R) and Gray (Gy).  

For calculating CTDI100,c in soft tissue the conversion 
factor between PMMA phantom and soft tissue is required, 
so, soft tissue dose for effective energy of 70 keV obtained 
according to the following relation:  

DoseSoft Tissue / DosePMMA = (µen/ρ)Soft Tissue  / (µen/ρ)PMMA     (2) 

The effective energy of 120 kVp is 60-70 keV [8].  

III. RESULTS 

CT dose was measured using a commercial 100 mm 
ionization chamber which was placed in the center of a head 
equivalent CTDI phantom according to the mentioned pro-
tocol. 4 measurements were done by the dosimeter and 
extrapolated for more rotations.  

The R2 values versus the number of rotations were plot-
ted for MAGIC gel dosimeter for 10 and 40 mm experi-
ments. The obtained equation yields the R2 values for each 
number of rotations for thicknesses of 10 and 40 mm. 

In order to assign the variation of R2 rate to the absorbed 
dose, indirect calibration of the polymer gel dosimeter was 
performed using ionization chamber. The conversion factor 
between Roentgen (R) and Grey (Gy) is as follows: relation:  

Gy = 0.877 × 10-2 × (µ/ρ) PMMA / (µ/ρ) air × R         (3) 

It should be mentioned that all the attenuation coeffi-
cients are from NIST data base.  

Using the calculated R2 of MAGIC polymer gel dosime-
ter from axial slices and the dose of ionization chamber, it is 
possible to generate calibration curve for both thicknesses. 

The mentioned MATLAB code was used to calculate the 
R2 values along the cylinder using coronal MRI base im-
ages. These values are converted to dose using the calibra-
tion equation to obtain the dose profile along the cylinder.  

Figure 2.a and 2.b show the dose profile respectively for 
10 and 40 mm nominal slice width. 
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Fig. 2 Dose profile in 400 mAs and 120 kVp for 10 and 40 mm slice 
thickness 

CTDI is calculated by integrating the area under the dose 
profile and dividing it by slice nominal width. The table 1 
shows the normalized CTDI100,c to 100 mAs for ionization 
chamber and MAGIC gel dosimeter, it also shows the per-
cent of difference between the two types of dosimeters. 

Table 1 The normalized CTDI100,c for MAGIC gel and ionization chamber 
in soft tissue and the percent of the difference between these two dosime-
ters in 400 mAs and 120 kVp 

Nominal 
slice 
width 

Polymer gel dosime-
ter CTDI100,c in soft 
tissue mGy/100mAs 

Ionization chamber  
CTDI100,c in soft 

tissue 
mGy/100 mAs 

The percent of 
difference 

10 mm 27.09±1.04 (n=3) 21.05±0.93 (n=4) 28.71±4.94 
40 mm 19.5 17.10±0.06 (n=4) 14.03 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

For integrating the dose profile, SciTE and xplot soft-
ware were used. The resultant integral was divided by the 
nominal slice thickness and the CTDI100,c parameter was 
calculated (table 1). The calibration curve is for dose in 
acrylic phantom which is related to the soft tissue dose by 
equation 2 since the gel dosimeter and water are both soft 
tissue equivalent. 

De Deene et al [9] identified two types of post-irradiation 
instability (the amount of time between gel irradiation and 
gel imaging) including continuation of the polymerization, 
and long lasting gelation of gelatin. The alternative method 
for compensating these instabilities is scanning the gel and 
calibration tubes together [10]. 

There are also some problems in application of gel do-
simeter for CTDI measurements such as their low sensitiv-
ity in diagnostic energies and time consuming of this 
method. 

In the current study like Hill et al. [4] studies, the meas-
ured CTDI with gel dosimeter in slice thicknesses of more 
than 2 mm is estimated more than ion chamber results and 
like their studies, CTDI decreases with increase in slice 
thickness [11]. 

The results of this study shows that ionization chamber 
underestimates the CTDI100 in 10 and 40 mm nominal slice 
width respectively for 27.81% and 14.03% compared to gel 
because of its limited length. These finding confirm other 
researchers’ results. 

The measurements using MAGIC polymer gel dosimeter 
for obtaining CTDI and dose profile in CT scanners with 
wider beam, suggested that gel dosimetry is supplement of 
other conventional dose measurement methods and is a 
promising method which can be used for solving the 
CTDI100 in multi-slice CT scanner with wider CT slice 
widths. 
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Abstract—The aim of this study is to investigate abnormali-
ties and characterize pathologic changes associated with demy-
elination in the brain tissue of patients with multiple sclerosis 
(MS). In this method, magnetization transfer parameters such 
as magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), magnetization transfer 
rate (Ksat) and native relaxation time of brain tissue with and 
without saturating pulse were determined (T1free , T1sat). 
Measurements were performed with both of segmentation 
regional measurements. It had been shown that individual 
valuables contributing to magnetization transfer process can 
be provide further insight into the mechanisms of myelin de-
struction in multiple sclerosis disease. 

Conventional MR imaging protocols such as T1-weighted, 
T2-weighted, T2-FLAIR as well as MT-3DSPGR images were 
performed on ten MS patients and ten normal subjects. 

White matter and lesion masks were segmented from T2-
weighted images and superimposed on MT parameter maps 
using FSL software. MTI parameters of lesions and normal 
appearing white matter (NAWM) were analyzed in compari-
son with those of normal volunteers. 

Group mean T1 relaxation times throughout NAWM in-
creased when going from control subjects to CIS to RR MS. In 
the RR and CIS MS groups, the T1 increases compared with 
control subjects were significant throughout the NAWM, 
without apparent preference for specific brain regions. 

Significant reduction in NAWM-MTI parameters of MS pa-
tients compared to normal subjects shows that pathological 
changes occur outside visible lesions on conventional MR im-
ages among patients with multiple sclerosis. Quantitative MT 
imaging can help to evaluate the extent of global damage in the 
brain tissue.  

The results showed that at a group level there is widespread 
involvement of WM throughout the brain in CIS MS and 
especially in RRMS, where a significant T1 increase was found 
in 15.58% of WM voxels (Normal < RR). 

Keywords—Multiple Sclerosis, Relapsing-Remitting, Clini-
cally Isolated Syndrome, quantitative, Magnetization Transfer. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelination disease of the 
central nervous system (CNS), mostly affecting young peo-
ple at a mean age of 20 to 35 years. In this disease, myelin 
fibers are destroyed and form inflammatory multi focal 
plagues ultimately lead to chronic disorders in the CNS 
function. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used 
extensively as of the diagnostic method to monitor MS 
plaques [1,2]. But it does not be able to differentiate be-
tween distinct pathological processes that occur in the brain 
tissue such as inflammation, edema, demyelination, axonal 
loss and gliosis [3]. Quantitative magnetization transfer 
imaging (qMTI) is a relatively new neuro-imaging tech-
nique that helps to examine certain pathological properties 
of the brain parenchyma which happening in MS patient 
brain tissues. MT imaging is based on the interaction be-
tween free water protons and immobile bound protons 
which both are found in white matter myelin. An additional 
radiofrequency pulse at a suitable offset frequency is ap-
plied which saturates the magnetization of the macromo-
lecular protons but also this is transferred to the bulk water 
protons thus reducing the signal intensity from the mobile 
pool of protons. Hence most clinical measurements have 
concentrated on this signal intensity reduction [4]. 

The most important MT parameters which have been 
used in clinical assessment of neuro-pathological disease 
are magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), magnetization 
transfer rate (Ksat) and T1 relaxation time of the brain. The 
appearance of acute and chronic lesions with microscopic 
changes in white matter was preceded by a significant de-
crease of   MTR and Ksat values, and by an increase of T1free 
and T1sat. These results suggest that much pathology par-
ticularly demyelination and axonal lass have been occurred 
in the brain tissue and provide more information than con-
ventional MRI such as T1 and T2 weighted images [5]. In 
this study we compared magnetization transfer imaging 
parameters of brain tissue including lesions and white  
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matter between MS patients and normal controls. Parame-
ters were analyzed by using a combination of MT imaging 
and conventional MRI image segmentations to determine 
global abnormalities of brain tissue involved in patients 
with multiple sclerosis.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Subjects 

Ten patients (7 women, 3 men) with clinically definite 
multiple sclerosis (CDMS) and ten healthy controls (9 
women, 1 man) without any history of neurological   dis-
ease studied with MR imaging. Their mean age was 26.6 
years (range 22-30 yr). The mean age of the control subjects 
was 26.4 years (range 24-29 yr). An experienced neurolo-
gist confirmed necessary criteria for prognostic of MS pa-
tients. All subjects signed a written informed consent form 
prior to study entry. The study approved by the local ethics 
committee. 

B. MR Imaging 

MR imaging was performed on a 1.5 T GE-MRI system 
with a quadrature transmit receive head coil. The conven-
tional imaging protocols consisted of T2 weighted axial fast 
spin echo (FSE) (5000ms / 90ms / 1 [TR /TE/excitation]), 
T1 weighted spin echo (400 ms /9ms / 2 [TR /TE/ excita-
tion]), T2-FLAIR (9000 ms/90 ms/ 2140 ms [TR /TE/ TI]) 
and 3D spoiled gradient echo sequence (27 ms / 5mS, α=50, 
150, 300, 600), with and without a MT saturation pulse. T1free 
and T1sat values were calculated by fitting the signal inten-
sity over the four flip angles in 3D-SPGR acquisition. The 
MT saturation pulse was 1.6 kHz below the free water fre-
quency with a fermi envelope of duration of 8 ms and 6700 
pulse power. All scans had identical geometric parameters 
(field of view =25 cm, matrix size=256×192, slice thick-
ness=4mm, without any gap, number of slices=28). 

C. Image Analysis 

In MS patients, we studied the following tissue categories 
as shown by conventional MR imaging: normal appearing 
white matter (NAWM) and focal non acute lesions. The 
magnetization transfer ratio defined as (M0-MS)/M0×100, 
M0 is signal intensity when saturating pulse is off and MS is 
signal intensity in the presence of saturating pulse. Images 
which were obtained at flip angle of 150 were utilized to 
calculate MTR map.  Mt effect can be also be characterized 
by a magnetization rate constant (Ksat) which includes both 
chemical exchange and dipolar coupling between bound and 

free water protons. Maps showing magnetization transfer 
rate Ksat were obtained from the T1sat and MTR maps with 
the formula: Ksat = MTR/T1sat. MTI quantities were calcu-
lated pixel by pixel from the data sets according to the for-
mulas as described previously (Fig. 1A-D). 

 

                               (A)            (B) 

 
                                  (C)               (D) 

Fig. 1 Axial quantitative MT parametric maps from a 22-year old female 
MS patient using the 3D-SPGR pulse sequence.  Magnetization transfer 
ratio, MTR (A), magnetization transfer rate, Ksat (B) ,  and T1  relaxation  
time without,  T1free (C) and with MT saturating pulse, T1sat (D) 

Since FSE images have higher spatial resolution than that 
of MT images, at first T2-FSE images were registered on 
the MT images lead to true white matter segmentation proc-
ess.  Irregular lesions were recognized by an experience 
neural radiologist on the registered T2-FLAIR images and 
those voxels belonging to lesions were removed from the 
white matter masks. This method results to pure white mat-
ter tissue images. To determine lesions mean qMTI values, 
their masks separately were applied to the calculated para-
metric maps. We minimize partial effect volumes in our 
evaluations by creating smaller masks and so we exclude 
outer pixels from our analysis. These masks superimposed 
on the parametric maps and mean MTI quantities for 
NAWM and lesions were calculated. All of these image 
analyses were performed with FSL and MATLAB software.  

For the control subjects, the standard space WM masks 
were combined with the standard space whole-brain T1 
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maps to obtain tissue-specific WM T1 maps. For each MS 
patient, the lesion mask defined on the PD/T2-weighted 
images was co-registered to standard space by using the 
transformation from T1-weighted images to standard space. 

III. RESULTS 

As mentioned in the table 1, a significant reduction was 
found in the average white matter MTR and Ksat values with 
an increase of T1free and T1sat between patients with multi-
ple sclerosis and control subjects. Figure 2 illustrate Mean 
T1 values in the 3 subject groups as fitted by the general 
linear model that show how T1 relaxation times increase 
throughout the white matter when going from control sub-
jects to CIS MS to RR MS. Figure 3 shows the results of 
pair wise contrasts between MS groups (CIS, RR) and con-
trol subjects are displayed as Z scores for RR MS > CIS, 
CIS > Normal subjects and RR MS > normal subjects.  The 
color range represents a Z score range of 1.96 to 4.0, as 
indicated by the color bar. Statistically significant T1 in-
creases involve large fractions of white matter in RR and 
CIS MS 

Table 1 Mean values and standard deviation   for MTR,  Ksat , T1free and 
T1sat values obtained in WM  of RR, CIS and Normal groups 

 MTR (%) T1free (ms) T1sat (ms) Ksat (ms-1) 

Normal 101.52 
±23.73 

860.26 
±237.25 

549.43 
±201.26 

0.0022 
±0.0014 

CIS 101.43 
±24.00 

900.04 
±250.38 

566.18 
±209.83 

0.0021 
±0.0018 

RR 85.61 
±25.24 

928.91 
±320.68 

644.11 
±289.22 

0.0015 
±0.0012 

 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2 Mean T1 values in the 3 subject groups as fitted by the general 
linear model illustrate how T1 relaxation times increase throughout the 
white matter when going from control subjects (top row) to CIS multiple 
sclerosis (MS) (second row) to relapsing-remitting MS (bottom row). The 
color range represents the T1 range of 800 to 1100 ms, as indicated by the 
color bar 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 3 Results of pair wise contrasts between multiple sclerosis (MS) 
groups ( CIS, relapsing-remitting [RR]) and control subjects  are displayed 
as Z scores for RR MS > CIS (top), CIS > Normal subjects (middle) and 
RR MS > normal subjects (bottom).  The color range represents a Z score 
range of 1.96 to 4.0, as indicated by the color bar. Statistically significant 
T1 increases involve large fractions of white matter in RR and CIS MS. 

IV. CONCLUSSION 

The pathologic evolution is not well characterized using 
conventional T2- and T1-weighted   MR   imaging. On the 
other hand, magnetization transfer imaging is a powerful 
technique for the brain tissues analysis by determining 
magnetization transfer imaging parameters, basis of interac-
tion between free water protons and protons bound to mac-
romolecules. This method improves specificity for diagnos-
ing brain tissue changes which can occur in the brain tissue 
[3]. Many works have been done for evaluating MS lesions 
and normal appearing white matter with quantitative mag-
netization transfer imaging including MTR value calcula-
tions [6-9]. In this study, we provide more information by 
obtaining estimates on other parameters which was related 
with MT imaging such as Ksat, T1free and T1sat in normal 
appearing brain tissues and lesions of MS patients. Also we 
provide a technique for generating magnetization transfer 
ratio (MTR), magnetization transfer rate (Ksat) and native 
T1 relaxation time (T1free) maps. These maps can also be 
able to improve clinical diagnostic of brain lesions in pa-
tients with multiple sclerosis. Significant reduction in MTR 
and Ksat values in lesions as compared to that normal ap-
pearing white matter, demonstrate the degree and amount of 
tissue damage and myelin destruction which are happening 
in the lesion structure of the MS patients. The results there-
fore indicate that subtle pathological changes are present at 
the different clinical stages of multiple sclerosis, can be 
detected using quantitative magnetization transfer imaging. 
Moreover, these data showed that Ksat , T1free and T1sat 

parameters can fulfill  our evaluations on the disease pro-
gression in MS patients using magnetization transfer imag-
ing. 

Voxel-based analyses allow regional comparisons be-
tween groups to be made for the whole brain in a single 
analysis. 

The analysis was based on whole-brain T1 maps from 
which only NAWM was selected, by using a tailored ap-
proach to deal with the varying distribution of MR visible 
lesions through the brain in patients with MS. 
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Abstract— Equations used to estimate ventilation out of EIT 
images, validated on healthy volunteers show a significant bias 
and a larger variance when applied to COPD patients. The 
differences in estimation values were found to be highly corre-
lated to anthropometric parameters and CO exchange (DL,CO) 
in a previous group of COPD patients. A new group of 13 
COPD male patients (FEV1/FVC<70% and FVC  80%) was 
used in this study, with stricter inclusion criteria than in the 
previous one. Anthropometric parameters (age, weight, height, 
skinfolds) and values of several pulmonary function tests, such 
as spirometry (FVC, FEV1 and FEV1/FVC), static volumes 
(RV and TLC) and pulmonary diffusion (DL,CO and DL,CO 
/VA) were recorded. The EIT system (TIE4sys) and a pneumo-
tach were simultaneously connected to monitor tidal volume. 
The anthropometric main values of COPD patients were: Age 
67 9 years; height 1.65 0.05 m; weight 72 11 kg; BMI 
26.4 3.3 kg/m2; Subscapular skinfold 23 9 mm. The mean 
values of pulmonary function test were: Spyrometry FVC 
83 13, FEV1 47 15% of reference value and FEV1/FVC 40 9 
%. Static Volume test RV 168 43% and TLC 119 12% of 
reference value. Pulmonary diffusion test DL,CO 56 15%, 
DL,CO,ADJ 57±15% and DL,CO /VA 68 13% of reference value. 
The mean tidal volumes estimated with TIE4sys and the 
pneumotach were: 0.544 0.196 L and 0.763 0.168 L r = 0.861 
(p<0.01). The mean difference was 0.218 0.100 L (p<0.01). The 
differences show a strong correlation with the subscapular and 
rear skinfold; and the pulmonary diffusion values. The correc-
tion equation was: Difference=0.09-0.005*(DL,CO,ADJ) 
+0.028*(rear_skinfold)-0.01*(subscapular skinfold) (R2=0.899; 
p<0.01).  The differences of determinations estimated with 
pneumotach and TIE4sys can be attributed to changes in lung 
internal anatomy (DL,CO, DL,CO,adj Hb, DL,CO/VA) and also 
anthropometric characteristics like subscapular skinfold. 

 

Keywords— Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), COPD, 
Ventilatory Pattern, calibration. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The monitoring of respiratory pattern in a non-invasive 
way is not a completely standardized procedure in pneu-
mology. There are different monitoring devices like induc-
tive plethysmography bands (e.g. Respitrace™) [1] which 
have fallen into disuse because they presented calibration 

problems. On the other hand, there is another monitoring 
device based on the transmission of respiratory vibrations 
which is not yet tested enough for this application [2]. 

Suitability of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) 
applied to ventilation measurement has been demonstrated 
for the Unilateral Pulmonary Function (UPF) [3][4] and 
more recently for ventilatory pattern monitoring in healthy 
people [6]. 

The EIT procedure was validated for the estimation of 
tidal volume (TV) magnitudes in healthy people. Calibra-
tion equations depend on different anthropometric parame-
ters like height, weight, BMI, etc. These parameters affect 
the impedance determinations obtaining with EIT device 
thus the calibration equations valid for healthy volunteers 
may not be adequate for COPD patients. 

 In a previous study [7] we observed that the differences 
of TV magnitudes obtained with the pneumotach (gold – 
standard) and TIE4sys (EIT device) have a good correlation 
with the CO exchange surface (alveoli-capillary area) and 
transfer factor.  

 The aim of this work is to further investigate this corre-
lation by using a new group of COPD patients with a stric-
ter inclusion criterion and to find out how this fact can be 
exploited in order to reduce the error in the estimation of 
ventilation with Electrical impedance Tomography in 
COPD patient monitoring. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Pneumotachometer 

The pneumotachometer used to monitor the tidal volume 
was a MedGraphics preVent™ Pneumotach from Medical 
Graphics Corporation (St. Paul, MN, USA). This monitor-
ing device records signals (volume-time) in real time. 

 
B. TIE4sys device 

The TIE4sys device is a prototype designed in the the 
Department of Electronic Engineering in the Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain. It uses 16 elec-
trodes and can obtain up to 17 frames/second. 
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The electrodes (Red Dot 2560 – 3M, London; Ontario, 
Canada) were placed around the thoracic box on the sixth 
intercostal space following the protocol described in [3]. 
This device was programmed to apply an electrical current 
of 1 mARMS at 48 kHz. This electrical current was applied 
through all pairs of adjacent electrodes. The  differential 
voltage at all pairs of adjacent electrodes was recorded  for 
each injection pair, so redundant measurements were ob-
tained allowing us calculate the reciprocity error, which is 
an estimation of the systematic errors and malfunctions 
(such as electrodes with a poor contact) present. Images are 
obtained by using a weighted back-projection algorithm and 
a median filter. 

 

C. Volunteers 

A group of 13 males diagnosed with COPD 
(FEV1/FVC<70% and FVC 80%) [5] was used in this 
research. We have measured and obtained the anthropome-
tric parameters (age, weight, height, thoracic perimeters and 
skinfolds) and values of several pulmonary function test, 
such as, spirometry (FEV1/FVC, FVC and FEV1), static 
volumes (RV and TLC) and pulmonary diffusion (DL,CO 
and KCO). All volunteers were selected by medical criteria 
(all pulmonary function test parameters reflected an ob-
structive ventilatory pattern). The definitions of each para-
meter are given in table1. 

 
Table 1. Definitions of the pulmonary function test parameters. 

Pulmonary 
Test Parameters Definition 

Spirometry Test 

FVC Forced Vital Capacity 

FEV1 Forced Expiratory Volume in the 1 
second. 

FEV1/FVC 
Level of Obstruction (%) in patients 
with respiratory illness 
 

Static Volumes 
Test 

TLC Total Lung Capacity 
RV 
 

Residual Volume 
 

Pulmonary 
Diffusion Test 

DL,CO Diffusing Capacity of the Lungs for 
Carbon Monoxide 

DL,CO /VA DL,CO per unit of Alveolar Volume 
(KCO) 

 
D. Procedure 

The two monitoring devices (TIE4sys and pneumota-
chometer) were connected to take simultaneous measure-
ments. The performance of each device is independent and 
there is no interference between them. The calibration pro-
cedures for each one was: 

Pneumotach: a 3 litre needle, according to the protocol of 
the laboratory and manufacturer instructions. 

TIE4sys: Acquisition speed and reciprocity error are 
checked before starting to record measurements. Several 
respiratory cycles (5 to 10) are then acquired at tidal volume 
to be averaged and constitute the reference for the backpro-
jection. The male calibration equation was used to adjust the 
tidal volume magnitude with the anthropometrical characte-
ristics of each COPD patient [6]. 

The tidal volume was recorded for several 30 second 
slots (between 5 and 8 respiratory cycles), with 3 minutes of 
resting between slots, until 25 – 30 cycles were obtained for 
each patient. 

Prior to start the measurement protocol, we have meas-
ured for each COPD patient the anthropometric parameters 
(age, height, weight, BMI and skinfold thickness) and col-
lected the parameters shown in Table 1 for the pulmonary 
function tests with the usual procedures in our laboratory.  

 
E. Statistical comparison 

All data are expressed as average and standard deviation 
values. The comparison between the determinations ob-
tained by pneumotachometer and TIE4sys device were done 
using a non-parametric t-test, the Spearman rank correlation 
coefficient and a Bland & Altman plot.  Values of p<0.05 
were considered to be significant. 

III. RESULTS 

 The anthropometric main values of the 13 COPD pa-
tients were: age 67 ± 9 years; height 1.65 ± 0.05 m; weight 
72 ± 11 kg; BMI 26.4 ± 3.3 kg/m2; and subscapular thick-
ness 23 ± 9 mm. 

The spyrometric mean values of the patients were: FVC= 
83 ± 13%; FEV1=47 ± 15%; FEV1/FVC = 40 ± 9% of ref-
erence value. The static volume test parameters were: RV= 
168 ± 43 % and TLC=119 ± 12 % of reference value. The 
pulmonary diffusion test parameters were: DL,CO=56 ± 15% 
and KCO=68 ± 13% of reference value. 

The mean tidal volumes estimated with TIE4sys and 
pneumotachometer were: 0.544±0.196 L and 0.763±0.168 L 
respectively, with Pearson’s coefficient of r = 0.861 
(p<0.01). The mean of the differences between the determi-
nations obtained with TIE4sys and pneumotachometer was 
0.218 ± 0.1 L (p<0.01). The acceptability of the difference 
limits were 0.02 L and 0.418 L as shown in figure 1. The 
differences display a linear relationship with the parameters 
of pulmonary diffusion tests as shown in table 2.  
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Figure 1. Bland & Altman plot for the difference between Pneumotach and 
EIT estimations for TV. 

 
 

Table 2.  Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the differences in TV 
estimation (Pneumotach-EIT) and pulmonary function tests results. 

Parameter Pearson’s Correlation (r) 
FVC r = -0.425          p = 0.148 
FEV1 r = -0.481          p = 0.096 
FEV1/FVC r = -0.397          p = 0.180 
TLC r =  0.306          p = 0.391 
RV r =  0.505          p = 0.136 
DL,CO r = -0.746         p = 0.003 
DL,CO,adj Hb r = -0.756         p = 0.003 
DL,CO /VA r = -0.609         p = 0.027 

 

 
 In order to reduce the error between TV estimations ob-

tained with the pneumotachometer and TIE4sys (EIT de-
vice), we have obtained a linear equation that involves two 
anthropometric parameters and a diffusion parameter 
(DL,CO,adj Hb, Diffusion of CO corrected by the hemoglo-
bin): 

 
Diff = 0.09 – 0.005* DL,CO,adj Hb + 0.028*RS  
– 0.010*SS (1) 
(R2 = 0.899  p < 0.01) 

 
RS: Rear Skinfold 
SS: Subscapular Skinfold 

  
In this way, the TV estimation for COPD patients is cor-

rected as:  
 

VCOPD= VMALE + Diff (2) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The data obtained in this paper suggest that TV estima-
tion out of EIT in-vivo is affected not only by body shape or 
composition, but also by the internal lung features. This 
affirmation is based on the fact that the differences between 
healthy volunteers and COPD patients show a strong rela-
tionship with both body composition related parameters 
(e.g. skinfold measurements) and pulmonary test parameters 
related to the internal lung condition (e.g DL,CO, DL,CO,adj 
Hb).  

In order to obtain a real validation the correction equa-
tion (1) should have been applied to a different group of 
patients, which was not available at the time of writing, so 
we applied it to the same group. The Bland & Altman graph 
is depicted in figure 2.   

Figure 2. Bland & Altman graph for the differences between EIT and 
Pneumotach estimation of TV after applying the correction equation. 
 
The visual reduction in deviation is noticeable, although 

the numerical values are not so good because the correction 
performed very badly for one of the patients.  This patient 
displays a value for the subscapular skinfold which is out-
side the range of Mean±3*SD of the others. This can be a 
measurement error or a patient with anthropometric charac-
teristics well beyond the “normal” range. If this patient were 
removed from the sample, then the root mean standard error 
(RMSE) would be about 0.04 L that is a relative RMSE of 
about 5%. Table 3 summarizes this information. 

It is clearly not possible to draw valid scientific conclu-
sions from this mathematical exercise because a validation 
with an independent patient group is needed. This will be 
the next step in our research. 
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Table 3.  Mean and SD for the original and adjust differences. 

 Original 
Differences 

Adjusted 
Differences 

Patient 
Removed* 

Mean 0.218 L 0.004 L 0.02 L 
SD 0.100 L 0.083 L 0.03 L 

*See text for explanation 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Because impedance changes recorded with EIT during 
ventilation depend on both the external changes in thorax 
shape and size, and the internal changes in lung composi-
tion, it was expectable that the calibration equation derived 
for healthy volunteers could not be applied to COPD pa-
tients without further changes. This was already shown in a 
previous research with a group of less controlled COPD 
patients, including both obstructive and restrictive patterns 
[7]. Hopefully it seems feasible to correct the equations 
based on some functional lung test parameters and reduce 
the estimation error down to a level acceptable for a moni-
toring device. 
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Application of time-gated, intensified CCD camera in the brain imaging system. 
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Abstract—We developed imaging system based on time-
gated, intensified CCD camera which can be applied for 
evaluation of absorbing and fluorescent inclusions in optically 
turbid medium. The setup was validated in series of phantom 
experiments. Absorbing and fluorescent inclusions located in 
optically turbid medium were detected and localized at the 
depth up to 20mm. 

Keywords— time-gated intensified CCD camera, near infrared 
spectroscopy, brain imaging, absorption, 
fluorescence 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In last decade many modern optical techniques based on 
near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) were developed and 
tested for medical diagnostic applications, especially for 
brain studies [1]. Such techniques are non invasive and 
potentially can be applied at the bedside. Large number of 
emission and detection points located on the surface of the 
head allow to image changes of brain oxygenation and/or 
perfusion as well as to localize ischemic areas in the cortex. 
Several constructions of the optical systems allowing to 
image changes of brain oxygenation were proposed. 
Continuous wave [2-6], frequency-domain [7, 8] and time-
domain [9-14] systems were reported.  

Recently, time-gated CCD camera was applied in 
construction of the NIR imager as a multichannel detector 
[15,16]. Intensified, time-gated camera was proposed for 
localizing absorbing and scattering inclusions [17] as well 
as fluorescent objects [18] in optically turbid medium.  

Such imaging techniques could potentially increase 
spatial resolution of the optical methods by combination of 
information on spatial and temporal distribution of photons 
remitted from the object of interest. To improve  the spatial 
resolution and contrast the technique based on time-gated 
intensified CCD camera can be used for imaging at null 
source-detector separation [19,20]. 

The imaging system which can be applied for 
measurements and analysis of absorption changes in 
optically turbid medium, e.g. tissue, was developed. In this 
paper we present phantom experiments, where absorbing 
and fluorescent inclusions where localized, providing the 
possibility  of validation of our system before in-vivo 
measurements. 

II. MEASUREMENT AND METHODOLOGY 

The time-gated, intensified CCD camera (ICCD) was 
applied for imaging of non-homogeneous turbid medium. 
During the phantom experiments the images of diffusely 
reflected light from a non-homogenous medium at different 
time windows were collected. The solution of water, milk 
and black ink filling up the plexiglass fish tank was used as 
the liquid phantom. The front side of the phantom was made 
of 50μm Mylar film. The optical properties of the medium 
were μa=0,12cm-1 and μ's = 2,0cm-1, which correspond to 
optical parameters of the brain grey matter. Inside the 
phantom a 8mm diameter gelatin ball was positioned. The 
ball was simulating an absorbing (μa=6,0cm-1) or 
fluorescent (11.6 μM concentration of ICG) inclusion. The 
inclusion was placed at different depths from 8mm to 
24mm. 

During the experiment the surface of the front window 
was illuminated sequentially by 9 fibers of 100 μm diameter 
switched by an optomechanical switch (Piezosystem Jena, 
Germany). The emitting fibers were located at the ring of 
diameter of 45 mm around the imaged area (Fig.1). The 
near infrared pulsed diode laser (Picoquant, Germany) with 
wavelength of 784nm was used. The diode power was 1mW 
and repetition rate 40MHz. For each emitting fiber the 
diffusely reflected light was collected by the ICCD camera 
(LaVision, Germany). The time gate duration was 200ps 
and the collection time for a single image was 20ms. 

The experiment was controlled by a software developed 
in DaVis 7.1 (LaVision, Germany). 

Images collected for inhomogeneous medium for all 9
emitting points were summed up and divided by the sum of 
images collected for homogeneous medium. Then, the 
images were normalized by the maximal value of all 
images. Total collection time for 9 switch positions and 3 
different  time windows was about 8 seconds. 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup.  

1. Front window of the phantom, ring with emitting points and imaged area 
inside, 2. Phantom containing inclusion, 3. 50mm Nikon objective, 4. 

ICCD, 5. Fluorescence filters, 6. 784nm pulsed diode laser, 7. Trigger line, 
8. Optical switch 

III. RESULTS 

In Fig. 2 finally summed images of absorbing inclusion 
obtained at 3 different delays in respect to the laser pulse 
are presented. The images were collected for 5 different 
depths of the absorbing inclusion in the liquid phantom.  
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Fig. 2  Images of absorbing inclusion located at different depths, 
obtained for 3 different timing in respect to laser pulse 

In Fig. 3 summed images of fluorescent inclusion 
collected at 3 different delays in respect to the laser pulse 
were presented. The measurement were carried out for 5 
different depths at which the fluorescent inclusion was 
positioned. 
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Fig. 3 Images of fluorescent inclusion located at different depths and 
obtained at 3 different timing in respect to laser pulse 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Results of experiments show that the absorbing and 
fluorescent inclusions can be localized at the depth up to 
20mm. Dependence between delay in respect to the laser 
pulse and visibility of the inclusion can be observed. Those 
inclusions which were placed deeper are visible at longer 
delay windows. This effect can be explained by longer 
optical pathlength of the photons penetrating through the 
deeply located inclusion.   

The images of diffusely reflected light for 3 different 
delays were obtained in about 8 seconds. Assuming that for 
in-vivo measurements only one time window will be used, 
the time of data acquisition seems to be short enough for 

t1=1.5ns 

t2=2.5 ns 

t3=3.5 ns 

d=8mm d=12mm d=16mm d=20mm d=24mm 

t1=1.5 ns 

t2=2.5 ns 

t3=3.5 ns 

d=8mm d=12mm d=16mm d=20mm d=24mm 
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measurements during brain cortex stimulation experiments. 
The developed system with ICCD camera is presently tested 
in measurements of oxygenation changes during motor
cortex stimulation in human adult. 
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Abstract—We assembled a compact, hand-held gamma-ray 
imaging probe (MediPROBE) which could be utilized for 
different medical imaging tasks, including sentinel lymph node 
localization and scintigraphy of difficult to reach anatomical 
sites. Here, we report on the first images obtained with this 
device. The imaging system is based on a room temperature 
semiconductor pixel detector (1 mm-thick CdTe) with 256×256 
square pixels arranged with a 55 μm pitch (sensitive area D×D 
= 14.08×14.08 mm2), coupled pixel-by-pixel via bump-bonding 
to the Medipix2 photon counting readout CMOS Application 
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). A set of interchangeable 
knife-edge pinhole collimators (1.1, 1.9 and 2.1 mm effective 
diameter at 140 keV) has been realized to obtain different 
spatial resolutions, and a set of plastic spacers (3 cm or 6 cm 
total length) can be placed in front of the camera in order to 
set the skin-to-collimator distance and, hence, to fix the field of 
view (FOV), working in demagnification. The probe is con-
nected directly to a notebook using a dedicated USB interface 
and is powered via the USB port. The high voltage (-100 V @ 1 
μA) necessary to bias the CdTe detector is provided either 
from an external power supply or from a pack of eleven bat-
teries. This compact probe weights 1.5 kg without shield and 
3.2 kg with a lead shield; it can be mounted on an articulated 
arm for bed-side operation. MediPROBE provides live-time 
photon counting gamma-ray imaging at a rate < 1 fps. 

Keywords—Compact gamma camera, Sentinel Lymph 
Node, Lymposcintigraphy, CdTe. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

There are cases in which the radioguided localization of 
Sentinel Lymph Nodes (SLNs) − included in the clinical 
protocol for the treatment of cancer − is difficult with the 
bulky setup of a conventional gamma camera, e.g. due the 
particular anatomical site. For this purpose, we assembled a 
compact, hand-held gamma-ray imaging probe 
(MediPROBE) which could be utilized for different medical 
imaging tasks, including sentinel lymph node localization 
and scintigraphy of difficult to reach anatomical sites. Here, 
we report on the first images obtained with this device. The 
i-maging system is based on a room temperature semicon-
ductor pixel detector (1 mm-thick CdTe) with 256×256 
square pixels arranged with a 55 μm pitch (sensitive area 
D×D = 14.08×14.08 mm2), coupled pixel-by-pixel via 
bump-bonding to the Medipix2 photon counting readout 
CMOS Application Specific Integrated Circuit [1-3]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 A) Mechanical assembly of MediPROBE, mounted on an articulated 
arm for bedside operation, and B) bottom view of the compact gamma 
head, equipped with a pinhole collimator 

A set of interchangeable knife-edge pinhole collimators 
(1.1, 1.9 and 2.1 mm effective diameter at 140 keV) has been 
realized to obtain different spatial resolutions, and a set of 
plastic spacers (3 cm or 6 cm total length) can be placed in 
front of the camera in order to set the skin-to-collimator 
distance and, hence, to fix the field of view (FoV), working 
in demagnification. The probe is connected directly to a 
notebook using a dedicated USB interface [4,5] and is pow-
ered via the USB port. The high voltage (-100 V @ 1 μA) 
necessary to bias the CdTe detector is provided either from 
an external power supply or from a pack of eleven batteries. 
This compact probe weights 1.5 kg without shield and 3.2 kg 
with a lead shield; it can be mounted on an articulated arm 
for bed-side operation. MediPROBE provides live-time 
photon counting gamma-ray imaging at a rate <1 fps.  
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II. PATIENT TESTS 

Preliminary clinical tests have been performed (at the 
National Cancer Institute “Fondazione Pascale” in Napoli, 
Division of Nuclear Medicine) for imaging SLNs in patients 
injected with 99mTc radiotracer (< 1 mCi injected activity), 
first with a conventional scintillator based gamma camera 
equipped with a parallel hole collimator and then, within 
short time, with the MediPROBE semiconductor based 
compact gamma camera. Prior to MediPROBE imaging, the 
nuclear medicine specialist marked with pen on the patient 
skin the position of the detected SLN, so that the small FoV 
compact gamma camera was positioned on that zone. 

 

 

Fig. 2 For patient #1, the SLN was located in the axilla with the clinical 
gamma camera, as shown in this lymphoscintigraphy 

Figure 2 shows the axillary lymphoscintigraphy of pa-
tient #1 taken with the large FoV clinical camera and fig. 3 
shows the corresponding image acquired with MediPROBE.  

For patient #2, fig. 4 shows the view of the acquisition 
phase with the probe in place, while figs. 5 and 6 show the 
axillary lymphoscintigraphy acquired with the clinical gam-
ma camera and with MediPROBE, respectively. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the lymphoscintigraphy of patient # 
3 (clinical gamma camera and MediPROBE equipped with 
1.9 mm pinhole, respectively). While with the gamma cam-
era the presence of only one SLN is evident, with 
MediPROBE in the same area of interest two lymph nodes 
are detected. One of the two SLN falls out of the detector 
FoV: in fact, in our protocol the probe is centered on the skin 
mark made by the physician for SLN localization on  the 
basis of the gamma camera image, and we observed that 
discrepancies in SLN position identification can occur be-
tween the two detector, even in the order of few centimeters. 

In fig. 9 is shown the view of the MediPROBE during 
the acquisition of the lymphoscintigraphy of patient # 3. 

 
Fig. 3 The axillary SLN evidenced in fig. 2 is shown here as seen by the 
MediPROBE compact gamma camera, equipped with the 1.1 mm pinhole 
(effective aperture at 140 keV), The skin-to-collimator distance was 60 mm 
and the resulting FoV was 84×84 mm2. The raw image has been low-pass 
filtered with a Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 0.4 mm 

 

Fig. 4 View of the MediPROBE gamma camera head placed with spacers 
at a distance of 60 mm from the  patient body, in correspondence of the 
position (marked with “X” on the patient skin) where the SLN has been 
previously located by a clinical gamma camera 

 
Fig. 5 Axillary SLN imaged with a clinical gamma camera (99mTc radio-
tracer) 
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Fig. 6 For patient #2, the axillary SLN was imaged with the MediPROBE 
compact gamma camera with an acquisition time of 448 s. The skin-to-
collimator distance was 60 mm, this image corresponds to a FoV of 80×80 
mm2. The raw image has been low-pass filtered with a Gaussian kernel 
with FWHM = 0.6 mm 

 

Fig. 7 Lymphoscintigraphy taken with the clinical gamma camera, indicat-
ing the injection site (in the circle) and the axillary SLN 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

First clinical tests of the MediPROBE CdTe based com-
pact gamma camera for imaging localization of sentinel 
lymph nodes marked with 99mTc  have been presented. The 
detector, equipped with a 1 mm pinhole, has a sensitivity 
sufficient to image SLNs, in a few minutes, with a calcu-
lated resolution around 6 mm, while with the 1.9 mm pin-
hole the calculated  resolution is 10 mm. 

 

 
Fig. 8 The SLN shown in fig. 7 as seen with MediPROBE, equipped with 
the 1.9 mm pinhole. The skin-to-collimator distance was 50 mm and the  
resulting  FoV was 70×70 mm2. The  raw image has been low-pass filtered 
with a Gaussian  kernel with FWHM = 0.4 mm. Two SLNs are visible in 
the upper right corner, the upper one partially out of FoV 

 
Fig. 9 View of MediPROBE during the acquisition of patient #3 
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Abstract— Macro- as well as micro-conduction of the car-
diac impulse propagation in Pectinate muscles from Rabbit 
hearts is studied by means of experiments and by means of 
computer simulation. Two simultaneous recordings of the 
cardiac near field E allow an estimation of global conduction 
times (macro) as well as the analysis of the microscopic local 
activation sequence at given sites. A monodomain 2D computer 
model based on a micrograph of the area of interest allows to 
simulate the virtual cardiac near field at any given site. Corre-
lation of fine distortions and fractionations in extracellular 
signals then can be correlated to local particularities of micro-
structure not visible during an electrophysiological experi-
ment. Experimentally we found that the visible macrostructure 
of the network often is discordant with the signal characteris-
tic, a discrepancy only plausible by effects of microstructure. 
The computer simulation results based on micrographs con-
firm this hypothesis.  

Keywords— cardiac near field, atrial conduction, computer 
simulation, microstructure. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Severe atrial conduction disturbances, namely atrial flut-
ter (AFL) and atrial fibrillation (AF) are, to a substantial 
degree, associated with aging and its inherent change of 
tissue structure [1]. A detailed mechanistic exploration of 
intra-atrial conduction and its disturbances comprising age-
related functional and structural aspects is therefore of in-
creasing interest for basic researchers as well as for clinical 
electrophysiologists. The region of interest (ROI) comprises 
the terminal ramifications of the terminal crest (TC) into the 
lateral or posterior pectinate muscles (PTM) reaching the 
tricuspid valve vestibule (VB) and is seen as critical sub-
strate for the genesis of intermittent block of conduction 
close to the junction of TC and PTM.  

The cardiac impulse propagation in the ROI is quite 
complex. It leaves the sinus node, passes the TC, branches 
in a comb-shaped ensemble of cable-like muscles (PTM) 
and finally ends in the VB, the border area towards the right 
ventricle. PTMs in the ROI are oriented fairly parallel and 
form a bridge of conduction between TC and the VB. As 

long as conduction in these parallel structures is comparable 
and continuous in velocity, a synchronized and smoothed 
activation wavefront perpendicular to direction of the PTMs 
can be assumed. However when this synchrony between the 
PTMs is disturbed, i.e. one individual PTM shows slow 
conduction or even block whereas then neighboring ones do 
not, two parallel PTM in conjunction with the branching 
sites in the TC and the merging sites in the VB may become 
a substrate for reentry of the cardiac impulse. The study of 
heterogeneity of excitation spread within and between indi-
vidual PTMs is a key to elucidate possible structure-related 
mechanisms of conduction disturbance in the atrium.  

Local conduction seen at a sub-millimeter scale would 
reveal the discontinuous nature of propagation due to the 
discrete nature of the cardiac microstructure and its electri-
cal coupling network. These fine details of excitation spread 
are usually hidden when deriving potentials from the sur-
face of the heart with normal electrodes but can be detected 
and characterized with high-resolution recording systems 
from four extracellular signals [2, 3]. Particularly extracel-
lular signals  and their spatial distribution deliver details 
of the nature of the local excitation spread. Two parameters 
computed from these signals are well suited for analysis: 1. 
the derivative d /dt of the extracellular signal  and 2. the 
strength of the cardiac near field E . The cardiac near field 
E is the 2D-component of the gradient of  seen parallel to 
the tissue surface and taken very near to it (50 to 100 μm). 
With recording systems mentioned above an approximation 
of E can be measured and computed. 

A set of parameters of conduction like E, local conduc-
tion velocity  and its direction  as well as a measure of 
complexity (fractionation index FI counting the negative 
peaks of d /dt) can be derived from four closely spaced 
recordings of . Uniform conduction is characterized by 
smooth triphasic signals of d /dt with one dominant nega-
tive peak of d /dt and slim vector loops of E. These signals 
represent the excitation spread in parallel oriented fibers 
like PTMs look like widely at least at a macroscopic view. 
Major discontinuities in the conducting fiber, crossing or 
branching pathways would produce double or multiple 
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negative peaks of d /dt and result in FI >1, lower ampli-
tudes of  and complex morphologies in vector loops of E. 
Placing E-sensors simultaneously at two sites along a PTM 
one can describe both, micro- and macro-conduction in the 
PTM. 

The following work describes with experiments and 
computer simulation in 2D how conduction in the PTM may 
vary affected by its macro- and micro-architecture.  

II. METHODS 

A. Experimental Setup and Pacing Protocol 

Animal hearts (Rabbit) were rapidly excised and isolated 
conforming to the national ethic guidelines. The tissue re-
gion of interest was dissected and placed in a bath filled 
with oxygenated Tyrode’s solution (in mM/l: NaCl 132.1, 
KCl 5.4, CaCl2 2.5, MgCl2 1.15, NaHCO3 24, NaHPO4 
0.42, d-glucose 5.6) flowing through at 36 °C. The heart 
preparation was beating autonomously or paced at a given 
site by means of a stimulus electrode (isolated tungsten wire 
of 50 μm). Pacing with a chosen basic cycle length in the 
range of the normal sinus rhythm (3 Hz) was used only 
when the preparation showed no auto-rhythm. The pacing 
protocol was generated and controlled by a FPGA-unit 
embedded in a PXI-based measurement and pacing system 
(PXI-1042Q, National Instruments, Austin, Texas) and 
programmed with LabVIEW 8.5 (National Instruments, 
Austin, Texas). Stimulus pulses were then led to an isolator 
unit delivering a current pulse of 1 ms width and 1.5 fold 
the minimal current strength necessary to excite the tissue.  

  
B. Recording and Data Acquisition 

Two flexible electrode arrays (each containing four elec-
trodes with 50 μm inter-electrode spacing) were applied to 
record simultaneously extracellular potentials  at the sur-
face of the tissue. The sensors could be freely moved by 
micromanipulators and were placed at given sites A and B. 
The measurement system provides data acquisition for 8 
channels with 16-bit resolution and 500 kHz sampling rate 
each channel. This allowed us to detect signal delays of a 
few microseconds and to determine local conduction veloci-
ties by means of four signals derived from recording sites 
separated by just 50 μm. A detailed description of the sen-
sors and of the method to measure E and   is given in [3].  

 
C. Signals Analysis 

Two E-Sensors were placed at sites A and B along the 
PTM for simultaneous recording of  and of E. B was used 
as a reference site and kept constant whereas sensor A was 

moved to different sites of interest along the individual 
PTMs. By this a time serial map (macro-view) of the activa-
tion sequence within the tissue could be reconstructed from 
the position of the sensors photographed with a digital cam-
era (Sony DFW X-700, Japan). Dividing the distances be-
tween the points A1, A2 …by the corresponding differences 
in local activation time (LAT) an estimate of the direction 
and magnitude of the macroscopic conduction velocity can 
be obtained. Beyond this from the signals , d /dt and E 
we derived parameters describing the microscopic activa-
tion wavefront. Direction  and magnitude   of local con-
duction velocity were computed from the temporal deriva-
tive d /dt of four closely spaced electrograms of   using 
cross correlation technique. FI has been evaluated by count-
ing all negative peaks of d /dt larger than 20% of the larg-
est one. By applying this procedure on multi-sites of the 
PTM we reconstructed a profile of macro- and micro-
conduction along the muscle.  

Results from computer simulations were analyzed the 
same way taking the virtual signals of   and d /dt . FI and 
E ,  and   were calculated for each virtual recording site. 
Other than in experiments in simulations the transmembrane 
potential Vm was given for each site, a signal representing 
the very local activation in an element smaller than the cell 
size. The instant of local activation there was determined by 
the positive peak of dVm./dt, the so called “upstroke-
velocity” of Vm during depolarization.  

 
D. Computer Simulations 

Based on histological micrographs of the ROI we have 
developed a 2D mathematical model for the purpose of 
simulating excitation spread in complex microstructures like 
seen in electrophysiological experiments. Computer simula-
tion gives an additional insight in the mechanisms of dis-
continuous conduction, since the structure in the model is 
given by the micrograph. This information is unknown and 
hidden during an electrophysiological experiment.  

A histograph made from the ROI post experimentum was 
taken to build an electrical 2D-model of tissue. Excitation 
was placed at a given site in the TC and the propagating 
impulse entering two neighbored PTMs I and II was ana-
lyzed. We have chosen 7 sites of PTM I to show the micro-
scopic effects.   

The simulations of the electrical activity in the ROI were 
based on the monodomain equations [4]. The transmem-
brane ionic currents expressed in the sarcolemma of Rabbit 
atrial myocytes are modeled by a set of non-linear equations 
described in [5]. Since the monodomain accounts only for 
the intracellular medium of the cardiac tissue, the extracel-
lular potentials were recovered based on the transmembrane 
currents (see [2] for further details). The signals in specific 
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sites located along PTM I were calculated and used for post 
processing analysis. In our model, the preferential pathway 
for activation, i.e., the direction of fibers was taken into 
account. The orientation of the fibers was obtained from the 
histograph according the procedure described in [6]. The 
spatial and temporal discretization steps of the numerical 
model were set to 10 m and 1 s, respectively. All simula-
tions were carried out for 40 ms after a single current stimu-
lus was introduced at a selected area of the TC.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Pectinate muscle group from the right atrium with recording sites 
A1-A6. Signals d /dt (left column) and vector loop morphology of E 
(right column ) from distinct recording sites A2 (branching fibers), A4 

(uniform cable-like fiber) and A5 (merging of fibers).  

III. RESULTS 

A. Experimental Data 

Results of two representative recording series taken from 
two different preparations, A (sites A1 to A6) and B (sites 
B1 to B5) are given in Table 1.  

In Fig. 1 the 6 recording positions from preparation A as 
well as the derivatives d /dt and the vector loops of E from 
three selected positions (A2, A4 and A5) are depicted. The 
effect of macroscopic branching (distortion of E and frac-
tionation of d /dt) is revealed here.  

The data taken from the preparation B demonstrate an 
example of continuous and uniform macroscopic conduc-
tion along a PTM. FI is 1 at all sites and the relation be-
tween s and LAT is fairly linear.  
 

B. Computer Simulations 

Seven points A1-A7 were selected along the micrograph 
of a PTM (see Fig. 2) to study the spatial course of the con-
duction parameters LAT, FI, Ep,  and  along a pathway s 
parallel and centered with the muscle axis (see Table 2). 
LAT is the instant of the negative peak of d /dt, FI the 
fractionation index, Ep the peak vector of the loop of E,  
the direction and  the magnitude of the local conduction 
velocity. Two special effects can be seen in the signals 
given there. At A2 a double peak of d /dt can be detected 
as well as a double loop of E. This indicates crosstalk effect 
from the neighboring PTM activated earlier. Furthermore 
the abrupt change of direction in E within a distance of just 
200 μm from A5 to A6 is remarkable.  

Table 1 Conduction parameters from experiments in tissue A and B 

Pos s LAT FI Ep   
# [mm] [ms]  [V/m] [°] [m/s] 

A1 0 0 1 9.78 261.6 0.88 
A2 0.69 2.113 2 6.61 267.4 0.86 
A3 0.99 2.443 1 54.88 271.0 0.47 
A4 1.59 6.007 1 48.79 266.8 0.66 
A5 2.28 6.163 3 5.08 254.3 1.81 
A6 2.7 7.590 1 25.34 258.4 1.29 
B1 0 0 1 5.58 262.3 1.19 
B2 0.34 0.568 1 6.07 259.6 1.44 
B3 1.36 1.976 1 12.42 263.3 1.69 
B4 1.99 2.438 1 36.53 267.7 0.76 
B5 2.64 3.332 1 42.44 262.6 0.95 

Table 2 Conduction parameters from 2D computer simulation 

Pos s LAT FI Ep   
# [μm] [ms]  [mV/m] [°] [m/s] 

A1 0.0 0 2 107.3 233.8 0.57 
A2 209.9 0.2 2 128.7 233.8 0.48 
A3 452.2 2.57 1 130.5 241.4 0.44 
A4 637.6 1.05 1 139.5 267.3 0.42 
A5 851.5 1.28 1 130.1 257.5 0.40 
A6 1071.2 4.6 1 147.5 243.8 0.33 
A7 1292.6 4.67 1 145.6 192.2 0.27 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

In experiments we studied the distribution of extracellu-
lar signals and evaluated conduction parameters derived like 
d /dt , LAT, E , FI, , and   along  s following the axis of 
an individual PTM in the right atrium. We found both, sig-
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nals of uniform and of complex conduction sometimes in 
the same PTM. Branching and merging sites in the network 
of PTMs are represented with double or manifold peaks of 
d /dt and correspondingly complex loops of E (see Fig. 1).  

In preparation A we found distinct fractionation (FI=2 at 
A2 resp. 3 at A5) of d /dt and of the vector loop of E at the 
sites of macroscopic bifurcation. Site A2 represents a 
branching into two muscles whereas at site A5 three mus-
cles merge to one common strand. We conclude that 
branching and merging of individual waves of excitation 
can be analyzed and detected very well by vector loop 
analysis of E. Local conduction velocity  is decreased 
substantially at A3 and increased at A5. This could be ex-
plained by the deceleration or acceleration of the propagat-
ing wave expected when the downstream load of the tissue 
changes abruptly.  

 

Fig. 2 Micrograph of Pectinate muscle used for computer simulation of 
signals with virtual recording sites A1 – A7. Signals d /dt (left column) 
and vector loop morphology of E (right column ) from distinct recording 

sites A2, A5 and A6.  

In preparation B we found muscles with obviously very 
little or no lateral branching and no inter-muscular connec-
tions. As expected this results in a smooth course of con-
duction parameters (linear s to LAT relationship) and no 
signal fractionation anywhere (see column B in Table 1).  
At some specific sites we found extremely highly fractiona-
tion of d /dt and/or complexities in loop-morphology of E 
as well as sudden changes of the loop-direction of E. We 
hypothesized that these phenomena could only be caused by 
complex microstructure. This can occur even in macro-
scopically smooth and cable-like structures. A microsection 

of the ROI was used to establish a 2D-computer model to 
simulate cardiac conduction at a microscopic size scale and 
to study the hypothesis mentioned above. According to 
Fig. 2 and Table 2 we found substantial changes of some 
parameters obtained from closely spaced sites of observa-
tion ( a 300 μm apart). Double deflections of d /dt can be 
found caused by cross talking of the activation wave front 
of neighboring PTM (not shown in the micrograph). A sud-
den change in direction of E can be detected between two 
neighboring recording sites (Fig. 2 A5, A6). Also the direc-
tion   of the velocity vector changed at A7.  

In general we found that the detailed activation pattern is 
determined from both the macro- and the microarchitecture. 
The latter effect could clearly be shown by the 2D computer 
model even if in reality these local discontinuities would be 
alleviated by the smear out effect of the tissue in 3D. All 
types of local conduction disturbances caused by branching, 
merging and colliding wave fronts of depolarization or even 
zones of local electrical uncoupling can be detected by our 
experimental technique using E for analysis.  
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Abstract—We present the system and the first images of a 
laboratory scanner for X-ray cone-beam breast computed 
tomography (CBBCT). This modular and versatile apparatus 
allows for testing various setup parameters for CBBCT, in-
cluding fan-beam, cone-beam or helical scans and intensity or 
kilovoltage modulated scans. It also allows to implement digital 
breast tomosynthesis. Preliminary CT scans of test objects will 
be shown. The scanner design includes also two compact 
gamma cameras on the rotating gantry in order to perform 
combined CT and SPECT imaging, in a future version of the 
device. 

Keywords—Breast Computed Tomography, Cone Beam 
Computed Tomography, Mammography, Flat Panel detector. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cone Beam X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) dedi-
cated to imaging the female breast in the diagnosis of breast 
cancer has been recently proposed [1] and various scanners 
have been developed which image the uncompressed pen-
dant breast of the woman in prone position, using flat panel 
digital detectors [2]. The first of such prototype scanners 
has been built at University of California at Davis [3], and 
other prototypes have been developed or are under design 
by other groups [4-7]. The goal of Cone-Beam Breast Com-
puted Tomography (CBBCT) with dedicated scanners is to 
provide a tomographic view of breast lesions, adding the 
advantage of the third coordinate to the 2D visualization of 
tissue structures provided by conventional two views (Cra-
nio-Caudal, CC, and MedioLateral Oblique, MLO) X-ray 
mammography of the compressed breast. In fact, overlap of 
the anatomical structures of breast tissue occurring in pro-
jection mammography can make difficult the interpretation 
of mammograms for the diagnosis of breast lesions, and in 
3-D imaging the anatomy of tissue slices can be better re-
solved. At the same time, having in mind the application to 
screening, with CBBCT the requirement is to deliver to the 
glandular tissue a radiation dose not exceeding the average 
dose imparted by two mammography to one breast. While 
mammography is a well established imaging technique, 
CBBCT is an experimental technique for 3D X-ray breast 
imaging and there is a number of technical and clinical 
issues yet to be fully investigated, in order to assess the 
possible role of CBBCT in breast cancer diagnosis.  

 

Fig. 1 Design of the Cone-Beam Breast Computed Tomography scanner, 
including a gantry hosting a X-ray tube (A) and a flat panel detector (B) 
rotating 360 deg around the sample. In a future version, two compact 
gamma cameras (C, D) will be added on the gantry in order to perform 
SPECT imaging with injected radiotracers, in addition to CT imaging 

Our group at Univ. & INFN Napoli has assembled a pro-
totype CBBCT apparatus for laboratory (i.e. not suitable for 
clinical work) investigations on breast phantoms, in order to 
address some of the above issues (Figs. 1, 2). In this work, 
we describe the scanner project and show the preliminary 
results obtained using test objects. 

 

Fig. 2 View of the University & INFN Napoli prototype Cone-Beam 
Breast CT scanner for laboratory investigations 
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a) 

b) 

c) 
Fig. 3 a) Axial and b,c) sagittal views (slice thickness: 0.16 mm) of a 
hemi-ellipsoid PMMA phantom of 14 cm diameter at its base, containing 
details for visibility evaluation. CT technique: 80 kVp, 10.5 mAs, 3.57 
mGy air kerma at isocenter. FDK reconstruction with (0.16 mm)3 voxels. 
Apart from some central ring artifacts, the large ring at the phantom pe-
riphery is due to the air gap (≅ 0.1 mm) between the insert and its hosting 
cavity in the phantom. The horizontal white line indicates the line profile 
shown in Fig. 4 

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The CBBCT prototype apparatus developed at Univ. & 
INFN Napoli (Figs. 1, 2) is a modular, bench-top system 
consisting of a step-motor rotating gantry, a minifocus W 
anode X-ray tube (SB-80-250, Source-Ray Inc., Bohemia, 
NY, USA) (continuous output, fixed anode, forced air 
cooled, 0.1 mm Cu added filtration, HVL = 4.22 mmAl at 
80 kVp), a CMOS CsI:Tl Flat Panel Detector mod. 
C7942CA-02 (Hamamatsu, Japan), custom acquisition 
software and FDK cone-beam CT reconstruction software. 
Step-motor translation/rotation stages allow to regulate the 

image magnification, the detector tilting angle around an 
horizontal axis, the height below the “patient bed” of the X-
ray tube and of the detector. Large field coverage (e.g., 
24×24 cm2) with the limited area (12×12 cm2) X-ray detec-
tor can be achieved via its horizontal and vertical translation 
(e.g., 2×2 mosaic tiling of the image plane). 

III. IMAGING TESTS 

In order to test the basic imaging performance of our 
CBBCT system we performed CT scans of test objects. We 
fix the X-ray source-to-isocenter distance to 385 mm and 
the X-ray source-to-detector distance to 495 mm; the system 
magnification was about 1.28 for a sample located at the 
isocenter. The collimator blades were closed to irradiate 
only the phantoms with the half cone-beam geometry. The 
X-ray beam is turned on/off electronically via software 
control with a transition time of 0.25 s. First tests were 
made with the following technique factors: 80 kVp, 10.5 
mAs, 3.57 mGy free air kerma at the scanner isocenter. 
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Fig. 4 Line profile evaluated along the upper line of details visible in  
Fig. 3 

We have designed and realized in-house several different 
homogeneous PMMA (Lucite, (C5H8O2)n, density = 1.19 
g/cm3) phantoms simulating the X-ray tissue absorption and 
the shape of an uncompressed breast. The use of such 
shaped phantoms is considered a good approximation of the 
shape of the pendant breast. In particular, we used a breast 
phantom with a hemi-ellipsoid shape of half-axes of 7 cm 
and 9.5 cm, respectively, with a large cavity in the centre, 
where it is possible to host two cylindrical PMMA inserts 
that completely fill the inner cavity. Each insert has a set of 
holes from φ 8 mm to φ 0.2 mm. In this phantom the holes 
are parallel to the chest wall – nipple direction (CT rotation 
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axis). In order to simulate fine details with varying contrast, 
we put animal fat with three little pieces of egg shell of size 
2.2 mm, 1.1 mm and 0.5 mm (to simulate calcifications) and 
olive oil (0.89 g/cm3) (to simulated adipose tissue) inside 
the 8 mm and 4 mm holes of one insert, respectively. This 
phantom contains also two air-filled holes of 5 mm diameter 
that run axially all through the phantom.  

Figure 3 shows an axial slice (fig. 3a) and the coronal 
slices (fig. 3b,c) through the details planes of this PMMA 
phantom acquired at 80 kVp, with an air kerma that was 
estimated to correspond to a Mean Glandular Dose (MGD) 
of 2.5 mGy for a breast with 14 cm diameter at the chest 
wall and composition 50% adipose-50% glandular tissue. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Axial (a), coronal (b), sagittal (c) and volume view (d) of the “mor-
tadella” test object, acquired at 80 kVp, 10.5 mAs and 3.57 mGy air kerma 
at the scanner isocenter. FDK reconstruction with (0.16 mm)3 voxels 

In Figs. 4 is shown the line profile along the upper line of 
details visible in fig. 3. The smallest air-filled detail visible 
in this slice is 1 mm in diameter. 

We plan to perform future tests also with mastectomy 
specimens. Here, as a further preliminary test object for our 
initial evaluation of the scanner hardware and software, we 
imaged an Italian “Mortadella”, a sample of about 10 cm 
diameter, which has hemi-ellipsoidal shape, a density of 
1.16 g/cm3 and contains large masses of animal fat (≅ 1 
cm3) sparsely embedded in a uniform medium containing 
mixed muscle and connective tissue, enclosed in a thin 
(1mm) protective sheath which simulates the presence of 
breast skin. Figure 5 shows the CT scan of this test object 
with axial, coronal, sagittal and volume views, acquired at 
80 kVp, 10.5 mAs and 3.57 mGy free air kerma at the scan-
ner isocenter. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A computed tomography scanner for laboratory investi-
gations on cone-beam breast computed tomography has 
been designed and realized. First CT scans with ad hoc 
PMMA phantoms and test objects have been presented. 
With this system, thanks to its versatility, it will be possible 
to test new acquisition solutions, optimization of delivered 
dose and other experimental parameters for comprehension 
and possible improvements of the CBBCT technique. 
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Abstract—We present in vivo tomographic 125I imaging of a 
mouse thyroid acquired with MediSPECT, a scanner devel-
oped at University & INFN Napoli, for SPECT studies on 
small animals with a small field of view (FoV) and high spatial 
resolution. MediSPECT is based on a fine pitch CdTe pixel 
detector, operating in single photon counting, (14×14 mm2, 
256×256 square pixel of 55 μm side) and equipped with a high 
resolution collimators set. The 72 planar projections of a 
mouse thyroid (injected activity 31.8 MBq) for SPECT recon-
struction have been acquired using a 300 μm tungsten pinhole 
(magnification 1.47 and a FoV of 9.6×9.6 mm2). A C software 
based on Ordered Subsets-Expectation Maximization (OS-
EM) algorithm has been used for SPECT reconstructions. The 
spatial resolution with the 300 μm pinhole is, in planar imag-
ing, about 0.5 mm and, in tomographic imaging, about 1 mm. 
The MediSPECT scanner has a modular structure that allows 
for multimodal imaging: at present, a Fluorescence Reflec-
tance Imaging head has been installed, for planar optical imag-
ing in addition to SPECT imaging. 

Keywords—Small animal imaging, hybrid pixel detector, 
CdTe, SPECT. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the recent years, a significant research activity has 
been dedicated to the development of high resolution Single 
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) systems 
for in vivo small animal imaging, mostly mouse or rat imag-
ing [1-8]. Potentially, the use of semiconductor pixel detec-
tors, e.g. CdTe or CdZnTe, can provide a higher intrinsic 
spatial resolution than scintillator crystals read-out by posi-
tion-sensitive photomultiplier tubes. High resolution colli-
mators as single or multiple micro pinholes, or coded aper-
ture masks, allow to reach a sub-millimeter system spatial 
resolution. Many groups have investigated the use of radio-
tracers with low energy emission, as 125I (Eγ = 27÷35.5 
keV), as a solution to improve the spatial resolution. 

We have developed a prototype small animal SPECT 
scanner (MediSPECT) for small field of view (FoV) stud-
ies, based on a room temperature CdTe semiconductor pixel 
detector read-out by a Medipix2 photon counting integrated 
circuit [9], with a very fine pitch (55 μm) but small sensitive 
area (about 2 cm2), equipped with small-aperture single 
pinholes, coded aperture masks or parallel hole collimators. 
This SPECT scanner can work in magnification as well as 
in de-magnification and has a FoV ranging from few cm2 to 

a fraction of cm2 [10]. Its modular structure allows to ac-
commodate on the rotating gantry, in counterlateral posi-
tions, up to four radiation detector heads, thus allowing also 
to perform multimodal imaging. In fact, each of the four 
gantry ports can be equipped as another SPECT detector 
head (dual head unit), a microComputed Tomography (mi-
croCT) head, or Fluorescence Reflectance Imaging (FRI) 
head for simultaneous SPECT/CT/FRI acquisitions.  

We present in vivo pinhole SPECT images of a mouse 
thyroid radiolabeled with 125I acquired with the MediPSECT 
scanner. 

II. MEDISPECT/FRI SCANNER 

The MediSPECT mechanical structure [10] is essentially 
formed by a rotating gantry actuated by a step motor over 
360° around a horizontal axis along which is positioned the 
small animal holder. The gantry supports an “L” shaped arm 
which hosts the radiation detector and collimator unit. The 
detector is fixed on the ‘L’ shaped arm by means of two 
vertical guides that allow to regulate the distance, b, be-
tween the detector and the collimator (b = 35 ÷ 98 mm). 
The animal holder is a PMMA semi-cylinder mounted on a 
vertical stage (Z axis) whose elevation can be regulated. 
The distance, a, of the axis of the animal housing (i.e. the 
axis of rotation) from the collimator ranges from 16 mm to 
72.5 mm. The collimator unit is installed on a rotation stage 
for alignment of multiaperture collimators, that can be eas-
ily removed if no alignment between the detector and colli-
mator matrix is required, i.e. in the case of single pinhole. 
The MediSPECT scanner magnification, m = b/a, allows to 
have a planar FoV ranging from 2.4×2.4 mm2 to 29×29 
mm2 using pinhole collimators. 

The radiation detector of the MediSPECT scanner is a 
CdTe:Cl room temperature imaging detector (ACRORAD, 
Japan) 1 mm thick. It has a pixel structure, with one con-
tinuous electrode (biased at -100 V) on one side and a ma-
trix of electrodes (256×256) on the other side; the square 
pixels have 45 μm side and the interpixel distance is 10 μm 
[11]. The CdTE detector is bump-bonded (AJAT, Finland) 
to the Medipix2 readout integrated circuit for single photon 
counting. Medipix2, a 0.25 μm CMOS ASIC developed by 
the European Medipix2 collaboration [9], consists of a ma-
trix array of 256×256 square pixels of 55 μm pitch. The 
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sensitive area is 14.08×14.08 mm2. The detection threshold 
was set to 20 keV. 

The MediSPECT scanner is provided with a set of inter-
changeable tungsten collimators: knife-edge pinhole colli-
mators, parallel hole collimator and coded aperture masks. 
The pinholes have a thickness of 7 mm or 4 mm, an accep-
tance angle of 90° and their aperture diameter ranges from 
2.0 mm to 0.3 mm. The parallel hole collimator has a thick-
ness of 7 mm and is formed by a square array of 64×64 100 
μm circular holes with 70 μm septa. The parallel hole and 
pinholes collimators can be used with gamma ray energies 
up to ~ 140 keV. The coded aperture mask is No-Two-
Holes-Touching Modified Uniformly Redundant Array 
mask with 62×62 70 μm square holes and 80 μm thickness; 
this mask can be used for gamma ray energies up to ~ 35 
keV. By using this collimator and the CdTe Medipix2 de-
tector, a resolution close to 100 μm has been reached in 125I 
mouse thyroid in vivo imaging [12]. 

The MediSPECT scanner control software, Medisoft 4 
performs the complete control of the gantry rotation and the 
animal holder translation, readout, data storage and 2D 
image processing. The planar projections are reconstructed 
off-line with a custom algorithm implementing the standard 
iterative OS-EM algorithm.  

The head for optical fluorescence imaging is composed 
of a CCD camera (Hamamatsu ORCA 285 G) and by a 
fiberoptic light source. The camera lens (Pentax, C1614M) 
provides a FoV of 15 × 12 cm2 at a distance of 20 cm. Cut-
on long-wavelength pass filters can be mounted on the cam-
era lens and cut-off short-wavelength pass filters cover the 
fiber optic illuminators.  

III. IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS 

For in vivo measurements we administrated an activity of 
31.8 MBq of Na125I solution to a mouse (Charles River 
Laboratories, Calco, Italy) 24 h before the SPECT examina-
tion. The anaesthetized mouse was put horizontally in the 
imaging field and 72 (angular step 5°) planar projections 
have been acquired (acquisition time = 1 min/projection). 
The imaging was performed with the 300 μm pinhole (a = 
36.3 mm, b= 53.3 mm) at a magnification m = 1.47  
that originate a FoV = 9.6×9.6 mm2. With these setting, the 
expected FWHM system planar spatial resolution is  
0.56 mm. 

A) 

B) 

Fig. 1 A) Schematic view of the scanner mechanics of the multimodal 
imaging system MediSPECT, equipped with: 1. CCD camera; 2. Fiber 
optic illumination system; 3. Motorized rotating gantry; 4. Animal housing; 
5. Collimators unit; 6. Detector unit. B) Open view of the MediSPECT 
scanner for small animal imaging, coupled to the optical planar imaging 
system for optical Fluorescence Reflectance Imaging (FRI) 
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Fig. 2 Volume rendered SPECT image, obtained with a 300 μm pinhole, of 
the mouse thyroid acquired with the MediSPECT CdTe based scanner 
(magnification 1.47, 125I injected activity 31.8 MBq). Acquisition parame-
ters: 72 projections at 5° steps, exposure time 1 min/projection. OS-EM 
reconstruction parameters: 313 pixels with 450 μm isotropic pixel size, 15 
iterations and 5 subiterations. The scanner X axis is indicated. The profile 
of the reconstructed thyroid lobes indicated a size of 1.48 mm FWHM 

The reconstruction of the 72 acquired projections has 
been performed using 15 iterations and 5 subset of OS-EM 
algorithm into a 313 matrix with 450 μm isotropic voxels. 
The volume rendered tomographic image of the 125I labeled 
mouse thyroid is shown in Fig. 2. The FWHM of the 3D 
reconstructed thyroid lobes is 1.48 mm and the two lobes 
are well resolved. 

In a post-mortem analysis of the mouse thyroid anatomy, 
we have measured the following dimensions: the width of the 
thyroid lobes in the range of 0.8÷1.1 mm, the thyroid lobes 
length is about 3.2÷3.3 mm and the inter-lobe distance is 1.4 
mm. These values are consistent with the measurements 
performed on the planar projections (not shown here) and 
with the 3D OS-EM reconstructed images (Fig. 2). Then, in 
the case of the planar image our system spatial resolution is 
about 0.5 mm and in the 3D reconstruction we can consider a 
system resolution about 1 mm. This result compares well 
with that obtained in ref. 13 in which the authors achieved a 
resolution of about 500 μm in SPECT images obtained with a 
multi-pinholes collimators (75 μm aperture).  

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a tabletop SPECT scanner based on a 
CdTe hybrid pixel detector for small animal imaging  

applications and the in vivo tomographic image of a 125I 
labeled mouse thyroid. The scanner has a small active area 
~2 cm2 (sufficient for the small organ imaging) but a high 
intrinsic spatial resolution (pixel pitch 55 μm) that, with the 
use of high resolution collimator (i.e. coded aperture masks 
with 70 μm holes), allows to reach in vivo submillimeter 
spatial resolution [12]. In the next future, we will extend the 
3D OS-EM algorithm used here for SPECT reconstruction 
of projections acquired with coded masks that can be con-
sidered as a multi-pinholes matrices. 
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Abstract—Ultrasound scanning is considered the most im-
portant complementar method of breast cancer diagnosis. 
However, the acquisition format of this diagnostic method uses 
to introduce a remarkable amount of noise in the image, being 
the speckle noise of primary importance since it gives the im-
age a granular aspect hindering the detection mainly of small 
objects in the image. With this feature in view, this work at-
tempts to make a comparison among some of techniques pro-
posed with aims of reducing this type of noise, such as: Frost 
Filter, Lee Filter, Wiener Filter, and Discreet Wavelet Trans-
form. The results are analyzed by a series of evaluation func-
tions which can be used as figures of merit in the image quality 
evaluation – Root Mean Square Error, Signal to Noise Ratio 
rms, and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio. The results have indi-
cated that the Wavelet Transform seems to be more efficient in 
achieving the main purpose of speckle reduction in breast 
ultrasound images.   

Keywords—Ultrasound, Speckle, breast images, image  
processsing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ultrasound scanning is the most important comple-
mentary image method for breast diagnosis. However, it 
does not replace X-ray mammography or the clinical breast 
examination due to some limitations, such as the detection 
of microcalcifications and the identification of less-than-
one-centimeter tumors. The ultrasound examination is used 
in cysts diagnoses, evaluation of solid lesions, carcinoma 
proof testing and preoperative site marking. The use of the 
ultrasound scanning in medicine is continually increasing 
due to various factors as low cost, possible real-time image 
formation and provision of tissue elastic properties, apart 
from being a non-invasive method and, more importantly, 
for its non-ionizing characteristic.     

However, noise from several sources can cause degrada-
tion in different modes of biomedical images. Among the 
predominant noise in images formed from the use of coher-
ent energy such as ultrasound, the white and the speckle 
types stand out [1]. The visual effect of such noise provides 
a sort of granular texture which can hinder images interpre-
tation, reducing the objects separation in the scene.  

Deeper studies of this phenomenon, including methods 
of speckle reduction, were carried out by Schimitt et al [2]. 
Thus, this paper intends to compare techniques that allow 
the speckle noise reduction – characteristic in ultrasound 
images. Figure 1 shows a typical image of a breast  
ultrasound. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Breast ultrasound image with speckle noise 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Many filters have been developed in order to reduce the 
speckle noise and increase the signal-noise ratio, aiming at 
improving the separation of the targets on the surface of the 
image, with minimum data loss. The filters  ([3],[4],[5],[7]) 
were applied to images acquired from a breast ultrasound 
tracking – a Siemens unit Sonoline G50 system,  ranging 
from 5 to 12 MHz, B mode, harmonic linear transducer, 
which was provided by the Imaging Diagnostic Integrated 
Center from Santa Casa de Sao Carlos, SP, Brazil. These 
filtering techniques were applied by using Matlab language 
program. 

Frost filter [3] was the first to be applied – a linear con-
volution filter which is derivative from the minimization of 
the Root Mean Square Error on the noise multiplicative 
model. This filter incorporates the statistic dependence of 
the original sign, once the existence of a function of expo-
nential spatial correlation among pixels is supposed. It is an 
adaptive filter that preserves the structure of the borders. 

The Lee filter [4] was the second one to be applied. It 
adopts a multiplicative model for the noise and meets the 
criterion of local linear minimum square error. Local be-
cause it uses the local pixel statistics to be filtered, assum-
ing the non-stationarity of the average and the variance of 
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the signal. Lee is a linear filter since it makes a linearization 
by expansion in the Taylor series of the multiplication of the 
sign and the noise around the mean, making use of linear 
terms only. The result of the linearization transforms the 
multiplicative model into an additive one, i.e. the noise and 
the signal become independent, and eventually into mini-
mum mean square error, as it minimizes the mean square 
error through the Wiener filter – a filter based on the mini-
mum mean square error criterion. Lee filter is adaptive and 
general.   

Following Lee filter, the Wiener filter was applied. The 
goal of the Wiener filter is to filter out noise that has 
corrupted a signal. It is based on a statistical approach.  

Typical filters are designed for a desired frequency re-
sponse. However, the design of the Wiener filter is from a 
different angle. One is assumed to have knowledge of the 
spectral properties of the original signal and the noise, and 
one seeks the LTI filter whose output would come as close 
to the original signal as possible. Although not being re-
corded in the literature as an adequate filter to reduce 
speckle noise, it was used in order to set a limit within the 
comparisons to be drawn.  

The Discreet Wavelet Transform (DWT) was the forth 
method used here. The DTW has been used in numerous 
areas that involve border detection, noise reduction, texture 
analysis and image highlighting [5]. 

Previous studies [6] show that for two-dimensional echo-
cardiography images the DTW, from the Daubechies fam-
ily, adapts to the images characteristics, well uncorrelating 
the information in the transformed space. After several 
computer simulations the 12th order of Daubechies was the 
chosen one [7]. The fact that this transform is adaptable to 
the echocardiography image characteristics strongly influ-
enced the decision on applying it to breast ultrasound im-
ages. Therefore, the tests were conducted applying the 
Wavelet transform noise minimizing technique, also known 
as de-noising. 

III. RESULTS 

The following algorithms were applied to the set of im-
ages acquired: Frost [3] – derivative from the minimization 
of the Root Mean Square Error; Lee [4] – which adopts a 
multiplicative model for the noise and meets the criterion of 
local linear minimum square error; Wiener – based on the 
minimum mean square error criterion; and Wavelet. All the 
techniques were applied one by one to the originally ac-
quired images.  

Figure 2 illustrates a breast mass image and the results 
are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 2 breast mass image acquired in the Siemens ultrasound unit 

 

Fig. 3 Images resulting from the application of the filters to the original 
one in Fig. 2. Techniques used: (a) Frost ; (b)  Lee; (c) Wiener; and, (d) 
Wavelet 

In order to quantify data loss from images after applica-
tion of each technique, the following evaluation functions 
were performed using Matlab language program: (a) Root 
Mean Square Error – RMSE, giving as result a number 
which is inversely proportional to the quality of the resul-
tant image; (b) Signal to Noise Ratio RMS – SNRrms, re-
sulting in a number that is directly proportional to the image 
quality; (c) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio – PSNR, in decibel, 
which also varies directly to the image quality (indicating 
that the higher the result, the better the quality after that 
filtration). 

Each of the assessment functions was calculated from a 
comparison between the originally acquired image and the 
image changed from the proposed techniques. 

From the tests with the evaluation functions above the 
following results were obtained, shown in the Table 1: 
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Table 1 Evaluation Functions 

Technique  RMSE SNRrms PSNR 

Frost 15.6021 33.7335 24.2671 

Lee 14.6435 37.3484 24.8179 

Wiener 20.0025 20.8044 22.1091 

Wavelet 7.2868 133.5644 30.8801 

 
 
Table 1 shows that the Discreet Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) stood out positively with the best acquired values – 
its RMSE resultant value indicated a number which was 
half as big as the average obtained by other techniques. 
With regard to the SNRrms value, DWT indicated a number 
four times as big as the other techniques. Finally, as regards 
the PSNR result, the DWT indicated a smaller difference 
between this value and the average obtained through the 
other techniques and yet with very positive results.  

The resultant value of the Frost and Lee filters are re-
markably similar. The Wiener filter, on the other hand, 
stands out concerning the difference in the values which in 
fact had been already expected, in view of the fact that such 
technique is not recommended to this sort of noise. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

It is well known that the speckle noise is present in ultra-
sound images. Therefore, the increasing usage of this type 
of scanning examination leads to the regard as that im-
provement on the image quality is of top importance in 
order to facilitate earlier diagnoses.  

The verification of the techniques herein described does 
not yield visual comparison concerning improvements in 
the image quality given the fact that they are considered to 
be preprocessing techniques. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The tests here conducted allow to verify that the Discreet 
Wavelet Transform (DWT) was the best technique at reduc-
ing the speckle noise.  This is a strong indication therefore 
that further tests should be performed making use of other 
wavelet techniques in order to define which wavelet family 
is likely to provide the most accurate result in terms of re-
ducing the speckle noise for breast ultrasound images. 
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Abstract— The expertise and experience are required for an

examiner to diagnose using echocardiogram. To evaluate the

synchronicity of motion in the heart, the tissue Doppler imag-

ing (TDI) technique is popular but it has anisotropy in motion

detection. So we have developed software to recognize the

synchronous motion of heart by calculating intersection points

between the instantaneous velocities of ventricular wall flow

from successive echocardiograms. In addition, we defined

intersection index to evaluate synchronous motion of heart by

dividing echogram into small regions to calculate distribution

of intersection points. Finally we introduced gravity point of

the distribution and calculated its trajectory through a heart-

beat. As the result, fluctuation of the gravity point in heart

disease patients was strongly observed where the trajectory of

the gravity point was stable in normal subjects.

Keywords— intersection, motion vector, echocardiogram,

recognition, heart disease.

 I. INTRODUCTION

Now heart disease is the 2nd most common cause of

death in Japan. To find and diagnose heart disease as possi-

ble as early, echography (ultrasonography) is indispensable

equipment in cardiovascular diagnosis due to its noninva-

siveness, real-time observation and ease of carry. On the

other hand, examination with echography greatly depends

on the expertise and experience of an operator. Comparing

with other organs, echocardiogram (echogram of heart)

includes motion information more than the construction.

Thus the recognition software 
1,2)

 in motion pattern of heart

on echocardiogram may help for quatitative diagnosis inde-

pendent to the operator.

Considering the short-axis view of heart, which extracts

the plane perpendicular to the axis of the artery, a normal

ventricular wall expands and contracts concentrically on

echogram. To evaluate the synchronicity of motion in the

heart, the tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) technique is avail-

able and already integrated with echography. However,

because the TDI has anisotropy in motion detection, it is not

suitable for comprehensive evaluation of motion function.

Therefore, we have developed software to recognize the

synchronous motion of heart by calculating intersection

points between the instantaneous velocities of ventricular

wall derived from optical flow method 
3)

.

 II. METHOD

The video stream of echocardiogram was captured by

8bit and 30fps by using the digital echography (Toshiba

Aplio XV). Then the motion vectors between frames were

calculated by optical flow method (time interval 33ms),

where brightness is more than the established threshold.

Next the x-y coordinate system was applied to divide it into

small square areas which side is s pixel as shown in Fig.1.

Defining the area which is a-th in the x direction and b-th in

the y direction is defined as Aab, the area velocity of Aab is

calculated by averaging all the vectors inside the area. Here

we established s = 15 pixel and P = Q = 30 (0 < a < P,

0 < b < Q).

Fig.1 Division of echogram into small areas to calculate the area velocity.

Because the shape of left ventricle in a normal heart re-

veals circle, prolongations of motion vectors in the area

velocities concentrate in the center of the left ventricle if it

contracts concentrically. And if there is local malfunction

caused by the disease as myocardial infarction, prolonga-

tions of vectors make their intersections dispersedly. Thus

we aimed to reveal the intersection points which are derived

from motion vectors in the area velocities to evaluate the

comprehensive motion function of the heart.
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Fig.2 Definition of the intersection point.

Fig.2 shows the definition of the intersection point Kabcd,

which is created by the vector Vab of the area Aab and the

vector Vcd of the area Acd. The coordinates of intersection

points are calculated by all of the combination between

different two motion vectors as shown in Fig.3 (a). Here to

reduce calculation time, the motion vectors are not pro-

longed to the positive and negative direction in the systolic

and diastolic phase, respectively by recognizing the motion

phase from the electrocardiography (ECG). Then the in-

stantaneous distribution of the intersection points is ob-

tained as Fig.3 (b).

(a) The area velocities with their prolongations.

(b) Distribution of the intersection points.

Fig.3 Elucidation of the intersection points.

Moreover, because there is no quantitative information in

the distribution, the weight coefficient is calculated to cu-

mulate the frequency in each pixel according to the magni-

tude of the vectors. In the intersection point Kabcd (0 < a,c <

P and 0 < b,d < Q), the weight coefficient Wabcd is defined

as the summation of the absolute values and memorized as

the arrangement (Kabcd, Wabcd). Then the weight coefficient

in each pixel is summarized and newly defined as W(x,y).

However, since W(x,y) is proportion to the number of the

motion vectors, it should be normalized by the number of

the maximum intersection points. Thus dividing W(x,y) by

N(N-1)/2, where N is the total number of the vectors, the

quotient is finally defined as I(x,y), which is named as the

intersection index.

 III. RESULTS

Fig.4 (a) shows a short-axis view of left ventricle in the

myocardial infarction patient (70 y.o., male) in the systolic

phase. Fig.4 (b) indicates the distribution of intersection

index, where I(x,y) > 1.25. Though the shape of I(x,y) re-

veals small to concentrate to the gravity point in normal

subjects, it is distorted because of the asynchrony in the

ventricle motion.

Fig.4 The distribution of the intersection index in MI patient (70y.o., M)
and its gravity point.
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We have compared the distribution of the intersection in-

dex through every frame among normal subjects and heart

disease patients. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the trajectory of the

gravity point of the intersection index during a heartbeat in

six normal subjects and six heart disease patients, respec-

tively. In the normal hearts the gravity points concentrate in

a small region. The fluctuation of the gravity point in the

heart disease patients is easily distinguished from the nor-

mal subjects.

Fig.5 Trajectories of the gravity point during heartbeat in six normal

subjects.

 IV. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a new method to visualize the

synchronicity of motion in the heart by introducing the

intersection index. The trajectories of gravity point through

a heartbeat in heart disease patients were clearly distin-

guished from normal subjects. We are going to derive

quantitative indices by using this method for heart disease

recognition.

Fig.6 Trajectories of the gravity point during heartbeat in six heart dis-

ease patients.
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Abstract— The sampling geometry of CT-scanners plays an 
important role for the reconstruction process of the images. 
We have previously reported elsewhere a new system that can 
collect parallel sets of Radon data directly through appropri-
ate collimation of the conventional fan-beam. These data can 
be efficiently treated with series expansion algorithms (for 
example, OPED), without significant loss of image quality. 
Preliminary results with a test device have shown the feasibil-
ity of the idea. In this contribution, we stress the potential of 
the idea showing results with an optimized set-up. At the end, 
we discuss two technical difficulties of the proposed system, 
which have motivated future work in our group.  

 

Keywords— Computed Tomography, reconstruction, dose 
reduction, rebinning, CT-devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The problem of the exposure of patients due to CT scans 
with current CT scanners has already transcended science to 
become socially relevant [1 2]. There are also recent techni-
cal reports on the subject [3 – 5]. Indeed, an increase in dose 
has accompanied the substantial improvement in the quality 
of the images recently achieved through the advances of CT 
technology [6, 7]. 

Nevertheless, current CT devices still suffer from certain 
technical intrinsic problems, which either limit the quality 
of the images or generate an unnecessary increase in patient 
dose. They are schematically depicted in Fig. 1 and enu-
merated in the following: 

a. Scattered radiation generates additional noise in the 
images. 

b. Mechanical instability of the heavy gantries in the lat-
est commercial models of CT devices limits the rotational 
speed of the gantry. 

c. The data interpreted as a straight ray by the reconstruc-
tion algorithms are collected in a region that has a non-
straight form (strongly exaggerated in Fig. 1 c.), which 
introduces inhomogeneity in the resolution of current de-
vices. 

d. In order to acquire the data for a slice (a so-called 
“half scan”), it is necessary to irradiate the patient during a 
minimum gantry rotation of 180  plus the fan angle. 

e. The parallel data arrangement, which is computation-
ally more efficient and stable (represented in Fig. 1.e. by 
black dots), does not correspond to the fan-data acquired in 
the scanners (white dots) [6]. Therefore, an interpolation 
process called “rebinning” is usually necessary before carry-
ing out the reconstruction [7].  

 
 

 

Fig. 1 The problems of current CT devices (schematically). 
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The solution or reduction of these technical problems 
may lead to a more efficient use of the radiation, thus in-
creasing the quality of the images and/or reducing the dose 
given to the patient. In this contribution, we present a new 
scanning geometry, CT d’Or (Dual Optimal Reading), to-
gether with an efficient reconstruction algorithm, OPED 
(orthogonal Polynomial Expansion on Disc), to lessen these 
problems, show results carried out with a test-device using 
the both OPED and CT d’Or, and discuss both the advan-
tages and the drawbacks of this new data-acquisition sys-
tem. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. The idea of CT d’Or 

The main idea [8 - 11] is based on collimating the X-ray 
beam through a circular mask of detectors that are shielded 
on the side of the x-ray source (see figure 2). Since the 
space between detectors has the same size as the shielding 
elements, the amount of rays passing through the patient is 
just one half of the radiation that he would receive if the 
mask would not be there. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Data acquisition within the geometry of CT d’Or. Two complemen-
tary sets of data are acquired; one in the mask (red) and one in the arc 

detector (blue). 

 
 
Nevertheless, due to the collimation of the rays, the data 

acquisition geometry is different from that used in conven-
tional technologies. Two independent sets of data, allowing 
independent reconstructions, are acquired with the new 
geometry: one with the mask-detector, and another one with 
the arc-detector of the gantry (in the following, arc). On the 
right of Fig. 2, each ray giving a single piece of radon data 
is shown as a gray stripe, where the central line is shown 
discontinuous. The gray stripes are made up of all trajecto-
ries followed by photons reaching the given mask-detector 

or arc-bin. The two sets of data are complementary [10], 
hence the name “CT with Dual Optimum Reading” or CT 
d’Or. 

This collimation reduces the problems mentioned in the 
last section, because it enables a. a direct correction for 
scattered radiation, since during the time that the detectors 
are shielded against direct radiation they receive only scat-
tered radiation [11], b. stability against slight movements of 
the gantry due to G-forces, because, due to the collimation, 
the trajectory of a photon will always be part of a correct 
ray (gray stripes in figure 2), no matter where exactly the 
photon comes from, c. the acquisition of perfectly straight 
rays (although the density of photon trajectories is not ho-
mogeneous), and d. the scan of a slice using the dose 
equivalent to a rotation of 180  (since the source rotates 
360  but one half of the radiation is absorbed in the shield-
ing elements). Moreover, the acquired fan data can be sim-
ply reordered to parallel data (Fig. 4) without the need of 
rebinning. The obtained matrix is called Chebyshev sino-
gram because the positions of the parallel rays inside a view 
are situated at distances off the center that correspond to the 
zeros of Chebyshev polynomials. This sinogram is optimal 
for the reconstruction algorithm OPED (Orthogonal Poly-
nomial Expansion on Disk) [13]. 

 
B. The reconstruction algorithm OPED 

The algorithm OPED [12, 13] consists of approximating 
the function f(x, y) that we want to reconstruct as an expan-
sion AN in N Chebyshev ridge Polynomials Uk of order k = 
0,. . . , N-1. 
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where  = 2  / N represent the N view angles and the 

single terms are explained below, 
1 and 2 are normalization and weight factors,  
3 is the corresponding basis vector, i.e. a Chebyshev 

ridge polynomial of the second kind. 
4 is the corresponding coefficient of the expansion in 

those basis vectors, i.e. the scalar product of the Radon data 
 (obtained with the CT-scanner) and the basis vectors. 

This integral is approximated with a Gaussian quadrature, 
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C. The test-device and the experimental set-up 

We built a mask for a single-slice CT with 197 detectors. 
These detectors (Radcal Corp. and IBA Dosimetry GmbH) 
are scintillator crystals of CsI(Tl) with an efficient surface 
of 1 mm2. They are uniformly distributed on a PMMA ring 
of 50 cm in diameter, i.e. separated by 1.827 (± 0.001) de-
grees. Every detector was shielded with 0.5 mm Pb on the 
outer side of the ring. From the view of the source, these 
shieldings are 5 mm wide, while the holes between them are 
3 mm wide (Fig. 4). The whole assembly is mounted on a 
rotation desk (Phytron Electronics GmbH) that is controlled 
by a program in LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments, Aus-
tin, Texas). 

 
The schema of the data acquisition in this test-device is 

shown in Fig. 3 and the set-up is shown in Fig 4. 
 

 

Fig. 3 Data acquisition with the constructed test device in the mask (blue) 
and in the external detector (red). The black circles are the detector covers. 

The  shielding lead-elements are painted orange. 

The phantom chosen was a set of six pepper slices. Pep-
pers were chosen because of their organic tissue, their low 
absorption, their regions of air (for the high contrast), and 
their non-circular contour.  

 

 

Fig. 4 The experimental set-up (showing the calculation of the Radon data) 

The phantom was irradiated with photons of 100 kVp at 
a rate of 9.6 mA and keeping the filter of 4.05 mm Al. Dur-
ing the measurement, the detectors were set to acquire one 
sample of data per second. In order to emulate a continuous 
rotation, the rotation desk was set to rotate 3600 times in 
small steps of 0.1 . A delay of 2 seconds between the two 
consecutive rotations was included, in order to slow down 
the speed of rotation and increase the amount of photons 
received by the detectors (this was necessary because the 
power of our x-ray source is much lower than the one em-
ployed in clinical devices). Hence there are 7200 samples 
for each detector during one whole cycle. 

III. RESULTS 

The reconstruction obtained with the test device is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5 The phantom and its reconstruction. 
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IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The experimental results are surprisingly good for the 
simplified prototype developed in this work, which acquires 
the equivalent to 197 views with less than 70 rays per view 
crossing the field of view. The reconstruction suggests that 
the idea of the presented scanning device may be more 
efficient than current technologies. 

However, constructing a commercial device like CT d’Or 
poses several challenges from the practical point of view, 
since it would be necessary to achieve an approximated 
amount of 4000 detectors (with the corresponding shielding 
elements) distributed in a circumference every 0.1 degrees. 
Another challenge is the design of the form of the detectors 
and the shielding elements, in order to minimize the periods 
where the detectors are found irradiated by a half-shade of 
the beam.  

The future goal of this work is to build a commercial de-
vice using this efficient geometry and check its dose reduc-
tion potential comparing it with current devices at the same 
image quality. 
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Abstract— The geometry of CT d’Or (Dual Optimal Read-
ing), presented in another abstract for this conference, ac-
quires data for two independent but complementary recon-
structions using a special mask to collimate the fan beam. 
However, 25 % of the pixels in the sinogram must be calcu-
lated through interpolation.  In this contribution, we explain 
the structure of the data and thus the need for that interpola-
tion. We compare experimental results of both kind of recon-
structions, obtained with a simplified test-device. Additionally, 
we show the potential of new 2D-interpolation methods within 
the reconstruction algorithm OPED (Orthogonal Polynomial 
Expansion on Disc), for which the geometry of CT d’Or is 
optimally suited. 

Keywords— Computed Tomography, reconstruction, interpo-
lation, scanning geometry, devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The geometry of CT d’Or (CT with Dual Optimal Read-
ing) is presented in another contribution to this conference 
[1]. This new way of data acquisition is intended to solve or 
reduce problems of current technologies, which lead to an 
inefficient use of the patient dose [1, 2, 3]. The main idea is 
based on collimating the X-ray beam through a circular 
mask of detectors that are shielded on the side of the x-ray 
source (see figure 1) [4 - 6]. 

Two independent sets of data, allowing independent re-
constructions, are acquired with the new geometry: one with 
the mask-detector elements, and another one with the con-
ventional arc-detector of the gantry (in the following, arc). 

The collimation achieved with the mask enables a. a re-
duction and a direct correction for scattered radiation [7], b. 
stability against slight movements of the gantry (caused by 
the heavy weight of these devices), c. the acquisition of 
perfectly straight rays, and d. the scan of a slice using the 
dose equivalent to a rotation of 180  (since the source ro-
tates 360  but one half of the radiation is absorbed in the 

shielding elements). Moreover, the acquired fan data can be 
simply reordered to parallel data without the need of re-
binning. We call the obtained sinogram a Chebyshev sino-
gram because the positions of the parallel rays inside a view 
are situated at distances off the center that correspond to the 
zeros of Chebyshev polynomials. This sinogram is optimal 
for the reconstruction algorithm OPED (Orthogonal Poly-
nomial Expansion on Disk) [8]. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 1 Data acquisition within the geometry of CT d’Or. Two complemen-
tary sets of data are acquired; one in the mask (red) and one in the arc 

detector (blue). 

 
The purpose of this contribution is to explain the struc-

ture of the two independent data sets, including the need for 
interpolation in one of them, compare experimental results 
for both kinds of reconstructions and present a promising 
method for 2D interpolation, which may be helpful for CT-
sinograms in the future, not only for our specific geometry.  
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. The two kinds of Radon data 

The geometry of both kinds of data is shown in Fig. 2.  
 

 

Fig. 2 The geometry of data acquired in the mask (left) and in the arc 
(right). Note that the windows and detector-shielding elements have been 

represented by white and black dots. 

Observe in Fig. 2 that the rays acquired in the mask (rays 
from one window to one detector) have absolutely no dupli-
cation. On the contrary, in a full rotation of the source 
around the patient, each ray acquired in the arc (from one 
window to another window) is acquired twice. On the other 
hand, the rays from one detector to another detector cannot 
be acquired experimentally. They must be obtained through 
interpolation (see section II. C.).   

Both geometries are optimal for the reconstruction algo-
rithm OPED (Orthogonal Polynomial Expansion on Disc). 

 
B. The reconstruction algorithm OPED 

The algorithm OPED [8] consists of approximating the 
function f(x, y) that we want to reconstruct as an expansion 
AN in N Chebyshev Polynomials Uk of order k = 0,. . . ,N-1. 

 

 
  
where  = 2  / N represent the N view angles and the 

single terms are explained below, 
1 and 2 are normalization and weight factors,  
3 is the corresponding basis vector, i.e. a Chebyshev 

ridge polynomial of the second kind. 
4 is the corresponding coefficient of the expansion in 

those basis vectors, i.e. the scalar product of the Radon data 
(obtained with the CT-scanner) and the basis vectors. This 
integral is approximated with a Gaussian quadrature. 

C. The interpolation task 

The reconstruction methods with orthogonal polynomials 
like OPED have been always meant to need a strict geome-
try, such as an equal number of views as rays per view. To 
check the stability of the algorithm, we created a new sino-
gram increasing the number of rays inside a given fan with-
out increasing the number of fan views (as shown in Fig. 3 
for an increase of a factor n=3). In the sinogram appear 
empty cells, which must be filled in by interpolation within 
the measured data.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Left: the original OPED resolution for N = 15 views (represented by 
black dots) and N rays per view (white dots). Right: if 2N rays per fan view 

are added (resolution increase by a factor of n = 3), there are 2N views 
missing to match the original geometry. 

We already studied the stability of OPED using 1D cubic 
splines for this task [9], and we found a circular blurring 
being very apparent for large values of n. In this contribu-
tion, we want to show the potential of new 2D interpolation 
functions for the same task, which may be useful for the CT 
d’Or geometry in the future, as well as for other situations 
where interpolation within CT sinograms is necessary. 

 
D. Interpolation using kernels 

An appropriate 2-D interpolation technique, capable of 
taking into account the measured data from the nearest rays, 
not necessarily being the nearest pixels in the sinogram, 
should provide more accurate interpolated values and avoid 
the circular blurring caused by the 1D interpolation method. 
In fact, data from sampling the two-dimensional Radon 
transform naturally lie in the projective plane. Thus, one 
should use the metric of the projective plane to define suit-
able similarity measures for scattered data interpolation of 
Radon data [10]. 

Using an appropriate parameterization we can identify 
the projective plane with a sphere, identifying antipodal 
points. We can then apply zonal basis function methods for 
scattered data interpolation. Taking the additional symmetry 
condition into account, zonal basis functions can be derived 
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from corresponding ones on the sphere. A fast algorithm, 
for calculating such interpolants then allows the solution of 
the 2D-interpolation problem.  

For the interpolation of the sinograms, we used three 
types of basis functions; the thin plate spline (TPS) is the 
analog for the projective space of the radial basis function 
which is tied up with minimizing linearized curvature. The 
spherical kernel is a function with polynomially decaying 
Fourier coefficients. The last example is based on local 
interpolation. For every line, the sixty closest data lines 
have been used to fit a 2D-biharmonic basis function. 

 
E. Experimental set-up to obtain the two reconstructions 

We built a mask for a single-slice CT with 197 detectors. 
These detectors are scintillator crystals of CsI(Tl) with an 
efficient surface of 1mm2. They are uniformly distributed 
on a PMMA ring of 50 cm in diameter. Every detector was 
shielded with 0,5 mm Pb on the outer part of the ring. From 
the view of the source, these shieldings are 5 mm wide, 
while the holes between them are 3 mm wide. The whole 
assemble is mounted on a rotation desk that is controlled by 
a program written in LabVIEW. 

In order to obtain the arc-data, we used a clinical C-arm 
with a flat panel detector (Philips ELEVA Multidiagnost). 
The focal spot has a size of 0.8 mm. 

The mask on the rotation desk was placed between the 
Detector and the source of the C-arm (Fig. 4). The C-arm 
remained unmoved and the phantom rotated 360  together 
with the mask at about 4  per second. The distance between 
detector and source was D = 122 cm. 

 

 

Fig. 4 The experimental set-up using the clinical C-arm. 

We used a beam  quality of 96 kVp and 250 mA in 4 ms-
pulses. The interval between these pulses (and between the 
corresponding images in the flat detector) was 33 ms. 
Therefore, samples of data in the ring detectors were ac-
quired every 20 ms to avoid the case of two pulses being 
detected in the same sample. Data were acquired in sets of 
30  to avoid overheating of the source. 

The phantom chosen consists on a slice of a human head 
(at the height of the nostrils) containing real bones and hu-
man tissue-equivalent material. 

III. RESULTS 

A. The two independent reconstructions of CT d’Or 

The reconstructions obtained are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 The reconstructions obtained from the mask-data (left) and the arc-
data (from the flat panel, right). 

B. Results from the interpolation task 

The drawback of using 1D-splines for the interpolation 
task when n is large (fig. 6, left) was shown already in [9]. 
The reconstruction obtained using the local interpolation 
method mentioned above is shown on the right of Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6 The blurring obtained at n =9 with the 1D splines (left) is not pre-
sent using the local interpolation method presented in [10]. 
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IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The quality of the reconstructions is surprisingly good, 
taking into account that the test device acquires only 197 
views in the case of the mask-data and 196 views in the case 
of the arc-data. As expected, the first image has a better 
resolution (Fig.5 left), because it has no duplication, 
whereas the second one (Fig. 5 right) suffers from less noise 
and has better contrast because of the double collimation of 
the rays, which reduces the amount of scatter radiation 
reaching the flat detector. 

Both reconstructions have been shown to be complemen-
tary elsewhere [6], but the characteristics of the detector sets 
are so different that the full sinogram and the corresponding 
final reconstruction show strong ring artefacts. 

The 2D interpolation methods presented in [10] have 
been applied successfully to avoid the circular blurring 
obtained by 1D cubic splines. These methods, together with 
an efficient computing algorithm, should be used when 
interpolating scattered tomographic data, for example 
within the incomplete sinograms obtained using experimen-
tal realizations of the CT d’Or geometry. 

In the future, we expect to improve the experimental re-
sults of the test-device by constructing an improved proto-
type that uses the same kind of detectors in both the mask 
and the gantry, as well as implementing the 2D methods 
presented here to carry out the interpolation within the full 
sinogram obtained with the geometry of CT d’Or. 

V. CONCLUSION 

An improved prototype, using the geometry of CT d’Or 
and appropriate interpolation methods within the sinogram, 
should be built to carry out dosimetric comparisons with 
current CT-devices at the same image quality.  
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Abstract  In this theoretical study we use a new linear al-
gebra manipulation on electrical impedance spectroscopy 
measurements to provide real time control on the insertion 
path of a needle into a particular non-homogeneity tissue tar-
get.   We demonstrate the concept using Comsol Multiphysics 
in a three dimensional model and show how a tissue in-
homogeneity can be targeted without any previous knowledge 
of the electrical properties of the different tissues, except that 
they should not be linear in a certain frequency range.  This 
method may have applications in guiding biopsy needles, radi-
ation seeds or in minimally invasive surgery and can reduce 
the number of CT or MRI images.  The technology is also of 
the type we have previously used for cellular phone enabled 
imaging.  
Keywords  EIS, guided biopsy.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Guiding a needle to a tumor, a problem common to pro-
cedures such as biopsy and minimally invasive surgery, is a 
challenging task. Image guided techniques such as computer 
tomography (CT) are used to assist the procedure by provid-
ing information on the location of the tip of the needle at the 
instant the image is taken. In general, the physician incre-
mentally inserts the needle while performing a CT scan 
between each step.  In control theory such a procedure is 
known as extrapolation or feed forward and is inherently 
unstable. Adding feedback could stabilize the procedure. 
Performing the procedure without any real time feedback is 
time consuming and requires multiple CT scans. This in-

a-
tion.  Using electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) mea-
surements to provide real time feedback regarding the 
position of the needle relative to the tumor may be benefi-
cial and improve the quality of the procedure.  

Studies have shown that tumors have different electrical 
impedance properties compared to normal tissue [1-3].   
This fact has been used for applications such as tissue clas-
sification [4,5] and imaging with electrical impedance to-
mography (EIT) [6,7]. Another potential application is bi-
opsy needle guidance [8-10]. 

In this study we develop a new method for needle guid-
ance using EIS measurements. The method developed in 
this study differs from previous methods using EIS in two 
major ways.  First, we analyze the measurements in what 
could be called "a linear algebra approach". Instead of com-
paring the impedance amplitude or phase of one or several 
frequencies or by trying to fit a cole-cole model to a multi- 
frequency measurement, we suggest treating the multi-
frequency measurement as a vector and using linear algebra 
tools, such as inner products, to analyze the data. This ap-
proach will be presented in the mathematical background to 
follow. The second issue is that using this method we can 
sense the tissue in advance and thus know we are getting 
close to the desired tissue. This study was a theoretical 
study and the data was generated using finite element model 
and computer simulations.  This method lends itself to cel-
lular phone imaging control as in [11,12]. 

II. METHODS 

A. Mathematical background 

We start with a simple 1D example. Although this 1D 
case is highly simplified, it can give intuition into under-
standing the mathematical assumptions made in the 3D 
model.  Assume a 1D wire made of two materials 1 and 2 
, as shown in Figure 1,  with impedance values  1( ) 
and 2( ) respectively. In the 3D model  1  will be the 
homogenous tissue and  2 will be the tumor. If a discrete 
set of  frequencies is used, we receive 1[ ] and 2[ ] .  
Now we measure the multi-frequency impedance value, [ ], on different points on the wire, as in Figure 1. Due to 
the linearity of the problem the impedance at any point can 
be written as the linear combination: = 1 + 2[ ] (1)  

Where  and  are scalars. If we examine the value of = /( + ) we will get that the closer we get to  2  , 
the value of  decreases and once we enter  2 it starts to 
increase. This value can be used as a score to detect whether 
we are getting closer to a tumor or not.   
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Computing  assumes knowledge of the values of both 1[ ]  and 2[ ]  , an assumption we want to avoid.  We 
want to assume knowledge of  1[ ]   (the homogenous 
tissue) only, for example by measuring between two points 
of 1. 

 
 
Fig 1 A simple 1D model constructed of two different materials x1 and 

x2 . A constant current is applied and the voltage is measured at several 
different points.   

 
 
  We will first switch to normalized vectors, which we 

will notate: =  (2)  

Since  is spanned by two vectors its dimension is 2 
and it can be written as the linear combination of to ortho-
normal vectors: , = + [ ] (3)  

We will choose [ ]  to be ,1. We will compute  
using the Gram-Schmidt process[13]. Meaning: = 2 ,11

=0 2 ,1 (4)  

Since ,1and  form an orthonormal base, calcu-
lating the value of  will be given by: = ,1

=0 ,1= , , ,1  

(5)  

Which is the inner product between ,  and ,1 .  
The value of  will be in a similar manner, given by: = , ,  (6)  
Since we normalized  the value of  will be smaller 

than 1.  And  will decreases as we get closer to 2 , and 
increase once we enter 2.  

In the theoretical case, where  1[ ] and 2[ ] are ortho-
gonal, we would get = ,2 . On the other 
hand if  1[ ]  and 2[ ]  are linear dependent, meaning 2 = 1 where  is a scalar, we would get = 1  .  In 
the orthogonal case we would get the best results, but this is 
not physically possible in biological tissue.  The former case 
would mean that the proposed method will not be able to 
distinguish between the two tissue types. Examining the 
literature [1-3] shows that this is not the case either.   This 

leads to the conclusion that there are two scores that can 
give some measure of the capability of this method to dis-
tinguish the non-homogenous tissue. The first score is the 
value of ,1 , ,2  , which can theoretically be be-
tween zero and one.  The suggested method will perform 
better for lower scores. The other score is the somewhat 
more traditional score of 1 /| 2| , with the exception of 
linear dependant vectors mentioned above. 

In a simple 3D case equation (1) will not hold any more.  
This can be easily seen from the simpler case of computing 
the resistivity of parallel resistors.  From a linear algebra 
perspective since we measure  frequencies we should be 
able to describe  using  orthonormal vectors. In our case 
we will choose the first vector to be 1,  , leading to the  
following equation: 

, = ,1 + , , [ ]1
=1  (7)  

In this study we want to check the value of  with re-
spect to the distance between the electrode and the tumor.  
Generally  is a complex, so we actually get to values. The 

tumor our measurements will be mainly influenced by the 
homogenous tissue and thus | | 1  and 0  . The 
closer we get to the non- homogenous tissue (the tumor) the 
value of | |  will decrease and the value of 0  will 
increase. 

B. Computer model 

Using COMSOL Multiphysics a simple 3D model was 
constructed (~20,000 elements).  A 10x10x10 cm box 
represented the liver and in the center of it a 2x2x2 cm box 
represented the tumor. The impedance values were manual-
ly digitized from [3]. 32 values between the frequencies 1 
KHz to 2MHz where used. The needle was modeled using 
concatenated 0.2x0.2x0.25 rectangles. By altering the prop-
erties of these rectangles they were "switched" from tissue 
to needle. This means the needle was incremented in steps 
of 0.25 cm. The model can be seen in Figure 2. 

In all of the simulations the current was injected from the 
tip of the needle. Two different locations for the ground 
electrode were examined: the first option was the opposite 
side of the liver, meaning an external ground.  The second 
location was on the needle itself, 0.25 cm behind the tip. 
The advantages of each method will be discussed later, we 
would just like to mention that they don't contradict, this 
means that in a practical application both methods can be 
used by alternating the ground's location. 

In all of the simulations the value of  from equation (7) 
was calculated using equation (5). The value of ,1  
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was the given by normalizing the value of the measurement 
when the needle was 3 cm away of the tumor. 

III. RSULTS 

 

Eight different types of simulations were done for each 
of the electrode ground locations. The first simulation was 
of a tumor in healthy liver tissue. In the second simulation 
there was only healthy tissue, this is used as a reference to 
show that the results are not due to geometrical reasons. In 
the third simulation the values of the homogenous and non-
homogenous tissue were switched in order to show that the 
method is general. In the fourth simulation the impedance of 
the tumor (the 2x2x2 cube in the center) tissue was 0.25 
times the impedance of the homogeneous tissue and in the 
fifth simulation the impedance of the tumor was 5 times the 
impedance of the homogeneous tissue. The results were 
similar to the results of the reference case (second simula-
tion) showing that this method will find it hard to identify 
the tumor when in the linear dependent case. In simulation 
six the tumor impedance was 0.25 times its original value 
and in simulation seven it was 5 times its original value. 
This shows that the 1 /| 2| influences the final result in 
the non- linear dependent case. In the last simulation the 
value of 2was changed in a manner that  2  remained the 
same but the value of ,1 , ,2  was decreased. It 
can be seen that this improves the ability to find the non-
homogenous tissue. 

 
Fig 2 The COMSOL  Multiphysics 3D model. The outer box represents 

the liver while the inner box represents the targeted tumor. The pink small 
rectangles represent the current needle, meaning that at this specific simu-
lation the needle tip is in the tumor.  The box drawn on the back of the liver 
is the external ground electrode. 

 
In Figure 3 the results with no noise can be seen for both 

electrode configurations.  It can be seen that the area of the 
tumor (which is from -1cm to 1cm) can be easily deter-
mined using this method. The next steps include noise anal-
ysis and the ability to sense the tumor before we reach it. 
For simplicity of the analysis we will continue with the first 
simulation only. 

Noise was added to the voltage measurements in the fol-
lowing manner[5]:   0 = 0(1 + ) (1)  

 
 
Fig 3 Simulation results. a) External ground electrode (EGE) amplitude 

data; b) EGE phase data c) Internal ground electrode (IGE) amplitude data; 
and d) IGE phase data. The tumor location is between -1 and 1 cm. T.  
tumor , H.  healthy , im.-  impedance. 
 
where 0 is a vector of voltage measurements,   is a vector 
of normally distributed random numbers, with mean zero 
and variance one (same dimensions as  0 ), and  is the 
noise level. 

In Figure 4 (a & b) we can see that for different levels of 
noise the tumor can still be determined. In the last part we 
examined the value of the computed score before reaching 
the tumor. This can be seen in Figure 4 (c & d). Using these 
figures we can also compare the performance of two ground 
electrode methods suggested. In order to sense the tumor in 
advance it is preferable to use the external (on the skin of 
the patient) electrode while entrance to the tumor tissue is 
better evaluated while the ground electrode is internal (lo-
cated on the needle). 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In this theoretical study we proposed using a linear algebra 
manipulation on EIS measurements to provide real time 
control on the insertion of a needle into a particular non-
homogeneity tissue target. We examined the ability of a 
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Fig 4: Results with different noise levels applied. a) Amplitude data; b) 
phase data.; c) Amplitude data before tumor d) phase data  It can be seen 
that using the internal electrode will generally have higher scores inside the 
tumor and that the external ground electrode gives better results that before 
we enter the tumor.  
 
needle, to use electrical impedance measurements, to sense 
a non-homogeneous tissue located in a homogeneous tissue 
without any prior knowledge of the organ or target tiss
properties. The only assumption made was that the imped-
ance values of both tissues are linear independent.  Examin-
ing the current literature on the electrical properties of 
healthy and cancerous tissue shows that this is a reasonable 
assumption. 

It can be seen that for the electrical properties used for 
this study the tumor can be sensed from about 1 to 1.5 cm. 
in advance.  Using this information the tumor may be tar-
geted faster and thus shorten the procedure time. The me-
thod can also detect entrance into the target tissue, which 
will once again result in a faster procedure and with fewer 
CT images taken.   Additionally, these tools may lead to 
more diagnostic biopsies. 

Although no prior knowledge of the tissue properties is 
needed for this method, prior knowledge can be utilized in 
several ways. First of all using prior information the set of 
frequencies measured can be optimized to those that max-
imize the difference between the tissues. Frequencies in 
which the tissues have similar values will only add noise 
and not help distinguish between the tissues. The second 
issue relates to the ability to distinguish between benign and 
malignant tissues. In our previous studies [5][12] we 
showed that combining electrical impedance spectroscopy 
with classifiers, such as SVM, can help distinguish between 
malignant and benign tumors and thus reduce the number of 
unneeded biopsies. In the case presented in this study the 
biopsy is already being done, but combining a classifier 

with the EIS measurements can still be useful. In the 
process of doing a biopsy the physician takes samples from 
the tissue in order to check whether it is malignant or not. 
While if a malignant tissue is sampled the physician knows 
the work is done, if the tissue taken is benign more samples 
will be taken. Using a classifier could guide the physician as 
to what type of tissue he/she is looking for and help decide 
when enough tissue samples were taken. Although more 
sophisticated classifiers, can be designed a simple score can 
be give by calculating  = , , ,  (1) 

where ,  is the impedance values measured by 
the physician and ,  is the expected imped-
ance for malignant tissues. The closer to one the higher the 
probability of malignancy and thus more tissue samples 
should be taken.   

We further anticipate that similarly to our previous stu-
dies this application of EIS can be also developed using a 
cellular phone to process the data and provide the guidance.  
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Abstract— The application of 13C (or other low  nuclei) 
NMR spectroscopy and imaging for clinical diagnosis has been 
constrained by the extremely long imaging and spectroscopy 
acquisition times that are required to obtain high SNR under 
physiological conditions (low natural abundance of 13C, low 
concentration of 13C-compounds, physiological temperature 
etc.). However, this obstacle could be overcome by in vitro 
hyperpolarization of a 13C-containing molecule with long spin 
lattice relaxation time via dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) 
and subsequent injection into the animal or patient of investi-
gation [1, 2]. DNP is achieved by resonant excitation of elec-
tron spins of radicals (electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR) 
that have to be employed. 

We propose the development of a mobile DNP polarizer for 
the implementation of DNP in clinical applications. This polar-
izer is based on a tunable Halbach magnet operating at an 
intermediate magnetic field strength of 0.18-0.43 T [3, 4]. For 
EPR irradiation and NMR detection a probehead originally 
designed for Electron Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR) 
was used. Several different types radicals at various concentra-
tions were used for the DNP experiments and we present a case 
study on a set of biocompatible heparin-based macromolecules 
with stable radicals (“spin labels”) attached to them. 

Keywords— Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Hyperpolariza-
tion, contrast agent, molecular imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The applications of hyperpolarized contrast agents in 
MRI significantly increased during the last decade. They 
offer a great advantage over conventional contrast agents 
since they are the direct signal source and due not rely on 
implied T1, T2 or T2* changes on the surrounding liquid or 
tissue as classical Gd based contrast agents. A very exciting 
medical application of hyperpolarized molecules is molecu-
lar or metabolic imaging, i.e. to improve tumor diagnosis or 
therapy monitoring. Malignant tissue can be differentiated 
from healthy organs on the basis of different metabolic 
pathways within the citrate cycle. 

So far, medical imaging with hyperpolarized compounds 
was realized with 13C or 15N hyperpolarized substances, 
which have the advantage of very long T1 times and large 

chemical shift ranges. The hyperpolarization can be 
achieved via two different techniques, which were discov-
ered many years before, namely Dynamic Nuclear Polarisa-
tion (DNP) and Parahydrogen Induced Polarisation (PHIP). 
While DNP uses the large polarization of unpaired elec-
trons, which is transferred to nuclear spins by microwave 
irradiation (thus, in practice, performing an electron para-
magnetic resoncnace (EPR) experiment), PHIP is a tech-
nique to produce hyperpolarized samples via a chemical 
route [5]. 

Since for DNP stable free radicals are needed for the 
EPR irradiation, one major issue in this concept is the toxic-
ity of the dissolved radicals. There are mainly two ap-
proaches to overcome this obstacle. The first is the subse-
quent separation of polarizing agent and the solution to be 
injected [4]. The second is the use of non-toxic polarizing 
agents without separation of the radicals. Here we present 
spin-labeled biocompatible heparin macromolecules which 
show high 1H DNP enhancements [6].  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

DNP Polarizer 
The employed Halbach magnet consists of two nested 

rings of permanent magnets in Halbach arrangement which 
can be rotated with respect to each other by the use of step-
per motors thus enabling an accurate adjustment of the 
desired field strength [3]. The weight of the magnet is 55 kg 
including the stepper motors and control electronics and it 
can be transported on a table sized two-level carriage to-
gether with the microwave source (see a photograph of the 
prototype in Fig. 1).  

For EPR irradiation and NMR/EPR detection a Bruker 
(Karlsruhe, Germany) probehead originally designed for 
electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) was used. For 
the DNP/EPR experiments the field strength of the electro-
magnet was adjusted to 0.35 T, corresponding to electron 
and 1H Larmor frequencies of 9.7 GHz and 14.7 MHz, re-
spectively. Continuous-wave (CW) EPR spectra were re-
corded at room temperature whereas the echo-detected and 
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double electron-electron resonance (DEER) measurements 
were performed at a temperature of 50 K. For NMR detec-
tion a low field spectrometer (Kea, Magritek, Wellington, 
New Zealand) was employed (1-30 MHz).  

Heparin Radicals  
Novel heparin-nitroxide derivatives with four different 

labeling degrees and positions were used for the DNP ex-
periments. 1. H-NR 1: Nitroxide conjugated with heparin 
via carboxyl group without linker (20 % disaccharides 
modified by Tempo). 2. H-NR 2: Nitroxide conjugated with 
heparin via carboxyl group without linker (72 % disaccha-
rides modified by Tempo). 3. H-NR 3: Nitroxide conjugated 
with heparin via carboxyl group with a linker (45 % disac-
charides modified by Tempo). 4. H-NR 4: Nitroxide conju-
gated with heparin via amino group without linker (65 % 
disaccharides modified by Tempo). The spin-labeled mac-
romolecules have an average molecular mass of 
Mw=18,000. Each of the heparin-nitroxides was dissolved in 
deionized water to give a radical concentration ranging from 
1.5 mmol to 10 mmol. 

III.   RESULTS  

The DNP Polarizer 
The prototype of our romm-temperature DNP polarizer is 
shown in Figure 1. The core of the apparatus is the small 
and low-weight magnet of intermediate field strength that 
makes the whole system mobile, which is of importance for 
later use at multiple MRT sites.  
 

frequency counter & power meter  

TWT amplifier
microwave source

magnet field step control

Halbach magnet

cryostat

ENDOR probehead

NMR detection console

 
Fig. 1: Mobile DNP polarizer. The complete polarizer is 
mounted on one rack - the tuneable Halbach magnet with 
cryostat and probehead can be seen on the upper tray, the 
microwave source & amplifier and the control electronics 
for the stepper motors are placed on the lower tray. An 
NMR detection console is visible in the background. 
 

Figure 2 shows the 1H-NMR spectra of an aqueous 6mM 
solution of the stable radical TEMPOL (4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-
tetramethyl-piperidine-1-oxyl), obtained in our mobile po-
larizer with (red) and without (black) microwave irradtion 
of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) transition. 
The achieved enhancement of the proton NMR signal of -
90, which comes very close to the maximum-achievable 
enhancement of -110 [3, 4]. This result clearly illustrates the 
principle usability of our developed mobile system for 
NMR and MRT signal enhancement.  
 

 
Fig. 2: 1H-NMR spectra of an aqueous solution  6mM solution of 

TEMPOL(4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidine-1-oxyl). The upper 
black trace shows 64 scans without DNP enhancement while the lower red 
trace shows a single scan with EPR irradiation (8W Continuous wave-
irradiation). The calculated enhancement factor is -90, coming close to the 
maximum available theoretical enhancement of -110. 
 

Heparin Radicals as DNP enhancement agents 
DNP measurements for the four investigated spin-labeled 
heparins (see Figure 3) yielded 1H DNP enhancement fac-
tors of -74 (@ 12 W mw power, 6 mM), –84 (@ 12 W mw 
power, 10 mM), –68 (@ 12 W mw power, 6 mM) and –91 
(@ 12 W mw power, 6 mM) for H-NR 1 (20 % labeling 
degree), H-NR 2 (72 % labeling degree), H-NR 3 (45 % 
labeling degree) and H-NR 4 (65 % labeling degree), re-
spectively. In order to evaluate the maximum DNP en-
hancements, which can be obtained with the different spin-
labeled macromolecules at our experimental conditions, we 
measured the DNP enhancement factors for each heparin-
nitroxide at different microwave powers. By plotting the 
reciprocal DNP enhancement 1/(1-enhancement factor) 
against the reciprocal EPR power level 1/P the maximum 
achievable DNP enhancement factors can be extrapolated 
[2, 4, 7]. Our data show the expected linear relation and the 
maximum enhancement factors obtained by this method are: 
-86 for H-NR 1, -94 for H-NR 2, -73 for H-NR 3 and -102 
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Abstract— Mercuric iodide deposited on flat panel thin film 
transistor (TFT) array is one of the best alternate photocon-
ductive materials for direct digital X-ray detectors for both 
static and dynamic application in medical imaging. The mer-
curic iodide is coated onto the array by a Particle-In-Binder 
(PIB) process and scaled up to the 7inch × 8.5inch size re-
quired in common medical imaging application. A TFT array 
with a pixel pitch of 139microns was used for detector. Mer-
curic iodide coating thickness around 200 microns was tested 
with beam energy between 40kVp and 100kVp utilizing expo-
sure ranges typical for both static and dynamic imaging. De-
tector performances were evaluated by obtained image. Mer-
curic iodide deposited on flat panel thin film transistor (TFT) 
array is shown to exhibit high sensitivity to X-rays, excellent 
spatial resolution and high Detective Quantum Efficiency 
(DQE).  Resolution tests on resolution target phantoms showed 
that resolution is limited to the Nyquist frequency for the 139 
microns (resolution ~3.6lp/mm) pixel detectors. The ability to 
operate at low voltages (~100V) gives adequate dark currents 
for most application and allows low voltage electronics designs. 
Also the detector can use exceptionally low dose-rate X-ray 
illumination because of the very high X-ray sensitivity, which 
exceeds any other known X-ray detector material. The fabri-
cated detector represents the most advanced photoconductor 
material available today for flat panel, high resolution, x-ray, 
medical detector, which alternates conventional a-Se technolo-
gy.  

Keywords— Mercuric iodide, direct digital X-ray detector, 
Particle in Binder process, TFT array, photocon-
ductor 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The direct conversion method is currently investigated 
for digital medical X-ray imaging [1]. It converts X-ray 
energy directly into electrical charges within a semiconduc-
tor medium.  In general, the direct conversion method, in 
which amorphous selenium (a-Se) is the most commonly 
used as the conversion layer, has superior spatial resolution. 
[2] However, X-ray detector based a-Se photoconductor has 
the various disadvantage such as high operation voltage 
(>kV), low X-ray absorption efficiency and low X-ray con-
version efficiency. Moreover, it suffers from low X-ray 
sensitivity for the operation of the dynamic mode, because 
the conversion efficiency of a-Se is rather poor and image 

lag. Considered as one of the most promising material to 
replace a-Se technology [3], mercuric iodide is deposited on 
Thin Film Transistor (TFT) arrays. Mercuric iodide exhibits 
particularly useful properties like high atomic number, wide 
band gap and low electron hole creation energy (W) for 
photon detection in X-ray energy range. In addition, x-ray 
detector using HgI2 photoconductor prevent the destruction 
and damage of readout device such as thin film transistor 
(TFT) during fabrication and operation, due to low operat-
ing voltage and processing temperature. Normally, these 
films are deposited by Physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
processes. The problems such as poor film quality, unstable 
electrical operation and the difficult of large area deposition 
have been reported even if these processes have excellent x-
ray sensitivity. Recently, particle in binder (PIB) method 
has reported for fabricating with large area X-ray detector. 
This method can easily be fabricated with large area film as 
mixed with photoconductor and binder material at room 
temperature. Moreover, binder material become the dielec-
tric membrane that reduce the dark current at dark state, the 
x-ray detector fabricated by PIB method has the better elec-
trical properties than that fabricated by PVD method. 

 

II. MERCURIC IODIDE BASED X-RAY DETECTORS 

A. Material module fabrication 

Figure 1 shows the fabrication process of X-ray detector 
using Particle in Binder (PIB) methods. Mercuric iodide 
powder (High Purity corp., 99.99%) was mixed with binder 
material. The binder solution was composed of a polymer 
material and a solvent. Mixed photoconductive film was 
coated on TFT arrays, and then transparent indium tin oxide 
(ITO) layer as the top electrode was coated on the photo-
conductor layer by DC sputtering system.  

 

Fig. 1 Fabrication process of X-ray detector using PIB methods 
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B. Hardware module fabrication 

Hardware module of flat panel X-ray detector consist of 
detector panel for obtaining image signal, module system 
for power supply of IC, timing control and high power 
supply system, SMPS and frame grabber. The operating 
process of hardware module is following procedure. In 
according to exposure x-ray to the x-ray receptor, x-ray is 
converted to the image signal in detector panel. Then the 
first gate pulse is operated to turn on the all TFT which is 
connecting to the gate line. Activated TFT is acted as a start 
pulse to operate 6 units readout IC of connecting to the data 
line. Each one channel of readout IC consist of 256 data line, 
and then 6 readout IC could read the 1,536 data line. De-
tected charge was transformed to the digital video signal 
through the differential amplifier and ADC. Generally there 
are two method to construct an image, one is scanning the 
vertical line of monitor in order, the other is scanning the 
even line of monitor after all the odd line, which method 
distinguish the odd and even line. In this fabrication, the 
second method was used for constructing image, and it is 
synchronizing with frame grabber to show on monitor. Our 
detector system transfers the digitalized data of storage 
capacitor to the PC memory. Digitalized data by this me-
thod made it possible to achieve very fast by readout each 6 
readout IC in order. Labview graphic board and program 
7.1 as a frame grabber was used to interface PC and detector 
signal. In the FPGA, Quartus 5.0 program (Altera.corp) was 
used to construct image which is consist of 1536 × 1280 
TFT pixel matrix for data readout. Table 1 describes the 
developed TFT arrays specification. Figure 2 shows Block 
diagram of Detector system. 

Table 1 The developed TFT arrays specification 

Parameter Value Unit

Pixel size 139  139 2 
Gate line width 13  

Active line width 6  
Data line width 9  
Gnd line width 21/12  

TFT 
Type BCE standard  
W/L 20/6  

Pixel 

Gate to pixel -5(Overlap length)  
Date to pixel 2  
Pixel Area 16383 2 
Fill Factor 86 % 

Storage 
Cap. Structure Storage on common  

Cap. Size 2.1 pF 
Contact 

Hole size 
Acryl 14  14 2 

S.I 10  10 2 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block diagram of Detector system 

III. EVALUATION OF OBTAINED IMAGE  

A. Spatial resolution 

The slit method was used to measure the MTF by obtain-
ing the system response to the image pulse of the slit using 
the convolution of the point spread function (PSF). The 
result was the line spread function (LSF). The MTF perpen-
dicular to the slit was obtained by the fourier transform of 
the LSF. Radiation quality used to measure the MTF was 
RQA5, which was defined in IEC. The radiation quality of 
RQA5 was 70-kV tube voltages, 7.1 mm Al half value layer 
(HVL), and 21-mm Al added filtration. The distance be-
tween the X-ray source and the detector was 150 cm, and 
the dose condition to acquire images by slit camera was 74 
kVp, 128 mAs. The measured MTF at Nyquist frequency 
3.5 lp/mm was 36% in HgI2 detector. Figure 3 shows Slit 
camera and its imaging. 

Fig. 3 Slit Camera and Imaging 
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B. Noise power spectrum and Detective quantum efficiency 

A proper X-ray spectrum was selected for NPS mea-
surement. There was no standard X-ray spectrum chosen for 
the NPS measurement, but the American Association of 
Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) has been trying to develop 
the standard for NPS measurement. In this paper, 74 kV X-
ray energy spectrum, which is equal to radiation quality at 
MTF measurement, was used. There was no grid used for 
NPS measurement. Using a grid increases noise at low fre-
quencies. With no object, flat-field images were acquired at 
5.57 mR. Eight flat-field images were acquired, and eight 
flat field images, which were acquired through irradiation 
condition, were truncated on the edges to avoid edge effects. 
The central image (1280×1280 section by ROI) for NPS 
measurement was also established. To normalize, the image 
that had only noise was subtracted. Each image was multip-

lied 2/1  to compensate for noise that increased according 
to subtraction. Such noise-laden image was divided equally 
by 10 × 10 ROI array (128×128 pixels each) to calculate 
this NPS dimension. Noise image (divided by 100) adopted 
two-dimensional Fourier transformation, and shifted to a 
low frequency at the image’s center. The Fourier transform 
of the noise image produced a complex number form, and 
was squared. The average signal amount was netted from 
the flat-field image, which was then used for NPS analysis. 
In the ROI of the flat-field image, the average signal was 
also the average pixel value. The NPS was calculated after 
non-linearity correction and before background subtrac-
tion/normalization. The NPS of each ROI was calculated 
and normalized by dividing the noise data by the average 
signal amount. The ROI's x and y was divided by pixel 
number (Nx, Xy), 128 × 128, and one pixel area (px, py) 
was multiplied, 0.139 × 0.139 . Equation (1) explains 
these processes [4]. 
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Fig. 4 NPS versus spatial frequency 

Fig. 4 shows the measured NPS at an exposure of 5.75 
mR for HgI2 detector. The noise power spectrum of detector 
shows (compared to the indirect detector) only a slight de-
crease with frequency (it is almost a white noise spectrum). 
The magnitude of the noise power spectrum of the detector, 
especially for higher frequencies, is considerably larger than 
the noise power spectrum of other detector types [5]. 

To obtain information on the maximum available signal-
to-noise ratio as a function of frequency, the frequency-
dependent detective quantum efficiency (DQE) was calcu-
lated from the MTF and NPS. The MTF describes the signal 
response of a system at a given frequency, and the NPS 
describes the amplitude variance at a given frequency. The 
calculation was based on a well-known equation [6,7]. 
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Fig. 5 DQE versus spatial frequency 

Where k is the pixel X-ray response (in electrons), and 
0 is the mean incident X-ray fluence per unit area (in 

quanta/mm2), which is determined by the measured sensitiv-
ity to the exposure and X-ray spectrum. A typically used 
unit of X-ray photon fluence to evaluate the digital X-ray 
detectors is photons/mm2. Fluence in the given spectrum 
depends on factors such as the kV, waveforms of the gene-
rator, total filtration of the X-ray tube, and exposure meas-
ured in the X-ray detector. X-ray fluence integrated the 
values (photons/mm2/mR) obtained by the Tungsten Anode 
Spectral Model using Interpolating Polynomials (TASMIP). 

The X-ray fluence (C) per exposure was determined by 
measuring Al half value layer and dose, and deciding kV 
and the type and thickness of added filtration. The following 
was the condition used. Al 21-mm filter was added to obtain 
a radiation quality of RQA5, the X-ray generator voltage 
was 74-kVp to 7.1-mm Al half value layer, and the wave-
form ripple of the generator was 5%. The dose was set to 
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8.7 Gy(=1 mR), which is a unit exposure. Fluence can 
change according to the supplied data. This evaluation was 
estimated 0 (254,000/mm2/mR) using data supplied by 
Boone et al. The fluence values of Samei’s paper 
(255,855/mm2/mR), and the fluence values of Granfors’ 
paper (282,000/mm2/mR) were used [8]. 

Fig. 5 shows the calculated DQE curves for the HgI2 
based digital X-ray detector. As shown in Fig. 4, the DQE 
(3.5) value measured was 0.10 in HgI2 detector. When com-
pared with commercially available a-Se-based detectors, the 
low frequency showed a high relative value, but because the 
DQE reduction rate was big, the high area showed a lower 
value than a-Se-based detector.  

IV. IMAGING 

Fig. 6 NI-camera S/W X-ray image 

 

Fig. 7 Dynamic X-ray image 9frame/sec (moving) 

V. CONCLUSION 

Flat panel based digital X-ray detector using HgI2 and ac-
tive matrix TFT panel is fabricated and evaluated. Figure 7 
is the dynamic HgI2 imager, which has high sensitivity, low 
image lag and excellent MTF; these properties are required 
for a good fluoroscopic imager. To get better image we 
need to perform image processing. We also need a uniform 
surface deposition method with Particle in Binder (PIB) 
process to get better homogeneity and linearity. We 
represent not only advanced deposition process, Particle in 
binder (PIB) but also HgI2 technology available today for 
flat panel, high resolution, fast, X-ray, medical detector. 
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Abstract—This paper discusses an MR Elastography (MRE) 
method for noninvasive measurement of elasticity and viscosity 
of biological tissues. In this imaging method, bipolar gradients 
put into any pulse sequence for MRI. The phase contrast of 
acquired image is changed by the number of bipolar gradients 
and their amplitude. From acquired signal (gradient echo 
and/or spin echo), changing of the phase of magnetized spin is 
calculated, and analyzed frequency response of applied me-
chanical vibration from the outside of the biological tissue. The 
frequency and amplitude of applied mechanical vibration 
should be changed by elasticity and viscosity of the tissues. The 
frequency of applied mechanical vibration is from around 100 
Hz by mechanical vibrator to high around 1MHz by ultra-
sound device. In the post processing, elasticity and viscosity is 
calculated and the phase shift of magnetized spin is analyzed in 
two or three dimensions. An image is reconstructed as MRE 
image which is extracted and enhanced elasticity and viscosity 
of biological tissues. 

Keywords—MRE, MR imaging, elasticity, viscosity. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic resonance imaging is one of very powerful 
equipments for clinical diagnosis. We have studied MRI, 
MRA, DWI, tractography and other MRI technologies. This 
paper discusses a new MRI technology named MRE (Mag-
netic Resonance Elastography) which is for imaging and 
quantitative analysis of mechanical properties such as elas-
ticity and viscosity of biological tissues. MRE have been 
studied by using an imaging sequence which is the conven-
tional gradient recalled echo with motion sensitizing gradi-
ent MSG for the liver, the breast and other biological organs 
[1]-[4]. The principle of the MRE imaging is to detect phase 
change of magnetized spin by applied mechanical vibration. 
The acquiring of data is synchronizes the vibration to imag-
ing object and MSG [5]. However, this method needs to 
have long echo time TE caused by putting some MSG in the 
imaging sequence, and decreasing signal to noise ration 
SNR. 

This paper describes a new MRI method for MRE and 
quantitative analysis of phase change of acquired signal 
(gradient echo and/or spin echo) and image reconstruction 
of elasticity and viscosity of biological tissues. We also 
apply mechanical vibration as same as conventional MRE 
technique. However, we have changes frequency, phase and 
amplitudes of applied vibration depending on the structure 
of the biological tissue for much accurate analysis. The 
frequency of applied mechanical vibration is from around 
100 Hz by mechanical vibrator to high around 1 MHz by 
ultrasound device. In the post processing, elasticity and 
viscosity is calculated and analyzed from the phase change 
in two or three dimensions. An image is reconstructed as 
MRE image which is extracted and enhanced elasticity and 
viscosity of biological tissues. The advantage of our pro-
posed method is able to done high speed MRE imaging with 
enough SNR. 

II. THORY ND METHOID 

All MRI experiments, in this paper, were done by an 
MRI system - Biospec MRI System, 2.0 tesla superconduc-
tive magnet and 31cm bore size. We have made 2 two- and 
1 three-dimensional MRE imaging for this study. Several 
agar gel phantoms were made for this study. Those gel 
phantoms have different size, structure and elasticity. In 
two-dimensional MRE imaging, spectral width, matrix size 
and FOV are 343 Hz/pixel, 256 by 256 and 
130mm×130mm, respectively. During MRE imaging, me-
chanical vibration is applied from the outside of the phan-
tom. The waveform of applied mechanical vibration is sinu-
soidal continues wave and the frequency is selected from 
50, 75, 100, and 200Hz depending on the elasticity of the 
gel phantom in this paper. The MRE imaging is synchro-
nized with the applied vibration in every experiment with 
changing the phase. The axial, coronal and sagittal view are 
reconstructed. After the image reconstruction, two dimen-
sional phase distribution in the reconstructed MRE images 
are analyzed. 
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III. RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the dependency of applied mechanical 
vibration. In the figure, 100Hz on the left and 50Hz on the 
right are applied. The phase distribution of acquired signal 
is observed depending on the frequency of applied me-
chanical vibration. Figure 2 shows a handmade agar gel 
phantom for evaluation of our MRE imaging. The phantom 
has 4 regions where has different elasticity by different gel 
concentration, individually. It is consists three cylindrical 
region and a spherical shape. The concentration of agar gel 
is 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% of pure water, respectively. 
Figure 3 shows an axial view image of the phantom as 
shown in Fig.2. It is calculated from acquired MRE images 
with different frequency of mechanical vibration. In the 
image, we can see four regions having different image in-
tensities. This image should be shown only 4 different re-
gions where having the same intensity distribution depend-
ing on the individual elasticity. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

We have theoretical and experimental studies on a new 
MRI – MRE imaging with a mechanical vibration applied 
from the outside of the body. By theoretical consideration, 
MRE imaging is able to shown the elasticity of biological 
tissue, noninvasively. The frequency and the phase of ap-
plied vibration should be changed depending on the biologi-
cal tissue structure and their elasticity. In this paper, it is 
able to point out a possibility of MRE imaging with good 
SNR and high accuracy from experimental results. How-
ever, it is not enough images that still having intensity dis-
tribution in each region. It is mainly caused by not enough 
phase analysis and imperfect distribution of applied vibra-
tion in the gel phantom. The vibration is not applied cor-
rectly especially long distance from the device for vibration 
where in the middle and the upper region in image as shown 
in Fig.1 and 3.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a new MRE imaging method. From 
theoretical consideration and some phantom experiments, 
noninvasive measurement by proposed MRE technique is 
able to enhance characteristics of biological property which 
strongly related the elasticity.  
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Fig. 1 An anger gel phantoms for MRE imaging with 4 different elasticity 

 
Fig. 2 An anger gel phantoms for MRE imaging with 4 different elasticity 

 
Fig. 3 An experimental result of MRE imaging enhanced elasticity 
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Abstract—Velocity-encoded magnetic resonance imaging of 
normal subjects is performed to produce flow fields of blood in 
right atrium. The aim of this experiment is to demonstrate the 
state of change in swirling of blood within a cardiac chamber 
using a flow imaging modality, and to quantify it for clinical 
applications. Velocity maps that are displayed using streamline 
tracings illustrate the flow behavior at various cardiac phases. 
Rotation of blood can be observed in the atrium, and we have 
developed a statistical based system for characterizing the 
strength of the vortices. From our study, we are able to acquire 
an indication of the changes in vorticity magnitude during one 
cardiac cycle with the support of vorticity fields based on the 
cardiac flow. This has improved our understanding of blood 
motion within the heart chamber which may have implications 
in blood circulation efficiency.  

Keywords—Phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging, Ve-
locity-encoding, Intra-cardiac flow, Vorticity. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows 
velocity mapping based on the intrinsic sensitivity of MRI 
to flow, and enables the acquisition of spatial registered 
functional information simultaneously with morphological 
information [1]. Three-dimensional MRI-based velocity 
mapping operates by registering three separate flow-
sensitive volumes in the x, y and z orientations of the scan. 
The flow velocities may be computed by determining the 
shift of phase pertaining to the collection of imaged blood 
proton spins and reconstructing the flow vectors in ad-
vanced visualization packages. This concept has varying 
terminologies in literature, the most common being phase 
contrast MRI, while some studies labeled it as phase veloc-
ity MRI [2]. In general, such MRI based techniques form a 
class of approach known as magnetic resonance velocimetry 
(MRV) or sometimes also called magnetic resonance image 
velocimetry (MRIV), and has been very commonly used for 
producing visualization and investigation of flows even 
within non-organic structures [3]. 

Further development of phase contrast MRI to produce 
multi-slice cine images involves ECG synchronized time-
resolved framework to allow assessment of blood-flow 

characteristics with high spatial and temporal resolution of a 
cardiovascular region of interest (ROI) [4,5]. Recent devel-
opment on navigator-gated time-resolved cine phase con-
trast MRI can control image alterations due to respiration of 
patient during scans and the resulting ghosting effects.  

The use of phase contrast MRI applied onto cardiac im-
aging of right atria enables a good assessment of vortices 
that exist in the cardiac chamber. Vortical flow behavior is 
essential in efficient heart operation and blood circulation 
[6,7]. Previously, the study of vortices in the human heart 
has also been performed using phase contrast data [8]. In 
particular, study of vortices in the left atrium has been per-
formed using three-dimensional phase contrast MRI 
[6,9,10,11].  

The superiority of MRI over other imaging modalities is 
the capability of generating up to three-dimensional velocity 
profiles that can reflect the dynamics of blood flow more 
accurately and with quantifiable details. Apart from such 
localised quantification that can provide interactive visuali-
zation in cardiovascular flow [5], phase contrast MRI has 
also been utilised in global flow quantification such as de-
termination of flow volumes in arterial structures, and in 
particular, blood ejection volumes in the ascending aorta 
[2,12] as well as arterial wall shear stress [13]. It has been 
widely documented that phase contrast MRI is an estab-
lished flow-imaging scheme for cardiovascular examination 
of human subjects and compares well with ultrasound tech-
nology [12]. 

In this paper, we examine the implementation of phase 
contrast MRI on a case study subject. In our literature re-
view, we examine the current technologies that perform 
medical imaging of the heart, particularly flow visualiza-
tion. The methodology section introduces the building 
blocks and mathematics that enable the performance of the 
cardiac flow visualization. Experimental procedures are 
then stated, and our results present the velocity and vorticity 
flow maps of the right atrium of the subject. Next, we pre-
sent and discuss some results of the flow imaging from this 
study. Finally a conclusion is made based on the implica-
tions of the flow imaging framework. 
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II. REVIEW OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Color Doppler Sonography 

Doppler ultrasound is based on Doppler shift caused by 
blood scatter movement [14], and is a widely accepted tech-
nique to visualize blood flow patterns. Analysis of the flow 
field obtained by ultrasound is useful in cardiac diagnosis. 
However, the output from the Doppler ultrasound method is 
usually represented as a two-dimensional image. 

Real-time blood motion imaging using color sonograms 
can be utilized. For this medical imaging modality, the 
speckle pattern from the blood flow signal is preserved, 
enhanced, and visualized.  

 
B. Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Phase contrast signals can be represented using images. 
The intensity of each pixel corresponds to the blood veloc-
ity at the measured location. To quantify a velocity in one 
spatial dimension, at least two phase images have to be 
taken for subtraction of flow-induced phase shift from 
background phases caused by susceptibility-induced non-
homogeneities and coil sensitivity changes [15]. The con-
struction of a three-dimensional flow vector can be carried 
out using such a technique as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Phase contrast MRI velocimetry. Velocities vx, vy and vz can be 
calculated by subtraction of spin phase of measured volumes with that of 
the reference spaces Ref 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Flow Grid Representation 

A dense velocity field (one velocity vector per pixel) is 
generated using phase contrast MRI, and a vector averaging 
for sampling window resolution of 3 by 3 pixels is carried 
out. Calibration is carried out with respect to all the values 
present in the displayed phases of the cardiac cycle to im-
prove visualization and referencing.  

B. Vorticity Field Representation 

Vorticity map is generated from the flow field [16]. The 
vorticity flow values which appeared per slice have their 
magnitudes scaled. Positive values signify counter-
clockwise (CCW) rotation, whereas negative values repre-
sent clockwise (CW) motion of the blood. Therefore, the 
magnitudes of these values give an indication of the angular 
velocity and their polarity signifies the direction of the rota-
tion. These may be represented by a color scale with maxi-
mum CCW and CW vorticity magnitudes, which corre-
spond to red and blue respectively. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Case Study and Investigation Procedure 

In this study, we imaged the right atrium of a 22 years 
old male subject using velocity-encoded (VENC) MRI. 

 
 

Fig. 2  MRI scan through heart of normal subject. The scanning of the 
heart is based on the two-chamber short axis orientation 

A scan is performed at the section of the heart where the 
atria are positioned. The scan section is taken at a location 
shown in Fig. 2 whereby the scan is perpendicular to an axis 
joining the top of the heart to the apex through the septum. 
Table I presents the configuration of the MRI scans.  

B. Phase Contrast MRI Scan Procedure 

For this purpose, velocity-encloded MRI was performed 
using a Siemens Sonata, 1.5 Tesla, model—syngo MR 
2004A scanner with Numaris—4, Series No: 21609 soft-
ware. Cine-MRI was performed using one slice in short axis 
views through the atria. All images were acquired with 
retrospective gating and 25 phases. 

C. Parameters for Data Analysis 

The histogram of a vorticity map with vorticity values in 
the range [0, L-1] is a discrete function h(rk) = nk, where rk 
is the kth vorticity value and nk is the number of pixels in 
the flow map having vorticity value rk [17].Statistical 
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Table 1 MRI and vorticity measurement properties. The scan properties of phase contrast MRI are presented here. The vorticity flow maps can be  
determined from this information. These parameter values are used to calibrate these flow maps, and indicating the slice resolutions 

        PHASE CONTRAST MRI SCAN                            VORTICITY MEASUREMENT  PARAMETERS 
Symbol Quantity 1 Units Symbol Quantity Value Units 

p Pixel spacing 1.67 mm/pixel X Image width 120 pixel 
ts Trigger time interval 35.72 ms Y Image height 150 pixel 
s Slice thickness 6 mm 

 

Wv Velocity interrogation window 3x3 pixel 

 
Cardiac time frames t = 8 to 10 Cardiac time frames t = 11 to 13 
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Fig. 3  Flow field visualization of normal right atrium. The visualization of flow in the right atrium of a normal subject is presented for investigation of the 
vortex behaviour from phase 8 to 13 of one cardiac cycle with 25 phases. Color streamlines, with the color at every patch of the line indicates the magnitude 
of the velocity (in cms-1) and presents both the direction and speed of flow. Vorticity contour map is superimposed onto the vector plot of each phase to 
indicate the location and strength of vortices 
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quantification of the blood vorticity map in the right atrium 
is performed by translating all the scalar values. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We present the flow results and analysis of the right 
atrium for the selected slice of the heart along the short axis 
orientation. Histograms are computed for each of these 
vorticity maps. Note that the mean and median of the histo-
grams are denoted by μω and mω respectively. Standard 
deviations with respect to the mean and median are denoted 
as 

μσ and 
mσ respectively. From Fig. 3, based on the 

streamline plots and vorticity contour maps, we are able to 
observe a counter-clockwise (CCW) vortex in the atrium 
along with a clockwise (CW) vortex approximately north-
west of it. Vorticity means based on the contour flow maps 
for six selected phases are characterized by magnitudes of 

μω  from -0.66 to 3.33 s-1. If two vortices of equal strength 
exist in the chamber simultaneously, μω becomes zero.  

The magnitudes of σ based on the mean ranges from 7.13 
to 12.09 s-1 and are dependent on the characteristic of the 
flow map. High contrast in vorticity values from the image 
results in a large standard deviation as compared to images 
which have vorticity values that do not have a large vari-
ance. When there are even number of vortices in the cardiac 
chamber of analysis, magnitudes of ω cannot be used with 
confidence as a mode of comparison as the sum of vorticity 
values for flow in clockwise directions will cancel those in 
counter-clockwise directions. Using magnitudes of σ is a 
more accurate comparison for the strengths of the vortices.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

We have applied phase contrast MRI on the right atrium 
of a healthy subject to provide an overview of the swirl 
patterns present within the blood flow. We have also dem-
onstrated that swirling of blood within the atrium of this 
subject is overall counter-clockwise.  

The description of vortical flow in the right atrium can be 
concisely presented using velocity and vorticity flow maps. 
It is important that the flow is correctly calibrated. Useful 
visualization tools such as contour and streamline plots are 
utilized in our paper. More importantly, we are also able to 
characterize the strength of the vortices by compiling histo-
grams of the flow maps and extracting useful statistical 
properties from them to describe the rotation. 

The study has shown that phase contrast MRI is a useful 
and effective way of visualizing intra-cardiac flow. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that uniquely 
analyse vorticity within the right atrium. Although we have 
studied one chamber at this stage, the framework developed 
in this research can be extended to assess flow in the other 
heart chambers or cardiovascular structures. 

VII. NOTES 

Medical image processing software named Medflovan, 
which is developed by Kelvin KL Wong, is utilized for 
cardiac flow visualization and analysis in this paper. 
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Abstract— Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deformation of 
the spine which is characterized by a lateral deviation of the 
spine and axial rotation of the vertebrae. It must be monitored 
frequently to be in time to start the treatment in case of pro-
gression. Nowadays, X-ray is used, but has a detrimental effect 
and provide only 2D data. Ultrasound would allow a frequent 
and 3D view on the spine and thus is ideal to follow scoliosis 
progression. A feasibility study on ultrasound is presented. 

A freehand 3D ultrasound system was used to scan the back 
of a volunteer. In the resulting ultrasound volume, the verte-
bral features such as transverse processes, laminae, and supe-
rior articular processes appear prominently along with the 
non-vertebral features like muscles, head of the ribs and parts 
of the pleura. The 3D orientation of the vertebrae, determined 
by the axial rotation and vertebral tilt was determined semi-
automatically. The axial rotation and vertebral tilt measure-
ments in the region of the thoracic vertebrae T4 – T9 delivered 
good accuracy, in other regions the accuracy was acceptable.  

In conclusion, imaging the human spine using ultrasound is 
feasible. The result provides a basis towards the aim to follow 
scoliosis progression using ultrasound.  

 

Keywords— Scoliosis, progression, imaging, ultrasound, spine. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deformation of the spine 
which is recognized in the frontal view by the presence of a 
lateral curvature. This curvature is characterized by an axial 
rotation of the vertebrae. The axial rotation in the thoracic 
region will move and deform the attached ribs resulting in 
an asymmetrical rib cage. In some cases, the lungs are de-
formed causing a decrease of lung capacity and in turn re-
sults in difficulties in breathing. Without treatment scoliosis 
is life-threatening.  

Early detection and treatment of scoliosis is essential to 
prevent progression of the scoliotic curve. The most com-
mon imaging method to examine scoliosis is X-ray. How-
ever, it has two major drawbacks: the radiation exposure 
and the 2D character of the images. The radiation issue 
restricts the number of images which may be taken. So a 
sudden increase of scoliosis could be missed.  

Since scoliosis is a 3D phenomenon it should also be ex-
amined in 3D. Deriving the 3D rotation such as the axial 
rotation from an X-ray image only gives the estimated or 
apparent rotation. 

In this study, ultrasound is investigated as an alternative 
way to image the human spine, and a preliminary study to 
follow scoliosis progression is performed [1]. In clinical 
practice, B-mode ultrasound imaging has never been re-
ported to have a detrimental effect.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

In the image acquisition procedure, a freehand 3D ultra-
sound system was used. This system can capture long or 
large structures and even the whole body. It is only limited 
by the volume which can be detected by the tracking sys-
tem. In the experiment, the freehand 3D ultrasound system 
of the Institute of High Frequency Engineering, Ruhr-
University Bochum, Germany was used. It was composed 
of a 2D ultrasound machine, an optical tracking system with 
markers to determine the position of the ultrasound probe, 
and a computer system. Due to computer memory limita-
tions, six scans of six overlapping segments were per-
formed; each segment was scanned in a single ultrasound 
sweep. For practical reasons the feasibility study was ap-
plied on a volunteer instead of a scoliotic patient.  

The stream of ultrasound frames consisting of the screen 
captures of the 2D ultrasound machine was stored in a file 
along with the 3D position and 3D orientation of the frames. 
In the volume reconstruction procedure, the non-textual 
parts of the frames were placed in a volume. To handle 
multiple segments, two additional sub-procedures, volume 
segment alignment and volume segment compounding, 
were developed. These sub-procedures were performed after 
the two well known sub-procedures from literature: the bin-
filling and hole-filling. In the hole filling sub-procedure, the 
use of olympic operation was proposed and compared with 
the common operation, median and average; in the bin-
filling and volume segment compounding sub-procedure, 
the average operation was used.  
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After obtaining the ultrasound volume of the human 
spine, the 3D orientation of the vertebrae and the 3D curva-
ture of the spine were determined; the 3D orientation is 
determined by the axial rotation and vertebral tilt.  

First of all, features or anatomical parts that appeared 
prominently in the ultrasound volume were defined. They 
were the transverse processes in most of the thoracic verte-
brae, the superior articular processes in most lumbar verte-
brae, and the laminae in the thoracolumbar region.  

Extracting the vertebral features is not trivial due to the 
appearance of non-vertebral features that have the same 
properties as the vertebral features. Non-vertebral features 
are for instance ribs and pleura that have a high intensity or 
even higher than the vertebral features; layered muscles 
especially in the lumbar region also have a comparable 
intensity. A new strategy to extract the vertebral features is 
introduced. The extraction is done by first to exclude as 
many non-vertebral features as possible, then to select the 
vertebral features using landmark points.  

To enhance the spinal image in the ultrasound volume, 
the use of length attribute filter is introduced [2]. This filter 
utilized the length of structures in longitudinal direction as a 
criterion to remove non-vertebral features. The filter em-
ployed a max-tree data structure to store the ultrasound 
volume. In the filtering process, all nodes of the tree were 
evaluated, and only the nodes with the corresponding areas 
within a certain range of the longitudinal length remained. 
To find the optimal values of the range, the landmark points 
were used.  

Then another method was necessary to localize the areas 
of the vertebral features by suppressing the number of areas 
of the spurious objects. These areas remained because the 
longitudinal length of these areas was within the filtering 
range. Three methods based on a technique using threshold 
were selected: Bernsen, Niblack, and Robust Automatic 
Threshold Selection (RATS)..   

Next the 3D orientation of the vertebrae and the 3D cur-
vature of the spine was determined semi-automatically. For 
each vertebra, areas of the two equal vertebral features were 
selected. Then, the centers of mass of these features were 
used to derive the axial rotation and vertebral tilt of the 
vertebra, and the 3D curvature of the spine. The use of 
points of the vertebral features instead of their areas is mo-
tivated by the fact that the exact boundaries of the vertebral 
features are difficult to obtain. 

In the quantitative evaluation, the results of the axial ro-
tation and vertebral tilt measurements using the centers of 
mass were verified with the corresponding results derived 
using the landmark points. The accuracy is defined by how 
close the centers of mass approached the corresponding 
landmark points which were manually created on the cen-
ters of mass of the vertebral features.  

III. RESULTS  

The results of the acquisition procedure confirm that the 
freehand 3D ultrasound system is an appropriate system to 
scan the human spine. In the volume reconstruction proce-
dure (Fig. 1, left), the proposed two sub-procedures are 
necessary since the displacement values of volume seg-
ments are higher than the positional accuracy of the free-
hand 3D ultrasound system that was used in the image ac-
quisition procedure. The quantitative evaluation shows that, 
statistically, the olympic operation is better than the mean 
and median operations although they are not much different 
in terms of grey level values.  

Image enhacement using a length attribute filter appeared 
to be optimal for a longitudinal range of 6 – 11 mm. The 
upper bound of the range removes the non-vertebral features 
which are extended in longitudinal direction such as skin 
and muscles (Fig. 1, middle). This range also removes the 
ribs and pleura which have a length slightly larger than the 
vertebral features. The lower bound removes the small fea-
tures (Fig. 1, left). The filtering procedure gives a signifi-
cant decrease in the number of areas.  

Visually and quantitatively, the RATS appeared to be the 
best method for suppressing the number of areas of the 
spurious objects (Fig. 2). In the quantitative measurement 
which utilized the landmark points, this method delivers 
less number of areas and maximum number of remaining 
landmark points. It means that this method preserved all of 
the expected areas of the vertebral features and removes 
most areas of the spurious objects. 

The axial rotation and vertebral tilt measurements using 
the centers of mass show errors are in the range of 0.4 – 
3.3° and 0.1 – 2.9°, respectively, which are acceptable. The 
accuracies in the region of thoracic vertebra T4 – T9 were in 
the range of 0.8 – 2.2 mm.  

IV. DISCUSSION  

Imaging the spine using ultrasound is fundamentally dif-
ferent from other imaging modalities. Ultrasound highlights 
planes perpendicular to the beam direction while other mo-
dalities such as MRI or CT deliver cross sectional images. 
An issue concerning ultrasound imaging for bony structure 
is that an ultrasound beam cannot penetrate bony structures 
because bone has a high impedance and attenuation com-
pared to the surrounding soft tissues. Consequently, only 
surfaces facing the ultrasound probe deliver the image, the 
parts behind are not visible. In the thoracic region, the size 
of the transverse processes is large. Hence, in general, these 
parts are clearly visible and relatively easy to identify. 
However, from the thoracic vertebra T3 to the superior part, 
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the contrast of the image becomes weaker due to the loca-
tion of the vertebrae and large amount of soft structures 
between vertebrae and the skin. The head of the ribs and 
pleura also gave strong reflections resulting from their flat 
structure and the high impedance difference to the adjacent 
tissue. In the axial slices, it can be seen that imaging is lim-
ited to the region where the ultrasound beam impinges ap-
proximately perpendicular to these structures.  

To measure the axial rotations of a scoliotic spine, sev-
eral methods have been proposed [3,4]. However, in our 
study, we can not use the aforementioned methods because 
only certain parts of the posterior part of the vertebra appear 
in the ultrasound volume of the spine of a volunteer. Hence, 
we propose a new method to determine the axial rotation 
based on two lines. A requirement for this method is that the 
vertebrae are not deformed yet. But the main decisions 
about the treatment are taken in the first stage of scoliosis, 
where no deformation is present..  

The errors of axial rotation measurements are smaller 
than the errors reported in previous literature. The predic-
tion of the axial rotation based on the offset of the pedicle 
images from the vertebral body center on the AP X-ray 
image has been reported to have an error of 3.6° [5]. The 
axial rotation measurements using MRI which was reported 
by Birchall et al. [6] show an error of 10°.   

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, in this thesis a new idea to image the hu-
man spine using a freehand 3D ultrasound system is pre-
sented. The necessary framework and its related issues are 
presented and studied, leading to the conclusion that the 
idea is feasible. Potential improvements are identified. The 
result provides a basis towards the aim to follow scoliosis 
progression using ultrasound.  
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Fig. 2: The features before (left) and after (middle) RATS and 
after selecting two equal vertebral features (right).  

Fig. 1:  The reconstructed ultrasound volume (left), after two 
subsequent length attribute filters (middle and right).  
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Abstract—A variety of different contour-finding evaluation 
tools are used for assessment of functional ventricular indices. 
The aim of this study was to estimate the agreement of EDV, 
ESV and EF between non-model based (SWP-mri = reference) 
and model-based (SWT-mri) evaluation software applied to the 
same CMR datasets, acquired in 13 healthy children (mean 
age=10.3±±±±3.5y; range: 5.3-16.2y). LV indices were compared 
with those gathered by realtime 3D echocardiography applying 
a similar model-based analysis strategy (SWT-echo). Using 
Bland-Altman statistics, acceptable agreement was observed 
between SWP-mri and SWT-echo [EDV (-2.0%; -26.3 to 22.3%), 
ESV (-7.8%; -46.8 to 31.2%), EF (3.1%; -12.1 to 18.2%)] 
whereas a somewhat lower agreement with a higher scatter 
was found comparing SWT-mri and SWT-echo [EDV (-11.5%; -
37.4 to 14.4%), ESV (-5.2%; -52.0 to 41.6%), EF (-3.6%; -24.7 
to 17.4%)]. EDV was underestimated by the model-based SWT-

mri by ~10% and EF by ~7% when same CMR data were used.  
The non-model based algorithm for assessment of LV func-

tional parameters is a flexible and universal applicable tool, 
whereas the model-based evaluation software might be helpful 
to additional detect cardiac motional disorders. 

Keywords— magnetic resonance imaging, three-dimensional 
echocardiography, cardiac function, paediatrics. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Accurate assessment of left ventricular (LV) indices is 
indispensable for pediatric cardiac patients with diagnostic 
and prognostic implications. Nowadays, cardiovascular 
magnetic resonance (CMR) is regarded as the first line 
imaging technique for evaluation of ventricular volumes, 
mass and function as stated by a consensus panel report[1] 
because of its high accuracy, reproducibility and independ-
ency of geometric assumptions[2]. With the introduction of 
second-generation matrix-transducers realtime 3D echocar-
diography (RT3DE) is becoming a competitive and cost-
effective clinical tool that can easily be applied to patients 
with congenital heart disease (CHD). In contrast to the typi-
cally used threshold-based contour-finding in CMR post-
processing software, echocardiographic quantification soft-
ware is frequently based on model-dependent assumptions.  

The aim of this study was to test (1) a novel model-based 
CMR analysis software, (2) to compare different evaluation 
strategies regarding accuracy and reproducibility and (3) to 
describe the pros and cons of the two models. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Study population and study design 

We prospectively enrolled into the study a total of 13 
healthy children (7 males) referred to our institute to collect 
volumetric CMR and RT3DE reference values. Each subject 
underwent both modalities to determine the enddiastolic 
volumes (EDV), endsystolic volumes (ESV), stroke vol-
umes (SV) and ejection fractions (EF) of the LV. CMR and 
RT3DE studies were performed from each subject within 45 
minutes in random order to avoid physiologic day-to-day 
variations in ventricular filling and to ensure identical con-
ditions for both techniques. The study was approved by the 
institutional review committee and informed written consent 
was obtained from the parents or caretakers.  

B. Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Volumetric CMR was performed on a 1.5T MR scanner 
(Philips Medical Systems, Best). The body coil was used for 
signal transmission and a 5-element cardiac phased-array 
surface coil for signal detection. For ventricular volumetry a 
short-axis multi-slice multi-phase ECG-triggered balanced 
gradient-echo sequence (TR/TE/flip = 2.8 msecs/1.4 
msecs/60°) was applied to cover completely the cardiac 
chambers. Typically, 24 to 34 slices were obtained during 
14 seconds breathhold maneuvers with 20 heart phases per 
slice. In-plane resolution was 2.3 x 1.5 mm. 

Analysis of the volumetric CMR data, was performed 
offline: (1) On a workstation using the non-model and 
threshold-based “HDZ MR-Tools” software package (la-
beled as “SWP-mri”; HDZ, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany). 
Briefly, after defining of the endsystolic and enddiastolic 
heart phases, an auto-level function was applied for auto-
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matic contour detection. A separate selection and, if needed, 
a manual correction of areas belonging to one of the two 
cardiac chambers could be performed (fig 1). Papillary 
muscles and trabecular structures were excluded from the 
ventricular lumen and were added to the myocardial muscle 
mass. No geometric assumption was needed for evaluation.  

(2) On a personal computer using the Image Arena VA 
platform (TOMTEC, Unterschleissheim, Germany). LV 
volume quantification was performed with the model-based 
4D LV-Analysis MR© tool (Version 1.0), labeled as “SWT-

mri”. After defining of the three mandatory long axes (2-, 3-, 
and 4-chamber views), an additional short axis stack was 
loaded (fig 1). The enddiastolic and endsystolic contours of 
the endocardium were tracked manually in the three long 
axes. Fine-tuning of the ventricular borders was performed 
in the short axis slices. Based on the LV model and the 
contour tracking a four-dimensional “Beutel” is calculated 
including trabeculations and papillary muscles. EDV, ESV 
and EF were calculated semi-automatically by the system as 
described in the instruction manual of the manufacturer. 

C. Realtime three-dimensional echocardiography 

For RT3DE a Vivid 7 equipped with a V3 matrix trans-
ducer (General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisc., USA) was used. 
Children were examined in the left lateral decubitus posi-
tion. The transducer was placed in the apical position with 
image axis aligned to the LV long axis. The image acquisi-
tion of 4 subvolumes was performed during a single end-
expiratory breathhold to obtain one full volume dataset with 
stable transducer position.  

Following import of the acquired RT3DE datasets to the 
Research-Arena platform (TOMTEC, Version 2.0.0 Build 
1.29, Unterschleissheim, Germany) quantification of vol-
umes was performed using the model-based 4D LV-
Analysis® tool (Version 2.5 Build 12), labeled as “SWT-

echo”, which is comparable to the aforementioned CMR 
evaluation software SWT-mri. After adjusting of the dataset 
to obtain the largest long axis dimension enddiastolic and 
endsystolic contours were tracked manually in 4-chamber, 
2-chamber and apical long axis views (fig 1). Trabecula-
tions and papillary muscles were included in the LV-cavity. 
EDV, ESV and EF were calculated semi-automatically by 
the system as described in the instruction manual of the 
manufacturer. For ventricular border detection, a contour-
finding activity of 30 intensity units was applied. 

D. Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics was obtained from all relevant data. 
Linear correlation coefficients were calculated by Pearson-
Bravais. Analysis of Bland-Altman was performed to quan-

tify the agreement between the different evaluation algo-
rithm, to compare CMR vs. RT3DE volumetry and to assess 
intraobserver variability.  

III. RESULTS 

Mean age of the study population was 10.3 ± 3.5 years 
(range 5.3 to 16.2 years, median = 10.1 years). Sinus 
rhythm was present in all participants. Mean heart rate was 
89 ± 14 bpm (range 62 to 117 bpm, median = 86 bpm). All 
scans were completed successfully. Volumetric CMR study 
was finished within 20 minutes of scan time whereas 
RT3DE was completed within 10 minutes.  

Assessment of LV parameters using the same CMR data-
set but applying different evaluation strategies (non-model 
based SWP-mri vs. model-based quantification software SWT-

mri), a moderately mean underestimation was observed for 
the model-based SWT-mri for EDV (mean ± 2SD: -9.8 ± 
17.2%) as well as for EF (-7.1 ± 15.5%) as indicated by 
Bland-Altman analysis (Table 1, Figure 2).  

Comparing volumetric CMR with RT3DE data a weak 
overestimation but with a relatively high scatter as indicated 
by the limits-of-agreement was observed if the model-based 
software SWT-echo was related to the non-model based SWP-

mri for EDV and EF (Table 1). Strong correlation was found 
for both EDV and ESV (r > 0.95), respectively. If the 
model-based echocardiographic software SWT-echo was 
compared with the model-based MR software SWT-mri a 
moderately overestimation for EDV (-11.5 ± 25.9%) and a 
somewhat lower overestimation but with a high scatter for 
ESV (-5.2 ± 46.8%) was detected with the former quantifi-
cation software. 

Intraobserver agreement was high with a low scatter for 
non-model based SWP-mri (∼1%, 2SD: ∼10%) and somewhat 
higher for the model-based quantification software SWT-mri  

including a slightly increased scatter (∼4%, 2SD: ∼15%, 
Table 1). 

IV. DISSCUSION 

Whereas CMR is generally accepted as reference for as-
sessment of quantitative parameter of the LV function[1], 
until now no time-volume curves or global/regional defor-
mations of the heart motion is provided with the typically 
non-model based evaluation software packages.  

Regional changes in cardiac motion inclusive cardiac tor-
sion caused by congenital or acquired heart disease[3] such 
as coarctation, aortic stenosis, cardiac infarction etc. as well 
as remodeling processes after surgical or interventional 
therapy can be addressed by tissue deformation imaging, 
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MRI-tagging or echocardiography. With the introduction of 
model-based analysis algorithms at least some motional 
details such as parametric maps for dynamic visualization of 
contraction time or assessment of mechanical dyssynchrony 
are now available[4]. 

We regarded LV volumes assessed by the non-model 
evaluation software SWP-mri as our reference. Some underes-

timation was present if the same CMR datasets were evalu-
ated with the model-based analysis software SWT-mri. 
Whereas an acceptable agreement was detected comparing 
the non-model based SWP-mri vs. the model-based echocar-
diographic evaluation software SWT-echo, surprisingly a 
weaker agreement was found comparing both model-based  

  
Fig. 1 Representative datasets for volume quantification. (A) Non-model based SWP-mri. A subset of CMR enddiastolic short-axis slices depicting left (red) 
and right (blue) ventricular inner borders. Calculation of the ventricular volume by summation of the appropriate areas. (B) Model based 4D LV MR analy-
sis (SWT-mri, TOMTEC). Manual tracking of LV borders in one 2-, 3- and 4-chamber view (upper image), with successive fine-tuning in the short-axis stack 
to generate the moving 3D “Beutel”. (C) Model-based 4D LV analysis tool for evaluation of RT3DE datasets (SWT-echo, TOMTEC). After adjusting of the 
dataset to obtain the largest long axis dimension enddiastolic and endsystolic contours were tracked manually in 4-, 2-chamber and apical long axis views. 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of CMR enddiastolic volumes assessed by the model based 4D LV analysis MR algorithm (SWT-mri) vs. non-model based contour find-
ing algorithm (SWP-mri). Bland-Altman (right) and linear correlation plots (left). 

versions although post-processing algorithms work quite 
similar. This might be explained by the fact that RT3DE 
data were routinely evaluated in our institute with a con-
tour-finding activity value of 30 units (in contrast to the 

manufactures recommendation; unpublished data) which 
results in an improved matching of the ventricular lumen 
borders and thus in a better agreement with contours de-
fined by the non-model based SWP-mri. As illustrated in 
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Figure 1 especially in the apical ventricular area and in non-
uniform cardiac sections (which occur frequently in CHD 
where cardiac deformations are common; unpublished data) 
the model-based contour definition with SWT-mri failed to 
precisely define lumen borders. Presumably the applied 
strong smoothing algorithm for calculation of the “Beutel” 
model might be responsible for this imprecision. 

As shown in Table 1 only 9/13 and 7/13 datasets could 
be used to determine agreement. Although image quality 
was sufficient in all subjects, strong restrictions of the 
model-based SWT-mri concerning definition of the initial 
contours of the endocardium in the three radial views (ac-
ceptance criteria) were presumably responsible for failure. 
Otherwise it has to be expected that restrictive acceptance 
limits are mandatory to achieve a reliable global and seg-
mental analysis of the heart movement to detect motional 
disorders. But this could not be proved in this study.  

In comparison to the non-model based quantification the 
model-based version might be advantageous in case of ir-
regular breathholds due to the aforementioned smoothing 
procedure. Different expiration depths during breathhold 

maneuvers may lead to misregistration of the cardiac cham-
bers (i.e. partial double registration of a slice and/or non-
registration of cardiac areas) which can not be easily recog-
nized by non-model based algorithm. 

On the other hand any stack orientation (short axis, axial 
etc.) covering the whole heart geometry can be used to 
assess cardiac functional parameters in all four heart cham-
bers applying the non-model based SWP-mri. This is essential 
especially in patients with complex CHD (TOF, single ven-
tricle etc.) where typical cardiac views, such as 2-, 3-, 4-
chamber views, were hardly to achieve. 

Furthermore, the presented model-based MR version 
SWT-mri requires a more or less common rotational axes for 
the three obligatory radial views which often can not be 
easily achieved in clinical routine work in case of complex 
heart defects (see e.g. aneurysm of cardiac apex).  

To conclude, the non-model based algorithm for assess-
ment of left ventricular functional parameters represents a 
flexible and universal applicable tool, whereas model-based 
evaluation strategies might be helpful to additional detect 
cardiac motional disorders.

Table 1 Agreement of volumetric CMR data using non-model based SW (SWP-mri) and the 4D LV-analysis MR©tool (SWT-mri). Intraobserver variability (A1 
vs. A2) and comparison of volumetric CMR data with RT3DE data (SWT-echo). Except the correlation coefficient all values are given in percent.
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  SWT-mri vs. SWP-mri  SWP-mri A2 vs. A1  SWT-mri A2 vs. A1  SWP-mri vs. SWT-echo  SWT-mri vs. SWT-echo 

  EDV ESV EF  EDV ESV EF  EDV ESV EF  EDV ESV EF 
 

EDV ESV EF 

                     
 N 9 9 9  13 13 13  7 7 7  13 13 13 

 

9 9 9 

Bland-
Altman 

                    

 mean -9.8 2.8 -7.1  -0.7 1.0 -1.1  4.4 3.0 1.0  -2.0 -7.8 3.1 
 

-11.5 -5.2 -3.6 

Limits-of-
agreement 

    
 

       
 

   

 

   

 mean+2SD 7.4 39.4 8.3  7.9 11.8 4.0  18.0 20.3 7.9  22.3 31.2 18.2 
 

14.4 41.6 17.4 

 mean-2SD -26.9 -33.8 -22.6  -9.4 -9.9 -6.2  -9.3 -14.4 -5.8  -26.3 -46.8 -12.1 
 

-37.4 -52.0 -24.7 

Confidence 
intervals 

    
 

       
 

   

 

   

 upper 17.4 60.6 17.3  12.1 17.0 6.4  27.0 31.6 12.3  34.0 49.9 25.5 
 

29.4 68.6 29.6 

  -2.5 18.3 -0.6  3.8 6.6 1.5  9.1 8.9 3.4  10.6 12.4 10.9 
 

-0.6 14.5 5.3 

 lower -17.0 -12.6 -13.7  -5.3 -4.7 -3.8  -0.4 -3.0 -1.3  -14.6 -28.1 -4.8 
 

-22.5 -25.0 -12.5 

  -36.9 -54.9 -31.5  -13.6 -15.1 -8.6  -18.2 -25.7 -10.2  -38.0 -65.5 -19.3 
 

-52.4 -79.0 -36.8 

Correlation 
coefficient 

 0.970 0.889  
 

0.996 0.995   0.980 0.977  
 

0.973 0.951  

 

0.957 0.863  
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Abstract—Scattering signatures from human breast tissue 
acquired on a synchrotron x-ray source and a laboratory in-
strument have been directly compared.  We have previously 
established that the amorphous scatter intensity is extremely 
sensitive to disease status, able to detect the molecular changes 
in healthy tissue from patients with verified disease before the 
conventional histological markers of cancer are visible.  SAXS 
images of tissue samples from 130 patients were imaged on a 
synchrotron source, and matched samples from 66 of these 
patients were also imaged on a laboratory source.  The results 
indicate that not only does the integrated amorphous scatter-
ing intensity increase with disease severity for both sources, 
but that the size of the predominant scatterers also appears to 
decrease with disease progression.   

Keywords—Breast cancer, extra-cellular matrix, x-ray  
scattering. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) is capable of ob-
serving changes in tissue structure at the nanometre scale, 
and hence provides fundamentally different information for 
cancer detection from that obtained using conventional 
histopathology techniques.  Several studies have examined 
the use of SAXS for identifying breast disease, generally 
focusing on changes in the major structural component of 
the extracellular matrix (ECM), the fibrous collagens (types 
I and III), since it is known that the degradation of these 
fibres is related to the spread of disease [1-3].  The ECM 
provides the microenvironment which enables cells to spe-
cialize, and is inextricably linked with cancer progression.  
Although remodelling of the ECM is part of normal growth 
and repair mechanisms, the spread of cancer cells into their 
local environment during malignancy is characterised by 
microenvironmental responses, such as angiogenesis, in-
flammation and ECM destruction [4]. 

Our most recent SAXS results have shown that differ-
ences in breast tissue structure due to the presence of  
malignancies are specifically associated with scattering 
peaks arising from the fibrous collagens (types I and III) 
that make up the extracellular matrix (ECM), and with the 
total scattering intensity excluding these peaks, here re-
ferred to as the total amorphous scattering intensity.  In 
particular, the total amorphous scattering intensity, can be 
used to differentiate invasive carcinoma from benign lesions 
or healthy tissue with statistical significance, p<<0.01 [5, 6].  
Of particular interest is our finding that this method can also 
distinguish between tissues that are histologically ‘normal’, 
as diagnosed by an expert pathologist, from patients with no 
history or known presence of disease (obtained from mam-
moplasty patients), and tissue that is also considered ‘nor-
mal’ but from patients with verified invasive disease.  This 
suggests that the changes in the ECM are giving rise to 
changes in tissue SAXS signatures before the conventional 
morphological markers of disease are even visible.   

In common with earlier SAXS studies of breast tissue, 
we have previously used a synchrotron as a source of high 
intensity, well collimated x-rays for rapid acquisition of 
high quality data [1, 2, 5].  However, the use of synchro-
trons is clearly an impediment to this technique finding 
more widespread application, either for a method of early 
detection of disease, or for a research tool for understanding  

Table 1 Tissue sample distribution for the 2 x-ray sources 

Tissue diagnosis # samples 
imaged 
with lab 
source 

# samples 
imaged 

with syn-
chrotron 
source 

# sample pairs 
with identical 

histopathologi-
cal diagnosis 

Invasive carcinoma 21 42 6 
Benign 16 36 6 
Normal 18 35 5 

Mammoplasty 11 17 4 
TOTAL 66 130 21 
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the underlying structural changes that accompany disease 
progression.  In this paper, we report on studies that directly 
compare the effectiveness of the amorphous scatter to dis-
tinguish disease status using a synchrotron source and a 
laboratory based SAXS instrument. 

II. METHODS 

A.  Tissue Samples 

Tissues samples were taken from patients who had 
mammographic, ultrasonographic, or biopsy confirmed 
lesions that were subsequently treated by mastectomy or 
wide-local excision. Tissue samples of 1mm diameter and 
ranging in length from 4-25mm were taken from the surgi-
cally excised mass using a biopsy gun (MEAD 16 Gauge 
Needle Biopsy Gun).  Two tissue samples were collected 
from each patient, as close together as possible from the 
centre of the primary lesion, and snap frozen in liquid nitro-
gen for storage at -80oC until SAXS images could be ac-
quired: One sample from each pair was imaging using a 
synchrotron source and the other sample was imaging using 
the laboratory source (see section IIB).  Although tissue 
pairs were collected for 130 patients, due to time con-
straints, only 66 pairs of tissues samples were imaged on 
both sources.  The remaining 64 unpaired samples were able 
to be imaged on the synchrotron source only.  Tissues were 
obtained with full informed consent from patients undergo-
ing surgical treatment, under ethics approvals for this study 
(Southern Health: Human Research Ethics Committee B 
(Project No. 03094B) and Monash University: SCERH 
Human Ethics (Project No. 2003/021)). 

Just before SAXS imaging, the tissue was defrosted and 
placed in a 1 mm diameter glass capillary tube (1.0 O.D. 
Special Glass capillaries, Wolfgang Muller Glas Technik, 
Germany) with phosphate-buffered saline solution to main-
tain hydration. These capillary tubes were then held verti-
cally in a sample holder and aligned with the radiation beam 
and imaged to obtain a SAXS pattern. Once imaged, the 
tissue was removed from the capillary tube and fixed in 
formalin for preservation until they could be embedded into 
paraffin blocks and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 
(H&E). Classification of tissues was based on the patholo-
gist’s diagnosis post-experiment. Tissue sample diagnosis 
was carried out on samples from the 130 patients (median 
age 57 ± 11 years) were analyzed in this study; the distribu-
tion of disease types is shown in Table 1.  ‘Normal’ refers 
to healthy tissue from patients with verified invasive dis-
ease, whereas ‘Mammoplasty’ refers to healthy tissue from 
patients with no known disease.  Of the 66 pairs of samples 
imaged on both sources, only 21 pairs had matched  

histopathological diagnosis.  Although pairs of tissue cores 
were obtained as close together as practicable from each 
patient’s primary lesion, this apparent discrepancy is likely 
to result from the heterogeneity of breast tissue.  

B. Image Acquisition and Processing 

Data acquisition and preliminary processing is described 
in more detail in [5].  Synchrotron SAXS images were ac-
quired at Station 2.1 at the SRS Daresbury, UK.  A beam 
size of ~0.5 mm x 0.5 mm was used at the sample with a 
wavelength of 1.54 Å. The sample-to-detector distance was 
6.3 m and data recorded using a 200 mm x 200 mm imaging 
multi-wire proportional counter operated at 512 x 512 pix-
els, yielding a scattering vector, q, range of 0.1-0.6 nm-1. 
Laboratory SAXS images were acquired using an Osmic 
SAXS camera (Rigaku Corp.) for which the nominal Full 
Width at 10% of maximum intensity is 0.62mm at the sam-
ple, and the x-ray wavelength is also 1.54 Å.  Image Plates 
(FujiBAS) were used as the detection system.  The sample-
to-detector distance was 1.6m, yielding a q range of 0.25-
2.6 nm-1.  Calibration for q was performed using either rat 
tail tendon (synchrotron) or silver behenate (laboratory 
source).  For both sources, normalization for incident beam 
intensity fluctuations was performed using a glassy carbon 
standard (Sigradur® (K), HTW Hochtemperatur-Werkstoffe 
GmbH, Germany) and sample attenuation was corrected for 
by using the transmitted intensity measured at the centre of 
a semi-transparent beamstop.  The tissue sample was oscil-
lated vertically during the exposure to acquire images repre-
sentative of the entire tissue volume.  

 

Fig. 1 Typical 1D scattering profile from a SAXS image acquired on the 
laboratory instrument. Labels denote the axial d-spacing peaks arising from 
the fibillar collagens (3rd and 5th order) and the peak arising from adipose 
(fat) tissue.  The amorphous scatter was integrated over 3 subranges in q as 
shown, as is the synchrotron q range for comparison 
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The 2-dimensional SAXS images were radially averaged 
to obtain the 1-dimensional (1D) intensity profiles, I(q)*q2, 
as a function of scattering vector q = 4πsinθ/λ. Profiles were 
fitted with a linear sum of Gaussian peaks and a quadratic 
background using IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics Inc. 2005).  The 
area under the quadratic background was integrated to pro-
vide amorphous scattering intensities as a function of dis-
ease status over several different q ranges. A typical 1D 
profile and the q sub-ranges for integration of the laboratory 
instrument data is shown in Figure 1. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Since the SAXS images acquired synchrotron source 
probed a smaller scattering vector (q, nm-1) range compared 
to the laboratory source, the integrated amorphous scatter 
from the laboratory source images was subdivided into 3 
subranges as shown in Table 2, to enable comparison.  A 
direct comparison is made between the two sources for the 
low q range is shown in Figure 2.   

Table 2 Tissue pair diagnoses comparison for the two sources over differ-
ent q ranges, IC = invasive carcinoma, M = mammoplasty, B = benign, and 
N = normal. * denotes p<0.05, # denotes p<0.01 

Lab instrument, q range, nm-1 Sync. Tissue 
0.25-0.6 0.6-1.3 1.7-2.3 Total 0.1-0.6 

IC:M 0.0042# 0.0023# 0.040* 0.031* 4.1x10-7# 
IC:N 0.0089# 0.0040# 0.019* 0.031* 0.0023# 
IC:B 0.32 0.40 0.45 0.36 0.0072# 
B:N 0.016* 0.0084# 0.087 0.14 0.30 
B:M 0.0025# 0.0021# 0.11 0.083* 0.0012# 
N:M 0.086 0.14 0.55 0.21 0.0025# 

Inspection of Figure 2 reveals that the invasive carci-
noma tissues are well separated (p < 0.05) from both the 
mammoplasty and the normal tissues, and Table 2 confirms 
that this distinction is preserved for the entire q range cov-
ered by both instruments, 0.1-2.3 nm-1.  Benign and mam-
moplasty tissues are also easily distinguished using the 
integrated amorphous scatter in the low q ranges common to 
both instruments.  However, whilst the integrated amor-
phous scatter from the synchrotron data can distinguish 
invasive carcinoma from benign tissues, the laboratory 
camera q range cannot, suggesting that very low q range 
scattering (q < 0.25 nm-1) accessed by the synchrotron data 
is the major discriminator between these two tissue types.  
This is also true of the normal to mammoplasty tissue com-
parison.  Examination of the synchrotron data subrange q = 
0.1-0.25 nm-1 (not shown in Table 2) confirmed this was the 
case for the normal:mammoplasty comparison (p < 0.05) 

but not for the invasive carcinoma:benign comparison.  The 
benign to normal comparison shows the opposite relation-
ship:  the integrated amorphous scattering from the interme-
diate q  range (q = 0.6-1.3 nm-1) of laboratory camera can 
distinguish these two types, but the lower q range covered 
by the synchrotron cannot.   
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Fig. 2 Comparison of normalized amorphous scatter for the laboratory 
instrument (Range 1) and the synchrotron SAXS data.  Error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals 

These findings suggest some interesting overall trends, 
summarized in Figure 3.  The healthy tissues, normal and 
mammoplasty, are distinguished by a lower integrated 
amorphous scatter in the low q regions examined, corre-
sponding to large scatterers (d ~ 25-60 nm).  The benign 
tissues are characterized by increased amorphous scattering 
intensity in an intermediate scattering range (d ~ 5-25 nm), 
and the invasive tissues have the highest amorphous scatter-
ing intensities for the high q regions over the largest q 
range.  Thus there is not only a trend of increased amor-
phous scattering with disease severity, but also a corre-
sponding decrease in the size of the scatterers contributing 
to this intensity.  These findings would appear to be consis-
tent with the known degradation and disruption of the ECM 
that occurs during cancer progression.  This may also ex-
plain in part the apparent inconsistency in the results for the 
two sources when comparing invasive carcinoma to benign 
tissues, since diseased tissue is likely to exhibit su-
pramolecular change on a continuous spectrum.  In addition, 
the sample numbers of the two sources were markedly dif-
ferent (130 patients’ tissue samples imaged on the synchro-
tron source, and only 66 on the laboratory source), giving 
rise to the increased size of 95% confidence intervals for the 
laboratory data in Figure 2.    
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Fig. 3 Summary of the integrated amorphous scatter results from the two sources over the q range studied.  The corresponding scatterer size (d) is also 
shown 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A direct comparison of SAXS data acquired at a synchro-
tron source and on a laboratory instrument has revealed that 
the integrated amorphous scattering intensities from either 
of these sources can be used to distinguish invasive carci-
noma tissues from healthy tissues (normal or mammoplasty) 
with statistical significance (p < 0.01).  Since the q ranges 
probed by the two sources were different in these experi-
ments, the comparison also revealed that not only does the 
integrated amorphous scattering intensity increase with 
increased disease severity, but that the size of the predomi-
nant scatterers also appears to decrease with disease pro-
gression.  These findings suggest that a q range of at least 
0.1-2.3 nm-1, broader than has been previously used in syn-
chrotron studies, should be used in future SAXS studies of 
breast tissue to provide the best discrimination of disease 
status.   
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Multislice Lung Computer Tomography 
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Abstract––Introduction: CT scan of the lung is the gold 
standard in preoperative evaluation of central lung tumors. 
Extension of the tumor, infiltration of central lung structures 
and lung segmentation are decisive parameters to answer the 
question of a possible operability and the extend of resection. 
With a new, adated software application (MeVis, Bremen) an 
enhanced, three-dimensional visualization is now availabe. 

Methods: Based on high-resolution chest computed 
tomography (CT) scan the CT data of patients with central 
lung tumors were evaluated using the specific software 
mentioned above. In the initial study period the adapted CT 
data of 10 patients were validated and confirmed by surgery. 
Along with an improved software, in the second study period 
(n = 16)  the three-dimensional reconstructed CT scan is used 
to answer the question of risk analysis and technical approach. 

Results: The amount of findings gained by the three-
dimensional reconstructed CT scan is both qualitative and 
quantitative. The three-dimensional visualization of the tumor 
and its anatomic relation to central pulmonary vessels and 
airway system was feasible in all cases. 3D Reconstruction in 
combination with color-coded related lung lobes or lung 
segments as well as the possibility of separated examination of 
all anatomic structures results in a clearly improved 
visualization for the observer and a better preoperative 
planning for the surgeon. 

Conclusion: Three-dimensional reconstruction of lung 
tumors is a new and promising method for preoperative risk 
analysis of central lung tumors. The three-dimensional 
visualization with anatomical reformatting and color-coded 
segmentation enables the surgeon a more precisely strategic 
approach in central lung tumors.  

Keywords––computerized tomography, 3-dimensional 
reconstruction, lung tumor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Surgical planning of major lung resections is based on 
the general state of health, lung function tests and 
radiological imaging. CT scans of the lung were made 
availabe to the surgeon in variable slice thickness and 
inconstant qualitiy. The whole extent of an infiltration of 
central mediastinal structures like the main vessels or the 
trachea as well as the tumor extent can often only be 
evaluated by surgical operation. To avert a damage by 
performing an unnecessary operation one has to claim the 
best possible exact preoperative planning in patients with 
major lung resection. Soon after the worldwide innovation 
of the multi slice detector CT (MSDCT), segmentation and 
analysis of lung structures were available [1]. Now, 
prototypical software application has been developed 
(MeVis® medical research) for the quantification and 
visualization of MSDCT of the lung and its results are 
available for the thoracic surgeon. Due to an improved 
visualization (3 D image) for the surgeon the extend of a 
complexe surgical operation can be estimated much more 
easier and the risk analysis can be supported. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Between January and April 2006 (initial study period), 10 
patients with primary or secondary malignant lung tumors 
were evaluated in the Department of thoracic surgery, 
University hospital of Schleswig-Holstein, Campus 
Luebeck. In all ten patients there was a  hundred per cent 
correlation between preoperative animated 3-D imaging and 
the intraoperative findings. In the second study period from 
November 2006 to December 2008, only patients with 
central lung tumors (n = 16) were included. Patients 
characteristics and surgical treatment are shown in Tab. 1. 
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Table 1 Patients characteristics of the second study period group (central lung tumors) 

Sex    age Tumor  Localisation  Treatment 

male 53 BC central left  Surgery not performed 
male 72 BC central right  Lobectomy 
male 68 BC central right  Pneumonectomy  
male 61 BC central left  Pneumonectomy 
female 70 BC central left  Pneumonectomy 
male 54 BC lower lobe right  Lobectomy 
male 41 BC central  left  Pneumonectomy  
male 71 Lung metastases right  Wedge resection 
male 63 BC central left  Surgery not performed 
female 70 BC lower lobe right  Surgery not performed 
male 72 BC lower lobe right  Bilobectomy 
male  72 BC central right  Surgery not performed 
female 59 Lung metastases bilateral  Wedge resection 
male 47 BC upper lobe left  Lobectomy 
male  75 BC middle lobe right  Lobectomy 
female 74 BC upper lobe left  Lobectomy 

 
III. RESULTS 

All anatomical units and pathologies of the multi-slice 
detector CT could be defined. Anatomical segmentation 
could be performed in lung lobes, the vascular pulmonary 

system and the bronchial system. The Tumor and the 
lymphatic nodes were visualised separately or in 
combination with the lung parenchyma. Fig. 1 – 3 shows 
reformated slices of the CT scan. 

 

Fig. 1 Reformated lung with tracheobronchial and vascular system, showing a right sided tumor with central lymph nodes 
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Fig. 2 Reformated lung with isolated lower pulmonary lobe and pulmonary artery system 

 

 

Fig. 3 Central structures including a left sided tumor. Pulmonary lobes removed 

 

In addition to morphology and anatomical affiliation, the 
3-D images can be interactively turned through 360°, which 
allows an excellent perspective for the viewer. Details of 

pathological lung parenchyma, like lung emphysema  
(Fig. 4), can also be displayed and an estimation of the 
postoperatively lung function may be possible [2]. 
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Fig. 4 Color-coded (yellow) view of pathological lung structures (lung emphysema) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Aim of the study was the clinical evaluation of a new 
computer assisted software concerning an improved 
preoperative risk analysis. Mainly patients with a central 
lung tumor and/or a possible infiltration of mediastinal 
structures seem to benefit three-dimensional reconstruction.  

The main advantage compared to the 2-dimensional 
viewing lies in the separate visualization of the tumor and 
the lymphatic nodes from bronchial or vascular system 
without any overlapping of the structures [3]. In patients 
with a peripheral solitary pulmonary nodule, there is no 
knowledge gained by a 3-D reconstruction.The quality of 
the reformated three dimensional images is dependend on 
the quality of the original MSDCT. Poor quality of the 
original imaging, incorrect thickness of the slices, wide-
spaced slicing or underdosed contrast agent leads directly to 
a low grade 3-D reformation and offers no further 
information for the viewer. 

The 3-dimensional reconstructed CT scan improves the 
knowledge of quality and of quantity. There are no more 
tumors to be detected as in the original 2 D scan. But in the 
case of a decided problem, the 3 D view of central lung 
tumors allows a more precisely risk analysis for the 
surgeon. 
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dependent on the target angle (p<0.01).

Fig 2 Velocity error as a function of target depth

IV-DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The significant effect of angle on velocity error
could be because of spectral broadening suggested
by some investigators [2,3]. The designed phantom
can used for evaluation of the accuracy of doppler
instruments by choosing different set of four
independent variables. 
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4D velocity measurements in intracranial aneurysms 
using 3T phase contrast MRI angiography  
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Abstract—To obtain hemodynamic descriptors of intracra-
nial aneurismal flow, phase contrast MRI was performed on 
two aneurysms. To compare accelerated with non-accelerated 
scans, an acceleration technique called k-t BLAST was applied 
to one of the scans and compared with the non-accelerated 
scan. Results showed that velocity magnitude, directions and 
vorticity could be visualized accurately in non-accelerated 
measurements, but the accelerated scan showed a significant 
deviation from the non-accelerated scan. 

Keywords—intracranial aneurysms, phase contrast MR  
                imaging, k-t BLAST, blood flow velocity, kinetic               
                energy density 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Hemodynamic quantities such as wall shear stress, vor-
ticity and impingement zones [1] may influence intracranial 
aneurysm growth and risk rupture. Such factors can be 
estimated for individual patients using computational tech-
niques. Alternatively, taking advantage of the developments 
in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) techniques, blood 
flow velocity direction and magnitude can be measured in 
unruptured aneurysms to directly visualize velocity patterns 
and vorticity. 4D phase contrast measurements were per-
formed in two aneurysms and in this paper initial observa-
tions on flow velocity in the aneurysms are presented. Ki-
netic energy density and pulsatility over time were used as a 
possible initial descriptor of aneurismal flow dynamics. 
Wall shear stress estimation can be performed using the 
measured velocity data, but high spatial resolution is an 
essential factor to obtain accurate values [2]. To obtain a 
higher spatial resolution, an acceleration technique called  
k-t BLAST [3] can be used, at the cost of accuracy loss in 
the velocity data. In this paper, instead of increasing spatial 
resolution, a shorter scan time is chosen as the advantage of 
the acceleration technique, with the goal of comparing the 
non-accelerated measurement with the accelerated meas-
urement at the same resolution and determine the conse-
quential amount of accuracy loss.  

II. METHODS

A. Aneurysms 

The first aneurysm was found in the middle cerebral ar-
tery (MCA) in which velocity was measured without the 
acceleration technique. The second aneurysm was found in 
the anterior communicating artery (AcomA) and was meas-
ured with and without k-t BLAST. 

B. MRI Settings 

Fast field echo (FFE, visualizes soft tissue) and phase 
contrast (measures blood flow velocity) images of the aneu-
rysms and surrounding vessels were obtained using a 3T 
MRI system (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Nether-
lands). Scan parameters were: FOV: 100 x 100 x 20 mm3, 
voxel size: 0.78 x 0.78 x 0.8 mm, TE/TR: 5.0 / 9.5 ms, flip 
angle: 15°, number of averages: 2, venc: 100 cm/s, cardiac 
phases: 10, retrospectively PPU gated. Parallel imaging was 
applied with a factor of 3 in left - right direction. Scan time 
was around 12 minutes. Phase was measured in three direc-
tions and in time, and reconstructed to time-dependent 3D 
velocity patterns. Kinetic energy density (Ek) is given by: 

∑=
i

ik vE 2

2

1
ρ          (1) 

Where vi  is the velocity in each voxel in the aneurysm in 
cm/s and ρ is the density of blood, set to 1000 kg/m3, for 
convenience. Pulsatility of the aneurysm is given by:  
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k-t BLAST is an acceleration technique that is based on 
exploiting signal correlations in k-space and time. Accelera-
tion is obtained by undersampling k-space and reconstruct-
ing the aliased signal using the k-t BLAST algorithm. The 
k-t BLAST measurement was performed with an accelera-
tion factor of 5. Parallel imaging was not possible in combi-
nation with k-t BLAST. The total scan time of this meas-
urement was 9 minutes, due to acquisition of training data. 
The deviation between the non-accelerated and the acceler-
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ated measurement is given by: 
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where i represents a pixel and t a cardiac phase. 

C. Postprocessing  

Dicom files obtained by the scans were postprocessed us-
ing Matlab® based in-house software. Vessel and aneurysm 
contours were created in the FFE images and transferred to 
the phase contrast images. Pixels outside contours were set 
to zero and finally velocity magnitude was calculated. 

III. RESULTS 

Flow vortices were observed in both aneurysms, see fig-
ures 1 and 2. These vortices underwent accelerations and 
decelerations during the cardiac cycle, as is indicated by the 
difference in systolic and diastolic kinetic energy density 
and pulsatility, found in table 1. Here, also location and 
volume of the aneurysms are given.  

Figure 1 shows velocity patterns at peak systole in a cor-
onal slice through aneurysm 1. It is seen that at the neck of 
the aneurysm, the blood flow velocity is strongly deceler-
ated (from 80 to 40 cm/s). The vortex is created by larger 
velocity at the sides of the aneurysm and low velocity in the 
middle.  

Figure 2a shows velocity patterns at peak systole in a 
sagittal slice through aneurysm 2. Figure 2b shows the same 
slice in the same aneurysm for the measurement where k-t
BLAST was used.  

In figures 2a and b it can be seen that velocity directions 
and vorticity of the non-accelerated measurement is compa-
rable with the accelerated measurement. However, the sys-
tolic kinetic energy density for the accelerated measurement 
was lower than the non-accelerated measurement, while the 
diastolic kinetic energy was higher. The pulsatility was 
lower in the accelerated measurement, see table 1. The 
deviation between non- accelerated and accelerated was  

Fig 1. Coronal slice in aneurysm 1, velocity given in cm/s 

around 33%. 
The systolic, diastolic and mean kinetic energy density 

were higher for aneurysm 1 than for aneurysm 2, which is 
supported by figures 3a and b. The non-accelerated pulsatil-
ity of aneurysm 2 was lower than aneurysm 1 as well.  

IV. DISCUSSION 

Flow velocity magnitude and direction could be meas-
ured in intracranial aneurysms, allowing visualization of the 
complex flow patterns and vortices, see figures 1 and 2. 
This information is useful for aneurismal rupture risk as-
sessment and may be used for computational fluid dynamics 
validation.  

It can be seen that in aneurysm 1 the kinetic energy in 
systole is higher which indicates that the vortex swirls at a 
higher velocity and impact on the aneurismal wall may be 
higher [4] than in aneurysm 2. One possible explanation for 
the difference in kinetic energy density and pulsatility be-
tween the two aneurysms is that the inflow velocity in aneu-
rysm 1 is higher at peak systole (80 cm/s in aneurysm 1,  

Table1. Volume, location, kinetic energy density range and mean and pulsatility of the aneurysms 

Volume  (mm3) Location Ek (kJ/m3) Pulsatility Deviation (%) 

Aneurysm 1 514 
Left Middle Cerebral 

 Artery 
7– 45              (20) 0.7 - 

non-accelerated 4 – 11.5          (7) 0.5 
Aneurysm 2 

accelerated 
215 

Anterior Communicating 
Artery 5 – 7.5           (6) 0.2 

33 
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Fig 2a Sagittal slice in aneurysm 2, 
velocity given cm/s, non-
accelerated measurement 

Fig 2b Sagittal slice in aneurysm 2, 
accelerated measurement 

60 cm/s in aneurysm 2), and remains higher throughout the 
cardiac cycle. This may be to the fact that aneurysm 1 is 
located in the middle cerebral artery, where blood flow 
velocity is higher than in the anterior communicating artery, 
where aneurysm 2 is located. 

When the accelerated measurement is compared with the 
non-accelerated measurement in aneurysm 2, a deviation of 
33% is found. It is also seen that there is a large decrease in 
pulsatility (60%) and the difference between systolic and 
diastolic kinetic energy density is smaller (2.5 kJ/m3) in the 
accelerated measurement than in the non-accelerated meas-
urement (7.5 kJ/m3). This can be considered as a result of 
the smoothing of the velocity magnitudes over time, as 
illustrated in figure 3b. 

Apparently, an acceleration factor of 5 in k-t BLAST has 
a large influence on velocity magnitude measurements. 
Velocity directions however were found to be more accu-
rate than the magnitude. This may be a result of the fact that 
in general the velocity directions do not change much dur-
ing the heart cycle in the intracranial aneurysms shown in 
this paper. When velocity directions alter significantly in a 
cardiac cycle, it might be that k-t BLAST measurements 
with an acceleration factor of 5 will show larger deviations 
in velocity directions. This needs to be researched more 
profoundly. 

It was shown by Baltes et al [5]. that applying k-t BLAST 
with an acceleration factor of 5 in phase contrast velocity 
mapping was an accurate measurement technique in the 
aorta. Unfortunately this was not the case in the intracranial 
aneurysm. A possible reason is that in the aorta, velocity 
through one plane was measured instead of velocity meas-
urements in a 3D volume. Therefore they were able to use a 
larger temporal resolution in the aorta (30 cardiac phases) 
than in the aneurysms.  

It is expected that measurements with a lower accelera-
tion factor will improve the accuracy of k-t BLAST meas-
urements, but the advantage of shorter scan time will be 
lost, since scan times will be longer than the non-
accelerated measurements. The challenge to increase spatial  

Fig 3a. Kinetic energy density for 
aneurysm 1, S = systole, D = dias-
tole 

Fig 3b. Kinetic energy density 
for aneurysm 2, non-accelerated 
(red,-) and accelerated (blue,- -) 

resolution and hence the accuracy of velocity measurements 
and wall shear stress estimations may not be met by apply-
ing the present implementation of the k-t BLAST algorithm 
to phase contrast angiography in intracranial aneurysms. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper phase contrast MRI measurements of two 
aneurysms were presented. It was shown that 3D velocity 
patterns and vorticity in time could be visualized. A meas-
ure for flow dynamics was given by kinetic energy density 
and pulsatility. It was seen that kinetic energy in systole and 
diastole and pulsatility were higher in the aneurysm located 
in the middle cerebral artery where blood flow velocity is 
higher than in the aneurysm located in the anterior cerebral 
artery, where blood flow velocity is lower.  

To determine the influence of the acceleration technique 
called k-t BLAST on velocity data accuracy for the benefit 
of shortening scan time or increasing spatial resolution, one 
aneurysm was scanned with k-t BLAST with an accelera-
tion factor of 5, and without k-t BLAST. Results indicated 
that loss of accuracy of velocity data in the scan with the 
acceleration technique was significant, since a deviation 
with the non-accelerated scan of 33% was found. Possible 
explanations for this large deviation were the low temporal 
resolution and relatively low signal to noise ratio in intrac-
ranial aneurysms. It was suggested that the present imple-
mentation of the k-t BLAST algorithm may not be benefi-
cial for increasing spatial resolution or shortening scan time 
in intracranial aneurysms. 
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Quantification of Myocardial Blood Flow Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging with 
Different accelerated Pulse Sequences 
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Abstract— The aim of this study was to compare SR-
TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP, and SR-segEPI pulse sequences 
using a twofold TSENSE-acceleration with regard to their use 
in quantification of myocardial blood flow (MBF). Six healthy 
volunteers were examined at 1.5T by first pass myocardial 
perfusion MRI at rest using all three TSENSE-accelerated 
pulse sequences. For absolute quantifi-cation of MBF XSIM 
software with the MMID4 model has been used. MBF analyses 
revealed significant MBF differences between SR-
TurboFLASH and SR-segEPI compared to SR-TrueFISP 
(p<0.005 and p<0.001, respectively). Differences between SR-
TurboFLASH and SR-segEPI were not statistically significant. 
The median MBF val-ues for SR-TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP, 
and SR-segEPI were 0.77, 0.91, and 0.72 ml/min/g, respective-
ly. Fit quality of the MMID4-fits was clearly better with SR-
TrueFISP (median correla-tion coefficient (R2) = 0.923) than 
with SR-TurboFLASH (R2 = 0.831) and SR-segEPI (R2 = 
0.861). Also SR-segEPI yielded better R2 values than SR-
TurboFLASH. Besides better image quality than SR-
TurboFLASH and SR-segEPI, SR-TrueFISP using TSENSE 
also yields better fit quality in absolute quantification of MBF 
when using XSIM with the MMID4 model. The better fit quali-
ty should result in more reliable MBF values. 

Keywords— magnetic resonance imaging, myocardial perfu-
sion imaging, quantification, TSENSE, MMID4 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Reduced myocardial perfusion will be the first effect of 
stenotic coronary artery disease (CAD) [1]. Therefore, 
quantitative assessment of myocardial perfusion with first-
pass magnetic resonance imaging is a very promising con-
cept for non-invasive detection of CAD.  

Most commonly used pulse sequences for myocardial 
MR perfusion imaging are spoiled gradient-echo pulse se-
quences like SR-TurboFLASH [2] or segmented echo-
planar-imaging [3]. Recently, balanced steady-state free 
precession pulse sequences like TrueFISP with saturation 
recovery (SR) preparation have been introduced for myo-
cardial perfusion imaging [4]. The scan time of the pulse 
sequences can be reduced by using parallel acquisition 
techniques. Techniques like TSENSE [5] were designed 
especially for dynamic imaging by combining the parallel 
imaging strategy with time-interleaved k-space acquisition 
as in UNFOLD [6]. 

The purpose of this study was compare three pulse se-
quences (SR-TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP, SR-segEPI) 
using a twofold TSENSE-acceleration for quantitative myo-
cardial perfusion MRI. Absolute myocardial blood flow 
(MBF) values were calculated using XSIM with the 
MMID4 model.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All measurements were performed on a 1.5T clinical 
MRI scanner (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Medical Solu-
tions, Erlangen, Germany). For signal reception, eight coil-
elements were used. Six healthy volunteers were examined 
at rest by first pass myocardial perfusion imaging. All pulse 
sequences used a non-selective saturation recovery (SR) 
magnetization preparation. The parameters TI/TR/TE/α for 
SR-TurboFLASH were 85ms/2.4ms/1.2ms/18°, for SR-
TrueFISP 85ms/2.2ms/1.1ms/50°, and for segmented EPI 
(echo train length of 4) 85ms/5.8ms/1.2ms/35°. The matrix 
size was 128x96, the field of view was 380x285mm2. The 
resulting pixel resolution was 2.97x2.97mm2. No additional 
temporal filtering for further suppression of aliasing arti-
facts has been applied with TSENSE. For each volunteer 40 
measurements with 3 slices per heartbeat were acquired 
during a single breath hold. 2ml of Gd-DTPA (Magnevist, 
Schering, Germany) were injected (~0.015mmol/kg of body 
weight) in an antecubital vein (injection rate = 8 ml/sec). 
For absolute quantification of MBF, XSIM software (Na-
tional Simulation Resource, Univ. of Washington, Seattle) 
was used with the MMID4 model [7,8]. For all statistically 
comparisons, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. 

III.   RESULTS  

MBF analyses revealed significant MBF differences be-
tween SR-TurboFLASH and SR-segEPI compared to SR-
TrueFISP (p<0.005 and p<0.001, respectively). Differences 
between SR-TurboFLASH and SR-segEPI were not statisti-
cally significant (p=0.061). The median MBF values in 
ml/min/g for SR-TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP, and SR-
segEPI were 0.77 (inter-quartile-range (IQR) 0.64 to 0.92), 
0.91 (IQR 0.78 to 1.02), and 0.72 (IQR 0.59 to 0.87), re-
spectively (c.f. figure 1).  
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Figure 2: Median R2 of the MMID4-fits for SR-
TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP and SR-segEPI.
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Figure 1: MBF values for SR-TurboFLASH, SR-TrueFISP
and SR-segEPI.

Fit quality of the MMID4-fits was significantly lower 
with SR-TurboFLASH (R2=0.83, p<0.001) and SR-segEPI 
(median R2=0.86, p<0.001) compared to SR-TrueFISP 
(median R2=0.92). Also the differences between SR-
TurboFLASH und SR-segEPI in R2 were statistically signif-
icant (p=0.01) (cf. figure 2). Figure 3 shows signal-time-
curves and their MMID4-fits to the corresponding median 
R2 for each pulse sequence. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Besides higher signal- (SNR) and contrast-to-noise-ratios 
(CNR) as well as better overall image quality the SR-
TrueFISP using TSENSE also yields better fit quality in 
absolute quantification of MBF when using XSIM with the 
MMID4 model compared to SR-TurboFLASH and SR-
segEPI. The better fit quality should result in more reliable 
MBF values. The derived MBF values are the in range ex-
pected for young healthy volunteers. 
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An intuitive vessel viewing system to facilitate blood withdrawal 
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Abstract— Venipunctures to draw blood for diagnostics can 
be cumbersome, especially for small children, due to the cuta-
neous fat, tiny veins and skin pigments. Multiple puncture 
attempts are painful and traumatic. A compact and practical 
system was developed based on IR translumination to visual-
ized blood vessel underneath the skin to provide guidance 
during vessel puncture procedures. A clinical trial has been 
performed in 125 young children (age 0-6 yrs) to prove the 
effectiveness of the system in the blood withdrawal procedure 
looking at failure to puncture at first attempt and time on 
needle manipulation in the skin. There was a significant de-
crease from 13% to 2% in failure rate. The time needed to 
search for a vein also decreased significantly. The nurses were 
satisfied with the user friendliness and short learning curve of 
the vessel viewing system while its use did not interfere with 
the routine procedure. The system has potential to be use in a 
large are of applications were vessel punctures are performed 
also in adults. Although the concept of patient friendliness is 
already accepted, measurements need to show the effectiveness 
for particular groups of patients. The vessel viewing system 
proved to be effective to perform blood withdrawals resulting 
in less pain and trauma for the patients.  

Keywords— near-infrared, vessel visualization, imaging, punc-
ture, blood vessels, blood withdrawal 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Gaining access to a blood vessel is an important proce-
dures in the hospital to attain insight in the patient’s health. 
Blood withdrawal from a vein or artery is used to diagnos-
tics. Intravenous and arterial sheet placement is performed 
for administration of fluids or medication and obtaining 
information about the patient’s status (e.g. blood pressure) 
during surgery.  

In some cases, gaining access can be quite difficult. The 
technician performing the procedure will have to be able to 
palpate the vessel or see it through the skin; otherwise a 
blind stick will be necessary, often with poor result. Patient 
features known to complicate the procedure are presence of 
sub dermal fat and tiny veins. Those features are especially 
seen in young children. When a child also has a dark skin, 
this will complicate the situation even more, because of the 
low contrast between blood vessels and skin colour.  

Various complications e.g. bruising, phlebitis, infection, 
infiltration, nerve injury might occur during a venipuncture 
or arterial puncture procedure [1]. The probability of com-

plications increases with every extra puncture that is neces-
sary. 

Near infrared light is already known for its properties of 
penetrating tissue, creating an optical window [2]. Due to its 
longer wavelength, scattering is minimized and absorption 
by chromophores in skin, such as melanin, is decreased. 
Lower scattering and absorption enable near infrared to 
travel several centimetres through tissue before being totally 
absorbed. Absorption by blood is also decreased, but less 
than absorption by skin. The combination of those two 
facts, i.e. low scattering and a difference in absorption be-
tween blood and surrounding tissue, lead to the possibility 
to use near-infrared light to visualize blood vessels under-
neath the skin.  

In this study, we describe the development of a practical 
vessel viewing system and present a clinical study to prove 
the effectiveness of the system to improve blood withdrawal 
procedures  

II. METHODS  

A. Development of vessel viewing system 

The vessel viewing system has been developed by the 
department of Clinical Physics of the University Medical 
Centre of Utrecht. It consists of an infrared sensitive CCD 
camera (Pulnix TM-300NIR) with VGA resolution. An 
infrared filter is used to block all visible light below 850 
nm. The video output of the camera is attached to an 8 inch 
LCD monitor. This screen is mounted to a flexible arm, 
which can easily be attached to any surface with the clamp. 
Small power LEDs at 850 nm are used for transillumination. 
The LEDs are attached to a neoprene bandage that is 
wrapped around the arm of the patient, so the LEDs have 
good contract with the skin.  

The transilluminated near-infrared light scatters through 
the skin and soft tissue layers and is absorbed by blood 
vessels underneath the surface on the opposite side. The 
transmitted infrared light is captured by the camera and the 
resulting real-time image is presented on the LCD screen. 
Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the system, with an exam-
ple of the resulting image (adult wrist, arteries are also visi-
ble). In figure 2, the venous network in the top side of the 
adult hand becomes clearly visible using transillumination. 
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Figure 1 Schematic view of the system  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Veins in an adult hand 

B. Clinical study 

The effectiveness of the vessel viewing system in a clini-
cal setting was tested in our Children’s Hospital for patients 
undergoing a blood withdrawal procedure.  

The vessel viewing system was applied is a group of 45 
children 0 to 6 years old (median 1, interquartile range IQR 
4)). The results were compared with a group of the patients 
undergoing blood withdrawal without the use of the vessel 

viewing system (0-6 years old, 80 patients, median 3, IQR 
4). 

The usual procedure of blood withdrawal from a vein 
takes places as follows: the technician applies a tourniquet 
around an arm or wrist of the patient. The arm or hand is 
then searched for a suitable vein by palpation and looking. 
A vein that is palpable (with or without being visible) is 
mostly preferred above a vein that is only visible. If nothing 
is palpable or visible, a “blind stick” is necessary, per-
formed by knowledge about anatomy.  

When the vessel viewing system is applied, it is placed in 
a way not hindering the technician in his or her working 
manner. The screen with the image of the veins and the limb 
of the patient itself are both visible at the same time. The 
technician can choose which LED holder to use (a band 
strapped around the arm with use of the puncture hole or 
having an assistant to hold the LEDs underneath the pa-
tient’s limb).    

The most important parameter of the study is the failure 
rate. Every time more than one puncture is necessary is 
noted as a failure. Another parameter is the time the needle 
is underneath the skin, while searching for the vein. This is 
the most painful action during the procedure. It is expected 
that this time will decrease with the system in use. Other 
parameters noted are age, skin colour (light, Mediterranean 
and dark), body fat (normal, chubby, baby fat). Stress en-
dured by the child is noted, being normal, tense/ light stress 
and very stressed/ wrestling, before, during and after the 
procedure. The measurements are made by a researcher 
present at the procedure. 

The failure rate is statistically weighed by means of a 
one-tailed z-test since it can not be expected that the use of 
the viewer will increase failure rate.  

Time needed to search for a vein is not normally distrib-
uted and therefore described with median and interquartile 
range. The difference is statistically weighed by means of a 
one-tailed Wilcoxon W test. The groups were divided in a 
easy/well performed procedure with negligible trauma tak-
ing less than 15 seconds, and a difficult and traumatic pro-
cedure taking more than 15 seconds. A one-tailed z-test was 
applied to compare the difference between the two groups. 
The p-value should be below .05 to conclude the difference 
is significant.  

The technicians filled in a questionnaire regarding their 
experience with the system at the end of the study. 
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III. RESULTS  

A. Failure Rate 
During procedures without the vessel viewing system the 

failure rate was 12.5 % (10 out of 80). When the system was 
applied, the failure rate dropped to 2.2 % (1 out of 45). This 
proved to be a significant difference with P = .026.  
 
B. Time of Needle Manipulation 

The percentage of procedures that took 15 seconds or 
more without the vessel viewing system was 21.3% (17 out 
of 80). This decreased to 6.7% (3 out of 45) with the system 
in use (P = .017).  

Quantitative data on time of needle manipulation shows a 
decrease from a median of 2 seconds (IQR 9) for the proce-
/’hjvdure without the system to a median of 1 second 
(IQR 3) with the system in use (P = .034).  Fig. 3 shows the 
results plotted in a bar graph. 
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Figure 3. Bar graph of the percentage of failed procedures and the percent-

age of procedures with long time duration, with and without system. 

IV. DISCUSSION  

A significant difference in failure rate was found, with a 
decrease of over 10% with the system in use. Since the 
technicians are experienced in venipunctures in a special-
ized children’s hospital, it can be expected that number of 
failed procedures without the system is normally larger. 

The technicians reported high degree of satisfaction in 
their experience with the system. The system was found to 
be easy to handle and the learning curve was short. In none 
of the cases, the system was found to be interfering with the 
procedure, even if the veins were already easy to find in the 
standard way. The system was able to visualize veins suc-
cessfully in 10 cases with no palpable or visible veins and in 

those cases, the technicians often reported the procedure 
would probably have failed without the system.  

Both the decrease in failure rate and the decrease in 
searching time, will contribute to a lower change of occur-
ring of complications and traumatizing the young patients 
for venipuncture procedures in the future.  

Visualization in of vessels in adults is possible however 
more challenging if the light has to transluminate through 
thick muscle layers. The light will be absorbed by high 
content of blood in muscle tissue. Visualization of veins in 
the hand and arteries in the wrist proved to be possible in 
most adults.  

This vessel viewing system can be applied in many areas 
E.g. during the placement of venous or arterial sheets, valu-
able OR time can be saved using the system as guidance. 
Further studies in these applications have already been start-
ed or are planned. 

Encouraged by the initial success of our vessel viewing 
system, we have developed a commercial system that will 
be available to the market during 2009. The product is 
called ‘The Vasculuminator’ (figure 4). Compared to other 
vessel viewing systems already the market, the Vasculumi-
nator is compact, easy to use and relative low prize. The 
major advantage is the use of the IR view as an adjunct to 
the normal procedure without interference of the normal 
view, in contrast to the other systems working with projec-
tion of vessels on the puncture site or a limited view 
through one-eyepiece. [3,4] 

 

   
 

Figure 4. The ‘Vasculuminator’ is available as a commercial product 
 for easy vessel viewing 
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V. CONCLUSION  

The vessel viewing system developed proved to be effec-
tive for the procedure of blood withdrawal. The reduction of 
failed punctures and time of needle manipulation contrib-
utes to less pain and trauma for the patient. The system is 
well appreciated by the technicians performing the puncture 
procedure. 
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Is there a necessity of Standard Uptake Value correction in liver reference level? 
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Abstract – Introducing: Non-specific uptake in heart, bowel  
or gut hardly depends on age, fastening period, blood glucose 
levels. Among all those non-specific uptake levels, liver SUV  
is often used as a reference point. In our study standard 
uptake value in liver parenchyma is compared with SUV  
of lesions suspected for malignant disease. Clinical experience 
indicates that SUV values in the liver differ to a large extent.  
Because of this fact there is a question if introducing  
the correction factor of SUV value in liver is necessary. 
Materials and methods: One hundred patients were enrolled 
into the study. There were 46 male and 54 female with  
the mean age 47 years. Each patient had PET-CT acquisition 
after 18F-FDG injection. The SUV values were calculated  
for each ROI (region of interest containing non-specific uptake 
in liver). The correlation between physiological variables  
and SUV values in healthy liver was calculated in order  
to decide if there was a necessity of introducing the correction 
factor of SUVliv and from which time point from injection  
to acquisition it should be done. Results: No correlation  
was found between the height and the SUVliv and between  
the plasma glucose level and the SUVliv. A rather weak 
correlation was stated in the case of the weight, the BMI  
and the time from 18F-FDG injection to acquisition. According 
to our study there is a need to use a correction factor in cases 
when the time between injection and acquisition is longer  
than 80 minutes. Conclusions: The time which elapsed  
from the moment of tracer injection to acquisition start is very 
important. Knowing the relationship between this time  
and obtained SUVliv and proper using of correction factor  
in the correct time range can be beneficial for identification  
of putative liver metastases.   

Keywords – Standard Uptake Value (SUV), correction  factor, 
physiological variables, 18F-FDG 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A commonly used parameter in tumor diagnosis, staging, 
classification and monitoring response to applied  
therapy is SUV (Standardized Uptake Value). SUV can be 
influenced by many factors, mainly by the blood glucose 
concentration and its changes with time after injection, 
which determines tissue uptake of the given 18F-FDG 
activity. Regarding to this fact, it is worth to consider  
if the implementation of appropriate correction factor  
is necessary. In standardized conditions, the SUV value  

is informative and reproducible. A popular usage of SUV  
is its capability in helping to distinguish between benign  
and malignant lesions. SUV uptake in malignant lesions 
usually increases over time while the uptake in benign 
lesions usually decreases or remains stable. 
The SUV of a healthy liver is often used as a reference 
point. Standardized uptake value in liver parenchyma  
is compared with lesions suspected for malignant disease, 
mostly distant metastases of cancer located elsewhere.  
The SUV values ratio between the region of healthy liver 
and metastatic liver foci can be used for quantitative 
determination of radionuclide uptake. 
The aim of this study was to explore, if the correction  
of SUV in liver is necessary. In order to do so, the SUV 
values in healthy liver were determined and further,  
the SUV values were correlated with patients-  
and acquisition-specific parameters. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patients were referred to our department  
with clinical indication for whole-body 18F-FDG.  
PET-CT studies were retrospectively examined and only 
patients with distant metastasis-free history and a negative 
PET result were chosen for further analysis. One hundred 
patients PET studies were analyzed (46 male, 54 female). 
The mean age of patients was 47 years (range 14 - 75 
years). PET-CT acquisition was performed after 18F-FDG 
injection in range from 185 MBq to 566 MBq (mean value 
327 MBq). Time between injection and acquisition  
was from 57 min up to 119 min. Acquisitions were 
performed on PET-CT (Gemini GXL, Philips, USA).  
Each patient had a spiral CT for the attenuation correction. 
PET data was reconstructed using LOR-RAMLA algorithm 
provided by the scanner software. Resulting images were 
analyzed using MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, USA). 
Regions of interest (ROI) containing non-specific uptake  
in liver were manually drawn. Standard Uptake Values were 
calculated on the basis of definition (the tissue 
concentration of tracer; measured by PET scanner; divided 
by the activity injected to patient, divided by patient’s body 
weight). Median of SUV value in healthy liver (SUVliv) was 
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calculated for each ROI. Acquisition time, which was  
the time of study start, was extracted from DICOM images. 
The scanning time was dependent on the patient’s hight  
and body position. Because of these facts the acquisition 
time correction was made. The injection time, patient’s 
weight, height and blood glucose level were taken in each 
case from the patient’s medical documentation. Statistical 
analysis were made using STATISTICA (Statistica 6, 
StatSoft).  
The correlation analysis were accomplished according to 
Spearman test. In each considered case, the statistical 
significance was established at p < 0.05 First,  
the correlation between physiological variables and SUV 
values in healthy liver were calculated. The variables,  
which were chosen to analysis were the following: weight, 
height, plasma glucose level, body mass index (BMI)  
and time from injection 18F-FDG to acquisition time. 
Afterwards, the dependence of obtained SUV value on time 
which elapsed from the moment of tracer injection  
to acquisition start was checked. The changes of SUV  
in relation to the body mass index of examined patient  
were determined. At the end, the whole time interval  
(from activity injection to acquisition) was divided into five 
minutes intervals in order to determine in which time range 
the introduction the appropriate correction factor 
is necessary. The interval 60 min - 65 min was chosen  
as reference. For this interval the mean value with standard 
deviation was calculated. For the remaining intervals,  
the mean values were also determined. Afterwards,  
each particular mean value was compared with reference 
case. It was checked at which time point the mean value 
from individual intervals was beyond the reference mean 
value plus/minus standard deviation. 

III. RESULTS 

All obtained correlation coefficients were summarized  
in table below. 

Table 1 Correlation coefficients between physiological variables  
and SUV values in healthy liver 

CORRELATION:  
bolded correlation coefficients were significant with p < 0.05  

variable 
values: 

weight: height: 
plasma 
glucose 
level: 

BMI: 
injection-

acquisition 
time: 

correlation 
with SUV: 0,30 - 0,08 0,01 0,37 - 0,30 

On the basis of results, there was no correlation between  
the height of patients and the SUVliv. No correlation  
was also found between the plasma glucose level  

and the SUVliv. Correlation coefficient reached statistical 
significance (p < 0.05) in the case of the weight, the BMI  
and the time from 18F-FDG injection to acquisition, 
however, in both cases a rather weak correlation was stated 
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
The mean SUV in liver was 2,01 ± 0,42. For the reference 
time interval between 60 min and 65 min from activity 
injection, the mean SUVliv value was 2,19 ± 0,25  
when the period between the injection and the acquisition 
increased, the SUVliv decreased (Figure 1). The mean 
SUVliv values obtained after 80 min from the 18F-FDG 
injection were beyound reference mean SUVliv value 
plus/minus standard deviation. The observed tendency  
was also that patients with higher BMI showed higher 
SUVliv. 

Fig. 1 Observed SUV changes in relation to the time interval  
between the 18F-FDG injection and liver acquisition 

Fig. 2 Observed SUV changes in relation to the body mass index  
of examined patients 

IV. DISSCCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

According to obtained results, two tendencies  
were observed: The first one was exactly the same  
as it was suspected - the SUVliv decreased when  
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the injection-acquisition time increased. Second tendency 
(patients with higher BMI showed higher SUVliv) can be  
caused by attenuation correction which could not be good 
enough. The result like this can be caused also by metabolic 
situation in patient body.  

Because of fact, that PET-CT acquisition should be done 
after about 60 minutes from 18F-FDG injection,  
the interval 60 min - 65 min was chosen as reference.  
A need of correction was indicated in cases when the time 
between 18F-FDG injection and acquisition was longer  
than 80 minutes. 

Among all analyzed correlation coefficients between
physiological variables and SUV values in healthy liver,  
the statistical significance was noticed in three cases.  
The time from the moment of activity injection to patient’s 
blood circulation to acquisition start is the most important 
variable because it is the only parameter that one can 
control. Apart from correction of the reference  
point, additional conclusion can be drawn. In patients  
with non-physiological uptake in the liver, an additional 
acquisition of the liver region repeated after 90 - 120 min 
post-injection may provide better SNR (the signal-to-noise 
ratio) between lesions and liver. 
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 Hyperspectral Imaging of Lipids using Near-infrared Super Continuum Light 
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Abstract Lipids can be detected by infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy because lipids have significant absorption peaks 
derived from C-H or C=O vibration mode. Near infrared 
(NIR) spectroscopy can also give the information of absorp-
tions. The significant absorption peaks are often observed by 
overtone of molecular vibration of mid-infrared (MIR) region. 
Hyperspectral imaging technology realizes to show us the 
spatial and chemical information. NIR hyperspectral imaging 
can show the distribution of chemical compounds by vibra-
tional information.

In this study, we developed the hyperspectral imaging sys-
tem using NIR super continuum (SC) light to achieve a high 
contrast image. In this paper, we showed the hyperspectral 
imaging of lipid, triacylgrygrycerol under a skin. As the result, 
specific peak was probed at the wavelength of 1490, 1730 nm, 
and the distribution of lipid (triacylgrycerol) was confirmed 
from the spectral calculation. Therefore, Hyperspectral imag-
ing with NIR SC light realized to probe the specific absorption 
peak and spatial distribution of lipids, triacylgrycerol. 

Keywords  Hyperspectral imaging, Super continuum light, 
Triacylglycerol 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a powerful analytical tech-
nique to analyze the chemical and medical compounds. 
Various materials were evaluated by measuring a lot of 
characteristic absorption peaks correspond to the stretching 
and vending vibration of molecules. Lipids, for example, 
fatty acids, triglycerides, phospholipids, sphingolipids, 
sterol lipids (cholesterol), can be detected by IR spectrosco-
py because lipids have significant absorption peaks derived 
from C-H or C=O vibration mode. 

Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy can also measure ab-
sorption spectra. The significant absorption peaks are often 
observed by the overtone of molecular vibration in mid-
infrared (MIR) region [1].  

Hyperspectral imaging technology realizes to show us 
the spatial and chemical information. NIR hyperspectral 
imaging can show the distribution of chemical compounds 
by vibrational information. Hyperspectral image has a lot of    
information because the image is constructed by the spec-
trum in wide wavelength range. 

In this study, we developed the hyperspectral imaging 
system using NIR super continuum (SC) light to achieve a 

high contrast image. In this paper, we showed the hyper-
spectral imaging of lipids, triacylgrycerol under a skin in 
vitro.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Lipids Sample 

We used the sample constructed by a skin and a lipid for 
the hyperspectral imaging experiment. Skin of nude mouse 
(eight weeks old), triacylglycerol (T8127, Sigma Ardrich 
Corp., Missouri, USA) was used. Powder of triacylglycerol 
was dropped onto a musculature and was covered with a 
skin. Schematic of the sample used in this study was 
showed in Fig.1. 

B. Experimental set up 

SC light was used for the NIR broadband light source. 
The wavelength range is from 1100 nm to 2300 nm. The 
maximum average power is about 40 mW. NIR SC light 
was delivered to a grating spectrometer (SPG-120IR, Shi-
madzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) for selecting a specific wave-
length. The wavelength-limited light passed through the 
spectrometer was irradiated to the sample, and the diffuse 
reflection light on the sample was detected by the InGaAs 
charge coupled device (CCD) (320 256 pixels, 30 

m/pixel, XEVA-245, Xenics, Leuven, Belgium). The ex-
perimental set up was showed in Fig.2.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic of in vitro sample 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for Hyperspectral imaging  

C. Spectral data process 

The imaging data were captured at the wavelength of 
every 10 nm. The radiance of a standard (white) reference is 
measured by diffuse reflectance standard (WS-1, Ocean 
Optics, FL, USA) placed in the scene. Dark current is 
measured by keeping the camera shutter closed. 

To remove the problem of spectral non-uniformity of 
the illumination device and influence of the dark current, 
the radiance data are normalized to yield the radiance of the 
sample. To do this processing step, the raw data is corrected 
to reflectance using the following equation: 

R (x,y, ) = Iraw (x,y, )- Idark (x,y, )}/{ Iwhite (x,y, )- Idark 

(x,y, )} (1) 

where R (x,y, ) is the calculated reflectance value for each 
wavelength and pixels; Iraw (x,y, ) is the raw data radiance 
value, and Idark (x,y, ) and Iwhite (x,y, ) are the dark current 
and the white radiance acquired, respectively. Absorption 
data was calculated using following equation:  

A (x,y, ) = log (1/ R (x,y, ))  (2) 

where A (x,y, ) is the calculated absorption value for each 
wavelength and pixels. 

To detect the distribution of lipids, it is necessary to en-
hance the absorption peak value. The simple spectral calcu-
lation between the peak values derived from a lipid and the 
contrast value realizes the acquisition of lipid distribution 
images. The following equation is applied: 

DA(x,y) =  A1420(x,y) + A1730(x,y) - A1650(x,y)     (3) 

where DA (x, y) is the spectral subtraction for each pixels. 
 and are a target wavelength and contrast wavelength, 

respectively. A1 (x,y, ) is the target absorption value and A2 
(x,y, ) is the contrast absorption value for each pixels.  

D. Estimation  for distribution of lipid 

 The distribution of lipid (tryacylgrycerol) was gained 
from spectral calculation DA (x, y) in eq. (3). To probe the 
sample edges from DA (x, y), we calculated the derivative 
value V(x) of DA (x, y) on the x line showed in Fig.1. 
Sample edge points are determined by the highest and 
lowest value of V(x). The derivative value V(x) was 
calculated using follwing equation: 

V (x)= d DA(x,y) / dy  (4) 

III. RESULTS 

A. Absorption spectra of  lipids 

The absorption spectra of tryacylgrycerol calculated by 
the eq. (2) were shown in Fig.3. The subtraction of each 
spectrum was shown in Fig.4.The peak at the wavelength of 
1220 nm is derived from the second overtone of C-H stret-
ching vibration mode. The peak at the wavelength of 1460 
nm is the overtone of O-H stretching vibration mode. These 
are observed in every spectrum. In Fig.4, characteristic 
absorption bands were observed at the wavelength 1480 nm 
and 1720 nm. 
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Fig.4. Subtraction spectrum of the spectra in Fig.3 

 

B. Distribution of lipid 

Distributions of DA (x, y) and  V(x) on the x-line were 
shown in Fig.5. Specific peak of  DA (x, y) was confirmed.  
And the points of highest and lowest V(x) value presented 
the edges of lipid sample. The size of lipid sample was 
estimated 1.9 mm as the distance between the each points. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of lipid on the x-line  

IV. DISCUSSION 

It was necessary to evaluate the error between the expe-
rimental and actual lipid width. We compared the lipid sizes, 
estimated with the NIR hyperspectral imaging and the ac-
tual measurement. Actual width was measured by sample 
photo capturing lipid sample without skin and the scale 
under the visible light. The actual width of triacylgrycerol 
was 1.8 mm consequently. Therefore difference between 
experimental and actual width was calculated 0.1 mm. In 
addition the spatial resolution of this system was evaluated 
0.07 mm. Because the error  caused by spatial resolution is 
possible to be observed at each edges of lipid sample, the 
calculated error was reasonable. 

This technique can evaluate the lipid under the skin. 
Therefore NIR hyperspectral imaging can be applied for the 
noninvasive diagnostic system for adipose regeneration in 
the medical field and the imaging system to evaluate a skin 
condition in cosmetic surgery and so on.. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, hyperspectral imaging system with NIR 
SC light can probe the specific absorption peak and spatial 
distribution of lipids, triacylgrycerol under a skin. This 
technique is a powerful tool for the diagnosis of lipids dis-
tribution. 
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Abstract— Movement in the area of the lung and the upper 
abdomen leads to motion blurring in PET images and to mis-
alignment between PET data and CT data used for attenuation 
correction. This leads to errors in the quantification of the 
PET data, especially for lesion size and activity uptake. To 
minimize motion artifacts in the PET images, a local motion 
correction based on list-mode data was performed. The re-
maining problem of possible misalignment between PET and 
the CT based attenuation map, was studied using Monte Carlo 
simulations. An emission data driven correction of the attenua-
tion map was used to reconstruct the PET data. This was per-
formed for nine patients with solitary lung lesions. Using only 
the local motion correction a change of measured lesion vol-
ume of up to 27 % (mean 14.5 %) and of measured tracer 
uptake of up to 13 % (mean 4.7 %) was found. If additionally 
the data driven corrected attenuation map was applied, the 
changes were up to 54 % (mean 19.7 %) for the lesion volume 
and up to 36 % (mean 16.7 %) for the tracer uptake. This 
shows that local motion correction in combination with the 
data driven attenuation map improves the PET/CT data quan-
tification of lesions in areas with movement. 

Keywords— PET/CT, Motion Correction, Respiratory Motion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a quantitative tool for in-vivo assessment of metabo-
lism as well as morphology, combined positron emission 
and computed tomography (PET-CT) has emerged as a 
important tool for diagnosis, staging, therapy planning and 
monitoring of malignant disease [1]. As PET data is ac-
quired over several minutes one of the most limiting factors 
of image quality – and especially the preciseness of the 
quantification – are motion artifacts. Movement of the pa-
tient leads to blurring of the PET images and consequently 
an underestimation of the measured activity uptake, as well 
as an overestimation of the size of an active structure [2]. 
While lesion volume and localization is especially impor-
tant for the application of PET data for radiotherapy treat-
ment planning [3], the preciseness of the lesion uptake is 
important when PET information is used for therapy moni-
toring [4].  

Respiratory gating was introduced to reduce the effects 
of respiratory movement [2]: The acquired PET data is 
sorted into different bins depending on the respiratory state 
of the patient. The data of each bin is reconstructed in one 
image which is then a snap-shot of one breathing state (e.g. 
end-expiration). This method is hampered by the fact, that 
for each image only a fraction of the acquired counts is used 
and hence the signal-to-noise ration is reduced, if the acqui-
sition time is not increased [5]. 

Another problem appears as for attenuation correction of 
the PET data, the CT transmission data set is used. Mis-
alignment between PET and CT data will lead to incorrect 
attenuation correction and therefore also to incorrect values 
of the measured activity uptake [6]. 

To overcome the problem of the image blurring, we used 
a method of local motion correction which preserves all 
acquired counts in the final image so no increased acquisi-
tion time is necessary. To obtain an appropriate attenuation 
map, we used a data-driven correction of the original at-
tenuation map proposed for cardiac applications by 
Martínez-Möller et al. [6]. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data Acquisition 

PET/CT data were acquired for nine patients with soli-
tary lung lesions which underwent a routine clinical F-18-
FDG protocol for oncological staging or restaging. Acquisi-
tion was performed using a Biograph 16 PET/CT scanner 
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The 
transverse resolution of this scanner is 6.5 mm, while the 
axial resolution is 6.0 mm (both at a radius of 1 cm). A 
detailed characterization of the scanner can be found else-
where [7]. Besides the clinical protocol that contains either 
a diagnostic CT or a low-dose CT for attenuation correction 
purpose, a 10 minutes list-mode acquisition was done with 
the field of view centered around the lesion. List-mode data 
and CT data were transferred to an external workstation for 
further processing. All patients gave written and informed 
consent for the PET and the CT studies. 
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B. Data Processing and Local Motion Correction 

First, a summed image was reconstructed (attenuation-
weighted ordered-subset expectation maximization algo-
rithm – AW-OSEM – using 4 iterations, 8 subsets including 
scatter and attenuation correction). In this not motion cor-
rected image a rectangular volume of interest (VOI) was 
drawn manually around the lesion of interest. The cranio-
caudal movement of the lesion over the 10 minutes acquisi-
tion was registered as described before [8]. The resulting 
motion curve of the lesion was divided in 12 frames which 
was found to be the optimal number in previous studies [9]. 
For each frame the corresponding PET images were recon-
structed using the same algorithm as for the summed image. 
After the end-expiration state was chosen as reference frame 
the 3-dimensional motion vector of the lesion between each 
of the other 11 frames and the reference frame was meas-
ured. Followed by a shift of the activity distribution inside 
the VOI according to this vector for each image besides the 
one for the reference frame. Shifts in fractions of planes 
were performed by a trilinear interpolation. The activity 
concentration outside the VOI was not changed. After this, 
the images for all frames were summed together to end up 
with the corrected image. The algorithm of the local motion 
correction is described more detailed in [9]. 

For the reconstruction of the 12 frames in one case the 
standard attenuation map which is calculated out of the 
clinical CT was used. In this case an error is made as the 
attenuation map does only fit to one respiration state as 
shown in the example in Fig. 1. In the other frames the 
activity concentration of the lesion may be wrong if in the 
position of the lesion in the attenuation map appears only 
the attenuation value for lung and not for soft tissue. This 
will lead to an underestimation of the activity uptake. The 
extent of this underestimation was analyzed using Monte-
Carlo simulations (s. part C of materials and methods). 

Consequently the local motion correction was also per-
formed using for each frame a corrected attenuation map to 
reconstruct the corresponding image. This corrected at-
tenuation map was created by assigning the attenuation 
value for soft tissue (0.1 cm-1) to each voxel that was classi-
fied as lesion in the PET image. This method is described in 
more detail in [6]. 

The lesions were segmented in the summed images with-
out any motion correction, the images obtained by the local 

motion correction using the standard attenuation map for 
reconstruction of the images for all frames and finally in the 
images obtained using the local motion correction with the 
individual corrected attenuation maps for reconstruction of 
each frame. Segmentation was performed using a threshold 
of 45 % of the maximum lesion uptake for segmentation. 
The volume and the mean tracer uptake of the segmented 
lesions were measured for comparison. 

C. Monte-Carlo Simulations 

To analyze the extent of using an attenuation map of a 
certain breathing state for reconstruction of all frames in the 
local motion correction algorithm, Monte Carlo simulations 
were performed using the GATE software and the NCAT 
phantom. Simulations were performed for 12 breathing 
gates with a diaphragm motion of 20 and 35 mm. Each gate 
was then reconstructed using first the optimal attenuation 
map given by the NCAT phantom and second using the 
attenuation map for the half-inspiration state. Then the 
mean uptake and the lesion volume were measured as de-
scribed for the patient data and compared. 

III.  RESULTS 

Local motion correction with the standard attenuation 
map leads to changes in measured lesion volume of up to 27 
% (mean 14.5 %) and for measured activity uptake of up to 
13 % (mean 4.7 %). The values for all lesions are shown in 
Tab. 1. 

For the Monte-Carlo simulations the difference between 
the reconstructions using the half-inspiration attenuation 
map and the optimal attenuation maps were found to be 3.6 
% and 3.7 % for the volume for diaphragm motion of 20 
mm and 35 mm respectively. The differences for tracer 
uptake were 9.3 % and 12.1 % for a diaphragm movement 
of 20 mm and 35 mm. 

If corrected attenuation maps were used for local motion 
correction, the changes in measured lesion volume were up 
to 54 % (mean 19.7 %) while changes of measured lesion 
uptake were found to be up to 36 % (mean 16.7 %). The 
values for all lesions can be found in Tab. 1. 

Figure 1: Example of a standard attenuation map (right) and PET images for the end-expiration frame and the end-inspiration frame. The attenuation map 
only fits to the end-inspiration frame. 
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Table 1 Change of measured lesion volume (  Vol) and mean tracer 
uptake (  SUV) after application of the local motion correction using the 
standard attenuation map (LMC) and after local motion correction using 

the corrected attenuation maps (LMC + DDAC). 

T

with LMC, With LMC + DDAC 
Lesion 

 Vol  SUV  Vol  SUV 

1 27 % 13 % 54 % 36 %

2 19 % 9 % 18 % 29 %

3 2 % 0 % 7 % 13 %

4 21 % 10 % 25 % 27 %

5 17 % 3 % 15 % 5 %

6 22 % 3 % 26 % 11 %

7 3 % 1 % 4 % 9 %

8 6 % 0 % 7 % 11 %

9 14 % 3 % 21 % 9 %

IV. DISCUSSION 

As PET data is acquired over several minutes, the image 
quality is sensitive to movement, which is a severe problem 
especially in the lung and the upper abdomen were strong 
respiratory motion is present. To reduce the blurring arte-
facts resulting from respiratory motion, we used a list-mode 
based motion detection and local motion correction algo-
rithm. Compared to respiratory gating the acquisition time 
can be kept constant as all acquired events are used for the 
reconstruction of the corrected image. Using the local mo-
tion correction leads to improvement of the volume quanti-
fication of up to 27 % and of up to 13 % for the measured 
activity uptake. These differences may influence for exam-
ple the radio-therapy treatment planning as for smaller 
target volumes a higher dose can be applied which may lead 
to a better local tumor control. 

atient. 

Another problem of respiration in PET/CT acquisitions is 
a resulting misalignment between PET and CT data. This 
can also lead to errors in the quantification as the CT data is 
used to correct the PET data for photon attenuation. As in 
the presented local motion correction algorithm 12 frames 
for different respiratory states are reconstructed, for each of 
these frames the corresponding attenuation map is neces-
sary. To investigate the influence if only one attenuation 
map is applied in the local motion correction (e.g. the stan-
dard attenuation map of the clinical protocol) instead of an 
individual one for each frame, Monte-Carlo simulations 
were performed. These simulations showed small impact of 
the not-optimal attenuation map of around 3.6 % on the 
lesion volume while the influence on the  tracer uptake was 
9.3 % or 12.1 % depending on the diaphragm motion. 

Depending on the hardware some PET/CT machines can 
acquire dynamic CTs over the respiration cycle of the pa-

tient and hence create such individual attenuation maps. But 
the radiation dose administered to the patient by such dy-
namic CT acquisitions is higher by a factor of 4 – 8 com-
pared to a static CT. Hence we used a data-driven method to 
create individual attenuation maps for each respiratory state. 
This resulted in changes of measured lesion volume of up to 
54 % and of the activity uptake of up to 36 %. These are 
much higher differences than expected by the simulated 
data. The mean values of changes in volume increased by 
5.3 % from 14.5 % to 19.7 % when using the corrected 
attenuation maps, which is closer to the 3.6 % found in the 
simulations. For the measured uptake, the mean values 
changed by 12.0 % from 4.7 % to 16.7 %, this is also in 
good agreement found in the Monte-Carlo simulations. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Blurring and hence the accuracy of the quantification of 
lesion volume and activity uptake in PET/CT can be im-
proved by local motion correction. Additionally the problem 
of not matching attenuation maps can be overcome by 
application of data-driven corrected attenuation maps 
without increased radiation dose for the p
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Abstract— The left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) is an 
important parameter for the evaluation of heart function. A 
local care facility can choose between a large amount of 2D 
echocardiographic procedures (2DUS) to determine LVEF and 
these can be put into service successively with planar multi-
gated blood pool acquisition scans (MUGA). AIM: The aim of 
this study is to quantify the predicting value of the LVEF2DUS 
determinations for LVEFMUGA within the cardiologic process 
and facility. MATERIALS AND METHODS: The predicting 
value (accuracy) of LVEF2DUS methods for LVEFMUGA has 
been determined for four available analysing procedures 
(Quinones, Teichholz, Simpson and a local experimental one 
(Mbased)) in a patient population (n=116) with suspected heart 
failure. RESULTS: The maximal accuracy of the LVEF2DUS 
predictors is 74.1% and is reached with the 
LVEF2DUS(Mbased) predictor. The other analysing procedures 
reached accuracy levels of 73.9% (Simpson), 73.3% (Teich-
holz) and 72.4% (Quinones). CONCLUSION: The LVEF2DUS 
Teichholz-, Quinones-, Simpson and the experimental Mbased 
procedure have a similar predicting maximal accuracy (70-
75%) for the LVEFMUGA. 

 
Keywords— accuracy, 2DUS, MUGA, LVEF 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Accurate quantitative determinations of left ventricle 
functioning are imperative for therapeutic management of 
cardiac illnesses, follow-up and evaluation studies, as well 
as for the drawing up of specific treatment plans devoted to 
the cause of congestive heart failure (CHF). The LVEF is 
often determined as a routine in the cardiologic process by 
means of 2-dimensional echocardiographic (2DUS) and a 
variety of underlying procedures ((bi/single plane) Simpson, 
Teichholz, Quinones).  

The quality of echographic images is often limited due to 
anatomic limitations, limited resolution and limited repro-
ducibility of the 2DUS technique, and it is therefore that a 
planar multi-gated blood pool acquisition scan (MUGA) is 
made for the purpose of a more quantitative (counting sta-
tistic) determination.  

In this clinical process the LVEF2DUS determination can 
be seen as the predictor of the LVEFMUGA determination. 

However, the predicting value of LVEF2DUS methods for  
LVEFMUGA is as of yet unknown within our facility. The 
quantification of LVEF with regard to the possible results 
needs to be optimised. This can only be reached by evaluat-
ing the results of the successive clinical methods. 

The aim of this study is to quantify the accuracy of the 
LVEF2DUS determinations for LVEFMUGA within the cardio-
logic process and facility. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

A. Materials 

In total n=116 patients (age 65 +/- 13, median 67, range 
23-90 years) have been included. They visited our cardio-
logic outdoor facility in a period of 1 year and were exam-
ined with 2DUS and MUGA within 1 month for LVEF 
determination. In the Simpson procedure n=92 patients 
were included as a consequence of limited image quality. 

Two Philips iE33  echocardiographic systems (Philips 
Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) and a Siemens Ecam 
single headed gamma camera (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-
many) have been used. 

 
LVEFMUGA 

With a 16-segments acquisition mode the amount of 
counts was determined for the systolic - and the diastolic 
period. Background correction and both automatic and 
manual contour detection was used. De LVEFMUGA method 
is locally viewed as the prevailing standard. [4] 

LVEF2DUS   
Four LVEF2DUS analysing procedures were used: 

Quinones [8], Teichholz [9], Simpson [10] and a local ex-
perimental procedure based on the LVEFMUGA (Mbased). 

The Quinones methodology is based on the fractional 
shortening (FS) of the long axis (L): LVEF = 1.7·FS. [8] 

The Teichholz method has been empirically determined 
on the basis of right anterior oblique angiographic left end-
diastolic and –systolic ventricle projections. A hyperbolic fit 
determines the relation between the minor axis (D) and the 
ratio of the long axis and the minor axis (L/D). It appears 
that within the relation 1/(L/D)=0.075*D + 0.18 applies. 
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End-diastolic and –systolic volumes (EDV and ESV) are 
determined by V = [7.0/2.4+D]*(D3). [9] 

The EF was also determined on the basis of the apical 
projection in combination with the disc (n=20) summation 
method (single-plane Simpson) [10]. 

A local experimental study in accordance with the Teich-
holz method is based on LVEFMUGA (LVEF2DUS(Mbased)). 
Within this method an on EF regulated amount of counts 
were determined during EDV and ESV on the basis of the 
time-activity curve with an average filling (f) and emptying 
(e) time (t) and rate (r): EDV* = (ft·fr) / EF en ESV* = 
(et·er)·(1/EF-1). 

It has been empirically determined in this analysis that 
the EDV* and ESV* as a function of the square of the by 
2DUS (D2) determined shortaxis diameter during EDV and 
ESV can be approached by a linear fit (Fig 1). 

Fig. 1 Rationale of the Mbased procedure EDV* and ESV* 
as a function of D2 with •=EDV* (=0.0074·D2 + 1.067) and 

=ESV* (=0.0165·D2+0.458) 
 
The LVEF2DUS was calculated with 2DUS internal ven-

tricle diameters determinations (D1=D2) and 
LEDV*/DEDV*=1.27·D-2.608,              LESV*/DESV*=0.46·D-2.185 and 
V=1/6 ·L·D2. 

 
B. Methods 

For the LVEFMUGA determination a fraction of 0.50 is seen 
as the lower limit of normal (LLN). [4,6,7]. The American 
Society of Echocardiography has quantitatively determined 
the lower limits for LVEF2DUS on the basis of the modified 
Simpson’s method; 0.55 is the LLN. [5,6] Unfortunately the 
LLN is different for various procedures despite having been 
based on the same anatomic and physiologic background. 
The predicting value of quantitative LVEF2DUS is dependent 
on the employed lower limits of normal. The influence of a 
varying LLN is investigated with use of the accuracy. 
 Accuracy (=(TP+TN)/total) has been calculated from 
True Negatives (LVEF2DUS>LLN and LVEFMUGA>0.50), 
True Positives (LVEF2DUS<LLN and LVEFMUGA<0.50), 
False Negatives (LVEF2DUS <LLN and LVEFMUGA>0.50) 

and False Positives (LVEF2DUS >LLN and LVEFMUGA<0.50) 
for a range of lower limits of normal LVEF2DUS in compari-
son with LVEFMUGA. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2  LVEF2DUS vs. LVEFMUGA with lower limits (TN= 

True Negatives, TP=True Positives, FN= False Negatives, 
FP=False Positives) 
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III. RESULTS 

The average of the LVEF determinations for this group 
of patients +/- standard deviation (SD) and the range 
[min;max] has been determined for these five methods and 
shown in Table 1. In the Bland-Altman analysis (BA) the 
average difference between LVEFMUGA and 
LVEF2DUS(Quinones), LVEF2DUS(Teichholz), 
LVEF2DUS(Simpson) and LVEF2DUS(Mbased) has been 
calculated. 

Table 1  Patient group specifications measured with  

n=116 Mean 
[-] 

SD  
[-] 

Minimum 
[-] 

Maximum 
[-] 

BA Mean
[-] 

BA SD
[-] 

LVEFMUGA 0.40 0.15 0.12 0.69 - - 
LVEF2DUS(Quinones) 0.42 0.17 0.04 0.85 -0.01 0.15 
LVEF2DUS (Teichholz) 0.46 0.16 0.06 0.81 -0.06 0.15 
LVEF2DUS (Simpson) * 0.39 0.13 0.09 0.68 0.01 0.11 
LVEF2DUS (Mbased) 0.40 0.09 0.20 0.58 0.01 0.11 

* for Simpson: n=92 
 
Fig. 2 shows the individual values for the four LVEF2DUS 

procedures with respect to the LVEFMUGA.  
The intersections of the best-fits with the lower limits of 

MUGA do not correspond with the intersections of the 
lower limits of MUGA and 2DUS and all fall below with 
0.09, 0.02, 0.07 en 0.11. 

Fig. 3 provides the accuracy of the LVEF2DUS predictors 
for a range of LLN. The maximal accuracy (74.1%) is 
reached by means of the  LVEF2DUS(Mbased) predictor with 
an LLN of 0.51, 0.47 and 0.45. For LVEF2DUS(Simpson), 
LVEF2DUS(Teichholz) and LVEF2DUS(Quinones) this is 
respectively 73.9% at an LLN of 0.55, 0.53, 0.51 and 0.50;  
73.3% at an LLN of 0.60 and 0.59; and 72.4% at an LLN of 
0.68, 0.66, 0.58-0.52. 

 
Fig. 3  Accuracy of the LVEF2DUS predictors depending 

on lower limit of normal. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

LVEF distribution: Based on this group of patients and 
the distribution of the LVEF that has been determined by 
the various procedures shows that there is an overestimation 
of about 0.06 within our facility with LVEF2DUS(Teichholz) 
and a minimal under/overestimation with the remaining 
methods.  

Hole et. al concluded that determinations of LVEF by 
means of LVEF2DUS have been underestimated at an average 
of 0.075 regarding the LVEFMUGA determination, however, 
it is dependent on the hospital: The limits for similarity 
between two methods are wide with a relatively large bias 
which is subject to hospital and measurement [2].  

  Local factors: Clinical indication hypotheses are often 
dependent on various local factors such as; experience, 
tradition, availability of modes, restitution, complication 
risks, logistics and other factors. Therefore it is of great 
importance that the local factors are known and used during 
the utilisation of an optimal methodology with regard to 
argumentation. However, the various modes and methods 
have their own relation to relevant clinical diagnostic and 
prognostic results [3]. Darasz EK et. al conclude in their 
study that the measurements of the LV volumes are subject 
to the method used and that these are not interchangeable 
[1]. However, when a cardiologist makes a persistent re-
quest for quantification of the LVEF, oftentimes the MUGA 
examination will be executed after the 2DUS. The mutual 
relation between these modes should therefore also be 
known in a local setting. 

Next to the validaded Simpson, Teichholz and Quinones 
methods the LVEF2DUS(Mbased) method is an experimental 
method in which quantification of the succession of 2DUS 
and MUGA modes in the clinical routine has priority, not 
the clinical outcome.    

Accuracy: The accuracy of these 2DUS techniques as 
predictor for the LVEFMUGA is limited and almost similar 
(within 2%) when the proper method specific limits are 
used. Results show that the suggested LVEF reference val-
ues for LVEF2DUS (=55%) cannot be maintained just like 
that when aiming for maximum accuracy and being method 
specific.  

Breekland et al. also researched whether there is a possi-
bility to predict the LVEF by means of echocardiographic 
methods with regard to the LVEFMUGA,  however, with 
variable clinical limits (LVEFMUGA = 35%, 40% and 45%). 
For this purpose 190 (nt=190) post-myocardial infarction 
patients were evaluated by means of the single- and biplane 
Simpson method. MUGA was also seen as a reference. The 
accuracy appears to be maximally 79% with the single-
plane approach and a LVEFMUGA of 0.45 and 87% with the 
bi-plane approach and a LVEFMUGA = 0.40 and 0.45. [6] 
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V. CONCLUSIONS  

When a local care facility within the cardiology outdoor   
process have a large amount of 2D echocardiographic 
methods (2DUS) for left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) 
determinations at their disposal, and can put these to use 
successively with planar multi-gated blood pool acquisition 
scans (MUGA), it is of local importance to quantify this 
process. Principally because various local parameters have a 
large influence on the clinical outcome.   
However Mbased appear to have a better variability, the 
accuracy is in the same order of the Teichholz -, Quinones - 
and Simpson procedures (70-75%) for the LVEF determina-
tions with MUGA when the 2DUS lower limit of normal are 
known.  
These results are disappointing which rise the question if 
2DUS should be used for LVEF determinations. However 
the knowledge of these quantitative parameters can be used 
for a trial measurement at the introduction of new method-
ologies like 3DUS, cardiac MR and CT.   
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Shorted Waveguide Method for Biological Tissues Dielectric Properties 
Investigation 
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Abstract— The article focuses on the measurement and cal-
culation of dielectric properties of biological tissue in the fre-
quency band 4,5 GHz– 16 GHz. Special attention is paid to the 
frequency and thermal dependence dielectric constant and loss 
factor. Observed frequency changes of biological tissue dielec-
tric properties obey causality, i.e. Kramers-Krönig relation-
ships which relate changes of dielectric constant with conduc-
tivity changes. Our results for frequency dependence of 
complex permittivity prove the fundamental Cole-Cole model 
but also the necessity to investigate the biological tissues like 
heterogeneous material with not only one relaxation phenom-
ena.  

Keywords— Biological tissues, dielectric properties, microwave 
frequencies, waveguide method. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The dielectric properties of biological tissues and cell 
suspensions have been of interest for over a century for 
many reasons. They determine the pathways of current flow 
through the body and, thus, are very important in the analy-
sis of wide range biomedical applications. To develop the 
use and additional applications of microwave energy, it 
must be considered that the dielectric properties of the tis-
sues which determine the absorption and propagation of 
electromagnetic energy through the tissues. So from the 
knowledge of dielectric constant, tissue properties can be 
characterized in the microwave frequency range. To analyze 
the response of a tissue to electric stimulation, we need data 
on the variation of specific conductivity and relative permit-
tivity of the tissues and organs, with the frequency and 
temperature changing [1]. 

From the electromagnetic engineering point of view,
studying the bulk dielectric properties remains the most 
direct way of characterizing any substance. With the knowl-
edge of these properties as they appear in Maxwell’s equa-
tions, the absorption of energy and the field distribution 
which are the results of the solution to a boundary value 
problem can be obtained. Today, varieties of techniques 
exist to numerically solve Maxwell’s equations [2]. On the 
other hand, at the microscopic level, the underlying physics 
is much more complicated compared with the existing for-
mulations for the bulk effects and not well understood yet. 

A microscopic description of the response is complicated 
by the variety of cell shapes and their distribution inside the 
tissue as well as different properties of the extracellular 
media. However, observations made at the macroscopic 
level can greatly contribute to an understanding of the mi-
croscopic phenomena. Therefore, a macroscopic approach is 
most often used to characterize field distributions in bio-
logical systems. Moreover, even on a macroscopic level, the 
electrical properties are complicated. They can depend on 
the type of tissue, on the tissue orientation relative to the 
applied field (directional anisotropy), the frequency of the 
applied field (the tissue is neither a perfect dielectric nor a 
perfect conductor), on the tissue temperature, or they can be 
time- and space-dependent (e.g., changes in tissue conduc-
tivity). 

II. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 

Large differences exist in dielectric properties of biologi-
cal materials. These differences are determined, to a large 
extent, by the fluid content of material. For example, blood 
and brain conduct electric current relatively well. Lungs, 
skin, fat and bone are relatively poor conductors. Liver, 
spleen, and muscle are intermediate in their conductivities. 

The dielectric properties of biological tissues are highly 
dispersive due to the cellular and molecular relaxation, 
generated by different parts of the tissues at different fre-
quencies. In the microwave region the dominant relaxation 
is the dipolar relaxation of free water molecules. Therefore, 
the dielectric properties of the tissues in microwave region 
are highly correlated to the water content. At the frequen-
cies in microwave region (~109 Hz) the rotations of the 
polar molecules in the water begin to lag behind the electric 
field oscillations.  

At frequencies for which the loss angle δ  differs signifi-
cantly from 90˚ the water has the dual role. It functions both 
as a dielectric and as a conductor and dielectric properties of 
materials are quantified by their bulk permittivity ε  which 
has a complex character 

εεε ′′−′= j , (1) 

where ε ′  is relative permittivity (dielectric constant) and is 
determined by the magnitude of overall net polarization 
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experienced in material and it determines the amount of 
energy stored per unit volume in material for a given ap-
plied field, the 

0
ωεσε =′′ , where σ  is the electrical con-

ductivity, 0ε  is the dielectric constant for free-space and ω
is angular frequency, is loss factor and is governed by the 
lag in polarization upon application of the field and the 
energy dissipation associated with charge polarization, it 
represents the energy loss in a material. 

III. RELAXATION MECHANISMS IN BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 

The dielectric behavior of biological tissues is character-
ized by a number of relaxation phenomena which give rise 
to dispersion within the RF and microwave frequency band. 
Some of those physical processes can be described by a 
single time constant, whilst others are more complex; sev-
eral such processes may occur in parallel. Due to the com-
plex nature of biological tissue and of the relaxation proc-
esses, several such processes are believed to co-exist at 
frequencies throughout the RF and microwave band. The 
dielectric spectrum of biological tissue is characterized by 
three main relaxation regionsα , β , and γ  at low, medium 

and high frequencies (> 100 MHz) and other minor disper-
sions between β  and γ  are reported as δ  dispersion, con-

nected with proteins bound water. 
Free tissue water sets the γ -dispersion relaxation fre-

quency in a similar manner to the pure water [1]. Therefore, 
the dielectric property of pure water which is well estab-
lished [1], form direct current up to infrared frequencies, 
becomes important behavior of biological tissues. 

In our paper the frequency range (4.5 GHz – 16 GHz)
falls in the γ  dispersion region. In this region, the dipolar 

orientation of water molecules is the dominant polarization 
mechanisms in biological tissues. 

A. Models of Relaxation in Biological Tissues 

In solids (in our study biological tissue) and liquids con-
sisting polar molecules (those retaining a permanent dipole 
moment, e.g. water), the resonance effect is replaced by 
relaxation. A phenomenological approach for the mathe-
matical modeling of dispersion is the Debye theory. The 
theory suggests a first – order differential equation system, 
similar to charge of a linear RC circuit. The complex per-
mittivity in the frequency domain reduces to the Debye 
equation 

ωτ
εεεε

j1
s

+
−

+= ∞
∞ , (2) 

where sε  and ∞ε  are the static and optical dielectric con-

stants and τ , i.e. the relaxation time, is a time constant of 
this first – order system. 

For biological tissues and polymers, the dielectric disper-
sion can consist of several components associated with 
small side chain movements and the whole macromolecular 
movement. 

Therefore biological materials like markedly heterogene-
ous material do not exhibit single time constant relaxation 
behavior. In concentrated systems, as well as biological 
tissues the electrical interaction between the relaxing spe-
cies will usually lead to a distribution of relaxation time, 

( )τp  and with the help of this distribution, the following 

relation is used 
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where iσ  is the static ionic conductivity of the medium by 

a constant field influencing very low frequencies. 
To enable a more wide-band model of the properties the 

time constant can be divided in several regions to match 
different type of relaxation. Due to the complexity and 
composition of biological tissues is such that each disper-
sion region may be broadened by multiple contributions to 
it. The broadening of dispersion could be empirically ac-
counted for by introducing a distribution parameter, thus 
giving an alternative to the Debye equation, (2). Gaussian, 
Cole-Cole, Fuoss-Kirkwood, and Davidson-Cole are some 
of the distribution function introduced in [2]. The most 
useful distribution was first introduced by Cole and Cole in 
[3], which leads to 

( ) αωτ
εεεε −

∞
∞

+
−+=

1
s

j1
& , (4) 

where α  represents the distribution parameter which is a 
measure of broadening of dispersion and ionic conductivity 
is for microwave frequencies in (4) ignored. 

Frequently experimental results yield a circular arc, rather 
than a semicircle, with its centre below the abscissa in 
graphical interpretation of ε ′′  against ε ′ . There is a variety 
of other shapes obtained in practice, such as the skewed arc 
in which the high frequency end of the arc approximates to 
a straight line. Anything other than a perfect semi-circle is 
now taken as evidence of co-operative effects within the 
dielectric like biological tissues. 

Both Debye (2) and Cole-Cole (4) models are examples 
of physically realizable system. The complex permittivity of 
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a physically realizable system follows the Kramers – Krönig 
relations [3]. 

Due to the complexity and composition of biological tis-
sues [4], [5] used extended Cole-Cole model which is com-
monly used as physic-based compact representations of 
wideband frequency dependent dielectric properties 

( ) 0

i
1

j
j1

Δ
ωε
σ

ωτ
εεε α −

+
+= ∑ −∞

n n

n

n
& , (5) 

where nn εεε −=Δ s , and nε  is relative permittivity apper-

taining to one relaxation process. 
Along with frequency effects, the complex permittivity is 

also affected by temperature. This dependence is governed 
by the effect of temperature on the individual polarization 
mechanisms [6], [7]. Most notably, because charge mobility 
is affected by temperature, the electrical conductivity of a 
material will increase with an increase in temperature. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Several methods have been developed for the determina-
tion of complex permittivity. Some employ transmission 
lines and the others use resonant cavities into which the 
sample is introduced and the resulting perturbation meas-
ured. 

For our measurement we have chosen the waveguide 
Hippel’s method which has proved successful for the meas-
ured material and it behaves to the most accurate methods 
for dielectric properties of biological materials measure-
ment.  

The measurements were carried out in frequency of two 
microwave bands - 4.5 GHz to 16 GHz. The experimental 
set-up for both bands is in Fig. 1. 
As a microwave source there was alternatively used besides 
the reflex klystron also HP broadband generator. All meas-
urements were carried out on beef bones and the samples 
were taken from one femoral bone and from its homoge-
nous part (without marrow). The samples were formed in 
such way to fit close to the waveguide walls (they were 
impressed into the waveguide). Different temperatures were 
obtained by immersion the waveguide with the sample into 
warmed water and the waveguide was safeguarded against 
water penetration into the sample, while the short-circuit 
was maintained. 

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up for complex dielectric constant measurement, K 
– klystron, KPS – klystron power supply, FM – frequency meter, SA – 
selective amplifier, IM – impedance match, FI – ferrite isolator, VA – 

variable attenuator, MT – magic T, SWD – slotted section, W – waveguide, 
SC – short circuit, A – adapter, CD – crystal detector 

For the relative permittivity ε  and loss tangent 
εεδ ′′′=tg  calculation besides the sample length d also 

the shift of the standing wave lΔ  between it position with-

out the sample and with the sample was measured. The 
wavelength, gλ  in waveguide was found from two 

neighboring standing wave ratio (SWR) minima [8]. 
These values enabled to quantify the expression for finding 
x from the equation 

( )
g

g 2π
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2π
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λ
λ dl
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x +Δ= , (6)

and after finding the value x it was possible to calculate 
relative permittivity ε ′
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where λ  is the free space wavelength and cλ  critical cut-

off wavelength for the waveguide used. Loss tangent δtg

was calculated from the relation [8] 
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where xΔ  and sxΔ  are standing wave width in the mini-

mum and they were measured by the “twice-minimum” 
method. From (7) and (8) the appropriate values were calcu-
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lated and dependences ε ′  and δtg  on frequency and tem-

perature are plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Frequency dependence of relative permittivity 
for different temperatures 
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Fig. 3 Frequency dependence of loss tangent for different 
temperatures 

It can be seen from the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that the frequency 
dependences of ε ′  and δtg show similar courses for all 

temperatures. 
Values of ε ′  and ε ′′  cannot vary independently with 

frequency, since their frequency variations are connected 
through the Kramers-Krönig relationship: a drop in ε ′  with 
increasing frequency is necessarily associated with a peak in 
ε ′′ , Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Although there are being published more information
concerning dielectric properties different biological tissues 
accomplished data about bones occur only rarely. And at the 
same time the temperature and frequency dependence of 
bone relative permittivity and loss tangent at the present 
time developing microwave therapy will call for more de-

tailed data about every part of human tissue. From this 
standpoint we have proceeded to the choice of the presented 
work and our results have brought some closer information 
for these applications. We submit data about temperature 
and frequency dependences more comprehensively occur-
ring so far rather separately. 

Apart from that our results point out that biological tissue 
is an inhomogeneous material and for the description of 
frequency dependence of dielectric constant there is not 
sufficient a simple Cole-Cole model because as it can be 
seen from our figures several relaxation mechanisms go on 
simultaneously. 
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Abstract––Commonly accepted Quality Assurance (QA) 
protocols may be of great help for the medical physicist. This is 
especially the case for emerging technologies that are potential 
candidates for breast cancer screening. Present contribution 
discusses a draft of QA protocol for breast tomosynthesis and 
breast CT as worked out in the frame of the FP7 EC breast-
CT project. The draft includes potentially relevant tests 
necessary to guarantee high image quality at acceptable dose. 
In order to allow comparison between modalities we propose 
an approach that links the existing protocol of full field digital 
mammography (FFDM) with the proposed draft protocols for 
breast tomosynthesis and breast CT. A commonly applicable 
phantom for each of the three breast imaging modalities is 
being investigated as well as dosimetry protocols. The  first 
measurements on different brands of systems are on-going and 
will benefit from input of the wider community of physicists. 

Keywords––Quality Assurance, breast imaging, 
tomosynthesis, breast CT, screening. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Euratom directive 97/43 [1] states that special 
attention should be given to Quality Assurance (QA)  
procedures for screening and high dose procedures such as 
CT.  Today, QA protocols are particularly well developed in 
the frame of breast cancer screening activities, both for 
film-screen and full field digital mammography (FFDM) [2] 
and implemented since a long time in practice [3]. CT 
scanners are also included in rigorous QA programs that are 
typically guided by the IEC standards [4], national protocols 
[5] or text books [6]. Emerging breast cancer imaging 
technologies include breast tomosynthesis and breast CT.  
These 3D imaging modalities are potential candidates for 
breast cancer screening. 

Candidate breast cancer screening techniques face the 
same challenge as the classical mammography techniques 
today: to guarantee a constant high level of performance, 
such that cancers can be detected in an early stage. The 
medical physicist plays an important role in this quality 
supervision task and  up-to-date protocols can be of major 

importance in the decision making process around the 
acceptability of these modalities.   

Several instances, including industry, have expressed 
their preference for a protocol that would be supported 
Europe wide.  

The compilation of a QA protocol is works-in-progress 
as the technology is still evolving and the experience is 
limited, especially in Europe. Breast tomosynthesis systems 
are however being installed and used in Europe, and this 
requires in some countries that the investigated 
mammography units have to fulfill a minimal number of  
requirements. There is neither in the US nor in Europe a 
commonly approved text yet.  

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The content of the new protocol text will be similar to the 
current European protocol for QA in breast cancer and 
diagnosis [2], with paragraphs on the general philosophy of 
the tests, practical hints, tests with indication of their 
importance in the QA process and limiting values. 
Acceptance tests and (half) yearly tests at the one side and 
constancy checks on the other side are considered. A QA 
protocol to include all pseudo 3D and 3D techniques will 
build upon parts of protocols for 2D breast imaging [2,5], 
CT [4-6] and cone beam CT imaging.  

In a first phase, we have listed current parameters of 
interest from a series of QA protocols. Tests are considered 
relevant if they can detect an unexpected deviation from the 
normal conditions which impacts dose or image quality. 
Extra tests were added to enable the evaluation of specific 
parts of the new imaging modalities. Phase 2 includes the 
methodologies to study the parameters of interest.  It is the 
goal of phase 3 to provide also limiting values for these test 
items.  

The feasibility of several measurements has been tested 
on selected breast tomosynthesis systems. Breast CT 
measurements will follow in due course. 
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III. RESULTS 

Table 1 provides an overview of items to be tested during 
physico-technical QA of digital X-ray imaging of the breast.     

Some of these tests have to be performed at acceptance, 
others should be done periodically. As the stability of the 
new modalities is unknown today, optimal frequencies for 
testing all parameters should not be fixed today. 

Some basic safety tests are not explicitly mentioned in 
the new QA draft document: radiation leakage, back up 
timer and security check, and mechanical stability tests of 
the equipment. Focal spot and grid factor are implicitly 
tested in the image quality performance test. We have no 
practical solution yet to test reconstruction software or any 
other processing algorithm. Viewing conditions are 
important,  monitors, the rapid viewing of 3D series of 
images, as well as the ambient light, but this topic is out of 
the scope of present study.   

Other tests are not included based on fundamental 
principles: if a deviation would not cause any performance 
problems or if the failure could be detected indirectly, 
specific tests are not needed in the frame of an acceptance 
test (but may be required for optimization work that is 
however out of the scope of present text).  Example 1, 
accuracy of the geometric trajectories of the tube: As only 
deviations of the geometry with repercussion on image 
quality are judged important at this point, it is tested 
indirectly via a periodic image quality performance test.  
Example 2, no limiting values on the total exposure time:  
the exposure time is noted for follow-up, but clinical 
practice has to show whether images are not too much 
disturbed by motion artefacts.  

The following tests need more study today in breast 
tomosynthesis: the measurement of (3D) spatial resolution, 
contrast to noise calculations, performance of the AEC. 
Quality Assurance in breast CT will have to include the 
evaluation of image artefacts. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In 2D digital mammography, several tests can only be 
performed on unprocessed or raw data, ie images of digital 
detectors after flat fielding and detector corrections but before 
image processing has been applied (DICOM tag Pixel 
Intensity Relationship is “for processing”) [2]. In the case of 
breast tomosynthesis, many of the proposed tests could be 
performed in the raw projective images but seen the impact of 
processing on the image that is used in practice, at least a few 
reconstructed slices should be evaluated. Limiting values on 
performance are difficult to establish. Using common test 
objects, the strong and weaker points of the different 
technologies for specific aspects may be determined. 

Different modalities should not perform at an identical level 
(example in terms of detectability of small lesions on a 
homogeneous background) as some modalities can 
outperform for some aspects and be weaker for other aspects. 

There are many topics left for further fine tuning of the 
protocol, such as the definition of a test object that matches 
for glandularities and thicknesses among the breast imaging 
modalities. Rather than using DQE-type measurements, we 
believe contrast detail measurements of 3D objects, using 
possibly anthropomorphic background structures, are more 
appropiate. 

Patient dosimetry remains a challenge too. It should be 
worked towards a common framework (conversion factors) 
for all breast imaging modalities. 

Present text will benefit from discussions with expert 
physicists.   
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Table 1 List of items to be tested in 2D and 3D breast imaging 

                     Columns 2-5: Indication of current challenges. Column 6: Applicability of the limiting value of the European protocol for FFDM  [2] 

 Test FFDM Breast tomosynthesis Breast CT 
Applicability of 
FFDM limiting 
values 

X-ray tube 

1.a Tube voltage 
accuracy   

Especially needed 
in dual energy 
applications 

OK 

1.b Tube voltage 
reproducibility    OK 

1.c 
  HVL No limiting values 

1.d Tube output 
Registration only in the frame of patient dosimetry 

No limiting values 
Radiation field 
2. 
a  
 

Alignment Radiation 
field- detector    To be specified 

2.b Imaged volume 
= classical test 
for missed 
breast tissue 

Extra: measure the 
part of the breast that 
is being irradiated 
and reconstructed  
 

Scanned 3D  
Volume 
(hanging breast). 
Need suitable test 
object 

To be specified 

Automatic exposure control (AEC) and dosimetry 

3.a 
 

Automatic exposure 
control: mean 
glandular doses 

AEC mode has to be tested for different types of breasts 
(thickness and possibly glandularity).  
Need to define phantoms for tomosynthesis and CT  
 

To be specified 

3.b 
Verification of dose 
indicators and breast 
thickness 

DICOM tag info accessible and useful for automated patient 
dosimetry 
 

OK 

3.c 

Automatic exposure 
control: short and 
long term 
reproducibility 

 
Could be performed 
in projective and 
reconstructed images.  

Will be done in 
reconstructed 
slices.  

To be specified 

Image quality 

4.a 
 

Threshold contrast 
visibility 
(MTF and nosie 
analysis: optional) 

A test object to be used by all modalities would be preferable. 
Modality specific limiting values are required and possibly 
modality specific test inserts (like anatomical background in 
tomosynthesis). 
 

Need modality 
specific limiting 
values 

4.b Contrast to noise ratio  
Calculation method 
of CNR being 
discussed 

 
Need modality 
specific limiting 
values 

4.c Verification of  
hounsfield units Not applicable Not applicable Relevant items to 

be determined  

4.d Homogeneity  
To be done in 
projective slices and 
in reconstruction 

To be done In 
reconstructed slices 

Need modality 
specific limiting 
values 

4.e Response of the 
detector  To be tested in the 

projective images 

To be tested in 
reconstructed 
images 

OK 

4.f Effective slice 
thickness Not applicable Need to define a 

methodology 
As in classical CT 
protocols To be specified 

4.g Artefact  
 Includes check of 
artefact spread 
function 

Difficult to 
objectivate 

Visual check, 
possibly in part 
automated later 

4.h Ghost images  Need dedicated test 
object or method  Need limiting 

values 
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Abstract— Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) are very 
promising new types of photon detectors. They are based on a 
matrix of many independent pixels (typically 400 or 1600 
pixels for a 1x1 mm2 device). Each pixel is an avalanche 
photodiode (APD) working in limited Geiger mode at a low 
bias voltage with a high gain. Due to the limited number of 
APDs in a SiPM, for photon fluxes greater than one photon 
per pixel and recovery time, non-linear effects take place 
which may limit the SiPM's performance. A comparison 
between measurements and expected features, relying on 
Monte Carlo simulations is presented. Finally, SiPMs are 
demonstrated to be good candidates for Positron Emission 
Tomography as an alternative for APDs. 

Keywords— SiPM, PET, recovery time, non-linearity. 

INTRODUCTION  

Positron emission tomography (PET) scanners are a power-
ful tool to study the physiological processes in vivo. Current 
developments aim to build smaller, more compact and less 
expensive devices with improved spatial resolution and a 
simpler mode of operation. It may be of great advantage to 
combine a PET scanner with an MRT scanner in order to 
simultaneously acquire information about the morphologi-
cal structure and physiological processes. To comply with 
these requirements, a reliable and cheap photon detector is 
needed, which is insensitive to magnetic fields and pickup 
as well as causing minimal interference with the MRT's data 
aquisition system [1],[2],[3]. The silicon photomultiplier 
(SiPM) is a novel aproach towards this direction. A SiPM is 
based on a matrix of many independent pixels (typically 
400 or 1600 pixels for a 1x1 mm2 device). Each pixel is an 
avalanche photodiode (APD) working in limited Geiger 
mode, i.e. a few volts above breakdown voltage. In this 
mode of operation an electron initiates an avalanche break-
down confined to a pixel. As all the independent operating 
pixels are connected via resistors to a common readout line, 
the output signal is the superposition of the standardized 
signals of all fired pixels. In case of not too intense light 
flashes, the number of fired pixels is in first order propor-
tional to the number of incident photons. For large light 
flashes saturation effects set in. In reality, the process is 
even more complex because of the recovery time of each 

pixel. Not all photoelectrons are able to initiate an ava-
lanche breakdown, therefore the photon detection efficiency 
(PDE) is lower than the quantum efficiency (QE) in the 
photodiode operation mode of the SiPM. In detail, the PDE 
is influenced by several contributions. The most important 
ones are: 
 1.  the fraction of the active area of a pixel 
 2.  the QE of the active area of a pixel 
 3.  probability to initiate an avalanche breakdown 
 4.  the fraction of active pixels (those pixels which are not 
quenched or having already recovered from a previous 
breakdown) 
The fraction of the active area, limited by the dead area 
around each pixel, depends on the production process and 
ranges between 30.8% and 78.5% of the total area. Typical-
ly values for the PDE of recent SiPMs with 400 and 1600 
pixels are 50% and 25%,  respectively. Whereas the QE of a 
single pixel is at least 70%. For the SiPM with 400 pixels a 
recovery time of 50 ns and for a SiPM with 1600 pixels a 
recovery time of 20 ns is specified. All mentioned values 
are according to the data sheet for multi-pixel photon coun-
ters from Hamamatsu Photonics [4]. The aim of this study 
was to characterize the performance of different types of 
SiPMs particularley with regard to develope a SiPM detec-
tor module suitable for a compined PET/MRT scanner. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

1x1x20 mm3 Lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) 
scintillation crystals (Saint Gobain) were optically coupled 
with one-to-one correspondence to 1x1 mm2 SiPMs with 
400 and 1600 pixels (Hamamatsu Photonics), respectively. 
The optical coupling between an LYSO crystal and the pho-
todetector was achieved by means of UV cured adhesive 
with an appropriate refractive index to obtain an efficient 
transmission to the entrance window of the SiPM. Each 
surface of the crystal is polished. In order to optimize the 
light collection, the crystal is wrapped in a specular reflector 
foil (3M Radiant Mirror Film) with a high reflection coeffi-
cient of approximately 98%. A custom-built holder made of 
photopolymer resin is used to assure proper alignment of 
the crystal to the sensitive area of the SiPMs. Figure 1 
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shows the experimental setup for all the measurements ex-
cept for the resin holder. For data acquisition the output 
signals were fed to the analog inputs of a fast digital oscil-
loscope (Agilent, Infiniium, 54832D). Neither additional 
shaping nor amplification of the detector signals have been 
applied. The first energy spectra were acquired using an 18F 
source. The energy resolution of the detector was extracted 
using a Gaussian fit to the photo peak.  

 

     
Fig. 1 Experimental setup 

 
As mentioned before the limited number of pixels in a 

SiPM may result in a non-linear detector response for too 
intense optical photon fluxes and consequently leads to a 
limited dynamic range of detected photons. The response of 
a LYSO-SiPM detector to incident gamma rays emitted 
from different radiation sources (99Tc,131I,18F,137Cs) has 
been studied. The measurements were compared with simu-
lations using the DETECT2000 and GATE software pack-
ages. The Monte Carlo simulation package DETECT2000 
[5],[6],[7] was used to study light transport in a LYSO scin-
tillation crystal optically coupled with one-to-one corres-
pondence to a SiPM. The bulk material of the crystal was 
modeled with an index of refraction of 1.81 and a decay 
time of 41 ns. All surface finishes of the crystal were as-
sumed to be polished with a high reflection coating (R = 
98%) except for the top surface. The top surface opposite to 
the SiPM was modeled to be rough to avoid light trapping 
due to internal reflection inside the crystal. The simulations 
also included the influence of the optical coupling and the 
epoxy layer on top of the SiPM. 100 scintillation events 
were simulated according to an statistical energy distribu-
tion E(x,y,z). This energy distribution was determined via a 
simulation using the Geant4 Application for Tomographic 
Emission (GATE) [8]. One LYSO crystal was illuminated 
by a 3.7 MBq monoenergetic point source of 0.511 MeV. 
The lower and upper energy thesholds were set to 100 keV 

and 700 keV. The list of single events output by the GATE 
toolkit was post-processed to generate a list of deposited 
energies in the scintillation crystal due to photoeffect or 
compton scattering as function of all three coordinates x, y 
and z inside the crystal. Each deposited energy corresponds 
to a certain amount of optical photons that will be generated 
by the scintillation crystal. Under the assumptions that the 
scintillation crystal is homogeneous and that its light yield 
is proportional to the deposited radiation energy (32 pho-
tons/keV), 100 scintillation events were simulated to study 
the performance of SiPMs with 400 and 1600 pixels and 
with an integration time of 100 ns, respectively. The analy-
sis of the optical tracking simulations with DETECT2000 
was made by a custom-made C++-code including all the 
different characteristics such as pixel size, fill factor, dead 
areas between the pixels and recovery time. 

RESULTS 

From the very first measurements with an LYSO-SiPM 
detector an energy resolution at 511 keV of 26% for the 
SiPM with 400 pixels and 29% for the SiPM with 1600 pix-
els was observed. These values were measured at a bias 
voltage of 68 V for the 400-pixel SiPM and 70 V for the 
1600-pixel SiPM. Figure 4 demonstrates the position of the 
photopeak as a function of the incident energy from differ-
ent radiation sources and the applied bias voltages. The re-
sponse to all optical photon fluxes, namely to all deposited 
energies in the crystal is linear up to 69.5 V for a 400-pixel 
SiPM, while linearity is maintained up to 72.2 V for a 1600-
pixel SiPM. Based on these measurements the optimum 
operating parameters for a LYSO-SiPM detector were de-
termined. Therefore an energy resolution of 9% for the 400-
pixel SiPM and 17% for the 1600-pixel SiPM can be meas-
ured with an optimized bias voltage of 69.5 V and 72.2 V, 
according to the experimental results shown in Fig. 2. 
Through the optical tracking photon simulations a light de-
tection efficiency of 15.5% was obtained for the SiPM with 
400 pixels and 7.8% for the SiPM with 1600 pixels if 16000 
optical photons have been generated in the middle of the 
upper third of the crystal. The resulting distribution of all 
detected photons for a 400-pixel SiPM is presented in Fig. 
3. As the origin of the photon generation was assumed to be 
in a point, the central pixels of the SiPM are detecting more 
photons than the onces at the edges of the SiPM. The distri-
bution of detected photons per pixel is almost Gaussian with 
an average of around 6 detected photons per pixel. If a re-
covery time of 50 ns for each pixel has been taking into 
account a distribution as shown in Fig. 3 is received. In this 
case the majority of the pixels is detecting only two photons 
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and in total a llight detection efficiency of 8.4% will be ob-
tained.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Dependence of peak position on bias voltage for a SiPM with 400 
pixels (top) and with 1600 pixels (bottom) 
 
    
 

 

Fig. 3 Left: Distribution of all detected photons for each pixel on the sur-
face of the SiPM with 400 pixels. No recovery time has been taking into 
accont (top) and a recovery time of 50 ns bottom. Right: According histo-
grams of the number of detected photons per pixel. 

The same simulation as described before has been done for 
a SiPM with 1600 pixels giving the following results (see 
Fig. 4): Half of all the pixels do not detect a scintillation 
photon, 550 pixels will detect one photon and around 200 
pixels will be hit by more than one photon. For the SiPM 
with 1600 pixels the relatively short recovery time of 20 ns 
does not have a great influence on the total light detection 
efficiency, which will decrease from 7.8% to 7.6%. 
 

Fig. 4 Distribution of all detected for each pixel on the surface of the SiPM 
with 1600 pixels. No recovery time has been taking into account (left). 
Histogram of the number of detected photons per pixel (right). 
 
  In order to study the response of LYSO-SiPM detector to 
the incident radiation an energy distribution has been simu-
lated in one scintillation crystal. Figure 5 (left) gives a li-
near response for a SiPM with 400 pixels if no recovery 
time for each pixel has been taking into account. If a recov-
ery time of 50 ns has been considered, the response of the 
LYSO-SiPM detector shows a non-linear behaviour. Figure 
5 (right) provides also a linear response to the applied ener-
gy distribution for the 1600-pixel SiPM. Compared to the 
400-pixel SiPM this linear behaviour is maintained even if 
the recovery time has been implemented in the analysis of 
the simulation. According to Fig. 5 the underestimation for 
the number of detected photons for the LYSO-SiPM detec-
tor with 400 pixels can be calculated to 50% at 511 keV. 
 

Fig. 5 Response of a SiPM with 400 pixels (left) and 1600 pixel (right) 
coupled to a LYSO crystal to the applied radiation energy. No recovery 
time has benn considered (black). A recovery time of 50 ns (400 pixels) 
and 20 ns (1600 pixels) have been taking into account (red ). 
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CONCLUSION 

Silicon Photomultipliers offer new possibilities for com-
pact PET detectors with a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween scintillation crystal and photodetector. The measured 
energy resolution is similar to the one achieved with APDs 
and a submillimeter resolution detector block seams feasi-
ble. The optical tracking photon simulations and the mea-
surements with a single LYSO-SiPM detector indicate that 
non-linear behaviour has to be expected for a SiPM with 
400 pixels, whereas the SiPM with 1600 pixels showed a 
linear response for all the deposited radiation energies. This 
non-linear behaviour may be compensated by a scintillation 
crystal which offers a higher scintillation decay time or a 
lower light yield than the used LYSO crystals. A higher 
scintillation decay time would probably lead to a worse time 
resolution compared to an LYSO crystal having a relatively 
fast decay time of 41 ns. The non-linear response may be 
corrected by the results from the optical tracking simula-
tions. Although the LYSO-SiPM detector with 1600 pixels 
is offering a proportional response to the applied radiation 
energy, the LYSO-SiPM detector with 400 pixels is achiev-
ing a better energy resolution. This better energy resolution 
may be due to the underestimation of the measured signal 
which is correlated with the number of detected photons. If 
the curve in Fig. 9 is used to correct for this underestima-
tion, an energy resolution of 18% would be measured. This 
value corresponds to the value measured with the 1600-
pixel SiPM. An underestimation of 50% for the number of 
detected photons at 511 keV could be calculated for the 
400-pixel LYSO-SiPM detector. All the simulations have 
been made under the assumptions that the LYSO scintilla-
tion crystal is homogeneous and is offering a constant light 
yield of 32 photons per keV of deposited radiation energy, 
both of which are rather optimistic. In more detail, the de-
tection process of gamma rays in a LYSO-SiPM detector 
can be described by many subsequent processes, which in-
troduce uncertainty in the measured results. These processes 
can be identified as:   
1. gamma ray absorption and light generation in the crystal 
2. transfer component depending on the quality of the opti-
cal coupling between the crystal and the SiPM and of the 
epoxy layer on the SiPM's surface 
3.  detection efficiency of the SiPM 
Processes 2 and 3 have already been described before and 
were included in all the simulations. Process 1, the gamma 
ray absorption and the light generation in the crystal, is 
more complex. The light generation in a scintillation crystal 
or the intrinsic resolution is a non-proportional process. The 
intrinsic resolution is affected by inhomogeneities in the 
scintillator causing local variations in the light output and 

non-uniform reflectivity of the reflecting coating of the 
crystal. In the end the amount of light produced correspond-
ing to the full energy deposition in the crystal of gamma 
rays consists of contributions of energies. Mengesha et al. 
[9] and Moszynski [10] have found a large reduction of the 
light yield for most of the common used scintillation crys-
tals such as LSO and LYSO. Only YAP (Yttrium Alumi-
nium Perovskite activated by Ce3+) is exceptional in this 
aspect exhibiting nearly proportional response of the light 
yield. Kapusta et al. [11] have shown that the proportional 
response of YAP results in a very good energy resolution of 
4.38 pm 0.11% for 622 keV gamma rays from a 137Cs 
source. According to this result YAP is supposed to be a 
good candidate for studing the performance of SiPMs. 
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Abstract— Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) causes pathologi-
cal confusion with other non-invasive histological diagnoses. 
The study used computational histology to segment relevant 
objects from the scanned images. Within the collected images 
from 24 patients, the study shows the accuracy of prediction 
for LCIS grading. Overall predication accuracy of nuclear 
grading was 50.56% (p<.001).   

Keywords— Automatic histologic grading, Lobular carcinoma 
in situ, Breast cancer 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) is thought to represent 
a transitional stage of invasive malignancy from normal or 
hyperplastic breast tissue. Due to its histological similarities 
with hyperplastic breast epithelium, it could cause patholo-
gists confusion with benign lobular hyperplasia with or 
without atypia. Low-grade forms of ductal carcinoma in situ 
(DCIS) are also confused with the LCIS. In this regard, 
histological manifestation of LCIS is very difficult to 
achieve.  

Moreover, there are no definitive clinical or mammo-
graphic confirmations of LCIS presence, so pathologists 
ultimately carry its diagnostic responsibility. Disturbing 
degrees of interobserver variability among pathologists 
could cause unnecessary and aggressive treatment options 
such as mastectomy for LCIS patients otherwise managed 
by careful non-operative observation. In this sense, an ob-
jective numerical grading system and intensive training of 
histological criteria are needed to reduce variability among 
pathologists [1].  

This domain knowledge of histological features is then 
transferred to computational algorithms that measure impor-
tant and distinct imaging features at cellular and tissue level. 
Dominant imaging features for computational diagnosis of 
digitized histopathologic images are quantified based on 
morphological features such as size, shape, and intensity of 
cells and cellular architectural features such as glandular 
structure. In this regard, our main goal of this project was to 
develop a robust method that segments histological objects 
(e.g., nucleus, lumen, and lobules), extracts distinct features, 

and enables reliable classification based on the distinct 
features within segmented objects from digitized LCIS 
images. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Domain knowledge 

LCIS has no distinguishing features on gross, so the 
cases are incidentally found when breast tissue is removed 
for other reasons. Histological features of LCIS are distinct 
from “its noninvasive ductal counterpart, DCIS, which is 
characterized by more aggressive cytologic and biologic 
features” [2]. Typically, LCIS cells are bland, uniform, and 
monotonous with no mitosis or necrosis [3]. Several fea-
tures of LCIS are observed, which include slight to exten-
sively distended lobules, “disorderly proliferation of epithe-
lial cells which are still contained within the normal 
architectural confines of the terminal duct-lobular apparatus 
of the breast,” slightly increased nucleus to cytoplasm (N/C) 
ratio, and slightly enlarged cells [2, 3]. Clinically speaking, 
LCIS has benign and indolent biological behavior with low 
potential for invasion and metastasis, and its histological 
evidence confirm to low nuclear grade.  

Histologic grading is a powerful marker to make a diag-
nosis of LCIS.  Subclassification of lobular neoplasia (LN) 
based on the extent of lobular involvement is thought to be 
the most predominantly used LCIS grading. Three levels of 
grading scales were suggested including LN1, LN2, and 
LN3. The grading is based on “the degree of cohesion be-
tween cells, variation of cell size, extension of lobule size, 
and area of lumen within diseased lobules”[4].  
 
B. Computational diagnosis  
 

Over the past decade, molecule-based cell segmentation 
and histological feature extraction for automated diagnosis 
have been widely studied. The main purposes of these stud-
ies were to identify the existence of cancer in the tissue 
and/or to detect the malignancy level of cancer by examin-
ing distinct histological features. Many techniques such as 
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thresholding, morphological operation, watershed, etc. have 
been proposed to segment and classify cell nuclei, cyto-
plasm, chromatin, tubular formation, mitoses, lymphocyte, 
and artifacts for nuclear grading.  

Naik and Doyle (2008) discriminated breast cancer from 
non-cancer using nuclear segmentation and found a better 
accuracy (81.91%) compared to manual segmentation 
(77.10%) [5]. Baak et al. (1998) segmented mitotic cells 
using thresholding and region-growing techniques accord-
ing to cell architectures such as elongation and roundness 
[6]. Due to the complexities and variations of breast histol-
ogy, the majority of automatic scoring studies only used one 
or two features.  

III. METHOD 

A. Study design 

 The main purpose of this project was two fold. First, the 
study was designed to determine whether LCIS existed in 
the analyzed tissue. Next, the study attempted to rank the 
malignancy level of LCIS by examining the nuclear mor-
phology properties of the tissue in the digitized microscopic 
image collection from LCIS cases in the National Surgical 
Adjuvant Breast Bowel Project (NSABP) B17 slide collec-
tion (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). 

B. Research Questions (RQs) 

 RQ1: Are there any statistically significant variations 
found in three LCIS nuclear grading groups? 

 RQ2: What are the significant computational features 
that classify LCIS histological grouping? 

 RQ3: What is the accuracy of automatic LCIS detection 
and nuclear grading in comparison to human expert 
grading? 

C. Data collection 

The data collection process consists of identifying cases, 
preparing microscope slides, capturing images, and grading 
images by a human pathologist. The cases of LCIS chosen 
for imaging were from the archives of the pathology divi-
sion at the NSABP. This study used lumpectomy sections 
stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) from 24 patients 
confirmed to have LCIS by two experienced pathologists.  

Microscopic slides were then digitized using ScanScope 
XT (Aperio technology Inc., CA, USA), a whole slide im-
age scanner. Each slide typically has a number of regions of 
interest that do not all have the same grade. It is common to 
see benign regions (e.g., atrophic hyperplasia regions, etc.) 
on the same slide with LCIS regions, so an experienced 
pathologist marked and cropped the imaging regions for 

individual slides used in the study. Scanning magnification 
used was 20X (Numerical Aperture 0.75 Plan Apo Objec-
tive) recorded at a resolution of 0.50 µm/pixel. Uncom-
pressed TIFF (SVS) file format was presented for reviews 
by the pathologist. For further imaging processing, whole 
slide images were compressed in the BMP file format. 

D. Image analysis 

The following five steps were taken to analyze histology 
images for LCIS nuclear grading. We used an AdoIC C++ 
imaging library developed by one of the authors (D.K.) 
(installed in Windows XP) which provides a platform for 
image processing, object segmentation, feature extraction, 
and object classification [7]. Lastly, nuclear grading and 
evaluation were performed based on human expert grading. 
 
D.1. Preprocessing step 
 A preprocessing step was performed to determine the 
focal areas of interest in the captured image collection for 
further object segmentation. Opening & closing based on 
mathematical morphology--which is based on “a set-
theoretic approach that considers pixels in an image as the 
elements of a set”--were performed to remove image noise 
[8]. A multi-level Otsu threshold method determined opti-
mal threshold values for four designated focal classifica-
tions including Nuclei (dark purple region), Cytoplasm 
(dark pink region), Stroma (light pink region), and Lumen 
or artifact (white region) [9, 10].  Image normalization was 
performed based on the two reference intensity values ob-
tained from nuclear and white regions [11].    
 
D.2. Object segmentation step 
 Images were transformed to grayscale and inverted. 
Intensity variations within the nuclear regions were sup-
pressed by an anisotropic smoothing method [12]. Nuclear 
markers were first generated (threshold at 0) by grayscale 
reconstruction at the contrast level of 10 [13] and labeled 
uniquely. Nuclear regions were then segmented by gray-
scale reconstruction at the contrast level of 30. The con-
nected nuclear regions were separated by binary reconstruc-
tion of nuclear markers [8]. Artifacts were removed if they 
were found at the darker area (lumen) segmented by Otsu 
method. More refined lobules were extracted by connecting 
neighboring nuclei by dilating and filling operations [8] and 
removing isolated nuclei such as stromal nuclei by eroding. 
Modal intensity of cytoplasm and nuclei within lobules was 
used to threshold unwanted information.   

 
D.3. Feature extraction 

A total of 40 nuclear features was calculated, and signifi-
cant features (p<.001) were only included in the study (e.g., 
area, perimeter, major and minor axis for size features; 
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nucleus roundness factor, form factor, and axis ratio for 
shape features; total and average standard deviation of in-
tensity for intensity features; and texture contrast, correla-
tion, variance, etc. for textural features).  

IV. RESULTS 

 Figure 1 shows the image processing results as one 
image goes through the 4 steps (due to space limitation, 
only the results for a normal case is shown).  
 

 

Fig. 1 Image processing results of a normal case 
A grayscale image with noise reduction and intensity nor-
malization (A); Nuclear markers labeled individually (B); 
Nuclear regions (C); Final segmentation boundary over-laid 
onto the original image (D). 
 
 Some of the calculated features of segmented objects 
are shown in Table 1. For size features calculated, the aver-
age area of the nuclear object is larger in grade 3 than in 
grade 2 and the average areas of nuclear object in grade 2 
were found to be the smallest among four groups. For shape 
features, the average of NRF is greater in normal group 
compared to diseased groups. For intensity features, the 
average of the average intensity value of the nuclear object 
is greatest in grade 1 (100.78). A ratio of lobule to lumen 
area is grates in normal group (1.46) indicating more lumen 
(white region) in the segmented images. The results shown 
in Table 1 are not direct indicative to current histological 
grading for LCIS. However, the differences found in our 
study are obvious between normal and abnormal groups (g1, 
g2, and g3) which suggest us that the algorithm we devel-
oped can be more useful in grading LCIS for normal versus 
abnormal than grading 1, 2, and 3.   
 

Table 1 Segmentation Results of Core Features by LCIS grades 

Features 
LCIS-
grade 

Average 
Standard 
deviation

norm 127.08 33.75
g1 132.90 40.30
g2 112.73 19.90

Avg Area of Nuclear 
Objects 

g3 140.50 59.77
norm 41.68 6.11
g1 41.74 7.03
g2 38.31 4.06

Avg Perimeter of 
Nuclear Objects 

g3 42.69 10.11
norm 1.07 0.04
g1 1.04 0.04
g2 1.03 0.04

Avg Nuclear Object 
Roundness Factor 

(NRF) 
g3 1.05 0.05
norm 0.93 0.06
g1 0.96 0.06
g2 0.98 0.06

Avg Nuclear Form 
Factor (FF) 

g3 0.95 0.08
norm 1.76 0.09
g1 1.67 0.07
g2 1.64 0.07

Avg Ratio Axis of 
Nuclear Objects 

g3 1.65 0.08
norm 11.42 2.00
g1 13.62 2.30
g2 13.39 2.85

Avg Num of Nuclear 
Object Neighbors 

g3 13.68 2.55
norm 99.49 6.27
g1 100.78 5.67
g2 98.36 4.48

Avg of Avg Intensity 
of Nuclear Objects 

g3 99.81 6.13
norm 8.10 1.60
g1 8.71 1.73
g2 8.45 1.48

Avg Stan Dev of 
Nuclear Object 

Intensity 
g3 7.82 1.71
norm 19598.62 21002.51
g1 32334.87 22797.76
g2 26441.02 17682.35

Total Lumen Area 

g3 24162.95 17797.30
norm 1.46 0.18
g1 1.41 0.12
g2 1.36 0.11

Ratio of Lobule and 
Lumen Area 

g3 1.44 0.15

 To predict four histological diagnostic groups including 
normal, grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3 for the segmented 
objects, the study used multinomial logistic regression 
(MLR). Table 2 shows classification results indicating 
68.8% of accuracy in predicting the normal nuclear group. 
Predicting grade 1 produced the least accuracy among the 
four predicted groups. Overall predication accuracy was 
50.56% (p<.001).  Considering diagnostic variations in 
LCIS, histological characteristics calculated in the 
segmented objects are difficult to predict in the study set. 
 

Table 2 Histological Grading Prediction Results 

Classification Results 
Observed Predicted 

 0 1 2 3 Percent Correct
0 35414 2437 9284 4342 68.80 
1 10810 3696 7219 1541 15.89 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 
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2 12219 1778 24958 2643 60.00 
3 10558 1763 7749 9921 33.08 

Overall 
Percentage 

47.15 6.61 33.63 12.61 50.56 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

The first research question was intended to assess any 
variations among four histologic groups of the segmented 
objects. Although the variations found among groups are 
not clinically relevant, the computed feature variations be-
tween normal and abnormal objects are significant in this 
study data set. This implies that segmented objects and their 
features are reasonably useful for diagnosing LCIS nuclear 
grading.  

The second question was necessary to reduce insignifi-
cant features in classifying LCIS nuclear objects. Wilk’s 
Lambda p-value was used in this study. Morphological 
features for LCIS grading are not yet fully agreed by pa-
thologists. Therefore, computational diagnosis should be 
considered in validating LCIS from normal cases. Further 
histological features should be studied in relation to calcu-
lated computational variations.  

The third research question was asked to classify the 
segmented objects, and the classification accuracy was 
validated against human pathologist’s nuclear grading. The 
study found that the accuracy is relatively better in the seg-
mented normal objects. However, the classification accu-
racy is not acceptable in clinical prediction. The study plans 
to investigate other methods such as neural networks, deci-
sion trees, etc. to increase prediction and classification accu-
racy. Additionally, the gold standard grading by human 
experts was based on nuclear grading for the framed images 
rather than overall histological features contained in the 
entire slides. Image segmentation and classification should 
be based on the entire spectrum of image features using 
whole slide technology in the future study. Lastly, varia-
tions of the scanned slides could significantly impact seg-
mentation results. The slides used in this study were taken 
from several hospitals whose histology protocols differed 
from one another. This variation should be minimized in the 
future study.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This study demonstrated nuclear segmentation to develop 
computational grading for LCIS cases. The results of this 
study indicate that nuclear segmentation is helpful in devel-
oping computational grading for LCIS cases. A major chal-
lenge is to develop a robust mechanism, especially for tis-
sue-based grading compared to cellular-level of grading. 
Further work will focus on evaluating optimal classification 
methods on a larger pool of whole slide images. 
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Abstract—Patient motion during CT data acquisition de-
grades image quality. Therefore, the development of motion 
detection and motion correction methods are in the focus of 
many research groups. In general the strength of motion arte-
facts depends on the motion parameters and on the structures 
of the anatomical area of interest. Unfortunately, a realistic 
ground truth data and the corresponding artefact prone re-
constructions with known motion parameters during data 
acquisition are often not available or tedious to obtain. In this 
work, a framework is presented to generate a database for 
motion quantification in dental cone-beam CT. Practical as-
pects and challenges will be described. Furthermore, the gen-
erated database will be utilized to investigate the influence of 
head motion on the reconstruction image quality. Different 
assessment criteria will be proposed for the motion distorted 
data. This work provides a basis for data-driven motion detec-
tion and correction methods and serves as a first step to under-
stand the effects of motion.  

Keywords—Cone-beam CT, dental CT, ground truth, vali-
dation, motion artifacts. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is an impor-
tant image technique for dental implantology, oral- and 
maxillofacial surgery [1].  It uses an X-ray cone-beam and a 
2D extended digital detector (e.g. an image intensifier) 
allowing to reconstruct 3D images at relatively low cost and 
dose compared to conventional CT [2]. In the reconstruction 
process it is assumed that the patient does not move during 
data acquisition. This, however, might not be true in prac-
tice due to arbitrary movements of the patient. Many au-
thors describe the sources and impact of patient motion in 
various medical imaging modalities [3-6, 8]. Since the pa-
tient typically stands in dental cone-beam CT during the 
data acquisition, head motion is likely to occur. Examples 
of unintentional motion that may appear are respiratory-
induced head motion, sneezing, coughing, pain reflexes, 
slow drifting and response to stimulus in the room. In [7] a 
head motion measurement has been described using an 
optical motion-tracking system on 63 volunteers in dental 
CT.  Thereby, only head rotation was observed. The moni-
tored average head motion in a standing upright set-up was 

identified within ±0.6°. Investigations of patient support 
tools and holder devices to limit movement result in slight 
motion reduction [8, 9]. However, these devices are unreli-
able, unable to completely eliminate motion and uncomfort-
able for the patient. 

Most motion correction methods assume accurate meas-
urement of patient motion. Often optical techniques are 
used. However, they include disadvantages especially con-
cerning cost of commercially available systems, which 
limits their applicability for dental CT. Hence, data-based 
motion detection is desired. Owing to dose reduction and 
accordingly more noisy and low contrast data, the usability 
of data-based methods is not inherently given.  

The objective of this work is to establish a database, 
which includes dental-CT data with motion artifacts using 
an anthropomorphic head phantom. An important advantage 
of the established database is that the exact object position 
for each projection in relation to the CT coordinate system 
is given. Since the ground truth (a data set without any mo-
tion) for comparison is given, this database offers a meth-
odological evaluation concerning detection and correction 
of motion. Another important aspect, which can be analyzed 
based on this database, is the applicability of different fig-
ures of merit or artifact measures for reconstructed data 
including motion artifact. Often, motion artifacts are not 
directly visible in the reconstruction, however they reduce 
image resolution. Therefore, an adequate image metric is 
desired, whose value correlates with the motion parameters. 

II. MATERIALS 
Tomograph: The projection data was acquired using the 

dental CT GALILEOS-System (produced and thankfully 
provided by Sirona Dental Systems GmbH). Data is ac-
quired with a frame rate of 14.2Hz in 14s.  The system gen-
erates a large volume of 15×15×15cm with a maximum 
resolution of 0.15mm.   

Head Movement: To mimic motion effects we used the 
robot model Kuka KR3 (Kuka Roboter GmbH). This robot 
has ±0,05mm repeat accuracy and can be navigated with the 
software through input of the tool position in the robot co-
ordinate system.  

O. Dössel and .  (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/  2009. 
www.springerlink.com 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for patient motion study. The stereo camera is 
on the front right. The head phantom is positioned using a robot. On the X-
ray source one Xpoint is attached 

Phantom: The head phantom (Sectional Phantom, Phan-
tom Laboratory) consists of natural human skeleton (the 
skull and upper cervical vertebrae with an internal air cav-
ity) cast inside a proprietary urethane material that has the 
same effective atomic number as the body’s soft tissue.  

Optical Tracking System: For the calibration between the 
phantom and dental CT an optical system was used. The 
MicronTracker S60 (Claron Technology) exhibits 0.25mm 
single target accuracy and 0.007mm jitter for a static target. 
The system uses real-time stereoscopic vision to detect and 
track the position of objects marked with small checkered 
target regions (Xpoints). Furthermore, monitoring the phan-
tom position is supported by the stereo camera.  

The devices described above are shown in Figure 1. 

III. METHODS 

We generate the image database, including ground truth 
projection data and different motion artifact images. There-
fore, the head phantom was spatially repositioned using the 
robot. The projection data was acquired with a dental-CT for 
each phantom position. The data sets with motion were con-
structed from the projection data of different phantom states. 
The images with motion artifacts were reconstruct with the 
Feldkamp method. It is important to generate the acquisition 
data for small position increments (0.1mm for translation and 
0.05° for rotation) to produce realistic motion scenarios. In 
contrast to the execution of movements during the data acqui-
sition our method for construction of data sets with motion 
artifacts has several advantages: For the accomplishment of 
different movement scenarios over a period of acquisition a 
calibration between the functionality of CT and robot is 
needed (simultaneous start, consideration of acceleration and 
braking phases of robot movements etc.). Moreover, the robot 
drive must be more complex than in our approach, since 
swinging between two successive positions must be avoided. 
A positive aspect of our approach is that it allows us to vary 
the time, duration and order of motion using the same projec-
tion data sets without acquiring new data. Since the corre-
sponding projection data without motion is available the 

comparison with ground truth is possible. For generating the 
database the following steps must be realized.  

A. Dental-CT Coordinate System Determination 

At first, the CT coordinate system is established. The co-
ordinate system was found to be the most practical is the 
one whose one axis coincides with the CT rotation axis and 
its origin is located in the X-ray source plane. Several dou-
ble sided Xpoins were attached on the CT scanner at differ-
ent heights as shown in Figure 2 left for the determination 
of CT rotation axis position in the camera coordinate sys-
tem. When the X-ray source and detector rotate, the markers 
rotate, too. Their trajectories were traced with the camera. 
The rotation trajectories can be extrapolated as circles (Fig-
ure 2 right) whose center gives a rotation position for one 
level. This procedure, executed for different heights, yields 
the CT rotation axis. Such axis determination is more exact 
than the use of a marker like in Figure 3.  

Using one marker attached on the X-ray source with the 
marker center in the source plane (typically there is one 
labeling on the housing therefore) the position of the source 
plane in the camera coordinate system can be determined 
(Figure 1). The CT coordinate system center is defined as 
the intersection point of the CT rotation axis and the source 
plane.  In this way, the position of one suitable CT coordi-
nate system in the camera coordinate system is determined.  

 

 
Fig. 2 To determine the CT rotation axis several double sided XPoints 
were attached and tracked with a stereo camera while the X-ray source-
detector system is rotating (left). This must be repeated for several heights. 
The trajectories of the individual markers are traced using a stereo camera 
(right). The center of the extrapolated circles (dashed) is the CT rotation 
center 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 By determining the rotation axis using a marker (left), whose one 
axis coincides with the CT rotation axis, an error may arise (right) 
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B. Coordinate System Representation  

In the next step the interrelationship between the phan-
tom and the CT coordinate systems can be established. The 
phantom positions and accordingly motion parameters are 
given in the robot coordinate system. However, the motion 
parameters are required with respect to the CT coordinate 
system in order to analyze produced image artifacts.  

The transformation relating two coordinate systems can 
be expressed as a homogeneous 4 × 4 matrix of the form      

cs2
cs1 0 0 0 1

n o a rT ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.                       (1) 

This matrix specifies the state description of the first coor-
dinate system (cs1) with respect to the second coordinate 
system (cs2). There n, o, and a are unit vectors of cs1 and 
describe the orientation of cs1 in the cs2 coordinate system, 
r describes the origin of cs1 in cs2. Using the composition 
of such matrices, the transformation between phantom and 
CT can be established in the following steps.  

The position of the robot in tracking system coordinates 
is computed using the calibration algorithm by Tsai and 
Lenz [10]. A marker is positioned on the head phantom 
fixed to the robot effector (tool) with an unknown transfor-
mation marker

toolT . The robot is then moved into a couple of 
nearby positions while the marker is observed by the track-
ing system. For each position the transformations robot

toolT  
and tracking

markerT  are stored. The algorithm then computes 
the transformation matrices marker

toolT  between marker and 
robot effector and robot

trackingT  as conversion between track-
ing system coordinates and robot coordinates. 

Thus, the transformation matrix relating the tool coordi-
nate system, which provides the phantom coordinate sys-
tem, and the dental-CT coordinate system is determined by 

CT CT tracking robot
tool tracking robot tool= ⋅ ⋅T T T T .        (2) 

Here CT
trackingT denotes the transformation matrix as described 

in section A and robot
toolT is the tool state for one phantom 

position, with is calculated as described in the next section.  

C. Changes in Position and Orientation 

Translation of the robot by T( , , )x y zΔ Δ Δ  is carried out by 
adding the translation matrix 

( )T(4,3) | , , ,1T zeros x y z⎡ ⎤= Δ Δ Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
         (3) 

to the current tool state matrix robot
toolT . A rotation of the 

tool by an angle α  around an arbitrary vector ( )T
1 2 3, ,v v v  is 

performed by multiplying with the rotation matrix 

2
1 1 2 3 1 3

2
2 1 3 2 2 3 1

2
3 1 2 3 2 1 3

cos sin
sin cos sin
sin sin cos

v c v v c v v v c
R v v c v v c v v c v

v v c v v v c v v c

α α
α α α
α α α

⎛ ⎞+ −
⎜ ⎟

= + + −⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟+ + +⎝ ⎠

, 1 cosc α= − . (4) 

Given a rotation system RS with the state description matrix 
robot

RST and a current tool position robot
toolT the transformation 

matrix is defined as 

( )*
RS robot 1 robot

RS tooltoolT T T R−= ⋅ ⋅ .                 (5) 

Then the tool state matrix for the robot drive is deter-
mined by  

* *
robot robot RS

RStool toolT T T= ⋅ .                (6) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

We have acquired a collection of dental-CT data for differ-
ent phantom positions. Motion scenarios, which mimic patient 
motion during data acquisition, can be obtained by combining 
the individual projection data for different phantom positions. 
Due to the database collection from real CT-data, the data 
with motion are close to reality. Since effects like scattering, 
beam hardening and partial volume effects are incorporated, 
the used data includes all realistic factors. Another important 
advantage of such database is the availability of a ground truth 
data (the acquired data for one phantom position). This allows 
the evaluation of motion correction and data-based motion 
detection methods. Furthermore, it makes possible to carry out 
the quantitative analysis of motion effects in the reconstructed 
images (with Feldkamp reconstruction).  

As a first step to apply the generated database for under-
standing the effects of patient movement, so-called full-
reference quality assessment methods, which used known 
complete reference image, can be applied.  

Here, the following approaches are used: the correlation 
coefficient [11], mutual information (MI) [12, 13], Sum of 
Squared Differences (SSD) [11] and Structural SIMilarity 
(SSIM) [14]. In contrast to SSD other used metrics show a 
correlation between metric value and motion magnitude 
(fig. 4). Since SSD is commonly used as metric, this result 
is very essential.       

A more complex problem is to achieve a figure of merit 
without a ground truth, which is suitable for describing the 
magnitude of motion. In [15-17] 27 metrics are described 
which are used in different domains. However, all are based 
on the assumption that images increase in contrast and reso-
lution as the amount of the artifacts decrease. Accordingly 
to images changing, image metric value increase (respec-
tively decrease). These 27 metrics were tested for motion 
artifacts. The results show that none of them offer strong 
correlation concerning the amount of motion (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 The application of different metrics on 10 reconstruction images 
with increasing motion artifacts. The horizontal axis accordance to the 
images with 0°,0.1°…1° rotation and 0,0.1…1mm parallel translation. On 
the top full-reference quality assessment methods for 2 types of motion are 
depicted (on the left include motion free image and on the right the same 
data without motion free image and normalized). On the bottom the 27 no-
reference metrics are depicted applied on the same data as on the top 

Nevertheless, some of them are usable. Our results using 
ground truth are in accordance with the conclusions in [19] 
by using the so-called observer score.   

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper an approach for the generation of a dental-
CT image database has been presented, including ground 
truth data and different motion artifact images. Based on 
this, an image metric validation, an evaluation of motion 
artifacts dependence on movement type and data-based 
motion detection and correction methods can be performed.  

In future work the issue of image quality assessment 
without ground truth will be considered based on the cre-
ated motion artifacts data. We will extend our database with 
different data sets to cover all possible motion scenarios. 
Furthermore, we will investigate the relation between the 
type of motion and resulting artifacts.  
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Abstract—A numerical study on the effects of the exposure 
to the radiofrequency (RF) field of 1.5T magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) scanners on biological tissues in contact with 
implanted thin metallic structures has been carried out. The 
results of the model show that the presence of a metallic im-
plant yields to a significant increase in the local specific ab-
sorption rate (SAR). Present standards or guidelines do not 
specifically address the problem and use methods to define safe 
exposure conditions and limits that cannot reveal high SAR 
gradients, such as the ones that rise close to thin metallic im-
planted objects. Such standards suggest a mass of 10 g as aver-
aging volume for SAR calculation. We computed the SAR 
distribution inside a “human visible dataset” (HVD) torso 
model, implanted with a pacemaker and its lead, considering 
both the left and right pectoral positioning. The RF induced 
SAR was calculated over a 10g, 1g and 0.1g volume: the un-
derestimation related to the 10g and 1g masses, compared to 
the 0.1g mass, was greater than 90% and 60%, respectively. In 
addition, the deposited power at the implant tip inside the 
HVD model was compared to the one of simplified models, 
where the same physical properties were assign to different 
tissues, or only particular body district were modeled: a varia-
tion ranging ±30% was observed.   

Keywords—MRI, RF field, Implantable devices, SAR. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Radiofrequency (RF) induced heating of biological tissue 
has long been a concern for patients undergoing magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), leading to national and interna-
tional standards intended to regulate patient exposure and 
minimize risk [1]. The specific absorption rate (SAR, de-
fined as the amount of RF power absorbed per unit of mass 
of an object (Wkg-1)) is the current standard for characteriz-
ing the thermogenic aspects of this electromagnetic field. 
As originally applied, however, such standards were de-
signed for heating in biological tissue devoid of metallic or 
conductive implants. According to the International Com-
mission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), in 
the frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 GHz, the limit for  
head and trunk is 10 Wkg-1 averaged over any 10g mass of 
tissue for occupational situations; for the general public, this 
value goes down to 2 Wkg-1, always averaged over any 10g 
mass of tissue. To extend such limit values also to patients 
implanted with metallic wires and/or active medical devices 

some considerations are needed. When a patient implanted 
with conductive structures is exposed to a RF field, the 
metallic object may operate as an antenna which causes an 
increase in power deposition around the wire or catheter. 
With regards to the RF field generated by an MRI scanner, 
several studies have investigated the potential adverse ef-
fects on pacemakers (PM), implantable cardioverters (ICD), 
and other similar implantable devices [2,3]. Most of these 
studies has been performed using homogeneous phantoms 
which do not consider the different tissues with different 
physical properties the human body is made up. On the 
other hand, numerical models allow to reproduce a realistic 
anatomy of biological tissues and to calculate the induced 
SAR for implant models derived from real clinical implant 
configurations.   

In this study we numerically reproduce an exposure at 64 
MHz (RF field used by 1.5 T MRI clinical scanners) that 
results in maximum SAR values below the safety thresholds 
of the present international standards and guidelines, inside 
a human visible dataset (HVD) which reproduces human 
tissues implanted with a PM and its lead.  

Aims of the paper are: 1. to show the effect of thin metal-
lic structures on the local distribution of the electric field 
and the associated SAR; 2. to determine to what extent the 
present standard methods for SAR evaluation are appropri-
ate in the presence of thin metallic structures; 3. to propose 
a refinement of the actual standard to meet the constraint of 
this particular application; 4. to compare the results ob-
tained using a realistic model of the human body to those 
obtained using homogenous or simplified phantoms.   

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A 16-rung low-pass birdcage model of a MRI RF coil 
was developed using a commercial FDTD (Finite Differ-
ence Time Domain) software (SEMCAD X, version 11.0, 
SPEAG, Zurich). The model was derived from the structure 
of a laboratory birdcage coil that reproduces the RF field of 
MRI procedures. The model was excited with a 64 MHz 
quadrature voltage source. The coil was loaded with a visi-
ble human dataset (HVD) that models 34 different human 
tissues with a resolution of 2 mm. Finally, two typical PM 
implants were reproduced inside the human trunk model: in 
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the first case, the PM chassis was located in the left pectoral 
region, few millimeters under the skin and the lead was 
inserted into the left subclavian vein, the left brachoence-
falic vein, the superior cava vein, the right atrium, till the 
right ventricle, where the tip is put in contact with the heart 
wall. The second configuration reproduces a right-pectoral 
implant: the lead reaches the right atrium through the right 
subclavian vein, the right brachoencefalic vein, and the 
superior cava vein. The path from the right atrium to the 
right ventricle is common for the two configurations (Figure 
1). A unipolar lead is modeled as an inner metallic wire 
(radius = 1 mm), an external insulation sheath (radius = 2 
mm), and an exposed bare tip of 1 mm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 PM implant configurations inside the HVD. Blood vessels and heart 
are highlighted 

The FDTD model of the birdcage coil and of the HVD 
provided with the PM implant required a very height spatial 
resolution: in particular, all over the area covered by the 
implant the graded mesh had to be very fine (min. step=0.2 
mm), in order to simulate the insulated sheath all along the 
lead path.  The duration of the RF exposure was 15 periods, 
enough to reach a stable solution of the problem. SEMCAD 
implements a particular algorithm for the SAR extraction 
according to the IEEE P1529 standard [4]. This algorithm 
allows to compute the spatial-peak SAR over any required 
mass. All different tissue types, organs or parts of the model 
can be selected for the averaging process. We performed 
preliminary simulations without the PM, in order to set the 
excitation to produce inside the human phantom a whole-
body mean SAR of 2 Wkg-1 (maximum value used in stan-
dard MRI clinical investigations). Keeping the amplitude of 
the voltage sources constant, we repeated the simulations 
with the PM implants inside the phantom. The same resolu-
tion was adopted for the right and left pectoral implant 
model. We calculated the values of SAR at the lead tip 

averaged over 1g (SAR1g) and 10g (SAR10g), using the IEEE 
P1529 algorithm. In order to evaluate the SAR field distri-
bution in close proximity to the lead tip surface, we aver-
aged the local SAR over 0.1g mass (SAR0.1g) at the  
tip-tissue interface. Given the density of the heart (1.040 
g/ml), a 10g mass corresponds to a cubic region of 
21x21x21 mm3, 1g mass to a 10x10x10 mm3 region, 0.1g 
mass to a 5x5x5 mm3.  

Since most of the experimental studies concerning MRI 
induced heating are performed using homogeneous phan-
toms, we also repeated the FDTD simulation over a suppli-
cation of the HVD: in particular we also studied a whole 
homogeneous phantom (with physical properties chosen 
according to the ASTM F2182 – 02a standard [5]); a ho-
mogenous phantom with air cavities; and a homogenous 
phantom with heart and blood vessels. The PM implants 
positioning did not change from the HVD simulations, and 
the SAR10g, SAR1g, and SAR0.1g were always computed at 
the same location at the lead tip.   

 

 
Fig. 2 SAR distribution resulting inside the HVD phantom implanted with 
a PM in the right pectoral region: transversal section through a plane 
containing the PM lead tip. a) SAR averaged over 10 g mass; b) SAR 
averaged over 1 g mass; c) SAR averaged over 0.1 g mass. Circles indi-
cates the position of the PM lead tip; d) HVD model with no implant 

III. RESULTS 

The birdcage coil model induced a SAR10g of 1.6 W kg-1 
inside the HVD phantom in absence of any metallic im-
plant, at the point where the PM lead tip would be located. 
When averaged over 1g or 0.1g, no significant changes 
were observed (1.6 Wkg-1 and 2.1 Wkg-1, respectively). 
Considering the phantom section that would contain the PM 
lead tip, a maximum local SAR10g of 5.2 Wkg-1, SAR1g of 

Heart 

PM chassis PM lead 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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7.8 Wkg-1, and SAR0.1g of 8.5 Wkg-1 were obtained. The 
electromagnetic pattern deeply changes when the metallic 
implant is placed inside the box. Figure 2 shows the SAR 
distribution resulting from the numerical model of the HVD 
phantom implanted with the PM in the right pectoral region. 
The increase in the local SAR is detectable both using the 
1g and 0.1g  mass, even if the estimated maximum depos-
ited power at the lead tip markedly differs (SAR1g=27.3 
Wkg-1, SAR0.1g=79.7 Wkg-1). On the other hand, when using 
an averaging volume of 10g, the presence of the PM can 
hardly be revealed (SAR10g=6.5 Wkg-1)  and the local SAR 
peak distribution is almost equal to the one computed inside 
the human phantom without the implant. 

 

Fig. 3 Comparison between the RF induced SAR gradient around the lead 
tip and the averaging mass use to evaluate the local SAR: a) 10 g mass; b) 
1 g mass; c) 0.1 g mass 

The SAR10g, SAR1g and SAR0.1g were then calculated for 
different types of phantom, for both the right and left PM 
positioning: the HVD model (phantom 1), whole homoge-
neous phantom, (phantom 2), the homogenous phantom 
with air cavities (phantom 3), and the homogenous phantom 
with heart and blood vessels (phantom 4).  Figure 3, upper 
panel, summarizes these data. Figure 3, lower panel, shows 
the percentage underestimation related to the SAR calcula-
tion over 10g and 1g, compared to the SAR0.1g. Even if the 
maximum local SAR significantly varies both for different 
implant positioning and phantom type, the underestimation 
seems to be mainly affected by the dimension of the averag-
ing volume, and, to a small extend, by the implant position-
ing and geometry. The local SAR peak value is instead not 
significant in determining the underestimation.  

The local SAR spatial peak distribution computed for the 
four phantoms is reported in figure 4. Choosing the SAR0.1g 
as the most reliable indicator to evaluate the power  

deposition at the lead tip, a percentage difference in the 
range ±30% was observed for the three simplification of the 
HVD phantom we studied (Figure 5). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Spatial SAR0.1g peak distribution for the right PM implant inside the: 
a) HVD phantom; b) whole homogeneous phantom; c) homogenous phan-
tom with the exception of the air cavities; d) homogenous phantom with 
the exception of the heart and blood vessels. Circles indicates the position 
of the PM lead tip 

  

Fig. 5 Percentage difference between the SAR0.1g computed at the PM lead 
tip inside the HVD phantom and the  whole homogeneous phantom (phan-
tom 2), the homogenous phantom with air cavities(phantom 3), and the 
homogenous phantom with the heart and blood vessels (phantom 4) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

ICNIRP guidelines recommend that an averaging mass of 
10g is used to calculate the induced SAR on tissues exposed 
to RF fields. Such a value is chosen to take into account the 
inhomogeneous spatial distribution of energy absorbed, 
which may result in significant heating of particular anat-
omic districts. However, when a RF field interacts with 
tissues implanted with thin metallic structures, it generates 
very high SAR gradients, which make the spatial distribu-

a) 

c) d) 

b) a) 
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tion of energy absorbed much more inhomogeneous. Thus, 
in case of thin metallic structures, an averaging mass of 10g 
might be too big to reveal the local increase in power depo-
sition and significantly underestimate the effect of RF expo-
sure. The numerical study we developed using a realistic 
model of the human anatomy confirms this aspect: a 10g 
mass results in a cube whose side is more than 10 bigger 
than the diameter of the typical PM or ICD lead. If averaged 
over 0.1g mass, the resulting maximum local SAR at the 
lead tip is about 90% greater than the 10g averaged SAR; 
even the 1g averaging mass results to be too big if com-
pared to the dimensions of the SAR gradient that rises 
around the lead tip (about 60% less than the 0.1g averaged 
SAR). Such an underestimation is mainly related to the 
dimension of the averaging mass, and only in a minor way 
to the SAR peak value: simulations of different type of 
phantom and of different PM locations result in pretty dif-
ferent SAR peaks, whereas the SAR10g underestimation is 
almost constant. A certain difference was only observed for 
the SAR1g computed with the PM in the right and left pecto-
ral region. It suggest that the SAR gradient at the lead tip 
can be affected by the implant geometry and lead path.  

Simulations with different phantoms show the impact of 
reproducing a realistic anatomy of human tissues for the  
SAR evaluation. Given the non-uniform and non-symmetric 
distribution of air cavities and organs inside the body, a 
simplification of the complete HVD could results either in 
an under- or over-estimation of the local SAR induced at the 
PM lead tip. In particular, the comparison with a homoge-
neous phantom, which represents the most used solution 
adopted for MRI induced heating in-vitro studies, shows a 
percentage difference respect to the HVD up to about ±25% 
(+24.3% for the right implant, -20.2% for the left implant). 
A partial simplification of the HVD (homogeneous phantom 
with air cavities or with blood vessels and heart) does not 
substantially reduce the differences from the complete 
HVD.  

In our numerical study, SAR was computed over vol-
umes smaller than 10g, and thus it is difficult to assess the 
potential damage to the tissues. The relatively high SAR 
values observed involve only a very small region and thus 
are unlikely to cause adverse systemic effects. On the other 
side, the RF power deposited around the metallic structure 
might modify the interface between the implant and the 
biological tissue, causing, for example, a variation in the 
contact impedance seen by the implant. As a consequence, 
medical devices whose functions require energy transfer 
from the implant to the tissue or sensing of biological sig-
nals, might be adversely affected.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Present standards choose an averaging mass of 10g of 
tissue to estimate the localized SAR induced by the RF: it 
would lead to a significant underestimation of the local 
SAR of the tissues near the implant. The amount of averag-
ing mass should be chosen as a function of the dimension of 
the implanted object and of the SAR gradient that is gener-
ated around it. For the typical PM or ICD leads, a volume of 
0.1g represents a good trade-off between a volume big 
enough to reveal the increase in the induced local SAR, but 
also not too small to be just a spurious “hot spot”, not reli-
able for the evaluation of potential tissue damage due to RF 
exposure. The differences between the SAR peak values 
computed for the complete HVD model and for the ho-
mogenous human phantom are substantially limited: it sup-
ports the validity of all the experimental results obtained 
from in-vitro studies on the RF induced heating on metallic 
implants, using gel-filled human-shaped phantoms.    
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Abstract— Ultrasound images are severely affected by noise 
present in ultrasonic signals. There are several methods for 
noise reduction in ultrasonic signals, among them wavelet 
denoising is a powerful tool for removing noise from signals. 
The overall denoising performance of a wavelet denoising 
procedure depends on several processing parameters, includ-
ing the type of wavelet, thresholding method, and threshold 
selection rules. Two thresholding procedures, VisuShrink and 
BayesShrink, and threshold selection rules are discussed in this 
paper using the discrete wavelet transform and decomposition 
level dependent thresholds.  

Keywords— Ultrasound, Wavelet Denoising, VisuShrink, 
BayesShrink . 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Ultrasound imaging has become a popular modality because 
it is safe, noninvasive, portable, relatively inexpensive, and 
provides a real-time image formation. However, the detec-
tion capability is often severly limited by the interference 
noise produced by the unresolvable scatterers randomly 
distributed throughout the tissues. Such coherent interfe-
rence noise may become significant to the point that it com-
pletely masks the target of interest in both A-scan signals 
and B-scan images  [1]. 

 In general, two sources of noise are considered in case of 
ultrasonic signals. The first source is caused by scattering of 
ultrasonic waves from the grains contained in coarse 
grained materials. In ultrasonic testing area this source of 
noise is called backscattering noise. The larger grains re-
lates to the higher noise level and they can mask the fault 
echo. This case is undesirable and efficient methods [2], [3] 
for the backscattering noise reduction have to be used. 
Another source of noise is caused by the electronic circui-
try. The electronic noise does not have the same effect as 
the backscattering noise and the level is lower than back-
scattering noise. But in noise suppression both sources 
should be considered. 

As a result, a number of techniques have been proposed 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Typical approaches 
include spatial compounding , frequency compounding , 
linear bandpass filtering , and split-spectrum processing 

(SSP) techniques such as averaging minimization, polarity 
thresholding and Bayesian detection [1]. Alternative ap-
proaches that show less sensitivity to the choice of parame-
ters, make use of adaptive filltering, order statistic filltering, 
and wavelet transform. Wavelet processing is a well estab-
lished technique for removing noise from signals. 

Wavelet denoising attempts to remove the noise present 
in the signal while preserving the signal characteristics. It 
involves three steps: a linear forward wavelet transform, 
nonlinear thresholding step and a linear inverse wavelet 
transform. Wavelet shrinkage is non-linear, and depends 
heavily on the choice of a thresholding parameter which 
determines, to a great extent the efficacy of denoising.  

Researchers have developed various techniques for 
choosing denoising parameters and so far there is no “best” 
universal threshold determination technique. Lazaro et.al 
[3] have discussed three thresholding methods, SureShrink, 
Universal Thresholding , and Minimax method . 

In this paper, we study various thresholding techniques 
such as VisuShrink and BayesShrink and provide the results 
which help us to determine the best method for wavelet 
denoising of ultrasonic signals and make a comparison 
between other  methods used for wavelet denoising of ultra-
sonic signals. 

In the next section, we briefly introduce the wavelet 
transform and its use for removing noise from signals. Sec-
tion III presents the thresholding methods. The simulation 
results are presented in Section IV and finally Section V 
concludes the paper . 

II. WAVELET TRANSFORM 

The theory and methods of wavelet analysis are widely 
presented in books [4]. The discrete wavelet analysis is 
based on the concept of multiresolution analysis (MRA) 
introduced by Mallat [5]. With MRA, a signal is decom-
posed recursively into a sum of details and approximations 
at different levels of resolution, as shown in Fig. 1.   

The details represents the high-frequency components, 
while the approximation represent the low-frequency com- 
ponents of the signal. The decomposition algorithm is fully 
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     Fig  1  The process of decomposition and reconstruction of approxima-
tion and details (level 1 ). Symbols 2 and 2 represent dyadic down and 

up-sampling.  
 

recursive. At each stage of MRA the signal is passed 
through a high-pass filter, denoted as G, and a low-pass 
filter denoted  as H. These filters are quadrature mirror 
filters that satisfy the orthogonality conditions. The filters H 
and G are decomposition filters, while the filters H* and G* 
are reconstruction filters.  

As shown in Fig. 1, the discrete wavelet transform ana-
lyzes the signal at different frequency bands and with dif-
ferent resolutions by decomposing the signal into coarse 
approximation and detail information. The approximation 
components are obtained by passing the signal through the 
low-pass filter H, which removes the high-frequency com-
ponents. At this stage, the resolution is halved but the scale 
remains unchanged. Then, the signal is subsampled, thereby 
removing half the redundant samples. It should be noted 
that this process does not affect the resolution but affects the 
scale, which is doubled. Similarly, the detail coefficients are 
obtained by passing the signal through the high-pass filter 
G. This constitutes one level of decomposition. The wavelet 
coefficients obtained, can be used for the purpose of signal 
processing .  

A. Wavelet Denoising 

A more precise explanation of the wavelet denoising pro-
cedure can be given as follows [8]. Assume that the ob-
served data is 

                                                         (1) 
where  and  are uncorrupted signal and additive 
noise,  respectively.  
     Let  and  denote the forward and inverse 
wavelet transform operators. Let  denote the denois-
ing operator with threshold. We intend to denoise X(t) to 
recover as an estimate of . The procedure can be 
summarized in three steps 
                               
                                                                         (2) 
  
  

 being the thresholding operator and¸  being the 
threshold. 

III. THRESHOLDING 

After computing the wavelet transform of the signal, a 
thresholding procedure is applied on the wavelet coeffi-
cients. In general, small coefficients are dominated by 
noise, while coefficients with a large absolute value carry 
more signal information than noise. Therefore, replacing 
noisy coefficients (small coefficients below a certain thre-
shold value) by zero and applying inverse wavelet transform 
may lead to a reconstruction that has suppressed noise. 

A. Hard and Soft thresholding 

The hard thresholding operator is defined as follows : 

                                  (3)   

  
The soft thresholding operator on the other hand is defined 
as 

                                  (4) 
    The transfer function of this operators is shown in Fig. 2. 
For both types of operators, inside a threshold zone  
the data is interpreted as noise.  
    As illustrated, the hard-thresholding function is disconti-
nuous at  . Due to this discontinuity at the threshold, 
the hard thresholding function is known to yield abrupt 
artifacts in the denoised signal, especially when the noise 
level is significant . 
   The choice of thresholding functions (shrinkage func-
tions) and threshold values play an important role in the 
global performance of a wavelet processor for noise reduc-
tion. A small threshold may yield a result close to the input, 
but the result may still be noisy. A large threshold on the 
other hand, produces a signal with a large number of zero 
coefficients. 
     We now study two thresholding techniques- VisuShrink , 
 and BayesShrink and investigate their performance for 
denoising signals.  

B. VisuShrink 

    VisuShrink is a thresholding technique by applying the 
universal threshold proposed by Donoho and Johnstone [2]. 
This threshold is given by where  is the noise 
variance and M is the length of the signal.  

C. BayesShrink 

    In BayesShrink, the threshold is determined for each 
subband assuming a Generalized Gaussian Distribution 
(GGD) . The GGD is given by thresholding [7] 
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                       (a)                                             (b) 
Fig  2   a) Hard Thresholding and  b)Soft Thresholding Transfer functions. 
 

                       (5)           
  

where 

                                                     (6) 

and 
                                                            (7) 

and 
                                                      (8) 
    The parameter  is the standard deviation and  is the 
shape parameter. It has been observed that with a shape 
parameter  ranging from 0.5 to 1, we can describe the 
distribution of coefficients in a subband for a large set of 
signals. Assuming such a distribution for the wavelet coef-
ficients, we empirically estimate  and  for each subband 
and try to find the threshold T which minimizes the Baye-
sian Risk, i.e, the expected value of the mean square error. 

                            (9) 
where  and .The op-
timal threshold  is then given by 

                                               (10) 
    This is a function of the parameters  and . Since there 
is no closed form solution for  , numerical calculation is 
used to find its value.  
It is observed that the threshold value set by 

                                                                     (11) 
is very close to . 
     The GGD parameters,  and  , need to be estimated to 
compute  . The noise variance is estimated from 
the subband H1 by the robust median estimator, 

                       (12) 
     The parameter  does not explicitly enter into the ex-
pression of . Therefore it suffices to estimate directly 
the signal standard deviation . The observation model is Y 
= X + V , with X and V independent of each other, hence 

                                                                (13) 
where  is the variance of Y. Since Y is modeled as zero-
mean, can be found empirically by 

                                                            (14)                 
where n is the size of the subband under consideration.Thus 

                                                                   (15)                  
where 
                                              (16) 
   In the case that , is taken to be zero, i.e, 

 is , or, in practice, , and all 
coefficients are set to zero [6]. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

   In order to compare the introduced methods for wavelet 
denoising, we performed each of these methods on 3 sig-
nals. These signals are simulated ultrasonic signals, each 
having the size of 2048 points. The original signal is an 
ultrasonic signal simulated by MATLAB and these three 
signals are produced by adding normal noise with zero 
mean and variances 0.1 ,0.5 ,1 to this signal. These signals 
are respectively named Signal 1, Signal 2, and Signal 3 
(Fig. 3). We performed VisuShrink, BayesShrink, Universal 
Thresholding, and SureShrink methods with hard and soft 
thresholding on these signals. 
For each noise variance, 49 different  noisy signals with  the 
same variance are produced and the denoising procedure 
was performed on them. Results correspond to the average 
of these 49 signals. Defining  as 

                                                  (17) 
where  is the original signal and   is the denoised signal 
and  is the length of the signal, the denoising results in 
terms of  is provided in Table 1. The results are con-
cerned to up to 5 level of wavelet decomposition , and dif-
ferent wavelets. 

Comparing the results, we choose  to use soft threshold-
ing with BayesShrink method to get better results.  
     Tabel 2 presents denoising results obtained using method 
discussed above for different types of  wavelets.  According 
to Table 2 Coif  wavelets seems to be  the best for denoising 
of simulated ultrasonic signals.The resulting denoised signal 
is shown in Fig. 3.d. 
   Table 3 represents results from 4 different thresholding 
methods used in this paper [9].  
 

Table 2  mse results for Signal 3 using different wavelets. 
Wavelet mse Wavelet mse 

  Haar 9.4155 Sym4 7.4421 
Db2 8.3716 Sym8 6.5253 

Db4 6.8405 Coif2 6.6580 
Db8 7.4224 Coif4 

Coif5 
5.8632 
5.7988 
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                        (a)                                                        (b)    

 
                              (c)                                                       (d) 

Fig. 3   a) Signal 1, b) Signal 2, c) Signal3 ,d) Denoised signal resulting 
from Signal 3 using BayesShrink method with soft thresholding and Coif5 

wavelet . 
 

Table 1 mse results for noise reduction for a)Signal 1, b)Signal2, 
c)Signal3 with sym4 wavelet. 

                                                                  
Bayes 
Shrink 
Soft 

Bayes 
Shrink 
hard 

Visu 
Shrink 
soft  

Visu 
Shrink 
hard  

level 

6.4789 6.4981 6.4585 6.8008 1 
5.0415 5.8291 5.5283 5.5309 2 
4.5989 5.8215 5.6871 4.9720 3 
4.3004 5.7781 5.6775 4.7525 4 
4.1546 5.6974 5.5336 4.6159 5 

(a) 
 

 Bayes 
Shrink 
soft 

Bayes 
Shrink 
hard 

Visu 
Shrink 
soft  

Visu 
Shrink 
hard  

level 

11.5346 11.5830 11.5234 12.2880 1 
8.3471 8.9283 8.4901 9.0662 2 
7.2637 8.8931 8.0018 7.6567 3 
6.5342 8.6363 7.5383 7.0267 4 
6.1086 8.3023 7.0986 6.6441 5 

                                          (b) 
 

Bayes 
Shrink 
soft 

Bayes 
Shrink 
hard 

Visu 
Shrink 
soft  

Visu 
Shrink 
hard  

level 

16.5067 16.5224 16.5082 17.5172 1 
11.1576 11.9680 11.1808 12.2371 2 
9.3201 11.8715 9.7523 9.8855 3 
8.0842 11.3262 8.7640 8.7820 4 
7.4421 10.7986 8.1027 8.2232 5 

                                           (c) 
 
 

 
Table 3 mse results for noise reduction for Signal 3 after 5 levels for 

different thresholding methods. 
Sure 
Shrink 
 

Universal 
Thresholding 

Bayes 
Shrink 
 

Visu 
Shrink 

Wavelet 

28.8870 11.2217 5.7988 6.4084 Coif4 
28.8865 11.2047 5.8632 6.3501 Coif5 
     

V. CONCLUSION 

Four DWT thresholding methods, including VisuShrink,  
BayesShrink , Universal Thresholding and SureShrink were 
evaluated for noise suppression in ultrasonic signals. De-
composition level dependent thresholds were applied in all 
cases with different wavelet basis functions. The best re-
sults, in terms of mse enhancement, for the processed expe-
rimental signals, were obtained with the BayesShrink me-
thod with soft thresholding and Coif wavelets.  
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Abstract — A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique 
for diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is described which is, in 
contrast to echo-planar imaging (EPI), insensitive to off-
resonances, due to tissue susceptibility differences, magnetic 
field inhomogeneities or chemical shifts. The sequence com-
bines a diffusion weighted (DW) spin-echo preparation and a 
single-shot stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) mod-
ule. The application of an inner-volume excitation by the 
ZOOM imaging technique allows a reduced rectangular field-
of-view (FOV) in PE direction, but suppresses aliasing artifacts 
which are usually the consequence of too small FOVs. Sagittal 
single-shot images of the lumbar spine were acquired at 3.0 T 
with 2.34 × 2.34 mm² in-plane resolution and 7 mm slice thick-
ness. For the calculation of the apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC) and to determine the diffusibility of water in lumbar 
intervertebral disks (IVDs) the DW gradients were applied in 
orthogonal gradient orientations with b = 100 sec/mm², b = 150 
sec/mm² and b = 250 sec/mm². 

Keywords — diffusion weighted imaging, zoom imaging, single-
shot STEAM, lumbar spine, disk degeneration. 

INTRODUCTION  

Diffusion contrast in MRI is gaining increasing impor-
tance for a variety of clinical applications including spinal 
diseases, e.g., caused by lumbar intervertebral disk (IVD) 
degeneration [1]. So far, most clinical applications have 
relied on echo-planar imaging (EPI) including a spin-echo 
diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) module. Although DW 
EPI is an established diagnostic tool for brain applications 
this technique may be limited due to susceptibility artifacts 
(geometric distortion, signal loss) in less homogenous re-
gion of the human body.  

Single-shot stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) 
MRI with a robust FLASH readout is a fast imaging tech-
nique with subsecond measurement times based on recalling 
stored longitudinal magnetization by refocusing low flip 
angle RF pulses [2]. The acquired DW images are insensi-
tive to off-resonance effects from chemical shifts or mag-
netic susceptibility differences and consequently a robust 
alternative to EPI [3]. This robustness against geometric 
distortions is traded with signal-to-noise (SNR) by using a 

less signal efficient FLASH readout instead of the EPI ac-
quisition technique. The STEAM signal preparation reduces 
the refocused magnetization by a factor of two but allows 
longer readouts because the signal decay of the stored mag-
netization undergoes a T1-relaxation instead of a much 
faster T2

*-relaxation. The chosen flip angle of the readout 
pulses has to balance blurring effects due to degradative 
effects onto the point-spread function (PSF) via attenuation 
of the echo train and maximum signal intensity in the k-
space center to achieve maximum SNR [4]. Therefore, us-
ing a series of variable flip angles is favorable.  

By reducing the number of phase-encoded (PE) lines in a 
single-shot acquisition the SNR can be improved by using 
higher flip angles without suffering from PSF blurring. An 
effective way to shorten the echo train is to utilize phase 
partial Fourier (PPF). In addition to PPF, the echo train can 
further be shortened by employing PPF in conjunction with 
the ZOOM imaging technique that uses an inner-volume 
excitation, which limits the excited field-of-view (FOV) in 
the PE direction to include only the region of interest (ROI) 
[5]. This can be used to measure various regions of the body 
with a narrow FOV, e.g. lumbar spine, without the occur-
rence of foldover or aliasing artifacts. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The basic RF and magnetic field gradient pulse sequence 
for DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM MRI is shown in Fig-
ure 1. In principle, this sequence could be divided into two 
modules - a diffusion weighted spin-echo preparation mod-
ule and a single-shot STEAM MRI module. The first mod-
ule is played out at the beginning of each acquisition and 
consists of a volume selective 90° excitation and 180° RF 
refocusing pulse as well as direction-dependent field gradi-
ents for the diffusion weighting applicable in three orthogo-
nal directions [6]. The second module is applied after the 
formation of the spin echo (SE) and starts with a slice selec-
tive 90° RF pulse to select a volume along PE direction and 
to store the magnetization in the longitudinal direction. 
Only those spins at the intersection of both volumes will 
contribute to the later STE. 
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Fig. 1 DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM sequence: schematic pulse diagram 
with DW SE preparation period TESE (DW gradients in gray) and STEAM 
module (TESTE + TM). The bracket refers to the repetitive readout interval 
for n-different PE lines refocused by  pulses. 

A series of -pulses (based on FLASH method) subse-
quently consumes the stored longitudinal magnetization and 
is used for the imaging of a slice within the selected volume 
while producing n-differently phase-encoded STE signals. 

Due to this signal attenuation a centric reordering scheme 
of the PE gradient table is beneficial for image brightness 
and contrast. Another important consideration for optimal 
image quality is an appropriate flip angle  for the single-
shot readout. Very low flip angles waste residual longitudi-
nal magnetization, whereas higher flip angles use up the 
stored magnetization within the first few -excitations and 
broaden the resulting PSF of the image, which therefore 
becomes blurred along the PE direction. In this case most of 
the available signal is shifted to the initially recorded low 
spatial frequencies at the expense of higher frequencies that 
define image sharpness. The decreasing amplitudes of the 
echo train need to be balanced to restrict PSF blurring. This 
compromise between high signal for the k-space center and 
minimal PSF can be achieved by utilizing variable flip an-
gles for the excitation of the subsequent echoes [2]: 

i-1 = arctan (sin i) i = 1…32, 32 = 90°. (1) 

For 32 echoes the starting flip angle would be 1 = 10.2°. 
However, by using a higher starting flip angle, more mag-
netization can be utilized for the first k-space center lines to 
boost the image intensity. Empirically, we found 1 = 12° to 
be a proper choice.  

To determine ADC the DW gradients were applied in or-
thogonal gradient orientations (slice, readout and PE direc-
tion) to extract the diffusibility of water in lumbar interver-
tebral disks (IVDs). The ADC can be calculated as the trace 
of the diffusion tensor and corresponds to the average of the 
diagonal elements Dxx, Dyy, and Dzz (diffusion coefficients 
in orthogonal directions):  

).DD(D
3
1

ADC zzyyxx                                (2) 

The diffusion coefficients for each direction were deter-
mined by three DW measurements with different diffusion 
weighting factors (b = 100, 150 and 250 sec/mm²). Initial 
studies were performed on a clinical 3T whole-body MR-
scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Ger-
many) with an eight channel spine coil. DW ZOOM single-
shot STEAM images were obtained in 366 msec with a 32 × 
128 pixel matrix covering a rectangular FOV with 75 × 300 
mm² and 45% oversampling in PE direction and 6/8 PPF. 
Thus, the in-plane resolution was 2.34 × 2.34 mm² with a 
slice thickness of 7 mm. Timing was defined with TM = 17 
msec, TR = 8.74 msec, TESTE = 4.5 msec and TESE = 39.6 
msec. Due to volume-selective excitation there was an all 
about repetition time TRall = 2 sec. One healthy volunteer as 
well as one patient with former lumbar disk degeneration 
were measured and compared with standard TSE and DW 
EPI sequences (2.2 × 2.2 × 3 mm, TE = 71 msec, b = 0, 250, 
500 s/mm²), as supplied by the manufacturer.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows sagittal images of a 27-year-old man with 
abnormal IVDs (L4-5, L5-S1). T2-weighted images were 
measured with the TSE sequence to locate degenerative 
diseases (left). The DW image acquired with EPI is shown 
in the middle and the calculated ADC map in the right. 

Fig. 2 Sagittal MR images of 27-year-old patient with abnormal disks (L4-
5 and L5-S1): anatomic image with TSE (left), DW EPI with b = 250 
s/mm² (middle) and corresponding ADC map (right) 

To estimate a mean ADC of the DW STEAM data a ROI 
was placed centrally on each IVD in the ADC map. Analyz-
ing the patient data measured with DW EPI (see Table 1) in 
comparison to the normal IVDs L2-3 (ADC = 1.82 ± 0.28 × 
10-³ mm²/s) and L3-4 (ADC = 1.98 ± 0.20 × 10-³ mm²/s), 
reduced ADC values were found in the degenerative IVDs 
L4-5 (ADC = 1.77± 0.18 × 10-³ mm²/s) and L5-S1 (ADC = 
1.57 ± 0.42 × 10-³ mm²/s). 
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Table 1 ADC values (linear fit with dataset of b = 100 s/mm², 150 s/mm², 
250 s/mm²) and confidence intervals of the chosen ROIs in each IVD 

Healthy Volunteer 
ADC [×10-³ mm²/s] 

Patient
ADC [×10-³ mm²/s] Intervertebral 

Disk Level 
 ss-STEAM EPI ss-STEAM EPI 

L2-3 
2.25 

± 0.23 
1.90 

± 0.17 
1.89 

± 0.34 
1.82 

± 0.28 

L3-4 
2,30 

± 0.18 
1.91 

± 0.25 
2.09 

± 0.26 
1.98 

± 0.20 

L4-5 
2.55 

± 0.15 
2.07 

± 0.25 
1.41 

± 0.42 
1.77 

± 0.18 

L5-S1 
2.45 

± 0.11 
2.02 

± 0.15 
1.21 

± 0.35 
1.57 

± 0.42 

The ADC values of the healthy volunteer were increased 
for the lower intervertebral disk levels (L4-5, L5-S1) com-
pared to the upper IVDs (L2-3, L3-4). ADC values deter-
mined with DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM are in accor-
dance with the DW EPI results for decreased ADCs in the 
abnormally disks L4-5 (ADC = 1.41 ± 0.42 × 10-³ mm²/s) 
and L5-S1 (ADC = 1.21 ± 0.35 × 10-³ mm²/s). 

Figure 3 shows sagittal DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM 
images of the 27-year-old patient with spinal disease (b = 0 
s/mm² on the left side, b = 250 s/mm² in the middle, and 
ADC map on the right side). 

Fig. 3 Patient with abnormal disks (L4-5, L5-S1): Sagittal DW ZOOM 
single-shot STEAM images b = 0 s/mm² (left), b = 250 s/mm² (middle) and 
corresponding calculated ADC map (right, colorbar in mm²/s). Images 
represent a 7-mm-thick section with 2.34 × 2.34 mm² in-plane resolution 
(32×128 matrix, FOV with 75 × 300 mm²) acquired with variable flip 
angles (starting with 12°) and 45% PE oversampling, nine averages. 

To optimize the SNR in STEAM MRI a series of vari-
able flip angles with the starting flip angle of 12° was cho-
sen to boost the image intensity. An important feature of the 
STEAM MR images is the absence of susceptibility arti-
facts. Furthermore, no fat suppression is necessary. The 
ZOOM imaging technique allows reduced FOVs and hence 
results in a decreased number of PE lines. The currently 
required oversampling (45 %) should be reduced by opti-
mizing the excitation profile of the RF-pulse for the re-
quired slab thickness of the ZOOM imaging. 

CONCLUSIONS  

In comparison with EPI, DW ZOOM single-shot 
STEAM MRI exhibits a reduced SNR, but avoids regional 
signal losses and geometric distortions. The ZOOM tech-
nique allows inner-volume excitation and consequently a 
reduced number of measured PE lines. With the application 
of variable flip angles for the readout RF pulse the SNR 
could be improved. DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM MRI 
allows diffusion imaging, e.g., in the lumbar spine without 
distortion or foldover artifacts. Our case report indicates 
that the DW ZOOM single-shot STEAM MRI technique 
appears to be a good alternative to the standard DW EPI. 
For the assessment of the relationship between ADC values 
of IVDs and degeneration diseases further studies are neces-
sary.
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Abstract—In the current clinical practice the primary diagnostic

method for testing for prostate cancer is ultrasound-guided biopsy. In this

paper we consider using a sonolucent array of electrodes, printed on a

thin Kapton layer and positioned on the imaging window of a transrectal

ultrasound probe, as a method for providing coregistered electrical

an ultrasound imaging of the prostate. As the electrical properties of

malignant tissues have been shown to differ significantly to from benign

tissues, the estimation of the electrical properties is expected to be helpful

in distinguishing certain begin pathologies from cancer and in improving

the detection rate that current biopsy methods provide. One of the main

difficulties in estimating electrical properties of tissues with this electrode

configuration is the rapid decay of the sensitivity with distance from the

sensing array. In order to partially overcome this difficulty we propose

to use prior information from US. Specifically we intend to delineate

the boundaries of the prostate from US, to subdivide the organ in a

small number of voxels and to estimate the conductivity as constant on

each of these subvolumes. In the present work we use a 3D forward

model based on the finite element method for modeling the probe and

three different electrode array designs. Array designs presents a tradeoff

choice: larger electrodes, having a larger area, result in a better contact

with the tissues; electrodes which are too large result in small inter–

electrode gaps, increasing the amount of current that is shunted by the

array and thus reduce the sensitivity. We study the sensitivity of the three

designs and show that one of these designs presents a good tradeoff in

terms of area and sensitivity.

I. BACKGROUND

Approximately 28,600 American men are expected to die from
prostate cancer in 2008, with an additional 186,320 diagnosed with
the disease [1]. The primary tool used for prostate cancer screening
is measurement of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) in blood serum.
These blood tests unfortunately lack sufficient specificity to defini-
tively diagnose the disease and instead act as surrogate markers for
clinical testing [2]. Definitive diagnosis is made through ultrasound-
guided biopsy of the prostate. Unfortunately, only one in four men
biopsied are found to have prostate cancer [3] because 1) they have
an elevated PSA resulting from some other physiological mechanism
(e.g. benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), acute prostatitis, acute
urinary retention, previous biopsy and transurethral resection of the
prostate, and/or ejaculation) [4] or 2) they have cancer, but it was not
sampled during the biopsy procedure.

Biopsy procedures are typically performed using transrectal ultra-
sound (TRUS) to guide needle placement. Typically, 6-12 cores are
extracted; if additional hypo- or hyperechoic regions are visible, these
too are often sampled; however, there is no clinical evidence that this
extra sampling improves the detection rate of the disease. In fact, it
is well-established that benign lesions within the prostate including
BPH or dense stromal nodules display hypo- and/or hyperechoic
signatures that are difficult to distinguish from cancer [5]. Currently,
the available prostate imaging modalities including TRUS, endorectal
MRI, and pelvic CT, are used only for staging of the disease (i.e.
assessing extracapsular extension, rectal wall or seminal vesicle
involvement, etc) and not as screening tools or for lesion specific
biopsy guidance.

A number of investigations have suggested that the electrical
properties of prostate cancer are significantly different from those of

benign tissues within the gland [6], [7]. Specifically, the conductivity
of malignant tissue in the prostate has been observed to be less than
that of benign tissues. We propose to image these electrical properties
using transrectal electrical impedance tomography (TREIT) coupled
with TRUS to provide a more specific modality that is potentially
able to act as a screening device secondary to PSA-monitoring or
serve as an imaging technique with enhanced lesion specificity for
biopsy guidance. This probe consists of a sonolucent electrode array
positioned over the acoustic window of a 3D TRUS device which
provides coregistered electrical property and ultrasound imaging.

We use a tetrapolar EIT configuration with 32 channels in which
a current is driven between two electrodes and single-ended voltages
are sampled on the remaining electrodes. The source current and
sensed voltages are used as the boundary values for a numerical
algorithm that estimates the internal electrical properties. Critical to
the design of this multimodal imaging probe is definition of the
optimal measurements and of the electrode array design that max-
imizes measurement sensitivity within the prostate. Here, we present
the theoretical framework for establishing these system parameters.
Specifically, we describe the forward model and define sensitivity,
discuss the device and the FEM (Finite Element Method) framework
employed, develop an algorithm for forming the optimal tetrapolar
measurement patterns, and evaluate probe sensitivity for a number of
different electrode configurations.

II. FORWARD MODEL AND SENSITIVITY

In electric impedance imaging, the forward problem is modeled
with a low-frequency approximation, where the electric field is
considered conservative and the conduction currents are dominant
with respect to the displacement currents. This model is described
by the classic partial differential equation:

∇ · σ∇u = 0 on Ω (1)

where σ is the conductivity or admittivity of the body to be imaged,
u is the electric potential, and Ω the imaging domain. The Complete
Electrode Model [8] defines the boundary conditions at the electrodes.
For a set of L electrodes the vector {I1 . . . IL} describes the applied
current intensities, and the vector {V1 . . . VL} the resulting voltages.
At each electrode � the flux of the current density must equal the
injected current

I� =

∫
∂Ω�

σ
∂u

∂n
� = 1 . . . L (2)

where ∂Ω� is the portion of the boundary underneath the �–th
electrode and n is the inward normal. Additionally, for each electrode
the sum of the potential on the body and the potential drop across
the contact impedance, must equal the potential at the electrode:

u + zc σ
∂u

∂n
= V� on ∂Ω� � = 1 . . . L (3)
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where zc is the contact impedance. Between the electrodes, the
following boundary condition is applied:

∂u

∂n
= 0 on ∂Ω \ {∂Ω1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∂ΩL} (4)

which specifies that no current density flows out of the imaged region,
except through electrodes. Equations (1,4) completely describe the
forward problem allowing for solution of the potential distribution u
and the voltages at the electrodes {V1 . . . VL} given the geometry of
the imaging region, the distribution of the conductivity σ, and the
applied currents {I1 . . . IL}.

The sensitivity of measurements to variations in the conductivity
distribution can be computed with the forward model. For tetrapolar
measurements, the sensitivity of the voltage difference Vi − Vj to a
variation in the conductivity distribution, δσ, given that the current
was injected through the electrode pair (m, n), is [9]:

δ(Vi − Vj) = −
∫

Ω

δσ Elead(i,j) · Eapplied(m,n) (5)

where Eapplied(m,n) is the actual electric field resulting from the
applied current at electrode pair (m, n), and Elead(i,j) is the electric
field that would result from the application of a unitary current
stimulus at measurement pair (i, j). We will use this definition of
sensitivity to study different electrodes designs, as discussed in the
following sections.

III. PROBE GEOMETRY AND FEM MODELS

We intend to acquire concurrent US and EIT imaging data from
of the prostate by equipping an endorectal US probe with a set
of electrodes. A sonolucent array of electrodes printed on a 1 to
2 mil thick disposable Kapton sleeve will cover the probe and
provide coregistered electrical properties and ultrasound imaging.
Specifically, we will use a TargetScan 3D US system (Envisioneering
Medical Technologies, St. Luis, MO). Geometrically the TRUS probe
is approximately 20 cm in length, and 2 cm in diameter, and has a
spherical tip at its distal end to facilitate rectal insertion. On the
probe, we arrange the electrodes in a 2D array with 6 horizontal and
5 vertical, for a total of 30 electrodes. The array covers the area of
the probe interested by the prostate, extending vertically for 6 cm
and horizontally 180 degrees in aperture (see Figure 1).

Given the 6 × 5 grid on which they are placed, the electrodes can
be made of larger or of smaller areas resulting in smaller or larger
inter–electrode gaps, representing a tradeoff: larger electrodes provide
better contact but the resulting smaller inter–electrode gap leads to
larger shunting currents from electrodes not involved in excitation.
This shunting ultimately reduces the ability of the probe to sense
at distance, as a fraction of the injected current does not travel into
the tissue, but has a return path through the electrode array, itself.
In order to evaluate the amount of shunting effect, we use a FEM
forward solver coupled to the Complete Electrode Model [8] to study
sensitivity and shunting for three electrode designs based on a 6 ×
5 grid. The array designs have the following dimensions:

• Electrode array 1: electrode height = 0.9 cm, electrode width
= 0.1 cm, gap between vertically aligned electrodes = 0.32 cm,
gap between horizontally aligned electrodes = 0.42 cm.

• Electrode array 2: electrode height = 1 cm, electrode width =
0.2 cm, gap between vertically aligned electrodes = 0.22 cm,
gap between horizontally aligned electrodes = 0.32 cm.

• Electrode array 3: electrode height = 1.1 cm, electrode width
= 0.4 cm, gap between vertically aligned electrodes = 0.12 cm,
gap between horizontally aligned electrodes = 0.12 cm.

The freeware program, NetGen (www.hpfem.jku.at/netgen), was
used to produce geometrically accurate meshes describing the probe

Fig. 1. Detail of the electrode array of the probe mesh.

and the three different electrode array configurations. The probe is
inserted into a cylindrical body that simulates the presence of tissue
surrounding the probe (imaging region). The embedding cylinder
has a radius of 12 cm and a height of 20 cm, with the electrode
array approximately centered vertically and beginning at a height of
6.8 cm from the bottom. Figure 1 shows an enlarged view of the
probe tip and electrodes, for the 2nd array design. We controlled
the mesh generation so that 1) finer elements are created near the
probe surface, and 2) the mesh becomes coarser with increasing
distance from the probe. The number of nodes and elements varied
slightly for the meshes generated for the three electrode array
configurations( 120,000 nodes and 680,000 tetrahedral elements). We
used an optimized forward solver developed at Dartmouth College
[10] to compute and perform the potential distributions the sensitivity
analysis. The solver is capable of executing on multicore computing
platforms and handling large problems very efficiently.

IV. SENSITIVITY FOR THE SEGMENTED PROSTATE

One of the primary issues associated with estimating tissue elec-
trical properties using an electrode array placed inside the body is
the rapid decay in sensitivity with increase in distance from the
electrodes. This makes the image reconstruction problem very ill-
posed. In the case of coregistered US - EIT prostate imaging, the
boundaries of the prostate can be accurately extracted from US
imaging and this prior structural information can be used in the
estimation of the electrical properties of the tissues. We intend to
use the prostate boundaries extracted from US to generate a “prostate
volume” and to segment it in a small number of voxels, for which the
conductivity can be estimated via EIT. We will therefore not perform
a EIT image reconstruction, but we will use impedance measurements
to estimate of the electrical prosperities of voxels of predetermined
position and size, which is a better posed problem.

In the present study, the prostate is simulated by embedding an
ellipsoid into the FEM mesh with axial dimension 50 mm, an
anteriorposterior dimension of 40 mm and a transverse dimension
of 50 mm, which are representative of normal prostate [11]. The
simulated prostate is placed 5 mm from the EIT imaging array, as
illustrated in Figure 2 which is representative of transrectal imaging,
where the US and EIT sensors are separated from the prostate by
the rectal wall. The prostate is segmented in 12 voxels; the volume
is divided by two ±45o planes passing through the axial axis and
further subdivided into in three levels along the axial dimension.
The checkerboard coloring of the simulated prostate in Figure 2
corresponds to this subdivision of its volume. Figure 3 illustrates the
numbering of the voxels in which the prostate has been subdivided
and for which we estimate the electrical conductivity. The figure
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(a) Lateral View

(b) Front View

Fig. 2. Illustration of the simulated prostate showing in checkerboard colors
the subdivision of the prostate in voxels.

Fig. 3. Numbering of the voxels for the segmented prostate. Each figure
represents respectively, from left to right, the top layer, the middle layer and
the bottom layer in which the prostate has been segmented. In each figure, the
top ellipsoid represents the prostate and its subdivision in voxels, the bottom
circle represent the imaging probe.

shows cross–sections of the simulated prostate in the transverse plane
intersecting the bottom, middle and top layer. In each subfigure, the
voxels for each layer are displayed along with their numbering. The
small circle below the prostate cross-section represents the position
of the US EIT probe.

Voxels 2, 6 and 10 are the farthest from the probe, being on the
opposite side of the prostate. For these voxels, EIT sensitivity is
expected to be the smallest, as most of the current injected between
pairs of electrodes will flow in proximity of the probe surface.
Jossinet, in a similar study in two dimensions [12] [13], showed
the rapid decay in sensitivity with radial distance from the sensing
probe. In the 3D problem, we expect the decay in sensitivity to be
even faster as currents spread in three dimensions. Based on these
considerations, the most difficult voxels to sense would be numbers
2, 6 and 10.

In our simulations we use a set of tetrapolar measurement patterns
that are optimized to give a good sensitivity in the far side of
the prostate. The set comprises 405 linearly independent that are
designed to have a large separation between the two current injection
electrodes, this results in a better capability of sensing at a distance
from the array, and therefore in the far side of the prostate, which is

the most difficult region to sense.

Given this measurement scheme, we computed the sensitivity of
the 12 voxels subdividing the prostate for the three different electrode
arrays. For these simulations we used a uniform conductivity of 0.1
Sm−1, for the background and for the prostate which is representative
of normal tissues [14]. We injected current of 1 mA which is the
maximum Patient Auxiliary Current allowed by the IEC 60601-1
Standard at 10 KHz, the frequency we intend to employ for data
acquisition; we used an electrode contact impedance of 2.35×10−4 Ω
m2, which in our experience fits well EIT data from tank experiments
containing physiological saline solution. With these values, we com-
puted the sensitivity for a 10% change in conductivity of each prostate
voxel as in (5), using all patterns in the measurement scheme. As
expected, the sensitivity varied depending on which electrode array
was used, being on average lower for the second and third electrode
array designs. These arrays have smaller inter–electrode gaps which
result in a larger shunting of the applied currents. The sensitivities for
the three electrode array designs, averaged across the 405 tetrapolar
measurements, are reported for each prostate voxel in Table 1 and
expressed in mV. These are the expected mean changes across all
measurements for a 10% change in the conductivity of a voxel,
under the specified conditions. We report the mean change across
all the measurements as a single figure of merit that summarizes the
sensitivity.

Voxels 2 and 10 have the lowest sensitivity as they are on the distal
ends of the anterior of the prostate (see Figure 3), where the least
amount of current flows. They are followed by voxel 6 which is on
the anterior side of the prostate but on the central layer where more
current passes. The voxel presenting the highest sensitivity is number
8, which is on the central layer proximal to the EIT electrode array.
Overall, the sensitivities are in a range that is detectable by typical
EIT instrumentation, and the ratio between the smallest and highest
sensitivity within the 12 voxels is approximately 40, which makes
the problem of estimating the 12 different voxels conductivities from
electrode measurements only mildly ill-conditioned. This inverse
problem is much better posed than the typical unconstrained image
reconstruction problem in EIT, where without prior segmentation of
the imaging volume, the sensitivity across the entire image domain
can span 20 orders of magnitude. The sensitivity analysis performed
here suggests that with segmentation of the prostate, using prior US
information, the electrical properties within the subdivided prostate
voxels can be estimated accurately.

Given that all three electrode designs present sufficient sensitivities,
the numerical results in Table 1 indicate the significance of the effect
through the passive electrodes, and how it is affected by the inter–
electrode gaps. Looking, for example, at voxels 2 and 10, for which
the sensitivity is the smallest, we see a drop in sensitivity from 0.108
mV to 0.100 mV, or 8% going from electrode array 1 to electrode
array 2, and a drop from 0.100 mV to 0.074 mV, or 26%, going
from electrode array 2 to electrode array 3. We expect that electrode
array 2 might offer a better tradeoff in electrode area versus sensitivity
compared to electrode array 3 in practice. To reinforce these findings,
we computed the amount of current lost in shunting for the three array
configurations. For array 1, approximately 5% of the current injected,
between an electrode on the top row and one on the bottom row, is
lost. For electrode arrays 2 and 3, the amount is 11%, and 36%,
respectively. Electrode array 3 exhibits a very significant shunting
effect, which leads to its significant reduction in sensitivity, as a
significant amount the injected current instead of flowing into the
tissues finds a return path by flowing into the array of electrodes.
This design therefore, though desirable for the larger are it presents,
significantly reduces the sensing capability.
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TABLE I
Mean sensitivities for the 12 voxels of the segmented prostate - Array 1

Voxel Avg δ(Vi − Vj) mV
1 0.456
2 0.108
3 0.455
4 2.191
5 0.652
6 0.140
7 0.651
8 4.128
9 0.443
10 0.105
11 0.443
12 2.112

TABLE II
Mean sensitivities for the 12 voxels of the segmented prostate - Array 2

Voxel Avg δ(Vi − Vj) mV
1 0.416
2 0.100
3 0.417
4 1.980
5 0.595
6 0.129
7 0.595
8 3.762
9 0.405
10 0.097
11 0.405
12 1.897

TABLE III
Mean sensitivities for the 12 voxels of the segmented prostate - Array 3

Voxel Avg δ(Vi − Vj) mV
1 0.303
2 0.074
3 0.302
4 1.355
5 0.431
6 0.096
7 0.431
8 2.540
9 0.293
10 0.072
11 0.294
12 1.297

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose the combined use of EIT and Ultrasound
imaging of the prostate. We present FEM models of different EIT
electrode arrays, and we study the sensitivity of three different array
designs and current shunting effects resulting from different spacing
between electrodes. We find that the second electrode design is
optimal in terms of sensitivity, and we will use these results for the

design of the actual clinical system. We believe that the proposed
combined US EIT imaging approach can lead to a robust estimation
of electrical properties of the prostate, and that it can be useful in
the clinical application.
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Abstract— Recently a prototype of a new bimodal scanner 
was installed in our laboratory. This scanner  combines mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomo-
graphy (PET) for brain studies. As the PET detector is located 
within the bore of the MRI scanner, simultaneous measure-
ments are possible. The MR-component consists of a commer-
cial 3T MRI scanner MAGNETOM Trio, whereas the PET 
detector has been newly developed. The readout electronics of 
the PET is based on Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) which are 
not affected by the magnetic field. The inner diameter of the 
PET ring, which consists of 32 cassettes, is 36 cm so that a MRI 
head coil can be inserted into this ring. First tests were done to 
analyze the countrate behavior, the scatter fraction and the 
image resolution. To assess the image quality of simultaneous 
MR-PET studies a brain-shaped phantom containing 18F-
solution was scanned. The prompt-minus-delayed countrate 
showed a peak of 680000 cps at 50 kBq/cc. The scatter fraction 
was 27%. The image resolution in the centre was between 2.1 
and 2.5 mm in x,y,z directions. The MR-PET studies of the 
brain-shaped phantom showed no visible artifacts of the MR 
image and the PET images showed much better delineation of 
the cortex compared to equivalent images recorded with the 
PET-only scanner Siemens HR+. The tests done until now 
yielded promising results so that a first qualitative human 
brain study could be performed. 

Keywords— PET, MRI, PET, MR-PET, multi-modal imaging, 
hybrid imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Combinations of imaging technologies that integrate the 
strengths of two modalities, and at the same time eliminate 
one or more weaknesses of an individual modality, offer the 
prospect of improved diagnostics, therapeutic monitoring, 
and preclinical research. This explains the recent success of 
PET/CT and SPECT/CT systems that are playing an in-
creasingly important role in the diagnosis and staging of 
human diseases. Research groups have been developing 
MR-PET scanners for small animal imaging [1] so that 
information on structure can be obtained by MRI at the 
same time when PET observes a metabolic function. Re-
cently, first prototypes of an commercial MR-BrainPET 

scanner for simultaneous human brain studies have been 
built demonstrating the feasibility of MR-PET imaging in a 
human volunteer [2]. One of these prototypes developed by 
Siemens and combining an industrial MRI scanner with a 
newly developed PET detector has recently been installed in 
our PET laboratory and is currently being tested. Here we 
report the outcome of these tests. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

A. Design Characteristics 

The MRI component of the new MR-BrainPET consists 
of the MAGNETOM Trio with a magnetic field of 3T. It is 
slightly modified, i.e. its patient bed cannot be moved in the 
vertical axis so that the head coil has a fixed vertical posi-
tion relative to the PET detector. Furthermore, the standard 
head coil is replaced by a combined transmit/receive coil 
which causes less attenuation to radiation.  
 

 

Fig. 1  3TMR-BrainPET as installed in the PET laboratory of the For-
schungszentrum Jülich. Right: Zoomed view of the BrainPET with the 

head coil and a phantom in place. 

The PET component, called BrainPET, has an outer di-
ameter of 60 cm fitting in the MR bore. It consists of 32 
copper shielded cassettes each with six compact detector 
modules. The detector’s front-end has 12 x 12 LSO crystals 
of 2.5 x 2.5 x 20 mm3 which are read out by an array of 3 x 
3 Avalanche photodiodes (APDs). While typical PET scan-
ners use photomultipliers as read out electronics, the pres-
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ence of a strong magnetic field requires solid state compo-
nents such as APDs which are not magneto-sensitive. Each 
cassette is linked by a 10 m long cable to the MRI cabin’s 
filter plate the exterior side of which is attached to the data 
acquisition electronics. The axial length of the BrainPET’s 
field of view is 20 cm. Because of the temperature sensitiv-
ity of the APDs the detector cassettes are temperature con-
trolled using cooled air. 

 
B. Tests 

 
The countrate performance was tested with a cylinder of 

25 cm length and 20 cm diameter filled with 18F-solution 
activity of 477 MBq at the beginning. During the measure-
ment of 12 h the radioactivity concentration dropped from 
75 to 0.8 kBq/ml. The rates of prompt and delayed counts 
were listed in a so-called headcurve file. The delayed counts 
as estimates of the random coincidences were determined 
by the delayed window technique. 

The transaxial resolution was studied with a 18F-filled 0.5 
mm thin line source and axial resolution with a 0.25 mm 
sized 22Na point source. Point spread images were obtained 
by iterative 3D-OSEM reconstruction [3] using 16 subsets 
and 6 iterations. Image resolution was determined as the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian fit to a 
profile, which crossed the maximum voxel of the recon-
structed point.  

The scatter fraction was estimated using a phantom of 20 
cm length and 20 cm diameter filled with 18F-solution and 
containing three cold rods one of which was filled with air. 
Images were obtained by iterative 3D-OSEM reconstruction 
using 16 subsets and 6 iterations. Attenuation correction 
was derived from a transmission scan done in our PET-only 
scanner Siemens ECAT Exact HR+. The scatter fraction 
was determined as the ratio of the reconstructed image 
counts within the air-filled rod related to the counts in the 
18F-area. 

To get an impression of the image quality which may be 
achieved with the BrainPET a Hoffman 3D brain phantom 
filled with about 40 MBq 18F-solution was scanned for 30 
min. At the same time a T1-weighted MPRAGE MR image 
was recorded. Here again attenuation correction was ob-
tained from the Siemens ECAT Exact HR+ with which a 
transmission scan of the phantom together with the head 
coil was recorded. 3D-OSEM reconstruction was alterna-
tively done with 16 subsets and 6 iterations, with 4 subsets 
and 16 iterations, and with 1 subset and 64 iterations. In 
addition the reconstructed images were smoothed with a 
3D-Gaussian filter with 2.5 mm filter width. Scatter correc-
tion was not yet possible. 

 
 

C. Human Study 
 

A first combined human MR-PET study was performed 
in a patient with a malignant brain tumor. After injection of 
about 200 MBq 18F-fluoro-ethyl-tyrosine (FET) [4] the 
clinical study was done in the Siemens ECAT Exact HR+ 
for 50 min. Afterwards the patient volunteered to be 
scanned in the MR-BrainPET for another 30 min without 
further injection of FET. During the PET scan several MR 
sequences were acquired. The MR data were processed with 
the common Syngo software. The PET data were normal-
ized and attenuation corrected. The latter correction utilized 
transmission data recorded with the HR+-scanner. PET 
images were reconstructed using the 3D-OSEM reconstruc-
tion with 1 subset and 64 iterations and smoothed with a 
3D-Gaussian filter with 3 mm filter width. 
 

III. RESULTS  

 
The outcome of the countrate test is displayed in Fig. 2. 

The prompt countrate starts to saturate at an activity con-
centration of about 60 kBq/cc. The netTrue counts as the 
difference of prompt and delayed counts have a peak of 
680000 cps at 50 kBq/cc.  

 

 

Fig. 2  Prompt, delayed and netTrue count rates as functions of the 18F-
activity concentration in a cylinder of 25 cm length and 20 cm diameter. 

The analysis of the reconstructed point spread images 
yielded a tangential resolution (FWHM) of 2.4 ± 0.2 mm (r 
= 0, 2.5 and 5 cm) in a central transversal plane and a radial 
resolution ranging from 2.1 mm via 3.3 mm to 5.5 mm for 
the three radii. Within the 15 central image planes the axial 
resolution was 2.5 ± 0.2 mm at r = 0 cm and 3.1 ± 0.2 mm 
at r = 5 cm. 
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The evaluation of the image of the three-rod phantom 
with its air-filled cold rod led to an estimated scatter frac-
tion of 27%. 

The image of the Hoffman 3D brain phantom which re-
sults from the 3D-OSEM reconstruction (with 1 subset and 
64 iterations) appears quite noisy (Fig. 3, top left). This may 
be expected considering the small crystals having a section 
of just 2.5 x 2.5 mm2. The noise could effectively be sup-
pressed with a 3D-Gaussian filter with 2.5 mm filter width 
which matched the scanner’s resolution. The filtered image 
(Fig. 3, top right) delineates the gray matter very well the 
structure of which is shown in the MR image (Fig. 3, bot-
tom right). The comparison with the phantom’s image ac-
quired with the PET scanner Siemens ECAT Exact HR+ 
(Fig. 3, bottom left) demonstrates the high resolution of the 
new PET detector. The MR image recorded at the same 
time as the PET scan shows no artifacts. When the PET 
images were displayed in coronal or sagittal orientation 
vertical stripe-like artifacts became visible. They were 
strongest when the reconstruction used 16 subsets and 6 
iterations. 

 

 

Fig. 3  Transversal PET and MR images of a Hoffman 3D brain phantom 
filled with 18F-solution were scanned with the 3TMR-BrainPET for 30 min 

(see text). For comparison an image obtained with a scanner Siemens 
ECAT Exact HR+ is shown (bottom left). 

The first simultaneously recorded MR-PET scans of a 
human subject yielded images (Fig. 4) which confirm the 
better image resolution of the new PET detector compared 
to images of the Siemens ECAT Exact HR+ scanner, which 

were recorded from 40 to 50 min after injection (p.i.) of 18F-
FET. The slight difference of the distribution of 18F-FET 
uptake within the tumour between the two PET images is 
due to the later acquisition in the BrainPET from 55 to 85 
min p.i.. It was possible to obtain satisfying MR images 
during the PET scan, although a minor inhomogeneity is 
present in these images. 

 

 

Fig. 4  Transversal (top) and coronal (bottom) PET and MR images of a 
patient with a malignant brain tumor (arrow). Left column: Images from 

the Siemens ECAT Exact HR+ scanner. Middle column: Images from the 
3TMR-BrainPET. Right column: T1-weighted MR images (MPRAGE) 

scanned during the BrainPET acquisition. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The preliminary tests reported here confirm that simulta-
neous MR-PET imaging is possible with the newly devel-
oped Hybrid scanner. In the human study MR images show 
minimal artifacts. The BrainPET detector allows an excel-
lent image resolution. The PET system saturates at activity 
concentrations which are higher than those expected in 
brain studies of glucose or receptor metabolism. To date the 
system is not yet quantitative, since reconstructed images 
deliver counts instead of activity concentrations. In the tests 
shown here attenuation correction, which is a primary pre-
requisite for quantification, was done with the help of 
transmission scans recorded on a PET-only scanner Sie-
mens ECAT Exact HR+. It is planned to derive attenuation 
maps from MR images acquired during the PET scan. This 
may be done by segmenting the MR image into different 
tissues exhibiting specific attenuation coefficients [5] or 
using predefined attenuation templates [6].  

It is planned to continue with more detailed tests and to 
get further experiences in human brain studies. 
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Abstract—the PTW REX phantom was used to study 
parameters of quality of radiographics images in 
installations of X Rays Diagnostics Department and of the 
system of film processing of the University Hospital of Rio 
de Janeiro State. Were evaluated three rooms and 11 
screen-film combinations and also preformed tests for the 
evaluation of the X rays devices. The results showed that 
six films-screens combination showed bad performances. 
For output in air kerma x area, two installations presented 
an expressive variation. The grid attenuation factor in 
three installations had been approved. But 2 films were 
within the limits of sensitometric specifications. For the 
MTF, that evaluates the level of degradation of the image, 
five films-screens combinations revealed bad performance. 
The tests with the REX phantom evidenced that the X Ray 
equipment and the system of processing of the University 
Hospital presented discrepancies in relation to the 
expected values, contributing thus loss of quality of the 
radiographs. 
Keywords— Simulator REX, Quality Control, and 
Radiographics Images. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The high quality in the health care is the goal of all 
medical services. In the case of the Radiology Services, 
the quality of the examinations and the image obtained 
can intervene with the interpretation of the results. The 
implantation of a Quality Assurance Program (QAP) in 
a Healthy of Service certainly will contribute for a good 
diagnosis, reducing exposure to radiation and the costs 
as well as improving the management of service. A 
QAP in X Ray diagnosis evaluates each stage of 
functioning of a Radiology Service, initiating with the 
number and type of the examination until its 
interpretation. The actions include the selection of the 
equipment, as well as the verification and the 
maintenance of its performance [1,2,3,4]. According to 
sources of the Instituto de Radioproteção e Dosimetria 
in Brazil, they exist about 90,000 equipments of 
conventional radiology in Brazil, and amongst them, 
more than 80% present some type of problem, being 
operated outside of they technical specifications [5]. 

The REX phantom of the PTW was developed for 
equipment tests of rays X and for control of the quality 
in conventional X ray and fluoroscopy. The simulator 
allows, of fast and integrated form, the practical the 

equipment control and comparison of X rays and the 
image [6]. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The model REX developed in the Göttingen of 

University of [6], manufactured by PTW, owns in its 
structure objects that allow to evaluate the 
transmission, the attenuation of X rays and the factors 
of image quality (that simulate resolution of the image 
system, size of luminous field, gradient of film, 
blackening of curve of the film, adjustment of the 
grating for secondary radiation, Modulation Transfer 
Function (MTF) and focal point) [6,7]. This simulator 
has external dimensions of 250mm x 250mm x 27mm, 
weighs 4,2kg, and is composed of an aluminum plate 
with 25mm of thickness, coated for 2mm of 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). 
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Figure 1: The using experimental arrangement the simulator of REX 

close to the image receiver. 1 - ionization chamber 
CONNY, 2 - REX simulator and 3-Cassette with 
radiographic film [6]. 
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Figure 2: The image REX simulator with test objects to evaluate the 

quality image [6]. 
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Figure 3: The using experimental arrangement the REX simulator 

close to X rays tube. 1 – REX Simulator with support, 2 - 
Cassette with radiographic film for measure focal point 
25cm below of position 1 and – 3 cassette with 
radiographic film for measure of the optical density [6]. 

 
The tests with the REX simulator were made 

following the described method by manufacturer [6]. 
The X rays tube was placed 100cm of the simulator and 
110cm in relation to the radiographic film. In the 
superior part of the simulator the dosimeter model 
CONNY manufactured for the PTW was placed a 
digital dosemeter, as represented in figure 1, obtaining 
an image of the simulator (figure 2). The tests had been 
made in three rooms (room 1, 2 and 3) of different X 
ray equipment, operated by different technicians but the 
revelation in common. This method was used for the 
following tests: Alignment between the luminous field 
and of radiation; Calculation of the kerma-area product; 
Adjustment of the grid; Gradient of the film - G; 
Blacking of curve the film; Spatial frequency (Rn); Dose 
of modulation - mk; Modulation tranfer dose - mtr and 
Modulation transfer function. 

The experimental arrangement of figure 3 was used, 
in special, to calculate the position and dimensions of 
the focal spot. The calculated of the length of the focal 
point was used the test of the resolution of the 
simulator, generating a similar image to the one of 
figure 2 and afterwards the size of the focal spot was 
calculated. 

All the images obtained of simulator REX were 
digitalized by equipment Kodak LS85 and, after that; 
these images were analyzed with Mephysto software, of 
the manufacturer of the REX, for the cited calculations 
[8]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The REX simulator was used in a University Hospital 
of the State of Rio De Janeiro, to evaluate the behavior 
of the equipment of X rays and the quality of the image 
of the radiography. 

For the test of alignment between the luminous field 
and of radiation 11 films of conventional radiology 
with size of 24cmx30cm were used, utilizing an area of 
interest of simulator of 20cmx20cm, in three rooms of 
X rays with distance of 100cm of the focal point to the 
film. The deviation between the luminous field and of 
radiation mustn’t be more than 2% the distance focal 
spot-film [9,10]. 

Six films were disapproved outside of the by being of 
the recommended limits. In room 1 had been made 
three films, that were disapproved, room 2 used four 
and all were approved and room 3 used four, of which 
three had been disapproved, in consequence, rooms 1 
and 3 must undergo repairs and adjust the field of 
radiation with the luminous field. 

For Kerma-Area Product (KAP), the exposed area of 
simulator REX was of 20x20cm times entrance in air 
of Kerma (Ka, i) [11]. 

The film 3 of room 1 presented entrance (Ka, i) lesser 
that of films 1 and 2, due to variations of performance 
of the X rays tube and this problem was also observed 
in the other rooms, as described in table 1. This type of 
problem evidences here influences in the quality of the 
image elapsing of the inadequate maintenance of the 

devices of X rays. 
Table 1: The kerma-area product for rooms 1, 2 and 3 obtained of the 

University Hospital. 

  Film 1 Film 2 Film 3 Film 4 

Ka,i (mGy) 0.326 0.326 0.250 - 
Room1 

PKA 
(cGy.cm2) 

16.21 16.43 10.46 - 

Ka,i (mGy) 0.234 0.270 0.300 0.254 

Room 2 
PKA 

(cGy.cm2) 
9.88 10.80 11.94 10.39 

Ka,i (mGy) 0.108 0.184 0.188 0.136 

Room 3 
PKA 

(cGy.cm2) 
4.92 9.01 9.60 6.94 

 

The attenuation factor of the grid (m) was measured 
in the three rooms, after determining the surface 
incidence air kerma of the table (Ka,iT) and the dose in 
the image receiver (Ka,iIm). All the evaluated 

installations were approved.  
In the three rooms 11 films (F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, 
F9, F10 and F11) were evaluated by the following 
characteristics: gradient (G), spatial frequency (Rn), 
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dose modulation (mk), modulation of transferred dose of 
(mtr (Rn)) e MTF. The contrast factor (kDS) was used the 
1,4 for the 80kV of tension accomplishes applied X rays 
tube, recommended in the manual of the simulator. For 
all the films the value of the dose modulation (mk) was 
0,167. 
In accordance with the manual of the simulator, the 
minimum degree to visualize (Tmin) the MTF, producing 
spatial frequency Rn,max highest in relation to the dose 
modulation fixed as quality of rays X, until +7.5%. The 
11 films had been digitalized with Mephysto software. 
The recommended gradient was obtained only in film 2. 
The results of the films F1, F4, F7, F8 and F9 for T (Rn) 
had been with superior values, suggesting a bigger level 
of the degradation in the system of image formation 
(screen-film). With the introduction of the digitalization 
through software, obtained a high resolution to detected 

n,min (difference of the optical density, in the 
resolution test) a factor of 10 of mtr, that it influences 
directly in the calculation of the MTF. 

The films evaluated the possible problems associates 
in the high tension (kV) of X rays tube. Expected to find 
in each room the same difference of density, but there 
were variations in optical densities, using same 
radiographic technique. The performances of the used 
equipment were poor reproducibilities, contributing of 
negative form for the quality of the image [12]. 

The figures 4, 5 and 6 present 11 blackening curves 
(characteristic curve), that evaluate the processing 
conditions. The curves show different inclinations of a 
standard characteristic curve, (sigmoidal), introducing 
problems in the contrast of the image (useful part of the 
curve) and in such a way, to supply this deficiency of 
the image, it becomes necessary to increase the 
radiation of dose to the patient [12]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Characteristic curves of films 1, 2, 3 and 4 for 
evaluation of the sensitometry, as 
recommendations of simulator. 

 
Figure 5: Characteristic curves of films 5, 6, 7 and 8 

for evaluation of the sensitometry, as 
recommendations of simulator. 

 
Figure 6: Characteristic curves of films 9, 10 and 11 for 

evaluation of the sensitometry, as 
recommendations of simulator. 

Determination of the length of the focal point  
This was made to evaluate the correction of the 

information given in the manual of the manufacturer of 
the equipment of X rays on the size of the focal spot. 
The length of the focal point (b*

x, y) was evaluated for 

the three rooms and presented in table 2. 

 
 

Table 2: Results of the length of the focal point of the University 
Hospital 

 Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 

Rn,max (Lp/mm) 1.4 2 2.4 

R’n,max(Lp/mm) 1.86 2.66 3.2 

b*
x,y(mm) 2.15 1.5 1.25 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The tests with the simulator REX evidenced that the 
equipment of X rays and the processing system of the 
University Hospital presented discrepancies in relation 
to the expected values, contributing in negative form for 
the quality of the image. The introduction of the 
simulator REX allowed a set of tests that are analyzed 
simultaneously in, at maximum, two images. Being 
thus, optimizes the permanence time and occupation for 
tests of an X Ray room and reduces the expense of 
radiographic films. 
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Abstract—In the framework of a research project for breast 
Computed Tomography (CT), we studied two different flat-
field correction methods for a single photon counting (SPC) 
semiconductor pixel detector for X-ray CT. The first method is 
the usual flat field irradiation procedure with a uniform expo-
sure of the detector in air, while the second method uses flat 
field images obtained by interposing attenuating sheets of 
material (e.g. Al, PMMA) between the X-ray tube and the 
detector, in order to account for the beam hardening effect 
that occurs when imaging a sample in CT. In fact, this effect 
causes a different detector response than with free-in-air flood 
irradiations. The experimental setup includes a Medipix2 SPC 
silicon pixel detector (matrix of 256×256 square pixels of 55 
µm pitch) and a micro-focus X-ray tube with a molybdenum 
anode and a focal spot size of 35 µm. The single photon count-
ing operation of Medipix2 avoids integration of dark current 
and enables energy discrimination in each pixel, allowing noise 
rejection and providing high signal to noise ratio. With 13-
bit/pixel and a count rate exceeding 105 cps/pixel, the detector 
permits high flux exposures. We present here two sets of tomo-
graphic images of PMMA (1.19 g/cm3) phantoms containing 
water or high density polyethylene (0.95 g/cm3) as contrast 
materials. For each set of projections we performed the two 
types of correction before the tomographic reconstruction. 
Images are compared in terms of contrast-to-noise ratio.  

Keywords— single photon counting, X-ray computed tomogra-
phy, signal to noise ratio, beam hardening, CT 
numbers. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In every medical imaging system, a key role is played by 
the detector and its imaging properties. In breast Computed 
Tomography (CT) application − i.e., CT imaging of the 
uncompressed, pendant female breast with a dedicated 
scanner in cone-beam geometry and the woman in prone 
position [1] − flat panels digital imagers are usually em-
ployed, which have a good spatial resolution (small pixel 
size) and a large area, suitable for imaging the whole breast 
in each projection view. This kind of detector is based on a 
charge/energy integration operation mode. A drawback of 
this operation mode is that also dark current and noise are 
integrated during the acquisition, leading to a limited dy-
namic range and a limited image quality in terms of contrast 

and SNR, resulting indirectly in a lower spatial resolution 
[2]. These limitations are unacceptable when one is dealing 
with such imaging tasks as detecting small carcinomas, tiny 
lesions and calcifications of micrometric size, as in breast 
CT studies. To overcome these inadequacies, a different 
type of detector can be used that performs single photon 
counting (SPC) in each pixel. In breast CT, such a detector 
could be useful for specialized imaging tasks with high 
resolution on a small field of view. Within this class of SPC 
detectors, the Medipix2 [3] hybrid silicon pixel device also 
has the possibility to set a single or double energy window 
that discriminates the events from all the background (i.e. 
scattering, environment noise, etc.), permitting high SNR 
imaging. We present here tomographic images of PMMA 
test objects acquired with the Medipix2 detector. Because of 
the beam hardening effect, the radiographic images – before 
performing the tomographic reconstruction – were corrected 
for the pixel different energy efficiency. We performed and 
compared two kinds of energy equalizations: the well 
known flat field correction and an original procedure that 
calibrates the pixel response (in terms of number of counts) 
with the thickness of the traversed sample. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The CT system used is composed of an X-ray source, an 
X-ray detector positioned on a 2-D translational stage and a 
2-D translational and rotational stage for the specimen. A 
set of homogeneous filters was used to perform a calibration 
procedure for pixel response equalization. During the tomo-
graphic acquisition, both the source and the detector are 
kept fixed in one position, while the sample is placed on a 
rotating stage (minimum angle step 1°). Because of the 
limited detector’s FoV, the detector was translated for 11 
mm two times to scan the entire phantom. A photograph of 
the system is shown in Fig. 1. The following PMMA (Lu-
cite) phantoms were imaged: a cylinder of 30 mm diameter, 
containing a central cylindrical channel of 10 mm diameter 
filled with water, and a second identical cylindrical phan-
tom, 30 mm diameter, with the central channel (10 mm 
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diameter) occupied by a high density polyethylene (HDPE, 
density 0.95 g/cm3) rod. 

 
Fig. 1 View of the X-ray imaging setup: Medipix2 SPC detector mounted 
on 2-D translation stage, the sample mounted on a rotation stage placed on 
a linear translation stage for regulating the system magnification, and the 
X-ray micro-focus tube. 

 
A. Medipix2 SPC Detector 

Medipix2 is a hybrid single photon counter device devel-
oped by the European Medipix2 collaboration [4] (Fig. 2). 
The semiconductor sensor and the read-out chip are proc-
essed separately and then bump-bounded together to allow 
the most suitable choice of the sensor material relatively to 
the application. The semiconductor is segmented in the 
same way as the chip is. It consists of 256×256 square pix-
els with pitch of 55 µm giving a total sensitive area of 14.08 
mm ×14.08 mm.  

Each pixel has in its cell the complete electronic chain of 
single channel analyzer: 

o a charge sensitive preamplifier, 
o a comparator with a double threshold, 
o a 13-bit pseudo-random counter. 

Energy released by each incoming photon generates a 
signal that is compared with the two threshold levels – low-
er and upper. If the signal has a value above the lower thre-
shold and below the upper threshold the counter is incre-
mented, performing the single photon counting. This 
technology allows the cut-off of the electronic noise leading 
to high SNR values in the images, also for long acquisition 
times. Although the counter depth is 13 bits (100 kHz max 
count rate per pixel) the dynamic range can be regarded as 
unlimited as the integration can continue in the control 
computer, by acquiring and transferring successive images 
to the PC memory. The device used for the presented work 
has a 300 µm thick silicon pixel detector and data were read 
serially by the read-out board MUROS 2 [5]. 

B. X-Ray Source 

The X-ray source used is a micro-focus tube from Oxford 
Instruments’ Apogee series 5000 with a molybdenum an-
ode. The nominal focal spot size is 35 µm at 50 W; the 
maximum out power is 50 W, while maximum tube voltage 
and maximum tube current are, respectively, 50 kVp and 1 
mA. The cone beam angle is 22°. The output stability is as 
good as 0.2% over 4 h. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Medipix2 SPC detector consists of 256x256 square pixels with 

pitch of 55 µm. The detector is mounted on a printed circuit board for 
connection to the readout system.  

C. Calibration Filters 

A set of homogeneous filters with different attenuations 
(different thicknesses) was placed – one at a time - in front 
of the detector during a calibration phase which precedes 
the imaging of the sample. The calibration records pixel 
efficiency to incoming photons at different levels of the 
beam hardening (different thicknesses). Details of the me-
thod are given in the III-A section. For the calibration we 
have used PMMA sheets (1.19 g/cm3). The minimum filter 
thickness used is 50 µm (mass attenuation coefficient of 
PMMA at 20 keV is 0.571 cm2/g).  

III. IMAGING METHODS AND EVALUATIONS 

A. Flat Field Correction (FFC) and Signal to Thickness 
Calibration (STC) [6] 

Pixel response is energy-dependent and it is unique for 
each pixel. The usually performed flat field correction im-
plies the creation of an “efficiency” map for the pixel matrix 
realized when the detector undergoes a flood irradiation. 
The image matrix of the sample is then divided by the cor-
responding efficiency map in order to equalize the pixel 
different efficiency over the detector matrix array. This kind 
of correction performs quite well for very thin and low 
attenuation objects because in this case the beam hardening 
effect is not relevant. A different condition may occur for 
thick, high attenuating and non-homogeneous specimens. In 
fact, the spectral shape of the transmitted beam through the 
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sample is harder than that of the incident X-ray spectrum 
and, moreover, inhomogeneous samples attenuate the beam 
in different ways according to their local composition prop-
erties. Since the sensitivity of each detector pixel is depend-
ent on the energy of incoming radiation, the beam hardening 
effect causes varying pixel response and produce artifacts 
that degrade the image quality. To overcome this problem, 
for each pixel a sample-dependent calibration is performed, 
with the given X-ray spectrum. A set of homogeneous fil-
ters of a given material, of increasing thicknesses, can be 
used to acquire flat-field images in the same conditions 
chosen for the sample imaging. The filter thicknesses are 
chosen so as to produce the range of attenuations expected 
in the sample to image. The counts recorded in each pixel 
can be related to the thickness of the absorber filter to get a 
calibration curve. The calibration function is determined by 
measuring the pixel response in correspondence of a dis-
crete set of points (different thicknesses) and computing the 
calibration values through interpolations with a local expo-
nential fit of the form: 

kk O  X)exp(-a += kAY  

where k represents the data index, the parameters Ak, ak, and 
Ok have to be found for each pixel and X is the crossed 
thickness. The formula is based on the assumption that part 
of photons is totally absorbed, part traverses undisturbed the 
sample (the hard component of the beam, Ok) and part is 

attenuated with the exponential law X)exp(-a kkA . This 

calibration procedure allows to correct images of non-
homogeneous samples with equivalent thicknesses in the 
range of calibration points. Since the field of view of Medi-
pix2 SPC was not large enough to image the whole phantom 
width in one exposure, we imaged the test phantoms in 
three different exposures, by moving the detector in three 
adjacent positions along the horizontal axes. For this reason, 
we also performed three different calibrations at the three 
detector positions. The material chosen for the calibrations 
is PMMA and the minimum absorber thickness used is 50 
µm. The pixel values in the calibrated radiographic images 
have the meaning of “equivalent thickness”, that is the 
thickness of PMMA that would have the same absorption as 
the real object. In the tomographic slices, instead, a pixel 
value of “1.000” indicated that the sample has the same 
density as the calibration material, and a pixel value “x” 
indicates that the sample density in the pixel position is x 
times the density of the calibration material. To recover the 
linear attenuation coefficient values – as in CT filtered 
backprojection (FBP) reconstruction – we multiply the pixel 
values in the image slices by the linear attenuation coeffi-

cient of the calibrator material. The value we choose was 
found from the reconstructed images of a PMMA cylindri-
cal phantom obtained with the same (average) beam energy 
and with the standard flat field correction performed before 
the FBP reconstruction. All the images presented here, al-
ready multiplied for this factor (μPMMA = 0.05879 mm-1), are 
in the CT numbers scale. A comparison in terms of image 
quality is presented between a flat field corrected image 
and, the same image, calibrated by means of the STC. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Drawing of the two PMMA phantoms used in this work: on the 

left the phantom A with a 10 mm diameter channel filled with water, on the 
right the phantom B provided with a 10 mm diameter channel filled with a 
high density polyethylene rod. 

B. CT of PMMA Phantoms and Image Quality Evaluation 

Contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was evaluated on tomo-
graphic images of two different phantoms, comparing in 
both cases the FFC with the STC. CNR is defined as: 

)(|| 2
2

2
121 CTCTCTCTCNR σσ +−=  (1) 

where, 
1CT and 

2CT are the mean CT numbers values in a 

region of interest (ROI) of fixed area, chosen, respectively, 
inside an imaged object and in its surrounding background; 
σCT1 and σCT2  are their standard deviations. 
The phantoms used were two PMMA cylinders with a 30 
mm diameter, provided with a channel of 10 mm diameter 
respectively filled with water, phantom A, and with a high 
density polyethylene rod (HDPE, density 0.95 g/cm3), phan-
tom B (Fig. 3). A total of 684 projections were acquired on 
360°, with a 40 kVp tube voltage and 910 μA tube current. 
The exposure time was of 500 ms for frame for both phan-
toms. The distance between the detector surface and the 
isocenter of the sample was of 23.8 mm while the distance 
between the isocenter and the X-ray focal spot was of 328.2 
mm, for a magnification factor M = 1.0725. The reconstruc-
tion size for the phantom A is 656×656×256 voxels of 
51×51×51 μm3, while the phantom B was made of 
652×652×256 voxels of 51×51×51 μm3. The 2-D projec-
tions were corrected either with the FFC or calibrated by 
means of the STC before the CT FBP reconstruction. Flat 
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field corrected data were reconstructed implementing the 
FDK fan-beam algorithm, while the signal to thickness 
calibrated data were reconstructed by the parallel beam 
algorithm (the software has been written by D. Panetta at 
University of Pisa). The different reconstruction geometry is 
explained with the different information contained in the 
data. In fact, the projections that undergo the STC elabora-
tion bring the knowledge of the thickness traversed by the 
beam at any point, so that it is like dealing with parallel 
beam in all the field of view. The CNR was evaluated be-
tween PMMA and water details for phantom A and between 
PMMA and polyethylene details for phantom B. For the 
CNR evaluation, two ROIs of 25×25 pixels were chosen for 
both phantoms. For both samples and for both correction 
methods the CNR value was calculated on one averaged 
image of all the 256 slices. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 4a and 4b show the averaged slices of phantom A 
when projections are corrected either by the FFC (a) or by 
means of the STC method (b). Figures 4c and 4d show the 
averaged slice of phantom B when projections are corrected 
either by the FFC (c) or by means of the STC method (d). 
The values found for phantom A were CNR = 22 with the 
FFC method and CNR = 56 when the STC method was 
applied. The values found for phantom B were CNR = 32 
with the FFC method and CNR = 117 with the STC method. 
For phantom B the image quality results higher than for 
phantom A both when using STC and FFC. The reason for 
this difference can be explained with the highest value of 
the polyethylene attenuation coefficient with respect to that 
of water at the energies of our X-ray beam. 

 
Fig. 4 Average of 256 tomographic slices of the phantom A, corrected by FFC method (a) and with the STC method (b) and of the phantom B, corrected 

by FFC method (c) and with the STC method (d). In the images the ROIs of 25×25 voxels chosen for the CNR evaluation are shown. CNR values found are, 
respectively of 22 (a), 56 (b) 32 (c) and 117 (d). Tube voltage was set to 40 kVp, tube current value was 910 μA, exposition time was of 500 ms per frame. 
The reconstructed slices have a size of 656×656×256 voxel for phantom A and of 652×652×256 voxel for phantom B. In both cases the magnification factor 
at isocenter is 1.07 and the voxel size is 51 μm (isotropic voxel).  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The use of SPC pixel detectors can be of interest for 
(breast) X-ray CT applications. Due to the energy dis-
crimination operational mode and to the low noise level 
in the images, small tumor masses, hidden into the 
healthy tissue, can be detected. We have observed that 
with a Si pixel detector working in SPC, using a low-
energy X-ray beam, CT images corrected by means of the 
signal-to-.thickness calibration procedure show a higher 
CNR than images corrected with the common flat field 
correction algorithm. CT imaging tests comparing the 
performance of a flat panel detector and of the SPC Me-
dipix2 detector are in progress. 
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Abstract—Purpose: Coronary metal stents generally ham-
per lumenvisibility in coronary MR angiography (cMRA); yet, 
there is considerable scientific interest, clinical need and eco-
nomic implication in early detection of in-stent stenosis. There-
fore we sought to develop a systematic and standardized ap-
proach to evaluate which factors need to be optimized for 
quantification of in-stent stenosis by analysis of lumenvisibility 
in a static MRI in-vitro model of coronary in-stent stenosis. 

Materials and methods: Six different types of stents (all 
with a diameter of 3.5 mm) were mechanically fixed parallel to 
the static magnetic field B0 of the MRI within a static phan-
tom. A artificial material, corresponding to smooth muscle 
cells and neointima, was used to simulate an artificial stenosis 
50% and 75% in diameter. The MRI protocol was carried out 
by usage of different sequences in a 1.5 Tesla system. The 
prepared stents were filled with NaCl solution. Signal intensi-
ties inside and outside the stents were measured. 

Results: Quantification of in-stent stenosis using MRI was 
limited in stainless steel stents and cobalt-chromium stents by 
artifacts. Tantalum stent showed a lower rate of artifacts and 
measuring the degree of stenosis was possible.  

Discussion: Whereas MRI is not clinically used for coronary 
imaging, our specific ex-vivo test procedure indicated a feasi-
bility to quantify the degree of in-stent stenosis. Image quality 
was strongly depended from stent material and stent design. 
Therefore further research on coronary stents is needed to 
optimize the MRI protocol and to test the accuracy in a clinical 
setting. 

Keywords—Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Stent, restenosis, 
artificial, lumenvisibility. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Today, metallic stents are commonly used for treatment 
of stenotic or occlusive artery disease in coronary arteries. 
Due to the high risk of in-stent stenosis, it is desirable to 
have a standardized imaging procedure, which allows non-
invasive follow-up examinations [1]. Currently the direct 
visualization of the coronary arteries by coronary MR-
Angiography (cMRA) is limited because of different factors 
[2]. One of the problems with the MR investigation is that 

imaging of the coronary arteries is limited by their small 
diameter and the spatial limited resolution of the MRI. Fur-
thermore, overlaying artifacts hamper the evaluation of in-
stent lumen. As there is a high economic interest to solve 
the clinical and imaging problems so there is a scientific 
need to have an artificial material which is comparable to 
real stenosis. With the use of this material a standardized 
measuring procedure can be built up, to access the potential 
of the MRI to evaluate stenosis.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Vascular Phantom and Test Objects 

The static phantom was constructed on the basis of the 
standard F2182-02a of the American Society for Testing 
and Materials (ASTM). The rectangular open phantom is 
adapted to the human head and torso. The torso of the phan-
tom shows a height of 20 cm, a width of 52 cm and a length 
of 61 cm. The head shows a height of 20 cm, a width of 
17.8 cm and a length of 28.7 cm. The walls and the base 
plate of the phantom consist of acrylic glass, 8 mm. The test 
objects were placed in silicone tubes with an internal diame-
ter of 3.5 mm and a wall strength of 1 mm. The test objects 
were put in the phantom in parallel orientation relative to 
the static magnetic field B0 of the MR system. Six different 
types of stents for the coronary arteries with a diameter of 
3.5 mm and a length of 30 mm were selected. The precise 
parameters of the stents are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1 Investigated Stents 

Stent Manufacturer Material 
Cypher select™ Cordis, Miami, USA Stainless steel 
Invatec Skylor™ Invatec, Roncadelle, Italy  Cobalt alloy 
Strecker Tantalum™ BSC, Natick, USA Tantalum 
PRO-Kinetic™ Biotronik, Berlin, Germany Cobalt alloy 
Invastent Volo™ Invatec, Roncadelle, Italy  Stainless steel 
Taxus Liberté™ BSC, Natick, USA Stainless steel 
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B. Artificial Stenosis 

Stenosis is the result of the neointimal growth and 
smooth muscle cells proliferation. Hence, a test material, 
based on protein, was used with the chemical composition 
of smooth muscle cells and their corresponding conductiv-
ity. Furthermore, the material for the artificial stenosis 
shows magnetic properties similar to pig`s aortic tissue in 
T1- and T2-signal intensity. T1-signal intensities of the 
artificial stenosis material compared with pig’s aorta is 
shown in Fig. 1 at 1.5 Tesla MR system. 50 % and 75 % 
stenosis were made adjacently. 
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Fig. 1 T1-Comparsion at 1.5 Tesla 

C. MR Imaging 

All measurements were carried out in a 1.5 Tesla MR 
system (Achieva, Philips Medical Systems, Best, Nether-
lands). A SENSE™ Flex-M coil was used because of the 
position of the coronary arteries in the breast area of the 
human body. The test objects were positioned within the 
phantom parallel to the static magnetic field B0. 

The following three sequences were used for the 1.5 
Tesla MRI test runs for evaluation of the artificial in-stent 
stenosis. A turbo gradient echo-pulse (3D b-TFE) sequence 
was used. This brightblood sequence creates a high contrast 
between blood and vessels by a strong T2 weighting. As a 
result of the short scan times and the high contrast, which is 
produced between blood and vessel it is used for various 
imaging of the heart. Furthermore two different turbo spin-
echo-sequences (TSE) were used. These sequences are often 
used for morphological investigations. All sequences had a 
phases coding direction from anterior to posterior. The 
precise sequence parameters are described in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Sequences 

Parameter TSE-T1 TSE-T2 3D b-TFE 
Repetition time (msec) 500 2000 9 
Echo time (msec) 20 40 4.5 
Flip angle 90° 90° 45° 
field of view (mm) 530 530 530 
Pixel matrix 1024 1024 1024 
Pixel size (mms) 0.52*0.52 0.52*0.52 0.52*0.52 
slice thickness (mm) 5 5 5 
number of slices  5 5 5 

 
D. Test Set Up 

With stents and artificial stenosis provided tubes were ar-
ranged in the phantom. All tubes and the phantom were 
filled with 0.9% NaCl solution. The tubes with stenosed 
stents were placed in parallel orientation to the z-axis of the 
1.5 Tesla MR system. Afterwards the coil SENSE™ Flex-
M was fixed on the phantom. At last the completed phan-
tom was positioned in the isocenter.  

 
E. Image Analysis  

Images were transferred to an offline workstation. For 
data analysis transversal images were analyzed using 
OSIRIS VERSION 4.19. Signal intensity profiles have been 
used for analysis. Distances were measured by pixel count-
ing (0.52*0.52 mms) in plane resolution (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 Measurement of the rest stent lumen 
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III. RESULTS  

Very different results appeared per respective stent.  
Within the stainless steel stents the stent lumen was 

completely covered by artifacts. No evaluation of the steno-
sis was possible. Strong signal reduction of the stent lumen 
was detected within the cobalt-chromium stents. Only with-
in the Skylor (Cobalt alloy) stent the artificial stenosis were 
able to evaluate using the TSE-T2 sequence.  
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Fig. 3 Signal intensity profile of the Strecker Tantalum stent using TSE-T2 
(left reference tube, middle 50% stenosis, right 75% stenosis) 

Within the Strecker Tantalum stent the distinctive arti-
facts which impaired lumenvisibility appeared only slightly. 
The 50% artificial stenosis were in every image evaluate-
able (example Fig. 3). Besides, the stenosis were shown 
with a degree of 42.9% to 57.1%. Merely the 75% stenosis 
was not able to evaluate with the TSE-T1 sequence. The 
complete results able to evaluate are shown in Table 3.The 
used expression ‘n.e.’ means that no evaluation of the in-
stent lumen was possible.  

Table 3 Results 

Stent TSE-T1 TSE-T2 3D b-TFE 
Skylor stent    
50% stenosis n.e. 42.9% n.e. 
75% stenosis n.e. 71.4% n.e. 
    
Strecker Tantalum stent    
50% stenosis 57.1% 57.1% 42.9% 
75% stenosis n.e. 71.4% 71.4% 

IV. DISCUSSION  

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility 
of measuring artificial in-stent stenosis in a static vascular 
phantom using magnetic resonance imaging. We showed 
that the feasibility to assess a degree of in-stent stenosis by 
MRI was highly significant depending on stent properties, 
like stent material (p<0.001), stent design (p<0.001) and 
stent cell strut thickness (p<0.003, n=36). Stainless steel and 
cobalt-chromium stents were not assessable because of 
artifacts. Greatest image quality was seen in the tantalum 
stent.  

Prior studies showed that stainless steel and cobalt-
chromium stents caused strong signal losses during mag-
netic resonance imaging [3]. Our data were supporting these 
findings. None of our stainless steel stents reached evalu-
able image quality. Primary reasons were susceptibility and 
RF artifacts. We demonstrated a similar problem in cobalt-
chromium stents. In contrast, the Skylor stent was rarely 
affected by artifacts in T2-weighted spin echo sequence. 
Further, the Strecker Tantalum showed very good image 
quality. There were only slightly distinctive artifacts which 
impaired the lumenvisibility. One could meet with 1.5 Tesla 
MR system a good statement about which degree of a steno-
sis was shown.  

After the preceding statements different limitations are to 
be stated. By the resolution of 0.52*0.52 mms ² pixel size 
can occur a divergence of ± 14.2 % between in the MR-
images indicated and the actual stenosis size. The measure-
ments were carried out with a 1.5 Tesla MR system. There 
is the possibility that the used stents show another artifact 
behavior under other MR systems. Hence, the won results 
must be considered especially for the used MR system and 
cannot count in general.  

Indeed, the material of the artificial stenosis is adapted to 
a real stenosis, however, there is no possibility to copy the 
reality comparable and reproducible for measurements, 
because every real stenosis varies in their state and expan-
sion. Nevertheless, in-stent stenosis are mostly composed 
from endothelia and muscle cells, so that a correspondence 
of the signal behavior is probable. Comparable publications 
about stenosis materials have not appeared after the today's 
state of knowledge up to now. There exist investigations 
which deal with artificial in-stent stenosis, however, no 
results comparable to this study are achieved.  

In 2002 David Maintz has used candle wax for simula-
tion of stenosis [3]. Referred to the signal behavior in the 
MRI, candle wax is not identically with real material of 
stenosis. Furthermore from chemical view, wax does not 
consist of the same components like stenosis. Heat shrink 
and Silicone tubes have also been used for simulation of 
stenosis [1]. Also these materials admit in view of their 
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properties neither from chemical side nor from signal be-
havior in MRI a comparison to real stenosis. In this study, a 
material was developed, which is comparable to real steno-
sis, which can be adapted variably, so that also asymmetri-
cal stenosis can be simulated. 

Obtaining benefit from this investigation, manufacturer 
of stents can receive precise results with regard to in-stent 
lumenvisibility of their stents. This offers having the  
possibility of improving stents for MR imaging to achieve 
insight for lumen quantification. With help of the achieved 
results the following can be concluded with regard to  
lumenvisibility. 

The elective stent material has the most significant influ-
ence on the visibility of in-stent stenosis (p<0.001, n=36) 
[5]. By choice of a stent material with a susceptibility to-
wards human tissue (χ =-9*10-6) susceptibility artifacts can 
be minimized [6-7]. In this study good results were 
achieved only with the tantalum stent (χ = 178*10-6). Stain-
less steel stents (χ = 3000*10-6) and Cobalt-Chromium 
stents (χ = approximately 1000*10-6) enabled a lumen 
quantification only in the very limited way.  

Furthermore, the used stent design is an important factor 
of the artifact occurrence (p<0.001, n=36) [8-9]. Different 
results were ascertained with the cobalt-chromium stents. 
With the Skylor stent some in-stent stenosis were able to 
evaluate. However, with the PRO-Kinetic stent an in-stent 
lumen quantification was possible in no case. Stents with 
closed stent cells are worse to evaluate than those with open 
stent cell (Strecker Tantalum). 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

MRI is not used for clinical assessment of in-stent steno-
sis because of low feasibility. Other non-invasive imaging 
technologies like cardiac MDCT were also limited in as-
sessing the stent lumen. Therefore invasive catheterization 
remained as the gold standard for diagnostic evaluation of 
stenosis [10]. With this study, a basic method should be 
created for a material and a testing procedure to the MR-
supported qualification and quantification of artificial  

coronary in-stent stenosis. Now with help of the material 
used for artificial stenosis and the established testing proce-
dure, checking and comparing stents and their lumenvisibil-
ity is possible. 
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Abstract—Ultrasound in medicine has gone through great 
evolution in the last few decades and has occupied important 
position as a tool in therapy and diagnosis. This is due to the 
ultrasound be a non-ionizing radiation, the equipment be of 
relatively low cost, provides a non-invasive imaging method 
and the images are created and seen in real time. It is very 
common the use of transducer arrays in order to generate this 
kind of image. There is a recent effort in Brazil towards the 
development of electronic circuits, imaging software and 
transducers for the manufacturing of ultrasound equipment. 
Our research group is deeply involved in this effort and we 
intend to show here the desing,construction and first results of 
the circuitry of a muti-purpose 4-channel pulser/receiver mod-
ule able to fire multi-element ultrasound piezoelectric trans-
ducers and to receive echo signals in the range 0.5-20MHz. The 
system has transmission and reception circuits with protection 
against high voltage. The firing transducer element, echo am-
plification, gain control, and beam forming are controlled by 
FPGA with hardware and software specially designed to con-
nect the system to a microcomputer. We have tested the elec-
trical characteristics of the pulser/receiver and its use in firing 
a 1MHz 20-element PZT home made transducer.  

Keywords—Ultrasound, transducer, transmission and re-
ception circuits, instrumentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The Diagnostic ultrasound image has occupied important 
position at modern medicine due to be a non-invasive imag-
ing method and with large applications in several medical 
ares [1] [2]. To generate an ultrasound image the system 
must produce ultrasound waves with an external transducer, 
these waves are directed into the body and the scattered 
echoes from reflectors inside the body, reaching back the 
transducer, produces electrical signals related to the position 
and elasticity of the medium where they propagate [3]. The 
attenuation of ultrasonic waves increases with frequency 
and so a tradeoff must be made between the depth of pene-
tration that must be achieved for a particular application and 
the highest frequency (and so better axial resolution) that 
can be used. Applications that require deep penetration (e.g. 
cardiology, abdominal, obstetrics) typically use frequencies 
in the 2 to 5 MHz range, while those applications wich only 

require shallow penetration but high resolution (e.g. oph-
thalmology, peripheral vascular, testicular) use frequencies 
up to around 20 MHz [4]. The objective of this paper is to 
present the design and first results of a Pulse/Receiver pro-
totype for an ultrasound medical scanner. 

II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

The system block diagram is shown in figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 System’s Block Diagram 

A microcomputer was used to program the ALTERA 
Field Programmable Gate Array - FPGA, model DE2 De-
velopment and Education Board (FPGA Cyclone II – 
EP2C35F672C6N) via USB cable. The FPGA algorithm 
controls signal profiles generation and system parameters 
such as number of excited elements per group (up to 8), 
pulse length (20ns up to 1us), pulse repetition rate from 
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1KHz (60cm depth) up to 62,5KHz (1cm depth). It also 
controls pulser/receiver over temperature (up to 125ºC), 
gain scaling (33dB/V or 41dB/V), programmable gain am-
plifier (PGA) (35dB up to 51,5dB). The software was de-
signed to operate with 8 channels but can be expanded to 
any number of transducer elements. 

The algorithm enables the FPGA to generate digital exci-
tation profiles that will modulate the Pulser/Receiver mod-
ule. The pulser output will then excite the transducer array 
elements. Except for the link between transducer  
and pulse/receiver module, all communication in the devel-
oped system passes through the mother board that is respon-
sible for the integration of all periphery cables and compo-
nents such as: FPGA, Voltage Source (8 voltage levels), 
Gain Control (2 control levels) and Pulse/Receiver Board  
(4 layers). 

The pulser is responsible for transducer element excita-
tion (for specific ultrasound field generation) and is acti-
vated by the FPGA excitation profile. It is required 5 differ-
ent voltage sources for the circuit to operate properly. The 
pulser circuit (Figure 2) consists of 4 independent channels 
that can excite the transducer elements with pulses of up to 
±65V.  

Fig. 2 Example of the 4 channel pulse circuit 

The pulse circuit is connected to the amplifier circuit (re-
ceiver module). Due to the fact that the pulse circuit can 
generate ±65V pulses that could damage the receiver circuit, 
a protection circuit was developed in order to prevent am-
plification circuit damage. 

The amplification circuit is divided in three parts. The 
first consists of a low-noise amplifier with 18.5dB gain. The 
second consists of a gain scaling control (33dB/V or 
41dB/V) and a voltage-controlled attenuator (-47dB or up to 
0dB). The last one is the programmable gain amplifier with 
four digital programmable gain settings (35dB up to 
51,5dB). The amplification circuit is formed by 4 independ-
ent channels with 100MHz amplifier bandwidth and 60MHz 

whole channel bandwidth at maximum gain. There is cir-
cuitry for 50Ω impedance matching and circuit isolation. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
                           
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the amplification circuit 

III. RESULTS 

To test the circuit we have used a simple experimental 
setup with oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies DSO3062A, 
60MHz, 1Gsample/s), multimeter (Tektronix DMM830), 
signal generator (SONY/Tektronix AFG310), attenuator 
(HP 3750A), and network analyzer (HP 8714ET, 300KHz–
3GHz). Signals were acquired in different test points of the 
circuit board. In Figure 4 it is shown the excitation pulse 
from the FPGA board that is be applied to the transducer 
drive circuit. 

 

Fig. 4 Excitation pulse from the FPGA module to be applied to the trans-
ducer drive circuit (20ns duration) 

Figure 5 illustrates a 70ns pulse, 26.6V amplitude ap-
plied to transducer equivalent RC-circuit (output of one 
channel of the pulse drive circuit). 
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Fig. 5 Pulse circuit output signal (channel 1) applied to an equivalent 
transducer RC-circuit 

When a 30V pulse is applied to the transducer element 
(and, so at the receiver input), the signal presented at the 
output of the protection circuit has a maximum of 600 mV 
and is blocked (Figure 6). Saturation of the receiver occurs 
and recovers in 5 ns. When a low voltage (less than 300 
mV) is in the input of the receiver circuit, the signal is seen 
without alteration (Figure 7), showing that ultrasound sig-
nals will be properly amplified. 

 

Fig. 6 Protection Circuit output for a 30 V pulse applied to the multi-
element transducer 

In an ultrasound imaging equipment it is important that 
the echoes generated by each transducer element be ampli-
fied similarly. The network analyzer was used to measure 
the frequency response of each channel. This is shown in 
Figure 8. We can observe a maximum of 1.3 dB difference 
between 2 channels. This can be modified changing the 
values of amplification for each channel, being just a matter 
of proper calibration. Also, the frequency response is almost 
flat and adequate for our purpose.  

 

Fig. 7 Circuit protection efficacy the response to low voltage 
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Fig. 8 Frequency response of the reception circuits 

We have used a 40 mm diameter and 50 mm length steel 
cylinder as reflector. We have excited several transducer 
elements and received the echoes. Figure 9 shows the echo 
from element 10 of our 20-element home-made transducer. 

 

Fig. 9 Echo signals obtained from a steel cylinder. A single transducer 
element was fired and acted as receiver 
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The cross talk of the pulser/receiver shows satisfactory 
performance. Figure 10  shows channels 1 and 3 outputs 
while channel 2 was being excited. 

 

Fig. 11 Channels 1 and 3 (top and button respectively) outputs for channel 
2 excitation. Cross Talk betwwen channels are not observed 

IV. DISCUSSION 

All circuit parts have presented satisfactory performance 
although we were unable to show its use with all 20-element 
home-made transducer. We have a 4-channel pulser/receiver 
circuit that can be reproduced for acessing all elements of 
multi-element transducers. Some features of the circuit 
allow easy calibration of all channels. Cross-talk was not 
observed between channels. The receiver protection circuit 
was adequate. The receiver recovery is 5ns and so we are 
able to work with high speed signals. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented the design and construction of a 4-
channel transmitter/receiver module that can be replicated 
for use with multi-element transducer arrays. We have 
shown system electrical performance and also its use with a 
20-element home made 1 MHz transducer. The electronic 

circuit has shown the possibility of its use as a module in a 
more sofisticated ultrasonic equipment to be used in bio-
medical engineering laboratory courses and also in an ultra-
sound imaging equipment. 
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Abstract— The use of light-mater interaction for the detec-
tion of chemical-physical processes is not a new concept in 
biology, though it is not fully developed for tissue diagnosis. It 
is already known that reflectance as well as fluorescence im-
ages can provide important information on biochemical com-
position and metabolic processes in biological samples. In spite 
of this potential, the experimental available image systems 
usually are complex making clinical implementation difficult. 
In this study, we describe the construction and characteriza-
tion of an experimental device to produce hyperspectral im-
ages between 400 and 1.000 nm. The system is composed by a 
spectrograph, a set of lenses for image formation and a CCD 
camera for acquisition. We describe in details also the calibra-
tion procedure to determine system parameters as image 
width, field of vision, spectral and space resolution. The illu-
mination system uses high power light emitting diodes, either 
at white light or centered at 470 and 405 nm. We demonstrate 
that our system is able to obtain reflectance as well as fluores-
cence images of biological samples. As example of application 
it was used in Dentistry. Data from spectral images of violet-
induced autofluorescence of bovine tooth were evaluated in 
order to detect demineralization process. Our results demon-
strate that this system is operating as projected and it has 
enough sensitivity to detect changes in low-intensity optical 
signals as fluorescence. 

Keywords— Spectral imaging, Hyperspectral imaging, Fluo-
rescence, Spectrograph. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Multispectral Imaging Systems (MIS) and Hyperspectral 
Imaging Systems (HIS) have improved the accuracy on 
biophotonics diagnosis, because they allow spectral and as 
well as spatial resolution. Such systems are based on optical 
devices which allow the selection of desired wavelengths to 
compose a spectral image. Some examples are acoustic-
optical tunable filter (AOTF) [1], Lyot filter or diffractive 
element [2]. 

Although multispectral imaging has been well applied to 
several areas of biophotonics [3-5], its use depends on an 
optical component providing spectral scanning, eventually 
Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF) or filter wheels and 
bandpass filters. These components introduce a delay in the 

capture of two sequential spectral images due to the 
selection of spectral band for detection. Since the delay is 
larger than tens of milliseconds it is unacceptable to study 
dynamic processes in biophotonics, mainly fluorescence 
emission which occurs in nanosecond scale [2]. 

Hyperspectral images provide spectral information in the 
range of diffractive element, eventually all visible and part 
of NIR. Despite the spectral range favorable to detect 
photoluminescence from most fluorophores, HIS needs 
spatial scanning of the sample when the region of interest 
(ROI) is larger than its field of view (FOV). 

Focusing applications of hyperspectral imaging in 
biophotonics studies, based on photoluminescence 
emission, a spectrograph-based HIS was developed. The 
construction and characterization of HIS will be described 
in details and a pilot experiment to test its resolution to 
detect changes in fluorescence emission will be reported. 

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF HIS 

A. Basic components of HIS 

The assembled HIS is basically composed by a 
spectrograph, a CCD camera, an objective lens, a system for 
sample illumination and a scanner.  

The spectrograph is a Hyperspec-VNIR® (Headwall 
Photonics, USA) which diffracts radiation into 400-
1.000 nm spectral range with a 1.95 nm spectral resolution. 
It is accompanied by slits of 12 and 40 μm, which avoids 
images with spectral and spatial superposition. Since the slit 
reduces the area of observation, it is necessary to scan the 
sample to image all ROI. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of hyperspectral image from 
spectrograph. The zero order as well as the first order of 
diffraction can be observed. Other orders cannot be 
visualized due to the small CCD sensor size. Other 
parameters are observed; ΔL is the width of image and 
depends on the slit width, ΔP is the distance (number of 
pixels) from zero order to the wavelengths of first order of 
diffraction and ΔC is the FOV.  

The camera used is a monochromatic scientific CCD 
camera EDC1000HR® (Electrim Corporation, USA) with a 
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753 × 244 pixels sensor (8.67 × 6.59 mm) and an exposure 
time control of 1 up to 105 ms. A 7x zoom lens (Edmund 
Optics, USA) was coupled to spectrograph to focusing 
sample. 

The device for sample illumination is composed by nine 
high power LEDs sealed in a metallic support, which also 
act as a heat dissipater. The LEDs are assembled in a way 
that an uniform illumination is achieved. 

 

Fig. 1 An example of hyperspectral image. It shows the zero and first 
diffraction order besides calibration parameters. For this example, a white 
paper-sheet was illuminated by a mercury lamp. Regions 1 and 3: reflec-
tion of the lamp lines at 435 nm and 536 nm. Regions 2 and 4: paper 
fluorescence. Calibration parameters ΔL=2 mm and ΔC=40 mm. 

Three groups of LEDs were used: 1) LUXEON III 
LXHL-PW09 (Philips Lumileds Lighting Co., USA) 
providing around 3 W optical power white light at D55 
standard. 2) ULTRAVIOLET EDIXEON EDEV-3LA1 
(Edison Opto Co., Taiwan) providing around 1 W optical 
power violet light with 405 nm peak and 20 nm FWHM. 3) 
LUXEON III LXHL-PB09 (Philips Lumileds Lighting Co., 
USA) providing around 1 W optical power blue light with 
470 nm peak and 20 nm FWHM. These LED array allow us 
to observe either reflectance or fluorescence images. 

A homemade electrical power source controls the current 
supply for each LED group providing 2 V and 700 mA per 
LED. These parameters set the LED to operate in a typical 
mode. A scanner based on a step motor controlled by a 
computational routine in Labview® (National Instruments, 
USA) was developed to provide spatial scanning. The step 
of scanner is 25 μm and based on calibration parameters, 
the number of steps necessary to scan all ROI is calculated 
by the routine. 

Finally, a metallic structure was developed to provide 
one-dimensional HIS movement. The HIS displacement 
toward to the sample allows a change in the system FOV. 
This help us to calibrate the system since it is easy to 
measure the distance between sample and lens than 
amplification provide by lens. Fig. 2a presents a scheme and 
2b present a picture the HIS.  

 

Fig. 2 a) Schematic of HIS showing its components and design. b) Digital 
picture of HIS ready to use. 

B. Calibration 

The results of spectral and spatial calibration of SIH are 
presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Spectral calibration was done 
using lasers emitting at 442 nm (HeCd laser), 532 nm (2nd 
harmonic Nd:YAG laser), 660 and 780 nm (diode laser) and 
measurement of ΔP (Fig. 3). Spatial calibration (Figs. 4 and 
5) was performed with the measurement of ΔL, ΔC and 
spatial resolution as function as distance between SIH and 
sample. All graphics present a linear behavior.  

 

Fig. 3 Graph of the spectral calibration of HIS. It shows the linear depen-
dence of ΔP parameter and the wavelengths of the first order of diffraction 
on a hyperspectral image. 
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C. Spectral image composition 

The spectral image is composed by applying a 
computational routine at Matlab® (The MathWorks, USA). 
This routine selects the ROI of a specific wavelength into 
all hyperspectral images and concatenates it to compose one 
spectral image. In order to avoid the interference of the slit 
border the spectral image composition, only the central 
region of ROI was concatenated. 

 

Fig. 4 Spatial calibration of HIS. a) Variation of the FOV of HIS (ΔC) as a 
function of the distance between lens and sample. b) Variation of the width 
(ΔL) as a function of the distance between lens and sample. Both present a 
linear behavior. 

 

Fig. 5 Spatial resolution of HIS for the present setup as function as the 
distance between lens and sample. The linear behavior was expected due to 
the behavior of ΔC parameter. 

III. APPLICATION OF HIS 

A. Pilot study 

The use of chemical agents on teeth as clinical procedure 
for cleaning or to prepare the tooth surface for sealant 
agents induces changes in tissue mineralization. Once these 
agents, as phosphoric acid, induce tooth demineralization, 
even though low levels, the process can contribute for caries 
development. Dental autofluorescence was used for 
monitoring teeth demineralization and remineralization in 
vitro using a clinical system, however the system showed  
sensitivity only for the monitoring of the mineralization 
processes in scale of days [6]. Clinical procedures use 
phosphoric acid for such shorter times, of order of seconds 
or minutes. In this experiment we proposed to checked if 
the assembled HIS was sensitivity enough to detect the 
autofluorescence changes induced by tooth demineralization 
at clinical levels. 

B. Material and methods 

Sample preparation: An incisive bovine tooth was sym-
metrically divided in two middles, P1 was the reference, 
and P2 was theacid-treated. 

37% phosphoric acid was placed over P2 vestibular sur-
face for 300 seconds, simulating a clinical procedure. After 
acid treatment, P2 was washed with water and positioned to 
capture spectral images.  

Parameters of HIS: In this experiment the sample was il-
luminated by violet light at 405-nm and around 20 mW/cm2 
at sample surface. CCD exposure time was of 20s in order 
to provide enough signals to detect low changes in tooth 
autofluorescence. Finally, HIS was set with ΔL=1mm; as 
the ROI to compose a spectral image is half of ΔL, the final 
width of one slice in spectral image was 500μm.  Once the 
length of sample was of 25mm the total measurement time 
was 25 minutes. 

Spectral image analysis: Hyperspectral images before 
and after the acid treatment were acquisitioned. From 
hyperspectral images, the spectral image at 520-nm (F520) 
was composed. This wavelength was chosen because it is 
the observed autofluorescence peak when UV-blue light is 
used as excitation. Then, a ROI was selected in F520 and 
merged with P1 and P2. The intensity mean and its variance 
inside ROI were calculated for the comparison of initial and 
after acid treatment results.  

C. Results and discussion 

The results are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. While Fig. 6a 
shows F520 before the phosphoric acid treatment, Fig. 6b 
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presents F520 after procedure. In both figures P1 and P2 are 
presented and the mean intensity and its variance (Im) de-
tected by HIS inside ROI. 

Initially, it can be noted that even the image processing 
performed could not completely remove the border effect on 
image composition. 

Fig. 6 shows Im 0.51±0.05 for P1 and 0.44±0.05 for P2 
before the treatment and 0.45±0.05 for P1 and 0.35±0.05 for 
P2 after the treatment. These results show that is important 
to have the reference sample at the same image to track the 
intensity changes due to measurement variance. Even 
though, P1 was not acid-treated, a small Im was detected. 
This fact can be a result of small illumination irradiance 
variance, distinct rate of tooth dehydration, among others. 

 

Fig. 6 Spectral images of tooth autofluorescence at 520-nm before (a) and 
after (b) application of phosphoric acid. 

Despite this, the image normalization by maximum in-
tensity removes the error once the evaluation become rela-
tive to its maximum emission in image. 

In order to compare the results, Fig. 6a and b were nor-
malized by maximum intensity at figure (0.58 before, 0.52 
after). New results are shown in Fig. 7 which presents nor-
malized F520 images before (a) and after (b) the acid appli-
cation on tooth surface. Fig. 7 shows Im for P1 that is similar 
in both measurements, and in P2 the mean autofluorescence 
intensity reduces around 10% from Fig 7a to Fig. 7b. 

This reduction of the mean autofluorescence emission 
can be attributed to demineralization process since mineral 
concentration in tooth is the main fluorescent agent proving 
HIS is able to detect changes in low optical signals. 

 

Fig. 7 Spectral images of tooth autofluorescence at 520-nm normalized by 
maximum of intensity in each spectral image. (a) Image before application 
of acid; normalized by 0.58.  (b) Image before application of acid; norma-
lized by 0.52. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In this work the construction and characterization of a 
HIS were described in details. Then, it was applied for di-
agnosis on tooth demineralization. The assembled HIS 
showed to be sensitive for detecting changes on acid-
induced demineralization in bovine tooth. 
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Abstract— Cardiac pathologies such as ischemia or 
infarction affect myocardial wall contractility. Strain (ε) and 
strain rate (SR) imaging may enable to detect and quantify 
alterations in regional myocardial wall contractility and 
viability. However, the range and rate of cardiac wall 
deformation make development and evaluation of ε and SR 
estimation algorithms difficult. A well-controlled experimental 
setup producing the deformation patterns similar to those 
encountered in vivo may provide controlled data for this 
development. Such a setup was build, consisting of a 
biventricular homogeneous Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) heart 
model connected to a hydraulic pulsatile mock circulation 
system. Two type of phantoms have been used: one mimicking 
normal heart wall and second with a harder inclusion 
representing post infarct stiffness located at the border of 
lateral and posterior wall in the middle segment. The models 
were cyclically deformed using a computer controlled piston 
pump at a stroke volume app. 105 ml, stroke rate of 1.1 Hz, 
and systole/diastole ratio 2/3. The internal left ventricular 
pressure data were collected using a catheter manometer 
(Millar Instruments, USA). B-mode data were recorded from 
the phantoms (2.4 MHz, Vivid 7, GE, Norway). Segmental ε 
and SR values for radial, circumferential and longitudinal wall 
deformation were estimated (EchoPac, GE, speckle tracking 
method). The obtained values of ε and SR are close to those 
found in clinical research. The inclusion is manifested mostly 
by the decreased circumferential and radial strain values. The 
experimental setup appears to be an interesting tool providing 
controlled data for testing new methods and algorithms for 
myocardial strain and strain rate estimation. 

Keywords— cardiac deformation, strain estimation, strain 
imaging, strain rate, cardiac phantom. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cardiac pathologies such as ischemia or infarction alter 
histopathological structure and mechanical properties of the 
myocardial wall for two main reasons: loss of active 
contractility and increased stiffness of infarcted muscles. 
After myocardial ischemic disease and infarct myocardial 
muscles may loose their active contractility temporally or 
permanently. Moreover, during post infarct remodeling the 

heart muscles stiffness increases due to collagen deposition 
leading to changes in regional passive  deformation. 
Determination of the extent and mechanical properties of 
post ischemic myocardial injury is of vital interest for 
diagnosis and treatment of ischemic heart disease and 
myocardial infarct [1]. It is accepted that the analysis of 
heart wall deformation provides quantitative estimates of 
the location and size of myocardial injury [2]. Strain (ε) and 
strain rate (SR) imaging may enable to detect and quantify 
changes in regional myocardial wall function [2-4]. Despite 
intensive investigations the cardiac wall deformation pattern 
is still not well known. This makes in vivo validation of 
algorithms for displacement and strain estimation (e.g. 
speckle tracking) very difficult. A well-controlled 
experimental setup with phantoms capable of producing the 
deformation patterns similar to those encountered in clinical 
practice may provide reliable data for this development and 
evaluation [5]. However, construction of such models is 
handicapped by complexity of the modeled deformation.  

In this paper we concentrate on stiffness changes in post 
infarct myocardial muscles. We have constructed 2 
biventricular elastic homogeneous Polyvinyl Alcohol 
(PVA) heart phantoms. The phantom wall stiffness was 
controlled by number of freeze-thaw cycles. Each phantom 
was connected to a hydraulic pulsatile circulation system 
with pulsatile pump. The pulse pressure was monitored 
using a catheter manometer (Millar Instruments, USA). 
Segmental circumferential, radial and longitudinal strain 
and strain rate curves (εC, εR, εL and SRL respectively) for 
standard segments of the myocardial wall [6] were 
estimated from the data recorded using commercial 
ultrasound scanner and software (EchoPac, GE VingMed, 
Horten, Norway ). 

II. METHODS 

A. Two-chamber phantom 

Two-chamber biventricular homogeneous heart 
phantoms have been made as a thick-walled truncated 

O. Dössel and W.C. Schlegel (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/II, pp. 701–704, 2009. 
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ellipsoid with an inner partition wall. Both phantoms had 
the same geometry and dimensions. The inclusion was 
located at the posterior wall of the left chamber (Fig.1). The 
base-apex length of each phantom was 100 mm and the 
short axis diameter was equal to 60 mm. The wall thickness 
was 10 mm. The stress-free volumes of chambers amounted 
to: 60 ml (left ventricle - LV) and 14 ml (right ventricle - 
RV). 
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Fig. 1 Two-chamber heart phantom geometry (dimensions in millimeters) 

To mimic mechanical and acoustical tissue properties 
(Table 1), the phantom has been made of a 10 % (mass %) 
aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, molecular 
weight 89000-98000, hydrolysis degree 99+%; Sigma 
Aldrich, Inc.).  

For both phantoms the PVA solution was poured into a 
mould and placed in a freezer at −25±0.5 ºC for 24 hours 
and then thawed for 24 hours at the room temperature 
(21±2 ºC) completing one freeze-thaw cycle. 

The phantom with hard inclusion was made in two 
stages. Firstly, a phantom serving as a donor for the 
inclusion was produced applying three above described 
freeze-thaw cycles. Then, a circular inclusion cut out from 
the donor wall was placed into the mould in the place 
corresponding to its original location at the border of 
posterior and lateral wall before hot PVA solution was 
poured into the cast. 

B. Measurement setup 

An experimental setup capable of producing phantom 
intra-wall deformation patterns similar to those encountered 
in vivo was build (Fig. 2). The setup consisted of the heart 
phantom (Fig. 2 (2)) mounted in a Plexiglas water-filled 
container (Fig. 2 (1)) and connected to a hydraulic pulsatile 
circulation system (Fig. 2 (3-7)). 

The phantoms were cyclically passively deformed using 
a computer controlled piston pump (Fig. 2 (6+7)) at a stroke 
volume approximately 105 ml, stroke rate of 1.1 Hz, and 
systole/diastole ratio 2/3. The LV pressure data were 
collected using a catheter manometer (Millar Instruments, 
USA). The registered pressure curve is shown in the Fig. 3. 

B-mode data were recorded from deformed phantom 
using standard long and short axis views (M3S 2.5MHz, GE 
VingMed, Horten, Norway ). The ultrasonic data acquisition 
was controlled by a trigger signal from the pump controller 
fed to the ECG input of the ultrasound scanner.  
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Fig. 2 Overview of the measurement setup (1 - Plexiglas water container, 
2 - heart phantom, 3 - constant pressure component control container , 

4 - valves, 5 - air chamber, 6 - piston pump, 7 - computer controlled pump 
driver) 
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Fig. 3 Internal LV pressure vs. time curve (upper curve) and signal from 
pump controller (lower curve) 

III. RESULTS 

Segmental εC, εR, εL and SRL curves for standard 
segments of the myocardial wall were estimated from the 
B-mode data using speckle tracking method (EchoPac, GE). 

The peak values of the ε and SR are summarized in 
Table 1 and 2. 

Table 1 Peak values of longitudinal strain (εL) and SR (SRL); 4-chamber 
projection; lateral wall 

Parameter Segment Homogenous wall Wall with inclusion 

Basal -17.00 -14.81 

Middle -13.87 -11.77 εL [%] 

Apical -10.09 -8.40 

Basal -1.11 -0.94 

Middle -0.95 -0.69 SRL [s-1] 

Apical -0.71 -0.58 

Systole Diastole 
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Table 2 Peak values of circumferential (εC) and radial (εR) strain; 
2-chamber projection; middle segment 

Parameter Segment Homogenous wall Wall with inclusion 

Anteroseptal -36.02 -10.41 

Anterior -20.20 -32.49 

Lateral -25.60 -22.82 

Posterior -31.60 -8.87 

Inferior -19.57 -24.72 

εC [%] 

Septal -21.33 -23.90 

Anteroseptal 52.76 67.90 

Anterior 75.89 75.50 

Lateral 76.51 67.63 

Posterior 54.71 44.01 

Inferior 26.93 19.20 

εR [%] 

Septal 17.47 40.70 

 

 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal ε waveforms; lateral wall; homogenous wall 

 

Fig. 5 Longitudinal SR waveforms; lateral wall; homogenous wall 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The described experimental setup appears to be an 
interesting tool enabling imaging of cardiac model 
deformation with peak values and time courses of 
parameters such as: strain, strain rate close to these 
observed in myocardial left ventricle wall. 

In contrast to the homogenity of εL and SRL reported in 
clinical studies [7], in our phantom values of εL and SRL 
are increasing from apex to base. This may be attributed to 
the way the phantom is installed with its base immobilized. 

In phantom with inclusion, values of εC and εR for 
posterior and lateral wall are smaller then the corresponding 
ones in the uniform phantom, what may result from the 
inclusion. 

The phantoms do not exhibit twisting movements - no 
rotation ε and SR component have been found. 

 

Fig. 6 Longitudinal ε waveforms; lateral wall; phantom with inclusion. 

 

Fig. 7 Longitudinal SR waveforms; lateral wall; phantom with inclusion. 
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Fig. 8 Circumferential ε waveforms; homogenous wall. 

 

Fig. 9 Radial ε waveforms; homogenous wall. 

 

Fig. 10 Circumferential ε waveforms; phantom with inclusion. 

 

Fig. 11 Radial ε waveforms; phantom with inclusion. 
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Abstract—Intense, subnanosecond electric fields can be used 
either to stimulate bioelectric effects, such as calcium release in 
cells (which can lead to various secondary physiological ef-
fects), or to generate local hyperthermia. High power wide-
band antennas radiating electromagnetic waves in the sub-
nanosecond range allows us to treat deep lesions non-
invasively. At lower intensity, the radiation can also be used 
for imaging the dielectric properties of tissue and diagnosing 
early-stage cancer. Electromagnetic waves launched at the first 
focal point of the reflector are focused at the second focal 
point. This allows either to deposit substantial amount of en-
ergy to the target for therapy or to image the dielectric prop-
erty of tissue in the confocal configuration. Two antennas with 
prolate spheroidal reflectors but fed with different wave 
launchers were designed to focus the radiated electric field. 
Antenna I is immersed in coupling medium with high dielectric 
permittivity, allowing for a small aperture diameter (0.14 m).  
Antenna II has a larger aperture diameter (0.5 m), which is to 
be operated in air.  

Keywords—Prolate spheroidal reflector, focusing, subnano-
second pulse, imaging, dielectric property. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Intense subnanosecond electric fields can activate cell 
functions, such as inducing calcium release [1].  Such acti-
vation, observed when platelets were exposed to nanosec-
ond electric pulses [2], can cause platelet aggregation and 
be used to accelerate the healing of wounds noninvasively 
using impulse radiating antennas (IRAs). In addition to the 
activation of cell function, which is primarily based on 
nonthermal effect, ultrawideband electromagnetic pulses 
can deposit substantial amount of energy to elevate local 
temperature as a hyperthermia approach.  

Wideband, nonionizing, pulsed electromagnetic radiation 
in the near field region can also be used to explore biologi-
cal tissues to retrieve their dielectric properties. This en-
ables us to differentiate normal tissue from malignant tissue, 
as malignant tissue generally has higher dielectric properties 
than normal tissue. For example, breast tumors are charac-
terized by conductivities and permittivities 10 times  
higher than surrounding healthy adipose-dominated tissue 
and approximately 10% higher than normal glandular tissue 
[3]. To increase the detection rate of cancer, imaging the 
profile of the complex permittivity of tissue could  

complement other modalities based on the measurement of 
other physical parameters, such as X-ray Computed Tomo-
graphy (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) tissues. 

The subnanosecond electromagnetic pulse is radi-
ated by ultrawideband antennas fed by subnanosecond elec-
tric pulses. The radiated waves can be focused in the near-
field region through antenna array, a reflector or a lens [4-
6]. We use a reflector-type IRA, in which the electromag-
netic energy is focused in the near-field region by means of 
a prolate-spheroidal reflector illuminated by a wave 
launcher at the first focal point. Previous analytical and 
numerical analysis [7,8,9] have shown that prolate spher-
oidal antennas emitting ultrawideband pulses with temporal 
width of approximately 100 ps allow us to focus high power 
electromagnetic wideband radiation in the near field region 
with a spatial resolution on the order of one centimeter in 
tissue.       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 A confocal system  with two identical antennas for measuring the 
tissue property by recording both back scattered and forward scattered 
signals 

The prolate spheroidal antenna can be used for imaging 
tissue dielectric profile. A bistatic confocal configuration 
can be arranged if two identical antennas are to be used 
(Fig. 1). Because the antenna is designed to focus the radia-
tion in near field region, it allows us to configure a confocal 
system, provided that the biological specimen is placed at 
the common focal point of both antennas.  

The features of the confocal system are the following: 1) 
one can record not only the back-scattered signal through 
transmitter, but also the forward-scattered signal through 
receiver, so the signal to noise ratio can be increased; 2) the 
sample tissue can be shifted in position in the vicinity of 
focal point, permitting a 3D scanning. In this case, both the 
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transmitter and the receiver remain still; 3) the receiver can 
be moved circumferentially with respect to the focal point, 
allowing the recording of the scattered signal from different 
view angles; 4) the confocal configuration reduces the clut-
ter to signal ratio [11]. After the scattered signal is col-
lected, an inverse scattering method such as region-based 
algorithm [12] can be used to reconstruct the dielectric 
profile of the tissue.  

For the reflector-type antennas, two wave launchers are 
studied: 1) a cone, which is connected to the inner conduc-
tor of a coaxial cable, and 2) two pairs of conical plates, 
which serve as a transmission line. These launching systems 
carry the subnanosecond pulses in the form of a TEM spher-
ical wave from the first focal point (F1). The radiated waves 
are then reflected on the prolate spheroidal reflector surface 
to converge at the second focal point (F2) where the target 
is placed. In this paper, we present the characteristics of 
these two antennas. The electric field distribution was 
measured for both antennas, when Antenna I was sub-
merged in water and Antenna II was operated in air.   

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND TEST SETUP 

The first antenna (Antenna I) consists of a conical wave 
launching system and a reflector. The wave launching sys-
tem has a rotational symmetry about the z-axis (Fig. 2). The 
apex of the cone is at the first focal point F1.  A wave emit-
ted from F1 is a spherical TEM wave with its source at F1 
and is reflected on the prolate spheroidal reflector surface to 
converge at the second focal point (F2). The apex is con-
nected to the inner conductor of a coaxial cable from one of 
the ends of the reflector. Due to the rotational symmetry, the 
electric field in the axis has only axial component. The 
prolate spheroidal reflector has an aperture diameter 14 cm 
and the distance between the two foci is 24 cm. The antenna 
was submerged in a coupling medium with high dielectric 
permittivity in order to achieve: 1) a good spatial resolution, 
(2) an anechoic environment, and 3) a better energy cou-
pling into tissue [10]. The coupling media can be water, oil, 
ethylene glycol or corn syrup, or any other biocompatible 
medium to match the tissue property.   

We are simultaneously working with a reflector antenna 
[9] with larger aperture diameter of 0.5 m which is operated 
in air (Antenna II, Fig. 3). This antenna also uses a prolate 
spheroidal reflector, but with a symmetrical conical feed ( 4 
plates) extended from the first focal point to the reflector. 
The focused electric field has its largest component in the 
transverse direction. 

Antenna I was tested in deionized water and Antenna II 
was characterized in air. Pulses with 200 ps risetime and the 
amplitude up to 4.5 kV (Fig. 4) were fed into the cone-wave 

launcher. To measure the electric field distribution of An-
tenna 1, we used a dipole receiver consisting of a brass 
sphere on top of a ground plane. For Antenna 2, we used a 
two-conductor TEM horn with a horn aperture of 5 cm, 
which guides a linearly polarized spherical wave. The out-
put cable was wound on a choke to suppress common mode. 
The measurements were performed in both axial and radial 
directions in order to obtain the electric field distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 An impulse antenna with a prolate spheroidal reflector is fed by a 
cone from the first focal point F1 and focuses the radiation at the second 
focal point F2.  The antenna aperture diameter is 14 cm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 A focusing antenna with prolate-spheroidal reflector is fed by two 
pair of conical plates. The antenna aperture diameter is 50 cm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 A pulse with risetime of 200 ps is fed into the antenna wave 
launcher 
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III. ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION 

The radiated electric fields of prolate spheroidal reflector 
antennas are comprised of prepulse, impulse and postpulse 
in the time domain. Shown in Fig.5 is the measured signal 
for Antenna I. The prepulse is caused by the diffraction at 
the edge of the cone. The impulse is the reflected signal 
from the reflector, which is focused at the second focal 
point. The postpulse is largely attributed to the multiple 
reflections at the impedance discontinuities from the pulse 
source to the cone edge. The postpulse may also contain the 
resonant signal from the dipole receiver itself.  Fig. 6 shows 
the radiated signal for Antenna II, which consists of pre-
pulse radiated by the conical plate and impulse, the reflected 
wave on the reflector surface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 The radiated signal of Antenna I measured by a dipole consisting of 
a brass sphere above a ground plane 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 The radiated signal of Antenna II measured by a TEM horn 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 (a) The axial electric field distribution. (b) The radial distribution at 
d=110 mm, where the second peak is located 

The electric field distribution along the axis of Antenna I 
is shown in Fig. 7a.  Each data point is the average value of 
Vip (the peak to peak value of the impulse in Fig. 5) over 
100 pulses, which is linearly proportional to the electric 
field.  

Two peaks of the electric field are observed at d=80 mm, 
(the reflector edge), and d=110 mm. In the vicinity of the 
second peak (d=110 mm), the electric field decreases to 
90% of its peak value within ±2.5 cm. For this particular 
location, d= 110 mm, the radial distribution of electric field 
is shown in Fig. 7b.  The electric field has its maximum at 
the axis (r=0) and it decreases to half of the value at 2.5 cm 
away from the axis.  

We notice that the actual focus is not at the geometric fo-
cal point and the location of the peak at d=110 mm is 140 
mm away from the geometric focal point of the reflector 
(d=240 mm). The shift of focusing is due to the diffraction 
loss at the reflector edge.  To reduce the diffraction loss, the 
reflector needs to have a larger reflection area.  Further-
more, increasing the ratio of b/a (a, the length of minor axis, 
b, the length of major axis) can also increase the axial elec-
tric field at the second focal point. Our modeling with 
MAGIC, a time-domain EM solver shows that it is possible 
to have a focal spot to be at the geometric focal point 
through optimizing the geometry of the reflector [13]. 
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Whereas the actual focal point of Antenna I is shifted 
from the geometric focal point, Antenna II shows a pre-
dicted focal point. Fig. 8 shows the electric field distribution 
and the expected maximum at the second focal point (z=16 
cm) with a FWHM of 32 cm in axial direction and 10 cm in 
lateral direction. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8 The distribution of electric field along the axial direction and the 
radial direction at focal point (z=16 cm) 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have investigated the focusing of pulsed electromag-
netic radiation in the near field region by the antennas with 
a prolate spheroidal reflector. Two antennas with different 
feed structures were studied. Antenna I, with a cone as a 
feed structure, was characterized in deionized water. The 
focus has a diameter of 5 cm (FWHM) in the radial direc-
tion and a 90%-100% width of 5 cm in the axial direction. 
We observed that the actual focusing was displaced from 
the geometric focal point due to the diffraction loss of the 
reflector edge. Nevertheless, such antenna may still be use-
ful for focusing the electromagnetic energy at a shallow 
depth to treat the skin diseases. Modeling result shows the 
geometry of the reflector can be optimized so the focal point 
locates at the geometric focal point. While Antenna I shows 
a shifted focal point from the geometric focal point, An-
tenna II, which operates in air, has shown a predicted focal 
point at the second focus. The focal spot has a FWHM of 32 
cm in axial direction and 10 cm in lateral direction. In tissue 
with a high dielectric permittivity, the focal spot size is 
expected to shrink greatly.  
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Refinement of Exponents for the Photoelectric  
Absorption in Dual-Energy CT Applications  

J. Müller and T. M. Buzug 

Institute of Medical Engineering, University of Lübeck, Lübeck, Germany 

Abstract— Dual-energy (DE) CT is an emerging CT opera-
tion mode, which has the potential of enabling new and im-
proved artifact reduction methods. Additionally, it introduces 
functional imaging techniques, which were previously not 
available on standard CT scanners. The basis of almost all DE 
reconstruction methods is the assumption that the linear at-
tenuation coefficient can be approximated by two physical 
processes: the photoelectric absorption and Compton scatter. 
Unfortunately, the approximation of the photoelectric absorp-
tion contains two constant exponents for which appropriate 
values must be chosen to allow a good approximation. There-
fore, in the present work, values for these constants are de-
rived from measured attenuation data and are additionally 
compared to values found in literature. 

Keywords— Computed tomography, dual energy, photoelectric 
absorption. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the recent development of dual-source CT scan-
ners, dual-energy (DE) CT has re-emerged as an imaging 
technique for radiological application. Besides potential 
significant artifact reduction, dual-energy CT promises to 
introduce functional imaging techniques into the morpho-
logical imaging modality of classical CT. 

The basis for most DE applications is the assumption that 
the linear attenuation coefficient µ  of matter is due to only 
two physical processes 

cp μμμ += ,  (1) 

where µp is the attenuation due to the photoelectric effect 
and µc is the amount of Compton scatter. It can be shown by 
experiment that the photoelectric absorption has the form 

l

k

p E

Z

A
EZ

ρμ ∝),( ,  (2) 

where ρ is the density, A the atomic weight, Z the atomic 
number and E the energy of the photon. Typically values for 
k and l are k = 4 and l = 3 (see below). Since a good approx-
imation of the real attenuation function µ(Z,E) is crucial for 
several DE algorithms, it is important to know whether 
these constants are an optimal choice or not. Therefore, in 

this contribution, values for l and k derived from tabulated 
measurement data are compared to those found in literature. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The X-ray attenuation data used in this paper is taken 
from the NIST X-ray attenuation database [1]. In Fig. 1 the 
photoelectric attenuation of several elements are shown for 
illustration purposes. The chosen energy range resembles 
the one in medical radiological X-ray devices. It should be 
noted, that the mass attenuation defined as κ=µ/ρ is plotted 
instead of the linear attenuation coefficient µ .  

 

Fig. 1 The photo electric attenuation of for  
carbon, oxygen, sodium,  aluminum, calcium, iron,  

iodine, and gold (plotted from the bottom up) 

In Fig. 2 the values of µp(Z, E)/ρ are plotted as a two-
dimensional grayscale image. From this data, the values of k 
and l can be easily calculated. For each energy E of interest, 
the one-dimensional function µp(Z, E=const) of the meas-
ured data describes the photoelectric attenuation of all Z at 
this energy. If the function is plotted on a double logarith-
mic plot, this results in a straight line. The slope of the line 
is equal to k-1 because µp(Z, E=const) ∝ Zk/A, where the 
atomic weight A is proportional to Z. By calculating the 
individual slopes for all energies E, a function k(E) can be 
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constructed. It describes the dependency of k on E. The 
function l(Z) can be calculated in a similar fashion. To 
avoid problems with the K-edge (see Fig. 2), the energy 
ranges have to be restricted where necessary. 

In Table 1, typical values for k and l from the available 
literature are collected. The energy range assumed in all 
publications is similar to the one used in medical X-ray 
devices. For some publication the value of k had to be cor-
rected for the 1/A factor (see above). 

Table 1 Constants collected from literature 

Publication Value of k Value of l 

[2] 4.0 – 5.0 3.1 

[3] 4.0 3.0 

[4] 4.8 3.2 

[5] 4.0 3.0 

[6] 4.0 – 5.0 3.0 – 3.5 

[7] 4.0 – 5.0 2.5 – 3.5 

[8] 4.4 3.03 

[9] 4.5 – 

 

 

Fig. 2 The photoelectric absorption µp(Z, E)/ρ  
plotted as a two-dimensional image. In the lower  

right corner the K-edge is visible. 

III. RESULTS  

In Fig. 3, the dependency of the energy exponent l on the 
atomic number Z is plotted. For larger Z the value of the 
exponent decreases. In the range of 5 < Z < 20 the value of l 
lies between 3.1 and 3.3. This range is of special interest, 
because it contains most of the elements in the human body. 

The dependency of the exponent k in Zk on the energy E 
is plotted in Fig. 4. For increasing energies, the value of k 

increases as well. For the mean energies of common medi-
cal X-ray tubes its value lies between 4.5 and 4.6. 

 

Fig. 3 The function l(Z) describes how the exponent  
of E in Eq. 2 changes for different elements. 

 

Fig. 4 The function k(E) shows the relationship  
between the exponent of the atomic number Z  

in Eq. 2 and the energy of the photons. 

IV. DISCUSSION  

As it is obvious from Fig. 3 and 4, the assumption that l 
and k are constant (see Eq. 2) in the region of interest 
(30 > E > 160 and 1 > Z > 50) is not valid. Therefore, ap-
propriate values have to be chosen according to the special 
application. If, for example, the composition of the human 
body is of interest, the value of l should be 3.2. For k the 
optimal value depends on the employed energy spectra of 
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the X-ray tubes. Typically, its value should be between 4.5 
and 4.6. If these values are compared to the values found in 
literature one can see that some numbers differ significantly 
from the presented values. For example, for E = 100 keV, 
l1 = 3.1 and l2 = 3.2 there is a multiplicative error of  
(100*1000)-3.1/(100*1000)-3.2 = 3.162. For Z = 20, k1 = 4.6 
and k2 = 4.0, the multiplicative error is 204.6/204.0 = 6.034. 
These examples demonstrate that even small deviations of 
the exponents are able to produce large errors in the approx-
imated linear attenuation coefficient. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this contribution, values of two important constants 
used in the approximation of the photoelectric absorption 
derived from measured data were compared to a list of val-
ues found in literature. In general, there is a good agreement 
between all values, but, as shown above, the exact values of 
these constants sensitively depend on the specific applica-
tion. If the values are chosen accordingly, the assumption 
that k and l are constant should be sufficient for most tasks. 

However, the influence of the approximation on the dual 
energy image reconstruction quality is currently under in-
vestigation. Additionally, a similar survey for Compton 
scatter is carried out. 
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Abstract— Seventeen adult patients were analysed 
during in-hospital evaluation before selection for antiar-
rhythmic or ablative therapy. A miniaturized, portable ICG 
device with a built-in one channel ECG was used as a detec-
tor of central hemodynamic signals. Heart rate (HR), stroke 
volume (SV) and pre-ejection period (PEP) were obtained 
simultaneously by ICG and echocardiography in the supine 
position. Measurements were made in normal sinus beats 
and single, bigeminal  or trigeminal VEB. Measurement of 
SV by ambulatory ICG and Doppler were significantly 
correlated in sinus beats and VEBs (r=0.93, p<0.001 and 
r=0.74, p<0.015, respectively). Thus, a portable impedance 
cardiography (ICG) device could be considered as a clini-
cally acceptable and reproducible non-invasive method for 
assessment of SV and cardiac output in patients with idio-
pathic VEB. 

 
Keywords— Impedance cardiography, ambulatory monitoring, 

cardiac arrhythmia, ventricular extrasystole.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Patients with idiopathic ventricular extrasystolic beats 
(VEB) present various clinical symptoms and variable ar-
rhythmia behaviour at rest, during physical activity and in 
daily life.   
 Most frequently idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias 
originate from the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) 
[1]. RVOT arrhythmias are usually well tolerated and asso-
ciated with mild extrasystolic palpitations. There are no 
symptoms at all in up to 33% of patients [1]. Despite excep-
tional reports of sudden death and ventricular fibrillation in 
adults and children [2] these arrhythmias  are treated as 
benign [3]. However, occasionally they can be very symp-
tomatic and invalidating. Takemoto et al., (2005) [4] sug-

gested that frequent (>20%) RVOT-premature ventricular 
complexes may be a possible cause of LV dysfunction 
and/or heart failure. VEB may occur in a paroxysmal or a 
more regular form. Arrhythmia episodes with less effective 
VEBs may significantly decrease CO in comparison to sinus 
rhythm (SR).  

If VEB is triggered by an unknown factor 
occurring during everyday activity it could be detected 
using an ECG Holter. However, with only ECG traces it is 
not possible to distinguish between hemodynamically 
efficient and non-efficient VEBs. Brockenbrough et al. 
(1961) [5] reported that the beat following premature 
ventricular contraction shows decreased pulse compared to 
the sinus rhythm. This is known as the Brockenbrough-
Braunwald-Morrow sign or Braunwald sign [6]. However, 
there are only a few papers that describe quantitatively the 
level of CO decrease, with all its consequences for the 
patient. Sun et al. (2003) [7] used echocardiography to 
measure ejection fraction and cardiac index for normal beats 
and VEB in asymptomatic children without structural heart 
disease. They noted that in children with isolated 
monomorphic VEBs CO is markedly reduced if VEBs are 
frequent (>10/min), have a short coupling interval or a 
prolonged QT interval.  Stec et al. [8], in their case report 
measured CO using a pulsed Doppler technique in sinus 
rhythm (4.4 l·min-1) and during ventricular bigeminy (2.9 
l·min-1). They reported that during bigeminy VEBs 
generated impact of  0.45  l·min-1 whereas sinus beats in that 
period provided 2.45 l·min-1. CO during ventricular 
bigeminy was 33% lower than in sinus rhythm.  Satish et al. 
[9] in a case report wrote that intraortic pressure trace 
during ventricular bigeminy showed that VEBs  “produced 
no detectable pressure”.  

However, some patients very rarely produce 
VEBs during echocardiographic examination, which makes 
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quantitative evaluation impossible to perform. Ambulatory 
impedance cardiography allows continuous non-invasive 
evaluation of hemodynamic variables on a beat to beat 
basis during all daytime activity. There are, however, lim-
ited data on the usefulness of this method for the assess-
ment of central hemodynamics in patients with idiopathic 
VEB during moderate exercise as a simulation of non-
clinical conditions.  

The purpose of the present study has been to evaluate the 
accuracy of ambulatory monitoring impedance cardiogra-
phy (ICG) device in the measuring hemodynamic parame-
ters by comparing it with Doppler echocardiography and to 
assess which hemodynamic alterations can be responsible 
for arrhythmia-related symptoms. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

A. Subjects and Protocol 

Seventeen adult patients were analysed during in-hospital 
evaluation before selection for antiarrhythmic or ablative 
therapy. They were examined using simultaneous re-
cordings of ICG and with Doppler echocardiography tech-
niques.  

Moreover, prolonged monitoring of ambulatory ICG was 
performed to analyse hemodynamic disturbance during 
symptoms and/or after 6-minute walking test. 

B. Instrumentation and Analysis  

A miniaturized, portable ICG device (ReoMonitor) with 
a built-in one channel ECG was used as a detector of central 
hemodynamic signals [10]. Heart rate (HR), stroke volume 
(SV) and pre-ejection period (PEP) were obtained simulta-
neously by ICG (automatically) and echocardiography in 
the supine position. The ICG device was verified earlier in 
patients remaining  both supine and  tilted position [11]. 
The system was successfully used earlier in many physio-
logical and clinical investigations [12, 13]. Measurements 
were made in normal sinus beats and single, bigeminal  or 
trigeminal VEB.  

  

III. RESULTS  

Measurement of SV by ambulatory ICG and Doppler 
were significantly correlated in sinus beats and VEBs 
(r=0.93, p<0.001 and r=0.74, p<0.015, respectively). Figure 
1. shows the pulse Doppler recordings of VEB (top) an ICG 
obtained traces for the same event (bigeminy).  

Measurements of PEP were not correlated between ICG 
and Doppler in VEBs. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Pulse Doppler recordings (top)  and ICG obtained 

 traces (bottom) for the same event (ventricular bigeminy). Numbers 
denote stroke volume numbers for consecutive beats expressed in [ml]. 

 
Figure 2. presents the ECG and ICG traces acquired dur-

ing ventricular trigeminy. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. ECG and ICG traces acquired during ventricular trigeminy. Num-
bers denote stroke volume numbers for consecutive beats in [ml]. 

 
Highly symptomatic patients at rest had a significant de-

crease in cardiac output during bigeminy revealed by both 
Doppler  and ICG measurements. ICG allowed evaluation 
of various hemodynamic characteristics of simple VEBs 
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and complex arrhythmia (interpolated VEBs, bigeminy, 
trigeminy, couplets) during daily life, while standing and 
after exercise.  

IV. DISCUSSION  

 The discrepancies between PEP values obtained using 
the two methods were caused by the stiff rules of the auto-
matic program for detection of both the beginning (Q-wave 
in extrasystole) and the end (opening the aortic valve) of 
PEP in VEB. Thus, PEP assessment requires further correc-
tion to produce a more efficient algorithm for automatic 
VEB evaluation. Precise calculations of PEP in VEB are 
still possible in manual mode. Hemodynamic monitoring 
obtained by portable ICG device may be useful for evalua-
tion and management of asymptomatic and highly sympto-
matic patients with idiopathic VEB. Ambulatory ICG re-
cordings may also be used to distinguish between 
hemodynamically effective and ineffective extrasystole 
beats observed in the same patient during cardiac arrhyth-
mia events It allows visualisation of the hemodynamic ef-
fect of paroxysmal arrhythmia (e.g. ventricular trigeminy, 
which would be difficult to evaluate using gold standard, 
clinical monitoring methods. The hemodynamic conse-
quences of this type of arrhythmia could be quantitatively 
evaluated and monitored using ambulatory impedance car-
diography. Since Takemoto et al. [4] suggested that fre-
quent (>20%) RVOT-premature ventricular complexes may 
be a possible cause of LV dysfunction and/or heart failure 
amenable to ablation therapy, ambulatory monitoring of CO 
in VEB could become an important diagnostic tool. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS  

 In patients with idiopathic ventricular extrasystoles 
ReoMonitor confirmed different pattern of SV and CO 
associated with symptomatic and asymptomatic bigeminy, 
single ventricular beats and ventricular interpolated and 
non-interpolated beats. Measurement of hemodynamic 
disturbances of ventricular ectopy was highly correlated 
with ECHO recordings in a supine position. Thus, a 
portable ICG device could be considered as a clinically 
acceptable and reproducible non-invasive method for 
assessment of SV and cardiac output in patients with 
idiopathic VEB. 
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Abstract— In this study, spatial only, and spatio-temporal 
Bayesian Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) methods and an an-
other spatio-temporal method, the Kalman filter approach, are 
used to solve the inverse electrocardiography (ECG) problem. 
Training sets are used to obtain the required a priori informa-
tion for all methods. Two different approaches are employed 
to calculate the state transition matrix (STM), which maps the 
epicardial potentials in two consecutive time instants in the 
Kalman filter method. The first one uses the training set itself 
to iteratively estimate the STM, and the second one uses the 
candidate solution obtained using the spatial only Bayesian 
MAP estimate. The results are quantitatively compared using 
the correlation coefficient, the relative difference measurement 
star, the computation time measures, and qualitatively com-
pared using spatial and temporal displays of epicardial poten-
tials.

Keywords— Inverse ECG, Spatio-temporal methods, Kalman 
filter, Bayesian MAP 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Ever since the publication of first clinical data by Willem Ein-
thoven in 1908 [1], electrocardiography (ECG) has been a valuable 
tool to diagnose heart related diseases. However, it has also been 
understood that although the 12 lead ECG could give us overall 
information about the heart’s electrical activity, this system does 
not provide us the necessary detailed information and invasive 
techniques are used to diagnose heart diseases correctly. This is 
not a surprise because one tries to find the electrical activity in so 
many cells within the heart with very limited measurements on the 
body surface and so with very few equations compared to the 
number of unknowns. To overcome this problem, number of mea-
surements is increased but this time the complexity of the problem 
increases too. Furthermore because this problem is ill-posed, even 
small changes results in unbounded errors in the solution [2]. So 
regularization methods are needed to solve inverse problem of 
ECG which is the determination of electrical activity at the heart 
from the measurements on the body surface. 

The problem is usually solved either in terms of epicardial po-
tentials or activation wavefront [2]. In epicardial potential based 
solutions the problem becomes unique cause the positions of the 
dipoles are constrained to the surface of the heart and the formula-
tion is linear. On the other hand activation wavefront based solu-
tions are less ill-posed but they are nonlinear.  

To overcome ill-posedness a variety of methods are applied 
from Tikhonov and Twomey regularization to TSVD etc. [3]. 

Recently statistical methods have emerged to solve the problem 
like Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) [4]. Some of those 
works use only spatial information to constrain the problem while 
more recent studies also concern with the temporal constraints. 
This is not surprising because it is trivial to see that the problem 
itself has correlation with respect to both spatial and temporal 
neighbors [5, 6]. The work by Greensite is a very good reference 
to include temporal information to inverse ECG solution [7, 8]. 
But there are other methods that benefit from the temporal correla-
tion too. One of those recent methods is the so called Kalman filter 
which is widely used in aerospace engineering to estimate states 
from measurements such that the solution is optimal in the mean 
square sense with given a priori information [9]. Usually epicar-
dial potentials are assumed as states in Kalman filter approaches 
[10-12] but in a recent study the wavefront curve was also used as 
the unknown state and because wavefront model is non-linear, 
Extended Kalman filter, which is a modified version of classical 
Kalman filter to overcome nonlinear models, is used [13].  

This work compares two different formulations that use spatio-
temporal information: Kalman filter and spatio-temporal Bayesian 
MAP estimation. In order to use the temporal information in Baye-
sian MAP estimation, we benefit from temporal whitening and 
isotropy properties [7, 8]. The a priori information to constrain the 
solution is obtained from a training set. In Kalman filter, the spa-
tio-temporal constraints are used in the construction of state transi-
tion matrix (STM) that maps the epicardial potentials at one time 
instant to those in the previous time instant. Hence, the states in 
our formulation are epicardial potentials. The STM is obtained 
from two different scenarios. Both of these scenarios use the Kal-
man filter derivation explained in [10] with the reduction of the 
problem size achieved by the technique suggested by Aydin and 
Serinagaoglu [12].  In the first scenario, the training set is used in 
the iterative calculation of the STM. In the second scenario, the 
training set is used in the spatial Bayesian MAP solution, and then 
this solution is used to obtain the STM. Utilization of training sets 
in STM estimation, and comparison of spatio-temporal Bayesian 
MAP estimation and Kalman filter method in the solution of in-
verse ECG problem are novelties of this study. 

II. METHODS 

A. Problem definition 

The spatio-temporal formulation of inverse ECG problem can 
be stated in terms of two equations: 

yk = H xk + vk         (1) 

xk = F xk-1 + wk-1         (2)
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where k denotes the time instant, xk is the N x 1 epicardial poten-
tial vector, yk is the M x 1 torso potential vector, H is the M x N 
forward solution matrix, F is the N x N state transition matrix 
(STM), vk and wk are the measurement and state noise vectors, 
respectively. In this study, we assume that vk and wk are independ-
ent and identically distributed Gaussian noise vectors (w  N(0, Q)
and v  N(0, R)). Furthermore, these two noise vectors are as-
sumed to be independent of the epicardial potentials. Here, (1) 
presents the relation of epicardial and torso potentials at time 
instant k, and (2) represents the relation of the epicardial potentials 
at two consecutive time instants. 

Another representation of (1) can be obtained when data from 
all time instants are stacked into a single vector: 

  (3)

Where T is the total number of time instants.  
Alternatively, if each vector yk are stacked side by side to form 

an MxT measurement matrix, Y, each vector vk are stacked side by 
side to form the noise matrix of the same size, V, and each vector 
xk are stacked similarly to form an NxT epicardial potential matrix, 
X, we obtain the following matrix relation: 

Y = HX + V.            (4) 

B. Spatio-Temporal Bayesian MAP Estimation 

In Bayesian MAP estimation, the solution is chosen such that 
the posterior probability density function of the epicardial potential 
vector given the torso potential measurements is maximized. In the 
spatio-temporal MAP approach, (3) can be solved directly. If the 
augmented epicardial potential vector x~  is assumed to be distrib-

uted normally with a mean vector, x~ , and a covariance matrix, 
, the solution is:  xC

1T 1 1 T 1 1ˆ
x xx H R H C H R y C x

s

                      (5) 

However, this is a computationally costly approach because Cx
will be an NTxNT full matrix. To overcome this problem, separa-
bility condition can be used where Cx is defined in terms of spatial 
and temporal covariance matrices Cs and Ct, respectively as below 
[8]: 

X tC C C              (6) 
After some manipulations the formula below is obtained. 

[ ] [
( [ ])

T T

T

E E
tr EX

X X XXC
X X

]                    (7)

Where ‘E’ is the expectation operator and ‘tr’ is the trace. But 
the problem is still computationally huge. 

To solve this problem with computationally easier column se-
quential method (i.e., solving the problem separately at each time 
instant), the system should be uncorrelated in time. To achieve 

this, (4) is multiplied from the right side with a whitening matrix, 
Z [7, 8]: 

   YZ HXZ NZ             (8)
After solving (8) with the column sequential method, the re-

turn to the original domain is achieved as below: 
ˆ TX XZ Z (9)

 Z should be an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes E[YTY]. 
The appropriate Z here is the eigenvectors of E[YTY]. It is impor-
tant to note that Cxz is block-diagonal, and one does not need to 
calculate its off-diagonal blocks, which simplify the computations. 
 In the spatial only Bayesian MAP estimation, temporal corre-
lations are ignored (i.e., C  is assumed to be block-diagonal), and 
(1) is solved using the column sequential method. 
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C. Kalman Filter 

The Kalman filter consists of two steps: at the first step the a 
priori guesses are made and then in the next one those a priori 
guesses are updated with information gathered from the measure-
ments [9, 12]. Finally, Kalman smoother might be applied to these 
results obtained from Kalman filter to further reduce errors. The 
Kalman filter equations are as given below:  

k -1kx Fx           (10) 
T

k|k -1 k -1|k -1P FP F Q

)-1

           (11) 

(T T
k k|k -1 k|k -1K P H HP H R               (12) 

( )k k k k kx x K y Hx         (13) 
( )k|k k k|k -1P I K H P              (14) 

Where K represents the Kalman gain that determines the update 
amount and P represents the error covariance matrix.  

D. Solution Approaches 

A priori information about the epicardial potentials is essential 
for both methods: in the Bayesian MAP estimation method, to 
estimate the a priori probability density function, and in the Kal-
man filter method, to estimate the STM. Previously in simulation 
studies, the epicardial potentials that were used for simulating the 
measurements (test data) were employed to obtain the a priori
information [10, 12, 6]. In Bayesian MAP estimation, training sets 
of previously recorded epicardial potentials were also used [4]. 
Here we also use training sets to obtain the a priori pdf in Bayes-
ian MAP approach, and the STM in the Kalman filter method.   

The following approaches were used in this study to solve the 
inverse ECG problem: 

a) Spatial only Bayesian MAP estimation (Spat-Bayes): (1) 
is solved column sequentially. Training set is used to es-
timate a single covariance matrix for all time instants us-
ing the method described in [4]. 

b) Spatio-temporal Bayesian MAP estimation (Temp-
Bayes): (8) is solved column sequentially. Training set is 
used to estimate Cxz using a method derived from that 
described in [4]. 
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c) Kalman-Direct: training set is used to estimate the STM 
using the method described in [10].  

d) Two-step Kalman filter (Kalman-Bayes): the training set 
is not used directly. First a solution is obtained using the 
Spat-Bayes approach, and then this solution is used in the 
STM estimation described in [10].  

Note that in both of the Kalman filter approaches, STM is cal-
culated as a sparse matrix where the epicardial potential at one 
node is assumed to be related to only epicardial potentials of a few 
nodes at the previous time instant. To select these nodes that are 
associated to each other with respect to time, the activation time 
based technique described in [12] is used. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The epicardial potentials used in this study are recorded at 
University of Utah Nora Eccles Harrison Cardiovascular Research 
and Training Institute (CVRTI) from a dog heart that is placed in a 
realistic torso tank [14]. Torso potentials are obtained by multiply-
ing these epicardial potentials by a transfer matrix constructed by 
the boundary element method, and adding independent and identi-
cally distributed white Gaussian noise at 30 dB SNR. There are 
490 and 771 nodes on the epicardial and torso surfaces, respec-
tively.  

In this study, test and training data are different QRS beats 
from the same heart, but the initial stimulus sites are different for 
all beats. Test beat is not included in the training set, which con-
tains 8 beats with stimulus sites within the second order neighbor-
hood of the test beat stimulus site. 

The results are quantitatively compared using the correlation 
coefficient (CC) values, the relative difference measurement star 
(RDMS) values and computation times. Qualitatively, epicardial 
potential maps obtained with each approach are plotted along with 
the true epicardial map, and visually compared using the map3d
software [15]. 

Table 1 displays the average CC and RDMS values for each 
approach. These values show that: a) Using temporal information 
in addition to spatial information improves results. b) Among the 
two Kalman filter approaches, Kalman-Bayes has better CC and 
RDMS performances, and it is faster to implement. c) Kalman-
Direct results are comparable with Temp-Bayes; however, the 
computation time of Kalman-Direct is the highest among all the 
approaches in this study. Due to the iterative nature of the STM 
calculation algorithm, if the training set gets larger, the number of 
iterations will increase, and it will take longer to compute the STM 
(Note that the number of iterations in the Kalman-Bayes is same 
for every training set, since it uses a previous solution, which 
always has the same size as the test data, for STM calculation). d)
When the results of Temp-Bayes and Kalman-Bayes are compared, 
we observe that Kalman-Bayes produces slightly better results. 
However, in terms of computation speed, Temp-Bayes is better. 

In Fig. 1, the epicardial potential distributions are shown using 
map3d software. Light colors represent the already activated cells 
and dark colors represent the regions that are not yet activated. The 
transition region between these two regions is called the wave-
front. These maps show that: a) The Kalman-Bayes slightly im-

proves the smoothing effect present in Spat-Bayes at the wavefront 
when compared with the real data, but other than that, there are no 
significant differences between Temp-Bayes and Spat-Bayes solu-
tions. b) Although Kalman-Direct has a worse error performance 
than Kalman-Bayes in terms of average CC and RDMS values, it 
seems to follow the wavefront better than Kalman-Bayes.

Table 1 Average correlation coefficient (CC) and relative difference 
measurement star (RDMS) values for the methods. 

Method Used CC RDMS Time Consumption
Spat-Bayes 0.84 0.48 5 sec. 

Kalman-Bayes 0.89 0.42 12 min. 
Kalman-Direct 0.87 0.45 158 min. 
Temp-Bayes 0.86 0.45 23 sec. 

Fig. 1 Comparison of epicardial potential distributions for different solu-
tions with the true epicardial distribution at 40 ms. The CC and RDMS 

values for each method at this time instant are shown at the upper left, and 
lower left corners of the corresponding map, respectively. 

In Fig 2, the advantage of using spatio-temporal approaches be-
comes more obvious. In this figure, true epicardial potential at one 
node with respect to time is plotted along with its estimates with 
approaches mentioned in this study. It can be seen that: a) spatio-
temporal methods have smoother results than Spat-Bayes with 
respect to time which is expected due to temporal constraints used. 
b) The transition from positive to negative is achieved with more 
fidelity compared to real potential for Kalman filter based solu-
tions than Bayesian MAP solutions. c) Kalman-Direct has the best 
performance in this plot. This is contrary to the results in table 1, 
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where Kalman-Direct seem to perform worse than Kalman-Bayes.
But this result is consistent with our observations in Fig. 1.  
 Fig. 3 shows the RDMS values for each approach plotted with 
respect to time. a) At the initial time instants, Kalman filter based 
methods have lower RDMS values. b) After the first 40 ms, al-
though Kalman-Bayes still gives lower errors, Bayesian MAP 
methods also start to perform very similarly. c) Temp-Bayes ap-
proach seems to perform better than Spat-Bayes at the initial time 
instants. d) Kalman-Direct has the worst error performance at the 
final 10 ms.

Fig. 2 The plot of epicardial potential at node 350 with respect to time for 
solutions methods described at this study.  

Fig. 3 RDMS versus time plot 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, performances of spatial Bayesian MAP (Spat-
Bayes), spatio-temporal Bayesian MAP (Temp-Bayes) and Kalman 
filter methods were compared. The necessary a priori information 
for all methods came from a training set. Two different approaches 
were used to calculate the STM that maps the epicardial potentials 
in two consecutive time instants in the Kalman filter method; 
Kalman-Direct used the training set itself to calculate the STM, 
and Kalman-Bayes calculated the STM from the solution of spatial 
Bayesian MAP, which used the training set for prior probability 
density estimation. Although the overall error performance was 
improved with Temp-Bayes compared to Spat-Bayes, no signifi-
cant improvement was observed in the epicardial potential maps. 
Kalman-Bayes and Kalman-Direct improved the results especially 

at the wavefront where smoothing in Spat-Bayes was observed. In 
most of the time instants, the wavefront followed best by Kalman-
Direct, however its long computation time is the biggest handicap 
of this approach.  
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Abstract— image quality and some technical parameters of 

X-ray equipment mammography in Minas Gerais, Brazil were 
studied in 2004–2008. The study was conducted to review the 
overall condition of mammography equipment, dose and im-
age quality. The surface entrance kerma obtained of the phan-
tom was fairly consistent with the current diagnostic reference 
level and suggests that the current level is reasonable. En-
trance surface kerma were measured with TL LiF100 dosime-
ters and phantom images were obtained with automatic expo-
sure technique and fixed 28kV. The phantom used contains 
structures simulating tumoral masses, microcalcifications, 
fibers and low contrast areas. High resolution patterns to 
measure image definition and an optical density scale to meas-
ure image contrast were also included in the phantom. The 
visualization of simulated structures, the mean optical density 
and the contrast index allowed to classify the phantom image 
quality in a 7-point scale. 

Keywords — image quality, mammography, dose, screening 
programs. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cancer is the second cause of death for brazilian female 
population and breast cancer is the most frequent neoplasm 
amongst women. Mammography is an essential tool for 
diagnosis and early detection of this disease. In order to be 
effective, the mammography must be of good quality [1]. 

This is particularly important in radiography of sensitive 
organs such as breast and in screening programs where the 
exposed population is asymptomatic that the radiation dose 
is as low as reasonably practicable, while maintaining an 
adequate image quality. The application of x rays in mam-
mography examinations requires not only constant control 
of physical and technical parameters of the equipment used, 
but also an evaluation of the radiation risk for patients. 
There are a number of methods of dose evaluation in mam-
mography. Some of them are included in the dosimetry 
protocols. The tolerances for measured values, limiting the 
dose to the patients have also been established. 

The Brazilian College of Radiology (CBR), the National 
Agency for Health Surveillance (ANVISA) and internation-

al bodies recommend standards of practice for mammogra-
phy [2,3,4]. Because of the risks of ionizing radiation, tech-
niques that minimize dose and optimize image quality are 
essential, to ensure that all women are submitted to mam-
mography procedures of high quality for the detection of 
breast cancer. 

A mammography cannot be considered of good quality if 
it is not able to register with definition and contrast details 
of the normal and abnormal breast structures. Equipment 
performance, radiographic techniques, including breast 
positioning and compression, and film processing have 
direct impact on image quality in mammography. 

The female population at the age of 40 years or older in 
the state of Minas Gerais is about 1,460,000 women. It is 
estimated that 47% of these women undergo routine mam-
mography. According to the National Register of Health 
Facilities, in the state of Minas Gerais 340 mammography 
units are in operation and they are distributed throughout 
100 cities. 

The objective of this study was to investigate the quality 
status of all the mammography facilities in the state of Mi-
nas Gerais, Brazil, for quality assurance in mammography 
screening in a national programmer for breast cancer. 
Processing and reading conditions, as well as image quality 
and dose were recorded at three hundred and forty (340) 
centers (private and public). 

II.  MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This study has evaluated the entrance surface kerma and 
the image quality of a phantom in 340 mammography facili-
ties in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil, between December 
2004 and June 2008 under the Mammography Quality Con-
trol Programmer conducted by the Health Department of 
Minas Gerais. 

Entrance surface kerma was measured with LiF100 TL 
dosimeters [5] and phantom images were obtained with 
automatic exposure technique and fixed 28kV (FIG.1). 

The phantom used (Phantom Mama) is made of 5.0 cm 
thickness of polymetilmetacrylate (PMMA) and 0.5 cm 
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thickness of wax containg structures simulating tumoral 
masses, microcalcifications, fibers and low contrast discs. 

The visualization of 5 simulated structures (masses, mi-
crocalcifications, fibers, discs and patterns), the mean opti-
cal density and the contrast index allowed to classify the 
phantom image quality in a 7-point scale. The optimal per-
formance level to the phantom image quality was a score of 
7 points and minimum accepted level was 6 points. The 
reference range for the surface entrance kerma accepted to 
the phantom image is 10 ± 3 mGy, specified for patient dose 
measurements for comparison with the diagnostic reference 
levels as given in Brazil [2]. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Phantom esposure (left) and image for evaluation (right). 

III. RESULTS 

The Figures 2 to 5 shows the devices and accessories that 
directly and indirectly influence the quality of the mammo-
graphic image found at the 340 facilities inspected. The 
following items were evaluated: the performance of auto-
matic exposure control, the compressive force, alignment of 
the tray of compression, and the processing system.  The 
Figures 6 to 8 show the % conformity in image quality, 
index-contrast and in the entrance kerma on the surface of 
phantom. 
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Fig. 2. Results obtained in the evaluation of automatic exposure con-

trol 
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Fig. 3. Results obtained in the evaluation of the compressive force 
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 Fig. 4 Results in assessing the alignment of the tray of compression 
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Fig. 5.  Results obtained in the evaluation of systems for processing 
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Fig. 6. Results in the assessment of conformity of the image on the 
scores achieved by the image of the phantom. 
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Fig. 7 results of the estimated rate of contrast 

 

BENETT GE GIOTTO LORAD PHILIPS SIEMENS VMI  
Fig. 8. Distribution of values of input kerma on the surface of the 

phantom and conformity of the image 

IV. RESULTS 

According to the results for phantom image quality, 70% 
of the facilities VMI, Brazilian manufacturing, did not 
achieved the minimum performance level (score of 6 points, 
FIG. 8). It is mainly due to insufficient film processing 
observed in 68% of the units (FIG. 5). There is a relation-
ship between the final quality and performance of the image 
processing system. Among the services that had an adequate 
system of film processing, we found 53% with good quality 
images and 36% produced images with poor quality (FIG. 6 
and Tab. 1). Relationship between the conditions of the 
system of film processing and final quality of the image can 
be viewed in more detail in Table 1. 

Can be seen in Fig. 6 that bit of quality has been 
achieved for the machine VMI, Brazilian manufacturing and 
SIEMENS and GIOTTO.  

In the Figs. 2 to 5 can be seen that other factors also in-
fluenced this low level of image quality. 

Table 1. Relationship between the conditions of the system of film 
processing 

Processing good quality images images with poor quality 

image as 64%  36%  

image not as 40%  60%  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The quality of the mammograms developed and read 
from the majority of the centers was not within recommend 
standards of practice for mammography mainly due to trivi-
al problems. The surface entrance kerma obtained was fairly 
consistent with the current diagnostic reference level and 
suggests that the current level (10 mGy) is reasonable. The 
results for tests of image quality indicated that the main 
sources for optimum image quality are related to deficien-
cies in processing, in the adjustments of the automatic expo-
sure control systems, compressive force, alignment of the 
tray of compression, etc. A system of regularly monitoring 
patient dose and image quality is proposed as a possible 
solution in order to ensure continuously a high quality of 
mammography examinations 
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Abstract— This study describes noninvasive noncontact 
methods to acquire and analyze functional information from 
the skin. Multispectral images at several selected wavelengths 
in the visible and near infrared region are collected and used 
in mathematical methods to calculate concentrations of 
different chromophores in the dermis of the skin. The method 
is based on the continuous wave Near Infrared Spectroscopy. 
Concentration changes of hemoglobin (dO2Hb, dHHb and 
dtHb) can be calculated from light attenuations using the 
modified Lambert Beer equation. We applied this technique on 
multi-spectral images taken from the skin surface using 
different algorithms for calculating changes in O2Hb, HHb and 
tHb. In clinical settings, the imaging of local oxygenation 
variations and/or blood perfusion in the skin can be useful for 
e.g. detection of skin cancer, detection of early inflammation, 
checking the level of peripheral nerve block anesthesia, study 
of wound healing and tissue viability by skin flap 
transplantations. Images from the skin are obtained with a 
multi-spectral imaging system consisting of a CCD camera in 
combination with a Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (420 – 730 
nm). The skin is illuminated with either a broad band light 
source or a tunable multi wavelength LED light source. The 
algorithms were validated during skin oxygen saturation 
changes induced by temporary arm clamping and applied to 
some clinical examples. The initial results with the multi-
spectral skin imaging system show good results for detecting 
dynamic changes in oxygen concentration. However, the 
optimal algorithm needs to be determined.  

Keywords— Spectroscopy, Near Infrared, Skin, Methods, 
Oxygenation 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Conventional visual observation of the skin can give the 
clinicians addition information that can be used in 
establishing the diagnoses of a patient. An objective way of 
collecting skin information can therefore be useful also 
extra information can be achieved in studying the 
physiology of the skin processes or pathophysiology of skin 
diseases or tumors and their response to treatments. Near 
infrared (NIR) light is being used for more then 3 decades 
to study blood and tissue oxygenation changes in the brain 
and muscles[1]. Many studies have been published about 
the improvements of this method, physiological modeling in 

animal studies[2] and clinical intervention studies[3,4]. This 
technique could also be applied to study skin properties. In 
the near infrared wavelength range (700-1000 nm) the 
penetration depth of the light is large (up to several cm). For 
studying the skin in the reflection mode the most of the 
detected light penetrated the skin less deep (up to 2 mm), 
because of this also visible light (400-700 nm) could be 
used.  

Various other imaging modalities have been developed. 
The major limitations are: limited penetration depth, no 
functional information and a limited field of view. We want 
to look at a wide field multispectral 2D non contact imaging 
system that gives an image of the skin oxygenation changes. 
We will compare two different concentration calculation 
methods to calculate changes in O2Hb and HHb. In addition, 
we developed a simple and inexpensive multispectral 
imaging system of which the first results will be presented. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Light skin-tissue interaction 

Optical properties of the skin have been studied by 
several groups[5-10]. The scattering ( s’) coefficients are 
about 10 times larger then the absorption ( a) coefficients 
this causes that the optical path in the tissue is much larger 
then the distance between entrance and emittance of the 
photon. The mean optical path length is in the visible light 
(500-650nm) ~1-2mm and in the near infrared region ~6-
10mm. The information in the spectral images comes then 
from the tissue area from the skin surface up to a depth of 
0.5 mm in the visible range and 2-3 mm in the near infrared 
range. The blood pool is in a normal skin at ~0.3 and ~2 
mm deep. 

 
B. Experimental setups 

We have three experiments setup to collect spectral 
information from the skin. To select the wavelength images 
of the skin we use in two setups a Liquid Crystal Tunable 
Filter (LCTF). One system is for long distance (2-3 m) 
imaging and the second system is placed on the skin 
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(dermatoscopic system) using a LED ring lightning. The 
third system uses LED that flashes to select the wavelength 
images. For all the three setups reference images (dark and 
white) where made for each used wavelength. 

 
C. Setup 1: Multi-spectral imaging system with LCTF  

Our basic multi spectral imaging system has been 
described earlier[11], in short. A compact temperature 
compensated (B/W) 12-bit CCD camera (PCO PixelFly QE) 
is used in combination with a Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter 
(LCTF), images can be made at any wavelength between 
400 and 720 nm, with a band width of 7-10 nm. In front of 
the light source a linear polarization filter is placed, the 
polarization filter in front of the camera is at 90˚ to the 
illumination polarization (eliminate direct surface 
reflectance). The acquisition software corrects for the 
spectrum of the illuminating light source by adapting the 
integration time for each wavelength. 

 

    
Fig. 1 Experimental setup of the multi spectral imaging, in non contact 

mode, of the skin of a hand. 

D. Setup 2: Multi-spectral dermatoscope 

The compact multispectral dermatoscope uses the same 
equipment as in setup 1 but with some additions. A high 
power LED (Luxeon 5W White) is fiber optically coupled 
to a ring shaped polarized illuminator which is mounted on 
the camera head of the multispectral dermatoscope. A light 
shield is used to exclude all other light sources and keep a 
standard focal distance. The dermatoscope is placed in 
contact with the tissue.       

  
E. Setup 3: Multi-spectral LED  light source 

In the former setups we used a LCTF to select the 
wavelength images. In this setup we select the wavelengths 
by the light source. This is a preliminary setup to proof the 
principle. The LED light source exists of 4 LED’s with 

different wavelengths: 690, 750, 810 and 850 nm with a 
bandwidth 60–80 nm. A LED controller lights the four 
groups of LED’s sequentially.  

 
Fig. 2 Experimental setup of the LED illuminated skin imaging. The right 

picture shows the multi-wavelength LED illuminator.  

F. Physiological experiments 

To test the multispectral imaging systems and the 
concentration calculation methods, we did experiments on 
adult volunteers. The aim of the experiments was to make 
changes in the skin oxygenation; we used a hand as study 
object. Arm clamping was done to change the skin 
oxygenation for all 3 setups. First, the experimental subject 
is at rest in a stable situation then the arm is clamped for 1 
to 2 minutes using a blood pressure cuff to create a total 
occlusion. The cuff is released and the reperfusion of the 
hand is recorded for one minute. The created hypoxic-
ischemic condition will be monitored and the concentration 
changes of O2Hb and HHb will be calculated (see III).  

III. THEORY 

A. Classical delta time ( t) NIRS method  

The concentrations of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin (O2Hb 
and HHb) depend on the oxygen saturation and the total 
blood volume in the tissue. The absorbance can be 
described by the modified Lambert-Beer law[12]: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A c DPF d G  (1) 

Where ( )A  is the measured absorbence [-], ( ) the 
molair extinction coefficients [mM], c  the concentration 
[mM-1cm-1] , ( )G geometry factor [-], d source detector 
distance [cm]. DPF( ) is the differential pathlength factor   
[-], which corrects the geometrical source-detector distance 
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to the mean optical path in the tissue. If we take two 
absorbers in the skin we can rewrite formula (1) in matrix 
form as:  

2 2

2

1 11 1

2 2 2 2

( ) ( )( , ) ( )( )
( , ) ( ) ( )) ( )( )

O Hb HHb O Hb

O Hb HHb HHb

A t Gc t
d DPF

A t Gc t
 (2)    

In the classical t-method the assumption is that the G 
factor must be constant in time during the period of the 
measurement but may be wavelength dependent. 
Calculating the difference in time ( t) relative to a stable 
starting moment the absolute concentration change can be 

calculated:  
1

t
t

Ac
d DPF

  (3) 

B.  Delta wavelength ( t) NIRS method 

In this chapter a different method of calculating the 
concentrations of oxygen dependent chromophores is 
described based on the modified Lambert Beer law with 
other assumptions: 1)Optical pathlength is wavelength 
dependent and constant during the experiment: DPF( )*d.  
2)The geometry factor G is wavelength independent. 3)The 
geometry factor G may be time dependent.  

This leads in a simplifying the notation to the formulas 
for the concentration changes:        (4) 

1 3 12 1 2 13
0

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
[( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]

H H t H H t
t

H H O O H H O O

A t A t
c d

 

1 3 12 1 2 13

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]

O O t O O t
t H

O O H H O O H H

A t A t
c

d
  

C. Multi-spectral skin oxygenation imaging 

The collected multi spectral images of the skin surface 
can be converted to the reflectance spectrum by correcting 
them for spatially non uniform light distribution and the 
camera dark current:  

Ref

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )

S DR
W D

        (5)  

S( ) is the measured intensity with the CCD camera, 
D( ) is the dark current signal, Wref( ) is the reference of 
100% reflectance of a white standard.  The reflectance R 
can be interpreted as the transmission T   

10 10log( ) log( )A T R         (6) 
The formulas (3) and (4) can be applied on the reflectance. 

IV. RESULTS 

Arm clamping, setup 1, LCT filter t method 
The results presented are the images at the wavelengths 

560 and 620 nm during arm clamping. The concentration 

images at the normoxic, hypoxic and reperfusion stages are 
calculated, using the t method. Large changes in intensity 
in the different stages of tissue oxygenation (Fig. 3) are 
observed.  In a region of interest (ROI) the oxygenation 
changes during the whole measurement can be calculated. 

  

 
Fig. 3 Concentration changes in O2Hb and HHb calculated with the t 

method for the normoxic, hypoxic-ischemic and reperfusion state.  

Arm clamping, setup 2, LCT filter in dermatoscope setup 
using t and  t method 

In this measurement the LCT filter was used in the 
dermatoscopic setup and both concentration methods ( t 
and t) were applied on the registered reflectance images. 
The concentration changes in the ROI (circle Fig. 4) over 
the time of the experiment give for both methods an 
increase of the HHb and a decrease of the O2Hb.  

 
Fig .4 Images recorded with the dermatoscopic setup during arm clamping. 
At the ROI (circle) in the image the absorbance and concentration changes 

( t and t method) are calculated over the time of the experiment.   

Arm clamping, setup 3, LED lightning using t and  t 
method 

This is the same measurement as the two before except 
that we replaced the LCT-Filter by LED’s lightning. The 
four groups of LED’s are lighted sequentially and the CCD 
camera records the images of each wavelength. In Fig. 5 the 
changes of the concentrations of O2Hb and HHb for both 
calculation methods are shown in the different oxygenation 

Concentration t 

Absorbance  

O2Hb

HHb

Normoxic Hypoxic-
ischemic

Reperfusion

Concentration t 
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states. We observe large changes in intensity for the t 
method but nearly no differences for the t method.  

 

V. DISCUSSION  

With both the methods for calculating concentration 
changes it is possible to show oxygenation changes in the 
skin. The t method gave good results for all experimental 
setups. This method gives concentration images that are 
sensitive for movement artifacts. 

The t  method gave good concentration images 
variations for the LCT Filter setup but not for the LED 
setup. This could be explained by the large bandwidth of the 
LED’s. These concentration images were less sensitive for 
movement artifacts because the differences between the 
wavelengths are instantaneously taken. This t method 
corrects the concentration calculations for changes in the G 
factor during the time of the measurement.  

The Liquid Cristal tunable Filter has an integration time 
for each frequency of ~ 0.1 s. Replacing this filter with fast 
flashing LED’s could make this technique suitable for 
detecting fast dynamic physiological processes and would 
make the setup simpler and less expensive. 

In our experimental setup we used broadband width 
LED’s which gave good results for the t method but very 
noisy results for the t  method. This was expected because 
the difference in wavelengths with broad band LED’s will 
average out the spectral differences and nearly no 
differences in concentration changes will be seen. With 
narrow band LED’s this could be improved 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

The initial results with the multi spectral skin imaging 
system show good results for detecting dynamic changes in 
oxygen concentration. However, the optimal algorithm for 
calculating oxygenation changes need to be improved. The 

optimal wavelengths which give the highest contrasts for 
the clinical question need to be optimized. The 
simplification of the imaging system by using LED’s has 
been demonstrated but needs to be refined.  

Multi spectral skin imaging is a promising technique for 
various clinical applications were the local distribution of 
oxygenation is of major importance 
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Fig. 5 Images during arm clamping recorded in the LED multispectral 
setup. Examples of the O2Hb and HHb changes relative to the start of 
the measurement (normoxic state). The concentrations are calculated 

with both methods. 
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ABSTRACT

Successful employment of numerical techniques for the for-
ward and inverse electrocardiographic (ECG) problems re-
quires the ability to both quantify and minimize approxi-
mation errors introduced as part of the discretization pro-
cess. Conventional finite element discretization and refine-
ment strategies effective for the forward problem may be-
come inappropriate for the inverse problem because of its
ill-posed nature. This conjecture leads us to develop dis-
cretization strategies specifically for the inverse ECG prob-
lem. By quantitatively analyzing the connection between the
ill-posedness of the continuum inverse problem and the ill-
conditioning of its discretized version, we propose strategies
involving hybrid-shaped finite elements to discretize the in-
verse ECG problem effectively and efficiently. We also pro-
pose the criteria for evaluating the quality of the resultant dis-
crete system. The efficacy of the strategies are demonstrated
on a realistic torso model in both two and three dimensions.

Index Terms— electrocardiography; inverse problem; fi-
nite element method; adaptive refinement; resolution studies

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer modeling of the bioelectric fields in Electrocar-
diography (ECG) has received considerable interest in recent
years because it provides potential clinical tools for nonin-
vasive diagnosis of cardiac diseases (e.g. ischemia and ar-
rhythmia), guidance of intervention (e.g. ablation and drug
delivery), and evaluation of treatments (e.g. defibrillation).
Both the forward and inverse ECG simulations normally con-
sist of mathematical modeling of the biophysical process as
well as geometric approximation of the anatomical human
body structures. The modeling equations are then discretized
into a numerical system to provide practical solutions. It is
vital to assess how accurately numerical techniques solve the
mathematical models, the so-called verification process. In
order to reduce discretization errors, computational scientists
generally use refinement strategies targeted mostly towards
well-posed forward problems. However, inverse problems

This work was funded by NSF Career Award (Kirby) NSF-CCF0347791
and NIH NCRR Grant No. 5P41RR012553-10.

may require different discretization considerations than their
corresponding forward problem counterparts. This paper is
devoted to the numerical discretization of inverse ECG prob-
lems with the finite element method (FEM).

We consider one common formulation of the inverse ECG
problem in which one seeks to reconstruct the electric poten-
tials on the heart surface from the body-surface ECG mea-
surements. The mathematical model is given as follows:

∇ · (σ(x)∇u(x)) = 0, x ∈ Ω (1)
u(x) = u0(x), x ∈ ΓD (2)

�n · σ(x)∇u(x) = 0, x ∈ ΓN , (3)
u(x) = g(x), x ∈ ΓN (4)

where Ω denotes the human torso which is bounded by ΓD,
the epicardial (Dirichlet) boundary, and ΓN , the torso (Neu-
mann) boundary. The function u(x) is the potential field on
the domain Ω, u0(x) represents the epicardial potential, and
g(x) represents the measured body surface potential. σ(x)
is the symmetric positive definite conductivity tensor, and �n
denotes the outward facing vector normal to the torso surface.
The forward problem calculates the potential field u(x) given
the epicardial source u0(x). The inverse problem attempts to
recover u0(x) from the measurement g(x).

Discretization strategies for the FEM typically either uti-
lize adaptive refinements based on certain element-wise error
estimators, or refine regions where the potential field has high
spatial gradients [1]. Refinement stategies effective for for-
ward problems may not, however, be appropriate in inverse
problems–for example, increasing the numerical resolution
beyond a certain level may continue to improve the accuracy
of the forward problem, but meanwhile worsens the condi-
tioning of the inverse problem and reduces the solution accu-
racy.

In contrast to the well-posed forward problem, the inverse
problem is often severely ill-conditioned, requiring regular-
ization techniques to guarantee a stable solution. For exam-
ple, one form of regularization is the discretization itself [2].
We aim to develop discretization strategies that optimally al-
leviate the ill-conditioning of the inverse ECG problem. The
strategies can be used in combination with other classical reg-
ularization methods so as to achieve additional improvement
of the inverse solution accuracy.
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2. INVERSE PROBLEM, DISCRETIZATION AND
ILL-POSEDNESS

2.1. Finite Element Discretization

The potential field u(x) can be decomposed into a homoge-
neous part w(x) which satisfies both boundary conditions and
a homogeneous part v(x) characterized by:

∇ · (σ(x)∇v(x)) = −∇ · (σ(x)∇w(x)), x ∈ Ω (5)
v(x) = 0, x ∈ ΓD (6)

�n · σ(x)∇v(x) = 0, x ∈ ΓN . (7)

The new formulation implies that one first performs a “lift-
ing” operation of the epicardial boundary conditions onto the
function space defined over the entire domain and then solves
a homogeneous problem whose forcing function includes the
heterogeneous term. There are three approximation issues
involved in this process: (1) how accurately the epicardial
boundary condition u0(x) is represented; (2) the choice of
the lifting operator and the accuracy of its projection from the
epicardial boundary to the volume; and (3) the accuracy of
solving the homogeneous problem v(x).

The FEM tessellates the torso volume Ω and constructs a
set of basis functions, each of which associated with one ver-
tex. The potential field u(x) is represented by the linear com-
bination of basis functions weighted by the potential value on
corresponding vertices. Substituting this expansion into the
differential equation (1) and applying the Galerkin method
yields a linear system of the form:

(
AII AIT

ATI ATT

) (
uI

uT

)
=

( −AIH

0

)
uH (8)

where uH , uT , and uI denote the vector of potential values
on the discretized heart surface (H), the torso surface (T), and
inside the torso volume(I). The stiffness matrix A is parti-
tioned into six submatrices according to the interaction among
the three divisions.

Equation 8 describes the impacts of aforementioned three
approximation issues. Once uH determines the resolution of
the epicardial potentials, the accuracy of the FEM approxima-
tion is dictated by the discretization of the heart/volume inter-
action (AIH ) as well as the volume conductor (the left-side
matrix). We will address the resolution choice in combina-
tion with the concern of ill-posedness in the later section.

Equation 8 is then solved to derive the relationship between
the epicardial potentials and the resulting body-surface poten-
tials in the form of:

uT = KuH (9)

where K = M−1N is termed as the transfer matrix. The
inverse ECG problem attempts to recover uH given uT ; how-
ever, K is severely ill-conditioned.

2.2. Ill-Conditioning of the Numerical System

Since the primary challenge of solving the inverse ECG prob-
lem is to overcome its physical ill-posedness, we evaluate
the quality of different FEM discretizations by assessing the
ill-conditioning of their resultant transfer matrix K. This is
achieved by examining the singular values of K and utilizing
the concept of valid and null spaces of K.

Assuming σi are the singular values of K ∈ �m×n(m >
n), and ui, vi are the left and right eigenvectors of K, then we
have:

uT = K · uH =
n∑

i=1

uiσi(vT
i uH) =

n∑
i=1

αiui (10)

where αi = σi · (vT
i uH) is a scalar value representing the

product of the σi and the projection of uH on the ith eigenvec-
tor of the discretized epicardial function space. As σi rapidly
drops to zero, the epicardial space can be decomposed into
a valid subspace spanned by low indexed eigenvectors and a
null subspace spanned by high indexed eigenvectors. Only
the fraction of uH that falls in the valid space contributes to
the observable uT and can thereby be recovered.

Accordingly, a slowly-descending singular value spectrum
with more non-trivial singular values indicates a better condi-
tioning of a discrete inverse problem. The fraction of uH in
the valid subspace estimates the best solution recoverable, re-
gardless of regularization methods, regularization parameters,
error measurements, or input noise.

2.3. Regularization Methods and Parameter Selection

Since K is severely ill-conditioned and the measured data uT

is inevitably contaminated with noise, solving 9 requires reg-
ularization. Regularization introduces extra constraints so as
to yield a well-posed problem, the solution to which is stable
and not too far from the desired one.

We solve the inverse problem by adopting the classic
Tikhonov regularization expressed as

uH(λ) = argmin{‖KuH − uT ‖2
2 + λ2‖LuH‖2} (11)

where L is the discrete operator of the second order derivative,
and λ is a regularization parameter that controls the weight
placed on the regularization relative to that placed on solving
the original problem. The value of λ is determined by an
exhaustive search.

The “optimal” value of λ (however it is selected) re-
flects the ill-condition severity of the inverse problem being
solved. A small λ means that the problem is not severely ill-
conditioned and therefore does not require much regulariza-
tion, whereas a large λ offers the opposite implication. In the
extreme case of solving a well-conditioned problem, the solu-
tion is obtained by minimizing the residual error only and no
regularization is needed (λ = 0). The parameter λ provides
another means to assess the ill-conditioning during the regu-
larization process, in addition to evaluating singular values.
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2.4. Ill-Posedness Considerations

Since the human body is known to respond differently to elec-
tric signals of different spatial frequencies, Fourier analysis
aids us in quantifying how ill-conditioned the system is, and
thus helps provide a means of forming guidelines for dis-
cretization. We discover that the ill-posedness is an expo-
nential function of the spatial frequency (w.r.t.the azimuthal
variable in 2D or any closed surfaces in 3D). Reconstructing
epicardial potentials in higher fidelity therefore implies worse
conditioning of the discrete inverse problem. This discretiza-
tion concern differs from that in the forward problem.

Moreover, the heart-surface resolution gives the band-limit
of the epicardial potentials one seeks to recover, whereas the
volume discretization determines the band-limit of the actu-
ally solvable potential. Practitioners should ensure the former
not exceeding the latter, so as to avoid extra ill-conditioning
not due to the physical nature but to inadequate discretization.

3. RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MESH REFINEMENTS

3.1. Uniform Refinement in 2D

Although uniform refinements effectively reduce errors in the
forward problem solution (Figure 1 (top)), they worsen the
singular values and hence the ill-conditioning of the transfer
matrix K in the inverse problem (Figure 1 (bottom)). This
example shows discretization strategies for forward problems
should be cautiously carried over to inverse problems.

3.2. Volume Refinement in 2D

Figure 2 (A–C) displays three discretization levels of the
torso, with both the heart and torso boundary resolutions be-
ing fixed. Such volume refinement improves the singular
value spectrum of K (Panel D), leading to more accurate re-
construction of epicardial potentials (Panel E). This obser-
vation is also supported by Table 1. In the noise-free case,
volume refinement reduces the regularization amount λ from
0.0077 to 0.0005, indicating the improvement of the condi-
tioning of K; the relative error (RE) in the inverse solution
is correspondingly reduced from 8.81% to 4.19%. The im-
provement is also observed in the case of 30dB noise. Note
that the proportion of non-trivial singular values in the overall
eigenspace of K is determined by the resolution of the poly-
gon that encloses the interior boundary with the least number
of nodes. The gap between the singular value spectrum of
A and that of C indicates the ill-conditioning caused by in-
sufficient discretization but not associated with the ill-posed
nature of the continuum problem, as discussed in section 2.4.

3.3. Volume Refinement and Hybrid Meshing in 3D

Given that the epicardial surface resolution determines the ill-
conditioning while the normal direction resolution captures

Fig. 1. (top): Forward solution error convergence with increasingly refined
meshes labeled as A-D. Only Mesh A and C are displayed. |uH | represents
the epicardial resolution, |ūT − uT | means the solution error on the torso
surface. (Bottom): Singular value spectra of K resulting from meshes A-D,
normalized for visual comparison.

the high gradient field around the heart, it is natural to de-
couple both resolutions by placing prism elements which do
not have as restrictive aspect-ratio issues as typical in tetra-
hedral elements (or substituting quadrilaterals for triangles in
2D), as illustrated in Figure 3(top). Figure 3(bottom) com-
pares such hybrid meshes with ordinary tetrahedral meshes in
terms of their resultant transfer matrices’ singular values. Un-
der similar discretization levels, the hybrid mesh yields better
conditioned transfer matrices. In both types of meshes, vol-
ume refinements preserving boundary resolutions extend the
valid singular value spectrum, which is consistent with the 2D
situation discussed in Section 3.2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates how the FEM discretization of the in-
verse ECG problem influences the numerical conditioning of
the resulting discrete system. We summarize the refinement
guidelines for inverse problems as follows:

First, refining the heart surface increases the ill-
conditioning the discretized inverse system. One should re-
alistically assess the heart-surface resolution sufficient for the
specific problem of interest but be cautious to refine beyond
the minimum resolution needed.
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Fig. 2. (A)-(C): torso meshes in ascending volume resolutions and with
the same boundary resolutions. (D): singular values of K and AIH . (E):
reconstructed epicardial potentials.

Table 1. Relative errors (RE) of the inverse solutions and the correspond-
ing optimal regularization parameter λ, resulting from the simulations on
torso meshes shown in Figure 2. RE measures the ratio of the error to the
exact solution in the L2 norm.

Input Noise Noise Free 30dB 20dB
RE λ RE λ RE λ

Mesh A 8.81% 0.0077 9.02% 0.0080 14.33% 0.0205
Mesh B 5.85% 0.0016 7.90% 0.0042 15.45% 0.0207
Mesh C 4.19% 0.0005 7.17% 0.0035 15.26% 0.0215

Note: the random input noise is in normal distribution. Each data
presented above is the arithmetic average of 50 repeated simulations.

Second, refining the body surface improves the inverse sys-
tem to some extent, but only when the body-surface ECG
measurements is also increased.

With the above two items in place, the volume conductor
should be refined sufficiently to capture both the features of
the torso data and the features implied by the discretization of
the heart surface. For computational efficiency, beyond that
level is unnecessary.

Fig. 3. (Top): a hybrid torso mesh example with one layer of prisms around
the heart approximated by a cylinder. The blue dots represent vertices of the
tetrahedral volume mesh. (Bottom):singular values of K resulted from two
types of mesh. Each mesh type has two meshes in the same boundary surface
discretizations but different discretization levels for the volume.

Last, increasing the resolution normal to the heart surface
improves the approximation of the boundary-to-volume lift-
ing operator. This requires decoupling tangential and normal
resolutions, for which we advocate hybrid discretization –
quadrilateral elements in 2D and prism elements in 3D. These
geometries also connect well with tetrahedral or hexahedral
elements filling the volume.

Future work includes properly defining the patterns and
spatial frequencies of epicardial potentials on a 3D surface,
and understanding the impact of anisotropic conductivity.
Another direction is optimizing resource distributions given
limited computational resources.
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Abstract—Research on biofilms has benefited from the de-
velopment of new techniques to investigate their structure, 
function and morphology. Conjugated lectins combined with 
targeted ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) and high-
frequency ultrasound, offer unique possibilities to obtain 
quantitative information on biofilm mechanical properties. 
High-frequency time-resolved scanning acoustic microscopy 
(SAM) provides a novel means to obtain the structural and 
material properties of microbial biofilms. Noninvasive meas-
urements were conducted by employing a high-frequency time-
resolved scanning acoustic microscope operating at a center 
frequency of 100 MHz. Fluorescently labeled lectins were used 
in conjunction with targeted UCAs, epifluorescence micros-
copy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and time-
resolved SAM for visualization and characterization of carbo-
hydrate-containing extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 
of biofilms.  

Keywords—Infectious microbial biofilms, Targeted ultra-
sound contrast agents, High-frequency ultrasound, Acoustic 
microscopy, Mechanical properties. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Opportunistic pathogenic bacteria may gain entry into the 
human circulatory system, causing a transient bacteraemia 
[1]. Serious health complications of bacteraemia include 
life-threatening infective endocarditis [2], immune throm-
bocytopenia purpura [3], disseminated intravascular coagu-
lation [4] and even increased risk of myocardial infarction 
[5, 6] or stroke [7]. Furthermore, there is some evidence 
suggesting a role of these infections in other conditions such 
as atherosclerosis [8, 9]. 

The frequency of bacteraemic infections has greatly in-
creased in recent years, in part due to an increased use of 
interventionary procedures including angioplasty and the 
growing deployment of stents, catheters, pacemakers and 
prostheses [10, 11]. Moreover, an increase in antibiotic 
resistance has contributed to more bacterial infections that 
are refractory to treatment [12]. 

It is now widely recognized that in natural settings bacte-
rial cells are most often found in close association with 
surfaces and interfaces, in the form of multicellular  

aggregates commonly referred to as biofilms [13]. The 
biofilm aggregate form offers its microbial cell members 
protection from environmental insults and assaults [14]. The 
biofilm matrix constitutes a dynamic environment in which 
the component microbial cells appear to reach homeostasis 
and are optimally organized to make use of available nutri-
ents. The major matrix components are microbial cells, 
polysaccharides and water, alongside with excreted cellular 
products while the formation and maintenance of structured 
biofilm communities critically depends upon the production 
of extracellular substances that, in multicellular aggregates, 
constitute an extracellular matrix [15].  

Opportunistic pathogenic bacteria synthesize lectins that 
play a prominent role in human infections [16]. Lectins are 
proteins of non-immune origin that recognize and bind to 
specific carbohydrate structural epitopes without modifying 
them. This group of carbohydrate-binding proteins acts as 
central mediators of information transfer in biological sys-
tems and perform their functions by interacting with glyco-
proteins, glycolipids and oligosaccharides. Whether ex-
tracted from natural sources or expressed in cell cultures, 
lectins provide models for the study of protein–
carbohydrate interactions and exquisite tools for the analy-
sis of carbohydrates, in either free form or bound to lipids or 
proteins. Also, because of their presence at carbohydrate 
recognition events, lectins may be therapeutic targets or 
may be used to deliver drugs to their site of action [17]. 

Several methods have been developed for the study of 
biofilm formation and their extracellular matrix, but the 
range of their capabilities is often limited by technical fac-
tors such as low sensitivity, time-intensive and intrusive 
sampling. To face the challenge of real-time monitoring of 
microbial biofilms, rapid, highly sensitive, and minimally-
invasive techniques need to be developed and established in 
the clinical field.  

Fluorescently labeled lectins, in combination with epif-
luorescence or CLSM, have been used in biofilm research to 
visualize, localize and biochemically characterize polysac-
charides and monitor changes in polysaccharide composi-
tion [18-20]. Despite significant advancements in this field, 
the biotechnical and medical potential of lectins to identify 
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and localize the presence or absence of a pathogenic biofilm 
in situ and in vivo has not been fully investigated. 

The current study investigates the potential of employing 
fluorescently labeled lectins in combination with targeted 
UCAs and high-frequency time-resolved SAM to identify 
and localize the presence of biofilm formations in real-time. 

II. TIME-RESOLVED ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPY 

Ultrasound imaging is widely used for a range of medical 
applications. High-frequency SAM is an emerging and 
promising technique. A short burst of ultrasound is emitted 
from a transducer and directed to a biological sample. Ech-
oes are produced as a result of the interaction of sound with 
the sample, and some of these are reflected back to the 
transducer. By precisely timing the period elapsed between 
the emission of the pulse and the reception of the echo, the 
system provides information on local changes in mechanical 
properties without any physical contact with the specimen. 
Echoes are generated when the propagating ultrasound 
wave encounters an object with different acoustic imped-
ance. When the sample is significantly smaller than the 
acoustic wavelength, echoes are generated through scatter-
ing.  SAM offers an opportunity to obtain structural and 
material properties of biofilms in vivo applying ultrasound 
at levels well below the known damage threshold [21, 22]. 

Furthermore, targeted UCAs scatter incident ultrasound 
waves in their response to the alternating compression and 
rarefaction cycles. Their gas content is much more com-
pressible than cells or their surroundings such that they 
oscillate about their equilibrium radii. This difference in 
acoustical impedance and compressibility allows for an 
enhanced scattering at their location and thus offers molecu-
lar imaging potential with conjugated UCAs. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Microbial Biofilm Growth   

The bacterial species and strain used were Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) PAO1 (provided by Tung T. 
Hoang, Department of Microbiology, University of Hawaii 
at Manoa, Honolulu, USA) and Staphylococcus aureus (S. 
aureus). A bacterial culture was prepared by inoculating 
one colony of 1.5 ml P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 and S. 
aureus respectively, thawed from frozen stock, to 100 ml 
Trypsin Soy Broth growth medium (TSB, T8907, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). The TSB growth medium was 
diluted in ultrapure water (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, 
USA) and filtrated through a 0.22 µm membrane filter. 

Subsequently, the inoculum was incubated overnight for 
twelve hours and kept on the incubator shaker at 37 °C 
atmosphere and 160 RPM. The overnight inoculum, was 
standardized to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.05 
relative to the optical density of the TSB growth medium by 
using a spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fuller-
ton, CA, USA).   

The biofilm growth under static conditions for both strains 
was conducted by adding three microliters of standardized 
inoculums in each of the pre-treated cover slips. Cover slips 
were previously treated with various acids and solutions to 
enhance hydrophilicity and make them charge neutral to 
improve biofilm attachment. The cover slips were then kept 
inside an incubator shaker at 37 °C and 160 RPM continu-
ously for time periods of 12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours respec-
tively before harvesting the biofilms and prior to their as-
sessment and imaging by CSLM and high-frequency SAM. 

 

Fir. 1 Epifluorescence image of targeted UCAs bound on the surface of a 
biofilm matrix 

B. Microbubble Contrast agents and Visualization 

In the experimental assay, targeted UCAs, lipid-
encapsulated perfluorocarbon-gas containing microbubbles, 
with a mean diameter of 2.5 µm were employed (Targeson, 
LLC, Charlottesville, VA, USA). 

The UCA samples (fig. 1) were washed twice in de-
gassed aqueous saline by centrifugation (x400g, 4 min) to 
remove the lipids not incorporated in the microbubble shell. 
The concentration that was used throughout the study was 
1-3×108 microbubble contrast agents per milliliter.  

Prior to ultrasonic and CSLM imaging, the microbubble 
contrast agents were conjugated with 20μL Streptavidin 
AlexaFluor 568 (Invitrogen). The solution was incubated on 
ice for 30 minutes. Subsequently, the excess streptavidin 
was washed from the microbubbles by adding degassed 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to a 3mL lock-luer syringe 
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attached to a one-way stopcock until a total volume of 2.0 
mL within the syringe was reached.  

Wheat Germ Agglutinate (WGA) AlexaFluor 488 and 
Concanavalin A (ConA) AlexaFluor 488 were both used as 
lectin proteins since both bind different polysaccharides on 
the EPS in an effort to improve the binding efficiency due 
to the tendency of microbial biofilms to switch polysaccha-
ride makeup.  

The final fluorescent label used was a DAPI, a nucleic 
acid dye that can be added to TSB media and taken up by 
the P. aeruginosa bacteria. The addition of this nucleic acid 
dye helps differentiate actual bacteria cells from the poly-
saccharide matrix of the biofilm (fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 Epifluorescence image shows the increase of the microbial biofilm 
mass for the time point after 96 hours. Green spots represent biofilm mass, 
the bright red spots indicate the position of the fluorescently labeled tar-
geted ultrasound contrast agents while the microbial cells of S. aureus were 
stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride DAPI and 
appear in blue 

C. Ultra High-Frequency Acoustic Microscopy 

A scanning high-frequency time-resolved acoustic mi-
croscope with a center frequency of 100 MHz (SASAM, 
Fraunhofer IBMT, St. Ingbert, Germany) was employed. 
The transducer mechanically scans laterally over a region of 
interest, and forms a 2D image using echoes from a series of 
adjacent transducer beam locations. The lateral resolution of 
the system lies in the range of 10-15 µm. At a given beam 
location, the received ultrasound echo is converted into a 
brightness scale that is subsequently displayed as one line 
on the image. The growth medium was refreshed before 
conducting ultra high-frequency measurements.   

IV. DISCUSSION 

Microscopy is a highly valuable approach to biofilm in-
vestigations, and especially confocal scanning laser  

microscopy can provide accurate 3D reconstructions. None-
theless, this technique cannot be used to visualize unstained 
material or any other matrix which was not specifically 
treated. Acoustic microscopy provides a non-invasive me-
thod which can be applied repeatedly on the same sample 
after subjecting it to different treatments or materials with-
out the need of any staining or fixing procedure. 

Time-resolved acoustic microcopy, in particular, pro-
vides a non-invasive visualization method in the field of 
medicine and biology. Moreover, SAM enables the real-
time monitoring of physiological processes in living sam-
ples. The observation of changes in the mechanical proper-
ties by employing ultrasound with targeted microbubbles in 
general and ultra high-frequency combined with targeted 
microbubbles in particular offers the potential to provide 
new insights at the molecular level and to further assist in 
investigating biofilm infections. While acoustic microscopy 
studies so far have focused only on morphology and thick-
ness, we have studied the avenue of ultrasound molecular 
imaging by employing targeted UCAs. Furthermore, it has 
been shown that high-frequency ultrasound signals can be 
sensitive to both tissue structure and cells undergoing apop-
tosis. Thus, examining ultrasound signals reflected from 
different biofilm types or during growth, after therapy or 
treatment, may provide novel information and assist ad-
vancing considerably the understanding of biofilms. 
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Abstract— Thyroid planar scintigraphy is a standard tech-
nique in Nuclear Medicine. The clear information it provides it 
has allowed it to live for decades. Freehand SPECT has been 
introduced lately as a 3D imaging modality for small anato-
mies []. In this work, the freehand SPECT technology is ap-
plied for the first time for 3D thyroid scintigraphy. A first trial 
in 10 thyroid patients (40-78y, mean 61) was performed for the 
purposes of testing and evaluation of this technology in a pilot 
study setup. For validation a 2D/3D registration method was 
designed and implemented in order to compared conventional 
2D thyroid scintigraphy with the new 3D freehand SPECT 
images. Further the accuracy of the 2D/3D registration appli-
cation was evaluated with a synthetic 3D thyroid shape and 
known rigid transformation. The 2D/3D registration for the 
synthetic data were bold and the ones of the patient data sets 
reveal that the freehand SPECT is a promising approach that 
may open new doors in Nuclear Medicine. 

Keywords— Thyroid scintigraphy, gamma probe, intraopera-
tive imaging, image reconstruction, 2D/3D regis-
tration. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the field of Nuclear Medicine, for the purpose of thy-
roid diagnosis the radioactive isotope Tc-99m is used as 
standard technique to image metabolic activity using small 
gamma cameras. This method of thyroid imaging is com-
monly referred to as thyroid scintigraphy [1]. 

This examination enables the doctor to detect the pres-
ence of hot nodules (areas with high uptake, indicating 
hyperfunction) and cold nodules (areas with low uptake, 
indicating hypofunction) in the thyroid. Although the stan-
dard thyroid scintigraphy offers relative good clue for the 
diagnosis, the information in the scintigraphy image is 2-
dimensional. This means that the uptake of a point on the 
image is the accumulated measurements along the axis 
perpendicular to the sensor plane. Consequently, this can 
result in ambiguous information in some cases. One exam-
ple is if a cold nodule is located right behind a hot nodule: 
in the 2D image, then the cold nodule or even both nodules 
will not be recognized. 

Lately new technologies for 3D nuclear imaging have
been developed based on tracked gamma probes. Gamma

probes are 1-dimensional detectors that can be freely moved 
with the hand. If its position is acquired simultaneously with 
its reading images can be generated. These images are 
commonly called freehand SPECT and can measure the 
radioactive distribution in a fully 3D view [2] [3]. 

Taking the advantage of the radioactive distribution mea-
surement in 3D, freehand SPECT can be used to enhance 
the thyroid diagnosis by generating 3D tomographic thyroid 
scintigraphy [4]. For example, the case of overlapped cold 
and hot nodules described above can be easily distinguished 
with the help of the uptake distribution provided in 3D. 

In this work, the main focus is on evaluation of the free-
hand SPECT data using 2D/3D registration. 10 patients that 
underwent the 2D planar scintigraphy were analysed using 
freehand SPECT immediately after the conventional imag-
ing. The radioactive distribution in 3D, which was collected 
and calculated by the freehand SPECT application, was then 
registered with the 2D planar scintigraphy. To some extent, 
the results of the 2D/3D registration can reflect the accuracy 
and reliability of the freehand SPECT system. 

II. MATERIALS & METHODS 

2D/3D registration is a common task with the Image 
Guided Surgery (IGS) or Image-Guided Radiotherapy 
(IGRT). There interventionally acquired X-ray images are 
registered with CT images in order to determine the orienta-
tion and position of the CT in the current patient position 
(see e.g. [5]). 

In the 2D/3D registration problem, one of the key chal-
lenges is to find an appropriate way to compare the two 
input images with different dimensions. The most common 
approach is to simulate one image modality in the same 
dimensionality as the other one, so that the images can be 
compared in the same space. Simulating 2D images from 
3D volume is much less demanding and more computation-
al efficient than reconstructing 3D volume from 2D images. 
A commonly used metod to generate 2D simulated images 
from 3D is the ray-casting algorithm [5]. Rays are first 
constructed between points on the imaging plane and the 
imaging source. The pixel values of the simulated 2D image 
are computed by summing up the attenuation values asso-
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ciated with each voxel along the constructed ray between 
the pixel and imaging source. In the case of 2D/3D registra-
tion of scintigraphic data, the voxel value of the radiation 
have to accumulated. 

When both input images are in the 2D space, similarity 
measures can be applied on them to score the quality of 
registration. There are some well known similarity measure 
functions, such as Sum of Squared Difference (SSD), Nor-
malized Cross Correlation (NCC), Mutual Information
(MI), etc. The values of the rotation and translation of the 
3D image are finally optimized using optimization proce-
dures like the Powell method [6]. 

In our work, the applied 2D/3D registration approach be-
tween the scintigraphy and freehand SPECT is conceptually 
identical with the approach for the X-Ray/CT registration 
described, but the implementation is specified for these two 
particular modalities. In the case of most thyroid scintigra-
phies a parallel hole collimator is used. Such collimator 
filters rays so that only those traveling from specified direc-
tions almost parallel to the holes (perpendicular to the im-
age plane).can go through. In the real case, the patient is So 
in our case, the DRR is generated under an orthographic 
projection of 3D SPECT volume instead of projective pro-
jection used in the X-Ray/CT registration. 

Fig. 1: Patient while scintigraphy of his thyroid is acquired. 

In this work NCC, as image gradient based similarity 
measure, was chosen due to the multimodality registration. 
Simplex was chosen as the optimization method in the ap-
plication. 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Before using the application to evaluate the acquired 
freehand SPECT data of thyroid, the accuracy of the 2D/3D 
registration application itself needs to be evaluated and 
verified. 

The basic idea of the verification experiment is first to 
take a 2D image and a 3D volume whose pose Pi (position 
and orientation) aligned with the 2D image is known and 
considered as ground truth. Then the 2D/3D registration 
program is used to register the 3D volume with new pose 
Pn, which has certain offset to Pi, to the 2D image. The 
difference between the registered pose Pr and the ground 
truth pose Pi are the errors of the registration with respect to
the pose Pn. 

For evaluation a synthetic data with thyroid-like shape 
(figure 2) was used as the 3D volume (volume 10x10x10 
cm3). The range of Pn is chosen so that it can cover the 
alignment offset, which could appear in the normal clinical 
case, between the 3D freehand SPECT volume and the 2D 
scintigram. 

Fig. 2: Synthetic thyroid from front, top and side.

Using the NCC as the similarity measure, the program 
were tested with different pose offsets: position offsets 
along x- and y-axis respectively; orientation offset about x-, 
y- and z-axis respectively; orientation offset about x-, y- and 
z-axis at the same time; position offsets along x- and y-axis 
and orientation offsets about all three axes at the same time. 
Figure 3 and 4 present exemplary cases of offset in position 
and rotation and table 1 shows the overall results with syn-
thetic data. 
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Fig. 3: Errors in translation along x and y axis. Due to the 
orthogonal projection no error can be quantified in z axis. 

Fig. 4: Errors in rotation around x, y and z axis. 

The results in general show that within a certain range (-
10 to 10 cm translation and -10 to 10° rotation), called 
“clipping range” are very good with only 0.2 mm error in 
translation and 2° error in rotation. 

Table 1: RMS errors of synthetic data experiments, transla-
tion errors in % and rotation errors in degrees within clip-

ping range . 

Offset error 
trans x 

error 
trans y 

error 
rot x 

error 
rot y 

error 
rot z 

pos. x 0.11 0.16 0.54 0.85 1.14 
pos. y 0.09 0.14 0.58 1.62 2.14 
orient. 
x 

0.08 0.15 0.50 2.47 1.80 

orient. 
y 

0.11 0.14 0.50 2.43 2.29 

orient. 
z 

0.09 0.13 0.54 2.29 2.03 

orient. 
xyz  

0.09 0.14 0.37 2.66 2.12 

pos. & 
orient. 

0.09 0.11 0.46 3.41 1.80 

After our 2D/3D registration program has been verified 
to have good accuracy, it was applied on 10 clinical data 
sets. Exemplary results can be seen in figures 5 and 6. 

Fig. 5: 2D scintigraphy, registered projection of freehand 
SPECT and NCC image (similarity) of patient showing a 

good result in registration. 

   

Fig. 6: Same as above in patient showing a bad result in 
registration due to a shift while scanning each side of neck. 

Among the registration results of all the 10 data sets, 5 
data sets have the quality as good as the one presented in 
figure 5, in which the overlapping area covers the most part 
of the thyroid in the scintigram. In another 3 data sets, only 
one of the two thyroid lobes or part of them is registered. 
The 3 data sets have relative worse reconstruction of ra-
dioactivity distribution than the 5 good ones. The possible 
reason could be as mentioned above: movement of patient’s 
neck during acquisition. The scintigraphy/freehand SPECT 
registration failed on the rest 2 data sets. The 3D volumes of 
the 2 data sets have bad quality, which is the main reason of 
failed registration. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In the presented work, the clinical use of freehand
SPECT for 3D thyroid scintigraphy was evaluated quantita-
tively for the first time. 

For these means a scintigraphy/freehand SPECT 2D/3D
registration application for thyroid diagnosis was created. 
The accuracy of it was verified by registering a synthetic 
thyroid-like 3D volume at different poses to its 2D front 
projection image. The registration errors were analyzed and 
used to confirm the good accuracy of the 2D/3D registration 
application. 

In a second step the freehand SPECT was applied on 10 
patients to collect the radioactivity in thyroid and to recon-
struct its distribution in 3D. At the end, the radioactivity 
distribution in 3D was registered with the corresponding 2D 
scintigram for the 10 data sets. The registration results were 
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evaluated qualitatively and reveal that the freehand SPECT 
is a promising approach. 

There is much work to do. Increasing the patient number, 
improving the acquisition protocols of freehand SPECT and 
comparison with multi pin-hole SPECT images are steps 
ahead. However, we believe that this contribution already 
can bring new solutions for old problems towards an opti-
mized diagnostics and a more patient specific therapy. 
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Abstract— Brain disorders are divided into two categories:  
anatomic and metabolic. Since brain disorders initially appear 
as metabolic abnormalities and ultimately result in anatomic 
defects, it is necessary to analyze the metabolic along with the 
anatomic aspect of the brain tissue in the preliminary stages of 
diagnosis to greatly increase the chances of a cure. It is possi-
ble that metabolic abnormalities exist without an anatomic 
defect such as Alzheimer disease. The brain anatomic images 
may achieve from MRI and physiologic and metabolic brain 
data can achieve from DHC-SPECT or PET system when a 
radiopharmaceutical such as FDG have been injected to the 
patient. For fusion of the brain MRI and DHC-SPECT images 
obtained from individual scanners, we developed the user-
friendly FMDIB software in the MATLAB environment. With 
the help of this software, we resolved the geometrical misa-
lignment of the brain images and subsequently co-registered 
them with a 1 mm precision. This software enabled us to per-
form the three dimensional rendering of the image, re-slicing 
the image with thickness of 1 to 3 mm, slicing the two dimen-
sional DHC-SPECT projections into an arbitrary direction. 

Keywords— Image Fusion, MRI, DHC-SPECT, PET, Brain 
imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In cases where anatomic images do not show specific le-
sions but the abnormalities are shown in the metabolic im-
ages, an image fusion for diagnosis of the exact location is 
needed [1,2,3]. In other words, in these situations, dual-
modality fusion is recommended. The dual-modality fusion 
can be divided into three categories. The first is fusion 
modality where the physician by placing both images side 
by side and conceptually composes an image, the second is 
hardware-based fusion where two different types of scan-
ners are placed on the same axis in hardware form, and the 
third is software-based fusion where with the help of a 
computer two types of images are fused and processed. The 
first category is conceptual and imprecise and relies on the 
expertise of a physician. In the second method, Hardware-
based fusion as it relates to PET/CT has been successful but 
it costs more than individual PET and CT scans[4,5]. How-
ever, in the case of PET/MRI fusion it has faced structural 

limitations because of technical problems stemming from 
PET or DHC-SPECT system sensitivity to strong magnetic 
resonance of the MRI [6,7]. The third category of dual-
modality which uses a software for fusion is more popular 
due to its acceptable precision, speed, simplicity and more 
economic. In this study, we used the multi-purpose comput-
er code: MATLAB for the processing, reconstructing, and 
three-dimensional rendering for the fusion of images by 
stand-alone MRI and DHC-SPECT scanners. 

II.  METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS  

A. Data Sets 

The anatomic brain images were acquired from a T1-
weighted three-dimensional, fast field-echo MRI.  The MRI 
T1-weighted image of the whole brain of a patient consisted 
of 150 continuous trans-axial slices of 1.2mm thickness 
with TR=30 msec, TE=13 msec, 256 × 256 matrix and 230-
mm field of view. The MRI images with precise anatomic 
information were acquired with a whole-body MRI, GE 
model, 1.5 Tesla, using a standard head coil operating at 
21.3 MHz. The brain functional images were acquired in the 
coincidence mode with a Dual-Head SPECT system with 
coincidence option after administration of about 5 mCi FDG 
to the patient. The SPECT data were reconstructed to 23 
continuous trans-axial slices with a 64 × 64 matrix, with a 
slice thickness of approximately 3 mm. 

B. Methodology and Results 

We initially interpreted the unrefined images received 
from the scanner by the computer code MATLAB (version 
7.6). For processing the images, we developed the software 
FMDIB (Fusion of MRI and DHC-SPECT Images of Brain) 
as a collection of M-files and installed it as a fusion toolbox 
in the MATLAB environment so that each particular file 
could be executed as needed. As previously mentioned, 150 
T1-weighted trans-axial slices of MRI images were ac-
quired while only 64 two-dimensional projections of DHC-
SPECT images were obtained. Acquiring two sets of images 
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from two separate scanners that are not isocentered and 
geometrically aligned normally, generates a problem 
[8,9,10]. Moreover, the starting and ending of the image 
profile slices belonging to each set were different. 

 To alleviate these problems, we used our invented me-
thod by three dimensional rendering and selection of a dis-
tinct orientation for re-slicing the image. The thicknesses of 
the slices obtained from the MRI and the SPECT images 
were about 1.5 and 3.0 mm, respectively. This difference in 
thickness is considered to be an undesired factor in fusion. 
To create three-dimensional SPECT images, the images 
which were initially two-dimensional projections had to be 
converted to trans-axial slices. 

 In doing so, we created and executed an M-file so to 
create a defined trans-axial slice where the related mea-
surements of each specific row from the 64 matrices were 
saved in a zero matrix. This was performed for all 64 pro-
jections and each projection was rotated 5.625 degrees rela-
tive to its previous position (as 64 movements of the scan-
ner heads, sweeps 360 degrees or; 360/64 = 5.625o). The 
5.625 degrees rotation was taken into account while con-
structing the new matrix. Figure 1 represents 2-dimensional 
projection of the DHC-SPECT image of head and neck  area 
while in this figure (with a 64×64 matrix) only 23 rows are 
related to the real area of the brain. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The real area of Brain scan for a sample DHC-SPECT Projection 

 
For SPECT and MRI three-dimensional rendering of the 

images we used grid and contour slice methods.  In this 
method, with selection of a three-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinates and defining a grid, the sliced images as sepa-
rate surfaces were placed to coincide with the next slice 
from top to bottom or from bottom to top. To simplify this 
procedure and to speed up the program execution, the ac-

quired information on the MRI and the DHC-SPECT im-
ages were put in a 4-dimensional 256×256×3×150 and 
64×64×3×64 matrices, respectively. The first and second 
dimensions are associated with the rows and columns, the 
third with color information, and the fourth with number of 
slices. The typical samples of the 3-dimensional MRI and 
DHC-SPECT images are shown in figures 2 and 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2 A three dimensional MRI image reconstructed from individual trans-

axial slices 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 3 A three dimensional rendered image obtained from the tow dimen-
sional trans-axial slices of DHC-SPECT 

 
 

 
With this 3-dimensional rendering method, selecting, ob-

serving and saving the desired slices in the sagital or coron-
al image principle planes (figure 4), as well as obtaining 
slices in every desired angle in an oblique direction became 
possible. 
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Fig. 4 Observing the desired slices in three principle planes 

  
It is essential for the anatomic and metabolic images to 

be registered prior to fusion. For geometric registration of 
the images, procedures such as scaling, translation and rota-
tion were implemented. The most technical difficulty en-
countered in image registration was the peripheral area 
differentiation. To resolve this problem, we employed a 
gradient function that was sensitive to the intensity and 
variation of each pixel. In the MRI images, the gradient 
function was employed to differentiate the outer skull from 
the inner skull boundary by a sudden pixel intensity change 
from low to high. In PET and DHC-SPECT images, the 
reduction of the noise outside of the patient’s skull causes a 
significant change on the brain boundaries. The gradient 
function recognizes this change and defines the brain con-
tour. Needless to say, in MRI T1-weighted images the scalp 
appears as white, whereas in the metabolic PET images no 
activity is observed for the same scalp and therefore it is 
more appropriate to omit the skull area entirely. This is 
attainable by changing the threshold of the gradient func-
tion. Having the brain boundaries defined with the use of 
control points and having aligned both three-dimensional 
images in the same specific orientation. 

For fusion, it is essential for the two images to be of the 
same size. Thus, we must either shrink the 256×256 MRI 
images to the 64×64 PET image size or we must magnify 
the PET images to the 256×256 size. During the shrinking 
of the images, we noticed that some of the pixels were lost 
and consequently reduced the quality of the images. There-
fore, it is more suitable to magnify the 64×64 PET images 
to the 256×256 MRI image size. This magnification was 
performed by employing the neighboring technique in 
which the neighboring point information was taken into 
account. 

In the final step of fusion, the registered images were 
fused together by utilizing the wavelet toolbox. In brief, in 
wavelet theory, each input image is regarded as a wave and 
in the fusion process the equivalent of the two waves is 
considered as a fused image. In SPECT images to show 
colors we used a jet color scheme whereas a gray tone was 
used for the MRI images. Finally, the fused images can be 
viewed and saved under common formats such as JPEG and 
or bmp in the wavelet toolbox as presented in figure 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 A sample of final fused SPECT/MRI image obtained by FMDIB 
software 

III. CONCLUSIONS  

Software image registration is a powerful tool that facili-
tates image fusion of several modalities in a variety of clini-
cal situations which has several applications: combination 
of MRI and SPECT images for improved diagnosis for 
oncology, cardiology, and neurology; radiation therapy 
planning and correction of nonlinear changes between ana-
tomic and metabolic scans for both stand-alone modalities 
and hybrid SPECT/MRI and PET/MRI systems. Due to the 
presence of strong magnetic field in MRI scanners, the 
Photo Multiplier Tubes response in SPECT/MRI and 
PET/MRI is altered and thereby limiting the technical de-
velopment of such hybrid systems. Therefore, using FMDIB 
software to observe the fused SPECT/MRI images is consi-
dered to be one of the main advantages of this method. 
Furthermore, FMDIB software application can be extended 
to MRI/CT, SPECT/CT and PET/CT. The proposed algo-
rithm provided us with three dimensional images with the 
same slice thicknesses (1 to 3 mm) and geometrical posi-
tions for both MRI and DHC-SPECT, for better registration 
and fusion of the final image. All stages of fusion i.e. ex-
tracting the matrices of the images, requisite processing, 
three dimensional rendering, image registration, and image 
fusion can be performed manually as well as automatically 
in this algorithm. This algorithm is very user friendly and 
provides high quality of visualization of the image.  Our 
results indicate that using the FMDIB software provides 
better interpretation of the image and more precise localiza-
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tion of the metabolic activity and/or exact anatomic region 
of the brain for diagnosis, prognosis and follow ups. 

In principal, the application of FMDIB software can be 
further extended to the studies of the chest, heart, etc. 

The hybrid PET/MRI scanners have not yet been manu-
factured and thus not available in Iran. Therefore, with use 
of this method, without obliging the patient to travel to a 
specialty center, and the use of separate scans and images 
prepared by the MRI imaging, Nuclear Medicine, Gamma 
camera and DHC, SPECT clinics we can provide the physi-
cians and specialty teams with the fused images  for treat-
ment planning and follow-up. In addition, we can increase 
the use and benefit of these scanners by using separate 
scanners that can each create either anatomic or metabolic 
information and by using this software. 
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EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF RADIOGRAPHIC FILMS UTILIZED IN 
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY 
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1 Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro(UERJ)/ Biophysics and Biometric Department, Laboratório de Ciências Radiológicas (LCR), 
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Abstract – To evaluate the quality of the radiographies films 
used in the Brazil, according to the rules of ISO 9236-1 and a 
simulator of a radiographic image a laboratory of control of 
the quality in radiographic films was implemented. In this 
study the results of five films of different manufacturer’s films 
are presented: The characteristic curves for the ISO qualities 
of 55kV, 70kV, 90kV and 120kV are shown and the PTW 
REX simulator was used to determine the image quality 
parameters. The film 2 presented problems, due high 
sensibility. The film 1 owns a more energy dependence than 
in relation to the others films. The film 5 presented the best 
results for almost all the sensitometric parameters. Existing 
films in the Brazilian market vary considerably, with relation 
the image quality. 
Keywords – radiographic film, quality and laboratory. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A large number of screen-films systems became 
available for the use in diagnostic radiology [1], 
constituted of well known materials, as rare earth 
phosphors, that have high absorption of X rays and high 
efficiency in the conversion for light, in special if 
compared with the phosphors of calcium tungstate. The 
biggest advantage of these systems is the reduction of 
the exposition of the patient to X radiation, due to its 
high speed. On the other side, a system with extreme 
speed can result in degradation in quality of the 
radiographic image; therefore, the speeds and other 
properties of the image are important parameters for the 
users of these systems [2, 3, 4, 5]. 

According to data of the United Nations Scientific 
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation [6], 
annually of each group of six people, one is submitted 
to X radiation, generating a radiographic image. In 
Brazil, we estimate that the annual expense with 
radiographies films is of the order of 100 million US$. 
The costs, involved the in overall process of 
radiodiagnostic, is, approximately, the 250 US$ per 
square meter of developed film [7]. Therefore, the total 
cost corresponds the 800 million US$, a high 
investment, without any guarantee of the quality of the 
film, which can compromise the relation cost-
effectiveness. 
In Brazil, the implantation of a Quality Assurance 
Program (QAQ) for Radiology Services aims at the 
guarantee of appropriate characteristics for the films 
used in Diagnostic Radiology, considering the adequate 
image and the dose to the patient. 

The following parameters of the films are considered: 
characteristic curve, average gradient, speed of the 
system screen-film, resolution and Modulation Transfer 
Function (MTF), that compose the characteristics of the 

radiography image, regarding standard of the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO), part 9236-1 [8]. 
The study also evaluates the implementation of the 
simulator REX from the reference radiographic images, 
that assures the QAP, except for mammography and dental 
x-ray [9, 10, 11, 12]. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this work, the following equipments were used: X rays 
high-frequency generated; ionization chamber; 
electrometer; a software Triad QA version 1.1 from 
Keithley; filters of aluminum and copper of high purity; 
monitor chamber; REX phantom; Mephysto software; 
sensitometer and densitometer of PTW; M6 processor; 
Lanex screen and digitalized image model LS 85 and 
thermometer. Five radiographies films of different 
manufacturers, assigned 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were tested. 
For determination of the characteristic curves and the 
sensitometrics parameters of the film-screen, a collimator 
and the additional filtration were fixed in relation to the 
focal point tube. The experimental arrangement was 
mounted such that a radiographic film or ionization 
chamber, are at 64cm of distance of the focal point. This 
distance guarantees that the scattering would not influence 
the obtained results. A size lead plate 24cmx30cm, with an 
orifice of 10mm of diameter, was located in before the 
radiographic film, to limit the area of exposition and, 
consequently, the consumption of films [8]. For the 
determination of the characteristic curve, a minimum of 12 
exposures, distributed equally in a logarithmic scale was 
necessary to produce optical densities from 0.2 to 
approximately 3.0. With this method, the value of air kerma 
was obtained (Ka,i) that corresponded to optical density 
(DO) equal the 1.0. Then, with distance, variation different 
values of air kerma (Ka,i), with its respective DO, were 
obtained to the characteristic curves for each quality 
constructed. The method according arrangement in figure 1, 
was repeated for the ISO qualities of 55kV, 70kV, 90kV 
and 120kV. 
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Figure 1: Experimental arrangement for the determination of the 
characteristic curve of the radiographic films for 
changeable distance, using the X rays equipment of the 
LCR. 

For the determination of the sensitometric parameters, 
beyond those given [8], were utilized two experimental 
arrangements: one with simulator REX the other with a 
plate of 50mm Polymethyl methacrylate(PMMA) in 
front of the simulator REX, in accordance with the 
experimental arrangements in figure 2. The following 
qualities of radiation were used: 60kV, 70kV and 80kV 
without additional filtration, and had been adjusted by 
the technical parameters of the X rays to get an equal or 
near DO of 1. The system screen-film was irradiated for 
five films of different manufacturers, using the same 
screen, generating radiographic images of REX 
simulator, that determined the sensitometric parameters, 
as the gradient, the speed and MTF of the films [11,12].  
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Figure 2: Experimental arrangement for the determination of the 
sensitometrics parameters of the screen-film with the use 
of REX simulator with fixed distance of 125cm, using the 
X rays of the LCR. 

 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the practical, the characterization of the quality of 
the beam diagnostic of x rays was made by Half Value-
Layer (HVL), in mmAl for the qualities 55kV, 70kV, 
90kV and 120kV. The values of the HVL found for 
these qualities of recommended for the ISO [8], except 
in the quality of 50kV, therefore, for technical reason, 
the quality of 55kV was used. 
Using the experimental arrangement of figure 1, the 
characteristic curves for five films of different 
manufacturers were determined, being used the same 
screen, with the purpose to compare the answers of the 
characteristic curves for the qualities of 55kV, 70kV, 
90kV and 120kV, that simulate radiological incidences 
of the examinations of X rays. The form of the 
sensitometric curve of the radiographic film is one of 
the parameters of the quality of the image. The figure 3 
shows, the characteristic curves of the five films for the 
quality of 55kV [12]. 
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Figure 3: Overlapping of the characteristic curves for the films of the five 

manufacturers, using the same screen for the quality of 55kV. 
The characteristic curve of film 2, for all the qualities, 

was different in relation to the other curves. This film has a 
great sensitivity (lesser value of kerma (Ka,i) for DO), 
therefore, for the same kerma applied, the curve presents a 
higher DO. The film is not adjusted to visualize an image 
of radiographic quality that could occur when small 
anatomical structures are radiographed. 

The qualities film 2 shows more contrast that the others. 
This type of film can be used for examinations that need 
high contrast, as visualization of bones parts. In turn, the 
curves of the films for the qualities 70kV, 90kV and 120kV 
presented greater inclination for the axis of air kerma (Ka,i). 
These films own greater latitude for the radiographies 
image (gray scale) and can be used for regions with soft 
tissue density. 

The graph of the energy dependence of figure 4 was 
established for kerma the air Gy for each film, with its 
respective distances. An exposure for each of quality was 
made and the film was processed immediately, in order to 
minimize the influence of the processing conditions. All the 
films had shown to have behavior the same, but the curve 
of film 1 owns bigger energy dependence in relation to the 
others.  
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Figure 4: The energy dependence of the films of the five manufactures for 

the ISO qualities of at the same air kerma. 
Initially the REX simulator was utilized to the following 

qualities recommended in its manual: 60kV, 70kV and 
80kV, in accordance with the experimental arrangement of 
figure 2 and later added more 50mmPMMA. 

The film 2 presented higher speed for all the qualities in 
relation to the others. This indicates that it has one high 
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degree of sensitivity, not being recommended for 
examinations that need the visualization of details. 

The film 1 presented the parameters of image more 
next than the declared for manufacturer and showed a 
superior resolution in comparison with others, for all the 
qualities. 
The results presented with the experimental 
arrangement with more 50mmPMMA beyond REX 
simulator, generating an increase of the incident 
radiation. The parameters and the attainment of the 
cited images had been remained previously. The film 2 
presented high DO, making it difficult the reading and 
the analysis of the parameters of the image. With this 
type of experimental arrangement, had a change in the 
spectrum of absorption of X rays to obtain a DO equal 
of 1. This characteristic contributed for the increase of 
the speed for all the films, having the biggest values the 
films 3, 4 and 5. The figure 5 shows the variation of the 
MTF for each film, in the quality of 60kV. All the films 
had been inside of the recommended limits. 

The MTF of film 5 was inside of the limits for all the 
qualities and the used experimental arrangements. This 
film presented, exactly with the high value of speed, 
low FTM, which is indicating of little, blurred and 
avoid the degradation of the image. 
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Figure 5: The MTF of the films of the five manufacturers for the 

quality of 60kV, using REX simulator. 
The figures of graphs 6 and 7 present, respectively, 

the speed of the system screen-film and the gradient of 
the film [8]. For different qualities of radiation, all the 
films were exposed with a value of air kerma (Ka,i) 
adjusted to generate DO equal of 1, with the same 
screen, and were processed in the same day for each 
quality, in order to minimize variations in the 
processing. All the used films, except film 5, presented, 
in the speed and the gradient, bigger deviation that the 
recommended, what means that they are more sensible 
and can modify the contrast of the image. 
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Figure 6: Graph of the speed for the five manufacturers of films, 

presenting limits of ±9%, with the expanded uncertainty of 
3% (k=2), using the qualities of 60kV, 70kV and 80kV of the 
REX+50mmPMMA simulator. 
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Figure 7: Graph of the gradient for the five manufacturers of films, 

presenting limits 5%, with the expanded uncertainty of 3% 
(k=2), using the qualities. 

 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the films of the five different manufacturers 
more used in Brazil, using the same screen, showed that:  

1. The characteristic curves, the energy dependence 
and the speed of film 2, affect the quality of the image for 
any applied potential. 

2. The parameters of the speed of film 1 are next to 
the speed specified by the manufacturer. This film also got 
a superior resolution. 

3. With the experimental arrangement simulator 
REX+50mmPMMA, an increase of the speed for all the 
films ocurred, compromising the quality of the image. 

4. The FTM of film 5 presented the best resulted, 
guaranteeing less influence of image blurring. 

The responses of the existing films in the market vary 
considerably. 

The manufacturers of the screen-films had not divulged 
(for not having knowledge or strategy of market) the results 
of the referring quality control to the tests: resolution, 
speed, MTF, gradient and necessary dose for each 
examination, hindering, thus, the reproduction of these 
parameters or comparison of its products. 
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The considerations involving the comparative study of 
the films, the compromise of the quality of the image 
that the films can present e, basically, the relation 
cost/effectiveness of each film, became necessary the 
implantation of a laboratory of quality control, with the 
purpose to evaluate and to certify the combination 
screen-film, so that the users can appeal to the 
information for the decision in relation to the choice of 
the film for each examination to be made. 
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In many situations various methods to analyze EEG
data result in subspaces of the sensor space spanned by
potentials of a set of sources. We propose a general model
free method to decompose such a subspace into contributions
from distinct sources. This unique decomposition can be
achieved by first finding the respective subspace in source
space using a linear inverse method and then finding the
linear transformation such that the source distributions are
mutually orthogonal and have a minimum overlap. The
corresponding algorithm is extremely efficient and is almost
never trapped in local minima. The method is illustrated
with results for alpha rhythm.

Keywords—EEG, MEG, Inverse Methods, Connectivity,
Decomposition

I. INTRODUCTION

EEG or MEG data consist of a superposition of many brain
sources which are simultaneously active and are eventually
interacting. Due to the non-uniqueness of the inverse prob-
lem final source estimates can only be found with the help
of additional assumptions. However, in many cases impor-
tant properties can be concluded from the data without mak-
ing additional assumptions. E.g., event related potentials typ-
ically span a subspace of the full sensor space which can, in a
second step, be used to infer locations of dipolar sources with
the MUSIC or RAPMUSIC algorithm[1]. Similarly, PCA de-
compositions of cross-spectra or covariance matrices of spon-
taneous activity contain topographies ordered with respect to
relevance for the measured data. While it can be concluded
without making additional assumptions that the first few PCA
topographies are a linear combination of the topographies of
the most relevant sources, it is in general unclear how these
PCA topographies can be demixed into source topographies.
A well known method for such a decomposition is the In-
dependent Component Analysis (ICA) which, however, is
only applicable if the sources are statistically independent.

ICA additionally requires that the source activations con-
tain a substantial amount of nonlinearity and/or have differ-
ent spectral content. Especially statistical independence is a
dubious assumption if interacting brain systems are studied
and, even more, if the interaction is the focus of the analysis.

We propose here to decompose subspaces of the sen-
sor space using only spatial assumptions without using a
parametric model. Since apart from finding the subspaces
themselves no further dynamical assumptions are made,
the method is equally valid for correlated and uncorrelated
sources as long as the subspace itself is accurate. This method
is a generalization of the MOCA-algorithm[2] to more than
two sources.

II. METHOD

A. Pairwise MOCA

Useful quantities to study interacting sources are imag-
inary parts of cross-spectra since these are not biased by
non-interacting sources. If one assumes that all interactions
are pairwise one can construct two-dimensional subspaces
from the set of all imaginary parts of the cross-spectra which
coincide with the subspaces of the corresponding pairs of
sources[2,3]. Now, assume that the two topographies in sen-
sor space xi for i = 1,2 span such a subspace. Then we apply
a linear inverse operator, e.g. a minimum norm solver G, such
that the topographies are mapped into distributions si of the
source field

si = G(xi) (1)

where si = si(m,k) is a three dimensional vector field calcu-
lated on brain voxels m = 1, ..,M and in directions k = 1, ..,3.
The distributions do not represent the actual sources of the
brain but are, within the accuracy of the inverse method, un-
known superpositions of the actual brain sources, qi, involved
in this interaction

si =
∑

j

Ai jq j (2)
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The mixing matrix A can be calculated uniquely with the fol-
lowing assumptions

• The sources are orthonormal:

< qi,q j >≡
∑
m,k

qi(m,k)q j(m,k) = δi j (3)

• The sources have minimum overlap:

L(q1,q2) ≡
∑

m

(∑
k

q1(m,k)q2(m,k)

)2

= min (4)

This measure squares at each voxel the scalar product be-
tween the two dipole fields and sums the square over all
voxels. The overlap apparently vanishes if the two dipole
fields have disjoint support (i.e. regions of nonvanishing
activity)

To solve for A we first whiten the distributions si to fulfill
(3)

ŝi =
∑

j

Wi js j (5)

with W = V−1/2 and Vi j =< si,s j >. In a second step we
rotate ŝi as (

q1

q2

)
=

(
cos(φ) sin(φ)

−sin(φ) cos(φ)

)(
ŝ1

ŝ2

)
(6)

and find the angle φ by minimizing the cost function defined
in (4). This minimization can be done analytically in closed
form. For an explicit solution we refer to [2].

B. MOCA for N sources

Formally, the generalization of MOCA to N sources is
straight forward. We now have N distributions si for i =
1, ..,N and assume that they are unknown superpositions of
N sources qi

si =
∑

j

Ai jq j (7)

Again, the mixing matrix A can be calculated uniquely with
the following analogous assumptions

• The sources are orthonormal:

< qi,q j >≡
∑
m,k

qi(m,k)q j(m,k) = δi j (8)

• The sources have minimum overlap:∑
i< j

L(qi,q j) = min (9)

with L defined in (4).

As in the case for two source we first whiten the sources
with (5). The technical difficulty is now that the cost func-
tion in (9) cannot be solved analytically and must be solved
numerically with an iterative procedure.

This iterative procedure consists of minimizing over all
separate pairs of source distributions using the respective ana-
lytic solution and repeating these pairwise minimizations un-
til all rotations have converged.

Although this iteration appears at first sight to be rather
naive, it is in fact extremely effective. To show this we define
q̂i to be the estimated sources after K steps. For the K + 1th
iteration we only rotate the sources with indices i0 and j0 and
define to new sources q̃i as

q̃i = q̂i for i �= i0, j0 (10)

and (
q̃i0

q̃ j0

)
=

(
cos(φ) sin(φ)

−sin(φ) cos(φ)

)(
q̂i0

q̂ j0

)
(11)

Then for any i �= i0, j0 one has

L(q̃i, q̃i0)+ L(q̃i, q̃ j0)

=
∑

m

(∑
k

q̂i(m,k)(cosφ q̂i0(m,k)+ sinφ q̂ j0(m,k)

)2

+
∑

m

(∑
k

q̂i(m,k)(cosφ q̂ j0(m,k)− sinφ q̂i0(m,k)

)2

=
∑

m

(∑
k

q̂i(m,k)q̂i0(m,k)

)2

+
∑

m

(∑
k

q̂i(m,k)q̂i0(m,k)

)2

= L(q̂i, q̂i0)+ L(q̂i q̂ j0) (12)

and hence ∑
i< j

L(q̃i, q̃ j) = L(q̃i0 , q̃ j0)+ c (13)

where c is a constant independent of the angle φ . Thus, any
pairwise minimization necessarily also reduces the total cost
function.

We note that this property, termed ’semi-invariance’, was
found similarly in [4] in the context of ICA. Our approach dif-
fers with respect to the actual physical meaning of the quanti-
ties (we assume spatial rather than temporal non-overlap) and
by the fact that we here decompose vector fields rather than
scalar fields. However, this special property ’semi-invariance’
is identical for both problems.

We found that around 5 sweeps across all pairs of indices
are usually sufficient to reach a stable minimum with high
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accuracy. Trivially, for each pair 4 physically equivalent but
mathematically different solutions exist corresponding to dif-
ferent order and sign of the sources. Apart from these equiva-
lent solutions it is surprisingly improbable that the algorithm
gets trapped into a local minimum. Out of thousands of sim-
ulations with 3 to 10 random dipolar patterns we could not
find a single case where two random mixture did not result in
the same decomposition. Only when we replaced dipolar to-
pographies by random numbers were we able to detect local
minima in very rare cases.

III. ILLUSTRATION

For illustration we decompose PCA eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the four largest eigenvalues of the real part of
the cross-spectrum at 10 Hz from EEG data measured dur-
ing imagined foot movement. The cross-spectrum is domi-
nated by occipital alpha rhythm but also contains a substan-
tial amount of central alpha due to event related synchro-
nization - in this case induced primarily by the absence of
imagined hand movement, which has been the task in non-
analyzed trials. EEG was measured in 118 channels and 70
trials, each of 3.5 seconds duration. The cross-spectrum at
10Hz measured with a frequency resolution of 2Hz. Channel
locations were matched on a realistic standard head model
taken from the program CURRY. As an inverse method we
used the weighted minimum norm solution as outlined in [2].

The eigenvectors corresponding to the four largest eigen-
vectors are shown in Fig.1. The topographies are essentially
symmetric and are apparently determined by the PCA or-

Fig. 1. Topographies of eigenvectors corresponding to the largest 4 eigenval-
ues of the real part of cross spectrum at Hz

Fig. 2. MOCA decomposition of the subspace spanned by the 4 topogra-
phies shown in Fig.1

thogonality constraint rather than stemming from separate
sources.

The MOCA decomposition of the space spanned by the 4
eigenvectors is shown in Fig.2. We observe simple structures
which qualitatively suggest to originate from focal sources.

For each MOCA-topography we calculate an inverse so-
lution constrained on the cortical surface as shown in Fig.3,
which was chosen to simplify the visualization. Although the
decomposition was based on an inverse solution distributed
within the entire brain the dependence of the decomposition
itself on this choice is in fact rather minor.

Fig. 3. Source strength of weighted minimum norm inverse solutions cor-
responding to the 4 MOCA topographies shown in Fig.2. No threshold was
used for visualization
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IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method to decompose N-dimensional sub-
spaces of the signal space based on the assumption that the
true sources of these subspaces are spatially distinct and can
roughly be found by linear inverse methods. The new aspect
here is the generalization of the analytically solvable case
of the two-dimensional decomposition to the N-dimensional
case. The most important technical message is that this prob-
lem can be solved with minimal computational cost in a very
robust way.

The two-dimensional problem naturally appeared in the
context of analyzing interacting brain sources from imaginary
parts of cross-spectra. We here deliberately chose to work
with the real part of the cross-spectrum to demonstrate the
wider implications this decomposition technique may have.

It can be reasonably applied whenever a set of topographies
is known only up to a linear transformation. Furthermore, no
dipole or other parametric model was used for the decompo-
sition.
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Abstract DMSA renal scan has been used to evaluate renal parenchymal lesions such as pyelonephritis. 

However, it is frequently difficult to differentiate pelvocalyectatic defects from true cortical defects. We 

investigated whether DMSA renal scan images could be effectively evaluated by computer-assisted 

texture analysis such as fractal texture analysis. We retrospectively analyzed 35 DMSA renal scan images 

- 12 normal kidneys, 11 with pelvocalyectatic cortical defects and 12 with true cortical defects. The 

kidneys on DMSA scan images were segmented by the binary threshold and subtraction techniques, and 

the texture analysis was done using a fractal texture analysis tool (Image-J). The values from the texture 

analysis were compared between the three groups using student's t-test and ROC curve analysis. In 

addition, patients’ urinanalysis laborotary data was added to the texture analysis values and analyzed 

using discriminant analysis. The kidney images with true cortical defects showed higher fractal texture 

values than those of normal or pelvocalyectatic kidneys, but was not statistically significant. There was a 

significant difference in fractal texture values only between normal and pelvocalyectatic kidneys 

(p<0.05). ROC curve analysis in fractal texture values between the groups of true cortical defects and 

pelvocalyectases demonstrated the best cut-off value of 1.703 (Sensitivity of 91.7% and specificity of 

72.7%) and area under curve of 0.833. Discriminant analysis combining the fractal texture values and 

patients’ urinanalysis laborotary data showed no further improvement in differential diagnostic accuracy. 

Although the number of images is limited, computer-assisted fractal texture analysis may be helpful to 

differentiate pelvocalyectatic defects from true defects. However, further studies including more cases 

and clinical parameters are warranted. 

Key words Key words Key words Key words ComputerComputerComputerComputer----assisted, Texture Analysis, DMSA, Renal Scintigraphy, Pyelonephritiassisted, Texture Analysis, DMSA, Renal Scintigraphy, Pyelonephritiassisted, Texture Analysis, DMSA, Renal Scintigraphy, Pyelonephritiassisted, Texture Analysis, DMSA, Renal Scintigraphy, Pyelonephritissss
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Abstract—The aim of this work is to present an automated 
supervised method which assists in the diagnosis of Alz-
heimer’s disease (AD) and its classification as very mild and 
mild.  The method is based on features extracted from fMRI 
data and consists of five stages: a) preprocessing, b) modeling, 
c) feature extraction, d) feature selection, and e) classification.  
In the last stage Random Forests (RF) classification algorithm 
and four modifications of it are employed.  The method is 
evaluated using a dataset of 41 subjects.  The method achieved 
to diagnose AD with 95% accuracy and to classify its progres-
sion with 87% and 93% accuracy in the case of three and four 
class problem, respectively. 

Keywords—Alzheimer’s disease, classification, functional 
magnetic resonance imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive brain disease 
which leads to death.  It is the most common form of de-
mentia which causes problem with memory and other intel-
lectual abilities.  The severity of those problems is high 
enough to interfere with daily life [1].  A properly trained 
physician can diagnose the disease based on the following 
steps: a) understanding the problem (symptoms, severity 
and frequency of symptoms etc), b) reviewing medical 
history, c) evaluating mood and mental status, d) conducting 
physical exams, and e) conducting neurological exams.  
Neurological exams include studying the brain’s structure 
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed 
tomography (CT) and brain’s function using positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) [2]. 

fMRI is a non-invasive neuroimaging technique that can 
be used to study the neural correlates of complex cognitive 
processes.  It is an indirect measure of neural activity which 
exploits the intrinsic contrast properties of changes in levels 
of de-oxygenated hemoglobin and blood flow [3].  fMRI is 
becoming a diagnostic method of choice for learning how a 
normal, diseased or injured brain is working.  Physicians 
have already used fMRI to investigate the changes in the 
function of brain which occur in patients suffering from AD 
[4-11].  These studies revealed a variety of differences  

between AD patients and normal young and elderly volun-
teers.  Most of the studies reported in the literature examine 
if a feature extracted from fMR images, presents statistical 
significant differences between healthy and demented 
groups.  Few studies [9-11] focuced on quantifying AD 
related changes in order to create an index that will aid in 
the diagnosis of the disease.  However, it is of particular 
interest not only to diagnose AD but to classify its severity 
too.  This procedure should be independent from the type of 
fMRI experiment (block design, event related) and the type 
of the stimulus (resting state, sensory, motor, cognitive etc).  
Also, the diagnosis should not be based on the function of a 
particular brain region but on a whole brain assessment 
combining as much as possible medical knowledge. 

The proposed method consists of five stages: a) preproc-
essing, b) modeling, c) feature extraction, d) feature selec-
tion, and e) classification.  Classification is based on the 
Random Forests (RF) classification algorithm, where major-
ity and weighted voting schemes are employed.  In addition, 
different attribute evaluation measures were tested for the 
construction of the trees of the forests.  Finally, a combina-
tion of weighted voting scheme and multiple estimators for 
the construction of the trees is used to distinguish AD and 
healthy subjects and to classify the stages of AD. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Dataset 

Forty one right handed, English speaking individuals par-
ticipated in our study.  Five male and nine female healthy 
young subjects, Six male and seven female subjects with 
very mild to mild AD and five male and nine female healthy 
old were scanned during a simple sensory motor paradigm.  
Dementia status was established using the Washington 
University Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC) 
recruitment and assessment procedures.  Non demented 
control subjects and those with mild dementia of Alzheimer 
type were assessed clinically with the Clinical Dementia 
Rating (CDR): CDR 0 indicates no dementia and CDR 0.5 
and CDR 1 indicate very mild and mild dementia of Alz-
heimer type, respectively [8]. 
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B. Imaging Method 

Raw functional data were received from the fMRI Data 
Center at Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH).  Functional 
images were acquired on a Siemens 1.5T Vision System 
with an asymmetric spin-echo sequence sensitive to Blood 
Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast.  The fol-
lowing parameters were used: volume TR=2.68sec; 
3.75x3.75mm in plane resolution; T2* evolution 
time=50msec; alpha=90o.  Whole brain imaging was per-
formed using 16 contiguous 8-mm thick axial oblique slices 
(acquired parallel to the plane of anterior-posterior com-
misures).  Each functional run lasted approximately 5.5min 
and a 2min delay existed between runs, during which sub-
jects were permitted to rest [8]. 

C. Data Processing 

Functional MRI data usually contain many types of arte-
facts.  The intensity change of BOLD is relatively small.  
Preprocessing steps are performed to enhance the Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) and reduce the confounding effects of 
artefacts.  The preprocessing stage of the proposed method 
consists of four steps: a) slice timing, b) motion correction, 
c) spatial normalization and d) spatial smoothing.  Slice 
timing corrects the differences in acquisition times between 
the first and the last slice in one functional image volume.  
Motion correction is performed by registering the whole 
time series of images to the image picked first.  Spatial 
normalization reduces the anatomical differences between 
different subjects and enables the localization of different 
functional cortical areas and group comparisons.  Finally, 
spatial smoothing is performed in order to enhance the 
SNR, to transform the data to better meet the assumptions 
of the statistics used in the next stage and to diminish the 
inter-individual differences in neuro-anatomy [12]. 

D. Modeling 

The second stage of the proposed method is the modeling 
of fMRI data using a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) 
[12].  The GLM explains the variation in some random 
variable in terms of a linear combination of explanatory 
variables and an error term.  Linear combination of explana-
tory variables is designed in a way that it spans the space of 
possible fMRI responses revealing voxels with suitable 
activity.  The error term is assumed to be independent and 
identically distributed with zero mean.  In equation terms 
fMRI time series are modeled as: 

 

AY AX Aβ ε= +  (1) 

where Y is a vector containing the observation (fMRI time 
series), X is the design matrix containing the explanatory 
variables, β is a column vector of parameters adjusting the 
model to fit the time series, and ε  is a vector of errors.  
Since fMRI time series contain white noise, due to the 
measurements and physiological noise due to cardiac and 
respiratory effects, which is aliased to low frequencies, are 
temporally smoothed using the matrix A [12].  The estima-
tion of parameters is performed using least squares method.  
The estimated parameters are used to generate statistical 
parametric maps.  The statistical value of each voxel, acti-
vated during the stimulus, is calculated using F-test.  To 
determine which voxels have been activated a thresholding 
procedure is applied to the statistical map.  This results in 
the formation of activation maps which are essential to 
extract some of the features. 

E. Feature Extraction 

Features, which according to the literature characterize 
AD patients, are extracted in the third stage of the proposed 
method.  The features are extracted from the data that were 
received during the fMRI paradigm (fMR images, demo-
graphic details and behavioral data).  Therefore, the ex-
tracted features are grouped into the following categories: a) 
demographics, b) behavioral data, c) head motion, d) activa-
tion patterns, and e) hemodynamics.  The features that be-
long in each category are reported in [13].  The output of 
the feature extraction is four vectors of features, one for 
each run per patient. 

F. Feature Selection 

A feature selection algorithm is applied in the fourth 
stage of the proposed method.  The algorithm evaluates the 
worth of an attribute by measuring the symmetrical uncer-
tainty with respect to the class [14].  It is a correlation 
measure which is based on the information-theoretical con-
cept of entropy. According to this measure a feature is se-
lected if it is highly correlated to the class but not highly 
correlated to any of the other features.  The aim of this stage 
is to remove as much as irrelevant and redundant informa-
tion as possible. 

G. Classification 

The Random Forests (RF) classification algorithm [15] 
and four modifications of it are employed in the fifth stage 
(Classical RF, RF with ReliefF, RF with me, RF with wv 
and RF with me and wv).  RF is a classifier which consists 
of many decision trees.  The predicted class is the one that 
most of the decision trees “vote”.  The performance of RF is 
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affected by the strength of each individual tree of the forest 
and the correlation between them.  For this reason two mod-
ifications of RF are used [16].  First, the Gini index is re-
placed by ReliefF and second, multiple estimators are used 
instead of one, in the construction of the trees.  The evalua-
tion measures are the Gini index, the Gain ratio, the Mini-
mum Description Length, the ReliefF and the myopic Relief 
[16].  Through these modifications the strength of each tree 
is increased and the variety between them remains unaf-
fected.  Given that all trees of the forest are not equally 
responsible for incorrect classification of the instances a 
third modification, which assigns weights to the votes of the 
trees, is applied.  The weighted voting schemes are: 

 

1. Weighted voting proposed by Marko Robnik – Sikonja, 

2. Distance weighted voting, 

3. Distance weighted voting using vdm distance, 

4. Maximally diversified multiple decision tree algorithm, 

5. Dynamic Integration with RF 

6. Weighted voting using genetic algorithms.   
 

Different weighted voting schemes are described in [17].  
However, none of the above modifications address all the 
factors that affect the generalization error of the RF algo-
rithm.  For this reason a fourth modification which com-
bines the advantages of multiple estimators and weighted 
voting is employed. 

III. RESULTS 

The proposed method is evaluated using a dataset of 41 
subjects, 14 young adults, 14 healthy older adults, and 13 
demented older adults (7 subjects with very mild AD and 6 
subjects with mild AD).  The dataset is divided into three 
sub-datasets.  The first sub-dataset consists of healthy old 
and demented old subjects (2 class problem), the second 
sub-dataset is the same as the first one but demented old 
subjects were divided into those with very mild AD and 
mild AD respectively (3 class problem) and the third sub-
dataset is the same as the second one but healthy young 
subjects participate too (4 class problem).  The second and 
the third sub-datasets were created in order to test if the 
proposed method can classify the stages of AD. 

The performance of the proposed method is affected by 
two parameters.  First, the number of features that will be 
retained from the feature selection algorithm and second the 
number of trees that the RF algorithm will generate. .  In the 
case of weighted voting one more parameter affects the 

performance of the proposed method.  This is the number of 
similar instances for each new instance.  We use different 
values for those parameters.  The values that produce the 
best results are reported in Table 1. 

A 10-fold stratified cross validation procedure was used 
for the evaluation of the proposed method.  The five ver-
sions of the RF algorithm were also applied in order to 
classify AD progress.  The results of the classification of 
AD are reported in Table 2. 

A comparison of the proposed method with those re-
ported in the literature is shown on Table 3.  The compari-
son is feasible only in the case of the two class problem 
since there are not methods reported in the literature which 
classify the severity of AD. 

The results reported in Table 2 indicate that RF with 
weighed voting can be used to assist the diagnosis and mon-
itor progression of Alzheimer’s disease.  However, the 
combination of weighted voting with multiple estimator 
versions gives comparative results in the case of two and 
three class problem.  The combination of two versions was 
evaluated only for the first and the third weighted voting 
schemes since they are the two schemes with the best results 
for all the three classification problems (2 class, 3 class, 4 
class).  The combination of parameters (trees, features) that 
produce the best results are (35, 14) for the 2 class problem, 
(82, 17) for the 3 class problem and (75, 15) for the 4 class 
problem.  The contribution of the proposed method to the 
diagnosis and the classification of stages of AD is also sup-
ported by the comparison of the proposed method with 
those reported in the literature.  More specifically the sensi-
tivity of the proposed method is 9% and 14% higher and the 
specificity is 20% and 7% higher than those reported by 
Greicius et al. (2004) and Li et al. (2002), respectively. 

Table 1 Parameter values for the classification problem 

No. of trees No. of features No. of nearest 
neighbors Method 

2c 3c 4c 2c 3c 4c 2c 3c 4c 
Classical RF 35 82 75 14 17 15 - - - 
RF with ReliefF 42 53 89 14 17 16 - - - 
RF with me 100 18 84 14 16 18 - - - 

1 55 82 81 14 17 16 15 15 15 
2 35 82 75 14 17 15 
3 35 82 75 14 17 15 
4 35 82 75 14 17 15 
5 55 82 75 14 17 15 

RF with 
wv 

6 55 82 81 14 17 16 

a 

me with wv-1 20 95 81 14 16 15 15 15 15 
me with wv-3 35 82 81 13 17 15 a 
a. It changes depending on the distance between the new instance and all 
training instances 
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Table 2 Diagnosis of AD and classification of the AD progress 

2 classes 3 classes 4 classes 
Method 

Sens Spec Accuracy Accuracy 

Classical RF 82% 87% 78% 85% 

RF with ReliefF 86% 86% 80% 81% 

RF with me 84% 90,3% 80,5% 83% 

1 84% 92,3% 80% 87% 

2 85% 91% 84% 83% 

3 94% 97% 86% 94% 

4 82% 90% 79% 80% 

5 90% 82% 80% 87% 

RF with wv 

6 86% 91% 80% 82% 

me with wv-1 89,3% 96% 82,5% 86% 

me with wv-3 91,5% 98% 87% 88% 

Table 3 Comparison with other methods reported in the literature 

Evaluation Measures 
Method 

Sensitivity Specificity 

Our work 94% 97% 

Greicius et al. 85% 77% 

Shi-Jiang Li et al. 80% 90% 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

An automated supervised method for the diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s disease based on fMRI data was presented.  
The method employs five stages and was evaluated using 
the dataset described in Section 2.1.  The proposed method 
differs from those reported in the literature since it does not 
depend on the type of the stimulus and the design of the 
fMRI experiment; it is not based on only one feature but 
combines all features that express AD related changes and 
can be extracted from fMRI data; it performs an automated 
fMRI analysis of the brain and not a region based one; it is 
not limited in detecting how cognitive functions are differ-
entiated between healthy and demented subjects but quanti-
fies these differences in order to diagnose the disease and 
classify its progression.  The method achieved 94% and 
97% sensitivity and specificity, respectively, in classifying a 
subject as healthy or demented and 87% and 94% accuracy 
in classifying the progression of the disease in the case of 
three and four class problem, respectively.  Although, the 
achieved sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are high the 
automated determination of parameters which enter  
the proposed method, the extension of the dataset with 

volumetric measures and the application of the proposed 
method on this new dataset are under consideration. 
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Abstract— In this paper we propose the phantom for quality 
evaluations of the nonlinear noise reduction filter in multi-
detector row computed tomography (MDCT). A nonlinear 
filter is a filter whose output is not proportional to its input 
(CT number or contrast value). Generally, a standard phan-
tom for CT cannot be used for the quality evaluation of such a 
filter. The maximum feature of our phantom is being able to 
obtain edge spread functions of a maximum of six edge intensi-
ties under the influence of a certain maximum contrast by 
choosing a slice position. The edge-preserving adaptive filter 
for selectively eliminating noise in low-dose scanning known as 
the Quantum Denoising System (QDS) developed by Toshiba 
Medical Systems was chosen as a nonlinear noise reduction 
filter for this study. For evaluation of the filter characteristics, 
three types of evaluation, the noise statistical values (mean and 
standard deviation of CT numbers), noise characteristics 
(noise Wiener spectrum, WS) and resolution characteristics 
(modulation transfer function, MTF) were measured using the 
phantom. As a result, the statistics value of obtained noise, and 
WS and MTF were able to demonstrate the performance of the 
filter clearly. Further, our phantom was able to investigate the 
capability of edge-preserving adaptive filters such as QDS 
using MTFs with different edge intensities. As compared with 
a digital phantom, our actual phantom is considered to be a 
useful tool in order to know the overall processing results 
containing the feature of each CT scanner and reconstruction 
filter of manufacturing companies and the performance of a 
nonlinear noise reduction filter. 

Keywords— Multi-detector row computed tomography 
(MDCT), Nonlinear noise reduction filter, Edge-
preserving, Actual phantom, Quality evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The development of multi-detector row computed tomo-
graphy (MDCT) has realized the shortening of scan time 
and thin slice imaging. Since the usefulness of MDCT to 
diagnosis has been recognized and MDCT has spread rap-
idly, lower patient doses have been required in  recent years. 
However, dose reduction for an examination or thin slice 
imaging are necessarily accompanied by an increase in 
noise level. Adaptive image filters for reducing noise of CT 

images are therefore eagerly awaited [1-6]. In this paper we 
propose the phantom for quality evaluations of the nonlinear 
noise reduction filter in MDCT. A nonlinear filter is a filter 
which does not satisfy the superposition principle, or whose 
output is not proportional to its input (CT number, contrast 
value or edge intensity). Generally, the standard phantom 
for CT cannot be used for the quality evaluation of such a 
filter. The edge-preserving adaptive filter for selectively 
eliminating noise in low-dose scanning known as the Quan-
tum Denoising System (QDS) developed by Toshiba Medi-
cal Systems was chosen as a nonlinear noise reduction filter 
for this study. The outputs of QDS include both improve-
ment and degradation to various structures of a CT image. 
For example, although smoothing is performed to noise 
reduction, it also has influence on the signal region which is 
not desired. A standard CT phantom, which is equipped 
with one or two highest contrast beads, does not have the 
signal source for middle contrast for evaluation of sharpness. 
Then M. Okumura et al. proposed the digital phantom 
method which were adjusted based on an actual MDCT 
scanner (Aquilion 64, Toshiba Medical Systems Corpora-
tion, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan) with the use of a standard 
reconstruction kernel (FC10) [4]. The digital phantom is a 
simulated-CT image obtained by numerical calculation. The 
digital phantom image was generated at an external personal 
computer and transferred to the CT console as a DICOM 
file. After the processing was performed on the image, the 
processed image was transferred back to the personal com-
puter via DICOM transfer, and the filter characteristics were 
then assessed using the personal computer. This method is 
useful in order to know the performance of only the filter to 
the specific CT scanner. Use of the digital phantom image 
which does not include the characteristic of CT scanner of 
each manufacturing company makes prediction of the appli-
cation result of the filter to a clinical image a little difficult. 
We produced the actual phantom in order to know the over-
all processing result including the peculiar feature of CT 
scanner of each manufacturing company, the performance 
of a noise reduction filter and the feature of a reconstruction 
filter. 

O. Dössel and  (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/II, pp. 758–761, 2009. 
www.springerlink.com 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

QDS is an adaptive noise reduction filter that works on 
reconstructed image data by preferentially smoothing areas 
of uniform density while preserving the edge information of 
the image. The algorithm uses locally sampled edge infor-
mation within the image to blend together variable strength 
smoothing and sharpening filters as shown in Fig. 1. In 
areas of uniform density with few edges, the algorithm 
smoothes and reduces the noise. Near tissue boundaries and 
other complex structures, where there are many edges, the 
algorithm mixes in more of the sharpening filter to enhance 
the image. QDS works in both two and three dimensions 
and can reduce image noise while decreasing patient dose. 
[4] 

For the analysis we made a phantom which consists of a 
water tank containing seven objects as shown in Fig. 2 (a). 
A water tank is made of acrylic 8 1/2 " outer diameter × 8 " 
inner diameter × 12 3/4 " long. The six objects are the cyl-
inders made of resins (polypropylene, nylon, acrylics, poly-
acetal, 2-vinylidene-fluorides and Teflon) as shown in Fig. 
2 (b). Each cylinder object is 1 " in diameter, and 12 " in 
length. The seventh object is produced by connections of 
the cubes made of the six above-mentioned resins, and the 
length of each cube is the length which divided the length of 
the above-mentioned cylinder into six as shown in Fig. 2 (c). 
The edge of each cube was used for MTF measurement and 

the tilt angle of the edge was about 3 degrees as shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. By choosing a slice position, the six edge 
intensities with each cross section of six cylinder object can 
be obtained respectively as shown in Fig. 4. That is, edge 
spread functions of a maximum of six edge intensity under 
the influence of a certain maximum contrast can be obtained 
by choosing a slice position. 

The phantom was scanned by the MDCT (Aquilion 16, 
Toshiba Medical Systems). The imaging parameters were as 
follows: 1-mm collimation, a detector pitch of 15, a gantry 
rotation period of 0.5 s/rot, a tube voltage of 120 kV, a tube 
current of 400 mA, a reconstruction field of view of 280 
mm, a reconstruction slice thickness of 5 mm, a reconstruc-
tion pitch of 5 mm and a reconstruction kernel of FC04 (for 
abdomen imaging). From high to low, the CT numbers of 
the objects were 900 HU, 600 HU, 300 HU, 120 HU, 80 HU 
and -110 HU. In this paper, “Q02 2D-1 Strong (Q02-
processing)” was selected in QDS. 

For evaluation of the filter characteristics, three types of 
evaluation, specifically, the noise statistical values (mean 
and standard deviation of CT numbers), noise characteris-
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Fig. 1 An algorithm called Quantum Denoising
Software (QDS)
In each pixel, the blending ratio of the sharpened and 

smoothed images was calculated by its edge intensity 
based on the edge sensitivity curve. [4]
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tics (WS) and resolution characteristics (MTF) were meas-
ured as described below. As shown in Fig. 4, the circle 
region of interest (ROI) was placed within each cross-
sectional area of six cylinder objects. The means and stan-
dard deviations (SDs) were measured for the original image 
and a QDS-processed image. As shown in Fig. 4, a region 
of interest (ROI) of 128 × 20 pixels was placed on the area 
without the influence of the artifact from the seven objects. 
Next, ROI was moved downward and eight profile data of 
horizontal direction from each ROI were obtained. The x-
axis of data represents the horizontal distance through the 
ROI and the y-axis the vertically averaged pixel intensity. 
Average WS was obtained by those Fourier transforms and 
averages [7]. The MTF values were measured for six types 
of edges (edge intensity: 900 HU, 600 HU, 300 HU, 120 
HU, 80 HU and -110 HU) in order to assess the differences 
in the resolution characteristics (MTF) of edges with differ-
ent edge intensities by choosing a slice position as shown in 
Figs. 2(c) and 4. In order to calculate the MTF values, the 
edge spread functions were obtained by the image process-
ings of sub-binning and smoothing and were then differenti-
ated to obtain the line spread function (LSF). 

III.  RESULTS 

The Table shows noise statistical values of the ROl 
within the cross-sectional area of each cylinder object. 
Variation in the CT numbers was not observed in the im-
ages before or after Q02-processing (QDS (Q02)). The SDs 
decreased by Q02-processing. 

WSs obtained from the original image and the Q02-
processed image at 120 kV and 400 mA are shown in Fig. 5. 

The Q02-processing decreased the WS values of the origi-
nal image for spatial frequencies higher than about 0.2 cy-
cles/mm. The higher spatial frequency components of WS    
values were decreased more greatly. The equal tendency as 
the data of Okumura et al. showed was acquired. 

Fig. 6 shows MTFs obtained from the edges of the cube 
objects with different CT numbers at 120 kV and 400 mA. 
The original image, which was not Q02-processed, showed 
the highest MTF values. The results obtained from the Q02-
processed image of edge intensity 80 HU showed the lowest 
MTF values. The MTF values of other edge intensities were 
distributed between two MTF curves of the original image 
and the Q02-processed image of edge intensity 80 HU. The 
results showed that the MTF values adaptively varied de-
pending on the absolute edge intensity. Namely, the blend-
ing ratio of the smoothed image of an object becomes high 
as its CT number (edge intensity) becomes low. Therefore, 
the MTF values of edge intensities -110 HU and 120 HU 

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional image of the phantom. 
By choosing a slice position, the cross-sectional 
images of the cube objects with different CT 
numbers can be obtained.
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Table Means and SDs of  ROIs of six objects with 
different CT numbers (HU) at 120 kV and 400 mA

Fig. 4 ROI for measuring SD, tilt angle of the 
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measuring WS.
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were almost the same. As mentioned above, our phantom 
was able to investigate the capability of an edge-preserving 
adaptive filter such as QDS using MTFs with different edge 
intensities. In such a filter, the capability of edge-preserving 
is further influenced by the following factors. 

 It is important what kind of function is employed as an 
edge sensitivity curve which determines a blend ratio. Fur-
thermore, when edge intensities are normalized to the maxi-
mum, the highest edge intensity of the area where filter 
processing is performed also becomes an important factor. 

Our phantom is effective in prediction of the image quality 
after processing by such a function and the highest edge 
intensity. In our phantom, the capability of edge-preserving 
can be investigated by exchanging a cylinder object with the 
highest CT number, and choosing a suitable slice position. 
Furthermore, our phantom could contribute to development 
of a more suitable edge sensitivity curve. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our phantom was able to demonstrate the performance of 
noise reduction of the filter clearly and furthermore investi-
gate the capability of edge-preserving of the filter using 
MTFs with different edge intensities. The actual phantom is 
considered to be a useful tool in order to know the overall 
processing results containing the feature of each CT scanner 
and reconstruction filter of manufacturing companies and 
the performance of a nonlinear noise reduction filter, as 
compared with a digital phantom. 
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Abstract—In this work we develop a Monte Carlo simula-
tion tool that permits to describe usual screening mammogra-
phy programmes using statistical distributions of those ran-
dom parameters involved in the problem. The model includes 
aspects related to the effectiveness of screening trials, such as 
characteristics of the population under study, a tumour growth 
model and a model for the tumour detection based on parame-
ters such as sensitivity and specificity. 

Using fine-tuning parameters, we reproduce actual pro-
gramme results. The tuned tool enables us to analyze the opti-
mal configuration details (age of the women who undergo 
screening programmes and screening intervals) that produce 
maximum benefits with minimum risks. 

The model, in addition, permits to validate some of the hy-
pothesis than have been assumed to reach a better fit of the 
known results: the probability distribution of the tumour 
detection as a function of the tumour size, the frequency of 
appearance of the various histopathology types and the prob-
ability function of the transition between them. 

Keywords—Breast cancer, screening, mammography, 
Monte Carlo simulation, early detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Secondary prevention through early detection in    
screening programmes, at a time when the recovery is still 
possible, is so far the only proven method that could reduce 
morbidity and mortality due to breast cancer. However, it 
has not been defined yet the best strategy to implement 
these programmes. Aspects such as the age of the patients 
for whom the screening test is efficacious, specifically for 
women aged between 40 and 49 and older than 65, and how 
often women should be tested by mammography are still 
controversial.  

Although randomized controlled trials are the usual way 
to determine whether or not a benefit is obtained when an 
intervention such as the screening test is applied, these tra-
ditional methods suffer from uncertainties linked to the 
sample size and the inability to test all the possible combi-
nations of ages and screening frequencies and, also, are 
ethically constrained. We cannot forget that the women who 
undergo mammography are healthy and that the mammog-
raphy test is not innocuous. According to [1], for each 
14000 women in the age range 50-70 years screened three 
times over 10 years, the associated exposure to x-rays will 

induce about one fatal breast cancer. In addition, women in 
the control group are deprived of a possible early detection.  

In these circumstances, Monte Carlo simulation provides 
an effective tool, able to model a screening programme in 
order to evaluate new design strategies to optimize their 
effectiveness. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In our model, the mammography screening programme is 
structured in four parts which are related to the type of data 
or assumptions we use: 

• Parameters related to the description of people involved 
in screening, such as the age of women and the inci-
dence of breast cancer as a function of the age. 

• Characteristics of the tumours involved in the detection 
probability by mammography, which are the tumour 
size (with a tumour growth model), histology type and 
breast density. 

• Aspects related to the design of the screening pro-
grammes, such as mammography frequency and age 
limits for participation. 

• A model of the detection probability by mammography 
based on known values of sensitivity and specificity.  

The simulation of a story begins with a sampling of the 
age of a candidate to participate in the screening pro-
gramme. Women are not included in the programme until 
their age reach the lower limit established. If the women age 
is within the limits of our virtual programme, we go on with 
the story, sampling if she has breast cancer or not. If the 
result is positive, we generate the breast density and its 
histology type when the tumour originated, the moment in 
which the tumour was originated and the tumour size when 
the screening test is performed. Regarding the latter point, 
we must note that both, the histology type and the breast 
density may change along the time. Both aspects are con-
sidered in our model. 

The moment in which the tumour originated is sampled 
by using the incidence curve, which shows the probability 
that a cancer is originated at a given women age as a func-
tion of this age. We obtain the tumour size by using the 
logistic model. This is a realistic tumour growth model 
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which allows us to evaluate its diameter as a function of the 
growth time since it originated. In our calculations we have 
used the best-fitted equation for this model obtained by 
Spratt et al. [2]. This equation describes a growth that de-
pends on a parameter only, b. It describes the growth  
rate and follows a lognormal distribution. The only restric-
tion is that we do not allow those tumours which reach, in 
less than 5 years, a size that make them detectable by  
clinical methods. 

In the case of women that have a cancer, the probability 
of detection provides a pattern to decide if cancer is de-
tected or not. Specificity is the parameter we use to sample 
the correct diagnosis of healthy women. The results of diag-
nosis are classified into true positive, true negative, false 
positive and false negative. Cases classified into true posi-
tive imply the end of a story and the beginning of a new 
one. For other cases, we continue with successive rounds, 
because the cancer was not detected by the last mammogra-
phy test (false negative), because it was a healthy woman 
who should continue attending for screening (true negative) 
or because she had a wrong diagnosis and she was thought 
to have cancer when she was healthy (false positive). 

In those cases in which we obtain false negative, our 
model take into account the tumour growth between differ-
ent rounds, including the probability of clinical detection 
between them and, therefore, the presence of interval cancer 
and, also, the possible changes in the histology type and the 
breast density. Likewise, for healthy women, we sample the         
probability of having cancer during the years she partici-
pates in the screening programme. 

The developed model provides detection rates and tumor 
size of the different histology types for screening and inter-
val detected cancers. In addition it enables us to determine 
the benefits of screening programme as a function of its 
configuration page.  

All the free parameters of our model have been fitted to 
match real screening programme results.  We fix the mean 
and a threshold for clinical detection size of 20 and 15 mm, 
respectively, and a threshold for detection size by mammog-
raphy of 2 mm.  

III. RESULTS  

Using our virtual screening trial, we have obtained detec-
tion rate of 5.3(1) per mil for a programme including 
women between 50 and 70 years and an interval time of 3 
years. The result obtained by the NHS programme for the 
same configuration is of 6.6 per mil [1]. Differences be-
tween both results are justified if we take into account the 
fluctuations of this parameter sine the beginning of the trial 
till it is stabilized (See Figure 1). This fluctuation is due to 

the fact that detection rate is larger in the first round than in 
the others (prevalence round) and also because of the exis-
tence of three different subgroups who undergo the screen-
ing trial in consecutive years: a first subgroup including 
women aged between 50 and 70, who start their participa-
tion at the same year the trial started, and a second and third 
subgroups including women who start their participation in 
the two following years when they are 50. The detection 
rate for the first group is higher than for the other groups 
because the ages in this group are higher and, consequently, 
with a higher value of the breast cancer incidence. Women 
who are 50 and join the trial each year, will make that, after 
a period of time, age distributions for the three subgroups 
become similar and detection rate become stable. 
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Fig. 1 Detection rates for the programme with 50-70 years and time inter-
val of 3 years 

To determine the detection rate values, we have consid-
ered its value when the programme has come to the stabil-
ity. This value cannot be provided by NHS [1] because the 
time it is working is still far from thee stability region. In 
addition, we have considered the ideal situation in which 
only women who are 50 join the screening programme. That 
is not the real situation because women older than 50 years 
could join the trial because they forgot their previous  
appointment or because of demographic changes due to 
immigration. 

The proportion of invasive interval cancers is higher than 
the in situ one. This can be explained if we take into ac-
count that, to be detected clinically, the tumour size has to 
reach a threshold for which the proportion of invasive can-
cer in the underlying population is higher than the corre-
sponding in situ proportion. Our results about this propor-
tion (70/30 in detected screening cancers, and 96/4 in 
detected interval cancers) are in agreement with those pub-
lished by the NHS [1]. These results allow us to reject the 
hypothesis that this higher proportion is due to a quicker 
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growth of the invasive cancers. The growth parameter we 
have used is the same in both cases. 

Finally, we obtain the average of the invasive tumour 
sizes which is 11.05(3) mm (for screening detected cancers) 
and 21.5(2) mm (for interval detected cancers). These val-
ues are of the same order of magnitude than those obtained 
by NHS (19.5 mm [1]. However, it is worth to note that the 
value given by NHS is referred to the median  instead of the 
average value. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In order to analyze different configurations, we have calcu-
lated the parameter values when they reach the stability, by 
fitting a straight line with zero slope to the corresponding 
data. To compare the effectiveness of different configura-
tions we have used the following criteria: 

• A screening configuration is considered more conven-
ient than other if it implies a gain in the invasive cancer 
detection rate. We will also take into account the detec-
tion of invasive interval cancers and the invasive can-
cers radio-induced based on the data published by Law 
and Faulker [3]. We will assume that mammography 
tests consist of two explorations for which the esti-
mated doses received are 4.5 mGy. 

• When the invasive cancer detection rates are similar, 
we determine which configuration produces better re-
sults in what refers to the tumor size. We used the re-
sults published by Michaelson et al. [4] who propose an 
expression to determine the survival gain as a function 
of the tumour size, which can be understood as the per-
centage of women who survive after 15 years.  

• If previous criteria do not give us a definitive conclu-
sion, we evaluate the in situ cancers detection rate. 

The data provided by the Monte Carlo simulation of the 
screening programmes are shown in Table 1.  

We compare the annual detection rates of the total inva-
sive cancers (interval + screening) in an asymptomatic 
population which attend the screening for ages between 40-
70, 50-65 and 50-70, with mammography frequencies of 1, 
2 and 3 years, with the detection rate in the same asympto-
matic population but without screening. In particular, we 
have calculated 

radioind
clin
inv

int)sc(
inv rateraterate −−=Δ +     (1) 

where Δ is the annual net gain in the invasive cancer detec-
tion rate, int)(sc

invrate +  is the annual detection rate of invasive 
cancers, including invasive interval cancers, )clin(

invrate  is the 
annual invasive cancers rate that would be detected without 

screening and radioindrate  is the radio-induced cancers in the   
screening, per year. To obtain the annual net gain of in situ 
cancer detection rate we use a similar expression without 
considering the radio-induced cancers. In general we as-
sume that the higher the Δ-value is, the more justified con-
figuration of the screening programme becomes. 

Table 1 Results obtained in the analysis of different configurations of 
screening programmes in term of invasive cancers detection rates and 
detection tumor size. Second column is the established interval for each 
configuration; third and fourth columns are the annual detection rate of 
invasive and in situ cancer by screening, including detection rate of breast 
cancer that would be detected without screening; sixth column is the mean 
tumor size of invasive detected cancers, and the last one gives the gain of 
women who are diagnosed of breast cancer after 15 years 

Progr. intt  

(years) 

int)sc(
invrate +

 (per mil) 

int)sc(
insiturate +

 (per mil) 
.radiondrate

 (per mil)

int)sc(
invD +

(mm) 

S 
(%) 

1 1.22(4) 0.81(3) 0.05 9.17(7) 89 

2 2.6(1) 1.2(1) 0.03 11.8(1) 85 

3 3.7(3) 1.4(2) 0.02 14.1(2) 81 
40-70 

clinical 1.47(2) 0.064(1) - 23.05(8) 68 

1 1.37(1) 0.89(2) 0.05 9.5(2) 89 
2 2.76(7) 1.23(6) 0.03 12.6(1) 84 
3 4.0(3) 1.5(1) 0.02 14.09(2) 82 45-70 

clinical 1.65(1) 0.072(3) - 23.2(8) 67 

1 1.57(2) 0.94(2) 0.05 10.8(1) 87 

2 3.1(2) 1.4(1) 0.03 12.9(1) 83 

3 4.1(4) 1.5(2) 0.02 14.5(3) 81 
50-65 

clinical 1.68(2) 0.075(2) - 23.2(1) 67 

1 1.57(1) 0.98(1) 0.05 10.24(6) 87 

2 3.1(2) 1.40(9) 0.02 12.5(1) 84 

3 4.30(7) 1.62(2) 0.02 14.3(1) 81 
50-70 

clinical 1.83(2) 0.081(3) - 23.25(7) 67 

Three year frequencies are justified absolutely; two year 
frequencies are also justified, but with less significant re-
sults, and, finally, it is difficult to justify annual mammog-
raphy tests.  

To analyze the role of the maximum age, we have com-
pared the invasive cancers detection rate for the configura-
tions 50-65 years and 50-70 years and interval times of 1, 2 
and 3 years. To make this comparison we consider not only 
the annual detection rate of invasive cancers by screening 
but also of radio-induced invasive cancers. In addition, to 
make the analysis on the same population, we will take into 
account the cancer clinical detection on women between 65 
and 70 years, after finishing their participation on the 
screening programme for the configuration 50-65 years.  

It is justified to go on till 70 years for a triennial fre-
quency, but for interval times of 1 and 2 years the benefit of  
this extension is doubtful. 
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To analyze the starting age, we compare configuration 
programmes of 40-70 years with 50-70 years and interval 
times of 1, 2 and 3 years. It is not justified to start at 40 
years for any compared configuration. We consider invasive 
cancers detected rate by screening, radio-induced invasive 
cancers and also clinical detection rates in the ages between 
40 and 50 years before starting their participation in the 
programme for the configuration of 50-70 years.  

Results obtained are similar when we compare configura-
tion programmes of 45-70 and 50-70 years. 

It is worth to point out that the annual detection rate of 
the English programme (6.6 per mil) is reasonably well 
reproduced by our simulation (5.3 per mil). In addition, we 
show in figure 2, the detection rate for the Navarrian pro-
gramme as a function of the screening round [5]. As we can 
see, the experimental data show a rise after the second 
round, which is due to the increasing of the incident rate 
with the age. This tendency is rather well reproduced in our 
model. 
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Fig. 2  Detection rate in the Navarrian programme. Simulated resultas are 
in red 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have developed a model based on Monte 
Carlo simulation that is able to reproduce the results of 
breast cancer screening programmes in a consistent way. 
Different screening configurations have been studied in 
order to compare their respective efficiency.  

On of the main points is that it is not necessary to assume 
a quicker growth of the invasive cancers to reproduce re-
sults from actual programmes.  

We have obtained the average tumour size of detected 
invasive and in situ cancers. The in situ tumour sizes are 
smaller than the invasive ones. This difference has been also 
reported in [6]. It is also important the effect of the interval 
time in the size of the invasive interval cancers: it decreases 
when the frequency of the screening mammography in-
creases. 

For the simulated configurations (initial age of 40, 45 
and 50 years; maximum age of 65 and 70 years and interval 
times of 1, 2 and 3 years) we conclude that:  

• Annual mammography is advised against for all con-
figurations. 

• Configurations which include women younger than 50 
years are not justified. 

• The best configuration is the one with interval time of 3 
years, starting at 50 years. It is justified the higher 
threshold of ages till 70 years for a triennial frequency, 
but no clear benefits appear when the interval time is of 
2 years. 

Our model is consistent in all the results we have obtained. 
It validates the logistic growth model, which is applied to 
determine the evolution of the tumours growth and the cor-
rection of the incidence curve. It has not been necessary to 
introduce differences in the distribution of the tumour 
growth rate as a function of the histopathology types.  

The model can be used in order to obtain more specified 
results. In particular, it could be used to study the effective-
ness of the screening programmes concerning relevant as-
pects as the influence of the participation rate or the possi-
ble reduction of mortality. These are a controversial matter 
and are difficult to analyze with traditional methods. 
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(PD) 
Z. Rozhkova 

Medical Clinic “BORIS”, Kiev, Ukraine 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, fiber tracing (MR-Tractography) on the 
basis of Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) has been 
suggested as one potential in vivo method that could be 
used concurrent to conventional MRI [1]. DTI makes use of 
the conventional DWI that is widely used in the clinical 
environment [2]. We study relation between white matter 
(WM) integrity, macrostructural changes, such as atrophy of 
WM, microstructural abnormalities in WM, and cognition 
dysfunction in patients with PD using MR-Tractography 
method of visualizing a 3-dimensional structure of cerebral 
white matter fiber tracts based on volumetric DTI data. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Two groups of patients are studied by high resolution 
anatomical MRI, and DTI methods with 1.5T SIGNA 
EXCITE (GE). DTI experiments were performed using a 
DWI-EPI pulse sequence with following parameters: 
TR/TE=10000/98 ms, Δ/δ=31/25 ms, b=1000s/mm2, 25 
diffusion gradient directions). 48 slices with thickness of 3 
mm and no interslice gap were acquired covering the whole 
brain with FoV=25 mm2, matrix=128x128. The 1st group 
includes 14 nondemented patients with PD (PDG). The 2nd 
group (PDCG) includes 15 patients with PD and cognitive 
dysfunction. Brain tissue was segmented automatically 
using the k-nearest neighbor classifier. The Fractional 
Anisotropy (FA) values and mean apparent diffusivity 

coefficients (ADC) were measured in cortical WM and in 
subcortical structures that involved in cognitive dysfunction 
process. We combined tractography algorithms and 
visualization methods to trace the pixilated principal 
direction of a diffusion tensor originating from regions of 
interest (ROI) with high fractional anisotropy. 
Consequently, white matter fiber bundles from the nucleus 
caudate to frontal cortex via the thalamus were visualized. 

III. RESULTS 

We assessed the association of DTI parameters with 
cognition using linear regression, adjusting for relevant 
confounders and additionally for volumes of normal 
appearing WM and WM with appearances of atrophy. From 
analysis of DTI data for two groups of patients there was a 
significant reduction of the average FA values in temporal 
WM (PDG vs PDCG, 392.4+-70.3 vs 520.5+-64.7) and in 
parietal WM (268.3+-30.3 vs 360.1+-31.2). Results of 
stepwise regression analysis showed the FA values in 
temporal and parietal WM were associated the scores of 
short-term memory and orientation (Table 1). The higher 
ADC values and lower FA values in WM in subjects of 
PDG, and PDCG are related to worse performance on  
tasks assessing memory, executive function, information 
processing speed, global cognition and motor speed  
(Table 2).  
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Table 1 FA values for non-demented patients with PD and patients with PD and neuropsychological deficite in various regions of the brain 

Region of  interest 
 

PDG PDCG t value p value 

Occipital lobe, 
right hemisphere 

0.63+-0.13 
 

0.69+-0.08 
 

1.781 
 

0. 084 
 

Occipital lobe, left 
hemisphere 

0.67+-0.11 
 

0.76+-0.03 
 

3.440 
 

0. 001 
 

Frontal lobe, right 
hemisphere 

0.67+-0.08 
 

0.71+-0.05 
 

2.283 
 

0. 004 
 

Frontal lobe, left 
hemisphere 

0.70+-0.01 
 

0.77+-0.05 
 

1.836 
 

0. 009 
 

Nucleus 
lentiformis 

0.35+-0.09 
 

0.34+-0.05 
 

0.136 
 

0. 15 

Substantia nigra 0.32+-0.05 
 

0.27+-0.03 
 

0.129 
 

0.048 
 

Temporoparietal 
cortex 

0.69+-0.03 
 

0.63+-0.05 
 

3.211 
 

0.003 
 

Putamen 0.29+-0.05 
 

0.41+-0.05 
 

5.341 
 

0. 530 
 

Table 2 ADC values non-demented patients with PD (PDG) and patients with PD and neuropsychological deficite (PDCG) in various regions of the brain 

Region of  interest 
 

PDG PDCG t value p value 

Occipital lobe, 
right hemisphere 

0.665+-0.09 
 

0.659+-0.08 
 

1.674 
 

0. 097 
 

Occipital lobe, left 
hemisphere 

0.732+-0.09 
 

0.721+-0.09 
 

1.256 
 

0. 213 
 

Frontal lobe, right 
hemisphere 

0.711+-0.07 
 

0.708+-0.75 
 

1.223 
 

0. 220 
 

Frontal lobe, left 
hemisphere 

0.743+-0.08 
 

0.740+-0.79 
 

1.273 
 

0. 209 
 

Nucleus 
lentiformis 

0.345+-0.14 
 

0.341+-0.06 
 

1.306 
 

0.301 

Substantia nigra 0.619+-0.09 0.547+-0.05 
 

1.513 
 

0.019 
 

Temporoparietal 
cortex 

0.369+-0.08 
 

0.380+-0.085 
 

1.703 
 

0.090 
 

Putamen 0.563+-0.12 
 

0.634+-0.09 
 

1.240 
 

0. 107 
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                                                 (a)                                                                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 1 ROI localization (a) and 3D reconstruction (b) of fiber tract in SN in non-demented patient with PD (m, 63 y., disease duration 5 y.) 

 

Fig. 2 3D reconstruction of fiber tract in SN in non-demented patient with PD (m, 70 y., disease duration 8 y) 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

White matter integrity in temporal and parietal WM is 
compromised in nondemented patients with PD and in 
patient with PD and cognitive dysfunction. The 
microstructural alterations in temporal and parietal WM 
may account for the more pronounced impairment of short-
term memory observed in patient with PD and cognitive 
dysfunction relative to nondemented patients with PD. The 
feasibility of fiber tractography in patients with PD with 
DTI may add a new dimension in detection and 
characterization of WM injuries of patients with cognitive 
dysfunction.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Routine MR imaging is widely used to monitoring 
neurodevelopment in the normal human brain [1]. 
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and ADC maps are 
more sensitive than conventional MRI to study normal 
brain maturation [2] and to evaluate microcstructure 
alteration of the brain tissue following epileptic seizures 
[3]. In vivo 1H MRS investigation of the fetal, neonatal 
and adolescent human brain gives us a unique possibility 
for monitoring of the neurodevelopment and provides a 
baseline for age related differences in the normal human 
brain and in the brain under pathology [4]. In this study we 
propose ADC values and Glutamate/Creatine (Glu/Cr) 
ratios, obtained in one MRI examination, as quantitative 
indicators for the characteristics of regional and age 
peculiarities of the brain microcstructure and metabolism 
in normally developing children and in children with 
variety of seizure disorders.   

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

48 children are examined using 1.5T Signa EXCITE HD 
(GE). All subjects are divided into two groups. The 1st 
group (NG) consists of 10 healthy children (in the age from 
1 month to 16 years). The 2nd group (PG) includes 38 
developmentally delayed children with seizure disorders (in 
the age from 2 weeks to 16 years). The subjects of both 
groups are divided into 5 age group: less than 1 month, from 
1 month to 1 year, from 1 year to 3 years, from 3 years to 8 
years, and older than 8 years. For all subjects conventional 
MR images are obtained with following pulse sequences: 
SE (TR/TE = 600/35 ms) for T1W-saggital, and (TR/TE = 
3000/150 ms, and TR/TE = 2600/50 ms) for T2W-axial, and 
STIR T2W-axial, respectively. DWI are obtained with EPI 
sequence: TR/TE = 10000/83.6 ms. Experimental data, 
obtained  from DWI, we used for calculation isotropic and 
anisotropic ADC maps using equation [5] with b = 1000 
s/mm2, and b = 0, respectively. For all subjects the average 
ADC values are calculated in four areas of the gray matter 

(GM) - cortex, thalamus, head of the caudate nucleus, and 
lentiform nucleus, and in four areas of the white matter 
(WM) – anterior and posterior subcortical regions, and in 
internal capsule. 2DCSI 1H spectra are recorded with- and 
without water suppression: TR/TE = 1500/144 ms. The 
water signal intensity, corrected for age dependent changes, 
used as an internal standard for calculation of Glu content, 
and Glu/Cr ratios. 

III. RESULTS 

From analysis of ADC maps in all above mentioned 
regions of the brain we have found, that in subjects of the 
NG ADC values are the highest at birth and decreased with 
age under logarithmic decline. In the NG in subcortical WM 
the strongest relationship with age is observed. The mean 
values of ADC in WM decreased from 1.88*10-3 mm2/s in 
neonates in the age less than 1 month to 1.07*10-3 mm2/s in 
the age 1 year. In children of the NG in internal capsule, and 
in caudate nucleus the strong age dependence of ADC is 
observed. In the NG during first year ADC values are 
significantly higher in WM 1.14*10-3 mm2/s than in GM 
1.02*10-3 mm2/s. In subjects of the NG no significant 
difference of ADC in anterior and posterior subcortical WM 
is observed. At the birth the average ADC values in anterior 
limb of the internal capsule and in posterior limb of the 
internal capsule differentiate from ADC values in other 
regions of WM: 1.30*10-3 mm2/s, and even lower 1.09*10-3 
mm2/s, respectively. Significant differences of ADC values 
are observed in different regions of the GM. In neonates of 
the NG the highest ADC are observed in the cortex and in 
the head of caudate nucleus (1.34*10-3 mm2/s). In thalamus 
and in nucleus lentiformis the lower ADC values are 
observed: 1.21*10-3 mm2/s.  

Our results suggests that in children of the NG during 
first 3 years of life water diffusion is highly dependent on 
subjects age and decreases by approximately one-third to 
one-half. During first 3 years of life ADC values varies 
markedly with the brain regions. In the NG in children older 
3 years in subcortical WM the mean ADC values are 
0.75*10-3 mm2/s, as in normal adult brain.  
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The temporal ADC changes during first 3 years of life 
reflect the reduction of water content, cellular maturation, 
and WM myelination.  

In the PG in the epileptic focus ADC values decrease 
during the first 1 – 3 hours after the onset of seizures and 
after 24 – 48 hours normalized or even increase.  

We can characterize the growth of neuronal and glial 
cells during neurodevelopment using both methods: DWI 
and in vivo 1H MRS.  From in vivo 1H MR spectra of 
the human brain the integral intensity of main metabolite 
signals are obtained: N-acetylaspartic acid (NAA), 2.02 
ppm and 2.5 ppm; Creatine (Cr), 3.03 ppm, 4.7 ppm; 
Choline (Cho), 3.22 ppm; Inositol (Ins), 3.36 ppm (sIns), 
3.56 ppm (mIns), 4.06 ppm. NAA is confined to the neurons 
and axons, and its tissue level decreases as a result of 
neuronal loss or damage (for example, in hypoxia). The Cr-
signal comprises both Cr and P-Cr compounds and is 
involved in cellular energy metabolism. In the case of 
hypoxia its concentration decreases. Cho plays a role in 
myelination and is central to the metabolism of membrane 
lipids. Ins is important in osmoregulation, cellular nutrition, 
and detoxication. The coupled resonance signals between 
2.1 and 2.5 ppm are glutamate (Glu) and glutamine (Gln). 
These signals are overlapped with gamma-amino-butyric- 
acid (GABA). Glu is the most important excitatory 
neurotransmitter, whereas GABA, formed by 
decarboxylation from Glu, is the most important inhibitory 

neurotransmitter. In the presynaptic neuron Gln is converted 
to Glu and ammonia by glutaminase. Glu can either be 
converted to GABA by glutamic acid decarboxylase or be 
released in the synaptic cleft. After release by the 
presynaptic neuron, Glu is taken up by the astrocyte in 
which it is processed by glutamine synthetase into 
glutamine, which is transported back to the presynaptic 
neuron. This cycle operates between the presynaptic neuron, 
the neuronal cleft, and the astrocyte. Hyperammonemia has 
a great impact on this cycle by stimulating glutamine 
synthetase, by possible inhibition of glutaminase, and by 
inhibition of glutamate reuptake by the astrocyte. In 
hyperammonemia Glu decreases and Gln increases. Glu 
may be elevated in conditions of active tissue damage, such 
as hypoxia-ischemia, as one of the so-called excitatory 
amino acids. Apart from its role as neurotransmitter and 
precursor of GABA, Glu is important as a Krebs cycle 
component via alpha-ketoglutarate. Considering its 
predominantly glial localization, Gln may be considered a 
glial marker [4]. In each voxel of the spectral matrix in 
spectra, recorded in the brain of children in the both groups, 
we introduce two indicators: the metabolite content AM as 
the peak area and the metabolite concentration CM as the 
ratio of the peak area to the sum of all the peak areas S 
(NAA, Cr, Cho, Ins, and Glu): CM=AM/S. We analyzed the 
temporal alterations of the mean Glu content (<C>) during 
neurodevelopment in the NG, and in the PG (Fig.1).  
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Fig. 1 Dependences of mean concentrations values <C> of Glu in various regions of the brain of the normal developing children, and children with seizure 
disorders as a function of the age t (years): in WM in the NG (red), in GM in the NG (blue), and in WM, and GM in children of the PG (green) 

In WM in the NG in the age from 1 to 3 months the Glu 
content increase rapidly, reach maximum in 6 months, and 
thereafter decreased moderately to adults level for the age 1 
year. In GM in the NG in the age from 1 to 3 months the 
Glu content increase rapidly before values, characteristic for 
adult level. In children with the events of neurological 
disorders (PG) in all age groups the Glu content is higher 
than in NG, and in both regions (WM, GM) of the brain no 
plateau is observed. In WM in the NG in the age from 1 to 3 
months the Glu/Cr increase rapidly from (0.23+-0.02), reach 
maximum in 6 month (0.34+-0.02), and thereafter decreased 
to adults level (0.30+-0.02) for the age 1year. In GM in the 
NG in for the age from 1 to 3 month the Glu/Cr (0.28+-
0.02) increase rapidly before values (0.36+-0.03), 
characteristic for adult level. These data have served as a 
basis for identification of epileleptic foci with in vivo MRS. 
In all subjects of the PG the mean values of Glu 
concentration and Glu/Cr ratios are higher than in NG. 
(Fig.1). In the neonates of the PG in WM the mean values 
of Glu/Cr = (0.35+-0.03), and in GM Glu/Cr = (0.48+-0.03). 
In the PG in children older then 3 years the mean Glu/Cr = 

(0.40+-0.03), and (0.53+-0.03) in WM and GM, 
respectively. In hypoxic, ischemic, or recovering brain, the 
amplitude of Glu signal is elevated. It is probably a 
reflection of the protective function of the astrocyte, where 
Gln-synthetase removes the potentially toxic excess of Glu 
to accumulate as the relatively harmless product Gln. In the 
spectra, recorded in various regions of the brain in subjects 
of the PG, in the epileptic focus amplitude of Glu signal 
increase during the first 1 -3 hours after the onset of 
seizures and after 24 – 48 hours decrease to values, 
characteristic for the intact brain tissue.  

IV. CONCLUSION  

Direct comparison between 1H MRS and DWI data, 
obtained in one MRI examination, gives us a new insight 
into relationships between changes in the brain 
microstructure and metabolism in normally developing 
children and in children with various seizure disorders. 
These findings may have long-term prognostic value.’ 
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Abstract— It has been demonstrated that Microwave To-
mography (MWT) has potential for non-invasive assessment of 
functional and pathological conditions of various soft tissues, 
including myocardium, brain and extremity soft tissues. Here 
we describe the technical performance and  initial biomedical 
imaging results obtained using a MWT platform dedicated to 
the imaging of extremity soft tissues, .  

The system shows good technical performance allowing 12 
msec time resolution per data acquisition frame with adequate 
stability and a S/N ratio and an ability to consequentially ac-
quire 20,000 frames per single diagnostic procedure. Initial 
successive MWT imaging of dielectric and impedance proper-
ties of human forearms was demonstrated. 

Keywords— functional imaging, extremities soft tissue, dielec-
tric and impedance properties 

 
I. INTRODUCTION  

The final outcome of fracture treatment is largely de-
pendent on an assessment of injury, healing process and 
viability of soft tissues. It has been demonstrated that Mi-
crowave Tomography (MWT) has potential for non-
invasive assessment of functional and pathological condi-
tions of various soft tissues, including myocardium [1,2], 
brain [3] and extremities soft tissues [4]. 

We’ve previously demonstrated the applicability of 
MWT for imaging of myocardial infarction using the canine 
excised heart model [5]. The feasibility of MWT for func-
tional imaging of extremity soft tissues has been demon-
strated using a computer simulated image based on experi-
mental data obtained in swine experiments [4]. Those 
findings create a research foundation and rationale to move 
forward with design and construction of MWT specifically 
dedicated for functional experimental imaging of extremity 
soft tissues. In this report we describe the technical per-
formance of the system and initial biomedical imaging re-
sults obtained using a dedicated MWT platform,  

    
II. MWT SYSTEM AND IMAGING METHOD 

Section II covers the motivations which drives specific 
technical requirements of the MWT system dedicated for 
extremity imaging (subsection A); technical solutions em-

ployed during R&D and design and manufacture of the 
system,  including its technical performance (subsection B) 
and imaging method used in  image reconstruction (subsec-
tion C). 

A. Biomedical motivation to system requirements 
As in any biomedical imaging, classical MWT imaging 
scenario consists of a consequential cycles of measurements 
of scattered by the object signals, obtained from a plurality 
of transmitters located at various points around the object.  
Some portions of extremities might be approximated as 
two-dimensional (2D) structures, of course with obvious 
limitations. As an initial MWT imaging approach for ex-
tremity imaging we used 2D technical and image recon-
struction schemes. Our goal is to image functional condi-
tions of soft tissues within its timely, physiological 
variations, for example, blood content / circulation within a 
tissue. We have previously observed dependence of tissue 
dielectric / impedance properties (which are actually imaged 
within MWT) from tissue blood and oxygen contents, 
ischemia and infarction [1,2,4]. Circulatory related changes 
dictate strong requirements for system timely resolution of 
about 10-30msec. This requirement in an addition ot the 
need for a measurement of highly attenuated within a body 
electromagnetic (EM) signals together with the need for 
obtaining the best possible spatial resolution dictate a very 
tight requirements for system performance. 

B. Technical solutions and initial system performance. 
The 2D MWT system for extremity imaging consists of two 
major sub-block: electronic / microwave unit and a 2D 
imaging chamber. The imaging chamber is a metallic cylin-
der with radius 10.75 with 24 antennas equidistantly located 
at the perimeter of the central cross-section of the imaging 
chamber. Each antenna is a ceramic filled waveguide (ε~50 
and dimensions 5.3*2.1*0.75cm) operating in both trans-
mitting and receiving modes. During an imaging procedure 
the chamber is filled in with matching solutions of various 
dielectric / impedance properties. The electronic / micro-
wave unit transmits EM radiation to any antenna (working 
as a transmitter at certain time point) and measures scattered 
EM fields on all the rest of 23 antennas, working as receiv-
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ers at this particular time. Full system electronic scanning 
and control allows us to achieve required timely resolution 
(total acquisition time) of 12 msec. At the moment we can 
acquire about 20,000 full consequential measurements 
(frames) that give us an option for reconstructing a 240sec 
“movie” of 20,000 frames with 12msec frame rates. Implied 
system / antenna architecture allows for conducting meas-
urements within frequency range 0.9 to 2.3GHz.  
 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of experimentally measured and theo-
retical EM fields within MWT imaging chamber for nor-
malized amplitudes of:  “Empty” fields – (A); and scattered 
by human forearm fields – (B). See text for further details. 
  

C. Image reconstruction method 
For image reconstruction we used iterative 2D Newton 
approach with Tikhonov regularization presented elsewhere 
[6]. We use 256*128 polar grids to solve direct problem for 
each transmitting antenna at each iteration and 64*64 Carte-
sian grids to solve inverse problem. The starting point for 

image reconstruction was always a homogeneous media 
with dielectric properties of matching solution, which can 
be easily measured by, for example a coaxial probe method. 
Regularization parameters were chosen by a trial method. It 
usually requires about 20-30 iteration to reconstruct an 
image. Twenty five iterations take about 20min on typical 
Intel Core 2 Duo at 2.4GHz with 3 GB RAM. We’ve previ-
ously demonstrated that the developed image reconstruction 
method can be parallelized. For example, it can be calcu-
lated in parallel for each transmitting/receiving antennas, 
giving and acceleration of factor 24*23 in our case. This 
gives a reconstruction time for each “frame” of about 2sec.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Human forearm MWT imaging: simulated results 
with 3% noise (A) and experimental imaging (B) using 
MWT system for extremities imaging. Results are presented 
for ε’ when forearm was positioned within an imaging 
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chamber filled with matching solution of ε ~ 78+j28. Fre-
quency 1GHz. 
 

III. TESTS AND IMAGING RESULTS 

 The system has been installed, tested and tuned. Finally, 
it shows excellent technical performance allowing for meas-
urements of highly attenuated through humans arms / fore-
arms EM signals within 12 msec total acquisition time and 
with required S/N ratio. It is important for image recon-
struction to have a predictable distribution of EM field 
within so called “Empty” imaging chamber, when the 
chamber is filled with matching solution with known dielec-
tric properties but there is no object inside. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1A, where a distribution of amplitude of 
simulated “Empty” field is compared with experimentally 
measured fields from each of 24 transmitters. The data from 
13 opposite receivers for each transmitter is shown.  The 
experimental data also shows a good stability and compara-
bility of the results for each of 24 transmitting and 13 (op-
posite) receiving antennas. Figure 1B compares experimen-
tal and theoretical EM fields scattered by human forearm 
demonstrating an overall good agreement between the data. 
Overall amplitude shift between experimental and theoreti-
cal data might be attributed to a simplification of the fore-
arm model used: the model consists of a muscle area with 
radius 3cm and two bones with radius of 0.7cm each. 
 An obtained good agreement between experimentally 
measured and theoretically predicted EM fields allows us to 
move forward with reconstructing images. Using computer 
simulations we modeled a whole tomographic data acquisi-
tion cycle exactly the same way as our MWT imaging set-
ting does in practice. The direct problem was solved on 
512*256 grids. We also add 3% noise to the data before its 
inversion. The simulated data inversion was conducted at 
exactly the same conditions as an inversion of the experi-
mental data. Imaging results are presented in Figure 2A for 
simulated data and 2B for experimental data. Overall, quali-
tatively both results are in good agreement, demonstrating 
clearly defined areas of two bones and boundary of forearm. 
The reconstructed ε’ of soft tissue is within an averaged 
area of 50-55 which is close to the tabulated data. The re-

constructed values of ε’ of bones are higher than expected. 
There is also significant in-perfectness in reconstruction of 
ε” or resistance at the moment. This requires further im-
provement in image reconstruction schemes. 
   

IV. CONCLUSIONS  
MWT system specially dedicated for extremities soft tissue 
imaging has been designed, constructed and tuned. The 
system shows good technical performance allowing 12 
msec time resolution per data acquisition frame with ade-
quate stability and S/N ratio and an ability to consequen-
tially acquire 20,000 frames per single diagnostic proce-
dure. Initial successive MWT imaging of human forearms 
was demonstrated.  
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Abstract— We present new results on the fundamental non-
uniqueness issue in dc diffuse optical tomography (DOT) that
resolve a long-standing conflict between theory and practice.
Theoretically, scattering and absorption properties of the im-
aged media were proven to produce equivalent and thus in-
distinguishable effects. However, successful simultaneous recon-
structions of both parameters were obtained in phantom exper-
iments.

We reconcile theory and practice by showing that the equiv-
alence of scattering and absorption is only true for spatially
smoothly varying scattering properties. Jumps in the scatter-
ing properties are however distinguishable from absorption ef-
fects. In fact, in composite tissue consisting of regions with con-
stant scattering properties, dc intensity measurements in DOT
are sufficient to simultaneously image both the absorption and
the scattering coefficient.

We give an intuitive justification for this result and conjecture
a complete theoretical characterization of what can be recon-
structed from dc intensity measurements in DOT. Essentially,
the reconstructable quantities consist of the effective absorption
properties together with the jumps of the scattering coefficient
and its first derivative.

Keywords— diffuse optical tomography (DOT), dc intensity mea-
surements, unique simultaneous recovery of scatter-
ing and absorption, inter-parameter crosstalk

I. INTRODUCTION

Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) aims to reconstruct
spatially resolved images of the scattering and absorption
properties of biological tissue by transilluminating it with
light in the near-infrared regime, cf. Arridge [1] and Gibson
et al [2] for topical reviews. A long-standing conflict between
theory and practice is the question whether dc intensity mea-
surements hold sufficient information to simultaneously im-
age both properties.

A. Non-uniqueness in diffuse optical tomography

Rigorous theoretical results of Arridge and Lionheart [3]
demonstrate that this goal cannot be accomplished with dc
intensity measurements alone. The reason is a fundamen-
tal non-uniqueness property of the underlying mathematical

model in which scattering and absorption properties are con-
vertible into each other. It is therefore theoretically impossi-
ble to determine whether an experimentally observed effect
is due to absorption or scattering.

Due to this result, every reconstruction algorithm is faced
with an infinite number of absorption/scattering combina-
tions that all comply with the measurements. Some of these
combinations may be sorted out by practical arguments as
they may have too large oscillations or lie without expected
realistic bounds. Also, some may lie sufficiently close to the
real values, so that one would consider them as acceptable
approximations.

Nevertheless, the arguments from [3] still provide an arbi-
trary number of physically reasonable and significantly dis-
tinct combinations. Hence, no reconstruction algorithm (that
relies on the dc diffusion model) should be able to pick to
right one.

Experimental results are, however, in striking contrast
to these theoretical findings. Pei et al [4], Jiang et al [5],
Schmitz et al [6] and Xu et al [7] successfully reconstructed
separate images of the absorption and scattering parameters
using only dc measurements. Notably, they used the dc diffu-
sion model for which theoretical non-uniqueness was proven.

No satisfactory explanation for this apparent gap between
theory and practice has been found so far. Are the practical
successes really just due to the more or less implicit use of a-
priori information contained in a sophisticate numerical im-
plementation and regularization?

B. New uniqueness results

In this work we describe a recent theoretical result [8]
on this fundamental non-uniqueness issue that reconciles the
theory with the experimental results and leads to important
practical implications. Our aim is to explain the new ideas in
a intuitive rather than rigorous manner to appeal to more prac-
tically oriented readers. Based on these intuitive arguments
we also formulate a conjecture containing the complete theo-
retical characterization of what can be reconstructed from dc
intensity measurements in DOT.

Our main new point is that previous theoretical arguments
relied on the assumption that the parameters are everywhere
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spatially smooth. In practice, however, DOT is used to image
composite tissue, containing regions with different physical
properties. Moreover, finding the region boundaries is often
one of the major goals in DOT.

In fact, our new theoretical results show that such region
boundaries can be identified from boundary measurements
in dc diffuse optical imaging. More precisely, [8] shows
that for composite tissue consisting of regions with constant
scattering properties, dc intensity measurements in DOT are
sufficient to simultaneously image both the absorption and
the scattering coefficient. This explains the successful si-
multaneous reconstructions in the practical experiments cited
above, where phantoms with approximately piecewise con-
stant properties where used.

In addition to this rigorously proven result we derive a
conjecture that completely characterizes what can be recon-
structed in the case of general composite tissue. Essentially,
the reconstructable quantities consist of the effective absorp-
tion properties together with the jumps of the scattering coef-
ficient and its first derivative.

The outline of this work is as follows. In the next sec-
tion we recall the non-uniqueness result of [3] and demon-
strate how smooth scattering and absorption coefficients can
be combined in one effective absorption parameter. This is
followed by a formal derivation of the effective absorption
for a medium that is composed of several different materials
which motivates our results on what can be identified on the
regions boundaries. We then state our theoretical uniqueness
results in a more precise form. In the final section we give
some conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL CROSSTALK BETWEEN

SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION

We recall the theoretical arguments of [3] why smooth
scattering and absorption properties are convertible into each
other and thus indistinguishable by dc intensity measure-
ments alone.

A. The mathematical model

The equation governing dc diffuse optical tomography is

−∇ · (κ(r)∇Φ(r))+ μa(r)Φ(r) = 0 (1)

in some domain Ω, where Φ(r) is the intensity distribution at
the point r∈Ω, κ(r) is the scattering, and μa(r) is the absorp-
tion coefficient. This equation is supplemented by boundary
conditions describing the applied inward and the measured
outward light flux. For the purpose of this work, we assume

that the measurements provide information of the intensity
on the boundary Φ(r)|∂Ω (the Dirichlet data) and its normal
derivative ∂νΦ(r)|∂Ω (the Neumann data) for all solutions of
the diffusion equation (1).

Note that there exists more sophisticated and more realis-
tic ways of modeling the boundary conditions. These include
the use of delta sources located at a small depth below the sur-
face of Ω, or Robin boundary conditions possibly including
the effects of boundary reflections. Nevertheless, our simpli-
fied boundary model may serve as a kind of ”best you can
get”, idealized data for the study of theoretical uniqueness.
The reason is that Dirichlet and Neumann data, Φ(r)|∂Ω and
∂νΦ(r)|∂Ω, on a closed surface completely determine Φ(r)
inside the surface. Thus, if we replace a more sophisticated
boundary model on ∂Ω by a full set of Neumann and Dirich-
let data on a slightly smaller surface, we are only increasing
but never decreasing the theoretically available information
in the data. cf. also [3] on this argument.

B. Combining absorption and scattering effects

The transformation Ψ(r) =
√

κ(r)Φ(r) simplifies the dif-
fusion equation (1) into

−∇2Ψ(r)+ η(r)Ψ(r) = 0,

with

η(r) :=
∇2

√
κ(r)√

κ(r)
+

μa(r)
κ(r)

Thus, the scattering coefficient κ and the absorption μa are
combined into one effective absorption parameter η . If κ is
identical to one, close to the outer boundary ∂Ω, then the
measured Neumann and Dirichlet data remains unchanged
by this transformation. In effect, the measurements do only
depend on the effective absorption coefficient which com-
bines scattering and absorption. In other words, for spatially
smoothly varying coefficients, it is impossible to determine
whether a certain measured effect is due to the tissues scat-
tering or absorption properties.

III. EFFECTIVE ABSORPTION OF COMPOSITE

TISSUE

In practice, the tissue will be composed of regions with
different optical properties. Along the region boundaries the
scattering coefficient κ may be discontinuous, so that the
above combination of both, scattering and absorption, into
one effective absorption parameter is no longer valid.
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We now nevertheless study the effective absorption

η(r) =
∇2

√
κ(r)√

κ(r)
+

μa(r)
κ(r)

(2)

for composite tissue. Note that this expression does not make
sense from a rigorous mathematical point of view. However,
we believe that the formal arguments in this section provide a
useful motivation for our new (rigorously proven) uniqueness
results.

Consider first the one-dimensional example on the interval
x ∈ (−1,1) with

κ(x) :=

{
1 for −1 < x ≤ 0,

2 + x for 0 < x < 1,
μa(x) := 1.

In one dimension, the Laplacian ∇2 is the second deriva-
tive. Since κ(x) and also its derivative κ ′(x) have jumps in
the point x = 0, the derivatives of κ contain singularities in
the form of the δ -distribution. More precisely,

κ ′(x) = δ (x)+ Θ(x),

where

Θ(x) :=

{
0 for x ≤ 0,
1 for x > 0

is the Heaviside step function. Hence,

∇2κ(x) = κ ′′(x) = δ ′(x)+ δ (x).

Similarly, in two or three dimensions, a jump of the scat-
tering coefficient or its normal derivative along some region
boundary will lead to distributional singularities supported on
this boundary. Hence, the first summand in the effective ab-
sorption (2) contains singularities that cannot be canceled out
by the non-singular second summand in (2).

This suggest that, for composite tissue, dc optical mea-
surements do not only contain information about the effec-
tive absorption on each part of the tissue, but also about the
region boundaries and the jumps of the scattering parame-
ter (and its first derivative) along these boundaries. In other
words, smooth deviations in the scattering properties may
not be distinguishable from deviations in the absorption, but
jumps in the scattering parameter (and its derivative) can be
determined!

IV. THE NEW UNIQUENESS RESULTS

Now we state our new uniqueness results. We start with
the result published in [8].

Theorem 1
Let the medium be composed of regions in which the scatter-
ing is constant and the absorption is smooth (real-analytic).
Then the measurements of dc diffuse optical tomography
uniquely determine both κ and μa. �

From our formal motivation above we may justify The-
orem 1 by the following arguments. The measurement data
contains information about the effective absorption η on each
tissue part and also on the jumps of κ . A priori knowing that κ
is piecewise constant, enables us to calculate κ by summing
up all jumps necessary to reach a certain tissue part (start-
ing from the ”first” jump on the outer boundary). Then (since
∇2κ = 0) we can calculate μa from η .

Theorem 1 already solves the apparent conflict between
theoretical and practical results described in the introduction.
In phantom experiments, the medium is usually composed
of rather simple parts, so that the assumption of piecewise
constant scattering properties seems well met. Theorem 1
thus reconciles the successful simultaneous reconstructions
of both parameters in the practical experiments with the the-
ory.

The following assertion from [9] precisely characterizes
what can be reconstructed in dc diffuse optical tomography
for composite tissue. At the point of writing this work, the
rigorous mathematical proof of this assertion has not been
verified independently yet. Hence, we formulate the charac-
terization as a conjecture.

Conjecture 2
Let the medium be composed of regions in which both scat-
tering and absorption are smooth (real-analytic). Then the
measurements of dc optical tomography uniquely determine

• the scattering κ and its normal derivative ∂νκ on the outer
boundary,

• the effective absorption η on all regions,
• the relative jumps of the absorption κ on the region

boundaries, i.e. the quotient κ+/κ− of its one-sided val-
ues κ+ and κ−.

• the jump of ∂νκ weighted with a one-sided value on the
region boundaries, i.e.,

∂νκ+− ∂νκ−

κ+
,

cf. Figure 1 for the one-sided values κ+ and κ−.
Conversely, two different tissues can only be distinguished

by dc intensity measurements if their properties differ in at
least one of the above points. �
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κ+(r), μ+
a (r)

κ−(r), μ−
a (r)

ν

Fig. 1: Region boundary in composite tissue.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented theoretical uniqueness results in dc dif-
fuse optical tomography and reconciled the theory with the
experimental results. Dc intensity measurements do not hold
enough information to distinguish smooth scattering effects
from smooth absorption effects. They do, however, suffice to
uniquely identify jumps in the scattering (and its derivative).

For practical reconstructions, Theorem 1 shows that
unique simultaneous reconstruction of both scattering and ab-
sorption coefficients is possible if the scattering is a priori
known to be piecewise constant. Conjecture 2 asserts that this
is still the case for piecewise linear (or piecewise harmonic)
scattering. If such priors are not justifiable, then the conjec-
ture yields that one can still image the effective absorption
together with the region boundaries and jumps of the scatter-
ing parameter (and its derivative).
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Evaluation of Two Scatter Corrections Techniques for an Uncollimated 
Transmission Flood Source 

J.A. van Staden, H. du Raan, M.G. Lötter, C.P. Herbst, A. van Aswegen, and W.I.D. Rae 

Department of Medical Physics, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, South Africa 

Abstract—Scattered photons can be a problem in 
transmission computed  tomography  (TCT)  when  em- 
ploying an uncollimated transmission source. As an 
uncollimated transmission source can generate many scatter 
events in the transmission data, accurate scatter correction  is  
necessary  during  transmission  imaging. The aim of this 
study was to evaluate two scatter correction techniques which 
can be used with an uncollimated flood source for 
transmission imaging. 

Energy spectra of 140keV-photons transmitted through 
different thicknesses of attenuating material were acquired at 
different source detector distances (SDD) for each pixel using 
a scintillation camera. The scatter contribution to each energy 
spectrum was determined by subtracting the primary counts 
from the total  counts  for  a  specific thickness of  material.  
The scatter percentage (SP) in the 20% energy window was 
calculated as the ratio of scattered to total counts and 
expressed as a percentage. These values were compared with 
the SP values that were calculated with the triple energy 
window (TEW) and photon energy recovery (PER) scatter 
correction techniques. 

The SP decreases as the SDD increases. The SP obtained 
with the TEW and PER scatter correction techniques for the 
varying thicknesses of  Lucite compare favorably with those 
calculated for the open transmission source at distances of 20, 
40, 60 and 80cm from the detector. 

It is evident from the results that both scatter correction 
techniques can be used successfully during transmission 
imaging with an uncollimated flood source. The TEW scatter 
correction tends to overestimate the low scatter  values  and  
underestimate high  scatter  values. The TEW scatter 
correction technique is easier to implement than the PER 
technique during clinical imaging. As a result of the accuracy 
of the PER scatter correction technique it is the method of 
choice for scatter correction for transmission imaging. 

Keywords—Transmission computed tomography, Scatter 
percentage, Source detector distance, Scatter correction. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Several factors influence the quality of singlephoton 
emission computed tomography images.  The most promi- 
nent of these are the effects of tissue attenuation and radia- 
tion scatter [1], [2].   Attenuation may lead to artifacts and 
inaccuracies in reconstructed images. These occurrences are 
particularly disturbing in clinical studies such as myocardial 

perfusion imaging because of the highly non-uniform com- 
position of tissue in the thorax region. 

In  this  study  we  propose the  use  of  an  uncollimated 
transmission flood source.  The flood source is obtained by 
printing a 99mTc ink solution onto a sheet of paper using an 
inkjet printer as proposed by Van Staden et al. [3]. 

The potential advantages of a printed transmission paper 
source are firstly that the intensity distribution of the ra- 
dioactive source can be modified to be suitable for a specif- 
ic patient.  Cellar et al. [4] proposed the use of a series of 
collimated line sources with different intensities in order to 
create a non-uniform transmission profile.  This will result 
in a more uniform transmission image of the patient.   An 
important advantage of this configuration is that the distri- 
bution of activity in the source system is tailored to the 
attenuation in the human body minimizing the problem 
encountered when too few counts are recorded in highly 
attenuating pixels of the transmission scan.   Secondly the 
printed radioactive source can be manufactured at low cost 
to evaluate the use of different activity distributions in the 
transmission source.   An optimal activity distribution can 
then be identified.  In this study 99mTc will be used for the 
preliminary evaluation of a  uniform transmission source; 
however, a long life radionuclide may be used once the 
required non-uniform configuration has been determined. 
Thirdly, older existing gamma cameras can be easily mod- 
ified to allow attachment of the printed transmission source, 
since the source construction is light.  Fourthly, the photon- 
flux detected with an uncollimated transmission source is 
much higher than when collimation is used. 

The disadvantages associated with the use of an uncolli- 
mated transmission source however include firstly the 
additional radiation dose to  the  patient compared to  
using a collimated source.  Secondly, in order to apply an 
appropriate attenuation correction it is important to 
calculate the attenuation coefficient values for narrow 
beam geometry. When using an uncollimated transmission 
source there may be added scattered events that will lead to 
broad beam attenuation coefficient values.  However a 
scatter correction can be applied to the transmission data 
and has been proposed by Kojima et al. [5]. 

The aim of this study was to evaluate two scatter correc- 
tion techniques which can be used with an uncollimated 
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flood source for accurate scatter correction during 
transmission imaging. 

II.   METHODS 

A.   Datasets Acquired 

Data was acquired using a GE 400 AT gamma camera 
fitted  with a  low energy all  purpose (LEAP) collimator. 
The camera was equipped with an Alfanuclear acquisition 
and processing station (Alfanuclear SAIYC, Buenos Aires). 
A source holder equipped with a 99mTc flood source was 
attached to the gamma camera.  A printed flood source was 
obtained using the methods as explained by Van Staden et 
al. [3]. Approximately 370MBq 99mTc was deposited onto a 
paper sheet using an ink-jet printer to produce the paper 
transmission source.   Transmission data were acquired for 
the uncollimated as well as a collimated source.  The latter 
incorporated a low energy high sensitivity collimator 
(LEHS) that was placed on top of the transmission source 
on the source holder. All measurements were repeated three 
times. 

B.   Energy Spectra 

Energy spectra data for 99mTc photons (140keV) trans- 
mitted through various thicknesses (0 – 20cm) of attenuat- 
ing material were acquired at various source detector dis- 
tances (SDD) (20, 60, 80 and 100cm) and at a fixed detector 
phantom distance of 20cm for the uncollimated source. 
Similar data were obtained for the collimated transmission 
source with a detector source distance of 80cm.   In each 
instance a 2-dimentional energy spectrum data image was 
acquired in a 128 x 128 image matrix. Thus an energy 
spectrum was acquired in every pixel of the image. The 
energy spectrum data were acquired in ~ 0.5keV channels 
for  0keV to  500keV. Only information from 40keV to 
180keV was considered.  The attenuating material consisted 
of 19 Lucite slabs each with a dimension of 20 x 20cm2 and 
a thickness of 1.05cm.  A single energy spectrum for each 
image  was  obtained  representing a  region  of  area  10  x 
10cm2  in the central area of the Lucite slabs.  The energy 
spectra of the different pixels in that region were summed in 
order to get good statistical information. 

C.   Attenuation Coefficient Determination 

The energy spectra obtained were used to determine the 
attenuation coefficients for Lucite at various SDDs before 
and after applying the triple energy window (TEW) [6] and 
photon energy recovery (PER) [7] scatter correction  

techniques. The total counts in a 20% energy window 
were plotted against the thickness of Lucite for each 
spectrum obtained.  An exponential function was fitted to 
the counts at  increasing thicknesses. Attenuation 
coefficient values were calculated from these exponential 
functions.  Attenuation coefficient values were also 
obtained for the collimated transmission source at SDD of 
80cm.   This latter value should correspond to the “narrow 
beam geometry” attenuation coefficient value for 99mTc 
through Lucite which is published as 0.178cm-1 [8]. 

D.   Scatter Percentage Determination 

The spectrum obtained with no attenuating medium was 
assumed to contain only primary counts, P(0).  The attenu- 
ated primary counts at different thicknesses, d, were  
calculated using the narrow beam geometry attenuation 
coefficient value for 99mTc through Lucite as obtained from 
the calculated collimated flood source data at SDD of 80cm 
(µCALC of 0.173cm-1). 

P(d) = P(0) exp(−µCALCd) (1) 

The scattered counts, S(d), were obtained by subtracting 
the calculated primary counts, P(d), from the total observed 
counts, T(d). 

S(d) = T(d) − P(d) (2) 

From Eqs. (1) and (2), energy spectra of scattered pho- 
tons for various Lucite equivalent material thicknesses 
were calculated. The scatter percentage (SP) in the 20% 
energy window was calculated as  the  ratio  of  scattered 
to  total counts and expressed as a percentage. The SP 
values were also calculated with the TEW and PER scatter 
correction techniques, and  compared with the  calculated 
theoretical values. 

III.   RESULTS 

The attenuation coefficient values for an increase in the 
SDD for the uncollimated and the collimated flood source 
at SDD of 80cm are tabulated in Table 1.  These data 
indicate that an increase in the attenuation coefficient 
occurs with an increase in the SDD. This can be attributed 
to less scatter events being detected at greater SDDs. From 
Table 1 the calculated attenuation coefficient value, 
µCALC, for the collimated flood source at SDD of 80cm 
was 0.173cm-1.  This latter value should correspond to the 
“narrow beam geometry” attenuation coefficient value for 
99mTc through Lucite which is 0.178cm-1. This lower than 
expected attenuation coefficient value for the collimated 
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flood source at SDD of 80cm can be the result of scatter 
events in the scintillation camera detector. 

Table 1 Attenuation coefficient values at different SDD without scatter 
correction for the uncollimated and collimated flood source 

 

SDD [cm] Uncollimated µ [cm-1]    Collimated µCALC [cm-1] 
20 0.153 
40 0.171 
60 0.178 
80 0.180 0.173 

 
 
Figure 1 is an example of an acquired energy spectrum as 

obtained with an uncollimated flood source with 20cm of 
Lucite as an attenuating medium at a SDD of 20cm.  From 
the measured spectrum the primary counts at thickness, 
d=20cm, were calculated using Eq. 1. The primary counts 
were used to calculate the scatter counts by using Eq. 2. 
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Fig. 1 An example of an energy spectrum obtained with an uncollimated 
flood source 

In Figure 2, the relationship between the SP and the Lu- 
cite thickness is shows for SDD of 20 and 40cm. The data 
clearly indicate that for a SDD of 20cm there is an increase 
in SP with an increase in Lucite thickness.  From the data it 
is evident that for a SDD of 20cm the TEW scatter correc- 
tion technique over- and underestimated SP at small and 
large thicknesses of  Lucite  respectively. The  difference 
between the calculated theoretical (CALC) SP and the cal- 
culated TEW SP at 1 and 17cm thicknesses of Lucite was 
6.6% and -8.5% respectively. For the PER scatter correction 
technique the corresponding values between the theoretical 
(CALC) SP and calculated PER SP values at 1 and 19cm 
were 1.5% and -4.0% respectively.   At 40cm SSD these 
over- and underestimation differences between the SP for 
the CALC and TEW SP were lower (-2.8%, 2.7%). At the 

similar SDD the corresponding values for the PER at 1 and 
19cm were 0.8% and -2.7%. 
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Fig. 2  The graph illustrates the relationship between the scatter percen- 
tage and the Lucite thickness for SDD of 20 and 40cm respectively 

In Figure 3, the relationship between the SP and the Lu- 
cite thickness are shown for SDD of 60 and 80cm.  The data 
in Figure 3 clearly indicate that the TEW scatter correction 
technique overestimate the SP at SDD of 60 and 80cm re- 
spectively for all thicknesses of Lucite. The average differ- 
ence  between the  theoretical calculated (CALC) and  the 
TEW calculated SP for 60 and 80cm SSD were 3.6% and 
3.4% respectively. The corresponding values for the PER 
scatter correction technique for SDD of 60 and 80cm were 
0.8% and 0.8%. 
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Fig. 3  The graph illustrates the relationship between the scatter percen- 
tage and the Lucite thickness for SDD of 60 and 80 cm respectively 

In Table 2 the attenuation coefficient values, µ, for an 
uncollimated flood source are tabulated after applying the 
TEW and PER scatter correction techniques. These attenua- 
tion coefficient values are listed for an increase in the SDD. 
The data indicate that for a SDD of 20cm both the TEW and 
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PER scatter correction techniques underestimated the calcu- 
lated  attenuation coefficient  (µCALC  of  0.173cm-1). It  is 
evident from the data in Table 2 that an increase in the at- 
tenuation coefficients occurs with an increase in the SDD. 
This can be attributed to less scatter events being detected at 
greater SDD. 

Table 2 Attenuation coefficient values at different source-detector distances 
after applying the TEW and PER scatter correction 

SDD [cm] TEW μ [cm-1] PER μ [cm-1] 

20 0.168 0.169 

40 0.172 0.171 

60 0.18 0.173 

80 0.183 0.184 
 

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

A TCT imaging method using an uncollimated transmis- 
sion source makes it simple to obtain a transmission image 
and does not require major camera modification. As the 
uncollimated  transmission source  generates  many  scatter 
events with the flood source close to the patient (SDD of 
20cm) an accurate scatter correction would be needed with a 
similar clinical setup. From the results obtained it is evident 
that the difference between the theoretical calculated SP and 
the calculated SP with the PER scatter correction techniques 
at all SDD is smaller that the corresponding values obtain 
between the theoretical calculated SP and the SP calculated 
with the TEW scatter correction technique. After applying 
the TEW and PER scatter correction techniques to the ac- 
quired energy spectra data the attenuation coefficient values 
compare favourably with that of the calculated attenuation 
coefficient (µCALC  of  0.173cm-1)  of  the  collimated  flood 
source. Although the TEW scatter correction technique is 
easier to implement than the PER scatter correction tech- 
nique during clinical imaging the PER scatter correction 
technique is the method of choice for scatter correction for 
transmission imaging due to the SP accuracy. 
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Purpose: Multidrug resistance (MDR) is a significant 
obstacle to successful chemotherapy and a major prognostic 
factor in osteosarcoma (OS). We have previously observed that 
the chemosensitivity of OS cell lines to doxorubicin depends on 
P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and can be predicted based on functional 
assays using 99mTc-Sestamibi (MIBI). These results prompted 
us to develop an orthotopic model of OS for in vivo imaging of 
MDR and pharmacological inhibition with MIBI. 

Methods: Sensitive (143B) and resistant (MNNG) OS cell 
lines expressing different levels of Pgp and carrying a 
luciferase reporter gene were inoculated into the tibia of nude 
mice. Local tumor growth was monitored weekly by 
bioluminescence imaging and X-ray. After primary tumor 
growth, the animals were imaged with MIBI during 60 min. A 
group of animals were pre-treated with a Pgp inhibitor 
(PSC833). Images were analyzed for calculation of MIBI 
washout half-life (t1/2) and T/NT uptake ratios. 

Results: A progressively increasing bioluminescent signal 
was detected at 1-2 weeks after cells inoculation. The t1/2 of 
MIBI in drug resistant MNNG-tumors (t1/2=87.3±15.7 min) 
was significantly (p<0.05) lower than those in drug sensitive 
143B-tumors (t1/2=161.0±47.4 min). Administration of PSC833 
increased significantly the retention of MIBI in MNNG-tumors 
(t1/2=173.0±24.5 min) and had no significant effects in 143B-
tumors. The T/NT ratio was significantly (p<0.05) lower in 
MNNG-tumors in early (1.55±0.22) and delayed (1.12±0.11) 
images than those observed in 143B-sensitive tumors. 

Conclusions: The orthotopic injection of cancer cells 
provides an animal model closely resembling the clinical 
situation of OS. In vivo bioluminescence imaging allows the 
non-invasive monitoring of tumor growth. MIBI kinetic 
analysis provides information on the functional activity of Ppg 
expression and its pharmacological inhibition. Functional 
imaging with MIBI might be a valuable clinical tool to predict 
chemotherapy response in OS. 

Keywords––osteosarcoma, multidrug resistance, sestamibi, 
bioluminescence. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Drug resistance remains the major obstacle to successful 
chemotherapy in several malignancies including 
osteosarcoma (OS), which is the most common primary 

malignant bone tumor in children and adolescents. 
Advances in treatments, including multiagent chemotherapy 
regimens have increased considerably the long term 
disease-free survival rates up to 50-80% in OS patients [1]. 
Nevertheless, 25-50% of patients without metastasis at 
diagnosis develop systemic disease, mostly related with 
poor response to chemotherapy [1,2]. Initial tumor stage 
(histological grade, size of the tumor and presence of 
metastasis) and the histologic response to neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy are the strongest prognostic factors for 
survival but unfortunately are ineffective in altering the 
output of poor responders [3]. The most common 
mechanism related with multidrug resistance (MDR) is 
mediated by the overexpression of transmembrane efflux 
transporters belonging to the ABC superfamily, such as P-
glycoprotein (Pgp), multidrug resistance associated protein 
1 (MRP1) and breast cancer related protein (BCRP)[4]. 
These transporters act as drug efflux-pumps of a broad 
range of chemotherapeutic agents preventing their 
intracellular accumulation at toxic levels.  

Reversal of MDR by nontoxic compounds that block the 
activity of ABC transporters have been an important target 
for cancer therapy [5]. Several in vitro and clinical 
observations showed that Pgp overexpression is an adverse 
prognostic factor for outcome in OS patients, suggesting 
that Pgp evaluation at diagnosis constitute the basis for 
stratifying OS patients for whom alternative treatments may 
be considered [6]. A large number of compounds have been 
reported to reverse MDR in pre-clinical models when 
combined with anticancer drugs, but have yet to be proven 
useful in the clinical setting [5].  

Molecular imaging techniques, using [99mTc]-
radiolabeled probes provide a noninvasive way to assess in 
vivo the functional activity of MDR transporters [7,8]. The 
cationic and lipophilic radiotracer [99mTc]Sestamibi (MIBI) 
have been proposed as an imaging probe for functional 
assessment of MDR and for monitoring the efficacy of 
MDR modulators [9].  

In this study we purpose to evaluate the role of functional 
imaging with MIBI for identifying in vivo and 
noninvasively the MDR phenotype in an orthotopic model 
of OS. The animal model was established in nude mice by 
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intra-osseous inoculation of OS cell lines previously 
transfected with the luciferase reporter gene for monitoring 
the local tumor growth by optical imaging of 
bioluminescence. Prior to inoculation in animals, cells were 
characterized for the expression of ABC transporters and 
chemosensitivity to antineoplastic agents.  

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A.   In Vitro Studies  

The chemosensitivity of human OS cell lines (Saos-2, 
143B, MNNG and U-2OS, ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA) to 
the drugs used in the recently started EURAMOS-1 protocol 
(doxorubicin, cisplatin and methotrexate) for treatment of 
OS was evaluated by flow cytometry with TO-PRO-3 
iodide (Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San 
Jose, CA) and correlated with the mRNA expression levels 
of ABC transporters. In brief, cells were incubated with 
different concentrations of drugs ranging between 20 and 
100 µM for 24h. In a parallel experiment cells were pre-
incubated with a MDR inhibitor (cyclosporin A, CsA), 
before the addition of drugs for reversal of drug resistance. 
The drug concentration required to kill 50% of the cells 
(LD50) was calculated from dose-response curves. The 
mRNA expression of MDR genes was analyzed by 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (pPCR). The 
functional activity of MDR transporters was evaluated 
through uptake and efflux kinetic studies using MIBI, with 
and without CsA. The kinetic parameters steady-state 
accumulation (Css) and efflux half-life (t1/2) were extracted 
from time-activity curves. 

B.   In Vivo Studies 

Female 6-8 weeks old Balb/c mice (purchased from 
Takonic, Germany N.Y.) were housed under pathogen-free 
conditions and were fed ad libitum. All animal studies were 
approved by the local Committee for animal experiments 
and performed in compliance with the Dutch laws related to 
the conduct of animal experiments. Two OS cell lines 
(MNNG and 143B) with different chemosensitivity to 
doxorubicin (DOX) and expressing different levels of Pgp 
were stably transfected with the cytomegalovirus (CMV) 
promoter driven mammalian expression vector for firefly 
luciferase (CMV-luc) using Fugene. 

The intra-osseous inoculation of OS cell lines in the right 
tibia was performed with the animals under anesthesia with 
ketamine and xylazine as described elsewhere [9]. Local 
tumor growth was monitored weekly by bioluminescence 

imaging (BLI) using a Xenogen IVIS 100 imaging system 
after administration of D-luciferin and by X-ray. 

After tumor growth, the animals performed a 
scintigraphic study with MIBI for functional imaging of 
MDR. A 60 min dynamic study was acquired after i.v 
injection of MIBI with a single-head γ-camera (Toshiba 
GCA 7100/UI, Japan). A group of animals were pre-treated 
with a Pgp inhibitor (PSC833). Images were analyzed for 
calculation of MIBI washout half-life (t1/2), percentage of 
washout rate per hour (%WR/h) and tumor/non-tumor 
uptake (T/NT) ratio. 

III. RESULTS 

A.   Chemosensitivity of OS Cell Lines 

A dose-dependent increasing cell death was observed for 
Saos-2 and 143B cells after 24h of exposure to DOX, 
whereas MNNG/HOS and U-2OS were highly resistant 
with a low percentage of death cells and with no dose-
dependency. Addition of CsA sensitized MNNG/HOS and 
U-2OS to DOX and had no significant effects on Saos-2 and 
143B cells (p>0.01). Examples of a dose-response curves of 
a sensitive (143B) and resistant (MNNG) cell lines to DOX 
are shown in Fig.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Dose-response curves of 143B and MNNG cell lines to DOX in the 
absence and after treatment with the Pgp inhibitor CsA 

Analysis of qPCR results showed that ABCB1 mRNA 
encoding Pgp is significantly (p<0.05) more expressed in 
DOX-resistant cell lines (MNNG and U-2OS) as compared 
to DOX-sensitive cell lines (Saos-2 and 143B) suggesting 
that resistance to DOX is mediated by Pgp (Table 1). 
Moreover, the reversal of DOX resistance observed in 
resistant cells after addition of CsA substantiates this 
hypothesis. The transport kinetics of MIBI revealed 
significant differences between sensitive (Saos-2, 143B) 
and resistant (MNNG, U-2OS) cell lines to DOX. The 
steady-state accumulation (Css) and the efflux half-life (t1/2) 
of MIBI were significantly lower in resistant cells compared 
to those observed in sensitive cells (Table 1). The addition 
of CsA increased significantly (p<0.05) both the Css and the 
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t1/2 in resistant cells and had no significant effects in 
sensitive cell lines. 

Table 1 Summary of the results obtained from dose-response studies, 
qPCR and functional assays in OS cell lines 

Cell 
line DOX CIS MTX Pgp Uptake 

(%) 
efflux t1/2 

(min) 
Saos-2 Sens Sens Sen 2.8±0.2 24.3±2.6 17.9±2.7 
143B Sens Sens Sen 2.3±0.2 13.3±1.2 11.3±1.2 
MNNG Res Sens Sen 3.7±0.3 9.1±0,8 4.3±1.2 
U-2OS Res Res Sen 3.5±0,2 9.6±0.9 8.7±0.6 

B.   In Vivo Monitoring of Orthotopic Tumor Growth 

Positive bioluminescent OS cell lines, 143B-luc+ 
(sensitive, low levels of Pgp) and MNNG-luc+ (resistant, 
high levels of Pgp) were inoculated into the tibia of nude 
mice. Local tumor growth was monitored by BLI and X-ray 
for formation of osteolytic lesions. The bioluminescent 
images showed detectable bioluminescent signals at 1-2 
weeks after cells inoculation and a gradual increase in 
bioluminescence intensity over time, which is indicative of 
progressive tumor growth (Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 2 Monitoring of orthotopic tumor growth in nude mice. 
Representative bioluminescent images after intratibial inoculation of 
MNNG (A) and 143B (B) cells in mice over 4 weeks 

Radiographs taken at equivalent time-points showed 
initial signs of osteolysis at 3weeks that became clearly 
evident at 4 weeks. 

C.   In Vivo Functional Imaging of Pgp Expression 

Both 143B and MNNG tumor-bearing mice were imaged 
with MIBI at 4 weeks after cells inoculation. The 143B 
tumors were visualized within the first 5 min after injection 
of MIBI and remained visible during the 60-min acquisition 
period, although some activity was washed out from the 
tumors. The images acquired after treatment with the Pgp 
inhibitor (PSC833) showed an increase in both uptake and 
retention of the radiotracer (Fig.3).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Representative MIBI dynamic images of mice bearing orthotopic 
143B-tumors. Animals were imaged at 4 wk without (a) and after treatment 
(b) with PSC833 

The MNNG tumors were also visualized early within the 
first 5 min, but exhibited a lower accumulation of MIBI and 
less retention of activity when compared to 143B-luc+ 
tumors (Fig. 4). Treatment with PSC833 increased 
substantially both uptake and retention of MIBI in resistant 
MNNG tumors (Fig. 4).  

The t1/2 of MIBI was significantly (p<0.05) longer in 
143B tumors (161.0±47.4 min) than in MNNG tumors 
(87.3±15.7 min). Administration of PSC833 increased 
significantly the retention of MIBI in MNNG-tumors 
(t1/2=173.0±24.5 min, p=0.01) and had no significant effects 
on 143B-tumors (t1/2=195.2±21.0, p>0.05). Tumor/non-
tumor uptake ratio (N/NT) of MIBI on early (5 min) and 
delayed (60 min) images were significantly higher in 143B-
luc+ tumors (2.14±0.36 and 1.62±0.33, respectively) than in 
MNNG-luc+ tumors (1.55±0.22 and 1.12±0.11, 
respectively). 

2 min              15 min            30 min           60 min 

a

b

a

b

143B 
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Fig. 4 Representative MIBI dynamic images of mice bearing orthotopic 
MNNG-tumors. Animals were imaged at 4 wk without (a) and after 
treatment (b) with PSC833 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results from in vitro studies showed that OS cell 
lines have different chemosensitivity to DOX - a feature 
that is closely related with the mRNA expression levels of 
Pgp and could be circumvented by adding CsA, a potent 
inhibitor of Pgp. The kinetic parameters obtained from 
uptake and efflux studies with MIBI correlated with the 
expression levels of Pgp, hence predicting resistance to 
DOX. The lower uptake and the higher efflux rate of MIBI 
in resistant cells overexpressing Pgp confirm the hypothesis 
that MIBI is a transport substrate of Pgp, suggesting its 
application for in vivo assessment of Pgp-mediated drug 
resistance in OS. To test this hypothesis we developed an 
animal model closely resembling the human OS. From the 
in vitro studies, we selected two cell lines with different 
chemosensitivity and expressing different levels of Pgp 
(143B and MNNG) that were transfected successfully with 
the firefly luciferase. The intra-osseous inoculation of tumor 
cells promoted the tumor development in a physiological 
microenvironment resembling the original condition. The 
high sensitivity of BLI permitted the continuous 
noninvasive monitoring of tumor progression from the early 
stages of development (1-2 weeks). In contrast to BLI, X-
ray was only useful in the later stages of tumor development 
(3-4 weeks) when the first signs of osteolytic lesions 
became evident.  

The results obtained from scintigraphic studies showed 
that differences in Pgp expression in OS can be detected 
non-invasively by functional imaging with MIBI. A 60-min 
tracer kinetic analysis detected a faster washout rate of 

MIBI in MNNG-tumors as compared with the 143B-tumors. 
T/NT ratios in both early (5min) and delayed (60min) 
images were also significantly reduced in MNNG-tumors. 
These findings are largely consistent with the in vitro 
results, indicating that the reduced uptake and the faster 
washout rate of MIBI are associated with the higher 
expression of Pgp in the MNNG cell line. This conclusion is 
strengthened by the significant reduction of MIBI efflux 
rate in MNNG tumors after treatment with the Pgp inhibitor 
PSC833. Our results indicate that both uptake and washout-
related parameters discriminate these tumors based on 
differential expression levels of Pgp. However the washout 
half-time appears to be a better predictor of drug resistance, 
as it results in a 2-fold difference between sensitive and 
resistant tumors, as compared with the 1.4 fold difference 
observed for T/NT ratios. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The different chemosensitivity of OS cell lines to DOX is 
related with the expression levels of Pgp and can be 
predicted by functional assays using MIBI. The orthotopic 
injection of cancer cells provides a xenograft model of 
human OS that can be used for functional imaging of MDR. 
Bioluminescence imaging allows the continuous non-
invasive monitoring of tumor growth in living mice. MIBI 
imaging kinetics provides a valuable tool for predicting 
tumor response in OS and for planning alternative 
therapeutic strategies in poor responders. 
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Abstract––Ultrasound Doppler using two-dimensional (2D) 
techniques is commonly used to study blood flow and 
myocardial tissue motion. This use includes measurement of 
velocity and time intervals, often in relation to the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. 2D Doppler is frequently 
considered a real-time technique but in reality the acquisition 
time can be as long as 200 ms per image. 

We have developed a test-phantom using a rotating cylinder 
to simulate blood flow and tissue motion in a whole sector or 
space angle to evaluate velocity and timing characteristics. The 
phantom can produce constant velocities, as well as well 
defined acceleration for testing the timing characteristics of 
ultrasound systems. The cylinder phantom is especially 
suitable for timing measurements in 2D Doppler imaging. 

Keywords––Doppler, phantom, delay, color, tissue. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Color Doppler (CD) provides a color-coded two-
dimensional (2D) visualization of blood flow velocity in the 
heart and blood vessels. Doppler tissue imaging (DTI) is a 
widely used tool for assessing tissue motion (e.g., 
myocardial motion) in 2D with high temporal resolution and 
at any discrete point within the tissue. 

Signals from all Doppler modes can be used to measure 
cardiac time intervals. Because the electrocardiogram 
(ECG) provides a time reference signal, it is important that 
these signals are synchronized, which is not always the case 
[1]. Furthermore, because CD and DTI are considered real-
time techniques, the actual acquisition time is not negligible 
when the flow velocity or myocardial motion rapidly 
changes [2]. Depending on how the ultrasound image is 
created in time and space [3,4], different parts of the 
presented velocity profile might represent different 
moments in time, i.e. different moments in the heart cycle 
[5]. For traditional CD imaging, this error is easier to 
predict because the flow image is created by the beam 
sweeping continuously from one side to the other. However, 
using high frame rate electronic transducers, the Doppler 
image may be created by composite beam scanning in a way 
that might change with the application and is not predictable 
by the user. 

Different types of test phantoms have been used to study 
the performance in ultrasound Doppler systems. None of 
these phantoms, however, is designed to study velocity and 
timing performance in 2D Doppler across the sector image 
at advantageous Doppler angles (< 45º). Therefore, the aim 
was to develop an ultrasound Doppler phantom for testing 
DTI and CD flow. 

II.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A.   The Doppler Phantom 

A new Doppler phantom was designed based on the 
principle where a known flow or tissue velocity was 
generated from the surface of a rotating cylinder (Fig. 1) 
placed in a water tank. A hollow Plexiglas cylinder 25.0 
mm in diameter gave a suitable backscattered signal. The 
surface of the cylinder was sandpapered to improve the 
acoustic backscattering. 

 

Fig. 1 The principle of the rotating cylinder Doppler phantom. The 
peripheral velocity of the cylinder surface is v 

An ultrasound transducer used for recording the velocity 
of the rotating cylinder was positioned perpendicular to the 
cylinder with the 2D scan plane parallel to the cylinder. The 
scan plane covered the area of peripheral velocity of the 
cylinder. 

The test tank was filled with degassed tap water and an 
absorber was placed at the bottom to minimize reflections 
and reverberations. The rotation of the cylinder was 
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obtained from an electric motor with a digital tachometer 
attached to obtain calibrated speed of the cylinder surface 
(rotational speed x circumference). Control electronics for 
the phantom was a redesigned Doppler string phantom, DP1 
(BBS Medical Electronic AB, Hägersten, Sweden). 
Phantom speed was calibrated utilizing an external digital 
tachometer to measure rotational speed and a slide caliper to 
measure the diameter of the cylinder. The acoustic velocity 
of degassed tap water at room temperature (20° C) is close 
to 1480 m/s. Therefore, a velocity correction factor of 0.96 
(1480/1540) for a system calibrated at 1540 m/s was used 
[6]. We used an ultrasound sector angle of about 80º, which 
resulted in angles between the ultrasound beam and the 
cylinder of 0 to 35º. 

The rotating cylinder phantom was evaluated in CD and 
DTI, as well as pulsed (PW) and continuous (CW) spectral 
Doppler for testing both velocity and timing characteristics 
in a commercially available ultrasound system (Vivid 7, GE 
Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway). 

B.   Measurement of Velocity Performance 

Pulsed Doppler was tested at peripheral cylinder 
velocities of 50, 100, and 200 cm/s at both directions of 
rotation. Tissue pulsed Doppler (T-PW) and DTI were 
tested at velocities of 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 25.0 cm/s and CW 
at velocities of 50, 100, 200, and 400 cm/s. Using the 
ultrasound system calipers, the Doppler velocity was 
measured at the spectral maximum, corresponding to the 
peripheral velocity of the cylinder. All measurements, 
which were performed three times and presented as average 
measures, were adjusted for the propagation velocity in the 
water. The data were also angle-corrected for the angle 
between the ultrasound beam and velocity from the 
cylinder. 

C.   Measurement of Timing Performance 

The Doppler phantom was set to produce a repetitive 
step-like motion (the blue AUX signal in Fig. 3) moving 
from zero to a preset velocity with a “heart-rate” close to 60 
beats/second. The tachometer signal was applied to the 
ECG input and to an auxiliary (AUX) input of the 
ultrasound system. These signals were used as time 
reference [1] and displayed with the Doppler signals on the 
ultrasound system screen. The AUX input was used because 
it renders the true cylinder motion almost unaffected, 
whereas the highly filtered ECG input distorts the 
tachometer signal. 

Using the ultrasound system calipers, the time delays 
were measured from the onset of the Doppler signal to the 
onset of the ECG and AUX signals respectively. The delays 

are defined as positive when the Doppler signal appeared 
before the AUX or ECG signals. Delays were measured in 
PW and T-PW modes with varying velocity scale settings. 

The DTI mode images were acquired at different frame 
rates and different velocity scales. The images were stored 
for subsequent measurements off-line on a standard 
computer with analysis software EchoPac PC ver. 6.1.3 (GE 
Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway). Measurements 
were performed at different points along the cylinder with 
the oval sampling area set to 6mm (vertical) by 12mm 
(horizontal). Temporal filtering was varied and angle 
correction was not performed. 

To study CD the peripheral velocity of the cylinder was 
set to accelerate from 0 to 100 cm/s in about 36 ms, i.e. 
2800 cm/s2. This acceleration rate, which is within the 
expected clinical range, was confirmed using the tachometer 
signal and an oscilloscope. The acquisition of the ultrasound 
system was set to triggered mode so that the start of the 
triggered frame could be set to any arbitrary instant during 
the heart cycle. Acquisition was done at five frame rates 
(8.7, 11.1, 16.2, 22.6, and 24.2 fps). 

III.   RESULTS 

A.   Velocity Performance 

Pulsed Doppler (PW): The mean difference between the 
true- and Doppler-calculated peripheral cylinder velocity 
was 3.5% (range 0.0 – 5.2%). Repeated measurements of 
PW gave a variability of ± 2.2% (± 1 SD, calculated from 
10 measurements at 100 cm/s). 

Continuous Doppler (CW): The mean difference was 
5.4% (range 4.9 – 6.2%), with the highest overestimation at 
50 cm/s. 

Tissue pulsed Doppler (T-PW): The mean difference was 
8.2% (range 1.1 – 16.1%). The largest difference was found 
at 2.5 cm/s. Repeated measurements of T-PW gave a 
variability of ± 5.3% (± 1 SD, calculated from 10 
measurements at 10.0 cm/s). 

Doppler tissue imaging (DTI): The mean difference was 
–21.6% (range –24.7 - -19.2%). The largest difference was 
found at 10.0 cm/s. Repeated measurements of DTI gave a 
variability of ± 3.1% (± 1 SD, calculated from 10 
measurements at 10.0 cm/s). 

B.   Timing Performance 

Pulsed (PW) and tissue pulsed (T-PW) Doppler: The 
delays between the Doppler spectrum and the signals 
applied to the ECG and AUX inputs varied with the velocity 
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scale setting (Fig.2): The smaller the scale, the larger de 
delay. 

 

Fig. 2 Time delays in pulsed (PW) and tissue pulsed (T-PW) Doppler in 
relation to the ECG and AUX signals as a function of velocity scale 

The shortest delays for PW appeared at high velocity 
scales: 9.7 ms for ECG and 0.0 ms for AUX at scale 620 
cm/s. T-PW normally uses lower velocity scales and at a 
scale of 16 cm/s the delays were 37.3 ms for ECG and 19.0 
ms for AUX signals. 

Doppler tissue imaging (DTI): To verify whether 
different parts of the DTI image were in synchrony the 
velocity signal from two measuring areas along the cylinder 
were recorded. At a frame rate of 34 fps and a velocity scale 
of ± 34 cm/s, the signal from the rightmost area appears to 
lag the signal from the leftmost area with about 30 ms. 
When temporal filtering of 70 ms was employed, the AUX 
and ECG signals were delayed approximately 27 ms and 40 
ms, respectively, after the velocity signal. The amplitude of 
the velocity signal was also affected. 

Color Doppler (CD): A series of triggered CD images 
were acquired at different frame rates. Images from two 
frame rates are shown in Fig. 3. Although the whole 
cylinder moves with the same peripheral velocity, the 
images display colors corresponding to a spectrum of 
velocities between zero and approximately 100 cm/s. The 
size of the colored area varied with frame rate. 

IV.   DISCUSSION 

The presented Doppler test phantom is a new tool to 
study the accuracy in terms of timing and velocity of 
different flow and tissue events in relation to other 
variables. Furthermore, the tool can be used to study time 
errors within a 2D flow or tissue image. 

 

Fig. 3 Triggered color Doppler images of the response to the step-like 
input acquired at 8.7 (115 ms) and 24.2 fps (41 ms). The trigger point is the 
a red dot on the green ECG signal. The blue trace is the AUX signal 

Previously, we used a string phantom [1,7] to examine 
the performance of ultrasound systems. This phantom was 
developed for spectral recordings of flow and tissue pulsed 
Doppler but when studying a substantial sector size the 
Doppler angles become unacceptable (45-90º). The 
advantage of using a rotating cylinder is that it provides 
motion at acceptable Doppler angles across the 2D image. 
At a sector angle of 80º, the Doppler angle will always be 
less than 40º across the sector image. In contrast to a string 
phantom, the advantageous Doppler angles will reduce 
geometrical spectral broadening. 

The present data show that the rotating cylinder phantom 
can be used for testing velocity and timing characteristics of 
ultrasound Doppler systems. Velocity measurements agreed 
within 6.2% with true velocity in the PW and CW modes. In 
the T-PW mode the agreement was in the range 1-16%, 
whereas an underestimation of approximately 20% was 
found in the DTI mode. Because of the thickness of the 
ultrasound sector “slice”, the transducer receives not only 
the velocity components directed straight toward the 
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transducer but also contributions from other Doppler angles 
(Fig. 1, cross section). This results in a spectrum of 
velocities in which the highest components correspond to 
the radial cylinder velocity. However, this signal is easily 
separated in spectral Doppler but not in 2D flow and tissue 
Doppler because these latter techniques present mean 
velocities. 

Time delays between the spectral Doppler signal and the 
AUX and ECG signals varied with velocity scale settings. 
As previously reported, time delays of up to 90 ms between 
spectral Doppler signals and the ECG and AUX signals 
have been observed [1], with the Doppler signal lagging the 
ECG signal. In the system used in the present study the 
ECG signal lagged the spectral Doppler signal and the time 
delays were smaller. 

In the DTI mode these delays were small with the ECG 
signal delayed in relation to the DTI signal. This can be of 
importance when performing measurements of cardiac time 
interval when the ECG signal is used as the time reference 
signal. Temporal filtering of the DTI signal can influence 
both timing and velocity as compared with the unfiltered 
signal [8]. The DTI sector image is created by the 
ultrasound beam sweeping from the right side to the left 
side of the sector. With a frame rate of 34 fps, the sweep 
time will be approximately 30 ms. Therefore, the Doppler 
signal from the right part of the image is produced about 25 
ms before the Doppler signal from the left part. The 
consequence of this is that the signal from the left part of 
the image appears to be ahead of the signal from the right 
part. This exemplifies the importance of a proper frame rate 
to avoid errors in both velocity and timing measurements 
when velocity rapidly changes.  

The colored flow area in CD varied with frame rate when 
an accelerating “flow” was interrogated (Fig. 3). The reason 
for this variation is that the image acquisition starts on the 
left side of the sector at a point in time that corresponds to 
the trigger. A frame rate of 8.7 fps corresponded to an 
acquisition time of 115 ms. During this time, the cylinder is 
first at standstill (black in image) and then accelerates 
causing the transition from red to yellow colors. The CD 
image is consequently not instantaneous but shows the 
velocities present during a 115 ms interval. 

V.   CONCLUSIONS 

A new rotating cylinder test phantom has been designed 
that can test pulsed and continuous wave Doppler, Doppler 

tissue imaging, and color Doppler. Because the phantom 
generates a velocity not only in a small area but also in a 
whole sector, we recommend the rotating cylinder phantoms 
to study errors in timing in 2D Doppler, i.e. color Doppler 
and Doppler tissue imaging though it can be useful in all 
Doppler modes. Using the phantom on a commercial 
ultrasound system, we have found timing errors of the 
Doppler signal in relation to the ECG and AUX input 
signals, as well as timing errors in the color doppler image. 
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Adaptive Scanning Control 
for Cardiac CT Image Reconstruction 
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Abstract— daptive rotational velocity for circular scan and 
pitch conditions for helical scan are proposed to improve the 
temporal resolution for helical cardiac CT. The adaptive 
rotational velocity and pitch should be selected by heart rate 
so as to achieve high quality cardiac CT image. The temporal 
resolution can be improved with our adaptive velocity and 
pitch.   

Keywords—Cardiac CT, Temporal resolution, Pitch, 
Reconstruction  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Because faster gantry rotational velocity are now 
available, Cardiac CT developed rapidly [1]. However, for 
cardiac CT, the temporal resolution remains to be an issue 
because of the relatively fast cardiac motion during source 
rotation. In order to achieve better temporal resolution, a 
suitable rotational velocity and pitch should be used. In this 
paper, we propose the ideal rotational velocity and pitch for 
cardiac CT. In the first part, we analyze cardiac CT 
rotational velocity for circular scan. In the second part, we 
discuss helical scan problem and present scanning pitch for 
cardiac CT scan. Finally, the paper is concluded. 

II. ROTATIONAL VELOCITY  FOR CARDIAC CT 

Because the heart is always in motion, the heart will be in 
different phases during the scan. There will be motion 
artifact in reconstruction image if all the projection is 
collected directly. Generally speaking, a fraction of diastolic 
period of heart is chosen to reconstruct image due to the 
least motion. To improve temporal resolution, multi-cycles 
are applied to reconstruct image with ECG gating 
techniques. Each data segment is collected from one cardiac 
cycle. Data segments are combined and reconstructed into 
images. This allows cardiac imaging with higher heat rates. 
Generally, two to five cycles are needed. 

In cardiac imaging, the rotational velocity is important 
factor to influence the quality of image. If the heart rate and 
gantry rotational rate are synchronized, each rotation will 
stat at same position of the gantry’s rotation. Obviously, if 
the heart rate exactly equal or an integral multiple of the 

rotational velocity, multi data segment will not be covered. 
To prevent this overlap of data, the rotational velocity 
should be selected to avoid the synchrony with the heart rate. 
In multi-segment reconstruction, the image with high 
temporal resolution depends on the completeness of data 
segment. Ideal multi-data means there are no gap and 
overlap between data segment. The rotational velocity can 
be selected according to the heart period and control 
parameter. Formula (1) provides all possible velocity to 
achieve ideal data segment on base of author’s previous 
paper[2]. The relationship among selectable velocity, 
heartbeat and parameter can be expressed as:  

,...2,1,...2,1,,...,2,1)1(Ti pkNi
N

p
kTrot         (1) 

Parameter i  corresponds to the number of cycles. N is 
total number of heart cycles. k and p are the parameter for 
controlling the rotational velocity. The velocity rotT can be 

selected in formula (1) if heart period iT is known. For 

example, For example, Let k=1, 1p
i,T 0.8s,  N=3, the 

ideal rotational velocity is 0.53s. In order to simulate, thorax 
phantom is scanned with ideal scanning velocity and fixed 
scanning velocity 0.63s. The reconstructed image is 
illustrated in Fig.1. The simulation shows that the image 
Fig.1.b with ideal velocity is much better the image Fig.1.a 
with fixed velocity. Generally, faster rotational velocity is 
favorable to cardiac imaging.  

    

 
a. Fixed velocity 0.63s               b. Ideal velocity 0.53s 

Fig.1 Reconstructed image with different velocity   
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III. HELICAL SCANNING FOR CARDIAC CT 

In helical mode, the table moves continuously through 
the gantry during scanning. Pitch is important parameter for 
cardiac CT imaging. If pitch values is greater than 1, the 
distance between the sectors of helical scanning for 
continuous heart cycles would be long. Therefore the z-axis 
resolution would be poor. If pitch is less than 1, the sectors 
are more tightly combined and more accurate image can be 
achieved. However, the low pitch results in a high dose. In 
cardiac CT, a suitable pitch should be selected to achieve 
better quality for compromise between the quality and dose. 
In multi-slice reconstruction, ideal reconstruction can be 
achieved for each slice by using linear interpolation. In this 
case, the image between adjacent data stacks can be 
reconstructed by linear interpolation. Therefore, the pitch 
must be limited. The relationship among detector width, 
heart rate and table velocity can be derived in Fig.2.a. The 
condition for using linear interpolation can be is: 

dNVTRR )2(                                                                 (2) 

Where TRR is the heart period. N represents the number 
of illuminated detector slice and d represents the width for 
each detector slice. V is the table velocity. 

The condition can be relaxed further. In Fig.2.b, the table 
displacement in TRR period is detector width N d. In this 
mode, the image for adjacent data stacks can be 
reconstructed by neighboring data interpolation. Therefore, 
the poorer quality of image is achieved [3]. Similarly, the 
table displacement in TRR can be (N+1) d or (N+2) d. In 
these modes, the pitch can be increased because more 
neighbor projections at boundary slice are used.  Finally, the 
pitch can be expressed in formula (3).      

2,1,0K
T

T

N

KN
pitch

RR

rot                                  (3) 

Where rotT  is the rotational velocity. Obviously, larger 

K corresponds to poor image. Generally, K should be less 
than 2. The images for different K value are reconstructed 
by motion phantom in Fig.3. The image in Fig.3.a is 
reconstructed with K=-2. In this case, the high quality of 
image is achieved.  The image in Fig.3.b is reconstructed 
with K=2. In this case, the worst quality of image is 
achieved.  In multi segment mode, several cycles are needed 
for higher temporal resolution. As an extension of formula 
(3), the pitch condition can be expressed as formula (4). 

2,1,0K
ST

T

N

KN
pitch

RR

rot                                (4) 

Where S is the number of heart cycles for reconstruction. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
TRR 

t                                         t 
   a. Linear   interpolation         b. Neighbor interpolation    

Fig.2    Different pitch for helical scan  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Image for K= -2                   b. Image for K=2 

Fig.3   Reconstructed image with different K 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The author analyzes rotational velocity for circular 
scanning CT. Different conditions for helical cardiac CT 
scanning are proposed. The adaptive scanning pitch can be 
selected by heart rate so as to achieve high quality cardiac 
CT image. Simulations verify these formulas.  
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Abstract—The aim of the present study was to examine the 
Gd2O2S:Eu powder scintillator under general X-ray Radio-
graphic imaging conditions. For this purpose five scintillator 
screens with coating thicknesses 33.1, 46.4, 63.1, 78.3 and 139.8 
mg/cm2 were prepared in our laboratory by sedimentation of 
Gd2O2S:Eu powder. Light emission efficiency and optical 
emission spectra of the screens were measured under X-ray 
excitation using X-ray tube voltages (50–140 kVp) employed in 
X-ray radiography. Spectral compatibility with various optical 
photon detectors (photodiodes, photocathodes, charge coupled 
devices, films) were determined using emission spectrum data. 
In addition, parameters related to X-ray detection and energy 
absorption efficiency were calculated. Gd2O2S:Eu showed peak 
emission in the wavelength range 620–630 nm. The 139.8 
mg/cm2 phosphor screen appeared with the maximum light 
emission efficiency. Due to its reddish emission spectrum, 
Gd2O2S:Eu showed excellent compatibility with the sensitivity 
of many currently used photodetectors and could be consid-
ered for application in X-ray imaging especially in various 
digital detectors. 

Keywords—Luminescence Efficiency, Matching Factor, 
Powder Phosphors, Gd2O2S:Eu. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Most radiation detectors, employed in x-ray radiography, 
consist of a scintillator/phosphor screen coupled to an opti-
cal detector (photographic emulsion film, photocathode, 
photodiode, etc.) [1]–[5]. Currently the most preferred 
phosphors are Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl. Gd2O2S:Tb has been 
proven very useful in conventional radiography screen-film 
systems. However, in digital radiography systems, based on 
crystalline silicon (Si) optical detectors (CCDs, photodi-
odes) the green light emitted by terbium-activated phos-
phors is not very efficiently detected [3], [6], [7]. This is 
because a large number of Si based devices, incorporated in 
X-ray imaging systems are not adequately sensitive to these 
wavelengths (500-550 nm) [3]. Since most Si based 
photodetectors are more sensitive in the red wavelength 
range, it would be of interest to investigate the emission 
efficiency of red emitting phosphors [6], [7]. 

For this purpose, europium (Eu)-activated phosphors, 
emitting at wavelengths towards the red region of the light 
spectrum could be used instead of green emitting, Tb-
activated phosphors. These red emitting phosphors show 
adequate matching with some films exhibiting high sensitiv-
ity to red light such as those used in laser imagers. Further-
more many europium doped scintillators, and particularly 
Gd2O2S:Eu, have been previously found comparable to 
terbium-activated phosphors [8]. In addition europium-
activated phosphors have a decay time of the order of one 
millisecond (slightly higher than Gd2O2S:Tb) which  is 
acceptable for applications that do not involve high framing 
rates [9], [10].  

The aim of the present study was to investigate the re-
sponse of Gd2O2S:Eu scintillator to X-rays employed in 
general X-ray radiography [11]. The principal criteria taken 
into account in the evaluation of Gd2O2S:Eu phosphor were: 
the X-ray quantum detection (QDE) and the X-ray energy 
absorption efficiency (EAE), the light emission efficiency, 
the spectrum of the emitted light and the spectral compati-
bility to optical detectors incorporated in medical imaging 
systems. To our knowledge the light emission properties of 
the Gd2O2S:Eu have not been previously systematically 
investigated under X-ray Radiography conditions. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Experimental Procedure 

The screens, necessary for the experiments, were pur-
chased in powder form (Phosphors Technology Ltd, Eng-
land, code: UKL63/N-R1, with mean grain size of approxi-
mately 8 mμ and density of 7.3 g/cm3). The phosphors were 
used in the form of thin layers (test screens) to simulate the 
intensifying screens employed in X-ray Radiography. Five 
Gd2O2S:Eu thick scintillating screens, with coating thick-
nesses of 33.1, 46.4, 63.1, 78.3 and 139.8 mg/cm2  were 
prepared by sedimentation of the powder phosphors on 
fused silica substrates (spectrosil B) [12], [13]. 
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Experiments were performed on a Philips Optimus X-ray 
unit. Appropriate beam filtering (20mm Al) was applied to 
simulate X-ray beam hardening by human body [14].  

The fluorescence light flux emitted by the X-ray excited 
screens was measured using an experimental setup compris-
ing a light integration sphere (Oriel 70451) coupled to a 
photomultiplier (EMI 9798B) connected to a Cary 401 vi-
brating reed electrometer [14]. 

Tube voltage (ranging from 50 to 140 kVp) was checked 
using an RMI model 240 multifunction meter. Incident 
exposure rate measurements were performed using a Radcal 
2026C ionization chamber dosimeter (Radcal Corp. USA).  

B. Calculation of Radiation Detection Parameters  

1.   Quantum Detection (QDE) and Energy Absorption 
Efficiency (EAE) 

The efficiency of a scintillator to detect photons is de-
scribed by the quantum detection efficiency (QDE). QDE is 
the fraction of incident photons interacting with the scintil-
lator mass described previously [15]. X-ray imaging detec-
tors are energy integrating systems, i.e., their output signal 
is proportional to the X-ray energy absorbed within the 
scintillator. Hence, when evaluating X-ray imaging systems, 
the calculation of the energy absorption efficiency (EAE), 
expressing the fraction of X-ray energy imparted at points 
of primary X-ray photons interaction, is useful [15]. In the 
present study both efficiencies were calculated as described 
in previous studies [16]. The required values of the total 
attenuation coefficients and the total energy absorption 
coefficient of Gd2O2S:Eu scintillator were calculated from 
tabulated data on energy absorption and attenuation coeffi-
cients of gadolinium, sulphur and oxygen [17]. 

C. Experimentally Determined Quantities 

1.   Absolute Efficiency 

The light emission efficiency, of a phosphor, may be ex-
perimentally estimated under X-ray imaging conditions, by 
determining the absolute luminescence efficiency (AE) 
defined by (1): 

/ Xη λΑ = Ψ                                    (1) 

where λΨ  is the emitted light energy flux (energy of light 
per unit of area and time), X  is the incident exposure rate 
that excites the phosphor to luminescence. AE, is tradition-

ally expressed, in units of 2 1W m /( mR s )μ − −× × , thereafter 
referred to as efficiency units (E.U.). Light flux  

measurements were corrected for the spectral mismatches 
between the emitted light and the spectral sensitivity of the 
photocathode (extended S20) of the photomultiplier [14].  

2.    Emitted Light Spectrum and Spectral Compatibility 

The emitted light spectra of the Gd2O2S:Eu powder 
phosphors were measured (under X-ray excitation) by an 
optical spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc., HR2000). The 
light emitted by the irradiated powder Gd2O2S:Eu phosphor 
screens were transferred to the spectrometer through a 2.0 m 
long, 400 μm fiber optic, (Avantes Inc. FCB-UV400-2, 
Colorado, USA). 

Since scintillators and phosphor screens are always used 
in combination with photodetectors (radiographic films, 
photodiodes, photocathodes etc), an estimation of the emit-
ted light spectrum compatibility with the spectral sensitivity 
of photodetectors is required. This compatibility is often 
expressed by the spectral matching factor [13], sα , which 
can be calculated as in (2): 

s D( )S ( )d / ( )dα φλ λ λ λ φλ λ λ= ∫ ∫   (2) 

where D( )S λ  is the normalized spectral sensitivity distribu-
tion of the photodetector used with the phosphor andφλ  is 
the emitted light spectrum. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Calculated results based on tabulated data for the X-ray 
energy absorption and quantum detection efficiency for the 
Gd2O2S:Eu phosphor screens are shown in figs. 1 and 2. 
Both EAE and DQE decreased with increasing energy and 
increased with increasing coating thickness. At low X-ray 
tube voltages, the thicker screen (139.8 mg/cm2) absorbs 
relatively larger fractions of incident X-ray energy (e.g. 0.47 
at 50 kVp). At higher voltages X-ray photons are more 
penetrating and X-ray energy absorption is lower (e.g. 0.30 
at 90 kVp, 139.8 mg/cm2 screen).  QDE values (fig. 2) are 
always higher than the corresponding values of EAE. This 
is due to the emerging K-fluorescence photons or scattered 
x-rays, which are not included in the EAE calculation [15], 
[17]. As it may be seen, for the 63.1 mg/cm2 thick screen at 
40 kVp, EAE (0.37) is approximately 12% lower than  
QDE (0.42). This difference increases with increasing X-ray 
tube voltage, being approximately 55% at 80 kVp (Figs 1 
and 2) [15].  
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Fig. 1 X-ray energy absorption efficiency (EAE) for the Gd2O2S:Eu 
screens in the radiographic energy range 

 
Fig. 2  X-ray quantum detection efficiency (QDE) for the Gd2O2S:Eu 
screens in the radiographic energy range 

Fig. 3 shows the variation of the absolute luminescence 
efficiency of Gd2O2S:Eu screens with X-ray tube voltage in 
the range from 50 to 140kVp. The fitted curve shown in fig. 
3 was obtained by a polynomial second order curve fitting. 
As it may be seen, absolute luminescence efficiency in-
creases with increasing X-ray tube voltage until a maximum 
AE value (at 90 kVp) and decrease thereafter. This is due to 
the fact that as X-rays penetrate deeper in the phosphor 
mass, at higher voltages, light photons are created closer to 
the screen output and thus more easily transmitted through 
the phosphor grains. The 139.8 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Eu screen 
showed the highest absolute luminescence efficiency values 
(e.g. 20.66 E.U. at 90kVp). 

 

Fig. 3 Variation of the absolute luminescence efficiency (AE) of the 
Gd2O2S:Eu powder phosphor screens with X-ray tube voltage. Points 
correspond to experimental values and solid line represent fitting curve. 
Efficiency units (E.U.): (μW.s/mR.m2) 

Fig. 4 shows the measured light emission spectra of the 
33.1, 46.4, 63.1, 78.3 and 139.8 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Eu phos-
phor screens under X-ray excitation (100 kVp). The peak 
values of the light spectra of all the phosphor screens were 
found at 626 nm, which is attributed to the Eu3+ activator. 

 

Fig. 4 Optical emission spectra of Gd2O2S:Eu phosphor measured under X-
ray excitation for the 33.1, 46.4, 63.1, 78.3 and 139.8 mg/cm2 coating 
thicknesses scintillators 

Table 1 shows spectral matching factors data for the 
Gd2O2S:Eu scintillator combined with various red sensitive 
photodetectors. Gd2O2S:Eu has better spectral matching 
with CCD arrays than Gd2O2S:Tb. This result indicates that 
the red emitting Gd2O2S:Eu is more suitable for CCD based 
digital detectors. These data show that the scintillator may 
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be efficiently coupled to all practical types of red sensitive 
optical photodetectors both conventional and electronic. 
Gd2O2S:Eu could thus be considered for use in a variety of 
X-ray radiography detectors.  

Table 1  Spectral matching factors 

Optical Detectors Gd2O2S:Eu Gd2O2S:Tb

CCD S100AB SITe® 0.97 0.54 
Agfa Scopix LT 2B 0.98 0.52 

APD Hamamatsu S5343 M=50  1.00  
c-Si Photodiode 0.68 0.54 
a-Si Photodiode 0.83 0.92 

a-Si:H 104H Photodiode 0.85 0.90 
a-Si:H 108H Photodiode 0.89 0.87 

GaAsP Hamamatsu Photocathode 0.96 0.94 
Extended S20 Photocathode 0.61 0.78 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In this study we examined the light emission perform-
ance of five Gd2O2S:Eu phosphors screens under X-ray 
radiography conditions. The luminescence efficiency, quan-
tum detection efficiency and the energy absorption efficien-
cies of these screens were found adequately high to compete 
terbium and cerium doped scintillators in X-ray imaging. 
The measured light spectra showed an excellent compatibil-
ity to various electronic photodetectors used in digital imag-
ing devices and to red sensitive films. These findings show 
that Gd2O2S:Eu could be of interest for applications in X-
ray radiography detectors. 
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Abstract— We describe a single photon emission computed

tomograph (SPECT) which can be operated inside state-of-the-

art magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems. The combined

SPECT/MRI system allows one to acquire simultaneously the

data from both modalities and co-register the images in space

and time. Unlike conventional SPECT systems, which use scin-

tillators and photomultiplier tubes, the new SPECT is based

on the semiconductor cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) and ap-

plication specific integrated circuits (ASICs) – two technologies

which are MR-compatible and almost insensitive to magnetic

fields. The γ-radiation imaging system has a 3-cm diameter field-

of-view and allows one to acquire regional tomographic images

in mice without moving the camera.

We have built the SPECT prototype for small animals and

pre-clinical applications. The experiments show, firstly, that the

MRI is minimally affected by the SPECT inside the bore and,

secondly, that the SPECT works well inside the MRI. Figures-

of-merit for CZT-based pixellated radiation sensors are individ-

ual photon counting and high resolution energy spectroscopy.

We measure an energy resolution of 5.4 keV full-width-half-

maximum at the 140-keV photo peak from 99mTc for both inside

and outside of the MRI. The new SPECT has a multi-pinhole

radiation collimator with apertures of 2-mm diameter. The line

spread function has 2.5-mm FWHM and 2 capillary tubes 4-mm

apart can be resolved in the reconstructed image.

Keywords— SPECT, MRI, CZT, molecular imaging, dynamic

imaging, multi-modality imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single photon emission tomography (SPECT) adds impor-
tant functional information to magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and x-ray computed tomography (CT). SPECT can
provide MRI with additional information and generate com-
plementary information for new pre-clinical applications [1].
Normally SPECT and MRI are used independently produc-
ing different types of tomographic images from inside a liv-
ing subject. It can be desirable to use both imaging modali-
ties simultaneously in the same field-of-view to generate new

knowledge in molecular biology. Advantages of MRI are its
high spatial resolution and the variety of functional imaging
signals (e.g., diffusion, chemical shift, spectroscopy), while
the main advantages of SPECT are extreme molar sensitiv-
ity (i.e., in the pico molar range) and the ability to image
multiple biological processes through energy discrimination.
However, until today it was impossible to operate SPECT and
MRI simultaneously to image the same field-of-view because
of mutual interference between the instruments. Combined
SPECT/MRI can be either achieved with new SPECT tech-
nology at high magnetic fields [2, 3, 4] or potentially with
existing SPECT technology at low magnetic fields [5]. The
new SPECT technology described here enables SPECT/MRI
with state-of-the-art MRI at high magnetic fields.

Fig. 1 shows the SPECT camera on the patient bed of a 3-T
Philips Achieva human MRI system before insertion into the
MRI. The SPECT camera is supported by a cradle and can
be centered within the MRI bore via the motion of the pa-
tient bed. Control, acquisition, and power cables connect the
SPECT system to support electronics and interfaces located
5-meter away from the magnet in the MR control room. The
SPECT camera operates at room temperature and does not
require active cooling.

Fig. 1: The SPECT camera in a cradle on the patient bed of a
human MRI system.
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II. SPECIFICATIONS

Table 1 lists the specifications of the SPECT system. The
most important property is the mutual compatibility between
the SPECT and the MRI and the capability for simultane-
ous imaging in the same field-of-view (FOV). The outer di-
ameter allows one to fit the SPECT into a 120-mm bore of
pre-clinical MR systems, e.g. by Varian and Bruker BioSpin,
with magnetic field strength of several tesla. The SPECT in
the cradle is optional and allows one to use the SPECT inside
large-bore MR systems or as a stand-alone SPECT system.

Table 1: Specifications of the MR-compatible SPECT system.

SPECT SPECT/MRI simultaneously in same FOV

φ 30-mm spher./cyl., 120-mm axial FOV

stationary system, no moving parts

119-mm outer diameter incl. cover

collimator sleeve, multi-pinhole apertures

one aperture per imaging module

2-mm diameter keel-edge apertures

tungsten-based radiation absorber

detector 32 γ-radiation imaging modules

CZT crystals [6], 256 pixels per crystal

20-keV to 360-keV energy range

≈ 1.6-mm FWHM intrinsic spatial resolution

≈ 85 % absorption at 140 keV

5.4-keV FWHM energy resolution at 140 keV

readout 64×128-channel ASICs [7]

Fig. 2 shows the SPECT camera with the flexible circuit
boards that form octagonal rings comprised of the radiation
imaging modules. There are a total of 32 imaging modules
arranged in 4 rings providing a spherical or cylindrical field-
of-view inside the camera bore. The camera is about 120-mm
long and its outer diameter is 119 mm including the cover
(cover not shown in Fig. 2). Each imaging module [2] con-
tains a CZT crystal [6] and two 128-channel application spe-
cific integrated circuits (ASICs) [7]. The primary function of
the module is to record the energy and the “x,y” position of
each γ-ray photon that interacts with the CZT crystal. Radi-
ation imaging of objects is possible with an aperture in be-
tween the CZT and the object. We have built a sleeve with 32
pinholes which provides one aperture for each module. The
sleeve is mounted inside the SPECT camera and casts γ-rays
onto the imaging modules and thereby provides multiple an-
gular projection views of the radioactivity distributed within
the field-of-view. The sleeve contains mainly tungsten which
provides good radiation absorption and collimation and has
shown to be compatible with MRI [2]. The collimator has

an inner diameter of 33 mm and allows one to insert a ded-
icated RF-coil [8]. The system configuration has been mod-
eled and algorithms for image reconstruction have been de-
veloped [9, 10].

Fig. 2: The MR-compatible SPECT camera (cover removed).

III. RESULTS

We reported experimental results previously [2] and con-
tinued the tests with new SPECT systems at Johns Hopkins
University with and without the 3-T MRI [Fig. 1]. We also
tested a mock-up SPECT system at the 7-T small animal MRI
at the University of Trondheim [11].

A. SPECT Energy Spectroscopy

We acquired two γ-radiation energy spectra with 99mTc-
in-water using the new SPECT system inside the 3-T MRI
[Fig. 1] and at earth magnetic field strength. The symmetry
axis of the SPECT camera was parallel to the 3-T magnetic
field. We measured the gain for each pixel and calibrated the
energy scale using the 140-keV 99mTc photopeak and the 59-
keV tungsten x-ray fluorescence [12]. Fig. 3 shows the two
calibrated energy spectra superimposed. The left and right
ordinate correspond to the earth magnetic field strength and
the 3-Tesla magnetic field strength respectively. We used two
different concentrations of 99mTc for the two measurements
which causes the higher countrate at 3-Tesla. There is no dif-
ference in the shape of the summed spectra between 3-T and
earth magnetic field.

B. SPECT Images from Capillary Tubes

We acquired images from a phantom made of three capil-
lary tubes of 1-mm inner diameter. The tubes were filled with
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Fig. 3: Superimposed energy spectra from inside the 3-Tesla
MRI and at earth magnetic field.

a solution of water and 99mTc and aligned in parallel inside
the SPECT at −4.0 mm, 0.0 mm, and +8.0 mm with respect
to each other.

Fig. 4: Left: photographs of capillary tubes inside the SPECT
camera (A and B) - the tubes are visible in red color. Right:

SPECT transaxial images of the capillary tubes A and B. The
images were taken at two angles 90◦ apart (top and bottom).

Fig. 4 shows photographs of the phantom inside the
SPECT system (left) and transaxial images reconstructed
from the capillary tubes (right). Each image shows one in-
tense peak corresponding to the tube at −8 mm, and an in-

tense oval shape corresponding to the two capillary tubes at
−4 and 0 mm. The top and bottom figures were taken at two
different angles 90◦ apart. The transaxial images reproduce
the 90◦ rotation and illustrate the capability for tomography.
Fig. 5 shows the profile measured in the transaxial image
along a straight path connecting the intensity maxima – this
profile is the line spread function (LSF). The profile is fit well
by the sum of 3 Gaussian functions. In the LSF we identify
3 peaks corresponding to the 3 capillary tubes. The average
full-width-half-maximum of the peaks in the LSF is 2.5 mm.

Fig. 5: Intensity profile (line spread function) measured in the
transaxial images along a straight path connecting the intensity

maxima [Fig. 4].

We studied SPECT images at earth magnetic field. Future
work will include SPECT image reconstruction and analysis
in the MRI [13]. Other tests with a moving imaging module
further investigates SPECT inside the MRI [14, 15, 16].

C. MRI Images from Capillary Tubes

We used a Bruker Biospec 70/20, 7-T pre-clinical MRI and
a vertical bore micro-imaging RF-probe [11]. We prepared a
phantom with 5 capillary tubes (1-mm inner diameter) filled
with water and aligned them in parallel inside the RF-probe.
We acquired two sets of MR images: firstly MR images of
the capillary tubes [Fig. 6 top] and secondly MR images of
the capillary tubes with the SPECT system surrounding the
RF-probe [Fig. 6 bottom]. We acquired each set of images
with gradient-echo (left) and with spin-echo (right) protocols.
With gradient-echo we observe no effect from the SPECT.
With spin-echo we observe that the SPECT affects the image
noise.
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Fig. 6: 7-T MR transaxial images of capillary tubes without
the SPECT system (top) and with the SPECT system (bottom).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have built a pre-clinical SPECT system for simultane-
ous SPECT/MRI. We began testing the SPECT with 99mTc-
water phantoms inside the MRI and stand-alone at earth mag-
netic field. We also began testing the effect of the SPECT
system on the MRI. With the stand-alone SPECT we re-
constructed images from capillary tubes and measured 2.5-
mm FWHM at the peak of the line spread function. The en-
ergy resolution in the CZT radiation sensors was 5.4 keV
FWHM at 140 keV and remains unchanged inside the 3-T
MRI. The SPECT affected the noise in the spin-echo MR-
image, but did not affect the gradient-echo MR images. The
results are very encouraging for the development of simulta-
neous SPECT/MRI.
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Abstract—The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is an 
important parameter for the characterization of the signal 
transfer properties and image quality of a single photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT) system. MTF can be 
derived by determining the line spread function (LSF) from 
images of a flood source. The method presented here is novel 
and easy to implement, requires materials commonly found in 
clinical practice, is robust to aliasing. Furthermore, since this 
technique is based on the LSF method, reduces measurement 
noise levels due to greater data averaging than conventional 
Point Spread Function (PSF)-integration techniques. In an 
effort to prepare easily, cheaply and reproducibly a Tc-99m-
based flood source (Eγ=140 keV), various combinations of films 
and radiopharmaceuticals were tried. Excellent results were 
obtained by immersing an Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-
ray film in a solution of dithiothreitol (DTT, 10-3 M)/Tc-
99m(III)-DMSA (DMSA: Trivalent Technetium-99m-
dimercapto-succinic acid, 40 mCi/40 mL) for 30-45 min in the 
dark. These films exhibited high integral uniformity (CV 
<1.9%). All imaging experiments were performed in a Siemens 
e-Cam γ-camera.  

Keywords––SPECT, 99mTc-DMSA, MTF, LSF, film, flood 
source. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) can be used to 
characterize the signal transfer properties of a single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT) scanners in the 
spatial frequency domain [1]. In tomographic imaging sys-
tems several methods to measure LSF, PSF,  and MTF have 
been reported [2]–[9]. The MTF of a SPECT imaging sys-
tem can be obtained by determining the line spread function 
(LSF) from images of a flood source. The objective of this 
work was primary to prepare a film-based flood source, (i.e. 
a thin film with uniform distribution of a radioisotope) with 
a fast and low cost method, using materials easily found and 
accessible in clinical practise, in the Nuclear Medicine De-
partment, and secondary to estimate the MTF of SPECT 

systems using the LSF method, in order to exploit the ad-
vantages of LSF over PSF. The sine qua non of this ap-
proach was the preparation of a highly homogeneous and 
high activity film-based flood source, using Tc-99m as the 
γ-radiation emitting nuclide (Eγ=140 keV). 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Preparation of a Film-Based Flood Source 

To prepare the highly homogeneous flood source the fol-
lowing film substrates were selected: the LR 115-type 2 
(Kodak-Pathe, France), the Agfa Drystar TS 2C (Agfa-
Gevaert, Mortsl, Belgium), the Agfa MammoRay HDR 
Medical X-ray film (Agfa-Gevaert, Mortsl, Belgium) and 
the inkjet transparency film OHP Ref: KF01146 (Interac-
tion-Connect, Gent, Belgium). The radiopharmaceutical 
solutions, used for the radioisotope distribution within the 
films, were the following: Tc-99m(III)-DMSA 
(Technescan® DMSA, Mallinckrodt BV, Petten, Holland), 
Tc-99m methylene diphosphonate (Amerscan Medronate II, 
GE Healthcare Limited, Buckinghamshire, UK) and Tc-
99m-tetrofosmin (Myoview®, GE Healthcare Limited, 
Buckinghamshire, UK). All solutions were prepared accord-
ing to the package insert instructions. The eluate of the 
Elumatic® III Tc-99m Generator (CIS bio international, Gif 
Sur Yvette, France) was used as the Na99mTcO4 source. The 
photographic films were incubated with the radiopharma-
ceutical solution either under normal laboratory illumination 
conditions (exposed) or in the dark (unexposed). In all incu-
bation experiments, the films were thoroughly immersed in 
a standardized volume (40 mL) of water for injection con-
taining the radiopharmaceutical solution. The films were 
incubated for specified time periods, ranging from 2 min to 
45 min. A separate incubation experiment was carried out 
with the addition of an appropriate amount of reagent-grade 
dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis MO, USA) in 
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the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA solution (final concentration in 
DTT: 10-3 M). At the end of the incubation, the films were 
rinsed with water for injection and dry-blotted. They were 
then placed between methyl-methacrylate blocks of various 
thicknesses and imaged in a Siemens e-Cam γ-camera (Er-
langen, Germany). The obtained 500 kcounts planar images 
of the films (matrix: 256x256) were carefully reviewed for 
in-homogeneities in the radioactivity distribution. The film 
/radiopharmaceutical combination exhibiting the best ho-
mogeneity was obtained using the DTT-stabilized Tc-
99m(III)-DMSA radiopharmaceutical solution and the Agfa 
MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray film (unexposed). This 
combination was then imaged using the DatScan® and Tc-
99m-MIBI scan protocols of the Siemens e-Cam γ-camera. 

The Tc-99m(III)-DMSA/Agfa MammoRay HDR Medi-
cal X-ray film used in brain and heart SPECT imaging pro-
tocols (DatScan® and Tc-99m-MIBI, MIBI: methoxy-
isobutyl isonitrile). The film was prepared using 40 mCi of 
the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA solution (20 min co-incubation in 
the dark) and a 3x3cm of the Agfa MammoRay HDR Medi-
cal X-ray film, with the presence of DTT in the incubation 
medium (final concentration in DTT: 10-3 M). The phantom 
with the film, placed between PMMA blocks, is shown in 
figure 1.a. The reconstructed SPECT images, with the phan-
tom placed almost horizontally and vertically (20), are 
shown in figure 1.b and 1.c respectively. 

 

 
 

   
               (1a)                      (1b)                      (1c) 
Fig. 1 1a) Cylindrical shaped phantom consisted of PMMA blocks with the 
film flood source inside 1b) Left: placed horizontal, Transverse and Sagit-
tal slice was examined, 1c) Right: placed vertical, Transverse and Coronal 
slice was examined 

B. MTF Calculation 

Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for the brain Da-
tScan® and MIBI heart protocol SPECT images was ob-
tained for different reconstruction and filtering methods. 
The reconstruction methods for the brain protocol were the 
following: Filtered Back Projection with Butterworth image 
filtering 10, 0.5 and Iterative 2D/3D reconstruction with 4 
and 8 iterations. For the heart protocol the following recon-
struction methods were used: Filtered Back Projection with 
Butterworth image filtering 10, 0.5, Iterative 2D/3D recon-
struction with 4, 8 and 30 iterations and iterative Wallis 
with 8 iterations. The MTF curves were calculated with the 
LSF method. Fourier transformation and subsequent  

normalization procedures are then applied to the LSF to 
compute the MTF [6], [7], [8]. 

Gray level profiles from the SPECT images, were ob-
tained in directions almost vertical (20) to the imaged lines. 
These profiles were then averaged to obtain the LSF and 
afterwards fitted with a Gaussian filter.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

In figure 2.a, representative examples of the imaging re-
sults of the various film/ radiopharmaceutical incubation 
experiments are shown. The polymer composition of the LR 
115-type 2 (nitrocellulose), the Agfa Drystar TS 2C [10] 
and the inkjet transparency film OHP (Ref: KF01146) [11], 
results in non-specific binding mechanisms of the radio-
pharmaceuticals used. Marked inhomogeneities in radioac-
tivity distribution, amplified during the rinsing and blotting 
process, were thus observed. Representative examples of 
the radioactivity distribution of various combinations of Tc-
99m based radiopharmaceuticals and films, prepared as 
stated in the Materials and Methods section. A: Radioactiv-
ity distribution in the 99mTc-MDP/ Agfa MammoRay HDR 
Medical X-ray film. B: Radioactivity distribution in the Tc-
99m- tetrofosmin/Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray 
film. C: Radioactivity distribution in the Tc-99m(III)-
DMSA/Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray film. D: 
Radioactivity distribution in the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA/LR 
115-type 2 Kodak film. E: Radioactivity distribution in the 
Tc-99m(III)-DMSA/Agfa Drystar TS 2C film. 

These preliminary experiments revealed the superiority 
of the Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray film as ad-
sorption medium. Hence, all further experiments were car-
ried out based on this material, although careful handling is 
imperative by avoiding touching the film surfaces with bare 
fingers.  

The effect of the addition of DTT (Dithiothreitol) in the 
incubation of the Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray 
with the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA solution (in the dark) for 45 
min (A and C) is shown in figure 2.b. The parallel experi-
ments without DTT are also shown (B and D). The C and D 
films were obtained after exposure of the incubation solu-
tion to the ambient air for 1 hr prior to the Agfa Mammo-
Ray HDR Medical X-ray film immersion. a/b=3.63 and 
c/d=6.84, where a,b,c,d are the average radioactivities per 
unit area (cpm/mm2) for A,B,C and D films respectively. 

Corroborating evidence for the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA adsorp-
tion (chemisorption) onto the Agfa MammoRay film, is offered 
by the fact that the air-exposure of the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA 
preparation for 1 hr at room temperature, virtually abolished its 
film-binding capacity, since the assumed –S-S- bond forma-
tion, due to the well known easy –SH group oxidation, leads to 
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a paucity of free -SH groups necessary for the proposed pre-
cipitative binding mechanism. The addition of DTT in the 
incubation medium, with its known –SH oxidation-protective 
ability, increased significantly the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA chemi-
sorption onto the Agfa MammoRay film. 

  
                      (2.a)                                 (2.b) 

Fig.  2.a ) Representative examples of the radioactivity distribution of 
various combinations of Tc-99m based radiopharmaceuticals and films, 
prepared as stated in the Materials and Methods section. 2.b) The effect of 
the addition of DTT in the incubation of the Agfa MammoRay HDR 
Medical X-ray with the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA solution (in the dark) for 45 
min (A and C) 

In figure 3 calculated results for the Modulation Transfer 
Function, obtained from the brain DatScan® protocol 
SPECT images are shown for different filtering methods. In 
all cases, the Gaussian fiiting gave a R2≥0.998, which very 
close to unity. The best MTF curve was obtained for the 
Iterrative 3D with 8 iterrations reconstruction method.  It-
erative 2D and 3D reconstruction methods gave almost the 
same results (fig.3). Filtered Back Projection (FBP) with 
Butterworth 10-0.5 reconstruction method has the worst 
MTF in the low frequency range. 
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Fig. 3) Modulation Transfer Function, obtained from the brain DatScan® 
protocol SPECT images 

In figure 4 calculated results for the Modulation Transfer 
Function, obtained from the MIBI heart protocol SPECT 
images. are shown for different filtering methods. In this 
protocol MTF values was lower than the brain ones. This is 
mainly due to the reconstruction matrix (64x64 against 
128x128 for the brain protocol). Similar to the LSFs of the 
brain protocol, the Gaussian fiiting gave a R2≥0.998, which 
very close to unity. The best MTF curve was obtained for 
the Iterrative 3D with 30 iterrations reconstruction method.  
Filtered Back Projection Butterworth 10-0.5 reconstruction 
method has the worst MTF in the whole spatial frequency 
range. 
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Fig. 4) Modulation Transfer Function, obtained from the heart MIBI 
protocol SPECT images 

IV. CONCLUSIONS   

The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), important for 
the characterization of the spatial resolution of a single 
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) system, 
can be derived by determining the line spread function 
(LSF) from images of a flood source. The latter was real-
ized by suitably combining the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA with the 
Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray film. This flood 
source was imaged in a Siemens e-Cam γ-camera, using 
common SPECT imaging protocols (brain DatScan® and 
Tc-99m-heart MIBI). The aforementioned flood-source, 
with Tc-99m as the γ-radiation emitting nuclide (Eγ=140 
keV), exhibited the highest and most homogeneous binding 
(integral uniformity: 1.9%) and it was prepared using 40 
mCi of the Tc-99m(III)-DMSA solution (45 min co-
incubation in the dark) and a 3 cm x 3 cm of the Agfa 
MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray film, with the presence of 
DTT in the incubation medium (final concentration in DTT: 
10-3 M). This method of flood source preparation is easy 
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and can be made on demand in the Nuclear Medicine de-
partment with relatively cheap and available materials dur-
ing the routine γ-camera quality control. Best MTF results 
were obtained for the brain DatScan® protocol with Iterra-
tive 3D with 8 iterrations reconstruction method. MTF  
of the brain protocol was in all cases better than the heart 
protocol.    
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Abstract—A method for verifying the point spread function 
(PSF) measured by computed tomography has been previously 
reported [1]. However, this additional PSF verification follow-
ing measurement is laborious. In the present study, the previ-
ously described verification method was expanded to PSF 
determination [2], that is, the PSF determination and verifica-
tion were performed concurrently by one scanning of the 
phantom. Using this method, PSF measurements were per-
formed for 10 types of image reconstruction kernels in two 
kinds of scanners. As a result, accurate PSF determinations 
were achieved. Also, reproducibility for determining the PSF
was investigated by using four slice images. Using each image, 
the PSF was determined by the proposed method. The MTFs 
were derived from the PSFs, and that variation was evaluated. 
The standard deviation (SD) of the MTFs was found to be 
small, suggesting the stability for determining the PSF. Our 
method was concluded to be accurate with high precision   
determining the CT PSF. 

Keywords— point spread function (PSF), computed tomogra-
phy (CT), modulation transfer function (MTF), 
spatial resolution, line spread function (LSF). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A method for verifying the PSF in the computed tomo-
graphy after its measurement was recently reported [1], 
which demonstrated that verification is essential to deter-
mine the accurate PSF. In this study, we expand the method 
to determine the PSF, that is, the PSF determination and 
verification are performed concurrently by one scanning of 
the phantom [2]. In this study the precision of the method 
determining the PSF was also investigated. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Theory for the proposed method 

A CT object for which the shape and CT value in the xy 
scan-plane does not vary at any position in the z-direction 
perpendicular to the scan-plane is assumed. The CT image 
I(x, y) of such an object is characterized by its spatial reso-
lution in the scan-plane as follows: 

 

I(x, y)=O(x, y)**PSF(x, y),                                      (1) 
 

where O(x, y) and PSF(x, y) are the two-dimensional (2D) 
object-function and the PSF in the scan-plane, respectively. 
** represents the 2D convolution. Using the convolution 
theorem, Eq. (1) can be transformed as:  
 

PSF(x, y)=F-1{F[I(x, y)]/F[O(x, y)]},                        (2) 
 

where F and F-1 denote the 2D Fourier transform and the 2D 
inverse Fourier transform, respectively. 

We obtain the image [measured I(x, y)] by scanning a 
phantom and numerically generate the object-function [O(x, 
y)] corresponding to the phantom structure. The PSF is then 
obtained by Eq. (2). The obtained PSF is applied to Eq. (1) 
and the image [simulated I(x, y)] is calculated by Eq. (1). 
This simulated I(x, y) is compared with the measured I(x, y). 
When the PSF obtained by the deconvolution analysis [Eq. 
(2)] is accurate, the simulated image agrees well with the 
measured one. The image difference indicates the inaccu-
racy of the obtained PSF [1]. When the difference is in-
creased, the deconvolution analysis is re-performed with 
some adjustments (described later in Sec. II.D). By using 
this procedure, the PSF can be determined so that the differ-
ence is decreased [2]. 

B. Implementation 

For the proposed method, we used a commercial CT 
phantom (MHT-type, Kyoto Kagaku Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Ja-
pan), which was filled with lung tissue-equivalent material 
and included uniform cylindrical objects made of soft tis-
sue-equivalent material (Fig. 1a). We chose five cylindrical 
objects with diameters of 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 mm. The image 
was obtained by scanning the phantom. The CT value corre-
sponding to the attenuation coefficient of the cylinder mate-
rial, defined as CT1 Hounsfield units (HU), was determined 
by measuring the mean pixel value in the region of interest 
(ROI1 in Fig. 1a) placed at the center of the 10-mm-
diameter object. The CT value of the surrounding cylinders 
(defined as CT2 HU) was also determined by measuring the 
mean pixel value in the ROI2 (Fig. 1a). 
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In the image, a rectangular region was cropped around 
each cylindrical object and then those regions were com-
bined to form a new image [measured I(xi, yj), i, j=1,2,...,m; 
m×m matrix] (Fig. 1b). The length of one side in each 
cropped square region was the diameter of each object (2, 3, 
5, 7 and 10 mm), to which a margin (mm) was added to 
both sides. The margin for each object was the same. The 
center position of each cylinder in the measured I(xi, yj) was 
estimated by determining the midpoints of CT value profiles 
which were obtained by an integration along the x- and y-
axis in the image. 

The object-function [O(xi, yj)] for the measured I(xi, yj) 
was numerically generated so that it simulated shape and 
CT values in the phantom as diameter-known ideal cylin-
ders (Fig. 1c). The CT values of five cylinders in the object-
function were all CT1 defined in Fig. 1a (ROI1), and the CT 
value of the surroundings was CT2 (ROI2). The center posi-
tion of each cylinder in the object-function was matched to 
the center position of each cylinder (described above). 

Using the Fourier transform of the measured I(xi, yj) and 
the object-function O(xi, yj), G(ui, vj) was defined by; 

 
G(ui, vj)=F[I(xi, yj)] / F[O(xi, yj)],                                   (3) 
 

where ui and vj were spatial frequencies and G(ui, vj) was 
complex-valued. With a thresholding technique, G’(ui, vj) 
was obtained by: 
 

                          αij  |G(ui, vj)| ≥ threshold 
G’(ui, vj)=                                                              , (4) 
                         G(ui, vj)  otherwise 
 
αij=median{G(ui+k, vj+l)} | k, l=-1,0,1,                   (5) 
 

where αij was a median in 3×3 matrix of G(ui±k, vj±1). 
Frequency components more than 2.0 cycles/mm in the 

G(ui, vj) were considered to be noise. Frequency compo-
nents were then gradually reduced using a window function. 
The window function was defined on the basis of the Hann 
window, which worked the frequency range from 1.5 to 2.0 
cycles/mm in G(ui, vj); then the G’’(ui, vj) was obtained. The 
PSF was obtained by: 

 
PSF(xi, yj)=F-1[G’’(ui, vj)],                                 (6) 
 

where PSF(xi, yj) was real-valued (the imaginary part did 
not appear). Furthermore, the PSF profiles in radial direc-
tions were averaged to produce a robust result of a one-
dimensional (1D) PSF profile. The obtained 1D profile was 
rotated about its vertical axis, thus the surface generated the 
2D PSF (Fig. 1d). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C. Verification 

From the obtained PSF (Fig. 1d) and the object-function 
(Fig. 1c), the image [simulated I(xi, yj)] was calculated by 
Eq. (1) (Fig.1e). The simulated I(xi, yj) was compared with 
the measured I(xi, yj) (Fig. 1b) and the difference showed 
the inaccuracy of the obtained PSF [1]. The difference was 
quantified by a criterion as follows: 

 
Normalized SD=SD/(CT1-CT2)×100%                    (7) 
 

where SD was the standard deviation in each ROI placed on 
the image obtained by subtracting the measured I(xi, yj) 
from the simulated I(xi, yj) (Fig. 1f). For each object, the SD 
was calculated and normalized by the difference between 
the CT1 and CT2 defined above (Fig. 1a). The normalized 
SD (%) in the five ROIs were averaged and defined as 
‘mean normalized SD (%)’. This value depended on the 
noise involved in the measured image. Therefore, the noise 
component was also evaluated by the normalized SDN as 
follows: 

Fig. 1  Schematic explanation for the proposed method 
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Fig. 2  MTFs determined by the proposed method 

 
Normalized SDN=SDN/(CT1-CT2)×100%                 (8) 
 

where SDN was the SD in ROI2 (Fig. 1a).  

D. Optimization 

The margin (Fig. 1b) and the threshold value in Eq. (4) 
were used as two adjustable parameters in the above im-
plementation of the proposed method. The accuracy of the 
obtained PSF depended on these parameters. When the PSF 
was not accurately calculated because of an inappropriate 
parameter setting, the mean normalized SD was increased. 
The PSF was then re-calculated interactively, adjusting the 
parameters by referring to the mean normalized SD. The 
mean normalized SD was used as a criterion for the parame-
ter optimization and was used for the accuracy evaluation of 
the resultant PSF. For the purpose of avoiding operator 
dependency on the parameter adjustment, we varied the 
margin from 2.15 to 2.55 mm in increments of 0.08 mm and 
the threshold from 1.2 to 3.0 in increments of 0.6, per-
formed automatically by a computer program, to find the 
optimal parameter setting which minimized the mean nor-
malized SD. 

E. Equipment and imaging parameters 

Two kinds of CT scanners were used. The phantom was 
scanned with a 16-slice multi-detector row CT 
(SOMATOM Sensation, Siemens) using 120 kV, and 180 
mA and 4-slice multi-detector row CT (LightSpeed, GE) 
using 120 kV and 230 mA. Image reconstruction parameters 
are field of view of 100 mm, matrix of 512, and slice thick-
ness of 0.75 mm (Siemens) and 0.5 mm (GE). Using the 
proposed method, the PSF was determined for each kernel 
of B30, B40, B70, B80 and U30 (Siemens), and Soft, Stan-
dard, Lung, Bone and BonePlus (GE). MTFs were also 
derived from PSFs. 

To investigate a precision of the proposed method, we 
performed an additional experiment. A 4-slice multi-
detector row CT (Asteion, Toshiba) was employed with 
using 120 kV and 200 mA. Image reconstruction parameters 
are field of view of 100 mm, matrix of 512, slice thickness 
of 5 mm, and reconstruction kernels of FC03, FC50 and 
FC52. Four slice images were obtained, then, using each 
image, the PSF was determined by the proposed method.  

III. RESULTS  

The time required for each PSF determination by the 
proposed method was, using a personal computer equipped 

with a 3.80 GHz processor (Pentium 4 processor; Intel, 
USA), was approximately 2.5 min (24 times adjustments). 

The PSFs were determined for all kernels, with the mean 
normalized SD and normalized SDN presented in Table 1. 
Most values of mean normalized SDs were estimated as less 
than 2.5%. For the two reconstruction kernels of B70 and 
B80 (Siemens), their mean normalized SDs were 3.6 and 
4.1%, respectively; however, the measured images with 
these kernels had large amounts of noise, as indicated by the 
normalized SDN. The MTFs are derived from obtained PSFs 
(Fig. 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table. 1  Accuracy of the determined PSFs (mean normalized SD) 
and measured image noise (normalized SDN) 

Reconstruction kernel Mean  
normalized SD(%) 

normalized SDN(%) 

LightSpeed QX/i(GE)   
          Soft 0.8 0.2 
          Standard 0.9 0.3 
          Lung 2.3 1.0 
          Bone 1.6 1.5 
          Bone Plus 2.3 1.9 
SOMATOM Sensation 
(siemens) 

  

          B30 1.2 0.7 
          B40 1.4 0.9 
          B70 3.6 3.1 
          B80 4.1 3.7 
          U30 1.2 0.7 
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Using each of four slice images, the MTF was deter-
mined by the proposed method, and that variation was eva-
luated for each kernel (Fig. 3). The SDs for the MTFs were 
found to be very small, suggesting high precision for deter-
mining the PSF. Preliminarily, we observed that the PSFs 
obtained by the wire phantom measurement showed varia-
tion more than those obtained by the proposed method. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

We expanded the previous method for evaluating the ac-
curacy of the PSF [1] to PSF determination. The image of 
the phantom (Fig. 1a) was utilized in the verification 
method [1] and also in the proposed method. That is, the 
PSF determination and verification were performed concur-
rently by one scanning of the phantom [2]. The PSF was 
calculated by Eq. (2) corresponding to the deconvolution 
and this inverse problem analysis (PSF determination) was 
validated by the subsequent forward analysis [PSF verifica-
tion by Eq. (1)]. With this benefit, by referring to the verifi-
cation result (mean normalized SD); we could adjust the 
two parameters so that the mean normalized SD was de-
creased. 

Most values of mean normalized SDs were estimated as 
less than 2.5% (Table 1). For two kernels of B70 and B80 
(Siemens), their mean normalized SDs were 3.6 and 4.1%, 
respectively; this would be due to the noise in the measured 
images. Even if the PSF was accurately determined, the 
large image noise would increase the mean normalized SD. 
In the results of Table 1, having taken the normalized SDN 
into consideration, the mean normalized SDs were expected 
to be essentially small for the above two kernels. Therefore, 
we concluded that our method was useful for determining 
the PSF accurately in every type of kernel. 

In general, it would be difficult to measure MTFs for 
high-resolution type kernels with small variation [3]. MTFs 
measured by the proposed method did not show large varia-

tion for every type of kernel (Fig. 3), suggesting the advan-
tage of our method.  

The proposed method might some limitations. However, 
when those effects were significant, the results for the veri-
fication of the obtained PSF worsened and then became 
noticeable. For example, a wrong assumption of object size 
(Fig. 1c) would induce the enhanced ring-like residual in the 
subtracted image (Fig. 1f), leading to the increase of the 
mean normalized SD. Our method should be used with 
attention to the verification results (the image comparison 
and the value of the mean normalized SD) at each PSF 
measurement. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We had described a method that determined the PSF, ac-
companied by an accuracy evaluation. The accurate PSF 
measurements were confirmed for various types of image 
reconstruction kernels (10 types) in two kinds of scanners. 
In addition, we demonstrated high precision in the PSF 
determination. This method is concluded to determine the 
PSF accurately and precisely, with an accompanying verifi-
cation, after one scanning of a phantom.
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Fig. 3 Reproducibility of MTFs for each kernel (error bars: SDs) 
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Abstract  The purpose of this research is to apply monoch-
romatic x rays to the energy subtraction (ES) method. The ES 
method is a technique that eliminates an image of an arbitrary 
material by subtracting two images acquired by x rays with 
different energy owing to a peculiar energy dependence of an 
absorption coefficient of each material. Namely, the ES me-
thod allows us to identify each material. The most ideal ES 
method can be carried out using two kinds of energy of mo-
nochromatic x rays. However, in general, the white x rays is 
used under clinical conditions, so the materials that have the 
same absorption coefficient are sometimes presented as differ-
ent ones because of the influence of the x-ray-beam hardening. 
Using monochromatic x rays will improve the power to discri-
minate materials having the similar absorption coefficient. So, 
use of diffracted monochromatic x rays generated with a dif-
fraction single crystal is the most suitable method in clinical 
situations.  

In the present study, the ES processing uses the profile 
curve obtained by the two shot method. Influence of the beam 
hardening was evaluated from a profile curve of monochro-
matic x rays and white x rays after ES processing. The result 
shows that the use of monochromatic x rays has the high abili-
ty to identify each material.  

Keywords  energy subtraction, monochromatic x rays, beam 
hardening, x-ray diffraction 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The energy subtraction (ES) method is a technique that 
eliminates an image of an arbitrary material by subtracting 
two images acquired by x rays with different energy owing 
to a peculiar energy dependence of an absorption coefficient 
of each material. Namely, the ES method allows us to iden-
tify each material. The most ideal ES method can be carried 
out using two kinds of energy of monochromatic x rays. 
However, in general, the white x rays is used under clinical 
conditions, so the materials that have the same absorption 
coefficient are sometimes presented as different ones be-
cause of the influence of the x-ray beam hardening. Using 

monochromatic x rays will improve the power to discrimi-
nate materials having the similar absorption coefficient. 
There are some methods to generate monochromatic x rays. 
In general, monochromatic photons can be obtained by 
gamma rays from radioisotope, the synchrotron orbital radi-
ation (SOR) facilities, and diffraction of white x rays. But, 
there are some problems in these methods. As for radioiso-
tope, the control, the dose rate and the size become the 
problems. The SOR facilities are not unsuitable for general 
clinical use because of large scale and high cost.  So, using 
diffracted monochromatic x rays generated with a diffrac-
tion single crystal is the most suitable method in clinical 
situations. 

 In the present study, the ES method is attempted to 
identify a material by the diffracted monochromatic x rays 
generated from usual x-ray tube in clinical use.   

The ES method was performed according to two shot 
method. In addition, influence of the beam hardening was 
evaluated from a profile curve of monochromatic x rays and 
white x rays after ES processing. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Generation of monochromatic x rays  

Diffracted monochromatic x rays are generated under the 
Bragg condition. The Bragg condition is described by the 
following equation, 

 
nd sin2 , 

  
where n is an arbitrary positive integer. When lattice spac-
ing d and x-ray incident angle  satisfy the Bragg condition 
in the x-ray diffraction, monochromatic x rays of energy 
wavelength  are taken out selectively.  
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The diffraction method can select arbitrary energy of dif-
fracted x rays by changing the angle of the incident x rays to 
a single crystal. The diffraction crystal is an Al single crys-
tal wafer with surface orientation {111}. In the ES method 
with white x rays, tube voltages were set 60 and 100 kV. 
The effective energies obtained from the half value layer 
were 27.2 and 45.0 keV. So, the energy of monochromatic x 
rays was set as the same energy as the effective energy of 
white x rays. The monochromatic x-ray spectra were meas-
ured with a high-resolution Schottky CdTe detector system 
(Toyo Medic, RAMTEC413). 

B. Acquisition of the ES images  

Figure 1 shows an experiment setup. An x-ray tube (Hi-
tachi, U-6CE-55TB) and a high-voltage generator (Hitachi, 
HF-153HII) are generally in clinical use. The images were 
acquired with an imaging plate (IP) (Fuji film, ST-VN, 100 

-ray focal spot to the Al 
single crystal wafer was set 18 cm, the distance from the Al 
single crystal wafer to a phantom was 30 cm, and the dis-
tance from the phantom to an IP was 20 cm. 

Schematic drawing of the phantom for the present expe-
riment is shown in Figure 2. This phantom is made of Al (5-
nine purity) and CoCl2aq (3 mol/l). The effective atomic 
number 14.77 of CoCl2aq (3 mol/l) is nearly equal to the 
atomic number 13 of Al. The phantom was stacked with 
five Al plates of 1 mm thickness like steps. A 7mm thick 
acrylic board under the Al steps had 2 mm × 5 mm rectan-
gular holes and CoCl2aq was enclosed into these holes. The 
acrylic board was placed under the Al steps so that the posi-
tion of the rectangular holes was located at the center of the 
Al steps.  

 
 

18 cm

30 cm

20 cm

Focal Spot

Diffraction Crystal

1mm Slit

Phantom

Imaging Plate

Movable precision stage 
Fig. 1  Experiment setup  

 

   Al
1 mm

Acryl
7 mm

15 mm

5 mm 15 mm2 mm  
Fig. 2  Phantom 

As the beam of monochromatic x rays was narrow fan 
beam, the phantom was scanned by a movable precision 
stage. So, to keep the same condition, the image with white 
x rays was obtained by the similar scanning method.  

C. Acquisition of the ES images  

The ES method was performed with the profile curve of 
acquired image. The ROI to obtain the profile curve was set 
in the direction parallel with the Al steps.  

The ES method is described by the following equation, 
 
(Subtracted Profile) = 
 K × (High Energy Profile)  (Low Energy Profile). 
 
Here, K is a weighting factor of the ES method. In this ex-
periment, the weighting coefficient K was chosen so that the 
profile of Al steps was fully subtracted. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The spectra of diffracted monochromatic x rays are 
shown in Figure 3. The spectra are normalized for the total 
number of photons. The low-energy monochromatic x rays 
of 30.0 keV and the high-energy monochromatic x rays of 
48.6 keV were selected. Figure 4 (a) and (b) are profiles 
after elimination of the image of the Al steps by the ES 
process. The position 0 on the horizontal axis is the thickest 
part of the Al steps. In the use of white x rays, even though 
the concentration of CoCl2aq in the holes is identical, the 
contrast of CoCl2aq varied with the thickness of the Al 
steps. This variation of the contrast occurs due to the beam 
hardening of white x rays. On the other hand, in the use of 
monochromatic x rays, the contrast of CoCl2aq is almost 
constant against the thickness change of the Al steps. The 
whole CoCl2aq is accurately identified as the same material 
without the influence of the beam hardening. The contrast 
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of CoCl2aq for monochromatic x rays is nearly four times 
larger than that for white x rays when the effective energy is 
equal in both the methods.  Therefore, it is clearly shown 
that the use of monochromatic x rays has the high ability to 
identify each material. 
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Fig. 3  Monochromatic x-ray spectrum of 30.0 and 48.6 keV  
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Fig. 4  Profiles after the image of the Al steps is eliminated by the 
ES process. (a) is the result with white x rays , and (b) is the result 
with monochromatic x rays. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The ability of the ES method to identify materials was 
quantitatively evaluated using monochromatic x rays. As a 
result, it is found that the use of monochromatic x rays re-
markably improves the ability of the ES method to identify 
materials without an influence of the beam hardening. 
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Abstract— The reconstruction of heart activities from ECG

measurements is a challenging theme for the diagnosis of

heart diseases. Cardiac electrical sources can be imaged non-

invasively by solving the inverse problem of electrocardiogra-

phy. However, an appropriate regularization method is required

to obtain an image of the electrical activities in the heart with a

good quality. In the present study a novel spatio-temporal regu-

larization method based on the maximum a posteriori estimation

is proposed. This method applies many forward simulation re-

sults as a priori information to constrain the inverse solution. It

takes into account not only spatial but also temporal informa-

tion of the ensemble of forward soultions. In comparison with

the conventional maximum a posteriori based methods the new

approach achieves better reconstruction results and the compu-

tation time is significantly reduced.

Keywords— inverse problem, electrocardiography, maximum a
posteriori, spation-temporal regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of solving the inverse problem of electrocardio-
graphy is to reconstruct the electrical activities in the heart
from non-invasive ECG measurements. The magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) scans are used to obtain the anatomical
information of the patient, from which a patient individual
computer model is built. Instead of using the routine 12 leads
ECG system, which cannot deliver high spatial resolution, a
64-channel ECG measurement system is utilized to record
comprehensive electrical potentials on the body surface. The
body surface potentials are only smooth and attenuated and
can only deliver remote reflection of cardiac activities, in ad-
dition the number of measurements is far smaller than the
number of unknown sources in the heart. This leads to the
ill-posedness of the inverse problem of electrocardiography,
i.e. it does not have a unique solution and the inverse solu-
tion is extremely instable against noise, even of very small
amount. Therefore, regularization is necessary to achieve a
stable solution. The idea of the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
based regularization method is to maximize the use of a priori
information extracted from numerous forwards simulations.

We will introduce in the present study a new spatio-temporal
MAP-based method which involves simultaneously all time
instants of the measured ECG.

In this study 81 simulations are involved to build a stochas-
tical basis. The epicardial potentials are reconstructed from
simulated multi-channel ECGs.

The measured ECG in the clinical routine is generally
contaminated by noise. Therefore, the stability of the spatio-
temporal MAP-based algorithm against Gaussian noise is an-
alyzed. In this study Gaussian noise is added to some simu-
lated ECGs with different levels of signal-noise-ratio (SNR).
Subsequently in order to validate this method, 5 ECGs with
random parameters of heart models are simulated. These
ECGs do not belong to the stochastical basis.

The results are in better correspondence with the reference
compared with the results obtained using the conventional
MAP-based regularization as well as the classical Tikhonov
0. order regularization.

II. METHOD

A. Anatomical model

The anatomical 3D torso model was individually built
from a patient’s MRI data acquired using a Siemens Mag-
netom Vision MRI-scanner at the University of Wuerzburg,
Germany, with a resolution of 4mm×4mm×4.69mm. The 3D
data-set was segmented using different segmentation tech-
niques. Afterwards, a tissue class was assigned to each seg-
mented region. Figure 1 illustrates the computer model after
segmentation and classification. The conductivity values of
the different tissues in the human torso were taken from lit-
erature [1, 2, 3, 4] and included into the 3D computer torso
model.

A heart model was built from short axis MRI-scans with a
resolution of 2mm × 2mm × 2mm. This heart model consists
of two ventricles, blood in the ventricles and the excitation
conduction system, e.g. AV-node, and Purkinje fibers. The
fiber orientation within the ventricle wall was also included.
Subsequently, a tetrahedron mesh for the whole model was
generated.
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Fig. 1: An individual 3D computer torso model. The heart, lungs, liver and
spleen are shown

B. Cellular automaton

The cellular automaton is used to simulate the electrical
excitation propagation within the heart [5]. Each elementary
element (voxel) corresponds to a patch of cardiac cells and is
characterized by equal properties, e.g. action potential curve
and excitation conduction velocity. Furthermore, a set of rules
is defined for the excitation propagation in the heart. These
rules describe the state transitions including the knowledge
of the electrophysiological parameters for different cardiac
tissues. The transmembrane voltage represents the state of
each element at a given time instant. This state depends on
the states of the neighboring elements as well as the state
of the element at the previous time instant. The cellular au-
tomaton runs on the heart model with a spatial resolution of
1mm × 1mm × 1mm with a time step of 0.1 ms, whereas the
results are saved every 4 ms.

C. Forward problem

The forward problem of electrocardiography is the com-
putation of the electrical potentials in torso and on its surface
caused by the electrical sources in the heart. The distribution
of the electrical sources at a given time instant is calculated
using the results of the cellular automaton. The transmem-
brane voltages are first interpolated to the tetrahedron mesh
of the volume conductor. Then the distribution of potentials
on the body surface can be obtained by solving the equation
of the bidomain model:

∇((σi +σe)∇Φe) = −∇(σi∇Vm) (1)

where σi and σe are the intra- and extracellular conductivity
tensors, Vm and Φe are the transmembrane voltage and the
potential in the extracellular space, respectively. The equation
is solved by using the finite element method.

D. Inverse problem

The inverse problem is formulated in the following equa-
tion:

y = Ax+ e (2)

where x stands for an n vector of the unknown cardiac
sources, y is a m vector of the measured multi- channel ECG,
e denotes an m vector of errors and A indicates the m × n
transfer matrix. The transfer matrix describes the linear re-
lationship between the cardiac sources (x) and the measured
ECG (y). The solution of the inverse problem of electrocar-
diography needs to be stabilized because of its ill-posed na-
ture. The MAP-based regularization approach was introduced
and applied in the field of the inverse problem of electrocar-
diography in [6, 7]. The approximated solution x̂ of the in-
verse problem by the MAP-based regularization can be ob-
tained from

x̂ = CxAT (ACxAT +Ce)
−1y (3)

The matrix Cx in Equation 3 refers to the covariance matrix of
the cardiac sources and Ce refers to the covariance matrix of
errors. A spatio-temporal framework was introduced into the
MAP-based regularization in [8], but the time and memory
consumption increased dramatically with the number of time
instants involved in the problem. Therefore, a new approach
to consider the spatio-temporal nature of the ECG based on
the idea developed in [9] is suggested in this study.

This algorithm is based on the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of the measured ECG as following

y = UΣV T (4)

The matrices U and V are orthogonal matrices. They con-
tain a set of spatial and temporal basis vectors of the mea-
sured ECG, respectively. The matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix
that consists of the singular values. Substituting Equation 4
into the equation of the inverse problem, we get

UΣV T = Ax (5)

We multiply equation 5 by V and consider the relation
V TV = I , where I denotes the identity matrix. Afterwards,
we get the following formulation of the problem:

ŷ = Ax̂ (6)

The inverse solution of the problem formulated in 6 will
be given by using the MAP-based regularization method
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described in Equation 3. The reconstructed cardiac sources
distribution will finally be given by:

x̃ = x̂V T (7)

where x̃ is the distribution of the electrical sources of the heart
[10]. The idea in this algorithm is to find the inverse solution
only for the first few singular values which are satisfying the
discrete Picard condition [11].

III. RESULTS

A. Stochastical basis

In this investigation 81 simulations using different values
of the excitation conduction velocity of components in the
excitation conduction system as well as of the myocardium
were conducted to build the stochastical basis to solve the
inverse problem in case of reconstruction of epicardial poten-
tials. Table 1 contains the different values of the excitation
conduction velocity [12].

Table 1: The variant values of the excitation conduction velocity

Tissue class conduction velocity [mm/s]

Left and right ventricular

myocardium

300, 550, 800

Left and right Bundle branch 1000, 1250, 1500

Left fascicle 1500, 1750, 2000

Left and right Purkinje fibers 2000, 3000, 4000

Figure 2 shows one example of a simulated 64- channel
ECG.

Fig. 2: Simulated 64-channel ECG

B. Inverse solutions

The inverse solution using the spatio-temporal MAP-
based method was obtained by solving the inverse problem
for the first 10 singular values of the ECG signal. Figure 3
shows one example for an inverse solution at one time instant
during the QRS-complex using spatio-temporal MAP-based
regularization (distribution of epicardial potentials).

Fig. 3: Distribution of the reconstructed epicardial potentials during the
QRS-complex obtained using the spatio-temporal MAP-based

regularization: Reference (left) inverse solution (right)

The noise in measurement is described as (5 × 10−4 × I),
where I is the identity matrix. The estimated error is applied
to Ce.

Fig. 4: Correlation between the inverse solutions using different methods
and the reference during the QRS-complex

Figures 4 demonstrates the correlation between the inverse
solutions using different methods and the references during
the QRS-complex. For comparison purpose the result ob-
tained using the classical Tikhonov 0. order regularization is
also show. It is clear to see that the solutions using the spatio-
temporal MAP-based regularization are in better correspon-
dence with the reference and deliver more stable results than
those obtained with other regularization methods.

Figure 5 shows that the spatio-temporal MAP-based reg-
ularization is very stable against noise. Gaussian noise up to
SNR = 20 [dB] is added to the original ECG.
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Fig. 5: Correlation between the inverse solutions after adding Gaussian
noise and the reference using the spatio-temporal MAP-based method

during the QRS-complex

Figure 6 shows one example for an inverse solution at one
time instant during the QRS-complex using spatio-temporal
MAP-based method (distribution of epicardial potentials).
This ECG does not belong to the stochastical basis. However
it is simulated with parameters within the normal range given
in Table 1.

Fig. 6: Distribution of the reconstructed epicardial potentials during the
QRS-complex obtained using the spatio-temporal MAP-based. The

simulated ECG does not belong to the stochastical basis: Reference (left)
inverse solution (right)

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, good results were achieved with the new
spatio-temporal MAP-based method. The comparison of cor-
relations between the inverse solutions and the reference in
Figure 4 shows that the new method delivers more stable
results than those obtained with other regularization meth-
ods. The correlation coefficient reaches 0.95 using spatio-
temporal MAP-based method, while it is around 0.7 using
the conventional MAP-based method. Furthermore, the re-
construction from ECGs not included in the stochastical basis
using the new method is also satisfying (see Figure 6).

A dramatic reduction of computation time was achieved.
This is of great importance for clinical application. For exam-

ple, solving the inverse problem of an ECG signal with 250
time instants takes 7980 s by using the conventional MAP-
based method without consideration of the spatio-temporal
information, while it only takes 570 s by using the spatio-
temporal MAP-based method. All computations were imple-
mented on an iMAC 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, RAM: 3 GB
667 MHz DDR2 SDRAM.

The future work may represent the task to find an optimal
number of the singular values of the ECG signal which should
be included into the inverse calculation. Furthermore, using
the new method for localization of myocardial infarction is
envisioned.
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Abstract— The purpose of the inverse electrocardiographic

problem is to reconstruct the electrophysiological activities in

the human heart from electrical signals measured on the body

surface. This is a promising noninvasive approach to obtain

an insight into cardiac diseases. However, this problem is ill-

posed and regularization is required to stabilize the inverse so-

lution. In the present work a spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov

hybrid regularization method is proposed, which combines the

spatio-temporal and hybrid regularization frameworks. The

novel method is tested in a realistic environment considering

measurement noise, the modeling error induced by neglecting

heart motion and baseline wander in ECG. The spatio-temporal

hybrid regularization method achieves more stable results in the

realistic environment compared to the Tikhonov regularization

and the spatial LSQR-Tikhonov regularization. Moreover, the

computation time is dramatically reduced thanks to the Green-

site’s spatio-temporal approach.

Keywords— inverse problem, electrocardiography, spatio-

temporal regularization, hybrid regularization,

LSQR-Tikhonov

I. INTRODUCTION

By solving the inverse problem of electrocardiography the
bioelectrical activities in the heart can be reconstructed from
noninvasive ECG measurement. It provides useful and direct
information about the functional status of the heart. But this
problem is underdetermined and ill-posed. Hence, the inverse
solution is not unique and extremely sensitive to the errors
occurring in measurement and modeling. In order to over-
come these difficulties it is necessary to employ the so-called
regularization. Many regularization methods have been intro-
duced into the inverse problem of electrocardiography, e.g.,
Tikhonov [1] and LSQR [2] regularizations. To incorporate
the temporal information, several spatio-temporal approaches
have been developed and better results can be achieved [3].
Recently, a hybrid regularization framework that combines
the projection and penalty regularization methods has been
suggested [4, 5]. One step further, in the present work a
novel spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid regularization
method is developed and tested in a realistic environment.

Because the errors existing in measurement and modeling
are nearly unavoidable in the reality and have significant in-
fluence on the inverse solution, a realistic environment is set
up in the simulation study in order to test the proposed spatio-
temporal hybrid method in a scenario close to the clinical ap-
plication. The realistic environment takes into account ECG
measurement noise, the modeling error induced by neglect-
ing heart motion and baseline wander in ECG. The electri-
cal potentials on the heart surface, i.e., epicardial potentials,
are reconstructed from simulated ECG involving the different
kinds of errors mentioned above. In this realistic scenario the
spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid regularization out-
performs the original Tikhonov regularization and the purely
spatial LSQR-Tikhonov regularization, especially during the
T-wave, when the heart is contracting.

II. METHODS

A. Anatomical model

In the present study the data-set of the Visible Human
Project of National Library of Medicine [6] is deployed. The
highly detailed data are segmented and classified to more than
40 tissue classes and converted to a voxel-based model with a
resolution of 2mm ×2mm ×2mm. The excitation conduction
system, i.e., bundle branches, fascicles, and Purkinje fibers

Fig. 1: Visible human torso model (left) and the heart model (right).
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as well as the fiber orientation are introduced in the ventri-
cles. From the voxel-based model a tetrahedron mesh is gen-
erated and applied in the forward and inverse computations
(see Fig. 1) [7]. The heart dynamics in the computer model
is implemented through mesh deformation to enable the for-
ward ECG simulation incorporating heart motion [8].

B. Cellular automaton

The excitation propagation in the heart is simulated using
a cellular automaton [9]. This is a rule-based system. A voxel,
which corresponds to a patch of myocardial cells, can be ac-
tivated by the neighboring active voxels. After activation the
state transition of this element, i.e., change of transmembrane
voltage over time, depends on the action potential curve of
this element, which is extracted from the ten Tusscher’s car-
diac cell model [10]. The transmural heterogeneity of action
potential curve through the ventricular wall is included in the
cellular automaton. The simulation is conducted in the voxel-
based heart model with the spatial resolution of 1×1×1mm3

with the time step of 1ms. The results are saved every 4ms.

C. Forward problem

The goal of solving the forward problem is to calculate
the potential distribution on the body and heart surfaces. Be-
fore the calculation starts, the transmembrane voltage distri-
butions delivered by the cellular automaton are interpolated
to the tetrahedron finite element mesh of the volume conduc-
tor. Then the following Poisson’s equation incorporating the
bidomain model is solved using the finite element method

∇ · ((σi +σe)∇Φe) = −∇ · (σi∇Vm), (1)

where σi and σe are the intracellular and extracellular con-
ductivity tensors; Φe and Vm are the extracellular potential
and transmembrane voltage, respectively. The corresponding
64-channel ECG is derived from the simulated body surface
potentials.

D. Realistic environment

In the current simulation study a realistic environment is
set up, which approximates the scenario of clinical applica-
tion. It comprises measurement noise, modeling error and
baseline wander. First, an additive white Gaussian noise of
30 dB SNR is added into the simulated ECG. By incorporat-
ing the dynamic heart model into the forward simulation the
modeling error is introduced, because the computer model is
built from a static data-set and no heart motion is considered
in the inverse calculation. A random baseline wander of up
to 0.15mV is added to every channel of ECG. The change of

simulated ECG after adding different errors is presented in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Simulated ECG without and with different kinds of errors: 30 dB
measurement noise, the modeling error induced by neglecting the heart

motion and baseline wander. The channel no. 40 of a 64-channel ECG is
shown. ME: modeling error, BW: baseline wander.

E. Inverse problem

In general, the inverse problem of electrocardiography is
formulated as

Ax = b, (2)

where x is the source vector (the cardiac source distribution
in the heart), y is the measurement vector (ECG) and A is the
transfer matrix, which connects the source in the heart and
the measurement on the body surface. In this investigation
epicardial potentials are selected as source model. Due to the
ill-posed nature of the inverse problem of electrocardiogra-
phy regularization techniques have to be employed in order
to improve the stability of inverse solution.

LSQR (least squares QR-decomposition) is one of the it-
erative regularization methods in the category of Krylov sub-
space projection methods [2]. Like many other methods, the
least squares problem is to be solved

x = argmin
x

(‖b−Ax‖2). (3)

After projecting the problem onto the k-dimensional Krylov
subspace the problem has the following form

y(k) = argmin
y(k)

(‖β1e1 −Bky(k)‖2), (4)

where β1 equals ‖b‖2 and e1 is the first unit vector, Bk is a
upper-bidiagonal matrix resulting from application of Lanc-
zos bidiagonalization on the transfer matrix A, and y(k) de-
notes the projected sources x in the k-dimensional Krylov
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subspace. Then the problem is solved by means of the QR de-
compostion of Bk and transformed back to the original space
at the end. The detailed derivation of LSQR method can be
found in [2, 4].

Tikhonov regularization is a classical method to solve the
inverse problem [1]. It uses some general information about
the solution for constraints besides the �2-norm residual, in
that the following minimization problem is considered

xλ = argmin
x

(‖b−Ax‖2
2 +λ 2‖Lx‖2

2), (5)

where the regularization operator L is the identity matrix I in
the case of 0-order, and λ is termed regularization parame-
ter, controlling the weight attributed to the constraint condi-
tion ‖Lx‖2

2. The optimal λ is found using “generalized cross-
validation” (GCV) method in the present study [11].

Iterative projection regularization methods like LSQR are
capable of transforming the original problem onto a lower-
dimensional space, but sometimes do not provide sufficient
regularizition. Penalty methods like Tikhonov regularization
are optimal for regularization but they have to handle with the
problem of high dimension, which can be very time consum-
ing. The hybrid framework bridges these two kinds of regu-
larization and takes the advantages of each of them [4, 5]. By
combining LSQR regularization and Tikhonov regularization
the following minimization problem is established

y(k)
λ = argmin

y(k)
(‖β1e1 −Bky(k)‖2

2 +λ 2‖Ly(k)‖2
2). (6)

The GCV method can still be applied to find the optimal reg-
ularization parameter λ for the internal Tikhonov regulariza-
tion [4, 5].

Greensite’s spatio-temporal framework applies singular
value decomposition (SVD) on the ECG signals and then
maps the problem onto an orthogonal space consisting of the
temporal singular vectors of ECG. The projected problem is
solved only for the first elements, which satisfy discrete Pi-
card condition, i.e., the noisy part of ECG is truncated. Ac-
cordingly, the computation time can be strongly reduced [3].

The spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid regulariza-
tion developed in the present study aims at achieving sta-
ble inverse solution against different kinds of errors that of-
ten simultaneously occur in the realistic scenario of clinical
application. It combines the spatio-temporal regularization
framework and the hybrid regularization framework. First,
the given inverse problem is mapped onto the the space re-
lated to ECG’s temporal singular vectors by applying Green-
site’s spatio-temporal appraoch. The problem is then fur-
ther projected onto the k-dimensional Krylov subspace us-
ing LSQR method. Next, the Tikhonov 0-order regulariza-
tion performs within the Krylov subspace. For selection of the

optimal regularization parameter for Tikhonov regularization
the GCV method is utilized. Finally, the inverse solution is
transformed back to the original space. The process of solv-
ing the inverse electrocardiographic problem using the new
spatio-temporal hybrid method is illustrated in Fig. 3.

ECG
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Fig. 3: Flow chart showing the process of solving the inverse problem of
electrocardiography using the spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid

regularization method.

III. RESULTS

A normal heart beat is simulated using the dynamic heart
model. The cardiac cycle is 1s and the sample rate is 250Hz.
After adding 30dB SNR measurement noise and random
baseline wander of up to 0.15mV the simulated ECG is served
as realistic ECG for the input of inverse problem. The transfer
matrix A is calculated from the static model without consid-
eration of heart motion, i.e., the transfer matrix is constant for
all time instants in the simulated cardiac cycle. Epicardial po-
tentials are selected as source model. The inverse problem is
solved using Tikhonov regularization, LSQR-Tikhonov reg-
ularization and the spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov regular-
ization proposed in the current paper. The optimal regulariza-
tion parameter for Tikhonov 0-order regularization is deter-
mined using GCV method in all three cases. In the spatio-
temporal framework only the first 10 elements are consid-
ered. The iteration number for LSQR regularization is set to
70. The Matlab toolbox provided by IMM, Technical Uni-
versity of Denmark [5] is used and extended to perform the
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spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid regularization. The
reconstructed epicardial potentials using different methods as
well as the simulated reference are shown in Fig. 4. The cor-
relation between inverse solutions and the reference is plotted
over time in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Comparison between the reconstructed distributions of epicardial
potentials from ECG in the realistic environment. The simulation as the
reference is shown in the first row. The results are shown at R-peak (left)

and at T-peak (right).

Fig. 5: Correlation between the simulated reference and the inverse
solutions obtained from ECG in the realistic environment.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 it can be seen that LSQR-Tikhonov
regularization and spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov regu-
larization deliver almost the identical results during QRS-
complex, whereas the spatio-temporal hybrid method out-
performs the purely spatial hybrid method remarkably in

the T-wave, when the modeling error induced by neglect-
ing heart motion dominates. The original Tikhonov regular-
ization fails to give a reasonable reconstruction both during
QRS-complex and T-wave. Furthermore, the spatio-temporal
LSQR-Tikhonov method is much more efficient than the
methods not incorporating the spatio-temporal framework be-
cause the projected problem is solved only for the first 10
elements instead of all 250 time instants.

Although the spatio-temporal LSQR-Tikhonov hybrid reg-
ularization is not sensitive to the selection of the iteration
number for LSQR, an appropriate method like 2 dimensional
GCV or L-surface will be employed to determine the optimal
regularization parameters both for Tikhonov and LSQR reg-
ularizations simultaneously. In a future study more kinds of
errors will be included in the realistic environment, e.g., the
change of lung’s volume and conductivity during the respira-
tional cycle and registration error of ECG electrodes.
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Abstract— More precise solutions of the inverse problem of

electrocardiography could lead to a break-through in the non-

invasive diagnosis of heart pathologies. The goal of solving the

inverse problem is to reconstruct electrical source distributions

in the human heart’s myocardium from a limited number of

ECG channels. This requires solving a strongly underdeter-

mined system of equations and is thus an ill-posed problem.

Only with the introduction of constraints on the solution the

source distributions can be reestablished properly. A significant

increase in the accuracy of inverse problem solvers can therefore

be achieved through regularization methods and filtering tech-

niques that include constraints from a priori knowledge on the

solution in both time and space.

This paper introduces a new Kalman filter algorithm with

integrated Tikhonov regularization which uses a linear approx-

imation of the system dynamics. In this study, the transmem-

brane voltages were reconstructed from a simulated ECG. The

maximum correlation with the reference reached 0.93, excelling

the spatio-temporal Tikhonov method, which produced 0.85.

Keywords— Inverse Problem of Electrocardiography, Kalman

filter, Transmenbrane Voltages, Tikhonov, State

Transition Matrix

I. INTRODUCTION

The Kalman filter is widely used in automation technol-
ogy to fuse measured signals with a predicted signal that rep-
resents a priori knowledge about the time evolution of the
signal to be estimated (system model).

Intensive research has been undertaken to improve the so-
lution of the inverse problem of electrocardiography. Spa-
tial regularization techniques such as Tikhonov, Generalized
Minimal Residual or MAP-based approaches [1] have been
investigated and extended to spatio-temporal versions [2].

In this paper, a new Kalman filter is proposed which di-
rectly incorporates an inversion of the transfer matrix using
the Tikhonov regularization method. The Kalman filter can
be interpreted as a recursive MAP estimator that employs
temporal a priori information through a system model. It has
been shown by Goussard et al. [3] that the Kalman filter can
improve solutions of the inverse problem significantly.

This work first provides a description of the problem setup.
It then introduces regularization methods and the original

Kalman filter to finally derive a new hybrid spatio-temporal
regularization algorithm. The performance of the algorithm
is then assessed by a comparison with the spatio-temporal
Tikhonov regularization method, which is widely used for
solving the inverse problem. To compare both methods, the
correlation between the reconstructed signal and its reference
serves as a benchmark.

II. METHODS

A. System Overview and Interfaces

To estimate the distribution of transmembrane voltages
(TMVs) xT MV in the ventricles, the following information is
available:

• a cellular automaton that provides simulated ventricular
TMV datasets (xT MV sim). From the TMV-signal, a linear
approximation of the system model can be derived (see
section II-I.).

• a transfer matrix A that describes the relationship be-
tween the cardiac sources and body surface potentials.
In this study, it maps TMVs onto the body surface po-
tential map zBSPM , zBSPM = AxT MV . A is derived using
the anatomical torso model of the patient and the corre-
sponding volume conductor. It is constructed such that its
application on the TMVs (AxT MV ) approximately results
in a given ECG signal.

• The ECG signal zBSPM in the study (Fig. 1) is computed
using the bidomain model of the cellular electrophysiol-
ogy that is extended from the myocardial region to the
torso’s volume conductor. The extracellular potentials φe
and thus the ECG can be computed by solving Poisson’s
equation for an impressed current source density f that
is itself dependent on the conductivity tensor of the intra-
cellular space of the active myocardium σi and the above
mentioned distribution of TMVs in the ventricles.

∇ · ((σi +σe)∇φe) = − f , f = ∇ · (σi∇Vm) (1)

Fig. 2 illustrates the UML data flow diagram and integra-
tion of the Kalman filter into the system setup.

O. Dössel and W.C. Schlegel (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/II, pp. 821–824, 2009. 
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Fig. 1: Simulated ECG, with additive white Gaussian noise of 20dB SNR.
The averaging intervals of the QRS-complex and T-wave (specified in Tab.

1) are marked by horizontal arrows.

B. The Inverse Problem of Electrocardiography

In this study, the inverse problem of electrocardiography is
the problem of finding xT MV in zBSPM = AxT MV , in which A
is obtained from solving the forward-problem of electrocar-
diography. Since A is not directly invertible and the problem
is ill-posed, the solution is usually estimated by minimizing
a cost function

xT MV,opt = arg min
xT MV

(||AxT MV − zBSPM||22) (2)

yielding

xT MV,opt = A†zBSPM (3)

where A† is a pseudo-inverse of A.

C. Tikhonov 2nd-Order Regularization

Tikhonov regularization minimizes a statement extended
by a regularization term to find xT MV :

xT MV,λ = arg min
xT MV

(||AxT MV −zBSPM||22)+λ 2||LxT MV ||22(4)

This yields the solution

xT MV,λ = (AT A+λ 2LT L)−1AT zBSPM = A†
Tik2zBSPM (5)

where A†
Tik2 is the 2nd-order Tikhonov pseudo-inverse of A

and L is the Laplace operator. L introduces a constraint that
leads to a smooth distribution of xT MV in space.

D. Spatio-Temporal Tikhonov Regularization Using the
Greensite Method

The ECG signal dataset ZBSPM (including all time instants)
can be disassembled into its singular vectors and singular val-

ues using singular value decomposition ZBSPM = PQT T . The
Greensite method projects the inverse problem of finding X
in AXT MV = ZBSPM onto the space of the ECG signal’s tem-
poral singular vectors T . This reduces the problem to those
elements of high intensity, which usually contain less noise,
then solves it using regularization methods such as Tikhonov,
and maps the solution back into the original space. It saves
computational costs and leads to smoothed and usually better
reconstruction results [4].

E. The Kalman Filter Approach

The underlying system can be described using the follow-
ing system and measurement model.

xk+1 = Dxk +wk (6)

zk = Axk + vk (7)

D describesa a linear approximation of the dynamics of the
TMVs in the ventricles and is called the state-transition ma-
trix (STM). A is the transfer matrix described in section II-A.

wk and vk are the process and measurement noise random
variables that are assumed to be both white and normally dis-
tributed, W ∼ N (0,Q), V ∼ N (0,R), where Q and R are the
process and measurement noise covariances, respectively. w
and v are mutually independent.

Simulated
TMVs

xTMVsim

Cellular
Automaton

Ax(k)+v(k)=z(k)

Artificial AWGN
20dB SNR

Mean
measurement

error covariance r

Kalman Filter

simulated ECG
ECG from 

transfer matrix

R=r*I

State-transition
matrix D and 
system error 

covariance Q=q*I

Transfer matrix A
z(k)=Ax(k)

Poisson equation
applied on mesh of 

the
volume conductor

Tikhonov
regularization
parameters

Kalman Filter 
estimate of

x

Performance
characteristics

Q, D

zBSPM

R

xKF

Fig. 2: System overview Kalman filter with integrated Tikhonov
regularization (UML data flow diagram)
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R and Q in the approach presented in this paper are setup
as identity matrices that are weighted with the mean measure-
ment error r and system error covariance q, respectively.

F. Prediction

As introduced in [5], the basic Kalman filter setup con-
sists of a predicting equation set that produces an estimate
of x. The predicted estimate is denoted by x−, with P− be-
ing the estimation error covariance, where the superscript −
expresses the estimation’s derivation from the a priori knowl-
edge represented in the system model. Recursively, the pre-
dicting equation set is applied on the current estimate x̂ and
estimation error covariance P.

x̂−
k = Dx̂k−1 (8)

P−
k = DPk−1DT +Q (9)

G. Correction

As consecutive part of the recursion a correction step
adjusts the estimate according to the measurement data
recorded at the current time instant.

Kk = P−
k AT (AP−

k AT +R)−1 (10)

x̂k = x̂−
k +Kk(zk −Ax̂−

k ) (11)

Pk = (I −KkA)P−
k (12)

where K is the optimum gain that minimizes the least-squares
estimation error covariance and weights the correction term
with the relation between the current measurement error co-
variance and the estimation error covariance of the prediction.

H. Integration of Tikhonov Regularization into the Kalman
Filter

The optimum gain K in equation 11 of the correction term
comprises in its term (Eq. 10) a pseudo-inverse of A which
does not apply regularization and therefore does not lead to
stable results in x.

To integrate Tikhonov regularization into the Kalman fil-
ter, the inversion of A is therefore treated separately from the
optimum gain term, i.e. Kk is replaced by K̃kA−1, K̃k is a new
optimum gain and A−1 can be independently obtained from
the Tikhonov regularization method:

x̂k = x̂−
k + K̃kA−1(zk −Ax̂−

k ) (13)

⇔ x̂k = x̂−
k + K̃kA−1zk − K̃kx̂−

k

⇒ x̂k ≈ x̂−
k + K̃kA†Tikh2zk − K̃kx̂−

k (14)

Consequently, in numerical context, the inverse of A is re-
placed with the pseudo-inverse A†

Tik2. The optimum gain K̃
and the estimation error covariance P in the correction step
can be derived (according to [5]) as follows, replacing equa-
tions 10 and 12 with:

K̃k = P−
k (P−

k +A−1R(A−1)T )−1

⇒ K̃k ≈ P−
k (P−

k +A†Tikh2R(A†Tikh2)T )−1 (15)

Pk = (I − K̃kA−1A)P−
k

⇔ Pk = (I − K̃k)P−
k (16)

I. System Model and State-Transition Matrix

To model the dynamics of the system, the state-transition
matrix D (STM, see section II-E.) is computed from the given
xT MV sim data. For a subset of the matrix elements in each row
of D, the least-squares problem is solved according to xk+1 =
Dxk. In the resulting, time-independent STM all elements not
in the according subsets are set to zero.

The classifier that selects the subsets of each row in D for
the computation indicates if an element is found responsible
for the system dynamics, i.e. if it relates an element in xk to an
element in xk+1 which are both activated at subsequent time
instants. The time of activation is heuristically chosen to be
the first instant in which the TMV goes beyond −35mV in its
action potential curve, denoted by an index D−35mV .

III. RESULTS

With STM D−35mV and the mean system and measurement
error covariances q = 57.0218 and r = 0.002 computed from
the data, the TMV signal reconstructed by the Kalman filter
achieved a correlation with the original simulated signal of up
to 0.9256 (see Fig. 5 and Tab. 1), outperforming the Tikhonov
spatio-temporal solution even more significantly in the QRS-
complex and T-wave sections. Figures Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illus-
trate the distribution of the TMVs on the heart model.

These figures also reveal a reduction in signal intensity,
which could be shown to be dependent on the measurement
error covariance r. The influence of R in Eq. 15 explains that
it is thus caused by the gain K̃ with which the filtering ef-
fect of the prediction step contributes to the estimation in
the Kalman filter. The intensity decrease is therefore directly
linked to the Kalman filter’s immanent smoothing effect. The
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Method Correlation Corr. QRS Corr. T-Wave

maximum mean,±std mean,±std

Tikhonov- 0.8451 0.4334 0.4179

Spatiotemp. ± 0.3349 ± 0.4459

Kalman 0.9256 0.5319 0.7058

Filter ± 0.2730 ± 0.2511
Table 1: Results, averaging intervals: QRS-complex (0.02—0.14 s), T-wave

(0.24—0.44 s)

(a) xT MV sim (b) xTikhonov−Greensite (c) xKF

Fig. 3: Distribution of TMVs on Heart Model at t = 76ms
(During the QRS-complex)

(a) xT MV sim (b) xTikhonov−Greensite (c) xKF

Fig. 4: Distribution of TMVs on Heart Model at t = 348ms
(During the T-wave)

potential diagnostic value of the reconstructed signal, how-
ever, is in the shape of its function, which is not effected by
the signal intensity.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The solution obtained with the new algorithm shows the
Kalman filter’s expected effect of fusing the smooth and ac-
curate Tikhonov solution with the further stabilizing system
model. Its superior stability and correlation with the original
signal suggest that, with further improvements in the model,
it is likely to achieve even better results.

In this approach, the problem is solved assuming that the
premises for the Kalman filter in II- E.are fulfilled. The mea-
surement noise, however, is likely to be non-Gaussian. Its

Fig. 5: Correlation between simulated TMV-signal and its reconstructed
counterparts. The averaging intervals of the QRS-complex and T-wave

(specified in Tab. 1) are marked with four horizontal arrows, and the instants
figures Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are taken from are marked by vertical arrows.

error is a combination of the error of the estimated transfer
matrix and the artifically added noise. Methods that take into
account the nature of noise could lead to better estimation
results.

In a clinical scenario, there is no access to TMV data.
Only the ECG signal zBSPM is available. Unlike the transfer
matrix, which could be obtained from the computer model
that uses imaging information on the subject’s anatomy, the
STM would have to be taken from a general cellular automa-
ton model which, without prior knowledge on the expected
pathologies, would therefore not resemble the patient’s spe-
cific heart electrophysiology, leading to an unknown estima-
tion error.

Regarding the performance of the Kalman filter, a system
model that better resembles the time-evolution of the TMVs,
especially during the ECG-intervals of interest, is likely to
lead to further improvements in accuracy and will be the sub-
ject of future work.
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Abstract—Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) is consid-
ered the best metric for image quality evaluation in digital 
detectors. Unfortunately, it is not easy to assess without a spe-
cific software tool. The lack of a reference utility for compar-
ing different data from the different devices led us to build our 
own tool which calculates DQE curves following IEC stan-
dards (IEC-62220-1-1 and IEC-62220-1-2, mammography 
oriented). MIQuaELa displays graphs corresponding to ESF, 
LSF, MTF, NPS 1D and 2D, NNPS and DQE, likewise, DQE 
and MTF values are averaged following IEC standard. It also 
includes several add-ons to compare data calculated prior to 
IEC standard publications. Data export for further analysis is 
achieved in two different ways, .xls (Excel) or .mat 
(MATLAB). Efforts have been focused on developing a simple 
tool so as to become an adequate solution for routine QC of 
digital X-ray systems. 

Keywords—DQE, digital radiography, digital mammogra-
phy, NNPS, MTF. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, with the gradual introduction of digital 
imaging systems in health centers, it has become necessary 
to redesign quality control tests specific for these devices. 
The different principles of operation and physical processes 
involved with regard to traditional systems, and the nature 
of digital images have raised the interest in a series of ob-
jective parameters related to image quality, such as quantum 
detection efficiency (DQE), normalized power spectrum of 
noise (NNPS) and modulation transfer function (MTF). 
MIQuaELa is a tool that automates the process of calculat-
ing DQE, NNPS and MTF, based on the recommendations 
in IEC-62220-1-(1 and 2) [1,2] and on previous works [3-
5], allowing us to objectively characterize the behavior of 
our digital detectors in both CR (Computed Radiography) 
and DR (Digital Radiography). Moreover, efforts have been 
focused on developing a tool to integrate calculations di-
rectly in the routine quality control. The program also al-
lows the use of different parameters from those stated in the 
IEC standard, which can be helpful for comparisons with 
publications prior to this document. 

The aim of this paper is to give wide spread to the tool 
provided, so that after an evaluation period, a sufficiently 

tested software will be ready to become part of the routine 
quality control. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MIQuaELa was implemented in MATLAB language 
(The MathWorks, Inc.) for the ease it offers in the treatment 
of matrices and mathematical algorithms. However, despite 
the fact that MATLAB is not freely distributed, MIQuaELa 
is compiled with its own executable so that it would only be 
necessary to install the MCRinstaller component which is 
indeed freely distributed. 

The program requires DICOM raw images as input, two 
of them corresponding to an opaque edge, slightly angled 
(for MTF calculation) and a series of flat-field images (for 
NPS evaluation). 

 
A.  DQE 

DQE was calculated using the following expression: 
 

 
(1) 

 
 

where K and SNRin2 correspond to kerma and squared 
signal to noise ratio, respectively, at detector entrance. 

 
B. Signal Transfer Property (STP) 

The signal transfer property states the relationship be-
tween mean pixel value (MPV) and K. This conversion is 
necessary for the calculation of the MTF and NNPS.  
Depending on whether it is DR or CR, respectively, the 
function will be linear or logarithmic type. Therefore it is 
necessary to choose the type of detector under consideration 
and enter the corresponding fitting parameters. 

 
C. MTF 

The MTF is measured using the edge technique, follow-
ing the procedures described in IEC standard, using several 
over-sampled profiles of the edge test device (ESF, Edge 
Spread Function). By default, MTF is assessed using two 
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independent images corresponding to a horizontal and a 
vertical edge. For convenience, the program brings up a 
graphical utility for ROI selection (Fig.1).  

 

Fig. 1 Horizontal ROI selection window for MTF calculation 

To correct the non-uniformity of the radiation field, data 
from the edge images are previously divided by the result of 
a second degree polynomial fit of a flat-field image. 

The oversampled ESF is then differentiated using a  
[-1,0,1] kernel yielding the oversampled line spread func-
tion  (LSF). Subsequently, the MTF is calculated by means 
of the modulus of a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the 
LSF normalized to its value at zero frequency (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2  ESF, LSF and MTF visualization window 

D. NNPS 

To calculate this metric a series of flat-field images is re-
quired. According to IEC standard, the NNPS is evaluated 
using an area of approximately 125 mm x 125 mm  
 

(IEC-62220-1-1) or 50 mm x 50 mm (IEC-62220-1-2) and a 
number of pixels greater than 4 million. This implies an 
additional complexity as the number of images required 
depends on the pixel size of the studied detector. MI-
QuaELa solves this problem accepting a variable number of 
images. 

The NPS is calculated dividing the portion of the uni-
formly exposed area of the digital X-ray detector into 
square areas. Each ROI is 256x256 pixels in size, overlap-
ping 128 pixels in both the horizontal and the vertical direc-
tions (Fig. 3).  
 

 

Fig. 3 Selection of the NPS analysis area and STP data input 

The expression used for the determination of the NPS is: 
2
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where I is expressed in kerma units and S is a fitted two-
dimensional second order polynomial. 

The one-dimensional NPS is calculated by averaging the 
values of 7 lines on both sides of the corresponding axis, 
omitting the axis itself. 

Finally, the NNPS is calculated by dividing the NPS by 
the value of K2 (see below). 
 
E. K and SNRin2 

The program integrates these parameters in a simple way. 
Kerma at the entrance of the detector is calculated as the 
average value of the NPS analysis area, once the STP has 
been applied, and the SNRin2 is chosen within a table of 
values proposed by the standard. For mammography, a 
subroutine has also been implemented to estimate SNRin2 if 
the quality of the beam is different from those stated in the 
standard (see Results and discussion). 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

MIQuaELa returns plots for ESF, LSF, MTF, NPS 1D 
and 2D, NNPS and DQE, and MTF, NNPS and DQE data 
averaged following IEC recommendations (Fig. 4). It is also 
possible to export the results in .xls (Excel) or .mat 
(MATLAB) for subsequent analysis. 

 

Fig. 4 DQE, NPS and NNPS results and visualization window 

Additionally, the following options have been imple-
mented. They allow calculations under conditions different 
from the standard: 

A. MTF 

Several options have been introduced that allow smooth-
ing of ESF profiles through mean or median filters [6]. 

 
B. NNPS 

IEC Standard allows trend removal by means of subtract-
ing a two-dimensional second-order polynomial fit. The 
polynomial fitting area is not specified. The software gives 
the option of deciding whether to apply the fit to the whole 
area of analysis or independently to each ROI.  

Regarding the size of the ROI, several authors performed 
calculations with a size of 128x128 pixels and an overlap of 
64 pixels before the IEC publication [7-9]. This option has 
also been implemented so as to compare data with old 
sources. 

 
C. SNRin2, Mammography  

Since mammography is a technique that uses a variety of 
anode/filter combinations, it was thought appropriate to 

estimate the SNRin2 for a range of broader kilovoltages and 
filtrations. The RX-spec tool has been implemented and 
integrated into the application. It resolves this issue, and 
permits visualization and comparison of the spectra of the 
different beams. The calculation is based on data from the 
spectra calculated by Boone [10] and tables of attenuation 
coefficients from NIST [11] (Fig. 5). The average deviation 
from the values provided by the standard is below 2%. 

 

Fig. 5  RX-spec tool, spectra visualization and SNRin2 estimation 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

MIQuaELa integrates a set of tools to estimate parame-
ters such as MTF, NNPS and DQE in a fast and visual way. 
The application can be useful for both constancy and char-
acterization tests, and has been developed to be freely  
distributed. The ultimate aim of the free distribution is to 
provide a software tool that, after a test period, will be suf-
ficiently tested by all professionals interested. Thus, the 
implementation of this application in QC should allow 
greater control of the image quality of digital detectors, and 
an easy intercomparison of data from different authors. 

The program and its user manual are available via e-mail. 
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Abstract—The goal of this study was to evaluate a number 
of modern multi-slice helical CT scanners with respect to ran-
dom and systematic errors in the measurement of bone den-
sity. For this purpose, a rod phantom was designed to mimic a 
patient with various amounts of bone, and scans of the rod 
phantom along with the Mindways calibration phantom were 
taken using General Electric, Siemens and Toshiba 4-, 16- and 
64-slice CT scanners. 

Except for the 16/64 slice Siemens scanners, a cyclic pattern 
was observed in the data along the longitudinal axis of the 
image stack, with a frequency either equal to or half of the 
number of detector rows. The range of the cyclic pattern was 
up to ±8 HU (±15 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.) for the 64-slice GE scan-
ner and as low as 3 HU (±6 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.) for the 16-slice 
GE scanner.  Appropriate averaging of the cyclical pattern of 
the calibration rods reduced the cyclical pattern of the test 
rods from 6 to 0.6 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. (expressed as standard 
deviation) for the 64-slice and from 2.6 to 1.5 mg/cc K2HPO4 
eq. for the 16-slice GE scanner. 

Short-term repeatability of calibrated bone density was bet-
ter than 1.5 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. for most scanners.  The cali-
brated density values showed a dependence of -19 to 2 mg/cc 
K2HPO4 eq. per cm change in table height. Soft-tissue inho-
mogeneity was simulated by adding varying amounts of Plexi-
glas in the water bath. The calibrated density values changed 
by 2–8 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. for each 10% replacement in cross-
sectional area of water by Plexiglas for the GE and Toshiba 
scanners and showed almost no change for the Siemens  
scanners. 

Pitch-based averaging of the calibration values and posi-
tioning of the bone in the scanner isocenter guarantee best 
possible performance of quantitative bone analysis. 

Keywords—computed tomography, quantitative computed 
tomography, bone density. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Quantitative bone measurements by computed tomogra-
phy (CT) had been validated for the single-slice step-and 
shoot approach many years ago [1,2]. Although these pro-
cedures have been transferred to modern multi-slice helical 
CT scanners [3], there is little information about the per-
formance of quantitative bone assessment with these new 
scanners. 

The goal of this study was to characterize the perform-
ance of modern multi-slice CT scanners with respect to 
quantitative bone analysis. Although our study was  

motivated by a specific application, we expect the results to 
be transferable to other types of quantitative CT applica-
tions. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Scanners and Phantoms 

Our study included the following scanners, all located in 
the Dayton area: 1) 16-slice GE LightSpeed, 2) 4-slice GE 
VCT, 3) 16-slice Toshiba Aquilion, 4) 4-slice Siemens 
Sensation, 5) 16-slice Siemens Sensation, 6) 64-slice Sie-
mens Somatom. Some relevant scanner characteristics are 
listed in Table 1, together with the chosen scanning parame-
ters, which are typical for the quantitative assessment of 
bone density. 

A phantom was designed (Fig. 1), cylindrical in shape, 
that contained five rods with densities up to 400 mg/cc 
K2HPO4 eq., mimicking trabecular bone, in a water bath. 
Additionally, a glass rod was added with a density of 1,000 
mg/cc K2HPO4 eq., mimicking compact bone. At three 
places in the phantom, the rods were surrounded by differ-
ent amounts of Plexiglas, which shows a somewhat higher 
density in the CT image, simulating inhomogeneities in soft 
tissue.  

One of the approaches for quantitative CT evaluations of 
bone requires the concurrent measurement of a calibration 
phantom. We used the Mindways Model 3 calibration phan-
tom (Mindways Software Inc., Austin, TX). This phantom  
 

Fig. 1 Test phantom with rod insets mimicking various densities of bone 
and Plexiglas blocks simulating soft-tissue inhomogeneities 
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Table 1 Scanner characteristics and scanning parameters 

GE Toshiba Siemens Parameter 
16 Slices 64 Slices 16 Slices 4 Slices 16 Slices 64 Slices 

X-ray Tube Voltage [kVp] 80 80 80 120 120 120 

X-ray Tube Current [mA] 200 200 200 100 100 100 

Used Pitch Values 
[mm per rotation / combined 
slice collimation] 

0.562:1 
0.938:1 
1.375:1 
1.75:1 

0.531:1 
0.969:1 
1.375:1 

0.688:1 
1:1 

0.4:1 
1:1 

0.75:1 
1:1 

0.5:1 
1:1 

Slice Thickness [mm] 0.625 0.625 0.5 3.0 0.75 0.6 

Detector Configuration 
[Channels x mm] 16 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 16 x 0.5 4 x 0.75 16 x 0.75 64 x 0.6 

Pixel Spacing [mm] 0.976562 0.976562 0.976 0.65234 0.488281 0.748047 

Image Size [pixel x pixel] 512 x 512 512 x 512 512 x 512 512 x 512 512 x 512 512 x 512 

Table Length [mm] 1700 2000 1700 1570 1570 1570 

Gantry Diameter [cm] 70 70 72 70 70 90 

 
was placed underneath the rod phantom, and care was taken 
to fill the space between the calibration phantom and the rod 
phantom with water bags to simulate similar continuity as 
would be expected with actual patient scans. A sample 
cross-sectional image is shown in Fig. 2. 

B. Experiments 
Variability along z-axis: Scans were taken along the 

whole length of the phantom to assess the consistency of the 
image values. This experiment was performed at a number 
 

 

Fig. 2 Sample image of rod phantom on top of calibration phantom with 
water bags in between. Also visible is the medium-sized Plexiglas insert 
surrounding the rods to simulate soft-tissue inhomogeneities 

of different pitch settings as listed in Table 1. Circular re-
gions of interest ROI) were analyzed for each rod of the rod 
phantom as well as for the calibration phantom, taking care 
to exclude the boundaries of the rod in the analyzed regions. 
The variability from slice to slice was studied for the raw 
CT numbers as well as for the calibrated density values of 
the rod phantom. 

The calibration involves plotting the measured CT values 
against the known K2HPO4 eq. concentrations for the inserts 
of the calibration phantom of a given slice (Fig. 3). A linear 
function is fitted through these points, and this function is 
then used to calibrate the CT values of the rod phantom.  
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Fig. 3 Sample calibration curve showing the CT numbers of the calibration 
inserts plotted against the known K2HPO4 eq. concentrations and the fitted 
straight line. Note that the two lowest-density inserts have almost the same 
density 
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Repeatability: Short-term repeatability was tested by per-
forming two identical spiral scans immediately back to 
back. A third identical scan was taken with a delay of five 
minutes after the second scan to assess possible differences 
due to tube cooling and other short-term factors that could 
have an impact during a measurement session for a patient. 

Table height: A series of spiral scans at a pitch of 1 was 
obtained at all allowable table heights. Depending on the 
scanner, the increment in table height was chosen between 
10 and 20 mm. This experiment should show how critical it 
is to position the patient consistently for repeat measure-
ments. 

Soft-tissue inhomogeneity: The influence of various 
amounts of materials slightly different in density than water 
was investigated by analyzing the scans obtained with a 
pitch of 1. The calibrated densities of the rods surrounded 
only by water were taken as the gold standard. The three 
Plexiglas inserts represented a 19, 24 and 31% replacement 
of water by area, respectively. At the x-ray tube voltages 
used, the CT number of Plexiglas is about 100 HU higher 
than that of water. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Variability Along z-Axis 

Initial inspection of the CT numbers revealed a cyclical 
pattern along the z-axis for some of the scanners. It was of 
interest to extract the frequency of these patterns, and we 
used a Fourier-transform based iterative smoothing process 
followed by autocorrelation to find the dominant frequency 
of the cyclical pattern (Table 2). In all cases where a domi-
nant cyclical pattern was detected, the number of slices 
making up one cycle was either equivalent to the number of 
detectors times the pitch used for the scan or half that num-
ber. This probably depends on the type of reconstruction 
algorithm used, either based on a 360º or a 180º data set. 

We observed that the cyclical pattern is more dominant 
in the calibration phantom than in the rods. Calibration on a 
slice-by-slice basis, thus, greatly increases the cyclical pat-
tern of the rods (Fig 4). The solution is to average the cali-
bration values over the exact number of slices making up 
one cycle and applying the calibration derived this way to 
the slice in the center of this cycle. 

 
B. Repeatability 

The rods surrounded by water for the immediate and de-
layed follow-up scans were compared to the initial scan 
after averaging over the number of slices making up one 
cycle. The maximum difference for any of the “trabecular” 
rods across the six scanners ranged from 1.0 to 4.5 HU or  
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Fig. 4 Effect of calibration, illustrated by the 400 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. rod 
measured with the 64-slice GE scanner. The curve with the medium-sized 
oscillations (green) represents the uncorrected CT values. The curve with 
the large oscillations (blue) is the result of the slice-by-slice correction of 
the raw CT values, greatly amplifying the cyclical pattern. The curve in the 
center (red) results from applying the calibration based on averaging over 
the number of slices representing one cycle 

0.4 to 1.8 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. and from 0.1 to 2.6 HU or 0.8 
to 7.8 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. for the glass rod, respectively 
(Table 2). There was no appreciable difference between the 
immediate and delayed scans. 

From this same data set, the standard deviation of the 
mean over a 2-cm thickness of slices was also calculated as 
an indicator for the uncertainty of bone-density measure-
ments of a typical volume of interest in the spine or the 
femur (Table 2). This error was below 0.8 mg/cc K2HPO4 
eq. for the “trabecular” rods and below 2.3 mg/cc K2HPO4 
eq. for the glass rod in all scanners. 

 
C. Table Height 

The dependence of the CT numbers of the rods and cali-
bration inserts on table height revealed an unsystematic 
behavior at first, but when the CT numbers for each ROI 
were plotted versus the distance from the isocenter, a clear 
pattern emerged. The ROIs for all evaluated scanners, with 
the exception of the Toshiba scanner, showed a decrease in 
CT numbers with an increase in isocenter distance. The 
Toshiba scanner showed the opposite trend for the trabecu-
lar rods. Due to the more pronounced effect for ROIs farther 
away from the isocenter, in our case the calibration inserts, 
the calibration process worsened the table-height 
dependence of the rods in most cases (Fig. 5). The general 
trend for a given scanner was captured by calulating the 
slopes of the density values versus distance from the 
isocenter. The values for the “trabecular” rod with the  
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Table 2 Experimental Results 

GE Toshiba Siemens Parameter of Influence 
16 Slices 64 Slices 16 Slices 4 Slices 16 Slices 64 Slices 

Cyclical Pattern [slices per cycle] 15 
(pitch = 0.938) 

31 
(pitch = 0.969) 

15 
(pitch = 1) 

4 
(pitch = 1) none none 

Repeatability, delayed scan, 
“trabecular” rods / glass rod 
[mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.] 

0.4 / 0.8 1.5 / 2.1 0.8 / 7.8 1.3 / 1.4 0.8 / 1.2 1.8 / 4.9 

Precision over 2 cm stack, 
“trabecular” rods / glass rod 
[mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.] 

0.3 / 0.7 0.3 / 0.4 0.4 / 0.9 0.4 / 0.9 0.6 / 2.0 0.7 / 2.2 

Table Height, 
“trabecular” rods / glass rod 
[mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. / cm] 

-2.0 / -9.0 -5.2 / -11.4 1.8 / -1.5 -5.9 / -6.9 -2.4 / -2.4 -9.2 / -18.6 

Large Plexiglas insert,  
“trabecular” rods / glass rod  
[mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.] 

-5.4 / -24.2 6.6 / -5.4 9.3 / 6.9 2.4 / -3.3 1.4 / -0.4 1.6 / 1.6 

 

largest slope (-9.2 – +1.8 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. per cm) and 
the glass rod (-18.6 – -1.5 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. per cm) are 
shown in Table 2.  

 
D. Soft-Tissue Inhomogeneity 

The slices without Plexiglas were used as reference, av-
eraged over a multiple of the cyclical pattern. Plexiglas had 
more of an influence on the calibrated values for higher-
density rods than for lower-density rods. The maximum 
difference observed for any “trabecular” rod ranged from -
5.4 to 9.3 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq. (Table 2) and for the glass rod 
from -24.3 to 6.9 mg/cc K2HPO4 eq.. The Siemens scanners 
showed the lowest dependence on added Plexiglas.  
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Fig. 5 Normalized calibrated density for all rods versus distance to isocen-
ter for the 64-slice Siemens scanner. The mean of all values was subtracted 
from each observation to better illustrate the individual differences.  In-
creasing rod density results in increasing influence of isocenter distance 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The most important message from our experiments is the 
requirement to average the calibration values over one cy-
cle, which depends on scanner type, reconstruction algo-
rithm and pitch used. In addition, the table-height experi-
ments show that the bone to be analyzed must be 
reproducibly positioned in the scanner, preferably in the 
isocenter. 
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Abstract—One of the major causes for female infertility is

identified by endometriosis, which is a disorder of the endome-

trial function and tissue lining of the uterus. The aim of this

research is to develop methods to enable the automated analysis

of the peristaltic waves of the uterus mucosa from sequences of

MRI images. Automatic methods are needed within the frame-

work of a larger clinical study to provide objective measure-

ments. In this contribution we show that computer-vision meth-

ods like block matching and the optical flow can be successfully

used for these purposes. In particular the optical flow of the an-

alyzed sequences represents an adequate basis for the compu-

tation of quantitative and qualitative measures of the peristaltic

waves. Ongoing research aims at automatizing this method for

a larger sample number.

Keywords— Endometriosis, cine-MRI, computer vision meth-

ods, optical flow, block matching

I. INTRODUCTION

Female infertility may affect one out of ten couples with
a wish for offspring. The condition does not belong to the
disabling diseases, but still puts a high psychologic burden
on the patients, especially since the reason for it lies quite
often in the dark. Recent research correlated female infertil-
ity in many cases back to a syndrome called endometriosis
[4], a mislead migration of endometrial tissue to extra-uterine
places in the body, affecting up to 10% of the female popu-
lation. Even though only 1-3% of the female population ex-
periences severe symptoms caused by this condition, up to
half of all infertile women show signs of it [11]. Ectopical en-
dometrial glands grow synchronized with the menstrual cycle
and are thought to be related to an hyperactivity of the uterus’
musculature [9]. To shed light on the bases of this disease and
its correlation with uterine peristaltic, it is highly desirable
to quantify uterine muscular movements, which is usually
done by transvaginal ultrasound imaging[1][5]. Other imag-
ing modalities included magnetic resonance imaging with
high speed data acquisition (so-called cine-mode). Result-
ing sequences are still analyzed by human specialists, who
proofed up till now to be superior to automated image analy-

sis tools [8].
Still, in order to obtain an observer independent estimate

for the spatio-temporal patterns in the uterus and thus for its
peristalsis, it is necessary to find an objective way of deter-
mining it. Since in our healthy subject the predominant type
of motion in the complete midsagittal plane is defined by pro-
nounced movement of the intestines (Fig. 1), we ran our al-
gorithms only on the ROI around the uterus.

We present in the following our efforts to automated cine-
sequence analysis of exemplary MR pictures by computer vi-
sion algorithms, intended to break ground for a bigger clinical
study.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Exemplary Cine-MR Images

The present study was done with sequences from an earlier
research project of our university. The Department of Radiol-
ogy and Nuclear Medicine provided us with some examples
of a collection of CINE-MRI studies of the uterus from pa-
tients that had been performed earlier. All data were acquired
on a high-end 1,5 T MRI Scanner (Philips Achieva). Imag-
ing was performed in mid-sagittal orientation using different
single-shot sequence with a frame rate of one picture every
second, respectively every two seconds for a time period of
two minutes.

Fig. 1: Cine-MRI sequence of three close by but non-consecutive frames,
illustrat-ing that abdominal movement is mainly due to intestinal peristalsis,

impeding detection of minute uterine movements.

O. Dössel and W.C. Schlegel (Eds.): WC 2009, IFMBE Proceedings 25/II, pp. 833–836, 2009. 
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Fig. 2: left: initialization points for blocks to be followed by TSS search
procedure and intermediate result of this algorithm(right)

B. Image Processing Methods

In order to obtain an estimate for the spatio-temporal pat-
terns in the uterus and thus for its peristalsis, we ran our al-
gorithms only on the ROI around the uterus. This region was
either defined by manual encircling it (for block matching) or
just by using a small rectangular section of the original frame
(for optical flow).

a) Block Matching Algorithm: Block matching is an algo-
rithm, trying to detect corresponding image blocks in subse-
quent frames. For our purposes it works in a semiautomated
manner, meaning that the user has to first mark, in the initial
image of a sequence to be analyzed, a set of points on the
border of the uterus that define the centers of the blocks of
pixels to be matched (Fig. 2 left). We then find by correlation
the new position of the centers of these blocks in the next im-
age and are thus able to compute the motion vector between
the old and the new positions. The procedure is then repeated
for each pair of frames until the end of the sequence. In our
algorithm, we use the deformable block matching technique
[12][6] that accommodates also simple spatial transforma-
tions between consecutive images in the analyzed sequence.
To search for the new position of a tracked block, we used
the Three Step Search (TSS) procedure [2]. In brief, during
the initial step of TSS, the searched pixels are corners of the
search window. Then, at each step we halve the distance of
the search pixels from the new center to obtain the finer res-
olution estimates. The motion estimate is obtained after the
third step, where the search pixels are all one pixel away from
the center. The displacement for a pixel n = (n1,n2), in frame
k (the present frame) is determined by considering an N × N
block B centered about the pixel n and searching the frame
k + l (the search frame) for the location of the best matching
block of same size.

s(n1,n2,k) = s(n1 +d1,n1 +d1, t + lΔt) (1)

for all (n1 + d1) ∈ B, where d1 and d2 are the components
of the displacement (translation) vector for block B. The

procedure works on the images s(n1,n2,k).

Search is done by cross correlation. The cross-correlation
function between the frames k and k +1 is defined as

ck,k+1(n1,n2) = s(n1,n2,k +1)∗∗s(−n1,−n2,k) (2)

where ** denotes the 2-D convolution operation.

a) Optical Flow Algorithm: The optical flow is given by
the changes in intensity level of pixels. This change is usually
due to displacement of objects in a 3D visual scene relative
to the image plane. This displacement can be caused by cam-
era motion or by object motion. Assuming a static camera,
in many cases the optical flow can be used to compute dense
estimates of the motion field, representing the real motion of
objects in the observed scene. Note however, that there are
pathological cases when motion in the scene causes no opti-
cal flow, like the motion of a textureless sphere and there are
also cases when optical flow can be observed, whithout object
motion like in the case of a spot of light moving in the scene
[7][3]. For our purposes, we estimate the optical flow (in the
2D + t case) by differential methods, using images acquired
δt apart. From the constraint

I(x,y, t) = I(x+δx,y+δy, t +δ t) (3)

which simply states that the physical properties of objects
displayed in image I(x,y, t) (e.g., irradiance for usual cam-
eras) do not change over time and space and assuming small
interframe motion, we obtain

∂ I
∂x

δ +
∂ I
∂y

δy+
∂ I
∂ t

δ t = 0 (4)

by expanding I(x + δx,y + δy, t + δ t) in a Taylor series
around I(x,y, t) and ignoring terms of an order higher than
two. Equivalently we have

∇IT ·�V = It (5)

with the optical flow vector �V and It the derivative along
the time axis.

Equation (5) has two unknowns and hence an infinite num-
ber of solutions. To estimate the optical flow, we use the
method by Lukas and Kanade [10], that assumes the optical
flow to be constant around a small vicinity of each analyzed
pixel. Thus we solve in the least squares sense an overde-
termined system of equations constructed from equation (5)
evaluated at each pixel in the vicinity where �V is constant. To
reduce noise, the images are first filtered by a small 5×5 low
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Fig. 3: top: ROI investigated by optical flow. center: Optical flow depicted
as motion vectors. Note the strong motion in the upper left and lower right
corner of the picture, resulting from intestinal movements. bottom: color

coding of the optical flow field, the hue (color) encodes the direction of the
vectors, the value (intensity) encodes the length of the vectors.

pass filter. We use the multiscale version of the algorithm,
where the optical flow is approximated from coarse to fine.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We estimate the motion of peristaltic waves in consecutive
MR images by two methods; block matching and the optical
flow method.

We place the marks on the desired endometrial positions
(see Fig. 2). We then analyze the motion at these positions,
using the corresponding blocks centered there. We compute
the motion between the current frame and a reference frame
situated δt apart. Each block from the current frame is sought
by correlation methods in the referrence frame, the motion
vectors are computed from the displacement of the blocks.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 (right), the vector arrows show the
direction of movement.

We had furthermore difficulties to find a stable solu-
tion with our implementation, which may be based on the
method’s sensitivity to external movements (caused by in-
testinal movements). Instead we resolved to the optical flow
method, which gave denser motion vector fields (see Fig. 3,
center) and yields a higher stability among pictures.

The block-matching method is, by the sparse estimate of
the motion field that it returns and by the fact that is semiau-
tomated, similar to the snake-based method [8]. The optical-
flow-based method is fully automated and it also returns a
dense estimate of the motion field. It supports an intuitive
representation of the motion and represents the basis of en-
hanced analysis of the sought uterus motion. However, we
need to first select by hand a ROI that includes the uterus.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Quantification of uterus peristalsis and endometrial move-
ments will shed new light on many cases of female infertility,
since both are related to the menstrual cycle and thought to
support movement of sperms [9]. They are thus of great clini-
cal relevance. We have described two methods to estimate the
motion field of the uterus, consisting of the womb muscle and
the endometrium. We believe that a dense estimation of the
motion field provides the grounds for an enhanced analysis
in comparison to a sparse estimation that seems to represent
the current state of the art. For clinical studies on a larger set
of subjects, we need a fully automated method. The optical-
flow-based method works fully automatically in an ROI. We
are currently developing methods to automatize the ROI se-
lection as well.
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Abstract— Our goal is to develop a handy MRI system which
enables us to image an inner body distribution near a body
surface region noninvasively. This system consists of several
permanent magnets, small gradient coils, and radio-frequency
coils to generate a static magnetic field, gradient magnetic field,
and RF field distributions, respectively. In order to obtain an
appropriate image, the gradient coils in particular should be
optimized to produce highly linear gradient field along large
region. Although the target field method, which estimates a
current distribution on the coil plane based on the desired
magnetic field, is one of the well known gradient coil design
methods, this method has a oscillating problem of the current
distribution. This oscillation complicates the coil pattern and,
as a result, makes the miniaturization of a coil difficult. We
revealed the cause of this problem is higher order harmonics
of the target field, and proposed a novel method to prevent the
oscillation by approximating the target field with lower order
harmonics. By using this concept, a small gradient coil which
produces the target field can be designed. In this study, a planar
gradient coil (12.8 x 12.8 cm) was designed with proposed
method, and the validity of this method was confirmed through
the numerical analysis and the fundamental experiments. As
results, the linear gradient field was obtained in the 4 cm square
region on an image plane 1.5 cm away from the coil surface.
This linear region was larger than that generated from a pair of
rectangular coil, which is used as gradient coil in a conventional
handy MRI system.

Keywords—Handy MRI, Gradient coil, Target Field Method.

I. INTRODUCTION

A handy magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system en-
ables us to image an inner body distribution near a body
surface region noninvasively, and have been investigated by
several groups [1]-[4]. The main advantages of this system
are the adequate size for carrying and the reasonable cost.
Although a handy MRI cannot be used like a whole body
MRI system, it becomes valuable equipment for home medi-
cal care.

In order to image an inner body with such portable sys-
tem, homogeneous static magnetic field and linear gradient
field distributions are necessary. In conventional MRI, main
static and gradient fields are produced by a large main mag-

net and gradient coils, respectively. In handy MRI, however,
the main magnet and gradient coils should be significantly
miniaturized. Therefore, a new system with the small magnet
and gradient coils which can produce suitable magnetic fields
is required. We have already developed small main array-
magnet system, which consists of several small cylindrical
permanent magnets.[4]

As a next step of this project, we should investigate gradi-
ent coils which produce highly linear gradient magnetic field
in a target region. A gradient field encodes a nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) signal to a spatial position of proton,
and its linearity affects image quality significantly. In order to
obtain highly linear gradient field with a small gradient coil,
we have to optimize the coil pattern. Although the target field
method (TFM) [5]-[10], which estimates a current distribu-
tion on the coil plane based on the desired magnetic field,
is one of the well known gradient coil design methods, this
method has a oscillating problem of the current distribution.
This oscillation complicates the coil pattern, as a result, de-
creases coil performance, and makes the miniaturization of a
coil difficult.

In this paper, we reveal the cause of this problem is higher
order harmonics of the target field, and propose a novel
method to prevent the current oscillation by approximating
the target field with lower order harmonics. In addition, we
show the validity of this method by the numerical analysis
and basic experiments using a prototype coil system.

II. PRINCIPLES

A. Conventional Target Field Method

In TFM, a gradient coil pattern is designed by estimating
the current distribution on the coil plane which produces the
target magnetic field on the image plane to be optimized. For
example, in case of single planar gradient coil on the plane
of z = 0 (coil plane), a relationship between target field Bz

on the plane z = a (image plane) and x component of current
distribution Jx on the coil plane is expressed as

Jx(kx,ky) =
2i
μ0

· ky√
kx

2 + ky
2

· e
√

kx
2+ky

2c ·Bt
z(kx,ky), (1)
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Fig. 1 Example of oscillated curent distribution
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Fig. 2 Approximated target field

Fig. 3 Cross section of the target field and the
ideal gradient field

where kx and ky are spatial frequency of x and y direction, re-
spectively. Jx(kx,ky) is calculated based on the Fourier trans-
formation of the current distribution for the x-component.
Bz(kx,ky) is also calculated from the Fourier transformation
of the target field for the z-component. A coil pattern can be
calculated by discretizating the current distribution Jx(kx,ky)
using the stream function method [8]. Although the current
distribution can be specified based on eq. (1), this current dis-
tribution tends to oscillate due to the higher order harmonics
included in the target field. An example of this oscillation is
shown in Fig.1. This oscillation complicates the coil pattern,
and causes difficulty for miniaturization of gradient coil.

B. Proposed Method

As a solution for this problem, we propose a new method
to prevent such oscillation of the current distribution. In this
method, the target field is approximated with lower order har-
monics, for example, the target field is approximated with eq.
(2) in a case of x-gradient coil design;

Bt
z(x,y) =

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=0

Cx
i sin(

2π
L

· i · x) ·Cy
j cos(

2π
L

· j · y), (2)

where L is the size of coil, M and N are the numbers of har-
monics used for approximation. Cx

i is the approximation co-
efficient which expresses the x-direction gradient field distri-
bution, and is specified from several sample points (xk,Bk)
using eq.(3). Cy

j is also the approximation coefficient which
expresses the y-direction uniform field distribution, and is
specified from several sample points (yk,

B(y=yk)
B(y=0) ) using eq.

(4).

Bk =
M

∑
i=1

Cx
i sin(

2π
L

· i · xk), (3)

B(y = yk)
B(y = 0)

=
N

∑
j=1

Cy
j cos(

2π
L

· j · yk) (4)

Since this approximated field includes no higher-order har-
monics, the oscillation of current distribution is prevented.

An example of an approximated target field and its cross
section are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. This target
field coincides with the ideal one around the center of the
coil plane, and is linear in this region corresponding to the
imaging region.

III. METHODS

A. Numerical Analysis

In order to confirm the validity of proposed method, an x-
gradient coil (12.8 x 12.8 cm) was designed and evaluated. In
this study, the current distribution on the coil plane was cal-
culated by applying the target field for the image plane 1.5cm
away from the coil plane. The target field was approximated
by proposed method and consists of harmonics up to fourth
order. Then, the coil pattern was designed by discretizing the
current distribution and has five windings in each bundle.
The magnetic field produced by the designed coil was cal-
culated with Biot-Savard’s law and was compared with the
target field.

B. Image Reconstruction Simulation

In order to evaluate the spatial encoding performance
of gradient coil, image reconstruction simulation was con-
ducted. In this simulation, spin-echo pulse sequence was used
for signal acquisition, and the relaxation term was neglected
in order to focus on only spatial encoding performance. The
gradient field calculated from the designed coil was used for

IFMBE Proceedings Vol. 25
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Fig. 4 The gradient coil designed with proposed method. (12.8 x 12.8 cm) Fig. 5 The calculated field and the target field
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Fig. 6 Original test image
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Fig. 7 Reconstructed image
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Fig. 8 Prototype coil

spatial encoding. Imaging region was 4 cm square region on
the image plane 1.5cm away from the coil plane and was di-
vided into 128 x 128 matrix.

C. Fundamental Experiments

A prototype gradient couil shown in Fig.8 was constructed
according to the simulation result. This coil was manufac-
tured by fixing cupper wire to an acrylic sheet tracing the de-
signed pattern shown in Fig.4. Magnetic field produced from
this coil was measured with the gauss meter (Lake-shore;
460), and measuring point was controlled by x-y stage with
pulse motors.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Numerical Analysis

The approximated target field is shown in Fig.2 and its
error compared to ideal one is less than 5 in the region of

40 width of the coil. The gradient coil pattern designed by
proposed method using this target field (Fig.2) is shown in
Fig.4. The magnetic field produced from the coil is calculated
along the x-axis on the image plane 1.5cm away from the coil
plane and is shown in Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5, the calculated
field coincides with the target field and its error compared to
ideal one is less than 5 in the region of 36 width of coil. Since
a pair of rectangular coils which is used as gradient coil in
conventional handy MRI produces linear gradient field in the
region of 20 width of coil, the linear region of gradient field
is doubled by this optimization. As a result of this simulation,
the validity of proposed method is confirmed.

B. Image Reconstruction Simulation

The reconstructed image is shown in Fig.7. It is approx-
imately same with original image shown in fig.6. This result
shows the possibility of the spatial encoding by the gradient
coil designed by proposed method.

IFMBE Proceedings Vol. 25
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Fig. 9 The measuremrnt of magnetic field produced from prototype coil com-
pared with the calculated magnetic field.

C. Fundamental Experiment

The measurement of gradient field produced from proto-
type coil (Fig.8) is shown in Fig.9. This distribution is mea-
sured along the x-axis on the image plane 1.5 cm away from
the coil plane. This result shows the measured magnetic field
coincides with the calculated magnetic field, and is linear
along the imaging region. The cause of error between the
calculated field and the measured field is mainly production
error.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revealed that the higher harmonics of
target field causes the oscillation of current density calculated
by using TFM. Then, we proposed the new method to prevent
such oscillation by approximating target field with lower or-
der harmonics. A numerical analysis and a fundamental ex-
periment using prototype coil showed that this method made
it possible to design a small gradient coil and two times larger
region with a high linearity around the center area than a con-
ventional rectangular coils. In the future, we will build this
gradient coil into the already developed static magnetic gen-
erator, and should investigate a RF coil which transmits and
receives RF signal. Accordingly, since the 10 cm square sized
MRI system, which enables us to image in the 2-4cm square

region, is achieved, then, wide area imaging is possible by
scanning (moving) such MRI system manually.
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Abstract—The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is an 
important parameter for the characterization of image quality 
and the signal transfer properties of an imaging system. To 
develop a new method for MTF determination of PET/CT in 
three dimensions (3D), a novel and highly uniform, film based 
flood source using 18F-FDG has been prepared. The source was 
placed between PMMA blocks of various thicknesses, and 
imaged in a GE Discovery-ST, PET/CT system. MTF was then 
calculated from the line spread function (LSF) profile of the 
film. The film was prepared by immersing silica gel matrix, Al 
foils (5×10cm Fluka) in 18F-FDG bath solution. The effects of 
different reconstruction algorithms and the shape of the 
scanned object on MTF were investigated. The coincidence in 
the fused PET and CT image was investigated as well.  

Keywords—PET/CT, Line Spread Function (LSF), Modula-
tion Transfer Function (MTF), reconstruction algorithms. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Many attempts have been made to characterize tomo-
graphic imaging systems by combining factors that describe 
each component into one figure of merit. The signal spread 
of an imaging system can be described by the point spread 
function (PSF) or the Line Spread Function (LSF). The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of these functions is the 
most used measure of the resolution of a system [1]-[9]. An 
alternative is to use the Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF) in order to describe the ability of the system to main-
tain the amplitudes of spatial frequencies passing through it. 

The objective of this work was primarily to prepare a 
film-based flood source, (i.e. a thin film with uniform dis-
tribution of a radioisotope) with a fast and low cost method, 
based on materials easily accessible at the hospital and 
secondly to develop a new method for the Modulation 
Transfer Function (MTF) determination of a hybrid PET/CT 
system in three dimensions (3D). The key to this approach 
was the preparation of a novel and highly homogeneous - 
high activity film flood source, based on F-18 as the  

positrons emitting nuclide and subsequently the two  
511 keV photons. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Preparation of a Film-Based Flood Source 

To prepare the highly homogeneous flood source the fol-
lowing film substrates were selected: the Agfa Drystar TS 
2C and the Agfa MammoRay Medical X-ray films (Agfa-
Gevaert, Mortsl, Belgium), several commercially available 
inkjet transparency films, as well as chromatography paper, 
silica gel matrix, on Al foils (5×10cm Fluka) and chroma-
tography paper on plastic base.  

The radiopharmaceutical solutions, used for isotope dis-
tribution within the films, were: sodium fluoride (NaF18), 
Fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) and 18F-DGluconate which 
was prepared with enzymatic conversion of 18F-FDG with 
glucose-oxidase. 

The photographic films were incubated with the radio-
pharmaceutical solutions either under normal laboratory 
illumination conditions (exposed) or in the dark (unex-
posed). In all incubation experiments, the films were thor-
oughly immersed in a standardized volume (100 mL) of 
water for injection containing the radiopharmaceutical solu-
tion and they were incubated for specified time periods, 
(ranging from 2 to 20 min). In the case of the chromatogra-
phy paper on plastic base a cup of oral opaque was added 
into the radiopharmaceutical. At the end of incubation, the 
films were rinsed with suitable for injection water and dry-
blotted or -in the case of the chromatography papers- they 
were only dry-blotted. Subsequently they were placed be-
tween poly methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) blocks of various 
thicknesses and imaged in a General Electric Discovery ST, 
PET/CT scanner. Coronal images of the films (matrix: 
256x256) were carefully reviewed for in-homogeneities in 
the radioactivity distribution. The film / radiopharmaceutical 
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combination exhibiting the best homogeneity was obtained 
by using chromatography paper on plastic base incubated for 
5 minutes with the 18F-FDG radiopharmaceutical solution 
and oral opaque.  

These films (5×10cm Fluka) were placed tightly between 
2 and 8 cm of PMMA blocks in vertical and horizontal 
position.  

The head phantom with the film food source, placed be-
tween PMMA blocks, is shown in figure 1.a.  

 

 
                  (1a)                         (1b)                       (1c) 

Fig.  1 1a) the head phantom source consisted of PMMA blocks with the 
film flood source inside 1b) transaxials and 1c) sagittal slices of the phan-
tom with the film flood source in horizontal position 

The phantom was imaged using the whole body (WB) 
2D PET/CT and the HEAD 3D PET/CT standard imaging 
protocols in a GE Discovery ST hybrid PET/CT scanner.  

The reconstructed transaxials and the sagittal slices of the 
phantom, placed almost horizontally, are shown in figure 
1.b and 1.c respectively, where the CT image, the attenua-
tion corrected PET image and the fussed image are also 
presented. 

B. MTF Calculation 

The MTF curves were calculated with the LSF method. 
Fourier transformation and subsequent normalization pro-
cedures are then applied to the LSF to compute the MTF 
[6], [7], [8]. 

Gray level profiles from the CT and PET images, were 
obtained in directions almost vertical (20) to the imaged 
lines. These profiles were then averaged to obtain the LSF 
and afterwards fitted with a Gaussian filter.  

The reconstruction methods for the PET 3D brain proto-
col were the following: Filtered Back Projection (FBP) with 
Hanning, RAMP, Shepp-Logan, Butterworth and Enchanted 
Hanning filters, as well as Iterative 3D reconstruction with 5 
and 10 iterations. In all algorithms the technique of Fourier 
rebining (FORE) has been applied to convert the 3D col-
lected data onto a set of parallel sinograms so they could be 
reconstructed using the conventional 2D filtered back pro-
jection methods. 

The effects of filtering, image reconstruction method and 
the shape of the scanned object on MTF, were investigated 
as well. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

Representative imaging results of the various film / ra-
diopharmaceutical incubation experiments are shown in 
figure 2.a.  

 

A BA B

 
                      (2.a)                                 (2.b) 

Fig. 2 2.a ) Representative examples of the radioactivity distribution of 
various combinations of radiopharmaceuticals and films. 2.b) radioactivity 
distribution of 18F-FDG based radiopharmaceutical on chromatography 
paper with Al (A) and plastic base (B) 

The combination of the 18F-FDG based solutions and 
chromatography paper as adsorption medium gave the best 
results in the homogeneity of radioactivity distribution. 
Hence, all further experiments were carried out based on 
this material, although careful handling is imperative by 
avoiding touching the paper surfaces with bare fingers.  

Comparable results, figure 2.b., were taken from the 
chromatography paper with Al (A) and the chromatography 
paper on plastic base incubated with added oral opaque (B). 

In figure 3 the low dose CT image of the chromatography 
paper with Al base and its line spread function are pre-
sented. 

 
 

 
                       (3a)                     (3b)                       (3c) 

Fig. 3 3a the low dose CT image of the chromatography paper with Al 
base 3b) LSF and 3c) MTF with the values that correspond at 2 and 5 
percent level 

The Gaussian fitting for the LSF gave a R2=0.995, which 
is very close to unity The third graph, in figure 3, is the 
Modulation Transfer Function for standard kernel and num-
ber’s correspond to its 2 and 5 percent level. 
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In figure 4 the PET images of the previous film with the 
phantom scanned in 2D PET mode with septa extended 
(figure 4.up) and in 3D PET acquisition with the septa re-
tracted (figure 4.bottom) are presented. 

 

Fig. 4 PET image of the chromatography paper with Al base scanned in 4 
up) 2D mode and 4 bottom) 3D mode with their corresponding line spread 
functions and modulation transfer functions 

The values of the R2, for the Gaussian fitting in LSF, 
were also close to unity. 

In figure 5 calculated results for the Modulation Transfer 
Function, obtained from the PET 3D brain protocol are 
shown for different reconstruction algorithms / filters. The 
transaxial slice of the source in horizontal position was used 
for the MTF determination. 

 

Fig. 5 Modulation Transfer Function of images reconstructed with differ-
ent algorithms/filters 

The iterative reconstructions are better than the Filtered 
Back Projection. High MTF values in the low frequency 
range is needed to outline the coarse details of the image 
and is important for presentation and detection of relatively 
large but low contrast lesions. Consequently increased MTF 
values in the high frequency range are necessary to portray 
fine details and sharp edges. This is of obvious importance 

for small objects but also sometimes for larger objects be-
cause of the importance of edges and sharp borders for 
detection of low contrast objects and for accurate assess-
ment of their size and shape. 

By using the PET 3D brain protocol and FORE filtered 
back projection with Hanning filter, we computed the MTFs 
for the plexiglas widths of 4 and 16 cm, from the transaxial 
slice of the source in horizontal position (figure 6). 

 

8+8 cm plexi

2+2 cm plexi

8+8 cm plexi

2+2 cm plexi

8+8 cm plexi

2+2 cm plexi

 
Fig. 6 The effect of different plexiglas widths on Modulation Transfer 
Function 

While low frequency response is similar there are differ-
ences in the high frequency area, as the plexiglas block 
thickness increases. 

In addition by this method the shift between the CT and 
the PET images in fusion can be calculated in both axes. 
This is possible by scanning the two channels of the fused 
image, (grey which represents the CT data and red which 
represents the PET data). By plotting the corresponding 
Line Spread Functions in the same graph the shift between 
the CT and the PET image in fusion can be evaluated (fig-
ure 7). 

The shift in our case was about one pixel which repre-
sented a sub-millimetre value of misregistration. This kind 
of accuracy in the displacement of the two images is far 
better from the method proposed by the manufacturer for 
the scanner. Manufacturer’s method has a limit of 2 mm 
which also is the limit for the scanner. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Registration shift between the CT and the PET image in fusion 
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Similar results were observed for the saggital slice, when 
the phantom was placed horizontally and for the transverse 
and coronal slices, when the phantom was placed vertically. 

Our results are comparable with the results from previous 
work done for the determination of the MTF in computed 
tomography [6] [11]. 

Although further evaluation of our method is required, it 
provides an easy means to evaluate the frequency response 
of each kernel available. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The method presented is novel and easy to implement for 
characterization of the signal transfer properties and image 
quality of PET/CT systems. It requires cheap and easily 
accessible materials, available to the medical physicist in 
the Hospital. 

Furthermore, is robust to aliasing and, since this tech-
nique is based on the LSF method, is more resilient to noise 
due to greater data averaging than conventional Point 
Spread Function (PSF)-integration techniques. 
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Abstract—Since the advent of high angular resolution diffu-
sion imaging (HARDI) techniques in diffusion MRI great 
efforts have been taken in order to reconstruct complex white-
matter structures, such as crossing, branching and kissing 
fibers. However, even highly sophisticated fiber tracking 
schemes, such as probabilistic tracking, suffer from the data’s 
poor signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. In this paper we present a 
novel regularization approach for q-ball fields, exploiting 
structural information within the data. We also propose a 
straightforward deterministic tracking algorithm, allowing 
delineation of even non-dominant pathways through crossing 
regions. Results from a phantom study with a biological phan-
tom as well as a patient study, in which we reconstruct a part 
of the pyramidal tract, emphasize the method’s efficiency. 

Keywords—HARDI, ODF, Regularization, Fiber Tracking. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In Magnetic Resonance Diffusion Imaging the diffusion 
tensor has been widely used as a model for the diffusion 
behaviour of water molecules in a voxel. However, for the 
delineation of more complex structures, such as kissing, 
crossing or branching fibers, high angular resolution diffu-
sion imaging (HARDI) techniques which rely on the acqui-
sition of far more than 60 gradient directions have emerged. 
Unfortunately, these methods are highly susceptible to arti-
facts, e.g. resulting from eddy currents or motion shift, and 
especially to noise.  

A common way of describing diffusion in a voxel is the 
Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) which can be 
reconstructed in a model-independent manner known as Q-
Ball Imaging (QBI) [1]. An ODF for a voxel at a discrete 
position (xi, yi, zi) in 3D space may be imagined as a projec-
tion of diffusion probabilities pij onto the surface of a unit 
sphere, constructed around that voxel. Each diffusion prob-
ability pij   corresponds to a discrete reconstruction point rj 
on the unit sphere surface. For each of the reconstructed 
surface points rj, its ODF value pij describes the diffusion 
probability in the direction rj given by the unit vector from 
the sphere’s centre to the surface point. Thus we can de-
scribe an ODF as a discrete functional 

ijji pr =Ψ )(
                                 

(1) 

Due to symmetry reasons it is enough to distribute the 
datapoints rj on a half-sphere.  

The sphere-shaped ODF can be radially distorted based 
upon the probability values pij, leading to a geometric repre-
sentation of the spatial diffusion profile. Rescaling to the 
minimum to maximum interval of diffusion probabilities 
enhances the sharpness of that shape. Local smoothing, e.g. 
using a spherical Gaussian kernel, can be applied in order to 
address the ODF’s low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). How-
ever, this may suppress important details, e.g. signals stem-
ming from non-dominant fibers.  

During the last five years a variety of authors have pro-
posed novel HARDI-based approaches, both multiple-
orientation deterministic methods as well as highly sophisti-
cated and computationally expensive probabilistic tech-
niques [2][3][4][5]. Most of them could improve the results 
for the delineation of specific brain regions with more com-
plex white matter populations. Nevertheless, we are far 
from a general, clinically applicable solution. 

II. DIFFUSION MRI REGULARIZATION 

In diffusion MRI the last decade has seen various ap-
proaches, most of them focused on diffusion tensor regu-
larization. They fall into three categories, namely 

1. regularization of diffusion weighted images, prior to 
tensor reconstruction [6][7], 

2. incorporation of a regularization scheme into the tensor 
estimation process [8], 

3. regularization of tensor fields [9][10]. 

Only a few novel techniques have been proposed for ODF 
regularization. Savadjiev et al. [11] model fibers by chains 
of helical segments. They use the notion of co-helicity in 
order to compute confidence values of ODF-directions of 
neighboring voxels providing an estimate of local support. 
The drawbacks are computational expensiveness and the 
method’s high complexity, making the interpretation of 
unwanted effects not easy. Jonasson et al. [12] use ODF 
regularization, prior to the segmentation of major white-
matter tracts. Within a five-dimensional position-orientation 
space (POS) they perform anisotropic diffusion filtering in 
order to produce multiple scales of resolution for the data. 
However, the spatial resolution and ODF sharpness is  
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reduced with increasing degree of regularization. Desco-
teaux et al. [13] use spherical harmonics for ODF recon-
struction. They incorporate a Laplace-Beltrami operator into 
the reconstruction scheme which reduces the influence of 
higher-order terms due to noise. Moreover they propose to 
transform the relatively unsharp and noisy Diffusion-ODF 
into a sharper Fiber-ODF by deconvolution with a diffu-
sion-ODF kernel of a linear fiber model [14]. 

III. ODF REGULARIZATION BY CONE-BEAMS  

By restricting ODF smoothing to the data, available 
within a voxel, we usually loose angular resolution or limit 
the regularization effect. Another way, commonly used in 
image processing, is to incorporate information from 
neighboring voxels into the process. In the case of ODF de-
noising our goal is to design a filter scheme, allowing 
smoothing along fiber trajectories only. Thus, we use struc-
tural information, given by the ODF functional, in order to 
avoid smoothing over anisotropic regions with different 
diffusion orientations. In our cone-beam regularization (CB-
REG) approach we apply smoothing to each datapoint pi j on 
the ODF sphere at position (xi, yi, zi) in 3D space. The data-
point’s local neighborhood is defined by its direction vector 
rj and two parameters αand l, describing opening angle and 
length of the cone-shaped neighborhood. The cone is cen-
tered around the direction vector rj (cone A). Since the ODF 
is a symmetric function, a second cone B is constructed in 
the opposite direction −rj. Within each cone rays are sent 
along all direction vectors rk encompassed by the cone 
shape: ∠( rk, rj) ≤ α ∝ 2 (see fig. 1). Each ray is then sampled 

by tri-linear interpolation of ODFs at each unit step along 
the ray until the length of the cone has been reached. From 
each of the ODFs, sampled along a certain ray, only the 
single datapoint, whose direction coincides with the ray 
direction, is relevant. All relevant datapoints pmk, which 
have been sampled inside the cone, are used in order to 
compute a smoothed ODF value Ψ˜i(rj) by a weighted sum. 
We apply a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel G(d,δ) to 
scale each datapoint’s weight according to its Euclidean 
distance dmi = ((xm−xi)

2+(ym−yi)
2+(zm−zi)

2)0.5  from the 
cone center and the angle δk j = ∠( rk, rj) between its direc-
tion rk and the direction rj around which the cone is cen-
tered. Thus the filtered ODF value Ψ˜i(rj) is derived from 
the set of sampled ODF values pmk = Ψm(rk) by: 

∑
∈∈

Ψ=Ψ
KkMm

kmkjmij rdG
w

ri

,

~ )(),(1)( δ
            

(2) 

where 

M: set of sampled positions within cone A and B 
K: set of sampled ray directions within cone A and B 
w: sum of all weights of the sampled datapoints within 

cone A and B: 

∑
∈∈

=
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d

edG                                (4) 

The parameters σd and σδ define the sharpness of the two-
dimensional Gaussian kernel. For simplification, we define 
a weight ω for the farthest distance d = l and the widest 
angle δ = α ∝ 2 and compute σd and σδ such, that the utmost 

sample reaches a weight of ω.  
In this manner we smooth only over a neighborhood of 

equal or similar diffusion directions, thus exploiting the 
structural information, given by the ODF itself. 

 

Fig. 1 Sketch of neighborhood sampling strategy used in cone-beam 
regularization, illustrating cone construction and sampling for a single 
ODF datapoint. Around the datapoint’s direction and opposite direction 
(bold arrows) two cones are constructed. Within each cone ODFs are 
sampled (small circles) along direction rays by tri-linear interpolation 
within the ODF field (big circles). Only datapoints with directions along 
sampling rays are accepted (thin red arrows) 

IV. TRACKING THROUGH Q-BALL FIELDS 

There has been a broad range of publications about fiber 
tractography algorithms, both deterministic and probabilis-
tic. While deterministic methods, such as streamline track-
ing [15] or tensor deflection (TEND) [16], benefit  
from simplicity and computational efficiency, more sophis-
ticated deterministic and especially probabilistic methods 
have been elaborated [2][17][3][18][19] in order to 
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Fig. 2 Slice through phantom GFA data (top left) and ODFs in crossing 
area before (upper right) and after regularization with different parameters 
(lower row) 

  
Fig. 3 Tracking result from phantom study with two seed boxes using 
original ODFs (left) and after regularization (right) 

address uncertainty, noise artifacts and partial voluming 
effects in regions of complex white matter structure.  

Since we want to study the impact of our regularization 
approach on fiber tractography, we use a simple and 
straightforward deterministic algorithm which does not rely 
on a complex model and can easily be parameterized. From 
a seed voxel we start in the direction of the ODF’s global 
maximum. At each integration step, we construct a cone 
around the incident direction. If this cone contains a direc-
tion, whose probability is at least 80 percent of the ODF’s 
global maximum, we proceed in that direction. Otherwise, 
we stop tracking because there is obviously no indication to 
move further in any of the directions enclosed by the cone. 
In our experiments, we used a tracking step width of 0.25 
voxels, a cone opening angle of 40° and a minimum anisot-
ropy (GFA) value of 0.3. Though such a tracking scheme is 
rather simple, it allows tracking fibers through crossing 
regions, without being deflected by major pathways. Of 
course, the latter can only be achieved, if the ODFs in the q-
ball field are sharp enough and their SNR is sufficiently 

high. But this is exactly what our regularization approach 
aims at. 

V. RESULTS 

For the evaluation of our regularization approach diffu-
sion phantom data, provided by McGill University, Toronto 
was used. The phantom was constructed from excised rat 
spinal cord, embedded in agar in a configuration designed to 
have curved, straight and crossing tracts [20] (fig. 2). The q-
ball data was acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Sonata MR scanner 
(Siemens, Erlangen) with 90 diffusion weighting directions, 
30 slices and an isotropic resolution of 2.8 mm.  

Fig. 2 shows the generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA) 
values from a slice through the phantom dataset (top left). 
The original ODFs are illustrated by the zoomed ODF shape 
display of the crossing region (top right). In the lower row 
results from ODF regularization with different parameters 
are displayed. In the left picture a cone length l of 2 voxels 
was used, whereas the right picture was produced with l = 4 
voxels. In both cases a cone opening angle α of 30° and a ω 
of 0.5 were used. The results illustrate, that the regulariza-
tion sharpens the ODFs and that with increasing cone length 
the effect becomes more obvious. The regularized ODFs 
within the fiber crossing area clearly show the expected bi-
directional anisotropic behavior.  

We also applied the tracking algorithm, described above 
to the regularized as well as the original phantom data. Fig. 
3 shows the streamlines, which were generated by usage of 
two seedboxes. Tracking through the crossing region fails 
due to partial voluming (left picture). After regularization 
with α = 30°, l = 2 voxels and ω = 0.25 the results are much 
better. Note, that smoothing with a relatively small voxel 
neighborhood is obviously sufficient to substantially en-
hance tracking results.  

Furthermore, we applied our method to data from a pa-
tient study, acquired on a 3 Tesla Trio scanner (Siemens, 
Erlangen) with an isotropic resolution of 2.0 mm, 126 gra-
dient directions and 56 slices. Each 10 diffusion measure-
ments were followed by a non-diffusion measurement, 
which was used to estimate the rotation matrices of a head 
motion correction procedure. Furthermore, an eddy current 
correction was performed. We focused on the delineation of 
the pyramidal tract. Many studies have shown, that espe-
cially near the corpus callosum tracking of pyramidal fibers 
is difficult because of crossing callosal projections. This 
finding was confirmed by our tracking experiments, using 
non-regularized q-ball fields (fig. 4, left picture). After 
regularization with our CB-REG approach, substantially 
more fibers could be tracked. 
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Fig. 4 Tracking result from pyramidal tract with one seed box, using 
original ODFs (left) and after regularization (right) 

through the crossing region (right picture). Again we used a 
relatively small voxel neighborhood for ODF de-noising:  
α = 30◦, l = 2, ω = 0.5. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a new method for regularization of q-
ball fields, which does not depend on highly complex mod-
eling assumptions. We use a cone-beam strategy with 3 
parameters to sharpen the ODF’s shape and reduce noise. 
Our experiments show, that tracking fiber pathways through 
crossing regions benefits from the regularization of the q-
ball field. Care has to be taken, not to overdo the regulariza-
tion effect, e.g. by the definition of an arbitrarily large 
neighborhood. Artifacts might be induced, constructing 
wrong connections. Currently we elaborate our strategy by 
incorporating anisotropy data (GFA values) into the regu-
larization scheme to reduce the erroneous influence of 
neighboring isotropic voxels on ODFs representing regions 
at fascicle borders. 
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For the Quality Control of Mammography, Interpretation of Mammographic Test 
Results by Using the HVL-kVp Relation 
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Abstract—In order to produce mammograms at the lowest 
doses consistent with high diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, 
an effective quality control program is necessary. In this con-
tent, the quality studies for mammography, also ensure the 
radiation safety of both patient and the user.   

From quality control test results, HVL (High-Value Layer) 
gives the information about the filtration of the mammography 
device, in other words, about the dose that is exposed to the 
patient. Generally, the material that is used for the filtration, is 
aluminium (Al). In according to the AAPM (American Asso-
ciation of Physicists in Medicine) Report No.29, HVL can be 
between 0,3 and 0,37mm. But, HVL is related to the  kVp and 
this relation must be considered during the observation of the 
calibration measurement results. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the relationship 
between the HVL and kVp, and to emphasize the requirement 
of consideration of this relation in the quality control of mam-
mography. 

The dose measurements were taken at 5 different kVp levels 
(25, 26, 28, 30 and 32 kVp) by using aluminium plates with 
different thickness (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4mm). The dose meas-
urement results were plotted against the thickness of alumin-
ium plates and the equations [dose mGy=f(Al)mm] were ob-
tained. From here, the thickness of Al was calculated at the 
point that the dose decreased to its half value. 

The measurement results show that the half value layer 
(HVL) is related to the kVp value linearly and the relationship 
between the HVL and kVp must be reflected to the acceptance 
criteria during the quality control of mammography.  

Keywords—HVL, calibration, mammography. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The quality control of mammography is an important 
point for patient safety and health care studies.  

Mammography is a diagnostic device that is used to con-
trol the breast and that gives low dose. But, the low dose is 
possible only when the device works in standard conditions. 
Otherwise, the patient that has more mammographic con-
trol, is exposed to the high dose and resultly it causes to the 
several health problems. To solve this problem is only  
possible by controlling of mammography device. The objec-
tive, here, is to control of device completely and to decrease 
the repeated shoot.  

The tests for the quality control of mammography are 
listed below [1], [2]; 

• Dose-mAs Linearity Test 
• AEC Dose Control 
• AEC Dose Repeatability 
• kVp Accuracy and Repeatability 
• HVL Half Value Layer 
• Entrance Skin Exposure (ESE) 
• Mean Glandular Dose 
• Kompress Test 
• Collimation 
• Image Quality  

The test measurement results are observed in according to 
the AAPM (American Association of Physicists in Medi-
cine) Report No.29 [1] and EN 60601-2-45 [2]. 

From above tests,  HVL gives the information about the 
filtration of the mammography, in other words, about the 
amount of dose exposed to the patient.   

HVL is the filter material thickness which the initial dose 
decreased to its half value.  Generally, alluminium (Al) is 
used as the filter material. 

In according to the AAPM Report No.29, HVL can be 
between 0,3-0,37mm.But, HVL is related to the kVp and 
this relationship must be considered during the observation 
of  the test measurement results. 

In this study, the objective is to emphasize the require-
ment of consideration of this relation in the quality control 
of mammography. 

II. METHOD 

For the mammographic dose measurements, IBA Dosi-
max Plus A HV (IBA-Almanya) was used. Filtration was 
realized by using 4 Al filters with 0,1mm thickness  [3].  

During the measurements, mAs was stable ( mAs=50). 
Target/filter was Mo/Mo (Mo:Molybdenum) and the dis-
tance was determined as  60cm. By changing the kVp value 
(25, 26, 28, 30 and 32kVp), the dose measurements were 
obtained. 

Initially, the dose measurement without the filter was 
generalized at 25 kVp. After this, the dose measurement 
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was repeated by using filter with different thickness. Each 
filter thickness was obtained by adding 0,1mm Al. The dose 
measurements were taken in the conditions; without filter, 
0,1mm Al, 0,2mm Al, 0,3mm Al and 0,4mm Al. 

All dose measurements were repeated for the other kVp 
values. 

III. RESULTS 

For stable mAs and changing kVp values, the obtained 
dose measurement results are given in Table 1.  

Table 1 Dose measurements for  different Al(mm) thickness 

mAs=50,   Distance=60cm,  Target/Filter:Mo/Mo 
 25 kVp 26 kVp 28 kVp 30 kVp 32 kVp 

Al(mm) Dose (mGy) 
0 3,955 4,615 5,990 7,472 8,989 

0,1 2,881 3,552 4,842 6,343 7,684 
0,2 2,429 2,850 3,955 5,157 6,345 
0,3 1,938 2,349 3,326 4,338 5,122 
0,4 1,654 1,934 2,513 3,248 4,132 

The dose measurement results were plotted against the Al 
thickness (Fig. 1). After this, dose(mGy) equations were 
obtained as a function of Al thickness.  

Dose(mGy) 

Al(mm)-Dose(mGy) 

 
Fig. 1 For different kVp values,  Al(mm)-Dose(mGy) graghic 

From these equations, the Al thickness that the dose de-
creased to its half value was calculated  (Table 2).  

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Dose=f(Al) equations and calcukated HVL vakues 

 Dose=f(Al) 
   (mGy)   (mm) 

Calculated
HVL (mm) 

25 kVp y=3,7626e-2,14x

R2=0,9849 0,3 

26 kVp y=4,4913e-2,153x

R2=0,9956 0,31 

28 kVp y=6,0236e-2,113x

R2=0,9944 0,33 

30 kVp y=7,6760e-2,46x

R2=0,989 0,35 

32 kVp y=9,1985e-1,96x

R2=0,9961 0,365 
 

IV. CONCLUSION  

The results show that HVL is directly proportional to the 
kVp. Because of this, during the observation of the mam-
mographic quality control test results, the test condition 
must be considered.  Is the applied HVL approprite to the 
applied kVp value? The answer of this question must be 
reflected to the acceptance criteria during the quality control 
of mammography. If  not, the test results might be interpret-
ted wrongly. 
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Abstract—Label-free imaging of cardiomyocytes and colla-
gen in myocardial infarction would be helpful for cardiac 
surgery. Here, we applied slit-scanning confocal Raman mi-
croscopy for molecular tissue imaging of rat myocardial in-
farct regions. Cardiomyocytes surrounded by collagen were 
clearly imaged at the cellular level without staining by using 
our Raman tissue imaging method. 

Keywords—Raman imaging, myocardial infarct, cardio-
myocyte, collagen. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the chronic phase of myocardial infarction, necrotic 
cardiomyocytes have been replaced by fibrotic tissues con-
sisting mainly of collagen. The proportions of surviving 
cardiomyocytes and collagen are important predictors of the 
outcome of treatment for patients with ischemic cardio-
myopathy. 

Raman scattering light measurement has been reported to 
be a reliable label-free optical technique for the analysis of 
chemical composition. However, it has been difficult to 
carry out high-resolution tissue imaging using conventional 
spontaneous Raman microscopes due to its low scattering 
energy and consequent prolonged measurement time.  

Recently, a slit-scanning Raman microscope has been 
developed [1, 2, 3]. The methods of particular line illumina-
tion and parallel detection enabled us to perform high-speed 
imaging of samples. In this study, we sought to investigate 
whether cardiomyocytes and collagen can be imaged with 
high spatial resolution in the infarcted rat heart by using the 
slit-scanning Raman microscopy.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A. Experimental Model 

All experimental procedures were confirmed to the insti-
tutional guidelines of Kyoto Prefectural University of Med-
icine. Myocardial infarction was created in young adult 
Wistar rats by complete ligation of the left descending 
coronary artery under anesthesia. From the survivors at 28 

days later, the hearts were excised for ex vivo imaging of 
myocardial infarct regions.  

B. Raman Microscopy 

Raman spectral images were acquired with a slit-
scanning Raman microscope (RAMAN-11; Nanophoton, 
Osaka, Japan). A diagram of this Raman microscope was 
included in previous reports [3, 4]. The excitation wave-
length of the frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser was 532 
nm, and the tissue was illuminated with the laser beam 
through a water-immersion objective lens (UPLSAPO × 60, 
N.A. = 1.2; Olympus). For preprocessing of the Raman 
image data, the broad fluorescence background was re-
moved by fitting the spectrum to a fifth-order polynomial 
and then subtracting this polynomial from the spectrum. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using 
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Mass) and Nanophoton 
software to identify meaningful underlying variables within 
each large image data set.  

III. RESULTS 

We performed Raman tissue spectral imaging on frozen-
thawed sections from old myocardial infarct regions. PCA 
was done on 19,332 (108 × 179 pixels) Raman spectra  
acquired to delineate the distinctive Raman bands of car-
diomyocytes and fibrotic tissues, respectively. The 2nd 
principal component (PC) loadings plot provided Raman 
bands associated with cardiomyocytes and fibrotic tissue. 
Specifically, positive bands along the 2nd PC loadings plot 
were associated with the presence of reduced b- and c-type 
cytochromes (751, 1130, and 1582 cm-1) and lipid (2854 
cm-1) in cardiomyocytes, while negative bands were associ-
ated with the presence of collagen type I (857, 1250, 1687, 
and 2950 cm-1) in fibrotic tissues. The distributional images 
of cardiomyocytes and fibrotic tissues were obtained by 
mapping the 2nd PC loadings plot. Individual cardiomyo-
cytes and collagen could also be clearly imaged with high 
spatial resolution by plotting the respective Raman intensi-
ties at 751, 1130, and 1582 cm-1 wavelengths (reduced b- 
and c- type cytochromes) and at 857, 1250, 1687, and 2950 
cm-1 wavelengths (collagen). 
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IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, we visualized infarcted rat myocardial 
regions at the cellular level by using slit-scanning Raman 
microscopy [5]. Our results suggest the potential of  
Raman microscopy to monitor cardiac fibrosis without 
staining in vivo.  
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Abstract— Electromagnetic ultra-wideband sensing and 
imaging provides perspectives for early-stage breast cancer 
detection. This paper deals with problems related to the 
accurate three-dimensional identification of the breast surface. 
The SEABED algorithm based on the Inverse Boundary 
Scattering Transform (IBST) represents a powerful basic 
approach for surface detection problems.  

It was recently extended by the authors for non-planar scan 
schemes in order to reconstruct the whole shape of complex 
three dimensional objects. In the present paper subsequent 
developments for improving the reconstruction accuracy will 
be introduced and discussed. The experimental study is carried 
out based on a female dressmaker torso, which is filled with 
tissue-equivalent phantom material.  

Keywords— Boundary Scattering Transform, breast cancer 
detection, surface detection, UWB imaging. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetic ultra-wideband sensing and imaging 
provides a promising alternative for early-stage screening 
diagnostics of breast cancer. This perspective results from 
the sensitivity of the dielectric properties of human tissue at 
microwave frequencies to physiological signatures of 
clinical interest, especially water content. Numerous 
research groups have developed and applied UWB imaging 
methods for this application, e.g. [1-3]. 

To create an UWB image, back-scattered signals have to 
be collected from different incident angles. This requires 
directional scanning of the object of interest. This paper 
deals with a strategy, where the patient is examined in a 
supine position, with antennas radiating in air. This 
approach implies the lowest discomfort for the patient but 
involves a number of difficulties related to the processing of 
the radar signals. The reflection of the air-skin-interface 
dominates the received radar signal and, therefore, has to be 
separated from those reflections which originate from inside 
the breast. 

Because of the non-planar geometry of the chest, multiple 
surface reflections and multiple interior reflections 
superimpose, which complicates the task of signal 
identification and separation enormously. 

The most important part of signal recovery is to identify 
the surface of the chest as exactly as possible. The benefit of 
this information is twofold. Based on an accurate 
knowledge of the chest surface and of the impulse response 
of the antenna, a scan-coordinate dependent surface 
reflection can be estimated and subtracted from the raw 
signal. Furthermore, knowledge of the surface geometry is 
essential to calculate the refraction angles, in order to image 
the interior of the breast based on migration techniques.  

The Boundary Scattering Transform (BST) represents a 
powerful approach for surface detection problems. BST and 
its inverse transform (IBST) were introduced 2004 by 
Sakamoto and Sato [4] as basic algorithms for high-speed 
ultra wideband imaging, called SEABED (Shape Estimation 
Algorithm based on BST and Extraction of Directly 
scattered waves). Since then, this idea has been extended 
from mono-static 2D-imaging to mono-static 3D-imaging, 
culminating in bi-static 3D-imaging (IBBST) [5].  

The practical applicability of the original algorithm to the 
identification of complex shaped surfaces is limited because 
of the inherent planar scanning scheme. An adequate 
identification of the lateral breast regions based on planar 
scanning over the chest would require very long scan 
distances. For this reason, the original approach was 
extended by the authors towards non-planar scanning. First 
results of breast shape identification were published in [6].  

The objectives of the present paper are to describe and 
discuss subsequent development steps which significantly 
improve the reconstruction quality.  

II. METHOD 

The SEABED algorithm represents a high speed and high 
resolution microwave imaging procedure. It does not 
include the entire radargram, instead it uses only detected 
wave fronts. Furthermore, changes (derivatives) of the 
propagation time (transmitter  object surface  receiver) 
depending on the antenna position during the scan process 
play an important role, which is commonly neglected in 
classical imaging algorithm like range migration.  

SEABED consists of three steps: 1. Detection of the wave 
front and calculation of its derivative with respect to the 
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coordinates of the scan plane. 2. Inverse Boundary 
Scattering Transform, which yields spatially distributed 
points representing the surface of the object. 3. 
Reconstruction of the surface based on these points.  

We extended this approach to a fully three-dimensional 
antenna movement, including the z-direction [6]. This 
extended approach is based on the idea that in cases of 
arbitrary non-planar scan surfaces the tangential plane at 
each antenna position represents the current scan plane. An 
antenna position dependent coordinate transform, which 
takes into account that the antenna axis is parallel to the x -
axis and the current scan plane is parallel to one plane of the 
coordinate system, allows the application of the IBBST for 
arbitrary scan surfaces. Eq. (1) represents the transform 
equations for a scan within the zx -plane. The bars above 
the symbols mark the coordinates of the transformed 
coordinate system. Finally, the calculated surface points 
have to be back-transformed into the real coordinate system. 
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where: 
x, y, z:  coordinates of the reflective surface point 
X, Y, Z:   coordinates of the centre between the two 

antennas
D:    half distance transmitter  reflection 

point  receiver 
DX, DY, DZ:  derivative of the distance with respect to 

the denoted direction 
d:     half distance between the two antennas. 

The main challenge is the exact detection of the wave 
fronts and their proper derivative. For the purpose of wave 
front detection we use an iterative detection algorithm 
similar to [7].  

The difficulties of obtaining appropriate wave front 
derivatives result from the three-dimensional nature of the 
problem. The antennas are moved and the transmitted 
waves are reflected in the three-dimensional space. It is very 
complicated to recognize, which identified wave front of the 
one scan unit (e.g. a circle in the case of a cylindrical scan 
surface), is related to which wave front of the adjacent scan 
unit in order to calculate the derivative. 

Further problems are caused by the computation of 
derivatives from discrete data (sampling of the propagation 
time; discrete antenna positions in the space) and noise. The 

last point is mainly dependent on signal jitter. Because of its 
very low jitter, the M-sequence UWB radar technology [8] 
is predestinated for such applications. The numeric 
problems have to be considered in the SEABED algorithm. 
The resolutions of spatial scanning and radar signal 
sampling have to be carefully harmonized with each other 
in order to avoid derivative artifacts. We established 
thresholds of maximum feasible values for 

XD ,
YD  and 

ZD  dependent on the antenna beam width as well as on the 

distances D,  and d (see eq. (1)).  

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  

Phantom material: For our measurements we use female 
hollow torsi, which can be filled with tissue-equivalent 
phantom material. It is manufactured according to a 
protocol from Lazebnik et al. [1] and consists of gelatine 
(solved in a mix of p-toluic acid, n-propanol and distilled 
water), vegetable oil, surfactant and formaldehyde. By 
means of the adjustable oil content the dielectric properties 
(permittivity) of tissues with different water contents can be 
emulated in this way.  

UWB sensor: The most important parameters for the 
achievable resolution in classical radar imaging 
technologies are the signal bandwidth and the size of the 
synthetic antenna aperture. This differs from the 
requirements of surface reconstruction because there is no 
need to distinguish between two scatterers. Nevertheless, a 
greater signal bandwidth improves the surface 
reconstruction significantly. A shorter pulse duration 
facilitates the detectability of the wave fronts and the 
distinguishability between them, because the probability of 
overlapping and elimination of two or more wave fronts 
will be reduced. Additionally, the noise influence on the 
accuracy of the correlation based wave front detector [7] is 
lower in case of sharp pulses as compared to smooth pulses. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the influence of the bandwidth by means of 
a semi-circular scan over the breast of the female torso. 
Hence, in contrast to [6] we used an M-sequence UWB 
device based on 12 GHz bandwidth. Further hardware 
details of this device are described in [8]. 

Scanning scheme: The results of [6] reveal that the 
combination of a cylindrical chest scan and the application 
of directive antennas is not optimal to reconstruct the breast 
shape. In cases of very concave and convex surface areas 
the reflected wave can not be detected by the receiving 
antenna. Fig. 2 illustrates this effect. The point density in 
the breast region is insufficient for the target medical 
application.  

Therefore, in the case of directive horn antennas the 
antennas must gear towards the estimated breast surface. If 
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Fig. 1:  Radargrams received from a semi-circular scan over the breast of 
the female torso measured with UWB devices of different bandwidths 
(above: 4.5 GHz, middle: 12 GHz). The lower panel shows the detected 
wave front signal based on the 12 GHz radargram. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Illustration of problems due to the antenna directivity. If the angle 
of the antenna beam (black dotted line) is smaller than the angle between 
normal vector of the body surface (blue solid line) and the main radiation 
direction (black solid line), the reflection can not be received. The white 
points represent results of [6] with voids marked by the dashed red edges. 

the antenna axis is kept parallel to the scan surface at each 
scan position, the introduced extension is also capable of 
analyzing more complicated scan surfaces, e.g. semi- 
spherical or semi-ellipsoidal scan surfaces.  We realized a 
torus segment scan surface (Fig. 3) based on two rotary 
units for the results of this paper. Additionally, in 
comparison to [6] we used horn antennas with a smaller 
aperture (60mm x 80mm) in order to broaden the antenna 
beam width. 
    Reconstruction results: Fig. 4 and 5 show the UWB 
reconstruction results including a reference measurement by 
a laser distance meter. The improvement in comparison to 
the results of [6] and fig. 2 is obvious. The histogram (lower 
panel of fig. 4 and 5) of the Euclidean distances between the 
UWB identified surface points and the respective nearest 
laser identified surface point demonstrates aberrations in the 
scale of millimeters. Note, this quality proof is limited by 
the grid of the cylindrical laser scan (2° rotary steps, 5mm 
steps in z direction) and the accuracy of the laser distance 
meter (standard deviation: 1.5mm). Thus, lower aberrations 
to the real body surface are probable. 
    In contrast to a cylindrical scan surface of [6] the applied 
torus segment scan surface ensures that the antennas are 
approximately directed perpendicular towards the breast 
surface. This offers the possibility to control the 
reconstruction properties based on derivative thresholds 
dependent on a maximum permitted antenna beam width. 
Fig. 4 (± 35°) and fig. 5 (± 25°) compare two results and 
illustrate that a wide interpreted antenna beam width 
increases the identified region whereas a smaller interpreted 
antenna beam reduces the artifact probability. But in both 
cases the need of more point density equalization is 
apparent. This is currently under investigation. 
 

     
 
 
Fig. 3: Measuring setup consisting of two rotary units (left panel) and a 
delineation of the applied scan surface (torus segment) over the breast 
(right panel)  
 
 

antenna 

normal vector of the 
breast surface related to
the current antenna 
position 
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ig. 4: Verification of the UWB reconstruction (blue; 7383 points) with 

IV. ION

    The present results demonstrate the potential of the 

sk of 
breast cancer detection requires a high bandwidth. 
Frequencies lower than 5 GHz are essential for penetration 
into the breast because of the frequency dependent tissue 
attenuation. Higher frequencies increase the accuracy of 
surface identification. In this regard, the concept of UWB 
M-Sequence radar technology has proved of value due to its 
very low jitter and its high dynamic range. The higher the 
dynamic range of the UWB device the higher frequencies of 
the entire used frequency band contribute to breast interior 
imaging because the lower tissue responses can be detected 
and can be distinguished from noise and clutter.  
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laser reference measurement (red), Lower panel: aberration histogram 
(Euclidean distance), interpreted antenna beam width:  35°, mean 
aberration: 2.9mm, number of points with aberration > 1cm: 75 (1.01%) 

DISCUSS

developed approach for shape reconstruction as a base of 
breast interior imaging. Nevertheless, the comparison with 
laser measurements leads to the question of why it is 
necessary to involve the UWB signal for this task. From a 
practical point of view the reasons are twofold. In the case 
of prospective antenna array applications in order to 
substitute antenna scanning, the remaining laser scan 
process would be a performance limiting factor or many 
lasers would be required. The other reason is the elimination 
of the skin reflection component in the radargram which has 
to be done as exactly as possible. Currently, we are 
investigating approaches of combining both signals.  
    Furthermore, the results demonstrate that the ta

F B reconstruction (blue; 5336 points) with 
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Abstract—Spatial compounding has recently been 
introduced into modern commercial ultrasound systems. These 
systems are able to reduce angular dependent artifacts by 
averaging multiple images taken from different angles. In 
order to further reduce angular dependent artifacts, paired 
angle multiplicative compounding (PAMC) was recently 
introduced.  The multiplication of pairs of images acquired 
from different angles reduces angular dependent artifacts 
while amplifying areas of signal.  The quantification of 
improvement in PAMC images has proved difficult since 
images can become corrupt with high standard deviation 
background noise, limiting statistical evaluations from showing 
the true merit.  In order to present a more theoretical 
understanding of PAMC, as well a way to gauge theoretical 
improvements, the point spread function (PSF) is used for 
analysis.  This paper presents a simple geometrical model of 
the PAMC PSF based on the combination of two component B-
scan PSFs.  In order to validate the model, we compare it to a 
set of simulated PAMC PSFs created by varying the angle of 
paired multiplication.  Both the theory and geometrical model 
are in agreement over the range [10°, 170°], allowing the 
optimal angle of paired multiplication to be determined to be 
90°, yielding a PSF approximately 5x smaller than without 
pairing. 

Keywords—Ultrasound, Imaging, Paired angle 
multiplicative compounding, Point spread function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasound images are plagued by a variety of artifacts, 
including specular side lobes [1], poor lateral resolution [2], 
dropout [3], speckle [2,3], and shadowing [2,3]; each of 
which is considered angular dependent [4].  In order to reduce 
angular dependent artifacts, modern ultrasound imaging 
devices use beam steering in order to create spatial compound 
images in real time.  These images typically reduce the value 
of uncorrelated angular dependent artifacts in a manner 

proportional to the square root of the number of images 
compounded [2]. Yet, compound images suffer from reduced 
contrast and also, still present a large amount of angular 
dependent effects of which, is averaged into a new 
orientation.  This is especially true since it is difficult to focus 
in the lateral dimension while the beam is being steered. 

PAMC was proposed in order to reduce angular dependent 
artifacts and improve the resolution of spatial compound 
images [4].  By multiplying images acquired from different 
angles, angular dependent artifactual detail will be reduced 
while signal which is correlated will be amplified [4]. In 
practice, PAMC has created images in which lateral blurring 
was reduced while the strong, highly resolved areas imaged at 
normal incidence were amplified [4]. 

A way to compute differences in PAMC images made at 
different paired angles is needed.  It is difficult to quantify 
the differences in images made from tissue or phantoms as 
they often are dominated with angular dependent artifacts, 
leaving little area to use as the statistical background [4].   
This paper presents a simple geometrical model which can 
be used to quantify changes in the PAMC PSF, thus 
presenting a conceptual model of what is occurring. 

II. THEORY 

How the angular pairing process improves lateral 
resolution can be understood by analysis of a PSF. The 
convergence of the two hypothetical PSFs imaged from 
different angles, creates a rhombus with sides a, regardless 
of the angular offset, α (Fig. 1).  The distances between 
opposite corners of the rhombus are called the polygonal 
diagonals and have lengths given by [5] 

)cos(22 22 αaaK +=                                      (1) 

)cos(22 22 αaaJ −=                                      (2) 
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Fig. 1 Two PSFs at an offset of 45°.  The segment AR is the axial 
resolution of one PSF.  The two PSFs are separated by the angle α, and K 
and J are the polygonal diagonals 

Neither the lateral nor axial resolution apply after 
compounding, thus, we can use area of the PSF instead.  
The grey level within the converged PSFs will be fairly 
uniform and thus, can represent quality.  The area of a 
rhombus, which is ½ the product of the polygonal 
diagonals, can represent the area of the converged PSF (Eq. 
(3)). The diagonals depend on a, which is the axial 
resolution (AR) divided by the Sin(α). 
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III. METHODS 

A simulated PSF for a rectangular aperture was created, 
but modified by division of the lateral dimension (x) by 4, 
which increases the lateral blurring to a more typical level 
(Eq. (4)).  The image of the PSF was rotated over the range 
[0,180] with 10° increments.  PAMC was then performed on 
the unrotated PSF with one of the rotated counterparts, so 
that a total of 18 PAMC images were made.  The area of 
each PSF was determined by the matlab function bwarea.  
The pixel area was converted to mm using the axial width, 
which could be set as needed. In this case, the simulated 
axial resolution would be 0.44mm, representing a 3.5 MHz 
center frequency transducer.  This simulated area could be 
compared to the theoretical area (Eq.  (3)) when the variable 
AR was also set to 0.44mm. 

(y)tc)ReyCos(πSinc),( 2
4 )( xyxPSF =          (4) 

IV. RESULTS 

Six PAMC PSFs that are created from different angular 
pairings of a simulated B-scan PSF, are shown in figure 2.  At 
0°, the multiplication creates a PSF similar to the original.  At 
20°, PAMC has started to reduce the lateral blurring. The 60° 
and 130° PSFs appear somewhat similar, with the size of the 
rhombus approaching its minimum, the square (90°).  At 
170°, the PSF is close to approaching the 0° image.   

 
Fig. 2 Selected paired angle multiplications show that 90° is the most 
resolved while those towards 0° and 180° approach the PSF 

The computed area from both the geometrical model (Eq. 
(3) and simulated PSF, form a “U” shaped curved with the 
minimum occurring at 90° (Fig 3).  The location of the 
points in both the theory and simulation are in identical 
locations from 20 to 160°.  At the outward angles, the 
theory breaks down as a goes to infinity.  Thus, from the 
geometrical model and supported by the simulation, the area  
 

Area of the PSF of a 3.5Mhz Rectangular Aperature in 
Simulation vs. Geometric Theory
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Fig. 3 The resolutions of PAMC PSFs demonstrate a “U” shape curve over 
the range of 0° to 180° 
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of the PSF at 90° is over 5 times smaller than the 10° image. 
In simulation (only), the area of the PAMC PSF at 90° is 9 
times smaller than without the use of paired angles (0°). 

V. DISCUSSION 

A simple geometric model representing the area of the 
PAMC PSF is presented and compared to a set of simulated 
points.  Both the simulation and model demonstrate similar 
“U” shaped curves (Fig. 3) over a range of paired angular 
combinations, showing that the smallest PAMC PSFs occur 
at 90°, which has minimized the overlap of the reoriented 
PSFs.  The area of the PAMC PSF at 90° is over 5 times 
smaller than at 10°.  Although the geometric model fails at 
0°, simulation shows the area of the 90° PSF is 9x smaller. 
Thus, as long as the signal is correlated between component 
scans [4], images made with PAMC at 90° have the smallest 
PSF and are the least angular dependent.  

VI. FUTURE WORK 

This paper models the resolution through one paired 
multiplication, but compounding typically averages many of 
these operations.  The resolution after the averaging process 
would be of interest.  Also, fixing the geometrical model so 
it is not undefined at 0° would be great, but would require 
adding a term to represent lateral resolution. 
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Abstract—Autofluorescence endoscopy for detection of 
colonic neoplasia has recently received attention in the field of 
clinical gastroenterology. Here, we analyzed the characteristics  
of autofluorescence of the excised normal rat colonic mucosa 
under UV/violet-light excitation. The results of microscopic 
measurement showed that the mucosal epithelia were the im-
portant source of autofluorescence in the mucosa under 
UV/violet-light excitation. The fluorescence spectral study 
revealed that nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) 
seemed to be one of the major substances involved in the auto-
fluorescence of mucosa under UVA light excitation. Our re-
sults suggest that the autofluorescence of mucosal epithelia 
generated by NADH is a major source of the autofluorescence 
in the mucosal layer under excitation by UVA light. 

Keywords—autofluorescence, colonic mucosa, spectral 
analysis, rat. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The difference in colonic autofluorescence intensities be-
tween neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions is exploited to 
detect neoplastic diseases under autofluorescence imaging 
endoscopy. It is reported that the colonic autofluorescence 
is mainly emitted from the collagen in the submucosal 
layer.[1,2] In addition to the submucosal collagenous auto-
fluorescence, fluorophores in colonic mucosal layer can also 
be a source of the autofluorescence.[3-6]  This research was 
conducted to characterize the colonic mucosal autofluores-
cence by using combined second-harmonic generation 
(SHG) and two-photon excited fluorescence microscopy 
and spectrophotometry. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Sample Preparation 

All experimental procedures accorded with the institu-
tional guidelines of Kyoto Prefectural University of  

Medicine. The colonic tissues of male F344 rats under anes-
thesia were rapidly excised. All removed samples were 
placed in chilled physiologic sodium chloride solution. 
Then, the fresh excised colons were opened up, or after 
being cut transversely they were cut into 1-mm-thick slices. 
Each sample was placed on a glass cover slip embedded in 
chilled physiologic saline for the microscopic observation. 

B. Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG)/Two-Photon 
Excited Autofluorescence  Imaging Analyses 

SHG and two-photon excited autofluorescence images of 
the colonic mucosa were simultaneously visualized with a 
microscope equipped with a femtosecond titanium-sapphire 
laser. The excitation wavelength of the femtosecond laser 
used for SHG imaging was 800 nm, and the observation 
wavelength of SHG imaging was 400 nm. The wavelength 
of the femtosecond laser used for autofluorescence observa-
tion was 800 nm for two-photon excitation, and the auto-
fluorescence observation wavelength was 500-540 nm. 

C. Spectral Analysis  

The spectral analysis was carried out with a stereoscopic 
microscope equipped with an intensified multichannel spec-
trophotometer and a mercury lamp. After measurment of the 
fluorescence spectra of the mucosal layers of colonic cross-
sections immersed in phosphate-buffered saline containing 
1-g/L glucose excited at 365 nm, KCN was added to the 
medium (final concentration: 10 mM). The spectra of the 
same area of the mucosal layer were measured after 2-min 
exposure to KCN. 
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III. RESULTS 

 SHG and Two-Photon Excited Autofluorescence 
Images of Rat Colonic Mucosa 

To examine the distribution of collagen and the autofluo-
rescence in the colonic mucosa, freshly prepared rat colonic 
mucosae were imaged simultaneously with SHG and  
two-photon excited autofluorescence imaging. The lamina 
propria, which was positive for SHG signal, emitted weak 
two-photon excited autofluorescence signal, whereas the 
mucosal epithelia generated strong two-photon excited 
autofluorescence signal (Fig. 1).  
 
 

  
Fig. 1 Distribution of the collagen and autofluorescence signal in the 
mucosal layer 
The second-harmonic generation (SHG) image (left) shows that collagen is 
located around the colonic gland. The autofluorescence detected by two-
photon excited autofluorescence microscopy (right) is mainly located at the 
apical region of the epithelial cell layer 

. Autofluorescence Spectra of Mucosal Cross-Sections 
before and after Exposure to KCN  

The autofluorescence spectra of briefly cultured colonic 
cross-sections before and after treatment with KCN were 
investigated. KCN was utilized to disrupt the cellular me-
tabolism of these cultured tissues, mainly resulting in an 
increased concentration of NADH. The fluorescence spectra 
on excitation at 365 nm showed that the region of the spec-
trum at around 460 nm was elevated after the treatment with 

KCN. This result is consistent with an interpretation that 
one of the epithelial fluorophores active under excitation by 
UVA light is NADH. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this research, we studied the character of the colonic 
mucosal autofluorescence by using combined second-
harmonic generation (SHG) and two-photon excited fluo-
rescence microscopy and spectrophotometry. Our results 
suggest that autofluorescence of mucosal epithelia gener-
ated by NADH is an important source of the autofluores-
cence in the mucosal layer under excitation by UVA light. 
These results may be useful for interpretation of the tissue 
autofluorescence of colons.  
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Abstract— With the advent of flat-panel detectors capable 
of high-speed data communication, conventional geometric 
tomography is once again attracting attention in the form of 
tomosynthesis. In this study, the use of radial tomosynthesis 
for tomographic image reconstruction of breast cancer speci-
mens from different directions using the shift-and-add algo-
rithm, the simplest image reconstruction method used in to-
mosynthesis was validated. To simplify image processing, 
synchrotron X-rays that provide a parallel X-ray beam were 
used. The X-ray energy was 17.5 keV. The range of rotation of 
the object corresponding to the swing angle of the X-ray tube 
was 40º, with the object rotated in 1º increments to scan a 
total of 81 projection images. From these projection images, 
41 images were extracted with a tomographic angle of 20º 
with respect to an arbitrary fulcrum plane, and the tomo-
graphic planes were rotated radially to reconstruct varying 
tomographic images. Unlike multiplanar reconstruction, 
which has a high degree of freedom of choice of tomographic 
planes, in radial tomosynthesis, the variation in orientation of 
the tomographic planes is limited to a single axis. However, 
this study demonstrated that this method not only possesses 
sufficiently high spatial resolution to meet the requirements of 
breast cancer diagnosis for high-resolution images, but also 
provides tomographic images that can be observed from dif-
ferent directions. 

Keywords— tomosynthesis, ductal carcinoma, shift-and-
add algorithm, synchrotron radiation 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The spread of X-ray computed tomography (CT) meant 
that geometric tomographic imaging methods had until 
recently been disappearing from clinical use, but the advent 
of flat-panel detectors capable of high-speed data commu-
nication has resulted in their becoming the subject of atten-
tion once again in the form of tomosynthesis [1, 2].  

In tomosynthesis, unlike X-ray CT, tomographic images 
can be reconstructed at an arbitrary depth parallel to the 
fulcrum plane on the basis of several tens of images ac-
quired within a limited X-ray exposure angle with a low 
radiation dose. Tomosynthesis is already in use in the field 
of orthopedic surgery, where it is used in clinical settings, 
and clinical trials are underway in the United States and 

Europe for digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) in mammog-
raphy. Thus, the path is opening for its widespread clinical 
use [3-5]. 

The tomographic image reconstruction algorithms used 
in tomosynthesis fall into the following three categories. 
The first, the earliest to be used and the simplest, is the 
shift-and-add algorithm (SAA); the second is application of 
the filtered back projection (FBP) used in X-ray CT; and 
the third is the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) 
used in nuclear medicine. At present, SAA and FBP are 
used in orthopedic surgery, whereas ART is being used 
mainly in the clinical trials of DBT.  

In our preliminary experiments to date, we have ob-
tained data showing that DBT can also be carried out effec-
tively using SAA, but, on the other hand, our results also 
indicate that the effective slice thickness of 3-4 mm by 
SAA is somewhat thicker than that by other methods. The 
tomographic images obtained using SAA are therefore 
unsuitable for multiplanar reconstruction (MPR).  

Nevertheless, as a simple algorithm that places little 
burden on the image processing device, SAA is useful, 
because it enables the reconstruction of multiple tomo-
graphic images within a short time. In this study, the use of 
radial digital breast tomosynthesis was implemented and 
validated as an alternative to MPR by setting an arbitrary 
fulcrum plane in SAA. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The imaging specimen consisted of tissue excised during 
radical mastectomy (female, 30s, invasive ductal carci-
noma) and fixed in formalin. The specimen formed a block 
approximately 30 mm × 30 mm × 40 mm in size, and was 
placed so that X-rays penetrate into approximately 30 mm-
thick-direction.  

Since images from the divergent X-rays provided by an 
X-ray tube are magnified, correcting for the magnification 
factor poses a complication. In the present study, synchro-
tron X-rays that provide a parallel X-ray beam were used to 
simplify this process.  
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Fig. 1  Acquisition of projection data for tomosynthesis from a parallel X-ray beam and the process of image reconstruction using SAA.
White  and black  circles in the image indicate structures at different depths within the object.

Imaging experiments were performed using a Photon 
Factory (Beamline; BL14B) at the High Energy Research 
Accelerator Organization (KEK) in Tsukuba, Ibaraki Pre-
fecture. The operating mode was top-up mode with a con-
stant ring current of 51 mA. X-ray energy was monochro-
mated to 17.5 keV using a beamline monochromator. This 
beam was expanded horizontally by a collimator made of a 
single silicon crystal (Figure 1(a)). This provided a field of 
view of 20 mm (vertical) × 40 mm (horizontal). A water-
cooled, X-ray charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (XDI-
VHR40, Photonic Science; pixel size 9 m × 9 m) was 
used as a detector.  

Unlike tomosynthesis with an X-ray tube, the X-ray 
source cannot be moved, so we changed the X-ray angle of 
incidence  by rotating the object by while keeping the 
detector fixed (Figure 1(b)). The range of rotation of the 
object corresponding to the swing angle of the X-ray tube 
was 40º, with the object rotated in 1º increments to scan a 
total of 81 projection images. The scan time for each piece 
of projection data was 10 s.  

For reconstruction of tomographic images, the principle 
of Twinning [6] dedicated to divergent X-rays was used and 
applied to a parallel X-ray beam. The relationship between 
the shift d at angle  for tomographic image reconstruction 

at a height h from the fulcrum plane is expressed by the 
equation 

d = h tan
Figure 1(c) shows the process of image reconstruction 

using SAA in the present study. In this figure, processes (i) 
through (iv) refer to the processes of projective transforma-
tion, image shift, addition, and blur removal, respectively.  

Regular tomosynthesis was first performed by extracting 
41 projection images with a tomographic angle of 20º 
from the central area of the projection data at 40º, and 
tomographic images were reconstructed for different values 
of h.

Then, radial tomosynthesis was performed by recon-
structing tomographic images for each value of h from the 
41 projection images at values of between –20º and +20º 
as described above. Here,  indicates the rotation angle of 
the coordinate system for the object. When the coordinate 
system is rotated by , the fulcrum plane inclines at .
Figure 2 shows a conceptual diagram of this process. In the 
present study, since projection images were acquired for 
= 40º, could be varied continuously in the 20º range 
when reconstructing the equivalent tomographic images for 
each value of .

Fig. 2  Conceptual diagram of radial tomosynthesis. The fulcrum plane (solid bold line) is varied by continuous rotation, and tomographic images (broken 
lines) are reconstructed at different depths parallel to each respective fulcrum plane.
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Fig. 3  (a) Projection data for  = 0°. (b) Tomographic image for = 0º, h = 1 mm.

III. RESULTS  

Figure 3 (a) shows a projection image for  = 0º, and 
Figure 3 (b) shows a tomographic image for  = 0º and h =
1 mm. Unlike conventional mammography, black and 
white are reversed in grayscale. This means that regions of 
high transmitted X-ray intensity are shown in white. The 
image in (a) corresponds to conventional mammography, 
and it is simply a projection image; naturally, the mammary 
gland, adipose tissue, and Cooper’s ligament overlap in the 
image in the depth direction. Numerous calcifications are 
also observed across a wide area. In contrast, the tomo-
graphic image in (b) focuses only on the tissue at a depth of 
h = 1 mm, depicting a sharp tomographic image of the 
mammary gland, adipose tissue, and Cooper’s ligament. 
Only those calcifications present at this depth are in focus 
and shown.  

Figure 4 (a)–(c) shows tomographic images recon-
structed by radial tomosynthesis for  = –20º, 0º, and +20º, 
respectively. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 in the figures correspond 
to tomographic images at h = 5, 0, and –5 mm, respectively. 
The boundary areas between the mammary gland, adipose 
tissue, and Cooper’s ligament can be observed in tomo-
graphic images from different directions.  

IV. DISCUSSION  

The use of tomosynthesis enables the reconstruction of 
tomographic images at any level parallel to a fulcrum plane. 
Increasing the swing angle and obtaining projection data 
enables the reconstruction of tomographic images parallel 
to the fulcrum plane in its rotated state. Although the range 
of rotation of the fulcrum plane depends on the swing angle 
and the tomographic angle of the projection images used 
for reconstruction, the site of the lesion can be observed 

while the tomographic plane is rotated sequentially in a 
radial fashion.  

In this study, a tomographic angle of 20º was used as 
the standard, and projection data were acquired from a 
swing angle of double this ( 40º). Naturally, this doubles 
the imaging dose, but this may be appropriate given that the 
lesion site can be viewed in detail from several directions, 
enabling more accurate imaging diagnosis of the spread of 
the lesion, its shape, and the presence or absence of inva-
sion.

X-ray CT enables MPR from all directions from tomo-
graphic images of thin slice thickness. Tomosynthesis may 
also enable MPR from all directions in the same way as X-
ray CT if FBP or ART are used, as these produce thinner 
slice thicknesses than does SAA. The ordinary effective 
slice thickness for FBP and ART, including X-ray CT, is 
around 1 mm, and the spatial resolution of MPR is also 
around 1 mm. For breast cancer diagnosis by mammogra-
phy in particular, a spatial resolution of around 1 mm is 
insufficient. The effective slice thickness when SAA is 
used is several millimeters, producing rather thicker tomo-
graphic images, but the spatial resolution within the plane 
is high, at several 10’s m. Since an equivalent resolution 
can also be obtained with radial tomosynthesis, radial to-
mosynthesis using SAA is useful for breast cancer diagno-
sis, which requires precise images. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

We extended the shift-and-add algorithm, the simplest 
algorithm used in tomosynthesis, and applied radial tomo-
synthesis, which reconstructs tomographic images from 
different directions, to breast cancer tissue. In radial tomo-
synthesis, the variation in tomographic image orientation is 
limited to a single axis, lacking the degree of freedom of 
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Fig. 4  Sample tomographic images obtained by radial tomosynthesis using SAA.                                                                               
( , h) = (a)-1; (-20°,  5 mm), (a)-2; (-20°, 0 mm), (a)-3; (-20°, -5 mm), (b)-1; (0°, 5 mm), (b)-2; (0°, 0 mm), (b)-3; (0°, -5 mm),                                           

(c)-1; (20°, 5 mm), (c)-2; (20°, 0 mm), (c)-3; (20°, -5 mm).

choice of tomographic plane orientation found in MPR, but 
the present study demonstrated that this method not only 
possesses sufficiently high spatial resolution to meet the 
requirements of breast cancer diagnosis for high-resolution 
images, but also provides tomographic images that can be 
observed from different directions.  
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Who may benefit from a combined review of radiologic and pathologic images of 
breast diseases? 
 
 
According to the state of the art a breast disease treatment may be subdivided into the 
sections of detection, which usually happens via a screening examination or a self referral, 
the diagnosis using other adjunct imaging modalities such as ultrasound or MR (magnetic 
resonance) imaging, evaluation of clinical features, and perhaps some more advanced 
imaging techniques like PEM (positron emission mammography) or 3D volume ultrasound, 
followed by a therapy decision in an interdisciplinary case conference as well as application 
of the decided treatment. Additionally, the therapy monitoring to review and evaluate results 
of the treatment needs to be handled.  
 
To get the best cure and therapy decision an exact differential diagnosis of the disease is 
necessary. A tissue examination has to be performed (e.g. FNA or vacuum core biopsy). The 
tissue probe is examined by a pathologist using a microscope, and his conclusions are 
transferred to the case conference team for further decisions. For the decision of next 
therapy steps, not only the localization, distribution and dimension of the disease are 
relevant, but also cell-type, staging and grading information (so called TNM classification) is 
used to decide if a surgery, possibly combined with a chemotherapy and/or radiation, would 
offer the best possible results from clinical experience and expectations. The typical factors 
to influence the therapy decision are biological factors, which may be recognized from the 
histological slices, as proliferation, hypoxia, neovasculature, necrosis quantification, contrast 
agent’s enhancement and others. 
 
In such a multimodal and interdisciplinary case conference a team consisting of radiologist, 
pathologist, oncologist, gynaecologist, and surgeon currently review the relevant radiologic 
images and the classification code from the pathologist. Sometimes the discussion room 
offers an option to project from a microscope so that all participants may get an impression of 
the histological aspect of the disease. In other surroundings there is an option to display and 
project selected digitized slices to get a visual impression of the tumour extension, growth 
rate and other biological information. 
 The more information is available at the point of decision, the better and exacter the disease 
may be evaluated and the better the therapy options (surgery, radiation, chemotherapy and 
combinations of them) will fit the disease. The success of a radiation therapy, for example, is 
mainly influenced by its schedule and dose distribution, but also by the biology of the tumour, 
which may only be taken into account knowing the cell types and histological grading. It 
seems to be obvious that fast growing tumours would need another dose application regime 
than slower growing ones.  
 
If all participants of the interdisciplinary conference would have an option to see the 
correlation of e.g. the mammographic appearance of a disease and its corresponding 
pathologic images, from an educational prospect this would also help to learn more about the 
combination of clinical, radiological and pathological features, what is crucial for an exact and 
early diagnosis and therapy planning. Additionally, it would help to recognize the typical 
appearance of special diseases in the radiologic images for special pathologies and 
diseases.  
 That’s why an interdisciplinary breast imaging system is proposed, which shall be able to 
display not only radiological images, but also pathologic slices as an additional modality and 
offer options to compare structures among the modalities so that an image analysis based 
assessment will lead to more reliable results. This system should support the display of 
radiologic and pathologic images at the same time, allowing to find correlations, create 
markings and annotations and to support new pathologic image analysis techniques (e.g. 
CAD for pathology).  
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On a first stage of such a combination system it should be sufficient to include pathology 
images selected and marked as important for the case conference by the pathologist. 
Following steps could include the interactive display of the pathology images in a special 
viewer, and the most advanced system would offer a complete combination, registration and 
synchronization of all available image information belonging to one patient. For future it has 
to be decided if an existing pathology viewer connected to the multimodal imaging system is 
sufficient for clinical needs or if a fully integrated solution shall be supported, where e.g. 
combined annotations may be performed additionally.  
 
Currently known technical problems on reviewing digital pathologic images relate to the field 
of stitching (reconnect disrupted structures), the high number of slices and the total size of 
the data, caused by the sizes of the pathologic images (digital about 100000x100000 pixels, 
sometimes even more), a multi-scale approach with highest enlargement of 400, and desired 
3D reconstructions. Most often used actions on microscopic images are zooming and 
panning. Challenges for storage and transfer of such images are performance issues (may 
require streaming techniques), and modality combinations to move from a simple common 
display to a real integration with synchronized image manipulation options (e.g. slicing or 
zooming). 
 
To solve some of the problems named above, in a first step a manual alignment of structures 
may be served within that system. After that at least a semi-automatic stitching is necessary. 
In a next step it may be considered to create tools for a fully integrated imaging and 
evaluation workstation system (may be connected to currently existing multimodal systems, 
which process already all different types of radiologic images, e.g. the system being 
developed in the European HAMAM project www.hamam-project.org). To include the 
proposed approach into the therapeutic workflow, it is necessary to use DICOM as the 
standard image format. In particular, DICOM-VL (Visible Light) specifies how to store 
preparation procedures and image-acquisition conditions of pathologic image in the image 
headers. It is, herewith, the first real image standard in microscopy. It will allow to display 
microscopic images next to radiological images on a DICOM viewing station and will also 
have impact on tele-pathology. As a supplement to integrate visible light images into the 
DICOM standard it concerns microscopy, endoscopy and digital photography. Societies 
involved in the definition of this standard include American Pathologists, Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopy and College of Radiology. 
 
Some scientific approaches offer already an automated histological image analysis 
approach, beginning with thresholding, colour transformation, region merging, edge 
detection, template matching, texture analysis leading to a classification and decision 
concerning tumour vasculature, proliferation, hypoxia, necrosis quantification, tumour extent, 
which may support automation and reliability of diagnoses. 
 
Going that proposed way all participants of the interdisciplinary case conference would 
benefit from displaying the pathologic images. As a direct result of this the patient would 
benefit in terms of best fitting, shortest and most exact therapy. From a more general point of 
view the health insurances and also the complete society will benefit in terms of avoiding 
insufficient, unnecessary or even useless therapies and will save money, time, and lifes. 
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Abstract— Dedicated CT imaging of the breast holds 
great promise  for improving the detection and diagnosis of 
early stage breast cancer.  However, before CT breast imaging 
(CTBI) can become a clinical reality, it is imperative that the 
issue of image degradation due to the rather large scattered 
radiation component be addressed. One approach to reducing 
scatter in CT breast imaging is with the use of anti-scatter 
grids. This paper describes a theoretical study analyzing the 
ideal linear observer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) achieved with 
varying hypothetical grids. Results suggest that improvement 
in performance with anti-scatter grids can be attained if the 
primary x-ray transmission is high enough and if scatter 
transmission of the grid is low enough. It is shown that for 
detection of a 4 mm lesion in a dense breast (95% fibroglandu-
lar tissue), the AUC (area under the ROC curve) for a grid 
with primary transmission of 80%, and scatter-to-primary 
ratio of 5% would be 99%, whereas the AUC for the no grid 
case would be 88%.  Thus, for this specific CTBI task,  the 
ideal linear observer with a high performance grid would 
substantially outperform that with no grid. Similar improve-
ment in performance with grids was observed for the detection 
of microcalcifications. 
 
Keywords— CT, breast imaging, scatter, anti-scatter grid 

I. INTRODUCTION  

One of the major problems with conventional mammo-
graphy is  that the recorded image represents the superposi-
tion of the three-dimensional (3D) breast onto a two-
dimensional (2D) detector plane. Thus although breast 
compression is typically performed, normal parenchymal 
breast structure can combine with useful diagnostic infor-
mation (e.g., a tumor) in such a way as to impede visualiza-
tion and reduce lesion detectability. Recently researchers  
have started to investigate dedicated tomographic scanners 
for x-ray imaging of the breast such as cone-beam CT breast 
imaging (CTBI) [1-9]. CTBI holds great promise for reduc-
ing the masking effect due to overlapping parenchymal 
tissue typically observed in conventional mammograms.   

 However, before cone-beam CTBI can become a clini-
cal reality, it is imperative that the issue of image degrada-
tion due to the rather large scattered radiation component be 
addressed. Erroneously detected scattered radiation can lead 
to image artifacts, a reduction in image contrast and signal-

to-noise ratio, and quantitative errors in measured CT num-
bers that can change outcomes of lesion analysis. 

In conventional mammography, anti-scatter grids are 
typically used to minimize the effect of scatter on image 
quality.  The most common mammography grids consist of 
one-dimensional linear focused arrays of lead lamellae, with 
carbon fiber interspace material. Recently, cellular grid 
technology (a square pore grid with 2D setpa separated by 
air interspaces) has been proposed  [10, 11], and one manu-
facturer is currently marketing such a device. Although 
these grids can reduce recorded scatter in the image, they 
also reduce primary x-ray transmission which often necessi-
tates use of increased imaging dose. We describe a theoreti-
cal study analyzing the ideal linear observer signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) achieved with varying hypothetical grids. This 
ideal observer models a specified diagnostic task and ac-
counts for correlated noise, the spatial frequency content of 
the lesion, and the non-uniform parenchymal structure of 
the breast.  

II. METHODS 

To evaluate image quality with varying grid parame-
ters, we will use a mathematical framework that we have 
previously developed for the purpose of optimizing acquisi-
tion and design parameters of tomographic breast imaging 
systems [12].  This framework uses the ideal observer SNR 
as the figure-of-merit, and uses a parallel cascade model to 
estimate signal and noise propagation through the flat-panel 
detector.  

Because of the impact of the normal mammographic 
structure (i.e., anatomical noise) in limiting lesion detection 
accuracy [13-15], the task that is modeled is  the detection 
of a known lesion embedded within a structured (non-
uniform) background. The imaging system is assumed to be 
linear, shift-invariant (LSIV) with both quantum and ana-
tomical noise modeled as having stationary Gaussian  prob-
ability densities. With these assumptions, the ideal observer 
(also referred to as the Hotelling observer for this case), 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be expressed as, 
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This expression for the ideal observer SNR assumes an 
infinite detector and uses the discrete-space Fourier trans-
form to express the noise power spectrum (NPS). This SNR 
expression is evaluated in projection space (for different 
grid designs) and thus gives a measure of the information 
content in the acquired data independent of the reconstruc-
tion methods used. In Eq. (1), u and v are two-dimensional 
(2D) Cartesian frequency coordinates, G represents the 
frequency dependent gain of the detector,  S represents the 
Fourier transform of the lesion projected onto the image 
plane, NPS represents the 2D noise power spectrum, Pf  
represents the 2D power spectrum of projected images of 
normal breast tissue structure, and Nviews is the number of 
projection views acquired. The integral of Eq. (1) is eva-
luated numerically. Each of the terms in Eq. (1) is evaluated 
with varying grid designs using either a model of a flat-
panel CTBI system using an indirect detector.  

We have modified the ideal linear observer  framework  
described above to investigate grid performance. These 
modifications include; 1) the inclusion of a generalized 
MTF (see [16] ) which is a weighted combination of the 
detector MTF and a scatter MTF estimated using Monte 
Carlo simulation, 2) the inclusion of a factor  modeling the 
primary x-ray transmission factor through the grid (Tp),  3) 
the inclusion of a factor describing the scatter-to-primary 
ratio (SPR) with the anti-scatter grid in place, and 4) the 
NPS terms for both the scatter and primary x-rays.   

We then used this modified ideal observer SNR 
model to evaluate the performance of hypothetical anti-
scatter grids with varying primary transmission factors (Tp) 
and varying SPRs. We chose to evaluate grids with primary 
transmission ratios ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 and SPRs rang-
ing from 0.0 to 0.30. We also computed SNR for the case of 
no grid.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Shown in table 1 are the SNR results for detection of a 4 
mm mass embedded in a 16 cm diameter (cylindrical) breast 
model with composition of 95% fibroglandular tissue and 
5% adipose tissue. The exposure technique was 50 kVp 
with a mean glandular dose to the breast model of 3 mGy. 
This is a challenging task for CTBI due to the dense breast 
tissue (95%/5%)  and relatively small mass (4 mm). The 
table shows SNR for this task as a function of varying hypo-
thetical grid parameters. Columns in this table represent 

varying scatter-to-primary ratio from 0.0 to 0.30 (the SPR 
for no grid is 0.70 shown in the last column). Rows in the 
table  represent grids with varying primary transmission 
ranging from 0.5 to 1.0. Cells shaded in gray represent grids 
that would provide little or no improvement compared to 
imaging with no grid (SNR=1.68, last column). This data 
suggests that improvement in performance with anti-scatter 
grids can be attained if the primary x-ray transmission is 
high enough and if scatter transmission (i.e., SPR) of the 
grid is low enough. A previous paper by Siewerdsen et al 
[17] has suggested that using linear grids with CT reduces 
scatter but increases noise and does not necessarily improve 
lesion visibility. They studied grids with primary x-ray 
transmission (Tp) of 0.6 – 0.7. As seen from Table 1, in 
order to observe significant SNR improvements (over imag-
ing without a grid) with this Tp, a low SPR is required (ap-
proximately < 0.25).  This study suggests that high perfor-
mance grids (with high Tp and low SPR) can provide 
improved performance compared to no grid if the Tp is high 
enough, and the SPR is low enough. This type of grid per-
formance might be achievable with the use of 2D focused 
cellular grids. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS   

Recorded scatter in CT breast imaging can lead to image 
artifacts, a reduction in image contrast and signal-to-noise 
ratio, and quantitative errors in measured CT numbers that 
can change outcomes of lesion analysis. One solution to this 
problem is the use of anti-scatter grids. Although anti-
scatter grids can reduce scatter, they also reduce primary 
transmission, thus increasing the noise in the image (for the 
same dose). For one specific CTBI diagnostic task shown 
here, the ideal linear observer with a high performance grid 
would substantially outperform that with no grid. Similar 
improvement in performance with grids was observed for 
the task of detecting  microcalcifications. 
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Scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) 

 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.70 
Tp=1.00 - - - - - - - 1.68 
Tp=0.80 5.28 4.56 3.97 3.47 3.06 2.70 2.40  
Tp=0.75 4.64 4.01 3.49 3.05 2.69 2.37 2.11  
Tp=0.70 4.04 3.49 3.04 2.66 2.34 2.07 1.84  
Tp=0.65 3.49 3.01 2.62 2.29 2.02 1.78 1.59  
Tp=0.60 2.97 2.57 2.23 1.95 1.71 1.52 1.35  
Tp=0.55 2.49 2.16 1.87 1.64 1.44 1.28 1.14  
Tp=0.50 2.06 1.78 1.55 1.36 1.19 1.06 0.94  
 
Table 1  Ideal observer SNR for hypothetical anti-scatter grids with varying primary transmission (Tp) and scatter-to-primary ratio 

(SPR). The last column on right represents results with no grid (with SPR=0.7). The shaded region indicates grids with little or no im-
provement over no grid. 
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Abstract— The purpose of this study was to develop the ra-

diographic technique for detecting the demineralization which

is known as indication of dental caries. This technique was based

on the comparing of multiple radiographs which was irradiated

by multiple X-ray spectra. For the meaningful comparing, the

multiple radiographs were reconstructed to the dosimetrically

consistent images using a standard material. The difference of

resulting images of same target with multiple spectra represents

the difference of response of material as regards the spectra.

Consequently, we have found about 10% of demineralization of

dental hard tissues particularly in the proximal region through

the analyzing of differences. Most intriguing thing in this inves-

tigation was that the method to analyze difference shows us to an

anatomic structure of dental hard tissues even if absolute values

of optical density were excluded during the procedures.

Keywords— Demineralization, radiography, dental hard tissues,

X-ray spectrum, beam hardening

I. INTRODUCTION

In the dentistry, the radiography has been primarily used
for detection of lesions on the proximal surfaces of teeth,
which are not clinically visible for inspection, but there are
many controversy about that the method using radiographs
is adequate for early detection of dental caries or not. It is
obvious that the radio-diagnostic difficulty is due to intricate
patterns of teeth, complexity of structure materials and in-
dividual differences of dental caries, and it is also certain
that 30∼40% demineralization is needed before the lesion
is detectable in radiographs [1]. Most of all, only informa-
tion we have is 2-dimensional projected gray scaled values
for 3-dimensional transmitted photon trajectories, and this is
primary reason of the limitation of our investigation for den-
tal caries using radiography. Therefore we need to discuss
about the method to obtain additional radiographic informa-
tion. Our approach was that if there is a way to obtain extra in-
formation from radiography then it should be achieved from
the difference of among radiographs which are irradiated by
multiple spectra respectively.

The simplest way to produce various spectra from one
dental X-ray machine is using an aluminum filter. When alu-
minum filter becomes thicker, the portion of high energy pho-

ton becomes bigger after the beam penetrates it. In the mate-
rial side, primary parameters for determining the X-ray pene-
tration are a thickness and a density of materials. Usually X-
ray penetration rate increases with decreasing density, more-
over increasing of penetration rate varies from beam harden-
ing [2]. Therefore if we consider a reference material, e.g.
aluminum (Al), with specific thickness, and select a standard
X-ray spectrum, after that set penetration rate of all the other
X-ray spectra to standard one using rescaling, then an index
inversion occurs through the density of reference material.
As we see in figure 1, the sequence of indices indicates the
density of dental hard tissues as regards the reference mate-
rial. In the case of interesting enamel, the density is known

Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams of penetration rate for the X-ray beams for the
multiple spectra. Gray scaled optical density representation is also appeared

in figure (c) and (d). (b) If we consider a reference material with given
thickness and density ρ , and choose the standard X-ray spectrum (index 2),
and make all the other X-ray spectrums to coincide at the density ρ using

rescaling, then the index inversion occurs when density varies from ρ1 to ρ2.

as 2.8∼3.0g/cm3 [3], and the density of aluminum which
is usually used for reference material is 2.7g/cm3. Because
the early stage of dental caries begins with the demineraliza-
tion of enamel surface, there is possibility to find the dem-
ineralization of enamel in the proximal or occlusion region
of bitewing radiographs using this method. Most important
thing in the densitometric approaches is that the unexpected
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influences (a fluctuation of X-ray beam, the Heel effect, effect
due to the inverse square law and so on) should be minimized
for an accuracy of densitometry [4, 5]. Minimized uncertainty
would guarantees the distinction of subtle density near refer-
ence material.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This investigation was to analyze the optical density dif-
ference between multiple radiographs which is due to a hard-
ening difference between multiple spectra. Hereafter the op-
tical density will be represented by using of conventional 8bit
gray scale, thus the values are allocated between 0 and 255.
The immobilization of target, detector and X-ray device was
very important. When relative distances between devices are
certainly fixed, the comparison of transmitted dose of among
radiographs has been significant. Schematic flows of entire
procedure were described in figure 2.

Fig. 2: Schematic flow for image acquisition and data processing.

A. Image acquisition

The Dexcowin 3000 portable X-ray system (60kVp, 1mA,
battery charged, Dexcowin, Korea) and Hamamatsu C9266
Digital detector (Hamamatsu, Japan) were employed to ac-
quire the radiographic images. Firstly, the radiographs with-
out subject were acquired for identifying the background

noise. This was irradiated 10 times, and the mean value of
the distribution pattern was computer-calculated [4]. After
that the reference step-wedge (12 steps, 1mm in thickness
for each step) [6] and the extracted third molar were irra-
diated consistently. These procedures were repeated for the
eight conditions as described in table 1, and all the irradiated
radiographs were inevitably processed using 3×3 median fil-
ter for reducing the effect of dead pixels. This procedure was
repeated twice and was only irreversible process through the
entire procedures.

Table 1: Eight conditions were listed for the exposure time and the
thickness of aluminum filter. The hardening of X-ray beam was

consecutively numbered by an index. The smaller index indicates the softer
X-ray spectrum and the larger one implies the harder one. Noise factors

(NFs) were also calculated for both tooth and step-wedge.

Index
Exposure Thickness of NF for NF for

time(s) Al filter(mm) tooth step-wedge

1 0.15 0 0.87 0.73

2 0.20 1 0.93 0.80

3 0.25 2 1.24 1.03

4 0.30 3 1.45 1.29

5 0.35 4 1.61 1.37

6 0.40 5 1.33 1.05

7 0.45 6 1.44 1.10

8 0.50 7 1.34 1.03

B. Background noise subtraction

The background noise distributions (BND) was made by
an average of ten empty radiographs for each condition in
table 1. The subtraction of background noise directly from
the radiographs includes an intrinsic inaccuracy. For the ir-
radiated target such as step-wedge or tooth, the incident pho-
tons are scattered by a target and added into background, thus
the background of radiographs become darker than the case
of without target. Therefore the rigorous survey of scattered
photon guarantees the precise noise subtraction.

Firstly, the mean values of optical density of 10×10 pixel2

matrix for ten bare locations were selected and measured
from the tooth and the step-wedge radiographs. After that the
noise factors for the tooth and the sep-wedge were calculated
by comparison between above mean values and that of BND.
The noise factors for given conditions are shown in table 1.
For the case of index 1 and 2, the noise factors of both tooth
and step-wedge were smaller than one. This means that, in
the lower energy photon interaction, the absorption of photon
is much more dominant than the scattering.
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C. Reconstruction of radiographs using optical density char-
acteristic curves

For any given condition of the step-wedge radiograph, the
optical density of individual step without noise subtraction
is difficult to define. It is obvious that the optical density of
a step has gradient which is due to the various background
noise. Hence, we have obtained the optical density character-
istic curves of the given condition consistently after subtract-
ing the BND. The optical density characteristic curves for all
conditions were shown in figure 3. One among the curves

Fig. 3: The optical density characteristic curves of eight conditions were
described using Al step-wedge.

was selected from middle of curves as a standard one, and all
the other curves were fitted for the standard one. From these
fittings, the rescaling functions were acquired and were em-
ployed to reconstruct the tooth radiographs.

This reconstruction implies that if the tooth and step-
wedge are simultaneously irradiated for all given spectra,
then we cannot distinguish the difference of step-wedges be-
tween the spectra. After the reconstruction, there still exists
difference of optical density between dental hard tissues, and
the additional information for dental hard tissues would be
induced from the analyzing of this differences.

D. Index sequence analysis

Now we have seven totally reconstructed radiographs and
one radiograph for standard condition, and the background
noise of all radiographs have been removed well. Probably
there could be many ways to analyze the radiographs; how-
ever we have introduced the one simple way to control a
sequence of indices. In this procedure, the optical density
would be defined by the average value of 4×4 pixel2 ma-
trix instead of a pixel for reducing both the fluctuation and

the processing time. For the one given location, we have ob-
tained eight optical densities from the reconstructed radio-
graphs. Actually the radiographs have their own index for the
used spectrum, so that we have totally eight optical densities
which are coupled with their indices. The concept of this al-
gorithm is shown in figure 4 for the 4-indice case. Among

Fig. 4: Example of index sequencing. Radiographs have been tagged from 1
to 4 as regards the hardening of used beam. Optical densities of given

location are sorted and replaced with indices. Henceforth optical density
information is abolished. The squared area which is delegated by an optical

density can be an average value of any n×n matrix.

the many available sequences, there would be two definitely
meaningful sequences, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 and 8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.
These sequences imply that the sequence of optical densities
are well obeyed the hardening of used beam. In other words,
each of the sequence represents the case of sufficiently bigger
and smaller density as regards the reference. The meaning of
remaining nontrivial sequences are actually the simple. In the
case of the material which has very similar density with refer-
ence, the indices can be exchanged each other within the tol-
erance of optical density. Thus the meaningful sequences are
categorized by number of nearest neighbor exchanging. Con-
sequently all the sequences can be divided into 29 categories,
and we have assumed that the sequences in same category
have same priority level.

Remaining task was to visualize this sequence distribution
accordingly. Naturally the same color would be allocated to
the sequences in same category. The complementary color,
white and black were allocated to two definite sequences,
1-2-3-· · ·-8 and 8-7-6-· · ·-1, and this implied that the white
and black have represented the lower and higher density re-
spectively. For the remaining categories, the gray scale values
were consecutively allocated from black to white as regards
the number of nearest neighbor exchange.

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The result was visualized in upper-left side of figure 5.
Here the regions of gray scale value of less than 50 were re-
moved for reducing processing time, and it was replaced with
the white (255) to emphasize the target.
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Fig. 6: The partial optical density characteristic curve was employed to
estimate the desity difference of two proximal regions A and B. This curve
has come from the condition, 0.35s in exposure time and 5mm in thickness,

and it was also same for the two average values of region A and B.

Fig. 5: (Upper-left) The reconstruction image which represents the
sequences of spectrum index was built by their own gray scale. (Others)

The tooth was sliced and irradiated to confirm the algorithm.

It was well known that the absorption rate of radiation is
drastically changed at the boundary of heterogeneity. Thus,
for the region which is bounded by white solid line in the
upper-left side of figure 5, the X-ray photons were penetrated
the inhomogeneous and complicate layers of dental hard tis-
sue. This implies that we cannot explain the exact meaning of
this region, but it was related to the densities of material effec-

tively. However the density of outside boundary, particularly
the region A and B were sufficiently homogeneous, the be-
havior of X-ray photons through the enamel or dentine were
surely predictable. As we see in result, the demineralization
has been occurred in region B as compared with A.

To identify the density difference between A and B, the
tooth was sliced into disk of 2mm thickness as indicated in
figure 5. After disk was irradiated, we have obtained the av-
erage of optical density, 144.2±1.4 and 150.7±1.5 for the
both region A and B respectively. Actually, there is no way to
estimate the absolute density of region A and B, but we can
estimate these for the case of aluminum. Figure 6 shows that
the average values 144.2 and 150.7 are corresponding to alu-
minum thickness 7.13mm and 7.86mm, and this means that
the density of region A was 10% larger than that of region B.
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Abstract—In this work it is proposed the development of 
phantoms to allow de quality control of ultrasound equipments 
functioning on the Doppler mode with national technology and 
accessible cost. The device consists of a hydraulic circuit with a 
peristaltic pump, mixture simulating human tissue, tubes 
simulating arteries and blood-mimicking fluid. The peristaltic 
digital pump made the simulation of cardiac beats possible, 
operating at flow rates of 45 to 150 ml/min and pulse rates of 
60 to 200 beats/min. The blood-mimicking fluid simulated the 
human red cells as particles of PVC powder with 
approximately 64 μm diameter, distilled water, glycerin, 
detergent and dextran.  

Keywords—Ultrasound, Doppler, Phantom, Quality 
Control. 

I.   INTRODUCTION  

Doppler ultrasound techniques are widely used in clinical 
practice to image blood vessels and to quantify the flow of 
blood through them (Watts et al. 2006). Most of the flow 
model works for ultrasound imaging have been published 
by international research groups.  

In Brazil, the acquisition of a phantom for Doppler flow 
measurements is limited by its high cost, which is 
impracticable for some institutions, thus being difficult to 
establish a Program of Quality Control. In this way, our 
group in Brazil has developed a flow phantom for use in 
ultrasound imaging, with national technology and low cost 
to be used for Quality Control.  

Flow phantoms usually consist of a pump that circulates 
fluid, a channel through which fluid flows and a tissue-
mimicking phantom that surrounds the channel (Rickey et 
al. 1995). They are designed to closely mimic flows in 
human arteries (Ramnarine et al. 1997). The test objects 
components, that is, the tissue-mimicking material, the 
vessel and the blood-mimicking fluid, must be within draft 
International Electrotechnical Commission requirements 
(IEC 1206, 1993). 

There were three main areas to be developed in this 
project: the tissue-mimicking material, the vessel and the 
blood-mimicking fluid. The flow consists of a peristaltic 
pump controlled by a DC voltage source, a silicon tube (the 
vessel) and a tissue-mimicking material.  

II.   METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Six phantoms using two kinds of tissue mimics and two 
different vessel mimics were developed in this project. They 
allow quality control tests of ultrasound imaging, simulating 
an artery, the blood and the cardiac pump.  

Phantom Description 

The tissue was designed as an acrylic rectangular box 
(dimensions of 10 cm x 13cm x 8 cm) filled with a mixture 
with acoustic properties similar to the biological tissue, 
Figure 1. To prevent microbiological contamination, the 
mixture was treated with antibiotics chloramphenicol and 
tetracycline, and antifungal nystatin.  

 

Fig. 1 Acrylic rectangular box filled with the mixture that had acoustic 
properties similar to the biological tissue 

The tissue mimic was obtained from distilled water, 
glycerin, Agar and graphite powder [Table 1]: 

Table 1 Materials of Agar’s phantom 

Material Amount 
Agar 12.5 g 

Glycerin 80 g 
Pure Water 500 ml 

Graphite powder 5 g 

In the design of the second type of tissue, the mixture 
was composed by paraffin in gel, with density of 0.834 
g/ml, graphite powder, and glass microspheres of 45-90 μm 
diameter and 80% of sphericity [Table 2]. 
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Table 2 Materials of the glycerin’s phantom 

 Material Amount 
Paraffin 500 g 

             Glass powder 0.1 g 
Graphite powder 0.4 g 

 
Tissue mimic – The measurement of the speed of sound 

in the tissue was made using a pulse-echo system 
Panametrics, a 5MHz transducer Funbec and a digital 
oscilloscope Tektronix. 

For the calculation of the ultrasound speed, a cylindrical 
aluminum target was placed inside a beaker, that was filled 
with the tissue mimic mixture, above which was replenished 
with water. 

The transducer was located inside the water 
perpendicularly to the face of the cylinder to provide an 
echo signal with maximum amplitude. The referring echoes 
were acquired and processed for the calculation of the 
speed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2 Example of the Cross Correlation Method. (a) first  echo X, second 
echo Y; (b) cross correlation function between the signals X and Y 

The uncertainty in measurement of the difference 
between the times of arrival of the reference pulse through 
the sample has been calculated with the Maximum Cross 
Correlation Method (MMC). The maximum value of the 
cross correlation function represents the index of the delay 
vector, which indicates the difference between the echoes of 
the two samples, Figure 2. The speeds of the agar tissue 
mimic and of the paraffin tissue mimic were, respectively, 
(1560 ± 1) m/s and (1540 ± 1) m/s. 

Vessels –The acoustic impedance of the rubber is 
significantly different from that of tissue and this may cause 
artifacts. Using a more flexible material such as silicone 
may reduce the impedance mismatch. The material used in 
the phantom was a 12-cm long silicone tube, with internal 
diameter of 3 mm and 4 mm, and wall thickness of 1.5 mm.   

Blood-mimicking fluid – 63-μm diameter Polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) particles were used as the scatterers. The 
blood-mimicking fluid was prepared by mixing the 
polyvinyl chloride particles (0.91%), destilled water 
(84.47%), glycerin (10.06%), detergent (0.90%) and 
dextrose (3.36%). The dextran increased the kinematic 
viscosity of the blood-mimicking fluid to the required IEC 
specification and had no significant effect on other physical 
or acoustic properties (Ramnarine et al. 1997). The 
detergent was used to reduce the formation of bubbles and 
PVC particle clusters. The glycerin was used to guarantee 
the viscosity of both the fluid and the PVC particles.  

The system composed of peristaltic pump, tissue mimic, 
and blood-mimicking fluid reservoir is a closed circuit, as 
shown in Figure 3. In the 2L reservoir there was a mixer to 
prevent the PVC particles from decanting in the bottom. 
Concerning the tests, the peristaltic pump provided pulse 
rate control. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Peristaltic pump, reservoir of the blood-mimicking fluid, mixer and 
tissue mimic 

III.   RESULTS 

The peristaltic pump provided control of pulse rate or 
outflow in mL/min. The ejection was calculated by 
observing how many pulses were needed to supply 50, 100, 
150 and 200mL. Thus, the ejection was known and constant 
at 0.55 mL/beat for any rotation: 
 

Pulse
VolumeEjection =                                  (1) 

To calculate the beats per minute it is enough to divide the 
outflow for the ejection:  
 

Ejection
OutflowBPM =                                 (2) 
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The peristaltic pump presents three wheels in its axle, 
providing three pulses for each rotation, supplying the value 
of each rotation per minute (RPM).  

 

3
BPMRPM =                                   (3) 

All studied parameters are represented in table 3. 

Table 3 Ejection, Outflow, RPM e BPM of the peristaltic pump 

Ejection 
(ml/pulso) 

Outflow 
(ml/min) 

BPM 
(beats per 

minute) 

RPM 

0.550 ± 0.003 33.08 ± 2.10 60.14 ± 3.83 20 

0.550 ± 0.003 58,89 ± 3,33 107.07 ±6.08 35 

0.550 ± 0.003 88.21 ± 4.52 160.38 ±8.26 53 

0.550 ± 0.003 110.33 ± 6.50 200.60±11.87 67 

An 8 MHz linear ultrasound imaging transducer was 
used. The imaging was obtained by using B-mode and 
power Doppler ultrasound. For the impedance matching, 
water was used between the transducer and the phantom. 

Figure 4 shows the B-scan of the tube (image in the 
center of the figure) with a mark for the calculation of flow 
in the paraffin tissue mimic. The flow is shown in the main 
part of the figure. The pulse rate was 150 BPM.  

Figure 5 shows the image in B-mode (right side) and 
Power Doppler ultrasound (left side) for the agar phantom. 
Above 35 RPM, the system simulated the behavior of an 
artery, which was 162 BPM (a), and below 35 RPM it 
simulated the behavior of a vein at 108 BPM (b). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Pulsed Doppler Signal obtained in the flow phantom (paraffin). The 
pulse rate was 150 BPM 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 B-scan and power Doppler ultrasound in the agar phantom, 
behaving as an artery (a) and as a vein (b) 

IV.   DISCUSSION 

The phantom flow system can demonstrate the 
mechanics of blood flow in the human body as pulsatile 
flows, when used above 35 RPM. The tissue, the tubes and 
the blood-mimicking fluid are low cost materials and can be 
reproduced in scale, showing the versatility of the phantom 
considered.  

The paraffin phantom presents the following advantages: 
low cost material, undetermined expiration date, does not 
evaporate since it does not contain water, is not toxic and 
does not cause environmental damage, can be used several 
times, is gelatinous and has thermal stability, meaning the 
melting point is above room temperature (it melts at 62 °C), 
the speed of propagation is around 1540 m/s. As a 
disadvantage, is presents low elasticity, which might cause 
mechanical damages during the manuscript. 

The advantages of the agar tissue mimic are: low cost 
material, expiration date of approximately 6 months, is not 
toxic and does not damage the environment, the propagation 
speed is around 1560 m/s. The main disadvantages of the 
agar tissue mimic are: it suffers evaporation because it 
contains distilled water, it cannot be reused. 
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V.   CONCLUSIONS 

The flow phantoms provided a controlled, repeatable and 
convenient environment for testing Doppler ultrasound 
imaging systems. The phantoms were able to mimic 
physiological conditions. The peristaltic pump provided 
flow rates of 30 to 300mL/min, and pulse rates of 60 to 210 
beats/min. The tube imbedded in the tissue mimic was 
visible in the ultrasound images and the blood-mimicking 
fluid developed is suitable to be used in Doppler flow test 
objects. The cost of around US$ 350.00 is accessible for 
clinics and hospitals. 
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Abstract—This paper validates a technique to add statistical 
noise to a Computed Radiography (CR) in order to simulate 
accurately how the same image would appear if taken at a 
reduced tube current. To that, a noise addition software has 
been developed to create lower dose CR using existing pediat-
ric radiographies based on the selection of lower X-ray tube 
current. The effect of different milliAmpere-seconds (mAs) 
setting on image quality has been evaluated using the CDMAM 
3.4 phantom and the obtained results show good agreements 
between the simulated and real images in terms of noise meas-
urement. The new CR images allow medical researchers to 
study how lower dose affects the patient diagnosis. 

Keywords—Computed radiography, noise, dose reduction. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The introduction of Computed Radiography (CR) into 
clinical practice has been followed by a drastic increase in 
the number of examinations performed and overdose cases 
in patients. 

Recently, traditional Screen-Film (SF) radiography used 
at the pediatric unit of La Fe de Valencia University Hospi-
tal has been replaced by Computed AGFA Radiographic 
systems [1]. In conventional radiography, the amount of 
radiation needed to produce an acceptable image is specific 
to the SF system and chemical processing conditions. Nev-
ertheless, the acquisition process in CR is independent from 
the display process, and allows these systems to produce 
acceptable images over a wide range of exposures. Unfortu-
nately, this fact introduces the risk of systematic overexpo-
sure. 

After the installation of the new AGFA Computed Radi-
ography system a patient dose survey was carried out. It was 
found that the patient doses had changed in comparison with 
doses measured for conventional radiography in the same 
hospital.  

According to the International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection (ICRP), patient doses in CR should al-
ways be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), 
however, few papers study the tube current reduction in 
children imaging [2].  

Moreover, radiation dose reduction in pediatric explora-
tions is especially important because of children radiation 
sensitivity. Nevertheless, reducing X-ray exposure has the 
inevitable consequence of increasing statistical noise im-
poverishing the image quality [3], [4].  

Established protocol for pediatric CR examinations at the 
Hospital Universitari La Fe de Valencia is designed to 
produce images with low noise, but some diagnosis may not 
require the best image quality.  

We have investigated the techniques required for obtain-
ing the image quality necessary to make a confident diagno-
sis for any given clinical application in order to show the 
feasibility of reducing CR doses to children while maintain-
ing diagnostic integrity. Concretely, this paper investigates 
the possibility of evaluating the diagnostic accuracy as a 
function of reducing dose by artificially increasing the im-
age noise. To address this issue, a noise addition tool has 
been developed to get the simulated images using pediatric 
original data.  

We have analyzed various CR images in a range of dif-
ferent image qualities, where statistical noise is the relevant 
quality parameter to be varied through mAs reduction, to 
illustrate and validate the method of simulating dose reduc-
tion through the addition of computer generated statistical 
noise to pixel values [5]. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Given the important impact that delivered overdose could 
have on the children health, limiting CR radiation dose is 
especially important to avoid overdose that could cause 
health problems on them. Nevertheless, reducing tube cur-
rent increases the noise content of the image [6], [7].  

The main purpose of this study is to determine how 
variation in tube current (mAs) impacts in the image quality 
of pediatric explorations.   

To achieve that, the relationship between image noise 
and mAs has been determined to suggest a reduction rate 
that could maintain acceptable noise levels and accurate 
diagnostics. 
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A. Experimental Procedure 

Before applying the simulation technique to the original 
children CR images, we performed a validation study using 
the Artinis CDMAM 3.4 phantom.  

The phantom is especially developed to facilitate the de-
tection of very low contrast and very small details It  con-
sists of an aluminium base with golden discs of various 
thickness and diameter. The aluminium base is attached to a 
Plexiglas (Polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA) cover.  

The phantom was scanned with an AGFA digital imag-
ing device at 5, 4, 2, 1.3, 0.8, 0.5, 0.4 mAs using 40kV and 
60kV. We have determined this relation using 40kV and 
60kV essays, although only 40kV results are shown in this 
paper. 

A single homogenous circular region of interest (ROI) at 
the centre of the CR image was used to calculate its Stan-
dard Deviation (SD).  

The image noise, evaluated as the standard deviation of 
the pixel numbers from regions of interest in homogeneous 
areas has been plotted versus mAs in Figure 1. This figure 
shows the linear dependence between image noise (SD) and 
mAs setting.  
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Fig. 1  Plot of standard deviation of CT number versus mAs. CDMAM 
40kV 

B. Simulation Techniques 

In order to simulate a reduction in tube current (mAs) 
[8], the technique uses a model that adds a Gaussian distrib-
uted random noise without altering the mean signal level of 
the existing images [8].  

 
 

The simulation model assumes that we can add some 
amount of Gaussian distributed random noise σ(add) to a 
CR image obtained at tube current A1 mAs in order to mod-
ify the original image data set as if it had been collected 
with a lower tube current A2 mAs.  

Quantum mottle noise (X-ray photon statistics) obeys 
Poisson statistics which states that the noise is proportional 
to the square root of the number of photons. Since each CR 
pixel intensity depends on the number of detected photons 
times a gain factor multiplier, the additional random noise 
σ(add) can be expressed using the original image data and 
the desired new mAs value. 

The standard deviation of pixels value from a region of 
interest (ROI), σ(A1), is the noise corresponding to the 
exposure setting A1 mAs. We want to add statistical noise 
by altering the pixels numbers to give a standard deviation 
σ(A2) corresponding to a lower exposure setting A2 mAs.  

The main noise source, is from X-ray detection, giving a 
ratio of the noise levels at the two selected exposures: 

 
σ(A2)/σ(A1) = √A1/√A2   (1) 

 
from which σ(A2) can be calculated. 

The noise distributions are independent, so the standard 
deviation of the noise distribution to be added, σ (add), can 
be obtained as follows: 

 
 σ 2(A2) = σ 2(A1) + σ 2(add)                         (2) 

C. Developed Software 

The noise addition tool has been implemented as a GUI 
(Graphical User Interface) subroutine of Matlab R2007b, 
and consists of an executable file, which displays windows 
environment for graphical visualization.  

This tool operates with AGFA medical imaging products. 
Users can then select the patient CR data on the existing 
database and simulate lower dose images by selecting the 
desired lower tube current. Images are generated automati-
cally and can be saved [9].  

The software also incorporates the possibility of deter-
mining a region of interest (ROI) of the image and obtaining 
the standard deviation of its pixels. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the software operation. 
The original CR can be seen on the left side and the simu-
lated image on the right, and  the Dicom header information 
of the original CR at the bottom. Several pushbuttons are 
included at the interface to directly select the desired quan-
tity of mAs to be reduced in the simulation.  
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Fig. 2 View of noise addition software interface 

III. RESULTS AND VALIDATION 

The expected relationship between image noise and tube 
current has been checked by imaging the CDMAM 3.4 
phantom at a range of different mAs values. Ten images 
have been acquired for validation purposes, each one at 
different tube current setting.  

Starting with an image at a known tube current, statistical 
noise (the standard deviation of pixels number within a 
region) in the image was measured and the expected in-
crease in noise at a reduced exposure was calculated using 
equation 2 and added to the initial image.  

Finally, the standard deviation of the noise distribution to 
be added has been plotted against the reduction of the de-
sired lower tube current, as figure 3 shows in logarithmic 
scale.  

According to relationship showed in Figure 3, lower dose 
images of a CR phantom were simulated using the devel-
oped software. Distributed noises from each image were 
measured and compared with those obtained from the real 
lower dose CR.  
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Fig. 3 Plot of standard deviation to be added of mAs reduction. CDMAM 
40kV 

Each original CR phantom obtained from the experimen-
tal procedure have been subjected under different simula-
tions in order to obtain several images as if they had been 
taken with lower exposures. The ratios between the noise 
measurement of simulated images and the real CR with the 
same tube current setting, are showed in Table I.  

Table I. Ratios of the simulated noise measured from real CR 

Real low   
mAs CR  

Real high  
mAs CR  

Simulated low 
mAs from high mAs

0.8 mAs 
SD 21.33 

 1.3 mAs.   
SD 18.49 

Simulated 0.8 
mAs 
SD 22.78  

0.5 mAs.   
SD 24.56 

2 mAs 
SD 16.2  

Simulated 0.5 
mAs 

SD 25.016  

0.5 mAs.   
SD 24.56 

0.8 mAs 
SD 21.33  

Simulated 0.8 
mAs 
SD 23.7  

2 mAs.   
SD 16.2 

4 mAs 
SD 13.16  

Simulated 2 mAs 
SD 16.78  

 
 

In the top of the table I, the mAs values of the existing 
row are associated to consecutive tube current at which the 
phatom has been radiographied. On the other hand, at the 
left column of the table, other mAs values are shown. These 
are the tube current setting to which the original images 
have been simulated by means of the corresponding noise 
addition. 
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The standard deviation comparison of the ratios between 
simulated images and the real CR with identical tube cur-
rent setting provides agreement within 10% over a wide 
range of tube current. 

Detailed examples of these noise comparisons are 
showed in Table II. When simulating a 0.5 mAs reduction 
of an original 1.3 mAs CR, the standard deviation of the 
simulated image has a similar value than the one obtained 
from the real CR taken with 0.8 mAs.  

Table II. Image and noise measurement comparison between the original 
(a), lower dose (b) and the simulated lower dose (c) CR using the CDMAM 
3.4. Artinis phantom 

Simulated from CDMAM 
3.4. Artinis. 

40KV 5 mAs 4 mAs 2 mAs 1.3 mAs 0.8 mAs 0.5 mAs 

 

4 mAs 1.10  

2 mAs 1.09 1.08  

1.3 mAs 1.11 1.10 0.99  

0.8 mAs 1.09 1.09 0.96 1.01  

0.5 mAs 1.1 1.08 1.1 1.05 1.08      
    

Si
m

ul
at

ed
 to

 

0.4 mAs 1.1 1.07 0.96 0.95 1.05 0.97 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

CR optimization in medical imaging devices is limited 
by regulations which establish the recommended radiation 
exposure to the minimal level required for diagnosis. How-
ever, stricter guidelines must be considered necessary for 
pediatric patients in order to limit radiation exposure as this 
population sector is extremely sensitive to radiation.  

This work allows medical physicists and radiologists to 
determine the dose reduction that could maintain an accu-
rate diagnostic in a pediatric CR. In order to achieve that, a 
connection between CR image noise and tube current (mAs) 
setting has been investigated.  

We have developed a noise addition tool for AGFA CR 
to simulate lower dose image from existing patient CR data 
to study the effect of lower exposure on the diagnostic  
ability.  

X-ray CR studies have been performed with the same 
AGFA digital imaging system reducing progressively the 
mAs setting. The addition of noise to real CR using  

computer simulation has been implemented as an alternative 
way of producing scans with noise equivalent to reducing 
dose levels. 

This software has been validated using the CDMAM 3.4 
(Artinis) phantom obtaining 10% agreement in terms of 
noise measurement over a wide range of tube current.  

The computer noise simulation tool is been now applied 
at La Fe de Valencia University Hospital to study the possi-
bility of reducing image dose at children, concretely torax 
explorations are been analazing. Results indicate that accu-
rate CR could be performed in pediatric patients using sub-
stantially reduced radiation.  

Since different medical imaging tasks require different 
levels of image quality, we expect to avoid unnecessary 
children doses, which have no additional benefit for the 
clinical purpose intended. Therefore, we can state that this 
software can be useful in pushing ALARA principles in CR 
pediatric imaging. 
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Abstract—A novel method of optical microscopy is 
presented. The method is based on the use of a laser with 
reflected radiation injection inside its resonator. The aim of 
this work was the proof of concept of confocal microscopy 
based on laser injection. Installation containing He-Ne laser 
with half-transparent resonator mirrors in an axial magnetic 
field was used for experiments. 

Keywords—confocal, injection, laser, microscopy, optical. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A novel method of optical microscopy is presented. The 
method is based on the use of a laser with reflected 
radiation injection inside its resonator.  

Visualization methods in biology and medicine play a 
key role in scientific research and diagnostics in practice. 

The aim of this work was the proof of concept of 
confocal microscopy based on laser injection. The method 
is based on using the laser itself as sensitive detector.  

Development of this method is the further evolution of 
microscopy methods and should lead to the realization of 
new imaging concept. 

However, application of new methods needs 
comprehensive evaluation and this work makes just first the 
steps in this direction. 

Laser is a generator, so if laser radiation reflects back 
into the laser, it will affect the generation parameters [1]. 
Usually this effect is unwanted and avoided. However, it 
has been shown earlier that laser in injection mode can work 
as sensitive detector [2]. Injected radiation significantly 
affects amplitude-frequency characteristics of a generation 
process. The nature of this influence depends on both the 
surface properties of the external mirror and its spatial-
temporal position. There are some works devoted  
to research and practical usage of lasers in injection mode 
[3, 4, 5]. 

II. THEORY 

Registration inside the laser has all laser heterodyning 
advantages and offers higher sensitivity. Furthermore, by 
registration inside the laser external signal affects not only 
laser strength but also frequency. So, dual-channel 

registration is possible [6]. Registration inside the laser can 
be performed by the laser generator itself as well as by 
another homotypic laser. This offers rich functional 
capabilities for registration and diagnostics. 

Usage of two-frequency lasers in injection mode allows 
significantly increase of registration sensitivity of weakly 
reflected signals. Advantages of two-frequency generation 
are caused by mode competition effect. 

Let ( )1 2I  and ( )1 2ν  be laser intensities and frequencies by 
common two-frequency generation. The frequency interval 
between generated fields (beat frequency) 12 2 1ν ν ν= −  

affects the intensities and frequencies. The smaller 12ν , the 
higher the interaction between generated fields, so at some 
critical value 12Cν  two-frequency registration mode 
becomes impossible without some special measures. The 
interaction level between generated fields is characterized 
by the so-called interaction factor S . S  reduces to zero 
when 12ν  decreases to 12Cν . 

From characteristics of the laser amplitude in injection 
mode we can see the higher interaction between generated 
fields ( 0S → ), the higher laser photoresponse to injected 
radiation. 

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Installation 

A He-Ne Zeeman laser with half-transparent resonator 
mirrors in axial magnetic field was used. It generates two-
frequency radiation with orthogonal circular polarization. 

Signal registration and spectrum control devices are 
placed at the left part of the installation. Data signal is time-
periodic intensity changes in one of the fields caused by 
back reflection from external oscillating mirror. This signal 
is detected by a photomultiplier tube and registered on an 
output amplifier. Afterwards the amplified signal can be 
observed on an oscillograph. Polarizer and interference light 
filter are placed in front of the PMT to select a signal with 
given polarization. Possibility of beat frequency registration 
on spectrum analyzer is supported. 
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Fig. 1 Installation scheme Injection part (right part): 1. Laser; 2. 3. 4. 
Optical elements; 5. Objective; 6. Sample ; 7. Output amplifier; 8. 
Generator Measuring part (left part): 9. Beam-separating cube; 10. 12. 
Detectors; 11. Spectrum analyzer; 13. Output amplifier; 14. Oscilloscope; 
15. Power source 

The right part of experimental installation is used for for 
radiation reflection and injection into laser. This part may 
vary depending on the type of performed measurements. 
The reflector is a flat mirror with reflection ratio 98% or 
plate glass with reflection ratio 4% glued to piezoceramic 
and fixed on support. An assembling scheme is presented in 
Figure 1. The field intensity changes its value and sign 
depending on phase relation between injected and generated 
radiation. Intensity increases (decreases) when odd (even) 
number of half-wave lengths can be placed between laser 
output mirror and reflector. So, alternating component in 
laser intensity behavior occurs when the mirror is scanned 
using a piezoceramic. In case of two-frequency generation, 
alternating component takes place in both field intensities. 
Their amplitudes are equal and phases differ by the value of 
π. One of these alternating components is used to estimate 
the influence of radiation injection on laser photoresponse.  

B. Measurements 

Investigation of axial resolution: It’s needed to register 
the laser resonance photoresponse from the reflector by 
placing a microobjective in between reflector and the He-Ne 
Zeeman laser working in injection mode.  

Typical laser photoresponse behavior is shown in 
Figure 2. The presented curve has a resonance character. 
Full width at half maximum defines the axial resolution. 

The optimum mirror-objective distance is connected with 
objective focus. The smaller the microobjective focus the 
sharper the resonance character is observed. Therefore, the 
better axial resolution is achieved by using an objective 
with smaller focus. 

Spherical aberrations (small distortions near main 
resonance peak) were noticed on oscillogram when high NA 
microobjectives were used. Aberrations are caused by 
refractive index (objective lens, air, and object) mismatch. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Laser photoresponse oscillogram 

Investigation of immersion fluid effect: Effects of 
immersion fluid between objective and reflector on axial 
exploration in microscope based on laser injection have to 
be studied. 

Typical laser photoresponse behavior under usage of 
glycerin between microobjective and reflector is presented 
in Figure 3. 

Focus elongation caused by usage of an immersion fluid 
is shown. Obtained results are demonstrating the feasibility 
of object visualization in depth. 

Also it was noticed that spherical aberrations disappeared 
because of refractive-index matching.  

Microscope cover glass: Use of immersion fluid makes it 
possible to register photoresponse from both sides of a 
cover glass (150 µm thickness and weak reflection ratio 
4%) and measure its thickness. Obtained values for 
thickness match with values measured by micrometer 
(within the measurement error). 

As a consequence, this method can be used for 
registering internal structures of objects. 

 

Fig. 3 Laser photoresponse oscillogram under usage of glycerin 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A new approach in laser microscopy based on laser 
injection is presented in this work. The approach can be 
used in all kinds of microscopy where the optical signal is 
registered. 

Sharp resonance photoresponse registration achieved in 
this work proves the feasibility of microscopy based on the 
presented method. 

Automatic photoresponse registration makes it possible 
to perform close-range measurements and observe mirror-
air interface in real time.  

Spherical aberrations were noticed using high NA 
microobjectives. It was shown that an immersion fluid can 
remove them and elongate the microscope depth of view. 
Furthermore, immersion fluid makes it possible to register 
photoresponse from both sides of a cover glass and measure 
its thickness. As a consequence, the proposed method can 
be used for registering internal structures of objects. 

It is notable that injection offers a new perspective at the 
confocal principle. Optimal conformation of the laser with 
sample will take place when injected Gaussian beam 
coincides with original beam. This situation corresponds to 
confocal position of pinholes in traditional confocal 
microscopy. Deviation of original and injected beam from 
optimal conformation between them is equal to the situation 
when defocused radiation is rejected by the pinhole. 
Configuration of the laser resonator should affect 
selectivity. One can suppose that a laser resonator close to 
confocal or semiconfocal is the most suitable for this case. 
However, the principle presented in this work needs more 
theoretical studies and experimental evaluation in ongoing 
research. 
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Abstract—This paper deals with the analysis of objective 
image quality parameters for the new GE Senographe Essen-
tial FFDM system at several beam qualities. The detector 
consists of an indirect conversion a-Si flat panel coupled to a 
CsI:Tl scintillator. The system under study has gone through a 
series of relevant modifications in flat-panel with respect to the 
previous model (GE Senographe DS 2000). These changes 
modify its performance and are intended to favor advanced 
low dose applications like tomosynthesis, which uses harder 
beam spectra and lower doses per exposure than conventional 
FFDM. Although our system does not have tomosynthesis 
implemented, we have determined that most clinical explora-
tions are performed by automatically selecting a Rh/Rh an-
ode/filter combination at kV values within the range from 28 
to 30 kV, which means a harder spectrum than that of typical 
use in FFDM. Flat-panel optimization for tomosynthesis has a 
clear influence in usual FFDM clinical performance and the 
new detector behavior needs to be investigated. Our study was 
extended to several beam qualities, namely, Mo/Mo and 
Mo/Rh at 28 kV and Rh/Rh at 26, 28, 30, and 34 kV. We found 
that flat-panel optimization results in higher DQE values as 
beam quality increases, which is contrary to the expected be-
havior. This positive correlation between beam quality and 
DQE is also diametrically opposite to that of the previous 
model. As a direct consequence, usual FFDM takes advantage 
of the changes in the detector, as less exposure is needed to 
achieve the same DQE if harder beams are used. 

Keywords—Digital mammography, flat panel imagers, 
DQE. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In order to quantitatively assess the image quality of digi-
tal systems, a set of parameters is employed, namely, signal 
transfer property (STP), modulation transfer function 
(MTF), normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS) and 
detective quantum efficiency (DQE).  

This study deals with the assessment of these metrics for 
the new Senographe Essential, Full Field Digital Mammog-
raphy (FFDM) system, manufactured by GE Healthcare 
(Milwakee, WI) which has been optimized with respect to a 
previous model (GE Senographe DS 2000). Some im-
provements have been implemented that enhance the new 
detector for its potential use in tomosynthesis [1-2]. Al-
though this technique is not currently implemented in our 

institution, it is expectable that detector modifications imply 
changes in system behavior when working in usual FFDM 
clinical mode. 

The most common beam quality of the mammographic 
screening carried out by the system was a Rh/Rh (an-
ode/filter) combination at high voltages (28-30 kV). Detec-
tor characterization is usually performed at 28kV, Mo/Mo 
anode/filter combination since most mammographic explo-
rations were traditionally achieved at this beam quality. The 
fact that the detector optimization influences its clinical use 
lead us to the calculation of DQE at 28 kV, Rh/Rh, and then 
to the detailed study of the rest of parameters, and their 
dependence with beam-quality and air-kerma at detector 
entrance (KAD). 

Unlike previous papers, where DQE and contrast-detail 
analysis of the new and the previous detectors [3] were 
compared, in this study we aim to characterize the behavior 
of DQE at different beam qualities and analyze the conse-
quences of flat panel optimization.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Equipment 

The studied system was installed and passed the accep-
tance tests in November 2007.  

The GE Senographe Essential uses an indirect conversion 
a–Si flat panel coupled to a CsI:Tl scintillator. The detector 
includes a series of modifications with respect to the previ-
ous model:  (1) an extra capacitor has been added to each 
pixel, so as to increase the charge collection capabilities, (2) 
the time constant, RC, has been reduced and (3) the CsI 
deposition has been optimized [1]. Consequently, the max-
imum achievable exposure level has been increased; the 
noise –mainly at low doses- and lag effects have been re-
duced. 

 
B. Measurements 

Several beam qualities and anode/filter combinations 
were explored, namely, Mo/Mo at 28 kV and Rh/Rh at 26, 
28, 30, and 34 kV. All measurements were made with the 
compression plate out of the beam, and the grid removed. A 
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2 mm Al filtration, 99% pure, was added to the beam, ac-
cording to the IEC standard.   

The KAD measurements were evaluated by using a cali-
brated Radcal 9015 equipment with its Radcal 10X5-6M 
mammographic ionization chamber (Radcal Corporation, 
Monrovia, CA). 

   
C. Signal Transfer Property (STP) 

The signal transfer property, or detector response, states 
the relationship between mean pixel value (MPV) and 
KAD. MPV was evaluated in a 50 x 50 mm2 region of inter-
est (ROI) placed near the chest wall side. Assuming the 
typical flat-panel detector response, a linear equation was 
used to fit the MPV and KAD data. 

 
D. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 

The pre-sampling MTF was measured using the edge 
technique, following the procedures described in IEC 
62220-1-2 standard [4].  

In order to determine the pre-sampling MTF the edge 
image is divided in several groups of lines across the edge. 
The number of lines per group (N), and consequently the 
value of the angle, N=1/tan (α), need to be known. The 
subsequent vertical sampling of each of the N groups of 
lines leads to N representations of the  oversampled edge 
spread function (ESF), that are later averaged. The over-
sampled line spread function (LSF) was derived from the 
oversampled ESF by finite element differentiation using a  
[-1,0,1] kernel. To obtain the MTF, a fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) was applied to the LSF. The magnitude of the  
FFT was normalized to its value at zero frequency, and 
corrected for the transfer function of the finite-element 
differentiation [5].   

 
E.  Normalized Noise Power Spectrum (NNPS) 

The NPS was calculated according to IEC 62220-1-2 that 
establishes an area of analysis containing a minimum of 4 
million independent pixels. 

For each ROI, low frequency background effects, includ-
ing the heel effect, were corrected by subtracting a 2D  
second-order polynomial fit. The area of analysis was sub-
sequently divided into ROIs of 256x256 pixels, overlapped 
by 128 pixels in both horizontal and vertical directions. The 
2D noise power spectrum (NPS) was calculated by using 
the equation below [4]:  
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where u and ν are the spatial frequency variables, I is the 
linearized (exposure) data, and S is the fitted  

two-dimensional polynomial. NNPS is obtained by dividing 
NPS by the square of the corresponding KAD. 

According to IEC standard, 15 rows or columns of the 
two-dimensional spectrum around each axis are used for 
averaging, excluding both axes themselves, in order to de-
termine the one-dimensional (1D)-NNPS. 

 
F. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) 

The following equation was employed to calculate the 
DQE of the system: 
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where KAD is the measured air-kerma at detector  entrance  
and SNRin2 is the squared signal-to-noise ratio per air-
kerma. A custom-made software tool was used to calculate 
the values of SNRin2 and HVL at different anode/filter 
combinations, voltages and added filtrations. SNRin2 is 
assessed just as stated in IEC standard, Annex B.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 

Fig. 1 shows the system pre-sampling MTF curve which 
is essentially the same at all exposure levels and beam 
qualities. 
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Fig. 1 Pre-sampling MTF as a function of spatial frequency 

B. NNPS 

1D-NNPS curves versus spatial frequency are plotted for 
Mo/Mo at 28 kV, Rh/Rh at 26 ,30 and 34 kV anode/filter 
combinations, at approximately the same KAD value, 50 
μGy; in particular: 47.98, 51.01, 49.32 and 53.70 μGy, 
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respectively (Fig.2). KAD values are not exactly the same at 
all beam qualities, since mAs are only selectable on a dis-
crete basis. It can be seen that NNPS is lower for Rh/Rh 
combination than for Mo/Mo. We also see that, maintaining 
the same anode/filter combination (Rh/Rh), NNPS values 
are lower for higher voltages, at all spatial frequencies. This 
decrease in NNPS with increasing beam hardness can be 
explained by: (1) the higher photon fluence when using a 
harder beam at the same KAD, which implies a smaller 
influence of electronic noise and (2) the higher mean energy 
of the spectrum that leads to a higher transmission of the 
flat panel cover. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of experimentally measured NNPS for Mo/Mo 28 kV 
and Rh/Rh 26, 30, 34 kV at approximately 50 µGy KAD 

C. DQE 

DQE variation with air-kerma at Mo/Mo 28 kV is shown 
in Fig. 3. We obtain high DQE values, mainly at very low 
kerma levels, with respect to other detectors [6,7]. 
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Fig. 3 Experimentally measured DQE at three different KAD for 28 kV, 
Mo/Mo anode/filter combination 

DQE (maximum) values reach 0.647 at 124.7 μGy and 
0.609 at 47.3 μGy.  DQE curves have been plotted according 
to IEC 62220-1:2004 [8] with their corresponding error bars.   

In Fig.4, DQE values with their corresponding error bars, at 
28 kV for Mo/Mo and Rh/Rh combinations are plotted versus 
spatial frequency at KAD values of 77.42 and 77.11 μGy.   

At a first glance, the detector seems to be optimized for 
the hardest beam qualities, as DQE values for Rh/Rh are 
higher than that of Mo/Mo at all frequencies. In order to 
confirm this behavior, we extended the study to three values 
of kV, namely, 26, 30 and 34 kV, for the same anode/filter 
combination (Rh/Rh) at 55.14, 50.04 and 54.50 μGy, re-
spectively.  
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Fig. 4 Experimentally measured DQE for 28 kV, Rh/Rh and Mo/Mo 
anode/filter combination, at approximately 77 µGy 

Results are presented in Fig. 5. Differences are more evi-
dent at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, the strong 
dependence of DQE with MTF makes it less sensitive to 
changes with beam quality. In order to elucidate whether 
DQE increase is within the uncertainty of calculations and 
measurements, it was assessed by using 10 uniform images 
and 16 MTF measurements.   
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Fig. 5 Experimentally measured DQE for Rh/Rh anode/filter combination, 
at three different voltages and approximately 50 µGy 
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Thus, DQE uncertainty is reduced and we achieve a more 
statistically meaningful mean value.  

DQE variation with anode/filter combinations is clearer 
than that found by only changing kV values. Nevertheless, 
even in this case, error bars do not overlap each other in the 
low frequency zone, and we can conclude that there is a 
positive correlation between beam quality and DQE.  This 
positive correlation between DQE and beam quality is dia-
metrically opposite to that found in the literature for the 
previous flat panel manufactured by GE [9,10]. This behav-
ior is also contrary to the expected decrease in quantum 
detective efficiency (QDE) -due to the shape of the CsI:Tl 
absorption spectrum- when increasing beam quality at 
mammography kV levels [11]. 

Nevertheless, the different performance of the new detec-
tor model compared to the previous one can be explained by 
the Senographe Essential enhancement technique previously 
mentioned. First of all, the scintillator thickness has been 
increased and deposition techniques have been refined 
compared to the previous model. Increasing the scintillator 
thickness results in higher QDE values and consequently 
better DQE, mainly at low spatial frequencies [1]. Secondly, 
and as stated in the NNPS section, the harder the beam, the 
higher the photon fluence -for the same KAD-. Thirdly, a 
higher mean energy implies a higher cover transmission 
that, combined with the increase in fluence, is responsible 
for the higher signal reached in the detector. We can con-
clude that, due to the flat panel optimization, the increase in 
fluence and cover transmission compensates the slight de-
crease in absorption due to the shape of the CsI absorption 
spectrum. This compensation did not occur in the previous 
detector. The direct consequence is that, for same KAD, 
NNPS decreases with increasing beam energy, as much as 
to compensate for the higher SNRin2. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A comprehensive study of the dependence of detector 
image quality with exposure and beam quality has been 
carried out, and several conclusions can be drawn.  

NNPS is low as compared to other detectors, mainly at 
low doses, and decreases with beam hardness. As a conse-
quence, beam hardening within the studied range gives rise 
to higher DQE values, in contrast to the previous GE model 
and the expected behavior.  

We have found that high DQE values are achievable at 
low kerma values, obtaining a maximum DQE of 0.63 for 
Rh/Rh at 34 kV and 50 μGy.   

The new features and improvements outlined above en-
hance the detector performance for its use in tomosynthesis. 
Moreover, clinical FFDM also takes advantage of detector 
characteristics -slight dose dependence and harder spectra 
optimization (Rh/Rh)- resulting in a high potential for re-
duction of dose delivered to patient. 
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Abstract—The 2D-Micro Hole and Strip Plate (2D-MHSP) 
is an energy resolved quantum X-ray imaging gaseous mi-
cropattern detector. It is a hybrid microstructure that com-
bines the characteristics of a Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) 
and a Micro Strip Gas Detector (MSGD) in the same substrate. 
It presents two charge multiplication stages and charge gains 
of the order of 104. First quantum X-ray raw images of a bio-
logical sample (a common quail wing - Coturnix coturnix), are 
presented and the features and quality are discussed. The tech-
niques of energy integration, photon counting and energy 
weighting were applied for contrast enhancement. The  
contrast enhancement and image quality was compared be-
tween the three different methods. The energy weighting has 
shown a contrast enhancement of 27 % for a specific region of 
the image. 

Keywords—MHSP, X-ray Detector, Position Sensitive, 
Single Photon Detection, Energy Weighting Technique. 

I.   INTRODUCTION  

The demand of better image quality has pushed the de-
velopment of X-ray detectors, always keeping in mind the 
compromise of highly accurate images (good position reso-
lution and contrast) with low radiation dose and, whenever 
possible, low cost.   

In common X-ray imaging systems, the result is an inte-
grated image of the whole amount of energy transmitted 
through the imaged object. This means that after being 
processed, each event is discarded. In quantum X-ray imag-
ing, the information supplied by each X-ray photon is  
recorded event-by-event. At the end, there is additional in-
formation of the photon energy and not only of spatial coor-
dinates. This means that each pixel within an image will 
contain a corresponding transmitted X-ray energy spectrum 
and, conversely, each energy range in the total spectrum 
will have its correspondent spatial distribution. The image 
is, therefore, much richer in information.  With this, using 
only one irradiation session, it is possible to have three 
types of image: a simple photon counting distribution; an 

integrated distribution of the total energy absorbed in each 
pixel and an energy weighted image, where some energies 
are more relevant in the image reconstruction. Solid state  
X-ray detectors are broadly used in medical imaging, with 
excellent performance in terms of high counting rate and 
imaging capabilities, however, their cost increases drasti-
cally when large detection areas are needed. For large area 
detection micro-pattern gaseous detectors are a good and 
low cost alternative. Several different layouts have been 
studied over the past few years and, in all of them, the 
common ability to easily allow a large detection area with a 
high gain at a low price have proved to be a major advan-
tage for medical imaging.  

In this work, the performance of a 2D-MHSP small pro-
totype as a quantum X-ray imaging device is demonstrated, 
and the images obtained by integration, counting and energy 
weighing techniques are compared. 

II.   PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The Micro-Hole and Strip Plate (MHSP) [1] electron 
multiplier is a 50 µm KaptonTM foil with a 5 µm thick cop-
per-layer on each side. The copper layers are patterned us-
ing special printed circuit board (PCB) techniques. On one 
side, the pattern is composed of 100 µm thick strips interca-
lated with thinner (20 µm thick) strips, with a pitch of 
200 µm. The thicker strips are then perforated with holes 
with a diameter of 60 µm, which cross the KaptonTM sub-
strate and the copper layer on the other side. The MHSP has 
an active area of 2, 8×2, 8 cm2. The result is a perforated 
pattern on one side, similar to a Gas Electron Multiplier 
(GEM) [2] followed by a Micro Strip Gas Detector 
(MSGD) [3] on the other side, in one single foil. In the im-
aging version, the GEM side is patterned in strips with a 
zigzag shape, to allow for position discrimination (see figs. 
1a and 1b, and [4]). The GEM side electrode, the thick 
strips and the thin strips are independently biased by three 
HV power supplies. 
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Fig. 1 Micro photograph of both sides of the 2D-MHSP. a) The micro-strip 
pattern, with the large strips (named as cathodes) perforated by small holes. 
b) The holes cross the substrate to the opposite side, which is similar to a 
GEM. The zigzag shape is needed for 2D capability purposes 

 

Fig. 2 1 – the primary electron cloud drifts from the radiation entrance 
window to the MHSP and is focused to the holes, 2 – inside the holes, the 
electrons are accelerated by a electric field and are multiplied, 3 – exiting 
the holes, the electrons are again accelerated towards the thin strips, where 
they are further multiplied 

Figure 2 describes the working principle of the MHSP. In 
a gas, the primary electron cloud, generated by an X-ray 
photon, drifts towards the holes of the MHSP. Inside the 
holes the electrons are accelerated and multiplied by an 
electric field of the order of 50 kV/cm. When this avalanche 

emerges on the strip-side it is further accelerated and again 
multiplied in the vicinity of the thin strips, the anode-strips. 
With these two multiplication stages it is possible to achieve 
charge gains above 104. The charge signals can be collected 
from the thin strips or from the GEM side of the MHSP.  

To determine the position of interaction of the X-ray pho-
ton for imaging capability, the method of resistive charge 
division is used. The thin strips are made independent from 
each other and interconnected by a resistive strip. The 
charge is then collected from both ends of the resistive strip 
and a simple “center-of-mass” algorithm is applied to the 
amplitudes to calculate one of the coordinates. To determine 
the second coordinate, the same principle is used on the 
GEM side. The method of the resistive charge division is 
the most simple and inexpensive to implement in this type 
of microstructures. In fact, only four charge pre-amplifiers 
are needed to determine the energy and the spatial  
coordinates of each event [4]. 

III.   EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The detection system built for this work consisted of a 
aluminum vessel containing the MHSP in pure xenon at 
1 bar. The window was made of 50 μm thick KaptonTM foil, 
evaporated on one side with aluminum film for electrical 
biasing. The drift distance was set to 5 mm. 

Four Canberra 2006 charge pre-amplifiers were used to 
integrate the charge signals from each end of both resistive 
strips. These signals were then read by a 4-channel, 14 bit, 
100 MHz ADC card with an FPGA (CAENTM N1728 NIM 
module), which applied the Jordanov trapezoid algorithm 
[5] to determine and record the signal amplitudes corre-
sponding to each event, to be used in image reconstruction. 

This detector has a position resolution of 130 µm (rms) 
for the x coordinate and 250 µm (rms) for the y coordinate. 
For image evaluation, a quail wing (Coturnix coturnix) was 
placed at the detector window and irradiated by a 30 kV 
copper X-ray tube placed at a distance of 1,5 m to keep pho-
tons as parallel as possible, as described in [4]. 

IV.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 3 shows the images of the quail wing where some 
anatomical features such as the humerus, radius and ulna are 
visible. The inset in the lower right corner is the energy 
spectrum of the X-rays transmitted across the wing. Fig-
ures 3b and 3c are based in the same data of Fig. 3a, but for 
the energy regions defined as seen in the insets. For lower 
energies (Fig. 3b) the contrast is enhanced for soft tissues at  
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Fig. 3 X-ray image of a common quail wing (Coturnix coturnix).  a) Full energy range used to build the image. Selecting different energy ranges, soft tissue 
(b) or bone structure (c), of the quail can be enhanced 

the same time it is lost in the bones. For higher energies 
(Fig. 3c) the contrast in soft tissues is lost but the bones are 
more visible. These images are raw, without any kind of 
reconstruction or treatment. This is a first step in making 
use of the quantum X-ray capabilities of the MHSP. 

The data of Fig. 3 was then used for further exploitation 
of the event-by-event principle of this detector. As shown in 
Fig. 4 it is possible to obtain three types of spatial distribu-
tion in the same acquisition. In Fig. 4a the intensity of each 
pixel is the total amount of energy deposited in it (integrat-
ing image); Fig. 4b shows how many photons hit each pixel 
independently of their energy (counting image) and Fig. 4c 
is an image using the energy weighting technique.  

A small area of 11×36 pixels (shown in Fig. 4c) was used 
to compare the contrast enhancement of the three images, 
simply evaluating the intensity difference between the dark 
and the light areas in the rectangle. Although this rectangle 
represents only a small area of the whole image, it can give 
an idea on how the contrast can be improved with these 
techniques. 

The results obtained for the counting technique (Fig. 4b) 
show an improvement of 16 % in contrast, when compared 
with the integrating image. For the energy weighting tech-
nique (Fig. 4c) the contrast was further enhanced when 
compared with the last two methods, especially for bones 
and soft tissues; it was 27 % higher than that for the inte-
grating image [6]. 

IV.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The use of micropattern gaseous detectors using MHSP 
with spatial and energy discrimination capability, provides a 
simple and inexpensive quantum X-ray imaging technique. 
This can be of great importance in X-ray imaging. In fact, 
the event-by-event measurements, with no further image 
treatment, directly allow enhancing different anatomical 
structures, only by selecting different transmitted energy 
ranges. Further image processing, applying contrast en-
hancement techniques can be made in the recorded data.  

 

 

Fig. 4 Different imaging processing applied to the same data. a) Energy integrating, b) Photon counting and c) Energy Weighting. The small rectangle 
defines the region of the image used to compare the contrast between the three cases 
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These techniques have been implemented in images ac-
quired with this detector, improving contrast, especially 
when energy weighting was used. A contrast enhancement 
of 27 % was measured in a small area of the image, which 
allows concluding that it is possible to extract more infor-
mation from an X-ray diagnostic, without the need to in-
crease the radiation dose in the patient. 

A detector, with a larger window area, using larger 
MHSP active area (10x10 cm2) is under development. 
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Visualization of the Skin Electrodynamic Landscape:  
Some Phenomenological Features in Norm and Oncopathology 

Y.F. Babich and M.A. Nuzhdina 

Centre of Biomedical Electroengineering, Kiev, Ukraine 

Abstract—we’ve developed a new technology of functional 
imaging - Electrodynamic Introscopy (EI), which is based on 
the high-resolution (≤ 1mm) scanning of an area (32x64mm) of 
interest with current generators at kHz and MHz band. The 
obtained multiparameter image chains are processed in real 
time with the aid of spectral, statistic and original methods of 
analyses. Thus, EI enables in vivo, noninvasive/nonionizing 
high-quality visualization&monitoring of the Skin Electrical 
Landscape (SEL) in electrobioimpedance/potential parameters 
at tissue, cellular and subcellular levels in norm and pathology.  

The focus of presented study was comparative investigation 
of: initial SEL microenvironmental and other microregional 
dynamics in such model objects as cutaneous melanoma and 
nevi, and induced SEL features in response to some mild test 
influences like, e.g. non-thermal mm-EMF, MF and transient 
hypoxia. No abnormal SEL behavior has been registered in 
healthy subjects and in most of those with nevi. Noticeable 
EMF/MF-induced SEL dynamics has been registered in all 
melanomas and in ~10% of nevi. In response to hypoxic test, 
distinct SEL local changes appeared one by one around the 
pigmented zones, making thus visible the tumors’ true micro-
environment. The hypoxic test also revealed prospective me-
tastasis, i.e. remote areas of supposedly chronic or transient 
hypoxia with characteristic relaxation times. Coherent pat-
terns of abnormal averaged summary intracellular electropo-
tentials were detected. It was also possible to trace phase dif-
ferences between inter- and intra-cellular responses to the 
tests. We conclude that the EI technology may be used both: 
for earlier tumor&metastasis diagnosis and (as an effective 
biofeedback) for targeted therapy.  

 
Keywords—Melanoma, hypoxia, electrical bioimpedance, 

EMF, synchronization. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

During these decades, the electrobioipedance/potential 
approaches to cancer diagnosis have been intensively de-
veloping. Nevertheless, having certain advantages as com-
pared with conventional technologies, these methods of 
tissue characterization, operating with static electrical pa-
rameters, have certain limits inherent to all systems of ana-
tomical imaging. Besides, because of insufficient spatial 
resolution, known imaging modalities lose important infor-
mation about spatiotemporal electric parameters of living 
tissues. Many conventional experimental findings on tissue 

cultures showed that, beside altered transmembrane and zeta 
potentials, electrical impedance, cancer cells specifically 
demonstrate such important dynamic diagnostic features as, 
e.g. disordered mechanisms of intra-/intercellular signaling 
(thus including probably significant failures of their syn-
chronism [1]) and serious changes in mitochondrial func-
tions and oxidative metabolism [2]. The microenvironment 
of solid tumors is a heterogeneous, complex milieu for tu-
mor growth and survival that includes features such as 
acidic pH, elevated interstitial fluid pressure and chronic 
and fluctuating levels of oxygenation that relate to the ab-
normal vascular network that exists in tumors [3]. 

Conventional methods of functional/metabolic imaging 
(e.g. PET, MRI) ensure more sensitive and specific cancer 
diagnostics, but much more expensive and, in principle, are 
not intended for imaging electrophysiological events.  

Our pioneered approach to this field started in the middle 
of the 80-es after an original scanner of high-enough resolu-
tion for in vivo non-destructive visualization of the SEL had 
been developed and first detailed/coherent SEL images had 
been obtained. 

In a sequence of earlier pre-clinical studies, a set of novel 
spatial&temporal electrical phenomena emerging at the SEL 
have been shortly revealed [4], specifically: pulsating struc-
tures; initial low-conductive waves and EMF- and mechani-
cally-induced high-conductivity wave-like activity at the 
areas of skin biologically active zones etc. Characteristic 
speed of their fronts was just in harmony with known Ca2+ 
waves of intercellular communication.  

Lately, with the aid of EI, some new phenomenological 
tumor diagnosis features of the SEL have been discovered:  

• Marked behavioral distinctions of some characteristic 
SEL points (boundary melanoma points and those intra-
tumorous and remote healthy ones), which conspicu-
ously develop themselves e.g. in the form of one or a 
few attractees in their phase space; 

• Metabolically hyperactive and hypersensitive areas at 
cutaneous melanoma microenvironment. 

Currently, our focus is further and more detailed investiga-
tion of these and other SEL’ static and, especially, dynamic 
multiparameter features phenomena for the purpose of bet-
ter distinguishing between normal, benign and malignant 
tissues.  
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II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

To this end, cutaneous melanoma and various nevi were 
again chosen as the most convenient model objects.    

The updated EI set-up was made as a portable scanner, 
which provided non-invasive dynamic imaging of the SEL 
via matrix (32×64 mm2) of stainless steel electrodes 
(0.6×0.6 mm2) and large reference electrode (~10 cm2). 
Spatial resolution at the skin surface - 1.0 mm; measuring 
cycle– 4 ms/pixel; current generator – 1 ÷ 10 μA. Hypoal-
lergenic electroconductive gel “Spectra- 360” was used.       

Since our primary goal was getting mainly relative (not 
absolute) SEL data in time domain, contact interface im-
pedance and half-cell potentials were supposed to be con-
stant measurement errors. Besides, the latter have been 
initially minimized by a proper choice of brand of stainless 
steel for the reference electrode and subsequently controlled 
by ageing period (5-10 min) of prior measurements to ob-
tain stable enough SEL image. Within this frequency range, 
the frequency dependence of the voltages induced in an 
alternating field can be ignored.  

The image reproducibility was assessed on reaching the 
inter-frame correlation function r values up to 0.95-0.99, 
which is typical for the SEL initial physiological dynamics. 
Location of the reference electrode was chosen, when pos-
sible, contralaterally (or ambiently) to the electrode matrix, 
which, all things considered, is practically equivalent to a 
similar imaginary effective electrode located interstitially at 
the most conductive skin layer, i.e. dermis (connective tis-
sue and intercellular liquid).  

Six measurement electrical parameters (500-1000 frames 
of each experiment) were simultaneously read out at two 
frequencies of 2kHz and 1MHz:   

• Full electric impedances - ZkHz  and ZMHz; 
• Phase angles φkHz and φMHz; 

Asymmetry of the voltage drops at both frequencies – ΔUkHz 

and ΔUMHz measured by peak detectors during one period 
(in respect to the zero line), i.e.: a quantity proportional to 
the averaged inter- and intra-cellular potentials, e.g., polari-
zation of glycocalix (zeta potential) and summary electropo-
tential of cellular organelles. It is known, that, in normal 
tissues, an anisotropic structure is a dominant mode, while 
an isotropic mode is a dominant mode in cancer tissues. The 
(relative) state and dynamics of, e.g. intracellular summary 
potentials can be, as a first approximation, calculated as 
difference: dΔU=ΔUMHz – ΔUkHz.   

At this stage of the EI development, we aim at revealing 
mostly relative SEL changes, the more so that the measured 
absolute data don’t contradict known ones. 

Our project implied carrying out of the following pre-
liminary steps: (i) development of upgraded imaging  

technology for visualizing SEL, which would enable more 
multi-parameter and detailed dynamic imaging/monitoring 
the information and metabolic inter/intra-cellular events; (ii) 
study of the SEL phenomenological features in health and 
some relevant pathologies; (iii) selection of proper test 
stimuli in order to contrast the malignization pattern etc.  

The pre-clinical trials were carried out at the base of Na-
tional Institute of Cancer, Kiev, Ukraine. Spatial and tempo-
ral peculiarities of skin areas including cutaneous melanoma 
(7) and various nevi (13) were studied at the background of 
so-called “normal” tissues. The measurements were per-
formed on the day of surgical excision of a lesion. The SEL 
dynamics of 13 healthy volunteers were also investigated. 

It’s well known that micro-regional distribution and the 
level of tumor hypoxia depend upon changes in oxygen 
consumption and variations in blood supply. The character 
of hypoxia changes with tumor growth and the level of 
hypoxia becomes a determining factor in further therapy. 
So, we’ve chosen a hypoxic test (a blood-pressure cuff or a 
simple breath-holding) as more comprehensible for physi-
cians. Besides, as additional test factors, we used weak 
electromagnetic exposures of therapeutic intensity, e.g.: 
constant and alternating magnetic field (1-4 min of ~1,000 
gauss), non-thermal mm-EMF (1-4 min, noise generator 50-
70 GHz, 10 mcW/cm2). In all our previous studies, EI had 
proved to be sensitive enough to detect the SEL response to 
any of these factors.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Within the paper limits, we can present only some of the 
findings. No SEL abnormalities have been registered in 
healthy subjects and in 10 out of 13 nevi. Significant initial 
SEL features and those induced ones (in response to most of 
the tests) have been registered in all melanomas and in 3 
nevi.  

On the frame-by-frame scanning the SEL image se-
quences, a noticeable near-boundary activity - in response 
to the mm-EMF test - has been observed. With the aid of 
correlation analysis of the SEL dynamics, a Map of the all 
2048 SEL points’ Synchronicity (MS) was calculated. The 
MS enabled to contrast the abnormal area and reveal also a 
marked conjugate anti-phase structure, strikingly coinciding 
with the tumor inner contour (Fig. 1, left). Interestingly, 
similar SEL dynamic abnormalities, propagating from the 
nevi boundaries, were registered in response to the hypoxia 
and mm-EMF tests (Fig.1, right). The ordinary histological 
analysis didn’t make clear the situation, so the nevus with 
its suspicious microenvironment was determined as “be-
nign” one until some new neoplasmatic onsets will be visi-
bly developed.   
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Fig. 1 Below – the melanoma and nevus photos (histological diagnosis – a 
papilomatose nevus). Above – their maps of synchronicity revealing coher-
ent areas of in-phase and anti-phased behavior in response to the hypoxic 
(breath-holding) and EMF tests 

By the example of next melanoma, some more detailed 
analysis of the SEL dynamics is given. At Fig. 2, the two-
level initial patterns of the same SEL, i.e.: the intercellular 
impedance (ZkHz) and intracellular potentials (dΔU), are 
depicted. There are a few significant distinctions between 
the two patterns - particularly in the structural features of 
the tumor). Nevertheless, both patterns demonstrate exis-
tence of distinctive coherent structures of about equal mag-
nitudes spreading from the melanoma site.   

 

Fig. 2 Below – a photo of a melanoma area. In the middle – its static image 
in intracellular electropotentials, which presumably reflects intracellular 
dysfunctions (dΔU<0, red palette) spreading outwards the tumor epicenter 
(no such patterns have been registered in healthy subjects). Above – the 
same area in parameter of ZkHz, revealing thus abnormalities at the intercel-
lular media. In contrast to the intracellular pattern, the latter reflects mainly 
boundary and some distant point-like abnormalities (and which don’t 
obligatory coincide with those intracellular ones) 

In order to reveal and trace the development of the SEL 
manifestations of hypoxia, method of successive subtraction 
of the images and following animation was used. On the 
frame-by-frame SEL analysis, a series of abnormal  

micro-regions/points of fixed localization were revealed. 
Here, we give temporal dynamics of 2 points: (i) a near-
tumor one “X” and (ii) an optional one “Y” (Fig. 4) as a 
“normal” one. The marked impedance increase at “X” point 
is supposedly caused by known effect of cellular swelling.   

 

Fig. 3 A ZkHz-temporal dynamics of 2 characteristic points: a melanoma 
near-boundary point “X” (coordinates 44×23mm) and a “normal” one (32× 
10mm), see Fig. 4 

 

Y

 

 
 

Fig. 4 A dynamic in vivo visualization of hypoxic areas in response to the 
hypoxic test. Above - a photo of the scan-area (the scanner head imprint 
can be seen around). Below– three (out of 59) differential SEL images of 
the same area in parameter of ZkHz. First lowermost pattern shows slight 
SEL response happened during first 8 seconds (frame 01-frame 00). Next 
pattern (05-00, i.e. in ~ 40s) reveals in the main completion of the response 
of near-melanoma environment and appearance of noticeable responses at a 
few remote micro-regions. The upper pattern (59-00, i.e. in ~480s) indi-
cates finishing of the recovery process at the melanoma surroundings 
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Fig. 5 Maps of synchronicity in regard to the ZkHz -dynamics of “X” point 
(see and compare with Fig. 1, 3, 4). Below: initial stage (blood-stop - 
correlation shift=0). The pattern reveals primordial anoxic structures, 
particularly those around of the tumor. In the middle: near-maximal hy-
poxia (shift = 64s). From this pattern, one can further assess the 2D func-
tional responses to the test: less correlated regions were more resistant 
and/or less hypoxic. Above: blood re-circulation stage (shift= 120s). The 
pattern reveals the lower structure (Fig.1, middle), which demonstrates 
some peculiarities of restoration of the cellular breathing (possibly con-
nected with known oscillations in the mitochondria-endoplasmic reticulum 
complex) 

In order to reveal the whole SEL hypoxia-induced dy-
namics, e.g. in a form of SMes at the intercellular level, the 
ZkHz-curve of X-point (see Fig. 3-4) was taken as a refer-
ence one. Then a set of correlation functions (between the 
reference curve and all the other ones) with frame by frame 
shifts were calculated and 60 MPes were plotted. At Fig. 5, 
three characteristic stages of the MP dynamics are depicted: 
initial, intermediate and final one. Thus, the MPes make 
particularly possible to: 

•      further contrast the tumor and its structure,  and its   
hypoxic surroundings;   

•      reveal cellular ensembles with abnormal functional 
characteristics; 

•      map the distribution and level of micro-regional hy-
poxia by its induced magnitude and phase parameters, 
and thus to reveal abnormal structures (future metasta-
ses?!).  

As expected, the fastest and soundest changes in cellular 
synchronization in response to hypoxic test have emerged at 
the melanoma microenvironment – as initially the most 
hypoxic tissue. The tumor site confirmed its functional 
heterogeneity and, as a region with prevailingly defective 
intercellular communication and anaerobic metabolism, 
manifested evidently minimal or no response to the test.     

The spatiotemporal dynamics of the abnormal structures, 
which develop themselves at the inter- and intracellular 
levels (more or less in the all measurement parameters), 
possibly correlates with pathological alterations of cellular 
breathing. This issue needs further investigation. 

 Since each matrix microsensor overlaps thousands of 
cells, it would be hardly possible to detect electrophysio-
logical events happening in only one individual cell. But the 
EI demonstrates an existence of the SEL coherent struc-
tures. From in vitro studies, it is well known, that local 
cellular interactions lead to appearance of some macro-
effects. As a result of the self-organization processes, the 
spatiotemporal structures of much greater dimension than 
the scale of cellular interaction used to appear. So, the ob-
tained results allow us also to conclude, that histologically 
homogeneous tissue has actually a cluster character of func-
tioning. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The EI technology provides possibility to uncover new 
diagnostic features of living tissues, which can be used for a 
number of bio-medical applications, e.g. for determining the 
limits of surgical operation. 

The EI ensures obtaining non-invasive real time multi-
level information, which may be used as an effective bio-
feedback for development novel approaches to targeted 
therapy. 

We believe in a highly effective use of this method, spe-
cifically in a complex with others – highly more expensive 
technologies. 
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Assembly for One-dimensional Magnetic Particle Imaging 
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Abstract  A setup for one-dimensional magnetic particle 
imaging (MPI) is described. Two opposing magnetic fields 
generate a field free point. By additional drive fields this point 
can be scanned through the investigated sample. The genera-
tion of higher harmonics of an applied ac field enables the 
determination of the spatial distribution of magnetic nanopar-
ticles. The system presented here is capable of acquiring line-
scans of soft magnetic material and magnetic nanoparticle 
samples. 

Keywords  magnetic particle imaging, magnetic nanopar-
ticles, imaging 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Recently, a new imaging method utilizing the nonlinear 
response of magnetic nanoparticles has been introduced [1]. 
It has been shown that even three-dimensional dynamic 
imaging of magnetic tracers is feasible [2]. 

The realized MPI configuration is similar to the setup 
proposed by Gleich and Weizenecker [1]. A simplified air-
cooled assembly for measuring the particle response and 
constructing one-dimensional images is described. 

II. METHODS 

A. Coil assembly 

Figure 1 shows the physical setup of the one-dimensional 
scanner consisting of four pairs of coils. 

The gradient field constituting the field free point (FFP) 
is generated by an anti-parallel configuration of two gra-
dient coils as suggested in the original publication [1]. A 
gradient of about 3.5 T/m is achievable. 

The drive field coils in z-direction, parallel to the field 
gradient, and the orthogonal drive field coils in x-direction 
are constructed as Helmholtz-type pairs. The z-coils provide 
a sinusoidal signal with a frequency f = 2 kHz and an ampli-
tude of about 2 mT whereas the x-coils are driven by quasi-
static offset field at a few Hz only. 

The detection coils of Helmholtz-type are positioned in 
parallel to the z-coils, since for one-dimensional imaging 
only a single field component in z-direction has to be regis-
tered. The pair of detection coils is placed close to the sam-
ple to pick up as much signal as possible. 

 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Photo and (b) schematic view of the coil assembly 

B. Electronics 

The excitation signal or drive field current is generated 
by a D/A converter card (NI PCI-6733) and amplified with 
a custom-built audio power amplifier driving an effective 
current of about 2 amperes with a frequency of 2 kHz into 
the coils. The amplifier is designed with a bipolar transistor 
based complementary output stage. A current feedback loop 
minimizes total harmonic distortion of the drive field. 

The detection signal is passed through a band-pass with a 
lower cut-off frequency of 3.14 kHz, suppressing the excita-
tion signal, and an upper cut-off frequency of 102 kHz to 
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drive field coils 
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avoid aliasing. This allows for acquisition of higher har-
monics from 2f to about 50f. The excitation frequency is 
compensated electronically with a reference signal at a 
differential amplifier stage. The resulting signal is band-
pass filtered and finally digitized with a 24bit D/A converter 
card (NI PCI-4462) at a sampling rate of 204.8 kS/s. The 
number of analyzed higher harmonics is limited by the 
magnitude of the detection signal and the noise level of the 
system. 

Figure 2 depicts a block diagram showing the compo-
nents of the electronic circuits used with the scanner setup. 

 

Fig. 2 Block diagram of electronic circuits, including 
D/A converter (D/A), low-pass filter (LP), amplifiers,  

band-pass filter (BP) and A/D converter (A/D) 

C. Image formation 

In contrast to the ensemble of higher harmonics required 
for the reconstruction in two or three dimensions, a simple 
line-scan image can be constructed from just a single har-
monic. 

The simple picture of odd higher harmonics being sup-
pressed by a sufficiently large offset field in [1] requires 
large field gradients for high resolution. In contrast, the 
even harmonics are invoked with raising field and equally 
suppressed at higher field strength. However, the slopes of 
the rising and falling even harmonics allow for higher con-
trast if only a single harmonic is used for reconstruction. 

For acquisition of a line-scan image the amplitude of the 
offset field is incrementally changed to shift the FFP along 
the line. A fast Fourier transformation of the digitized detec-
tion signal is calculated for each spatial point. After norma-
lization this leads to a position-sensitive signal. 

Based on the overall harmonic content, a threshold is 
computed to convert the graph to a grayscale image of the 
sample. 

D. Sample 

For biological applications magnetic nanoparticle tracers 
(generally Fe3O4) are used. However, magnetic saturation of 
the sample at moderate fields in the order of 10 mT is a 
requirement for higher harmonics generation. At the same 
time the particles should easily respond to an ac field of 
several kHz. At the moment magnetic nanoparticle samples 

consist of a broad size distribution and only particles with a 
diameter of >30 nm can be imaged in MPI. 

For this reason, Vitrovac, an isotropic amorphous metal 
with soft magnetic properties, was used as a replacement for 
demonstration purposes. It has a magnetization curve simi-
lar to that of a magnetic nanoparticle sample but it creates a 
stronger signal for detection due to the low field of about 
25-50 μT required for saturation [3]. 

The sample used for the line-scan is composed of three 
stripes of Vitrovac, aligned in parallel on a piece of paper. 
The stripes have a width of about 1 mm and are spaced by 
approximately 1 mm. 

The nanoparticle sample used for verification afterwards 
contained mainly clusters of particles with a mean diameter 
of about 30 nm per core. The large aggregates are slow in 
response to ac fields, therefore an excitation frequency of 
only 2 kHz was chosen for all experiments.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figure 3 shows the leading section (<22 kHz) of a spec-
trum of the detection signal as observed with a Vitrovac 
sample. The excitation signal f = 2 kHz is at least three 
orders of magnitude larger than the second harmonic 2f, 
giving a typical total harmonic distortion of about 0.4 . 
For image reconstruction only the second (2f) and third (3f) 
harmonic frequencies are used. 

 

Fig. 3 Normalized spectrum of the detection signal 

Figure 4 shows the relative amplitude of the second har-
monic 2f as a function of the position x. The signal performs 
oscillations according to the positions of the Vitrovac 
stripes. The magnitude of the sample-depending oscillations 
normalized on the absolute harmonic level is in the order of 
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1%. The method of deriving information from the second 
harmonic is comparable to the second harmonic detection 
used in fluxgate magnetometers [4]. 

The grayscale plots of figure 4 compare the images of the 
second and third harmonic frequency. For single-frequency 
reconstruction the second harmonic obviously results in a 
much better image contrast. 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Line-scan of a Vitrovac sample, (b) corresponding grayscale plot 

A modified experiment was performed to verify the 
working principle of the system for magnetic nanoparticle 
samples, as depicted in figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Amplitude of the 2nd and 3rd harmonic as a function of the distance 
to the field free point at 3 T/m 

Here, the field free point was positioned in the center of 
the device and the harmonic content of the detection signal 
was measured in dependence of the distance to that point. 

Figure 5 shows the amplitude of the detection signal for 
the second and third harmonic frequency with increasing 
distance to the field free point, measured on an iron oxide 
magnetic nanoparticle sample. Although the intensity of the 
detection signal is much weaker compared to a Vitrovac 
sample, the rising and falling slopes of the signal can still be 
clearly observed. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The results given in this paper are steps towards a two-
dimensional dynamic magnetic particle imaging system. In 
the setup four pairs of coils are used. Harmonic generation 
by different magnetic samples is discussed with emphasis 
on the requirements for imaging of magnetic nanoparticle 
distributions. The setup demonstrates the technique and 
allows for parameter estimation and verification. 
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Abstract—Coronary arteriography is the standard method 
for determination of coronary anatomy and assessment of 
atherosclerosis. However, there are well known limitations to 
the use of visual estimation to assess the severity of coronary 
artery disease. These limitations include the large intraob-
server and interobserver variability that result from subjective 
visual grading of coronary stenotic lesions. This is especially 
true in the case of an intermediate coronary lesion (30%-70% 
diameter stenosis), where coronary arteriography is very lim-
ited in distinguishing ischemia-producing intermediate coro-
nary lesions from non-ischemia-producing ones. Due to the 
major limitations of standard coronary arteriography, a me-
thod for functional measure of stenosis severity such as meas-
urement of fractional flow reserve (FFR) using angiographic 
image data is desirable. The FFR measurement would provide 
valuable functional information in addition to the anatomical 
data obtained during routine coronary arteriography. It is 
possible to estimate FFR by combining the first pass distribu-
tion algorithm for flow with regional lumen volume measure-
ment technique. The study was carried out in anesthetized, 
closed-chest swine using angioplasty balloon catheters to pro-
duce partial occlusion. Angiography based FFR was calculated 
from an angiographically measured ratio of coronary blood 
flow to arterial lumen volume. Pressure based FFR was meas-
ured from a ratio of distal coronary pressure to aortic pres-
sure. Pressure-wire measurements of FFR (FFRp) correlated 
linearly with angiographic volume-derived measurements of 
FFR (FFRv) according to the equation FFRv = 0.50 FFRp + 
0.47 where the correlation coefficient and standard error of 
estimate were 0.90 and 0.05, respectively. In conclusion the 
results indicate that angiographic FFR can potentially provide 
an assessment of the physiological severity of a coronary steno-
sis during routine diagnostic cardiac catheterization without a 
need to cross a stenosis with a pressure-wire. Therefore, an-
giographic images can potentially be used for both anatomical 
and physiological assessment of coronary artery disease. 

Keywords—Angiography, blood flow, blood volume, re-
gional blood flow, stenosis. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The uncertainty associated with the visual grading of 
coronary artery stenosis by angiography is high because of 
the generally poor correlation with the ischemic potential 
and hemodynamic effects of the observed lesion . Several 
studies have documented the large intraobserver and in-
terobserver variability that results from subjective visual 
grading of coronary stenotic lesions [1-3].  Angiography 

alone cannot fully characterize the clinical significance of 
coronary stenosis. Even with numerous angiographic angu-
lations to reveal the lesion in its optimal view, the physiol-
ogic significance of a coronary stenosis, especially for an 
intermediately severe luminal narrowing (approximately 30-
70% diameter narrowing) cannot be accurately determined.  
Pressure-wire measurement of fractional flow reserve 
(FFR), on the other hand,  has been shown to be reliable in 
discerning stenoses responsible for inducible ischemia [4, 
5]. This has made pressure-derived measurement of FFR  
very useful in identifying clinically relevant stenoses and 
evaluating the effectiveness of revascularizations [6-9].    

An alternative technique that can measure FFR using on-
ly angiographic images would be a valuable tool in the 
cardiac catheterization laboratory providing physiologic 
information without requiring intracoronary manipulations.  
FFR is defined as the ratio of the maximum blood flow in 
the diseased artery to the hypothetical normal maximum 
blood flow in the same artery.  We have previously shown 
that a first pass distribution analysis technique can be used 
to measure maximum coronary blood flow in the diseased 
coronary system [10-13].  The hypothetical normal maxi-
mum blood flow can be estimated using the arterial lumen 
volume of a coronary artery tree [14]. We have also shown 
that arterial lumen volume can be accurately measured with 
angiography [15].  Thus our previously reported an-
giographic techniques for regional coronary blood flow [12, 
16] and lumen volume [15] measurement can be used for 
the quantification of FFR. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the correlation between FFR measured with an-
giographic image data and FFR based on pressure-wire. 

II. METHODS 

Our goal is to measure FFR using only angiographic im-
age data. FFR is defined as: 

N

D
Q Q

QFFR =
            (1) 

Where QD is the hyperemic flow through an artery with a 
stenosis and QN is the hypothetical normal hyperemic flow 
through the same artery without disease. A first pass analy-
sis technique to measure coronary blood flow using  
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angiographic image data has previously been validated [12, 
13, 16]. Therefore, coronary blood flow in the diseased 
artery (QD) can be directly measured using this technique. 
The challenge with calculating FFR is determining the hy-
pothetical normal hyperemic flow in the absence of disease 
(QN). The dependent myocardial mass is used in positron 
emission tomography (PET) to estimate the expected nor-
mal blood flow. Myocardial mass cannot be estimated using 
angiography. However, previous studies have shown that 
flow through any point in the epicardial coronary arterial 
tree is also related to the sum of the distal coronary arterial 
lumen volume [14, 17-20]. The relationship between  
flow (Q) and the distal arterial lumen volume (V) was found 
to be: 

3/4kVQ =N      (2) 

where k is the scaling coefficient relating crown volume to 
normal maximum hyperemic flow.  The scaling coefficient 
k has units of ml/min since QN has units of ml/min and 
lumen volume was made dimensionless by normalization to 
a reference volume of 1 ml. By combining equations 1 and 
2, FFR can then be calculated using: 

3/4
D

V kV
QFFR =

       (3) 

The above equation shows that FFR can be measured  
using QD, V and k.  A technique to measure lumen volume 
using angiographic image data has previously been vali-
dated [15]. Therefore, all of the parameters necessary to 
calculate FFR can be measured using angiographic image 
data. 

Coronary arterial volume (V) was determined using an-
giographic images acquired during end-diastole after con-
trast material has propagated throughout the epicardial arter-
ies, but before the opacification of the coronary sinus and 
termination of power injection.  A calibration of the imag-
ing chain for quantifying iodine mass from x-ray densi-
tometric signal was performed by acquiring an image of the 
calibration phantom over the pig hearts [12, 21, 22].  The 
phantom was placed on the chest region so that its projec-
tion overlapped with the heart.  Correction was made for 
differential magnification of the phantom and the heart. 
Power injection of contrast material was assumed to mo-
mentarily replace blood with contrast material. The known 
iodine concentration in the contrast material and a linear 
regression analysis between measured gray levels and 
known iodine masses in the calibration phantom were used 
to convert gray level to volume. A region-of-interest (ROI) 
was drawn around visible arteries for volume quantification.  

Coronary arterial volume was then calculated using densi-
tometry.  Gray values were converted to volume measure-
ments with a conversion factor determined from the ac-
quired image of the calibration phantom [15].   

Coronary blood flow (QD) was determined from the 
change in volume within one cardiac cycle.   A global ROI 
encompassing the visible arteries as well as the microcircu-
latory blush was drawn for flow measurement.  Coronary 
flow was then quantified using a first pass distribution 
analysis.  The first pass distribution analysis assumes that 
contrast material of a known concentration enters a collec-
tion reservoir via a single arterial input and that all meas-
urements are made prior to the contrast material leaving the 
selected region designated by the ROI.  The change in the 
measured densitometry signal was converted to volume 
measurement using system iodine calibration.  The time 
period of the cardiac cycle was calculated from the image 
acquisition rate of 30 frames per second.  The ratio of the 
measured volume change to the time period of the cardiac 
cycle yields volumetric coronary blood flow [12, 13, 16].   

Intracoronary injection of papaverine (5-10 mg) was used 
for maximum hyperemic induction.  A range of blood flow 
in normal swine coronary artery was produced with coro-
nary dilatation balloons of different size and inflation pres-
sure.  Balloon size was chosen based on a qualitative visual 
estimation of each coronary artery diameter.  Balloon sizes 
ranged from 2.5 to 3.75 mm in diameter and 8 to 15 mm in 
length.  The coronary dilatation balloons were advanced to 
the proximal LAD over a guide wire under fluoroscopic 
guidance.  The coronary balloons were then inflated to dif-
ferent pressures to produce a range of coronary blood flow. 

Pressure-derived FFR (FFRP) was determined from the 
following expression using aortic pressure (Pa) and the 
coronary pressure distal to the stenosis (Pd): 

 
a

d

Va

Vd
P P

P
PP
PPFFR ≈

−
−=    (4) 

where VP  is the venous pressure, which was ignored.  In-
tracoronary measurements of pressure were performed us-
ing a ComboWire (ComboWire Model 9515 and 9500, 
Volcano Corp.; Rancho Cordova, CA).  

III. RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the results of the relationship between 
stem flow and the corresponding crown volume in 3 swine. 
A regression line forced through zero was used to calculate 
the error in estimating normal hyperemic flow between 
different pigs. Given a k value of 151.86, the correlation 
coefficient for the regression line and the standard error of 
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estimate is 0.99 and 8.21 ml/min, respectively.  A compari-
son of FFRP measured by the ComboWire versus FFRV 
measured from angiographic images is shown in Figure 2 
for the 3 pigs.  Regression analysis showed excellent corre-
lations between the wire and angiographic techniques.  The 
equation for the regression line is FFRP = 0.50 FFRV + 
0.47 (r=0.90 and SEE= 0.05). The intercept between FFRP 
and FFRV is expected as shown from a previously reported 
simulation study [20]. For FFRP, venous or wedge pressure 
were not included just as in clinical FFR measurements.  
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Fig. 1 A plot of stem flow versus crown volume to an exponent of 3/4 
using in vivo data obtained from measurements from swine 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results of FFR measurements in swine showed a 
strong linear correlation between the proposed angiographic 
technique and the pressure-wire method.  Figure 2 shows 
that volume-derived FFR values measured angiographically 
correlated well with the pressure-derived values measured 
with a pressure sensor-wire (r=0.90 and SEE=0.05).  These 
experimental results were similar to previous studies com-
paring pressure-derived FFR to relative flow reserve (RFR) 
determined with PET [4, 23].  RFR was defined as the max-
imal achievable perfusion in the stenotic region divided by 
the maximal achievable perfusion in the neighboring region 
supplied by a normal coronary artery.  Under similar mi-
crovascular resistances and hemodynamic conditions, RFR 
should be equivalent to FFR.  De Bruyne et al [4] showed 
that pressure-derived myocardial FFR correlated closely 
with RFR measured with PET, with r=0.87 and SEE=0.13. 
Similarly, Marques et al [23], in their study of the effects of 
myocardial infarction on microvascular resistance, found 
that FFR and RFR correlated well (r=0.81).  Their  

measurements of RFR and FFR showed a mean difference 
of 0.01 with a standard deviation of 0.11.   

However, Figure 2 shows that FFRV increasingly under-
estimated FFRP at lower values.  FFRP was calculated ac-
cording to ad PP  as done clinically. Therefore, the as-
sumption that venous or wedge pressure was negligible 
introduced an overestimation of FFR.  This partially ex-
plained the nonzero intercept of Figure 2, but the remaining 
nonzero offset cannot be solely attributed to collateral circu-
lation since collateral circulation in swine is known to be 
negligible.  The offset in Figure 2 suggests that the relative 
reduction in flow is greater than the relative reduction in 
pressure in the presence of a stenosis.  This could be attrib-
uted to the increased microvascular resistance as a result of 
the decreased distending pressures distal to the stenosis. 
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Fig. 2 The correlation between pressure-based FFR and volume-based FFR 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Angiographic FFR can potentially provide an assessment 
of the physiological severity of a coronary stenosis during 
routine diagnostic cardiac catheterization without a need to 
cross a stenosis with a pressure-wire. Therefore, 
angiographic images can potentially be used for both 
anatomical and physiological assessment of coronary artery 
disease. 
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Temporal Resolution Improvement using PICCS 

Guang-Hong Chen, Jie Tang, and Jiang Hsieh 

INTRODUCTION 

Cardiac CT imaging is a particularly demanding task.  Sub-millimeter isotropic spatial resolution 
is necessary in order to visualize the small branches of the coronary arteries. Initially, computed 
tomography of the heart was performed by electron beam CT (EBCT) without contrast media to 
assess coronary calcifications [1, 2]. While the EBCT acquisition provides high temporal 
resolution of 50msec or less, it suffers from low spatial resolution (1.2mm in-plane resolution, 
and 3mm slice thickness) and limited longitudinal coverage.  

Recent advances in multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) technology have enabled 
relatively high quality, three-dimensional coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) 
using intravenous contrast agents injected through a peripheral intravenous (IV) catheter. In 
MDCT, the temporal resolution is primarily limited by the gantry rotation speed [3, 4]. The best 
temporal resolution of a single-source MDCT scanner is about 135ms when the rotation speed of 
270ms is used and about 175ms for 350ms gantry rotation speed is used. 

Instead of increasing the gantry rotation speed to achieve higher temporal resolution, a design 
concept using multiple x-ray source-detector assemblies was introduced [5, 6]. Due to the limited 
room available on a CT gantry, commercially available MDCT systems introduced thus far have 
used two source-detector units and the temporal resolution is improved by approximately a factor 
of 2. For a gantry rotation speed of 330ms, using the dual-source-detector design, the achievable 
temporal resolution is about 83ms. This represents the best achievable temporal resolution among 
all of the state-of-the-art MDCT scanners.  

In this work, instead of significant hardware modifications, we propose to use a novel image 
reconstruction algorithm, prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) [7-9], to achieve 
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Figure 1 Illustration of the proposed Temporal Resolution Improvement using TRI-PICCS.  
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temporal resolution improvement for any single-source or dual-source MDCT scanner. For 
brevity, the method is referred to as temporal resolution improvement using PICCS (TRI-PICCS). 

METHOD AND MATERIALS 

The basic framework of the proposed TRI-PICCS method is presented in Figure 1.  The essential 
innovation in the proposed method is to only use half of the short-scan data and a low temporal 
resolution prior image for cardiac reconstruction. Note that the short-scan angular range is about 
240 degrees, which is the minimal data sufficiency condition to reconstruct the entire cross 
section within the scanning field of view (FOV). When the cardiac window is narrowed to half of 
the short-scan window, the available 120 degrees angular range normally does not enable 
accurate image reconstruction, and the images are contaminated by limited-view-angle shading 
artifacts. In fact, without a priori information, this image reconstruction problem is the classical 
tomosynthetic reconstruction problem which usually does not have an algorithm to enable 
accurate image reconstruction. The key enabling factor in our TRI-PICCS method is the 
incorporation of a prior image, which is reconstructed from the short-scan angular range. 
Essentially, the limited-view-angle shading artifacts are eliminated by requiring that the 
reconstructed target image has some similarity with the prior image, which does not have limited 
view angle shading artifacts. This constraint is imposed by minimizing a cost function which will 
be explained in detail in the next 
section.   

In order to demonstrate that, using 
the TRI-PICCS method, temporal 
resolution can be improved by a 
factor of approximately 2 in 
MDCT cardiac imaging without 
hardware modification on state-
of-the-art MDCT scanners, we 
retrospectively analyzed the data 
acquired using porcine models 
and a state-of-the-art 64-slice CT 
scanner (GE Healthcare, 
Waukesha, WI).  

Single-source FBP Single-source TRI-PICCSSingle-source FBP Single-source TRI-PICCSSingle-source FBP Single-source TRI-PICCS

Figure 2 Comparison of image quality with FBP (left) and with 
TRI-PICCS (right).

Data from two different in vivo 
animal experiments were 
analyzed. In this first animal 
experiment, the heart rate was 
approximately 83+/-6 bpm during 
the acquisition presented in this 
work.  A ‘cine mode’ with a 0.4 
second gantry rotation period was 
employed in data acquisitions 
(The acquisition speed is slower 
than the maximum gantry rotation 
speed of 0.35s to further challenge 
the algorithm).  The animal was 
scanned at 120 kVp and 500 mA.  
Using the ECG signal, a cardiac 
gating window with width of 267ms centered at 68% R-R was used to select projection data, this 
cardiac window corresponds to a short-scan angular range of 235 degrees for the GE MDCT 
scanner. As a result, 642 cone-beam projections were selected in this short-scan angular range.  

Single-Source FBP Single-Source TRI-PICCSSingle-Source FBP Single-Source TRI-PICCS

Figure 3 Comparison of image quality for two reconstructions: 
FBP reconstruction without TRI-PICCS at 200ms temporal 
resolution (left) and with TRI-PICCS at 100ms temporal 
resolution (right). 
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In the second animal experiment, animal was scanned at higher heart rate and using a standard 
coronary CTA helical scanning protocol at gantry rotation time of 350ms. A 181 lb swine was 
scanned on the same GE Lightspeed 64-slice scanner.  The imaging parameters were 120 kVp, 
600 mA, a pitch of 0.24, and a gantry rotation period of 350ms.  The heart rate was around 96+/-5 
bpm during the acquisition.  Similar to the first animal experiment, short-scan data was selected 
from a 250ms cardiac window centered at 68% of the R-R peak in the ECG signal. The images 
were reconstructed using the standard FDK cone-beam reconstruction algorithm. 

RESULTS 

The First Animal Experiment using Cine Data Acquisitions  

As shown in the volume rendered images in Figure 2, residual cardiac motion caused strong 
motion artifacts around the right coronary (labeled by the red circle). As a result, an artifactual 
vessel was created in the reconstructed axial image (Figure 3, see also Figure 1). The TRI-PICCS 
method was then applied to improve 
temporal resolution. The left image, 
which was reconstructed with a low 
temporal resolution, was used as a 
prior image in TRI-PICCS 
reconstruction. As shown in both 
the volume rendered image in 
Figure 2 and the single image slice 
in Figure 3 and Figure 1, after 
applying the TRI-PICCS method, 
the artifactual vessel is removed.  In 
addition to the improvement in the 
reconstruction accuracy of the 
coronary arteries, one can also 
appreciate the improved delineation 
of the cardiac chambers (labeled by 
the red ellipse in Figure 3). In the 
image reconstructed with the FBP 
algorithm, the boundary between the 
left atrium and the left ventricle is 
blurred by motion, after the TRI-
PICCS method was applied, the 
boundary between chambers is 
clearly visible. 

Single Source FBP Single Source TRI-PICCSSingle Source FBP Single Source TRI-PICCS

Figure 4 Comparison of performance between single-source 
FBP reconstruction (left) and TRI-PICCS reconstruction 
(right).  Note that the motion artifacts in the RCA are removed 
after applying TRI-PICCS.

The Second Animal Experiment 
using Helical Data Acquisitions  

As shown in the volume rendered 
FBP images in Figure 4, strong 
motion artifacts appeared around the 
RCA region. Actually, motion 
artifacts distorted the RCA into two 
disconnected vessels. The 
improvement of image quality can 
be appreciated in the volume 
rendered images shown in Figure 4. One can see that a continuous segment of the RCA is 
visualized with TRI-PICCS reconstruction. Image quality improvement can also be appreciated in 

TRI-PICCSFBP TRI-PICCSFBP TRI-PICCSTRI-PICCSFBPFBP

TRI-PICCSFBP TRI-PICCSFBP TRI-PICCSTRI-PICCSFBPFBP

Figure 5 Comparison of image quality for a helical cardiac scan 
at 350ms gantry rotation speed.  The images in the left column 
were reconstructed using the conventional FBP method and the 
images in the right with the TRI-PICCS method. 
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axial image slices as shown in Figure 5. Images in the left column were reconstructed using the 
conventional FBP method and images in the right column were reconstructed using the proposed 
TRI-PICCS method with the corresponding FBP image in the left column as the prior image. In 
TRI-PICCS images, the vessels were reconstructed with sharp edges and the boundaries between 
the cardiac chambers and myocardium are clearly visible. In contrast, strong motion artifacts are 
rampant in the corresponding FBP images to blur the structures.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results from the above two in vivo animal experimental studies clearly demonstrated that the 
proposed TRI-PICCS method enables to improve the temporal resolution by a factor of 
approximately two in single-source MDCT scanners for high heart rate up to 100bpm in both 
“cine” mode at 400ms gantry rotation time and helical scanning mode at 350 ms gantry rotation 
time. Motion artifacts caused by strong residual cardiac motions in the short-scan cardiac gating 
window are corrected using the TRI-PICCS method and projection data from one half of the 
short-scan gating window. There is no limited view angle shading artifacts presented in the TRI-
PICCS images.    

We would also like to present a comparison between our TRI-PICCS method (Figure 1), the dual-
source hardware method  for temporal resolution improvement. The similarity between the TRI-
PICCS and dual-source methods is that image reconstruction for a given image slab only involves 
projection data from a single heart beat. Thus, the temporal resolution for both our TRI-PICCS 
method and the dual-source method are independent of the heart rate and regularity. As a result, 
improvement in temporal resolution directly leads to a relaxation on heart rate limit. Similar to 
the dual-source method, a factor-of-two improvement using the TRI-PICCS method will yield an 
upper limit on patient heart rate (~100bpm) which will eliminate the need for prescribing beta-
blockers for most patients.  

In conclusion, using in vivo animal experimental studies, a new method based on PICCS has been 
proposed and validated to improve temporal resolution by approximately factor of 2 for MDCT 
scanners without any hardware modification on CT scanners. The proposed TRI-PICCS method 
can enable high quality coronary CTA imaging using single-source MDCT scanners at higher 
heart rate without the prescription of beta blocker and it will also enable further improvement of 
temporal resolution for dual-source MDCT scanner to conduct reliable CT cardiac function 
studies.  
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Abstract—The purpose of the described system is to aid 
radiologists on their daily routine in the task of analyzing 
HRCT lung images and to contribute to a more accurate and 
fast diagnosis. We developed a framework -Study Lung Tool- 
with the objective of gather information from radiologists, in a 
systematic way. Using Study Lung Tool framework, the 
radiologist analyzes HRCT scans, outlines regions of typical 
pattern and characterizes the patterns. A database of typical 
patterns associated with common pulmonary diseases was 
created. The information gathered can be a valuable teaching 
tool to every one that intends to understand HRCT lung 
parenchyma. The proposed system discriminates between 
normal and abnormal patterns of lung parenchyma based on 
statistical texture analysis extracted from HRCT lung scans. 
An overall accuracy of 89,2%, a sensitivity of 92,7% and a 
specificity of 83,6% were achieved. 

Keywords—High-resolution computed tomography, pulmo-
nary parenchyma, computer-aided diagnosis, texture analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In clinical practice, Computed Tomography (CT) is an 
important imaging modality for the diagnosis, treatment, 
and follow-up of lung diseases. Nowadays, the image 
quality achieved by High Resolution Computed 
Tomography (HRCT) scanners provides high morphologic 
detail of lung parenchyma and has already become the 
accepted imaging golden standard for lung study [1]. 

However, the HRCT analysis and interpretation of lung 
parenchyma patterns is a complex task. Several lung 
changes are difficult to understand because patterns are 
often mixed, can be present in different diseases and also 
may change during different stages of the disease. Many 
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been 
developed during the last several years [2 - 7] showing the 
importance of this issue.  

Due to intra-observer and inter-observer differences in 
analysis and interpretation of HRCT scans and the difficulty 
of establish a reliable reference standard we were motivated 
to develop a framework - Study Lung Tool - that collects 
information of normal and abnormal lung parenchyma from 
HRCT exams acquired at Coimbra University Hospital [8].  

In this paper, we present an automated system capable of 
detect abnormal lung tissue in HRCT scans. Based on a 
database of patterns the system was trained and tested using 
pattern recognition approach. Each region of interest (ROI) 
is characterized through a set of 97 statistical texture 
descriptors. The performance of the system was evaluated 
by overall accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. 

II. DATA AQUISITION 

Usually the diagnosis of lung disease on a thoracic CT is 
based on three elements [9]: recognition and classification 
of abnormal pattern in a category, determination of location 
and distribution of the abnormalities in the lung, careful 
analysis of the patient data that are available at the time the 
CT scan is done. 

In order to gather information from radiologists we 
developed an independent, intuitive and user-friendly 
framework - Study Lung Tool. This software has multiple 
applications:  

• Allows the visualization of complete CT scans, in an 
automatic mode or image by image mode. Details can 
be observed by magnifying a region or whole CT slice 
through zoom in/out option; 

• After the characterization of diseases/patterns in the 
exam, by radiologist, the software can be used as a 
learning tool. Users of this framework can understand 
lung anatomy and pathology in HRTC images, 
understand the CT changes in patients with lung 
disease, recognize the appearance and distribution of 
lung patterns in different stages of the disease and to 
use these patterns to assist in the diagnosis; 

• Radiologist can review complete HRCT scans, select 
and put a label on the outlined ROI, typifying tissue 
patterns. The Figure 1 illustrates some software options 
and some outlined ROIs. These ROIs were split in 
small ROIs of 32x 32 pixels and used as a training and 
test set in the classification process. 
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Fig. 1 Some outlined ROIS done by a radiologist using Study Lung Tool 
framework 

Figure 2 shows some examples of the ROIs highlighted 
by radiologists, such as normal lung tissue and several 
abnormal patterns. The data were collected from the regular 
practice from Radiology Department of Coimbra University 
Hospital. The images were acquired on a LightSpeed VCT 
64 multidetector spiral scanner from General Electrics 
Healthcare. The images were stored as individual DICOM 
16-bit grayscale files, with the pixel intensity proportional 
to tissue density. Images were displayed using a lung 
window with a centre of -700 Hounsfield Units (HU) and a 
width of 1500 HU. Each ROI was selected from three 
predefined anatomic levels: apex to carina, carina to the 
lower lung veins and lower lung veins to the diaphragm. 

III. TEXTURE ANALYSIS  

Texture plays an important role in medical images 
analysis. In statistical texture methods, texture features are 
computed from statistics distribution of observed 
combinations of intensities positions relative to each other 
in the image. The results presented is this paper are based 
on statistical methods including first-order gray level 
statistics, gray level run length (GLRL) method and gray 
level co-occurrence (GLCM) method. 

The spatial dependence of gray levels distributions were 
computed from a set of texture descriptors extracted from a 
set of co-occurrence matrices. The co-occurrence matrix 
P(i,j|d,θ) corresponds to the number of pairs of gray levels 
encountered in the neighborhood of each pixel [10]. The six 
texture descriptors used in our method, are presented in 
equations (1) to (6), where L is the number of gray levels, P 
is the normalized symmetric GLCM of dimension LxL and 
P(i,j) is the (i, j)th element of P. The direction θ=0º, θ=45º, 
θ=90º and θ=135º with a range of d=1 and d=2 was used in 
this work, in a total of eight GLCM. 

 

Fig. 2 Several examples of tissue patterns as outlined by radiologist. On 
each image, a region of interest (ROI) highlights a typical pattern. (A) 
Normal lung tissue. (B) Bullous emphysema. (C) Ground-glass opacity. 
(D) Honeycombing 
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where iμ  is the Mean and iσ the Standard Deviation 
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The shape aspects of the gray level primitives of each ROI 
were described through RLM features. The run length features 
were extracted from run length matrix M. A gray level run 
primitive is defined as a set of consecutive and collinear pixels 
which have the same gray level intensity, the run length is the 
number of pixels in the run and the run length value is the 
number of times such a run occurs in the image. Fine textures 
tend to contain more short runs with similar gray level 
intensities, while coarse textures have more long runs with 
significantly different gray level intensities [11]. 

Each element of a run length matrix M(a,r|θ) represents 
the number of runs with pixels of gray level intensity a and 
length r along the orientation θ. The typical orientations of 
0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° were used in this work. Calculating 
the run length encoding for each direction will produce four 
run length matrices. The size of each matrix M is LxNr, 
where L is the number of gray levels and Nr is the longest 
run length in the ROI.  

Each ROI was quantized into 16 gray levels scale. A set 
of four run length matrices were computed, one for each 
direction θ and eleven scalar measures were extracted as 
proposed by Galloway [12], Chu et al. [13] and Dasarathy 
and Holder [14]: 
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5. Run Percentage (RP) 
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where nr is the total number of pixels. 

6. Low Gray Level Run Emphasis (LGLRE) 
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10. Long Run Low Gray Level Emphasis (SRLGLE) 
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11. Long Run High Gray Level Emphasis (SRHGLE) 
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In order to describe the HRCT attenuation characteristics of 
each ROI, a set of textural features were obtained in the 
form of a 97-dimensional vector v. These features included 
mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis first-order 
features, 48 co-occurrence features, and 44 run length 
features. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT  

To perform automated discrimination of the samples, 
between normal and abnormal lung tissue, we used a 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. SVM is a 
machine-learning method, introduced by Vapnik in 1995 
[15], based on the principle of structural risk minimization. 
The mapping from original feature space to a higher 
dimension feature space is done using a set of mathematical 
functions known as kernels. As the feature extraction is 
implicit in the training procedure we did not performed 
feature selection [16]. The implementation of the SVM 
classifier was done through the Bioinformatics Toolbox 
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available in Matlab R2007b and a Gaussian radial basis 
function kernel was used. 

From a set of 241 scans, radiologists outlined several 
ROIs. Each one was split into smaller ROIs of 32x32 pixels. 
To make optimal use of the available dataset a four-fold 
cross validation method was performed, randomly dividing 
the dataset in four groups. On average there were 630 ROIs 
in the train set and 210 ROIs in the test set. 

The system was evaluated using sensitivity, specificity 
and overall accuracy. A positive sample is a ROI where 
lung pathology is present, and a negative sample is a ROI 
where lung tissue is normal. Sensitivity is defined as the 
number of samples correctly classified as positive divided 
by total number of positive samples. Specificity is defined 
as the number of samples correctly classified as negative 
divided by total number of negative samples. Overall 
accuracy is defined as the total number of correctly 
classified samples divided by the total number of samples. 
The results achieved were an accuracy of 89,2%, a 
sensitivity of 92,7%, and a specificity of 83,6%. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

We described a CAD system that automatically 
distinguishes normal from pathologic tissue in HRCT lung 
scans. The system was based on a pattern recognition 
approach, in which a set of statistical texture descriptors 
were used to characterize each ROI.  

Classification was done based on a database of typical 
samples from different pathologies, acquired from Coimbra 
University Hospital daily routine. This database was 
acquired through Study Lung Tool framework that showed 
to be very practical and also a valuable teaching tool.  

Due to the large amount of extracted features for each 
ROI, a feature selection algorithm should be included to 
reduce computational complexity. We also intend to 
evaluate the ROI size in overall performance of our system. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this study was to evaluate a theo-
retical model describing the attenuation of X-rays under con-
ditions found in angiographic applications and to develop a 
dual energy algorithm for either cancellation or enhancement 
of the visualization of soft tissue, bones, and iodine, which is 
used as a contrast agent, in the final image. Most dual energy 
reconstruction algorithms assume that the irradiated parts of 
the human body consist of two types of material. In the present 
study, the three-material approach is presented in order to 
remove from the final image not only one of the materials 
referred above, but also combinations of them by weighting 
subtraction of high and low energy images. The three-material 
algorithm was evaluated for a software phantom consisting of 
Plexiglas, hydroxyapatite - which simulate soft tissue and bone, 
respectively - and iodine, being irradiated in a variety of expo-
sure conditions. Dual energy images are presented comparing 
the three-material with the two-material algorithm. Results 
showed that using the three-material approach, the weighting 
factors differ significantly than the two-material, thus leading 
to successful nullification of soft tissue and bones and high 
contrast Iodine visualization. Suggested recommendations for 
optimal dual energy imaging exposure conditions and imple-
mentation are also provided. The three-material approach for 
dual energy image reconstruction seems to be a more effective 
algorithm, when using the weighting subtraction, than the two-
material technique. This method can be used in order to im-
prove the existing techniques of dual energy angiography. 

Keywords—Angiography, Dual Energy Imaging,  
Simulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Angiographic techniques produce images that show se-
lectively the blood vessels in the body. This type of imaging 
is used to investigate diseases such as stenoses and clotting 
of arteries and irregularities in systemic and pulmonary 
blood flow. In X ray angiography, a bolus of Iodine based 
contrast agent is injected into the bloodstream before imag-
ing. The X ray image shows increased attenuation from the 
blood vessels compared to the tissue surrounding them. A 
significant problem in conventional digital time subtraction 
angiography, is that of motion artefacts. Dual Energy sub-
traction angiography [1] can be used to selectively enhance 

Iodine in the presence of soft tissue and bone, and is much 
less sensitive to patient motion than conventional temporal 
DSA. However it suffers from a significantly lower signal 
to noise ratio, although noise reduction algorithms have 
been applied in order to solve this drawback [2]. It is there-
fore important to optimize the implementation of dual en-
ergy angiography with respect to the visualization of Iodine 
over the anatomical and the statistical noise (SNR) [2], [3]. 
The purpose of the present study was to perform a simple 
simulation of x-ray angiographic imaging in order to use the 
resulting images for dual energy imaging. Two dual energy 
imaging algorithms based on the weighted logarithmic sub-
traction were developed and evaluated with respecto to the 
visualization ability of the Iodine contrast agent, expressed 
in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio. The first algorithm, con-
sidering that two materials are present has been widely used 
for chest imaging [1] and also for angiographic applications 
[2],[3], but suffers from the anatomical noise due to the 
presence of the bones in the angiographic image. The sec-
ond algorithm was developed taking into account that three 
materials are present in the area under examination: Soft 
tissues, bones and Iodine. This prototype algorithm has not 
been evaluated before for angiographic imaging and a com-
parison with the two materials algorithm is investigated for 
angiographic applications. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Taking into consideration the Beer-Lambert law, the 
Dual Energy technique for two (or three) materials leads to 
a general formalism describing the generation of tissue 
specific dual energy images by weighted logarithmic sub-
traction: 

 LsoftH
DE
bone SwSS −=Δ    (1) 

 LboneH
DE
soft SwSS −=Δ    (2) 

where LS  and HS  are the low and high-kVp attenuations 

respectively, and softw  and bonew  are weighting factors, 
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thereafter referred to as the material-specific cancellation 
parameters for bone and soft tissue respectively:. 
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Where LN ( )yx, is the low energy image and ( )yxN H ,  
is the high energy image. (x,y) are the coordinates of the 
images’ raw data matrices.  

For the simulation study a theoretical (software) phantom 
was designed consisting of spatially invariant 20 cm PMMA 
thickness [2], [3], in which both Iodine and bone structures 
are embedded. The Iodine structures are three slabs of 0.01, 
0.02 and 0.03 cm thickness (or 49.3, 98.6 and 147.9 mg/cm2 
coating thickness [2]) placed horizontally. Four slabs con-
sisting of Hydroxyapatite (HAp) are also embedded inside 
the PMMA block. The thickness of the Hydroxyapatite 
structures is 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 cm, placed vertically with 
respect to the Iodine structures. 

The phantom was virtually irradiated using the exponen-
tial law of attenuation with computer generated tungsten X 
ray spectra [5] varying from 55 to 125 kVp, and tabulated 
data of linear attenuation coefficients [6] corresponding to 
software phantom materials. The low energy images were 
obtained for 55, 60, 65, 70 and 75 kVp with filtration of 4 
mm Al and 0.1 mm Cu. For the formation of high energy 
images 115, 120 and 125 kVp X ray spectra with 4 mm Al 

and 0.9 mm Cu filtration, normalized at 27.7 μ Gy were 
used in order to imitate conditions found in a commercial 
angiographic unit [7]. The images were formed considering 
an ideal x-ray detector, so the pixel values corresponded to 
the attenuated X ray spectrum integration, in units of  
photons/mm2. Poisson distributed noise was added in order 
to simulate the statistical nature of attenuation and detection 
of X rays. 

On the images produced by the irradiation process de-
scribed above, either the two, or the three materials algo-
rithm was applied, considering the proper combinations 
based on the x-ray spectrum used for the irradiation. For the 
evaluation of the dual energy algorithms, both the Iodine 
SNR [7] and the bone SNR on the final image were meas-
ured [3]. The Iodine SNR was the image enhancement fac-
tor, and the bone SNR served as a bone signal suppression 
factor. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figures 1 and 2 show a single nergy image acquired at 
115 kVp, with 4 mm Al and 0.9 mm Cu filtration used as a 
high energy image and a single energy image acquired at 60 
kVp, with 4 mm Al and 0.1 mm Cu filtration used as a low 
energy image, respectively 

 

 

Fig. 1  Single energy image at 115 kVp  
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Fig. 2  Single energy image at 60 kVp  

As it can be seen, in the single energy images, both the 
horizontal Iodine structures and the vertical Hydroxyapatite 
structures are visible, and in the areas that the structures are 
overlapped, are darker. In more complex images like medi-
cal images consisting of soft tissues, Iodinated vessels and 
bone tissues, it is difficult to discriminate the shape and  
the type of the examined area, thus making the diagnosis 
difficult. 

Figures 3 and 4 show Dual Energy Images obtained at 60 
kVp and 115 kVp (Fig. 1) and at 75 kVp and 115 kVp (Fig. 
2) respectively.  

 

Fig. 3  Dual  energy image at  60 kVp and 115 kVp 

In the first image (above) the bone signal seems to be 
suppressed, but it is not completely eliminated. 

 

Fig. 4  Dual energy image at 75 kVp and 115 kVp 

In the second image (above) the bone structures, have 
been almost completely eliminated. In comparison with the 
previous image, the Iodine signal has been significantly 
enhanced. 

Figs 5 and 6 represent the SNR for Iodine and bone for 
the embedded structures of the software phantom used in 
this study. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Iodine Signal to Noise Ratio versus Low energy for Iodine thick-
nesses 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 cm. The High energy was set to 115 kVp 
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Fig. 6 Bone Signal to Noise Ratio versus Low energy for Iodine thick-
nesses 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 cm. The High energy was set to 115 kVp 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our results showed that the three materials algorithm 
leads to high Iodine SNR values, thus enhancing the visu-
alization ability of the Iodined structures, but also it leads to 
relatively low Hydroxyapatite SNR. Bone structures are 
thus almost completely eliminated. The optimal x ray en-
ergy spectra combination was found at 75 kVp, for low 
energy, and at 115 kVp, for high energy, where both the 
highest Iodine SNR and the lowest bone SNR values were 
obtained. At the optimal spectral pair, the Iodine SNR was 
found 0.876, 1.7148 and 2.5938 for 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 cm 
Iodine thickness respectively, whereas the bone SNR main-
tained values lower than 0.06 expressing mainly the fluctua-
tions of the statistical noise [7]. The simultaneous Iodine 
enhancement and bone elimination from the final image, 
obtained by the present dual energy three materials algo-
rithm, may be interesting for application in dual energy 

angiography, addressing the problem of anatomical noise, 
which is created by the overlying bone structures [8]. 
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Abstract — Computer-Aided Detection (CADe) and Com-
puter-Aided Diagnosis (CADx) systems have been developed to 
increase the possible abnormalities diagnostic performance of 
radiologists in the initial stage. However, several computerized 
systems analyze the MedioLateral Oblique (MLO) view and 
CranioCaudal (CC) views independently or using only one of 
the views. A group of tools for computer-aided detection of 
lesions caused by breast masses in the two above projections 
are presented in this paper. A preprocessing stage was applied 
to enhance the breast information. Moreover, a method for 
automatic segmentation of lesions combining genetic algorithm 
and wavelet transform for multilevel threshold was proposed. 
Through preliminary tests, the method seems to meaningfully 
improve the diagnosis in the early breast cancer detection with 
multi-views. It was found a difference about 11% between the 
boundary regions identified by the proposed approach and 
that obtained by compared the chain-code available in the base 
DDSM (Digital Database for Screening Mammography). 

Keywords— Wavelet transform, Genetic algorithm, Mammo-
graphic image segmentation. 

I. INTRODUTION 

Periodic examinations conduced by mammographic im-
ages in women over 35 years may reduce significantly the 
number of cases with mortality. A screening mammograph-
ic examination usually consists of four images, correspond-
ing to each breast scanned in two views, a CranioCaudal 
(CC) and MedioLateral Oblíque (MLO). Although it is seen 
as the most realiable method for early detection of breast 
carcinomas, its interpretation is very difficult. About 10% to 
30% of breast lesions has false-negative diagnosis during 
routine screening, i.e., the radiologists interpret the 
anormality erroneously as normal. In approximately 67% of 
these false-negative, the radiologists fail to detect the breast 
cancer that was evident in a retrospective analysis [1]. 

In an attempt to support radiologists in overcoming these 
problems, a large number of Computer-Aided Detection 
(CADe) and Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CADx) have been 
developed and tested in the past two decades. The systems 
reported acting as additional reader providing a second 
opinion to the radiologists with higher detection sensitivity 
of detection and low recall rates [2]. 

Despite the reported evidence about their potential bene-
fit in increased sensitivity, most CAD systems suffer from 
certain limitations because they analyse the MLO and CC 
views independently. In some situations, these systems 
detect abnormalities using only one of the views [3]. Radi-
ologists believe that there is an inconsistency if a lesion is 
similar in both views and the system does not have the abili-
ty to find it. Thereby, there is a decrease in reliability and in 
the benefits offered by the systems [4]. Studies show that 
these limitations have caused changes and hence the radiol-
ogists are ignoring the results provided by these systems [5]. 

This paper presents a computational procedure that com-
bines a genetic algorithm with a wavelet transform to de-
termine thresholds values for segmentation. The threshold 
values are used in a multilevel threshold algorithm for de-
tecting lesions in mammographic images, considering both 
MLO and CC views. It is also employed a mammogram 
enhancement procedure based on wavelet transform to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio before applying the detection 
approach. The proposed method was employed on 60 digi-
talized mammograms of the public database Digital Data-
base for Screening Mammography (DDSM).  

This paper is organized as follows. In section II explains 
the system stages for the threshold multilevel of mammo-
graphic images. Section III presents the results achieved by 
using the proposed algorithms. Finally, discussions and 
conclusion about the work are given in Section IV.  

II. MATERIALS E METHODS  

A. Preprocessing 

The preprocessing step was applied to improve the seg-
mentation of the distinct structures in the mammogram. It 
may reduce the influence caused by noise and provide a 
relatively uniform intensity to all regions containing abnor-
malities. Coiflet wavelet transform and Wiener filter [6] 
were used in the preprocessing stage.  

In order to obtain effective enhancement, the image was 
decomposed by Coiflet wavelet transform with order two 
(coif2) in one level of decomposition, resulting in four sub-
images, one approximation sub-image and three details sub-
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images (horizontal, vertical and diagonal). So, each sub-
image was enhanced with the Wiener filter and finally, the 
inverse wavelet transform was employed for synthesize the 
sub-images back to the spatial domain. 

B. Automatic segmentation algorithm of lesions  

After application of the enhancement filter, a histogram 
of grey levels of the image was calculated. Before searching 
for thresholds using the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the length 
of the histogram was half-length reduced using the Daube-
chies wavelet transform with order 1 (db1) and one level of 
decomposition. This procedure generated two output infor-
mations from the image: a signal of approximation and 
another details coefficient. 

Based on the approximation signal which contains all the 
information of the original histogram with reduced size, a 
GA was constructed to determine the thresholds (Fig. 1). In 
this algorithm, a random population of solutions was built 
using the binary representation, where the valley areas of 
the histogram were represented with the bit 0 (zero) and the 
peak areas were symbolized by bit 1 (one). This coding 
procedure also produced some chromosomes with succes-
sive zero-bits. Therefore, the method proposed by [7] was 
applied in these chromosomes with the aim to change this 
sequence of bits, keeping only the first one and mutating the 
remaining successive zero-bits.  

The fitness of each individual of the population was cal-
culated using the objective function defined by [8]: 
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where ρ , iP , im , m , rL  and it  are, respectively, a posi-
tive weighting constant, the probability of class iC , the 
mean grey levels of the class iC , the total mean grey level 
of the image, the reduced histogram and the ith threshold. 
The parameter k  represents the optimal class number.  

In order to select the best individual, a tournament selec-
tion procedure with size four was employed. In this case, 
four individuals of the current population were randomly 
chosen and so the best fitness value was selected to belong 

to the single site, called mating pool. This procedure was 
repeated, until filling up a matting pool with the size of the 
initial population. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Block diagram illustrating the genetic algorithm steps designed to 

determine the multilevel threshold for a mammographic images segmenta-
tion. 

To improve the fitness value and consequently reduce the 
time for convergence of GA, a learning strategy proposed 
by [9] was applied. This approach copied the value of a 
random gene for the position before and after the chromo-
some, i.e., 1t  to 11 −t  and 11 +t .  

The mutation and crossover genetic operations were em-
ployed using the operator of single crossover, with probabil-
ity 0.9, and standard mutation with probability 0.01, respec-
tively. With these methods, news sequences of zero-bits 
were obtained. So, the method for removal of successive 
threshold values was again applied to the data. 

The GA was iterated until 50 generations are reached. 
After its completion, the individual with the best fitness was 
selected to determine the threshold values. Because of the 
reduced dimension of the histogram, the threshold values 
determined by the GA must be expanded to the original 
space. In this case, each threshold was multiplied by a fac-
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tor r2 , where r represents the level of decomposition used in 
the wavelet transform. Then, a refinement procedure pro-
posed by [8] was employed to provide stability and more 
accuracy in the threshold values generated. The approach 
updated the fitness values according to the mean grey levels 
( im ) of the class iC  given by Eq. (6).  
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With the threshold values obtained, Eq. (7) was applied 

to segment the mammographic image: 
 

kyxB =),(  if kk tyxft ≤≤− ),(1  to nk ,...,2,1=               (7) 
 

where ),( yxf  is the original image, ),( yxB  is the thre-
shold image, n  is the class number and kk tt ,....,1−  are the 
threshold values that define the range of class n . 

The goal of reducing possible areas with false-positive, a 
post-processing step was employed after the segmentation. 
In this step, a comparison between the areas obtained in CC 
and MLO views of the breast was used to eliminate uncorre-
lated regions. The procedures applied for automatic detec-
tion of abnormalities are shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2  Breast mass detection algorithm for detection algorithm for mam-

mographic images acquired in CC and MLO views. 

C. Database 

The images used in this paper were obtained from the 
public database DDSM (Digital Database for Screening 
Mammography) at the University of South Florida, US [10].  

The DDSM contains approximately 2500 studies ob-
tained between 1988 and 1999 years from four institutions 
of United States: Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), 
Wake Forest University School of Medicine (WFUSM), 
Sacred Heart Hospital (SHH) and Washington University of 
St. Louis School of Medicine. The mammograms were 
digitalized with the following equipment: Howtek (WU and 
MGH), Lumisys (WFUSH and SHH) and DBA (MGH). 
The images are showed in lossless Joint Photographers 
Expert Group (LJPEG) format, and gray encoded, with 12- 
or 16-bit pixel depth. 

Each study includes two images of each breast, one Me-
dioLateral Oblique (MLO) and one CranioCaudal (CC), 
along with some associated patient information: age at the 
time of the study, an American College of Radiology (ACR) 
breast density ranting, subtlety rating for abnormalities, an 
ACR keyword description of abnormality, image informa-
tion (scanner, spatial resolution, type of abnormality and 
location) and each boundary from the abnormality is speci-
fied as a chain-code, which allows easy feature extraction 
for each of the suspicious areas in the images files. 

For this study, a set of 60 mammographic images of CC 
and MLO views was used for performance evaluation of the 
proposed method. 

D. Evaluation of the segmentation algorithm 

The accuracy rate was estimated by comparing between 
the size area thresholded by the proposed approach and that 
obtained by the chain-code contained in the file ".overlay" 
and provided by database DDSM.  

III. RESULTS 

The results obtained by multilevel threshold on CC and 
MLO views for cases 1211 and 0305 are shown in Fig. 3. 
These cases were randomly chosen to demonstrate the abili-
ty of the developed algorithms. The pectoral muscle in 
MLO view was taken in out by hand by a specialist, before 
applying the proposed method. The results obtained after 
the use of multilevel automatic threshold method for case 
1211 in CC and MLO views are shown respectively in Figs. 
3(a) and 3(c). The results for case 0305 in CC and MLO 
views are depicted in Figs 3(e) and 3(g), respectively. Figs. 
3(b), 3(d), 3(f) and 3(h) show the results obtained after the 
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post-processing step. In these images, the solid line depicts 
a lesion in the breast identified by the proposed method. 

 

    
            (a)                 (c)                  (e)                 (g) 

                
             (b)                (d)                 (f)                  (h)  

Fig. 3  Images obtained after the multilevel threshold method and post-
processing step: (a) (b) image in the CC view of the case 1211, (c) (d) 

image in the MLO view of the case in 1211, (e) (f) image in the CC view 
of the case 0305 and (g) (h) image in the MLO view of the case 0305. 

To estimate the accuracy rate a comparison was applied 
between to the boundary areas demarcated by the chain-
code and the boundary area depicted by the proposed me-
thod. Table 1 shows the values obtained in this analysis.  

Table 1  Mean and standard deviation error between the area depicted by 
the chain-code and the proposed method. 

Type Mean Error (%) Standard Deviation (%) 
Malignant Breast masses 11,78 18,94 

Benign Breast masses 10,38 10,47 
Mean Total 10,54 14,76 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

After the applied proposed method, some regions that do 
not correspond to the mass were identified (Figs. 3(c) e 
3(e)). However, the post-processing step was useful to elim-
inate these regions. 

The automatic segmentation algorithm based on the 
combination of the wavelet transform and GA efficiently 
detected abnormalities with relevant results for the cases 
examined. Note that the mean results were satisfactory, 
since the mean difference error between the techniques was 
less than 11% (see Table 1). Furthermore, it seems that the 

method has higher efficiency for images containing benign 
breast lesions, because the error and standard deviation for 
these images was 10%, on average. That is, for those cases, 
about 90% of the breast lesions were correctly identified. 

As it can be seen, the breast mass identified by the chain-
code does not bound the abnormality diagnosed by the radi-
ologist diagnosis in some cases. This was also demonstrated 
in [11]. So, a few errors can occur due to differences be-
tween the areas demarcated, but the procedure is still valid 
on detecting the abnormality. 
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Multispectral Optoacoustic Tomography (MSOT)
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Abstract— Optical interrogation of biological tissues offers 
great variety of intrinsic probing mechanisms as well as highly 
specific contrast approaches based on tissue-specific expres-
sion of fluorescent proteins and extrinsically administered 
moleculal biomarkers. Yet, most of the important living organ-
isms and tissues remain inaccessible by the current optical 
imaging techniques due to complications arising from intense 
light scattering in tissues. In this work, a selective-plane illu-
mination multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) 
technique was developed and applied for high-resolution 
whole-body visualization of intact mesoscopic-scale optically 
diffusive organisms whose sizes may vary from sub-millimeter 
up to a centimeter range and beyond. Utility of the method is 
demonstrated on several intact living organisms and small 
animal extremities. Furthermore, by combining multi-
wavelength illumination, the method is shown capable of re-
solving tissue-specific expression of fluorescent proteins lo-
cated deep in optically diffuse tissues.  

Keywords— Small animal imaging, optoacoustics, photoacous-
tic tomography, molecular imaging

I. INTRODUCTION 

Progress in the biological sciences has often been asso-
ciated with the evolution of optical imaging and the corres-
ponding capacity to identify specific anatomical and mole-
cular biomarkers. In particular, optical microscopy has been 
an essential tool for biomedical research, with applications 
spanning from the ability to visualize complex molecular 
pathways and protein function to morphological observa-
tions of development. At the organ and organism level, 
optical biological imaging has traditionally focused on 
studying life on dead specimens, i.e. through histology or 
immunohistochemistry, on thin sections that yield minimal 
photon scattering. The need to study evolution, function and 
disease in unperturbed environments and over time, has 
however entrusted modern optical visualization with the 
task of in-vivo application.

The underlying physical barrier for extending high-
resolution (diffraction limited) optical imaging beyond 
current limits of several hundred microns is the significant 
light diffusion. When imaging with light through tissue, 
photons interact with cellular interfaces and organelles 
leading to multiple scattering events within the specimen 

under investigation [1]. The detected light therefore loses 
information on its origin and propagation path, blurring the 
images and destroying spatial resolution. Even state-of-the-
art multiphoton microscopy is usually limited to superficial 
imaging up to a depth of 0.5-1 mm in most living tissues. 
Recent efforts to image entire embryos for example [2,3] 
require special chemical treatment of the specimen, to clear 
them from scattering, and are only suitable for post-mortem 
imaging. Macroscopic optical imaging has recently evolved 
as an alternative method for imaging large diffuse specimen 
and utilizes fully diffusive photons, typically from struc-
tures that are larger than 1 cm. In its more advanced form, 
techniques like Fluorescence Molecular Tomography 
(FMT) illuminates the sample under investigation at mul-
tiple projections and utilizes mathematical models of photon 
propagation in tissues, in combination with capturing diffu-
sive photons propagating through tissue, to reconstruct the 
underlying imaging contrast, albeit with much lower resolu-
tion than in microscopy [1]. In contrast to microscopic 
three-dimensional “tissue-sectioning” imaging, tomography
and reconstruction here implies the formulation of a ma-
thematical inverse problem, whose algebraic solution (mi-
nimization) yields the reconstructed images, in analogy to 
methods used in X-ray CT, Single Photon Emission Tomo-
graphy (SPECT) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET). 
Several different implementations, developed over the past 
years, have been successfully used to three-dimensionally 
image bio-distribution of fluorochromes in entire animals, 
molecular pathways of cancer and cardiovascular decease, 
offering quantitative imaging. Optical tomography in dif-
fuse objects, however, has been developed and today ap-
plied in tissues with dimensions that are normally larger 
than 1 cm and usually offers low spatial resolution on the 
order of 1 mm. We usually refer therefore to the mesoscopic 
scale as one applied to organisms and tissues whose dimen-
sions are usually between 1mm-1cm, for which neither 
ballistic nor diffuse photon propagation regimes apply.

Optoacoustic imaging has evolved over the last decade 
into a powerful modality used to investigate structural and 
functional information in-vivo noninvasively from biologi-
cal specimens. Based on the optoacoustic effect, images are 
obtained by recording pressure waves caused by the thermal 
expansion that results from a small temperature rise when 
absorption of externally applied energy occurs. Unlike in 
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pure optical imaging [4], the spatial resolution here is not 
determined nor limited by light diffusion, therefore such 
performance cannot be achieved by any other optical imag-
ing technology developed so far. Originally, optoacoustic 
imaging of tissues targeted endogenous tissue contrast, 
primarily resolving oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin and differ-
ent vascular structures [5]. 

Herein we present an optoacoustic tomography scanner 
based on multispectral selective-plane illumination [6,7]. 
When combined with confocal detection and specimen 
rotation over 360 degree projections, this technology ex-
tends imaging into living biological specimens of dimen-
sions never optically visualized in the past. Consequently, 
we examine the performance of this method in imaging 
several important intact model organisms having no hemog-
lobin-based contrast. The scalability of the technology with 
different sizes in the mesoscopic scale is also demonstrated. 
In addition, we show that multispectral illumination allows 
visualization of spectral signatures from molecular bio-
markers, like fluorescent probes and proteins, located deep 
in scattering living tissues. The method is therefore capable 
of simultaneously delivering anatomical, functional and 
molecular information with both high resolution and pene-
tration capabilities.

II. METHODS

The simplified scheme of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. A tunable OPO laser was employed for providing 
multiple-wavelength illumination in the visible and the 
near-infrared. The pulse duration of the laser is less than 
10ns and the repetition rate is 20-30Hz. The output laser 
beam is manipulated using cylindrical/spherical lenses, slits, 
and pinhole in order to adopt the incident beam shape to the 
size of the particular imaged object or region of interest. For 
detection, we used either ultrawideband PVDF transducer 
technology (Precision Acoustics Ltd.) or piezoelectric PZT 
transducers (Panametrics-NDT, Olympus) were used. The 
transducers are cylindrically focused in the imaging plane to 
allow 3D data acquisition via vertical scanning. Transducer 
and the 45° angled mirror are attached to a vertical transla-
tional stage, thus both the illumination and detection planes 
are changed simultaneously. The sample is mounted on a 
rotational stage located at the bottom of the water tank. In-
plane data acquisition is done by 360 degrees rotation of the 
sample. A 14-bit resolution PCI digitizer with a sampling 
rate of 100 MS/s (NI PCI-5122, National Instruments Corp., 
Austin) is used to record the time-resolved acoustic signals 
detected by the transducer.  

Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup.

The laser, stage controllers, and data acquisition were coor-
dinated via Labview-based interface (National Instruments 
Corp., Austin, TX). In addition, a photodiode (FDS010, 
200-1100 nm, 1 ns rise time, Thorlabs) was placed in the 
vicinity of the laser output window to record the intensity 
change of each pulse and to normalize the detected signals 
for laser output instabilities. This continuous power moni-
toring is of critical importance for multispectral optoacous-
tic tomography (MSOT) reconstructions since some of 
important biomarkers may present only a small variation of 
the optical absorption over highly absorbing background, in 
which case even small quantification inaccuracies may lead 
to uninterpretable results. 

III. RESULTS

We imaged several model organisms that relate to bio-
logical discovery, whose diameter spans the mesoscopic 
range from 800 µm to 1 cm. Figs. 2(a)-(c) show images of 
developing Drosophila in its pupal stage using 750 nm se-
lective-plane illumination The imaging planes were at two
different levels – top level containing highly absorbing 
sensory organ of the pupa (Fig. 2(a)) and salivary glands 
area (Fig. 2(b)). The corresponding histological section at 
the salivary glands level is shown in Fig. 2(c) and shows 
good agreement with the reconstruction. It must be pointed 
out that Drosophila in its pupal stage is a fairly diffusive 
organism, not accessible through its intact case by micro-
scopy techniques. By using the herein suggested method, 
the pupal case is readily identified in Figs. 2(b) as having 
rather high optical absorption as compared to the other 
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structures. The various fatty structures are also clearly visu-
alized with in-plane spatial resolution on the order of 37 
µm, limited by the useful bandwidth of the ultrasonic detec-
tor (up to 20Mhz). The resolution can be further improved 
by using ultrasonic detector of larger bandwidth.

The area containing the salivary glands is distinguisha-
ble on both optoacoustic and histological images, indicating 
low optical absorption properties. 

Figure 2. Images from mesoscopic-scale objects taken using selective-
plane optoacoustic tomography. Cross-sectional optoacoustic images of an 
intact Drosophila melanogaster pupae from (a) top part containing dark-
color (highly absorbing) sensory organ of the pupa; and (b) salivary glands 
area. (c) Histological section of the pupa at the salivary gland area (blue -
dapi staining; green - GFP fluorescence expressed in the fatty structures). 
Images from Lumbricus Terrestris (Earthworm) are shown in (d) Selective-
plane optoacoustic image; (e) Anatomical diagram; and (f) The correspond-
ing ultrasound image acquired using high-resolution ultrasound imaging 
system operating at 25MHz. Images obtained from the pelvic limb of a 
wild-type Balb/c mouse - (g) optoacoustic tomography reconstruction; (g) 
The corresponding ultrasound image; (i The corresponding micro-CT 
image.

Fig. 2(d)-(f) shows planar images obtained from the in-
testine area of Lumbricus Terrestris, also well known as the 
Earthworm. This specie is larger in size as compared to 
Drosophila pupae. Although the diameter of an adult worm 
is usually greater than 3-4 mm, selective-plane optoacoustic 
imaging proved useful also in this case using the same ultra-
sonic transducer for detection. The reconstructed image in 
Fig. 2(d) provides detailed information about the inner 

structures (similar to histological section in Fig. 2(e)), in-
cluding intestine with the folded structure of its wall, the 
typhlosole, muscles, dorsal and ventral blood vessels.  For 
comparison, a pure ultrasound image of the same worm, 
acquired using a high-resolution ultrasound imaging system 
operating at 25MHz (VisualSonics Vevo 660TM, VisualSon-
ics Inc., Toronto, Ontario), failed to provide any adequate 
anatomical information, as evidenced from Fig. 2(f). It 
should be noted that the diffusion light theory is poorly 
applicable to the worm since the mean-free path length 
(MFPL) [4] occupies a considerable portion of its radius. 
Therefore, it is also not accessible by the diffusion optical 
tomography methods. 

In order to demonstrate its wide scalability over differ-
ent size dimensions, we applied the suggested method for 
imaging the pelvic limb of a wild-type Balb/c mouse. This 
is also a mesoscopic object whose characteristic diameter 
lies in the 5-10 mm range.  The reconstructed cross-
sectional optoacoustic image is presented in Fig. 2(g) along 
with the corresponding ultrasonic (Fig. 2(h)) and micro-CT
(Fig. 2(i)) images, acquired approximately at the same im-
aging plane. Evidently, the triangular-shape tibia as well as 
the fibula bones are clearly visualized by all the three mod-
alities. However, one may note that the optoacoustic image, 
although acquired by a much lower frequency transducer, 
provides enhanced contrast and other fine details that are 
not available in the ultrasound or CT images.

Finally, we investigate the applicability of our multis-
pectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) method for 
whole-body imaging of fluorescent proteins. For demonstra-
tion purposes, we selected an mCherry-expressing Zebrafish 
as an important model organism studied extensively in the 
fields of neuroscience, developmental biology and genetics.
Fig. 3 shows images acquired from an adult two-month old 
transgenic zebrafish, in which Gal-4/UAS system was used 
in order to express mCherry fluorescent reporter in the no-
tochord. Being situated right in the middle of the fish, 
whose cross-sectional size in the imaging plane was about 
2.5 x 4 mm, this structure is apparently not accessible by 
any fluorescence microscopy technique. To resolve the 
mCherry-marked notochord in the intact living animal, we 
applied imaging at three different adjacent wavelengths 
(587, 597 and 607 nm) lying on the steep declining slope of 
mCherry extinction spectra (Fig. 3(f)). This multi-
wavelength illumination approach allows highly sensitive 
reconstruction of fluorescent proteins (having relatively 
rapid changes in their absorption/extinction spectra) over 
slowly varying tissue background absorption. Yet, since 
optoacoustic tomography acquires contrast from different 
structures surrounding the notochord, the exact distribution 
of the mCherry fluorescent protein cannot be distinguished 
on the single wavelength images (Figs. 3(a)-(c)). Spectrally-
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resolved image, on the other hand, reveals the correct shape 
and size of the region expressing mCherry (Fig. 3(d)) with 
good correlation with histological section shown in Fig. 
3(e). 

Fig. 3. Imaging of mCherry distribution in adult zebrafish. Selective-
plane photoacoustic images acquired at (a) 587 nm, (b) 597 nm, and (c) 
607 nm; (d) Spectrally resolved MSOT image of mCherry distribution in 
an intact animal; (e) Histological fluorescence image at approximately the 
same imaging plane (red color corresponds to mCherry-expressing noto-
chord); (f) Extinction spectra of mCherry; (g) Histological section; (h) 
Overlay between histological images at the fluorescence and intrinsic 
channels; (i) Imaging plane.

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The ability to optically interrogate and visualize in-
tact organisms is of high importance due to the great variety 
of intrinsic optical contrast and exogenous molecular probes 
available in the visible and near-infrared spectra. In this 
work, a selective-plane illumination multispectral optoac-
oustic tomography technique was developed and applied for 
high-resolution whole-body visualization of intact mesos-
copic-scale optically diffusive organisms whose sizes may 
vary from sub-millimeter up to a centimeter range and 
more. The size of many relevant biological samples and 
model organisms, e.g. developing insects small animal ex-
tremities, animal and fish embryos as well as of some adult 
fishes, lie in this range. However, due to the high optical 
diffusion and relatively small size, they are not accessible 
by existing optical microscopy nor by diffusion-based opti-

cal tomography methods. Thus, selective-plane optoacoustic 
imaging holds promise of becoming the method of choice 
for imaging those organisms. Although it is known that 
optoacoustic imaging is sensitive to hemoglobin, good con-
trast was demonstrated here also for other biological tissues 
like fat, bones, and other internal structures. 

By applying a multispectral optoacoustic tomography 
(MSOT) methodology, we demonstrated that other molecu-
larly-relevant information related to biodistribution of fluo-
rescent biomarkers and proteins, e.g. gene expression, mor-
phogenesis, decease progression and many other targeted 
mechanisms, could now be visualized in whole bodies of 
opaque living objects with high sensitivity and spatial reso-
lution close to a single cell dimensions. 
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Abstract—Boundary data profile of practical phantom is 
studied for two dimensional Medical Electrical Impedance 
Tomography using different electrode geometries. A sinusoidal 
current is injected to the phantom boundary for generating 
surface potential data using neighboring current injection 
protocol. Boundary data are collected for different electrode 
area and bathing solution heights using a common mode 
electrode with different diameters. Measured boundary 
potentials are compared with the simulated data generated by a 
finite element method based forward solver. Comparing the 
measured potential with simulated data it is intended to modify 
the phantom design parameters for better image reconstruction.  

Keywords––electrical impedance tomography, practical 
biological phantom, boundary data profile, forward solver,  
finite element method. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is being 
researched in different areas of science and technology due to 
its several advantages [1], [2], [3] over other computed 
tomographic techniques [4]. Being a non-invasive, non-
radiating, non-ionizing and inexpensive methodology, EIT has 
been extensively studied in clinical diagnosis [5], biomedical 
engineering [6] and biotechnology [7]. The attempts are also 
being made develop a better medical-EIT system (figure-1) 
for different clinical investigations [8], [9], [10] and long time 
patient monitoring. The first impedance imaging system, the 
Impedance Camera, was constructed by Henderson and 
Webster to study the pulmonary edema in 1978 [11]. But due 
to poor signal to noise ratio [2] and poor spatial resolution [6] 
EIT is not yet accepted as the gold method in medical imaging 
technology. The reconstructed image quality in impedance 
tomography greatly depends on the measurement errors 
influenced by the phantom geometry, surface electrode 
structures, size of the Common Mode Electrode (CME) used 
and electronic behavior of the EIT-hardwares. Image 
resolution also depends on the Jacobean matrix formation, 
regularization technique and the converging nature of iterative 
algorithm used [12] in inverse problem. Before reconstructing 
the conductivity from the measured potentials it is 
advantageous to eliminate the measurement error produced by 
the phantom geometry and EIT-hardware for better image 

reconstruction. In this direction, a practical phantom for 
Medical-EIT is developed and the boundary data are studied 
with different electrode configurations. A low magnitude 
sinusoidal current is injected to the phantom boundary for 
generating surface potential data using neighboring or 
adjacent current injection protocol [13] (figure-2). Boundary 
data are measured and compared with the simulated data 
generated by a Finite Element Method (FEM) based Forward 
Solver (FS). Boundary data are measured for different 
electrode geometry and compared with the simulated data for 
modifying the phantom structure to generate the errorless 
boundary data for better image reconstruction.  

 
Fig. 1 A medical EIT schematic: Electrode array attached to the patient’s 
body 

 

Fig. 2 Neighboring or adjacent current injection protocol 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

A. Instrumentation 

A constant current injector is developed using a Voltage 
Control Current Source (VCCS) fed by a variable frequency 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). VCO is developed 
with is a high-frequency, precision function generator IC, 
MAX038 [14], connected with a minimum number of 
passive circuit elements (figure-3).  

 

Fig. 3 Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) using MAX038 IC 

A sinusoidal voltage signal of a very high bandwidth 
(10Hz-10MHz) is got at the VCO output and fed to a VCCS 
which is basically a Modified Howland Current Generator 
(figure-4). VCCS is developed with AD811 IC (Analog  
 

 

Fig. 4 Modified Howland based Voltage Control Current Source 

Devices Inc.) [15] which is a high speed video Op-Amp 
having very high bandwidth and capability of delivering 
1mA current through the maximum load of 3.2 kΩ. A signal 
conditioner block is developed with an instrumentation 
amplifier and a narrow band pass filter produces and is used 
to increase the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). A simple 
electrode switching module is developed using single pole 
single throw (SPST) slide actuated DIP switch-based 
multiplexers. Gold plated slide type DIP switches having 50 
mΩ contact resistance, 1000 MΩ insulation resistance with 
a mechanical life of 2000 operation [16)] are used. 

B. EIT-Phantom 

An EIT phantom is developed (figure-5) with an array of 
sixteen stainless steel square electrodes fixed on the inner 
wall of a shallow (ID 148 mm) crystallizing dish (Borosil 
Glass Works Limited, Mumbai, India). Electrodes are 
identically cut from a 100 μm thick Stainless Steel (SS) 
sheet (type 304) and machined carefully to give all the 
electrodes approximately equal surface area (10 mm × 10 
mm). Electrodes are connected with the multiplexer board 
through the low resistive flexible multi-strand copper wires 
fastened with the electrodes by stainless steel screws. All 
the lead wires are of equal lengths for getting an identical 
impedance path for each electrode to reduce the mismatch 
in electrode impedances. A CME of cylindrical shape is 
placed at the phantom centre and connected to the ground 
point of the EIT hardwires to reduce the common mode 
error [16] of the electronic circuits. The phantom tank is 
filled up with a bathing solution [17] prepared with a 0.05 
% (w/v) solution of KCl. A liquid conductivity  
 

 

Fig. 5 Experimental setup with Practical Biological Phantom 
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measurement setup is developed with a rectangular (20 mm 
× 20 mm × 50 mm) glass container and two stainless steel 
square electrodes with a surface area of 20 mm × 20 mm.  

C. Forward Solver  

A forward solver is developed in MatLAB7.0 using 
Finite Element Method (FEM) which has several 
advantages [12] over other numerical techniques. The finite 
element formulation for EIT [18] first discretizes the 
medium under analysis into a finite number of elements 
collectively called a finite element mesh. Within each 
element the field variable is approximated by shape 
functions (interpolation functions) that are defined only 
within the individual element in terms of the values of the 
field variables at specified points on the element called 
nodes. Method of Weighted Residuals (MWR) [19] is the 
most versatile approach used to formulate the finite element 
problems [18]. Forward problem is solved with a known 
current injection pattern, current magnitude and a given 
conductivity of the homogeneous medium.  

D. Data Collection   

The conductivity measurement setup is filled with the 
KCl solution and the electrical impedance and phase angle 
is measured with a current signal of 1mA and a frequency 
swift of 10 kHz–1 MHz using a LCR meter (Model - 
QuadTech 7600, QuadTech Inc.USA). The solution 
conductivity 0.05% (w/v) KCl-solution is calculated using 
standard formula and found as 0.21 S/m. The electrode 
performance is checked with symmetricity measurement 
process to justify the phantom system as a symmetric 
system. The six potential data (V1 through V6 in figure-2) of 
first half of the phantom periphery are compared with other 
six potential data (V8 through V13 in figure-2) from the 
second half of the system. Forward Solver estimates the 
simulated differential boundary potentials (Vds) by solving 
the governing equation of EIT with known solution 
conductivity and applied current magnitude. 1 mA, 50 kHz 
constant current signal is injected to the phantom boundary 
and the differential potentials developed (Vdm) are measured 
using neighboring method. The voltage signal developed on 
the voltage electrodes is passed through the instrumentation 
amplifier and narrow band pass filter to increase the SNR. 

The filtered voltage signal is  measured by a Multimeter 
(Model - Keithley 2002, Keithley Instruments, Inc., USA) 
as well as Digital Storage Oscilloscope (Model - Tektronix: 
TDS3014B, Tektronix Inc.). Voltage data are collected 
without CME and with CME of different diameters. 
Boundary data are also inspected with or without extra 
water column above or below the electrode array level.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Forward solver estimates the simulated boundary 
potentials (Vds) by solving the governing equation of EIT 
with known solution conductivity and applied current 
magnitude. The differential potential is also calculated with 
the phantom data provided by Ider et al [20] using our 
forward solver. The deviation between the potential data 
generated through our forward solver and that provided by 
Ider et al [20] is only 0.08% to 0.80% (figure-6). The first 
six potential data (V1 through V6) of first half of the 
phantom periphery are compared with other six potential 
data (V8 through V13). Result shows that the deviation 
between potentials on electrode pairs which are symmetric 
(in position) to each other is minimum for CME with a 
diameter of 25 mm (figure-7). 

 
Fig. 6 Vds Profile compared with Ider et al data 
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Fig. 7 Vds data symmetricity plot 

Results show that CME reduces the common mode error 
providing a common mode feedback [21] to the EIT 
electronics. The degree of common mode correction 
depends on the diameter of the CME used. It is noticed that 
the common mode potential of 83 mV is reduced at the 
voltage electrode pair (seventh voltage electrode pair, V7) 
opposite to the current electrodes by using a CME of 0.5 
mm dia (figure-8). Thus the differential potential is reduced 
from 180 mV to 97 mV at the seventh voltage electrode 
pair. Differential potential is further reduced by increasing 
the CME diameter. A CME of 25 mm diameter reduces the 
Vdm from 97 mV to 28 mV with a reduction of 69 mV in the 
common mode potential at the electrode pair V7 (figure-8).  

It is also noticed that the differential potential data are 
further improved by introducing a water column of certain 
height above and below the electrode array level. With a 2 
mm height water column above and below the electrode 
array makes Vdm data more analogous to Vds data profile. 
Offset potential correction is made for further improvement 
in the Vdm data. Offset potential is measured for each 
current projection and then it is subtracted from the 
corresponding Vdm data set. Offset correction gives a more 
analogous data to Vds but the voltages at the voltage 
electrodes pairs (V1 and V13) near the current electrodes, are 
around 18.47 mV to 19.14 mV lesser than that of Vds due to 
the high current density. Vdm for other voltage electrode 
pairs varies from 0.18 mV to 3.21 mV (figure-9). 

 

Fig. 8 Vdm data with CME of different diameter 

 
Fig. 9 Vdm data with and without extra water column 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

2D EIT assumes that the current conduction is being 
confined in a plane which is not true for a real volume 
conductor and hence the geometry of the practical phantom 
and its sensor array play a significant role in image 
reconstruction. Hence the image reconstruction accuracy 
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and image resolution in 2D-EIT extensively depends on the 
phantom design parameters like Phantom height, electrode 
number, electrode materials, electrode geometry, electrode 
width, electrode array position etc. Studying the phantom 
boundary data for a 2-D EIT it is intended to improve the 
boundary data profile for better image reconstruction. 
Sinusoidal current is injected to the phantom boundary and 
the boundary data developed are compared with the 
simulated data. Boundary data are collected for different 
electrode area and CME diameter for modifying the 
phantom structure to improve the boundary data profile. A 
phantom with 10 mm × 10 mm square electrode array and a 
CME with 25 mm diameter gives better boundary data 
profile when an extra water column of 20 mm height is 
introduced above and below the electrode array level.  
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Bone Density Changes during Adjuvant Aromatase Inhibitor Treatment in Breast 
Cancer Patients: Single Centre Experience 

 
I. BACKGROUND 

Adjuvant aromatase inhibitors (AI) therapy in breast 
cancer accelerates bone loss resulting in increased incidence 
of fracture. We evaluated the effect of AI on bone density 
changes among breast cancer patients in our cancer centre. 

II. METHOD 

A total of 84 patients who had adjuvant AI for more than 
24 months underwent a minimum 3 Dual energy X-ray 
Absorptiometry (DXA) scans during these 24 months, were 
included in this study. Annual bone density change was 
calculated and correlated with various risk and prognostic 
factors.  

III. RESULTS 

Adjuvant AI was given in up-front (54), sequential (15) 
and extended adjuvant (15) therapy settings, with a median 
duration of 31 months. Intervals between scans varied from 
6 – 33 months (median = 13 months), 63 patients had 
baseline DXA scans undertaken within 6 months from start 
of AI.  Bisphosphonate was prescribed to 35 patients during 
AI therapy according to local practice.  Changes in bone 
density of lumbar spine according to WHO classification is 
shown in the table below. In the group of patients who had 
adjuvant chemotherapy (58 patients), significant bone loss 

was seen in the patients who did not have bisphosphonate 
(n=38), (-0.011 in BMD, Mean=0.88±0.02) compared to 
those who had bisphosphonate (n=20), (0.036 in BMD, 
Mean=0.93±0.02) with a significant value of (p=0.018). In 
the patients who did not have chemotherapy (n=26), no 
bone loss was seen whether bisphosphonate was used or 
not. No clinical bone fracture was reported among patients 
who had osteoporosis at baseline. 

 
 Chemotherapy (Yes)  

 Bisphosphonate (Yes) Bisphosphonate (No)

 1st scan 3rd scan 1st scan 3rd scan
Osteoporosis 4 4 2 2 
Osteopenia 11 10 16 21 

Normal 5 6 20 15 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The patients who received chemotherapy are more likely 
to lose bone density and close monitoring is required for 
bisphosphonate therapy. Bone loss is more significant in the 
Lumbar Spine compared to the Hip. Following intervention 
with bisphosphonate, the rate of bone loss was reduced and 
as a result only 2.3% of patients developed osteoporosis 
during AI treatment. AI can be safely given from the bone 
health point of view with the appropriate use of 
bisphosphonate.  
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Polymer-Nanoparticles for Multimodal Imaging and Targeted Therapy:  Concept, 
Data, Perspectives 
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Nanoparticles are at the leading edge of the rapidly 
developing field of material science in nanotechnology, with 
many potential applications in clinical medicine and research.  
Due to their unique size-dependent properties, nanoparticles 
offer the possibility to develop both new therapeutic and 
diagnostic tools.  The ability to incorporate drugs into 
nanosystems constitutes a new paradigm in pharmacotherapy 
that could be used for cell-targeted drug delivery.  In addition 
to these therapeutic options, nanoparticle-based imaging 
creates a field, in which this new technology has set the stage 
for an evolutionary leap in diagnostic imaging.  Based on the 
recent progress in nanobiotechnology, nanoparticles have the 
potential to become useful tools as therapeutic and diagnostic 
tools in the near future. 

The aim of the present work was to develop a multimodal 
imaging and detection approach to study the behavior of 
nanoparticles in animals.  Highly carboxylated, ‘hairy’ 
polymer-nanoparticles with extraordinary colloidal stability 
were labeled with 68Ga for positron emission tomography, 111In 

for quantitative gamma scintigraphy or Gd3+ for magnetic 
resonance imaging.  Following intravenous injection into rats, 
precise localization of nanoparticles was achieved with a high 
spatial and temporal resolution revealing the tracer in the 
blood compartment with a time dependent accumulation in the 
liver.  In addition, Rhodamine B was incorporated into the 
cross-linked nanoparticle core to examine specific interactions 
with blood cells.  Flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy 
show uptake of nanoparticles by leucocytes and unexpectedly, 
thrombocytes, but not erythrocytes.  Cellular internalization 
was an active and selective process.  Further incorporation of 
polyethylene glycol blocks into the outer nanoparticle corona 
could prevent uptake by thrombocytes, but not macrophages 
or monocytes.  Our data demonstrate the feasibility of such a 
multimodal approach and its usefulness to analyze the fate of 
nanoparticles at the macroscopic and cellular level.  It will 
facilitate the development of functionalized nanocarrier-
systems and extend their biomedical applications. 

Keywords––animal PET; molecular imaging; theranostics. 
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Abstract—Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common 
mental disorder characterized by a pervasive low mood. The 
aim of this study is to investigate the difference of network 
properties of functional network derived from functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) between the healthy subjects 
and the patients with major depression disorder. The func-
tional MR images were acquired from 13 healthy subjects and 
19 patients with major depression disorder. All images of each 
subject were parcellated into cortical and sub-cortical regions 
which were defined as the nodes of the network. The functional 
relations between these regions were estimated by the time-
frequency cross mutual information (TFCMI) followed by a 
thresholding to construct a set of undirected graphs. Our find-
ings indicated that the MDD patients presented lower degree, 
strength and cliquishness of connections, whereas longer mean 
path length in the brain network. This suggested the reduced 
efficiency of the brain network for MDD patients. In addition, 
the network properties of MDD patients were altered signifi-
cantly in some regions in the frontal lobes and limbic system 
which were in good agreement with the dysfunction connec-
tivity reported by the previous literatures in the study of major 
depression disorder. 

Keywords—Network analysis, major depressive disorder, 
functional connectivity, time-frequency cross mutual  
information. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a category of com-
mon mental disorders. Patients with MDD suffer from low 
spirit, low confidence, and loss of interest in daily activities 
[1]. Findings from structural magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) studies suggested that some abnormalities, such as 
smaller hippocampal volumes and increased numbers of 
hyperintensive lesions. From functional imaging technolo-
gies, such as positron emission tomography (PET), single 
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) typically 
showed that depressed subjects have reduced lateral  

prefrontal glucose metabolism and increased medial pre-
frontal and subgenual cingulate metabolism [2]. These stud-
ies suggested that there are several regions whose structural 
deficiency and metabolic activity change may cause the 
network inefficiency, which are associated with abnormali-
ties in cognition and behaviour.  

The aim of this study is to investigate the difference of 
the functional network between the healthy subjects and 
MDD patients. We hypothesized that the nature of depres-
sion would be reflected in functional network abnormalities, 
especially in the prefrontal cortex and limbic area impli-
cated in cognitive and emotional processing [3,4]. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

A. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 

This study recruited 19 patients with major depression 
disorder who from Taipei Veterans General Hospital, and 
13 healthy subjects. Confirmation of the diagnosis for all 
patients was completed by clinical psychiatrists, using the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM). All subjects gave voluntary and informed consent. 
Imaging was performed on a 3.0-T Bruker Med-Spec S300 
system (Bruker, Kalsrube, Germany) in Taipei Veterans 
General Hospital. Blood oxygenation level dependent 
(BOLD) images of the whole brain using an echo planar 
imaging (EPI) sequence were acquired in 20 axial slices 
(TR=2000ms, TE=40ms, flip angle=90°, FOV=24cm; 5mm 
thickness and 1 mm gap). For each subject, the fMRI scan-
ning lasted about 400 seconds. Structural images were ob-
tained using a rapid acquisition gradient echo 3D T1-
weighted sequence for each subject (TR=2045ms, 
TE=9.6ms, flip angle=90°, FOV=24cm). All the preprocess-
ing was carried out using statistical parametric mapping 
(SPM5, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). All the EPI 
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images were registered to the corresponding anatomy T1 
weighting images and spatially normalized to the T1 tem-
plate image.  

B. Anatomy Parcellation 

The registered fMRI data were segmented into 90 re-
gions (45 for each hemisphere) using the individual brain 
atlases using statistical parametric mapping soft-
ware(IBASPM,www.thomaskoenig.ch/Lester/ibaspm). The 
representative time series of each individual region was 
obtained by averaging the fMRI time series over all voxels 
in this region. 

C. Time-Frequency Cross Mutual Information 

Each fMRI time series of 90 brain regions was first 
transformed into time-frequency domain using the Morlet 
wavelet to obtain temporal spectral information [5]. Time-
frequency maps were subsequently averaged over specific 
frequency band to yield temporal profiles of power. The 
resulting temporal profiles of power were used to compute 
the cross mutual information (CMI) across brain regions. 
Since the mutual information is computed based on any two 
temporal power sequences within a specific frequency band, 
the employed method was termed time-frequency cross 
mutual information (TFCMI) method. In our implementa-
tion, frequency components from 0.03 to 0.06 Hz were 
selected based on the previous resting-state fMRI studies 
[6]. The averaged power from each time-frequency map 
over the selected frequency bands comprised 200 samples, 
which can be regarded as a realization of a random variable, 
say Fi, for the i-th brain region. These samples of Fi, were 
used to construct the probability density function (pdf), 
p(Fi,b), for the computation of en-
tropy 30

1
( ) ( ) ln ( )i j i,b j,b i,b j,bb

H F ,F - p F ,F p F ,F
=

= ∑  , where 

the b=1,2,…,30 was the index of sampling bins for the con-
struction of approximated pdf. The pdf and joint pdf were 
estimated from the data histogram. Similarly, the joint prob-
ability density function (jpdf) between the i-th and j-th brain 
region can be computed as p(Fi,b, Fj,b) for  the estimation of 
joint entropy                                                       

30

1
( ) ( ) ln ( )i j i,b j,b i,b j,bb

H F ,F - p F ,F p F ,F
=

= ∑ . The 

TFCMI between two random variables Fi and Fj was given 
by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i j i j i jTFCMI F ,F H F H F H F ,F= + − . 
The TFCMI values indicate the coupling strength between 
each pair of the brain regions.  

D. Network Properties 

In order to elucidate the functional connectivity of brain 
regions from the network perspective, we need to form a 
graph with the nodes defined by brain regions and undi-
rected edges defined by the strength of coupled oscillation, 
i.e., the TFCMI value between the i-th and the j-th region 
(denoted by ri,j). This can be done by applying a threshold T 
(to be described below) to the TFCMI map, resulting in a 
number of binary graphs. Under the null hypothesis that ri,j 
is less than an arbitrary value T,  we defined the threshold 
primarily in accordance with the probability of the observed 
coupling p(ri,j <T). We controlled the false discovery rate 
(FDR) at the 5% level to account for the multiple, non-
independent tests entailed by thresholding each of 4005 
inter-regional connective strengths [7]. Five major metrics 
to be estimated for each of the i=1,2,3,. . . ,n nodes in the 
network are the degree (Kp) and strength (Ecorr) of the con-
nectivity, clustering coefficient of connections (Cp), separa-
tion among brain regions (Lp), global efficiency (Eglobal) [8]. 
Kp assesses the level of sparseness of a network. Ecorr meas-
ures the degree of coherent oscillation among these regions. 
Cp quantifies the proportion of a local cluster of the network 
and Lp measures of the mean path length of the network. 
Eglobal measures the effectiveness of information trans-
ferred in the network [8]. We also evaluated the three-
dimensional anatomical distance between pairs of connected 
nodes on the basis of the Euclidean distance, i.e. Di,j = ((xi-
xj)2+(yi-yj)2+(zi-zj)2)1/2. The long-distance connections were 
defined as those edges connecting regions separated by a 
distance larger than 7.5 cm [6]. 

III. RESULT 

The distributions of all the network properties as a func-
tion of threshold from 0 to 0.3 within each group are shown 
in Figs.1(a)-1(e). The red star ‘＊’ represents the normal 
group and the blue circle ‘O’ represents the MDD group, 
respectively. With threshold being between 0.2 and 0.3, the 
degree and strength of connectivity are significantly lower 
in the MDD group, meaning the lower connectivity between 
brain regions in MDD patients. The higher threshold results 
in the lower cluster coefficient but longer separation. MDD 
patients appear to have lower cliquishness and longer sepa-
ration than healthy subjects, suggesting that the network in 
MDD patients is disrupted and consequently loosely organ-
ized. Global efficiency in Fig.1(e) is significantly higher in 
healthy subjects than MDD patients. These results reveal 
that the information transferred between different brain 
regions with low efficiency when the brain network was 
attacked by disease.  
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Fig. 1 The distributions of the five network properties as a function of threshold from 0 to 0.3 

 

Fig. 2 Regional network properties [Cp, Lp] altered significantly in healthy subjects (red) and MDD patients (blue) at a selected threshold T (T =0.3) 
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We also evaluate differences in clustering coefficient and 
separation between MDD patients and the healthy subjects 
in each of 90 regions. Figure 2(A) and 2(B) respectively 
showed 45 brain regions. Bars indicate that the area shows 
significant altered in the relative measurement, and the 
length of the bar indicates the mean value of the relative 
measurement between the two groups. Red bars represent 
healthy group and blue bars represent MDD group, respec-
tively. We found that these two properties are significantly 
changed in the frontal cortex and in limbic system such as 
cingulate cortex. This is in line with the findings in PET and 
fMRI default mode network studies [1] which demonstrated 
increasing subgenual cingulate activity in major depression. 
From the perspective of Euclidean distance in this low-
frequency brain network, the ratio of short distance connec-
tion to long distance connection is 1.35(=550/406) in 
healthy subjects, but the ratio increased to 2.41(=164/48) in 
MDD group. Furthermore, the ratio of short distance in 
healthy subjects to MDD patients is 3.35(=550/164), and the 
ratio of long distance is 8.46(=406/48). These results indi-
cated that both short and long connection in the functional 
network of major depression decreased, especially the num-
ber of long distance decreased more dramatically. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our results demonstrated the concept that the network 
properties can be altered significantly to reflect the ineffi-
cient information integration and the loosely organized 
network in MDD patients, especially in some regions of the 
frontal lobes and limbic system. This is in good agreement 
with the dysfunction connectivity reported by the previous 
literatures in the study of major depression disorder. This 

approach can also be applied to other psychiatric disorders, 
such as bipolar disorder. 
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Abstract—Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 
initialized by hierarchical clustering (HC) was applied on 
dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MR images from the 
patients with unilateral internal carotid artery stenosis to 
segment out different brain tissue clusters depending on their 
own specific blood supply patterns. In comparison with the 
segmented normal and abnormal gray matter  components 
demonstrated that difference in mean transit time (dMTT) and 
difference in time to peak (dTTP) can robustly reveal the 
hemodynamic change from pre-stenting to post-stenting state 
(p-values are 0.027 and 0.004, respectively). Additionally, 
change of local deficit before and after the placement of stent 
can be further investigated by the ratio of numbers of normal 
to abnormal gray-matter pixels within the territories of 
anterior cerebral artery (ACA), middle cerebral artery (MCA) 
and posterior cerebral artery (PCA) (p-values are 0.375, 0.037 
and 0.020, respectively) in assistance to diagnosis and 
therapeutic assessment. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamic-susceptibility-contrast (DSC) MR imaging is a 
widely-used tool to record the signal changes embodying 
different blood supply patterns after intravenous injection of 
a bolus of contrast agent. With the bolus profile of  
arterial compartment identified as arterial input function 
(AIF), cerebral hemodynamic parameters, namely, cerebral 
blood volume (CBV),  cerebral blood flow (CBF), mean 
transit time (MTT) and time to peak (TTP) can be computed 
based on indicator dilution theory [1] and deconvolution 
analysis [2].  

In this study, we utilized the novel HC-EM-MoMG 
method, which was a revamped method [3] using the results 
of hierarchical clustering on the whitened data to initialize 
the EM-MoMG, to automatically dissect various perfusion 
compartments. In addition to the segregation of arterial 
tissue pixels whose averaged signal time curve can be used 
as an arterial input function for the estimation of 
hemodynamic parameters, the segmented tissue 
compartments can provide following advantages. First, 

pixels representing vessels and cerebral spinal fluid can be 
eliminated from manually-drawn region of interest to 
prevent inaccurate estimation of hemodynamic parameters. 
Second, parenchymal tissues in relation to gray matter 
(GM) and white matter (WM) can be differentiated 
separately for offering pure-tissue hemodynamic values. 
Third, pixels with similarly abnormal perfusion can be 
grouped into the same cluster for aiding diagnosis and 
therapeutic assessment. The MR perfusion images were 
acquired from the patients with unilateral carotid artery 
stenosis. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

10 male patients aged from 62 to 84 with symptomatic 
unilateral internal carotid artery stenosis participated in this 
study.  Written informed consent was obtained from each 
subject before this study. A multi-slice gradient-echo EPI 
pulse sequence on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Signa® CV/i, GE 
Medical Systems, Milwaukee,WI, USA) was used to 
acquire dynamic perfusion images from the patients before 
undergoing stenting surgery. Imaging used trans-axial 
imaging, TE/TR = 40/1000 ms, flip angle = 60 degree, FOV 
= 24 cm × 24 cm, matrix = 128×128, slice thickness/gap = 
7/14 mm for 7 slices, one acquisition, and 100 images per 
slice location. 20 ml of Gd-DTPA-BMA (Omnisacn®, 0.5 
mmol/ml, Nycomed Imaging, Oslo, Norway) followed by 
20 ml of normal saline were delivered administratively 
using a power injector (Spectris®, Medrad, Indianola, PA, 
USA) at a flow rate of 3-4 ml/sec in the antecubital vein. 
Temporal resolution is one second.  All routines were 
implemented by using MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, 
MA) code and carried out on a 2.8 G-Hz Pentium-based 
personal computer. 

Brain regions were extracted from perfusion images 
using the method described in [3]. Assume that the brain 
region for each image comprises of N  pixels, the 
observation of 70 temporal images can be represented by a 
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N×70  matrix which was further reduced by principal 
component analysis [3] to retain most of the data 
information followed by whitening process [3] to make the 
covariance matrix of the whitened data an identity matrix. 
In this study, the first t-th eigenvectors were selected to 
form the orthogonal matrix where t  was chosen to be 
between 5 and 12 to condense the data size from N×70  to 

Nt × . The Ward’s hierarchical clustering method was 
applied on the data for constructing a hierarchical tree [3]. 
The clustering results were used to initialize the mean 
vectors, covariance matrices of the MoMG, and the 
proportion of each class for the subsequent EM estimation, 
which was carried out to fit the overall distribution of the 
whitened data, nx ( 1×t ), n = 1, … N, to a mixture of 
multivariate Gaussian distributions. This algorithm consists 
of two alternating iterative steps, namely, E-step and M-
step.  The E-step is to compute the posterior probabilities of 
tissue classes ),|( 1−j

nxip θ  based on the estimation from 
previous (j-1)th iteration, which is given by 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

( | , ) [ , ]/ [ , ]
n n

Kj j j j j j j
n i x i i l x l ll

p i x g g uθ π μ π− − − − − − −
=

= ∑ ∑∑ , 

where i=1, … N represent labels of tissue 
classes, [ , ]

nx i ig μ ∑  represents the multivariate Gaussian 

density with the mean vector iμ  and covariance matrix i∑  
of tissue class i, iπ denotes the proportion of each class i 

and 1jθ −  denotes the parameters { 1j
iμ − , 1j

i
−∑ , 1j

iπ − } at the 
(j-1) th iteration. The M-step consists of estimating 
parameters jθ  as follows  
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The number of classes K is determined by information 
criterion of minimum description length (MDL) [3]. The 
tissue label at each pixel was determined by the maximal 
value of 1( , )j

np i x θ −  at that pixel and therefore each tissue 

type was classified. Once all tissues were identified, the 
averaged concentration time curves of each tissue type were 
computed. Ten pixels in the component of artery were 
chosen on the basis of the curve peak and the arrival time of 
contrast bolus to yield an averaged time curve as AIF to 
compute the CBV, CBF, MTT and TTP parameters. Here, 

we applied circular singular value decomposition [4] to 
solve the deconvolution problem for computing CBF value. 

In this study, the segmented GM and WM compartments 
which manifested normal perfusion were labelled as GM1 
and WM1, respectively. The GM and WM compartments 
with delayed perfusion or anomalous perfusion were 
labelled as GM2 and WM2, or GM3 and WM3, etc. The 
remaining components were classified as artery (Artery), 
vein (Vein), sinus (Sinus), noise (Noise), artifact (Artifact), 
choroid plexus (CP), cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), depending 
on their spatial location and arrival order of peak of 
averaged signal time curves. We used the ratio of relative 
hemodynamic values estimated from the delayed 
compartment to that from the corresponding normal 
compartment in the subsequent statistical analysis, which 
were denoted by ratio CBV and ratio CBF. For examples, 
ratio CBV and ratio CBF can be computed from the relative 
CBV and CBF values of the delayed GM2 divided by that 
of the GM1, respectively. Also and differences in MTT, 
denoted by dMTT, and in TTP, denoted by dTTP, between 
delayed GM2 (or WM2) and corresponding GM1 (or WM1) 
were computed, respectively. If there was no delayed GM2 
(or WM2) in the post-stenting segmentation results due to 
perfusion recovery, we set the ratio CBV and ratio CBF to 
one and dMTT and dTTP to zero. By doing this, we had 
created four pre-stenting and four post-stenting associated 
hemodynamic parameters for assessing the GM and WM 
perfusion for each patient. Values of these parameters in 
pre-stenting state of 10 patients were statistically compared 
to their corresponding post-stenting results using Wilcoxon 
sign-rank test. For quantifying spatially local asymmetry of 
GM and WM, we defined the territories of ACA, MCA, and 
PCA based on [5]. We also defined a line in the middle 
sagittal plane to divide the whole brain into six areas, 
namely, bilateral ACA, MCA and PCA. This allowed us to 
define three asymmetry values representing bilateral ACA, 
MCA and PCA asymmetries defined by the number of GM1 
(or WM1) pixels in the normal side divided by the number 
of GM1 (or WM1) pixels in the stenotic side. Similarly, 
Wilcoxon test was performed to assess the significance of 
asymmetric difference between pre-stenting and post-
stenting results.  

III. RESULTS 

The top plot of figure 1 illustrates the segmentation 
results from the pre-stenting perfusion images of patient 2. 
Based on the segmented locations and their corresponding 
concentration-time curves, we can easily find that the 
parenchymal tissues: GM2 in yellow and WM2 in olive in 
the right hemisphere have delayed perfusion compared with 
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their contralateral counterparts, GM1 in pink and WM1 in 
brown, in the left hemisphere. Moreover, a third GM 
component labelled by GM3 in light blue which 
corresponding concentration-time curve sits between GM1 
and GM2 ones was segmented. A third segmented WM 
component labelled by WM3 was suspected to be a lesion 
since its concentration time curve appears evidently delayed 
compared to WM1 and WM2.  

The bottom plot of figure 1 displays the segmentation 
results from patient 2 after stenting surgery. Apparently, the 
blood perfusion was recovered toward normal condition 
since the delayed components in pre-stenting results had 
diminished except some pixels situated in right posterior 
area related to right side PCA (GM2) which exhibit delayed 
concentration-time curve compared with the normal one of 
GM1 (pink). Overall, nine of ten segmentation results from 
pre-stenting perfusion images presented abnormal GM2 
components compared with the GM1, and the only one 
without GM2 component was due to sufficient blood supply 
from collateral circulation. After stenting surgery, only four 
cases remained abnormal GM2 components but with their 
signal-time curves regressed toward their normal 
counterparts. In the other five cases, the GM2 components 
cannot be segmented out after stenting because the signal-
time curves of delayed components were similar to the 
normal ones, indicating good recovery of cerebral 
perfusion. Regarding the WM, only 4 out of 10 presented 
delayed WM2 components in pre-stenting results, which 
disappeared after stenting surgery. 

 

Fig. 1 Segmentation results from perfusion images of patient 2. Top: pre-
stenting results. Bottom: post-stenting results 

 

We also compared the four hemodynamic parameters of 
segmented gray matter (or white matter) between the pre-
stenting and post-stenting states. Only the dMTT and dTTP 
derived from the difference between GM1 and GM2 
showed significant difference with p-values equal to 0.027 
and 0.004 respectively. The p-values for ratio CBV and 
ratio CBF of GM2 versus GM1 were 0.910 and 0.250, 
respectively. Statistical test indicates the significant change 
in GM1 asymmetry from pre-stenting to post-stenting states 
in the MCA and PCA territories (p-values are 0.037 and 
0.020 respectively). The overall statistical results based on 
the Wilcoxon test are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1 Component-wise comparison between pre- and post-stenting state 

 ratio 
CBV

ratio 
CBF dMTT dTTP

GM 
components 0.910 0.250 *0.027 *0.004

WM 
components 0.250 1.000 0.250 0.125

* Indicates the p-value smaller than 0.05. 

Table 2 Comparison between pre- and post-stenting states within three 
local cerebral vascular territories 

 GM asymmetry 
(9 subjects) 

WM asymmetry
(4 subjects) 

ACA 0.375 0.375 
MCA *0.037 0.188 
PCA *0.020 0.131 

   * Indicates the p-value smaller than 0.05 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have employed the HC-EM-MoMG 
algorithm to dissect the hemodynamics from DSC MR brain 
images. Results show that the dMTT and dTTP are more 
sensitive than ratio CBV and ratio CBF to envision the 
change of perfusion after the placement of stent in the 
patient with unilateral internal carotid artery stenosis. 
Additionally, the change of GM asymmetry from pre-
stenting to post-stenting results is significant in the MCA 
and PCA territories. In conclusion, the proposed 
segmentation method is promising for embodying spatial 
and temporal information in assisting clinical diagnosis and 
prognosis of unilateral internal carotid stenosis. 
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*Abstract—Multiple system atrophy-cerebellar (MSA-C) is a 
degenerative neurological disease of brain. In this study, we 
used three-dimensional (3D) fractal dimension (FD) method to 
investigate the structural complexity change of human cerebel-
lum white matter (CBWM) and gray matter (CBGM) for 
MSA-C disease diagnosis. The original T-1 weighted magnetic 
resonance (MR) images of twenty-three MSA-C patients and 
twenty-one normal subjects were processed and the 3D CBGM 
and 3D CBGM were quantitatively analysed by the FD 
method. Results showed that FD values of the CBWM and 
CBGM of the MSA-C patients were significantly smaller com-
paring with the control group. Furthermore, the results of this 
study also demonstrated that the FD method is superior to the 
conventionally volumetric method in terms of better accuracy 
and sensitivity. The use of FD analysis in conjunction with the 
conventionally volumetric methods further allows us to estab-
lish a separating line in the FD-volume scatter plot of CBWM 
to identify the occurrence of cerebellum atrophy, which can 
serve as an early-stage indicator for detecting the MSA-C 
disease. 

Keywords—MSA-C, Fractal analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Multiple system atrophy is a sporadic neurodegenerative 
disorder disease characterized by varying degrees of parkin-
sonism, cerebellar ataxia, and autonomic dysfunction. Ac-
cording to the prominent clinical symptoms, this disease  
 
 
 
 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 

could be classified into two subtypes: prominent cerebellar 
symptoms (MSA-C) or prominent parkinsonism symptoms 
(MSA-P) [1]. Many investigators have reported that MSA-C 
are caused by the loss of neurons in the ventral portion of 
the pons, inferior olives, and cerebellar cortex. Therefore, 
Gait ataxia originated from cell loss is the most typically 
early symptom of this disease.  

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used tool 
for brain pathology and diagnosis to evaluate degenerative 
disorders within the brain and spinal cord, such as MSA [2]. 
The abnormal change of cerebral tissue structure including 
atrophy, lesions and degeneration could potentially be re-
garded as disease-diagnosis parameters. Accordingly, the 
quantification of complexity of the morphological change of 
cerebral tissue is significant for disease diagnosis.  

The aim of this study was to quantify the atrophy aliment 
of CBWM and CBGM of MSA-C patients in comparison 
with the normal control using the 3D FD analysis. The FD 
analysis is an efficiently computational tool which has been 
used in diagnosing cerebrum atrophy [2]. Mathematically, 
FD can condense all the structural details into a single nu-
meric value that summarizes the irregularity of the object, 
leading to a quantitative measurement of morphological 
complexity [3]. Because the FD analysis is based on the 
logarithmic scale, small changes in the FD value correspond 
to large differences in the shape complexity. Smith et al. 
verified that a difference of 0.1 of FD value representing a 
doubling of complexity [4]. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Material 

A total of forty–four participants in the Department of 
Radiology, Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan, from 
2005 to 2007¸were selected to participate in this research. 
Twenty-three of all the participants, ten males and thirteen 
females included, age range 47-74 years, were diagnosed 
with MSA-C according to the established guidelines [5]. 
The healthy group included ten males and eleven females, 
age range 34-84 years. Genders and ages were matched in 
two groups.  Written informed consent was obtained from 
each volunteer before this study. The axial magnetic reso-
nance (MR) human brain images covering the entire cere-
brum and cerebellum were performed on a 1.5-T Vision 
Siemens scanner. The T1-weighted MR sequence was de-
signed with the following parameters: 1.5mm axial slices; 
echo time=5.5ms; repetition time=14.4ms; flip angle 200; 
field of view 25cm; matrix size=256×256 and the in-plane 
resolution 1mm×1mm.  

 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of image processing 

B. Methods 

Figure 1 shows five major steps in the image process-
ing and FD measurement. The automatically segmenta-
tion of gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF) was done by using the SPM5 package 
(Department of Imaging Neuroscience; London, UK). Addi-
tionally, the volumes of 3D CBWM and CBGM were esti-
mated by the total counts of pixels within the targets and 
their units were mm3.The fractal dimension can be viewed 
as a quantitative indicator of complexity for an object. Let 
N(r) denote the minimal number of cubes of size r covering 
the fractal object. The FD of a fractal is defined in the 
power law relationship FDrrN −∝)(  [6]. In this study, 
we extended the 2D box-counting method in the HarFA 
software (Buchnicek et al., 2000; Nezadal et al., 2001) to 
3D one for measuring the FD value of the 3D CBWM and 
CBGM volumetric image. All the image processing and FD 
procedures were implemented using MATLAB 7.0 (Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, MA) software. 

Table 1 Statistical results of FDs and volumes of all participators 

Groups MSA-C Control group P 
Age  32~77 30~57 - 
Number 23 21 - 
Duration(Y) 4.78(1~23) - - 
FD    
CBWM FD 2.145±0.088 2.275±0.045 <0.01 
CBGM FD 2.503±0.039 2.527±0.023  <0.02 
Volume(cm3)    
CBWM  33.9±9.1 48.2±7.2 <0.01 
CBGM  104.1±20.30 122.0±12.80 <0.01 
CB  138.0±25.10 170.2±18.60  <0.01 

III. RESULTS 

The three plots in the upper panel of Fig. 2 display the 
MR brain images, CBWM segmented results, and the 3D 
reconstructed CBWMs of a normal subject (from left to 
right), and the lower panel shows the corresponding images 
in the same order of a MSA-C patient. Comparing Fig. 2(c) 
to Fig. 2(f), the patient’s CBWM presented a smaller vol-
ume and less folding patterns. 
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Fig. 2 Results of image segmentation and 3D reconstruction for WM from one normal (a-c) and one patient (d-f) subject 

The statistical results of FD analysis and volumes of 
CBWM and CBGM of all participators were summarized in 
Table 1. It was evident that the cerebral volumes, CBGM 
volumes and CBWM volumes were remarkably smaller in 
patients than in normal subjects. Similar results were ob-
served in estimated FD values (mean ± standard deviation) 
of control group and patient group CBWM (2.2746±0.045 
and 2.1451±0.088, p=5.4335e-008), and that for the CBGM 
(2.5267±0.023 and 2.5033±0.039, p=6.1139e-005). Al-
though the volumes and FD values of CBWM and CBGM 
were both smaller for MSA-C patients comparing with the 
control group, it is important to note that the standard devia-
tions of the FDs were much smaller than that of the vol-
umes, no matter in control group or patients group, imply-
ing superior stability of the FD method. 

We plotted the CBWM/CBGM FD values versus 
CBWM/CBGM volumes of all the participators (control 
subjects and patients) as displayed in Figs. 3(a) and (b). 
Result in Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that all the normal data 
were classified into cluster 1 (blue diamond) and the major-
ity of patients’ data (17/23) were classified into cluster 2 
(red circle). Specifically, we can further derive a threshold 
(black line) obtained from an unbiased classification 
method, namely, the K-means algorithm [7]. However, Fig. 

3(b) exhibits overlapping boundary, which makes the 
threshold for separating two groups difficult to be deter-
mined. In other words, the CBGM data are less suitable to 
be used for assisting diagnosis of atrophy. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Although the FD values and volumes of CBWM and 
CBGM were both smaller in MSA-C patients, the FD 
method performed superiorly than the conventionally volu-
metric method in terms of smaller variances, better sensitiv-
ity. The percentages of standard deviation of FD values for 
CBWM and CBGM in the control groups are 2.0% and 
1.0%, respectively, which are much smaller than that of 
volumes (15% and 10.5%, respectively). Volumetric meas-
urement with large variations would make the statistical 
inference less reliable in comparison with the FD method. 
In addition, the logarithm-scale based FD measurement is 
more sensitive to structural change: a small difference in FD 
value may have a significant impact on the brain structures 
and their alteration, specifically, a difference of 0.1 of the 
FD value equivalent to a double of complexity [4]. Zhang et 
al. have verified that the FD analysis is more sensitive for 
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characterizing WM structural features than the volumetric 
measurement and capable of describing complexity and 
variability of WM [8]. 

The use of FD method in conjunction with the conven-
tionally volumetric method also provides a salient feature to 
distinguish the MSA-C patients from the control groups for 
assisting diagnosis. Figure 3(a) demonstrated that the scatter 
plots of CBWM volumes versus CBWM FD values could 
be further classified into two groups via a separating line 
such that one cluster entirely consisted of the MSA-C data 
while the other mostly consisted of the control data. Since 
our results showed that the CBWM atrophy dominated the 
CB degeneration, the determination of separating line can 
facilitate the quantification of CB atrophy in the application 
of assisting diagnosis: if a new CBWM data pair is located 
in the lower left side of the separating line, it is highly likely 
the CBWM complexity decreasing to an abnormal range 
and at the stage of ongoing CB atrophy.  
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Fig. 3 (a)CBWM FDs versus volume values and classification results using 
an unbiased K-means method. (b)CBGM FDs versus volume values and 
classification results using an unbiased K-means method 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have employed the 3D FD method to investigate the 
morphological change of MSA-C patients and normal sub-
jects. Our results showed that (1) the MSA-C patients pre-
sented significantly lower CBWM FD values (p=2.8943e-
007) and CBGM FD values (p=0.02) compared to the con-
trol group, (2) a separating line was established in the FD-
volume scatter plot of CBWM data, which is promising for 
detecting CB atrophy and structural degeneration for early 
phase of disease diagnosis. Our results further suggest that, 
to quantify the structural change of CBWM and CBGM for 
MSA-C patients, the 3D FD analysis method is superior to 
the conventionally volumetric method. 
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